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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

Washington, D. C., July 22, 1896. 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith the report of the 

operations of the United States Geological Survey for the 

year ending June 30, 1896. 

In this connection permit me to thank you for the con- 

tinued interest you have manifested in the work of the 

Survey. 

I am, with respect, your obedient servant, 

Director. 
Hon. Hoke Smiru, 

Secretary of the Interior. 
or 





SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED 
STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

CuHarLes_ D. Watcort, Director. 

INTRODUCTION. 

During the fiscal year 1895-96 the organization of the Geo- 
logical Survey as set forth in the Director’s last report was 
continued without material change, and the field work of 1895 
was largely a continuation of that of the previous season. 

The most important change made within the year affecting 

the work of the Survey was the enactment by Congress of 
legislation providing for the monumenting of the topographic 
surveys. The provision is embodied in the sundry civil appro- 

priation act approved June 11, 1896, and is in the following 
words: 

Provided, That hereafter in such surveys west of the ninety-fifth meridian eleva- 

tions above a base level located in each area under survey shall be determined and 

marked on the ground by iron or stone posts or permanent bench marks, at least two 

such posts or bench marks to be established in each township or equivalent area, 

except in the forest-clad and mountain areas, where at least one shall be established, 

and these shall be placed, whenever practicable, near the township corners of the 

public-land surveys; and in the areas east of the ninety-fifth meridian at least one 

such post or bench mark shall be similarly established in each area equivalent to 

the area of a township of the public-land surveys. 

The enactment above quoted does not provide for the pro- 
tection of the monuments thus to be erected from removal or 
defacement, but such legislation was incorporated in the Indian 
appropriation act approved June 10, 1896, in which occurs the 
following clause: 

Provided further, That hereafter it shall be unlawful for any person to destroy, 

deface, change, or remove to another place any section corner, quarter-section corner, 

or meander post, on any Government line of survey, or to cut down any witness tree 

U 
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or any tree blazed to mark the line of a Government survey, or to deface, change, or 

remove any monument or bench mark of any Government survey; that any person 

who shall offend against any of the provisions of this paragraph shall be deemed 

guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof in any court, shall be fined 

not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars, or be imprisoned not more than one 

hundred days. * * * 

Under the provision for establishing the monuments and 
bench marks, a. base monument, connected with sea level 

whenever practicable, will be established at some point in 

each area under survey, and the elevation of all the monu- 

ments and bench marks in that area will be referred to the 

base-level monument. In a communication to the honorable 

the Secretary of the Interior, proposing this legislation, the 
Director made the following statement: 

It is my opinion that the maps of the Survey would be enhanced in value fully 

100 per cent if permanent records were left on the ground, in the form of monu- 

ments, to show the position of triangulation points and township corners, and their 

true elevation above sea level or some fixed point. Under existing law there is 

no authority for establishing such monuments. If the amendment proposed is 

substituted for the clause in the estimates, the Survey will be in position to estab- 

lish the monuments as proposed, and thus connect the topographic surveys with the 

land surveys and with the surface of the country. This will give the surveys 

greater usefulness in engineering work of every kind, for the utility and practical 

value of any survey is largely dependent upon the measures taken to preserve its 

results and to render possible the ready identification and practical use of these 

results. 

To accomplish this monuments are indispensable, and from the experience 

already gained in the field, it is well known that if township corners and land sur- 

veys are to be preserved there must be established near them permanent monuments 

whose positions are marked on the maps. It is an indisputable fact that the prac- 

tical utility of the surveys in much of the region west of the ninety-seventh 

meridian, in connection with mining, irrigation, water supply, and to a certain 

extent in the matter of railroad location, depends upon the practicability of identi- 

fying the results of the survey on the ground. In many areas the present system 

of surveying will suffice for the purposes of the geologic map, but for the uses 

mentioned above, and for work in the coal and iron areas of the Appalachians, the 

Lake Superior, and similar regions, the approximate location of contours will not 

suffice. Certain points must be capable of identification by means of monuments 

or bench marks, and this identification, to be of value, must be absolute. 

It should be remembered that all industrial enterprises in the publie land States 

are based upon public-land surveys, and hence the topographic surveys, to be of the 

greatest practical value, must be connected and identified with those land surveys. 

It should also be borne in mind that the addition of permanent monuments con- 

nected with the public-land surveys will aid in preserving and identifying the lat- 

ter. This is especially true of the western portion of the country, where lack of 

population will prevent private development from perpetuating the monuments 

which are now used to mark the public-land surveys. Many of these marks are 

made of material that is subject to rapid decay; others are so insecurely fixed that 

within the next fifty years all of those-outside of cultivated lands or the limits of 

mining districts will have disappeared. ‘The establishment of a few conspicnous 
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monuments of durable material will be of great value as a basis for the resurvey of 

the public lands, should this ever become necessary. It is not proposed to locate 

the monuments in place of the township monuments, but to put them a few feet 

away from the township monuments, and record in the field notes their relation to 

the latter. It is not the intention to provide for the reestablishment of land office 

lines or corners, but to mark such lines or corners whenever it is practicable to do 

so, as stated above. 

The cost of doing this and of running more accurate lines of levels than it has 

been the practice in the past to run, will be small as compared with the benefits 

that will accrue therefrom. 

The original object of the topographic map was to serve as a basis for the geologic 

map of the United States, but with the progress of the Survey from year to year 

the public have become more and more acquainted with the maps, and a strong 

demand has grown up for the topographic maps as such, and I now think it is time 

the topographic surveys should be connected directly with the land surveys in the 

manner proposed, and that permanent monuments should be left in all portions of 

the country where the surveys are made. 

Of the benefit the establishment of the proposed monuments will be to the geolo- 

gists of the Survey, to mining interests, and to all engineers engaged in irrigation 

work, I beg to submit the following statement: 

AREAL GEOLOGY. 

In areal geology the geologist endeavors to delineate upon his map as accurate a 

picture as possible of the outlines or boundaries of different rock formations as they 

oceur on the tract of ground which the map represents, in order that from this areal 

map he may draw deductions as to the underground structure of that and adjoining 

regions, and construct profiles showing the courses and positions at various depths 

of these different rock formations and of their contained useful minerals, such as 

coal, iron ore, salt, etc. 

Topographic maps, even when the result of the most improved methods and great- 

est skill, are necessarily more or less imperfect representations of the earth’s surface, 

and the geologist often finds it difficult to determine the exact location upon his 

map of an important geological feature. In the mountain regions the sharp summits 

of hills or mountains have been used by the topographers as triangulation points, 

and (thus located with greater accuracy than other points) may be used by the 

geologist to locate a given point if a monument has been built. Less accurate loca- 

tions may be obtained from intersections of streams, valleys, and ridges, or of arti- 

ficial features, such as roads, buildings, etc. In the mountain regions there are 

likely to be considerable areas where such features are entirely wanting or are not 

available. Often triangulation monuments built of loose stones are scattered about, 

and afterward others may be built so that they can not be distinguished from those 

built by the topographers of the Survey. It thus becomes apparent that it will be of 

great use to the geologist in mountain regions to have permanent and accurately 

located monuments within short distances of each other, to which he can refer in 

locating important geologic features and in checking on the ground the accuracy of 

his geological work. On the Great Plains area such monuments are even of greater 

importance. Elevated points that would serve as triangulation points are generally 

wanting; intersections of.important streams are not often at hand; and there are 

few natural features capable of representation on the map to which he can tie his 

observations. His only recourse is to township or section corners, when they can 

be found. Under the present system of marking such corners, however, the stakes 

or stones have often been destroyed or moved, and they have an unknown error of 

location, as they are not connected with any system of triangulation or exact 

measurement. 
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In the rolling and hilly areas west of the Mississippi, and the mountain areas of 

the Appalachian region and New England, the need of exact datum points is fully 

as great as in the West. This is particularly true in the survey of the great mining 

areas of the Lake Superior region, and the great coal fields of the Mississippi 

Basin and the Appalachian system. This will be spoken of more especially under 

the following heading: 
MINING GEOLOGY. 

In mining geology, the same advantages will accrue as in areal geology, but toa 

greater degree. A large part of the observations of the mining geologist are made 

under ground, and their location is referred to a single point on the surface. This 

necessitates a still higher degree of accuracy for the location of such points as 

mouths of shafts or tunnels, because any considerable error may entirely vitiate the 

deductions drawn as to the probable location under ground of ore bodies. Such 

points are located by mining surveyors with reference to corners of claims, and 

these in their turn with reference to some township corner. If the township corners 

are accurately indicated on the ground and on the map with reference to other topo- 

graphical features, the other locations can be made in the office from the given 

starting points. In present practice, inasmuch as it is known that township corners 

may have a considerable though unknown error (in some cases of several hundred 

feet, and in one known case of nearly a quarter of a mile), it is found to be neces- 

sary to make a new survey to determine the location of such mine openings as serve 

to connect underground workings with the surface. Owing to this, it is often the 

practice at present among local mining surveyors to connect their surveys with the 

triangulation points of the Government geological surveys, because they are more 

accurately and permanently located than land-survey marks. At the present time, 

however, these monuments are built of piles of stone, and often, when stones are 

scarce, of a single stone with a bottle buried beneath it, containing a record of the 

position of the monument; and again, the points are more or less widely separated, 

as they are made with reference only to the triangulation. 

The vertical element, or the exact level, is of the greatest importance in coal fields 

where the rocks are approximately horizontal, for upon a correct determination of 

the vertical element depend all of the geologist’s stratigraphical and structural 

results. Within most of the Appalachian coal field the dip is less than 2 degrees, or 

200 feet to the mile Now, the geologist must build up his stratigraphieal columns 

and his structure of the region upon the topographic map which he uses. It is a deli- 

cate operation, and it is evident that a slight variation in the elevation used as a 

base will result in a very great change of structure. It is found in practice that 

while the coal beds appear to slope regularly from the margin of the basin toward 

the center, this apparently simple structure is complicated to a remarkable extent 

by slight’ but very irregular undulations, which traverse the field in every direction. 

If the errors of structure affected only the value of the scientific results they would 

be serious enough, but when, sooner or later, the mining engineer endeavors to make 

use of the maps, he is liable to be misled by them. It has been the practice of the 

geologist to run levels and check errors in every possible way, but if he had monu- 

ments to refer to, the elevations of which were already determined, he wonld have 

a constant check upon his work. 

In the Lake Superior region the monuments and bench marks will give a basis for 

accurate maps which is necessary in connection with the development of the great 

mining operations there, both the exploitation of the mines and the extension of 

railroads and the building of graded roads. These would also be of great service 

to the timber interests, in the establishment of winter roads, and of special narrow- 

gauge railroads, which are so necessary to carry the timber to the main railroad 

lines. I think that a standard upon which surveys shall be based will be of inesti- 

mable value to all mining regions. 
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The Division of Hydrography of this Survey is conducting its operations under the 

appropriation ‘‘for gauging the streams and determining the water supply of the 

United States, including the investigation of underground currents and artesian wells 

in arid and semiarid sections ” Its work is widely distributed. Streams in various 

parts of the United States are measured, and the underground conditions affecting 

water supply are studied in portions of the Great Plains region from the Dakotas to 

Texas. The results of this work have application in questions of water supply for 

irrigation and for power, and although the investigations relate primarily to quanti- 

ties of water, yet there are constantly arising questions of the utilization of this 

water, such questions being dependent for their solution upon facts of relative ele- 

vation. That is to say, in any consideration of water resources the engineer has to 

ascertain first the quantities available and next the relative elevation of these quan- 

tities with respect to the point where the water is to be used, either for irrigation 

or for power. The one fact is as necessary as the other, for without “head,” or 

difference of elevation, water is to a large extent useless. 
The profitable employment of the water resources, whether from streams or wells, 

is determined often by very small differences in elevation. A few inches per mile of 

rise or fall may make or mar a project involving the reclamation of large areas, or 

may be the determining point in the location of a power plant. Thus it results that 

no sooner is the public informed as to matters of water quantity than an urgent 

appeal is made for exact information concerning slopes and elevations. 

The relative elevations of land and water, and of different bodies or streams of 

water, are shown in a broad way on the present topographic maps; but the infor- 

mation is not sufficiently accurate or detailed, especially where matters of practical 

application depend upon differences in elevation of a few feet, or even inches. The 

value of the topographic maps, as far as the utilization of the water resources is 

concerned, would be increased many-fold if, along the principal streams and the 

broad, nearly level valleys, accurate level lines were run and occasional monuments 

or bench marks were located at distances of 5 or 6 miles, these being shown upon 

the map. Then when a question as to diverting water from a stream or from wells 

on the low land is brought up, it will be possible for any person of fair intelligence 

to take these maps and determine in a general way, from inspection, the feasibility 

of the project, or to go upon the ground and settle at small outlay of time and 

money any doubt as to the difference of elevation. 

In this way many projects which are impossible would at the outset be condemned, 

and on the other hand attention would be drawn to feasible schemes for the develop- 

ment of the natural resources of the country. Asthe matter now stands, an engineer, 

having determined upon the water supply and noted the general location upon the 

present topographic maps, must rerun many of the lines if he would know the exact 

elevation of any point. Many thousands of dollars expended in such work could 

be saved by the simple provision of placing a few permanent marks at the time the 

topographic surveys and the precise level lines are being run. 

In addition to granting authority for monumenting the topo- 

eraphic surveys, Congress made provision at its last session, by 
joint resolution approved February 28, 1896, for continuing 

the distribution of the publications of the Survey to two libra- 

ries in each Congressional district and four in each State at 

large, in extension of the distribution previously provided for. 
Under authority of this provision and of the statutes previ- 

ously enacted and in force, all the publications of the Survey 
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except the annual reports are now distributed to four libraries 

in each Congressional district and eight libraries in each State 

at large. The annual reports are distributed by Senators 

and Representatives direct, as public documents are usually 

distributed. The character of these reports is such that it 
seems highly desirable that all libraries which receive the 
other publications of the Survey should receive the annual 

reports also. This, however, can not be brought about except 

by Congressional action. 
The operation of the Civil Service rules as affecting appoint- 

ment, retention, and advancement in the Survey has been 

highly satisfactory during the year and productive of good 
results. By Executive order of July 15, 1895, the positions 

of geologist, paleontologist, chemist, engraver, and all other 

places the duties of which are of a scientific or technical 

character, and which had previously been exempt, were made 

subject to competitive examination. The effect of this order, 

taken in connection with previous orders and with the general 

revision and extension of the rules made and promulgated 

by the President May 6, 1896, whereby the positions of chief 

clerk, chief disbursing clerk, disbursing clerk, and confidential 

clerk were likewise made subject to examination, was to render 
subject to competitive examination all positions in the Survey 

of every grade and class except the place of laborer. 

In July, 1895, a conference was held between the Director 

and a number of the members of the staff in reference to the 

revision of the explanatory text which is printed on the inside 

of the cover of each folio of the Geologic Atlas of the United 

States. It was deemed wise to make such a revision, because 

important advances in petrography and in general geologic 

nomenclature had been made since the text was written. The 

members of the Survey who took part in the conference and 

the revision were Messrs. T) C. Chamberlin, 8. F. Emmons, 

C. Rk. Van Hise, Arnold Hague, G. K. Gilbert, Henry Gannett, 

and Bailey Willis. The changes. that were made may be 

observed by a comparison of the explanatory text of folio 

No. 20 with that of folio No. 21. 

At the time of the resignation of Maj. J. W. Powell from 
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the directorship, in 1894, none of the folios had been pub- 

lished, though several were under way and the descriptive 

text therefor had been prepared. The first folio was issued 

after the present Director took charge of the Survey, but the 

name of Major Powell was placed upon the title page of the 

first 20 folios in recognition of the long-continued and important 

preliminary work which had rendered the publication of the 

folios possible. 

In this connection mention should be made of the services 

rendered by Messrs. G. K. Gilbert and Bailey Willis in the 

development of the scheme of colors and conventional signs fo) 

used in the folios, and by Mr. 8. J. Kiibel, chief engraver, in 

varrying the details of that plan into practical effect and pro- 

ducing by extended experimentation results of such mechanical 

and artistic excellence. 

The Smithsonian Institution, National Museum, Coast and 

Geodetic Survey, General Land Office, and Government 

Printing Office have, as in previous years, cordially cooper- 

ated with the Survey in the endeavor to advance and _ perfect 

its work, and the members of the Survey have rendered 

diligent and faithful service. 

PLAN OF OPERATIONS FOR THE YEAR. 

In accordance with custom, a general plan of operations for 
the fiscal year 1895-96 was laid before the honorable the Sec- 
retary of the Interior on May 22, 1895, and was approved by 

him on June 8, 1895. 

The detailed plan of work as approved by the Secretary, 
and in conformity with which the greater portion of the work 

hereinafter reviewed was executed, is on file in the Depart- 

ment. A general statement of appropriations and of allot- 
ments for work in geology, paleontology, and topography 
immediately follows, and where each party worked and what 

each party and office division accomplished will be found stated 

further on under the head ‘Organization and work of the 

year.” 
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APPROPRIATIONS AND ALLOTMENTS. 

SUMMARY OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

For the fiscal year 1895-96 there was appropriated for the 

work of the Geological Survey the sum of $521,890. Separate 

amounts were, by the terms of the several acts, set apart for 

specific branches of work and for the salaries of persons con- 

nected with those branches. For convenience of reference 

these separate appropriations are here brought together and 
classified, as follows: 

For pay of skilled:laborersetcase os ce e223 ee ene ee ae ee $13, 000 

Bor topographic surveys sae secen eee see see = eae aes eee $150, 000 

For pay of two geographers and two topographers.....--..---.---- 9, 200 

Total so. jee ass esec ee eee ees Be te seboas so=oasce aes 159, 200 

Ror geologicisurveysits-c o-see Serer aoe se 2. Cone eae eee 100, 000 

Hor in vestigationsin Alas ellae ee eee eat ees 1 See ee eee 5, 000 

Mor pay of four ceolocistss sss see eea ree. 42 -o ae eee 13, 700 

Total. : s.ccasaio Seine Sis See sce =a ee on ons \o Siete ae ores ee ee 118, 700 

For paleontologicinesearcheswerce: ee eeen a= 2-2) esa see eee 10, 000 

Hor pay ofetwio! paleontologists es eaeeteeee == iam ee ae ae eee 4, 000 

Totals <:. hess a ete Sere sins tele ojeie lo sn:elre 2.0 alate lela ete ade = eeae een 14, 000 

For chemical ‘and physicaliresearches=-—- .-- -\- 2522 eee eae eee 8, 500 

Kor pay: of one: chemiste--)see eee eres += eee eee 3, 000 

Totals .2cj2s s.cthesieialeasiesapeeyonieeiee =a 10 selsis a one Sees a see Ieee ne eee 11, 500 

Korigauging streams, CUCl=--r)-relscene aia - == =e ee ee ee 24, 500 

Hor preparation) of dlustrationstess-c- so. = Soa - se e e 13, 000 

For preparation of report on mineral resources. ..........------.----------- 18, 000 
For purchase of books and distribution of documents..-.-.-....-.------------ 2, 000 

Ror engraving and prin eemaps eo eee ee eee ee eee 65, 000 

FOr Tentbiss 2) se ees ae ae erele e esas kc a eee ee 4, 600 

ANY tee soem ane cn 4 oe nG apad Hee Oe aoe dS S252 60e Ses S22 -cszese 443, 500 

Furthermore, there was appropriated in the same act for 

engraving, printing, and binding the publications of the Sur- 
vey $37,000, this sum to be disbursed, not by the Survey, 

but by the Public Printer. The items are as follows: 

For engraving illustrations for report of the Director ..........-.-.-.------ $7, 000 

For engraving illustrations for monographs and bulletins. .........--.---.-- 10, 000 

For printing and binding monographs and bulletins...........-.......----- 20,000 

Total -oSke~ ees oe ES ee chee ome Kraehe are oe Se eS eee ee 
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Lastly, the legislative, executive, and judicial act appropri- 

ated for the Survey $41,390, in two items, as follows: 

For salaries of Director, chief clerk, chief disbursing clerk, librarian, and 

photographer, together with clerks, messengers, et al., to the number of 

irrenbyanineypersonsrnualltsssee che ees see se cers = essays Se $31, 390 

IO PEM GSs bast econge eee os Soe eee ESB CaS. Cee Oe tee Oa te Ree ire ar ane ee Te 10, 000 

TROUEN 2 S36 55.coee cats Bae ee Se ee Os See Ste ee ae eer 41, 390 

Thus the aggregate appropriation for the Geological Survey 

for the fiscal year 1895-96 was $521,890. 

ALLOTMENTS TO GEOLOGIC WORK. 

As stated above, the total appropriation for geologic work 
for 1895-96, including the special appropriation for work in 
Alaska, was $118,700. 

The following table exhibits the allotments that were made 
to the heads of the several geologic parties : 

Party. Allotment. 

BEXOC UULV CxO Ll C Obra. erate eee clot oie ce nies eee eece $9, 000 

Sivalers Ni Smee ec ee re eis seven eclectic chia oer 3, 500 

IBM erSONy bap Ke sen ae meer ee eeeisiae ca ee ce cane aslo eis sit 750 

Dale Nel sonieae=ser eae ere ene aan eee eels 2, 800 

TsO Niel s0S52 Roadiatoc SUC Ont so SOne CaS e ROBES aere 500 

\WWOIER AG 1D cen nt nd aa acc Soe Shee eC Gee See Gis eee roms ae 750 

Wahi bet SoD aival dle Sateen ne eres mys ys seis fia sete cere ore 2, 200 

TRGB cin Dees we ly eke 0 en co ie a AP AER De ES TT) 
Campbell Mn Reyes ears poeta sh cles eee gs a es ne 4, 000 

EV ary @sin Ce Wiese ars ersistec te oe cher ca care eee seer oe 4,500 | 

TROT SAE ea mil a cae aE a ee | 3,000 
IS) at COT Ss Neeley cree See eee ere ae oe sie eae aie are es 3, 000 

Ollie: Why alan nia Suc be en aCe aaa ee ee | 600 | 
TORT S, (CLSL hele Ue ee ey en 3,700 | 
IVaMMENT SO © qikusat phat em bey cre srra teeta tense icine SiS ore 8, 000 

Chamberlin\haCh ese ses eee soars eee ceccens Leste 3, 000 

Grilbertm Gm Keeney Meee ee re Se eS a al | 6,500. | 
DET A Derren ares eres Sete cine, fee grace cee ae iaraS at | 6, 000 

SNCoC MAN PTEI oe tin ieee Mma wan et TER! le | 2,500 
Taio (St, 1 Ss sae Bae ee |’ 7,000 
AGUNG, TR: Chg csSclcc ce eee Rae a nee na enn I 
Cross, Co Wy ceccck eos vo oauassosoges capeca se cane cuos c5E4| 6, 000 

EV) ou erm AWeepet ena eta aris aia ates cisial=, 2 Assi Stersiacale ce vee Sisie ale | 4, 500 
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Party. Allotment. 

} MUNG Do Sitoeanacseseens seescea sascae onasssaccseteser 2c $5, 800 

ADUENEY WEL. Wi 2 2e.ci.51s esis ioe) se eee eee 4, 000 

Tein dowens \W.2£c:-i. clos cee ee ae ee ee 3, 500 

Iuawson A.C. 5 - ics 2 cess tere ee ee eee 500 

\SWritlis, Bailey. 0... Sete see eee eee 8,000 | 
Becker, G. F ......---------------+----+-------------- 9, 000 | 

Contin genit fim Geese ae es a ere 1,500 | 

| Totals ,o2525 Re Soe ee oe ee 118, 700 

ALLOTMENTS TO PALEONTOLOGIC WORK. 

The total appropriation for paleontologic work was 514,000. 
It was allotted to the several branches as follows : 

Section. Allotment. | 

Paleozoie Wolk ese eee on eee $1, 500 

Mesozoic work. .2.-2 sees Sanne een 5 ns See eee eee 2, 000 | 

@enozoie work) 22622-58522 oss cs s- ose cena sceeeeeee 2,300 | 

Paleobotanic) works nseeeessa: seen - ee eee 4,600 | 

Vertebrate paleontologic work..-......-..------------- 2, 000 

General assistant/ssalarye-eseeee. - os ee eee eee 1, 200 

Contingentifundy sass ceee seme. 5-2 ase eee eee 400 

Total iu sas soe eee ee 

ALLOTMENTS TO TOPOGRAPHIC WORK. 

The sum appropriated under the head of topographic sur- 
veys was $150,000. Of this amount the statute specifically 

provided that $35,000 should be expended in the region west 
of the ninety-seventh meridian, in the States of North Dakota, 

South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Texas, and the Territory of 

Oklahoma, and at least one-third of the remainder west of the 

one hundred and third meridian The following allotments 

were in accordance with these provisions. These allotments 

include certain stated salaries which were specifically provided 

for and which aggregate in amount $9,200, making the total 

appropriation for topography 5159,200. 
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: = 

Section. | Allotment. 

|) ZdGhiiiniGiieHNOll.s ose ssucosensooecsneosee leose sees cade $6, 200 

MMAMIG SOCIO 665 Saise Se Bab oMEse SS oun Bebe EES See eeoe 45, 000 

Centralisectionmeseer te a ater eee renee ck eat aseeee 30, 000 

RockyeMountaimysechlOnee a ees see see eee oe ae 30, 000 

RACH CISOChlOneeertS reece ae seer eee eree cae cee 30, 000 

Comipineging tina’) Jp oe ne eeeeigeeue es sete ee se se aa | 18, 000 

| 

Total, including stated salaries........-.-.- ---| 159, 200 

ORGANIZATION AND WORK OF THE YEAR. 

The general organization of the Survey, by branches and 

divisions, remained the same as during the previous year. 

The approved plan of operations was executed in all essen- 
tial particulars, such slight departures therefrom as were made 
being due to conditions arising during the year which could 
not be anticipated. Following is a detailed account of the 
work: 

GEOLOGIC BRANCH. 

DIVISION OF GEOLOGY. 

The geologic field work was carried on by twenty-eight 

parties, each with a geologist or an assistant geologist at its 

head, the heads of parties reporting immediately to the 

Director. For convenience of administration and reference, 

the field of operations is divided into six grand divisions or 

regions, as follows: The New England region, the Appala- 

chian region, the Atlantic Coastal Plain region, the Interior or 

Mississippi region, the Rocky Mountain region, and the Pacific 
region. 

As during the previous year, the work of the year 1895-96 

was in the main areal geologic surveying, the distribution 

and relations of the various rock formations being delineated 

upon the topographic base maps. Considerable attention was 

directed, however, to special investigation, including a recon- 
naissance of the gofd and coal resources of Alaska. 

17 GEOL., PT I SD 
aad 
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NEW ENGLAND REGION, 

This region includes the New England States and the east-, 
ern portion of New York. In it four parties were engaged, as 

follows: 

Shaler party.—During the field season of 1895, Prof. N.S. 
Shaler completed the survey of the Narragansett coal field of 
Rhode Island and an adjoining area in Massachusetts. The 
work done in this and previous years has now been brought 

to a condition of preparation for publication, and an approxi- 

mate determination of the geologic conditions presented by 
an area of singular difficulty has been attained. The eco- 
nomic results of this work include a knowledge of the prob- 

able distribution of the coal deposits and the value of the 

same, and determinations relating to clays, building stones, 

soils, ete. 

In the office, Professor Shaler’s time was given chiefly to 

the completion of the memoir on the geology of the Narragan- 
sett coal basin. In this work he was assisted by Mr. J. B. 

Woodworth and, to some extent, by Mr.A. F. Foerste. Atten- 

tion was also given to the preparation and completion of a 

report on the Glacial brick clays of Rhode Island and south- 
eastern Massachusetts, which appears in this volume. This 

memoir also includes observations on the Tertiary and Creta- 

ceous clays, and on the evidence concerning the subdivisions 

of the Glacial period in the New England section of the con- 

tinent. It is based largely upon observations made by Mr. 
Woodworth and Mr. C. F. Marbut. Inquiries touching the 

methods of study and experimentation in road-building mate- 
rials, in this country and abroad, were continued at intervals 

during the year. 

Emerson party—In continuation of the mapping of the 

areal geology of central Massachusetts, Prof. B. KX. Emerson 
mapped 95 square miles of the northern half of the Barre 
sheet and 25 square miles of the southern half of the Bear 

Mountain region, on the Pittsfield and Shefheld sheets. <A 

resurvey was made of the Becket sheet, the northern half of 

the Sandisfield sheet, the southern half of the Barre sheet, the 

northern part of the Marlboro sheet, and a region lying south 
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of the Marlboro sheet; in all, 505 square miles of resurvey. 
The work on the Becket and Sandisfield sheets is practically 
completed, and that on the Barre and Brookfield sheets is 

nearly done. Work on the Worcester, Blackstone, Marlboro, 

and Webster sheets has been well advanced; preliminary maps 

have been colored, and it is expected that the sheets will be 

finished next season. In addition to the detailed surveys 

above described, a reconnaissance was extended by Professor 

Emerson over the Winchendon, Fitchburg, and Groton sheets. 
The field work of the season, taken in connection with that 

previously done, has resulted in the determination of the limits 

of the stratigraphy of the pre-Cambrian areas across Massa- 
chusetts south of the Hoosac area, the mapping of the crystal- 
line rocks across to the Boston Basin, and the study of the 

pre-Cambrian and Cambrian conglomerates on the Rhode 
Island border. The last-named work was executed by Pro- 

fessor Kmerson’s assistant, Mr. Joseph H. Perry. 

The principal economic results of the season were the deter- 
mination of the origin and distribution of the Becket gneiss, 
which is a fine building stone, and the study of the verd- 
antiques of Westfield and of the soapstone and kaolin deposits 

of Blandford. 

In the office Professor Emerson was engaged mainly in the 

preparation for the press of a monograph on the geology of 
the three river counties of Massachusetts. He also arranged 

and studied, with Mr. Perry’s help, the rocks collected in the 

course of their joint work in Worcester County, and thin sec- 
tions of the same. 

Dale party.—In eastern New York and western Vermont, 

Prof. T. Nelson Dale, assisted by Mr. L. M. Prindle, Mr. F. H. 

Mofht, and, for a short time, Miss F. Bascom, continued the 

mapping of the areal geology of the roofing-slate belt and the 
study of the structural relations of the different beds of slate. 

The areal work included the mapping of 21 square miles, of 

which 4 square miles were resurveys. The work embraced 
portions of the Hoosac, Cambridge, Fort Ann, Pawlet, and 

Whitehall sheets. Professor Dale also made a reconnaissance 

of 8 square miles on the Poultney sheet, in Vermont, and 
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upward of 1,800 localities were examined and notes made 

upon them in the field note-books. 

The principal economic result is a collection of data for 

a bulletin on the roofing-slate belt of eastern New York and 

western Vermont. This work will show the areal distribution 

and structural relations of the red and green slate belts, and 

the location of the more important quarries. Professor Dale 

expects to elucidate the geologic principles pertaining to the 
slate region, illustrating the structural relations by diagrams 

and the chemical nature of the slate by analyses. This should 

be the means of introducing more rational methods of pros- 
pecting for and developing the slate quarries, and thus aid the 
slate industry. 

In the office Professor Dale’s time was given largely to the 
study and elaboration of the field notes and material collected 

during the field season, chiefly with a view to the preparation 

of the bulletin on the roofing-slate belt above mentioned. 

Hobbs party.—Prot. W. H. Hobbs was engaged in the com- 

pletion of the survey of the areal geology of the Cornwall 
sheet of Massachusetts. This work was begun when Profes- 

sor Hobbs was connected with the New England division of 

geology, under Professor Pumpelly. When that division was 

abolished, at the time of the reorganization of the geologic 

branch of the Survey, in 1892, most of the field work was 

discontinued and several sheets were left unfinished. During 

the past summer Professor Hobbs surveyed 93 square miles 

and resurveyed 20 square miles, in a region where the struc- 

tural geology is exceedingly complex. In addition a recon- 
naissance was made of 49 square miles. 

The most important scientific result was the determination of 

the igneous origin of much of the acid granite and gneiss 

of the southern portion of the Cornwall sheet. The field work 

also confirmed the previous determination of the succession of 

the rocks occupying the Hoosatonic Valley proper. 
In the office Professor Hobbs was employed during the brief 

period that he gave to the work of the Survey in the prepa- 

ration of a preliminary report on the Sheffield sheet of the 

Geologic Atlas. 
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By special agreement Dr. F. J. H. Merrill, Director of the 

New York State Museum of Natural History, completed in 

southeastern New York the areal mapping of the Paleozoic and 

pre-Paleozoic formations of the areas lying between meridians 

73° 45’ and 74° and parallels 40° 30’ and 41°, and during 
the winter his field notes were written up and a map of the 

area was prepared, which will be included in the proposed 

special New York City folio, 

APPALACHIAN REGION. 

This region embraces the mountain system and adjoining 

hills and plateaus that extend from the Hudson River on the 

north to central Alabama on the south. In it seven parties 

were engaged in field work, as follows: 
Wolff party—lIn continuation of the work of the field season 

of 1894, Prof. J. E. Wolff began the mapping of the Franklin 
sheet, in the Archean highlands of New Jersey. Almost all his 
time was given to the gneissic area of the eastern part of the 
sheet, of which 35 square miles were completed. This work 

granite along shows the existence of large areas of eruptive @ 
the western edge of that part of the highlands. The lime- 

stones and other sedimentary rocks of the western part of the 

Franklin sheet will be taken up another season. 

During the winter Professor Wolff prepared maps and other 
data relating to the Lake Hopatcong geologic folio. 

Keith party—TYo Mr. Arthur Keith was assigned the map- 
ping of the Frederick sheet, of Maryland, and the special 
study of the crystalline rocks in the vicinity of Washington 
and to the southwest, across Virginia and extending into North 

Carolina. In the mapping of the Frederick sheet 900 square 
miles were surveyed; of the Mount Vernon, 670 square miles. 

Of the Patapsco, 150 square miles were carefully surveyed 
and 3800 square miles covered by reconnaissance. ‘To complete 
the Roan Mountain sheet, of Tennessee and North Carolina, 

100 square miles were surveyed. 

The principal scientific result of the work in Maryland and 

Virginia was the subdivision of the pre-Cambrian crystalline 

rocks into twelve formations and the determination of their 
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structure. Mr. Keith also found that the Juratriassic structure 

was extended into the adjoining crystalline rocks, and that it 
was possible to correlate the Blue Ridge erystallines with those 
of the Piedmont Plateau. The crystalline series of northern 

and middle Virginia were also correlated with those of North 

Carolina and Tennessee. The Middle Cambrian series of Vir- 

ginia and those of Tennessee were correlated, and numerous 

cross-shear zones and base-level periods were recognized and 
traced in the crystalline rocks. 

The principal economic results were the investigation of the 
mineral resources of the areas mapped in Maryland and Vir- 
ginia, and the detailed mapping of the marble belts of Mary- 
land and the slate, soapstone, sandstone, serpentine, and tale 

deposits of Maryland and Virginia. 
In the office Mr. Keith was engaged in the preparation of 

the maps and text of the Washington, Briceville, and Wart- 

burg folios, of special reports on the larger crystalline rock 
groups of the Appalachians, and on the various stages of 

Appalachian erosion, and also on the marble and iron depos- 

its of Cherokee County, N. C. In addition, the proofs of the 

Loudon and Morristown folios, in course of preparation, were 

read and corrected. 

Taff party—lIn the coal fields of West Virginia, Mr. J. A. 

Taff, with the assistance of Mr. A. H. Brooks, mapped the 

entire Buckhannon sheet and a portion of the Sutton sheet, 

making a total area of 1,395 square miles, of which 1,313 

square miles were included in the Coal Measures. 

As regards the structural geology, Mr. Taff obtained scien- 

tific results that will have an important bearing upon the 

development of the coal resources of the area. Coal and 

limestone are the economic resources of the region. The 

lower series of Coal Measures contains six workable coal 

beds, and the upper series contains two. The stratigraphic 

and areal distribution of these beds was worked out with 

great care. 

Mr. Taff had the assistance in the field of Mr. David White 

and Mr. George H. Girty, who collected and studied the 

fossil flora and fauna, respectively. Mr. Stose and Mr. 
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Ljungstedt, of the Editorial Division. also assisted in the 

field work for short periods. | 
In the office Mr. Taff began work on the Buckhannon folio, 

which includes maps, sections, and text. This folio was com- 

pleted and submitted for publication before the close of the 
fiscal year. Data were also prepared in relation to the Sutton 
folio, and Mr. Taff prepared a structure map of the north 

Potomac coal basin, showing its deformation by contours at 
intervals of 100 feet. 

Campbell party—The party in charge of Mr. M. R. Campbell. 
continued the survey of the coal fields of West Virginia to 

the southwest of the area surveyed by Mr. Taff. The field 
work was completed on two sheets, the Raleigh and the 

Kanawha Falls, 988 square miles of the former and 680 square 
miles of the latter beng surveyed and mapped. The east- 
ern half of the Charleston sheet was mapped also, as well 

as portions of the Oceana and Nicholas sheets. The total 
area covered during the season was 2,500 square miles. Of 
this, the work on the Oceana and Nicholas sheets was of the 

nature of detailed reconnaissance, to secure data to correlate 

the geology with the geology of the Raleigh and Kanawha 

Falls sheets, which, as stated, were thoroughly surveyed. 

Toward the close of the season, about 70 square miles of the 
coal fields of the Bristol sheet were surveyed, in order to 

adjust the geologic boundaries to the revised topographic 
map. Mr. Campbell was assisted in the work by Mr. W. C. 
Mendenhall and Mr. B. F. Phillips, the latter as a collector. 

All of the scientific results of the season’s work are not yet. 
fully elaborated. One of the most important is the verification 

of Mr. David White’s correlation in the Pottsville series along 

New River. Mr. White asserted a year ago that the Quinne- 
mont and Fire Creek coals were one and the same. This view 

was fully borne out by the structural evidence obtained by 
Mr. Campbell and his assistants. Data were obtained regard- 
ing the changes which the Pottsville series undergoes in the 
middle of the Kanawha basin. They also connected their 

work with that of the previous season in the region of Tug 

Fork of the Big Sandy River. Some important results were 
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also obtained in the study of the physiography of the region 

under survey. 

It is anticipated that the publication of the Raleigh and 

Kanawha Falls folios will throw considerable light on the 

question of the productive and nonproductive coal areas. In 

addition to the well-known fields along the New and Kanawha 
rivers, several other areas of excellent coal seams were care- 

fully mapped. 

In the office Mr. Campbell first prepared the material for 

the Tazewell folio, and then work was begun on the large 
geologic section along the New and Kanawha rivers, the results 

of which are embodied in a paper that appears in Part II of 

this Annual Report. 

White party——As in the preceding year, Mr. David White 

ras instructed at the beginning of the season of 1895 to coop- 
erate with the geologists engaged in mapping the areal geology 
on the line of the Appalachian coal fields. In this manner he 

assisted Mr. Taff in the areal work on the Sutton and Buck- 

hannon sheets, at the same time making extensive collections 
of fossils. Later on, in September, he was with Mr. Camp- 

bell in the Kanawha Falls area. 

Mr. White’s work was largely for the purpose of correlating 

the various coal horizons under survey by the geologists, and 

in this connection he did considerable work on the southwest- 

ern border of the Tennessee coal field, reexamining a number 

of published sections and making a detailed survey of several 

new sections. This work resulted in showing a new base in 

the Tennessee coal fields and the disappearance of the lower 

Pottsville beds on the west side. The probable synchrony of 

the Sewanee coal bed in Tennessee and the Sewell coal bed in 

West Virginia was reduced almost to certainty. 

It is anticipated that the study of the fossils gathered during 

the season will enable Mr. White approximately to correlate 

some of the lower coals of eastern Tennessee with those of the 

Tug or New River region of West Virginia, and also to corre- 

late the beds of the latter region with those of Coal River, 

and thus to fix the relation of the coals of that district. It is 

also anticipated that the material collected will furnish the 
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data for the construction of a section, based on the fossils of 

the Kanawha River as far up as the Pittsburg coal. ‘This will 

be of great importance for comparison with the material col- 

lected in the various horizons to the north, in the Sutton and 

Buckhannon areas. It is hoped, moreover, that it will serve 

as a basis for a number of correlations with the coal beds of 

western Maryland and southern Tennessee. 

In the office Mr. White was engaged in the main, for several 

months, in the unpacking and preliminary examination of the 
120 boxes of fossils collected in the course of the summer’s 
work. The results of this examination were communicated 

to the geologists, Messrs. Campbell and Taff, that they might 
thereby be aided in making correlations and drawing geologic 

boundaries within the field of work wherein he had cooperated 

with them. In the latter part of the year he was engaged in 
rewriting the text of his report on the flora of the Lower Coal 
Measures. of Missouri. This report, which will form the sub- 

ject of a monograph, is now nearly completed. 

Darton party—During a portion of the season Mr. N. H. 

Darton was engaged in mapping the Franklin and Monterey 

sheets, of West Virginia. The Franklin sheet lies to the 
southeast of the coal field and directly north of the Staunton 

sheet, which has been completed and published as a geologic 

folio. It also adjoins the Piedmont sheet, which was surveyed 

by Mr. Darton, conjointly with Mr. Taff, during the previous 
season. The survey of the Franklin sheet bridges the gap 
between the Staunton and Piedmont areas and adds to our 

knowledge of the stratigraphic geology of central Appalachian 

Virginia. ‘The work also resulted in defining the distribution 
of the Rockwood iron ores and associated limestones in Pen- 

dleton and Grant counties, W. Va., and the discovery of manga- 

nese near Franklin, which may be of economic importance in 

the future. The area of the Monterey sheet is situated directly 

west of that of the Staunton sheet, and reaches, in its northwest 

corner, the Appalachian coal field. Special attention was given 
to the study of the various iron-ore deposits included within 

the area of the sheet. In this work Mr.-Darton was assisted 

by Mr. J. E. Macfarland. 
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Mr. Darton was also engaged in field work in the Atlantic 

Coastal Plain region, which will be mentioned under the proper 

heading, and in the Interior or Mississippi region, which will 

be described in connection with the work of that region. 

In the office Mr. Darton was employed, in connection with 

the geology of the Appalachian region, in the preparation of 
the Franklin folio. 

Hayes party—In continuation of the mapping of the areal 

geology of the southern Appalachians, Mr. C. Willard Hayes, 

assisted by Messrs. H. B. Goodrich, R. E. Dodge, and, for a 

time, Mr. J. EK. Mactarland, completed the Tallapoosa sheet, 

of Georgia-Alabama, by surveying 892 square miles and resur- 

veying 100 square miles, and he surveyed the Anniston sheet, of 

Alabama, in its entirety—922 square miles. Forty-eight square 

miles of resurvey were executed on the Cartersville and Rome 

sheets, of Georgia, and 200 square miles were resurveyed on 
the Gadsden sheet, of Alabama. About 250 square miles of 
reconnaissance survey were executed on the Marietta sheet, of 

Georgia, and 660 square miles on the Columbia, Linden, and 

Waynesboro sheets, of Tennessee, the latter area embracing 

the most important portions of the Tennessee phosphate field. 

The greater part of the season was devoted to the Talla- 

poosa and Anniston sheets, above mentioned, which are now 

ready for publication, so far as the field work is concerned. 

The resurveys in the Cartersville and Gadsden areas were 

to supplement and correct former work, and these sheets are 

likewise ready for publication. The reconnaissance work on 

the Marietta sheet was done for the purpose of establishing 
through that sheet the connection between the formations 

mapped on the Cartersville and the Tallapoosa sheets, which 

adjoin it on the north and west, respectively. 

The work in the phospate region of central Tennessee was 

done for the most part in sufficient detail for final publication. 

The maps relating to the phosphate area will be complete 

areal geologic maps. 

In the Georgia-Alabama metamorphie and _ crystalline 

region Dr. Hayes gave special attention to the mapping of the 

eold-bearing belts and the determination of their relations to 
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adjacent formations. He found that the gold is almost invari- 

ably associated with basic eruptive rocks which are intrusive 

in mica-schist or gneiss. The extensive limonite deposits asso- 

ciated with sedimentary rocks were studied and mapped. By 

far the larger number of these deposits belong to one of three 
classes, each characterized by different associations. ‘These 

are (1) deposits occurring at the top of the Knox dolomite 

and the base of the Chickamauga limestone, probably mark- 

jing an unconformity and ancient land surface; (2) deposits 

occurring at the top of the Weisner quartzite, where that im- 
permeable formation passes under the Beaver limestone, and 

which are probably due to favorable conditions for accumula- 

tion during the weathering of adjacent rocks; and (3) deposits 

occurring along fault lines, oftenest in the Weisner quartzite, 

but not confined to that formation, which also probably depend 

on favorable conditions for deposition during the weathering 

of adjacent formations, though they may have been formed at 
considerable depths, particularly where there has been much 

replacement of silica and lime by iron oxide. 

In middle Tennessee, all available data were collected con- 

cerning the thickness and quality of the bedded phosphate and 

the extent of the nonbedded phosphate. This information will 

enable Dr. Hayes graphically to represent with a fair degree 

of accuracy the extent of the workable phosphate. 

A number of points of scientific interest were developed 

during the field season, especially with reference to the stra- 
tigraphy of the Paleozoic formations of the southern Appa- 

lachian region. The succession in the Cambrian formations, 

and particularly the relations of the Weisner, Beaver, and Rome, 

are believed to be satisfactorily worked out. From the study of 

the phosphates and associated rocks of middle Tennessee some 

conclusions were reached regarding the physical conditions 
prevailing over a broad area in the southwestern Appalachian 

region during Silurian-Carboniferous time. 
In the office Dr. Hayes platted his field notes and put them 

in shape for publication, so far as the condition of the topo- 

graphic base maps would permit the completion of the platting 
of the areal geology. The finished manuscript of the Gadsden 
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(Ala.) folio was transmitted for publication and is now in 
press. A report on the Tennessee phosphates, published in 

Part I of this Annual Report, was prepared, embracing a large 
number of sections, together with maps on which the thickness 

of the phosphate beds is shown by a graphic method. A large 

map was also prepared for the Cotton States and International 

Exposition at Atlanta, which exhibited the work done by the 

Geological Survey in Alabama and Georgia. 

ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN REGION, 

This area embraces the Coastal Plain region extending from 

the mouth of the Hudson on the north to the Gulf of Mexico 

on the south. In it three parties were at work. 

Clark party—Prof. W. B. Clark, assisted by Messrs. R. M. 

Bagg and G. B. Shattuck, continued areal mapping in the 

northern portion of the Coastal Plain region, working on a 

number of sheets of central New Jersey. The Pemberton, 

Mount Holly, Hammonton, and Mullica sheets were nearly 

completed, while an area embracing the Lambertville, Prince- 

ton, Burlington, and Bordentown sheets was partly mapped, 

but not finished, as its areal geology was far more complex. 

To complete this area part of another field season will be 

required. 
Of the area under survey during the field season of 1895, 

about 600 square miles required careful detailed work, while 

about as much more required comparatively little study. 
The scientific results consist of a more accurate discrimina- 

tion of the Cretaceous-Tertiary series of the northern Atlantic 

Coastal Plain. The economic results consist principally in a 

careful delimitation of the clays and marls. 

In the office Professor Clark was engaged in laboratory 

work upon several topics connected with the geology and 
paleontology of the northern and middle Atlantic Coastal 

Plain, the results of which will be of service in the preparation 

of text and maps for geologic folios. 

Darton party—In connection with the preparation of a 

special map of New York and vicinity, Mr. N. H. Darton, in 

addition to the work mentioned on a previous page, resurveyed 
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the Juratrias area of the Paterson, Staten Island, and Harlem 

sheets, comprising 337 square miles. He also made a recon- 

naissance of the Romney (W. Va.-Va.-Md.), the Woodstock 
(Va-W. Va.), and the Trenton (N. J.-Pa.) sheets. 

In the office Mr. Darton gave considerable time to the prep- 

aration and proof reading of the Nomini (Md.-Va.) geologic 
folio, and considerable progress was made on the Washington 

and New York City folios. A special map was also prepared 

showing the distribution of the Potomac formation of Virginia, 
the District of Columbia, and a part of Maryland, to illustrate 

Prof. W. M. Fontaine’s memoir on the Potomac formation in 

Virginia (Bulletin No. 145). 
Shaler party.—Late in the season Prof. N. 8. Shaler, assisted 

by Mr. J. B. Woodworth, began the survey of the Richmond 

(Va.) coal field. This work was interrupted during the winter 
and was taken up again in June, 1896. 

Eldridge party—Karly in April work was resumed by Mr. 

George H. Eldridge upon the phosphate areas of Florida, with 

a view to completing the survey to determine the geology, 

extent, and value of the deposits. It is anticipated that this 

work will be finished in the late fall. 

Three months in the office were devoted to writing out field 

notes and preparing the preliminary text and map relating to 

work already done in the phosphate areas under survey. 

INTERIOR OR MISSISSIPPI REGION. 

This region embraces the area lying within the British. 

boundary on the north, the Gulf of Mexico on the south, the 

Rocky Mountains on the west, and the western slope of the 
Appalachians on the east. In it four parties were at work, as 

follows: 

Van Hise party—The areal work of the Lake Superior 

region, under the charge of Prof. C. R. Van Hise, was mainly 

in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, though it extended a 
short distance into Wisconsin. It was confined between the 

meridians 87° 30/ and 89° and the parallels 46° and 46° 30’. 
The geologic work on the two atlas sheets lying between the 
meridians 88° and 89° and the parallels above mentioned was 
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completed, and also the areal work to the Cambrian rocks on 

the third sheet to the east. This work involved the survey of 

470 square miles, and in covering the area about 1,000 linear 

miles of traverse were made. 

The principal scientific result of the areal work in the Upper 

Peninsula of Michigan was the outlining of three arms of 

Huronian rocks which project from the main area into the 

Archean. The chain of work between the Marquette and 

Menominee districts was also completed. The principal eco- 

nomic results were of a negative character. It was unknown 

whether east of the main area of Archean, between meridians 

88° and 89° and parallels 46° and 46° 30’, there were Huro- 

nian troughs which might possibly produce iron ore. As stated 
above, such Huronian troughs have been outlined, but appar- 

ently none of them contain members so high as the iron- 

bearing formation, and therefore there is no promise that 
any of these newly outlined troughs will yield workable 
deposits of iron ore. 

Professor Van Hise was assisted in his work by Messrs. J. 

Morgan Clements, W. N. Merriam, and H. L. Smyth. 

In the office Professor Van Hise and Dr. Bayley were em- 

ployed in part until February 1 in the final revision of the 

monograph upon the Marquette iron-bearing district. Professor 

Van Hise also gave part of his time to the final revision of an 

extended paper on the Principles of North American Pre- 

Cambrian Geology, which was published in Part I of the 
Sixteenth Annual Report of the Survey. Since February 1 

he has been occupied with the proof reading of the last- 
mentioned paper and in the revision of Mr. C. W. Hall’s bulletin 

upon the gabbro-schists and associated rocks of southwestern 

Minnesota, and of Mr.Clements’s paper upon the Michigamme 

district, which latter was prepared by Mr. Clements after the 

close of the field season, Mr. Smyth collaborating with him 
and preparing the report on the eastern half of the district. 

It is anticipated that the joint report of Messrs. Clements and 

Smyth, with an introductory chapter by Professor Van Hise, 

will be made ready for publication during the fiscal year 

1896-97. 
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Dr. Bayley was engaged the latter part of the year in the 

preparation of an abstract of the literature of the Menominee 

iron-bearing district and in describing some petrographic 
specimens for the Educational Series of Rocks. 

Gilbert party—The party in charge of Mr. G. K. Gilbert 

was engaged the greater part of the field season in work in Colo- 

rado and Kansas. It was largely reconnaissance, only about 

25 square miles being surveyed in detail. The detailed work 

was on the Two Butte and Albany sheets of Colorado. In 

southeastern Colorado a reconnaissance was carried across the 

Catlin, Timpas, Las Animas, Higby, Lamar, Two Butte, 

Granada, and Albany sheets, and into parts of western Kansas 

immediately to the east of the two last-named sheets. The 

area embraces about 4,000 square miles. 

Of the scientific results of this work the following may be 

said: It was previously known that in the vicinity of Pueblo 

and in the mapped districts lying immediately to the eastward 
the Cretaceous formations, while locally much flexed and 

folded, have a gentle descent northward. It was also known 

that they descended northward, with gentle dip, in Kansas. 

The work of the past summer shows that the same structure 

obtains through the eastern part of the Arkansas Valley in 

Colorado. It was also found that there are in that district 

many local flexures, and that these disturbances characterize 

the beds quite to the Kansas boundary. In the broadest. val- 

leys of the district the Cretaceous rocks are uncontormably 

covered by gravels and sands of alluvial origin, spread during 
some part of Tertiary time by streams flowing eastward from 

the Rocky Mountains. These alluvial deposits correspond, at 
least in part, with a formation observed in Kansas and called 

“Tertiary grits.” 

A series of terraces flanking the Arkansas River and its ter- 

races had been previously observed on the Pueblo and Nepesta 

areas. ‘These were traced southward to the base of the moun- 

tains at Canyon and eastward for from 30 to 50 miles. It 

was ascertained that the terraces descend eastward, that they 

belong to the Arkansas Valley, and that they are newer than 

the high-level gravels correlated with the Tertiary grits. 
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In the northeastern part of the Two Butte sheet were found 

some bodies of voleanic rock of the character of laccolites. 

Lower Cretaceous and upper Juratrias beds are thereby 

arched upward in a dome 8 or 4 miles broad and a thousand 

feet high. These laccolites are exceptional in the character 

of their lava, which is more basic than any previously reported. 

The associated sedimentaries are hardened near the contact, 

and are thus rendered more resistant than the igneous rocks, 

with the result that the igneous rocks occupy the valleys and 
the sedimentaries the hills, an arrangement the reverse of that 

which obtains in the typical laccolitie localities of Utah and 

western Colorado. 

The economie results of the work are as follows: The arte- 

sian water of the Arkansas basin is obtained from sandstones 

of the Dakota formation. These are overlain by shales, with 

some limestones, constituting the Benton, Niobrara, and Pierre 

eroups. The Dakota sandstones are variable in thickness, 

quality, and arrangement, but the shale and limestone forma- 

tions above them, which must be penetrated by the drill in 

order to reach the water-bearing layers, are remarkably uni- 

form in character and thickness throughout the entire distance 

of the above-mentioned reconnaissance. It will therefore be 

possible, when the geology of the district has been mapped 

in detail, to indicate with considerable precision—say within 

100 to 200 feet 

drill at any point in order to reach the water-bearing rocks. 
the depth to which it would be necessary to 

Information of this character will be of great value to the 

residents of the Arkansas Valley. It will also be possible, 

after thorough geologic mapping, to indicate approximately 

the regions in which there is reason to believe that the water 

reached by the drill will rise to the surface. 

The extensive gravel and sand deposits occupying the 

broader uplands of both sides of the Arkansas Valley consti- 

tute a reservoir in which a portion of the scant rainfall of the 

plains is stored and from which a number of springs and 

streams are sustained. The body of water is popularly 

known as the ‘“ underflow,” and there is in some districts a 

mistaken impression that it has an inexhaustible source in the 
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Rocky Mountains. It will be of advantage to the community 

to have the conditions and limitations of this water supply set 

forth. 

In the office the field notes of the previous season were 
written out, collections were numbered, arranged, and dis- 

tributed, and a number of reports and scientific papers were 

prepared. 
The detailed mappimg by Mr. Gilbert of the Pueblo and 

Apishapa districts, in 1894 and 1895, and the reconnaissance 

of 1896, together furnished a body of information touching 

the underground water to which it seems desirable to give 

immediate publication. A report on this subject has therefore 
been prepared, and it appears in Part II of this Annual 

Report. This report sets forth the general geologic structure 
of the region and endeavors so to describe the formations 

that an intelligent man, even without technical geologic train- 

ing, can obtain by local observation the information most 
important to him in determining whether or not to bore for 
artesian water. A district is outlined, 4,000 square miles in 
extent, within which the water-bearing layers of the Dakota 

sandstone lie less than 1,000 feet below the surface, so as to 

afford artesian water at moderate expense. In another district, 

about 1,500 miles in extent, the same reservoir of artesian 

water lies at depths ranging from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. Already 
a considerable number of successful wells have been drilled in 
this region, but the utilization of this mineral resource will 
probably be greatly extended in the near future. A general 
account of the sources and distribution of the ground water 

of the district is also given in the report. 
The specimens of fire clays collected in previous years were 

examined in the chemical laboratory of the Survey, and those 

that appeared to have a favorable composition were afterward 
subjected to a fire test by Prof. H. O. Hofman, of the Massa- 

chusetts Institute of Technology. Several samples gave favor- 

able results, and there is reason to believe that eventually the 

greater part of the fire clays used in the reduction works of 

the Arkansas Valley will be obtained in that region. 
In addition to the work above described, Mr. Gilbert spent 

17 GEOL., PT I——3 
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considerable time toward the close of the field season, and 

again in May and June, in the study of the Pleistocene his- 

tory of the district about Niagara Falls, the northeastern 

part of New York State from Bangor to Lake Champlain, 

and a district in southeastern Michigan extending from Port 

Austin at the north to Wyandotte at the south. This work 

pertained almost wholly to features directly connected with 

the history of Niagara Falls, a report upon which will be pre- 

pared for incorporation in the Eighteenth Annual Report of 

the Survey. One of the phases of the subject to which especial 

attention has been given within the past year is the history of 

the changes in the drainage systems of Lakes Michigan, Huron, 
and Superior. Mr. Gilbert considers that he has unquestionable 

evidence that Lake Algonquin, the geologic ancestor of Lake 
Michigan-Huron, once discharged its waters by a northerly 
route, following the valley of the Trent River, and that the 

Detroit River, after carving out its channel, ceased for a time 

to flow. These results show that the volume of the Niagara 

Lou 
o 

River has undergone great variation. ‘There is some reason to 

suspect that changes in relative heights of different parts of 

the basin, such as were connected with the past history of the 

river, may be now in progress. If they are, and if their 

tendency now is the same as in the past, they will eventually 

divert the drainage of the upper lakes from an outlet at 
Niagara to an outlet at Chicago. 

Mr. Gilbert also gave some attention at intervals to the 

question of the determination of the total volume or mass of 

the sedimentary rocks of the globe and the study of the rela- 

tive quantities of the more important sedimentary rocks, and 

also to the revision of proof sheets of a bibliography of geo- 

logic bibliographies, in course of preparation. 

Hill party—The party in charge of Mr. R. T. Hill was 

occupied in work in Texas, though Mr. Hill extended his field 

of observations into Indian Territory for the purpose of study- 

ing the relations of the known marginal portion of the Texas 

Cretaceous area to the Ouachita Mountains of that region. In 

company with Mr. Stanton, he examined the formations from 

Caddo to Denison, Tex., making a special study of a section 
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in the vicinity of Denison. The same formations were also 

studied in northern Texas, points being visited in the vicinity 

of Fort Worth, Weatherford, Glencoe, and Waxahatchie. 

From Austin a trip was made by Messrs. Hill, Stanton, and 

Vaughan across the rough and difficult country to Brackett- 

ville, by way of Travis Peak, Marble Falls, Round Mountain, 

Fredericksburg, and Kerrville, for the purpose of reviewing 

the lower Cretaceous beds and their relation to the Paleozoic 

rocks of Burnet, Blanco, and Gillespie counties. En route 

the geology and geography of the Edwards plateau were 

studied, and also the region of the head-water drainage of the 

streams which rise in its southern margins. Important infor- 

mation was secured upon the conditions of occurrence of 

underground waters, and several new sources of supply were 

discovered. 

Systematic work was begun upon the Brackettville sheet 

and carried forward until the areal geology was completed. 

The geology of this sheet will serve as the type of a large 
extent of country lying between the Pecos and Colorado riv- 

ers, an area of which we have little exact knowledge. After 
completing the Brackettville sheet, Mr. Hill’s party took up 

the Nueces sheet, to the north, and completed the areal geol- 

ogy thereof. The areal mapping of the season includes about 

400 square miles of resurvey and new work on the Austin 

sheet, 1,040 square miles of survey on the Brackettville sheet, 

and 1,035 square miles of the Nueces sheet. Reconnaissances 

were made of the Burnet, Blanco, Fredericksburg, Kerrville, 

Chispa, San Carlos, and E1 Paso sheets. 

The principal scientific results of the season’s field work 
are: The completion of the studies of the vast extent of Cre- 

taceous formations lying east of the Pecos River, upon which 

Mr. Hill has been engaged, with the aid of his assistants, for 
a number of years; the obtainmg of paleontologic material 
and stratigraphic data for the comparison and correlation of 
the beds of the uppermost division of the Cretaceous of the 

Rocky Mountain region with those of supposed synchronous 
age in the Eastern and Gulf regions of the United States; the 

final determination of the great Balcones scarp line, which 
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forms such an important topographic feature in the south 

Texas region; the ascertainment of the exact character of the 

line of volcanic hills located approximately along the fault 

just mentioned; the final study of the Edwards plateau; and, 

finally, some comprehensive results relative to the post- 

Cretaceous erosion and deposition of the detrital formations 

of the Rio Grande embayment. 

Among the economic results of the work are: Phe determi- 

nation of the character and geologic occurrence of the commer- 
cially important asphaltum beds of southwestern Texas; the 
securing of full data touching the occurrence of underground 
waters in the great thickness of Cretaceous rocks of Texas; 

the determination of the age and position of the new and com- 

mercially valuable coal fields of San Carlos, in Trans-Pecos 

Texas, which, according to the researches of Messrs. Vaughan 

and Stanton, belong to a new coal horizon, so far as reported; 

and the procurement of additional data relative to the strue- 

ture and extent of the upper Cretaceous and lower Tertiary 

coal basins of the Rio Grande embayment. Important facts 
were also secured bearing upon the origin of soils and the 
occurrence of flints, building stones, clays, ete. 

Mr. Hill’s work of the last field season represents the com- 

pletion of a long-continued geologic study of the Cretaceous 

formations of Texas, and there are now in the oftice of the 

Survey data for the preparation of accurate geologic maps of 
the region. The material collected by Mr. Hill and his assist- 

ants will enable Mr. Stanton, in whose hands it has been 

placed, to prepare an extended monograph on the Cretaceous 

fossils of the Southwest. Mr. Frank Burns was employed 

during the field season, under Mr. Hill’s instructions, as a 

collector, and he sent in 27 boxes of fossils. 

Mr. Hill was engaged in the office the greater part of the 

winter and spring in the preparation of the text and maps of 

the Austin, Brackettville, and Nueces sheets. He also gave 

considerable time to the collection of data for and the super- 

intendence of the preparation of a base map of the ‘Texas 

region. This involved the complete revision of the astronomic 

location of various points, the political boundaries, and the 
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drainage and physical features of the State. A large part of 
his time was given to the preparation of a monograph on the 
underground waters of Texas. Several special studies were 

also completed. These include a monograph on the gryphze- 
ate oysters of the Comanche series, and a revision of his pre- 
viously published check-list of the invertebrate fossils of the 

Texas Cretaceous. A study was also made under Mr. Hill’s 

direction, by Mr. George B. Shattuck, of Johns Hopkins Uni- 
versity, of the fauna of the Shoal Creek limestone. Mr. 

Vaughan, in addition to his work on the atlas sheets, prepared 
a paper on the Texas coal fields of the Rio Grande region, 

carried to completion a memoir on the Eocene corals of the 

United States, and wrote a short paper on the geology and 

paleontology of northwestern Louisiana, which will be pub- 

lished as Bulletin No. 142. 

Darton party—Myr. N. H. Darton was employed for two 

months during the field season in North Dakota and South 

Dakota, obtaining data for a report upon the artesian-well 

prospects of the region. A general reconnaissance was made 

of all the well areas, and data were obtained touching the topo- 

eraphic and geologic features bearing upon the artesian water- 

supply problem. Mr Darton was assisted in the work in South 

Dakota by Maj. Fred Coffin. 

During the winter a report was prepared in the office on the 

artesian waters of a portion of the Dakotas, which appears in 

Part II of this Annual Report. It includes all the available 

data relating to the wells of South Dakota, and also of the 
southern half of North Dakota, except the Red River Valley. 
The area in which artesian flows may be expected is indicated, 

and the distribution of head, pressure, and salinity is discussed. 

The structure, depths, and distribution of the water-bearing 

horizons are set forth in such manner as clearly to indicate 

the prospects in all portions of the area. Finally, there is a 
chapter on well construction and management. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION. 

This area embraces the Rocky Mountains and their foothills 

between the British and Mexican boundaries on the north and 
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south, the margin of the Great Plains on the east, and approx- 

imately the line of the one hundred and nineteenth meridian on 

the west. In it five field parties were at work, as follows: 

Weed party—Mr. Walter H. Weed was engaged mainly in 

reconnaissance work in the northern part of Montana and 

Idaho and northwestern Washington, in company with the 

Director. Under detail from the Secretary of the Interior, he 

gave a short period to duty with the Commission appointed 

by the President to treat with the Blackfoot and Fort Belknap 

Indian tribes. While thus engaged he made an examination 

of the mineral character of the lands of the’ Little Rocky Moun- 

tains and secured sufficient data to enable him to prepare a 

geologic sketch map of the region. This shows the moun- 

tains to be an uplift of the Black Hills type, with an Archean 
core, upon which the Cambrian and other Paleozoic strata are 

upturned, the Mesozoic strata resting upon the flanks of the 

uplift. 

The second region of which a reconnaissance was made is 

the isolated mountain group known as the Bear Paw Moun- 

tains. ‘These consist of slightly disturbed Cretaceous beds, 

making a platform through which volcanic material has been 

forced to form a group of volcanics. The region is of great 

interest because it shows an excellent example of dissected 

volcanoes and because the rocks are of rare type and unusual 

association. 

The economie work of the season consisted in the examina- 

tion of the mineral resources of the region of the Little Rocky 

Mountains, where gold deposits as telluride ores are intimately 

associated with voleanic rocks; of the mines of the Bear Paw 

Mountains; of the geologic occurrence of the ore bodies of 

the Coeur d’Alene district, Idaho, where Mr. Weed was accom- 

panied by the Director; and of the coal seams of the vicinity 

of Havre and Chinook, Mont., which completes the exami- 

nation of the coal lands of the State so far as exploited. 

Most of Mr. Weed’s time in the office was occupied in the 

preparation of the Yellowstone Park material collected in 

previous years. The text and maps for two of the Montana 

folios were also advanced, so that they might be ready tor 
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publication on completion of the revision of the topographic 

base map. Prof. L. V. Pirsson was engaged the latter half 

of the year as a volunteer assistant in making a petrographic 

study of the volcanic rocks of the Highwood Mountains. 

Eldridge party—My. George H. Eldridge was detailed to 

make an examination of the mineral resources of the Uncom- 

pahgre and Uinta Indian reservations, in Utah, with especial 
reference to the deposits of hydrocarbon compounds of the 

asphalt series. He found that the area over which these hydro- 

parbons are present is about 90 by 150 miles—13,500 square 
miles—in extent, of which he examined in the route of inves- 

tigation about 7,000 square miles. The chief deposits of the 
several varieties of asphalt were examined, with the exception 
of the deposits of wurtzilite and ozocerite, which were too 

deeply covered with snow to be accessible. 

The scientific result of the investigation is a knowledge of 

the forms in which the hydrocarbons are found and of the geo- 

logic structure of the country. Among the economic results 

is a knowledge of the nature of the hydrocarbon deposits and 

a general definition of their extent, particularly with reference 

to wintaite (gilsonite). 

Returning from the field, Mr. Eldridge proceeded to the prep- 

aration of the paper on the uintaite deposits of Utah, which 

he completed. It will be found in Part I of this Annual Report. 

Emmons party.—The principal field work of Mr. 8. Ff. Em- 

mons and assistants, Messrs. J. KH. Spurr and G. W. Tower, was 

the survey of the Aspen mining district of Colorado. The field 

work at Aspen was done by Mr. Spurr, with the assistance of 

Mr. Tower, except that Mr. Emmons gave some two weeks to 
underground exploration. In the course of the season Mr, Km- 
mons also visited the Silver Cliff and Breckenridge districts of 

Colorado, the Butte district of Montana, and the Coeur d’Alene 

and Idaho basin regions of Idaho, the work in all these regions 

being reconnaissance preparatory to future detailed work. 

The investigations in the Aspen district involved a very 

detailed examination of the surface geology and a redupli- 

cation of those observations beneath the surface to such an 

extent that the underground work far exceeded the surface 
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work. Of areal work, 32 square miles were surveyed of the 

general geology of the mining district, 19 square miles of 

the detailed geology, and 3 square miles of detailed maps 

showing all mine workings. Of the above-mentioned areas, 

the first shows the relation of the mineralized area to the sur- 

rounding country which, for the most part, is not sufficiently 

mineralized to be of economic importance; the second shows 

the region known to contain available ore deposits, and the 

third includes all of the present productive mines. 

The most important scientific results of the field work are 

those relating to the structural geology. .The areal examina- 

tion shows the results of intense compression of a series of 

sedimentary beds against a buttress of underlying crystalline 

rocks. The beds are greatly compressed and show reverse 

folds accompanied by faulting, and in the older and more rigid 

beds a varied system of faults, including strike, dip, and over- 

thrust faults and some of an intermediate nature. Most of the 

faulting took place before the ore deposition, but a considerable 

amount has occurred since that period, and in several places 

the movement is still progressing. The study and elaboration 

of the field observations will undoubtedly result im the ascer- 

tainment of many additional facts of scientific interest in rela- 

tion to the structural geology and the chemistry of ore deposi- 

tion. Although the work at Aspen was undertaken at so late 

a date that many miners considered the district to be worked 

out, it is certain that the deductions to be made will be of 

great practical value to mime owners in enabling them to trace 

their ore with more certainty and in correcting certain misap- 

prehensions as to the relations of the ore channels to structural 

features. ‘The Aspen ore deposits have formed on fault planes, 

the ore channels often following those of more than one sys- 

tem of faults. ‘These have been in many cases displaced by 

later faulting, so that their continuation in depth has frequently 

been entirely lost. It is anticipated that the deductions drawn 

from the Aspen work will clearly define not only the general 

localities where ore should be sought, but also those where it is 

not likely to exist. The value of the work in its influence upon 

new districts, by analogy through similar conditions in the 
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Aspen and in the new districts, can not be estimated, although 

it is anticipated that it will be of service to mining engineers in 

this connection. 

At Silver Cliff Mr. Emmons ascertained facts of general 

scientific interest, which have been outlined if not fully 

determined. There is a remarkably rich vein of ore which 

does not reach the surface, but is met with at 1,850 feet below. 

In the 200-foot level of the mine there is a subterranean 

spring carrying in solution most of the metals found in the 

vein, together with other salts and acids. This may reason- 

ably be considered to represent, if not the actual source, at 

least the continuation, of the action which formed the vein 

materials. 

At Newlin Gulch, a small tributary of Cherry Creek, on 

the plains to the southeast of Denver, gold in apparently pay- 

ing quantity has been discovered in the gravels of an ancient 

stream bed, at slight elevation above the modern stream. Mr. 

Emmons reports that the material of these gravels is a granitic 

detritus, entirely similar to that which formed the beds of the 

Monument Creek Tertiary, which covers a large area on the 

divide between the Arkansas and Platte river basins. This ma- 

terial evidently results from the breaking down of the Archean 

core of the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, but neither 

the modern nor the ancient streams now known as Cherry and 

Newlin creeks head among these rocks, but in the Tertiary 

mesas at least 15 miles away. The gold placers, therefore, 

must be simply the concentrations of the Tertiary beds, and 

the original gold must have been carried out to this distance 

from the mountains in the waters of the Tertiary lake. The 

study of such a mode of occurrence of gold is interesting, in 
view of the mode of occurrence of the gold at present derived 

from the South African conglomerates, which are regarded by 
some as fossil placers. 

Mr. Emmons’s examination of deposits of gold at Brecken- 

ridge was not completed, because of a heavy fall of snow in 

the latter part of September. 

Owing to the fact that he had sutfered a serious illness in 

the spring, from which he had not entirely recovered, Mr. 
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Emmons was not able to take the field in July, and therefore 

he completed in the office the report on the Mereur mining 

district, and also wrote an introductory chapter for the mono- 

eraph on the Denver Basin (Monograph XXVIT). On his 

return from the West, early in October, he resumed office 

work, giving his attention first to a revision of the monograph on 

the Denver Basi, which is now in press. The special geo- 

logic map of the Ten Mile district of Colorado was taken up and 

prepared, together with explanatory text, for publication as 

a folio of the Geologic Atlas, and a paper was written upon 

the mines of Rosita Hills and Silver Cliff, in Custer County, 

Colo., which is published in Part II of this Annual Report. 

Mr. Spurr, assisted by Mr. Tower, completed the report and 

maps of the Aspen district before starting for Alaska on June 1. 
Mr. Emmons observes that the region treated of, which is not 

of great areal extent, presents a degree of structural complexity 

unequaled by any area of similar extent that has come under 

his observation. Mr. Spurr made a complete microscopic study 

of the various rocks and vein materials, which, supplemented 

by chemical examinations made in the laboratory of the 

Survey, has enabled him to trace out in detail the probable 

process by which the ores have been deposited. This required 

a very elaborate system of maps of the underground workings 

as well as the surface features, upon which the observations 

might be platted and the results worked out. The surface 
maps upon which the geologic boundaries have been laid down 

and the phenomena of deformation indicated (such as folding 

and faulting) are as follows: 

Number of maps of < . ATED 
Class.| ~ folio ize. 1a) Seale of map. square What it represents. 

UTD AS: miles. 

| | | 

: p ” | Includes all at present 
| (3 whole sheets...) ) 300 feet=1 inch | ) : ‘ 

j ; 3.2 | productive mines and 
(2 half sheets ..--- ) or 1:3,600. s Ga os 

| shows principal drifts. 

5 ; | (Includes all the region 
(3 whole sheets.... ) 800 feet=Linch |) : j : 

2 19.16 , known to contain val- 
(1 half sheet ....-.)) or 1:9,600. ) . 

| uable ore deposits, 

! Shows relation of min- 
(2,640 feet=1|,_ ‘|| . 

3 | 1 whole sheet-..--..| 5. 32.16 , eralized area to the 
( inch,or1:31,250. | $ ‘ 

A | surrounding country. 
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It is estimated that 190 miles of geologic boundaries have 

been laid down on these maps. They will be published in 

atlas form, and each map will be accompanied by one or more 

sheets of transverse sections, showing the underground rela- 

tions of the various rock formations outlined in the surface 

maps and the positions of the ore bodies with reference to them. 

The report will be published as one of the monographs of the 

Survey, with an atlas containing about 29 sheets. 

Cross party —Mr. Whitman Cross was engaged in the map- 

ping of the areal geology of the Telluride district of Colorado. 

The eastern half of this district includes the high, rugged, 

western front of the San Juan Mountains, and lies, for the 

most part, 10,000 feet above sea level, while the central-west- 

ern part is from 9,000 to 10,000 feet in elevation. Sixty-four 

mountain points lie above 13,000. feet and four above 14,000 

feet. A few canyons cut to below 8,000 feet in several places. 

With the assistance of Messrs. H. 5S. Gane and E. C. KE. Lord, 

Mr. Cross mapped 245 square miles of the rugged region above 

indicated. He made six divisions of the surface voleanic rocks. 

The study of these is the first step toward working out the vol- 

canic history of the great San Juan region. 

The studies of the field season make it clear, from the forma- 

tions of the Telluride area, that there must have been at least 

two centers of eruption from which the material of these vol- 

sanic formations came. The principal formation is a ¢reat series 

of well-stratified tuffs and conglomerates, 1,500 to 2,500 feet in 
thickness, which extend over hundreds of square miles. It is 

the first of the series, and apparently a water-laid formation 
throughout. 

Three large laccolites were identified in the Cretaceous rocks, 

and five great, irregular diorite bodies cut up through all the 
formations of the region, rising to more than 14,000 feet in sev- 

eral cases. One of them forms the core of the Mount Wilson 

eroup. The Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks through which the 

diorite penetrated form the lower portion of the mountains. 

The sedimentary formations include the Trias, Jura, Dakota, 

‘olorado, Montana (?), and a probable Eocene formation. 

The base of the Juratrias was not determined, but the formation 
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was identified by the presence of saurian teeth and bones. The 

upper portion of the Jurassic is a series of clays, sandstones, 

and marls, 700 feet in thickness. The Cretaceous includes the 

Dakota and Colorado formations. The Dakota tormation is 

about 100 feet thick and contains a workable coal seam. The 

Colorado is represented by 2,000 feet of shales that occur 

above the Dakota. The Montana formation has not yet been 

clearly defined. The Eocene conglomerate occurs uncon- 

formably above the Dakota-Montana shales, and varies from 

200 to 1,000 feet in thickness. It traverses the entire section 

unconformably from the Trias to the summit of the Cretaceous. 

It is a coarse conglomerate, consisting of granite, quartzite, and 

schist of Algonkian types, limestones, red sandstones, and an 

eruptive rock unlike any known in place in the district. The 

formation extends beyond all borders of the Telluride area 

and probably overlaps the Paleozoic section to the Aleonkian 

rocks of the Needle Mountains. It is referred tentatively to 

the Eocene, though no fossils have been found. 

As the work was purely areal geology, there have been no 

special developments of economic bearing, except in the cor- 

rect understanding of the eruptive geology of the district, 

the analysis of which will render possible a recognition of 

either the differences or the identity of conditions among ore 

deposits in different parts of the area. At present mining men 

are more or less confused by the immensity of the voleanic 

formations of the San Juan region, and it is anticipated that 

the geologic map will be of service to them in the development 

of the various silver and gold mines of the area. 

On his return from the field Mr. Cross first completed the 

revision of certain chapters of the monograph on the Denver 

Basin. He also revised the report upon the geology of Silver 

Cliff and the Rosita Hills, Colorado, which is published it 

Part II of this Annual Report. He likewise advanced ae 

bulletin on the geology of the Pikes Peak district, worked up 

the material collected in the Telluride region of Colorado, and 

examined the literature relating to the San Juan Mountains. 

Toward the close of the year steps were taken to establish 

within the Survey, for the use of geologists and petrographers, 

a comprehensive reference collection of rocks, the expectation 
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being to facilitate the progress of the work of the Survey and 

raise its standard. To organize this collection, a committee of 

three was appointed by the Director, consisting of Messrs. 

Cross, Lindgren, and Diller. Mr. Cross was made chairman 

of the committee, and considerable time was given by him to 

the consideration of that subject. 

Hills party—Mr. &. C. Hills continued the survey of the 

coal and iron areas of southern-central Colorado. He sur- 

veyed and mapped 843 square miles and resurveyed 260 

square miles. Further evidence was obtained on the relative 

age of the successive eruptions of the Spanish Peak region, 
and outlines of the boundaries of the Cretaceous and Eocene 

groups were determined within the area surveyed. It was 

found that the Dakota terrane overlapped the supposed Juras- 

sic rocks, and that the latter, in turn, overlapped the supposed 

Trias along the southeastern shore border of the Wet Mountain 

Range. 

Among the economic results secured was the revision of the 

boundary of the coal-bearmg Laramie terrane on the Walsen- 

burg and Trinidad sheets. Observations were also made on 

the silver-lead veins of Spanish Peak, and the so-called tin 

deposits at the southern extremity of the Wet Mountains were 

investigated. In the latter investigation no evidence was 
found of the existence of the ores of tin. 

Hague party. Mr. Arnold Hague continued in the office the 

preparation and study of the data and material collected 
during his nine years of surveys in the Yellowstone National 

Park. The final work upon the atlas folio was completed and 

the geologic sheets and explanatory text are now going 
through the press. ‘The monograph on the park will be pub- 

lished in two parts. Part I, which is mainly descriptive in 

its treatment of the subject, is about ready for the press. 

The areas of sedimentary rocks which surround the park 

plateau are developed in the Gallatin, Snowy, and Teton 
ranges and in the region of Huckleberry Mountain and big 

Game Ridge. The several chapters were written by Mr. 

W. Hl. Weed, Prof: J. P. Iddings, and Mr. Hague. A large 
part of the volume is from the pen of Professor Iddings, who 
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deals with petrographic investigations from different points of 

view, and gives an analytical study of the composition of the 

igneous rocks found in the region. He also has chapters on 

the voleano of Electric Peak, in the Gallatin Range, and the 

Crandall volcano, in the Absaroka Range. 
All the invertebrate paleontologic material gathered during 

the progress of the survey is treated in chapters by Mr. 

T. W. Stanton, Mr. G. H. Girty, and the Director] Mary: 

Knowlton furnishes a chapter on the fossil flora of the park, 

describing in detail the collections made from time to time in 

this region. They include a limited but characteristic flora 

from the Laramie and a rich and varied flora from the Tertiary. 

His work is illustrated by 45 plates of drawings of the new 
species described by him in the text. The various chapters by 

the different authors have been submitted. ‘The illustrations, 

which include maps, sections, photographs, photomicrographs, 
and woodcuts, are in an advanced stage of preparation. 

It is anticipated that another season in the field will be 
required to perfect the geologic work necessary to complete 
the areal mapping of the country embraced by the Crandall 
Creek and Ishawooa atlas sheets, lying in the forest reservation 
to the east of the park. 

PACIFIC REGION, 

This region embraces the territory lying between the Pacific 
Coast on the west and approximately the line of the one hun- 

dred and nineteenth meridian on the east. In it six parties were 

at work, as follows: 

Turner party —Mr. H. W. Turner continued the mapping of 

the areal geology of the Gold Belt of California, being aided 
by Mr. I. L. Ransome, a temporary assistant. Of the Sonora 

sheet, 940 square miles were mapped, and 120 square miles of 

the southeastern portion of the Big Trees sheet. An extensive 

collection of gneisses and granites was made in the canyon of 

the north fork of the Mokelumne River, in the northern part 

of the area. 

Among the scientific results may be mentioned the structu- 
ral features of the Sonora district found in the disposition of 
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the limestone masses about the mouth of the north fork of the 

Tuolumne River. It was also found that the granite was 

younger than the surrounding schists, while the gneisses and 

sheared granites of the northern part of the area of the Big 

Trees sheet appear to show that there is there an older set of 

rocks, possibly pre-Paleozoic in age. 

The Sonora sheet covers an area in the heart of the Gold 

Belt of the Sierra Nevada. Numerous gold-quartz mines were 

located and defined, and they will be represented on the eco- 

nomic sheet of the Sonora folio. The limestone and marble 

masses will likewise be indicated. The marble has been 

largely quarried and found to be of economic importance. 

There is also an abundance of granite and sandstone suitable 
for building purposes. 

Since his return from the field Mr. Turner has been engaged 

in preparing a paper entitled, Further Contributions to the 

Geology of the Sierra Nevada, which is printed in Part I of 

this Annual Report. He has also continued his study of the 

rocks of the areas surveyed, and it is anticipated that the 

Downieville folio will be ready for engraving in a very short 

time. 

During the winter and spring Mr. Ransome was occupied at 

intervals, the greater part of the time as a volunteer assistant, 
in studying thin sections of the rocks collected by him in the 

Sonora area and in preparing the text of the Sonera folio for 

publi cation. 

Lindgren party.—Mr. Waldemar Lindgren, who was assisted 

by Mr. H. C. Hoover, also worked in the Gold Belt of Cali- 

fornia a considerable portion of the season. A reconnaissance 

was made of about 200 square miles on the Sierraville sheet, 

and one of 500 square miles on the Carson and Markleville 

sheets. In addition to revising about 150 square miles, he 

completed the geologic work on the Colfax sheet. 

The principal results obtained bear on the structural geology 
of the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. he great faults 

along the eastern base have been mapped, and data have been 

obtained for determining the amount of throw and the character 

of the dislocation. ‘Two distinct dislocations were recognized, 
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one corresponding to the Neocene baselevel, and the other of 

older date, probably the Cretaceous baselevel. The season’s 

work completed the study of a trip across the Sierra Nevada, 

from the Sacramento Valley to the Great Basin, between the 

parallels 38° 30° and 39° 30’. 

In July Mr. Lindgren made an examination of certain 

reported gold-bearing gravels near Tacoma, Wash., under spe- 
cial instructions from the Secretary of the Interior, and in the 

latter part of December a reexamination was made of certain 

portions of the same district. The results of these examinations 

have been communicated to the Department. 

Mr. Lindgren’s office work was confined to the period between 

January 25 and July 1. It consisted principally in the prep- 

aration of the Pyramid Peak sheet for the engraver and of 

the report on the gold-quartz veins of Nevada City and 

Grass Valley which is published in Part I] of this Annual 

Report. 
Brauner party—Dr. John C. Branner was engaged in recon- 

naissance work upon the Palo Alto, San Mateo, San Jose, and 

Mount Hamilton sheets, California, with the object of obtain- 

ing a general knowledge of the geology, to aid him in making 

a detailed survey of the Palo Alto sheet. The work was car- 

ried forward in the foothills and in- the mountains south and 

west of Palo Alto and in the Santa Clara Valley, where data 
were obtained by means of artesian-well borings. 

The only office work undertaken was the study of maps and 

the preparation of field notes. 

Lawson party.—Dr. A. C. Lawson, assisted by Dr. J. C. 

Merriam and Mr. W. 8. 'T. Smith, continued the study of the 

geology of the region adjacent to the Bay of San Francisco, 

in California. Three hundred and four square miles of new 

territory were mapped, which practically completes the survey 

of the five sheets in the vicinity of the Bay of San Francisco. 

The work is of scientific and economic importance in con- 

nection with the question of artesian water supply to the 

numerous towns within the areas. The study of the structure 

and stratigraphy will also advance the knowledge of the 
nature and origin of the oil and asphaltum which abound in 
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the siliceous shales of the region and enable the geologist to 

advise more intelligently in regard to prospecting for these 

products. Information was also acquired touching the distri- 

bution of limestone, building stone, clays, ete. 

At intervals during the winter, Dr. Lawson wrote out the 

field notes and studied the material collected in his expedi- 

tions to the field. 

Diller party—TVhe work of Mr. J. 8. Diller in Oregon was 

wholly reconnaissance in a new region, as there were no 
topographic maps ready for complete geologic work. The 

fields of which a preliminary study was made embrace three 

continuous districts: (1) The Coast Range of Oregon, from 
the Columbia to the forty-third parallel, an area of about 

9,000 square miles. (2) The northern border of the Klamath 

Mountains, within the region covered by the Roseburg sheet, 

about 871 square miles. (3) Several distinct points on the 
western slope of the Cascade Range, including about 100 

square miles. ‘The first-named region was studied chiefly on 

account of its coal fields; the second, on account of its min- 

eral wealth and its nearness to a populous center, of which 

a good topographic map has just been completed; and the 

third, to determine the age and composition of the Cascade 

Range and its relation to the Cretaceous strata bordering 

the Klamath Mountains. Specimens were collected from 445 

localities, fossils being well represented. 

The principal scientific results obtained in the first district 

visited were the three sections made in the Coast Range, the 
Nehalem, the Yaquina, and the Coquille. These show the 

position, structure, and history of that portion of the range. 
In the Nehalem section, well exposed along the Nehalem 

River, the middle portion of the Coast Range is composed 

chiefly of volcanic rocks, with flanks of Tertiary shales and 

sandstones, gently dipping away from the range. The struc- 

ture of the range is essentially anticlinal, with a volcanic core. 

The volcanic conglomerates of the core contain a few fossils, 

apparently of Eocene age, and the association is such that 

two things are evident: (1) During that portion of the Eocene 

period represented by the fossils the Coast Range was not yet 
WY Epson, 124 
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raised above the sea; (2) the locality was then the scene of 

vigorous voleanic activity. In the Yaquina section the com- 

position and structure of the range is similar to that on the 

Nehalem, except that it is not symmetrical. The Coquille see- 

tion is quite unlike either of the others. The volcanic rocks 

are a minor feature of the range, and the older auriferous slate 

series appear just south of the Coquille, where the Klamath 

Mountains begin. 

The history of the Coast Range north of Coquille, as 

recorded in its rocks, shows that a period of volcanic activity 

was followed by a long period of sedimentation, with more or 

less volcanic eruption and orographic movement, which gradu- 
ally culminated, before the close of the Pliocene, in raising the 

Coast Range above the sea. Subsequently the land was reduced 

by erosion to a peneplain, and again uplifted, the successive 

stages being marked by terraces upon the coastal slope. The 
drowned rivers of the Oregon coast show that the final move- 

ment of the land has been downward, in some cases admitting 

the tide for 20 miles up the narrow valleys of the rivers. 

The discovery of Paleozoic fossils in the Roseburg region 

is of special interest, as it is the only locality in Oregon west 

of the Cascade Range where such fossils have been found. 

The strike of the rocks throughout the Roseburg district is 
southwest and northeast, at a considerable angle to the gen- 

rold-bearing slate eral trend of the Cascade Range. The g 

series extend into its western flank, as if passing through that 

range to the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon, where the 

same rocks occur. 

The examination of the ‘Cascade Range at Ashland, on the 

middle fork of the Willamette and the Columbia, shows that 

that portion at least is composed of post-Cretaceous lavas. 

The Cretaceous rocks underlie a large portion of the range, 

and the most vigorous stage of volcanic activity was in Mio- 

cene time. 

The economic results of the work consist principally in the 

reconnaissance of (1) the coal fields of western Oregon, (2) 

the iron-ore deposits of the Coast Range, and (3) portions of 

the auriferous slate series in middle-western Oregon. 
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The coal fields of western Oregon are four im number, viz, 

the Upper Nehalem, of Columbia County; the Lower Neha- 

lem, of Clatsop County; the Yaquina, of Lincoln County, 

and the Coos Bay, of Coos County. Besides these there 

are numerous outcrops of coal of minor importance. 

The Upper Nehalem coal field is drained by the portion of 

the Nehalem River lying east of the Coast Range in Columbia 

County, and the coal has been prospected chiefly in Pebble 

Creek. The field is about 13 miles long and from 1 to 2 miles 

wide, and contains at least two coal beds worthy of considera- 

tion. One is 9 feet and the other over 6 feet in thickness. 

The upper and larger bed, being above drainage and nearly 

horizontal, is conveniently situated for economic mining, and 

only awaits greater facilities for transportation to develop 

what may prove to be an important source of coal for Port- 

land. The chemical analyses of these and the other coals of 

Oregon are not yet completed. 
The Lower Nehalem coal field lies near the coast, a few 

miles southwest of Nehalem post-office. Its length is 5 miles 

and its breadth one-fifth as great. The quality of the coal is 

good, but its thickest bed is not known certainly to exceed 22 

inches, and lies between soft strata inclined at a considerable 

angle. 

The Yaquina coal field lies just west of Depot Slough, in 

Lincoln County, and covers an area of about 5 square miles. 

Its best bed of coal is good, and it is said to be 3 feet in 
thickness. 

The Coos Bay coal field has a known area of certainly not 

less than 100 square miles. It contains at least two beds of 

coal 5 feet or more in thickness, and three mines are in active 

operation. The Newport has been running for more than 

thirty years, and has removed in the last fifteen years 700,000 

tons of coal. It was estimated that the Beaver Hill mine, 

started in 1895, would produce at least 12,000 tons of coal by 

the close of that year. 

Numerous other less prominent coal outcrops have been 

examined in Oregon—notably near Cape Arago in Lincoln 

County, and in Camas Mountain, near Callahans, and on the 
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north fork of the Umpqua River in Douglas County—which 

do not promise to be of considerable commercial importance. 

The iron ores of the Coast Range have been found in work- 

able quantities in but few places, notably at Oswego and 

Scappoose, near Portland. They have also been found in con- 

siderable quantities in several places on the west fork of Dairy 

Creek, in Washington County, and along the upper waters of 

the Nehalem, in Columbia County. Magnetite and similar ores 

also occur in the Klamath Mountains, in Josephine County, 

but of the extent and purity of these ores little is yet known. 

The auriferous slate series of middle-western Oregon is in 

two large areas, one in the Klamath Mountains, in the south- 
ern portion of the State, and the other in the Blue Mountains 

of Oregon. In these older rocks the precious and baser metals 

are found—gold, silver, platinum, and nickel. In the Bohemia 

district, north of Ashland, a number of stamp mills are at work, 

aud others are under construction. ‘The ore is chiefly free-mill- 

ing quartz, which forms numerous veins in the country rock, 

which is of igneous origin. 

The promising prospects for cinnabar, reported from east of 

Oakland, merit thorough investigation. This district was for- 

merly one of considerable mining activity, and it is possible 

that cinnabar mining might be resumed to advantage. 

In the office Mr. Diller prepared a report upon the geological 

reconnaissance in western Oregon, which appears in Part I of 

this Annual Report. He also prepared a brief text, with illus- 

trations, to be printed as a part of the special map of Crater 

Lake. Crater Lake is on the summit of the Cascade Range, 

and is ina public reservation. It is encircled by cliffs rang- 

ing from 500 to 2,000 feet in height, has a depth of 2,000 feet, 

and is one of the great natural wonders of the United States. 

Mr. Diller was also engaged in the preparation of the text 

to accompany the Educational Series of Rocks. Nearly 50 

rock specimens were described, and the work is now nearing 

completion. In addition to the work already noted, Mr. G. K. 

Gilbert has deseribed the glacial material of the collection (3 

specimens), Mr. Bailey Willis the specimens illustrating rock 

deformation (2) and those of peat and coal (4), Ma. W. 3. 
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Bayley a number of specimens of metamorphic rocks, Mr. H. W. 

Turner the specimens illustrating contact metamorphism (2), 

and Mr. G. P. Merrill, of the National Museum, the specimens 

illustrating rock decay. During the year 250 specimens of 

each of six kinds of rocks for the Educational Series have 

been collected, 802 have been trimmed, and 13,508 numbered. 

In addition to his other work, Mr. Diller continued in charge 

of the Petrographic Laboratory, being assisted by Mr. E. G. 

Paul, in immediate charge, and Messrs. F. C. Ohm and W. 8. 

Robbins. During the year 3,970 thin sections of rocks were 

made, and 940 specimens were sawed, polished, or otherwise 

prepared for study. 

Willis party. *. Bailey Willis, assisted by Mr. G. O. Smith, 

was engaged principally while in the field in reconnaissance 

work in northwestern Washington. He examined the glaciers 

on the northern and westernslopes of Mount Rainier, the 

Wilkeson and Green River coal fields, the Snoqualmie section 

of the Cascade Range, the gold and silver districts of Silver 
Creek and Monte Cristo, and the iron-bearig schists and the 

ae measures of the Skagit between Sauk and Hamilton. 

. Willis found that the Puyallup glacier had retreated at 

ee 600 and possibly 1,000 feet from the position it occupied 

when he examined it in 1883. On the Carbon River glacier 

the evidence of shrinkage observed consisted in the difference 

of level between the diminished glacier and the crest of its 

lateral moraine. The recession of the glaciers is accounted 

for in part by the fact that there was much less precipitation 

during the last winter than during the previous winters, and 

consequently less snow upon the slopes of Mount Rainier 

than had been observed any time since the region was settled. 

In consequence of their great recession the glaciers are partic- 

ularly dirty; indeed, portions of the Carbon River glaciers 

are so covered with stones and gravel as to give the appear- 

ance of a river bed rather than anice mass. Along the lower 

course of the Carbon River glacier there is record of an earlier 

and larger stage of the g@lacier in the existence of lateral 

moraines, which le outside of but parallel to the modern 

moraines and are covered by a growth of large trees. 
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The coal-bearing strata of the Puget group are so destitute 
of recognizable horizons that in the presence of the universal 

covering of gravel and forest it is a hopeless task to work out 

the stratigraphy without the aid of fossils. Accordingly, two 

well-known sections were carefully examined and collections 

made, which were accurately identified with certain horizons, 

in the hope that their examination might enable the geologist 

to discriminate between the older and the younger beds. 

A section was examined on the line of the south fork of the 

Snoqualmie River, from the city of Snoqualmie to the summit 

of the range. At the head of the south folk the vicinity of the 
Snoqualmie Pass furnishes occurrences of magnetic iron ore 

in fissures in the granite. . In the immediate vicinity there 

are highly metamorphosed black slates containing leaves of 

Miocene age, and it has not yet been determined whether the 

granite is older or younger. If younger, the metamorphism 

of the slates and the deposition of the magnetic ores might be 
looked upon as contact phenemena; if older, the metamor- 

phism and deposition of the iron ore must be attributed to 

some external cause. The economic value of the magnetic 

iron of this vicinity is likely to prove great, provided it shall 

be shown that the ore bodies are extensive and that they are 

not seriously contaminated with sulphur. 

The Monte Cristo mining district contains the most exten- 

sive development yet made on the precious metals in Washing- 

ton. The country rocks are in part black slates, conglom- 

erates, and limestones of Mesozoic age, intrusive granites, nl 

porphyrites, and diorites, and breccias and spherulites of more 

superficial voleanic eruptions. The minerals are deposited in 

cavities due to faulting and breecciation of the rocks, and form 

bodies varying from minute stringers to deposits 2 or 3 feet in 

thickness. They consist of sulphides of iron, arsenic, lead, and 

zinc in varying associations, carrying both gold and_ silver. 

The greater part of the gold is contained in the arseno-pyrite. 

The reconnaissance served merely to indicate the necessity 

for detailed geologic mapping with reference to the different 

kinds of rocks and the structural features. The mechanics of 

the rock deformation plays an important part in determining 
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the occurrence of the minerals, and a careful study of this re- 

gion should be helpful to prospectors throughout the northern 

Cascade Mountains; the district is a typical one for that region. 

Gold and silver ores occur on both sides of the range, from 

Snoqualmie Pass to the British boundary and beyond, and 

whatever is done in one locality, like Monte Cristo, will serve 

as a guide to intelligent prospecting throughout the whole 

region. As the phenomena appear to be mechanical rather 

than yoleanic or sedimentary, a study of the mechanism of 

faulting is particularly needed. 

The iron-bearing schists of the Skagit form an immense 

body, having a nearly east-west strike and an apparent thick- 

ness of several miles. Their limits are not well determined. 

The schists and the associated siliceous iron ores are very 

closely related, in character and in the origin of the ores, to the 

Lake Superior siliceous deposits, but they rest upon a massive 

limestone in which fossils are discovered. These appear to be 

crinoids, and suggest a late Paleozoic age. An effort was made 

to discover localities favorable to the occurrence of the rich, 

soft ores which may reasonably be expected to have been 

formed from the decomposition of the carbonate of iron con- 

tained in the schists, but in the absence of maps, and on 

account of the extremely inaccessible character of the region, 

no progress was made in this direction. It will, however, be 

pointed out in a general account of the work, to be published 

later, that these iron ores may be looked for under certain con- 

ditions of structure and along the contact with the limestone, 

and it is hoped that prospecting thus directed may result in 

the discovery of ores which are much needed in the develop- 

ment of the State. 

Mr. Willis’s examination of the region about Mount Rainier 

intensifies his former impression that it is unique in character 

and should be set apart as a national park. 

During the winter Mr. Willis arranged his field notes, and 

Mr. Smith made a petrographic study of the volcanic and met- 

amorphic rocks. Mr. Willis’s time was given mainly, however, 

to the work of editing geologic maps, which will be reviewed 

on a subsequent page of this report. 
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Becker party— Dr. George F. Becker, assisted by Ma. C. W. 

Purington, was engaged in the examination of the gold deposits 

of southern Alaska. Associated with Dr. Becker was Dr. W. H. 

Dall, who had immediate charge of an examination of the coal 

resources. ‘The instructions to the party were to examine the 

gold and coal deposits in the vicinity of the shore line and 

islands along the coast of the Territory, and not to attempt to 

penetrate into the interior. 

Dr. Becker and Mr. Purington examined the Treadwell mine, 

on Douglas Island, and found that the mine was in slates of 

e, and that it had 

been penetrated bya heavy dike of diorite or tonalite and by two 

sedimentary origin, probably of Triassic ag 

other intrusive masses. The last of these is a rock of basaltic 

character, and its eruption seems to have occurred at the same 

time as the mineralization. Both the diorite and the slate were 

ruptured along a zone which is at some points several hundred 

feet in width, and the interstitial spaces have been filled with 

ore. In the diorite the masses were in great part reduced to 

fragments, and these have been decomposed and impregnated. 

In the slate the fractures mostly followed the cleavage, and the 
deposit there assumes the form of a ‘stringer lead.” The claims 

to the southward of the Treadwell are controlled by the same 

company, and are profitable, but the next claim to the north- 

ward is said to be too poor to pay. The ore of Treadwell 

averages only 52.50 to 53 per ton, but, owing to the enormous 

scale of the workings, there is a large profit in working it. 

The Silver Bow basin lies about 3 miles north of east of 

Juneau. A considerable number of small veins of rather rich 

ore occur in the southern side of the basin. The basin was 

formerly occupied by a large glacier. After the retreat of the 

glacier the basin was occupied by a lake, and the lake beds 

are successfully worked for gold by the hydraulic process. 

Sheep Creek basin is separated from Silver Bow basin by a 

divide, and the same series of quartz veins extend into it. 

About 55 miles to the southeast of Juneau, at Sumdum, there 

i eood bullion, is a very promising vein which is yielding ¢ 

although the property is only just being developed. At Sew- 
ard City, near Berners Bay, about 50 miles north of Juneau, 
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there are also veins which are extremely rich at some points 

and are yielding gold. On Admiralty Island, about 30 miles 

from Juneau, there are promising veins, on which it is expected 

that mining will be commenced during the summer of 1896. 

Near Sitka, especially along Silver Bay and in the country to 

the southeast of it, there are numerous veins, some of which 

have yielded a little gold. The conditions do not warrant an 

opinion as to their future. 

At Yakutat Bay, just to the eastward of Mount St. Klias, 

there has been some beach mining, as there has also been 

along the west shore of Kadiak Island. The ease of working 
and the unlimited supply of sand make beach mining on the 

western coast of North America very attractive, but the capri- 

ciousness of the distribution of pay streaks and the difficulty 

of saving the gold commonly rob such undertakings of sue- 
cess. The amount of gold which occurs in this manner in the 

sand is enormous, but as yet there are few if any reliable 

records of large profits having been made from beach mines, 

either in Alaska or to the southward. 

On Kadiak Island, in Uyak Bay, there are several promis- 

ing-looking gold-quartz veins, 2 feet or so in thickness, upon 

which prospecting is now going on. Stream gravels are also 

being worked on Turn-again Arm, at the head of Cook Inlet. 
The only successful working was on Bear Creek, but according 

to the best information that Dr. Becker could obtain the aver- 

age results were not more than 35 per day per man. A later 

report, received after Dr. Becker's visit, is that richer gravel 

has been discovered near the head of Turn-again Arm. 

The island of Unga is in the Shumagin Archipelago, about 
a thousand miles south of west from Sitka. Near Delaroft 

Bay, on this island, is the Apollo Consolidated mine, which is 

now yielding at the rate of over $300,000 a year. The ore 

occurs in interstitial spaces in a crushed zone of andesite. — It 

averages between 58 and 59 per ton, much of the gold being 
free, though heavy bunches of sulphurets are of frequent 

occurrence in it. 

Although auriferous quartz has been found ou the island of 
Unalaska, nothing like a mine has yet been discovered. 
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Dr. Dall first examined the coal field surrounding Kootz- 

nahoo Inlet, after which he coasted along the south side of 

the Alaskan peninsula to the head of Cook Inlet, and thence 

to Kachemak Bay, where extensive deposits of brown coal 

occur. Thence he journeyed via the Shumagin Islands to 

Unalaska, where the investigation was virtually brought to an 

end. August 29 found Dr. Dall at San Francisco, where he 

spent a short time gathering coal statistics. 

In the course of the journey above outlined, Dr. Dall visited 

all localities where work is or has lately been in progress, 

either in prospecting or mining the Alaskan coals, south of 

Bering Sea in Alaska. Specimens were obtained for analysis 

and all the accessible economic data were collected. The 

localities bordering on Berimg Sea and the Yukon, and those 

north of Bering Strait, were not visited, on account of the 

lack of means of transportation. 

The results may be briefly summarized as comprising (1) 

the collection of a large mass of useful economic data and new 

information on the Alaska brown coals; (2) the establishment 

of the fact that large fields of a fairly good quality of brown 

coal exist on the eastern shores of Cook Inlet, and that veins 

of economic value exist on the south shore of the Alaskan 

peninsula; (3) that the coals of Alaska are all brown coals, 

no anthracite or Paleozoic bituminous coal having yet been 
discovered; and (4) that, with the use of sufficient capital and 

proper business methods, a California market for the coals, at 

prices commensurate with their value, should be found. 

Further particulars touching Dr. Dall’s work will be found 

in his detailed report in Part I of this Annual Report. 

It is appropriate here to acknowledge the courtesy of the 

Secretary of the Navy, and of Capt. A. R. Couden, of the 

U.S.8. Pinta, for courtesies in conveying the party from point 
to point along the Alaskan coast, and to Captain Moore, of the 

Coast Survey steamer Patterson, by whose aid the coal fields 

surrounding Kootznahoo Inlet were explored. 

On his return from the field Dr. Becker began the prepara- 

tion of a report upon his field work. This work he continued 

until about April 1, when, an unusually fine opportunity 
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offering for an examination of the gold fields of South Africa 

and an investigation of the mode of origin of the gold of that 

region, a leave of absence without pay was granted him for 

the remainder of the fiscal year. 

GLACIAL INVESTIGATIONS UNDER PROFESSOR CHAMBERLIN. 

Prof. 'T. C. Chamberlin was continued in charge of work 
upon the glacial deposits of the United States. Areal work in 

New York resulted in the completion of the survey (280 square 

miles) of the New York portion of the Greenwood Lake and 

Ramapo sheets, by Mr. C. E. Peet. That assistant also did con- 

siderable work on the Staten Island and Tarrytown sheets, and 

extended a reconnaissance up the Hudson and Champlain val- 

leys to the Canadian border. 

The scientific results of the complete mapping of the sheets 

mentioned will throw light on some of the problems of the 

drift, prolonging into New York the location of the axis of 

the Hudson River lobe of the ice sheet from that determined 

in New Jersey. It will show the direction of ice movements, 

the drainage during the retirement of the ice, the temporary 

halting places of the ice front, with an accurate delineation of 
the areas of stratified gravels and sands and of unstratified 

drift, the locations of outcrops of rock, of areas of humus and 

peat, the delineation of the alluvial plains of the streams, and 

the subdivision of some of these classes of deposits. 

The economic results will be those directly resulting from 

the accurate mapping of the different classes of deposits men- 

tioned, the determination of the northward extension of the 

Pleistocene clays of the Hackensack Valley, and the accumu- 

lation of a mass of facts relating to the character and thick- 
ness of the deposits mapped. All of these data have an 

important bearing on questions of water supply and on all 

questions pertaining to the utilization of the surface deposits 

inany way by the people. The reconnaissance in the Hudson 

and Champlain valleys determined the origin, distribution, and 

thickness of the Hudson River and Lake Champlain clays. 

Facts were accumulated touching the extent and thickness of 

the clays and the distribution of the sands for tempering clays 
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in the manufacture of brick and terra cotta, and a way was 

prepared for the rapid mapping of these extensive deposits. 

These results are all of economic importance, as New York 

State stands sixth among the States producing valuable clay 

products, and the Hudson Valley supplies a large percentage 
of the clay product of the State. The accessibility of these 

clays to the market for the articles produced from them, the 

high price at which the clay lands nearest the market are held, 
and the probability of the clay proving to be a valuable fertil- 

izer for certain areas of dune sand along the Hudson, thus 

reclaiming those areas and making them profitable for cultiva- 

tion, render the accurate mapping of these deposits desirable. 
In Pennsylvania, Mr. H. B. Kummel mapped the Pleisto- 

cene deposits of that portion of the Delaware Water Gap and 

Easton sheets which lies on the western side of the Delaware 

River, the portion on the eastern side having been previously 

mapped. 

The scientific results of this work, other than those imme- 

diately implied in the mapping of the formations, are chiefly 

the determination of the difference in age between the 

moraine which crosses the Delaware at Belvidere and glacial 
deposits found on the uplands extending some 25 miles more 

or less to the south of these, which are much older. 

In Indiana, Mr. A. H. Purdue made a detailed map of the 

Pleistocene formations in the Iroquois Valley, embracing 

about 400 square miles. The chief scientific object sought 

was the determination of the mode of origin of the sands 

which abound in that region and their significance respecting 

the conditions which prevailed during the later Pleistocene 
period. The areal work will also be serviceable in delimiting 
the comparatively barren, sandy tracts, distinguishing them 

from the fertile, loamy tracts on the one hand, and from the 

marshy and meadow tracts on the other. 

The services of Prof. R. D. Salisbury have been chiefly 

devoted to the investigations carried on by the State Survey 

of New Jersey under the system of cooperation entered into 

between that Survey and the National Survey. He, however, 

gave a short time in June, 1896, to reconnaissance in the 
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territory immediately adjacent to the cities of New York and 

Philadelphia, with a view to rendering advice and assistance 

in the detailed mapping of these regions, in progress under 

Mr. Kiimmel and Mr. Knapp, respectively, and to secure a 

more perfect coordination with the work of the New Jersey 

Survey. 

Mr. H. C. Cowles’s work consisted principally in a search 

for fossils in the inter-Glacial soils and vegetable beds of 

selected points in lowa and Minnesota. 

Mr. Frank Leverett was employed chiefly in the preparation 

of a volumimous report upon a large area occupied by the Ili- 
nois glacial lobe. A few short visits were made to different 

points of the field to obtain additienal data. He also prepared 

a map, covering the whole of Illinois, showing the distribution 

of the drift formations. 

Later in the year Mr. Leverett made an important discovery 

with reference to the ancient drainage of the Virginias and east- 
ern Kentucky. It has for some years been known that the vari- 

ous streams constituting the upper part of the Missouri River 
once sent their waters toward the northeast, and that they were 

diverted in Pleistocene time by the great ice sheet which occu- 

pied their lower valleys and caused them to turn southeastward. 

It has also been known that the Monongahela and various 
branches of the Allegheny formerly discharged toward what 

is now the basin of Lake Erie, and were caused to unite in the 

formation of the Ohio River by a similar interference of the 

Pleistocene ice sheet. My. Leverett has now found a pre-Glacial 

channel running from the Ohio at Wheelersburg to the Scioto 

at Waverly, and brings to bear a variety of accessory data 
showing that the Kanawha, uniting with other streams in the 

western part of West Virginia and the eastern part of Ken- 
tucky, ran northward toward Lake Erie along a line partially 

coincident with the course of the south-flowing Scioto. This 
makes the Kocene drainage basin of the St. Lawrence include 
the head waters of the New River in northwestern North 

Carolina. 

The most important economic results of the work in Ilinois 

consist of (1) the mapping of the soils and subsoils, which will 
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furnish a basis for a comparison of the results of farming and 

for the intelligent use of agricultural processes, fertilizers, ete., 

and (2) the collection and classification of very large numbers 
of well sections, from which important generalizations respect- 

ing the underground courses and the possibilities of water 
supply are being deduced. 

Professor Chamberlin’s personal work in field and office con- 

sisted largely in the supervision of the work of his associates, 

which also embraced the study and criticism of reports sub- 

mitted. About one month of his time was spent in the field 

in a study of the Pleistocene formations along the Illinois 

River between the drainage canal and Lasalle. 
In the office Mr. Leverett was engaged for nearly five 

months, in the early part of the year, in the preparation of a 

report on the Hlinois glacial lobe. This work was suspended 

in December, in order that he might prepare, under the imme- 

diate direction of Mr. F. H. Newell, the chief hydrographer, 
a special paper upon the water resources of Illinois, which 

paper was completed the last of April and appears in Part IT of 
this Annual Report. The other assistants were engaged from 
time to time in writing out their field notes and preparing data 

for study and publication. 

FIELD AND OFFICE WORK BY THE DIRECTOR. 

The field work of the Director is necessarily more or less 

desultory and largely of reconnaissance character, as it is im- 

possible for him to obtain sufficient respite from administrative 

duties to undertake either systematic or areal work. 

In July he visited Marthas Vineyard, Mass., to consult with 

Prof. N.S. Shaler in relation to his work in Rhode Island and 

to examine the drift deposits on the north shore of Marthas 

Vineyard. Numerous siliceous pebbles occur along the beach, 

that were transported in Pleistocene time from New England 
or farther north. The pebbles contain Cambrian fossils that 

are now known to occur only in the Cambrian rocks of Great 

Belle Island, Conception Bay, Newfoundland. A brief study 

was also made of the sand dunes on the southwestern coast of 

Rhode Island, and of tidal deposits on the same coast. 
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En route to the Northwest, in August, attention was given 

to observations on the general features of the country, from 

Williston, N. Dak., westward on the line of the Great Northern 

Railway. Notes were made on the geology and the possibili- 

ties of irrigation in the Missouri Valley, from Williston west 

to Milk River, Montana. Sufficient was learned to indicate 

that the control and use of the waters of the Missouri for irri- 

gation requires the construction of extensive and elaborate 

works, and that, preliminary to this, first-class topographic 

maps should be made of much of the area of northeastern 

Montana and northwestern North Dakota. 

In company with Messrs. W. H. Weed and F. B. Weeks, a 

trip was made into the Neihart district by the way of Great 

Falls, the return being by White Sulphur Springs and ‘Towns- 

end to Helena. The district had been surveyed and mapped 

by Mr. Weed, and the Director’s attention was given chiefly 

to the examination of several areas of doubtful pre-Cambrian 

rocks. A brief reconnaissance was made about Helena and 

along the line of the railroad from Helena to Butte, with refer- 

ence to entering upon the mapping of this region in 1896. At 

Butte the Director was met by Mr. Emmons, and together 

they examined the Butte district, im order to arrange for its 
geological survey in 1896, the special topographic map being 

completed at the time of the visit. 

From Butte the trip to Spokane, Wash., was made in day- 
time, and notes were taken on the general geology along the 

line of the Northern Pacific Railway. As this region is entirely 

unmapped, even such a hurried glance will be of service in the 
future in planning work. With Messrs. Emmons and Weed, 

the Director next visited the Coeur d’Alene district of northern 

Idaho, stopping at Wallace, Burke, and Wardner. The mines 

of the district were found to occupy fissures in a great series of 

siliceous slates and quartzites of Cambrian age. 
In September a reconnaissance was made, again in company 

with Messrs. Weed and Weeks, of the region about Columbia 

Falls, Mont., and to the north and east, on the line of the 

Great Northern Railway. The area examined included about 

1,200 square miles, the rocks of which were found to be largely 
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of middle and lower Cambrian age. The data secured in 

northern Idaho and northwestern Montana show that more 

than 20,000 square miles of the area between the crest of the 

Rockies and the one hundred and seventeenth meridian, and 

A7T° 30’ and 49° north latitude, is underlain by the older Cam- 

brian rocks. It will be necessary to map the Coeur d’Alene 

and Lake MacDonald districts with great care before any reli- 

able data can be secured that will be of value in the further 

development of their mining industries and those of districts 

yet unknown that may be concealed in this great forest- 
covered area. 

From the examinations made in northern Idaho and about 

Spokane, Wash., it appears best to start with a base line near 

Spokane, and thence push the work of mapping eastward across 
northern Idaho and northward up the Columbia River Valley 
to the British boundary. 

In the office the study of the Cambrian faunas, which had 

been suspended in 1894, was resumed. All the time that could 

be spared from administrative duties and the consideration of 

the numerous scientific questions that arise from day to day in 
the course of the general work of the Survey was given to the 

completion of a monograph on fossil Medusee and, during June, 

to the study of the Cambrian fossils from the Yellowstone 

National Park. 

The Director had the assistance in the office work of the year 

of Dr. William F. Morsell, stenographer and general assistant, 

and Miss Jean F. Kaighn, confidential clerk. 

DIVISION OF PALEONTOLOGY, 

As in the preceding year, several of the paleontologists were 
engaged in securing paleontologic evidence in the field to assist 

the geologists in the determination of the various geologic for- 
mations, for the purposes both of mapping the distribution of 

the rocks and of determining their vertical range. 

Stanton party—Mr. T. W. Stanton cooperated with Mr. R. T. 

Hill in the study of the Cretaceous rocks of northern Texas. 

Fossils were collected from the section at Denison and at 

other important localities, including Preston, Gainesville, 
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Decatur, Granbury, Comanche Peak, and Glen Rose. The 

exposures about Fort Worth were also examined. <A long 

journey was then made westward and southwestward from 

Austin to Brackettville, which gave Mr. Stanton an excellent 

opportunity to study the development of the entire lower Cre- 
taceous Comanche series and the region about Fredericksburg, 

which was the seat of Dr. Roemer’s early studies. Collections 

were made at various localities in the area of the Brackettville 

and Nueces sheets. 

A reconnaissance was also made by Mr. Stanton, in company 

with Mr. Vaughan, from Brackettville to Del Rio, and thence 

along the valley of the Rio Grande to Santa Tomas, the 

return journey being by way of Carrizo Springs and Uvalde 

to Brackettville. The section examined on this journey 
begins in the Washita division of the lower Cretaceous and 

extends through the upper Cretaceous, which has a great 
development here and includes a coal-bearing horizon. There 

is another workable coal deposit in the superjacent Eocene 
rocks. A reconnaissance was also made by Mr. Stanton to 
the Cretaceous coal field of San Carlos, in Presidio County. 

The principal object of Mr. Stanton’s work was to gain a 
definite personal acquaintance with the stratigraphy and local 
development of various areas of the Texas lower Cretaceous 

rocks, and to make as large a collection of fossils from them 

as possible, preparatory to undertaking a monographic study 
of the Cretaceous faunas. Mr. Hill has studied the Creta- 
ceous formations of Texas for many years, and his and Mr. 

Stanton’s data will afford the material for a thorough and 

exhaustive report upon the Cretaceous rocks and faunas of 
the Southwest. 

On returning trom the field, Mr. Stanton began the study of 

the lower Cretaceous fossils of the Texas region. This was 

continued at intervals to the close of the year, all the collec- 

tions bemg properly recorded and numbered, a considerable 
proportion of them identified, and preliminary lists furnished 
to geologists for immediate use. Nearly all the species of 
cephalopods were critically studied and described. He also 

continued the routine work of identifying fossils and reporting 
17 GEOL, PT I 5 
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upon them for members and correspondents of the Survey and 
National Museum, and during the winter the card catalogue of 
type specimens of the Mesozoic invertebrate fossils of the 
National Museum was revised and brought up to date, with 
the assistance of Messrs. Charles Schuchert and William Whip- 

ple, of the Museum staff. He also prepared and submitted to 

the Director for his use a card catalogue of Mesozoic formation 
names that have been proposed in the United States and 
Canada, with brief definitions and synonymy. Considerable 

time was given also to the preparation of a paper on The 
Faunal Relations of the Kocene and upper Cretaceous on 
the Pacific Coast, which appears in Part I of this Annual 
Report. 

Hyatt party—Prof. Alpheus Hyatt was employed at intervals 

during the year in the revision of the manuscript of a treatise 
on the Cretaceous fossils collected in the Tucumeari region of 
New Mexico. The collections, together with descriptions and 

sections of the geology of the region, were subsequently for- 

warded to Messrs. T. W. Stanton and R. T. Hill. At the request 
of the latter, Professor Hyatt also spent considerable time upon 
the revision of the remarkable and characteristic Cretaceous 
group of Ammonitine, hitherto represented by the genera 
Buchiceras, Engonoceras, etc. This work was also laid aside 

for a time in order that Professor Hyatt might make a report 
upon a collection of fossils secured by Dr. Dall in Alaska, and 

this is appended to Dr. Dall’s paper in Part I of this Annual 
Report. 

Dall party.—The report of Dr. W. H. Dall’s field work is 
given on a previous page, in connection with the work of Dr. 

Becker in Alaska. His assistant, Mr. Frank Burns, was at 

work in Texas, under instructions from Mr. Hill, to whom he 

had been detailed for the summer. In June, 1896, Mr. Burns 

was in the field near Suffolk, Va., collecting Tertiary fossils. 
Apart from the usual routine, Dr. Dall’s office work con- 

sisted in the preparation of the report, mentioned above, upon 
the coal resources of Alaska, which comprises a summary of 

all that is known in regard to these deposits and a comparison 
of the coals with coals from other parts of the world. To this 

was added a summary of what is known of the paleontology 
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of Alaska, in the preparation of which Dr. Dall received con- 

tributions from Messrs. Hyatt, Knowlton, and Schuchert. 

Dr. Dall next examined and made a preliminary report 

upon a large collection of Tertiary fossils obtained by Mr. J.S. 

Diller in Oregon and California, after which he prepared for 
the Director a correlation table, with proper references, show- 
ing the subdivisions of the Tertiary in the various regions of 

the United States—Pacific region, Central basin, Gulf region, 

and Atlantic Coast 

and, in the case of the larger groups, their European equiva- 

and their equivalents, so far as known, 

lents also. Such time as remained was employed in the study 

of the Tertiary fossils of the southeastern United States, in 

continuation of the work which has occupied much of his 
time for several years. 

Ward party.—Prof. Lester F. Ward was engaged in an 
investigation of the distribution of the fossil-plant remains of 

the lower Cretaceous and the Jurassic of the West. He first 

examined the Cretaceous rim on the east side of the Black 

Hills, where he secured some fine specimens of fossil cycads. 

His next investigations were in the vicinity of Great Falls, 
Mont., whence he visited the coal-bearing beds lying between 
the Highwood and Little Belt mountains, making large collec- 

tions of fossils from the various coal openings. 

On the 6th of August he joined Mr. Diller’s party at Rose- 
burg, Oreg. It was there arranged that he should be accompa- 
nied and assisted in subsequent journeyings and investigations 
by Mr. James Storrs, until that time a field assistant with Mr. 

Diller. With Mr. Storrs, Professor Ward proceeded to Ono, 

Cal., and visited the region about that place and Horsetown, 
making collections in the Horsetown and Knoxville beds. 
Other collections were made on the banks of Cold: Fork of 

Cottonwood Creek, some miles farther south, and in the 

vicinity of Lowreys and Elder Creek, and from the plant- 
bearing slate at the Banner mine, 5 miles east of Oroville. 
Professor Ward then joined Mr. H. W. Turner’s party at 
Merced Falls. A careful search was made in the Mariposa 

slates for plant remains, but, owing to the fact that these slates 
are very extensively metamorphosed, only a few traces of such 
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remains were found. He next studied the Sequoia gigantea on 

the Mariposa Big Tree grant. This genus formerly ranged 

over the entire continent eastward as far as the Potomac 

River, but it is now confined to two species found only on 

the Sierras and the Coast Range of California. It occurs 

abundantly in fossil form from the lower Cretaceous to the 

Pleistocene. 

Professor Ward’s collections and studies will be of great 

service in the correlation of the Cretaceous and Tertiary strata 

of the Northwest, especially of those beds from which all other 
forms of life are absent. 

On returning from the field in Colorado, Professor Ward 

unpacked the collections made and prepared them for study. 

He then resumed and continued the detailed study of the 

cycadean trunks from the lower Cretaceous of Maryland and 

the Black Hills, and some time was given to the reading and 

correcting of proofs of the paper in the Director’s Sixteenth 
Annual Report entitled, Some Analogies in the Lower Creta- 

ceous of Europe and America. 

Prof. William M. Fontaine, who was engaged at intervals in 

Survey work, completed a report on the lower Cretaceous 
flora of the Hay Creek coal field (Black Hills, Wyoming), 

and transmitted it, with the collections, in March. He then 

took up for study the lower Cretaceous fossils collected by 

Professor Ward in Montana. 

Professor Ward was assisted in the office by Miss L. M. 

Schmidt, who continued, under his direction, the preparation of 

a bibliography of paleobotany. 

Knowlton party.—Prot. F. H. Knowlton’s field work was 

restricted in the fiscal year 1895-96 to the latter part of June, 

when he started for Colorado to collect fossil plants from the 

various coal-bearing series in the vicinity of Denver. The 

work was hardly initiated before the fiscal year closed. 

In the office a preliminary study was made of the fossil 

flora of the Yellowstone National Park, and a report sub- 

mitted in September, and this was followed by an exhaustive 

study of the same fauna, which was finished in April. The 

final report embraces 359 pages of manuscript and 45 quarto 
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plates, and will constitute a part of the monograpn on the 
park. This study is of much geologic interest and value, as 
it will serve to fix very definitely the age of the post-Laramie 

volcanic eruptions of the park. By the age of the plants it 

was found that the later, acid series of breccias is of Eocene 

(Fort Union) age, and the younger, basic breccias of Miocene 
(Auriferous Gravels) age. An intermediate age was also deter- 

mined by the presence of some 30 species of flora which are 

regarded as of lower Miocene age. 
Marsh party—KEarly in the year Professor Marsh spent 

considerable time in the preparation of a chapter on the 
vertebrate fossils of the Denver region, for incorporation in 
the monograph on the Denver Basin, now in press (Mono- 

graph XXVII). This memoir will be illustrated by nearly 
100 figures of characteristic vertebrate fossils, and in it is 

a summary of the characteristic fossils found in each geo- 

logic horizon. He continued his study of the vertebrate 
collections made by. him within the period from 1882 to 

1890, and, finding it necessary to examine the collections of 

dinosaurian remains in the European museums before complet- 

ing his monograph, he visited Europe and inspected collec- 
tions in the British Museum and in the museums of Holland, 

Brussels, Stuttgart, and Paris. On his return to America 

he resumed work on the monograph on the Sauropoda, which 
is now nearly completed 

DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY. 

During the fiscal year 1895-96 the work of the Division of 

Chemistry was continued under the charge of Prof. F. W. 
Clarke, who was assisted by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, Dr. H. N. 

Stokes, and Mr. George Steiger, with some cooperation from 

Prof. Charles E. Munroe, of the Columbian University, and 

Prof. L. V. Pirsson, of Yale. During the first half of the 

year Professor Clarke was absent from Washington almost 

continuously, in charge of the exhibits of the Department of 
the Interior at the Cotton States and International Exposition, 

at Atlanta. After his return to Washington he was largely 

occupied with administrative duties. 
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Apart from the routine work, little was done during the 

year. The purely scientific researches, which are so desirable, 

must give way to the analyses which are more immediately 

in demand. Still, Dr. Stokes made some progress with his 
investigations relative to the phosphoric acids, and will soon 
have some material ready for publication. 

The number of routine analyses completed during the year 
is 395, and the work is now well up to date. Among the 
analyses reported were some large and important series, such 

as 32 rocks from the Gold Belt of California, 30 rocks from 

Montana, 12 rocks from Alaska, 12 complicated ores from 

Aspen, Colo., 21 limestones and dolomites from Colorado, 13 

borings from an artesian well at Key West, Fla., and 10 slates 

from Vermont and New York. There were also 85 coals, some 

of them from Oregon, some from Alaska, some from West 
Virginia, and some from Texas. 

DIVISION OF HYDROGRAPHY. 

This division was continued in charge of Mr. Frederick H. 
Newell, whose permanent assistants were Messrs. Arthur P. 
Davis and Cyrus C. Babb. 

During the past year the work of this division has expanded 

under the larger opportunities afforded by an increased appro- 
priation. Field work has been carried on in a manner similar 

to that of the preceding year, but a larger number of streams 
have been measured and a broader area has been covered by 

the investigations of underground waters and artesian wells. 
The field operations have been gradually differentiated into 

three classes of work, the first, of a somewhat strictly engineer- 

ing character, having to do with the measurement of the sur- 
face streams and the consideration of water supply through 
storage of flood waters in reservoirs; the second, of a geologic 

nature, consisting of detailed examination of the underground 

structure and permeability of the water-bearing rocks, and 
the third consisting of general reconnaissance for obtaining 

information as to the methods of utilizing the water supply for 

power, irrigation, or domestic purposes. Each of these three 

classes of investigation requires for successful results men 
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specially trained. In addition to the permanent assistants, 

Messrs. Davis and Babb, the division has employed a number of 

skilled resident hydrographers, enumerated in a more detailed 

description given below. In the conduct of the second class 

of work, the investigation of the underground water supply, 

Mr. G. K. Gilbert has examined and reported upon a portion 

of the Great Plains, and field work with a similar object in 

view has. also been carried on by Mr. N. H. Darton in North 

Dakota and South Dakota and by Mr. Robert T. Hill in Texas, 

as previously stated. The third class of investigation, consist- 

ing of general reconnaissance and study of methods of utiliz- 
ing the water resources, has been carried on by Mr. Newell in 
connection with the office work, which has consisted largely 

of the preparation of reports and attention to the constantly 
increasing correspondence. 

In the followimg description of operations in various parts 
of the country an arrangement is adopted based in a broad 
way upon the physical conditions of the country and the 

methods which have grown up in keeping the office records. 
First comes the humid region—the New England and North- 
eastern States, those of the middle Atlantic slope and of the 

south Atlantic slope, and the States and portions of States 
lying at the head waters of the Ohio and upper Mississippi. 
In the next category are the States lying mainly within what is 

known as the subhumid region, these being usually described 
in order from north to south, beginning with North Dakota 

and ending with Texas. Finally come the States of the arid 

region, these being discussed usually in alphabetic order, 
beginning with Arizona and ending with Wyoming. 

HUMID REGION. 

Northeastern States—An attempt has been made during the 
past year to bring together all available information con- 
cerning the water resources of this part of the country prelim- 
inary to making detailed measurements at important points. 
Although here there has been the greatest development of 
manufacturing interests dependent upon water power, there 

appears to be relatively a small amount of data, and this is 
widely scattered in the hands of individuals and corporations. 
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It is believed that by persistent effort valuable information 

can be obtained, which, when supplemented by field work, will 

exhibit not only the value of the water powers but also bring 

to public attention many unutilized resources. 

Middle Atlantic Slope—Within the Potomac basin, lying in 

the States of Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia, a num- 

ber of river stations have been maintained throughout the 

year. The work at these points was transferred by Mr. Babb 

to Prof. D. C. Humphreys, of Lexington, Va., who has also 
established stations upon the James River and upon tributaries 

of the upper Ohio in West Virginia, and has made a general 

reconnaissance and study of available water powers. 

South Atlantic Slope-—In North Carolina and South Carolina 

the river work has been placed in the charge of Prof. J. A. 
Holmes, who, through the assistance of Mr. J. V. Lewis and 
later of Mr. Kk. W. Myers, has carried on work at a number of 

localities upon the Roanoke, Cape Fear, Yadkin, Catawba, 

French Broad, and other rivers. 

In Georgia, systematic measurements of the Chattahoochee 

River near Atlanta and of the Oemulgee River near Macon were 

begun by Mr. Cyrus C. Babb, and later were placed under the 
charge of Mr. B. M. Hall, hydraulic engineer, of Atlanta, Ga. 
A general reconnaissance has been undertaken by the latter 
and considerable information obtained, with the intention ulti- 

mately of bringing together the scattered data and preparing 

a report upon the water resources of portions of Georgia, 

Alabama, and Florida. 

Upper Ohio and Mississippi—Vhe fields of operation of 

Professor Humphreys and Professor Holmes extend over the 

divide of the Alleghany Mountains, a number of streams tribu- 
tary to the Ohio being measured or examined for preliminary 

reports upon the water power. Farther westward, within the 

Mississippi Valley proper, the chief matter of public interest 

regarding water supply is the possibility of obtaining it in 

sufficient quantity and of suitable quality for domestic pur- 

poses. As a consequence, a knowledge of the possibilities of 

obtaining wells is of prime importance. ‘Toward satisfying 

the demands for knowledge, Mr. Frank Leverett has been 

employed in the preparation of a report upon the water 
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supply of Illinois. Data for his paper are based largely upon 
the results of studies of glacial phenomena, made by him dur- 
ing several years under the direction of Prof.'T. C. Chamberlin. 

His conclusions, which relate not only to Illinois but to a por- 

tion of Indiana, may be found in Part II] of this Annual 

Report, and material has been obtained for a further discussion 

of the subject of water supply from wells of portions of Indiana 
and Ohio lying farther to the east. 

SUBHUMID REGION. 

North Dakota and South Dakota—In these States Mr. N. H. 

Darton has made a reconnaissance of the artesian conditions, 

mainly of the James River Valley, being assisted in part by 

Maj. Fred F. B. Coffin. The results of this work may also be 

found in Part IT of this Annual Report. 

Nebraska.—The measurement of the streams of this State has 

been carried on by Prof. O. V. P. Stout, of the State Univer- 

sity, at Lincoln. He has brought about a general cooperation 
in such work, both with the State board of irrigation and with 

the university, resulting in greater efficiency and economy in 
obtaining results of public value. Prof. Krwin N. Barbour has 
collected a large amount of information relating to the wells of 

this State, but the funds available have not been sufficient to 

complete the preparation of this material for publication. 

Kansas.—Arrangements have been made with the Kansas 

State board of irrigation, through the secretary, Mr. W. B. 
Sutton, by which the civil engineer of the board, Mr. W. G. 

Russell, has taken charge of many of the river stations estab- 
lished by this Survey. The observers at most of these points 

are paid out of the State appropriation. In addition to this 

work of cooperation, Prof. E.C. Murphy, of the University of 
Kansas, has had charge of river stations in the eastern part 

of the State, and Prof. O. P. Hood, of the State Agricultural 

College, has made measurements at a point not far from the 
experiment station. 

Texas—The work of Mr. R. T. Hill in Texas is described 

on an earlier page. At his suggestion Mr. Cyrus C. Babb has 

made a reconnaissance of some of the spring-fed streams, 

measuring these at the time of his visit. 
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ARID REGION. 

Arizona.—A detailed examination of the water resources of 

a portion of the Salt River and Gila valleys has been made 

by Mr. Arthur P. Davis, assisted by Mr. Cyrus C. Babb and 

Mr. J. B. Lippincott. The primary object was to ascertain the 

water supply for the irrigation of agricultural lands of the 
Gila River Indian Reservation, the amount of 53,500 having 

been allotted from the Indian funds for this purpose. As 

essential to this work, Mr. Davis obtained data concerning the 

water supply of this part of Arizona, with the intention of 

preparing a paper upon the general subject in addition to his 
detailed report for the Indian Bureau. Systematic measure- 
ments have been made of the Gila River above Florence, and 

figures have been obtained regarding the flow of the Salt and 

Verde rivers. In addition, a few measurements have been 

made of the Colorado River at Yuma. 

California.—The river measurements in this State have been 

continued by Mr. J. B. Lippincott, assisted by Mr. John A. 

Vogleson, field work being conducted mainly in the San 
Joaquin Valley, and later, on account of the expense of rail- 

road transportation, concentrated toward the southern portion 
of the State. Mr. Lippincott prepared a detailed report upon 
the water supply of the areas examined, which has been 

printed as a portion of Bulletin No. 140. 

Colorado.—The cooperation of the State engineer of Colo- 
rado has been continued through the assistance given by Mr. 

F. Cogswell, deputy State engineer. A number of river 
stations have been established and maintained in the southern 

and western part of the State, the expenses being paid by 

this Survey, while other river stations, located chiefly in 

the northern part of the State and accessible from Denver, 

have been supported mainly by the State engineer. The 

principal exception is the series of measurements made on 

Jache la Poudre River by Prof. L. G. Carpenter, of the Agri- 

cultural College. In the Arkansas basin, Mr. G. K. Gilbert 

continued his geologic field work, having especial reference 
to the underground water supply. The results obtained by 

him have had immediate practical benefit, as shown by the 
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confidence with which deep drilling has been undertaken at 
various points. 

Idaho.—My. Gerald F’. Sherman has had charge of the river 

stations in this State during the greater part of the year, being 

succeeded upon leaving the State by Mr. Lyman B. Kendall, 
formerly an assistant hydrographer and later a topographer 
of this Survey. He is working in cooperation with the State 

engineer and is obtaining data not only of general value but 
of special application to the problems of this region. 

Montana —The active oversight of the field measurements in 

this State has been continued by Prof. A. M. Ryon, of the State 

Agricultural College. His operations have necessarily been 
confined to portions of the State easily accessible from Boze- 

man and within the drainage basin of tributaries of the 
Missouri. 

Nevada.—During the early part of the year measurements 

were made at various points on the Truckee, Carson, Walker, 

and Humboldt rivers. During the winter a number of these 

stations were discontinued, and on removal of the resident 

engineer, Mr. L. H. Taylor, to Battle Mountain, Nev., opera- 

tions were concentrated at points along the Humboldt River. 

New Mexico—The greater part of the examinations in this 

State have been along the Rio Grande, this stream being of 

interstate and international importance as regards questions 
of watersupply. Besides the systematic measurements at des- 

ignated points, Mr. P. EK. Harroun has made a study of the 

conditions of a portion of the Rio Grande Valley above Albu- 

querque, his report being embodied in Bulletin No. 140. 

Oregon—TVhe investigation of the water supply of the ex- 

treme eastern end of this State has been in the charge of 

Mr. G. F. Sherman, and later of Mr. Lyman B. Kendall, as 

previously mentioned under the head of Idaho. A recon- 
naissance of a few points on the Umatilla River was made 

by Mr. Arthur P. Davis, but it was not found practicable to 

reestablish river stations. 

Utah—YVhe rivers of the northern part of this State have 
been systematically measured by Prof. Samuel Fortier, of 
Logan, Utah, who has also made a thorough study of the 
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question of the return of seepage water, especially along 
the Ogden River. This work is of the utmost importance 

to the development of the agricultural resources of the State. 
Washington.—The observations of fluctuations of height of 

water in the Yakima River and some of its tributaries have 

been continued during a large part of the year, but owing 

to the difficulty of securing systematic measurements of dis- 

charge, work has to a large extent been discontinued. The 
water supply of this part of the State is so large that public 
interest has not been manifested in the continuation of such 
investigations. 

Wyoming.—Field work has been continued under the direc- 

tion of Prof. Elwood Mead, State engineer, assisted by Mr. 
W.M. Gilcrest. The river stations are mainly upon the North 
Platte and its tributary, the Laramie River. In the northern 

part of the State, near Sheridan, Mr. Gillette has made compu- 
tations of the water supply in Goose Creek. 

LIST OF RIVERS MEASURED. 

The following list gives, by drainage basins, the localities 

at which systematic measurements of rivers have been made. 

The list is arranged in a general geographic order, beginning 
with the drainage basins of the Atlantic Slope and ending with 
those of southern California. At localities marked with an 
asterisk the work has been carried on, in whole or in part, at 
the expense of individuals or States. 

List of rivers systematically measured in 1895-96. 

River. State. | 

Potomac basin: 

South branch of Shenandoah Riverat Spring- | West Virginia. 

field. 

Potomac River at Cumberland..-..--..---.-..-- Maryland. 

Potomac River at Great Cacapon.......-....-.-. West Virginia. } 

North and South rivers at Port Republic... .. Virginia. 

Shenandoah River at Millville -.............-. West Virginia. 

Potomac River at Point of Rocks .........----| Maryland. 

Potomac River at Chain Bridge ............-.. District of Columbia. 

James River basin: 

North Rivera Glastow cos. -ssen eee ee Virginia. 

JaMeS River at buclananaseceeeeeeeeeeae ose Do. 
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List of rivers systematically measured in 1895-96—Continued. 

State. River. 

Eastern North Carolina rivers: 

Dan and Staunton rivers at Clarksville....---- Virginia. 

Cape Fear River at Fayetteville .............- North Carolina. 

Yadkin River at Holtsburg ..............---.. Do. 

Catawba Riverat; Hort Mill: 2252-2 -..--.---- Do. 

Georgia rivers: 

Ocmulgee INVER OIG WEY Sse Sane dasedcee ShDE | Georgia. 

Chattahoochee River at Oakdale-....-.....--- Do 

Ohio River tributaries: 

Greenbrier River at Alderson ..........--.---- 

New hiverabiMayettes ea qc as cilem nec clomaneoeis.c=1- 

French Broad River at Asheville..........-... 

Texas rivers (reconnaissance) : 

Colorado River/at Austines-. 22-52-6605 22-20 

SaneMarcospoprn tees se eeee ete eeae 

(COSTA JUNG os decopdeSan sogons osuneenee Coase 

San Antonio and San Pedro Springs. .......--- 

SOMME Ihe Scad Gadde nesoosdbeaoe pase AnSaoS 

We On apRiviere seers oe tae see setae ister ee cisions 

San Moras Spring 

San Felipe Springs... -.--.- 

Upper Missouri basin: 

West Gallatin River at Salesville............- 

Middle Creek above Bozeman........-......-. 

Gallatin) Riverat; Wogan ss22%.. 2-2... --.42---- 

Madison River at Three Forks.............-.. 

Jefferson River at Sappington ...--.......--.- 

Missouri River at Townsend....-..........--. 

Big Goose Creek at Sheridan..............-... 

Platte basin: 

Laramie River at Woods Landing 

Ibe IRN G0 Wicoosss cecaes sag cece oauG 

INorthpelatteskiversiate Oninisr sesso ase 

North Platte River at North Platte...-........ 

South Platte River at Deansbury*...--....... 

South Platte River at Denver*................ 

iBearaCreekwat Morrisons aeeeeneeee aoe eine eee 

South Boulder Creek at Marshall*............ 

Boulder Creek: at) Boulder*..--2-. 222. ace—---- 

StvraineCreeksat iy onsyc-se-eeseccelenesiec.e 

NoxrthwWoupyhiveriat) St. Paul’ ce- cece oe 

Middle Loup River at St. Paul.-.............. 

Houpphiverat|Columbussesas- 22 -eos osece 2-1 

West Virginia. 

Do. 

North Carolina. 

Texas. 

Do. 

Wyoming. 

Wyoming. 

Do. 

Do. 

Nebraska. 

Colorado. 

Nebraska. 

Do. 

Do. 
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List of rivers systematically measured in 1895-96—C ontinued 

River. State. 

Platte basin—Continued. 

Platte Riveriat/Columbusas-ooseeee- ee ener Nebraska. 

SaltiCreeksathian colieee-=e eee eee Do. 

Kansas basin: 

North Fork of Republican River at Benkelman-.} Nebraska. 

South Fork of Republican River at Benkelman- Do. 

Frenchman River at Wauneta..-....2->....-- Do. 

Frenchman River at Palisade..........--..... Do. 

Republican River at Junction City..---..----. Kansas. 

Solomon RiveriatsBeloltiea---eeeeee eee Do. 

Saline River at Beverly.-.......-.-.----.----- Do. 

Smoky Hill River at Ellsworth......-.-....... Do. 

BluevRiver at Manhattaniee-- eee eee sere Do. 

Kansasuniveriat lawrencolseeroe: setae eee Do. 

Arkansas basin: 

Arkansas River at Granite .........-...----.-- | Colorado. 

Arkansas RiVerabtisallddiee see eee eee eee Do. 

ArkansasyRiver/ abi Canyonree-s p22 5 see eeee Do. 

Arkansas iver bueblOs--- == ssoneeee ee eel Do. 

Arkansas River atiluanuntae---]- eee eee eee | Do. 

Arkansas Riverjat Holliyze-=\-2 =--s-\eeee eee Do. 

Arkansas Riverat Hutchinson -..----2-- 22... Do. 

Verdigris River at Liberty --- 2. =. -5 ees. Kansas 

Neosho RiveriatWolaya. sara ee eee ae eee Do. 

Medicine RiveriatiKiowar--2----- ce eeee. eee Do. 

Cimarron) RiveriatArkalon=---=-ss--ee ee eee eee Do. 

Mora River/atiwabtroussesaseeseeeeee ee ee ee aes New Mexico. 

Rio Grande basin: 

KioiGrandevateDeleNortesss-oe ee eee eee e ee eeee New Mexico. 

Riot Granderatral amnosaee seer ee eee Do. 

KRio.Gran deat wm budo eee eae ee eee eee Do. 

ChamaRiverat Albiquidse-ey 222s eee Do. 

Rio Grandevatunio Grand eeeeaesee = epee eae Do. 

Rio Grande. atisan’ Marciale.---2-----+-]) snes. Do. 

Rio/Grande at hl Paso reper see eer Texas 

Colorado basin: 

Grand River at Grand Junction......... -..-.- Colorado, 

Uncompahgre River at Fort Crawford. ......-. Do. 

Gunnison River Fort Crawford ........--.---- Do. 

Grand River at Grand Junction. ..........-... Do. 

Dolores! River at Dolores)... -e.- eee eee eee Do. 

San Miguel River at Seymour............ --.- Do. 

San Juan Riverat Arloles:...-.- +. esse eeee = Do. 
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List of rivers systematically measured in 1895-96—Continued. 

River. State. 

Colorado basin—Continued. 

PiedrapkiverateArbolestesse no ocec eee eocee nee Colorado. 

Animas River at Durango ...........--.------ Do. 

Green RiveriatiGreenl River sa. es2252 42-2 5-— Wyoming. 

White River at White River............-.-.-...- Colorado. 

Greenskiverlabeblakeree esse seca aster oe Utah. 

| Gilaskivieriat BuUulese eres eee ee cen ee = oe Arizona. 

Coloradoskiveriabpaunape see see eee ee eee Do. 

Interior basin: 

{MANOS IK Ee Ain UENNOS sae6 cooc cusotsoee babe Nevada. 

Carson Riveriatiimpine=---.ss2-- 29-222 2-1-- Do. 

Walker Riverat Nordykesass--2--soss2- 2 =. Do. 

HumboldtrRivertateb ikon sseeeceert se. ae eee cris Do. 

Humboldt River at Golconda ..........-...... Do. 

Humboldt) River at Oreana..-2-- 2.25. ..2.--.- Do. 

Bearshivienats bauble ©ree keeeepe see ere Idaho. 

Bearsiverat Collinsoneeserertnersscee ese eee Utah. 

OrdenvhinersatiO sd eneeae era reece eee Do. 

WiebersRivernatsWintaess cee ceciee sence cee: Do. 

JEONG Ibe Aly IBRN\NWOcecsacs osocoo sequcneu UCBs Do. 

Columbia basin: 

Boisesktiver: abe DOISeheseeo een eter ce ereroeceee Idaho. 

BoisepRiversatiC aldwelltess=aseosce ceoaceece. Do. 

iRayettepwivenatebayeutele se ecmee ser eae et Do. 

Weiser River at Weisers.--2:.:..52- 2.25. ..- Do. 

Bureau River at Grand View*....---..-......- Do. 

Snake River at Montgomery Ferry...--..----. Do. 

Owyhee RiveratoNyssas-c - 22 2-= 252 esos ccc Oregon 

MalheuriRiveratavalensepeeasecse esos sees. Do. 

Naches River at North Yakima..............-. Washington. 

Yakima River at Union Gap......--...-....-- Do. 

Topinish Creek at Topinish.........---...--.. Do. 

Sarias iver eny Sevibisoc coe ssccaccncues s6a5 6666 Do. 

Rakimayhieralekionas-aeerer masse emcee eee Do. 

Sacramento and San Joaquin basin: 

Sacramento River at Red Bluff..............-. California. 

Rortyiejont@reeks a ans sen ei seek et caw aeecie seiee Do. 

Saltiand' San) Pmidtoi@reeks 95-525. 25-5 een Do. 

astoulaiO reel saa nat- eee ele corsa eecste nes Do. 

| MTS (Ohya) ke 2 i ae A ae en eS a Do. 

Tejon House Creek at Tejon House...-........ Do. 

Han cheniag Cree ki ases ers anes ehyocic eicisiciny sisecic Do. 

Calienter@reekeeeesciece ecb mia oeercseie aie ce Secil| Do. 
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List of rivers systematically measured in 1895-96—Continued. 

River. State. 

Sacramento and San Joaquin basin—Continued. 

Kern River above Bakersfield * ...-.....-.-... California. 

Kings River at Kinesbung 2 9-6 ese eee | Do. 

Kings River at Red Mountain. .........-.....- Do. 

San Joaquin River at Herndon...-.-.......-.-.. | Do. 

Fresno River ict 2scis nee eae eee | Do. 

Merced: River... 22.2 hasacceee ee eee ee eee | Do. 

Tuolumne River at Modesto ...-..-..---...-.- | Do. 

Tuolumne River at Lagrang:: ........-...----- | Do 

Stanislaus! River'atiOakdalee--. 2---5---seee2- | Do. 

Mokelumne River at Wodi 225. ----- 22-1 em eee Do. 

| Southern California streams: 

| San Gabrielli RivertateAZusi-ase-- eee ee eee | California. 

| Mohave Rivierrnsecspee ack ceceee see ae eee Do. 

| Whitewater River? sa8ees. een oe teres Do 

SantayAnaiRivernvicie-srcsss22- aoe Do. 

SanticuispReysWiveteres se ee ss. eee eee Do. 

Sweetwater River) 207 2ests=- i.e oe eee Do. 

REPORTS PREPARED. 

The results of the field work of the Division of Hydrog- 

raphy for the calendar year 1895 have been printed as Bul- 
letin No. 140. This gives, without illustrations, the observa- 

tions, measurements, and results of computations, the material 
being printed at the earliest opportunity in order to make the 
data available for general use. The papers by Messrs. G. K. 
Gilbert, N. H. Darton, and Frank Leverett have been men- 

tioned. These relate respectively to the underground water 
supply of eastern Colorado, the Dakotas, and Illinois. Mr. 

R. T. Hill is preparing a paper on the water supply of 
Texas. In addition to these, preparations have been made for 

publishing a series of short reports giving the results of stream 

measurements, the ways of utilizing the water resources for 

power and irrigation, the conditions governing the occurrence 

of water underground, the methods of obtaining this by 

pumps or other devices, and also of storing and applying it to 

agricultural uses. A number of these papers are in prepara- 
tion and the data for others are being obtained. 
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DIVISION OF MINERAL RESOURCES. 

The work of the Division of Mineral Resources, under the 

charge of Dr. David 'F. Day, consisted mainly, during the fis- 

cal year just closed, in the correspondence necessary to the 

gathering and compilation of the statistical data for the calen- 

dar year 1895 and in the preparation of the report embodying 

those data, which is published as Part IL of this Annual Report. 

In pursuance of the authority conferred by Congress for the 

immediate and separate publication of the various chapters of 

the report on mineral resources, several of the chapters of the 

report for the year 1895 are now in the hands of the printer, 

and in addition a tabular statement of the totals of the several 

mineral products was issued before the close of the fiscal year. 
Besides the work involved in the collection and compilation of 

statistical data, considerable time was given during the year to 

the preparation of replies to demands for technical information 

touching the conditions of occurrence and uses of the various 
useful minerals found in the United States. Two weeks of 

the spring of 1896 were occupied by Dr. Day in an inspec- 
tion of certain new localities in northern Florida and south- 

ern Georgia where fuller’s earth has become an important 
article of shipment within the last year. The examination 

was extended into other parts of Florida, and some valuable 

deposits were discovered in the neighborhood of Ocala and 
Tampa. Similar deposits in North Carolina and Virginia were 

also examined. Comparative tests were made to establish the 

relative values of these several American products and the 

standard English fuller’s earth. The results of the inquiry 

are embodied in Part III of this Annual Report. A sample 

from a deposit in South Dakota was tested along with the 
other samples, and will be referred to in the same connection. 

Dr. Day was assisted in the work of the division through- 

out the year by Messrs. E. W. Parker, W. A. Raborg, and 

Jefferson Middleton, and for longer or shorter periods by a 

corps of statistical experts, employed temporarily. 

The total value of the mineral products of the United States 

for the year 1895 increased nearly $100,000,000 beyond that 

6 17 GEOL, PT I 
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of 1894, or from $527,144,381 to $622,122,708. This increase 
is a long step toward recovery from the depression to which 

the mineral industry, like all others, has been subjected. The 
total value is slightly less than the greatest ever known, which 
was over $648,000,000, in 1892. In terms of quantities pro- 

duced, instead of value received, 1895 is greatest. In other 
words, prices are lower. 

If one considers the total values recorded in these reports 

since 1880, the increase from $369,319,000 to $622,122,708 

is significant, and while it is impossible to select any year as a 

normal one from which to note increases and decreases, and to 

record the permanent increase in the mining industry, still the 

average for these sixteen years gives a fair approximation to 
what our normal mineral product should have been halfway 

between these dates, or in 1888. Comparing this computed 
normal product with the actual products, one sees that the 
average yearly gain due to the general growth of the industry 
should be about $25,000,000, or the product of 1895 should 
have been $670,000,000. The great products of 1892 and 
1895 show the ease with which the mines can respond to any 

unusual demand. They show that the capacity is significantly 

ereater than the ability to market the product; in fact, it is 

difficult to confine the large capacity to actual requirements. 
With very slight encouragement the product takes a phenom- 
enal stride. In 1892 and 1895 the product most difficult to 
hold in check has been iron. This product easily controls the 

variations in the total value, either by the quantity produced 

or by the changes in price. While the coal product is so great 

as to make a significant factor in the total value, it is much 

steadier, and this in spite of the extra demand for it in order 

to produc e any extra supply of iron. The increased output of 
iron in 1895 was necessary because of the great retrenchment 

in 1894. The railroads ordered as little iron as possible in that 

year, but ordered freely in 1895, to take advantage of prices 

while they were still low but advancing. This advance was 

a marked industrial feature of the year, and continued till 

September. 

The United States shared in the general inerease in wold 
z tn] 
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production, the increase being shown in nearly all the gold- 
producing States, but coming principally from Cripple Creek 
and other new camps in Colorado. The gain in the quantity of 

petroleum, but especially the phenomenal increase in its price, 
was one of the great features of the year. 

METALS. 

Tron and steel—The declinmg tendency in production in 

1894, noted in the previous report, was changed in 1895 to 

one of the most remarkable increases in the production of pig 
iron known in the history of the industry in the United States, 

it being from 6,657,388 long tons in 1894 to 9,446,308 tons 

in 1895, or nearly 42 per cent. This is the largest product 
ever attained in this country, the nearest approach to it being 
in 1890, when the output was 9,202,703 tons. The value also 

increased from $65,007,247 in 1894 to $105,198,550 in 1895, 
or from $9.76 to $11.14 per ton. The value per ton in 1890, 

the year of nearest approach to 1895, was $16.43. 
Iron ores—The production of iron ores in 1895 was 

15,957,614 long tons, valued at $18,219,684, as compared 

with 11,879,679 long tons, with a value of $13,577,325, in 
1894. Twenty-five States and Territories contributed to 

make up this total in 1895, an amount exceeded only by the 

outputs of the years 1890 and 1892. A comparison between 

the quantities reported indicates an increased production in 
1895 of 3433 per cent on the total for 1894, and with but six 

exceptions all of the iron ore producing States participated in 
this advance. Owing to contracts that were made in advance, 
the average price per ton of iron ore was not so high in 1895 

as in years previous to 1894, but the value per ton in 1896 

bids fair to be much higher. 

Steel—The total value of all forms of steel in the United 

States in 1895 was $117,500,000. Of this total $31,640,000 

was for steel rails and $85,860,000 for other forms of steel. 

The value of the steel other than rails is that for the raw and 

intermediate forms, not for the most finished forms. 

Limestone for iron flux.—-This product naturally followed 
the course of the iron industry and showed a large increase, 
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or from 3,698,550 long tons in 1894, worth $1,849,275, to 

5,247,949 tons in 1895, worth $2,623,974. 

(rold and silver.—The steady increase in the gold product of 

the United States since 1892 was kept up during 1895, inereas- 

ing from 1,910,816 ounces in 1894 to 2,254,760 ounces in 1895. 

The value of these products was $39,500,000 and $46,610,000, 

respectively. The production of silver also increased from 

49,501,122 ounces in 1894 to 55,727,000 ounces in 1895, with 

coining values respectively of $64,000,000 and 372,051,000. 

Copper.—Copper production followed the upper tendency of 
the other metals and increased from 354,188,374 pounds in 

1894 to 380,613,404 pounds in 1895. The value increased 

from $33,141,142 in 1894 to $38,682,347 in 1895. All of the 

foregoing was from domestic ores. In addition, 10,678,434 

pounds in 1894 and 12,026,560 pounds in 1895 were produced 

from imported pyrites. 

Lead.—The production of lead increased from 159,331 short 

tons in 1894 to 161,440 in 1895. The value in 1894 was 

$9,942,254 and $10,655,040 in 1895. 

Zinc.—TVhe rapidly increasing product of this metal, which 
was checked in 1893 and 1894, was resumed in 1895, when 
89,686 short tons were produced, worth $6,278,020, as com- 

pared with 75,328 short tons in 1894, worth 55,288,026. 

Quicksilver.—The increase in production noted in 1894 was 

continued in 1895, the figures being 36,104 flasks in 1895, as 

compared with 30,416 flasks in 1894. The value of this product 

increased from $934,000 in 1894 to $1,337,131 in 1895. 

Manganese.-—Vhe production of manganese ore increased 
from 6,308 long tons in 1894 to 9,547 in 1895. This increase 
came mostly from two States, Arkansas and Georgia, these 
alone producing more than the entire product of 1894. ‘The 
Virginia product continued to decline. The manganiferous 
iron-ore product declined quite markedly in 1895, or from 

205,488 long tons, valued at $408,597, in 1894, to 125,729 

long tons, valued at $233,988, in 1895. The manganiterous 

zinc ores increased in quantity and value in 1895. 

Aluminum--—Aluminum continued its increased product in 

1895, the quantity rising from 550,000 pounds in 1894 to 

920,000 pounds in 1895. The value increased from 5316,250 

in 1894 to $464,600 in 1895. 
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Antimony.——The antimony product increased from 200 short 
tons in 1894 to 450 tons in 1895, and the value from $36,000 

in 1894 to $68,000 in.1895. The product was from California, 

Nevada, and Montana. This includes the metal produced 
from imported ores, there having been but 86 tons of domestic 
ore raised during the year. 

Nickel—The product of nickel in the United States in 1895 

increased slightly over that of 1894, or from 9,616 pounds to 

10,302 pounds, while the value decreased from $3,269 in 1894 

to $3,091 in 1895. The Nevada and Oregon mines are still 

nonproducers. There are vague reports of new deposits in 

Minnesota, and two companies have been organized to develop 
them. 

Tin.—No tin was produced in the United States in 1895. 

Platinum.—The platinum product, all of which comes from 

the Pacific Coast, continues small, though there was a slight 
increase in the product—from 100 ounces, worth $600, in 

1894 to 150 ounces, worth $900, in 1895. 

FUELS. 

Coal.—The total product of coal of all kinds in 1895 was 
172,426,366 long tons, or 193,117,530 short tons, compared to 

152,447,791 long tons, or 170,741,526 short tons, in 1894, an 

increase of 22,376,004 long tons, or 25,061,124 short tons, 

or 13 per cent. The value of the product increased from 
$186,141,564 to $197,769,043, a gain of $11,627,479, or 
about 6 per cent, showing that the percentage of increase in 
value was less than half of that of the increase in product. 
The product in 1895 was made up of 51,785,122 long tons 
of Pennsylvania anthracite (against 46,358,144 long tons in 
1894), valued at $82,019,272, and 120,641,244 long tons of 
bituminous coal (against 106,089,647 long tons in 1894), _ 

valued at $115,749,771. The bituminous product includes 

scattering lots of anthracite from Colorado and New Mexico. 
The year was marked by a production considerably in excess 

of the market demands, and values were much reduced in 

consequence. The average price obtained for the anthracite 
coal marketed was $1.72 per long ton at the mines, against 
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$1.85 in 1894 and $1.94 in 1893. In arriving at this average 
price the amount of coal consumed at the collieries is not con- 

sidered. This factor consists of culm or slack which’ would 

otherwise be thrown on the dump or wasted. In determining 

the value of bituminous coal, all the coal mined and sold or 

used is included. The average price for this product shows a 
decline from 91 cents per short ton in 1894 to 86 cents in 1895. 
This decline in value was general throughout the United States, 
there being three or four comparatively unimportant States 
where the value was larger in proportion in 1895 than in 1894. 

Petroleum.—The most notable features in connection with 

the production of crude petroleum in 1895 are: (1) The nota- 
ble increase in production, especially in Ohio, Indiana, and 
California; (2) the decrease in stocks; (3) the rise in prices, 

and (4) the extension southward of the profitable producing 
districts in the Appalachian Range. 

Briefly summarized, the facts regarding these four features 
of 1895 are as follows: 

1. The production of petroleum in the United States increased 

from 49,344,516 barrels in 1894 to 52,983,526 barrels in 1895, 

most of the important producing districts sharing in this 

increase. The production of Pennsylvania increased from 

18,077,559 barrels in 1894 to 18,231,442 barrels in 1895, an 

increase of 153,883 barrels, or 0.85 of 1 per cent; of Ohio 

from 16,792,154 in 1894 to 19,545,233 barrels in 1895, an 

increase of 2,753,079 barrels, or 16.4 per cent. This increase 

in Ohio was fairly distributed throughout the two important 

producing districts. The production of Indiana increased 

from 3,688,666 barrels in 1894 to 4,386,132 barrels in 1895, 

an increase of 697,466 barrels, or nearly 19 per cent, while 

the production of California, owing to the new discoveries at 

Los Angeles, increased from 705,969 barrels in 1894 to 

1,208,482 barrels in 1895, an increase of 71 per cent, the 

largest percentage increase of any of the States. 

2. The stocks of crude petroleum in the Appalachian oil 

field at the close of 1895 were 5,344,784 barrels, as compared 

with 6,499,880 barrels at the close of 1894. The largest stocks 

at the close of any one month in 1895 were 5,859,348 barrels 
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in January, as compared with 11,755,219 barrels, the largest 

stocks in 1894, which were also at the close of January. The 
smallest stocks at the close of any one month in 1895 were 
those of June, the stocks bemg 4,275,506 barrels, while the 

smallest stocks at the close of any one month in 1894 were 

those of December, as noted above. The average stocks at 
the close of each month in 1895 were 4,879,770 barrels. 

3. The average value of certificate oil in the Pennsylvania 

field in 1895 was $1.35%, as compared with 83% cents in 1894. 

This is the highest average price since 1877. The highest 
average price during any one month in 1895 was $1.79, in April; 

the lowest, 99 cents, in January. Inthe Lima field the average 

price advanced from 48 cents a barrel in 1894 to 71# cents in 

1895. The total value of the 49,344,516 barrels produced 

in the United States in 1894 was $35,522,095, or nearly 72 

cents a barrel, while the total value of the 52,983,526 barrels 

produced in 1895 was $57,691,279, or about $1.09. 

Coke-—The total product of coke in the United States in 

1895 was 13,333,741 short tons, as compared with 9,203,632 

short tons in 1894. These two amounts represent the largest 

and smallest product of coke in recent years. The fluctuation 
was caused by the decline and rise of the pig-iron product, in 
the manufacture of which almost the entire coke output is 

consumed. The production of coke-smelted iron, or of iron 
smelted with a mixture of coke and anthracite, increased from 

6,314,891 long tons in 1894 to 9,164,365 tons in 1895. 
Natural gas.—This is one of the few important mineral 

products which showed a decline in value in 1895. The value 

decreased from $13,954,400 in 1894 to $13,006,650 in 1895. 

Among the notable features may be mentioned: 
1. The decreasing pressure in all the natural-gas fields, but 

greatest in Pennsylvania. 

2. Resulting from the above: A large falling off in the 
product of gas per well, which has led to a great increase in 
the number of wells, so as to maintain the supply. 

3. The life of each well has been greatly shortened. In 
some cases in western Pennsylvania the average life of a well 
is only six months. 
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STRUCTURAL MATERIALS. 

Stone-—The value of the total product of stone of all kinds 

decreased from $37,055,030 in 1894 to $34,688,816 in 1895. 

All varieties except sandstone participated in this decrease. 

Soapstone—The production of soapstone in the form of 

slabs, ete., in 1895 amounted to 21,495 short tons, valued at 

$266,495, which was a decrease from 1894, when the product 

was 23,141 tons, valued at $401,325. The production of 

fibrous tale also showed a slight decrease, or from 39,906 short 

tons in 1894, worth $435,060, to 39,240 short tons, valued at 

$370,895, in 1895. 
Clays.—The value of the brick clays aggregated $9,000,000, 

practically the same as in 1894. The product of all other 

clays, i. e., potters’ clays, amounted to $800,000, showing no 

essential change from 1894. The value of the clay products 

in the United States in 1895 was $65,319,806, as compared 

with $64,575,385 in 1894. 
Fullers’ carth—This variety of clay was discovered in con- 

siderable quantity near Quincy, Fla., and began to compete 

with the imported material for filtering oils. Six thousand 
nine hundred tons were produced up to the close of 1895, 

worth 541,400 at the point of shipment. Other deposits have 

been located near River Junction, and near Ocala and Tampa, 

Fla. Extensions of the Quincy deposits have been found 

along the creeks to the north near Whigham, Ga., and de- 

posits, the value of which has not yet been established, have 

been noted in North Carolina, Virginia, and South Dakota. 

Cement—Natural rock cement showed the same slight 

increase which it did in 1894, from 7,563,488 barrels (of 300 

pounds each), worth $3,635,731, in 1894, to 7,741,077 barrels, 

worth $3,895,424, in 1895. Meanwhile the Portland cement 

industry progressed markedly, from a product of 798,757 

barrels in 1894, worth $1,383,473, to 990,324 barrels in 1895, 

worth $1,586,830. The number of works decreased from 24 

to 22: 

ABRASIVES. 

Millstones—These increased from a value of 313,887 in 

1894 to $22,542 in 1895. 
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Grindstones—Vhis industry shows a slight decline, from a 

value of $223,214 in 1894 to $205,768 in 1895. 

Corundum and emery.—The year 1895 shows an increase 

from 1,495 long tons, in 1894, worth $95,936, to 2,102 tons, 

worth $106,256. The industry is still governed largely by 

the importation of low-priced emery from Asia Minor. 

Oilstones.—There is little change in the trade, the old sources 

of supply increasing the product slghtly—from a value of 

$136,873, in 1894, to $155,881, in 1895. 

CHEMICAL MATERIALS, 

Phosphate rock—In 1895, for the first time, the product 

reached a million long tons (1,038,551), worth $3,606,094. 

The chief feature of interest is the fierce competition of the 

river-pebble deposits on Peace River in Florida. It is proba- 

ble that the present low prices will gradually rise this year. 

Phosphate rock from western Tennessee has become a perma- 

nent factor in the Western trade. 

Gypsum.—TVhis product increased from 239,312 short tons 

in 1894 to 265,503 tons in 1895, with about a constant price. 

Salt——Vhe principal feature of interest was the discovery of 

a very thick deposit of rock salt on Orange Island, Louisiana, 

near the old mines of Averys Island. The total product of salt 

in the United States increased from 12,967,417 barrels in 1894 

to 13,669,649 barrels in 1895, but the total value decreased 

from $4,739,285 to $4,423,084. 

Bromine.—Vhe industry shows an increase. Including the 

bromine in bromide of sodium, made directly, in 1895 the 

total product was 517,421 pounds, worth $134,343. In 1894, 

379,444 pounds were made, with a proportionate value. 
Sulphur.—Vhe point of principal interest is Sulphur Station, 

La., where the efficiency of the Frasch process has been 

increased by an air-lift pump by which 2,000 or 3,000 tons 

were brought to the surface, partly in 1896, but not yet sold. 

In addition, the Utah deposits sold about 1,000 tons. 

Pyrite—This industry shows a decline from 105,940 long 

tons in 1894 to 99,549 tons in 1895. 

Borax.—The product declined from 14,680,130 pounds in 

1894 to 11,918,000 in 1895, with a similar decline in value. 
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Fluorspar—The product decreased in two years from 
12,400 short tons in 1893 to 4,000 tons in 1895. 

Chromic iron ore-—The product declined from 3,680 long 
tons in 1894 to 1,740 tons in 1895. The greater supply is 
imported from Smyrna, but there are prospects of some future 

imports from Canada. 
PIGMENTS. 

Barytes—The product declined again, or from 23,335 long 

tons, worth $86,983, in 1894, to 21,529 long tons. worth 

$68,321, in 1895. 

Metallic paints—The product shows a substantial increase, 

both in amount and value, over 1894. The product in 1895 

was 28,859 short tons, valued at $319,142, against 25,375 short 

tons, valued at $284,883, in 1894, a gain of 3,484 short tons, 

or about 14 per cent in amount, and of $34,259, or some- 

thing over 12 per cent in value. 
Ocher, umber, etc.—The product of ocher increased in nearly 

the same proportion as that of metallic paint—from 9,768 short 

tons in 1894, valued at $96,935, to 12,045 short tons, valued 

at $139,328, in 1895, a gain of 2,277 short tons, or about 23 

per cent in amount, but of $42,393, or more than 43 per cent 

in value. The production of umber increased from 265 short 

tons, valued at $3,830, to 320 short tons, valued at $4,350. 

The sienna output increased from 160 tons to 275 tons, with a 

value more than doubled—from $3,250 to $6,950. The 

amount of soapstone ground for pigment increased to 270 

short tons, valued at $3,200, from 75 tons, worth $525, in 

1894. Pigment from slate increased from 2,650 tons to 4,331 

tons. 

Venetian reds.—A production of 4,595 short tons, valued at 

$102,900, is reported for 1895, against 2,983 short tons, worth 

$73,300, in 1894. With the exception of 1892, this was the 

largest product ever reported. 

Cobalt oxide-—TVhe product is limited to the amount extracted 

from the speiss obtained in lead smeltin It amounted to 

14,458 pounds, worth $20,675. 

Zinc white—The production rallied from 19,987 short tons, 

worth $1,399,090, in 1894, to 20,710 tons, worth $1,449,700, 

in 1895. 

oO 5S: 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 
> 

Precious stones—The rough gems of domestic production 

were valued at $113,621 in 1895, against $132,250 in 1894. 

Mica.—The industry continues in the unsatisfactory con- 

dition mentioned in the preceding report, though the value of 
the product was slightly in excess of that of 1894. ‘The mines 
yielded 44,325 pounds of cut mica, valued at $49,218, and 148 

tons of scrap mica, worth 55,450. Added to this was about 

40,000 pounds of small-sized sheet mica, worth $1,163, making 

a total value for the product in 1895 of $55,831. ‘The value 

of all kinds of mica produced in 1894 was $52,388. 

Feldspar.—TVhe product increased 35 per cent, or from 17,200 

long tons, worth $98,900, in 1894, to 23,200 long tons, worth 

$133,400, in 1895. 
Flint—The flint used in pottery, ete., in 1895 amounted to 

36,800 long tons, worth $117,760. 
Asphaltum.—The value of the product was about the same 

in 1895 as in 1894, being $348,281 and $353,400 respectively. 
This, taken in connection with an increase in output from 
60,570 short tons to 68,163 short tons, indicates a sympathy 

with the general depression in values. The product was from 

California, Kentucky, Texas, and Utah. 

Infusorial earth—The product in 1894 was small, having a 

value of but $11,718, little more than half that of 1893. 

Better conditions prevailed in 1895, and the value of the 

product advanced to $20,514. 

Asbestos ——Owing to the development of asbestos mines in 
Georgia, the product increased considerably, notwithstanding 
a large decrease in California’s output. The product in 1895 
was 795 short tons, worth $13,525, against 325 tons, valued at 
$4,463, in 1894. The Wyoming properties have not yet 
assumed commercial importance. 

Magnesite—This product still comes from California, and 

increased from 1,440 short tons, worth $10,240, in 1894, to 

2,200 short tons, worth $17,000, in 1895. 

Mineral waters——The product was almost stationary, i. e., 

21,569,608 gallons, sold at $3,741,846, in 1894, and 21,463,543 
gallons in 1895, which sold at the higher value of $4,254,237. 
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Metallic products of the United States in 1895. 

Product. Quantity. Value. 

1 24 URIS 0) Oe ee ee eS ee RRS cole ie long tons-. | 9, 446, 308 $105, 198, 550 

Silvers ees. hhc ust heer troy ounces... 55,727,000 | @72, 051, 000 
Gold eal tes ceding ooo ise eens do--=-| 2,254,760 a 46, 610, 000 

Copperseees sacctiob sks eee eee pounds...) 392, 639, 964 | 38, 682, 347 

Mead 65 2: 50k ee short tons... 161,440 10, 655, 040 

DN 2 23 = yah dona 89, 686 | 6, 278, 020 

Quicksilver - Saree een ee eee eee flasks... 36, 104 | 1, 337, 131 

Alam Inui 3 Sen aera ener aera pounds... 920, 000. 464, 600 

ANTIMONY: 225-55 oe eee eee short tons-- 450 | 68, 000 

Nickeli:,...22..s5d:eeen eee eee aoe eae pounds... 10, 302 | 3, O91 

Platinumy case ease troy ounces... 150 900 

Total |» J. Jee ee | 281, 348, 679 

a Coining value. 

Nonmetallic products of the United States in 1895. 

Product. | Quantity. Value. 

Bituminous coales2-— 22. .22-5= short tons. | 135, 118, 193 | $115, 749, 771 

| Pennsylvania anthracite. ........ long tons... 51,785, 122 | 82,019, 272 
Building stone ssaseaeen eee eee eee eee eee eee agers, |: 84, 688, 816 

| Petroleumss a. .tssceeaeeseees sees barrels... | 52, 983, 526 | 57, 691, 279 

Natural (gag) Soca sees ee eres ae eee ese amessomeos 13, 006, 650 

Brickiclayececces cere sees Mate Joe. rN eee See 9, 000, 000 

Clay (all other than brick).....-.- long tons... | 360, 000 800, 000 

| Cement, 4825 a2 Ss eacneis ce eee barrels-. 8, 731, 401 | 5, 482, 254 

Mineral waiters ...-..-..------- gallons sold. | 21, 463, 543 4, 254, 237 

Phosphate rock ass2eeeeese eee long tons. _ 1, 038, 551 3, 606, 094 

Salitis..c2.- Boge ae enclose eidanncreees barrels-. 13, 669, 649 4, 423, OR4 

Limestone for iron flux.......-.. long tons..| 5, 247, 949 | 2, 623, 974 

CUD Ce WhWte) eee mae eter renee short tons. | 20, 710 | 1, 449, 700 

Gy PSUNT a. aes eee se eee nee eee Goser- 265, 503 | 807, 447 

Boras eee ae ese ee ee ee pounds.-) 11, 918, 000 | 595, 900 

Mineral paints.............-..--short tons... f 50, 695 621, 552 

Grindstones:.)..cde5 pata Soros attest eae ee 205, 768 

Ri DTOUSs bal Ca. aCe eee ar eee short tons-. 39, 240 | 370, 895 

Asp haltam so) a ee een = ee ee do.. 68, 163 348, 281 

SOapstones 24-5 a2ntsan see ae ete eee do.. 21, 495 266, 495 

BYreclous stones. es osc +) scone eee eee eee ||. fre. oe eee 113, 621 

PY RUtES 22-2 sn se een ee oe ee LOL COONS 99, 549 322, 845 

Corundum and emery. ..-.--.---- short tons... 2, 102 106, 256 

Oilstones, -6t@:. -222 232 dacs ee at eee dee 155, 8&1 
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Nonmetallic products of the United States in 1895—Continued. 

Product. Quantity. Value. 

Batybesm (Crude) meee eee snes ee a long tons.. 21,529 68, 321 

BTOMIN Gyre ey eee sae ee ese eee pounds. . 517, 421 | 134, 343 

EIN OLS aT Reape seers Sepa ae short tons... 4, 000 24, 000 

elds pamyese sere ete seen neee long tons.. 23, 200 | 133, 400 | 

Manic anes erolemers teas amie een eee doves. 9, 547 71, 769 

Tat Lin eels ag ok a dos. 36, 800 | 117, 760 | 
MID RDA oe aS eae be ae ey ee eer pounds... 1, 573, 000 | 137, 150 | 

(Gmanhitioteree pretreat see a samira arisen |scolunites sera. ee 52, 582 

TB URC Ohare cps eaecs ray neha aye ere ees long tons. - 17, 069 | 44, 000 

Sulphureeeeress ae eeee eee ee SHOLt tons=- 1,800. 42, 000 | 

Rollers teartheyee cree tee eens eo do.--- 6, 900 | 41,400 | 

Miartils eapeettaet itd 5 ola Poe ee Basa! do....| 60, 000 30,000 

lh OREN! CHADD secoos beddosee seca ase dowees| 4,954 | 20,514 | 

Malis tomes Meer ere eee te ee en oe | 22, 542 | 

Chromicnronoresse eee long tons.. | 1, 740 | 16, 795 | 

Coballiioxid eyeeseneee eee ae seen pounds... 14, 458 | 20, 675 | 

Malpnesiteresse sees esas 21-4. Short tonss.| 2, 200 | 17, 000 | 

INCI SEIS eh eek oat Noe eR do....| 795 :| 13,525 
THURS 5 eg Ne ete ce pounds. | 100. 350 

Tot alee meyer ea eee Sales ae | ee ae | 339, 774, 029 ; 
= —— = aut ] 

Résumé of the mineral products of the United States in 1895 

| Value 

| | 
Wehotalsvalueofametalliciproductsies: sees eee sa oss sess sees $281, 348, 679 | 

| Total value of nonmetallic products..............--.------ 339, 774, 029 

Estimated value of mineral products unspecified .-...----- 1, 000, 000 

| Granditotaler see ccc ae ee ce, so ence a etonie seal aaee 622, 129, 708 

L atte z at 

TOPOGRAPHIC BRANCH. 

The organization of the Topographic Branch remained prac- 
tically unchanged from the close of the fiscal year 1894-95 
to near the close of the fiscal year 1895-96, when Mr. Henry 

Gannett, until that time at its head, was transferred to other 

duties and the Director assumed immediate charge. As in 
the previous year, there were four sections, and they were 
continued, respectively, in charge of the same chiefs. To the 

Atlantic section, in charge of Mr. H. M. Wilson, was assigned 
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all work to be done within the Appalachian Mountain region 
and the Atlantic Coastal Plain; to the Central section, in 

charge of Mr. John H. Renshawe, all work within the area of 
the Mississippi Valley, including Minnesota, the Dakotas, 

Nebraska, and eastern Wyoming; to the Rocky Mountain 

section, in charge of Mr. E. M. Douglas, all work in the 

Rocky Mountain States and Territories, including Texas; and 

to the Pacific section, in charge of Mr. R. U. Goode, all work 

in the Pacific States, including California, Washington, Oregon, 
and Idaho. The land and topographic surveys of the Indian 
Territory were continued in charge of Mr. C. H. Fitch. 

DIVISION OF TRIANGULATION, 

In the Atlantic section, Mr. 8. 8. Gannett established an 

astronomic station at Tuscaloosa, Ala. Observations for time 

and comparisons of chronometers for longitude were obtained 
on four nights, and 44 results were secured for latitude. From 

the point whose position was thus determined the primary 

control line was run across the Brookwood atlas sheet. 

In the early part of the season an attempt was made by 

Mr. W. M. Beaman to obtain control by triangulation of the area 

of the phosphate deposits in western Tennessee, starting from 

triangulation points of the United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey in the neighberhood of Nashville. This work was car- 
ried but a short distance, three stations having been established 

when it was found to be impracticable to continue, and the 

work was abandoned, with the intention of resuming it in 

the near future. 

In the Rocky Mountain section, the triangulation of the 

plains in southern Colorado, commenced during the pre- 

ceding season, was continued and extended during the past 
season by Prof. A. H. Thompson, who commenced work on 

May 20 and continued until the end of October, during which 

time the positions of 45 stations were determined. Thirty of 

these were primary stations, the remainder being classed as 

secondary. These fully controlled nine atlas sheets, besides 

parts of others, making a total area controlled of about 

10,000 square miles. 
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In the Pacific section, triangulation and other control work 

was carried on during the summer by two parties in several 
distinct regions. In May, Mr. W. T. Griswold commenced 

triangulation jn the Umpqua Valley, with the imtention of 
carrying it across the Coast Ranges to the Pacific Coast, for 

the purpose of controlling the Coos Bay sheet. Before the 
completion of this work, however, forest fires began, rendering 

it impossible to continue. Mr. Griswold’s party was, therefore, 
withdrawn from the neighborhood and ordered to the State of 

Washington for the purpose of running primary traverse lines 
for the control of the Tacoma and Seattle sheets. This was 
completed in October, whereupon, the smoke having cleared 
away, owing to early rains, Mr. Griswold returned to Oregon 
and succeeded in completing the triangulation needed in that 
area, supplementing it by primary traverse wherever triangu- 
lation was impracticable. 

Early in July, Mr. $8. 8. Gannett proceeded to Ellensburg, 
Wash., for the purpose of initiating triangulation in the Cascade 
region of that State. He determined the position of Ellens- 
burg by astronomic observations, obtaining therefor five com- 
parisons of time with the accompanying observations, using 

San Francisco as a base, and 63 individual results for latitude. 

Having completed this determination, he measured a base line 
on a tangent of the Northern Pacific Railroad just northwest of 
Ellensburg. This line is about 41 miles in length, or, to be 
exact, 21,982.371 feet. It was measured twice, at night, with 

steel tape, and the usual corrections were made. From this 

base, triangulation was extended northward and westward into 

the Cascade Mountains. Seven stations were occupied and the 
positions of a number of well-known high peaks were deter- 
mined and their altitudes measured. Work was discontinued 
about the middle of October, owing to severe weather. 

In addition to the work mentioned above, triangulation was 

carried on in the Indian Territory for the control of the topo- 
graphic work there. It was inaugurated by obtaining the posi- 
tion, by astronomic observation, of an initial point in the village 

of Savanna, on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad, 

in the Choctaw Nation. For the determination of longitude 
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connection was had with St. Louis, and comparisons were 

made on five nights, with the necessary time observations. 

Latitude was determined from the mean of 35 results. A base 

line was measured on a tangent of the Missouri, Kansas and 
Texas Railroad, just north of Savanna, having a length of 

4.7146 miles. The base was measured twice with a 300-foot 

steel tape, and the usual corrections were made. From this 
base line, triangulation was extended in all directions by two 

triangulation parties, the first in charge of Mr. 8. 8. Gannett, 
the second in charge of Mr. C. F. Urquhart. In the latter 

part of June, Mr. Gannett suffered a severe attack of typhoid 

fever, which necessitated his leaving the Territory, whereupon 
he was detailed to the State of Washington, as stated on a 
previous page. ‘Triangulation was continued until late in the 
winter by Mr. Urquhart, and upon its discontinuance, in Jan- 

uary, he was placed in charge of one of the subdivision parties 
in the Territory. 

The results of the season’s work in Indian Territory may be 

summarized in the statement that 49 primary stations have 

been selected, signals built upon them, and angles measured 
from them. By means of these stations an area of about 

10,000 square miles, or about five-twelfths of the Territory, 

has been controlled. 

DIVISION OF TOPOGRAPHY. 

During the season there were in the field thirty-three topo- 

graphic parties. Besides these, topographic work has been done 
by four parties in connection with the subdivision of lands in 

the Indian Territory, making altogether thirty-seven parties 

engaged in topographic work, which, with the three employed 

in triangulation, makes a total of forty. 

The entire area surveyed by the topographic parties during 

the season was 48,066 square miles. Of this 42,386 square 

miles was newly mapped area, and 5,680 square miles con- 

sisted of revision of maps heretofore made whose scale and 

degree of detail are not regarded as adequate when measured 

by present standards. 
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Classifying the area done by the scales upon which it is 
designed for publication, it appears that 4,030 square miles 
are upon the scale of 1:62500, and 44,013 square miles were 

designed for the scale of 1:125000, the remainder, 23 square 

miles, being a special map on the scale of 1:15000. 

The following table shows, by States, the areas surveyed 

during the past season, classified by scale of publication: 

Topographic surveys by the United States Geological Survey in 1895-96. 

| Scale of publication. 

State or Territory. - | Total area. | 
: 1:62500. | 1: 125000. | 

| Mlaibamajacee tect asss yee acest a= does |looas as coase= 1, 000 | 1, 000 | 

@alitonnl aes ea ae een ere Leics eee a See 1, 388 

| Colorad oes eres smocsoem eee eee | 475 | 2,142 2, 617 

Georgia ..-.-.- eS acne MonOn CO SOSHERE as eee cera ee 1, 620 1, 620 

IG sas besos docedecer Seber aso s SOSA ier a aes 860 860 

Incciiantennitonveeene esac eee ee eceniee ae sak tas ee | 9, 814 9, 814 

Men crepes see ee esr, ce Wo 251s ae Seeds | 1,000 1, 000 
ian se oe ae i Oe eine 1,395 | 1,395 
WOMEN so5oea5eccuaceeeno sonasebeogse OO RE eemewe an aos): . 400 

WHGEGUIELS GasceudaccoaceontoSnene. baeead Sha oetSeEeee 1, 250 1, 250 

IMOntaAN aie teee Meee cnc em eee sess | seks ee Oke Pe eR | a 23 

NG RIK sooo Was samecade Aen See oTean aeee aie Pat Baa be 5, 500 5, 500 

NewalLlampShinerems smears one aeneeee eel AST lke Soecysciee 437 

INewwaWOn enc seem eee ets 8 eer Se ae pe Gi eras Seep | aoe 
No@rin Canola, 5. 33es55.500n aod0 66d ancn|lbacess ccceds 975 | 975 

NOTCHED akotarassse see ease ect ac eetel|itinstaisie ax ee 1, 350 1, 350 

OHGEOM sa56 o500¢ ss0bc0ec ose soca adoosE Ssaa|lpacq cscs cbad| 890 | 890 - 

SiH DETROIBY aoe = et a 053 Bane eee eee | 3,150 | 3, 150 
UOMNEIEOO 0000 act0.c000 sooses.anus dosson|sosocs obuaue | 1,810; 1,810 

TSO ada ddiclen ose 20s eee Cn Pe | 3,418 | 3,418 
Wermonthsa- eset acic os bs tsetse nosesaeens Pe rar ed 217 

VATS Serer etae ce Tate ue saiovasminie 2 sievatsiel sfeiasel|eiwislsieis s<ieissoe | 1, 882 | 1, 882 

Wirals niin CO Me see aes eieencreeete eee sa ee tieciens eric s | 1, 182 1, 182 

Sem MVE ANT ee eee ees aN I ao 1, 775 | 1, 775 

W/V OLMIS scoasccocoupe soceets eaaneS Hea oepeoe DOoeee | 3, 000 | 3, 000 

a Special seale. 

By the foregoing table and by the pocket map (PL I) it will 
be seen that work was prosecuted during the year in twenty- 
four States and Territories. 

17 GEOL, PT I——7 
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ATLANTIC SECTION. 

This section has remained in charge of Mr. H. M. Wilson. 

Field work was prosecuted by seventeen parties during the 

season. The output of the section was 12,224 square miles, 

consisting of 1,767 square miles upon the scale of 1:62500 and 
10,457 upon the scale of 1:125000. Twenty-three atlas sheets 

were completed and work was done upon seven others. 

New Hampshire-—TVhe work in New Hampshire comprised 

the survey of the two sheets known as Keene and Monadnock, 

near the southern border of the State. The work was placed in 

charge of Mr. R. D. Cummin, who commenced on May 14, with 

Mr. James McCormick as assistant. Work was prosecuted con- 

tinuously from that time until the middle of September, when, 

having completed the two sheets mentioned, his party was 

transterred to New York for the remainder of the season. 

Vermont.—The work in Vermont was at first placed in the 

hands of Mr. J. H. Jennings, with two assistants, who extended 
triangulation over the Castleton sheet, in the southwestern part 
of the State. In June Mr. Jennings was transferred to the 

Adirondack region, in New York, and the survey of the Cas- 

tleton sheet was completed by Mr. E. B. Clark. This work was 

finished in August, and upon its completion Mx. Clark was also 

transterred to the work in New York. 

New York.——Vhe work in New York, as originally planned, 

comprehended the survey merely of the Bolton sheet, in the 

eastern part of the State. This was commenced by Mr. E. B. 

Clark on May 17, who was later joined by Mr. W. M. Beaman, 

who completed the sheet about September 1. Meantime, how- 

ever, the State engineer of New York allotted the sum of 

$4,000, from an appropriation made by the legislature for the 
examination of sites for storage reservoirs in the Hudson River 

basin, for the payment of field expenses of topographic work 

in that region in cooperation with this Survey. For the pros- 

ecution of this work Mr. Jennings was detached from the work 

in Vermont, his place being supplied by Mr. Clark and by Mr. 
Sutton, with two assistants, from work upon the eastern shore 

of Maryland. These changes were made early in July. Later 

in the season other men were transferred to this field—Mr. 
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Beaman in September, upon the completion of the Bolton sheet, 

Messrs. Cummin and McCormick, upon the completion of the 
two sheets in New Hampshire, and Mr. Clark upon the com- 
pletion of the Castleton sheet in Vermont. With this large 
force four sheets, viz, Schroon Lake, Paradox Lake, North 

Creek, and Glens Falls, were completed late in October or 
early in November, making five sheets altogether in New York 
State. 
Maryland.—W ork upon the eastern shore of Maryland was 

commenced on May 11, in charge of Mr. Frank Sutton, with 

J. W. Thom, James McCormick, J. H. Wheat, and three tem- 

porary employees as assistants. With this large force work 
was prosecuted rapidly in this region, and by July 1 six 

15’ sheets had been completed, thus finishing three 30’ sheets, 
which bear the names Tolchester, Choptank, and St. Marys. 

Work was thereupon discontinued in this region, Mr. Sutton 
being detailed to the Hudson River basin in New York, Mr. 

Thom to Alabama, Mr. McCormick to New Hampshire, and 
Mr. Wheat to Tennessee. 
Virginia.—W ork in Virginia was prosecuted in two widely 

separated localities. The Amelia sheet, lying just west of 
Richmond and comprising the Richmond ‘Triassic coal field, 

was surveyed by Mr. A. M. Walker. He commenced work 
on May 21 and completed the survey late in December. 

The other locality is in southwest Virginia, and consisted of 
the revision of the unrevised part of the Bristol sheet, thus 

completing it, and the commencement of the revision of the 
Abingdon sheet. This work was done by Mr. Gilbert Thomp- 
son, who commenced the work early in June and completed 
it early in November. 

West Virgiuwa—The work in this region consisted of revision 

of sheets lying along the upper waters of the Kanawha River, 
which was executed by Mr. Hersey Munroe. The first work 
undertaken was the completion of the revision of the Raleigh 
sheet, which was commenced the year before. Upon its com- 

pletion he began the revision of the Oceana sheet, but the 
necessities of the geological work required that the completion 
of this sheet be postponed, and he devoted the remainder of 
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the season to the revision of the Kanawha Falls sheet. This 

was undertaken and pushed forward rapidly, and was com- 

pleted in November. 

Tennessee.—The work in Tennessee was prosecuted in three 

different regions. The revision of the Maynardville sheet, 
which was commenced several years ago, was carried forward 
to completion by Mr. J. H. Wheat, who was ordered there from 

Maryland early in July. Upon its completion, in September, 
he took charge of work upon the Cowee sheet in North Carolina. 

The Standmg Stone sheet, which was commenced by Mr. 

A. E. Murlin the preceding season, was completed by him. 
He began work on May 10 and finished the sheet in July. 

Thereupon he was sent to the phosphate region, in the neigh- 
borhood of Columbia, in the western part of the State, in the 

survey of which he was occupied during the remainder of the 

season, until late in November. The area surveyed in this 

region was not limited by atlas-sheet lines, and embraced 

localities economically important by reason of their phosphate 

deposits. The area surveyed includes parts of three sheets, 

to be known as Columbia, Linden, and Waynesboro. 

North Carolina—-VThe work in North Carolina was in the 

extreme western part of the State, and consisted in the revi- 

sion of the Cowee sheet. This was commenced by Mr. Charles 

kK. Cooke, with one assistant, on May 16. Early in July Mr. 

Cooke was detached from this work and sent to Indian Terri- 

tory to take charge of a subdivision party there, and the work 

was for a time left in the hands of his assistant, Mr. Glenn §$. 

Smith. Upon the completion of -the revision of the Maynard- 

ville sheet, in the latter part of August, Mx. J. H. Wheat took 

charge of the party and carried forward the work to comple- 
tion in November. 

Georgia.—The work in this State consisted entirely of revi- 

sion. In the northern part of the State large portions of the 

Dalton and Ellijay sheets were revised, Messrs. Merrill Hack- 

ett and W. L. Miller being at first assigned to this work. 
Early in July, however, it appeared advisable to make a 

change in the arrangement of the parties in this region, and 

Mr. Hackett was transferred to Rome, Ga., to revise sheets in 
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that neighborhood, Mr. Miller being left temporarily in charge 
of the Dalton work. About August 15 Mr. R. H. McKee was 
transferred from Alabama and given charge of that work, Mr. 

Miller remaining as his assistant. The revision of these sheets, 

with small portions of adjoining sheets in Tennessee, was com- 
pleted early in November. 

In July Mr. Merrill Hackett commenced revision of the 
Tallapoosa (Ala.) and Rome (Ga.) sheets. He completed the 
former and about one-third of the latter by November, when 

work was discontinued. 
Alabama.—Besides the revision of the Tallapoosa sheet, a 

new sheet, the Brookwood, including a part of the Black War- 
rior coal field, was surveyed. The work was at first placed 
in the hands of Mr. R. H. McKee, who was subsequently 
transferred to Georgia, his place being taken by Mr. J. W. 
Thom, who carried the work to completion, finishing it in 
November. 

CENTRAL SECTION. 

This section has remained throughout the year in charge of 
Mr. J. H. Renshawe. Six parties have been in the field engaged 
in topographic work. ‘The total area surveyed by the section 
is 15,650 square miles, of which 14,650 square miles consist of 

new work. Classified by scale, 400 square miles are upon the 
scale of 1:62500 and 15,250 square miles upon the scale of 
1:125000. The work of this section completes 26 atlas sheets. 
Michigan.—In 1893 a considerable area was surveyed by 

private parties, with the utmost care and thoroughness, in the 
upper peninsula of Michigan, in the neighborhood of Crystal 
Falls and Iron River. It is of irregular outline, with limits 

which do not conform to the plan of the atlas sheets of the 
Geological Survey. Copies of this work having been fur- 
nished to the Survey, it seemed desirable to extend the work 

upon the borders in such wise as to complete atlas sheets. 
For this purpose Mr. H. L. Muldrow was detailed, with an 
assistant. Commencing work on June 1, he continued until 

the end of October, covering an area estimated at 400 square 
miles. This completed three quarter-degree sheets, which bear 
the names Iron River, Crystal Falls, and Sagola. 
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Missouri.—In the zine and iron regions in the southeastern 

part of Missouri the State geological survey had completed 

three 15’ sheets. It being desirable to extend the work in 
that region, Messrs. W. H. Lovell and Paul Holman were 

detailed for the purpose of completing two 30’ sheets embrac- 

ing the area surveyed by the State, viz, the Bonne Terre and 

the Ste. Genevieve. This work was commenced in the latter 

part of May and completed toward the end of December. 

North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota.—In these States 

a large number of 15’ sheets have been completed, but under 

arecent decision to reduce the scale of this region to 1:125000, 
thus increasing the area covered by the sheets to 30’ in either 
direction, many of these larger sheets were only partially sur- 

veyed. ‘To complete them Mr. H. $8. Wallace was detailed, 
with two assistants, Messrs. W. H. Griffin and Basil Duke. He 

commenced work on June 1, and by the middle of September 

had completed the unfinished portions of nine sheets, an area 
of about 4,000 square miles. Upon its completion, Mr. Wal- 
lace and his party were ordered to Kansas, where they devoted 

the remainder of the season to the revision of the Cottonwood 

Falls sheet, in the central part of the State. They closed 
work in November. 

Nebraska.—The condition of the work above described for 

the Dakotas prevailed in central Nebraska, where numerous 

30’ sheets lay unfinished. For their completion Mr. R. C. 

McKinney was detailed, with two assistants, Messrs. Nat. 

Tyler, jr., and C. W. Goodlove. He commenced work on July 

1, and continued from that time until early in November, com- 

pleting five sheets, known as Loup, St. Paul, David City, 

Wahoo, and Lincoln. 

Mr. H. B. Blair, with two assistants, Messrs. A. B. Searle and 

L. F. Garrard, jr., was detailed for the survey of three 30° sheets 

in the western part of Nebraska, including the valley of the 

North Platte River. His party commenced work on June 1 

and ended about November 1, having nearly completed these 

sheets. 

Wyoming——Mr. W.S8. Post, with two assistants, Messrs. Dun- 

can Hannegan and J. L. Johnson, was detailed for the survey 
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of an area in eastern Wyoming adjoining that of Mr. Blair in 

Nebraska and comprising a part of the valley of the North 

Platte River. This work was commenced about June 1 and 

closed early in November, three 30’ sheets having been sur- 

veyed. 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SECTION. 

This section has remained through the year in charge of 

Mr. E. M. Douglas, who has had six parties in the field. The 

party has surveyed an area of 6,058 square miles upon the scale 
of 1:62500, and 5,560 square miles upon the scale of 1:125000. 

About 2,700 square miles of this area consisted of revision of 

earlier maps, the remainder being new work. Besides the work 

upon these two scales, a special map, covering 23 square miles, 
has been prepared of the region about Butte, Mont., upon a 

scale of 1:15000. 

Montana. 

region immediately surrounding Butte, Mont., Mr. R. H. Chap- 

For the preparation of a detailed map of the 

man, with one assistant, was detailed. He commenced the 

work on May 20 and completed it early in September, having 

mapped an area of 23 square miles. ‘The work was done with 
plane table and stadia, controlled by triangulation and Y levels. 
Upon the completion of this work Mr. Chapman undertook the 

extension of triangulation over a 30! atlas sheet lying immedi- 

ately east of Butte, but the severity of the weather rendered 

it inadvisable to continue this work. He was then ordered to 

Aspen, Colo., to extend slightly the detailed map of that region, 

after which he was sent to Texas to assist in completing the 

area under survey there. 

Colorado.—W ork was prosecuted in Colorado in two areas. 

The revision of the plains sheets was continued, Messrs. W. H. 

Herron and W. J. Lloyd being detailed for this work. They 

commenced work in May and continued it until December, 

completing two sheets, the E]moro and Spanish Peaks. 

Early in May Mr. Frank Tweedy was sent to Cripple Creek, 
Colo., for the purpose of discovering the township and section 
corners and locating them upon the map of that region. Upon 

the completion of this work he proceeded to the San Juan 
country, where he devoted the remainder of the season to the 
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survey of the Silverton and La Plata sheets. These were 

finished early in November. 

Texas.— Work in Texas was prosecuted in two areas, the 

central and western parts of the State. Mr.'T. M. Bannon, with 

one assistant, was detailed for work in the central part of the 

State, his work consisting in the completion of the revision of 

the Austin sheet. This was undertaken early in May and com- 

pleted in September, whereupon he proceeded with his party 
to the area of the Brackett sheet and surveyed the unfinished 

half thereof, completing it in January. 
The work in western Texas was intrusted to Mr. C. C. Bas- 

sett, with one assistant. It consisted in the survey of six 

sheets, most of them fractional, bordering upon the Rio 
Grande. Mr. Bassett commenced work in the latter part of 

May and continued it until early in December, aided during 

the last month by Mr. R. H. Chapman. Mr. Bassett’s health 

being precarious, he was ordered to Washington before com- 

pleting the area assigned him, and as the Butte sheet was 

needed by the geologists, Mr. Chapman also was ordered in for 

the purpose of drawing that map. As it seemed desirable to 

finish the area already assigned in this region, and as the 

winter is the best time of the year for working there, Mr. 

W. J. Lloyd volunteered to take charge of the party and com- 

plete the survey. He commenced work in January and fin- 

ished it in March, completing two sheets by the survey of an 

area of a little over 400 square miles. 

PACIFIC SECTION. 

This section has been throughout the year in charge of Mr 

R. U. Goode. An area of 4,320 square miles has been surveyed, 

of which 1,388 are upon the scale of 1:62500 and 2,932 upon 

the scale of 1:125000. Twelve atlas sheets have been com- 

pleted, besides portions of other sheets. . Seven parties have 

been maintained in the field during the season, as shown in 

detail below. 

Idaho —The work in Idaho consisted in the completion of 

the Hailey sheet and the survey of about half of the Red Fish 

Lake sheet, both upon the scale of 1:125000. Mr. Perkins, 
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to whom this work was assigned, took the field with one assist- 

ant on June 1 and concluded field work in the latter part of 

October, being driven out by bad weather. 

Washington —Vo Mr. George E. Hyde, with two assistants, 

was assigned the task of surveying practically the whole of the 
Tacoma 30’ sheet and the north half of the Seattle 30’ sheet. 

He commenced work on May 20 and continued, in spite of bad 

intil Deced r 1, succeeding in finishing the area 
a= 

3arnard, with two assistants, was 

X i.leting the Roseburg sheet, in the 

ee ucch of the Coos Bay sheet, lying 
} i.e westward, as the season would 

ig O- (42 4 ec led in completing the Roseburg 

»soerienced from forest fires, but 

«© Coos Bay sheet these fires set in 

uw. smoke to such an extent as to 

_peuave sing. In spite of this difficulty, 

u1, Mr. Barnard completed by the middle of November 

about half of the Coos Bay sheet. 

Califormia.—Two parties were at work in California. Mr. 
Rk. B. Marshall, with two assistants, which number was increased 

to three toward the end of the season, undertook the survey of 

three 15’ sheets lying south of San Francisco Bay, viz, Palo 
Alto, San Jose, and Mount Hamilton, which include a section 

across the Santa Clara Valley, with a portion of the mountains 
on either side. Commencing the work in June, Mr. Marshall 
was occupied on it until the middle of December, completing 
the area. A little work also was done by him upon the Mount 

Tamalpais sheet, just northwest of the Golden Gate, in order 

to complete the area. 
A second party, under Mr. L. C. Fletcher, surveyed an area 

embracing San Luis Obispo and surrounding country. With one 

assistant he commenced work early in June, and completed, by 
the end of November, an area comprised upon four sheets, but, 

since three of them were but partial sheets, equivalent in area 

to about three. These sheets bear the names San Luis Obispo, 

Arroyo Grande, Cayucas, and Port Harford 
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survey of the Silverton and La Plata sheets. These were 

finished early in November. 

Texas.— Work in Texas was prosecuted in two areas, the 

central and western parts of the State. Mr.'T. M. Bannon, with 

one assistant, was detailed for work in the central part of the 

State, his work consisting in the completion of the revision of 

the Austin sheet. This was undertaken early in May and com- 

pleted in September, whereupon he proceeded with his party 
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of which 1,388 are upon the scale of 1:62500 and 2,932 upon 

the seale of 1:125000. Twelve atlas sheets have been com- 

pleted, besides portions of other sheets. Seven parties have 
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Idaho—The work in Idaho consisted in the completion of 

the Hailey sheet and the survey of about half of the Red Fish 

Lake sheet, both upon the scale of 1:125000. Mr. Perkins, 
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to whom this work was assigned, took the field with one assist- 

ant on June 1 and concluded field work in the latter part of 

October, being driven out by bad weather. 

Washington —Vo Mr. George E. Hyde, with two assistants, 

was assigned the task of surveying practically the whole of the 

Tacoma 30! sheet and the north half of the Seattle 30’ sheet. 

He commenced work on May 20 and continued, in spite of bad 

weather, until December 1, succeeding in finishing the area 
assigned him. 

Oregon.—Vo Mr. E. C. Barnard, with two assistants, was 

assigned the work of completing the Roseburg sheet, in the 

Umpqua Valley, with as much of the Coos Bay sheet, lying 

upon the Pacific Coast to the westward, as the season would 
permit. Mr. Barnard succeeded in completing the Roseburg 

sheet before trouble was experienced from forest fires, but 

shortly after commencing the Coos Bay sheet these fires set in 

and covered the country with smoke to such an extent as to 

prevent any work except traversing. In spite of this difficulty, 

however, Mr. Barnard completed by the middle of November 

about half of the Coos Bay sheet. 

California—Two parties were at work in California. Mr. 

R. B. Marshall, with two assistants, which number was increased 

to three toward the end of the season, undertook the survey of 

three 15’ sheets lying south of San Francisco Bay, viz, Palo 

Alto, San Jose, and Mount Hamilton, which include a section 

across the Santa Clara Valley, with a portion of the mountains 

on either side. Commencing the work in June, Mr. Marshall 

was occupied on it until the middle of December, completing 

the area. A little work also was done by him upon the Mount 

Tamalpais sheet, just northwest of the Golden Gate, in order 
to complete the area. 

A second party, under Mr. L. C. Fletcher, surveyed an area 
embracing San Luis Obispo and surrounding country. With one 

assistant he commenced work early in June, and completed, by 

the end of November, an area comprised upon four sheets, but, 

since three of them were but partial sheets, equivalent in area 

to about three. These sheets bear the names San Luis Obispo, 

Arroyo Grande, Cayucas, and Port Harford 
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During the winter and spring months these parties, with the 
exception of Mr. Lloyd’s party in western Texas, have been in 

the office in Washington, engaged in the reduction of triangu- 

lation and observations for astronomically determined positions, 

in reducing and transferring their plane-table sheets, and in the 

preparation of finished maps. All the field work of the past 

season has been thus put in final shape. 

INDIAN TERRITORY SECTION. 

Under the provisions of an act of Congress approved March 

2, 1895, an appropriation of $200,000 was made for the sur- 

vey and subdivision of the lands of Indian Territory, and the 

work was placed, im the discretion of the Secretary of the Inte- 

rior, in charge of the Director of the Geological Survey. A 
plan of operations was drawn up, which was approved by the 

Secretary of the Interior on March 21, and preparations were 

immediately made to begin the work, Mr. C. H. Fitch being 

placed in immediate charge. The requisite animals and camp 

equipage were purchased and shipped to South McAlester, in 
the Choctaw Nation, the headquarters selected for the work. 

Toward the close of March two parties were placed in the field, 

and on April 1 work was commenced. One of these parties, 

under Mr. G. 'T. Hawkins, took up the Indian base at its point 

of intersection with the east boundary of the Chickasaw Nation 

and ran it eastward 50 miles. The other party, under Mr. 

W. J. Peters, ran the second guide meridian southward as a 

principal meridian. Thereafter these parties continued the 

work of running standard lines. Early in April two parties, 

under Mr. H. L. Baldwin, jr., and Mr. R. O. Gordon, were 

placed in the field for the purpose of running township 

exteriors, and shortly thereafter eight parties for running the 
subdivision lines of the townships were added. These sub- 

division parties were grouped two in a camp, and each such 

group was placed in charge of a topographer of the Survey, 
whose duties were to superintend the work of subdivision by 

the surveyors and to map the country subdivided. The men 

placed in charge of these parties at first were Messrs. Van H. 
Manning, D. C. Harrison, R. A. Farmer, and R. M. Towson. 
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From time to time this force has been increased, two parties 

for running exteriors having been added, besides eight survey- 

ors for the subdivision parties, so that by October 1 there were 

in the field and at work two parties for running standard lines, 

four parties for running exteriors, and sixteen surveyors 

engaged in subdividing the townships, the latter class being 
grouped in four parties, in charge of topographers permanently 

employed by this office. The changes in the personnel of this 
section have been so numerous and frequent that it seems 

scarcely worth while to recapitulate them. 
The work was continued through the winter and spring, 

and was stopped only for a brief period beginning June 1, 

because of the expenditure of the appropriation and delay in 

the passage of the bill carrying a new appropriation for con- 

tinuation of the work. It was apprehended that, owing to the 

shortness of the days and bad weather, winter work would 

not be economic, but it was found by experience that, proba- 

bly owing to less illness among the men and the fact that the 

leaves were off the trees, winter work was much more rapid 

and economical than work in the warm season. 

The progress in subdivision work may be summarized in 

the statement that 21,314 miles of line have been run. Of 

this mileage, 1,339 miles are of standard lines, 3,087 are 

township exteriors, and 16,888 are subdivision or sectional 

lines and meander lines. The work thus far done completes 

the subdivision of 249 complete townships and 36 fractional 

townships, embracing the Seminole Nation, nearly all of the 

Creek Nation, and the western parts of the Choctaw and 

Cherokee nations. 

The mapping of topography has followed closely the work 

of subdivision. Up to this date an area closely estimated at 

9,814 square miles has been mapped. 
Since the entire mileage required for the subdivision of the 

Territory is estimated at 47,000 miles, it will be seen by 

the above figures that about 45 per cent of the area of the 
Territory has been completed. 

There has been expended upon the Indian Territory survey 
up to the present date the sum of $196,500. Of this, about 
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$20,000 has been expended upon office work, and $25,000 

upon outfitting, leaving as the current expense of field work 
$151,500, and the total expense of field work, including out- 

fitting, $176,500. Under the rates allowed by law to con- 
tractors for doing this work, the completed mileage, as above 
stated, would have earned to contractors the sum of $198,400 

for field work and the examination of surveys. It appears, 

therefore, that the Geological Survey has not only executed 
the work of subdivision, but has in addition carried on pri- 

mary triangulation and prepared maps of the area subdivided, 

at a total saving to the Government of 521,900, to which 

should be added the value of the outfit, which will be practi- 

cally sufficient for the completion of the subdivision work. 

The office work of this section consists in the rewriting of 

subdivision notes from the rough notes made by the surveyors 

in the field, the preparation of copies of the same, and the 

drawing of plats and maps. The preparation of the first draft 

of the subdivision notes from the surveyors’ rough notes is 

done at South McAlester, the headquarters of the Survey in 
Indian Territory. The remainder of the office work is done 

in Washington. | 
Of the state of progress of office work in Indian Territory 

it is not practicable to make a definite report, owing to the 
fact that a large amount of work has been commenced and 
is in various stages of advancement. In the writing of these 

notes many questions which can be answered only by the sur- 

veyors continually arise, involving the laying aside of the 

work until correspondence can be had with the surveyors and 

the questions settled. It is only in regard to the notes and 
plats received in Washington that definite statements can be 

made. At the present date the notes of 6,407 miles of survey 

have been received. These comprise, besides the notes of 

standard lines and township exteriors, the subdivision notes 

of 78 townships. Practically all of these have been copied, 

three copies being made, for filing with the Land and Indian 

offices. 

The plats of 42 townships have been drawn and a number 

of others are in various stages of progress. 
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The main reason for the slow progress in office work has 
been that it was considered desirable to develop and push the 
field work considerably in advance of the office work, and 

not to organize the office force on an extensive scale until 

toward the close of the fiscal year. This is now being done, 
and henceforth the work will progress rapidly and soon over- 
take the field survey. It has been found that the office work 

depends entirely upon the progress made in the preparation 
of the first draft of the notes from the surveyors’ rough notes, 

and that it is difficult to obtam men sufficiently acquainted 

with the details of Land Office requirements and methods of 
complying with them. This difficulty, however, has been 

largely removed. ‘The second reason for slow progress is the 

constant delays caused by the necessity of corresponding with 

the surveyors for the purpose of making corrections and sup- 

plying omissions in the rough field notes. It is anticipated, 
however, that with the training the men have now received 

this will cause comparatively little delay in future. 

PUBLICATION BRANCH. 

DIVISION OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 

The Division of Illustrations remained in charge of Mr. 

De Lancey W. Gill, who was assisted throughout the year by 
Mr. John L. Ridgway, Mr. H. Hobart Nichols, Mr. Daniel W. 
Cronin, Mr. F. W. von Dachenhausen, and Mr. H. Chadwick 

Hunter, and for the greater part of the year by Mr. Wells M. 

Sawyer. Mr. William A. Wansleben, Mr. W. F. Hopson, and 

Miss Frances Wieser were employed in the work from time to 

time for short periods. 
Mr. Ridgway has assisted Mr. Gill in the general supervision 

of the work of the division, and has also made a large number 

of paleontologic drawings. Mr. Nichols’s work, as in previous 
years, has been the preparation of geologic and topographic 
landscapes and the retouching of photographs. Mr. Cronin 
and Mr. Von Dachenhausen have been engaged in the prepara- 

tion of topographic and geologic maps and sections. Mr. 
Hunter and Mr. Sawyer have been employed in the prepara- 

tion of paleontologic drawings. Mr. Wansleben was employed 
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during the months of April, May, and June in the preparation 

of special maps for the report on the coal and gold deposits in 

Alaska. Miss Wieser has been employed from time to time 

during the year in the preparation of miscellaneous paleon- 

tologic drawings. Mr. W. F. Hopson has been similarly 
employed, and has been working under the supervision of 

Protessor Marsh, at New Haven, Conn. 

Drawings to the number of 2,077 were produced during the 
year, classified as follows: Geologic landscapes, 50; geologic 
sections and diagrams, 673; geologic and topographic maps, 
106; paleontologic drawings, 930; miscellaneous drawings, 318. 

Engraved proofs of 518 illustrations were received during 

the year from the Public Printer and examined for criticism 

and revision. Original drawings representing the illustrations 
for one annual report, two monographs, and nine bulletins were 
transmitted to the Public Printer during the year. These illus- 

trations were marked for reproduction as follows: Chromo- 

lithography, 127; photolithography, 17; half-tone engraving, 

187; photoengraving, 418. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORY. 

The photographic laboratory has been, as in previous years, 

in charge of Mr. J. K. Hillers, assisted by Messrs. C. C. Jones, 

John Erbach, and Charles A. Ross, photographic printers. The 

following statement shows the number of negatives and prints 

made during the year: 

Photographic negatives and prints made during 1895-96. 

Size Negatives. Prints. 

| = aoe See oe eee 

23 hiv Sits Meco as AE tee > ce ee 114 621 
DON 2B ese pee one eae ee ey ee 91 419 

20 Dy Zi. 2 eee ee See ee eae eee 381 2, 255 

11 BD an i fests RR Tee 126 522 

LL by 4.2 ea see ee ae eee Eee 281 5, 125 

8 by 10). 2.2 a ee a eee ee 351 2,176 

6 by 8 noo ee ee 271 2, 238 

B by 8 is..2. alo eer 290 | 1,362 | 
4 by 22.5 2252's th ee ee eee 937 709 

| Total). 22 s:.c05.c05 Caen came Canes 2, 842 15, 427 
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EDITORIAL DIVISION. 

TEXTUAL PUBLICATIONS. 

Mr. Philip C. Warman remained in charge of this section, 

and was assisted throughout the year by Mr. George M. Wood, 
and for a portion of the time by Miss A. B. Dawson. He also 

had the assistance for two months of Mr. James H. Blodgett. 
The work progressed in a highly satisfactory manner, and 

at the closé of the fiscal year no paper that had been received 

remained unedited and no proof remained unread. The work 

of this section is not of current nature, but fluctuates in amount 

from time to time. It is usually at its maximum during the 

summer months. Following are lists of the manuscripts pre- 

pared for the printer and the proofs read and corrected during 
the year: 

Manuscript edited during the year 1895-96, 

Pages 

| Sixteeenth Annual Report (in part)..---...----- | 1h Be0 | 

Seventeenth Annual] Report (in part)..--..-.----- Veo 2552 | 

MOMOPAAMAOOOWINE. 53 oo 55050 sags cues BooeUEeBnaBeuE 891 

Milo MmCeney aN SO.WINN(E 235 Ses one cose es Basa aeOSee | 735 

Mono raphexcxaexg Gini part) ses eesaceeese senses = eleO036 

Monograph (by G. H. Stone, in part)... ... | 566 
Monograph (by Shaler, Woodworth, and | 

JEGSTHS HON Ree eS crear aca een ae a a | 660 

SUI UEEI INOsUGy eo eno asda auenoseenesse esas Seee 45 

ROUTING, Ise). code ecas conse ses epee eEeEe eae es 150 

ING ING, UOWe peccecos seed cons Secs oacdHeSsoeeae 68 

Babin INO, WH s asgaleaus sees uate Seas beac ease aESS 250 

IBDUUGIO ING: IS cee acne bsed Saud boaass soedes SSee 426 

IBOUNGUTIN@ 1B) ee geeo soaeas non eSmoses AUeeaee eae 329 

BullletimiNionl4 hae ateseee nae eee Seneca cre ose 822 

lpeemisaaille timo st ee eeeeteeee scene ences seme: 209 

IBDN Reh INO Se oo SBS acc ce See tere eee Oe 90 

SB WUC GUN One 43 ese eg ea otee Senses mice ieee Ae 257 

IGulligien INOW) oo scd Bensua see uscoey eooo ease 303 

Bulle imei wh Gee yee ere aia ae eer is eee ee cei 312 

Text for geologic folios Nos. 13, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 

hs 2B} Ash oul, Soe Dae oeiodoccaee ee soan aa aaeteeee 824 

Total number of manuscript pages edited..| 12, 875 
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Proof read during the year 1895-96. 

Pages 

Sixteenth Annual Report (in part) ....-..------- 2,170 | 

| Seventeenth Annual Report (in part).........--. 300 

Monoprap ReXeXt Vile eee nie sees ee eee eee 260 

Bulletins 126, 127 (in part), 130, 131, 132, 133, 131, 

135; 136,140... S322 ae eee eee eee eee 1, 843 

Text for geologic folios Nos. 13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29 (all folio pages).........---- 54 

Total number of printed pages read... -_- | 4, 627 

GEOLOGIC MAPS. 

This section was continued under the charge of Mr. Bailey 
Willis, who was assisted by Mr. George W. Stose and Mr. Olaf 
A. Ljungstedt. During Mr. Willis’s absence in the field the 

work of the section was in the charge of Mr. Stose. 
The textual descriptions of the folios were edited by Mr. 

Willis and Mr. Warman jointly. Mr. Stose gave his attention 
principally to proof reading, while Mr. Ljungstedt was em- 
ployed chiefly in the preparation of manuscript drawings. 

During the year twelve geologic folios have been published, 
Nos. 15 to 26, inclusive. These are listed below, preceded 

by Nos. 1 to 14, previously published, making the list com- 
plete to date. 

Geologic folios published during the year 1895-96, and previously. 

searays eae Area, in A . 
Limiting me- | Limiting par- S Price, in | No. Name of sheet. | State. sidan. WETS. square |“ conts. 

miles. 

1) Livingetony----.-.--- | Montana...---..-. 110°-111° 45°-46° 3, 354 25 

2 | Ringgold ’..........-- ee eet, cee ae \ 85°-85° 30’ |” 34° 30/-35° 980 25 
\Tennessee ....---- J 

3 | Placerville. ........-. | California ........ 120° 30/1219 | 38° 30/-39° 932 25 
2) Kine stomie ones taste ; Lennessee ..-..... 84° 30/-85° 35° 30'-36° 969 25 

5 | Sacramento..... ....| California ........ 1219°-121° 30! 38° 30'-39° 932 25 

6 | Chattanooga. ........ Tennessee ........ 85°-85° 30! 35°-35° 30 75 25 

7 | Pikes) Peak. 5... - Colorado.......... 105°-105° 30 | 38° 30'-39 932 25 

8 | Sewanee............. | ‘Tennessee ......-- &5° 30/-86° 35°-35° 30 975 25 

9 | Anthracite - Crested | Colorado.......--- 106° 45'-107° 15° 38° 45/-39° 465 50 

Butte. 
Virginia ....cc55-< | 

10 | Harpers Ferry......-. West Virginia.... 77° 30'-78° | 39°-39° 30 925 25 

| Maryland. ........ } | 

11 | AOR OM te aete vata esiss California ..:..... 120 30/-121° 38°-38° 30 938 25 
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Geologic folios published during the year 1895-96, and previously—Continued. 

| Area, in 5 x Limiti - | Limiti ar- Price, i 
No. Name of sheet. State. eta : aries r square eral 

| miles. 

WATE niin = 

12 | Estillville ........... \, Kentucky .--..--.- 82° 30/-83° | 36° 30/-37° 957 25 

Tennessee .------- 

i Marvland. =... -- 
13 Fredericksburg... ..- { oe \ 770-770 30’ | 380-380 30/ 938 25 

\ Wai primaareee ee ace or 
| AINE) osc oecos | 

14 Staunton ........-... ape ena taea|\e 7922795 801") 1880-380 30! 938 25 
West Virginia... .|J 

15) | Lassen beak: ---=-.-/-- MC alitorni ates seen 121°-122° 40°-41° 3, 634 25 

|(Tennessee ....-.-- ; 
160|(-Knoxville=---=- 2---! | 83° 30/-84° 35° 30/-36° 925 25 

2 Neen Carolina ... \ ° 

17a Maryswillesa-—-s=se- WGaliforniareeseee-e 121° 30/-122° | 39°-3S° 30’ 925 25 

18 | Smartsville....-:...- | (California) —------ - 121°-121° 30/ 89°-39° 30’ 925 25 

|(Alabama ...-..... | 

19 | Stevenson ........... Georpiayae eee 85° 30/-86° 34° 30/-35° 980 25 

Tennessee ...-.--- E 

20 | Cleveland .....-..--- Tennessee ...----- 84° 30/-85° | 35°-350 30’ 975 | 25 
Die PEicevalleyecsree niece Tennessee .-...--- 85°-85° 30/ 35° 30/-36° 969 | 25 

22 | McMinnville ........ Tennesseei---=--\-- 85° 30/-86° | 35° 30'-36° 969 25 

Maryland......... | 
58 || Nomi sacccooaneccae { alent \ 76° 30/-770 | 380-380 30’ 938 | 25 

Nala eh cegosnsscd \f 

24 | Three Forks....-..-..- Montana....-----. 1119-112° 45°_46° 3, 354 | 50 

253, || JEONG ssocécnseeguce Tennessee .-.---.. 849-84° 30/ 35° 30/-36° 969 25 

IWAN Na eel esac 
26 | Pocahontas.--.--.--. { ae ae \ —— g10-g10 30” | 370-870 30° | 951 25 

West Virginia. -..|/ 

The following folios advanced to the stage of color-printing 
and will issue from the press before the close of 1896: 

Geologic folios in press. 

| |Area,in Price, 
No. | Name of sheet. State. | Limiting meridians. | Limiting parallels. square) in 

| miles. cents. 
| ~ — — = = —| — 

27 | Morristown. ....-| Tennessee | 83°-83° 30/ 36°-36° 30/ 963 25 

» Virginia - | 

28 | Piedmont.....-..- Maryland 79°-79° 30! 390-399 30’ | 925 25 

| West Va.| | 
29 | Nevada City: | | 

Nevada City -| |( 121° 00/ 25/’-121° 03/ 45 39° 13/ 50//-39° 17/ 16” 11. 65) 

Grass Valley. California 121° 01/ 35//-121° 05/ 04" | 39° 10/ 22//-39° 137 50” 12. all 50 

Banner Hill. |( 120° 57/ 05//-121° 00/ 25" | 39° 13! 50//-39° 17/ 16” 11. 65 

30 | Yellowstone Na- ; | 

tional Park: | | 

Gallatin ...-. | 

Canyon. ----- 2 | 
aie Wyoming 110°-111° 44°-45° |3, 412 75 
Shoshone --.- 

Lake -..----. | | 

Of these, the Nevada City folio contains three maps of dis- 

tinct areas, and the Yellowstone Park folio four such maps. 
17 GEOL, PT I——8 
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The labor involved in preparing each of these was much more 
than that involved in the preparation of any single or ordinary 
folio. 

In addition to the foregoing, there were in hand on June 30, 

in various stages of engraving, the following folios: 

Geologic folios in an advanced stage of preparation. 

eS = — : 

| Heroes 3 “Ears Area, in ae 
= ao et | : Limiting merid- Limiting ee | GeeiC ey AL 
No. Name of sheet. State. | faint parallels, | ainare Rett 

ox aie, = | = eee 

enters 3riceville............| Tennessee aml 849-849 30/ 36°-36° 30! OOS oo oe seins 
| , | cane Buckhannon.........| West Virginia....| 80°-80° 30’ | 38° 30/-390 A peas 
| . fete) 

Mibyatweyeasenssne | 
LSS yanielineee eee vs " Bans i} 799-799 30’ | 38° 30’-39° | Quogue ee ee 

| | est Virginia... 

bomen Gadsden .--..-.......| Alabama -........ 86°-86° 30’ | 349-349 30! | OSGi soe sean 

eearc Pyramid Peak .......| California ....... 4 120°-120° 30’ | 38° 30/-39° MAY) ep pea 

| |(Virginia..-......-. | 
= aie Nazewolle sse-easesa- 5 = > 81° 30/-82° 37°-37° 30/ 950) [222 Saee-e 2 Bates | | weet Virginia....J | | 

_ _— = = = ~ - = — = = = = 

During the autumn proof reading was continued on the 

geologic map of the State of New York, which had been in 
preparation for a number of years, under the general direction 
of Mr. W. J. McGee, for Prof. James Hall, State geologist of 

New York. In January an edition of 1,000 copies of this 

map was issued, and the cooperation between the National 

Survey and the State Survey in the matter of the preparation 
of the map in question ceased. 

Mr. Willis’s duties as editor of geologic maps have included 
the examination of all original maps and sections submitted for 

publication in the geologic folios, the reading of descriptive 
texts for these folios, and attention to such administrative 

details of the work of the Survey as bear upon the prepara- 

tion of material for the atlas. During the winter he carried 

on correspondence with the geologists most interested in the 

mapping of the Pleistocene formations, and with their aid de- 

vised a color scheme that has met with provisional approval. 

The standard patterns and colors adopted for this scheme have 
been printed and are available for use as samples in the prep- 

aration of Pleistocene maps. 

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS, 

The importance of having within the Survey an editor of } s 
topographic maps has been fully established by the results 
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obtained during the past two years. Under the present divi- 

sion of duties, the editor, Mr. Mareus Baker, is in charge of the 

original manuscript topographic atlas sheets, these being turned 

over to him from time to time as completed. The sheets are 

carefully examined and prepared for engraving, the examina- 

tion consisting in comparing the maps with other maps and 

published material relating to the regions, when there is such 

published material to make comparison with. The preparation 

consists mainly in the correction of such errors or defects as 

are discovered in the course of this examination and in secur- 

ing proper uniformity. After the sheets have successfully 

undergone examination and criticism, they are approved for 
engraving and sent to the Division of Engraving and Printing, 

through the office of the Director. After engraving, proofs are 

submitted and carefully read, before the sheets are approved 

for printing. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year, viz, on July 1, 1895, 

there were in hand for engraving 96 atlas sheets. Of this 

number, 26 had been sent to the engraver and work upon them 
was in various stages of progress. The examination and 

engraving of the remaining 70 had not been begun. These 
sheets comprise surveys made in the field seasons of 1892, 

1893, and 1894. During the year the engraving and printing 

of 43 maps were completed, and more or less progress was 

made on 34 others. All the work of 1893 and 1894 was at the 

close of the year either completed or far advanced, and of the 

51 sheets submitted as the outcome of the field season of 1894, 

10 are engraved and printed and more or less progress has 
been made upon 15 others. 

As the outcome of the field season of 1895, 57 sheets have 

been submitted for engraving. Summarizing the work of the 

year, we have: Number of new topographic sheets whose 

engraving and printing were completed, 42; in hand June 30, 

1896, 26; new sheets in hand for engraving on which work is 

not yet begun, 82. 
The arrearages in engraving work of 1892 and 1893 were 

nearly brought up to date. Of old sheets out of print, or 
which were needed to serve as bases for folios or for other pur- 
poses, 59 were revised. 
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Throughout the year, as in previous years, Mr. Baker 
served as secretary of the United States Board on Geographic 
Names, the work of which is so closely related to that of the 
Geological Survey and so useful to it. He also prepared a 
map for the Venezuelan Boundary Commission, and on May 11, 

at the request of the chairman of that body, he was detailed 
to the Commission, and since that date has given most of his 
time to its work, continuing, however, to exercise a general 

supervision over the map editing of the Survey. 
Mr. Baker was assisted during the year by Mr. H. W. 

Elmore, and for longer or shorter periods by Miss A. B. 
Dawson and Mr. R. M. Towson, the last-named having been 
employed in the work fifteen days only. Mr. James McCor- 
mick assisted in the editorial work in March and April, by 
temporary detail, and in May was permanently assigned to the 
section. 

DIVISION OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING. 

Mr. 8. J. Kiibel was continued in charge of this division 

as chief engraver, assisted by Mr. Henry C. Evans, foreman 

of copper-plate engravers; Mr. Robert H. Payne, in charge 
of the transferring to stone; Mr. Joseph Eckert, in charge of 

the work of the lithographic power presses; and Mr. Oscar 
Schleichert, in charge of stone work. 

Under authority granted in the urgent deficiency bill, addi- 
tional space was rented for the use of this division in May, 

1896, and preparations were at once made to increase the 

plant and force. Four lithographic steam presses and one 

type press are in operation, and two more lithographic steam 

presses are now being installed. The employees now upon 
the rolls number 55, classified as follows: Copper-plate 

engravers, 17; lithographic engravers, 6; printers, 82. Addi- 

tions are now being made to the force of copper-plate engrav- 

ers through the medium of the Civil Service Commission. 

The energies of the division were directed throughout the 
year principally to the engraving and printing of geologic 

folios and topographic atlas sheets, though considerable atten- 

tion was given to collateral and incidental tasks. 

Engraving of topographic sheets—New sheets to the number 
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of 48 were engraved complete, distributed by States as fol- 
lows: California, 4; Colorado, 2; Georgia, 1; Kansas, 6; 

Louisiana,1; Maryland,1; Michigan,2; Minnesota, 2; Massa- 

chusetts, 1; Nebraska, 4; North Dakota, 4; North Carolina, 2; 

New York, 1; Oregon, 1; Pennsylvania, 4; South Dakota, 3; 

Texas, 4; Wisconsin, 1; Wyoming, 4. Of this number 42 

were printed. Of those engraved, 18 are reproductions and 
combinations, on the scale of 2 miles to the inch, of 72 sheets 

the originals of which were drawn on the scale of 1 mile 

to the inch. The amount of engraving represented by each 

such resultant two-mile sheet, reduced as it is from four 

one-mile-scale sheets, is fully three times as great as that 

involved in the preparation of a sheet on the one-mile scale. 

The introduction of much detail formerly omitted in the engray- 

ing of one-mile sheets has somewhat lessened the expected 

output of the year. The standard of execution, however, has 

been maintained, and, where possible, has been raised. In 

addition to the sheets completed, 34 had been received and the 

engraving of 19 of them was in hand at the close of the year. 

Engraving of geologic folios —Lists of the geologic folios 

published during the year and those in press and in preparation 

have been given on pages 112, 113, and 114. 
The editions of the geologic folios completed and delivered 

during the year reached a total of 65,857 copies, averaging 

about 5,000 copies each. This total is 81,158 in excess of the 

total number printed during the previous fiscal year. 
Of the standard topographic atlas sheets there were printed 

79,735 copies; of the east and west Washington double or 

special sheet, 3,500 copies; of the Lake Tahoe special map (4 
sheets), 500 copies; of the special map of Philadelphia and 
vicinity, 3,364 copies; of the special map of Mount Washing- 

ton and vicinity, 960 copies; of the United States nine-sheet 
map, 260 copies of sheet No. 6 and 72 of the accompanying 
index sheet; of the six-sheet geologic map of the State of New 
York (complete), 1,120 copies, and of the base of the same 
map, 416 copies. Besides, there were printed Land Office 

plats for use in Indian Territory surveys to the number of 
1,410 copies, and many cards, diagrams, ete. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH. 

DIVISION GF DOCUMENTS, CORRESPONDENCE, AND RECORDS. 

This division was continued in general charge of the chief 

clerk, Col. H. C. Rizer, the custody and distribution of docu- 
ments and stationery being under the immediate charge of 

Dr. W., D. Wirt, and the files and records of correspondence 

and appointments in charge of Mr. J. R. Walsh until his resig- 

nation on account of ill health, near the close of the year, 

when Miss Annie L. Arnold was assigned to the work. 

DOCUMENTS AND STATIONERY. 

The distribution of documents during the year has been 
large, owing to the great number of libraries designated under 
the act of January 12, 1895, to receive the publications of the 
Survey. Nearly 109,000 volumes of reports and over 26,000 
geologic folios were distributed during the year, the postal 
authorities having handled this enormous number of packages 
promptly and without the loss of a single important piece. 
The distribution of the surplus copies of the office editions of 
the topographic maps was continued, as in previous years. 
There is a great demand for these maps, not only for general 
engineering and mining purposes, but also for use as road maps 

by cyclists and tourists. 
The publications received and distributed embrace the Fif- 

teenth Annual Report and chapters from the same, printed as 
separates; parts 2, 8, and 4 of the Sixteenth Annual Report, 

Bulletins Nos. 123, 124, 126, 128, 131, 132, 133, and 134, and 

geologic folios Nos. 13 and 15 to 25, besides the topographic 
sheets and other maps. 

The proceeds from the sale of publications amounted to 
$1,220.85, a sum smaller than that of the previous year. This 

is due in part to the incorporation of the report on mineral 
resources into the Annual Report, which is not a sale publica- 

tion, and in part to the fact that considerable material which 

under the former practice would have been printed in bulletin 

or monographic form and sold is now also being published in 

the Annual Report. 
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In the distribution of documents the wants of every appli- 

cant were carefully considered, and every document sent out 

was properly charged. Few, if any, of the books or maps are 

believed to have fallen into inappreciative hands, and duplica- 

tion has been avoided. 

With the growth of the Survey the demand for stationery 
and office supplies steadily increases, and the keeping up of 

the stock and filling of office requisitions now makes a heavy 

demand upon the time of the force of the section. During 

the year 480 requisitions for stationery and supplies were made 
upon the Department and about 2,700 office requisitions were 

filled. 

Letters relating to documents, stationery, etc., to the num- 

ber of 24,976 were received during the year, and 21,051 

letters were sent. 

CORRESPONDENCE AND RECORDS, 

The register of general correspondence shows that 3,316 

letters were briefed and indexed. ‘These were referred or 

otherwise appropriately disposed of. The record of letters 

sent shows an ageregate of 3,365 pages of typewritten matter 

to have been press-copied. In addition to the care of the 
records of correspondence, the work embraced business con- 

nected with appointments and other changes in the force, and 

with leaves of absence and attendance. The appointment 

records show that appointments and other changes were made 
in the force during the year as follows: Original appointments, 

33; appointments authorized by the Secretary, 45; renewals 
authorized by the Secretary, 11; promotions, 80; reduction, 

1; resignations and dismissals, 23; transfers to other bureaus, 
7; reinstatement, 1. : 

THE LIBRARY. 

The library of the Survey was continued under the charge 
of Mr. Charles C. Darwin, assisted by Miss Julia L. McCord, 

Mr. Harry W. Meredith, and Mr. Thomas K. Gallaher. 

Its total content in books, pamphlets, and maps has increased 

to 127,285 through accessions during the year of 2,140 books, 
9,342 pamphlets, and 250 maps. Of these, 1,710 books, 
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2,000 pamphlets, and 200 maps were received as the result of 

exchange. The unusual increase in pamphlets results from a 

fortunate purchase of a valuable collection of 7,342 inaugural 

dissertations relating to chemistry, geography, geology, paleon- 

tology, and lithology. These were obtained in Leipsic, and 

were received in good order last March. Another noteworthy 
addition is a selection of 855 books and pamphlets from the 

remarkable and unique geological library of the late M. Gustave 
Cotteau, which was dispersed at public sale in Paris in 1895. 

This has enriched the library with some rare papers not before 

obtainable. 

The growth of the library for the year is shown in detail in 

the following table: 

CONTENTS OF THE LIBRARY, JUNE 30, 1896. 

BOOKS. 
On hand June 30, 1895: 

Received by exchamveleeese eee eee eee eee ee eee eee 25, 558 

Received by purchase..----- 22--=- 2 LE Oo eae aes 10, 442 
— 36, 000 

Received during the past year: 

ByrexchanGesseceseeeer eee ee AL Sie ai oeeinasMen tees 1, 710 

By purchase: .:.<- = s-cceee eee ee ee ee eee 430 
——._ 2,140 

——— _ 38, 140 

PAMPHLETS. 

On hand June 30, 1895: 

Received byvexchanrere-eee sees e eee ee 

Received by purchase: --2 o. 4-s-ee ee eee eee 

47 

eo os 
Received during the past year: 

2 
ff 

Byrexchan te. 2.222 5.56.55 eee eee ee eee , 000 

By purchase’... 2c hiss Lee ea eee eee eee eee 342 
9, 342 

MAPS. 
Geologic and topographic maps: 

Onvhand: June: 305-1895 2 5 Soe na eee ee ee eee 26, 355 

skecerved during the year... 2. ae eeee pene eee eee eee 250 
— 26, 605 

Total number of books, pamphlets, and maps -. ---..----------------- 127,285 

The regular accessions have received proper author-entry. 

The large purchase of inaugural dissertations has compelled 

the temporary employment of another assistant, Miss Mar- 

garet Latimer, who is making good progress cataloguing 

them. With this exception the working force of the library 

remains the same as during the preceding year. 
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DIVISION OF DISBURSEMENTS AND ACCOUNTS. 

This division has remained in charge of Mr. John D. Me- 

Chesney, chief disbursing clerk. Summarized and detailed 

statements of disbursements follow. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 

Amounts appropriated for and expended by the United States Geological Survey for the 
jiscal year ended June 30, 1896. 

Engraving 
Expenses | Expenses Surveying | and print-| Salaries, 
af alla cica|| lauds In- | ing the office of 
Geologicn! egorgeical dian | geological |Geological Total. 

= 1896 y AGoEGn Territory | mapsof | Survey, 
. | ¥ 1895-96. the U.S. 1896. 

| 1896. 

Appropriation for fiscal year 
1895 and 1896—Acts ap- | 
proved March 2, 1895; Feb- | 
ruary 26, 1896; April 25, 
1896; and from other 
QUIRES) = ecvenoosusaecosedas $128, 918. 99 $250, 000. 00) $200, 000. 00, $65, 221. 76, $31, 390. 00 $675, 530. 75 

Amounts expended, classi- 
tied as follows: 

PACT SOLWICES see eeeea sae a= ae= 108, 229. 84) 172, 502.28) 119,939.18! 47,187.83) 31, 236.20) 474, 095. 33 
B. Traveling expenses.....- 4,077.67, 16, 077. 26) 2, 223. 85 (Qe aoccss doe 22, 424. 38 
C. Transportation of prop- | | 

Oii\/oopseusdecsecaseccbes 324. 67 2,781. 04 828. 85 IGM CE es waSSReToge 3, 947. 85 
D. Field subsistence ..-...-. 683.52) 17,327529) 30,941.2)!.... 2. eons ote ce 48, 952. 02 
E. Field supplies and ex- | | 

MOMS Scosgsesocuss0neS 2, 423.82) 23, 031. 96 UCP MBG; Ob) sec soesune|lbasasocague 43, 591. 87 
BH. Field material. ...-.-.-.-- 158.00) 2, 895. 38) IY TeEG ED soshenouseolbossaaanade 22, 842. 23 
Grelnstruments secs. -ee sees: 762.20) 1,318.95 (GY 2) 8 so peeaooe \Senieeoeateoc 8, 775. 61 
H. Laboratory material... --.- CBE Oil SsecsssnerellacocesSoase [PASSE eREr | mestuisecece 1, 313. 01 
I. Photographic material - -- 1, 881.99 202. 31 1620 eseehee ese scise cies eae 2, 091. 50 
K. Books and maps.---.----- 1, 053. 27! 67850 pee tee esc ete ease ee eer oe LL 2O877 
L. Stationery and drawing 

mMaterialees ees ee ewer ee 142. 50, 671. 86: ORB eae ssaecanelldaassoonoco 1, 300. 02 
M. Illustrations for reports - DANS Eee doe eocee||Gacoso.e66 seo lead aeetoanee ae oteeeaee 1, 200. 85 
INGE Officementssee-e- renee APAGOS RS | Mae ete ets ee oe ea ere | soca eae sell tes eerereaiace 4, 499. 88 
O. Office furniture. -.-.--.--- 23. 50 409. 15 1B, (0 pccsensaabel|lsacasceoace 562. 65 
P. Office supplies and repairs 565. 21 666. 86 Oo UN baddescane||lsbodccouagd 1, 472. 81 | 
@; SIORED canscasscunsocosue 14.71 428. 48 D375 MM vet se Cae ae 666. 94 | 
R. Correspondence ......---- 5. 00 16. 83 ny Gil) Bee erin agaee teense 23. 33 
S. Materials for engraving 

ANGE prinvin se MaApSeee ee eee eee eee ae eee ete aaa ee tlie ee GPA GS Gesccisases 6, 324. 45 
T. Bonded railroad accounts 

settledat U.S. Treasury: | 
Passenger..-...--.----- Pl Villt ase Gh a ngesqasose5|lcosdccuacas lea tee Sees 1, 596. 56 
TORR tL Poe eee ean Aa eiesn aun DESY |e e an ese oeel eseaictaae ee | eee ane 273. 54 

Total expenditures | 122, 610.65) 240, 016. 53, 571.17| 31, 236. 20} 647, 075. 60 

Balance unexpended July 1, 
18 Ueda ace sbebe aac Seaaseeae 6, 308.34 9, 983. 76 358. 66) 11, 650. 59 153. 80) 28, 455.15 

Probable amount required to | 
meet outstanding liabilities 6, 308.34, 9, 983. 76 358. 66| 11, 650.59|......----.] 28, 301.35 

10. Books for library, ete 

ANALYSIS OF DISBURSEMENTS. 

Under the following heads appear the total expenditures under the various appropriations: 

Ieoalariessoticesot Geolorical Survie yacsee eee ceseeee see esi-ee se eee sees eeee ees =e sce $31, 236. 20 
CeSAlariostoisscientitiGaSsistanbssaanenae oe ae cee eae as eenetenlel= aie ae ie cs wicissisieisiis ose sceecicss 29, 900. 00 
3. Skilled laborers, and various temporary employees..-.--..-----.-----------------+-+----- 12, 996. 78 
Am LODOLTAD hyena seep eer erences ceiee see eae eee eee eeeice Meee oe cle elecisecaeroscis 148, 743. 65 
DGe0lOpveaasescescaniesace ss ceuce 2 
6. Paleontology , 937. 
en chenicalandaphysicalimescarchesesseee eae see aeeeseemceees aac eens -esieci-eceics enciel~s = 8, 148. 01 
swereparaciomoellMustratlonseeeereee teen eeeteeesceeceece cee ene cccec ese cceoaece sesso <= 
Savinneraleresounces,0 sauhouUmibedeStatesere eres pe stenen eae ereeeeenetes cee cece sae meee cee. 

11. Gauging streams, etc.....---.-- 
N2AMOUL UOMO CEeLOOMSrae mete ee mee tine cri cn cae caste n eee enous Mee ait aes Beee See ee 
SC. Oaluandus oldsresources\olmAllaskamsrpeeeren eee seen eee comet eren acc cneemcnbecmccece 
14. Engraving and printing geological maps of the United States 
Los Sunveyinclandspn cherlndianeherritoryeesccrccescesse soce seenes cece cencsenisncenes-- oe 
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES. 

Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, from April 11, 1895, to June 30, 1896. 

SALARIES, OFFICE OF GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

| 38 
none | 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount 

| 

1895. | 
July 31 1 | Pay roll of employees. ..---. Services, July, 1895.......-. $2, 643. 60 
Aug. 31 Dis Seioers (Olteseesereosenoesesaane Services, August, 1895. -..-.- 2, 643. 60 
Sept. 30 LS ee ere COs ee eee eee eee Services, September, 1895.., 2,543.91 
Oct. 31 el See i NEE cAnecaGsemoacacr Services, October, 1896... | 2,607.77 
Nov. 12 |) Wins Mi ePippenerercsssst see Services, Sept. 23 to Oct. 22, 48.91 

: 1895. 
30 2 | Pay roll of employees. ------. Services, November, 1895 -. 2,560.30 

Dec. 14 1) | Babe oyilesaemer--is-- ioe Services, Dec. 1 to 11, 1895. 17.93 
31 2 | Pay roll of employees. ...--. Services, December, 1895... 2, 607.16 

1896. 
Jan. 31) 1 | Pay roll of employees....-.- Services, January, 1896.... 2,673.05 
Heb: 295|)) i ete Gok. se eee ee eee eee Services, February, 1896... 2,494.81 
Mar. 9 |” 1) Samueli FS Harvey----2----- Services, Mar. 1 to 9, 1896. .. 11. 87 

31 2 | Pay roll of employees. .-...-. Services, March, 1896....-- | 2,551. 71 
Apr. 30 Tosser OMe ate esas seo ese Services, April, 1896 ....--. 2,571. 44 
May 31 1 Ue ere (i CoM ee Oe cer oo Se Services, May, 1896.-.-..-.-- 2, 672. 84 
June 30 te ease GOs sneteers aces ones ee Services, June, 1896 ......- 2) 587. 30 

Totals hese. cece | Soe See Se eee 31, 236. 20 

ENGRAVING AND PRINTING THE GEOLOGICAL MAPS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

1895. | 
July. eo | 1] Ross E. Grayeoeeee eee ter Services, July 1-5, 1895. .--. $15. 00 

5 2 | John Metzeroth ........--.-.|-...- dO eee eee eae 16. 25 
31 3 | James: Callahan 2-22------.. | Services, July 1-15, 1895... .) 30. 60 
31 4 | Pay roll of employees..-..-- | Services, July, 1895........ 2, 095. 00 
Siemens se dO -onstu spec eee aes ce nodose <8, better es 1, 774. 65 

Aug. 12 1 | Mutual Dist. Messenger Co..| Burglar-alarm services... . 8. 00 
22 | 2 | Fuchs & Lang Mfg. Co...-.. Engravers’ supplies.-.-. ---- 1.50 
15 | 3 | Payroll of employees-.-.... Services, August, 1895 ..... 2, 069. 70 
a be eae Ose cccere cea ee een ene iE areas aca ia= s- 1, 815. 65 
31 Oo lod Mantellle cee presse eee | Services, Aug. 1-29, 1895 -. - 47. 28 

Sept. 12 1.| L. H. Schneider’s Son -..---. | Engravers’ supplies...----- 103. 01 
14 2 | E.Sherwood Morgan...-.. -- Electric motor... -.=- .2..-- 170. 00 
20 3 Department of the Interior... Engravers’ supplies-.-- ---- 27.18 
23 A eZee Gaim ain’. cee ee eel eee Cl eee eso nae a 8.08 
27 | 5 Ernest Kiibel..............:| Roulettes and electrotyping 478. 60 
9 6 | Frederick J. Sherer.....-..--. | Services, Sept. 1-16, 1895 - . - 6. 00 

30 TWD EVA Bism ais seree erers See le Services, September, 1895 - . 97. 80 
30 8 | Payroll of employees. .---... 40%022. ee eae 1, 888. 13 
30 9, eres Gt} se Speen Aare ae ol loiact GO. oo. eee eee 1, 648. 80 

Oct. 4 1 | A. D. Farmer & Son Type | Engravers’ supplies... ---. -- 71.33 
| _ Foundry Co, 

BA AYP AR S15 ING) NEO NG easae aon Ges Services, Sept. 1-380, 1895 .. . 58. 80 
10 5 Clg Wik vleiGor. oe. .en=eun | Engravers’ supplies---- ---- 152. 32 
10 | 4 | E.C. Fuller & Co...........| Stitching machine, etc..... 464. 50 
25) )- ‘> |Mansburpiydsbroe-.-o- 20 Engravers’ supplies. ... ---- 47. 62 
26| 6 Hughyhileyecsnec sewniciom nce anne OG isn center eran oe 2. 20 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, etc.—Continued, 

ENGRAVING AND PRINTING THE GEOLOGICAL MAPS, ETC.—Continued. 

a & 

ae nent | 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

> 

1895. 
Oct. 31 (| eal. online a Gacoceoees Services, Sept. 30, 1895....- $2.50 

ail 8 | Walter D. Evans...-...-..-.-:- Services, October, 1895 .... . 101. 10 
31 9 | Payroll of employees...-..-.|..--- OMe epee ices o uerectes 1, 958. 50 

; ail |] 310) eceoe LOWE geese erste ei eieas UO Dade aee Beene Saas eee 1, 862. 10 
Nov. 9{| 1/| Departmentof the Interior..| Engravers’ supplies..-...-- 167.50 

14 | 18 \VORGI MOTO Goacec cosau|asese (IO Gamera tare nenerceser 60. 86 
14 33 |) Vivo Ds Ohlemats 0a CMs ccccoasen leer Oma aster eee eat. iy. 20.56 
23 Ae War AP atenconasccers sacs ce sling ass Oe eos soeee ceca ascec 42.00 
HD || By I) Wve Ch Nemnitim, 6 COs cecseecollosces MOSNeea ee ce tence 40. 84 
26 6 | E. E. Jackson & Co-..-.-.-.-.-- Bed block for press --...--- 8. 00 
30 tt || Wis IDE IWVEhlesoeeu coodee cone Services, November, 1895 - -- 97. 80 
30 8 | Pay roll of employees. ..-.-.|.---- (ke) aoe Se neer eee 1, 898. 00 
30 Oiieecee Oe aa eee eeeerae se sts licioisions COs piesa Cn Broa seeeiee 1, 860. 70 

Decent 1 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer ..-..| Engravers’ supplies--..--.-. | 78. 63 
9 2 | R. Hoe & Co. Beales Chi) AAS SUS peEoasaanonors | 24. 26 

12 3 | Robert Mayer OF OR ben Se ae WO asses aehie maeeas | 33. 48 
12 AuWittarold) EY Pines. ss8) fe sce. Services, Dec. 1-12, 1895. ..! 7. 50 
13 5 | Department of the Interior..| Supplies ..........--..-.-.- 31.70 
14 Gal PEM es GekKci belleere seyret Copperplatesia.+ +... +2 - 267.75 
14 7 | Mutual Dist. Messenger Co..| Burglar-alarm service - ---- 24. 00 
23) 8 | Geo. FE. Muth & Co.-2_-.-.-- Supplies)s-eeeseca. es. - 5. 75 
28 OW Se Us Kal ceeoescseoossse Traveling supplies .... .-.-. 20. 75 
310) 310) Walter Dy Eiwans=--2-------- Services, December, 1895 - . 101. 10 
3 || 11 || Pay roll of eniployees..----.|---- - Oi acsoesceceeseicic eee 1, 958. 50 
Gl || ARUN eeoels Om eae see aceiersiser asec COM Reet hecisinase kone 1, 928. 00 

1896. 
Jan. 8 1 | Adams Express'Co.....----- Freight charges ........-.. 2. 20 

8 2 USSieexpressiC Ome sarisce ceases O) Saem eA Seaaa Sere ears - 25 
8 3 | Geo. W. Knox Express Co .. .|.--..- dO eS ee eee ee ese 4,20 
8 4>\vouis|Gehilerti2-5--- e--- ---- Sup pliiesiessssse secre a= 15. 00 
9 5 | Shoemaker & Busch----....|----- GOSS aries eet eee 30.58 

11 6 BureauEngraving& Printing) Engraving on steel ..-...-. 14, 70 
15 © | Co SOmiGiG en csec nssaoeeoee Engraving supplies ......- 75 
15 Shiv tHlofiatemes acs sa) fees eltecae dorscweeereeiscmine cee es: 73. 25 
16} 9] Department of the Interior..| Supplies ..--.....-..-.----. 501. 12 
230i lON Po bl ChesloyaéiCoee a an45-- 2-2. Ome eae eeecce eee . 98 
28| 11 | Woodward & Lothrop.......|.-... Oot Sacha sae Serene 3.00 
PAS) IZ} || WIG AW LOU S)  e Seceeellonaas Ome aces see te ted .14 
285 ed ouernesteuibellse= seen nee Copper plates ........----. 267. 75 
28 | 14 | BureauEngraving & Printing) Steel plate ............-... 6. 65 
28| 15 | W.C. Newton & Co......... Sy NOUS Gacoogasasuadoosoe 150. 75 
250 OM eanshurshy ce bLOrsee = sei eos cee O Ole sae eco eriene << 13. 21 
28 17 | Walter Dadi yanise seo. slea. Services, January, 1896 102. 20 
28 | 18 | Pay roll of employees. .-.-..|---.-. dope men Leta se Se 1, 878. 60 
28 OR ees Op iee dd ooo Cm ieee ee eae (OO: Siosob see eoooaoaaee| 2,112. 00 

Feb. 14 1 | Geo. F. Muth & Co......--.. | Engravers’ supplies -.-.--. 45 
14 2HieMackalilmBroswcéblemery)-4|scs- 200). ae eee ce see <a -ce 13. 02 
14| 3) Lansburgh & Bro.......... We seis Coys Maes a eee soe Sin o3 96. 89 
14S ees eburehardidé (Copsssessccece. laser Om epee a eet aets. 2.50 
14 +5 | Mutual Dist. Messenger Co-.-.| Burgiar-alarm service - ---- 24. 00 
15 | 6] Departmentof the Interior..| Supplies ...-..--..--.-.---- UteaY) 
Sa MaelAWntsD Castle-s6s. 4. ..642.\-52- dopey ef FS 4.85 
13 | Bi} dolds Jota sesee cocsaoeese ROP airs teat eee eee ies 9. 88 
Sain iGeonMererikoiC Ome seen see eee Lithographic stones .....-. 197. 05 
20| 10| W.B. Moses & Sons......... Siipplicsmeeee ass oeen. 2.00 
ZOE merle Wi wAti aCe se an-rse Sarees Sse 52 Okt) aoa Seo SBOO COD AE aeee 24. 88 
24) |e) AUT Gis Nie Ce cee aoees pedee Che aoe eee ene 19. 80 
21S) 13 Herman Baumparten == 2. ---| Repairs:------22-2 2-2: ---.- 1.50 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D, McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, etc. —Continued. 

ENGRAVING AND PRINTING THE GEOLOGICAL MAPS, ETC.—Continued. 

Date of 
payment. 

1896 

Feb. 21 
29 
29 

Mar. 7 

Apr. 8 

May 6 

No.of | 
| voucher. 

16 

> ~ 

COINS? TUE Cob 

To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

| 

Rooert Mayer & Co-.-....--. (Snip plicsi= === ee aes $13. 75 
HE dacksom & Cosse-ee-ee ieee do sion ee 13. 86 
IR veer ds | COsr sees eee see eee Co. 528 es eee ee 30. 39 
Wialiter) DD Eivansieesee es ==s Services, February, 1896. - | 95. 60 
Pay rolliof;employeesas2ss25|-6-—- O\s3. 2 Sebo eee | 1757.80 

Wvalacciats (EERE Ress code loea— = dO) 5 cccan senccseseeey = 1, 988. 85 
| Maurice Joyce Engraving Co. Correcting block and mak- | 3.50 

ing a type. 
L. H. Schneider’s Son. ...--- Supplies e2=coea---eeeee 1.37 
Meyer Bros. Drug Co ..-.--.|.---- dows estan eee ee 1.20 
Department of thednitertor-2)2-4- -do0je-- esses oe eee ae | 30. 40 
B.Cebuller& iC ozsesaseae= Vane MOMania Aateeneaeeeoee 1.35 
ino hy Reilly see eee Version QO) 5c ee ete oe] 1.40 
Mutual Dist. Messenger Co..| Burglar-alarm services ---. 8.00 

| Shoemaker & Busch.....-.. Supplies) 2225222 fem. 1. 60 
W.. AS Pate ce states ee eeser elec Ch ee Se a 30. 48 
Paull AS Korhnelaeeeee aaa Services, Mar. 1-20, 1896...) 30. 00 
U.S. Express Cops. = see: Breightichantesi-oo- = -=-—— 2.38 
Adams) ixpressi@o- 222 -5->- 2-4 - CO) wes eete Se se ee 2.15 
Geo. W. Knox Express Co ...) Freight charges and hauling 1.11 
Fuchs & Lang Mfg. Co..-.-. | Supplies# seas n== ea seeer 4.75 
WD iiivanseeereee eee -eesee | Services, March, 1896--.---- 102. 20 
Pay rolliofiemploy.ees=--—s—.|- os. = (Ol aaa eee eee eee 2, 494. 60 
ec Ch RSS oes oneal Geena lO) actor aedenan eae Sees [Pb 7iey 30) 
Brnest Kaibelyeese=eeees se Electrotyping bassos. -----.| 272. 10 
Zs Galmamiee acer setee a | Sup pliesnes meets sae= ase ee= 1.00 
Mackall Bros. & Flemer..... tee Gee Sones eae 41.52 
Shoemaker & Busch.-----.-|.-..- ot. Sete eee 3. 44 
2) si Gilman sae aes | ae G0) Sea a Sr ase oases - 70 
Departmentiof£ the Interior: =|22-2-00) ses. a= ssa 481. 68 
Chas. A. Muddiman--.-.-..- | Gasistovessocnass gots 6.15 

| USS. Eh xpressiCotpas-s-ei-e= | Freight charges -....------ 1.00 
J He (Chesley: d&aiC ome aa ==- | Supp llegees= = aoe - 96 
uch Reillyeeaseseeee see ioepee OK eee on a soES 1.40 
HarryiC.. JOnesste-os22 eee e- Eneraved blocks: .....---.- 24. 08 
Andrew B. Graham. ..-... ---- | Photolithographie transters 25. 20 
Ernest Kibelit2. 2. sa-- ea ep plese ee neta area 47. 3) 
Benj. 'S: Stewart-------2--5- | Services, Apr. 24, 30, 1896. --| 9. 00 
Wi. DD: ivanseeaceno sere see | Services, April, 1896 -----.-- 98. 90 
Pay rolllof, employees= ee) | aa ae One rae ree 2, 390. 95 
seca CO on oon aciec Seeis beara s | See ON saree oe See ae er eet ee en ee et 

\SErnestiubel se eo eee | ‘Copperplatess----- <-= = -- == 267. 75 
J. H. Chesley & Co.-- 2. --2- [i Stp pltes Sete eee eee 3.93 
Wis CNewtonr&, Co. - 325-2.) --- ee Ole ee ee 87. 44 
Mackall Bros. ésPlemer=s- 2-2 |t- 50 Oye = eee ee eee 19. 43 
Mutual Dist. Messenger Co... Burglar-alarm service. -- --- 8. 00 
Shoemaker & Busch..-..-.-.- | Supplies s-<ee ceca ese eee 1. 44 

| eUheiCellmloid' Cor 7-22 sees |pee ee OOrcxee eee as 85. 00 
Chasshiellmuth:cccse eee (OTe reso ame 3 a AS | 15. 00 
(RhostayWiesmith $e cnc. ose eee (3 Co Ss ile nce al ae 106. 00 
7a ADC be) eR eee ee onecooioec 2 10} cee eee 2.58 
Departmentiof the Interior: 2-2-2500) sasos= ees oteee ieee 26. 90 
Geo. Muth & (Co. -- 52 525.) -2 e806) eee eas 3. O4 
Winn Ds Clarkiés (Cocc. 32 oso |pe er CO nee ee eee ee 32. 69 
Wm. D. Castle..............| Supplies and repairs. ..... 18. 10 
Wanebire bias Bree. -- see oleae G0)..3. oss secre = 3. 60 
Wiese setae amie ee ee Services, May, 1896......... 102. 20 
Pay xolliotemployees.<--. -- | -osd Ol ecu cee eee eae oe 2, 409. 57 
Pay roll of employees ..--..|.-... Cems cme pale bisa e 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

ENGRAVING AND PRINTING THE GEOLOGICAL MAPS, ETC.—Continued. 

a § 
Date of 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
payment. | z 5 | 

1896 | 
June 6 1 | Andrew B.Graham........- Photolithographing maps. . $14. 00 

9 2 | Department of the Interior.) Supplies -............----- 102. 15 
12 3 |). Ss do Ln sj eescocoassoeus | Traveling expenses......-.- 24, 85 
13 AG DEH ea Ota ce cestacenes cceaane Sup plicsweeme a scesaceese 18. 00 
20 ‘5 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer..--.|.-.-.- Glsceese pepe aecneons 19. 43 
20 6 | Melville Lindsay ....--...-. ltziaere (lO tae SEB eae Seer 5.50 
20 7 | Mutual Dist. Messenger Co..| Services. ....-..--.-------- 8.00 
20 83) Ernest) Kail elesesse eee ae- Machinenysete!ssesseeee-=- 517. 75 
i165) @) | aNinormeais SEM o-A5 Geousocone Services, June 1-15, 1896. -- 10. 00 
200 |elOMP JohniCmikankenseeee ss sea: SUppliesteseme- aetna 31.50 
30 | 11 | Shoemaker & Busch....---. laces WOW eemc sete nas elie Sees ee 37. 80 
SOF mele SGeomkeevitubhy ka Onesie aoe cele GOS eres aos Se 15. 00 
3k0))|! 1133 |) WY oID OWENS oc5e oases anceee Services. June, 1896 -....... 98. 90 
30 14 | Pay roll of employees. .-....|-.-.- dnc atdos cesson cesses 2, 339. 35 
30 || Seis = Cee Re ene eon Rees! aren GOMES Bier Pecioe set soos 1, 468. 25 

ovale meeeiere cece sec lneeieiene socas Se ee acececewveees 53, 571. 17 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1896. 

JULY, 1895. 

July 18 1 ADS sad ben yes ceaecesscreGane Services, July 1-3, 1895. ..-- $16. 00 
18 2aeCy Lusi CAB abDeseeeeee ae | Services, July 1-15, 1895-.-. 66. 00 
18 @3 | Jods ING WO cose eeooou neds iKiel @isenvallcesiseeceee eco 69. 65 
18 A | Chas. L. Conditt..-.-..--.-- Rublicationt=s--s2e-e-isceee 7.50 
1G) |) i) || 185 19S IAMS, Sse ocscoae aauee | Services, July 1-6, 1895. -.-..) 7.74 
[Seon EilorenceyPollock ease. c= 2—- Services, July 1-9, 1895. -.--. 16. 00 
18h) a) Charles: i) Munroe. --- =. -- Analyses of rocks......---- 48. 00 
22 Sh PeAwel DAVE O feta ee ees aoe eps ee Services, July 1-6, 1895. -... 30. 00 
2) G) | We Celebre oo 55Seg565550l| Services, July 1-16, 1895-..-. 78. 00 
De eelOR MD Iwoodileadee= sae. = sees Services, July 1-18, 1895..-- 90. 00 

25) il Philadelphia & Reading R.R.) 'lransportationof assistant. 30. 30 
24) 12) | Frances) Wieser: - 5-2. 2----- Drainage Siesta ae 105. 00 
Os || il Cig IK, Chiliheitticass caosscoseace | Traveling expenses...-.----. 41.00 
Bit |) Tad Os Ob Wwralibugl 23-3 ee oo oe ee | Rent of office rooms, July,’95 349. 99 
Bil |} 15,1) OTM OO oa so cesalease | Services, July, 1895.-....-- 135. 00 
ail || aS) Janes We Since cesss dsseooleoooe COjae et eee se soe ces 135. 00 
Sil |) A LIMOS UO sas eo ooGeBbe oS AC Olens seeeysee eee as aie = 152. 06 
31 LSA EE BOLO CTitm mete tearm o Olesen ete ior. |llyoray LORS ene lee soso 80. 00 
BI ye Uy be lel ear ena scaadeesel canes Gone eee tes ee aise s 65. 00 
Bil | 204) abe yileny Waa peo oe eseaorllecobe ClO) ed Ronee ee 252. 70 
lee elena Wied GOOG Oeyner nents setae e ciara GIG) Bate eee aes 210. 60 
Oe ee 2a Gallbertelhompsoness= sees e eee MOS eee sey nee sees 168.50 
Gil. || 26s.) Wena Bw Sooo oon asco ceeallocoas MOM Sac s oe ose tes* 50. 50 
31 | 24 | Pay roll of employees. .----..|..... UGS eo See Seda SacI Sers 901. 40 
SIR E25) eee (Ove rene coe Saosecieelltwss GOpe eee eacek asc ees 817. 10 
O10 ee 2Gr (Ese dove these sie eee s Gas sees loses CORSE oe chee toe nese 1, 042. 27 
Bib UN ese QO ASE Seo cee ee saree (Glo) Ss pes een See Sena eee 336. 90, 
Sul} te) esa Ot ems ne eas cere sacse ne Oye ero Lciehe 471.70 
ail |) 28) leceee CIO ere aeeerioe Se sere neers leer Come ames ecee clicks 850. 70 
33 | 80 leosoe Oe a Rea ae ea eae satis Ofte eat ae oS eee 1, 080. 10 
SL || Bll Neesoe Ota ses e oe ctaainea| sense (0S Se eee ete Soars ee 558. 63 
31 | 32 | Marvin nivViele Wer ae =e cases Cope eee eect ene 25. 50 

| Tf) host tees cesceesel Ges eee ae en 8, 268. 84 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1896—Continued. 

Date of 
payment. 

Aug. 

“| 

| 

{ 
| 

AUGUST, 1895. 

ics | To whom paid. | For what paid. Amount. 
As | 

1 Gwe saegmuiller.—-. 2 --- | HEIR ES and repairs $190. 00 
2 |-<== G0 a nocasdtseoos On Bae nes loft as do stectienceeseceek <2 100. 00 
8} || Gig Ik, (Coiled pee eas eeese cee - Field erueices Meas neeeiees 57. 86 
A Wield Grt1S WiOl dpe ac arto | Services, July, 1895---.--.- 168. 50 
Dal WARE a aviSsere Ashieass-cone | Traveling expenses... ---- 87.50 
Giallo: Ogee aos ae eee | Biel diexpensesieees asses 82. 20 
AIMED GING Well 22/2 25 erty \aeeee CPs cere Seance aeSe 35. 00 
8 "Cyrus ©. Babb) 2-22.-2----= | Traveling expenses... ---- 36. 20 
M) | Grd 285 ene hne ee Sees ce Services, July 15-Aug. 1,’95. 96. 00 

105) D.C. Humphreys: -2-2-- == Services, July 22-Aug. 3,795. 72.00 
NV Gewrvusselll'.- 22s mee aera Services, July 18-31, 1895... - 72.00 
DNs | ACR cw kt VO Dicwee sore opeejoee eeera Services, July 19-24, 1895... 30. 00 
13 of Ip. uippincottjes—saee eee Services, July 6-16, 1895-. -- 59.50 
14 Vs Harroune = s2— 24-2 eee Services, July 1-22, 1895... 96. 00 
5) Neeose CO Ss. tac wetioe seers Services, July 23-Aug. 2,95. 60. 00 
IG} || OSA Var ey ISOUn Gas sac Saos seer Services, July 2-17, 1895.-.-. 75. 00 
1 | Crsalees (Culley esas. send one Hueldvexpenses: 2 52----4-- 48. 76 
TUCY USGS SET NO) = ae obance ane |e a dO se Fi aS ae ee 25. 76 
19) Henry Romeike secre eee= | Bressiclippings === ess 8.12 
20)|| Edgar A. Wiermer-.-2-------- Bublicationsy*:-2--s-e—ces- 16. 25 
21|\sbreaik Ioun gee eee Recordicastes eee eee 125. 00 
22,| De Lancey W. Gill. =-2-. -- =. Traveling expenses ...--- -- 22. 20 
23 | Adams Express Co..-.-..---- Freight charges Pils eae 5. 70 
20 | John Ss Arndithessesee ee Report dosh eee oss o5 Ree 10. 00 
25) | (Cyrus C. Babbeesee-s-== =e Field’ expenses <=. .------- 41.25 
26) | James! Bs Wambiessas.—---=- Supplies seen eee 51. 80 
2)\) Win "AssRalb Ono ere meets Traveling expenses -.-..-.. 3.75 
28) | HD OhHotmian ees eee Tests of fire clay.*.-.--.-- 15. 00 
29 | John Reynolds ..-.---- ---| Services, July 20-26, 1895 9. 00 
30) Hugene!@obbeess=eeee a= see see Cte seer ros MaSee 9. 00 
315) WanniCs Dayassneeeee ase Services, July 1-Aug. 10,’95- 175. 00 
32 | Fillmore Cogswell ...-.. ---- Services, July 8-18, 1895... 60. 00 
33 | B.C. Murphy Ws Beek ear Services, July 12-27, 1895... 81. 00 
Bin ee el Payor ses iss seca | Services, July 10-Aug. 13,95 48. 00 
35 || (Risk. Warrounssos-ee eee Services, Aug. 5-14, 1895... . 54. 00 
Ae le Shed beMt cc essence Repairs to meters......--.. 39. 70 
Sali Wee. Galleries =—oee ees Sup plies=4 5246 ean eee 91.86 
S85 haha Newell’. =sse=eseaseee Field expenses ..-..-:..... 26.00 
39) |Bemee Oe 4 i Ale eee ees Okt) ee csoo ease =e Ses: 9. 00 
40 | Stephenson’s Express. .----- Hauling laboratory material 18. 00 
Ate Was) xpress COs- 2-245 eee Freight charges .._--.....- . 80 
AD WECIG. Wallard’: 5° 222 open Rent of office rooms, Aug. ,’95 349. 99 
ASW eye SUS Dieses ciemeeeeetee Services, August, 1895...... 65. 00 
AA i) NO Hey EL CSOD ess .ce = eral eee Gbye6 Sd Gar aa) Bsa seen se 60. 60 
45 | W.T. Griswold -.- , OO) eee eee 168. 50 
46 | Gilbert Thompson -.....:...|-...- Copmecccre eee ee 168. 50 
AA RUM GOOG cose. notes ee eee WO} eae Sa eee 210. 60 
48 aBarley, Wallis =<¢ 22 5.4---cen eee 0 Sens sods eee nate 252. 70 
49) Ray roll of employees --- s--|e-—5-— C0 eee ee = eee 901. 40 
SO seeere CO Greer es dae eee tee eer W0)co se eee ees 817.10 
Hie CG oe eae ees es Cs (ae c as 995, 00 
SPA eee atc Ce Ba a EERIE NOE = iC; ee EER Ae af 400. 90 
Be) loaose COW eters aici e ee eee CO) 52235 eee eee 471. 70 
fe lees « Gt) S5e3 oes oe aerator Ontos ote tees eens 909. 70 
5D) |enase (6 C0 ge ee Ee bic Go: sess, Sa ae 1, 064. 00 
BO eseae CO ee Seances ote oe Meee CO nck wl eee eee 607. 60 

Totals: : ii as.-ccc ss s20]s Socks See eee ee eee amet 9, 756. 00 
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McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1896—Continued. 

SEPTEMBER, 

ne | tat Toa oe * 

Date of 22 To whom paid 
payment. z 5 

Sept. 9 Tt to io SSE MON pS ee bo conn ace 
9 PAN 18S Tele INOW Soe eosede ous 
9 By one Gls Se Stoa aus Seer aie 
Vel welt e GO eee Saeriao Noe EC eee 
OB |) Chpws Co IBA ss Sacoseaose 

10 Olesea CO ee ee ee eee 
SDT Saeh err Guillbenteeceac ccc 2) 
9 Silas COE eee eee eis 

10 Qvale Venere sansooce cosese 
10 LOD Oeweuoietentisssssacesrer scence 
TO) Ws bb Sy 1B sign gcocupeace caoede ! 
10) | SEF |) Telesis, Vi, Syaottily 2 Soe ed ooae 
10 So Poranie J acopsesees see eeeee es 
TOR el 4a ohne VMiurdockap see seer eee 
1) | by || die Soltero saassosaccosae 
10) |) TB | de Welbemness soe5cceceooscece 
HO) |) Tee pas I EON 2 cea ooeeedoocdes| 
LO MSs PEranksRopers=ssee- ope eee 
OR eet Om alee ure eee see eeee ees 
LOM mec OR ChasssmDaviseeraeesne ners. 
WO) Bal | laieyale /AGlanbes se oeo cece ones 
10); 22) di, Je Senor seouso uapees 
OR elon Ne Gullepeeee ee eee. 
10 | 24 | George Robertson. - 
LOM 255 a Marya) Smith! eee seer se 
LOD iecGn pba WinViedderseee sna] es see 
LO} P2iae Jee eippencobten.s.---——-- 
UO eh leseas GUO}: Bees eh i ea aa ae 
10) | 2D Wyo IMmesele Boe = ce ecsecsl| 
110) }) B20) | Os Wo Siwoutin <ooneacccomasos- | 
10) || Gil) TRS Blo IEIGSROUIM S65 Goes oneces 
UO oe I Jp slo dtend@ie. 22 Goa cosa sone 
LON R33) | PDC ktumpheyssa-e4- 4-24" 
1G 4 |e brancisiWielsehera-sseeneeee 
be OOM | ES ap Ac INO WIDOERY == eerie 4-2 e 
11 | 36] L. H. Schneider’s Son...-.... 
1 3%|) eon Sloss, agent =--2----.- - 
11} 38) St. L. & San Fran. R. R. Co 
AS oon) Alby oD) avd Sys- aeeceia = =.oeis re sse 
E20) ese Oe re Mate ese 
1A ee ls Ges terwb Wardle eieeoac 
WEE |) 47 Exod 8 (Esha yoaGoue. ceaeeoeor 
WE CBSE aoe COR eee ie tech ociers 
ZG ASS | Mary Bry anitices. 2-2 ee 
Ad) |! 2IGS 40 AY SSM RO AS Se eo 
20 | 46 | Department of the Interior. 
PAD) mb VR eee GO rere eee saieiowne 
Pea Ak || 74, IDS Calleyol Soo 5ee sone eoaee 
Ziel eel DMC Gerace costae eee 

Doe OOM eNe Ele Dartones sesh. seer 
SOM mole lm irase be Newielllige piste eee 
a0) GY Nessa Biot ROME A Sa aes ae 
a) GS) India Win IDG Soros ess eee ae emacs 
30 | 54 | Fillmore Cogswell.......-..- 
BO Gis || AS Wie I R@nteeses sceons pene 
aX) |) G19 |) 12. 10 Slee Boe oas eoeeoe oe 
30) om |) John Birkinbine.--2---..--- 

| Services, Aug. 

| Paleontologic supplies 

1895. 

For what paid. 

Services, August, 1895 
Traveling expenses 
Field expenses 

do 

Traveling expenses 
Services, July and Aug.,1895 

Services, July 22-31, 1895... 
Services, Aug. 
Services, Aug. 1 =20; 1895... =. 

6-28, 1895... - 
15-31, 1895. -. 
17-25, 1895... 

Services, Aug. 
Services, Aug. 

Services, Aug. 
Original drawings 
Report on cement 
Suppliesieeeseresee es aseeee 

alleen Areas of assistants] 
do 

Field expenses 
Traveling expenses 

Field expenses 
Services, Sept. 1-16, 1895 -.. 
Traveling expenses 
Illustration supplies 

Sag ohieisy -465 segoaecoau ogee 
Boxing and hauling speci- 

mens. 

1-16, 1895 ....| 

20-31, 1895. - - | 

Traveling expenses....-.--- 
Hieldkexpensesi-—--- ----- 

SCO WEA Rea baerete eee 
“Services, Aug. 1-20, 1895. . 
Services, Aug. 26- 31, 1895. . a 
Services, Sept. 2-9, 1895 a | 
Services, Sept. 2-10, 1895. ..| 

| Traveling expenses......-. 

Amount. 

$134, & 
48. 
23. 
11. 
52. 
25. 8 

262. § 
14. 
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SS 
eee Se To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

AO 

Sept. 30.) 58) | Wm: @: Douglass ..... 4.---- Services, Sept. 2-5, 1895. --. $6. 00 
30 | 59 | Cyrus C. Babb... -- Sees | Services, September, 1895 - - 97. 80 
30) MOOR Bailey WiHlliseas ets ao ccc lean CO en 244. 60 
30M) MGIS SRW Goode -ana- = eee a eleseas CLOld 52 2 eee oe ees 203. 80 
30 | 62 | Gilbert Thompson .....----- \ecien OU hoe Seas ome tone se 163. 00 
30) Gon Weel Griswold ses eee em aaet eaeiers dolce saan eats 163. 00 
30 | 64 | Pay roll of employees .-.---. Feeee OY 2 2 See eee ee eee 872. 20 
ax) |) Od) |loagae CO) se oe sales ee Ssmyceeaetoee dO tA s 2 ea ee ee 790. 80 
BU (OO jeccee Mord. Es Sao see an Pee 0, 22220) Sees! eae 1, 030. 11 
SON Gla |Perer Oe AS eeetone cae Sus Sease See Oise aise ee 556. 60 
BW Gls} ||sa5ee GO ASS Apeo Aaa come aesslincos.c 0 25 23 ee eee 456. 60 
S04 (GD) |eeaee dO 22a-.a: tS eeceeeeneeeleeeee dots 23s 2S a ee. eee 802. 39 
a) || OD aeeots G0) 2 si0022 cae eee eee OG) JoSte pee ee 977.50 
BOF Tile |S 0S senmcn oc eet ccna eee onsen ete eee ee eee 492. 00 

Notal.-.. 2822. 52e5 ha | Pe eece ee ae ee ee 9, 667. 05 

OCTOBER, 1895. 

Oct. 2 1 | N. American Commercial Co.| Board and lodging, ete .... $958. 88 
2 Daler (ikon ae anes One eee Transportation ofassistants 300. 00 
2 6) ligand CONG oeoe. eee eee | Board and lodging -...---- 48. 00 
2 NE cero CK RASA RneAa sons Hire of transportation. --.- 75. 00 
2| 5 | Joseph D. Weeks... --.... Services, July 1-Sept. 14,’95- 330. 00 
2s) G4) cE. kee) Grobe ye eee eee ae | Traveling expenses..---.--- 80. 21 
2) 7 Oreg.,S.L. & U.N. Rwy..-.) Transportationofassistants 26.55 
4 | 8] Filmore Cogswell .......--- uel diamitenial sees see 18. 25 
Ale 29 CAC aWalland Speer saeco e Rent of officerooms, Sept. ,'95 349. 99 
A510) | eiirancise Wiles cteee sees ee Original drawings... --.-- 66.70 
Adel S| PEEING wie loaner sees Field expenses .:......-.-- 30. 00 
AA 2 | AW) Sak press! C Ossseteseese | Freight charges!:22-=- ----- 5. 80 

105) 13"| Robert; Beall 2-7 eenecees aes | Bublications==>-2225--—5-= 25. 75 
LOD 4s Se bushes eee eee nee | Services, Sept. 1-30, 1895 -- - 65. 00 
10} S15) SPiced HB. Cofink aaa Services, Sept. 16-30, 1895 -- 50. 00 
103 163) John! Binkinbine ees seeee | Services, July 1-Sept. 30,95. 395. 00 
HP Ab NS DENIS See eek Traveling expenses .....-..-. 92. 64 
11 19 | Chester W. Purrington .....]...-- Qe, So. Ee eee 87. 76 
10 | 20 | Southern Pacific Co .....-... Transportation ofassistants 10. 35 
LOT 205|Northern’ PacifiesR RiComesjeceee DO Re ee ae eee 48. 95 
125) e225) (Cyrus C. Babb/-ce-ssseeeee Traveling expenses -----.-- 88. 10 
IPN, 28) |Eeaae Ose SoS 5, ae oe Field expenses: 52-=---=5=-- 109. 15 
De | ede orks Gaiillberti--— 1c eeeere Traveling expenses..------ 3. 25 
Tob alscn OOvscstes 2 sont e eee Field expenses -..--..----. 2.00 
IAW) Bat less CO e Seer so ec oter | [ais sai CO: Sencscane eee 210. 77 
TAS Pecal Ns EL Darton as. 2 secre cer eee eee 0 S.- 58.5 coe eens 109. 45 
14 28 | Oreg. Rwy. & Navigation Co Transportation ofassistants 6. 94 
14 | 29 |) Adams Express Co ......... Freight charges ......--..- 13.15 
11 30 | T. Wayland Vaughan....... Traveling expenses .--. ---- 64. 30 
25 | 31 | Department ot the Interior..| Illustration supplies... ----- 1. 62 
25 | 32 | Herman Baumgarten .-...-...]..... Cs Ce a ee er 11. GO 
25 ii Poon Rede MG One ee ania. te eee ee CO Ss ones 23.50 
25 || $4 JamessB. Lambie... -.-.2222 Supplies. des eee S30 
2M 70) ME EU NG WOU. Ser arerere te tea | Field expenses ....-....--- 12. 00 
25") ToOnleeeme COMER ae e cet 26s ae lO" 3s ate ee eee 16. 00 
25) 1|\ olellamee Oe) aa Rae EO nee cco) ace. GO: eee ee oe 12. 00 
26) S8h ba Cavionn lives se eeeteoas oe Services, Sept. 4-14, 1895 - -. 60. 00 
28. | 39.) A. PoDawis\..<........ .......| ‘Traveling’ expenkesececo-~ 80, 65 
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|) te BS 

Soe | 3 To whom paid, For what paid. Amount. 

Oe 23 || CO) AoIe DENS soe hoes osones se6e Traveling expenses....-...- $71. 85 
BS | AG Noceoc dower reste aseseeccst sie Breldtexpensesizases ee 21-1 33, 70 
28a Mel alee LOpe pacts crecismeeiaarss atrerctalle ler: Os ese aerate see ctoiee 33. 15 
28h ee ton idles. ULp plc Outiese =e te ee Services, Aug. 23-31, 1895-. 56. 00 
Peyote Soe OR es eee jo ecae ee = Services, Sept. 2-30, 1895... 175. 00 
BS | “25) leecae ONE PAS ceases ee etaees Services, Oct. 1-21, 1895 -... 126. 00 
2) |) AG UO, IBN es sdeanecooe.asee Services, July 1, Aug. 31,795 6.00 
290 rela DC oumphreysiscesi ose Services, Sept. 2-12, 1895 - .. 57. 00 
205 |e 4SnieamuelsMortietees-aee 2-2 Services, Sept. 7-23, 1895 - - . 90. 00 
29 ANY Os Wo Ps Sti@unh scacococscpases Services, Sept. 16-26, 1895 -. 60. 00 
2D) || DN Ni¥o Cio SSO oo sc coos candace Services, Sept.20-Oct. 12, 95 62. 00 
ye) |) ta |) Cero Deis Guba fe cone coacce s066 Traveling expenses.....--- 45. 88 
He} || G2) Necose CG Stic hieitsctiajesetecys cies Bieldiexpenséss-ss.46- oo 3.67 
29 | 53 | Missouri Pacitic Rwy. Co .-..| Transportation of assistant. 3. 00 
Se OL bore Newell sees eeee cece Hieldvexp ensesy =e). 4== <1 15. 00 
Bil || Gis} || Chews BAN. 5 coco soosoussllooeoe dow eas saa 8 eheeee 31. 40 
Gul | GX) || Ne Dale IDEN ON on csccoo seer Traveling expenses....-..-. 124. 70 
SIL |) Bie |} 1eieeysh 19S. 18}, Coitthn oo ooscaGaos||soose OG) ceosos abe oesne sees 41.80 
Gul Il iS) |lbaooc GO Cea sdee = - MaRS AAO Becee CLO ee basis tie sy aici 15. 10 
31 | 59 3 Co MNES ooecomeedoace Rentof office rooms Oct., 795 349. 99 
31 60 Pr BUS Cotteys-csecosasec =e Services, October, i895. ---. 50. 50 
Ole Gla RGeowhebldridgey-ssees --eo-lese-1- MOE ae eecisete= sates 227. 40 
BIL G2 |) IR, lo COO se gace cocase ceed suede Ose seaase asses eae 210. 60 
315635) Gulbert Rhompsone--e-.-..-\\--2-- Oye Stacie seers <2 Ac 168. 50 
ll} Gil |) Mio SG Conicn olla! sscocadcocod|ooabe MOE ass hae seessceccbe 168.50 
31 | 65 | Pay roll of employees ...-.-|....- Ot a5 out eee sete 926. 70 
Bib) OO iscacl OW aeeisay aise cer ac ar semells Sens OBE cen eset aee 817.10 
ail Ile Of |osec GIO) Seeronere s Gee cer ers nee Glo see Ba Wisenmessas coos 1, 055. 60 
Si | OSa|peeer (OR ease peSocenaescera erate One Gan esa 579. 70 
wil |] (9) |leosee WO seer ee cee ce secre seac 2 WO adem ae eeease ene 471.70 
Bil | 70) |lecsoc Gl eS eEOee pogo aecae eae secon Owes ymeneiesece nae 777. 61 
SN eee ees GO mea ce mtarme cence erate ones Ossetia seen see 1, 019.50 
31 | 72 ..... CON e seston eice ese nakl See. lO eee ane een 607. 60 

JROUEH | Soom uae eas GaCesG oeeteer sees Gee aOc ene e Serer 12, 385. 31 

NOVEMBER, 1895. 

WOW (|| aU Derails tbe Kyeceseecassocsac Traveling expenses...---..- $16. 45 
a Dil ersrsaes GWG) sab ebelidenas sdenoocs) Hepes (i Soon ebsapmocsenceee 24. 65 
9 8) (yarns 18410) ooeceqasooced| |soeor (ki) Seater gosta see Cees 91.79 
9 Quileeay GOxer ee seve si ossceine see Kieldvexpensesis----- ------ 78. 60 
9 3) Bee Newellly-o4.- Gosnmnecen sees Glo aoeaacuectese ceseene 25. 52 
9 ileaeac Ol jaestresicisasecigstciccecliescy (IO BashadsGaemecacosaee 35. 00 
9 Mal etates axe Osea os caec ress Semen |oeets = (i) se cess oa eueeee meee 26. 00 
9 Silessscs CORRE ar sete etna. | aces (hi) See orc meee mee 26. 00 
9 @) |) Ee 10, Sage I 6554660 Gpap coe Services, Sept. 5-7, 1895 .... 18. 00 
8) || 3K) |) JUp ISL blo? sac Gee coco oneose Services, Sept. 5-30, 1895 . -. 54.00 
Oi] AU |) AG WIE JRANVOia) ecoacon coco ooneo™ Services, Sept. 28-Oct. 7, 95 25. 40 
9) 12) Porter Ja breston)..---4.---- Services, Oct. 7-11, 1895 .... 23. 00 
9} 13 | Fillmore Cogswell.......... Services, Oct. 4-15, 1895 .... 57. 00 
9} 14] E.S. Ritchie & Sons........ IRepalrsin oeee cee coer eet 48.50 
Oiieelon | prrancismWielsern--s-s-e 5-24. Draw wile Seer easeeC nce ees 27. 20 
9] 16] Meyer Bros. Drug Co....... Illustration supplies. ..---. 3.78 
9} 17] F.Lymond Garrison ........ Reponueeec sce ace meses 25. 00 
9] 18 | Department of the Interior.| Supplies .................. 5. 31 

NS Weel Os Meee ushy secrete ere soi Services, October, EBB cose 65. 00 

7 GHOL. ET T 9 
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os 
arene 3 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

B 

INOwaplelal |e On Meese EL arnoun asec ree eres Services, Sept. 13-30, 1895 -. $90. 00 
WO) PAN See E ela GD? SenS Scecec Imetromentser essa amet nee 300. 00 
11} 22 | Charles E. Munroe....-.---- ASSAY Of OL68eeao=seemeie ee 15. 75 
11 | 23 | Schoemaker & Busch. .-.--.-. Laboratory supplies -..---. | 10. 20 
I) ee esepe OW) Bara ccdososdas sodtces epee Cores eee esos 2.48 
gk) © 45) | eeeee GO ais. ssniin elses sete sistent Illustration supplies. ...... 68. 78 
yl |) Be eoeec (0 Cs ee A Se Se eee! ioe CO. esc ceeeon see eo 129.58 
12 27 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R.Co-..| Freight charges ._......-... 1.7 
12) 28 | Bur. & Mo. Riv. R.R.in Nebr.| Transportation of assistant- 19. 70 
13) 29) | (J. du; Prentiss!se-ccse = ees = Services, Sept. and Oct. 2) 10. 00 
13' || 30) James'Storrs =o. 2-.)-2 === Services with outfit....... 57. 00 
TNE} GG eee Oe Bese ee ete oete cite Sere GO! -S.cteitssoseeee easel 87. 00 
TA 32 ENe el D amntonte sees Field expenses ...---...... 53. 50 
iG} GB) Eee ae Teas caco abaG ee caasec Traveling expenses ---..... 104. 95 
TA S41 Jt Vesliewisereecercee reece Services, Sept. 2-20, 1895 - -. 102. 00 
145 |) (35) JS sheapanmeeese sss tes ase Services, Sept. and Oct. ,1895 15. 00 
14° || (36) |redeh sbi C offineeessssee see Services, October, 1895. .-.- 100. 00 
14 | 37 | Thomas Somerville & Sons..| Supplies and repairs---...-- 4. 60 
14) 38.) Wine Da Clarkié Comp as--=- Illustration supplies. ...-.-. 1.00 
15 | 39] Baltimore & Ohio R. R.Co-..| Transportation of assistant. 46. 30 
15 | 40] Pennsylvania R. R. Co_.-.-.-|...-- do) oe bes te eee 11.50 
155) 40s SyRABrowmeresss- mses s-)ee Services, September, 1895 -- 3.00 
15 ||. 42 Joe Schotieldea==e--s—-—- Services, Sept.and Oct., 1895 6. 00 
yA ei elbep hal UNG yt oc oo ceaoeeaaso|(osao- OCU Gk ans 56 SSoe Bae 6. 00 
15 | 44 | George Robertson ..---.....|--... 0! i225 Ses ese cee seses 6. 00 
15: |) 1455 |eJlohny aia Seema eter ae eee Core sie eee eee 6. 00 
Ey GNA e I 8o Iwi scam diobaseeeRcelleecac do aces eee eee 6.00 
15 | 47] Mary D. Smith SE HoS Bae ldoooe dons eee 6. 00 
15 485 | RAln Elo donee een eee eee doa sae eee eee ae 6.00 
US IS) Wlodiio IWAN. mcimne ocGa cocieGce ane c@O Bioko acdekcorcs aces 6.00 
15) | 950" +Rrank Ropere=-seceeee=s 4 | esse Oss sees ose eee eaenee 6. 00 
15) |) Sols BAW a Vedder cemteee eto sos oe LOWE Sere eee arene 6. 00 
Hav GY 4a MA le IDE IWIN Sone o ccd coca cose es50 = dO} eee seat eeeacee= 6. 00 
18 | 53 | Elwood Mead ........-..... Services, Aug. 1-12, 1895.--. 70. 00 
Se et 4s | eee G0 es eereLee eee eee Services, Sept. 25-27, 1895 -. 21. 15 
ThA Bi Gece (i eS Se nA eer ee Services, Oct. 18-23, 1895 - -- 37. 25 
18)" 56.|(P.. Ho Newell-- =. --24-ee-e= Field expenses -....------- 9. 00 
1Bsal hy etay( gases QO Sata oe acto cmaiertinnieieet al mmretor Glass epecenercn Sao See 9.00 
LOU Sn eeeee COs. 5502 eee oer eeeer Ones titicct Seseeeaee 50. 00 
19 | 59 | Samuel Fortier....-...-..-- Services, Oct. 12-16, 1895 - -. 24. 60 
19), (60) |) Go. Sherman. ses 22-2 see Services, Oct. 16-24, 1895 . .. 43.75 
LOR Oly ee -earroun. ese seee Services, Oct. 15-31, 1895 - 86. 00 
LON 62s kiN Gillin no career aie Services, Sept. and Oct. 1895 6. 00 
20a 63: MBSE Ne wellll-o-csscemiaeseee Traveling expenses -.--....-- 155. 80 
205/64) |(Cyrns Co Babb---- <eeeeneee | Field expenses. ........-..-. 48. 65 
19 | 65} Henry Romeike............- | Clippings, August, Septem- 21.40 

ber, and October, 1895. 
20|) 66s PbleinrichvReis ccc. = acess Report on clay industry -.-- 50. 00 
20)| 67 BkteNewellioc 7s oo- <secccrse Field expenses. -----.-.---- 21.83 
21 | 68 | Fred F. B. Coffin............| Traveling expenses........ 64. 70 
16 | 69 | Alpheus! Hyatt ............- Services, Sept. and Oct.,1895 150. 00 
23 | 70| Z. D. Gilman . PR elit oy MKS) eee Soc cos bole 103. 25 
96 | a \\iuk: Jackson & Col. -:.-2sc|-.ccskot cease eee eee 12. 74 
23 72 | Richard M. Webster........ | Services, Nov. 1-10, 1895... 24.46 
SON AG sb lage ae Nba a essere Report on petroleum. ...--. 50. 00 
BAO ER (Ch rio nla iets SR oa | Report on copper, ete..---- 415.00 
SO | elo eon rR eee etete te aerate rents | Services, November, 1895. 70. 00 
SO) On) Mines a eemen acne cea wocs eomate Ci Ce cee i, pe 65. 00 
30: |) WF WaiGriswoldese- fe) 2 02S. Oveae eee eee | 163, 00 
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bas) 
Dateok. ic) To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

pay alpen 
b 

INOven COllimeion| Geos HepEldrid geysers sc -5 Services, November, 1895...| $220.20 
SOR Par oh weayerollzotuemployeesine esa lanes Olese sete eels cis 2, 054. 20 
S|) 0) cose Ome mene meters ceiets |asieiss MOTE SS are seer race Sees al 1, 023. 80 
aD) || il dlseoee GOismsiceivecieioassescciae noses GD Bo Aea eS er eae sees 506. 60 
SD] GP \lsesau COWareeseeeeecccosastaes| acne Gone mcceeremeceenecsue 456. 60 
SiO). || GBB ilocos domerree ef eee tard Soma CO ee econ er eciones 831. 60 
aD tote eooa5 Oty Ba Sao rc At reey ereeeet GO eee ee ees 1, 104. 50 
a0) || Gy lsesoc MOias Ses tee misieissets ee alleva|laarte = Og Scio eteat emeets sins 539. 38 
G0) |] £39 | Co Ge Wines cag cccenscodes Rent of office rooms, Nov.,’95 349. 99 
Sl Si) 1D5 dio JAniUbrnN Soe ees coou oases Illustration supplies. ....-. 92. 69 

NO Gal) ere saya sate peieietciniete leis siaarevaietarewiegeia cia tere coieietevcteere 10, 929. 52 

DECEMBER, 1895. 

Dec. 3 iL | Nits (Co IDE Raa gococasensacEe Services, Aug. 12-Nov. 30,95, $480. 00 
4 2PleAeu Crk CalO)s aren ciel ote eee ce Services, Nov. 25-30, 1895. - . 30. 00 
7 3 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer. .-.- Suppliesieaasecrise sere ee 151.71 
Ul 4 pe eneneon IDA ocanece Freight and hauling ..---.. 35. 71 
7 DilReraretsO Otel sasicine sects eteesycicisellie one Onssece os oee see cisaers 6. 78 
7 6| G. K. Gilbert eHboCOSSeneseeG Field expenses .......----- | 204.48 
7 Hell eseen GOseemasascktoacaeceoee Traveling expenses --.-..-.-- 59. 15 
9 8 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co-..| Transportation of assistants 37. 10 
9 Qa ROrega Salado Ug Ne key COnee | secee GOR See eee cee cee 28.70 
9 1 OWn Weei GeeeleSSellEe ee as eee ce Services, Noy. 1-15, 1895. ... 75. 00 
9] 11 | Fillmore Cogswell ......-... Services, Nov. 16-26, 1895. .. 42. 00 
OF el 2p hep. ubp pin CO ties seca ee Services, November, 1895. -. 182. 00 
OF eel Selebredsh Ba Coftine sess ql leery Oly cbsadanocuopeeraasas 100. 00 
Gy) Geo dots dio ILA Oc scosseoesceccce Supplies jetesesa- cesses 17.31 

10} 15 | Smithsonian Institution -...| Transportation ofexchanges 57.50 
TO} el GH eohm! MatchellSee 2. -\-e e211 Repairing sinks -2s--5- 2. - 6. 60 
HO elie @ hash eMuntoe esses eee eee Assay of ores.........----- 5. 00 
10 | 18 Chie., St. P.,M. &O. Rwy.Co} Transportation ofassistants 18.78 
1) i Ti) } DOE BRING lle goo becasonodeue Field expenses. ...-..-.-.-- 15.00 
12 | 20 | Jefferson Middleton ......-- Traveling expenses ..-...-.. 26. 10 
12 ele EenrysNOMeUKG rss) pressclipplaesicec se e)--\--1= 5. 40 
13 | 22 | Department of the Interior .| Illustration supplies... -.-.. 166. 50 
135 eecon|C harlessE Munroe). ceo. sic ce Analyses of coals...--..... 76.50 
13 | 24 | Bur. & Mo. Riv.R.R. in Nebr.| Transportationof assistants 6. 35 
TAD 258 eWiekelleoud ermal sees et= =) publications --4-csec-c. 2. 40. 00 
17 | 26] Joseph D. Weeks.......---. Services, Sept. 16-Nov. 5,’95 220. 00 
WY || Gy |) Wp dits Cullen 7 cescooso Gace odes Services, Nov. 1-5, 1895....- 16. 00 
17 | 28 | G.N. Saegmueller.......-..- Repairs swcsecsiecces cee 11. 25 
U7 | 28) ae Ie. 13 Cots ase cascee Traveling expenses ........ 72. 05 
18 | 30 | D.C. Humphreys ...-...-.-.. Services, Oct. 1-Nov. 2, 1895 12.50 
LSP SSG PEPE Ne wiellssaa 5 ctr 2, ---)= 115 Field expenses .......----- 12. 00 
LOR ols | ubrany Bureaue. sees cle sec. Library supplies ......-..- 33. 40 
7A) |) G83 |) LBs Yo LERNER ep ceaoosuoadene Traveling expenses . 9. 40 
21| 34 | Chicago & N.W.Rwy.Co..- Transportation ofassistants 54, 11 
Zee 3o) Fremont.Elk.& Mo. Val.Rwy ee Owes see sicisGaeters, tar, 18. 00 
21 | 36 / Alpheus Hyatt -........-...- Services, November, 1895. -. 50. 00 
ZL |) Gl Wksins (Cal peeceoneoecas Bose Services, Dec. 2-14, 1895.... 60. 00 
Z1sleos | esamuelebiontionrssece cscs ese Services, Nov.4-12, 1895... . 25. 60 
Pl || Gi) | 125 1B, Ieee ine pe oamiecouoaas Services, Nov. 4-30, 1895 ---. 144. 00 
7A |) 24) |) 185 (0. Mili hy eo corodee cane Services, Oct.2—Nov. 14,1895 42. 00 
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ee 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Dec 215) 41s SB EL Ne welll ms). eraary te ae Wiel diexpensesseneee- =a $58. 00 
2S | ADs CO ssisse oo 2:52 os cise ore eee do 28222 2222s 2s sacs 25. 00 
AL 2133 |eoaed GK Ease ebcbose sefcscuc|ltcse+ d0cs-/s20 -seoeeeseee ss 42.50 
PN) cue eee dO set co2s eee Sse eee ee se Oy eps aa aee ae eee 49,50 
Pa | ANS scars Oe 222s scien ceoeseellee ee OO) .2 ses not ces eects 87.00 
263i) AMS 1p Ta Ste Scc5e cece ---.| services, Nov. 5-8, 1895---- 24.00 
23| 47 | Geos F.. Muth & Co.-.------- SUpDlesi=- === eee 35. 93 
31 | 48 | Leon Sloss, agent........--- Transportation of assistants 57. 00 
31) |) 749) (Chas. Munroebesseee ees Analyses of coal. ......--.. 63. 00 
81 5OMECs CuVWallardeesses eee Rent of office rooms, Dec., 95 | 349. 99 
31) oll) eAlGhay nh Coons pe s=eer see Services, December, 1895 .. 52.00 
Oe e252 || nhl Gulb bees ase neemee eet See CO} 2s Saye eee ree 70. 00 
BH Besa Og desde oe oe Sceseaesogaclcecue CO Crae rays Sse ete 65. 00 
31) “54: ||| Pay nollofemployeesse—---5|/-4-—- CON con sgl. hee ae ee 2,518. 80 
BIlHll Gis) Beone GIO pecdasersscsr sobs soce|tel6- WO) Coston ctsian sen Ssso- | 1, 055. 60 
Sib) Gl Seage (GW Soe Sedat cos gosccesc5lloaser Mo: nee Ses eee 521.70 
31 BE Noose - OO 52 5d eee eae essen eee WO) sees eee ee 471. 70 
Bil) Aish eee 0) 22 See een ae erent eon ae CU REees Saba sae aeons 775. 00 
GUN) GO eses's Oy Cee eee cer ore ee | See GO saeee ee Bomtoeste: 927.50 
BIEN 0) ese 3 COCR ea sat see eran ae tate Oye een eee es 660. 14 
Bile || eG emer OOy = /-cien Nase isee wielaree sic Saeee ChE sepocaibreanse sa setce 421.20 

Wotallie: caccdeet nas 25a eee eee ee ee 10, 984. 54 

JANUARY, 1896. 

Jan. 4 1. | RobertsBeall=s4-—--) eee |-Publicatronsisoo oe taeaeeaee $85. 10 
7 2) || Jie ap pin CO thy] eee ee Services, December, 1895 -.| 175. 00 
8 es Watsbd db goes) (COecsoe5csSssce Freight charges .......-.... 70. 02 
8 4 | Adams Expressi\Co..-. <-----|==--- Ol 25 asco sas tes Sa 16. 61 
9 5 | Geo. W. Knox Express Co...| Freight charges and hauling 2.08 
9 6 | Shoemaker & Busch....---- Laboratory supplies -.-. --- 1.80 
9 (olseoce Ow astsosemcneecee eee Laboratory and illustration 24.05 

supplies. 
9 8) MEH. Wish) asetseoe eee eee Hire of transportation. --.- 57. 00 
9 9) A MESRV ON See eee Services, Nov. 20-Dee. 14,’95 28. 00 
90) 107) Rob Elarroun! 22 eseeces eee Services, Dec. 11-21, 1895 -. 56. 00 
Oy ME Cogswell eee seeeeseee= Services, Dec. 23-27, 1895 -. 21.00 
On pel Burr bOSSelllimem eae sei Services, Dec. 23-31, 1895 -- 28.00 

LOM AS EAM. Danis): 252 eee seoeetaeer Field expenses ...-..-..... 18.05 
LO} | ala | TEED Newell: 2S eee eee eeasec LO: sis. Se eee 26. 00 
NO) ||" alby ligeeec (OSA eee eciced Haoccsee losoc> GO). <.azeh oes ee Aas 45.58 
WO) “IG NsacAe O52 2.cS 2 = Pree Peer Ca Co eee Kees et es ea } 12. 00 
LOW healiral|oeoee il eae ert ce SAL 2 | RE Sie ONL | 50.00 
LOR Wel Saleeeee CO poke Sac cer eee ses | Saas G0: .2to 2; ee ence eee 33. 00 
10) 29) ||cJmliias Bien.& Coz sss)esee- Publichtiens: J-cscee4- se 30.09 
11| 20 | Devereux & Gaghan......-- REPalts) 3-5 oso cast tioee eee 20. 85 
15) S2io ee DEINE well: <5. ese oes Field expenses ......-.-.-. 17.00 
LD ul eo etme Owe sansae ioe mies ee ee 00) 52s cee een 19. 00 
1S fie DOs een eccr te eee + Ce Se Ce SEE SE 17. 00 
LS eal eee DO ws icons cece eae | oer CO! Soar eeeeetetn edu 36. 90 
15))|Me2b a | seen DOs sea iays mannose eel ee 0 <2 esses ee enew coe 10. 00 
16 26h leeeee CO Mache See eccus Seen Pee COR. AS cera pees 26. 00 
Nb: | e2ae| eee US Sea eneerenae mrs ae 00%. ocean ae 15. 00 
15: |) $28; UC yrs C Babb. 2.2.0.5 ~ oleae dO) 34. ~eeeeeee te mace 114.35 
15} 29) B.M.Hall..................| Services, Dec. 13-23, 1895 10. 00 
15 | 30) Samuel Mortier...-.. 2... | Services, Dec. 9-12, 1895 .- -.| 21.00 
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% & 
neat 3 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Janke | erolel Ga BS henmanier sere sees ss Services, Dec. 10-14, 1895 .. $31. 25 
305) | GA IGS lee teaW Re Soce see ose oabe Services, Dec, 24-31, 1895 .. 43. 00 
15) |} 3 |] No Cig URES Sscccoc eonu oes Services, Dec. 4-31, 1895..-. 138. 00 
U5) |) BEE WIR Ie Ie OR ao oeee cea ese Publications t-sese- ese oes 5. 00 
15 St || Is IA SiGhyoldl 044564 casu cone rele hiteucmermeyreeeicie ee 4.35 
15) oO sp wames iM Swank es see aoe ae Services, Noy. 18-Dec., 1895 165. 00 
1G) |) Br | Wain, Cs De yosde coasos concse Services, Dec. 16, 1895-Jan. 125. 00 

15, 1896. 
UG || @3-|) IDS Co ishie yen cass cogere Services, Dec. 26-28, 1895. -. 15. 00 
16 | 39 | Department of the Interior..| Supplies -.......-.....-.-.- 106. 09 
UG) |) 219 /eeeae Ome eee steel ese iceisis all stores Chong. Gueetheroco te aoeeee 19. 81 
19) 48l Issose GIO Adee bermere ar ewa sore eeeoe Operas sel anatase 1.00 
SH a 2a Royicerdé: Marea: eee seee ers) GoM emenssasesceee ace 24.50 
Ug} |) 2} || Wieeouat enone lays CO sso) lhlelh) a Acocebacsos sareas 1.10 
20 | 44 | Herman Baumgarten ...-.--- Suppliestay cancer cisce 4. 05 
2340s) CharlesthyMuntoe--- = 25-22. IASSaVeOMMOLES oo eaeeee cece 22.00 
23'| 46 | American Journal of Science | Publications ..........---. 3. 75 
PB > AG | Deval Deny ose esekaaeocs Traveling expenses ....-...- 24. 08 
My | Ke} | 1D WG JER e, oe Ce Sue oaccoal|esoac GO sass Se ges ctes ote eer 105. 60 
28 | 49 | M. W. Beveridge.........-.-- Laboratory supplies... ----| - 95 
28| | 50'| Southern Pacitic Co ?...---- Transportation of assistants 27. 20 
Ole Ole oo Chiultz bac her.c= erie =e Supplliiestser-csacee se es 30.50 
Sil || BY || Chingy 18, WWirinno 26 chdosooses Analyses of coal -—-=-.-+--- 4.50 
Sale b3al) WeeAndnrews Boydeeesesces-- Publicationswerec sec sese. 25. 00 
Bil || bYb | Co Oo \iiailbirleseeoecas cdaace Rent ofofficerooms, Jan.,’96. 349. 99 
31 Fy yaa Ml Gullo pe sratcteisiay eres eeeatom oie are Services, January, 1896 .... 70. 00 
Bis Gi | bg) Pal siti tees sae neccdeenoead |eoaee DO sfarceteeree cre ertesete tise 65. 00 
ail |) See | hin 4s Coon eescces qoondalleseds MOR feats) tices ies eee 54. 00 
ol) || 58 | Pay roll of employees -.----|-+.- - Ogee etree eee neice 2, 546. 30 
Sl" AB) leeoae COWeE reece er sarees sase GOs eisjierse Se retce sine 1, 066. 50 
Sil WO Weeeoc Gl) Sagoad Seecie neo Sareea eeaor COss sega seis aes ose 477. 00 
ail |) @il Wesco< CONES Se Bc Sate Saami cn Ea Weeeeeres GON ee tae Seka 477. 00 
Sil} (0) Iecage GO) eegsis-c Sewisee ne eeose eter CO oer eels seine eee 783.50 
Sil! GB} |eoooe OMe te eet meri lseeee WO Re sostie ate aH ReeeeEe 1, 046. 10 
pl a Ode loner Gir sasado cauceHoo BoSeEasSHOeE Glo) Sdoeao soqcsormesaaee 808. 20 
oil |) Gi Seaoe OMe eae ais sacetess be sols sse)s COs sharcrtaete Seite) eres. acie 425. 90 

PLO Ual lu seeet oe PS ne crescent se skieaiseccjeanis 10, 185. 61 

FEBRUARY, 1896. 

Feb. 4 1G Werk eEuilLebrand seems Traveling expenses.....--- $16. 60 
5 || ioe Wien pe sa ocsen cade Pirblicatlonsies y+ -2 =e 33.10 
7 @ | Leo Jdnlekymaiy Soo-4oeseq sees Services, Jan. 9-30, 1896. - .. 114.00 
a AS tebe uippincotte-s-e ss .-. Services, Jan. 2-31, 1896. ... 182. 00 
U|| Gi) Chey COLE De seasocecsasoe Traveling expenses....-... 117. 85 
7 Ga REE INe wells eeeee eee Hieldiexpenses!:2---------- 26.00 
7 UW leasar Oye tee tees ce ere ecelctancs (he ecesacmoaoer Coates 26. 00 
u Siler OX). Seca Saree Con Cre Sen eeriere I) oS eco nee ENE Mmaaer ee 26. 00 
7 Cilbosoe MO aeaaerisie Se acrices oc leeicae (10) Sa soae daacatheea eee 61. 67 
Ce) UO Seeee DORE pees a ee eee rece GOW eet eri sec ins sins 25. 00 
7 ie Arn Cree ealenee eee ee nee Services, Jan. 21-31, 1896... 60. 00 
alee) hE Walllligise 5: cece eect RG POGbe ase reece oe isierieim ia 25.00 
(aieeton BBA ker GC Ose 5-2 eee Laboratory supplies....--. 38. 61 
Ci) pa Near Goverment bares ce lowooe G0) oe NOB ane eee 19. 61 
de | SelosipElenry homeitke=-. +e. 222 =- Press) clippinies)).- 2-2. ---- 11.52 
7 | 16 | Shoemaker & Busch........ SWS OCS Se sa eacneaenoe ene 62. 97 
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“S 
Date of Bc To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. payment. | > 2 

b 

Feb. 12} 17 | Chic., St. P.,M. &O.Rwy.Co Transportation of assistant. $7. 30 
12)))) Sa ByMeall ess sshass reece Services, Jan. 15-29, 1896... 28. 00 
14 | 19 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer..... Illustration supplies....... 42. 22 
14} 20) Geo. F. Muth & Co......-.-.-- Supplies’<-2-o2--o-5 125 oe 12.55 
149) 20 Eee Brooks! Col... assesses |eeeee dO Mccen eee tenes 3.00 
VAN 2278 Wis GepEvUSSeL ene ctea ee ere ere Services, Jan. 13-31, 1896... 78. 00 
145 |e 23nltGrebShermanzesse seem eee Services, Jan. 23-31, 1896... 49.00 
14> || (24)| DPC. Humphreys). -.- ------ Services, Jan. 24-31, 1896... 30. 00 
15 | 25 | Department of the Interior..| Supplies -................- 44. 28 
155") 2B} Nesaoc dO s.-.eleeceee ene oe eee pene CO.ses = cee eneeee se seee 1. 92 
IN PA Nitty OR IER Geecooncacc oo0c Traveling expenses--..---- 10.21 
(|| Pei lsscee Osos nie tere ee Services, Jan. 16-Feb. 15,’96 135. 00 
135295} Johny Birkinbinessessesseeee Services, November, 1895... 100. 00 
1S) oONlPImo.Cybarkeneeeren ance ses Publicationsie-ss4-eeeseee— 179. 75 
18} 31s Me Wi. Beverld Pe aseeereaeer Illustration supplies. ...--- 3. 23 
20 | 32 | Shoemaker & Busch........}-...- Gi ipmcopbenopeoceeecoas 49. 18 
21 | 33 | Herman Baumgarten........ Gauging streams and sup- 10. 65 

plies. 
2134 25D, Gilmaneeee see aoe Supplies tees. s-seeeseeee 111.60 
18 | 35 | Smithsonian Institution. .... Transportation of exchanges 30. 30 
2 || 36) |8B. Wi. Rarkereo-essesace oe Traveling expenses...--..- 45.70 
29)\ 37 -|| David. Dayana. =n sss-o>-| eee CO sees conic Sone ssas sace 34. 26 
29 |" 38) | John CyParkersa--eeseces se Supplies = e-- eee ae eee 3.75 
29; 39 | KE. E. Jackson & Co-..--.-----|-.--- toe WAGE ese oS = 18 10 
29) 40) |) Kdiwand Kiilbel2=2 see eae |) WO PALUS a seeeieeiee ee ieee ae 29. 50 
29} 41 | Thomas W. Smith....-.....- Supplies -=22---e---=-- oe 2.50 
2On) 420 CaCawillardie =e eer Rent of officerooms, Feb.,’96 349.99 
29543) EH Gibbieees: essere eeeer aes Services, February, 1896 - -. 70. 00 
298), (44) LP Bushee esas seeremeel meee Ose Sane sae Mose ses 65. 00 
29 | 45 | Pay roll of employees...--..|...-- dO: 2s econ ee eee 2, 382. 40 
29) | AGH eee (Oe see Mees ancl (sooo €0).o ieee eee 1, 002. 00 
Hs) || 220 |seaae OO sasinoce chee eee cee oe cee GO!= 2-25 pence ee 446. 00 
Pas) | echt eee dO ciisconc conckeenmne se pees dO. .525-iSeisee oot sees 446. 00 
DON AOR eee iNIN AB aSaaeodos Sscc0.0055| bade Oy eek eee eee ete 733. 00 
PAN! BO ecaae QO.-- 5 - Bec Se eestor Coe steer 967. 80 
PANN) aah | ease GO seek dss Cee eee tence GoO.c. eet esee eae cteee 743. 78 
7) PA lescec Oye csicos ece sete een lear (Missa scS-cd0c5) Sec AST 460. 70 

Total .2.2.02ccheecdoc) semen see ee ee ee 9, 572. 60 

MArcH, 1896. 

Mar. 5 Ie Robert Beall ements oon ase Publicatiqns!.—- sss eee $48. 75 
7 2.| Henry Romeike ............ Press! clippings. -se- + —-e= 5.72 
7 3 | L. H. Schneider’s Son. .-..-... Supplies<. 226s -5 eee 10.09 
7 4 | Thos. Somerville & Sons....|....- fe O eee ae pee 5. 20 
Pi “Gel ies Chy sae aeeenees s- | Repairs 2 ose cece eee 48. 10 

10 GilwG.emeibecker:. =: --5-- co eeor | Traveling expenses....-.-.-. 101.58 
11 7 | Meyer Bros. Drug Co.....--.| Illustration supplies. ...-- 3.15 
12 8 | Department of the Interior. .|..... Gog. Seah eee eee teens 4.32 
12 Chl Gaece GU) ictten occas eestor | Mineral resource supplies. - 23. 25 
12) | 20: | ReaRBowlker =-=---.5-.5--.-|sPublicsiouss sess ees 3.50 
12 Js ORCAS UO Oni ec octecexe cio cls | Services, Nov. 11-23, 1895... 30. 00 
13°} AZo saree avloneceenos ee aes Services, Jan. 7-Feb.,1896- . 96. 25 
13 13} | PAR barronne sees eno cea Services, Feb. 13-20, 1896... 39. 00 

13 14) Wit Gis Rae lleesercercsann cer Services, Feb. 10-15, 1896... 36. 00 
13") 1b | DG. eiumphreysiewes--.s Services, Feb. 10-29, 1896... 48. 00 
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“Ss 
Date of | °4 9 : 
payment. E z To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

> 

Mar; 12)|) 16) J. Bo Lappincott=2---- ---.-- Services, Feb. 1-29, 1896....| $140.00 
133 || He || Ce WG aos Se soocc565oK) Services, Feb. 29, 1896..-.-..-. 5.00 
12M eel Sal ee welaeNewell®eree eer ss ccc Field expenses ........--... 37.00 
133") TS oaose Opa eet e ae eieeie terete alliotiecre GUO). Goan casaecronsenOne 22.00 
1183) 24) boone GO) ésaadscoscosn sacsneadallsaane CONS seis cess eelesisems 49.00 
1133.1 PAL I eooce Op Sask Bee censseniellseese downer te: oe sae sae 20. 00 
13}. 22 ease (0) Se ocise coeeonoenemene peer Cortes temseciess cese 55. 13 
183 || 2B \leasce ClO ER AS SOR Cun Sco Seer nen eeee (lO) Sas Se anGS UR eSnee css 58. 00 
eb | econ Get accost Sauron onrececs| eater GOWea pas eee eet es 25. 50 
EN 2B occa = (lt) ada abo SeoaRecenoanea ores dorssgcsnce eer cesete. 53. 70 
eS) PAS) lsaoae QO Wee) Sass eee ee ese ee ences Ov asec see Sette 42.50 
14 | 27] Mackall Bros. & Flemer...-.| Laboratory supplies..-.--.. 8.95 
WL |) PRS Oo Willo Glendon Aa cos cdccnone Traveling expenses-...-.-.-- 28.50 
Phil | OF) || 18h 186 INOW Ole ee gosSass coos Field expenses ..-.....---- 33. 90 
PAL) BO losboxn COR aeera hee eens chelepeis||isieroinue doen ees wees a esses 58.11 
Pal || “By Wesco Ow yess seeiemine settoelicemict: dOyssa- aa aotaseeeese 54. 00 
PAU |) BA Neeaen MO oe rvs ee Soiree cll seat COWS ee see Ses ae ee 13. 80 
JAL || BBY llooces Ge) E nocecopecace cseencaolorede dO tees cclecte.- 54. 50 
21) 34 | Shoemaker & Busch.....-.. Laboratory supplies...--.- 8.85 
Pl |) ak) || Dex Grobe vs cosceosencocas Traveling expenses......-. 54, 45 
ZAG eon PAL Ghai © OONS)-e tte ee Services, February, 1896- - - - 50. 00 
P|) Bric Cb WEN aeeocs coomcomooar Services, Feb. 17-Mar. 14, 120. 00 

1896. 
2B3\| 683)! Co ds NORA OOCls soo cceooouecs Services, January, 1896 -... 30. 00 
2p) || 639) | Ibn 12> SGWONG oe sououe sacae Freight storage and cus- 16. 92 

tom charges. 
ZIG LON BUR Se xpressiC On seraeieleecisie- Freight charges .......--.- 23. 29 
21 ale Ad amsulixpressiC Omerer a a-2c| eee Once seh ato soneee 34. 91 
21 | 42 | Geo. W. Knox Express Co...) Freightchargesand hauling 5. 72 
31 | 43 | Stephenson’s Express...--.-.|--..- Goigssemtemctincersticeeece 1.12 
Sal | ZT ae Ja Neue soa) seasaceea Field expenses ..---...--.- 21.00 
31 | 45 | Wm. A. Wansleben....- Preparation of maps...--.- 50. 00 
Bl 2G}. Wiis. (C5 IDEN fo cod epecoecoece Traveling expenses ........ 13. 38 
GUL ei eoaae CO an Dae a pos Sean |seees GL RS bemcs Seen omeiee 12. 83 
Bl hey | IEG de dk AOI econ ponpeces Sone Supplies}rerecc. es eet nia etos 4, 00 
31 | 49 | Shoemaker & Busch ...-..-..]..... DO ees F Sessa sees eeec 37. 21 
SIL] GD) Inte Ito IO Sec oocHeencs Publicationsies= s2-1-)--t- ee 3.50 
Slap ole lPRobertibeallitesasssseeeeiecellece Onesie sacle 2526s 53. 60 
Sil || GB Cs Minlen cosedauese Rent of office rooms Mar., ’96 349. 99 
Sil || 63-| 18, Cm esucoe soesasetooocud Services, March, 1896....-... 70. 00 
Bil BYE |b pes |Su aaa aes poe Soe nano Sanes Gy aaeoeaecae Gago eases 65. 00 
31 | 55 | Pay roll of employees ..---.|..... Obst yaeetiesree see cists 2, 546. 30 
Bil BD esos. COP ee gest eaccoree ra ne erepete leo tae Gy Seoecerace ena aemee 1, 066. 50 
Sil | BY See COW rece ee er Aeere|e ee GIG) oe ene Eee ae 527. 00 
Sil || ffs} jecue = Go ears SBE Ee eres Mera GONE eee cactose acces 477. 00 
Bil |] BE) \icacas (10) peeaparmonricca season acre OM eee eeep ee aeeeacene 783, 50 
Bit || (0) |leseee GIO. Bacaraenaseecoct manor Racer owen coins cemen 1, 041. 30 
Sil! Ol Weosee Cheer eee 3p eee Goeiae (IG SScbeucuGr soossoonee 638. 20 
SL | (Pl eeeoe GWG) Gan nOe BOO BECO ceroe lneace Owe Seine ee Ge Ae cise 490. 90 

OO. SASS edGass.6a66| Ube soe ea One Se eee 9, 808. 97 

APRIL, 1896. 

Apr. 8 Ik |) Wii, IMAC ec GaaoooDeE | Traveling expenses ........ $70. 69 
8 4 |) /o 1D), Eni Soossaocesa cone Suppliesis9-2 cesss2-6 - =e 38. 92 
8 eee COW teen Soe eee Iga Ok ee SORES Beene eee 10. 32 
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ee 
Perey cee Ce To whoin paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Apr. 8 4) | Dheaky. EBrooks\@o).---2-- Supplies) 3250p ee eae $3. 40 
10 5 | Department of the Interior-.|..... dO) Seen eee eae 59. 58 
10 Glleeee CIE Be Geen ce eae Bee) et GO) 2a. Ses aad soene oes 2. 42 
10 (|) Badal rol ibie a ecneenoeesaA||sccq- dO! 32 ee sess? eee 22. 20 
10 8 | Herman Baumgarten... ....|....- dors aa-saen es este eae 3. 00 
10 Oh eJnos ©. Barkers sa. =e ees e a eee ee 00) ssteee seers cteecee 1.50 
LOD ALON | Winal) CAD aly 2 oe eyerenis sera Services, Mar. 16-31, 1896 -. 70.00 
ON) eS | PAlthamen Coonssescenceeeeee Services, March, 1896.....- 52.00 
10 | 12 | Col., Hock. Val.& T. Rwy Co.| Transportation ofassistant-| 9.95 
LOM) 13) Roberti; Pollard. 2225-5 Reportonnickelandcobalt.| 100. 00 
HON) els AB UE INe wrelilecje ere eeetes ets Fieldtexpenses --n--=-)=-===- 35. 00 
10 | 15 | Shoemaker & Busch...-..-- Suppliesieco. ese ee ee atee 99. O4 
10} 16 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer....|...-. dO 25s tee eece ced 33. 72 
LS ELT Wee Bye LOS Oni nserseere aera Original drawings.....---- 250. 00 
1G) 18) || eZ). Galan pee eeeriaee sees Sup plies(ss22--se- eee =e 2.60 
16) 95) wh Be Jacksont S| COree jee see Os odascoonseooaac 25. 50 
16h) 205) SDA Stans uyeee sete IN@Paits ~2.- --2 = ee. 12. 00 
16 | 21 | Kennedy & Dui Perow.----- Supplies! s2-c-2s-<-2- se2-er 7.25 
2PM PPI Ne) Bp VLSI REVOVE C5 ooo consee se Traveling expenses--.---.-. 101. 98 
6) | 923") Henny Romeo fesse se a Press clippings ss eee. aes 4. 84 
15) | +24) Win. A. Wiarsleben -2- =: = =- Original drawings.-...-..-- 50. 00 
185) 25°) U.S.) BxpressiCose esse sass) Freight charges ......-..- zl 12.14 
18 | 26 | Meyer Bros. Drug Co-....-- Suppliesie- eee eee eee 3.15 
16 | 27 | Smithsonian Institution....| Transportation ofexchanges 94. 40 
2 288 |8Gustavahoc kee sarees Publicationsssss-seer-- ee 279. 46- 
21 | 29 | Citizens’ National Bank -...| Bill of exchange .......-.--. 3. 52 
21 | 30 | Pennsylvania R. R. Co. .....| Transportation of assistant. 12. 75 
21 31 | Herman Baumgarten -...---. Supplies! *2c2 eos erence 5. 20 
22) || 932) || aside aiyeaecteree reins Traveling expenses. --. ---- 93. 45 
22\ || 33))|#) kL. Chesleyidcei Cove a. -- Laboratory supplies. .---.-- - 40 
24} 34 | Geo. F. Kunz ...............| Services, March, 1896....-. | 100. 00 
27 | 35 ) Chas. EB. Munroe--..---.---- Assay and analyses of ores. 70. 00 
SO) SOR ec GO) ae aed 2 Seer Assay of coal and clay. ..-. 99. 00 
307) 3 |) Baker & Cor emscssemcastsene Laboratory supplies. ...--- 54. 70 
30 | 38 | M.W. Beveridge...2--...:.. “Ot set een pera te N ee 2.14 
30 | 39 | Wm. A. Wansleben......--- Preparation of charts... --. 50. 00 
SON S40 bel Ce Wallardisaccas eee | Rent of office rooms....-. -- 349. 99 
BO'| er AWy e crn wa wi eee oe meeee lioreictate oct ee ee ee 100. 00 
0H 42a VED Gabibss. 2. .s to sae seine ene | Services, April, 1896 ......- 70. 00 
30) hase Mee Bushi ncaa none seal eeere doss2 beh sees eee eee 65. 00 
30), 44) Rayemolllofiemployeese .. 2. oe hae ee Oita ee ee ee 2, 464. 10 
0a) CG senee OOiwac ee occ cs GaSe ees eee COt sae sSe cece ha ate 1, 083. 80 
30) |p On| meee COM eee ms shea s eee ee eee COvcet ec ct ee eee 511.50 
SOD PATi a exes COM sh oee area scien ol eee Oe. eee oat cece 499. 60 
SO Aon aaa CO asicn hs tees ae eee a eet £0 (oem eta eee ey ae Nena 758. 20 
30)1|(h Ob eee CRO ee Ei eer eom ret see ee me G0) so tienes once mies ee 1, 028. 15 
3 Oi Secac Gh eer Pees Semen tenons dO 22 eee eee 580. 80 
30 Bile eA eee CO FEE eee ee ee 00). ce eee 266. 49 

Notallssweids taste’ LSE eeeteee os eee een eee See 9, 723. 85 

MAY, 1896. 

5 a — 
May 5 1 Robert ben) seeeeeeee eee | Publichtionsts.csseasesscs $10. 00 

6 2 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer - -. A US IOS = eee eenne ee ees 12. 22 
6) 9S sGritoth horton sees see Services, April, 1896 ....... 2.50 
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Abstract of disbnrsements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey , etc, —Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1896— Continued. 

May, 1896—Continued. 

wo 8 | o 

Sate as To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
a ol a 

> | 

May §& dl) COO. 18, [oI Sicoacce sane eaae Services, April, 1896..-...- $110. 00 
6 Sy eH OMEHoimane somes asee see Testing 4 fire clays ....----. 20. 00 
6 6 | Henry Romeike ............ Press clippings..-.-..----. 5. 80 

11 eGeosNauiter me ssa ener on enee Rublications ee sneereneeee 6. 00 
11 Si PANC MRealeyceccec ce ccs s2.2<% Services, Apr. 1-9, 1896 -.--| 48.00 
11 OR PA chal Coonsieeerereeeesee Services, April, 1896 _..._.. 52. 00 
11} 10] Charles E. Munroe.-.-------- Analyses of coalsand marls- 132.50 
1133 |}, TUL |) 48, AGB eb loeltt Ss Cosaccccea sees Rent of phonograph. .-.---. 40. 00 
13 | 12 | Shoemaker & Busch -...-.--- Supplicsinsasssee see cece 51.73 
ALA eee PAC Mee allover secre Sorte Services, May 1-9, 1896. --.- 24. 00 
16 | 14] James T. White & Co......- Bublications)se- ie s-eeee ee 8.00 
AG)" L5r)) Wim AU Wansleben) 222-—---- Publications of charts ---- 50. 00 
160) 16>) “heodore!Johnson\--=------- Traveling expenses...-..-- 20.75 
16nl Lie Southern racic Comer. -s-e- Transportation of assistant. 24. 20 
NGM Sales eaippincobtsssseee seen Services, Mar. 3-31, 1896 - -- 34. 00 
UG) WQ) I I Ise on Sacs5e ceed cuae Services, Apr. 28-30, 1896 -- 18. 00 
1G 20) |) Sol POunOes S53 agc.cascc5 accase Services, Apr. 20-29, 1896 -. 54. 00 
iQ || PL |} POGUE Welles cess acon coecee Bieldiexpensesiee seer eee 37.50 
1G) 22 leecac COR Sy ase ees or eee WO" SEE oon esa eee 22. 45 
1G |) 23 scone QO sas setsee- sess cisii|leemies OO cee eieis wire slossalseice 37. 65 
1G) |), ZL | 74019); Calne aos cecenducue SO MOIS 26 so5de5 ceseea sass 47. 97 
18 | 25 | Department of the Interior.|..-.. Wane Re se osemeseaeeses 112. 27 
113) || AB |sonae Osean -aecaieemse esses e|ssee DOs Sesaaski oases 17.76 
1} |) BE cases OO) ssadecsdaee easaceocen lates (IG) Sees nose ese coeds nll) 
19 | 28 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer ....|....- MO eos eleeweree eiovstersierse 19. 60 
1G) | 2B) || C@os 10s Mehran o's (Coy Ae be ecalloecec Ope eeio seit seevde isaer 41.35 
1@) || B01) Jods VORIOSONN Sa sabe saeceede Services, Apr. 3-30, 1896 - -. 168. 00 
19) |) Sal NSO eEING lees ece ssccenesee Piel dvexpensespeec a o-1-16 36. 21 
Oil |) Be} || Leaweinike IBwORS cae Shoo a5 eoseen Traveling expenses..-.----| 9. 85 
Sy SBi\| Lary «41 OW ceaccacaccodmaus Laboratory supplies. .----- 239. 75 
2B} || BL |! Wit 1, OM RGE Seeseos casa cee Publicationspseeeoeeeeee oe 12.50 
283 || aby || Wai. DENY coseasccaaoa cose Services, Apr. 1-15, 1896 . -- 60. 00 
23 |) BS) Woe nuegellc oeosacacsseus Services, Mar.19-Apr.17,’96- 42,00 
GB} || Bi || 185 Gs White Nines cecsosac55ne5 Services, Mar. 26—A pr- 25,’96 35. 00 
23 | 38 | Elwood Mer dipsmee essa nes Services, Apr. 14-30, 1896. -- 88. 00 
33 |) Sts) || JAS Je ING Males coos soecooses Field expenses’ ..---------- 43. 90 
23 || A) Nosose Ot aaeee eae ease shee see tos Owe esses ce esseets 48. 00 
PB ate eose MO pares eerie Sevens sites sails ORs se teeptemistess ts 260 20. 00 
PBs || LON Sesac QO aeeaceissec setoeeeeee jocosc GO aenonasanseenyaseeon 34. 00 
28 || ABS | oeore Osea emie seer ose ce telse eee ister Oi seen certains aiatocicts 23. 40 
AD |) (2 lbpdel, AteNW Gensco encoeocsor Services, Mar. 19-Apr. 27,’96 58.50 
AAS || ley | AWWA IPs Sinouhe ses see coeeccss Services, Apr. 10-16, 1896. -. 18. 00 

5 26 | 46 | Houston & Texas Cent. R. R.| Transportation ofassistant. 5. 00 
rAdal| WCE I \NATIO. ID hye oo aeacteeeseedede Traveling expenses-.-...-.- 12.93 
Pkoy |} ANS} || Wise IP whieh SG Soaoa sa aaooee Supplies ster cca eeer acess 78.75 
AAs) || 4G) || \nYaeo IDs Ob SIOS 6o6S5 cane soaa|lesece GIO) cous Suc Sceqese coals 4.50 
26 | 50} Wm.M. Fontaine .......-.-. Services, July 1, ’95-Apr.30, 150. 00 

1896. 
aS) || ll | WIG dN Sten eiNoce Sse oonso sods Suppliessessaseeessececa 35. 50 
29 | 52; Wm. A. Wansleben .-.-....-. Preparation of drawings... 50. 00 
2B) | 583 | Co Gs Willa cee525 sosebsase Rent of office rooms ....--- 349, 99 
AS) || Bb eee. OO). a5 ESOS GSe SS Sete Got ees amare Owe sere a sedise Cao sic 100. 00 
BAS) | bis) No AO DE Alyse ne eee eee Services, May, 1896 -.-..--- 170. 40 
28) || 63 |) Chmmns Co ISIN Coseseoesseaqcllsesas COW ee ee ers ro 102. 20 
28) ||" B87 || Ts Chit) ess450ceeeuu eee. eeeelcaees Gliy Seahedeeee eee ener 70. 00 
28) |) Gi3.|) les Plans oe he 6 oocen sooded ladaae GO Wseee Be ee Sia Sctey id= 65. 00 
29) 59) | Pay rollof employees. ----|=--- - (Olsens caso oa Pore saeees 2, 546. 80 
28) || GO Weocos GOs debe lads See eee | eee (OY sees ces Coen eeeeenes 1, 117. 40 
2B) || Gil dooeee ClO gonacs becte oer ianon Cee Gio) Sa siceCe Bases 527. 00 
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GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1896—Continued. 

May, 1896—Continued. 

Ie | 
Pree oe To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

° 

| 
May 29 Pay roll of employees ...--. Servicés:.3.5-¢--eeeeeea ce $518. 80 

Pas) GB) leodee dO) 522 5 a.se seeh ease alee OO) sik saepestosseee = aee 846.79 
OM OS Bee O35 Soe eee eee Govessccet nese eeeeee 983. 70 
29 BAAR Oe ae ae Soma oe rl oaec Ov. Secee ee eee 325. 80 

Total cna esesee esac US. cee eee eee | 10, 118. 02 

JUNE, 1896. 

June 3 Robertbealleseesane see ae: Publicationsysss22e-seeses 29. 75 
3 Prank Burnspeeecee sass 2-2 =| kel diexpensesaree =a eee eee 56.18 
6 HenryzRomeikese-so see. -- Pressiclippine see ==-e eee 12. 24 
6 Chas: Munroe-=—--------. Analyses of coals.......... 56. 25 
6 enrysh Browsers eee. Illustration supplies... ..-. 3. 25 
6 Wykoff, Seamans & Bene- | Repairs ......-..---.------ 6. 75 

dict. 
9 Department of the Interior..| Supplies .........-...----. 95. 32 
SE Mc} lheoemie G acer ot oee Cn ee ee Cope Sse ee eee 2.70 

10 HimeriéoeAmendiss-e eee ae |seaee dO ecco Sete ones 161.47 
10 Atch., Top. &S. F. Rwy. Co..| Transportation of assistants 6.55 
10 The Wabash RB. R.Co--.----|5-2-- Gorete te eee ees 5.45 
10 D.C: Humphreys=..-------- Cash paid for services and 41.00 

supplies. 
VO 5183 cease Opts eee eee eee es Services, Apr. 29-30, 1896. -. 15. 00 
10 Cogs wells: = ssen eee Services, Apr. 27-May 27, 96 81 60 
12 WrGakussellteteeeaesee see. Services, May 13-26, 1896. --| 65. 00 
12 JAN ME Ryonls ese ae ecee\aesice Services, May 11-18, 1896- --| 45.50 
12 Jijyman P: Kendall --..-...-- Services, Apr. 25-May 26, ’96 35. 00 
12 ie Eee Dayloreeee ee eee Services, May 18-29, 1896. -.| 24.00 
12 DPD: €. Humphreys. .-:.----..- Services, May 15-29, 1896. -.| 25. 00 
12 Samuel Fortier...-.........| Services, May 20-29, 1896. --| 54. 00 
12 O. V.P.Stout...............| Services; May 2-27, 1896... 30. 75 
12 HAC eMurphy.2oseeree sects Services, May 25-29, 1896... 24. 00 
12 Je belbippincotteesaesene sae Services, May 20-29, 1896. -.| 30. 37 
12 Elwood Mead tase snes sae Services, May 6-29, 1896---.) 150. 15 
12 PSH wel aLrounlssseseese eae. Services, May 23-29, 1896. --| 37. 20 
12 EVGEDSINe wiellice se meesse sees Field expenses. ....-.-.-.-- 16. 80 
| PN seaee Oise Ss aie re ee tote See GO wei ao eee eee eee ee 20.00 
12 TOWISHVs RATSSOMe ee eee eee Analyses of rocks.-.-.-..---- 240, 00 
12 ChastoNe Jenkse ese ee eee Report on corundum. .-.---- 20. 00 
15 Branike BULOS er ceme aeeiseeicee Traveling expenses ....-.... 8. 10 
15m silos emer dots ses ce A sees Field expenses: -.-.--..2---| 26. 35 
18 Wm. A. Wansleben...-.-.-..- Preparation of maps. .-.---- 50. 00 
18 Jas MeConnell===-25--. --- Original drawings. --.-.....- 86.50 
18 Wi. braceiGrayeeeenee voce SREP aceon use a es | 111. 00 
20 Mackall Bros. & Flemer. -...| Supplies ----.-.-.-..,=-.-- 19. 69 
20 Ginn doi Css see eee eee noe Publications y=. .es-. eeeeae 9.00 
20 Auth al cons )aeememtes ee Services, May, 1896........ 52. 00 
20 Mining Iron and Steel .-.--- 1 copy Mining in Canada .. 4.00 
20 Chas. EB. Munroe..-2-- --.--. BSBAVOM OG == so enemas eos 3.00 
20 Thomas Somerville & Sons .. Laboratory supplies ..-.--. - 1. 00 
22 2D) Gilman eee ee SUPPIGS seca oe cee eee 117. 04 
23 Bio. Halll ss ocass eee eens Services, May 8-22, 1896 -.. 15, 00 
23 Be ENe wells: oceaceetntee Cash paid for services and 93. 78 

supplies. 
30 | Shoemaker & Busch....-.--- DOP PUSH e.~. ceant ee eae. 151. 49 
30 Wm. A. Wansleben......... Drawin pals cae atone sw ans | 50. 00 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
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GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1896—Continued. 

JUNE, 1896—Continued. 

ols | 

Sane: $3 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

> 

June 30 | 46 | Wm. Bruce Gray ..-..-...-.--- Drawing stecccsece sane see $67. 00 
3) 28 |) Vo So HIG eo eo ocecadeogcnen|lanco- GOmire ees ceemesetene 82.00 
30 | 48 | Geo. F. Muth & Co......... SUpplieshzesmsas.ceseceas se 32. 56 
BONA Onl eC wns Cebabbeecssescracici-si- Field expenses ..---.....-- 18. 25 
SOT OOn | PAlifeuspELy attire me siccisisicr = Services, Dec. 1, 1895-Jan. 100. 00 

31, 1896. 
SOR ee bile peer Gulb beeeeae soeeeeceeer ene Services, June, 1896........ 70. 00 
0) || G4 || ibe 125 Jeet Coe ce ca ssadenecoalssdas dO) sa se Sasses east kee 65. 00 
S0F DoS) Ca Cawalllard: ees eee ; Rent, sane, 1896 seek ees. 349. 99 
BO | Ge cases ClO Ss ado SESH Cr sO ES SEe ODES ORES Sanaa i ee 100. 00 
30 | 55 | Grace Caldwell.......--..-- Sekvices. M ay 1-4, 1896 - 7.50 
30 | 56 | The Acme Folding Boat Co..| Field supplies.......-.--.- 126. 63 
30) |) -Bi7/ || JNo 12%, IDEA ee sodau codes ase Traveling expenses...-.. -- 56. 25 
30ND Sal pElemnichwResheseee ere sees e|see = GO). Seseseieecescee dees ile RNs B59 
30) || BO cones Ose: secre seen seen ae Sete cls dobre eemsee ess tees 4.85 
30) e608 Jeb. ip pincottes- sn. seosee Field expenses....--....... 85. 65 
SON GPA Bae anash seen ccinene ee = sis DOME ae ees ete 82. 25 
BON 620 Eee Newell secs acre eine Cash paid for services ..... 48.00 
30 | 63 | Charles E. Munroe.......--. ABSA ylOL OLCSesee ose oe acne 21.00 
300) 64s Ee Wh Meversi sss -scsce -- Services, May 1-29, 1896 125. 00 
30 | 65 | Pay roll of employees. ...-.--. Services, June, 1896 ......- 2, 464. 10 
S|) OS he soe Cleat sao cease erie crcl Genre Orr ace cacoeeetast 1, 356. 27 
SONS Glaleacee QOvaz ee eae sac eee uelacecilsecienc GO Peers cleseis sete ease 461.50 
30) | (68))|s22/2: CORPSE ce nee cn eaesacs UIA ae Rope aeSHenens 513. 60 
30) || GY) Ison 6 GO) ee oun. oo cecooenaneoee laeees GOvseusee cs acieina Ieee eee 840. 60 
S04! GO Neasee On ee rere a eieevcbicicie e'|ciniebe Oe zat oP 1, 030. 85 
a0) || Al Neodae GOA esac ne Sse a kicto|| Sees UO Beda Beret aeemS nor 481. 90 

HNO tial erat Soper sete ere ate| cinsfxie said cists smash a eee ee 103959. 33 

JULY, 1895. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896. 

July 10 

OBNAOTFPwWNe 

| Pay roll of employees 

MSW BS On vee = oacrss\-cis =< Traveling expenses.-..-.-- 
Vives 185 1Donylle) «gO Goaane socr Hieldisupplies: a= s-ec-es-: 
Spravlen¥avAndersoniecs- ei) OLAS ensayo see eiee scree 
QO WMEsDepantment Wes. Ateeep ents eeiseeeeer eee ens 
Pennsylvania R. R.Co..--.. | Transportation ofassistants | 
Louis. & Nash. R. R. Co-.----|----- COPemesstse nies cceee 
Wells-Fargo & Co .....----- Bretphitic.eaaeaa=22--e'sce 
National Express Co........].-..- MOVE efeheereneiatae sce 
ose COM eeteseree rereciaiace = ciara listers On ate Serie alas ainiacyo cee 
Henrys Gannettie- ee ee Traveling expenses ......-- 
Q.M. Department, U.S. A...| Geologic supplies......---- 
Hen yr Greentas-niss)s- 4 Geologic instruments -.----. 
Wee Ibn 13, Cnbelee ceccasooe Supplies and repairs. up 
Bailey Wallisee sess ce een Traveling expenses - 
Southern Railway Co....... ‘Transportation of assistant 
HSM Walsonie ect oee es cictee Traveling expenses. - 
Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co. - 
Wie Gathomasi=2soscer cae s se 
Wie Bawilliams-s22-- ses. 

do 

.| Transportation ofassistants 
Services, July 10-26, 1895 -.| 

do 

2, 837. 

. 70 
5. 83 
.18 

8. 30 
3. 80 
9. 40 
05 
95 

12. 
50. 

125. 
21. 
60. 
52. 
16. 
72. 
78. 
45. 
45, 

1, 156. 
471, 

02 
30 
00 
60 
10 
80 
55 
89 
50 
00 
00 
50 
20 

67 
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chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

AvuGuST, 1895. 

Ba) 

ee ac To whom paid. For what paid. | Amount. 
: Ae 

Aug. 3 1 | G. W..Saegmuller..-...-.--. Repairs to instruments - -- | $30. 00 
6 2 | Adams Express Co...-...---- Freight charges. -......---- 162. 35 
6 3 | Pay roll of employees ...--- Services, July, 1895...--.-- 90. 00 
8 4) |;bramiky Burnsieronse saeeeo ees Field expenses ..........-.- 53. 29 
8 Seanad Olamky see sees eee e Services, July, 1895 ......-- 125. 00 
7 6 | RioGrande & West.Rwy. Co.) Transportation of assistants 15.00 
8 7 | Colorado Midland R. R. Co-..|..-..- dO. fone eee ees tence 15. 00 
8 8 || Southern’ Pacifico) -----. --| 2-2 -- Wes sapecs <shne 52 Sacce 12. 80 
6 9) ihe Wabash sR Cols...-4l ease Ot 4 epee tee on eee 8.90 
7| 10) Bur. & Mo.Riv. R. R. in Nebr.|...-- Oo) Gases enantio ee 27.30 
8} 11 | Chic.,Bur.,& Quincy R.R.Co.)._.. - QO" bss eee eee 25. 25 
7| 12 | Chic.& Northwestern R.R.Co|....- OO) ego eek alee ae 12.10 
7| 13 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R.Co--.|....-. O's 2s sane seer ee ee 475. 00 
6 14 JM Beatyié Cornet Field supplies.....-....--- 65. 57 
7 | 15 | Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. Co.) Transportation of assistants, 115. 30 

MO Pal Be WE Walleye. Sok ee een eaoane | Traveling expenses --.....-- 59. 75 
14 17 | Q. M. Department, U.S. A- - -| Tents ia2 soe ee t-ee 30. 49 
13 | 18 | McDonald Grocery Co...--- | dield'supplies= se ase5ss= 27, 22 
UBF al) Uo Ml bey 45 esse aose nase Hire of tents, ete...--. ---- 49.50 
VA e200 Beer Obs serpstaeeer 2 =e Telite et Se sett eee 45. 00 
155)) 216) Piiredekoc hess sss ee | Services, July 31, 1895...-.. | 60. 00 
13s) 225 Charles wihyme lle ssa | Servi ices, July 10-31, 1895... | 35.49 
139) S235 GeonOvisssunutlin sees seers Services, July 7-31, 1895. .-.| 52.42 
13))|| 924) Weed Wall am seer lee re | Services, July 29-31, 1895 -.| 5. 80 
esas bY || Up tsp DUN ee 5 oan esos Soe jaieldlexpensespss- ose ee 181.76 
14 | 26'| W. EB. Doyle:& 'Co--2-.-.-...| Breld'supplies; ete=--2-—-o- 5.25 
13) | 22%, Spratleny& Anderson! 2. ---=) 2-2 520 0) seeeee a= 23. 21 
IBF OS losoae LOT ee eee al eee 0,2. het oat 62. 07 
OPN Mifelsl lslyGk) S62 e5 onsen acco Repaitsy 3.8. cee eee 16. 75 
15>) 230" Mus WinlSt6Sis astece crs eee ester Ras DUL AS One e se me ae eee ee 7.41 
13) )) vol) | Re CiMicktinneyeeeeeeee eee lBieldiexpensessese=—= =e oe 16. 90 
14 | 32] N.Y., C.& H. Riv. R. R. Co -.| Transportation of assistant. 9. 60 
16) 33° |'Geo: H.Wldridtesses-s-—-ce== | Traveling expenses.....-.-- 25, 45 
16 | 34 | Pennsylvania R. R. Co .----- Transportation of assistant. | 78. 50 
12 | 35 | Adams Express Co......-.-- | Freight charges ........--- | 60. 50 
17 | 36 | (Chas: D: Walcott -. 2-5 ----- | Traveling expenses. -.-----| 105, 56 
17 | 37 | Southern Pacific Co....-..... | Transportation of assistant. 5. 90 
188.) (eAe Ee hOM PSOne. ees seeeeas || Pieldvexspenses--~------ 06. = 20. 72 
WE) <8) Iecaod G(R eS See eee Adair acai. don ee ee 18 10 
Vie 40s pA] BS Marlinyssse ss eaes-e| eae OO pee a= Gc tee eens 5. 00 
20| 41) M.G. Copeland & Co ...-.--. Geologic supplies ..--.---- 2.40 
20°) 42) | Pacifie Box Mfe. Co -22---2- \Wieldimnaterial.. ~~ coo 9. 00 
20 | 43 | Spratlen & Anderson ------- Supplies". 22-) ~ see eee elt 
20} 44 | Ordnance Dept. U.S.A ..... | Field supplies-_--..---.--..- 3.18 
20)| 45) | Stila dosankkinanw hk. beCoss ih relon ties ssce eee one 2.25 
21 | 46) James S. Topham....-...... | Geologic supplies.......--. 7. 00 
Do||* Ae |Web Ome iesats cer ee ten Hoe | stereo OOo ee eee eee 8.00 
Dai) 487) MC Wallsomle secre sents 5 = Traveling expenses.......- 36. 66 
26 | 49 | Oregon Improvement Co-....| Supplies, forage, ete ..----- 22.58 
26 | 50 | McDonald Grocery Co ...--.-.|-.--- Ct (eRe eee SET 40. 93 
27 | SLC WaiGoodlowere-ssr a= =e Services, June 1-16, 1895 ... 39.56 
24)\\ 52) (USS Epressieseamecac =e | Freight charges ..-...----. 99, 27 
24 || 53))|eees COtse eaten ie eee ee fee Cit Ee rite fet et 24. 03 
31 54 || Rvanicpunnsises cee 2 escem a= e Field expenses ..........-. 41.56 
SU Op) ee (LO. aera ee eee ene | Traveling expenses.......- 27.20 
BL} 56 | Pay roll of employees.......| Services, August, 1895.....) 1,173.30 
31 Bil i| teers GO.2 spss tee ae eset poems 00 cokes eee 471. 20 

DOtal aches a ee an nae ee ee a ee eee 4, 322.50 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
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GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

SEPTEMBER, 1895. 

-| 3s 

Seraene | ee To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Sept. 7 It Gels, Wei lils bicQasenmoesnaenee Services, August, 1895... .... | $270.00 
10 Ay || Whelan NUWNOP oosacensasace Services, Aug. 17-31, 1895. -. 24.19 
10 on BredenickyKoch)=2-s------ 2. Services, August, 1895....-. 60. 00 
10 AE VIS 135 WAITERS Goce mn oeos sean |ssece Oar ar ee reels Sys hate 60. 00 
10 Dal iGeorOtisiSmalithy sseree se se el||-1-1 MOMS se eincisels Se esis 65. 00 
9 Ga EDS Mea Wall Some eres serene Traveling expenses -.-. 55. 56 
9 (al@iennrylGannetteesess =e. eecl|-ee dows tes sae eset ee 148. 88 

10 &. || Werke WOW cosa uosen pecs Hieldkexpenses)=-s--22---- 34. 63 
11 9 | Wykoff, Seamans & Benedict | Supplies and repairs... ---- 3.50 
LS LON RG combo Mutha si ofteeeea- Topographers’ supplies ---- 1.80 
HDHLGH | aeitidl 3 eee ge OE Soe Se Seek ies: Geologic supplies......---- . 85 
Tal | 52 |) Geo, We eI so soae coo sess Topographic supplies. ---.-. 1. 20 
129) 13>) Ho Schneideris|Son= ----=- Topographic and geologic 9. 00 

. supplies. 
11 | 14) Southern Pacific Co ....-..- Transportation of assistants 18.70 
1S) loa Burka Momhiveskveknum Ne bie |= = 300 seer eee see = a. 50. 00 
11; 16) M.,St.P.& Sault Ste. M.Rwy.|.---- OEE AE RA eer cisciel i Seis 9. 90 
11 | 17) Chic. & Northwestern Rwy. |.---- Ore e et ea aa 12. 70 

Co. 
11] 18] Baltimore & Ohio R.R.Co-.|-..-- Glog cence ns eee cane | 190. 00 
10 9) eoralce: Keniioihit 222 sea a2 ee = Woragenee mene see ee ein ase | 15. 00 
14520) Chasy Do Walcott... ---- = Traveling expenses.-.-....-.| 109. 12 
AN 21 EBS Wieeks\-ccrcer sae ctee nase steele Oe hed. ae aoe be ac! 62.77 
16 | 22 | Ft.W.& Denver CityRwy.Co| Transportation ofassistants 18.55 
16 | 23} U.P.,Denver & Gulf Rwy.Co|..--- OPA se hee aa a 10. 25 
16 | 24 | Oreg. Rwy. & Nav gation Co|.-.... (ity Ste chan cennraeeeaa 16. 69 
16 | 25 | Southern Railway Co.......|.-..- Overs Seren see tiae ts 16.55 
165) 2635) Northern Pacifici€o --- 22. =2| 22... Od) eset ae Sameer eee 40. 63 
AO) || 2a |) Idenilioye Wahigies Ce S5 5 Soeecads Field expenses ..--..-----. 41.30 
2) |) BS) do Sed Dbigie oo scan osecon cudsllooaos GO eRe Gos. acemaasomese 212. 96 
202 On eAriciae bh'omapsonkes see 2 erases GOT 4455 eee Fos he Ste 14.17 
DOE er Ob Secs LO) mertecic © areteeters <leieisvars! na | ois) 02 Gp Seen hotms Horaneee nee 30. 16 
20 | 31 | Townsend & Lance...---.-. Field supplies.-..-.....-..- 15, 44 
20 | 32 | Department of the Interior.| Geologic supplies....-.---- 23. 88 
25 | 33 | Norfolk & Western Rwy. Co| Transportation of assistant. 9. 80 
25 | 34 | Stevens & Moore.......--.- Kield’sup plies’ s.-225 -=--=- 19. 15 
310) |) aly |} Nive dts CpaievOlGl sso oa oansoe Mieldexpenses!ssusss- 5-2 5- 135. 00 
2 | ae || leeileyn Wallis. ooocoos eeecaalleeeoe OW es een osceeees 28. 70 
27 | 37 | Cin.,N.O.& Tex.Pac.R.R.Co.| Transportation of assistant. 18. 70 
30 | 38] Atch., Top. & S. F. Rwy. Co .|....- COREE ses ee acai es 20. 65 
S30) || SB) || 18t, ils WWIII Seo ccomnecaso se Traveling expenses ..---. -- 47. 20 
30 | 40 | Pay roll of employees. .....- Services, September, 1895 -.| 1, 138. 40 
BO |) 2Ol eee OM eee eee eee emer cls eereleoniae Ons Ass escaauiceiseeres 457. 60 

SRO Geo SSS ese eo Semel MASS fe ani see eae eres 3, 513.58 

| 

OcTOBER, 1895. 

Oct Za pe ulebredenicky och. =-- ee. Services, September, 1895 -. $60. 00 
2 4 |) Miii@inael ANwtiGeosa5cq ceaccollsoone @® coase Dee eng soeeeee 55. 00 
2 On Wer -aWellliiaims meer eae eee oe OO wedaseanadcaaaere aan 60. 00 
2 AE |) Coo, QUIS. Gio Necasco ceccuallsacec LON ace neni esice 65. 00 
2 | Warren Upham --222- ------ Services, July 1-Sept. 18, 95 170. 00 
2 6 | Chic., Mil. & St. P. Rwy. Co.| Transportation of assistants 9. 28 
2 7 | Oreg.S. L. & U.N. Rwy.Co .|..... Go) JBSSe seeoee sac eeemor 14. 40 
4 8 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co..|-...- MMOs ee eis cinise sisi laiarels 26. 75 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D, McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
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GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

OcTOBER, 1895—Continued. 

: gS 
ee 3 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

G | 
Oct. 4 9 | The Wabash R. R.Co..-..-.-- Transportation of assistants | $11.50 

5] 10) Oreg.S.L. & U.N. Rwy. Co -|...-.. 0.25. ssdecso sere = + see 15. 82 
45) 1 OS oeixpLess|COnae seam =e reighticharges === see ee 68. GL 
4) 12 | Adams Express Co -.-..----|----- dO. ssa iioss- eee eeneee | 46. 75 

10 | 13 | United Typewriter and | Repairs .-.-..........---.- 2. 00 
Supplies Co. 

10 | 14 |. Western Pacific R. R. Co....| Transportation of assistants 77.55 
10'} 15 | SouthernPacttie'Co-_--= --2- lesen QO: 225. \Snan see eeee eos 12.00 
10 | 16 | Southern Railway Co-.---....- poset Oss 2 ete Sane ee 50. £8 
LON) Vit |tChasyDy Wialecopteee..-.2--- Traveling expenses...-.-.--- 279. 02 
12a elSs hoe McD evittes ses eres Subsistence supplies, etc. - - 39. 05 
12 | 19 | Monte Cristo Mercantile Co-|._... Oy ao eNRie eee eae 8.18 
Ze ZO N PACH eons OM arse eteltarrr | Field expenses ..-....----- 60. 73 
12>) #21 | enry;Gannett)---- ==. -4-5-- Traveling expenses...----- 127. -5 
| pe2u MB eGreen see sesso eee snc hovaceete a2 eee 23.00 
14 | 23 Spratlen & Anderson ....-.. Subsistence supplics, ete. -- 31.89 
10 | 24 | Robert Floerman....-...... Storage) S22 as. socenieteen aoe 3.00 
TD a|( #255 ||RBet Bb ave Kereta aesee etree Traveling expenses....---- 84. 85 
14 | 26 | Oreg. Rwy. & NavigationCo.) Transportation of assistants 32.20 
14 | 27 | Chesapeake & Ohio Rwy. Co.)....- does -~setoet settee oe 28. 80 
25 | 28 | Department of the Interior. | Geologic supplies.---.----- 7.63 
25) || 29) SWalllitamliKernsees ste ere ence Ose ase Sees. acess os 12. 00 
25° | °30!| ranichin aeiCoume eran ses | aie do: ee eet 1.70 
Poles ely hile \Wwolkyn oo 52a65 See Se eee Traveling expenses -..----- 87. 29 
26 | 32 | Michael Autier.-.-..---.--.- Services, Oct. 1-12, 1895---.| 19.55 
26) ||) © 331) Hirederick Kochi=asss-semeen|essee G0. 252 ies ease = oe 23.23 
28)\| 34) Bailey Wallisessa2s-s 2c -- Traveling expenses..---.-- 5. 00 
28) PoDiiecees Got eases coals COs SeeB eee Nees 12.17 
28) |SoONleeeee COM Area oe eee ae eee do'est 2 eee 125. 57 
28 || SSG |eeoae Ove ee ete hieidiexpenses-.sse-—— s-ee 61.59 
26) 38 |*Geo.OsSmitheecsessseeeeeee Traveling expenses.....--- 18. 05 
PAR) CN) ESao- (Ut nse arse Bose se aac eee C022 eee eae 3.00 
29 | 40 | Int. & Great Nor. Rwy. Co..| Transportation ofassistants 38. 45 
29 | 41 | Pennsylvania R. R.Co...-.-.|----. Oye ss ease ae eeeees 12. 20 
20 | 42] Northern Pacific R.R.Co...|..-... CO) shee sce ware oer sees 62. 00 
29 | 43 | The Wabash R.R.Co.......|...-- dovescecacss eee eee 22. 75 
ol) 44 Bailey Wallise-e2-sseee sees. Yield expenses 70. 20 
S10) S45 a icesee OO). = eeetose ne eae eens \ een 1 a ES ee (2.91 
31 | 46) Joseph P. Iddings ........-.- Services, Julydteobieseseees 182. 09 
31 | 47 | Payroll of employees...-..- Services, October, 1895. -.- - 1, {73.30 
1s || MASS eee Core secon tee ataceees ioe doe ee 471. 20 

Total”. 2:2460.6 2S. alin, ba teewt se. eee ee eee 3, Mid. A 

NOVEMBER, 1895. 

Nov. 9 1 | Department of the Interior..| Geologic supplies......-..-- $18. 86 
11 25\ Weide Ia) Gurley oc. eee Seoee Ct Os ee gs eee te , 44.00 
11 8} ll cer Ove ss cen scoceeae eee Topographie supplies. . ---- 4. 14 
12 4 | Fayette R. Plumb.......... Geologic supplies..---- ---- 41.40 
12 5] Denver & RioiGr. R..R: Co: -| Preight) - <2. 2-2-5. 78. 00 
12 6 | Atch., T., & S. F. Rwy. Co-...|----- CO i REE ok one 1. 60 
12 7 | Galv., Har. & §, An. Rwy.Co|..... OO his cast tome nso tw 1.42 
12 8 | Bur. & Mo. Riv. RK. R. inNebr| Tr unsportation of assistants 34.63 
12 9 | Chic., Bur. & Quiney R. R. Co) ....- i Lp ee aE Be ES 12. 75 
13) LOM Gulf Coloveos: Meith. Gone | pone. 00-0 et a. eens eee 34. 95 
13 | 11] U.P., Denver& Gulf Rwy.Co}..... UO pean n en cuccc acute en 16. 60 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
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GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

NOVEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

= 5 
Dateof | 24 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

payment. 5 € 

Noy. 13 | 12 | Delaware & HudsonCanal Co} Transportation of assistants $11. 30 
13 | 13 | Northern Pacific R. R.Co-...| Transportation of property - 8.37 
13 | 14 | U.P., Denver & Gulf Rwy.Co}.-...- OME a eeee siete ioe aa 5. 83 
13 | 15 | Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co....|.---- MOY ee ras cee Sees ee Do 
13j) 1G} Crewe Wo sO coosstsoenecslleasae ClO So SCB eo one oer E Ronee -12 
113} || Il Wesoos COS ae a ee es SRS ae eced |eiraae Oh) acs hoe eae Bene . 89 
15 | 18 | Northern Pacific R. R. Co...) Transportation of assistants 112. 70 
eel Oe pSouthermibacitic Coneeeses-s| see Gh). 5 Sabo .ch Sao a aH Rene 37.40 
15 | 20 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R.Co-.|...-.. OM ase Sa eee see eieses 129, 60 
16S || PIL Wo 1B WANNA cooseoecceoe Services, Oct. 1-12, 1895-.-- 23. 22 
IQ) || 22 de SOM Geaaseascccoooncs Hie quexpenSesise= selec 1.25 
19) || 28S |besae Gow freee ace eee ses ieeese doje ieemiscioemn ase | 1.05 
AQ 24s | GOVE eee se cae cece serelisistace MOgersclrsace elssen Sees 167. 38 
1G) || 25) |ssa5e dO ee eect e ee ee cece lense CO ser sete se maeteie aisesa\s 89. 80 
19) || As |eoas- Ope seers ac eee atte als Traveling expenses........ 77. 80 
AR) |) Be |) Wiehe Sscccs caacudecsder Geologic supplies -....---. 12.50 
19) 28 | Samuel Storrow -----...-.-- 1 mule, use of team, etc---- 129. 10 
20) 929) Wrederick Koch 722222252 22- Field expenses ..-..-..--.- 58. 50 
PN) |) GW teases MOS eas Beinscistcls 2s Traveling expenses....--.- 18. 55 
S|) Bil || AG Ish Wa ON -so5ecco ccna looses GOP ee eseeics em ences 65, 25 
1g) || G7 | 1G. ES SONG! ooo ees eoeaasee Cleaning case of micro- 2.50 

scope, ete, 
2On mrooeeLidwardektubellz-eseeecescee Repairs of instruments - ~~. 52.00 
21} 34) Great Northern Rwy. Co-....| Transportation of assistants 110. 20 
2G eesoml bennsydlivaniay ka O25 -ella 2 = UG) Seen one ater cats 58. 50 
21 | 36] Den., Lead. & Gun. Rwy. Co}|..--. GO Waseem anus doce wae 8. 00 
20 37 | Frederick Springmann...--- Transportation of property - 3.60 
27) || Stes" || \Vodlsls MG seoabaconeodoae Traveling expenses... --..- 58. 55 
Goon pC Heo nclerwoodeesseece see Services, Nov. 1-17, 1895... 22. 66 
om el OR Wise Ar Pat@ mee as lte cis rte se ciate Geologic supplies.....-.--- 17.10 
3}. |) 0 GOL | 74, IDE (Ene We Soocas codeidboollooace WOm Haase tee cc ce aia 3. 25 
ae) || 4) |} Dale Slo EN OG. desc ocenoe sane Traveling expenses.-.....- 18.50 
26 43 | E.E.Jackson & Co......... Supplies @e-seansacer cece 73. 00 
Zialere 4a IMO ConaTKers a2 Sse seen ee clle see COR Re er eeu eee eal 22.50 
SOM er on ee moullmanee sects ace ceeec ae oOweE st oseeesses sees 28. 72 
SOR 4Gn lp oowMintonece--eeee eer cee Makinowmapseseece eases ee 16.00 
30 | 47 | Pay roll of employees. ...--. | Services, November, 1895...) 2, 068. 44 
330) |! 223) eooae GIO eRe aaa leas tree ese COE Mee eaciance Satig= sess 554. 40 
3x0) || 2) lleeece Gh) aa sodonceserpecneetos Gaeee (lO ae aupeHe aaceaseonee 937. 80 
30) |) G0) lecace ClOpeAmaereeeeeh cress caesllesaete CO ise ase octorsteieusie Ss 457. 60 

ISTE epoca Abad Bon cds] Poet Scene eas cere r One rae 5,752.81 

DECEMBER, 1895. 

Dec. 4 Il |} CMOS, 1D)5 VECO GaGas cecnoe Traveling expenses .....---. | $66. 35 
5 |) No lal, Maoh YON -g5ecoccocccT Bieldvexpenses! se e-e || 53. 69 
5 B)|isseee COR ee se nie a sesiserc ee iesets MOR ee ec e cece ose 51. 04 
7 4 | Stephenson’s Express. ....-.- Freight and hanling. ..---- 29. 66 
7 6) || Caik, Gnosis sabecaceootace Traveling expenses .....-.. 21.77 
7 (Oi eseoae Ope ariel oan seaee eens: OWES seperate eet eicis 56. 70 
9 7 | Northern Pacific Co .-.....- Transportation of property. 2. 60 
9 8 | Missouri Pacific Rwy.-.---..]----- LOWS Revie 2 4,21 
9 9 | RioGrande Western Rwy. Co| Transportation ofassistants 11. 65 
9} 10) Chic., Bur. & Quincy R. R.Co}]....-. (IK SoS dose cmemince menee 44.75 
9} 11 | Denver & RioG, R.R.Co....|..... do Mash cwoe Ge weaireee| 24, 95 
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GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

DECEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

3s 
reas ge To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Dec. 9 12) Oreg.,S.L. & U.N. Rwy. Co-| Transportation of assistants $64. 20 
9} 13 | Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. Co.|....- dO Sepa eee eet 19. 70 
9| 14 | Chic.& Northwestern R.R.Co}..... CW ere Spee eee pias 55 19. 93 
9) |) 15) tC Me CeiS bo eee kuwiyiel © Ofer peat i Re Sm 7 ee ee 25. 20 
9 | 16 | Southern! PacificiCos2-22----|5 22. - CO nee sk Sass sess see 6.55 
9) 7 | eathemWialbashehykus© Oreese || paaae Ores ac ote eee eee 22.50 
9] 18] Bur. & Mo. Riv. R.R. in Nebr-|..-.- C02: BG eae teeta 66. 50 
9)|" 19) exasiPaciticnkiw yn CO=.s=--|sseme GO) nce eee ae ee 6. 60 
9] 20 | Queen & Co (incorporated) -.| Instruments...--.......-.- 123. 80 
9)" 2) Robertithormiannt=--2----- Storage s.--.oeeeee eS 9. 00 
9 | 22 | Pennsylvania R. R. Co....--. Transportation of assistant - 17.50 

105) #239 tGeok OtisiSmithe=---- ee Services Nov., 1895 .... -..- 65. 00 
9 24 | Chic, St. P., M. &O. Rwy.Co| Transportation of assistants 23. 70 

NOE 25) Nossoe GOS cok Scat seeeneeasepes|lsocg Oils... sos seeestesee oeee 7.90 
10 | 26] Kan.City, St. Joo&C.B.Rwy|--.-..- CO 2 322 aes 17.05 
10 | 27 | Southern Railway Co-....--..|..--- doy. 2 Soa ee eee eee 38. 80 
12 | 28} Baltimore & Ohio R. R.Co..| Transportation of property -| . 84 
2A 2 in ase dota see dotese sac se2 cellseees Oi ethos Gees ae es 16. 12 
12 | 30] St. Joe & Grand Is. R. R. Co.| Transportation of assistants} 2.97 
12} 381) Gal., Har. & 8. An. Rwy. Co.| Transportation of property -| 9. 36 
13 | 32 | Southern Pacific Co ....-..-. Transportation of assistants 58. 05 
13.) (33)|Hous sk lex Cena. ty.1Cos|=as =r (WG G56 SSseho sense sees 5.35 
13 | 34} Chic., Mil. & St.Paul Rwy.Co}..... Ok eee sense ee 31.50 
13 | 35 | Bur. & Mo. Riv. R. R.inNebr|..... dO cs sod essere 36. 20 
13 | 36 | Department of the Interior..| Geologic supplies-.--..----- 2.21 
1B | SOE laste (HO) wo SekG noo os Seo bose Topographer s supplies ---- 12.48 
135) 38) |e Oe Sea as + eee dO) Se sass tee ee 24, 09 
14 | 39 | Great Northern Rwy. Co....| Transportation of assistant-| 77.50 
14 | 40] Oreg. Rwy. & Navigation Co-.|.....do ......---..........- 25.19 
19) || 4 idiwamndikeul) clear asase tas c-c ul Repaits ses sase wees aoeees 39. 75 
17 | 42] The Wabash R. R.Co...-.-.-- Transportation ofassistants | 11.50 
17| 43] G. N. Saegmuller....-..-...- IR@p Mins p= een eee 42.50 
OY elena cs OO) shasta eee ee eee Cog Sted eed ae | 2.75 
19 | 45 |) Bousch & Lamb Optical Co.) Supplies -...........-...--- 8. 00 
LOS AG ease CLO? - naRiw eee Genesee |Ceeee oO: -s3ecsiose we See es 24. 00 
19 | 47] Joseph P. Iddings....--...--. Services Sept. 1-25, 1895... 140. 00 
19 | 48 | Oreg.S. L. & U.N. Rwy. Co.| Transportation of assistants 20. 25 
19) | 49) Ores. Rwy. & Navigation! Cos|--5. 2000-2 .2-- eae == a 62. 41 
23 | 50 | John Macraedy & Co......-..| Field supplies. -....--~----- 20. 80 
23| 51 | The B. F. Brooks Co-..--.-- Geologic supplies...-..---- 2.50 
23%) 525) Bailey Willis. -¢-0-5o--1--=- |p RleLOnexpeuses= ears eees 6. 00 
23) 53 | Atch., Top. & 8. F. Rwy. Co.| Transportation of assistant- 70. 00 
Oly Oka WaeZiNSsOliec.. ss ao-e eee Geographic supplies - --- --- 5.50 
31 | 55 | George W. Driver....--....- Care of and forage of animals 12.90 
BE Me Sta oses = C6 Co tee ae tee Sp te Sa |e OOF ee eee eens 48. 00 
30/57) Alice My 'Outhank-----eeae- Services, December, 1895... 50. 00 
31 | 58 | Pay roll of employees.......|....- COs) 2 eee 2, 681. 10 
Bho} Re) Wlasee & OO cekic oo Aa cee se ae | Geet CO eee ee ee 1, 229. 80 
Sly ROON seme DO jesceiccsn mere nee ec see Cee 00) S252 cakes Seem 1, 954. 10 

Totaly <2 <2 Sacolt:. 25,4 Soe ee eee ee eee 7, 630. 52 

JANUARY, 1896. 

Jan. 6 Ly po OhMIGNE SEY Ken vecce ssane Geologic supplies .......-- $24. 25 
8 2 | Geo. W. Knox Express Co...| Freight charges and hauling 105, 49 
8 Oo P Up Ses PLess GO esc csecaennloeaee 1G)s< cutee wen teens 416. 90 
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JANUARY, 1896—Continued. 

a | 
Sm) | 

Date of a To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
payment. | o 35 

A 2 | 

Jan. 8 4 | Adams Express Co -.-..----.- Freightchargesandhauling) $101. 85 
8 5) || Wester 1a, \Wenols ae eee ..-| Traveling expenses... -.---.- 99. 95 
8 Grleeeee ClO aces BAAa Boreas ese Oye ee eas ieee Secs 142. 55 
8 Us) Isley ds Caveee Seca 5sco seer Geologic instruments... --. 65. 70 

11 8 | Northern Pacific R. R. Co. ..| Transportation of property 90. 51 
11 9 | Atch., Top. & 8. F. Rwy. Co.} Transportation of assistants 68. 64 
11 | 10] Mo., Kan. & Texas Rwy. Co.-|..... Gh Seto ddacosonapeoseec 38. 00 
11 | 11] Rio Grande West. Rwy. Co..|..... GIG) sania ae ee eee | 15. 00 
11 | 12 | Colorado Midland R.R -....-.|.--.-. CG) 54 sete SOP EERE Canes 12.00 
11 | 13 | Chic., Mil. & St. P. Rwy. Co.|.-..- GIG) Benet neta eee rSeee 12.50 
11} 14 | Chic. & Northwestern KR. R..|..-.-. IO) ae pee a cone Oe Eee aoe 12.50 
1} 15) U.P., Denver & Gulf Rwy --|.--.- dona sesso Neale 12.30 
Gl | UG |) Aish, we IbaGk Miwiyo COs sessec|sanee Oo Pee eee seein 21.00 
11 | 17 | Southern Railway Co. ....-.|--:-- Gl). Ses’cess Seer aeee nee 21.60 
15 | 18 | Northern Pacifie R. R. Co. .-| Transportation of property 66. 52 
15; 19} Oreg. Rwy.& Navigation Co.|.-.-- Oey ee eres oe 21. 20 
1 elem Caschnerderiss a seeecss sere Supplies eee. alee messes rs 1. 05 
1G || PAL 106 185 OOS Choy cagceccuccudlccsas COREY ee LPs ss epee te 3. 00 
16 | 22 | Denver & Rio G.R. R. Co...| Transportation of assistants 20. 90 
16 | 23 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R.Co..|----- Oe essa ee sce ees eens | 14. 40 
16) 24 | Denver & Rio G. R. R. Co. ..| Transportation of property 9. 61 
HGR e2oy mbeacitic Hixspress! © oj eee esse ClO S 4 eGAr ee eee 24. 58 
16 | 26 | Department of the Interior..| Supplies .......-......--.- 39. 34 
UG AT Neen C3 3 a ae US AoE cra eee Gl SB boat e eee aee 39. 34 
WG |) 2S yesese GID Seda bacuewe pe theceee el eee GO) Gdee eee eeoeene Ee eeee 39, 34 
1G || 28) lessae G10) cence eae eae Cee (IG) soeeone Racer es eses 28. 57 
IGM ea OO A ee G Olen tre ear aoe Gk ah ato ce ae eeisaceaene 31.88 
103 || GIL Da lBp Is] Hwe0e Ge comecoesacteona Rield expenses\. 5222-2 422-- 11. 85 
ly |) G2 || Went CA Encens MOR, IAys CO. 4) IBREValiti So sssqcecces sassoec . 84 
OM Me Sos pCO UVeby =. ys seers es Geologic supplies.-......-. 13.50 
20 | 34 | Herman Baumgarten ...----. Supplies and repairs. ...--. 3. 85 
24 | 35 | Voight & Hochgesang....-. Geologic supplies....------ 93. 41 
Adee Onl RYE IGaS) aiten erie sents 55) oe cies ClO ees oor ace oMee 386. 36 
24 | 37 | Citizens’ National Bank. -... Bills of exchange......--.. 9, 08 
23| 38) J. H.Chesley & Co.-.....---- Geographic repairs ---..---- 3. 65 
Aon enOUn Geos Wiel river seeeeec cee Care and forage of public 48. 00 

| animals. | 
28 | 40 Southern Pacific Co.......-- Transportation of assistants 102. 50 
as || Gb |) Bieie. eG), TaN) ao Rano la coeOl®) CoccoaQseoe Seen Hee 44.75 
31 | 42 | M.G. Copeland & Co.....-.. | Geologic supplies.......--- | 7.00 
SU (ata leet LOR ee ee ae anite a eo OU Sho Gp EOE SAS eae an | 5. 00 
Ole een Connad Becker ee. se seein Olajicg © es Sie ve er eee 16. 75 
31 | 45 | Frederick J. H. Merrill...-.-. | Services, Sept. 4, 1895-Jan. 200. 00 

1, 1896. 
31 | 46 | Pay roll of employees. ..---.| Services, January, 1896. --. -| 1, 626. 80 
ln Adil ler act Gly Fee oy che Oe ee ae eno GOW SS Sees oases ses | 1,413.80 
iL | key We eee Ogee eee esse ealteetls Ot eersee peer eecss 3, 354. 22 
a CS) Weoooe Oss ase. aos se Semel scar Glo} Snes SS aon EaGseEn seemed 150. 00 

No tale Ree soap oe ees ae emo Soe 2 oe 9, 092. 28 

FEBRUARY, 1896. 

poh Ae 2 aati a, = 

Pebs) i 1 | Northern Pacific R. R. Co....| Transportation of assistants $46. 50 
7 Dall Fetes Gloteeecdeceoates Heereoe eee ClO, Ae AaB Orie ane ee 11. 00 
7 OReLeunsylvaniaphely | C.Onm sera pees G0)e een nce coca ences ce 35. 00 

12 4 | Denver & Rio G. R. R. Co...) Transportation of property 3.15 

10 17 GEOL, PT I 
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FEBRUARY, 1896}—Continued. 

33 = 
areas 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

i Zo 

Feb. 12 5 Rio Grande Southern Rwy --| Transportation of property $5. 95 
12 Gil noy ChB ranners. aes eeeas= Services, Jan. 1-Feb. 5, 1896 300. 00 
14 a PARC Sealepaenc secre ces eee ts Services, Feb. 7-13, 1896 - -- - 30. 00 
14 Sj. reainlkbin 6% (CO eaacaoescace Geologic supplies. --..----- 20. 00 
14) | ao mGeonke Mubhiss Coma scremes| eee CO ne erie ee on ee 23. 00 
14? | elOM Ered Rehies cs. cess a= os eee GO" See Zee s, cee oe es wee 
14'S | elcle Ro hm CP arkcer.y ese eee | See GON je stesee eee eee se 2.40 
14g 2M Je We Drew, a Cons. 22202. Geologic supplies and re- 17. 65 

pairs 
14) | ode |p oanwuelistorrow: soo. ceesee se Storapes nee eae 9.00 
147 4a Sbired PAS Schimidtis.----raseeer Suppliies!=-3-45-e4s5- eo 9. 87 
14 LS eBalitimorerds Ohion keke Coes) se rele tty ae ie 
TE) UG emo MO echt ieee tee | Transportation of assistant. 17.50 
15 | 17 | Department of the Interior..| Supplies --..-.-.-...-.---- 9. 60 
IBS |< UES Soe Se dome a2. selon Sees | aa CO) Fae seeesecice oan Some 9. 60 
is} |G) Waasoe Oy aencice <a se eesyoeee Pe eee Orns). Bonney ae ese ose 9. 60 
1 | AO ease = CO ea Bees Seah A nce ee ce Oy es omerre aun See ee 20. 31 
ef ollee a laine eee do wc ee eet eek daistet Apes 1 Oemecrape Seinen aie ease 14, 27 
18s lie22))| Bausch &MWamb Optical Col)=2 == - 0a see eee 16. 00 
18h) 23" Wim sD Castles. 2222 saenece- eee dO) Soke 2s ose -50 
1ST 24) | MAW) Beveridicers ss... -44-saeae dO .sssosc5S ee oe ee see 1.20 
18 | 25 | J. Baumgarten & Sons...-..).-..- Oz coe eee aaeeee eee 5. 15 
18a 9265) Jeb seurleys 2 osacee see oes Ee DATS ae ae ante eee ee 9.50 
18 | 27 | Rio Grande West. Rwy. Co-..| Transportation of assistant. 19. 60 
18 | 28 | Northern Pacific R. R.Co..... Transportation of property - 1.06 
1S ape29e | Wonisy dé Nashiwke homes. Transportation of assistant- 15. 20 
20 | 30) Baltimore & Ohio R. R.Co-..) Transportation of property - 12. 16 
Xo || BIE |) MM ives tlits = Hoe pecs. Geologic supplies--..-.--.-- 50. 00 
21 | 32 | Herman Baumgarten.-.-....-- | Geolopic repairs: 2 -- eee - “15 
Ne Be eee ae CO Heke Sas se soe eae eee COqes st Beat ete 2.00 
PHN Gill lost le aaa ssomscmiccdc Geologic supplies.. -...---- 14. 00 
DAR eS alenO.| Co Parker sss eee eeee Boa Owe ae Sais eee ee »25 
24) || 986 || Bh. E..Jacksonié& Coes. 2-2 - Supplitessss2 sens aes oes BTA2 
29) 37 | Dhos. W. Smith? 22-2 25] -oo—- ome ee eee eee 242. 40 
29 | 38 | Edward Kiebel..-.......-.- Re@paitss-e 2s ees ee 8. 35 
PB ah)s|/385 Os IDO hyena Recs casune Horage.o-~/s== se seseeee aoe 48. 00 
29 | 40 | Jos. Perrin Smith. ..........| Services, Dec. 1, 1895-Feb. 150. 00 

| | | 15, 1896. 
29 | 41 | Pay roll of employees. ...--. Services, February, 1896... 1, 601. 00 
29 Vale GOR. coe tae eee | 2 ems 003. 2ke tee 1, 322. 40 
PM WE) ese GO) o2exta ssc ee ee eee dO? nu ode kB See 3, 287. 00 
29 44 | Bao CR Se eee ese Se pee ced Si A W092 ge eee eee 169. 78 

| Total)..2 s25 Sse. CaS. Pee er 7, 636. 29 

Leo g pou =e 5! 

MARCH, 1896. 

Mar. 7 Tee dohmvelwMtony s.set= eae Care and forage of public $22. 50 
animals. 

7 2) i. BL Schneider's; Son. --.-.| Supplies aoe see ee 9. 60 
7 Salle Nib rh SCY) OSS aE Sem ees bane Ol. weet sae ema eres 12. 00 
7 fo |"Henry Hl. Browns oS... |bo5.- COn ee eee ores 12, 29 
Uf 5 | Chic. & Northwestern R. R.. Transportation of assistants 12.50 
7 6:)) PennaylvaniasRoaRaCo -< > 2) 5 0 0 tea ieee ere 17.50 
7 Oa Ue a laces tnd Gal taal © Ces Sesed pao CO" csark ok Soe eee 20. 25 
7 8 Oreg, Rwy.,& Navigation Co, Transportation of property . 1, 80 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, ete. —Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

Marcu, 1896—Continued. 

5 | | 

eee | ee To whom paid. | For what paid. Amount. 

Mar. 7 9 | Pennsylvania R. R.Co...... Transportation of property. $2. 62 
11) 10) Oreg. Rwy.& Navigation Co | scone GIG) Gna SBBC RAS TanREOnEe 2.69 
It |} Wl | ities OU IPACTTO IRA OOcsclbacgel sabcce canaonesedeeae 27 
11 | 12 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.)..--- DO eee shee ss cciec sesccs 4.72 
UW | WB: || Chives CHEE E WER BAe COnollesoosGlOnsseuse bososo caeeeeee 1.89 
ile BCA Ae GOA ae Mere ascites 2 OMe ee eytceiceee | 1.19 

11 | 15 | U.P., Denver & Gulf Rwy...) Transportation of assistant - 13.18 
12 16 | DepartmentoftheInterior..; Supplies -......-..-....... 1. 26 
IEE I afl aoe Ol Fesieies Gene aS eos ae ere eer Oke e eececos scene. 4. 2% 
Vb |) Lakes dig We IU A Seceoaa coacodasee Microphotographs of rock 20. 00 

sections, 
Pil || 1G) |) dha@ (Co dleye kyo" sooaos soncee Sy HVS .asecansoacsuecsoe 63. 00 
23'| 20 | Aig hed PENI semen een coat oes ts Ieee OO matereUOSeeO see eeeE 5. 70 
PAL) Al || Wass 19y9 okt) COxe esa besedc Freight charges...---.--:-. 73. 63 
ial 22) Adams Express) Col 2 .- 4 2-4--261- OIG eh aaee ores arene 233. 90 
21) 23 Geo. W. Knox Express Co-..| Freightchargesand hauling} 69. 84 
31.| 24 | Stephenson’s Express.......|....- Gi) Pes ed uaecnacase soee 55. 97 
Seon GW Oc la Br Grocliy yee 5-1-2 Sup pliesteemeeneeeeeeeoseee 70. 00 
Sil |) AG |) Walsh ileceao Ibped cn Aie OOclacod sO) Bodoae soeees saoe seer 4.80 
SL 27 | Hayetberkelomibres seer en eee Moms tatete reenwenicioeiateis 21. 60 
Slee 2ouleerederickeMoche secs = --so- Traveling expenses-....--- 22. 20 
Sul |) 2A) |) hutish 10, Ch Dsnreie Sooo sees | Forage of public animals... 48.00 
31 30 | a) roll of employees... --. Services, March, 1896...-.-. 1, 827. 69 
Sut | Bil | | SUID toe ee eee bod Seen ese Gogsse Pe eeiccae ee 1, 200. 90 
Bil |) BY} |. sce COGS: ee eee ee ay ee uiltsan ee GO saceseeeuoos saceeeoe | (3,539. 74 
Bik || BBleosoe ClO Aas -oootess Goose SecEl acca Cosas cereiecseencennat 384, 56 

Ro tally eee sae eal | Sie ae ere apelin e ciate cereieeia 7, 782, 02 

APRIL, 1896 

Api. =i i WAU Cle Oall Oho s-jajsicr-ete aieetela=t | Services, March, 1896....... $21. 00 
10; 2 Geo. W. Knox Express Co. --| Freight charges and hauling 15. 35 
10 3 |) Wining ING? coodea db songoadead SHH MWS 25506 Scsseabaccue 12. 00 
10 AL 1 de JeMbbinti nN Se peso boncaces|sades ClO aa shee ae reoeee 14. 69 
10 | 5 | Department of the Interior..|..... (koe Se Peiee eae eee 5. 00 
Qj}! @Neeess dO Reser aan eases saeee (ie Ses ce O eo COS 7. 88 
8 | 7| TheE.F. BrooksCo......-..|--.-. Owe esc ais 2. 45 

10 8 | Herman Baumgarten .......|.---- dome Secs soot eee e 15 
10 9 | Colorado Midland R. R--...-. Hreiohtyeharees\aceec-ise- 1. 40 
10} 10] Oreg. Rwy & Navigation Co.|...-. GU Fadi neen oe paveRaeene 7.50 - 
NG. Ue | le Es ity Seonan ase acre Bee aoe Geologic supplies...-..-.-.- 1.75 
Gael Leb Jacksonhwk& COmecec = eralle sce = OE eee ens series =e 6.50 
GR Sh MErnest Kubele sce sa-2- 22 -- Topographic supplies..--.-. 5. 00 
16 | 14 | Chesapeake & Ohio Rwy. Co.| Transportation of assistants 54. 05 
Sm Melon MOS PE Xpress! CoOmesesscce cee Transportation of proper ty-| 7.75 
18 | 16 | Baltimore & Ohio R.R.Co..|--.-.- Ore Pe cincisisee See ieae 9.01 
18 | 17 | Atch., Top. & S. F. Rwy. Co.|-.--..- Oye eee ecisese 6.35 
18 | 18 | U.P.,Denver &GulfRwy.Co.|.-..- Otte. cece ssajocss| 3. 34 
Pee LOM GeOmElns CONG ser ee esia ee Cash paid for 1 atlas...---- 10. 00 
Zi lONE@ sMeaepunoment, Wie. Aes 2) mlemtace: 2-2. 7----eese--- 16. 18 
22) 21 | Southern Railway Co....... ‘Transportation of assistant. 25. 25 
24 22. Geo. W. Knox Express Co. ..| Freightchargesand hauling 3.79 
24| 23 | Southern Pacific Co. -_..-:--|-..:- Gk). ag dases ba aeaOe ene 5. 62 
24 | 24 | Great Northern Rwy. Co-..-.|..... GIO) E5acd aes ak ee ae 4.05 
2 |) 23) || 135 Oo ID BEE Sauossooneor .---| Care and forage of public 48. 00 

animals. | 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D,. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGIC AL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

APRIL, 1896—Continued. 

35 
oe 3s To whom paid. For what paid. . Amount. 

Ao 
b 

Apr. 25) |) 926) |JaASs Sg OP MANO oye 2) ieie) ole ele Geologic repairs. ...------- $0. 75 
25) | 2ilaeeeete OMe ae iseeenstne siete oe =| \eoloficsnip plicsese== = see 4.00 
25 | 28) |Rraniklin'& (Cor ssceyesee oa) nee Omer pee ae eee 13. 50 
30)| 29U eRe seu anielpeeet ere cae eee aoe seen OO) 2st sso a see eens 12. 00 
30 | 30 prey, iBaGraham eee. a5 Photolithographic transfers 7.50 
30 | 31 Pay roll of employees. ....-- | Services, April, 1896....---- 1, 870. 90 
BUN SO cone Ome iets sees seiece ee caleeee (i Ce ere ae 1, 162. 50 
Ae Be llecsos dor ees EE ATE | Ke I ee ele SP 3, 560. 91 
S08) Rota eee kia SSE Spoencomons jonni 0. soa oe oe ee 196. 7 

otal ofoc2sesecee -20|| eae eee eee ee 7, 122. 98 

May, 1896. 

Mays 46) 10) Johni@Branners..-s-teecse= Services, March, 1896--... -- $40. 00 
6 2 | Mackall Bros. & Flemer ....| Geologic supplies. -----.---- .48 
6 3) WJasqe.LOophameessee esse Topographic supplies------ 11, 20 
8 4 | Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co..| Frei ai So use eee 4, 29 
8 Del WUMPs Sie boldueneermae ene aee Freight and castomcharges | 14.19 

11 Gal ELIMiSWoallsompeeyaserre sem emine Traveling expenses...- ---- | 34, 27 
13 (1 JOSepheky Wddingsisseeee-o- Services, Mar. 6-31, 1896 - 140. 00 
16 8) Geox@tisiSmuateeeas ete eccis Services, March, 1896 <a 65. 00 
16 9) |MEDOS I Wasmitheere a= oeene Supplies Sues Se cerseee aes | 103. 60 
18) ON SZ Gallina ane reece n eres |e Oi ewig eee eee - 28 
18 11 | Department of the Interior. |... OO) p25 oe ee ee ee eee 20. 00 
18. |) Wey seer CASE ase Speccseateros| ee oe 0 to ess see ese ese s 20. 47 
LS) Ss eee Chae an nAnmce Sconce SOESe Ov sc8t cache esereeeeeee 20. 47 
Weise coos CO Fo es ese oeeres oe Pease e GO 3 S25. see eee an 20.46 
185) elon er s= GO seis saoee ee eee \s655¢ OO! 2. doesn ne cece 1.80 
19)| -160)(Geo FR aMnithy dé \Copscescoes|eeeee dost eo eee eee 7.10 
21, |) 7 | Mrs: Cs riveris-see eats Forage of public animals-. 48. 00 
22 | 18 | G.N.Saegmueller.....-...-- Repairs of instruments ---- 5. 00 
22)" BON Geo. kh. Merrill esas sees nee Traveling expenses ----.--- 10. 30 
263\=-20N ebro) 2 Ullmanvecesentes se eee Supplies. <- 2--=---5-s---—— 5.50 
263A eID i Castlense see seater lamer UOfes seen e a eee eee 5. 00 
2905 22) ary etbe hp eLOMD sees eee eee (1 ope toes ES a heel 15. 00 
29 23))| WeiGs Copelandid Co. cose alae 6.0 prea ee ee 18. 00 
29 24 | Pay roll of employees ...-..| Services, May, 1896 --.....- 1, 933. 20 
29) 259 sa aee COs assests emo iecoe eae DO a nee 1, 383. 00 
99 || (96) esses doy eee cee dots. Ser ees 3, 566. 81 
29a meee COR essen beast | eee 00! 3.2ac- a foe e eaeeecee 273. 20 

| 

Rotale eos see oa Se os cere ee 7, 766. 62 
| 

JUNE, 1896. 

June? 65)>) DaiGake Gilbertecmasceeceeeeer Traveling expenses . ae $37. 96 
6 FR eeoe GO vic 65 2 see ee eee Field expenses .-.,......-- 28. 65 
6 3. | MenryElS Brownesesoe eee is Bk SAAS ES eee ee 5.18 
9 | 4 | Department of the Interior-. BUY pees hes Ser Sees eS 52, 28 
Di GO aeeee (ct Peers racemes, Pb = Ogee tence ee eed e 52. 28 
Wy) Ga eemcre CO 26S cos ooiae Bare ae een L4G ee SSR ay 51. 64 
HM eof isl gece 0) 2 joao ccc eee eee Haack Ci Cp Spee ey Cr reg fee Ae oe 9. 63 

10 8 | Jos. Perrin Smith........... Services, Feb. 16-May 31, 150, 00 
1896. 
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Abstract of disbursemente made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JUNE, 1896—Continued. 

joa | 
Date ony BS To whom paid. [ For what paid. Amount. 
payment. | 5 3 

A NS | 

June 10 9-| Bausch & Lamb Optical Co.) Supplies ...-.-...-...----- $16. 10 
T2R LONG eoubehiraZzetecee sane e ce | Collecting and shipping 4.60 

| specimens. 
1% || Til |) Pos Ss MOr@ cssaceasee cscs] EEE INDs odor omeeaaamaae 48. 00 
6| 12] Wykoff, Seamans & Benedict| Repairs .......-...-...---- 6. 00 

1} || 13} Cn Wie ebb KGIy as Cys Face aees Suppllitesterers serra terra ref: | 13. 10 
205\)) 45 Baltimore c&Ohiok. h.(Co--.) Preteht).=--.------ --2- ---- | 3. 64 
20; 15 | Oreg. Rwy. & NavigationCo.|...-. OW aree cence Sates ajar: | 10. 08 
20) 16)) Lhe) State'General Wiand | Mapss:.-.....-..-.--.--.--- 5. 00 

| Office of Texas. 
HO) |) alg |) Gio Wie Sere ee Cosa eaaces Geologic instruments. .---. 92. 25 
ARO) || als} "| Wie AN ey oe oa onas aRoscode Geologic supplies.....----- 15.50 
20 LOD) Eenry2be Browse. .5--2. aetsens Go) Sesebudsoansaceeees 22. 00 
20 | 20} Mackall Bros. & Flemer--.--.| Topographic supplies... --- 2.48 
20) 21 | Edward Ktibel --.---..---.-- Topographic repairs... ---- | 4. 00 
APY) PRY Ys ID, (Calbia casa soeecooseelloaces GOWse areca eissieestia terse 5. 60 
wes | 26} \\ dala Ws WNC, Coos ebeoeecaos|| Traveling expenses.-....--- 12.44 
23 | 24 | Pennsylvania R. R.Co..-.-- | Transportation ofassistants 9. 60 
23-20) | Joseph: Py lddings =2----.--- Services, May 1-14, 1896---. 84. 00 
9 23) || Jalo(Ers Ist iGe Banca seddeoee Services, June 1-12, 1896. -. 24. 00 
28} || AGN eNGIGA NYO. Se cope ccasonos cane Services, June 1-9, 1896. ---| 13.50 
Piles) | @hicsburyé Quincy. ReOo.|sPrelghti-ss-. 4 --5-25---2-- 67 
2A ONC rm Wis ear kenic | COnssasa-2- Rieldusupplieseeee 22-2. -| 2.30 
283 |) SRO ANGER ADEN) eo oSno cece oseoee eos Trulegusen tance eS eS = 150. 00 
M5) || Gil | ARIES DENIS Seeaeooeseso sone Wield expenses! =------- ---- 45, 30 
25 | 32 | Herman Barghausen.... -.-- | Geologic supplies......_--. 16. 75 
25) || 33] Wiens 18i, 18 hs coeeod aeoaes Services, June 1-9, 1896--..| 102. 00 
25 | 34 | Frederick Springman. .-.--.- Hauling sss. - Scie sBe SoEaOp | 7.80 
Zao Chics burid Quincyeh.h. CO) Hrelght 22-2. -e-+ 2222.4 ses 2.27 
25) || 89. locece COs osen See cee Ope ae aer nome Opes tt ae ene rete 2.00 
SOR ot Geo. i. Mutheds Coss -s-'- --- Topographic supplies. ----. | 3.50 
BD || Sieh] Chmwei Ge 1 Sse eecccncoes Field expenses --..-.------ 36. 25 
BON son Eraniclin deo ssces soe Weblioldtolasses jes: cee. se: | 84. 00 
30) 40 | Chic. & Northwestern R.R. | Freight ...............-.-- | -43 

Co. 
SOR Pens Ss nGalmetoaces sce seers - ee Services, June, 1896 -._---- 164. 80 
30 | 42 | Pay roll of employees ....-..|-.--- hi) Gaas Basoosarcuomaere 1, 475. 20 
a0) || 2B eseec LOM epee eat ee re PC Ole mene esr nee ae eho. Se 392. 87 
SOMPNAL: ee ss Cliteso- SES tenor e aaa CmmaeR ClO ped Stee Rene ee 1, 827.33 
3X0) || 45) lesce = WOMN sy seae theses ee calcactoe Osa eseisene -eeece oaee 166. 90 
axO) || CS eae ee Gl Opie pene aan sayeitotye| ote ac (OAs ESeR eae A Shar ares 132. 40 

NOM stocuedets Sacco bac cos Clon Slee eee se 5, 392. 28 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896. 

1895. | | 
Apr. 11 il || IsigbaAy dl Ciel. caceos oooaee Instruments\ssees- 2-2-5 $47. 81 

12) 2) Q.M. Department, U.S.A -..-| Field material....-....---- | 974. 58 
IDeerone GaN. saeomullers = ss --2) Instruments. ..---.----.--- 500. 00 
Loma ee dyyand) Kelbells -2)-- os 22- = Services, Mar. 15-31, 1895...) 95. 96 
iG eee Ze) aGallrmaneeceee se Sees: Supplies sems-ceeesices ace = . 10 
22} 6) Mackall Bros, & Flemer ......... Gly Jan hie eae Oe 6.75 
24 (muGeNaSaeomulleree- 22-222 Instruments eeeesee sete a. 600. 00 
29| 8) L. H. Schneider’s Son..-....-. Suppliesieeeecoe sete eee 2. 25 
SOR MEO Edw andukcilbelee sn meee enn Services, April, 1895.......) | 175.00 
Bune OMpomsGannettaas 2 esse e|s).. dO 222-22. 22222 ee a2 | 164. 80 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

Date of 
payment. 

1895. 
Apr. 30 

30 
30 
10 
10 
21 
25 
31 
31 
31 
3 

10 
11 
11 
11 
11 

May 

June 

July 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

- 

38 | 
sg) To whom paid. | For what paid. Amount. 

a | 

LAN Geon la klawkiIns eeseeeeeene | Services, April, 1895-...--- $131. 90 
I ANG ol Bet) (oencmoo sacs soc|osa-< Ose caetheesees was ee 131. 90 
13 | Robert A. Farmer. ....-...-.. eee e i OtAE. Sa eat AoE ss 98. 90 
1 | James A. Topham.........-- | Supplies) 22225. o2coss05s2e- 4,50 
AM Nip Ca Ups ORE eS Soc5 ce tose (ees CN epee ae Sore Saal 9. 00 
Ste ee O35. Seneaaee eae Instruments and repairs... 1, 140.50 
4 | Pennsylvania R. R. Co..---. | Transportation of assistants 57.00 
5 | Q.M. Department, U.S. A...| Tents, etc ................. | 552. 90 
6 | RBS Cameron=spesseoee eee Services, Apr. 16-May 31,95 | 46. 00 
7 | Edward Kiibel 12.0 ..24.c02. Services, May, 1895........ | 175.00 
1 | Department of the Interior..! Supplies ......--..-....--- 44,40 
2 | Herman Baumgarten ==-----|2-2 9-00) =e eee eee eee iD 
3.|(Geo. E. Muth) Gi Conse: oc. - 2| teed O eee aa ee eee 90. 00 
45) Wi. Solis Ee Grunleyieee sete | Repairs of instruments... 126. 00 
5 | Chesapeake & Ohio Rwy. Co.) Transportation of assistants 105. 15 
6: |) Mo.; Kans & Mex pRiwiy-1C Osc) pce 5 C Ole ae ete eeee ane 10.10 
(il MERA (See deHCe Sane Colbosbed ESsencO Ml nsasac conesoso se ao 7. 25 
8) Geo. B Muthi&iCote-e----- Sandpapeme == ase .12 
9 | Geo. N. Saegmuller.-.-..-..- Repairs to instruments --... 345. 60 

10 | L. H. Schneider’s Son. ...-.-. SUP plics esse ees eee eee 2. 03 
11 | Department of the Interior... .---- GOxg ete oa Oe 305. 00 
12 | Pennsylvania R. R.Co ----.| Transportation of assistants 65. 00 
13 | Queen & Co. (incorporated). Instruments..-...---------- 360. 00 
14 | Fred. A. Schmidt. 2... -----. Supplies: =. -2.5----.---- --=- 9. 95 
15 | Edward Kiibeli=-.-..--- ----| services, June, 16995 5-ae-- 175. 00 
1 | PWesoali JE Gunle yess se Instruments. ss—--2 sees 1, 015. 80 
2) PU jSobixpressiC opeeese sence. Preightcharges)------=---- 111.50 
3, | QUM. Department. sUMS. 24.) Lents ie ae 397. 04 
4 | W.. & L.E. Gurley. --<-- --=- | Material /.cs2-2epe seem eee 2.60 
5 | dwardskulbelieepeeeeese-s Services, July 1-15, 1895. | 84. 67 

TO) |e Hy Genin hy C.0)see erste | Tronsportation ofassistant 20. 25 
7 | Pay roll of employees. ......| Services, July, 1895-......- 102. 58 
1) (GuN. Saesmulllers=-==-----—- | Repairs to instruments. .--- 7. 25 
2 | Adams Express Co..-...-....- Freight charges -.....----- 19. 95 
3 Mo., Kan. & Texas Rwy. Co. ‘Transportation ofassistant- 14.25 
4 | Pennsylvania R. R. Co.-.---.|.---- OO eee ee aon eee perlae 36.50 
5 | M.G. Copeland & Co........ Supplies ’s-2--ee-- eee 36. 00 
6) James!SSLopham!- 25-20 <--- «seme 00; 2 sc. cee oer eee 2.50 
Te Wnss Express) COm-ce sesame | Freight charges - .......---. 4.90 
8 | National Express Co........|----- Oe See oe eee 64. 93 
9) | Mo;, Kans & Texas iRiwy2 Coblase=-00 eee eens 149.13 

10 | Payroll of employees.......| Services August, 1895....-. 258. 26 
1 | L. H. Schneider’s Son ....... lil STORE -ACLOWAy ee ee ees seme 43 
2 | Departmentof the Interior..| Supplies -.............--.. 5. 76 
3 | Pennsylvania R. R. Co..-..-. Transportation of assistants 36.50 
A Wry Soles ie) Gru Oye ape oa Repairs to instruments... - 12. 25 
5 | Payroll of employees. ...... | Services, September, 1895--| 277. 80 
1 | Herman Baumgarten ....--.. | SUPPLE cee cee eee eens 3.25 
2 Department of the Interior... ..--. do'- cicc Seek 20. 00 
3 | Pay roll of employees. ....-- | Services, October, 1895 .-.. 221. 10 
1 Department of the Interior..| Supplies .........-....-... 75. 00 
2A eee GO one mene eee eed eee UOt sew a eee ce eee 61.75 
3°) W.. do. i. Gurléyoces-<oe—e | Instruments, etc..........-. 198. 90 
Ail tetarste 0) s.ese 5. occa eee eee Cs) ae ae ee SS 586. 50 
5 |----- GO) coe sce ernie erereets NUP PLIES se aces ee eae nen 16.00 
6 | Missouri Pacific Rwy-.----- LOC KUL Nae Sine SES Stat 62.00 
7 | Maggie M. Loefiler.....--... Services, October, 1895. .... 60, 00 
8 | Edward Kiibel Repairs to instruments. ..-.. 13. 00 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 

Date of 
payment. 

1895. 
Nov. 30 
Dec. 9 

Feb. 

to Coy 

Mar. 7 

bo arg 

Apr. 

May 

| No. of | voucher. 

He an 

_ 

mworAaS CUR OD RAD OTH Che bo 

Pom OF Whe MADDIE Wwe oO 

Hm Wb 

SO OOD Ct 

CO ~1S OF 

| Edward Hiibel 
| Pennsylvania R. R. Co..---- 

| Maggie M. Loeffler 
' Department of the Interior. . 

| Pay roll of employees 

To whom paid. For what paid. 

Pay roll of employees 
W.& L. E. Gurley 
Mo., Kan. & Texas Rwy Co.. 

G.N.Saegmuller 

Pay roll of Baiineesee setter sien 

Adams Express Co 
U.S. Express Co 
W.& L. E. Gurley 

Department of the Interior-. 
Q. M. Department, U.S.A... 
R. M. Towson 
M. G. Copeland & Co 
Pay roll of employees 
Appropriation for Public 

Printing and Binding, 
1896; allotment for De- 
partment of the Interior. 

G. N. Saegmuller & Co 

Contingent expenses, 
partment of the Interior. 

Department of the Interior. . 
Kate B. Webb 
Wykoff, Seamans & Biome 
Fred. J. Lung 

Department of the Interior. - 
W.& L. E. Gurley 

Wie colin Gurleyercece/- ic 
Ol). sas pabaaecaneneemes 

Department of the Interior. - 
Wi Sah xpLess Osea see sree 
Adams Express Co.....----. ae 
W.& L. E. Gurley 

| Services, November, 1895. . .| 

| Services, Nov. 1-17, 1895.... 

Pay roll of employees. ..---.| 
Department of the Interior. - 
National Express Co 
Ered aye Un Cee e eer = ee 
Chesapeake & Ohio Rwy. Co. 
Public printing and binding, 

1896. 
WISE xpress) Conn. -tecc-- 
Pay roll of employees. ..-- 
Wiican. Gurleys..- 25 22. 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co....... 
Department of the Interior. . 
Public printing and binding, 
Department of Interior,’96. | 

Geo. F. Muth & Co 
GaNeSaergmulllenssce- sees. 
dts ale Ges IGG Wit, Je Cseas ecce 
E. J. Pullman 

| Services, March, 

| MEWS) CER cob hs quecunacese 

24 timber scribes......---..- 
Transportation of assistants 

Supplies 
Repairs 

OW ee ere ae ae 
Transportation of assistants) 
Services, December, 1895 --| 

Preight charges.....-.-.-.| 
ClOmeba Coocaneeeona eee 

ING) OBITS heeG cacee es ae Hae eee 
Instrumentsss-e-s esos 6 - 
Supplies 
MP ON See erence keene esis airs 
Services, Jan. 1-15, 1896..-. 
SUpPMeSsepee ces ss see as 
Services, January, 1896 --.. 
Note books 

Repairs of instruments... . - 
Putting plates on compasses, 
Sty PE WIC ee cieetciceiciees =| 

Supplies 
Services, Feb. 1-5, 1896 
Supplies and repairs 

do 

| 3 typewriters 
Supplies 
Services, February, 1896 
12 chains and expressage.- 

_do SR ood aa ee 
Taversand table blanks... 

1896 
| Supplies PRS eerie rtc\s 
| Freight charges 

Transportation of assistants) 
Suppliestaeces ene cee | 

Freight charges ..-....-.--.| 
Services, April, 1896 
Repairs to instruments. ---- 
Transportation of assistants 
Supplies 

Raintibrushesree eases esse 
Repairs of instruments. -..- 
Transportation of assistant. 
Supplies 

1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

$243. 
24. 
23. 
34. 
6. 

30. 
13. 
73. 

527. 

| Amount. 

80 
00 
90 
00 
24 
25 
75 
00 
22 

25 
. 60 

9. 20 
75.47 

9. 33 
202.17 

. 69 

. 80 
9. 70 
5. 00 
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Abstract of disbursements made by John D, McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, United 
States Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

| ee | 
Been ue | To whom paid. | For what paid. Amount. 

aiveden| 

f re 
1896. 

May 29 9 | Pay roll of employees. .--.--- Services, May, 1896..--.-.--- $814. 05 
June 6 1 | Wykoft,Seamans & Benedict.| Repairs ......--.....-..--- 12.00 

9 2 | Department of the Interior. .| Supplies ..--..-..--.------ Cia 
10 3 | Mo., Kan, & Texas Rwy. Co- 5 Transportation of assistant. 15.50 
18 4 Qe MaDepartment Ws. Aces)! Menta yeaa eee eee 336. 95 
30 5) Prankdlimig&C op sae. oeeeeeees Pield @lassesiss--s=sse sees 14. 00 
30 6 | Pay roll of employees. .---..| Services, June, 1896.----... 823. 85 

Wotales 3524 5225. oes alae ee ee ee 18, 553. 25 

Abstract of 
Geological Survey, from April 1, 1895, 1o June 30, 1896. 

disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1395 AND 1896—Continned. 

APRIL, 1895. 

so | 

patent Be | To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
2 ‘ a 5 | 

- 

Appry eda geet firemen s te) re) eee ees es Servicesecs: oecete sees ee $111. 11 
2) | aca) SParkeeDlOse ener ese = ane = Bieldmaterial==—2—- -s--2= 2, 685. 00 
A ey | dorsye NAEVON a oes OS ee alleen ne Oven ee eee ee 909. 00 
2 | Al) EES Wie berisenSO0s8seresse ie eee ae CO cos Ase ck te ere ee 518.15 
2) 5 | Emory, Bird, Thayer & Co--)22--2 (0 Koen ey my eye ee a 85. 61 

di | 16) \swWalliambisPeterss ses ses. Traveling expenses... .-- 16.50 
alt eal GeO. SEV acwiIYS peters aa | eee COR eee ee 78. 00 
11 Sia aeete Opes ese cess Feld expenses’-2-.2----=--- 20. 70 
11 CMO A delbd URGO Me oee em cadoes Sooe Traveling expenses---.---- 45. 25 
14) |) 10) Parvo lll sess eseemeeeee Servicési--- wee eee eae 24. 00 
| IS Geond\ vklawisinsseseee eee Field expenses ...--.------ 131.79 
125) sole brani S mih\ eee meee | Field supplies ...---..----- 307. 60 
IPA dle al enace C (Ra A Oe Bea OLae lee se dO eras ee = eee 88. 70 
135)" 14s Shs Gannety a. -eeeee eee Traveling expenses ..--. -- 49.99 
UG Vile). easor OR eee ere eee Field expenses ..---.-.----- 29. 60 
V7 Gs iChas sEy sro bate eee Traveling expenses....-.-..- 32. 65 
LT pid Mieteratene CON Soe eee | Bieldsexpensesi--- 2. 24.456 67. 00 
18° |) S185 iranksSmithiece.--secseeee Hieldisuppliess-- a). ees eee— 288. 48 
191) LOR SPAHR Vall elma se one Board 222. eee 32. 87 
19) ZORRO Gr OL0 On meen eee eae | Traveling expenses = 52. 30 
19) 2) See Ball diva ite eos dO) essen see cer eee 52. 80 
30) || — 22:4) Cinahitch sss oe cece eee. Services st. Jos 5c oe eee 206. 00 
30) | 223) UParver ols cre cea se nec eraiee e Oy San ee Soe eee 323. 00 
300); 3245 |P2ere don ase secant tae sete Covet ok. See 289. 07 

| aes 
Ota AAs see soe ete |e SS oe Se eee 6, 445.17 

| 

May, 1895. 

Mayvae2'| “1u|"SparksvBrose- sees se eeoneeee | Mules and horses.......... | $4, 619.50 
2 | 2 EW eberis Sole ee-n- sees | Field material. .........-.- 737. 89 
4 3 | Emery, Bird, Thayer & Co..\...-. (Gries doe eee tos cour 133. 49 
40 J ') JS Welehiets 22d secre cs. se leeeee Sle. 22 ER a ee 1, 481. 20 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

May, 1895—Continued. 

Date of | 24 | 2 : 
payment. | s Z | To whom paid. 

May 4 BS || Seno ISRO) cooseos coastoaee 
6 || SoS GEMMA sscscao ceeesese 
Gu leall Wiel Cnllbertsonmaee ae ee 
Gale culbayverollt oer ee 2 Ose tas, xa 27 
Guin ee onieeeer COR eat eee eee 
(3 |} 310) Beaec Oh nb dotonseeeaeo se eee 
6 A eer GO BASS ae ccee ease nees 

(| We Weraists Wiener We aes ee ae 
6 SuinGeosevblanwikinseses 2h 
(WE del Is een ake ape Gee ees easae 
ra ibs | Jip yAlke Sani oo ese Bee 
1 1. lscaoe OO ipo veeacase = aoe poe 
eM alc fesl eteeeres GOSS pe Me Seee mo eod wee 
en BLOM lees dojeene Sead 
Srl Gy MeN WAU Caan Mae nana Aeris 
One 2On  hobert AL Hanmer s)--2e---- 
@) |) Dil || IBs Oe slew eine =o5 posooses 
OF tee) Wee Culibentsontessse= ee 
@) ||. 283 |) Chis CEOS ceecen cosea sens 
@) | Al | Bh iks Ceyrdonor 222655 Sods beus 
Oita 2a lie ieadeckere seer sneer 

183} |) BS Utes LON SO a Seeneeee eos 
On ete Ca H RG chtsssnm tt sceo. ce 
10) || BS Noes OG) Jae asada borer 
10 | 29 | F.D. Blackman, agent ...-..- 
HON esOnlREehy Schreiner ese sae se 
TOR ron (With © OO pena snes ae == 
1G 328 Gers Cravens see-eee aaa 
iL |) BB} | CoN, Cooly cao nee coooeaee 
11 Sam RG Come iilan Kins seme eee 
it || 85 | do Jo lBabions peso secobose cose 
idl |) BY As OSE Clon gases sos necoud 
ill) Bye |) Were Jeo lenmitibne ts ees eos 5es 
iit || G43) eke Srintd Soe sco oeasecene 
ile ae SO Pesercce (Olay ee eee ee ees eee ae 
11 AQMIG he Cra kenss se =11 5.2 ee 
en eerste ERs ChneInet ss ser ea a 
ib) 2) Wed bad hby ant) pease see es. some 
I5L |) 26). eShenC Oh seacancte se ecme eae 
IUL |) 2) dgdsly \enGle Sees seeeneacnse 
Uh |) U5.) Tree yalte Sponitidn 52 Sae8 Soa ee se 
SS AG ects. COREA eee Soe 
Ue eecie VODeLt AtsWarmerss--— == so! 
el oe rani Smit hyee ser eee nee 
IL le eI eeee COR ee ree ee ee 
Wt || GO) |] 12s Je Mido hie ee Be oe Boos 
743} || fail) -|) Jala (OG IMAG po soeee cOSsese Eee 
Un | BR) |) Laerke iShombidoy oS eee See 
i |) ERS leSa6e Gl) eh oe AE ee a ees ee 
Soe AailipAt, vantel= so 5 5-252 - osc oes 
Loa OMe ONGordone sa. 2- ee oe 
key || af) || Loree Syenvh ol Oke eee 
AY) || Se || Uo lbaddbineey 55884 see soe odes 
AY) || Bish | iealte Shadi s 5 epeeesecer 
ANN oon PAlLeniccesAusten: ==>. sss 5s6 
ZOOM mmMOUR|edeenVVardee: 2-5. Ble 
DOR Glel Beh Caimeee = secs sone k 
OM en OLMllN Vist) OnOCkerse ee. 5 a= 

For what paid. Amount. 

Wiieldimaterialer=saseeesece | $92. 00 
nieldieoxpensessesaasee => = 76. 98 
Rieldisuppliessses-+ 9-5 --- 72.30 
NOLVAC eS Semen me ene eases 307. 30 

sSeibys Glo} SGono BaSmeN ees eeSee 228, 00 
Bafa = WOpseacser =e kG acl: 237. 90 
edeteys Oyes cee cdsoetees sake ae 2.00 
Traveling expenses... .--.- 60. 85 
Mreldvexpensesyes = emer.) 57. 40 

We ee Gly eae donee re seuO eee 73. 94 
Biel disuppliesese= 2-5. 136. 71 
Sess DOs as eae eeuceks 80. 30 
\ecine (1G SBS teacantO ears 53. 55 
Wee ome Onnse aie ae Anayou-rs ees 30. 80 
| UOC acokas Gacaks abeoae 7.50 
Traveling expenses.-....-.-- 52.30 
ae Ch Fer BS aE ON One 75. 45 
Field material -.--..-.-...| 50. 65 
ieldlexpenses)--a-.-2--—- 45, 51 

| Shoeing animals.-.....-.-.-.| 66. 25 
| 1 meldinar rem hse ost ae. 50. 00 
| Traveling expenses.....--- 55. 25 
sees GO) eae Hen Seana eee 49. 60 
sae 52 Ov Bate Sees eee 19. 90 
| Freight .--.-.------------- 25, 94 
| Eueldimaterial 2 = 22-22-22. | 17. 75 
Set (RAB Sea SeB Eee aaeeoee 20. 50 
ee Go) Eee eee meee eel 12.75 
Hielafsuppliesseeass esses G9595 
Mieldvexpensesi-ee eee eee 74, 44 

|RARHOTSOSie series hee eeeieeeints 90. 00 
pEieldvexp ensesiease-]-eeeee 40. 25 
|lapeeeeses CORES Paes eee secre | 102. 85 
Bieldtsuppliesses seas 2--\ 122. 97 

piel dimartenialsssece esse 60. 86 
[lgalsices Oki eee eRe Sonne nen | 7.50 
(Sess Ove seen ewe ene | 19. 50 
| Sees GON Sone se eee Se | 7.00 
Senos QOme seats semi soe ees 4. 00 
Sora opie Severe eee soi 26. 90 
Eel dssuppiliiesmae = ses eiae 89. 92 
eee Oe eee cel sae 73. 90 
puneldvexn ensesmeaee emer si 50. 44 
pHield/suppllies:o-5--.-5.5-- 132. 75 
ed Om See ee nese aes ee 122. 97 
Board and lodging....----. 15. 75 
Traveling expenses - - 147. 00 
Field material..-..-------- 60. 12 
Eieldisuppliessecenec-4--- = 78. 03 

| EPAIKOGSE So ce6e dans beagouann 50. 00 
\pEieldvexpenses)---225 9-55-- 45.50 
Material and supplies... -.- 35. 67 

5 atstes Glo). G6 harsaets see ee ee eaee 5. 35 
Sup pllesteeesceeece eee. - 122. 97 
Matenialte er seme ee tee else 5. 00 

Marae ClO eis ae ae aa ae aeeeee 9. 60 
Baer Glove Sasi ade cca eae atee 9. 00 
Labor and material... ...- 6. 10 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Coutinued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

May, 1895—Continued. 

seen 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
: Ao 

May, 20))|; 1635) (G.ak. Cravens. -3-- -=--- ----| bieldmatenaleas=se- eee $16. 70 
20) | G43 | tEiranig Smitha =seseee ste sae lesaee Os aase lees Se 104. 36 
PAL “Ghy WIS Sie GrbobeGltne Se erases Field expenses) _.---. ------ 64. 45 
25, | 66) Robert A. Parmer. .-------=fose-- (1G) Safe Re Se See see 67.90 
OT)” 67 ||) Mam El, Manning-= 554 oeeene peoee doigit eee ee 49, 98 
ya} || (etoel | Uae allte Frew Baga oe |, Bield supplies.<-.)-2--2.- 71. 76 
287 |eiCON aeeae O26 5 31 ee eens meet COR eee eee 57.80 
PX 70)" (eta Om ss eetasee {oe Stescis | eaeoe OY a Seen. Re 65.19 
oly 7 |) Vani Mannin' oa eee | Servilces):.3.:525..ssehe ese 119. 20 
31) li 2) |e ary seo lee eames eee ater acapis okie Seem ek AE, tod | 431. 24 
Sill GM eco does: 3 ee ee Neeae dO cee eee | 466.20 
SST We serene 0% pasaxe eee eee eee CO 2ceses SoGaeceeees 541. 76 
S105 etee 10.2 eee Rone see (eae C0-c3 Sat ees 27. 09 
S19) iG) eae dO SS Fe atone secsce Vecieye dO) 23s oe ee eee 140. 00 
31 fall eee Omens ane Baas acces eeiaoc dO) sSerbae hese ee 480. 85 
SH), ksh eeoee Gove. ease See eee ae dO ee oo eee ote 10. 96 
Sil YD eek ee dO. na Fase eace secs San |{ Sere 0 Skee ee ae soeeee 293. 00 
Sl) SOR eaeae QO sess se eee sta eee OG sass gat eee 239. 20 
| SS eae Oh ase oe ae ee se Piloretcr do. eae ee ee 536. 93 
S15 eS 2 | pees CKipe ma Snape en enee eee aEE ee DO%s 5 eee eee ee 31.61 
OLN) 3834 tS..94 Gane theese eas ae eee Ops =o eee ee eee 170. 40 
31 || 84) ChasyEllet Cabell 2-2. -22-|222- 2 Core fe hee Se eee 11.61 
ol) 85 | Pay roll 2e e smscee see sae On. SSA etait Sect ee 422.63 
OU 86a eer (6 lo hea es Sa Bal eed Ose eck aa ee ee 332. 63 
SI Sif | Ie WY OMG oe soo 36 cobasese | Hield expenses! =. 222..--2_- 50. 35 
SUNT Acts) Wiaiia dsl) sete ostanens|eocoe GO) cb chect- ase Sask sso 22.95 
CHU te SR SoCal) = eae es ceo = cesdlesese GO en eheaeee sic eens 40. 47 
Bi" | OO Nyy als Adniser om rie nase oe | "Field supplies........-._.. 46, 45 
S08) 9s | MBrania Smiths eee ee sees eae 0.222 ee eS 9.75 
31 92 | Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf | Rent of storage room..---. 27.50 

; R. R. Co. 
SINT AEB 3a bea eh AUG eS ee caeeko socudle Rent Of Of COn= seen aeee 7.50 
SL") 494" |SRobta A Hamner senses aseee | Field expenses -..---.----. 106. 88 
31 | 95 | Henry C. F. Hackbush ...-.- NOLVICES esa se ese te eee 61. 28 
31) 96 | S.S.Shapard ....-..---....- Eiel(suppliesi- asses ee en 23. 03 
Sle Ota RSE All bri Chita peer e eee ee oe Ojos eee see peewee wee 7. 35 
oti] 698s) JiohnoWehidenour-s.-seeee. Hire of livery team....-...- 40. 00 

Total) 24.0... 5t0c2es -Ste | pee teen en ee eee 15, 958. 71 

JUNE, 1895. 

June 4 LPC beitehs.e-oseseess see Field expenses. ...--..----- $20. 54 
5 2) ePay moles er eee sere Servites<.22 2 onset aces 380. 81 
8 3) Ge AS Cobbiga CD ees sanenen == ield' suppliasys ee eee 68. 80 
8 4°\ Chas. EUrquhart:--2 ------ Field expenses. .-.- -.....-. 4.00 
8 Dy emer DO ese eee eee aee oer cet Ui Co Yen ame Se ern fe 150. 18 

10 6: Ei Baldwan nena cee ees 00) fos eee Re ee 185. 56 
10 (hl Cadel ttinee 6 5s. Geese | Traveling expenses... .... 3. 85 
10 Stlatose CO Sat casos Seas ean eee lesen i Ur eRe sume Ahn, Ane we yr 5. 10 
UL) 39) SasS:iGannetin-=-s-ee.s-eee Field expenses. -..---..----- 38. 25 
11 10) Wan Gi Manning toe. onsen <taeee C0) sto oe 2g oe onn Sm ae 38. 30 
125), | tran Smith eee en eee Field supplies. .....-...... 117. 82 
UPA BBD eset CEASE Grtodere Sete oe Bye IMRT al. ee ee aoe ee _ 26. 62 
l4 135) DC HaxrisO nse eee ae Hield expenses). --n~ oa. ence 87. 97 

ov oté 
14 Va | Ry OM GOrdOn ec eae eee eee ee GOR Sek ee hn sa xteee 127. 75 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JUNE, 1895—Continued. 

Date of | 
payment. s To whom paid. | For what paid. Amount, 

Fi | 

| 
June was elon Robb. Ag harmerce. o-)-222-= Field expenses, ..---.--- $135. 12 

2 eNO poe GaAnnebbemecdc mate cee aca aONE ss .ae sects cote a 133. 40 
OD. |) alee |) \ialllbieyinid). IEGuGriS hoe ocesccs| |SaoocOOlApoSoRreeees sore 133. 65 
24) 18) Henry Gannett.......:..--- Traveling expenses.-:....- 67.75 
oe On ME seb alldiwiamnes see eee Hieldiexpenses: ------ -- 135. 75 
BY ||; 20 dais WON beastie coceseer Field material. --..---- 355. 00 
ieee Emery .ebind ebayer iC Oyas| sss) Olen = 221 a\sto 1-10) 29. 06 
A || 2) Soe Bid ac scionoaeece ceculloasac (0) See te Soe 1, 122. 00 
DOR 23 ay aro lias yom se cise cle tessa IESCEVICEBP ep cyceeeee eee 461. 90 
29) 24 bess OE ee mete ene eee seat GO Maton = ee ooes 328. 30 
2) || 245) He aaoc CO) See a ate Se ees ee ss ee MOWsaSeemoe etsoe 4 22 400. 66 
7) 39 eso. LO) etre etre sere aeiete |mictoiets Oe ee See 629. 90 
HB) || PAE Nese Opes eerie See ee ce eens dovseeeee ees F22 659. 40 
200 EAS a leaeee (Oye eee ne eee ee Oaeie domo 2 eeeelese: 60. 00 
DOR 29m ery. Oe seen cee eevee ree So lecisene (10) Bs ee eT 741. 40 
2)! BO \iceaaa UO Rae Sree ten Eel ae COM eeaee ck head: 304. 80 
i) Veil lesa Glitce SE UoR Moe as Mea eee sees UO. Sa nace oeeeeaneee 235. 40 
8) 8 |owoce Oe aes ee seer eee (lO), Aart ca Sap eae 555. 40 
248).1| 883 Ilsaebe LO eres he re ere | Ser ce Mowe Rae) 255 - ese says 180. 00 
BE) Shee) (Olie Quibyis S555 casos soseen pane Oe eee ee eeeiece 53. 33 
8) || ~S5s || Tay eae Le ob Soe eaeellodose GRO rE cei SD ce as 167. 00 
28) | at |) 18 Webel) Soieceecscossec iRieldimaterialees2---- ae a- 184.57 
As) || Bei || Weeyolke SMa. soe eae sac aoe Field supplies. ..-.--.- 50. 84 
Daal eeosal ewe Cullbertsontes 3) fee 24 |-8c)-do! soe cs acces been 133. 34 
28) || SG | laaalie Syiltdn ee oce cocacSEellaosen 0" saeco se aadacacerase 120. 94. 
29) S405 Robt. Ay Barmer=:=-o.--\---- leBeldiexpensesteee=a-e-een 131. 98 
A), 25b | Cal CO) 0's (OSsa See enbane \eeieldisuippliesme ssc. se. | 157. 80 
29 eal" Geos. Elawikims 2-2-2 2 Hield'expenses: ----5--- 127. 39 
OU eA Sn ebiranks Smithyes-es see ess Field material. .-.--..-- 5.55 
40) | A Uc Wile Alli 2) seaane Gaeces scence Oificerentsee—-- esse. 7.50 
28) ||. 5) |) 1, 10, AN pale Nh oe So can cecede | Field! supplies: -------- 11. 60 
29 AGA ana Tolle en peste. eek bine | SOLVIGOS eye coal caterer 437. 90 
OR eral eee OT eas weyers ete Sail leicrcres CO ne So see ees 406. 90, 
29N\eeeSoi) Van sManmmin oe. 25/5 | Field expenses. ....-- -. 153. 22 
ZR le. On Mayarolles es eee ear eee | SOAMWESE otogcaatesoses 51. 66 
2) | BO | IDS Ce sles so SGoosaeeor | Field expenses.--.--- -- 382. 41 
2OR eo lel eB ePAG ERO DINSOD Esse see eo Eieldisuppliesine=e-—-.-- 122. 94 
28) || SEP | Sob Saeyomel as oo sao asco Senge doe reese 42.62 
28) | BB) Co Slo RW Ne cad aeneasocsecce | Traveling expenses ......-. 24. 80 
AS) | Pe || Tae wallte (Syrviy o 6 See oon eane | Field supplies . --..---- 102. 40 
78) || GBS Nleeoe OPS Soe sie esse nee sell cee (GOs Eee pene cae 68. 40 
MB) || BLO. || IR Os Conon 25-55 4ccans cone Field expenses. :...--------- 1382.45 
OE) ll i |) Ube dit, WEN Oe Ses anconeassus SenvilCesteet cece s eee erase | 7.00 
AS) || tie} |) do Mb IEMA eee ceqaoeoSer esac Moiese aaa etite 7.00 

| | 
BRO Gall epas sneer Sse se ise eee Sino, 11, 015. 98 

JULY, 1895. 

July 9 AOC aEe Ritchie ness so. oo Field expenses .......- $61. 99 
9 2 Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf | Rent or storeroom.....---- 15. 00 

R. R. Co. 
Ci) 3} | Shih Chins Gosoeoe pose sees | Field expenses ..---.-- 99: 37 
Dera eRobtiAl Marmer et... of occ tsar. Glo) Gane Cone eR Cran esaes | 23. 42 
i & | 13, do COnBlOna5 cases cose sae SeLVilces pinnae ane ncn eae ati 3. 00 

10 CoEChasmUrquharteees a eeee Field expenses ....-......- 181.95 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special dishursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JuLy, 1895—Continued. 

5 
Date of ae To whom paid, For what paid. 
payment. 5 = J : 

July 10 | AE. Tas Baldwin ¢=.£-co2e. | Field expenses .--------- 
11 8 | Jeremiah Ahern... -2.----- loesibe 0? 2252 See eee eee se 
11 9 | Riley Alverson -.-.----. - | Field supplies. ..---...-..- 
11) 105) Grady &breeny<< se | coe 0 Oe eee eee 
|) | Pranic) S miph! Sa ee ee Field material 2222-2 ---- 
THs Wa eeec GOs. Orissa laeeee ee ee Beene | errr do taza cae ae een oe 
35 |,  Lomleae= = GOW esa ee eae ed eee OKO Ne <a eae 
DS ist bal is eat GOtsS2.o2- se eee Field supplies. -----.---- 
129) 15s) (CH itch sess. s eee =e Traveling expenses-....----. 
3) AGs)C@hasyhi © ookemesers se aeeee | seem doze ee ee 
139) Wie Ee Aum swiorthhes= seer Field material. .-_--.-.--- 
13°] 18°) Wanita Peters se2e- =.= - Wield expenses) == === -==- 
57) = LONI: Meow Soni setae ses era dos a ee 
16:20) || #Robt Aeiarmeter ssi ae errs (0 Co pe Pe ae 
TG || ds ree Ol SO CobeScsos Son ceeet RSs Ove sae See nee es 
16) | e22al Chass BC ooketerssss= sae -=o5| essa doy Ss Pee 
US 3 |2355|* Gondry clanwlcin seem ate rset eee 6 SS58 eee ees 
20); 324 SSS SiGanneti: asses ee ss = see dore ae sess sate ae 
20) 325) || HpACsRo binson years) site Pieldisuppliesssssss2s= = 
2226 | aoe dO esas taser ete aan | sae doses. sete J RR 52355 
PIN PHC ae debh Cl naeooe cocmes = Field material. .----.:.-- 
22) (284 He Batesr cesses ce ee So ae eee dO s225- Sake eee! 
PPE NPA) | Dey WA ACH ie aonsoso es ees eeolibos = Ors aoacey ne aot ee 
PAN AD | We lepiGr Isnt wee ose kee 5|[e soo - Oi: 22a ee ese 
23) |) 7310) Wie Ans wWorthietese==—)s—= Field supplies. <-..-.---- 
23))| (32))|\ RileyeAllviersonteseer erases Field'materiall. 22-25 2-22 
Sih) (ood! salvar oll Seeres ater nae Serviicesrts.- 2 Sa oseee oe 
31 B4 Iisssice GO oS. See eeoce Sons cee = doves Ss2cce seo sees 2s 
SH eh alieeaa Of serena te eterna aa eee (0 Ro eRe a gage A 
Sie | eRoOM eeeeys do cen ate 00) 0s eae eee oe. 
31 Bi felleesce QO Sst caste eee serene Cote eee Ss 
31 Biota Peace GOs toene eee ere a lene i oh poenee mis SEE sey 
Sie 39) |sbloomsBernye- pesos so: a eet oe 
lla eC UN PERN pak A eb 5A bnSt adac aod tect 6 Ut earn a oe Se 
31 AMO Wesctoets GO Fe dee ee ee eee eee oO Oe eee ee 
Sill) Cae ae QOxY sh tee eet see eer eee CGO). 522 fas eae eee ee 
Sia E43 el eacrys Ch WER ES ss eases oreo ee aa. c CO sce sees oe oe 
31 44 | Maggie M. J.oefiler .....- leearers Oise cee ee eee ee 
Oly | On Ossen rane UU ee er ere eaten eee lo Se ae eee 
31 | 46°) Chas... Cooke.--2-.--.-- Fieldiexpenses.----- ----- 
S18 Atel evans evammin nae ese wee een CO gsmee. eee eee 
Sly |h aS Mea yer Ollinse sere ae eee re Services’ 3-2 eee 
31 AG eens COR ease een eens once On Sas Sane 
Sly) eOON eee Ota ee eee sees WO). ss ot eee 
31 | 51 | Robt. A. Farmer----.-..- Field expenses. ---- 
31) |), 52) EeesetODINSOn =eeeee eee Pield' supplies ~--.-.---.- 
Sila, 53!) Geo. Aye eitianykis sesame tsa Field expenses...-...-..- 
ST ye ls ad BR SEA Kobi ies Se oo alle ene U0 S.C teet ee eee 
Sle) onl DC aEtamni kon ses ea ete Ce ete ee 

| 

Total et. Bed es chee See ees Swe aes ae ee 

AvuGuST, 1895, 

Aug. 7 |) (Chas... Cookercecssease lield expenses. ...---. 
7 2) | Edo. ‘Baldwin tse. - ester GYR ed ae, SS ey ae 
On ers Chas? BiCo0kesS 22 ee eae Le ee et eee 

Amount. 

$153. 81 
27 
51 
52 
17 
iS 
22 
36 
51 
18. 

147. 
102 
94 

102 
6 

77 
41 

. 03 
25 
- 20 
-23 
- 05 
. 95 
Bs 5) 
- 85 
75 
78 

- 60 
-16 
- 96 
-85 
719 
. 30 
87 
- 68 
-50 

4. 05 
- 10 
. 85 
-20 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Iizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continned. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

Auaust, 1895—Continued. 

hs6 
eee ce To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

r | 

ug Y A Geoml olan kein see aa oie reldiexpensess-sasss see = $204. 97 
DU ets eae Gli} caucseoormeore maeeoe Traveling expenses ......-- 5. 25 

105) (6) |RobteAy Parmer 2. ------ Mieldiexpensesasesseeress —- 124.15 
1 Ie eae ial cele avr Olllieyepeyaveracsicisiay oe Sie ata. Servicesiaeisset sseaeeet ce 453.17 
12h 8) Chas: Ee Urquhart. 252- - 5. - Field expenses. ....-----.-- 261. 14 
19 @) | dierernanal AUN 9 oaaoe bocoodllcouee (0), aden. BABU Be eee ALE 114. 63 
AAD) || TO) INOW; ah JDEWRNE ecb condas||\soone OG) 8s Sd A EERE 50. 89 
20 | ibL |) ele 1b, IBM abS pes Soh se Socollaooae COWse saehe ere ace seine 104.56 
BA) || 1 Cine, 18, COO KG Se ses coon see SenlO Bas Gokeenoes eeeerees 124, 57 
AD) 1B}. kts INI, SoS oes oases ose sa 5200 eSaeee nae anaes ae 124,49 
Z20Reelee Vianekin Manmin ee =r ei MO gs seater a ces en 144, 97 
Mil | BUG |} dts O, Croresloin. ssascssaesoecelleccec doweee= Boece. cists Saas 219. 88 
i elG se Walllvamr J Reterss o--ceseeoeellseeci COs aera ce caee Se inal: 82.91 
wit | afi |) Jenolle Sent Soe cee hence ieldysup piesa ease es s-ee 67.95 
aC a eee COME aa. Se eee ecient oe Neate. - OM eee eseesee 17.92 
PAL || WO Wessaq Ogee ns ae ease er lice (LOW ere era cee ran stace 84. 76 
ed | AX) | Tele IBRMES Sos soso se Se oan ae ects WOW sey Sense ee ee Secs 87. 20 
BP | Dit || Ap) ale Aosnworidhs So 5o5e secolleses. (Oe Se Bae ats Seer 164. 96 
Dy PP) eee OES Seleets cmon eee aa BS hice lo eee teeta ae, 83. 16 
BREN BBA digi eV All) Sada aoeneo aaa see | Ovitie@ wea ses easeunoese ous 11. 25 
ASL ll OL  Uerdale IBEW Ps Bae seGacuaanaece Riel@ysup plies seems een e= = | 8.25 
De || Bs | Werle Gail 2 eneecosa nsec Stonageweemns eee eee nse | 15. 00 
SHE || AG] ots Slaeypepedls soe seneer aac elds upplies/ssseecie as )= 51. 36 
FS |» SPA COs vos i Nye ae ea Wieldiexpensess see - ee see 35. 62 
Sil || 2S tosses (0) Deepa erincse Rosana esene Traveling expenses.-.-...-. | 16. 55 
3199 29) Erank Middletom=. 2. --.---- CLVICESHer eee eet a emer 21.29 
SIM OO payaco lle ee see oer meets ae eelene COW aise chee et ete 440. 60 
BIL |) aul eee Ol) Se atueasSeBes someone Meaae MOE ASS eae ee he atemns oe 726. 09 
31 Be leae ahs OO) cba Seek BUSA eae eae Seer doves sees Agee SE ee | 374. 80 
Bil} GB Jecdes Oa eee eee ae ase eee Seo ac Cl Sn aa Ge An ans seas 376. 28 
Bil | BON ee eae Wn) daaese qoeseeEeset eens lasaer COR a2 sere Sac ee 487. 90 
aul | Sy Wesson Glo) @edsaae Ee eyo gts |ocacs Glo ieee So ae nee eee 231. 61 
Si || BO |eouce GO Sp ae aoe een oon eae Ose see eee Soe 697. 90 
Sill! aye lleoese CO es omecea eat ees ccs Oreo ne Nom eee tae ee 340. 00 
Sle oon Van Ee Mannings. 5222.2 == + ieldiexpenses: -s5--- e224. 136. 02 
Oi || BS) |) Celgy WIiee sae caosse aeceee Hieldssuppliesiess--- 2-2-2. - 146. 88 
Bit) GOW epi ea Ol Aa See GaSe eee SOnVACesieee es esas 252 see 421.60 
Bil. |) db eee CONSE ees sisetse ese eileen Cope tre seyseersisticerte 1, 322. 54 
ails) doy eee ae CO au aas suapReesoauceee eoaoe dhe pohies Ase kaa ceases 364. 80 
Bil |) AB TROL NG IRs aes ek aae | Field expenses. .-.--..-----| 145. 37 
Slane Paver lle nee eee een IE SCLVACOSm eee 1s ss ae 449. 67 
Sil | ales Nee ee Ot ee cee see eee ae egaeee Gh Se open Oe SEBE oe | 395. 00 
BH CAG Weooae Wome epee Siasei cars ee laneeee ClQvescSSetisa coomea eee | 404. 80 

ADORE WL re ser ae pen ere Wee oN a ae ee Deak a he ee | 10, 388. 33 

SEPTEMBER, 1895. 

Sept. 7 | ik || Isl, Ibe: lela, pes Shoe cbeeec | Field expenses. --.......--- | $168.95 
u 2 || oer, Jin COO se cesccscssesc ence Owes sec ccces ceases 2 115. 06 
9 & || 1D. Ch lslbwadieineadas secede lGeHoe ORs ete ce Osea | 342. 91 
9 Al || Yount II, ION A Sess coecea se \Servicessas ss eee 52| 8.61 
9 @) || Jel; Ne NGGIG\/se5e cases enoous leseae DONa See saaSeciese.= sais | 8.61 
9 GllpRobiy Aa harmensses=seeeree | Field expenses....-...----- 32. 55 
9 1) CG@s4ts lglen a ohiticooceacossce heer OSes oe ree | 239. 68 

10 |) (Clb IKON Soue aoe eeeoeee [Seen UO CaS ner a nesesecer | 43. 88 
10 ) || Chines, 1, Wika noen ty oo eS oane peers GMO ee i aeecise teres 303 32 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete. —Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

SEPTEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

Date of 
payment. 

Sept. 10 
11 
11 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
21 
21 
21 
26 

Oct. 5 

No. of 

| voucher. 

OUR who 

To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Van H. Manning..-...--.----- Field expenses! ----2=---=- $150. 30 
Jiten Mc Minne yenee re = = Services. 26 pense eeee eee. 30. 00 
SB Se SWAG) - too cecennae Field suppliess--s2- sa-- o=— 42.61 
Helixiveslhnllips sees == alee CO" oS Sen ae yee en wisteee 106. 16 
A MPARUSS OL See Pee eco Hieldimiternalsesseeseeesee 25. 00 
Prank Smights2 2.222522. vce a Op seen ree ee eee 89. 74 
mets QOse heise ee oss S2eeven =| SUOLALO ces eee eee ae 15. 00 
ee GOn Sr eens echo ans [eld suppliiesees== eee 263. 50 
eRe GO aE aie te bees see ns tle cen LO cence ae ae 118. 16 
OSMaABuntnéttees=- 2+. o-feee Mieldpnaberialess =e ae 18. 70 
GeomNortont 2.50 sence eee (8 COR et aye Daas ey ply 13. 00 
HE Schreinerss:= te eceeee eae ee GOlses5 Fee eee 16.50 
Jae Sy bli We eeee See SSEE noose Oe eee es oe 75. 42 
RobentiC ceweccascsse ses ane Services. eit esesecme eee 33. 33 
Bis ans A astts ot Gos. ceelooae GOrt a ee ee 15. 00 
Robby Ac Manner sss == ses os ieldiexpensessae- ase eee 154. 14 
JereniaheAhermi=s. ss5).sce -cleeeee dO .S3 s- eeR ss oe 149, 49 
WimrAn eters oes so 2S eae ceoe 0.2 Se a ee 165. OT 
@hiastMb ss Cookers... seen eee Gores 8 oa ee are 77. 65 
RS OnGOrdOnbee sees eee eo alee dor te ease ee 261.17 
DSSS Wrelehaest ee netmeeee sacs Bieldimatertals: ss see. se- 236.50 
lpByalef eves 56 a5 snds eae oesee Oe eee ee 451 
sete dO escort Sock ce esc -s| Meldisuppliesesaeesec- oor 63. 50 
He. Baldiwantsy reese see Pieldjexpenses=<-----2--—-— 165, 33 
Pay Trolli so. ee Siece eee ee lSOLVACES itt artes eee cee 483. 80 
ees WO sys ees Sasa Soe LO ee ee ee 430. 40 
Ses Oy ses eee te lee ne oo ee] Sea LO) ee ae eee aE 
conte GO 2 sete pe a. oe SES 0 ee pace eee 824. 86 
Brae GO. 5s ee bee ee 0 ee ee ee ee 340. 00 
aay (60 eu eee eh Seam ters iy le eee RA Sd 300. 40 
eee G0 oe Bee ee oe a ed 0) Sere eee oe 385. 00 
eee GOs scion oe ee eee ea eee 0 ya Oe ee eee 509. 00 
eee AO s22.ee case eae Ee: Be) See ae nena eee 66. 33 
LAete €0 222202 eee | Oe ee ee 579. 86 
Pee do. csc eel Ae CS ido ae ee eae 310. 20 
San StONers.ce seat cece esos GO: (2 aeeecee eee 14. 00 
Wi, Bi Rogers..526 22 sce, 525 |) ese CO nee nee eee eee 26. 00 
Ghiash BN Cooke eeese eo eeere Field expenses- .----.----2- 170. 15 
ram ee smithiae eee Hield matertallss-2-seseee 11.90 
ay te QOt. Ssh cos dete seee ee eee ea Ole eee ee 38. 55 
ee DOscicoccs.c Wet es eee ee 0 Oe ee ee 50.15 
Fish sehteinernen= eee lamer Goose See ee 14. 75 
Payroll: Peas sees cee eet | Servicess.. oso. fee eee 392. 80 

jee C6 Gee ee ee eee eee wal (i GO, fh ee Re eee 491. 80 
Geo rw Hooper s5- se ress eee te CO cece ee eee 8. 00 
Pay TOMS sci wea er teee oe eae Re teen as A 1, 098. 06 

ToOtalss. Sess sah ee Pear ee eee ee eee 11, 385. 73 

Vian. Hi. Manning seces aeons Field expenses. ....-......- $301. 70 
Chas. .B. Urquliart’:-~ 252. <|sesae ose Ser ene eens 178. 30 
Gil Witch Ss eee eee pee OS ee Se ee cre 106. 21 
Robt: A warmer aoe see acto ea iy tar Re dela, ge 100. 75 
William J SPeterat c= ste ck. eavn dO Ol ae ree ueerie ae 142. 22 
Chas: ByiGooke:toeese ee ee acon OG oe erat taae 44. 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896 —Continued. 

OcroBER, 1895—Continued. 

a. 

Date of ic To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
payment. s z 

| 

Oct 9a || SeSuShapard 22:25) 5222..225- Field supplies..---...-.---. $48. 19 
9 |) Joma Sitios sonbos soasccsullbacec OPE Seem nese 314. 48 
Git = Nal leaees ClO) in deose aS ee Ree Stora cep ees seer eee. 15. 00 
® || WO |eocse GIO, Ra aS a aI oe crn Eieldimaterial--..-.+-..--- 95.18 

HO |) wily iD. Ge Wleyeawis@n., 52 Sose4 Gone Mieldexpenses=---2---- -:-- 522. 45 
WG) |) een Leen yah bees {Seana eoeesee Servic este sate it sees oe 301. 40 
U@ || 1s | CGo, Wa leeds 2S Sona sae Pieldexpensess-ooe+---- --- 255. 89 
12 4 ET elo all divniin ite ae eee aya ae Clay Be Se Se eee 8&9. 97 
Il || aby |) 1aieHAte Simin Soocaos secasaee Field supplies...........-- 125. 30 
ib || NG: | din he ele Avy seoenaccco des see ServiGesmeecessecscae ace 4, 84 
is) |) al7/ |) ANS De ONO os co adcacasollasoce MOGs Sasa os wea ee--i5 6. 00 
1G} | key) Tags Wis ION TOMS ce5s Secnue sees nrelidiexpensesteee eee a - 165. 82 
Hs |) 2G) |) Wem Le Mileyouovb aero Se oe — Sodllocos SOO sedesasaeteot sear ere 209. 95 
Ils} || 2X0) |) 13 Vals WelOSe Cee sos caaecooase SOLVACESH neh acne ceiseevce 19.58 
IQ | Bil | IR. Os Comdonesssssessas saac Hieldiexpensess.----- -=--- 156. 95 
Oe lee2 2a Robt eA hlarmen= sseere ss see leeea- UlO.c densoteesee Get Heae 135. 98 
Z| 2s || (Cig ein BIG) Boe oooieneeas cone Hieldtsupplves seme cee. 44.72 
UE) P| ING NG TRUSSO eos aoeeeeasee \eEveldimatertal==s: ---7- ==> - 16. 70 
POR Salm aAbesh= cee sce este seni Waza d Oss eonee Ss saeieeee sce 17. 40 
ey |, PAS || Vivo le Zbahyoreidll See qocdod eaaae MO meeee er press eee eee 112. 60 
2S} || HE || Mito WilG Ron O Ms Sons eos bkasos Hieldiexpensesa=-o---—- -=- 150. 27 
268 eecoelelinanike nite eeee eee eee ace iReldssupplies aaa. 60. 35 
Sle econ PP bavenollineen 2 scmcseeicc steer Sel ViCesSter ere e terre ne ne: 537. 04 
oil SD leeeae (10) SSS Ses e sh Scee see Eses| Sear Ojet eek ee sassshes 471.57 
Sib | Bil Beone (li}es docaen pont onbocmeaes esree loge sacra ae ae coats aber 582.54 
Bil | G8 lesese CLO Serres ee es ee ella WO ese i ananeses 274. 80 
Bil || ob oscae (OVO) Ne ees es eter gece eee COs saan eens 1, 329. 83 
BIL) BLE eee oO) ane caBe aot Same ee alee OO a eass dae eos meas cee 357. 90 
Sil | | Bis) eeoae COM Asaece- onions e ey setae Osc eteniee sense ease = 1, 318. 21 
Bil || BB lessee Oar ene eee ee OO Ba querrnac se aeob Rete 1, 434.50 
Bi |) Br | Clngiss 15 Owls Sacco ceadec ieldiexp enseseas-e- 5 - ee 85. 85 
Sil ake} || Jee earoll Sees onoauesase esac Services. s2-se tee ese | 1,298. 97 
Bi! Ge) lessen (IG) Se cebde sae audeee ees ances ClO Ws See tene eee eee nee 395. 00 
SHEN Aeeeee OW eae k= arr re ae essa: GON. Saas cep see amie | 336. 87 
Bil Zab Ne See LO eee ese ea es Cop tas eee cee ee. | 408. 08 
Bi eto WiWea Oldham 2.20.42... 1a|-.-0. ee ace en ee lemeionge 
Sil | 4i8} 18 Ib BA Ohyalan aes Seceoa coer Pieldexpenses: /----------- | 209. 53 
31 | 44) Jeremiah Ahern ....-...--..|..-.- Oreos etemeent | 171.13 
Sele on Grimmer ke Bly). e2 si 22 Wield material.-.-.......-- 22.50 
Bil) AG ieeeee Ope Renee ene Kield isuppliese-s ess -o--<- | 82.83 
OIE AUC Weesee OG) ueeasce secs eeesacors [Peete repel OF sry ctatece anes) Jeter oie 6 71. 90 

| Mobelliy fees cae mete ve [eee see ere wie ls | 18, 144. 28 

NOVEMBER, 1895. 

NOV ONE EeRobi Aa Marmenas esses 4. Field expenses .._-:.------ $83. 25 
CAMO a Carnitehsfoe2s S50 Sle GU eda Ah dope bo ae 110. 56 
6 | 3) || Wenevlal, Wleyavanee 3 pa ceceeosellsocde GIG) cadaoaetednd oo ueeeee 243. 83 
u Ab |) C@Oe ibs sei ONS6 Gadeae sedellascos G10) Gacabenoseuataee eae 255. 79 
TAS SesaShapardl oS. Field supplies............. 318. 73 
CW Se eee Glo Cae sS ase a Ree ceeS eee leEeldematerntaleses see. sac: 88. 90 
i) ae lS aeee GD’ census adae cones soeeell Rieldisupplieses.-—- ees... - 32. 92 
||} |) Teknlle Sorry ees cose ooesoe hieldtmaterialeess eee ace - 23. 70 
Sil) Ol escee UNO} ee ene Bere ee aem| SOMOS gabaes sadcea caseaee 15. 00 
8) 10 | Alexander, Haas .-.--.-.----- ieldisuppliessess--a-s=-— 4 156. 83 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

NOVEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

rene | 
see ic ‘fo whom paid. For what paid. | Amount. 

S Ao 

Nov. 8] 11) W. H. Ainsworth. --......-. Hield'supplies=ss-===—-===— $70. 37 
85) 12h) Helix. bby sie eee a= eee CO" 22 eo retec tees soc ee 129. 43 
9) 13s Chast Hr Cookes== =e s====- Bieldiexpeuses-=—- ee 163. 65 

a7) ea, | ram kis mi hee eer Bieldisuppilies===—e= eee 138. 10 
11 | 15 | Jeremiah Ahern..----.-.--- Wield expenses ------ «..--- 114. 35 
15) 16>) DiC. Harnisoneeee sees ese ee = (0 Re eS Se es er ea 516. 43 
5) || SE Wim Jee Ober seer eee doy e2es 4p aeee eee 76. 65 
rises aksy TsO leteill ee(O) 558 eae ee Kieldisnppliessee= sae a= 71.30 
15S) 098 ES oes uniicereee ee eee Services). {623-2 ee ee 7.73 
Gh i XO) ||Ga ss Oe eee eee aman es |e COs ease ee ee 4.00 
164) ZI RAMs lowsonke ees. one eee Field expenses -.-..----- 233. 00 
19), 522" hash by Uno uiiar tee eo =| Sere COs ee eee 172. 37 
21. | 235) UW Bi Corsepe=se-2--26> ace Traveling expenses.--.---- 17. 80 
29!) \ 2451 C aH. Pitt Chiesa) eo eee dO 3s oe eee 68. 80 
22) || 25 | DaveiWimbray.--------- 3)" SOLVICES. Ae =a ee ereeen nae 6.00 
27) | 260 (eVianw tee Miammain pee eta Field expenses ....-- --..-- 295. 63 
2 | 2 Robt Acer arm eee essen aoa Jeoese dOn ee ee ee ee 184. 07 
P|) 243|| We lel leew alel, ypes aS oees Seals ae O22 eee eee ee 82. 29 
2 |) 20 | BEE Schremetercer en se r= === | Hieldimatertala-= sesso sas = 22. 25 
PAIN BON AACS. ISIN GEN ies oe se sina cose Servicests a ee ee See 22.00 
30) |) Fol I WeikeBlachlyeese sss ae ene 0 see en ee eee 20. 32 
OM oyu aletnye Coll ono doatSacadaso Leas Verte dOg2- ce seo eee eee 731. 30 
BO) |b aes ecole DO teeter ee sere Jeces< dO a2 eae econo 345. 20 
SOF ota esere CO ai =i ee meee ances teehee dO}. < ease aaa ae 444. 80 
SiO) |) Naty loseios Ge semen emcee dee Se Seolloeey dO cess cee See ee 1, 289. 40 
BON eoGal pe aer dOMi ese thee cece cacitac setae 0,222 ts ise eee 1, 332. 60 
30) eoraleeeee Oia ee orse cena seat Sciam | sears dO tesen kee eee 1, 426. 24 
30 238i |e Goll ocean see ae ees eee dO: 22 ope eee 3. 87 
30} 39 | Fred’S. MeIntyre----.------| Olficeirentizs2 22 tora 6.00 
30) 40!) Pranks Smithessse-seese)- == 2) SLOLAOO = ee eee eee 15. 00 
80))|) 41s "ChashiniCooketeesessse esse | Field expenses ....-...---- 264. 78 
30) |S t420 Bary Toll sees eens ar Servicesssces-=-— ee 349. 80 
SO) G3 eceoe 0 ee ee eas Se CO) as2s 22s et ieee oe Seee 488. 40 
BO) |) AE Noses OO esi epeasecce eseer eoees dO... 3235: Aa eee 270. 40 
SOU 45a eeeee Od sbar eben eaeeeeeee al Sacer COs Sa ee eee 1, 288. 46 
30), (46) eal, p Miami oa Field expenses -..----. ---- 135. 67 
30H SATalGeo.w ky. anwikins= c-sere eee eeeee GO). 2352 eh ee eee 342. 67 
30} e48h Sans. Shepard sese saaee ee Hield. supplies: ---=— 2-22. - 263. 02 

| Dotalwre. 4255 5.0 goten a Sseeee aan ee eee 12, 743. 66 

DECEMBER, 1895, 

Dec. 5 AL j[ arene Sprite Soe See S5ecke Field supplies: -2--=- 2 -_ =: $135. 47 
5 2 Sagas bapardie seeees oso nemieeeee do).2 2.55. cease 27. 25 
5 Byah Laie alte phate eee eee Field expenses ..--....-... 21. 20 
5 ACMA t Ch ecco ces ac onl aot GOs scemesee eee ee 123. 78 
iB Coy ler ara nS eas “has ees SOlVlOOSiec eases scree B84. 00 
11 Greer (Oy Bees earn Ona Ces OO eee ee eee as 405. 40 
LD WCheWeiGoodlovessesesaceeee- Traveling expenses...... -. 36, 55 
12| 8| Frank Smith............--- Rialdeupplissse ss aosac. 123. 45 
12)| “9 SRO Me Rowsoueecaasses—se ee Field expenses ..--....-... 126. 10 
13; | \10\ DNC Milanrigonesees scenes ecaleeete ts 1 Cpa a a ee ae ae 959. T4 
13 11) HA GRO nee see eee ee et een DO isets = or ee enens 6.00 
li 12':|: Ss Crowlizeac see erat ene a Field material............. 21. 80 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

DECEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

For what paid. 
a 5 

Date of aS To whom paid. 
payment. S z 

Len It 

Dec. 14 133 || IRs IMCs WOMEONssoose ceoecdo0e 
14 14 (OhasvebsCookes 2 ---eac5-- = 
14 15 | Jeremiah Ahern. 222-- -.2---: 
14 16 | Robert A. Farmer.----.---.. 
14S Lie SEs elo. Baldiwantny tee ees.e=2 = 
16 |) ales) IRONS Wt sol oo5 Seabed cose 
16 | 19 | Chas. F. Urquhart.......-.- 
file On evObGerAe Warmerseece sees see 
7) Gil | IDS Ca sean 6 coco seca uae 
Uy PEN Ao dke WiG@or lesa sosceseooeres 
iy | PBy |) 1elo (Ca Jalewl ws Cc eses5 coecee 
176 ||, AE aes (OARS Se oes See eee 
I || Abs | Is liietoy BIE Saab ooo poco Bo BeEe 
Se eo 6s | Eby elas oe ee ae ate rte isise sce 
135 27 | Van Ee Manning. =~. 2. ------ 
OM eo Sal G wie eOookenrsasemeer sae eae 
OR eZ Oe \WiBaCOrsesere. -ceeee =a 
23m leroOn nC haswk. Cookese+ seasons = 
DAR Rois sel Bere yiereiityne ae arsce cise 
SL || BY} | leksyayi SOO nae osoa soos eaoe 
24 3 Walters Clittonesss=2 sees ss 
DAR eee lve GalViabhilessece eo se css cce 
JAR esr deve Mawbushee sees] sass.. 
Ciel voG! | Geos uk. Haw kKinS=2---os s.4- 
27 Sle Ob wAe harm Cle eere = ses = 
27 BS | Gp Io INRA e a oeaabeeccoouEs 
Ze) 390) Van kl. Manning 22-522 5.25. 
lpr LOn Geom. HawkKiINS)= 4225-5556 
Sle eli ebayer ollie ee ae ences = 
31 4} Vescos Oysters ee eee assess 
Bil || 4B \iscece (0): Sees te es CRC SCE ae ese 
Bil || AVE loacae Gls aanancabecosedueeues 
ole 4on| Jas. Shelley 22-222. .-55- 
al) 46) | Sledge Datum’ -----...-..--- 
Bal | 4 | IDs 18s lett seo ooo ase obae 
Bil || 3 | Niles Soleitis oceascocscoseee 
Sal || 29) |) IDEs Iseyeokyinooeoeo cosa sees 
331 || G0) | GLYN bedi esses cose eees 
ole eOual Bay Troll essen o- ei se< 
Bil || BA IRS WE NOC eeoea eno ees 
Gil || ey | Tees) ea oeececdasoseeeeeee 
Qi || Bb Weeoce GO eae Ces heresies 
Bil || GS Weoees Ol’ oa cara dea BecoEeeeEere 
ee OM| mien 2 Old amseeee seta. =. 
Sle otal bayerollo eet ao nec = 2 cisco asq 
Slaps Ela Baldwin, jr. --225----- 
Sil || GQ] 12eh 7a RODE Seaae sere A AeeIeene 
Bil || G0) tacos OEE re aeess 
Bil! Gil essa Ole) Sa cdas Goebanoee Ceeeee 
Gil! “GE 8r dic dO sacdeseBeSoaoreeees 
SlgnOon LO eAce ic COnmick sacs cass 2-1 
lM eO45| Sparksr Blog) cece cceico se = 
31) 165) | James) I. Crothers ---_-.---.- 
ail || GG || Sots) Sey oleecesocceoneces 
31 67 | Pred. S. McIntyre .-.....-.. 

LOU abe SaaaSeee eee 

do 

Traveling expenses...-..-- 
Field expenses 

Traveling expenses 
Servicesteesnc sasteaceccerise 
Hield supplies. ---- <2 --- 

do 

Hield expenses -.-.-.------ 
Services 
Field expenses 

NWEnVICES Eases emis eels 
Traveling expenses ....-..-- 

do 

Care of stock 5th eae eee 
Shoeing stock 
Services 

17 GEOL, PT Tye 

Amount. 

$18. 
98. 

140. 
112. 
237. 
47. 

149. 
79. 
56. 
8. 

35. 
20. 

228. 
140. 
147. 
14. 

246. 
160. 
14. 
18. 
14, 
14. 
14. 

174, 
102. 

DB. 
63. 
49. 

561. 
233. 

1, 149. 
332. 
51, 
AD. 
23. 
13. 

134, 
134. 
376. 
rile 

1, 287. 
570. 
559. 
12. 

1, 191. 
151. 
507. 
559. 
434, 
20. 
21. 

1, 914. 
76. 
BT. 
15. 

14, 640, 

50 
36 
79 
31 
94 
40 
65 
80 
75 
70 
15 
OL 
16 
35 
56 
50 
35 
14 
52 
39 
52 
52 
52 
51 
O7 

00 
50 
00 
73 
05 
92 
09 
61 
16 
00 
00 
80 
80 
92 
90 
85 
91 
01 
88 
10 
60 
73 
32 
80 
97 
29 
88 
55 
94 
00 

12 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JANUARY, 1896. 

Date of ee To whom paid Tor what paid Amount payment. | ,5 5 I Pp ANG 
b 

‘ 
| 

Jan. 10 1G Miele ecritiel disse: eee=ee Servieesiz2ees eae ee tee | $30. 00 
10 2 CAL Martin. <<) 25- ccs 54] seeer Oi tet ce eae 12.90 
10 Sp|pRobtsAc tarmer-ass-- eae eee Traveling expenses ..-...-.- 60. 05 
10 Ci esa oelGh wha pee sees Sn co|es-5- GOy.2 eh ae ase Sa 49. 80 
10 Sl) IDE Cs heutNeooacs cSses0.5s|losce.- dose es 51.00 
10 Gal VianyeseMiannin oye eee ere |e Ors Jo Sates ees 18.50 
10 i iperanke Smith sees eee Storage 4 42t52 oo eee 15. 00 
10 Sullid ELH OS tOR As = seeders Suppliesi.22- 2520 ose eee 18. 35 
1 9 | Chas. F. Urquhart..........| Field expenses ...--..---.- 159. 83 
Tat IP ad) | s@pile li Nese cocee cao eaollouase 0) 23 Sse eee eee 129. 99 
LSE) ell | VianvEl Mammin pyeeese atte eee 6K) sae enSaes bese aT en 210. 46 
1A 2 WieeACuioin ds ayaa eee esieee ee doy ee eee 200. 01 
15a) else PME PMc C oye ae eeeeeeetee eee Oye tt eee eee 86. 70 
Ty |) NAYo JNG Mn bE Ayes caso. cAneséoollessce GO sae eae eee 8.00 
16s elos Walliam«d Me etersysse eet eae Ose ot ee eee eeeae= 129. 99 
UG) IG) Saece COs ose Jace es eee cern aoeaets CO. Sot eee 177. 64 
GH | elie NCW Goodlove=s=en sea — sae |aaeee (i (eee SSeS a 463.50 
16) | RelSy tC hasib nC 0Oke secs see eee QO. dese ace coe ees eae 170. 07 
UG} US) eseee COvssee ec emisceee sia all eee Ci eee ee eae 155. 21 
alee 2OM i Of Gordons 2= yee ees eee WGP Reo ae eee 91. 95 
18))|) e2ite Vans Mammnin goes sae areal een dO) 25 toe Secrets 240. 33 
18) || 22)" Jeremiah Ahern 22-202. -|2 see Oy. 2s scebsckes toes Soe 132. 99 
18) 9230p Ray roll eees eee ere Services s=2 224 aise eee eee 380. 48 
18) |) 245 | Walter Cliitontesss ees oes lesa GOW eet ee ss seesaee en eee 7. 74 
18) | 25))|| FE. Weber's Sonsi.- 3... <3. -- Field materials..---....-.-.- 341, 82 
18%) 426) | CAS 1ctohmsontee see esta Services: ..ss6ss-se-cee see 7. 74 
130) 2a SaSashapange eee eseee eee Supplies e2.--=-- === eee 207. 39 
18) | 23) Wie Ainsworth es oecn en seeee O'S scmew-setecsnesceee 188. 57 
20) || +29, || Erank/Aunswonthe- ss. 5 esis OO; gic chame eases Seeueee | 138. 22 
20) POON Wien el C OLS Chee eee enc Field expenses ..---..----- 165. 77 
21 eS a|eC eS Kelllyae seer ey eee Suppliestoo-- eee eee 125. 82 
21 | 32 | Kenffel Esser Co..-......... Material .=.-- 225. -2--242- 11.70 
216) 334 C. JBakeronesanc cece see el eee 00 8 Sone ee eee ee 765. 24 
21) 34.| (Chaaieh.(Cookess- =e eee Traveling expenses --... -- -- 50. 40 
23) joo) | Henry (Collius= 2 s22-—-eo= = Services. 5 -52'eoseascesoe = 18.39 
LEN Glial | MivortsalO Wise eoegccadsocene Field expenses -...-.-...-.-.- 153. 47 
24, | Sir ||P di) MES lal Seal Coes oe meee ee Suppliesie= sesso eee 70. 67 
A || Pherae DO esa eee eee Material: .2s:3. .sacesctcoee 56, 15 
259\) 1.39) || lnolen Brosao-= asec ee eee seco Ci Co ae rere ae mr nt 18. 00 
S17 408 PP ayzrollse-ceesee a seeeeeae Servicess..s2 25 5)seeeses eee 1, 343. 87 
Si, | rAd | Peers (i (CSS a AC ieee ke Ss 2 Ow! 523 tase ee ee 617. 90 
aU ae OW een oe 0 cie tone Sans aaoeteeees tee C3 Kae Se IER os a 378. dd 
S19 43s |seaee OF ar Saree tae ae oo) | aeons GO. Le eee eee 408, 55 
SL || “4a eer GOs nee see ee See 0) Ma ese hs osceeeenes 477. 48 
3119945). uS cobs Marnisone 2. -osce--e)ese— 06722025. een wee 25. 80 
Sis 4 Ou peaygrolleeee ere one = eee | see do (eos scene eee 276. 30 
31) 47 |iGeon ha blawkingeeoe-s eee loetoert 0: 5.2 ..c<seseeoee eee 136. 30 
31), 48) |RobtAwbanmeteaestc. =o cess eee d0. 2252.50 oe 119. 20 
al ee GSS CUint needa esaacoesealeconc do toe c.seeeemeee reese 14.52 
81! |) 50 ¢Chasnb). Cookerjeesece ceeeer ieee Ok et see ee 119. 20 
8007) (bo | Te a Ball diva tee ened eee Ci Lo ery SS ee Ae ee Ey 153. 30 
SUS 52) | Pay ro le ee eer ee cee eee i ie re ee eee 1, 489. 52 
31 5s | pants CO oon ter gerteintiaimicte ie see See COR eoeee soe ee ae 317.71 
SI trode eee s (0 SR Se a ee pet ent fey (tin OO sceneries ee ae cen 108. 20 
31 5b) | W.. & LwE Gurleyzccee =. Maternalit cco aecseece soca 107. 16 
31 || (66) | J. W.. Goodmane--e- eee Sip pliesie-=-eaacots secur 41.75 
SIT bis | RODEAG Ld &nON eter ee Field expenses ....-..-...... 165. 00 
31 58 | RO. Gordon . ecseee bent oe] sane One cre en een eee 233. 75 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H, C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued, 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JANUARY, 1896—Continued. 

Date of Sa A FP 1} id payment. | s E To whom paid. or what paid. Amount. 

| - 

digi, Bil | GO |e npr scoscceoceeacHbe Senvicestertste esc. as cscs 763. 69 
Sul | GO) leeoe Ome ee eee eee as sme leceee CLOW te i ctetere eictsts:a = 419. 02 
Bil || Gil sce aC sceccce Teisoo= ssise ster eect OW eee eee ecae cae os 53. 22 
ole enOZe eel b bardyBrossesese ne eee iHreldisuppliesiee-rce aye. 77. 22 

MO Gales stay sets aieteve a5 -\\ elas ralevesiciow erecis slcieseoisinsisrecias 13, 417. 04 

TEBRUARY, 1896. 

Feb. 4 IS eROb te Aceh anmenee ees) i Traveling expenses --.. ---- $52. 00 
4 QelJaseplay) OONSON seen see ae= Mieldlexpenses) 5.2222 =. 7. 30 
6 SamWeeCaOldhambere. eee SEIMNPOIIE -Socgananesouesore 12. 88 
Gilera nVaneiee Manning eee meee oe Field expenses ..-.-.......- 297. 30 
8 SeChasy ke Unqubantessssc == |e---1 Gh cadhcpcber beast Sane 149. 12 

10 G || Go Tse IMWON Soe s5588ecee csaa|lsoose GO) sackqsbaaauesossanAe 84. 80 
10 (a PDA SHarrisonije secre erer|| aa COW selasinieleiceeszise 629. 37 
11 Sup JeremiahtAhermere see) s-el- GM gasmasneontepOneecee 120, 82 
11 @) |] 1k OS Combine -sescogcne cseellsecee COs eseceetice sees 142. 25 
THE || 1) | Mite eo Mi CON 6 oSoceo bond osad|lecsas COME eeacejeenceg ces 256. 89 
1) || UE) Wo ZAG bance yy S856 ed6 Sooseullosone G10) Goreencabesouaae Bede 219. 81 
119} |i SSID} HEN Vien 835 Ce) See ee ce see eeeee Sacer GD) a ecaa creeenice enee 212.10 
Sl mol Sil Mayol Lee ee pretere recoil Senvlices asec ose ctecoe: 420.16 
Shiels er redes.Meimbtyre-s.sse sey OriNOD REMUs condoa cece Ssacee 15. 00 
1133 |) aby dpa 1835 Jah Seceeneaeeeeese bOra ge Ory eer cerca necetcisoe es 15. 00 
1133) U@BWdle Slo JNO) eo oe ess Goo oBE eoee Supplies ener eeece 26. 30 
133 || Hef Ides ISG IR Were coccce Saonsude SO Ole as -pceeteeeamweeeme 137.51 
1133 || 7 |) Tears Shinn Coe soa eecoeead Goon Oss esac ee eevee atone 48.14 
13 || 1) 1 Rb Sets) 6oeSa5 ches cnedllsoose dON-Be naeeeeooaceeteese 24. 65 
133] 2409||See5e GOR Seeeea cece eee asoee Materialiessosoee sce cea 11.61 
3a ezilelPHoleycé& ehulllyee see eee Material and supplies. ----. 265. 64 
13 | 22) James I.Crothers ..---.-..- Materialia Seer e ne ease 34. 54 
1133 |}, 2B | Oo ced seliey Se aepec Ss aoSeRane lesoae Cle) Gare A -pasaabonde boee 29. 92 
AR Ae PD ayeTOMe ee ae ato see sa/ceisis = PENIS oscbesogse cosa deen) . babe) Gy 
115) || Bay || Wilde WACO oeecacs ssouaand Field expenses ......------ 196. 20 
| 2G Wen sio ue ye essen 6 Sesallsnoce GO) cbeebe coun kakeeneees 195. 89 
Gil ia OLeAV@) Ways o es cronis< sce ae Services. .--..-- 3 12.90 
7 |) PN alo Who HIG NY Goose ceca sas sonee Doge Sayer inietise selene os 9.30 
TE} | 2B) MWe Gta 1b, 18g (Callen hesca aees Instruments asses soe 51, 42 
Se ee oN el bibard Bros )eee soe eer eae Suppliesi esses aeseceera 75. 97 
200s ol | Robt, A. Farmer. ---/3----- Hel dvexpenses) 22 --)- 521-2 119. 44 
Ail || BB dis IBMT 6 bose tee oeoo aoe Miaterialiggge se verte eer 29.11 
2Reoou@hass he Urqubanteesscoeeee Hieldvexpensestas-ace sees a- 155. 45 
May | yl | Tebloemal IOS aoc ope eessosce Suppliesipeeeseeesaeeee eae 111. 90 
Zale SoM wel Clittonysee a4 422 25 SORVICesS serceerectiorcteciee 14. 48 
DOMMES GU bayarollle. 23 see erates. aee lanes (aca sons Suede ees aoe 473. 40 
28) | SY le te AC) SS SRS ee ees phe Pee eae Ope sees sacs eiece. 1, 251. 22 
7y))| Bhs} |le soos COWeceecciss sone seas cese(Secee Ot) Se SSO Saas ener ete 842. 98 
43) || 38) |leeose opera saeecten cise er taiinseas Gl) cqusos Son teomaae tees 381. 60 
AD) | 4) |) Caos Ao ls bial} Soo secoceeallssoos Clint scantraocesetaas Goes 127. 40 
743) |) ATE | @lneycs 106 Cito) eeease se pesecslleceor Gly) Be eescncSeec ners nace 111.60 
8) || 204 |) Tele ibs BRAGK bathe Sone sseeaa||eoge GOS cccaesetes pase Bere 143. 40 
OMe onl peayarolleeee ase see mei ese cioccs G0) ad ah ees EE 405. 34 
Ps) |) AVE Te oe. Oe een eneer ee ecaleocs: COE Freee ean ero ceiees 753. 08 
A) || 45) Nscooc (10) Sees Seer eens pesees Ieee Uo So nGuboneoododteneee 668. 75 
28) ||, AG esaoe GU) Seep oeda AoE SSeS AePe |eeeey Ck) Sateen ee ee 1, 382. 21 
78) |) Gl) 1, Oy Coton. sas capacseese Field expenses .......----- 187. 55 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

FEBRUARY, 1896—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896-—Continued. 

«5 
ee 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Ba 

Feb, 29) 48°) Robt: A. Parmer =--/---s-2= Field expenses ---..------.- $148. 43 
29% 49) Paveroll@saes-ceceeeeece Jo-4| SCLVICES Eo | = seep eee eae cee aloo oT 

Total 2.3.4 62 asee eo een eee ae eee eee 13, 757. 37 

Marcu, 1896. 

Mar. 6 10 Me ayerolltee sarees aeeerieae SOLVices saseaceee eee $427. 40 
tf OG |Baceic COMBE ABaesaaconts aaaSsps||scecs do” 223532602 eeee = 387. 75 
7 3) | Comar & Evans. ----4------ Suppliesy S522 poe eee | 56. 89 
a dNGshisprsiehornel S35s56— 5505 c505\|soos- (We SSeA PaaS Re ao=a Soc 105. 91 
7 edie tals DoW) Pee sacssacgsoses|ossa- GO) 235522 Bees eee eee 28. 20 
7 6) JohneBaRileyasss-eeee eee | aeeee do, ees a ee eee 29. 05 
7 @ |pHrediS; Melmtynesscessasaer Office mentee - == s-5- ese =e 15. 00 
tf Si | Pobny bs hilleyaee eee eae Storage, 22... .ssse2 -no-se 15. 00 
ii 9) tC urranyé&) Wambee- asec ee Material 2s eee 34. 00 
95) el | sBayarolllssee- sees Services scone sae eee 423. 96 
Oo ela Wika am Sayer serene Field expenses. -.---.-...---- 170. 26 

LOG el 2 Cee Mitchitesaeaeeeeere eee eee do tess et accreese ree 140. 22 
| aS aM pe Mic © Osea ease ee aoe dOnt Ss eee eases 83. 74 
|) SLA Robt eA Hamme ieee erstemtets se) eee i ERE Se Seen essere 178. 02 
LOR SoS. \Vians ee Manning eseeee seen aaa One ee eae ee ee 212.58 
13))|| 167) As My Johnson ssese ==) SeLVICCS 22sec eae sae 6. 20 
13>)\ 17) |PNathanyBolens eae ceases |e telar Ovo 2 a oS se lceatecineae 14.51 
16 | 18 | Chas. F. Urquhart........-.- Hield’expenses-3-=-s2 === 498. 97 
165) 09) SWB iC orsee eee ne aereet see eee C6 en eee er ms See 390. 00 
16 |, 20 | Lafayette & Bro ..........- Supplies and material. -.---- | 345.05 
16>) 20 1 sCS Nid di reer seas eee Material” 532232 eaeae se oe 14. 25 
165) $22) | PrankWewis\aoe-e asec Sénvices<2.50 5-5 s-aseeeee 51.72 
|| B23 iC SWreaklolmesene sets ete eetsl eee ONS Je Sa sewlceee seal 8.70 
185 |) 5249 DuCablarnisoneassssereoses Bield’expenses==- 4s ee 506.15 
21'5|) #25, | Jeremiah yAlh ores eee eee aaa ae ee ee ae 123. 55 
233|| 926: | Vamiekl. Mamnmin'g emer aall eee OO \..sjon etme aoeaeeee | 168. 79 
23.| metal ewalliamy-eeterseese see ses cea (: (ie ee 5 eee See 265. 95 
24 | 28 | R.F.Scott Grocery Co---...- Sappliesi2. 323. --o-..--2os5 38. 83 
24) 929) "DiC. Harrisone---- sei Mieldiexpenses=-—— ee 67. 35 
28))|| vo0s | Robt-cAt, Hammeneseseseeess =| eee dO) 32s. eee et eee 172. 83 
Pes || eh is iin eal yearn ee ces as6cas Services -ts=5-hsenc--- ees 11. 61 
SI) 132) |PRay: wolle acca. ccse see sess eet dO? 32526 ee ane 732. 90 
S| oo erst: ene Sass enol saaoe 00 cn 32 nce seske eee 389. 20 
31 |) S4y|eooe OO) cnstseye se osjoe Seems laenes dos. to te eee 1, 278. 69 
mill) Biv tesee (3 ee ee See aes yA | bord OONe 2S oan on eee nes 429. 02 
le OO) | GeO. lowe anwCIN Soe ete steele cer do 2 Sse eee 136. 30 
SHE), Sy WEB ADE eG hab he aes eaaslense dO? coee ee ee eee ee 153. 30 
31) 938) |) Walliamy Jb eters sae. ee ae Ci Cg se Soe pe Ae 153. 30 
S15 S39n t@has, bic ookecee=-ce eee mae Os. 225 occa eee 119. 20 
SSI} AKON lea aU Sos oss S cegs -Sas}i5e-o- i ena Os Se SS 155. 14 
Sl Sas eee OR satmecce ener erie meee i Rese ects He 5 1, 408. 70 
A RS ie DOs ope se Se ral emote COG So. cee ee 425. 00 
By ae: ee Goh Sista tsetse eee do: ete eee eee 1, 417. 10 
31 | 44.) Robt. A. Parmer......-..... | Field expenses............. 78. 27 
Bl ea adeb ll Ch aoemcscobecp ces 2 In SROTAD Git ao ee ee eee 15. 00 
31 | 46 | Fred S. McIntyre........... Oicerentese.s. soso neon 15. 00 
SL Aa yee OL es ret a ameter NOLVICEN Seen eee ener res Cae 419. 94 
Si) S4Sy|HRreao Watts il. .-esere cee as seer fae aoe sepa ee 29. 00 
S15 40 ena GOSS o Ate soe eae eae eee COt se ee eee ete 12. 58 

Total. jo3.8 wo eee eek ee eee ee ee ee ee 12, 360. 08 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

APRIL, 1896. 

=o) 
sts Ot Rs To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

pay 7, 5 

Apr. 6 Thal Shs Siney el Coe comascoe sods Suppliestececeeesoeee- eee $118. 61 
6 Dilpeaynn oleae ce see ee cee cio SOnvilCeSieosenesa=sciccins-.-i- 424, 99 
6 St || Geis IOS aac oeeeseoseaEoe nel dvexpenses¥-ee—- cece = 97. 63 
7 dk | TPES? SO. saeacsoa coen baTeEE NOLVICes eee ee ere -esee re <> 1,510, 14 
8 S | ChIBG AKON ocscoenccelseceoc Traveling expenses-..----.. | 48.15 
8 GalPWepAtelain dsayesseeee eee ee Field expenses ....-..----- 205. 40 
8 Wil Whole AIG? Song eaoeneuuses BOLVICES Sem serie ace == | 35, 48 
9 Bl] 1D) Ors TREN ABISO VG 5a oaen BOAe Field expenses ..---..----- 526. 38 
9 Onit Jeb brazellee=eceseeree ase ELIneLOfitea Meee eit ele 38. 00 

70) || 10) | IEeK eo eosoasoes caeena SoHo Serv Cosme tert mse ssenicee 419.18 
OG ella | PMne McC 0ysereraa-a-eee ee - Hneldvexpenses)---- 2-1. 2--- 266, 38 
110) || a easee COME eine eee eee leceir Oki): BASS ooesoeseeeacoae | 7.80 
1 1S) Walliams eeterss/s-ccem === Traveling expenses... ---- | 15.00 
WL) WE io 18}, COUR sooose soe6os bene Kieldiexpensesy ss) 1-6- 2 --- 734. 41 
149) eld) | Wins B Douglass: —25- ---—-- Senvicesteeececcisaaee eee 23. 33 
14 16) J.Scott Harrison ...-...--.. Field expenses .--.-..---.- 80. 25 
i. | le | de IB INOS Poe Seco Soooocs oaKe Supplieswee seo se ssw s 34. 30 
TMA |) TSS UNG NWO KORO SS oes eSooue Biel dvexpensesise-clasaie 2 a= 94, 86 
Sele LO) Walliamydi Peters) f. seer |e OPS eek cs csemeiajs Ssise 236. 47 
1S |) AO Vesaee COR titties teres sister aloes MOF ere Aa ue ero 33. 75 
TBS || PAL |) Cine ee 186 LOpRo Neh theses Soeocollsocss ON) See aa aey aE Seeace are 729. 18 
U@ || 22) Wenn Isle Wiehe 5 eoe5 ececeellessas OR esse aati seise 183. 06 
1@ || 2B | lites Os Corsloms 63 secdissosansal\sooge WOws beets doseeeese see 187. 20 
169| 24) Jeremiah! Ahearn... --- 5-----|--- COs Sosa naseoneenaanes 155. 64 
16)|)9 255) Brady Bros. c& Co.----.----- Supplicsiee-e eee eae eee 118.51 
XO) || AB |b Wve Whyoirtle os ee5e sca Gees Field expenses -.....----.- 102. 62 
Zila ee2iel |e Eo Gree Connells cease. Senuicesiese-s ee eese- ao toce 6.77 
il || Ze We elo tiene Coes oocgeoreneee Traveling expenses..-.-.---. 19. 35 
Pil |! Bl) Corde COO: eeneacecasacceecslleadac (Oke Saoaae taaa oso ceases 14.15 
Os ON Ae Mier) OHMS OM as series eee Senvicesaecs.caccice sors 14. 00 
2D || Bill) diese NG Crise Sake asar Aasamnee||ne5ce Ova Re eee ee eel 12. 00 
AD) |) B22 | Oe 18s WinGate cao 5s6 ceca|laoues Oe seer Stes seats 8.00 
21 | 33 | La Fayette & Bro ...-.....- Supplicsi=eeee sant eee see 192. 31 
24e ote ke ESCObb Grocery Cols... loss.) ORES ae teeters 18. 60 
Bil |! Bb || Vs Jelo ISGrti Ne ote bse soneacous NOLVi CSE <cjses ects ier-are is 8.00 
Zon oon | Van) Hi Manning. 222.) 5)- Hieidvexpenses’-2---.------ 170. 60 
7255 || GE |] 1NOWiiG Hho WENA ae eee paoeeel|eonae ORS. ass eciseisieersisjeie | 14.10 
2B) || Bi} lnoe oe (ts CEB ee ABS oe tee eee eee OMe ee seein eis mst 152. 84 
SOM Mood PE ayerOllismis seta csc sei) INCLVICES =. 42220 Secs tee 966. 40 
80 | 40) lees OW as8 soc cers Cone ee Cero asees LO er eis ee acetone. 355. 40 
a0) 2bb aes ClO Gace Aa ose san Se see eens aera (Ghee ain eae On eet 1, 356. 90 
30) || 2D |) Ceo “te Tele ARNG 2 Seaeccossolscad a CO ska 8 ae eA Sas ee eee 131. 90 
S00) || 253] 1a IEW ky aly jpessoopessees locdooc Oo peeer ssi enciyaaes 148. 30 
SOM ea aa lerkranye TOMA feces seriare = lsiecsteicien, ieieniste Oe ee Seat as rele 460. 00 
AD || 25) |beeoe CO teers ne coe ssees Bee O) ae Woe nismiewioaeser 1, 399. 90 
a0 || 20 lessee Cl One ee eat oa eteallis esis OP etaaosossedsooepaeeel 1, 345. 10 
SOM AT WalliamrJreRebersiss<s--2 = <\|52- Gh) neowos aseoda5eas.neee 148. 30 
SORA SELL MVP OLG eee =o eset ellejece a Ole eccrine see Gea tcesceiee 98. 67 
3004 onl tholenwBrosiees.] a--o22 eae Materialscer-ascect cee 25. 00 
20) || 60) || tbh? moll Sossaeocaose soeeseee Senvicese sa. eesteceeece cece | 431.90 
SY) || Gil lassssGlga ease nets sere Se cease eae CO oncmseancsescusscusa) al Cetettl) 

Dil acaseesedeodge odellbneresoae Bae hectare | 15,354, 17 

May, 1896. 

| | 
May 4 Ua GRaveroll si soo-ctavioc clei st cee Serv’ cesses see sae e| 5295. 00 

AG non PEMN SRutlits & Cons) selec. KStppliosutsta! Sesser ees  econeso 
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Abstract of disbursements made by H. C. Rizer, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

May, 1896—Continued. 

138 
See 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

> | 

May 4 Sal Weebl Keithie-escacmaeorioese Supplies <-ssen see $275. 90 
4 4 | R.F. Scott Grocery Co -..-..|---.- dO 2 sh epee was reece 95. 03 
5 bale. Os Gordons. eee ee eee eee Pieldexpenses ------------ 224. 75 
5 GuPRobtjAharmer sss seeeealeaeer Oise eee eee 112.71 
5 (|) Vane Manning asp eseersese| esse Oe ee sie eerste 137. 63 
5 8] C SB Ritch? a. -eseceeecseeee eee Oso 2 Sac eee eee oe 61.20 
6 OA Jee. Oster aeaeceeaaceeece Supplies)--oees=- oes eee 22.75 
65) 10h Je Bi Riley oe see seme eee oes Sener DOW e epee ae 45. 85 
Gil | le eee dosti tk See eee Storage asst pee eee 15.00 
6a) 12s | SasiShapardia. ses ees seee Supplies) =s2. 2 eee eee 122. 30 
(9) 135\ (Brady Bros.é Con seers |e soe doi eoee faeces 268. 41 
8i| 14 5| Payroll sok esse eee Services=. 2a eee 399. 00 
97 abo Wi BAC orseme ac areeene eee Hieldiéxpenses!----.--55o-= - 258. 35 

125} SOs JaNedacksoneer: saeeeateee SOLVICESE) Arsen see eee 1. 94 
126) Te | Ranirolle eo aeee eeeec een see COgte tee ese ae 425. 00 
125) 87] WAG im dsayieeneeeee eee Field expenses .-_------=-- 190. 56 
125) 19) MEW. Alvordiesesnese eee pee 3 CR Sasi: bee Seren 15. 37 
13%|- 20) | Jnscoth Harnrisoneacseaeees | |eeoe 200) o sees eee 118. 32 
139!) 215) eD C1 Harriso nyse -aeesteece | eee QO sae fe ane ses ae 364. 44 
14 | 22°) Chas: FUrquhartie= 22-225 |—eeee DOja sn ave eaten conte Sees 731. 85 
[4 237) JeremiahvAhern s-- sess eo aeae QO Pee ae ee eae 157. 05 
15 | 24 | Holmes Conrad, jr.-....-.-... Servicess-on ase ose tee ees 7.74 
1G)" 25) Robt pAVbanm en esemeeveeseers Field expenses .--..---=--- 132. 31 
22)| 26>) Van) Ee Manningyes-==es-ees|sesee Ct ete So ee 192. 35 
237 | $27 MR Slbyonteesseeeeee eee DeLvicesa-ce-—. cea ee eee 12.58 
23 | 28 | R. F. Scott Grocery Co...--- Supplies 2= assesses 35. 69 
25) |, e29) ered ShiMiciInty reps ss sseeer Officerentyessse eee 15. 00 
291!) 230) | SR aysrolllene seca ee eecesnee Services h.ce. ces ae eee 395, 5d 
29)))0 31 Walla) e bers peer grees eerste ClO ee ee eee ee 153. 40 
29) 1320 Geon wa bla wlcliseie see oe rae | see Os Sa eon sees ae 136. 20 
29)| (33; Bay-nollljsseeer es see cree See doi) a eee eee eee | 1,029.20 
297) 634 Ea Baldwins) ts eeeeee ee eee do So eee ee eee 153. 40 
29") 7350 Pay rolls= ss saseeene snes see OO st See cases eee 1, 365. 49 
29 36) |) Raul MeKennonees ee: aoe ee teen doi Sete Se 19. 35 
29\ Sti |\ delve raGleyeers seeeeee ee see Material. <2: 2 32 ee ee 73. 00 
29)\" 38) | RO. Gordon -o-eseeeeeeeeae Field expenses .-.--.------ 217. 85 
ORY ei) Sacer 0.2341. eee eee eee GO eee eee eee 142. 20 

Total...2.2:\ 2 fns825 seep eele ee ee eee 8, 511. 02 

JUNE, 1896. 

June 2 1 ePay ROW: sts. ee ee eee Services). <.<)js5- see eee | $1,439 43 
2 Di) | eee GOW sae Soe ae eee dot ceo aera een 477. 26 
3 Oelaeeee GO} 222%.25 «Skene eee | mee G0. 535-2 cee eee 1, 404. 75 
1 Ao os Gee cosoabose Seer alaewrer Ci Lo ers Peis Sa 422. 65 
4 DTG wel EIMtOn 2 Seseeeeeee ene eee 0. Loe eee 19. 35 
4 Grit ek bradley eascecosen eee Rent of office...........-... 25. 00 
4 (fy oooce COW teen onan eeeeronee Rent of storage room ...--- 15. 00 
4 Si) ceca Obese see ck eine a renee Supplies sso accent eee 42.82 
5 ED SISISSISHI WE RR SeS Sarees eae G0)... Se) Seen 61. 00 
On|) LOM BD EIS IROBLED .ccneneee come oe eee Ok Hence eeeeee eens | 23. 65 
5 UM Parole ence eo om ace eee Services. ace eens 280. 00 
Oe ea Oe sent ace etl eee ea | eee Go! 2. eh eee 1, 400, 88 
8 See GO eeoce pecs cota eon eee G0) on Se eee ees 366, 92 
Salas eee CO ke sen oe omen a tel oem Ci Cpe Ra na en 455, 00 
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SURVEYING LANDS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JUNE, 1896—Continued. 

special disbursing agent, United States 

«5 
Date of | 23 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
payment. Ps z 

June 9] 15 | Brady Bros.&Co ...-..-.--..- NUppliesieseee = eiaeeeeise= == $135. 94 
9| 16) W.G.Gibbons & Co........|-...- Gl) nasauacesconqecnesee 143. 97 
@) || TW] Bos JA ISIE Sasco5 coseeocod|loasae GOs se ess csteietion nics. <2 84. 33 
Se el Sale@ srteseuitehves cesar et-ito = =e Hieldtexpensesma-eee 2225 134. 83 
G) TQ Vio 133s COMEO)s osascb5acdd asaoag|lsasa5 OID saceus ccddonss aanen 375. 35 
O20) | escottHarrison)-----255--- <== COs aer sie meer-ciee see isi ale 108. 53 

On eae Robt eAn armen sese ames ser Gl). Se chore ceencsenenee 117. 89 
10) || 222) 1D, 1s BOM Son beq6ccudllbesoc Gl sesencc0endnepegeeane 755. 59 
255 MViaTieel Manning rt !\-1-/e/-\-||er~ 1-1 GIO. bead énneAy cuca coasan 170. 44 
TUL) EE IRE Wie NWO Shoes cose secediemsoc Gowskesaerce tease 127. 48 
17} || 5) || i/o ANo Lorine Ny Goosen sade ceuslsoeae GO ctcsdoboboanag5onBes 316. 98 
18} | 2B) Vo lite le eKilleh/posoce eens coco Suppliesieee ee a-eeecces S- | 71. 00 
18} || AAC 1 OS CORON ao cc65 Sosaqucon Field expenses =. -/---.5---- 44. 43 
138 283|(JeremiahyAhern seeet2 == 1\|'o\- QO se See eeiekiagses<e= 167. 26 
SE 29s Ob tarAph armen scree tescre| seer Osean ecinetce a) =e) 66. 35 
15 | 30] Charles F. Urquhart 5 sceanelasoae Gla) SSCA SB ae eee noes 475. 09 
FY) |) GRE 10 We NO il Re Ae ceecrs sadlecaec QO tae sc iscieiota'sisistsiep=t- is 201, 22 
22)\eeoe ||P Ele. Baldwins [Petes ell = SEMVWVICGSs sas hosodseseqgesane 49, 45 
943}. “Bey et hve (6) Uae eeic onoee Sacer tee |Seeee COPE ee setae Se 270. 29 
2 || GEE} Gh lets IPPON CoSena see ososecos Fieldexpenses). ...--.------.- 18.63 
23 Gb) || Vola eimollony osdeaeeassceeue Oiticementaesee eee ee 8. 33 
AS || O13 |addoe Ore Seen ce ceiscieerisin<ie =< Sona gees sce eaictiecietscle eis = 5. 00 
Ad I BI Weasae Ope eietisceeeceneetiave: 3) Supplies astsGigaia) sini rsiels 11.30 
AG.|| Bisa Web Ay Olle cass coocedmsnowape Bemvicesse sete tise -sieictosters 59. 45 
7a |) BS) Nts So tsnepGle oocoes Sooe eds Supplieswesaseace- eases eee 21.54 
Ae || - GON dio Blo OSI SoopacceSepaeos|secue DOs eee aac acideoe seins 8. 30 
Ae | 45) BG Wiis Ahora, 346 as Cao sone ieldvexpenses)..)- 2-1. 17. 25 
2 | 2 OU Mee AO eS Soe sooses aeeeaeaG env Ceserm emer se estasciese 51. 66 
SOR metomiaerr ed Oe ceeerssccetissieeeeclleaoae Gli Seedse ocacre sen paCe 53. 96 
BOM 4ul Ws Bu Corson: duce cc 205 ce - Field expenses .......---.- 33. 05 
30) e455" Jiq A. McCormick: 7-2-2 ---1- Servilcestse- histo sccleoeieaie ie 4.00 
SOR AG le bayer ollie aay saci sro osis/-roiai]!eintci=s< Oleh sae socteonash mane 53.96 
80) |) AU We soce Ope eerste sae tialllsaeiere COWS Peeters cite says anic 43.33 
30 | 48] J. Scott Harrison....--.---- Wield) expenses -..=--.---.- 9.38 
SON ee 4O ViantHy Manin geese] as -ilsccer Chior ocean Om ORO eAne 30. 90 
830) || GSO) | WML TRS COON cs neoscoscea gods Services dae S 41.67 
ao) | Gal || IEA ig Ne oe eeeoraasca eeberenal leacee Cho) Seep ass Goce Eee 675. 87 
SON OZ A Le. balidiwin), jie ate <1- = Traveling expenses... -.--- 16. 00 
30 | 53 | Redick H. McKee.........-.|....- ON sae aicciecite seis 14.50 
BOM oly ePayarollncws ses cel aes Servicesseee seer ees 219. 91 
a0) 55) Redick Hy McKee. .-5-----|----- CO eerste ece fei 131.90 
GO|! GO de Jah Wilkins se scoscsoseccdiisscos on seas cores 2 scecic ee 8.00 
a0) | Wt | Sera) oop oeocseccelloocec OMe ares See Seto. 8.00 
SON OSs Ele beeSChreimers-a-eeoeeee as Material as nsscee te cnee ae 8.10 
SOR Moon ED o Ceblarrisonmere. --ee 22 - Field expenses ........--.-- 107. 60 
SON GON | eJeremiahvAlhern =: o-e— ta-- ise COnsaee ase tetas ese 7.39 
COR Mole Peayerolle ase cases eaesece Senvilcesemee ta aeeese nace 117. 28 
Sxl) | CP Nesece 00) Saeaean coset eaSCerean lEcec 5 Osea eee tisieless ere 33. 00 
a0) C8} |sscac CON e efor te mere ceseiats ciereie) || rete ars Oe enc) re nts bis real 53. 96 
DOM Ola eChas-whe Urqubanrtes-ossecee ces. 5 OMe eee ces aeyenaielere 43.96 
SON mOom lp Raven olen cmsprrs strep to seicciec nsleres GlGy peendade buco en aenEs 51. 66 
SOM mOGHMWeyAcdbindsayeereen cs aac - oe Mieldvexpenses! 2. - ste 2-2 22.76 
ai) || Gy || 1ks ©, Gomiomne sseeoc socoacee Some KUO ScetGs no Gano eee 13. 20 
8k) || GS | dio Ibs TAEIRING, Soogassonooese a bore series eae isicraeeei 7.45 
SOMONE MR a Bradlevaes eee sacs ccc. Matenialiesaetcne mactiecstes 14. 72 

otal reese cece eo stes (Cece sice cise Secsejsincecees ote. 12, 277.12 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, from June 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896. 

Date of 
payment. 

June 

No. of 
voucher. | 

JUNE, 1895. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896. 

CONMWIEWhHe 

| Amount. To whom paid. For what paid. 

AGM Wialkeree soe eee sas Traveling expenses.....-..- 
Soaave OO! 35 one o wcindicc noc ceinn=)|) Held expenseses- =e e ee 
Wired pL ON Ole areas ere eter dO se aaa eee 
R. UsiGooder=. sss --2m2- eee Traveling expenses. .----.-- 
Wm: Grittiny jesse) ese | sear i eee ee ete Stee 
Basi Duke ssa - eee see eae see (NEES an an Sam eriae ae 
Moderd& Mewise oer eee Supplies'2sé sce s-eeeae oo 
Harrington & Knight -.-.-..|....- COrsse tsa nee e ee 
Shish: Ley We eeee ore sasoss aane Services, May 27, 31, i895. -. 
R. B. Marshall...--. - sod 6587 Field expenses -.--..-..--. 
Brank weedy neeass <-oeealsseee On Sores ee ees 
We Adams seteeee seen ae Boarding, etc -...-....--.- 
J. Wi... Morehead e222 easel aseee CO aise neniecase sea 
J) J WihOaitl ae actcceceneeee Field expenses .-----.----- 
Jin Ely J CNMID OSes eee Seer GAB ookdaconsese- Eee - 
Magels).& Com--222- ¢-5-)2e Material. -..5.2-sis2-0552- 
WA. Biceloweseseesesene Hany 2. ose aoe errr soaks 
Tu. Si Matchercae sneees ener ali OCIND earner eee aes eee 
Mo Douglas eerie =e Traveling expenses....-.-.. 
ACU. sLhompsoneeses seeeca| see dO) set eies ee ee eee eee 
J Els Jiennin estes eeeie ceeserel seca Os ocee cee cate ee 
James H. McCormick...---.|----- €O) ac senses Soe 
Brank Suttontees=sseeeseeee Field expenses ---.-..------ 
Redick Hi iMcKees seer seena sae GW Peer usteccetencsoss 
Jen Wisee lb OM sem etee nee aee Traveling expenses....-. -- 
W.-H. Otisase2 eee cee Wieldiexpenses---—-5-ses= 
Boos 00s... scenester mene) bOanain py expenses pee =e 
Wie Wialkenssceeeeeseeeee Care of stock. .-.---...----- 

Berocie GO. S52 weeeeicicse cee eeans Or aaa ae ett eee 
1. We Estes esate oe eesiec eee CO) see eaten ss Ses 
Chas;EiCookete=s--e-- see Field|expenses ---2.---_--- 
Irving W. Bonbright-..----. Stonrages so... -eseee se sr 
Be. Perkins) D esccererees Field expenses ..---------- 
Ree | Chapm ances seen el eee CG RR ena See Sein 
RB. Marshall 2S -eseeeseee| eee OV ese Hasse eo 
Metal ety) Waspocaccsaror aoocenlascoi Oi aan eee 
Pay roll of employees... ---- Services, June, 1895........ 
eae CO) - ces soci. Co cise tee ee OC Oe eee eee ee eee 
isang (i ee eco Mll Arr ibe) Sas il ne he ei 
BH \Gorbon).c2 esse eee Subsistence! =--.ses.- see 

| Western Carriage Top Co...) Bueckboard tops .-..-.-.---- 
HS: Wallaceosc-2-- s.r Field expenses --......--.- 
J. Hi. Renshawescccsessecees Traveling expenses....-.-. 
seeks Oe. 2 3c oo Je cae ened che nen NOLVICES NG O00 jase eeee 
Pay roll of employees.......|..... Wo tasenaheoe poate 
Sanat dO). oo csi eves ceictemell enae Ohana 
ADOAL DO) waa reieinstoe cic clemre male oe Sere Oe eee te ete ene eae 
Ae CO}. - seicen no cices cass Jens J SOLVLCCS MMO Logo e aes 
a Orn 5 wooo c cco on erncinia| TS OLNLCOS sa) TLL Gaeta ener 
aor Ce ener Fee ily ak te 
nC sMetcheresas. asses Field expenses ----.- <5... 
ee OO i. so ce cS wee = oon sacn| ese OOr See ee ee 
Pay roll of employees. ......| Services, June, 1895 .....--.. 

Bivaate COS ccm cisco ce cclck ce eince a] seek OOln eee 
aeece (i (oe mene Fem ICY oie oii ter ea ae) 
Gulbert/Lhompson---....---|ssece i Rei Sees i ee 
Wa Mi besmaness- ee een on ules ee CO-2¢ Bee ceeemeerece 
Spratlen & Anderson....... SUDSiIsvenGe).- oan een wom 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JUNE, 1895—Continued. 

a | 
Betas ae To whom paid. For what paid. | Amount. 

J 48 

June 29 | 59) Spartlen & Anderson ...-.-... Materiales. ics cess = si $16. 75 
2) |) COlesdac oyeee Bees eee stay sjoel|letse LOO) Se SRC AAS ESE eae 18.95 
OMG Reseed Omer es Sore, eee e ele oee DO ee ee rset 20. 02 
8) || GH! |leanse (lo) ss AO ee eens ae rege lqumib eneeeaeecer. sucess see | 4,05 
2) | (63. Nesope OG) UE Sate ae rena Hayandioats=--2- 5-2 -- 7 a- 38. 52 
28) |) Gee oscos WOW eR eeeeeeee esse Sulbsistencele ss. -- == 2 25. 44 
29 | 65 | Pay roll of employees. ..-..-..| Services, June, 1895..--..-. 115. 40 
9) | OB acces Oise encase sos teas monet GO. Sou CHB OBC OREnIeS | 253. 73 
28) || GY lloccoe OW Bae eiteaserecn oe sillsisest. (i) So sne Coe eae aSeeee 21.10 
HS) || Gs} eason Oe Ne ceiee eis dscleSeniee Aaealoasoe Opes each ae ee haciowee ot 174. 20 
HY) || G8) Ne eaoe COW eee reresereocs beste Oia sess pues 281. 90 
28) || (0 |) olbo VOI OM 5 S355 85eecobscolaceas GO Joke tere seiSe,oaiges% 69. 20 
73) BUN Cad oe WIG tcheses Seeaeseeee asecrs CO Weeeee rece nst Sacer 74. 20 
AS) || YP2 || Trem Wyacnby Scagoceen saeellecoss GO ser tis eetisiescclseres 148. 30 
ON eeCouled sp Mactan] an deerme ere eee ela eeisiot (Vases accent oe ane eae 69. 20 
| GEA Sh Bis OOO) Seo eaoaseeadeaeee Weopee ogee ee pers eile 34. 50 
29 | 75 | Pay roll of employees. -....-..|.-..- do... Se cisiaae 221.90 
AY) | 1 jesse Wi Seren suche Ona soos One tas s ce ssisisteicists 247, 30 
200 aialeN ately ler wilersemeceeeee | Lield expenses) --s-cc----=- 22.50 

TRUE csc |e ee | 7,994. 69 

JULY, 1895. 

July 3 IL |) VUadal MANGE aososG goose aces Field expenses .......--.--- $42. 50 
2 a) Nivea la IO) Uae eae, cee cose locas OwiSi cer see eter era 51.75 
2| 3/| Frank Tweedy...-.-.-.-.. Seta ees OkiWerrisacehociacceonarns 149. 72 
2 2d Scie Ove ssc se ence eins ese mae Traveling expenses.... -.-- 25. 00 
3 Ola Mrs Wall sonianeeee eee =. eclliee eo Goferee onscreen ees eens 60. 89 
3 Colas ohnsonecen cae asec AO wejeeececisce. coe es 19. 25 
2 t | NatiG. Van Doren -.2----2-- Pield'expenses ---2-- -2---- 9.75 
2 8 | Pay roll of employees ..---. Services, June, 1895....-..- 233. 90 
2 S) Neesoe Clive Coceer slistees® OO! Sere eie steneee tees 69. 20 
DG On|. as. GOW Sater aoe ioe alls ees = Owes eee eee eos 351.10 
7s] Ea hORe ers Se see erste orerete = [Ste ays Chas ease Seer Sense 191. 90 
2) |) 3 Neeser COk ea eesaeeosesioses. cece sone Oe. east aes 53. 66 
| 5B |lesog6 (Gl); secon ean seesereaases| eaaee Omer yee eeeecensacees 182. 40 
P| fa eee COpaeeneetewe ae cn aeetwalecesc CKO eponsed satneeeenees 262. 40 
83 || 9105 |) Whe SQA Nai Pee See capsbess| Besse Gti! Gasaeeetuseceaeraead 31.50 
® || 1G) leasae Gomaece sec weeie  e Services! (ob) pess-eee ee eee 40. 00 
On ee eDonvHardyere -eeeeee eases Storageietcmeeceere ee tee 72. 00 
3} 18 | Greer Machinery Co-....-.. BUS OY: eines siecle cmiseesiesjee 49. 40 
S|) 1) |) Ato Win Nya es eeoe bosons aese Pasturave;peecse cere se se 4.63 
One ORl RdeeA mua WTeNCO!--2= =. << - Material a: 25262 sas0 eae 52. 00 
Saleen ety CaeMicKamneyeret -a- = eee Field expenses ....-.------ 135. 35 
OMltecea eMnbdackoettinn: saci. <ciset ss as|e ssc Oke eae eeeeis tees eel 141. 64 
SH on WHA SaWiall aes ses oc case ccessees < GlO: 68a sno eee pen eentaeee 37.10 
8| 24] Jno. H. Renshawe .......-.. Traveling expenses.-..--.-- 23. 60 
| 73) || TR WILIN G0) caeeaes Geoeeeeeee INN OTS else a: ett a-eaisentoe es oe 65. 00 
|| Ad | 1 18h Clngyamein S4oogoo coosae Mieldvexpenses) <2 45-2. ---1-- 11. 64 
S|) 27 || WamsG eels seoscs beasee| lessee GOMER Se ee essonsseme oues 63. 05 
Shipp coupes = Olea aero Sees screvee| as KN), Beda CUS AE ie eSnomeee 48. 05 
Sale2o) PrreduStitteres pees -s seh cele asturapersscseesccas oo ce= 16. 50 
$530) Pred (G. Plummer® -----.---- Ma psiee sec nif eectee ies 26. 00 
Saisie PDaniellooreene esse eee ee Repairspe esate ese sees 27. 00 
|| 627 |) Wee A, ety Cs seeesesccsese geet UGE Cs ous aaa eae aeons 12.75 
&} || 383 || MinoshIb@n log eode cosneoeoee ipHirelotateamieceaericee eee =| 36. 50 
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Date of 
payment. 

July 

HO HH HO KH HH WH WH WH KH OH DW WH HO OH HH WH OHH OK HOH OO CHO 

No. of 
voucher. 

To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

M. P. Henderson & Son 
J. Bixley & Co 
J.C. Love 
John Arthur 
W. E. Doyle & Co..--..--.. 
California Warehouse Co... 
W.H. Hyde 
Wi. Sa Rowlandesseesae-e ee 
John A. Sims 
Je WeebhOrMseeeeeeee 
M. Hackett: 2s eee eee 

J. Ho Jenuingas eye 
RiDeCumminksee eee 

Saat Oi cnt eee eee 

Hersey Munroes. -22-—------ 
Glenny Se nalbbeeee ses eereee 
Frank Sutton 
E. B. Clark 

we eee eee we ee eee 

He J.) Mclaren’. <j = eae 
Chas#HinPeacererersser senor 
W S. Winters 
Pay rol] of employees ..---. 
Hots Rerkinssjte-seeaceeee 
Frank Tweedy 
R. C. Hamilton 
A. G. Erricson 

. Chapman 
WOW elas) seen eee 

. Hyde 
FoMurlincc occu oe eceeee 
SOaTIO 2 sons cea ee eee 
JORDIN GS) scecseicctemenee 
. Marshall 
) ELV OO) occ eweeceeee 

er HUetOher Jo oea- re selene 
James C. Malor 
W.H. Lovell 

W. T. Griswold 
George O. Glavis, jr......... 
W, Lindgren 

a asks do iis 5 ee ena 

Meat? saieeosareee aaee ee 
Storage 
Material 

Horse 

ene C3 Vs Yeas eines Bes Ole eae 

Services, June, 1895....---- 
Subsistence 
Services, June, 1895.......- 
Fieldiexpenses: -----..---.- 

ate Oe eee eee 
Traveling expenes.....-.-..- 
Field expenses. ...--....---- 
cose do 

Pasturapes----= --a--sseeee 
Field expenses .--.-..-.---- 

_do 

Boarding expenses -.....--- 
Field expenses 
Sees do 
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GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JULY, 1895— Continued. 

Date of i 2 payment. g g To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

July 16 | 93'| Redick H. McKee.--...-.-:- Field expenses ..-.-......- $37. 37 
WG |) Ce lessee OO. GeseR GOCE bE eee BaBne |aEere Ose mebreiacerresiececie 27. 42 
Tas || GB] TOV WG Web pepo eaoeccsnllescec OMe oseer tees 12.55 
iil || OS |] Ne 18s DEIN Socca choo bcuda Traveling expenses ..----.. 60. 10 
1G || Sy |) MOse on IAS ty S5 Sooeasoceoe tesces Olt Se seaeokeneend aaa 13. 90 
13.) 23 dota Quen, co sccosescouus Worm WL SMe sere eee es 150. 00 
LGR 99s eBradleyakiGoimssas-e-----. -|) RePA@ITS)-- = 52. -2---2 15. 00 
16H 100" DRAWS Goode..caee.. 22482 -562 Traveling expenses chelelayafatele 58. 75 
AGH OMe PRrankelweedyoer- cece as =< Bieldiexpenses) == 22. --)---- 53. 95 
GR O28 Ree Cha pm anieres essere ees cece Ose eree cree sero 50. 00 
16 | 103 | Walter N. Beecher .-.--..-.-- iBuckboardese sce eee 342. 00 
16 | 104 | Fowler & Banks...-....--.. MON Orseven ae eeice sels eres sc=oe | 125. 00 
16 | 105 | John H. Renshawe..-....---- Traveling expenses ....-.--- 45. 80 
TG LOGS Reel Chap mane. ane eee Field expenses ......-...-. 9. 67 
AA |) OZ | COL ISR R Gi esoeonueanes cacalaeeae CON aeieiee eats sas/sinss 3 171. 94 
A} ifs I) Wiig Lely JEON — Go coe cososacoloscee Og emer a eanas ester 717.95 
Bel | WO) Waa hos Mevosr = Soeseosessessen Saoae (GK) saab okasoatneeoeeHoS | 6.43 
Zia et On RobtesMiuldtoweesee ee ssse|eeeee ClO) Gado coubaeeneaereos 97.75 
27 | 111 | Goldberg, Bowen & Leben- | Subsistence .....----.----- 38. 53 

baum. | 
Pfs) || JO] | AG Sis EVA yag sods oseeueeoe Traveling expenses....--..| 6.00 
AS) Wats} || do ISG WWANGEND caccooncadececellGacds Ops See aos eso citar 34, 45 
Doel se eM aclettwressemiccee see. Services, June, 1895.....--- 148. 30 
PAS} || lay || io Wo Ine WG) Sonos cen Sscacbe Field expenses ..-------- -- 59. 84 
HE) |) Ta |) do Lely AGM joo coo cocesealle BO = faiererassi creme isis siete sialats 133. 72 
PS) |) UU eeooe COE eee eee ocisasers Traveling expenses. -.-.-.. 17. 96 
29 | 118 | Hersey Munroe.........-... Bieldiexpensés) 22-----i----- 40. 72 
948) |) TUS)! Tels Sy WEN ENOS) a6 Sceamncoed| scones DOye Bake Sees eRe 63. 20 
29) || 120) | Ered H1. Moffett -2--2:-.---- Traveling expenses.... .--- 17. 92 
O48). || PAL |p Ife Velo IDERONe 50 cenaeaaeaad|ieacde Gin gas sae ssOose eno Se 53. 95 
Bo) || 11GB) || 40s INGE on DAWG) Sc ceusobedcodlossee GO Soasaeneueooeseae sie 52.97 
22 | 123 | William Kitsch....-...---.. Shoeimorer maser eeaeseeemoe | 17. 00 
Zonas Roach SiC Ome qe oe sa|-2 1 Material! 522 3a. cesta t oe 28. 16 
274) WES Vasdec GO ee esse ee sees ictal Subsistence ee --- ee 4 24, 65 
22 | 126 | William B: Lloyd .....---.. Material ss 26 cesses tices 63. 55 
27} || IP 135 Wile ADORE CSceoe Scone Traveling expenses ....-..-. 50. 55 
PEW ASW AiVodela\ 00 Clanesaacereaeecree sees GIO) Sa6 arse ee a are AOGe 3. 30 
27) |) IPE) eesoe COs eeaeesst eas ease ieldvexpenses\s-.----/----- 24. 30 
23 | 130 Sb ostr mcm etasee eee feci: Oy ae nese sce eees 189. 95 
73 || Bal I) Woy ees IU Weoeeoseesceac Subsistence’ -4.-..-.------- 113. 97 
Zomelo2n| awl olmMan ease ae 212 cl1- inieldvexpenseshesr =a 80. 60 
28} || BB} |) Ih Ce INO NPS Socodde seculleccoe Gorter esceeereee eres 97. 80 
23 | 134 | W. & L. BE. Gurley ......-.-. Sights for alidades .....--. 32. 00 
7B} || S6t5.) Clee Nei Corel eae sce asedeas Bieldlexpenseso---)--5 = =~ 4.15 
23 | 136 | John Macready.....-.-..... Supplies) messes ee. sone 46. 35 
Was |! WBZ |) Lele SoC EIN) Sass conceoaeeecne Traveling expenses ..-..- -- 46. 25 
25) 138) || Jas. Lb. Johnson) ..--..-2---. Hieldiexpensesiss-e 25-1. =- 5.75 
As) || ee) |i, Oe Is ehh ss aooesaoae Rasturagessf accesses. 3.76 
a) |) WO |) Nuvo dts (Crm h@) GS ceceansoc Field expenses) ------------ 50. 30 
Zon) Aas Redick H. McKee =--5--..--|--2- - GOR eens ees: 84. 45 
25 | 142 | C. Whitman Cross...-....... Traveling expenses.-.-..-.--- 143. 10 
AAg) |) 1H'3} || Ss Ss Cemingts looccosasocoullassos Onze eee ec eicesis eis 26.70 
30 | 144 | Pay roll of Epombies ees Berenice Services, July, 1895 ....---- 344. 00 
BD) || WS) Wesson Glo) Cao eS SS ChE RES EOO EEE Aes GOWepeiesteeccns saciecee 295. 60 
SONWMAG Eaaee Glin cased aoseee see aaee aaeere CG a cSetyedsos Meee 38x. 20 
SON AT See G10) e Goe See COG Lae ce et eee OMe P eee cio eie Seti ene 299. 00 
SON la Sees ae GO so Boss SoepIsteea eae eee Ohms sees See came 425. 92 
Bi] We) eae Gh). .oe gee cect neo eeenl aeeee Ogee eerie coe tocisincic 317. 90 
SOM BLD ON Ber Opes nemo cemiecnilsmings GI). 5 Sendo ndeEetocosEsaS | ° 299.80 
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JuLy, 1895—Continued. 

D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 

$270. 

% & 
Sree 33 To whom paid. For what paid. 

ne 

July, (30)) D5) | EaWiheatieseeeeeee eee Services, July, 1895.......- 
30 | 152 | Pay roll of employer ta\locece OO) peewen see cea cer 
30) |lb33|Seer= Cees et eaaeobl le sacc dO Sepaganse eee eee 
30))) 1540 \2ooe= Glo) Gemnsbeade bacmasachos|laeene WOM ease see enon 
aly lo iy teane Gi (NEES ee eer Sey Sees so Sone @0o sss: soo ceeo soo eee 
3001560 eee CO en orci aeiee eee oie ecrell seek dol ose eater eee 
30 LS Te eae CO roe bo tate ee ere cel ee GOise seen eos 
30) 158) )Seoe5 On. cs 2ese at asee ieee sesellosees Os fasew esotce sea eees 
30 | 159 .M. Douglas s2-ees secs s| ener CO: eects eee eee 
30 | 160 ae roll of employees A ose GO) st 2 eke eee See 
30))| 161) |2e=se dO) jposSe tee sesen areas [bowen Cosssees eae eee ees 
3O})) 162) ze cere CO jes epee sosee-lsetes dOL see saseesses see 
30))| 163)]|na NelsonsD alemeeree=-- anes do\. ee ee eee eae 
30) | 164 | Louis -serindle 2-25 -- ----\)--1 GO, sesame essa ee 
30) | 165) || Bred Hi Motfettie 22. --sel|eeee OO 22 sesese le seese wale 
80) 1662 /(GE i iRerkin sites ee sae eee eee CON Ae ae ee eee 
30)| 167) ENA Ee) artonbees secre sees Field expenses ........---- 
30 || 168 | Geo. (Goulding: ---—----- Traveling expenses.... ---- 
830) 169 | (Ci wWihitman;Grosseeee-e oe eles pee eeer eset Eee eee 
80 | 170 | Pay roll of employees..-.-..| Field expenses .-..-...---- 
30) Mads Bee Oia casita senkeisseeece Services, July, 1895 .....-.- 
80) | 72) SNS Ee D a rionee scene eee aoe d0..s Sete ee eee ee 
30 | 173 | Pay roll of employees. .-.-..|----- CO pase ew sane ates 
SOO LAF | eierere= Ce Ream aS aate oper er coe (Pee Sao eae 
89)| d75u | SWelbind preneeeoeaeeeeeerel nose don me cet ees sae eeee 
807) iGo |PJoseph ye atte se = meee aaa CO) tS o cert beacon ee 
30 | 177 | Edward W. Lundall .--.-.-.]...-- dO sos stn cee ee 
307) 1787 | Wel Walsonyere noe seee eee Traveling expenses....-.--.- 
30 | 179 | Pay roll of employees. ....-. Services, . July; Leo5ees-se" 
30) 80 iieecee Gl) paScosao ocboss dance [esac < ioe Sesschcaecesaesc cs 
307) 1818 |Semae WO. Saacietine suenenee eaeleeeee GO se pesee ene we setosee 
30) 182) fees dO eaten cee e see eee eee dO; cose sen eee 
30) 1835|se-e (sous pusscocdooc.ceeselleacoe dO) 24223 ee ee 
30)) 184) We. Mo Beaman 2: seca -2 see soon CC ee ee 
30) 1851) (WrJiililoydl 228s Bese seal ield expenses .-...----.-- 
30!) 186" |SPrank dweediyesoseece cere eee 0: 32255 cate we scee 
30 | 187 | Pay roll of employees.......| Services, July, 1895 .......-. 
30) 188isaset ME Ga eon saeacenesedeo|lodsa- COM eee eee ae eee 
30.) 189 | eee GOssss sect hes icseeteee es pene OOvcesscnreeseios ees eee 
30),)) T90))|Sener 2 eee ee aario et Sacer Gorsshat codes see 
30) 191 | ease GO! cece ean eee eer ene Gomes Ose aee So Se oe 
30} 1927) 52222 3 (ee Se ctor denial yeh 0 ssh see ea eee 
30) /01930|sese OOS 6ie ee ee haece. be tae GO Sese eccrine Soon eee 
30.) 1945|Feee- GO exci atsee eee oe ae Gorse hee ee 
30'| 195 |S. S:iGannoeth=2--222e---/----| eueld expenses) ——-—- oe 
30) "196. NoSsShalersss-eses sees eee ee Services, July, 1895 ......-- 
30 | 197 | TBewoodworthieee-se ee eee C0 Se eit sae ee eee 
80!) 1983) Mel Hacketteess eee seteeeeo re eee 00) does ceecb cates 
30 | 199 | Pay roll of employees. ee 0. 262. eee ee 
30 ; 200 | C. BE. Bogardus ............. |, ABBaye couse) Sec eee ee 

| 

Total - 2. 22% okie. ce cnc eee eeee Cone tee aera arenes 
| 

AvuGus?, 1895. 

AU Gee o| ee | COR AVienwHises-coaee eee Services, July, 1895 ........ 
| 2) eas OO OW (Neer cancers e eres | eee O0is peed eee ae ee Si. 

00 
20 
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%§ 
Date of | -¢ To whom paid. 

payment. s z Pp 
> 

Aug. 6 Siebrankelveverete.s-cs)<\e)e0- 
6 4 | Pay roll of employees..-:... 
6 By |) Warns lel, Bao pao oeo oc caones 
6 Gros PEG aithiter sree ete apererarsiers 
6 Fe) Wh INGO IDBIG sssnconsn6oes 
6 Sai Maka Campibellererss stececy. 
6 On PI MWeebhomm@acos= eae ee oa 
Gill ORM WislaseMallilerseeee sme see sea 
GhipelleiellerseyeMumroehse see eine 
@ ll) WH -dioJsls WAN soe dab osasneu anos 
@ |) 118} lsgsac GO eae eee ane a 
Gel eek Jennings eeese ae yacece 
Gulp eS CASE Sears’: secs cece scieees 
(} || 1G) || RO hwielkomineny ssocooacosee 
6 17 | Jno>H. Renshawe =.-2)-...-- 

LON el8a|PRabaChapmant-naees--ca-- 
TO) || UG) | eG WEEKS) Sece5 ceseooies 
TON ee Onl Chas yALGreentee ses reen ce es|| 
LON 215 | Ino; Ha Renshawes--- 2... 
OD eo 2a WreklElerroneese sees ces 
LOM 2 Su WeelaGpisiwold ese sce ssa 
10 | 24 | California Warehouse Co... 
OR en pele Lelibzenseseeetee sericea: 
10 26 | M. P. Henderson & Son. ..-. 
OM een eh oOssisovell@ece scceacer cae 
1 |) 23) ieMke Sotho 53s55565 cecece 
10 | 29 | Robert Muldrow ........... 
LOT 30 PRobert: Ds Cummint 25522... 
LON Sis | PASM Walker )ys-2- 2-115 = 5 
LOM RO2e OD AMECOSS)ece a se mecein cee oe 
10 B37 mba ASCOMMsacat-eecec cicsis aoe 
10) || S¥0 | (Ob lis Wein bIKG) Boas oaoesees | 
10 | 6) || dadio WWEDGe Bo scone BAe scrs he 
faleesoul Geol OnGilavisyjDssss--e-- 

ON eS abe Mie B anmoneee ss eee 
LOM meoen GleniSasmithyss---- creer =e 
10, 39 Wir MB eamantes seers. aee 
LOM 4 OuleJs Beawiood worth 4.225422 
NO) 4! COL Weeead COR ee eat She 
LOR 42s eBranik Tweedyics-2-s.)-- oo 
Opes Su lpase McCormickisss-ne sone =. 
NOR 4a ePantlwdolman=acesemcees see 
10)) 45.) Robt. DCummin-.-.-...--: - 
OM ers Onl Cr Ke eltneee see iscicaa eters 
LOD 47. Ben. Ke Pmerson..-\--------- 
10 | 48 | Pay roll of employees..--.-..- 
0) |) 2S) edo 1B \Wiolbit eae eoamoseeuecdes 
TOMO N peeae CORE oe cia ncaa see 
TOM MDs L@OhaswhsBoerstes 4.26 24. a. 
10 | 52) J.Morgan Clements ........ 
U0) || G83 ]) 1s \WV Ita Spe sebe seseoeee 
10| 54) T. Wayland Vaughan....... 
1@ |) G8 esses Oe eee ee eS aitecs neice 
LON Gn PA oH Hoerstese-.-)-1-)- (<<) 
10 | 57) A.T.McConnell & Son...... 
LOR 5S | BDSM BROSSt hs oes sole ets le 
COMED On lek Moettineacseniece. =a! 
LOR MOOR eLaNelson Dalejeaa.-s5--2- 
D4 || Gil || Wve lbrbnalea ny Soe Soeoesecnogs 

For what paid. Amount. 

Services, July, 1895......... 

Traveling expenses.... .--. 
Field expenses -....--.-..-. 

Bee do 
Horse . 
Field expenses .......----- 
Boarding ieee een enna 
Field expenses ...--..-.--. 

Traveling expenses .-.--..-.- 
Field expenses ...--..--.... 

do 
Slorae ewan sos ace cace eee 
Materialisssiaccrscicer\ soe 
Storageres ce ssceee ecco: 
Eline vO fate ami enss.- ems cee 
Traveling expenses.....--- 

Rieldiiexpenses|- ces. sees 
Bieldtmatenial= ss aseeee see 
Traveling expenses...----- 

BRasturapes-essccaceeececs 
Services; July, 1895 --....-- 
Hieldexpenses’=225-- =. ---- 
crest do 

Traveling expenses..-.-.-.-- 
Pieldiexpenses) 2-2-2. -4- 

do 

SSeS do 

do 

$130. 
174. 
144. 
144. 

5. 45 
97. 
85. 
43. 
36. 
36. 
thle 
6. 

45, 
208. 
36. 
60. 
45. 
te 

36. 
60. 

3. 
70. 

109. 
178. 
133. 

95. 
23. 
53. 
9; 

24. 
12. 
Gs 

11. 

00 
20 
00 
45 

56 
15 
05 
45 
95 
98 
00 
14 
75 
70 
85 
00 
87 
75 

2. 44 
. 00 
25 
- 00 
. 00 
. 50 
- 74 
- 50 

2.88 
5. 62 
28 
- 40 
87 
80 
82 
63 
71 
15 

9. OL 
-18 
. 65 
. 60 
. 80 
15 
. 00 
19 
00 
30 
55 
07 
66 
80 
50 
00 
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AvuGusT, 1895—Continued. 

o vo 

eee, | iS 3 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

DS PAN GPA NiMin Wn ONES eye Oe Ooo Sabo oor Hieldvexpensesie= == eae $89. 22 
129) 363) Bh Wansome 2-5 esse eee eae Osc sesoesocesa esc es 6.00 
12 | 64] Andrew C. Lawson .-..-.--.-|--..- CO nie See ae oe eee ee 9. 00 
Wi Geese Ob cso eee seen re Traveling expenses..-...-- 30.00 
AD 6G) | DOW yes = eee eee Subsistence seers ses ee 22.72 
12 | 67 | Woodward & Briggs ....--- Wiapontwihteelsia=eee-e--=- 20. 00 
TA sa Mivotsh Wout >= pose ccc sons Subsistence ass= =o seee eee 49. 89 
12 | 69 | Gilbert Thompson.......... Field expenses -.-...... rae 34. 60 
12 07 Redick ei McKe ene ae eea | eeear Ol Recdipas eeacaSedEoso- 44.55 
1A) AE iiedle pl bron WS coc cod See Sonallacaox Oi ssctieetecse seesceee 22.00 
IPS) GPs ba Calenweh Ole eos sen anasn|lassoe dO'. jesse easeceioees sees 121. 16 
WI) Bal Ce INGO NE? a oa5 Cone serllacooe GIMES Samana io Sseniaan 78. 83 
125) 4, | SE Perkins \iteemenetys = eel ae ae dO: - e222 26856 soem see 25.17 
12) os oO SaGannett aseneeree eee aalescer dO! Ss shas sass ceases 37.15 
1A S| pase I DOM IS eos oeceaallesosc WO Besse soos55 sosse=s- 29. 35 
EN Ul soso = Gl), ceicambbooed csbcos a07 Traveling expenses... ---- 94. 45 
AZ ATS) WRU Goo dey asses eaters eae Ones eter te nin cyeetes 104. 05 
(2) 79) Isaaciivewiseeacesseeeeee Subsistence! 2ssss2se-es = 1), sekO5500 
135)) 80") Prank weedivee secs ee see ueldexpenses\=-4--=—-==—— 51. 84 
13 815) M.iHackettepeea-cereseeeeenlteeee 0: ss8-ee sae see eee 111. 68 
139-825) Nat: GevianiD orentssesmess- a) soe dofscsa- t8eee tee 26. 20 
137|| (83) |SUSe Daniels ieescsseeeeeee iimulle. 523572 sSeese ones 100. 00 
13 | 84 | William Ketch ............. Services 222 2nisete se a ete 9.75 
130) (85) | Roachve& Coke seaaeenaeee ee NUbsSistencelse=—=- aes eee 58. 26 
LSAlE SGnC Wiel any eSese meer eersaet ae Field expenses <-----..<..- 97. 82 
135) (Sie Roberti Ene eee sate 2d: eOOesinode ws sesbicsee sese i) Was 9) 
1B I) teh Basar dO! ses resi eee Se cee sl Seeer OONs Sach 22 Soak coe seee 48. 95 
Bei) ED Neaeee GOs ot yeas a ecto eae Traveling expenses... ---- 15. 75 
13 | 90 | G. Cramer Dry Plate Co...-- Dry platesy2 see ee eee 14. 40 
13; | 919) Henry B: Kummel == 5--2)-2- Services, July, 1895 -....-.-. 58. 06 
160) (920 GHB Blaine eeresn sees eee Wield'expenses-=--.---=-.-- 216. 97 
IEE) Bilal Wie dbiimoGes 6-86 Se ccocs alison GoTo sadesobanccaane sae 64. 05 
14), (944) CoC. Bassettios---- 22-2 seer esas: Of =e aeaceseeeisen sees 205. 81 
14 959) (CAMolammond 22222. e2eee= HOYrs0 2.22.35 aes ase te eee 100. 00 
14) |) 96") BoM Douglasiee.ses..seeeee Field expenses_.-._--.-.--- 5. 00 
14s} 97 | 2G ES Ely dee aearcseeee ace see COW Seber eee aoa 167. 90 
135) 398h Re. Mars bial ee eae aes See oye adine a seneeee= eee 157. 45 
14 | 99 | Robt. Muldrow...-..-: Satie lle crete OG san gees ee eel 81. 23 
14 | 100 | James Kelley.............-- Services, July, 1895 ....-.-- 7. 74 
1G) LOIS | Wirt Gre EeOwwilan Cisse neon SUDSISLENCe le eaeeee eee ee 130. 26 
UG SO bs WG lO ammaigseeoasacces: Pasturage. 2 = -csee oe eee 5.13 
16), 103) | (Gb Ely dees s--5 ss oeee =e Traveling expenses -.....--- 26. 75 
LG OAs Miiblackettsn.2 essere er |p Cee a eRe ReneS oe 3.39 
16) 1P105"|) WaMoBeamans.-: See. ese COU Sos -siece sere nee 5.17 
LG nl LOGs | EBC lamle se ane sea sees Field expenses. ...---.---.- 95. 22 
HGR MLO%s|PASEs Purdees sas as)sosse eee Services, July, 18952... =--- 30. 00 
163) 10388" C 3D a Wihitemseecncsesseeea Traveling expenses -..-....-. 53.52 
LGM eLOO Rear COS se tects seniors Field expenses ..........-- 47.65 
67 LO) | Mons erm dieses ae ane ea eee dQ) Gacteeccse ee eee 25 
LG Poy | iter DOs See aieriss sacle Traveling expenses .....--- 26. 80 
Lon els NatiG Vien! Dorenisse- enone. Field expenses ..........-. 19. 87 
V¢@ || abe yA) INS OE Mae N eee Soe eee Ss prean On. seen Bese eestras ee 74.35 
ALT) aL | AV eee VOMIT eepereten pera Reese CO eae ek eenioe at 55. 75 
UChr aati Usa RL ists Age UE eee pares il baeve me GO 2eeer. cugpane Sous ce 60. 20 
fs 2U6 SOG er Reullie wiht eer Subsistence soe. eee 45. 10 
LUT GED AWS VOSS erecta arsenate | Traveling expenses -....-... 15. 25 
Uf, | ALSs | obnie. Inenshaweleeces sae) eseee CON eS See kt eben ee 43. 25 
19) UO S | RaCeMckinney sense ase eel Field expenses ...........-. 163. 15 
1G M208 | WAS Me OB Deen tecene ee ee ors rei COR eee ctecr ass sees 373. 66 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ele.—Continued, 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

Avaust, 1895—Continued. 

w 

Date of oe To whom paid For what paid Amount 
payment. = 5 I I 

Atos Ot 2s Wim sel eerrone= sal) Hueld expenses) --=----.---- $67. 65 
19 | 122 | C. Whitman Cross -.....----|---.- GIO Soe Soo cane Seaee EESee 62. 62 
TI) || 123 |) d/o JBI, WINERY G Sacncecncasoneae Traveling expenses -. ---. -- 8.45 
1G) }) WEE We TEL, Co JUOWAIS ooo5eaaeen casaae Shoeingee-eeneee see ee 33.50 
ZONRIZoN Phe Marshallese eee Hieldtexpensesis.--------=- 102. 00 
BP) |) VAD || (Oe, Wo IBD VES ac coa5 casacceacallacass (Oy Jeeese CHa Bee eae 75. 00 
OP) || Wt | Ne Ie WB OOG) S50 see sana scesleccos WO cepati noone Seas 116. 09 
SD.) SOK) Ute JE le IME coco pncooeasacs|lase0s GO): sacar cae HES OED ere 46.49 
22,129) ||). M. Portaondo=22--4-..--- Services, July, 1895.7..--.. 27.42 
BP} || IBD || Ibe Ce INGO NESS cess poadonoe Field expenses ------------ 62. 23 
18 | 131 | W. a er Nes Son bd. Qnag lane a0 ON SRaAd Soe eee ee 35. 48 
SH elo Pesan. eraser a eesbissle Traveling expenses. Sees 48. 28 
22 | 133 | J. ete Clements ...-..-..- 50D sseac ee sears 10. 30 
22 | 134 | Charles Oleyaeeecas ase es “Services, July, Tee eee 75. 00 
22 3om | PAC HIEeD ac Neem ets --ecieeiee Subsistenceyseess-c- 4-7-2} 21.65 
BP) || IBN oeeos DOR pee eos seen aac iccalle seas (Oy Sa ars que aoe ceaeeaee 14. 09 
2) | WB || 1s do WIG bey es 6 sos sho oaeene ISGERS) Ol? WEA. 3oo56 poss Sone | 7.00 
GD) || WS} loose OPA eee Se aseaa ew tesis al lnmsers Glo Soop Roser a peCose 12.00 
We} | iy) || So Sh Cemmeis oa5ccca soda one Field expenses .-..-..----- 109. 05 
248 S400 WEL OH EO OVeL aa 262 e ea Traveling expenses ..---.-- | $1.53 
OUT |) WHE |) degra, |B, iki) a5 ga oeee||soode CO Sack tsde seaerne oases 63. 74 
DAG Va a GeO Wil bOSOn a -eeeenea-e Boe CU O%er ee nn od ant riseee 11.00 
24 | 143 | T. Nelson Dale......-...---.- £ Ot s eee ee anise oe 59. 37 
2544s | hrank/Sutton!...-o--------- F ‘ield expenses (July)-.---- 93. 79 
AD || WAS | do IB, S\oUSR. 655 oc ccoesooauslleenae ClO) 3 a Aa ee en SSE 156. 38 
PAS || MAG) Ne ooe CO eee mei arseit Traveling expenses..-.. -.-- 10. 00 
AG |) WY || ks WAS OO tS oscsccnoocauadaSeooe Gla} tar de spo nae nar eesee 20 53 
Bx0) |) TUS] Os IDE Mie coaolesacou cane Services, July, 1895 ....-.- 134. 80 
Sle las eRe aMicKinmey, soe. .-ce == Field expenses ...--..--.-- 23.70 
31 | 150 | Jno. H. Renshawe .........- Services, August, 1895. -.-- 210. 60 
31 | 151 | Pay roll of employees.......|----- Or. emcerianscueeeaneess 388. 20 
Bil || WHY) Veceee Cle pepposaesacesceeeee Panes Goma SAS seen ee pees 300. 60 
Sil | 168} leesee GIG) Ses Sosuansecnueeeesas esos Gey ARN AS aaeeancaehoder 379. 80 
apl || aby! ease ORS ee nea oemiece silssnae (00) Se nese aC aeeOEaeee 216. 10 
Sil |) 15459 Sense (i estccnddecae Gesorenel seam Oo ao ena Se roee aan 354. 30 
Gul |) IB Tedoce COW sae enema eae ceeaiears Gli) Pepa Seed ano oeseeaos 286. 60 
Bil || WEI |osea- CO areas eeeeoe ale ctrai CO p ae aSee ei sesisiss = 357. 90 
Sil || IES lecewe GS peSads de aeae see eealesses COE ee ers oeisee cai 90. 00 
Sl || WA escec Clty SateaGanseen ce aan ieee COW eh re asnsthebe ese 299. 80 
Sil (LGO)| Pacer DOR esa cSecoscuieon eased Gly aa ca oe Sot eaRRenee 281.60 
Sil | WON Vecoce GOI seenicetase sieeseaeees | scien Gt). See EO e Eee 289. 80 
Sie LG 25 | eee dorset esse saeco eal sacs. OWS asec see eee 317. 90 
Bil |) 11GB) lesone GW a neaece ees pepcEceaca ees Gli) Ss aesbe Honsaaeenoa se 194. 80 
SL e645 eee 2 (00) = Se ane Oe ee Rone ene 0), GatsetEe se Soc noe 341, 60 
Sil || IGS || TEV WOME) 6 a6 aoe esoaseaalleccae Ove Saseed ne eetiecies ees 210. 60 
Sime 166) 1S. SuGaniietOscsn os casssscsloescs GU) ase 8 So aaG Aon EeeAe 168. 50 
ail | IG lessee Oh) Sennen Sdepaneeeoese Traveling expenses... ..---- 24. 20 
1G LG Ss Wires Gris wOldss 22 525 <==: Field expenses ...--....--- 135. 89 
asl |} IGS) |) TORO oa COs eceee cocoa cere Materialtesemecitiisereris = 20. 18 
Sia el ON PARC eBeckim Seeman e sels eeia| s<isar (OE See aan See 7.95 
31 | 171 | J. W. Thom.....- 5506 so0eaac Traveling expenses....-.--- 6. 35 
BI | WD esac OD esced Cad SOE SE OEeAlpaore Chi) <a oe ebes Meee eae 40. 40 
Bil |) 763 |] do lel, WANG Boe eee secs ceooee Services, August, 1895... --- 101. 10 
31 | 174 || Pay roll of employees..----.|----- Oe eee eee ce 84. 20 
aul |) 170} |lesace (\0) Gane coe es ESSE Ere cadel laaeere Monee pare sane seine 204. 20 
opt |) TG sees (ka) s SaSctb Bae ORT ee Oen ae aaeee COR seaeee cere esas 117. 90 
OIL. || WC e Sone WO eco RCo Bees AEE SEE aeel eee G1. Bu seeaeeed Seraoeee 125. 00 
ait || IGS |oeoee GIG) CeaeaodeoSe BOROC GOES ReseE @® peaches besseuue wees 319. 00 
ail NG) Neecoe OM ee neeen eee ction lestan dO seat sem neces 235. 90 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

AvuGus?, 1895—Continued. 

& 
S kgm 

Saniiout: ce To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

i= 

Aug. 31 | 180 | Pay roll of employees. .----- Services, August, 1895... ---. | $304. 00 
31) | 181) Philippe shanplest=sse- s2-4 Supplies eases eae 27. 00 
31) || 182 |) eNelsonvD aleyesees eee aes Field expenses ----=- ------ 3.25 
31! || 183) ENegE DD antoneeeem sense Traveling expenses ......-- 6. 75 
315 18) eae GO es aac dosonseddoseond |deooc (Ae Se recbbopee sence 143. 62 
31 || 135) [TS bee mm Ons eee eee eee tae eee (Ge cocedaccosnasosteee 105. 15 
315 1865 |) Robins Ea eee ees eee dO) oe cease cncn= ssa se=- 30. 50 
31) ASG ieee (Wwe baoasdesouna mosaDbe Pield’expenses|--=-----—- = 46. 50 
31) 188) (IRR ebro wmeeer sere aeace Services, August, 1895. -.---- 40. 00 
BDU IR Vo Gin MUM occas cep ceoocodllanse = (ID encaeRosctastescdsce 40. 00 
31 || 190) BredubkeMotiettt: 22-12. =eeee GOre Soest scasee eee eee 30. 00 
31) 1915 | eRe NelsonuD alates ss--tss set eee GOnsesos Seetaa eee eee 168. 5 
31/1925 8D onvilandyeeseseeeee ae ae Pastunag nen oee a ea ee e 10. 84 
31 | 193 | T. Wayland Vaughan...--.. Services, August, 1895... _-. 84. 20 
31! | 1945S Nese) anton eee ele See 00.2222 sseeacs== aose 151. 60 
315 195s Rob tees Eee ee | aaa Ove= 22 he ee eee 252.70 
31) 1965 BArthumike theese see eee eee Services, July and Aug.,1895 337. 00 
31) | LO, | Wiesleind omenweerse esses tae Services, August, 1895.-.---.) 185. 30 
3191985 svouissViege rin dllep essen eee ae er ONS Ste es eee 60. 00 
31 | 199 | Pay roll of employees....---|..... CC WE eee ioae Oo oee 426. 90 
Si |e2000 Beaee ONS see see ae Sener scone dO ee a sec eeee ene 338. 50 
BI 0 ose oc) peasto Bacon ooscceco|[bondc OK Spee oe aacneseeaamcac 372. 80 
Bll "202 7)2asae Glo ieria ace soceneeares enc Ores eee eee 369. 30 
S19 |02030|Beeae COM Pea ne a seeniecioas sellueerre 0! 45. See cece s sees 337. 20 
312045 | EGeom Weis vOsereeare sree sceee Ove ateee eee eee eae eee 84. 20 
3171-205: | WialtersE a Wieep ase -sisaes-| -oeiae O).202 sce eaee eee recee 168. 50 
31 | 206 | Pay roll of employees. ..--..|---.- Oe eee eee 1, 137. 10 
31 | 207 | Geo. W. Glavis, jr..)21) 22) 2212: do) eer eae 59. 35 
3102087 Soir Eats DUT emer ee ae tee Services, July and Aug.,1895, 168. 40 
31/209) | Wim! Beamante----—-s-e-se Services, August.......-..- 117. 90 
31 | 210 | Pay roll of employees...---.|..--- O)te 2s sne se ee eaneeee 201. 60 
315/221 acer ar Ree a He etek eee Sell cies Oe Bean aera 369. 19 
S121 eee dO 55. hae ae ee eisces eeose Oy 2S rene ae eee 251. 60 
SI 213 eases GOLE.c 2st saeco eee le BER Co oe bite Bees seins 328. 03 
SIM E214 5 eae One so52 Sh ce sec ecene dow heat ee et eae eee 320. 60 
S15|) 2155) JS eDiullerseeee eae ans ceases eee Hee ae ee oode er 202. 20 
Si" |/:216))|| We Eeghlo bbsteeaeeener eee eleenee Coven. eee sea 162. 00 
31217, |S aWallaiceiese seer eee Field expenses ------.--.-- 73. 25 
31) |-218))| Jos: EeiPernyessesse ese | Traveling expenses... -.-- 34. 21 
S15 | 219" eer oi. Sane eS eee es Services; July 222-2. -esse5- 48.00 
31 | 220 | Pay roll of employees. ..-...| Services, August. .......-..- 259. 80 

| Total :..20: 2238-30. ecn ae eee ae | 23, 681. 75 
, | | 

SEPTEMBER, 1895. 

Sept. 10 | 1| Humphreys & Co ......-.-- ANHOTEG s-eaaaceee eee ee $35. 00 
9 2 | Jno. H. Renshawe.--2------- Traveling expenses-...-.-- 76. 00 
OF Rio) enaats (LO) 22-3 oeapne cee eeeee Boardinghe. eck coon. 21. 75 

11 4 | RC McKinney. 2--.e--ee eee Field expenses .........-... 94, 41 
11 69) EL BaBlair 22.5. .0c-e eee eee 168. 77 
115) 36s) El Rerkins rao- oe eee 78. 66 
9 UN asterbh.d iy ated Oras aad cerc oa) 14. 00 
11} 8) Calif Warehouse Co........ Storape <2! se ccecn- ~ cones 5. 00 
1159 9) PM eendersone:. 2. eee eee COG ee ee eee 6. 00 
11| 10 | G)G. Palmer? oh) eee | Hine oF Cente iecec ct once 19. 00 
1b pao ESTE al OBS (i (Ee eee” Traveling expenses........ 16. 65 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

SEPTEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

<3 
Saar: ss To whom paid. For what paid. 

} 

Septen LOM l2aiG eB iby dene eeseeer Biya Fo Mieldkexpentses\-2---425 -5-- 
LOD Pel os WirHiilernoneey=- ees cease sels sis- DOs emetic ete Scie 
1@)|| 2ef |) leek WINGIheeSace snebocellaeses OW acerie eect e ae 
@.|| sy |) Gos. Comme i366 saa ocseeasellacone GO: sp eeetascuse areas 
1@) |) 149 | TB} Wis DOUGH Se55 Soeeasen oe esese OO ed dea a ace enee 
IQ) UO eee e Gia) Seay ieee eee eee | Traveling expenses..-_...- 
TL |} Ak) Wye SW Wale) Geos ceasoe cer lWSubbsistence 92-2)... 
On elon ease Mactanlandyeme sane. | Services, August, 1895... ... 
On ZO RI Minklacketteeseresececnes- cl eesel LOWE Ret ase haere te vale 
4°) 21 | Pay roll of employees. .-.--.|---.- OP eee tae = cle: ctsre 

10 | 22 | Nat G. Van Doren ..--.--.-. | Traveling expenses.....-.- 
Til |} 283 | AWelels Ibo GU aedeaacdee asec sasha O psa aeeiares ae eaemene 
WO, Noe Uae el Gaara aces | Field expenses .....:.--.--- 
@) |) 2B |) DRedhivelts 18 & NW Wel SG) Ge Se5 tossdllsncgsO Gaen Soueas Smee 
Q.| 2O lessee Ope tees seated news Traveling expenses ....--..-| 

iil | 2 || ARO oh, 1D, Civ. SoS ae 5ose||aooe Gla) Geeta ese 
1@) |) As |osase Gp Sa Peles Laer cee eens Laeeeie (Oc sb ace Riseeeeatea eee 
ZO Robt vial drowsee eee see lexeee Oper e ertere tet ses 
it || COodasi Oia eee te pees ease OG eae ee ne 
TL |) Bil Wyyo Ib Woes ese Sooene coud Hieldtexpenses aases- a-eeee 
LOR Prez. Jase McGonmick esse sa es =5)|--2- COyeree Wee ein ee 
10)|| -33° | Hersey Munroe:-.2---_....- he sete Opa mae eee 
IK) |], SaBEe || IE STN CEH Rites Ge a ee ere | ene COM SEecaRcnctee aE 
Q || 6) |) TPagl Wtolnenn. se aco5casucooclesess COW se eta oe ayaee 
@) || B4\seobe CLO eee ee eee See lise tye Close Se ay enor 
HG) A, 1a, Mitra bin peso csbeseonoasellsaeee Gli Reema Lecce 

iil |) Ge | Gillen Ss Saitec seo cascoc coeclescae Opa se ase ste sek 
11 | 39 | Gilbert Thompson -----..-... lege Ov saete oes Avene eee ok 
N@ |) EO) IM laclketih oabSe Seoocu.cooase heer GOMES ER aes Ree ee 
yh GH ate LOS Cond Gas as seater Services August, 1895... .. 
ON ieee ebleniny, Bakcrmimeli eee e seer ess Gl peeeneseadsuseenuase 
@) || 853 | dio JB} WWYOOChwOnN oo see saeenellooocs GL aN oan Beer e see eeae 
On imettwlaN Sa Sh alerm ass serresrr ce) aeinci| seer Oe eer ry es eats 
Oo Peon Walitame Clarkin. ceases 5 2 QOt sesh essen ee ese 
OR eel OnE BasCOMier pes meme. poe sea. Or eee oe etn te 
9 A |) IBGimIKe Braver) C45 bko paoosdllooeee (OUP ee ee ae ts eee Pa 
Sele LS le@ MKGelthieeee sem sae. okie ee alles ene ley. cesisetansasaoemaece 
9 | 49 Pay roll of employees...-.--.|/----- OTs vere ee Wen ah 

Le OO NU EMV Olit see see trcieeaisiee/--a|[seee ORS ee ene eesias < 
iil || Gil |) Vendes won ceasoouccooeces|lcoscd ClO aer Sa Sabonmceaeee 
iL || (By UNels (oi emilee eos eaoeeeenelleeses WON see ciee ees seceae 
9 | 53] Pay roll of employees... -.-...|-.--- dO estes asc otece Same 5 
Q) || eb || WholebJOepaone 2s 555506 coooee Traveling expenses....-..--| 
G) |) GBS Tedoai Coe ee ae sis eee eis celleccare (COS Si ee Rete Seer es 
Ol “BON Seon GO: Yasceseecep oc eee Mieldtexpensesrs---5 -2--.)- 
&) || GUT VG ILMNGIA CES a Socesn osesea (Sse GO tarrr ett Meescla sects ci 

iol |) Gide | 1a ieee ieee eee Se aaeasee lesa COM Beas ece ee eescerae 
LOR Oo WiC Mendemhallee te as--2 lose. - MON eetes eran sence si 
HO |) GW |) ilo Tes, (Canaayn) xl SARS oe paeecaloorec Gly cdo dasanesasenGones 
110) || “OLO P@sa 7 Ge teh Gee eee eee seen GW. Saasun Heder enea nase 
LOS O25 | MEred JES Moftette 22. 22 -- Traveling expenses.--...-- 
1 |) Gs |) \ivelllivere 1a, WGGUN Seas Baoseaeoa|ladooc WOfe anata oes sacs oe 
1) |) (GE || ID WO ae eobeereeesoceeeaas Hieldvexpensesya/- 4. <2 =--'- 
12/\)) 8) |) Wish ih oe ate sees seecigeeellanoee DOsesereetose ey stec a ats 
12 | 66 | Metropolitan Lumber Co....|--..- (la): HéGapsEs ease eoseeene 
WA || Ol) digl8}s Woosh Od Wea neeo caceed| sense CLOW ee sere ees: 
WA |) (fed || dio 18s: AVOUT Ra eae ees ae eee ee CORE er oe eects 
12} 69 | T. Wayland Vaughan ....... Traveling expenses - 

/ 12) || 10.) Abe Nelicorn IDAIOSSEa So odeaorcolledau (OX0)) di A see ie ne 

17 GEOL, PT I 12 

Amount. 

9. 

39. 
18. 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

SEPTEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

Amount. 
Date of ea 
payment. z Z 

b 

Sept. 12| 71 
12 | 72 
12] 73 
12] 74 
12 | 75 
12 | 76 
Di stein 
12| 78 
12 | 79 
12} 80 
12) 81 
12] 82 
13 | 83 
13 | 84 
13 | 85 
13 | 86 
13) 87 
13 | 88 
13 | 89 
13:|| 90 
T3i Ot 
13 92 
183 |) 983 
14] 94 
14 | 95 
14 | 96 
14 97 
14] 98 
LG 99 
17 100 
L7 1Ou 
17 | 102 
17 | 103 
17 | 104 
17 | 105 
18 | 106 
17 LOG 
20 | 108 
20 | 109 
20 | 110 
20 | 111 
20 | 112 
20 | 113 
20 | 114 
20 | 115 
20 | 116 
BSP I bi l7/ 
23 | 118 
24 | 119 
23 | 120 
23 | 121 
24 | 122 
24 | 123 
24 | 124 
24 | 125 
30 | 126 
25 | 127 
25 | 128 

To whom paid. For what paid 

i Nelson) Dale vse. se ae--- Field expenses ---.-.------ 
J. Morgan Clements -.-.-.--|----- (eos ae = eee 
Tish JOHNSON ee ee 2 ae == = Subsistence :----_5- == _-- =. 
Ten wile tcher’ ems. o-er == Field expenses ------------ 
WraplGmiswwrol di serse anor eee oss 2 eae ree eases 
eae GOW! oo3- on sce ss 2. + Lavell prexpensesss=se== 
eaMeyBann ones 2. eee =o Field expenses .----------- 
INE (ad WIG Ove Se ae AOR Gaara ease dOnt oes 
Aas LOW oe ssosesco5ee- Hire lof teamee oe aa aaee 
eC ab annang eases ese ee Field expenses ..-----.-.--. 
Sead Oy aisawtersee om vnc os ke Gore OR eee ee eee 
COW Ablayese = eee oe heen e oe 6 a es ae SE ee, 
BrankWavellel: sss... s.r Services, August, 1895. --... 

NkGeo: CaCarters.. 5224 225/25 closes CO aueee tbc se ces areeae 
Wowie Mivbrimdleys.s-<- == Traveling expenses-----.--- 

JB Woodworth! 22-225. 2-e=|s-n1 On eee seca ees fee 
Henry. Kummell) 22222-52822 Congo 2hescseew estate 
CAR Man BO) cece erste =a). enor Ce ee ere noe on ae 
SACRE AV IROL ape ia yatstereta a(-/ate Rieldiexpenses)---- 55 -s--—- 
eines Oe ehe ce Sates cise 2 || era welineiexpensesse-ee ee 
RedickwalyMckKees seer. = Pield expensés)---=----— = 
Mi Coleman aaec as a-e eee Services, Aug. 1-3, 1895. ...- 
WG. Rowland 2222522 .---- SUbSisbencee.=-e- ease 
RR. Bo Mamshallliiseete - 2-5-2 iieldtexpensesiee- eee eee 
RaW Good <355s-42 5555-2 =4|boae COW seen cee eee eee 
Bence CON = hee week esac ===) Brae lin svexpenseh=s=eeees| 
Re Chapmaniecea-— nasser 0) See ee sheet oer 
aor Gn} paeesbosponaraspsoess|| WNC expenses ....-....-..| 
Soe) Gram ei tire ee aetertet steer roll erate GO) js sense ame See nisms 
rea Wien ISLS tae etetene rote aettore ae Pasturage: 5 25 -jcseeoee 

sc eretehe GO} § ciated erate ee oye e seal] Seat Oe ee eee 
Jeffris & Ambrose.----.--.. Subsistencels 225-2 ==. -— } 
IRB Wilsony osisseeeeaeaeree eee (ik Pepe OS an ad 
J; Wetthom aac hee sere Field expenses -.---.------ 
GeonOuGlavisjsssast- sees Traveling expemses--.-.-.-.--| 
CD. Wihttteve2 == --=o-ere= sao Field expenses ....--....--- 
Wr. Cs Cochran. o-s-— eee 5 wheels. °2se_ 2505-66. -s5-= 
Hersey Munroe....-.------- Field expenses..-.-~.-.----- 
Redick H. McKee. .......--- food oe dock. Nose cee wees 
Robt aC um minye see en 00. hese oe ee 
Eset Oss eae toa eticme atic tl Seen OO eotine te ere ee 
OAS jun pstedt=---ee.-—-— Traveling expenses-.-.--.. -- 
IW a VWVILOC y= ost ar Onesaddle...-.. lose bees 
GeowBlandeecccteceesee ee. Services, Sept. 1-8, 1895... .| 
Winwls Hennonte sere semanas Field’ expenses'=---- 2-2 222. 
Jpbixleyiee Comes ees tere Pasturago tee eres 
AV). Mrumlinis es. Stes sc eatrss Field expenses .--...-...-- 

| DOSep hy Ewe ernyye cect eee = Traveling expenses......-- 
) Rl By ND YoYs gate Se ee A lesan CO\cat enemies eee eee 
JOsephMa. (P enryi--ooee- <== Services, August, 1895.-.... 
Mrank weedy eerste oo~ qlee Traveling expenses.-....-... 

Ze Saye Ope wicn a cece Sartaan = ace)|| 1OLG/ Ox NENNOS mene eee 
T/C letoh erste sete ae en aes Re a ate a ae ie Be 
Jno. H. Renshawe...-.-..-.- | Traveling expenses 
W.'T. Griswold. ee 0 CR ea eae 
Wiis we OStiten seats ene .| Field expenses .-.--...-:.. 
C. Whitman Cross .......... J ccee OPS eee Aas ss ee ee 
Geo: ©: Glavis; tee ae-= Sool eae UOFscae ae ech can eee 

$0. 60 
15. 65 
82. 05 
48. 00 
60. 45 
91.65 

122.10 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

SEPTEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

so 
Eee ae To whom paid. For what paid. Aimount. 

sic 

S@nte Ley || WS) |) TR. Slo WOME aasoscosscce sade Hield expenses).----..----- “$24. 10 
30 | 130 | W. Marlon Webb. -----.----- Pay, August (8 days).--.-- 16. 00 
SX) |) USL | de 18, Spowiers cena oneecacses Bieldexpenses 22... ----=--- 205. 75 
GX0) || 182) |Fish, SS, \nvewllnee sc esecs deoses sallaeese O10) Bee eee eae peer 16. 00 
al) || JIBBY |loeoe- Opes seces scciechpe stile i= Traveling expenses -..- - 43.15 
SX0) || Jiseb || Weill DRUG coecoeueuce sdaa|lssce « OD ccautoase ree een 41.40 
BO) || UGS |) Warns tsiy Cashin 256 asscoosaleusee (lO scedeacsoaueseToeHee 41.40 
a0 |! We8 |) (Ce Os WOE» eceugaceaoos Field expenses ..-....----- 139. 89 
SOM else Awan eshlernonie s-eryee ere eeei eee ae Ol ceenGs sae epee aeeoee 64, 10 
RO) |) IBS SI Wey Es DL oe cae ees escolleesar OO So 585 see aaaesee ae 120. 24 
BO) |) USS) tse SaGehoaeiin soon eoceoceosudlaseaq Go Ss Sqaeeeon Sseeneee 78. 85 
0) |] 0) i oceoe Gly Ao oee cease oneocoeeaes Traveling expenses-..-.-.---- 7.80 
30 | 141 | A. C. Reclehimeyeesee eet aaa oe ASMe\OT@ASO! 52-22 25-5 ce 1.75 
SON aoa hastouran lo dalky Comers: eo.) Kodals filmss-2-2=- 225-2. - 10. 35 
SOn 4 salen Nelsont Dalelee =. cece. Hieldiexpenses\ =o 2--42----- 32.17 
SO) 1445|2ee-- MOA oas catinwer cetecbcic Pay, September, 1895-.---- 163. 00 
G0) |) 15S I) ig dinbneleaten cope co eoooeser|lsasus Ca) Se at aaa ee ee ee 179. 40 
SO) AIS Wh do fey DINE ae as coo sco sacalladene Os enesnseee cece pe 195. 60 
SON aa eGeomWe shower aoe -eere ell eee (lO) dosece doe neaneds Gees 60. 00 
BON AS Ered He Mottettesse2sascee-2 2. ORS ee eee eniaa-ts 30. 00 
3x0) |) SAG) | IN tela IDEN Wor cagace naan caodlacsuc GG eS Oe Soe see See 146. 80 
3X0) |) GUS) | io dBig SIOWUER asccae neseoo eeed|paade COW sao het sieaiee ees 81. 60 
30) | bl din 18s WWiooclnOrel i ee5eeceue|sasee DOR: GaSe sneha 50. 00 
S10) || TBH.) IN: Sis Sewer 36 oe5.cesson coud ieceae GOR esac oan e ee eieeee 190. 00 
30 | 153 | Pay roll of employees.-----..|----- ClO -snekgemedscnseaa cade 240. 80 
GO) |} Ise Te seee MO eer eens soa aailemis oe Ue Soane testes eeaoeesS 286. 39 
3X0) |) 5S) ecea CO eae ec memset eiseioese (lO ao eas dea kosaacb sees 298. 00 
AO) || UWS leoooke COM ae enero Nae ca emeie sees (OK) cSocoedduseasuaaaaos 333. 00 
BO) | WS leceoe Confers se astlayae ie eictie asicllteisiecie (ilies Set spepSeesees soca 364, 40 
30 | Ubek Gaoae GOWAEE er enne tseterscecmliecser GIO) Saebepbensesosaauese 1, 704. 00 
Gy |p Gt) eee Gln sde oe sauccu.aceeseens acee OR es eae ee > Beeae ee 312.00 
305) 160)|/22--- GGA e Cane orl eee Be, Sere dowere see seayee eres ce 222. 60 
30) 161 Es. - GOW eee temas Sate eee CO\=eee se tence eee. 222. 80 
S10) |) G2) ossoc OUD ges saees Ses bee Pam ane lesoee CIO) A eee eens 246. 80 
BO) |) W683 osase Cork Sess oe ee eee eee COtse et even eee ot chon 258. 67 
SO) |) UGHE |e e Gl) Bea saaucasan aso Salen GOneEs SaG asses eerocene 297. 00 
a0) |) WES eos] = lcs, Ses Bi heuer eanes eee oem Omen see ee ioes sean 196. 80 
BO) | GB Voeage Glos Bato Seno Co teen Baees MOieeae ete eecints eterna 114, 20 
BON MGT eee ClOrgsh SSeS anaes O SDE aE taser COM eerie sae rere oie 359. 47 
al) |) W@e} jezooe ClO oie Geter Se ROR ee anes eee GOR esate ee eeetenise es 81. 60 
SOMES WreM Beamany— es. 122-5 =2 == Mow seeas ste eee cose ss 114. 20 
Sho) |) LZ |) Wile RROKGiih. poscos oSeosccecbllaccas Oy aetes se eos see sake: 130. 40 
3X0) |) 17k |) 1B. Wile IDOU HM PIS. 6 es6a cons socalleacee Ga) nee BS SAS CB ECE OAc 203. 80 
aX) || UA NG Ibis JDEKKESS aaeepaeeeecaeoed Seeae (owe sesacncem ceceremss 40. 00 
Gi) |) i723 || Wena Gy JeteNU apes oeaeesesellacaae (iG) Cae Bae HeR ees 50. 00 
a0) || gel | SoS Genmncnt soccootese aabellbasee GlGireke Aer ee nce eee 163. 00 
30 | 175 | Pay roll of employees.-.---|-..-- MO mper ners cae cscs 276. 80 
30) |) U9G |lese5c (Gy 6a SERA SCRE OnE OES oeae Ones iacet eae. 342. 00 
BD) || I Nooone GO seasosscue Seer oepeereeesee (Oh ds Sauces aE ROU eee 306. 80 
30) |) 300k} Wooooe G0) oh.coeds As eGesnone ses manne GIO) csoscd eoboeoweeaeore 281.80 
Bi) |) I \coooe OPER eee ee tans oot ee onliseece Ope saeneeciseacaciensecc 212.80 
AD) | EI locoae OO. cc8S56n su seooeenneeEe | Saeee Gla) Gasecopusaeseeeneeoe 190. 40 
B10) || SIT Woeee 3 LOR a ee ene eee eaaess GIG) Soeeoueacneteneaee 349, 20 

SSO 82) bees. O14 Spb Secor be ede BSBA Hel Saeee GOgae eters aca ce ee 314. 20 
SOg 183i Pees GO) Sososee serous aeeeeseelaoeee (NG) cba cba bE bees Sones 285. 40 
SONIS4 Bese = Gore cer reese wcllosaas GO 2655 58ceess CoS eeeSRSS 311. 62 
XO) }) 10sI55 |loooe ] GD) Scepsen Seas se ee eesnea loses GIG) Hash caeoodoneene. 295. 40 
30 | 186 | Jno. H. Renshawe...-.....-. Services, September, 1895. . 203. 80 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

SEPTEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

iG 
eee é 3 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

As 
- 

Sept.-30 | 187 | Pay roll of employees. ------ Pay, September, 1895... __-. $255. 40 
SOU 1SSaipeeee Cl Ban oremese rene da bona||so>4- 0.293 ee eee 370. 40 
80) 11891 | 53 dopa lacs 2 nn ena eee Ce fink 6 a eS 370. 60 
30) 190-5. . 2 Chon SAA AREA amaason EeScl>ooac (6 (operas Stars pesos 5 ele 288. 80 

| Total. .- j.03.cec'50 nena teae ee eee eee eee ee 21, 725. 06 
| 

OCTOBER, 1895. 

Oct. 4 1, | Jed Wheaties: see, eeeeell Traveling expenses ..-. ---- $30. 75 
3 2 Pay roll of employees. .-...- | Services, September, 1895 -- 293. 80 
3 Slee GO! <a ses eect sarees Sele eewre Oso eee soo ee eee 228. 20 
5 4 | Joseph Macfarland ...-....-- ees done2 Sas a ie: 68. 40 
1 Fil (CAD SWihitevsen a. se os sate eeeee dos s25h45 gn Se oe Tee 139. 40 
5 6))|) Ben: Key Emerson ae a= ==> =e CO saiaceeyee ae ee eee 90. 00 
5 (|) BranksDeverett: 2-1-2. - -e- =| Oks 2 eto ee eee 125. 00 
5 So PAM burd eer se =-etesen eee lecame QO? 22 ots a8 3 Sete sees 30. 00 
5 9) SElenniys Cs C owilés-eeert= == oleae CONE ees Senet 50. 00 
Bi) Wy (Ce like Wenn Teh oes occas oases lesase Oye Se nRoo meee ss osc 250. 00 
By) ally | Qh OMe en scessobecosasues lsiooe (610) Gaces6 soca Sact555-54 32.50 
By) ee Cal SbehWihesseessasssasdes| aceon dO} <i osce tae eee 34. 25 
5 | 13) J. Morgan\Clements--------.|---—- Gee Se Seon 3-8 88. 00 
5 | 14) Pay roll of employees.-.--.-|_..-- One 8 Soe Sa ers ee 276.99 
AS | S153 Wish leamidl oon nie ees erates cette = | Traveling expenses..-.-..- 15. 25 
4S Gu |eeeee GY A Secs eo a seated aeae Pield expenses--=------==-- 42.60 
9) | i Paral Selolmanseessaemae = se eee CON e ae ae ane 156. 75 
OU) 187) BAC MEW Walllkerteseme a a== arene | Traveling expenses ---.----- 1.80 
9] 19-| J.Morgan Clements..-..-..-.-| Field expenses .-.--..----. 45. 66 
A Dalle sec WWigetods shat sucogeossce Traveling expenses..-...-. 3. OT 
Quy 21 ene Olkhe daoenacsachustsesasole ease Oks se eee eee 42. 67 
9) |" 22) | aNelson Dales ess se os os Field expenses .......----- 1.26 
Ci} 23} Noease GOS posseasanase Soscooce Traveling expenses. ----.-.-- 16. 89 
Ohi) 245 Ered SEL Mo mettre = ame tee | eet Os sad gh tee estore ae 26. 03 
9) brake Emm ons: se secseee eee |e dO s2Saen gas Sore ee ees 147.79 
9." s26ule sent OO iat etre oean aioe ioe one oases does hae ae ae 64. 00 
9) 277 | Wii Mendenhall. 225 -- ae-| Soa DO yseetise secs eee 2.50 
Ol) BO Breer Ons Ss ahs Soe come steel Semele On. os 22 ses eons eee 12. 75 
9) 29) RARE SBT OO epeeemaa ae a eae | ae CO eee rae te eee 16.75 
9)'|) 30) |(JlosepheAn Mattes sss ec seer seer WOy eee Oncor S56 Ke 17. 00 
9:)) S31 | OLAS ijunesteditie- se - = eee oe Gow. Sas Saori ee 16. 15 

LOM) 932) 2Caike ve ISG fe at ae ere eee CON sce eee eee 152. 47 
Om S830 eect Once eee ee eer eee Field expenses .-.--...-..- 7.79 
10 | 34 | Louis ML. Pringle. 2-6 =e Traveling expenses. - 39. 05 
LOG heobu ese DOie eS asocaee eee aes Services, “September, 1895. 38. 00 
10 | 36 | Sagola Lumber Co........-. Subsistence ........-..--.- 19. 77 
10 | 37 | Metropolitan Lumber Co-._..)----- G0) tes eee eae 11.47 
10))| 238) JNO; Stanek sear ven omnia ee Trays - res Coens 7.50 
10) “SON WSoab sAllstontesess = ace sone Hire of transport: ation. .... 9.50 
10 | 40) W.S. Winters. - -o 2-0] (PUDSISTONC: eee eae soe 38. 75 
10) 41 Morrison & W illiams. Ree ee CO. nc de eee ae eee necks 61. 29 
LOT) a2 FORO mu OM es seer ceereeree Field expenses. ....-...---. 92. 65 
TOM: Beer SIS AWE ais mctinkns See Se| Sos GO: (Seana se ce re 144. 28 
10 | 44 a6. IMaCormithk:s 5. ccntan= sss weeete ri Lope ee eR es ara 90. 96 
10) 45 | Gilbert Dhompson 2-2 05-2.4|-- 5 Cee fe eS eee 38. OR 
10} 46) Hersey Munroe. ---...5.....|-.-.- GOW caw ccchens cance 38. 90 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

OcToBER, 1895—Continued. 

Coa 

Dateof | 2.4 : : 5) To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
payment. y 8 

> 

Oct. 10 | 47 | Robert Muldrow....-...---- Traveling expenses -..- .--- $2. 70 
104) 48" | Mranke weedy 2-2--=------- Mieldiexpensess-2es- -- 22 68.15 
NO] AQ | Ih IRM scgeo cancanessuck orevorehonsesess-a6 sess —= 22.50 
LON SOs WienGGrisiwoldiecee. =. ===. Subsistence eases see. =2a-e 92. 30 
0) | Gil || AG Coo ldneiesone 65 = saosses cece JEASUUD UO 4 645555 cooseeeoss 3.00 
1) |) BW Vo lib ope COccdsoseecssses||seac= OMe cece tease cheeky 14.00 
WO |) GBS) 1s Aho JBEUGS 6c ase deoune asdellaoaae Oi, Pico st maine des cas 10. 50 
10| 54 | California Warehouse Co ...| Storage ........-.-..------ 5. 00 
105)) (554) M. b. Henderson & \Son---- =): --- - (UO), sen sece HoBseeEoeeeS 4. 00 
1) || Bi} | 1s Ce IN GuClnGes 5 eaeaoesenae- iHieldiexpensese eee aoe oe 49.95 
(OR oieemoperteMuildiroweeeemee eee alee ee GO) cessisekis s2ascijser3 cel 96. 25 
UD || B33. || ANG 18g ikea DON AoA Sac eonoeecalloscce CORRS ae Ae ees ees 97. 44 
19} || GO lesaee COR t ee acer ec ta eeerceleass4 Ota ee seeae Se acs sees 66. 80 
OMG Om eAce Mn VWalketeere crs coca ee aes domeeeer eer eee sens cee 82. 64 
Tit |) Gil) enh Wem IDortin Ge 2555 cesallecaae MOM cicseeeesaas seetleece 4.50 
12) G2 |) Ik. Wh Coos Sesesancons coss|leecas MO yee RE cin se eiee & sioeis 124. 47 
WD |), GB] Tele NW MMe. Sk a5 Soca onad|eceas OO esr se soe sae aes 52. 65 
1D) GL No tio UBER GNSS Se ceanode saesilogear (OS eesae sencumacauces 13. 25 
1D || Gs lleeess OO as ccusns enesaaeaen cone Traveling expenses -.-- ---- 45. 70 
12 |) GB) WG SMOG. cosa senacdco scoclleseoe Ope ee er teeters cece 2.28 
1 |), (Be escue OWS aslo Se eee esis Field expenses .7..-.....-- 101. 75 
12) G3) 3c Ni IDOMENN). o eokcooooaee | atererexe ON Hse ae aae ceases 31.60 
12} |) G8) esese ClO) acest coc tie eno a eeee Traveling expenses..-.-.---- 170. 75 
1G || “ZO | Bio Nite iokmivaven ae Hae aoe Bae Wieldiexpensés-.=.--2--=--- 136. 08 
1155 | OL) Ute COG Mil Gime; oes aad saeene esse GONsSs faa eae Ret ee 152. 68 
15 |) 2) || Wenn Miers, the oo asecesaedeece |eeeee CLO eS eR Rese aoe 9.75 
1155 ll 78S") Mois JRO soos cee Saolde aa sere Seene (yeaa ocdeetenaeenee. 221. 40 
5s || (2b | dks tal, Clngyornehey Go sooo sbeuoocdl|eoaee OMS Bees eee aoe 64. 46 
165 || WB |soee dO eas ete aserccccleteed Clits See es SO neha seers 16. 00 
itu Oy hos: Wiovell seer e = ome seeece Hire of transportation ---. . 33. 25 
TS ACN AWig ls balboa aNNEs —aae oem eerste Bieldiexpensess.-- 5-2-2 104.51 
1155 |] 7G) AAG Ble BROOKE Ss a eo eaas aeon|leoces CLOn Sey eerie eee 175: 
is || GG) |) Uasrey alr Atou pnts oo oes sesecceollsseer Oe eee ere =e era et 91. 64 
15 GO |) Wises IB. Cllewak: -oseseiseeu dace Pay, September, 1895...-.- 120. 00 
15, || Soul | 186 We Clee co maoneao sees Wield expenses =--=5-- .24.- 51. 28 
i) || C2} WoC, eeymeyil peo ce ap eodsese|leccor OE eee seule sos Ste 79. 16 
ils) || 653 sSee 5 ClOpee asec eee coceesce| taser Oliete ae clae See eee re 79. 44 
115) | GEL WF eles IGRI Ss sooo emeaoseeaes|laeere GO eases eat easter: | 226. 50 
1S || Bs || Co Co RSID Soo asansdooncoa|essee DOME sere oie wie nyses Ceara sete 135. 38 
WG | SB) MWe WeMNEeOie (5656 cons capollesees COM eee te se oe | 20. 85 
1G) |W tei NEasee COWES eee sense ce jee aelleacer OO Cpe pEdee Use eeroee 19.50 
16 | 88 | Jno. H. Renshawe ...--..... Traveling expemses...-.--. 39.50 
65) 89) SGeorge'Graham:=---22--222-- Bay, Octwl-6:1895) ~-22---- 6.77 
UG | GO| 1, 18, Wend eM See soncacee Field expenses -..-.-.-----| 112. 11 
1G] Qie |) GCroB, ERIC -ssccodaasacaeese Traveling expenses....--.-. 21.50 
WO | O28 loses OPS e ee oe sae Rieldtexpenseses.-- ese =e 113. 28 
1G || GB) || Sots) CamWnGiih 6 sseseagcacccedlascor Gti s Rae e pee eae ere 45, 85 
1@ | Gil |) Wye Cie Casino. Sos ence sesoodlosene (Oiage ase see se eoS 33. 75 
1G G5 |lesees (Gy Reese EC eneS Seen eee Traveling expenses...--..-. 60. 90 
163) 96) |b J- Owenhouse-------- --5- SuUbsisuencevseeos soe se 4- 32. 25 
WS || OG | di Be Moline tS Seed emaeaeeneree Traveling expemses.-...... 11.30 
1@ |) 6 lesace Opes teense wc ce Field expenses ’.._-..------ 37.71 
WG || G8) onsee Glo): 3) Seed eapeaeEeeaeeee Services, September, 1895-. 110. 00 
Gs | WOO | Warn, Isl BIO Sesoeaeconecdes|Gsces OH ee eee ese 150. 00 
13 |) TOs || Ibis Whe Wine t@es oo eaoc coco bees Field expenses -..=.....--- 66. 70 
WG || WOR |) WY Iommi Sooo GaSe Sbesllocoae MOM Reaae neeisstenies sass 165. 01 
LST OSHC WihitmaniCross)s22--- 2. -|--2-- CMOnsee eee ee scene 104. 56 
GH 04S) Hired SE. Mottett 222-2. --..-- Traveling expenses...-.---- 10. 33 
iS |) UOsy || Mi wielisoi DAIS Ap oaossoussoliseeoe Os eases aes cee ese 16. 10 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

OCTOBER, 1895—Continued. 

GH | 

Date of | 24 ' ; : | 
ae oe To whom paid. For what paid. | Amount. payment. y, 8 | 

| 
Oct LUimislOGh RC aWieublay esses seseeaeee es Wield expenses: =2---2---=-- | $88. 19 

diel lOe @Walter Hs Wieedtsss-e-—= == Services, September, 1895 -. 163. 00 
Li eLOSmIAGeon Cs Cartersses-ene=]=noe PC ene SAS ce 45. 00 
OOS Wiel Millers =e enema oe Field expenses .......----- 13. 00 
ANON PRedick2H, MeKeesaesse=s-5 seaee WO. S28 ie Soe Re 57. 00 
IGA) abt Neeoan QO! fats Se ctosini see eal Sees dO 2052 d5ccecasesseeee 35. 00 
1S eC Wi Goodloe: a oesre eee eee dO ee See ee ee 2.00 
fs] 1B eeee 0} 37 sere sae ese | peer CO teenie one eran aoe ae 12.50 
1h Oe Nea = Gh sen cenasds.eaetaeas Services, September, 1891 -- 41.58 
18a tS» | Chas) BaGreene-ses eee a= Services, Aug. and Sept.,’95- 165. 80 
21) AWG. TS Perkins! 2 S2crn--2'--ce||s Wleldtexpenses==a a eeaa=r= 162. 93 
2A | SULT | SVViopeL.n ELODEO Dlsrseretee stearate eae ae OLS aso oe ence eee sees 63. 25 
PN MOS Ne Sema 0. 3.32. Seem ee er alerese 0,2 oso eee eee 68. 40 
29) MOG dass.) Ohm SOT ee =e ease | sees dob Seco eee eee 5. 80 
Ail e205 Mi on pt sae renee SCL WI CCS eae ies ees 1.50 
21 2 | AG Vi. Dow lasi eases ee eel to COs Se ae 4. 68 
2225 | Ee CH OOV ers aanta a eee Traveling expenses. ---.-.-. 29. 50 
PA | AEB eee CONE SEE oS eSa mise oe Field’expenses -2222--5----= 10. 25 
PAN PLS addpisywide Sees oso seenollecco~ 0.32.28 = eee 223.10 
Ai ilo lemret- Gkpoaoa sekHo toccso sobeoc Traveling expenses---. ---- 5. 00 
2471265) ie we erisins yee eel Field expenses .-----.------ 69. 50 
24 | 127 | Hersey Munroe....... -..-..|--..- de peta ate ea | 79.76 
24) 128) |" Jno. Hevkenshawebesarasee-| ees Out ee eee ee | 20. 25 
PHU GENS Koych WUE) oe Sanco seecllooas = 0. codec cee eee enees 26. 25 
PEE TBO) aac (Co Ae eine Sessa Ope ee eae eee es | 26. 25 
ZAM ler Oe ee Seis cena estate Go Eiiehet oe ae eee 26. 25 
al) |132!| TEM Douclasipeeses eee nee Pay, October, 1895 --.----- 210. 60 
311/138: | C: Wi.Goodlowem: sen es. one eda eee eee 75. 80 
31 | 134 | "Pay-rolltof employees=e--=--) ses e LO oe eee eee 379. 80 
Bs) tele 5s Cc Koes eh ieerie ee A eater ey (te te 0 Co gee esc Sie eee 303. 20 
BIL alse ies Ae dol sae eee S500 fee see eee oe 357. 90 
S| DST oleae. GO | weal ee sas tet eee ease GOs 15 Sosa Seer ees 259. 80 
31 | 138 | CO. aldose eel | ears 0. 222 eee ee as 281. 60 
Gul) ae} ) alSeeac COs oi hee eae eros | Sees do. 5 See ee 311. 60 
dL | 140) Brank weedy! 2- sce. a-se= Bieldtexpenskes)--s54-— === 47. 84 
31 | 141 | Pay roll of employees. .----- Services, October, 1895... 286. 60 
Sue | ake. eee 00 Mes hee ee eee Ona eee 325. 60 
Bila) AVIS eee DO. 2 ae snie See ee eel eee €0. 22255542 ee ee 299. 80 
Sia ie eee CO wetais cx, 2a, yaeercioes eee meee Oto ae eee 317. 90 
Slay ala year CORRS Re ee eee 00) 23.62 eee eae 226. 10 
SH eA Gin) eevee MO fotos Soc kre ee eee GO). Rex pa See es see } 295. 60 
a ee ene do aac a0 oer eee 201. 60 
Sg ACh COP ee oe ee ll eee do’ 2382.5 Seo 314. 66 
Sls eel OR aes C6 22k = Feet e ne eee ee eee GOs aaa a aS 228. 70 
Saat atay0) Ieee = (il eR eee sal Se ses eo leso - 00) .s che ee 235. 90 
sil |) aiok Rao ee OO ee eet eed. eee 00’ 25S es seks eee 195. 17 
Sib | alas eee MO iota Sale ok ox eee lees C6 coe ee Se See 160. 00 
SE I) U5 | I ioe (Od ede? SS ae eee seem = Services, September, 1895 -. 11. 66 
$1 | 154 | Fred H. Moffett............. Services, October, 1895. .-..- 9. 68 
Sie aL Sia be lela Wier RUMI ON Wore Siete ee ce ee ene ee G0 icc le eee 168. 50 
SU Lb Ge eEeleeamsome eee eee one 6 Cs eee ie ep, EE 75. 00 
31) |More | NOONE MO aTON: .. cee cai} ee eee 0) ee eee eee 151. 60 
SHI) TGS SA er hoveli quel os Bee see 55 Sei (6 Ree yy ee SO Se eee 185. 30 
SLO) ING LOL UG ee te ape ee ee) ene 0 5 SR one veee 168. 50 
SE GL6OR Bese CTO Es as renee! ee 00), 2 cee noe eae 2.72 
31 | 161 | Pay roll of employees. -..-..|..... Ci epee, Seay tere ae ee 267. 50 
SIF LG 2a Wissen NU CLS teen che oo ete Subsistence. cee -- ee eae 6.55 
31-163) SissQanneubesesecs eas Field expenses ....-.-...---- 118. 10 
SIH Gan ease G ime er tn. Sea Traveling expenses...... -- 67. 70 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

OcroBER, 1895—Continued. 

} | 
| eo 

Date of || °4 i 5 = a : 
payment. e 2 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Oct. 31 | 165 | Harold B. Goodrich......-.--| Traveling expenses... .----- $4. 75 
Sil || GS eee sc (0) See eueadee ceeeaesece||nosee GOS Sana aaa See te es eere 25.75 
oll) 167 J.B: Woodsworth 2----- 2... Pay, October, 1895.2... -..- 50. 00 
3) 168.) Pay roll of employees -:-°=:)----- OO meee oes aieiec= eae 245. 96 
Sil | WS) Neasoe OO. SaaS soins Caw ese sa aaeaecnee GOR Frere wa cise sae cree 289. 80 
Sl el ON Perce dose ease: eppiereer teat ai ayayn ysl eiadae re Gl) Ce aa eee Cer teat 349. 00 
BIL | ail | kes (GOs Wiel Cini yond secs eseaes areca Ov sees ieee le aaah scien 134. 80 
Slee LT 2m MO mELwNens Manwiey see syerys rar les 22> Clon eos eN eee ee 210. 60 
31 | 173 | 8.8. Gannett .......--..----/-...- Gh) SoBe SS Hes ABeN eae 168.50 
aul | alrel || Wve 18h (Whe Mey 6522S seeeeeoloqeos ON ea acicisttaaem,sme. 134. 80 
Sul || alyisy || diay (Cr Olieyoanehns Soe Roscasolloosoe CIO! SSE aacos tenes ceciorerenae | 37. 03 
Sl | 176 | Hans) C. Biering, .-----.----- eee Ol eae Sees esata e 5s 37. 03 
Bil |) ay || Wivarng lek Crelinin een. ooo cone Field expenses .----.--=--. 19. 00 
ul, ty TRS) case Ol} Ae ASE see aee ame. ercre CO Wes a nae ee wel see | 19. 50 
Sin Pohl eBasteDukescss. bn sees ceed | eece GION de a | 19. 00 
Sle el SOR Eee CO aseee core seeusae tee aa lnceers GIG):8 Sam coe a eres 19.50 
31 | 181 | Pay roll of employees. ------ Pay, October, 1895 216.10 
Sle BLS OR Ne dOnmeeae=es ie fepeyetetetire = sare (Sceets = OP BAR Set ccses cmos ee 369. 00 
ol | 183 | Robert Muldrow .--.-:------ Traveling expenses -...--.- 63. 50 
LP Tee COA GU Gils 5 Seca mooao5 assal|lsoene OO. oHataddonees span been 5. 00 
oie 85 Cl Wihitman!@ross) 222. -2-- Services, October, 1895 - ._.- 202. 20 
SIG eIS6N Win BeaManee y= =e a. Pay; October, 1895 -. 2... -- 117. 90 
Sl |} Asie 4) Leena ke SAO. ASeos5 coon ceed) |oo0ae ClO) eaaie aS OeEr eee 151. 60 
S| PLS Sm lan ple ya la ee cae oe = |le)a2 2 OO, deka hee se seamen | 30. 65 
Sle ELSON WAC ME Steseerie= eee eee pasaculquaer Cle) ee ERE ce eas ae 23. 22 
SL | UO | dis Boi SIOWURE- S onpeos sacoadeapallsaner WOyS seal seetioast: sent es 84. 20 
ail |) IGib | WNehe Wdle a whe = ceo ke esse ceaslleaoar Ones sea Cees ao eere|| 75. 80 
Bil |) WGP) Ne ceec OM ace sectas cere cielnerere Traveling expenses.-...-.-- 36. 50 
Bil |) WG By | 1, CanielGoeniyy~s sooccensacealocase Ge ate see aeicer as tae 36. 50 
31 | 194 | M. P. Henderson & Son... --- SUOMI) ascd uscen eéccanase 4.00 
Seba Redick pie McKeen a2. 2-56 -- iEneldvexpenses}sess22 es = == 51. OL 
Slee LIGs POs. Mactanlamd) s-2ss-— 2 > —-- Traveling expenses.-...--. 32. 60 
31 | 197 | Pay roll of employees. ..--..| Services, October, 1895 ..-.. 117. 90 
Sl || GS diets DMN ee Se ced aaBaaodeeenlloonss (Go ev tier a eet See 202. 20 
Bil || USE) || Ce IDs Wai) oeee6 encece boos |oaae Ge SOB aen ete aa 134. 80 
Sle OOR Ne Soh elensne seee cee ee ooo nace Gains aeeseasosse anaes 160. 00 
ail || At0IL |) \Nolsh JebayGny Se deeea neee dees Traveling expenses-.....--.-| 69. 74 
3M) 2025) MR. Campbell ==. 2. ------ bieldiexpenseshes- = ose" 149. 45 

RO be) eae ay ey tars ores en ea ater ates «Mens Sa reiste clade | 21, 040. 52 

NOVEMBER, 1895. 

Noy. 2 ea WN arbieliys extipimore. ejerne eres Sa inveldvexpensesye sacs = $39. 35 
@ | 2} 1 Ch NewWoaeP o ose seessoeenllesdas ONS oes aaa seers cltcs 94. 60 
2 37) Joseph Macfarland) <2. =. -25-|-=-- = CORE rer ie ayn wma cme 6.50 
AD ea POMEL Wheaitrct see 4.22 sasi=22eieei dO sae Sees See nae a 138. 78 
(Sl By lea als Clie Tita Ss aaeoooesollecadee One assets acces oe 103. 62 
6 Gees Loe eres Sec encies Traveling expenses....--/-| 29. 50 
2 7 Nat G. Van Doren Sool) LONGIG! Gx faye eey SaA Ss ee aes 42.12 
Griese. - GOWre see see Bee heneaes Traveling expenses.-...--- | 8. 72 
AO Mein Hackett esta ee ms. 2 = 2: - Services, October, 1895. ---- 134. 80 
2 |) 310) || Ss WWeneGlIL Gy ees oceeeaeaceee Services, July 15-Sept. 9,95 96. 00 
2} 11) Pay roll of employees. ...--- Services, October, 1895 . .--- 170. 60 
2a en Gra OWWEIe 2& mains acer Saernil sacs GIOY Sa eSserree ace Bae anes 60. 00 
Grleelo me benwkKe Hime4rsOnee =o. . ese eos. CO eee reac, eae 75. 00 
CRAs EC DM ravVihites., cece scs=cc=% 65 Eieldexpenses\: ==. 2-4-4. 19. 82 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued, 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

NOVEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

Lal 
sO 

Dat ets 3s To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
pay BN ie 5 

Now... <6] lb) | RC AMD Watters ereeeee tte see Traveling expenses-...- ---- ) $30. 00 
67 G7 Mise ear be llisease meee ae Services, October, 1895 - ---- 151. 60 
cose JUN Miwa 18), Clie gdte ae eos eae cee | aoe Oto sees See eae 90. 00 
8) 18) | sRranksWeveretts se) 22s 52-|eaees dovseese ee oe eset 135. 00 
HCN ANG Ish shhh coSS5 Sapa pees lends - oe ae eal 75. 00 
8), 201) (RC PR RV Ae EISO bee mei tei aol sete Osa. seat ae wae See 200. 00 
8» |) 20 Mee y dilergeas scar oe see ileal ieee Oss sete, ae 92.50 
8) || 2225)" Jae Morgan Clements. =25--. 54|\-549- Oke sas ee ee 108. 00 

IN 28). Eees On leit: 32555 sa58cc- Services, Oct. 1-18, 1895 ---- 41.09 
8 | 24 | Jno. H. Renshawe- -7-..-.-- Pield’expenkestsss= see 17. 25 

ZI Denies Ce UC GUIAING Vie rmte ers ale = = <a ee Gs at aoe Sects ae 136. 04 
IHN BE | On Wien Crow =so-ascescese beso - WOM piace ss soes ce eee 4.00 
I Pe | Mbt ION AS Sas Skee ebook dO; Aeon see eee 176. 11 
1 ZF eZ Om Wel eomiy cll aCOme se mst= mye) tel errr dO sse co eee ees 43.50 
UP 2B) \lenos = COR Gee temic eave oe stern eee Gor fect nets eee aesee 16.50 
125) ONC CABassettcea-s-cs--1-5=— aaa Oss pactee sets tesce ose 196. 58 
12 || 31 | Joseph Waeross-- 222. <2 =~ Hnre Kor eas setae 22. Td 
IW eet locas ~ Ope Ree ee Sse See Wo cnt tet Ss lee oe ve See 22.75 
UPN BBs lose WOW wien sane tee sce sees CO" saafonaoee Stee onic 22.75 
TOA Saal RS COO keener eerste eee Ray,.Octobery 15952222 == 40. 00 
1D |) e350 Win DIK OT ators = oso el epee ONS 32 be crete eee eee 45. 00 
IPA (Bi) I iby Of IM Weis aS soe scons Field expenses +. .--- .---:- | 31.25 
IPA sie los abe leah pps AoA sae onilecos a COvsb sien. shee ee eee 66. 25 
TET Bio ie Gerri wONGl soo aoe een ee leadee 0) hae sue eee 84. 00 
1 Bi) Nein 3 GOleaaeetsceeen ces one Traveling expenses----.-.--- 98. 40 
12 4.0) OR UE Goodekeres ease sco oaae dO pais gatas scasoe stil abaya: 
120) 41 | 'CalifommianwWarehouser Coss. Storac ees ss== eee 5.00 
IF ee eID ESN eae a coaeaecone Pasturage en sees] aes 10. 50 
nfl eet dalled evel od b-d W(t Chek aa enone cl en ne(lKt) eae coho sao Seed AR 14. 00 
Dl) AA IW we ECOl are pe eee eee Services; sees). ae oe eee 24.00 
1D abe by Reng te eee eae EnireonnorsGe eae eee 23. 25 
12!) 464 PANG Ree lslintp ya- o ae at= neterl i Supplies). seeseeeasso eee 2.10 
OM Atal Wie e WEL OLS Serer SUDSISbENCe ese eee eee 20. 60 
ee V4 Small Wish DOL ON pe metas nee eres Traveling expenses. --.-.-- 4.77 
125) 49" Mel aeketth con =e ea tee QO ose See sree eee ee 3. 84 
12 | 50 | Hersey Munroe.----....--..- Field expenses. -_---- -----=. 18.50 
125 oll) Gillbbertel bh ompsoneeeesese-= | seem CO) Sest sehoctanc es oe eee 40. 75 
12))) 52%) WiwEL SWowelllse occ Seec Sens laacet- OO ose eee ee eee 128. 76 
12 S5ds |i aS se VC CONMIC eee sa ces ena ae 16. eee ee eee 17.75 
WON sae Ac Mis Wiellier. Soe ce em ers aver ce ete = Ones no Soe eee 107. 22 
129) 155) US: Wiardoperes =... ess == | Traveling expenses---.---- 53. 27 
12/56" | GEL SUOINS seas eee Pay, Oct. 1-Nov. 6, 1895 .- _- 33.33 
129), (5% Peter Jo bnsoneaement== eee eae dO sohse eee dee eae 54. 00 
IPI tate} Cod sGlloiineee nS ak Sconaase Pay, October, 189a"-- -----= 37.50 
1:2))|| 59) eal ealimane see esee = see Field expenses. .-....-..-:- 172. 45 
DST GO| Wana teks GeO ee rete ISseed 0. eee eee 46.50 
Sn Ol esse DO: 42 nose eee eee [re awe oC Sepia saren = oles Ser cee 18. 50 
135) 1625|) BirankeSugtones seer cases ees eae 0 25 eee eee 43.56 
13 | 63) A.E.Murlin..- Pw, Chas ESS = so enon meee sues 79. 26 
US!) Oe sneer GO: jf eoeth eh ekacwees Vere 00 Sasa eee 29.58 
139/65) Merrnillisblaoketcrn ess aeece ce sae 0.22 Pa eran oe 107. 21 
18) 66; Redick HoMolseerscs as a-2a-| anne O\s aaeeseeeeer one ee 17. 68 
LP OVO NS= sac Ope iiaton Saha neko oe atom Traveling expenses.... .... 35,25 
13 685 Wry IS Millers Sscseececes eee leeee UC ee ier <5 eae 28.10 
UL SN MCCS Wiad RINT ee ae es ser alla 5 GOs. -e ace cemaeeieca ee 14. 30 
USS AO) hese LATE eos) PEt i Re tee ee gee 27. 25 
LSTA WER AY abel Chee ence se Eieldiexpenses=.---2.>---=' 201. 20 
13 |) 725) Wre Borers ae anteaters eee CO: 55 Dace nek ee 89. 70 
13 | 73 | Samuel Weidman........... ' Pay, October, 1895......... 29. 03 
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NOVEMBER, 1895-—Continued. 

Date of 
payment. 

Nov. 13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
16 
15 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
7A 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
18 
22 
22 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
45) 
26 
26 
30 
30 

| No. of | voucher. 

To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

I@livel Jets Semele 6 6o55 sgocs. 
ReaNelsong)) dlessrerree seen 
CaRMVianihlisel se anise ne 
i@hasweA Conyelleee..-- 5-22 - 
Robt. Muldrow: 25... --5--- 
ihn Bbarnetueeteeeee erase es 
T. F. Higgenbothan. .......- 
W.G. Rowland 
Talo 18m WWW seccccccoceee 
(raWiSteStasne cece eee os 

Tae TS errs ea Oe 

dio Ils SHOWER 5 Sooo neesSunose 
JnNowheRenshawereee- =... - 
S05 WS Jey sco ooc san0 oe 
edo 
E. C. Barnard 
Secae do 
IRA Datars alleen see ae. 
Redick H. McKee.....-....-.- 
Wo lls awoillenee Ae ea see ane 
J. W. Thom 
in GuyshOsten=ereeeesease se 
Ee WWiheabeescce scence. 
Iie Cy Hooyer: is scr Sasa e=2 
Jelo \ivis AMES oo be 6 sosecone 

Dad dis SOWA E Ses o ce nats Bis are 
Robt. T. Hill 
GeowGCarterst2e-: seis. 288 
Basile ukemeers teres sae ene 

A. B. Searle 
Win 18lo(Gpoibnoooeooeaeeo Ba 
HMranikslweediynn see ee tee 
Sense do 

Rerseye Munroe. +-- 2-4. 25: 
William Johnson 
NaHS Warton sess. asc. cas- 
aoee OG Ke saoot ee eee oOo 
105 dha Jet sin peas aaasee eee 
\Wifod nl UlON Glan eee a ee eee 
Win Hey elertonwensee2 221-2 

Doers do 

Mira Sips yee eh de pat 
Field expenses... .--- 
Spode GOR eee cae eet ee 
Elineyotteamin= see eee see 
Bieldiexpenses: 55-55--- .--- 
Services, Nov. 1-7, 1895 .... 
Services, Oct. 26-31, 1895 .. 
Subsistence 
Ras tUMA@ee ae conosees aeSee 

bie Riots Owe ete See eer) 23 
ala COs Re choy NE Ae eee 
Traveling expenses -.....-. 
ieldiexpenseSes +2. -222-- 
ene MOS se ae eae se 
user CO Reese St ei eo la? 
Traveling expenses ....-.. -- 
eee 2 Ome esas eke Ae 
hel diexpensese sc ss=- = s-4-- 

sabes QO esas o mac ceeeeeise hs 
eet Gomes se SES ewe 
Sac06 OY ese ee See eee 

ee diers (OGY) AE eta AE ee feretne eset 
Sree et Ose SAAR eee A) be 
ae ey ClO See etree eee ter 
Ray, Novsl—4. 189522222 se. 
Traveling expenses ......--| 
ieldiexpensess 22-2 ==. 
Traveling expenses.-....-- 

Services, Oct. 29-31, 1895’. - 
Field expenses.....-------. 
Traveling expenses... ---- 
Services, October, 1895. .__- 
Pieldiexpensess.--2-2 24-2 5- 
eee Op eee ee ee ee ee 

Soe GO -nee eee ees oe ash 

ee WI) ao danke See Rees ae 

aCe do 
Services, November, 1895. -. 
Traveling expemses....-..--. 
Field expenses -----.------ 
ere (Op oous so aboe ore ee 
Seep COPE Bee sae etc ee.| 
See OO ZR Nat stosiss sakes 
SOE COE te senate eke 
see (1G) Coa este Saree 
Traveling expenses.-.-....- 
Fieldiexpenses:.---+---..--. 
Traveling expenses.-...-..- 

sieeicre (0) BRC oo pe eben re aaese 
Pay, November, 1895. ...-- 
BOEoe Mopac cist cases isis 

$3. 
6 
3.55 

14. 
142, 37 
11. 
5. 00 

U7. 
11.47 
6. 00 

18. 
29. 

161. 
58. 

238. ¢ 
150. 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, eto.—Continued, 

GENERAL EXPENSES 

NovEMBER, 1895—Continued. 

OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

4 8 | } 
preen 33 To whom paid. | For what paid. 

rs 

NoyamcOn olo2 RR el. Chapmaneceeeeesee en | Pay, November, 1895 .-.... 
830) lS3)|eJedu. Wandhamsess= esse -ese ees GOk ee eal 
30 | 134 | Pay roll of employees. .---- S600 ae eee 
3X0 31835) See (peep errsacce See Seoase laces CO tehepe nt Su se eee eee 
BXI)| GETS) ooeee GIO) Scop booed scones cesaliscocs dO ee toes eee ee 
BX) |] AIOE |leobee O23. 2 .secs season sete (LO? Pee eee e ore ees 
80) 138) |eGlen|S Smiths eee eee eae eer WOnccmahsehe- = meee oaeee 
80) 1397) Jis EW heat aoe aaa le ere (i Cs eee Seine teeta a MT 
30 | 140 |-Pay roll of employees-.....-..|.-..- Gresser ee eee eee 
S0u atl, eee G0, 52se oe Petsson aces dol. Saee oes 
30 | 142 | Pay roll of employees... ---- | ies dO 22k ee a eee 
30) 1430 | eS Perkins srasssee see eee [eae Gee 8 oe ae SP aS 
801) 144.5) (SsiSs.Gannetteteeece ee eee eae COs en eee eer eee ee 
80 | 145 | Duncan Hannegan=. = =2-22-|2o 22 Cs Ko eer Oe, Soe Ai 
303) 2463| Wiedind!orenk ee secre eeel eee dO eee eee 
30) AAT I GAWrenlowerseesaeee sees |e GO: Sek saa se ghee meee 
30) A435 (0p. SPULRae. areas eee Ci Ca ee eet oes Ara a re 
30)|| 149) SeNel son alle Sarees sere el eee Ose See Se eee 
30 | 150 | Pay roll of employees. -.-----|....- O03 ee eee 
80) 25d) Ee ivans om eWeee eerie | Traveling expenses..-.- ---- 
BLOW sae] NE aS CORRE ence ee ee Services, November, 1895. -. 
30 | 153 | Duncan Hannegan.....--... | Traveling expenses-....-.-.-- 
30) 954 Arthur ke theeness seems Services, Oct. and Noy., 1895 
30 | 155 Faye roll of employees. .--.-- Services, November, 1895. -. 
BOB ilEscaeC Gy ona nh cao gas Sees shos\leen ss CO) eee eae nee 
30: | 157 | E. i coals Seenseness aa Traveling expenses...-. .-.-- 
S10) 1 ahsts eee GOs eines esse Field expenses -----..----. 
SOM ELSON eee WOE e ee aera eee seer C07. eynsu sae eee 
804) 1605! Ee Bib anne pee ete ee eee O's: So ee ete eee 
30)|' 161) ||| sO yBarnard eee ee eee | Services, November, 1895 
30 G2mhOWr Obs Sacer eee ee Wee C0 ee eer oe 
80") 163) |G ibletitvecesees se eee (Seree CO a. ee eee 
SO) | GAs Weenie Ciyioe eee eter eeree |kswserete dota ee ee eee 
30 | 165 | H. G. Heisler-- a ed ara Ken eS ae 
30 |. 166: | NEE tale) 6.-. ol ees cl tele Seeman meee 
30" | GTal g C bletchersssseeee ae ae | iSsyerts dO nea. co ee eee eee 
SOG Si leeeee Ogaces tence ee ee es | Eee Kee peek ee So eae S 
30 | 169 | Duncan Hannegan..--.......|-.... C0. ee oa eee 
30) GON Secrere GOs. «St See eee He ell eee OO) tu, Ao see ee 
80) UTA Wis elvan Cima Spee ee Storate®..¢ 2: aeses ee ee 
80) 72) JME Wihitimany rie e ss oe | Pay, Nov. 128 SSS eae ee 
30 | 173 | Pay roll of employees. ...-. -00-22, 6.2. se eee 
30) ia eee Qo. See eee as eee ee | ees G0; Secor eerie ee 
30 | 175 | Jas. MeCormick aera se | Field expenses .---.....--. 
800) L76u) Je Ee Wihteatieaess enter ee eee COpsse aap ereece ae eee 
80) Var | Men. Campbellsesa=sesseaa= Traveling expenses........ 
307 | LiSc\eNeiscs Dia) One eee eee eee | Pay, November, 1895 ....... 
30 | 179 | J. B.Woodsworth.---.-..-- | Serv ices, November, 1895. -. 
30! ||| 180) |hdmon hy Waleti---s) eee oesee 6 0 pees recs Sree eee 
30)) 180 Jase ses sone seas ee ees | Pasturage 2282) eee oon 
30 | 182 | C. Whitman Cross .......... | Field expenses ...-....-..- 
30 | 183 |....- CO ieee eee eee eons dO. sate eee tees cont 
SO)! RSE Wi Swe OS b tcieee at ree renee Traveling expenses 

Total) .20o5.c.5. ip bone) Seek ee ee eee 

Amount. 

$130. 
21. 

220. 

3. Aly: 

40 
00 
40 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued., 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

DECEMBER, 1895. 

Rise | ; 
Date oF 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

pay ° Ae 

Dect D 1S | PHB Blaine ss. acess S252 Traveling expenses ..---...- $46. 50 
4 Die eee COs aerate see ceime nei | ieldvexpensesisssee- = a2) 115. 04 
5 Su leeaulyolmante eee ease a= oer OMS Spee Sa ase- fo. 152. 90 
5 ADC AC WBASSCbU eceem me ee) ai|eamtore GIN) 238 a ocacer aera aeee 183. 30 
5 Dy lploaC wletcher are. aimee sae no= GO), sarin Cease nOe ess 75. 79 
5 GHIAWeSgboste cee. e ee see ccte lesen QO ees oat Bee sreptiataelsis 251. 30 
4 Uf || lo Co LAWN Ol oe open ba anor |stats Gay pach paket ne eee ees aoe 152. 85 
4 SaleL el eerkins wilson eee | Traveling expenses -..---... 65. 65 
5 |) Uo lstpdleny 6s (CO). cone tose soee IRAE EG) Soheceeboceaerace 14. 00 
On et ON Vin peey Elen dersonims a= ie Slonavemmeeeasssse meres es | 4.00 
Sa erllel Mitch uSbes) eters concise once WRLOLAOO pec aeene ees cre | 8.17 
B || 1193) Ties aa Ci bees ascecosceoe | DUCE aa sae Cre aeee eee eee | 14. 95 
BS |) 1B} Who dG WNC Ra eaeoceraeese Forage and storage.----. -- 50. 00 
ON lca eAWiel Sen WAS OME sets ac y-ls ss os a SUbsistemcemet sem as emer se: 16. 10 
Dale Lo) | sRobtyMuldrows se) 5---5-- Traveling expenses -... .--- 12.00 
6) |) UG Nilsen en key @5 e565 casecsacos| sess OWE a See apecsice lees s 16.00 
Ov |), APSE aoe COyee sete eee oaass eo Pedeldiexpensess2as-.-22s5- = | 7.25 
Sileel Su Rrlorse ye \uneocmerenre tees | see dO eee eeet las cc incsc sass | 46.90 
by} UG) esac Gh one d ese saaee eres | Traveling expenses -..----- 17.50 
BS. |) PAD) || SESE CenmGtin concsolcone Saec Field expenses .........-..| 60. 14 
Sn ecia Charles iii eetes asses +4 o- | Traveling expenses’... ---. 64. 29 
S|) 2A Vo Ide Sio0nte  ascche cedc ssense | Hieldvexpenses {222 -2--2--- 134. 74 
3) || 26) || Go Its Wein 1ESGye sagcoumoasee SRO Os eee re ase eae 6.50 
6) |e eco OF es eas 5- Services, November, 1895 200. 00 
9) || 25) | J. Morgan Clements -----.-..||-...- Ome Se soe ee sess | 100. 00 
5 | 26 | Ernest Blackburn ......-.-- Ve Ogee ee ek sn eine | 58. 00 
Onl eeial Benes ke Emerson ecee = — a. |feeeseec = MORE SA Cn I ert. | 70. 00 
|| 2th || Vion 1% Olleyalie GEA ee eeaaemoe Weta Osea a ee ee 65. 00 
|| PE Gols IGN see Sen coe sonoeae leona Ose seeks eens 39. 25 
5) || SO | Ib Mode eyaotntt 8 see oases Services,Oct. and Nov.,1895 100. 00 
8) || GIL |) WINS UO ison Se eéoceeseesoe TES UNE) eae S655 bosase | 18. 00 
5 | -32 | M.R. Campbell.............| Traveling expenses .-..-.-. 3.55 
5) || Beh ||hsae MOSS See es Se eles a (jess deaic asta cancne rel 19855) 
ON roar. © Barnard tases se sere ae selene ClO Ea ae sae ae ae aERE ee 118. 50 
5) | Bs) ln Oo MGIC Sos pe apooeclloedac do 109. 75 
||» Blo || Celie lab Clis ste ocoasoaceesodleecee Gl) ere o Sonos recreate 36. 45 

10) |) Ba || Ce dd, Why Clos ooo Bose eeeees Field expenses 96. 35 
iQ): |)» es) Wyoutss (20a e See acoecoane eater leone CORI eee see ages 116.55 
ON SOS AWielG Rowland 2-222. 5222-2 Sulbsisten cers ences ae 129. 65 
U@) QO) | 1. Iie So aconepecreesecus Tsbbys) OF INOROsssocecsesosee | 22.50 
10 | 41 | California Warehouse Co.--.| Storage .........- ....---- 5. 00 
UG) || 422 |) dino, Wsitnniomn 25 sese desetone Hora veneer ere 17. 25 
1 || 233) Anya dB, ILO eee a Be Seeeeeee Traveling expenses....----| 5a2 
10 | 44 | Gilbert Thompson.---..--.- ield expenses! 2-52. --42-- 55. 20 
HON 45a WirBekellleyysaes- 225.0 -2 = SCOLAC CM ePptieers ye sree 5. 00 
HOM LORS EA Stonic- ses) 2225s) - 2s Hire of transportation ---. 15. 00 
10) || 447 |) IN Tel dD ewes Se oe seecee aac] Traveling expenses..--..-.| 3. 80 
HORASHMWenS.p Bayley: asset. = o-cee. Pay, November, 1895 . .._--- | 75. 00 
U@ |) AG) | Pt Ch Seinen 22550 cece ocedlescoe CGS Sis is ie ere 12.00 
HCA Re OUn Pp Hranikelbeverettve- 222.52 ase cs-. Gl tissoseciee seep e eae 130. 00 
HO | wil) Wyo Ws Geode oso seasoesce Field expenses .......----. 85. 70 
LORE 52h eae dono ees se ansaee Traveling expenses....-... 98. 55 
te OD eA-eMinaWialliker 2229-2 3522.3 eo. Cle) ee eee aoe eae 2. 25 
1Db |) Soy eeeae COin Soa at ee een ee ae Mieldlexpenses) --55-- 5---- 79. 40 
WL || Gs) Do Anes tiie aoe ese s ae aeer | eee (lO she sacacee panb eee 87. 80 
Wil || BS || Iolo, WuGNCbONre so5-56 sooeealleccas GO deen cee anaa 138. 42 
11 | 57) Henry Stewart Gane...--... Traveling expenses..-..--. 141.30 
UY || '5fe}.|) dais, WiC Coane oo 5oce es seeelenaee UO anauaeees emcees 19. 38 
12 || Bi) | Nig 185 UO WG) eetace saee aeee Hieldvexpenses)=-— 2) - = ee 133. 05 
HERO ACNE Searlostes 2) ..2 5522-0 o2-. do 70. 14 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Coutinued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

DECEMBER, 1895—Continned. 

Date of 
payment. 

Dec. 12 
12 
12 
16 

16 
16 
12 
16 
16 
16 | 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 | 

| 

16 | 
19 
ils) | 
18 
18 
U9) 
19 
19 

No. of 
| voucher. 

loryer) lor er) oe wre 

66 

DAD oon 

ISR) eG hapmanie ss: 

eg & do 

To whom paid, For what paid. Amount. 

Mees dO 22 estore se. 2 Sac) 
W. H. Otis 
Geo. H. Eldridge 

Robt. D. Cummin 
M3 Hiaelkéettesss peace eeeee 

S255 1d6 

A. 135 

Jo ee OO eae zens 
Win aeillerone ses4--—-— = 
R. B. Marshall 

Se Coss sae Se sel 

Oscar Jones ose 
A. E. Murlin 

J. E. Spurr 
Bab: IRicewnest sce - temas 
Willis Storrs 
HansiBienin te s=—ee ase 
WiC) Mendenhall? -s22—- ---- 
Paul Holman 
CrCl Bassettianeeaccosse see 
ous BE Garnrand ti. -=- =. = 
Oscar Jones 
Jno. H. Carlock 

Sasa do. 
IACI Wallies see 
J.Z. Aken 
N. B. Dunn 
James Marshall 
E. W. Watkins 
M. Hackett 
Pay roll of employees. -- --.. 

oO ER 

{Le -eao 

T. Nelson Dale 
W. Lindgren 
J. Bs Woods worth-e--~-- -te- 
Pay roll of employees --.---- 
GOW Dowereescasieee eos co == 
H.C. Hunt 
Clarence Ritter 
William O. Campbell 
Louis F.. Garrard, jr-----.--- 
C.iGs Bassett: . 228-8 eo eee 
Robert Muldrow 
Glenn S. Smith 

Field expenses 
Traveling expenses -..-. ---- 
ee do 

see do) 
Traveling expenses 

Field expenses 
Traveling expenses 
Services, Dec. 1-15, 1895 -- -- 
Services, Dec. 1-13, 1895 -. -- 
Pasturage 
Traveling expenses 

= oe oe do 

Pay, November, 1895 
Pay, Decii—filegon e- se 

Field expenses 
Traveling expenses ---- 
Field expenses -- 
Forage 

Field expenses 
Pay, December, 1895 .....-. 

Sepsea do 
See) 

Ons ce see Seen eee 
Pay, July 1-Dee. 31, z 
Traveling expenses.....-.- 
Field expenses 
Pay, December, 1895 . ....-. 

do 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF 

Geological Survey, et c.—Continued. 

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JANUARY, 1896. 

hee 
Date ot 2 3 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. payment. | 5 2 

- 

Jane 2a |e) Simos Nannehilllsss9525 ose. Storace en sesec cece ss. Ss $8. 75 
Plea De WiC eiscie sere es ce Ws OMAP eet teeters lar ltia ao 15. 83 
2 8) Co Ae Crome doceugoses Pay, December, 1895 .....-.. 35. 00 
2 AL | Ve Ide \WWiltadlheyi: sosds conecas|eooon MO eee cee eos Hes ease 35. 00 
2 By || IDs Ihe, Theyre, coossescoese Sarees ClO saa AS eS aes mee 75. 00 
2 Gil MWEMEE RO Cistese: ee) ae5 ooops leer GG) So ec akneee aes Bee 75. 00 
2 el Wise MOURNE LE say's leo omiclsl|sceate MONE see es Seeing s 60. 00 
2 Shien Ganbewatieener eee ee es Storacet mermtrccas 1s sta 4.50 
2 9) More Henderson & Son! -- 2.22222 dopaseeyeaceeos be 4.00 
ZA LOBES Weebatnes\-==--2-4--.5---) storaseand forage «==... - 60. 94 
Ay || MUL N I8le Sh WONG a oes cass osee SELVAGOSe cee see cae ee oe 50. 00 
|) AO MWe GSI UGh AIS, pee po cesecogeee Pay, December, 1895 ..._-.-- 35. 42 
Bo 313) dele Sires Gs Coe ce acco cess SONAR), an saoo oneced Coa SEUe 1.61 
2h pelea RoNelsontDales-as25-2 5.5.56 ieldtexpenses' 2-2 sae -50 
al Alon CW itavesooss= seks ece chee e! s Clits Ga Ren eee een te ee 3. 23 
| AU} a es Or Saeco sees ete SGIO SS ee eee eet eee 35. 70 
Liss Whee s lr es 2 sac pacar Sa nes aan eae ae Chl ea tean Aa as aoc 44, 40 
2a eS alee WO sme essen aa ieee ee | Traveling expenses -... .--- 32.95 
Bit ME) ooee LOE ere yarereas syectoe ee foseee ClO ge Ca a ee nee 24.75 
Dy PAD (OL IRS Waals G52 Sees eae eeeae | Pay, December, 1895 - .---- 220. 00 
2) 21 J. Morgani@lementis’..-- =. -+).--2 {iO ORE ase ene anes 92. 00 
2 || Be Wess Bed eiie ceded aagan Socal Bee ein 0 ie aenets nen enter anes 60. 00 
2) Pass|| COI Dba Ws eee sere eco eee (Oe ae SO BETO eae 44, 25 
2) 24 | E.P. Maurer rah Oly peer ee sens ef tvalat cosy 35. 25 
2) 25 | Samuel Wiedman. SEAS Bn ote KO nas See aes ren yee see 23. 25 
POLS) ANTS [8 5 an ae Rater lowe SA ae Stee es ee 10. 60 
Al BG | INoSW SRG 6555s ooS5ne Gobe Nscae OKT pee een ee eter eee 180. 00 
A528) | Anthor Keith] ss-- 2 2-2-2. | Field expenses ..---..----- 10.40 
AE || “2A Ua Eel Une) (cee eenneNeas some are Gone ae Ae eee ae eee se 173. 62 
A a0) |) Was, lOO Vee: = saodeucoeoes ISK PE Roe e oan eee con o4ee 35. 00 
AG anole Ered Stiiler sseeec sce eta Pasturage ee eee 2 syn. 33. 60 
A ore lel ee Keany@ apt o= sarcic ese eaere in| ahve Ge ste eememnas onee sa 13.54 
dh” BB ceca Owe eh emer ottns Siar leas 3 (IO) camp caso ame ous saee 34, 66 
fo Moen Geebr Eby dl @yteas oo tere etie neces | Field expenses ...--..----- 70.15 
AS OOM |= =e ClO Ee kes iris soo | Traveling expenses ..-..-...-. 137. 00 
dhl) SiS) \Waen, 18 (BGO p oes sees sallescer ORR Sem eie ae ee 52. 25 
All Ol | omoeckt ise eae Seana ee ere | Field expenses ._....--.--- 60. 05 
4s I]. ctl] Nie ee ton (oll eee eee re comere Traveling expenses--..---. 52. 25 
AEN Oh) Sergei OMe. Soaases sas seamen eee Gliec Sucoueoancace aan 6.00 
Aa AOU MWe Walker=.5.2ss.o22 4... Storage and forage --..--.- 50. 00 
CHALE CUR Vian Elises-.2. 2-2-0. 25-1. Field expenses ...----.--- 6.70 
(hl) APA eee (UO. aso es aes cel see | Traveling expenses... .--- 32. 42 
Grime EL View inner. “ee Hee cos sates | Rucldvexpensés === 2-----*-- 21.85 
6), 44, | Pramk Weverett.--:.----.---- Pay, December, 1895... --. 125. 00 
6 | 45 | Arthur Keith 3 Traveling expenses.-.-.-.--.. 91515 
(Jl), AG Nogase OO) pues cee sees au abel Gees (Om eee re Peer ents 131.61 
Bn ENS arses GO esc ere eierse a aera Ope are eee te esr 3. 95 
Gaon ibe Viars Wallis ee eee ycilee cay (ON a Spa ee eee 115. 75 
7 | 49 | Ernest Blackburn -..-...-.. Services, December, 1895 28. 00 
(alo OseRengkesbmersonee 2...) 22. | 2: NU OR Se hia ee sacs wei 65. 00 
OR moll nO AWesklajy 68)2c- 22-5 soc Hield'expenses ----2-.----- 66. 20 
lt 19) Nees OG 6 dsta see nen CaS e tee a eres Ope Hiss Gat say 22.50 
S))) B85 ]) Vole Sjowtee soe. soe Be OP seers oni seiasee 68. 37 
9| 54 Harold B.Goodrich.........|..... OO), Sadan Saree ae 18.35 
G) || bby \ecean OPP nose oleae os eee GO Saset Sen sates BEeeOS 11.00 
8) | 6 |lesede OW aah eae oseeeben ere ee Traveling expenses 8.75 
GS) | SGC) eae er Gli), Berets Ge eee Eee eee eee MOMetee ieee lactase 33. 05 
B) || tsi) Win UO intro Nes Sees eaeaeeee Bioraloin ee eee eee ae oe 42. 00 
Oi BO Uelsidin7 ts Coerae sp ceso aes leeaee Ona: espe e ee Sess cee 4.50 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

JANUARY, 1896—Continued. 

a 8 
Set ee To whom paid. For what paid. 

a) 

a 

Jans —95)160)) fohniJohnsone--.-2- se == == Foraging: eeeo-2 == 5526 
9 G2) | La Wistese 2 sos ron -ene = ee eee 0 25 sasesarcs ees incmse 
9| 62 | California Warehouse Co. ..-.| Storage -...--..-----.----- 
9) 63") Etimphries\& Coeeensssss6- SHUN SUES) 2222 pence se=ca= 
ON GSs| Eee Ove she cites eae Pioragings 3. 3. = sesh eee 
OF Gon Ng D an tons. see eee Traveling expenses-.-.---- 
90) 66:|| Wi Ei sbovellsis 28s. cease se eeree Go) Jee etrsas.s ePaaims. csee 
Cl) Oe aaeee COW seas See ieereseees Field expenses -----.------ 
9) |), (685 ||PACB Searles. mess eee ees) aan dO oyeteeoe eee esas 
97) (695 Robert Mul drow esse ses =e CO) ete ee earn 

LON tO) Eee QO. henna sees Traveling expenses: -...-.--- 
15) fda asa ohnsoneee see eee doy ee ees eaters 
LO eter tener CON ses nce satan eee Hieldiexpensess2 =-e-- ------ 
14. | 73" | (Chass NP eetease a. - see == | Traveling expenses --.-.. ---- 
16 | (4 |) Wan) Walkinson’--22=- .--=-- | ora mings es ae eee 
L6at) ibe || Amin aired aan Oran ee ree ee CC eee ee iene 
16 | 76 | Samuel EF. Alston. -.---.-_-- |) Horapineetens esses se 
7 it") Avion HeMoerstene tera = ssa) ESOLVICES* JUL YAE SoD p eee 
I gS Nees: 0) 232 sas er tee eae 2-4 Evel IN Gv eXPeNBeses sees 
| on eee CORSE Aerts cael) 1s ee eee Obos5e2e carne sees ees 
21 | 80) Harold B. Goodrich.----.-.--- Fieldiexpenses:~---=- ------ 
21818 | eee Oe eta eneice ec oe ae eee Ot Sete oe eee 
D1) |5 82) loxephilies pemnypene eee aoe | Pay, Sept. 1-Dec. 31, 1895. - 
21) |e 183) | Mie All viond ene. ceca Pasturar@sns-=)--=seesee= = 
21) | 8s Wiesandercock sss ee see ase Storage . Safe he eee eee 
22), $859 (PAG Ga EIniCSS OnMeeaetaneee Pasturages: 222.5. 52 2222 
22)| 865|) Wino welynidimaentess eee eee SHOT ALCS. 5 ~s54 22 aw ocie sees 
22) 780) De air chil dieses == ae Traveling expenses .-..--.- 
22°| 88° | J. B: Woodsworth--22- = 22) "22o- dO sch 4 Basen eee 
24) 1| 589) |i Jieekle CRIA OS) eee eee Sfsae= DOS as rere ee oe 
24.) °90))\, Aq (Bo Searlopess-sescrser ene leeree (OKs ene in a Ee ae ne ee 
24 |) Gils ee COs oa eye canee Field expenses? -- s------= 
24.) 92>) J. Me Whitman, jr------ ---= Pay, Jan. 8-17, 1896--=>----- 
244-93) || Wi J) tOustons jroo on == | Pay, Dec. 1-17, 1895... .-.- 
24) 94 | Henry J. Kummell.---------| | Pay, January, 1 1896) Seo 
25'4\' SODal A Wirlaind Oren nanan eae Traveling expenses. -.. ---- 
28) (96 c\SWi mkt boven. —sejas == hea eee 0) 335-2 5 eee 
Promlle LIG Weenoe CONF S ec nee See eee Hield expenses. 2---- <==. 
28) || 98h Wide elONStOny ease — ree Traveling expenses---.---- 
PASI ee) An Mili 1babvonan Annas poe seeace| posse 0) Sea ees 
28 | 100 |-__-- OO eth eo Ao ee on eee d0.05. Succes 
287 101) | eaeee OY ead sees Ses | Bere dO Assy h6. 0 ee eee 
28) | LOQM SR. Ba Marshallese ss<- eee Field eXpPenuses: =. -5-< eee =e 
287103 RWakl ee enn Obert ee eee Pay, Jan. 1-19) 1896. ...-.- 
28 *|. 104") Wi O tise acoseer ee ceereeee ean ce Cort. FSS. tee 
28))| 105.) Orval odipemere eerste MOONAL Cwovata tem a ee 
93 | 106; | "TMi Bannon ees eee Field expenses...--.-...---- 
285) LOT | Seen Cee SS. eae Sars as ear CORES tees pete see 
28) D08y sce 06 Ct em en eres cbatars SSR A Fe yk 1 Oy earn a neta < 
28 09) ae CONS er ease eee Traveling expenses ....--..- 
QOTUTLON || WWYrordie plaLOvy, Cie eee eee ee Field expenses... .-....... 
30 | ‘111 | Pay roll of employees....--. Pay, January, 1896.-....-.- 
27 N25) Wand lod oe oes 2e ee eee ees =(OL-sereee ere ees 
30)| 103: (1G. We ower! 2c 2e.5- eee oeeee UOi Sees eee ae ee 
30 | 114 | Pay roll of employees. -.---.|---.- ci UF TREN Rg eS 
SLO ably iene. C042 See ee ce ee tae oemes EH ee 
30!) LLG) Wali Geren ewean eee een Traveling expenses 
SON} Le ees GOV Ronde eee ORCA eee aeate do 

Amount. 

$22. 50 
27. 30 
2.50 

27.00 
34.15 
12. 32 
7. 75 

105. 00 
131. 94 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued, 

JANUARY, 1896—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

w & 

cee 3: To whom paid. For what paid. | Amount. 

| | 
die, Sil |) Tey || 118} Wiehe eee ose ooae Field expenses....-.------- $60. 22 

ale | TI WANs als Loy lees ase orescae cee |r rayeee GIO) ad 5accue tapos eaceds 17. 00 
Sle el 20n ele NelsonyDaleeeeere ease eee leneas GIO). Se aac eee See eueR eee . 80 
SU ELAS Bet OOP epee ee oncheok Pay, January, 1896......... 148. 35 

ANA. J bans Gacied sae GSS er ee See tee aa eee eee 9, 545. 60 

FEBRUARY, 1896. 

Feb. 4 I |) Vivo Wie MNEs Send code Bdocdo|| WO, Cuveasces ososeseose $50. 00 
4 A |) JO ya ENNIS Sooo caan cen aekaloadae Ole) Sse eSe tt acmee poe eeE 22.50 
4 @ || Wot, lslyanibrnha sooo co ohonae SORAGE. scocus adao dene cone 5. 00 
4 abt Seal, 1s AMG es Coch cosa Forage and storage......-. 38. 00 
4 5) |) Dhomas Hoover=..-2-------- Eee Ost ecie.: sees feiss clcta)s 35. 00 
4 (| Ne DubbiWe aoeos sp aeceseae BlOLA CO eeee tienes e lee or 45.00 
4 C | MEA UOanIOM Seats Che aoo ccllsoaos Oa eniemasoces sosee 2.00 
4 8) | Nicholsiésbischer=s-- 22 --.5- MR ASTULACCR eee setseicise =n = 18. 25 
4 8) |) No Sp SIM Gres a ek oeenteoease Pay, January, 1896... ....-. 160. 00 
AG |e lOn Crh iVaneHisete= seers -\|e 1-21 Ogee ep asiestoacteee ces 270. 00 
Ab MUL bs eI MGs as mssaccos eased lgeeoe Owes sete ees Seine is)-r= 12, 20 
Eb) Jaen Oh bed B=) 1) 1S ara Se yet ees aes ee OM are sie eert neste 5 | 40. 37 
AS 13) J Moreani@lements-------|---- - Owe aoe eee sae seas 52. 00 
dil) Wb) Wie alee wiih ic can esoopesosecallAseoe Cr Sa eace steer eae 80. 00 
AS eelon Benker Hmers ones ce =a oleae GlGy Monee Sate aaa oe ee 60. 00 
AL UO hig CNG ARIE ooaanee cacesane laos OG): eesiaeic Seeote means 8. 00 
AL) WU NWvetse hs Sri sso caoesoenes| basse CORE ae ee cee Jerse 12. 00 
AL || GS} | IDS IG REN EOING) Sooo es oueoesuullocose Moyes eee ese erst o/s 6. 00 
Aa eel On Pee B Woodworth= =] se ese el acer Oven secre. eo cee 50. 00 
él |) AD \igacoe Gye Bee ee 2acran Sonaraae Rieldiexpensesteesiee ees eee 7.15 
Aa eerie Andrews @sluawSOmes sss s-- eles. DOs acer scenes 29. 25 
ES W321 eee GOR eee ae see Pay, January, 1896. ....---- 65. 00 
A 2B | Vile dls IilkoN ile eee sesca seas Hieldvexpenseai-c---- === - 21.10 

UO) Ze eeeae Clie ae Aeneas ae See BeBe Traveling expenses -..-..-- 27.50 
U0) || 253") Arete Silos os eoestecos|loeda COM ease esmene eas 15. 45 
1Q |) AS || Te We Seblnbba ry Seep oclcaensed|lasonc MO es oeebiiccistsjais iow a3 48.50 
OM eciae Chas ebb eet ascee --ciersacileene OMe eee oon saiisice 60. 46 
OR 2S eee GO) SeccEe dee saree see eee eee CL One ee eee ty, bra ters 30. 28 
1) |, 28) |) CoN MOI Ne INS eae eesoenene Pasturac eres seecteter see 103. 75 
OR MOON Cad mbrodard eas 2as5 222 esha ea = Gloss 5 os egscdee sacs 75. 60 
2 ele ee ciStitl ene emer) <= sees ae ctl|\- sorte G0). Gee0 cen bepbeESeeeee 18. 00 
Bea LEIS TOSS one en eerlle ses. Oech eeoelte 15. 00 
WZ || Ge SU eed 7c Oaeceesesas cod lesa OO) Se detas cE eer area. 4.50 
i, || GhE || WM iach he (C5 BiROWw2 1 so neseesece|lesaae COW sess eehe seas 8.12 
12 35) M.P. Henderson & Son .-..-- SOLE se Ses 560 opened Beesee 4.00 
12) 36 | Carlifornia Warehouse Co-.-!.--.- G0 misscesdupenecouaasae 2.50 
13} || “Be |) 1kt5 18) WERE OCNOR SS ae oeesooocee Field expenses ...-....---- 11.35 
Noa OSe PEC Aochnadere seo ece sae: Pay, January, 1896... ..=-- 32. 00 
ia eon WouliameB sy Clarke ==. 22-52 Pay, Dec. 1-Feb. 15, 1896 - - - 75. 00 
Zan eA OR INe Be Drake cee. sie ccc ese Pay, Feb. 10-15, 1896...-..- 18. 00 
28) || 251 | (Cin Wed iGo cosas caeqae Sens Pay, February, 1896 ..----- 60. 00 

Ba aae Gh) essecesss asa Roraees 137. 36 
ace GO posdopeasedo Hobe ccadl|) opel eel!) 

Berea eras eens Oe 5, 463. 59 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special dishursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete.—Continued, 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

MARCH, 1896; 

= 8 | 
ee é iS | To whom paid. For what paid. 

| pestied 

Mar. 2| 1 | Pay roll of employees .----- Services, February, 1895....| 
2 2o\ Wie tle WailiKer tiny: See sceree s | Care.of ‘stock =-:-2.-- 222 —- 
2 Oni Mie Ally On eee eee as eee 0 eas ch eee oe oe See 
PA) Web uel Mo erGeNocorcds aoe co callsaaas COjee 2 Gao ols cee ee 
2 Oo: | MAS Johnsoniees- seas seeee dO'c 22 2est pee eee ees 
2 6 | JB. Woodsyorth -5----=5-- Services, February, 1896. - -- 
5 YIN GIShiSlty Git Saososceseee S55c [ces Gee Aa ea Ros 
5 S| Bonjk. Pimersone- ease se ee nee On 22s Sie ee stents 
5 9 J. Morgan Clememntsisee = sale OF ee ere 
Bol el On| ae den Oe eee ie eee ese ee eee COs ste suena eeeeese ay 
Bel LC hKehbeithy aaa eee eee Osos eae oe eee 
Bull #2; | CRAAVamvilisesseese seeeeeee ser dor sti Ses Seer ce ee 
G)al|, HS SRes- CO ego sess ao neers Traveling expenses-...----- 
ae eae ice Oy ee ie eae Uoteaeeimeccel Pield;expenses' -2-=--25--.- 
5: |) 25) | Samuel Alstom e sa scee Forage and storage.-..---- 
Hal) 165) MhomassWoovethes sass ae teeeee dO. 22 3cseteeotescs eee 
a Ae No Ja ID SHaa ob Ska secsue Horage.-2sss5-222-- Sacco == 
TA LST Wie DmlGlonidies se sesso eee | Field’ expenses ------.----- 
9) 19" ClarenceiRitiers=-s- se | Moraigevs .d.2 cso sa See 
9} 20 | William Hyndman ...-..-.-... eSUOLA Oo eee eee 

I) 200 | eM Alivord!yoneces eee Horave- eo 55-052- 0a 
1S) 225 Ming Crowes eee eee GOV Pae eee eee Cee 
D1")! $23" UB exe ken COs ee eee NSE cere Gh peeescoece Soe eee 
AD) 222 Wiis Ban eye seer erciae ete Pay, February, 1896 -_.---- 
12 | 25 | California Warehouse Co .-.| Storage .---.--.----...---- 
IE orl ENG JS Joselb se asee cock Morag: (sos oocjens sere sees 
145 27) | shred’ Stiller ease see see feet LO) eB ee ee ees 
14 | 28 | M.P. Henderson & Son ...-- I; OOLAVO Maem 2 see = eee ae 
145) 29) CAME tela antes = eee ae ROva le: = cs). sso e< sa o- = eee 
BG) peeO | Asan eat) ey Gr Oran are eee tr dO Bate ee ee 
Lf) 31 Walter may Weeds —ec= oas— Traveling expenses...... -- 
20) p32 Nise Dartonke se. sess eee Om: Shean | Se aoe kee 
31 33 | Pay roll of employees -.---. PayoMarch lso6e—- sees =e 
31) 34) ieNelsonsDalepeesseenecces eee COR ae eee eee 
31) 3855 (GiiW WWowere soe seas eee (3 (0 ne Se ae ee 
31 | 36 | Pay roll of employees ...-...|-...- AO leita tae eee Shee 
S137 Nd WViOOGS trot cep eee eee GOP eee esa teenie 

Ro tial 3 esse 28 Sask ek ba Re eee a oe re 

APRIL, 1896. 

~ a = = = 

Apr. 1 1 iC AR MWan Eup onto Traveling expenses --....-.- 
DOG Wis Bend halo ee See Foraging stock........-.--. 
Sse (eh i eyGiahiie Stee ee SE Sees Oc oes abe cere 
1 A.) So Wie Da SnnOS\e than =e oer esate (i helper sei SSS Oe. 
1 D3) | UB RIM a ye ote ee cere cette Dae Sete Seek 
1 Gresser COR Re earn ale en Se eres i (eee ee, oe 
25). 37 PNW iellliges ee ene ee eres 00! or Se ee ee 
2 S| a Vel kinsee 2 ae eee Storage to. se cee on 
2 9) Oe Bis bre6eb Gi COoe oe cemeteries = OU pake = pote e eee eee 
2 10);| James Manabalorcceus--eos|eeeee PLO tei tee an oma ls 
2) 1 NeBaDunnl eee eee eee Foraging stock.....--..--. 
2 | 12°) J. ZoAkiny 2. Soto cin win. cle = wi eo LO oe ere cetera oie 
2] (13° | "DhomasiHooversces sss oases LO eee ore aoe 
2) 14°) Samii: Alstone oo 22 2c, eee) soe RO eee et a cere 
AN LB WG WiseD eal cl Si reerete crater stereos | Field expenses. 

bia bo eS) we) 

_ 

SESS mw: 
iw) iS 
oo. 

-_ OO ~1 i $2 © 00 53H Go Gt no Sty G0 G0 EN 
3, 834. 

i 

7 oo 

177.7 
50. 

5, 829. 96 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, ete .—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

APRIL, 1896—Continued. 

ins 
Lea | es To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

Asam 85) AIGA IDE We AN/INUD ab geome Foraging stock..........-. $28. 50 
Gyo alge 1a (Oa s thins ata ee es aera aol loco CLO ey eine Ba 14.59 
83 PIGS Ne VE ere tae oe as oneeiacadl cesar GO caeS Jaa ee ee 50 Ov 
3 || WO icdie, IMINO S25 sede conasocc le eco LOM ene ETE 22.50 
3 | 20 | Wm. Hyndman -.-.--.-----. SUOMI) Laaaes Hoa ne eae | 5. 00 
8 |) UN MIN, HOMO sseSssceacesce IBOEIGHING? a5. He BoB OneREee | 42.00 
8} || 22 || NGS: Slaniigin. S82 osesnonedooe Ray, iMlanelelS§Ols 5-26 seo see 200. 00 
BS lr PB}. | Oe dat WaT she orsa an eee ee pecan COR oe occ eeer ee 260. 00 
3 | 24) J. Morgan Clements. .--.---- lene Gli): 352 ose aA aa Nee 44. 00 
3 | 2a) Col Ibe eekans cageassone | eee do i 40. 75 
GhiOn waSaBayloy ences sss nel |ecen. GIG) Bee eee ee a 60. 00 
Galeria PCa wWeebliavesi< = 222 fees ste sie Cash paid for pasturage..--| 94. 50 

He 2Sn tel sNelsonm alesse = asin = eee Traveling expenses---..--- 48. 52 
J1 | 29 | Andrew C. Lawson..---.---- Hieldiexpensess----2--- s--- 6.00 
11 BD soa Gyn SIE Sees eeemerioe Services, March, 1896. ...--- 30. 00 
Hit | BIL) Th, URS BONO ooo > Soeonscaaa|losces CORRES e eras saan 41.67 
11 32a Calitormian Warehouse! Go =--|\|\Storage.2----2-5-.----22-- 2.50 
Ii 333) || dp libel ony es COL coséac ceaccoe | Foraging stock --.--------.| 4.50 
TL |! BYE | SLI bp CaleitOiwAl sue cen aeecllaonee Clo) \ Baas ata eee eee 8. 00 
11 ai) || OvMMil IDrxileg cS ccccence sea5 SUOMMEG) soon Senate 3.00 
TL |) ate! MIEN IBICE) Seo Soe cca seeae Horacinioistock..-225---2-- 15. 00 
iil || -Be |) Moin Gham we so soe s5eace SHOLICC Mee seat eee cee | 7.50 
TL || BS Modal ON Gee eee oes eae oes Traveling expenses -_...--- 90. 75 
183") aia) Ate one Snes = 2 oemcoss Soonllsccae (110) aris ee Eee Elk ea | 20. 80 
13} |) 20) | Abo dls Cormier = soos gaseee Moraminic stocks: =. 222-4. -2- 8. 00 
WA || AL) Cobo lemenabtonel 622-5 wees ceslleooee dope S6 jatteeee al 126. 00 
17 | 42) M.P. Henderson & Son - ..-- Stonalge re sect ee ic ee 4. 00 
17) 43 | CAWrGoodloven ase. -seas--- Traveling expenses Sut 14.50 
fe} || HD ee oee Opus Meares core Nn Feiasie aloe Sie COWRA EE eee ene emee 6. 25 
18 | 45 | ANUP IRC. Soocdoaedeseesiiocacs ClO nena eee 16. 80 
SEA OP Aces OL irs 4 yee e siete an oe Oper arrestee eee 9.55 
Is) |) al | KEO, Jal, uals 5 = Soe enbees|lsoos Ome ees eee eee 18. 75 
ils} || Aes) Calis Weim Is tIRGie Seecasccoces Bieldvexpensesies-eea-eeeri 1. 70 
TSI SAAS) NM a) BY B30 A ee ee gg oe ORM Meee 28. 38 
22) 50)!)| Ae Wil roles S55 ees eaceae Ronaging stock !.-- =. -.---- | 8. 00 
283 || Sil |) GU, Ch Claaveniorbnn — 225 Seceee Pay, July 1,1895-A pr.1,1896 | 110. 00 
28) | B22 Mlk, Cepeay nieilils 25555 Sadsee | Traveling expenses .-...-.- 35. 90 
24553) Wie ©. Mendenhall -2---.---- eee COMER ee ee eater 36. 10 
Dea OAS Win luadiercock= .2csj-2o4--- Stonaloeeasessmseken cece acl 2. 62 
2B) Sys) Ayana MADD KGS HS0 le eae ne ee eeee PAO UETIRO »  sdigoc cdaduobuse 63. 00 
a eo Ou lec Eye iiielin ee cess rane 2 oe BPield expenses: -----.------ 4. 40 
74a) || Bi | ING Jel Webtu@al Scene saSsooe sere Traveling expenses --.. ..-- 22.10 
30 | 58 | dsNelsontDallenssey--e 526 2o uel dvexpensesieee seca ee 50 
aid) | BM) ese Oe ere eS aes oe Pay APA DEI SOG seesee sera | 154. 00 
SOMMEGOMRG AVWielowers=see nes one uiEe =: Mlomeeraenet manna nal | 60. 00 
30) sols) Pay, rolliofiemployees!- 2-2. 4|22-2- MOneeccmaiseacsice cece ns 3, 890. 25 

| ‘WOUR Soe SANE acre Pike ole ert rare en ee ene 6, 402. 24 

May, 1896. 

May 1 1 | Wiiiemallikensss 22 5002222 | @anciotustockeee sees oenee aoe | $50. 00 
il 2 || VOM INTO te se5e eaocas collocese CORR oe a eee 22.50 
1 3} || dio Jo VWWOnKd Ons Soe ess oone | IREby, Apitl, Ue Ooceess coaocr 50. 00 
4 Salers mol aleMnen oso aiete Sec ee os (IO Saaasee oame tees eee 200. 00 
5 3 |) Ap BUNOW comce ae oseieeeen | sieisrens OMe ete tai otto oe claws | 54. 00 

17 csiei, Tt t——15} 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continued. 

May, 1896—Continued. 

Se Il °o 

Bea | 33 To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 

May. 650). (60|UR uk Mauners sees see eee Pay, April at S96 eee ee $18. 00 
5 | f | Geonard! S:Smithe sas. ss-s—4|eaeee OOo. cSacese sue eee 15. 00 
Bal? 78 5| (Coke Ihetth= 3025 ase eee Gras eee eee es eee 46.50 
BO J. Morgan C@lements=s-se= es) pasar do: S208 A ee ee 104. 00 
Bul eel Oe COR: Vanities esse =e \eaes 0. Sateee eae eee eS 200. C0 
Al abt ogee DON s0 5 n2 eee eeeeieee ieldiexpenses) -2-e2-----e2 21.77 
5) 2 | IMA Johnson see sere Carejof: Stock ese-— eer ee- 18. 00 
Os) 3) Pred Stitler <5 = Se (ease ee dO ase ete ee eee 18. 00 
Bsa eal 0 eer GO) cis scr eee eee ee eects dion Fs asc gee eee eae 18. 00 
(9) 5 aE eM VAuliy Onde ese eae Storaress—. soe sees eee eee 8.00 
{| 16!) CaliformiaswWarehousel Coss |se-520 0 aes 2.50 
7 17 | M.P. Henderson & Son. .--. se, re (CUeel Se me Ee me 4.00 
To) 18) | Samilyeb Als toneass==eee=s inC@anciot stock ee eeame 38. 00 
7) | 195) N Ba Donne seas eee rene donk pace eee 45. 00 
7 | 205|| "Thomas Elooverge-sa-taces ee loeeee Dore. S ea ge eee eee 35. 00 
|, (21 0i|| Jecbe Wiolittemeee seer eae eee Pay,rA pil S9b see eee 45. 00 
TOW PPS Neoser GlieeaoaassboaooEadses kuéeldiexpensest-e. === =e 3.65 

1S, 9234) Wiis Bail eyecesseseeee eel Ray, April S96ssss-— eae 25. 00 
1) 924 | (Ovil Bainiesieass ss -ereea- ee see 0:3 c Clade eee 5.00 
11s) 25>) Jiosephewalllnam sepeese=e | See dors. sa25 shee saeeeees 25. 00 
11 | 26 | J. T. Roberts & Son-----=--| ire ofsteam=s.- see 45. 00 
AT |) 2274 AS Mie Walker s-seceeses: eee Traveling expenses ---.----- 11.29 
IGE Skt | Sesce Gomes eee nee Bieldiexpensésis--e-- 2-e—= 42.75 
1G) 29) Miiniaekettseseece eee] eee | seer dots eo a ee ee eee 48. 95 
DS SOM eer dO Gakioeeens sete secs Traveling expenses..---. -- 2.09 
1 Sele Biss biyadel © Onseeem ee eeetee IEA HTUEN GR = oe Be Re 4.50 
11:32! Sie Wetisbes: see ee eeeueneee [eeere dot Ge een ee 15.00 
Li 33n|| Mars aC. mower so s1s sel pn IOs ance syteiotee = eae 8. 00 
I |) 345) Wanlebynidimaniee sesso = Storage ees: omen eee 5. 00 
12) 9553 iee Bi Wiolitt=eseee eee sees Traveling expenses.---..-- 31. 38 
12) 365| Jeb Jienmings eos eeem ae see= |sd00¢ lone eee 7.3 
14 | 37) Anna J.Grugan ............ | Pasturapen. a se=s see aeee 8. 00 
1G BSSi|| Gralla bbeee = aoe eee Storage ci co5 se shee ee oo eee 7.50 
16 | 89) "Geo: El Eldridge =o .ses =e | *Bieldtexpenses 222-25. -- = 21.15 
165) 40) te BB yrdee see eee Sup plies\zese ene oer 17. 98 
183)! PA APE BLOOKS ses ecee eee Traveling expenses-.-.---..! 19. 00 
20 | 42) Robert Muldrow...-..--2.--|---.- G0) casa hE ee oes 9.55 
PAN CBM lense - LO oe er woe eisee renee cee eee COy ee es 3.90 
20 | 44) J. . Macfarland=- 2222. -- S2e)sc-- = MONE S58: See eee ees 17.92 
PA by eee Gore 2k MES we cere Field expenses ...--...--.-.- 28.23 
20: |", 46, (SN Dartona:-e seen eee ces oe- Ose eee 31.08 
PAValh Ch llGoaa! AO aeons Serer ct eee Traveling expenses...--. -.| 22, 14 
22 | 48 | Clarence Ritter..-...---.-..- Pasturave 3-5-6 ee 48.00 
22°) 49) IN SED atoneess easeeeceeee Field expenses ........-.-- 21.50 
27 |) (500 MEiNelson)Dallesssese coe = ele see 6: .c5¢ seine see eee eee 2.00 
27e| ble feeeee OWS asker eres eee Pay, May 1896°2 2 ee 140. 00 
27-| 62-| (Geo. Bildridgves.---...-2-- | Field expenses .......-..-. 4. 02 
27.) 258r tek eM Onsee cist ee ee ola il eet C0 cee eee 35. 72 
28) bd sien GO ewe oacecers Somes Traveling expenses.-......- 6. 40 
310|) bbs iGaweelowensersresseeasesee Pay; May, 1896. 5--- ee 60. 00 
31 | 56 | Pay roll of employees--.-.--../---..- GOs Fin ewe oes 3, 569. 30 
31 57 | No. Darton 252 cee. coe a oo One eee eee 153. 40 
$1 || (58) | Jed) Mactanlandeeeeseeeeeclaaeee rs Ke eae a te A 71. 60 

Total. nico onte cle Sure th ects © oh ee ee ee eter 5, 691.57 
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Abstract of disbursements made by C. D. Davis, special disbursing agent, United States 
Geological Survey, etc.—Continued. 

GENERAL EXPENSES OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1895 AND 1896—Continned. 

Date of 
payment. 

June 

CO 6D 60 60 69 6 6 6 OH CO OTN OT OF OF SU OUDS DO St et RE eR rs et 

JUNE, 1896. 

| | 

| 

Amount. se To whom paid. For what paid. 

A 
10 teehee Mactarlandisssees == a= Traveling expenses ---.-.--- 
OB ene (el 3256555 aoe ae peceeese Hieldvexpenses)=------4--—- 
9. Wo lal; IDPs ano os se eeeoesooicnsas COR Areca ie eo soa 
AD aeise- GO Waa anaes eels ais Traveling expenses --.-.--.. 
Salm Wien -evlen demas ss seme rcici||a- 1 Omens done bene soos 
GulpeAenieeDROOkseetersere serra sar teh aren se cu tos Scie ae 
ale pe VOOGnyOntlpmer = eee see Ole ee ae selects Bale = 
Saleasee OF ese rte eee Pee eel tees Oli). caed elope eceeeesene 
S\N OD. ce eadodnedeseosassear| Raya Maly lS9Ge ase oo see = 

HO! || Iie Sh SIMO P 2 a aawescndoneds|lasaae GUO A. See Here ee mene 
TIL | Teenie IDEN oo casos eHSoodlsccne UO SSeS oe ee meee oe 
De ECs as Oy eet erence yey ere (loin Gla Se Ss Bh Se oes ets 
133. || Ort IBN os océesesoollogeos (MOMs ayant eee seer 
APACE OTE «7 Specisecte cemince ieee GW) CS ce eeceeeren noes 
15) | Je Roberts é&)Sonl--45---- uineiofeteamiss—e asa ae 
Ge PAR WWierllk@rie ease oe eiete == eiiel dkespenses meats tee 
fi seca COM sears Baas neces hee | Traveling expenses .-...---- 
La) Wank ©. Campbell 352-24 5--- [SOURS Boe Sen Ae eee oe ctne 
1) WON elerelkeinsaocoscosccooanoc viel dexpensess 222552222. 
HO) liccooe ClO ROS Se eae eas ele | Traveling expenses ._-.__-. 
D1) Wie Le Walkers 52: s22ese6 | Forage and storage..-..-.-- 
22} | ANNE |BKONTe Soc Sasnessaslleasoe Opera e ee tee Se 
P6y i Ino los JOMN So cafe soecneeanelleeeee hoy 5 Sats fea Sires tie eee ee 
MM Clo Its, Wali INGO access ecbaouc Pane valyrel 896s 5-5 eee a 
By || dn Mlonagin Clone occas ceHellaaco Ql. Saacaa cosaeeeacoeeee 
2X3 \| Colo UGHIN, See osccoanae eens eerie COE sereneeasea renee. 
Oe MWA Leto bane eee ome ||teer a dlOlsea anoles 5 See 
2S || Amabreny Os JOO MSON e556 cSnilsence@O) 455555 sonabe seeeoeee 
ON esecte Ope ares = ets sis. aes lekeldlexpensess=e ese seeeeee 
BOR CA Mis Mollohan@eteseees cee \iRasturacenms sos... seees 4: 
Bil || Ne Tals BOOKS nsseoccuca sce | Field expenses.-.--...---.. 
a2) || lomevil nhl Goose saaseeroe Pas tunage ieee =ceeoeeee 
863 || Jo. Wo USSG ieee ome eaoe sao alleomae COE ese emer eines Geer 
Soa ME pAWOrde acer cere sect see (ROSES Bae eons Baar 
Bia) | \iyions Ibiyandlnneino So. soneoee WONG eas 55 pooseed Hecbos 
36) || M. PB. Henderson & Son. -.--|-=--.- LO eee ere 
3% | California Warehouse Co...|..-.- Gi} a Seo aane oe eee 
8i5} |) Whe Wis (ls, IBTRON ial ooo oe ence |Peastimag ers ttere ease ae 
BY) | Jp Web, 6 CO. nebdee ase soolease- (B\G) See Els eS eee 
ZO Gp Mieke © amp bell = sees = | Traveling expenses---. --.-- 
400 |) Wc te Penh aaaa voonoa cose Pay, eMlaive el SUGE sere eee 
42, | Philip Miller & Co. .-..--.- Suppliesyea eee eases 
AS} Il Jako Wile NNBWUKGH 502585 coagaoce Traveling expenses--...--- 
AAA eee GlOie Savece Boone as enes iRieldvexpensesyeneee ssa 
45 | W.S. Mendenhall .-/-..._-. | Traveling expenses...--.-- 
AG | WIG Alo UO UNO Saco saeeeco eBoardinpystocksse ss — 2. = 
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NECROLOGY . 

GEORGE HUNTINGTON WILLIAMS. 

George Huntington Williams was born in Utica, N. Y., on 

January 28, 1856, and died there on July 12, 1894. He 

remained in his native city, at the home of his parents, Robert 

8. and Abigail Williams, during boyhood and youth, following 

the course of the public schools and oraduating at the head 

of his class from the Utica Free Ac “ademy. In 1874 he entered 

Amherst College, and graduated in the class of 1878. These 

college years determined his future career in great degree, for 

the interest in geology awakened in the student under the 

instruction of Prof. B. I. Emerson never failed. After some 

months of post-graduate work in geology at Amherst and 

short experience in teaching at his old home, he went to Ger- 

many in the summer of 1879 to pursue his studies in his 

chosen science. 

The greater part of the first year was spent at the Univer- 

sity of Gottingen, and the two succeeding ones at Heidelberg. 

The studies of these three years gave special direction to the 

energies and interest of the young American. At Gottingen 

he worked in mineralogy under Prof. C. Klein, and in Heidel- 

berg his attention was chiefly given to the comparatively new 

science of petrography, under the eminent master, Prof. HH. 

Rosenbusch. He received the degree of Doctor of Philos- 

ophy from the University of Heidelberg in December, 1882, 

his thesis beg a petrographical study of a district in the 

Black Forest. Thus equipped in a new line of research, he 

returned to this country, and was not long in finding a fruitful 

field of labor. 

Owing partly to the fact that he was not naturally of strong 

physique, Dr. Williams did not seek to enter the service of 

the Geological Survey, tor which he was otherwise so well 

fitted, but turned to university life as a more congenial field 

for his many-sided abilities. He found Johns Hopkins Uni- 

versity just about to establish a geological department, and in 

March, 1883, as ‘fellow by courtesy,” he began alone to build 

up what has become, largely through his efforts, one of the 
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principal geological departments of the country. In 1884 he 

became a member of the academic staff of the university as 

“associate ;” m 1885 he rose to the grade of associate professor, 

and in 1892 he was made professor of inorganic geology. 

As a university professor, Dr. Williams exhibited many 

talents. He quickly made his course of instruction in petrog- 

raphy the most thorough in the country, but with keen per- 

ception of present opportunities and a rare power of creating 

new ones he soon developed his department beyond a specialty 

and made it strong in many ways. His strength was also 

given to the general advancement of the university, in which 

he became an influential leader. 

Dr. Williams’s power as a teacher was shown by the success 

with which he imparted his own enthusiastic love for his 

science to those who came under his instruction. ‘To this 

success the large number of his students now found in profes- 

sional life is ample testimony. Nor was this power confined 

to the class room, for his popular lectures and written articles 

have done much to make his specialty and the broader science 

to which it belongs better known to the general public. 
But the university work, varied as it was, did not keep the 

student in a new branch of science from the field of original 

research, and it is this phase of his life work which must be 

more especially considered at this time. Almost at once he 

entered into the examination of the geology of the vicinity of 

Baltimore, and soon found rich material for investigation in 

the ancient igneous rocks and the metamorphic forms derived 

from them. After various preliminary notices, he published, in 

1886, a bulletin of the Geological Survey (No. 28) On the 

Gabbros and Associated Hornblende Rocks occurring in the 

Neighborhood of Baltimore, Maryland. This was the first in 

a series of investigations of the older rocks of Maryland, in 

which he enlisted the services of his advanced students. Grad- 

ually the scope of the studies themselves broadened, as the 

area examined increased, until Dr. Williams had become quite 

thoroughly acquainted with the pre-Cambrian eruptive and 

metamorphic rocks of Maryland, and had followed the inter- 

esting problems suggested by them into many other parts of 
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the eastern United States. Among the publications presenting 
these general results may be mentioned the one on the Distri- 

bution of Ancient Voleanic Rocks along the Eastern Border of 

North America (Journal of Geology, 1894), and that on The 
General Relations of the Granitie Rocks in the Middle Atlantie 

Piedmont Plateau, published after the author’s death in the 

Fifteenth Annual Report of the Survey. 

In the expression of these discoveries upon maps, Dr. Willims 

had long been working in connection with this Survey, and 

several atlas sheets in which he was responsible for portions 

of the work are now in process of publication. Much more 

work had been planned. <A geological map of the vicinity of 

Baltimore, of which he was the editor and chief contributor, 

has been issued by the Johns Hopkins University, and a 

geological map of the State of Maryland, containing many new 

features, accompanied the book entitled Maryland, prepared 

by G. H. Williams and W. B. Clark, and published by the State 

board of managers for the World’s Fair Commission. 

The geographical range of Dr. Williams’s investigations was 

ereat. In 1884 and 1885 he spent some months in the Mar- 

quette and Menominee iron districts of Michigan, engaged in 

a study of the metamorphic greenstones of the region and the 

problems of their origin. The results of this investigation are 
contained in a bulletin of the Survey (No. 62). A series of 
remarkable igneous rocks on the Hudson attracted his atten- 

tion, and as the Cortlandt series these rocks are now well 

known to petrographers. From all sides material came to him 

for investigation, and hence his petrographical writings treat 
of rocks from Brazil, Alaska, Canada, and many parts of the 

United States. 

While Dr. Williams’s contributions to geology and petrology 
are of very great value, it was evident to those most closely 

associated with him that they were but preparatory to more 

important work. At the time of his death he was formulating 
a discussion of metamorphic rocks with regard to their origin 
and classification. Could he have accomplished this it would 

have added greatly to our knowledge of these important and 

as yet little understood rocks. 
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Dr. Williams never lost his interest in purely mineralogical 
investigation, as numerous descriptive papers testify, and he 
was especially expert and thorough in crystallographic work. 

His course of instruction in crystallography led him to the 

publication of a text-book which is extensively used in colleges. 

Years of personal acquaintance and association had led the 
Director to place a high estimate on the skill and judgment of 
Dr. Williams, and a few days prior to his fatal illness a confer- 

ence was held in the office of the Geological Survey in retfer- 
ence to assigning to him general charge of the investigation of 

the crystalline rocks of the northern Appalachians. The inter- 
ral of nearly two years that has elapsed since his death has 
served to impress upon his former official associates the great- 
ness of the loss to science in general and to the Geological 
Survey in particular. 
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MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

By HENRY GANNETT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The following compilation and discussion of magnetic declination 

within the United States is designed to meet the needs of those who 

have occasion to use the needle in surveying, or who have to deal with 

surveys which have been run by needle in past times. 

In those parts of the country in which declination data are abundant 

I have compiled such data to the extent that seemed necessary, select- 

ing only the most accurate. In those parts of the country where 

declination data are scanty I have obtained all such data as could be 

found. ; 
All data obtainable for the discussion of the secular variation in 

declination have been obtained and used, and the results are pre- 
sented in the form of tables, showing the approximate reduction to a 

selected epoch—namely, the year 1900—at each tenth year prior to 

that time for the period during which it may be required. Finally, 

the declination data have been reduced to this epoch, 1900, and are 

presented in the table by counties, cities, and towns, which is believed 

to be the most convenient form in which the data can be presented for 

the use of surveyors. 

SOURCES OF DATA. 

The observations for magnetic declination or variation of the compass 

which have been collected and are discussed in this paper are derived 

from a variety of sources and present great variation in point of accu 

racy and trustworthiness. 

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.—For many years the United 

States Coast and Geodetic Survey has been engaged not only in the 

compilation and discussion of these observations, but in observing, and 

thus obtaining data. Its stations, though few in number, have been 

occupied by the most skilled observers and equipped with the finest 
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instruments for this work, and the results, barring certain unavoidable 

errors, are thoroughly trustworthy. Its stations are not confined to the 

neighborhood of the coast, but are scattered over the interior of the 

country. The results, together with a large amount of compiled data, 

have been published from time to time in the reports of the United 

States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the latest publications being in the 

annual reports of 1888 and 1889. 

The United States Lake Survey, during the progress of its work upon 

the Northern and Northwestern lakes, made many magnetic stations 

in that region, and the results are of the first class. These results 

are published in Professional Papers, Corps of Engineers, Report on 

Primary Triangulation, 1882. 

General Land Office—From the commencement of the work of sub- 

dividing public lands under the General Land Office one of the require- 

meuts of the contractors for this survey has been that the magnetic 

declination be observed in every township. This requirement has, in 

general, been conformed to, and the result is that in every township 

thus far subdivided in the United States, numbering some 60,000, the 
magnetic declination is on record in the archives of the General Land 

Office. In every State excepting the original thirteen, with those 

formed from them, and with the addition of Texas, the magnetic decli- 

nation has been observed very fully, although not always very accu- 

rately, and is a matter of record. In many, perhaps half of the cases, 

the declination is given upon the plats of the townships, and is thus in 

easily accessible form. In other cases, where it is omitted from the 

township plats, it is to be found in the notes accompanying the plats, 

although here it is not so easy of reference. Furthermore, the Land 
Office requires that in the survey of all standard and exterior lines the 

declination be observed, and the records of the declination observed 

in connection with these lines are to be found upon the plats of those 

lines or in the notes accompanying them. The declinations observed 

upon the standard and exterior lines, being obtained with special 

instruments, are, as a rule, of greater accuracy than those observed in 

connection with the subdivision of townships. 

These surveys of the General Land Office have beep made at various 

dates, commencing in the latter part of the last century, when work 

was begun in Ohio, and ranging thenceforward to the present time, 

the work at present being mainly in the mountain and desert regions of 

the far West and in Indian Territory. In point of accuracy these obser- 

vations differ greatly. As a rule those of earlier dates are not of as 

great accuracy as those of recent date. In the early years of the work it 

appears to have been the practice, after obtaining the declination from 

observation, to use it over considerable areas. The quality of the deter- 

minations appears to be rather a function of the personality of the sur- 

veyor than of any other matter. Taken as a whole, however, this vast 

body of observations, which has been practically untouched heretofore, 
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is of the greatest value in studying the distribution of magnetic 

declination over the country. 

I have not attempted to make a complete collection of this material. 

The amount is too vast to make it worth while. I have, however, col- 

lected all the observations which appear upon the plats of exteriors and 

standard lines, supplementing them wherever needed by observations 

made in connection with the subdivision of townships. Altogether, I 
have abstracted from the plats of the General Land Office nearly 20,000 

observations, and these form perhaps nine-tenths of the material here- 

with presented. The character of these observations will be discussed 

in greater detail in connection with the discussion of the results in the 

several States. 
Many State boundaries, especially in the West, have been run by 

contractors under the General Land Office, and in the course of their 

surveys many observations for magnetic declination have been made. 

These, which are commonly of good quality, have been utilized. 

In the State of Missouri, and to a small extent in the adjoining States 

of Illinois, lowa, and Kansas, Professor Nipher observed, in the years 

1878 to 1884, at several hundred stations. His results were published in 

the Transactions of the St. Louis Academy of Sciences. These results, 

which are of excellent quality, have been adopted; and as they cover 

the State of Missouri quite completely, and as the observations for 

declination by the General Land Office in that State have every appear- 

ance of being poor in quality, | have contented myself with using those 

of Professor Nipher only. 

New York State Survey.—The State Survey of New York, under Mr. 

James T. Gardiner, between the years 1876 and 1884, carried on a pri- 

mary triangulation of parts of the State, and in connection therewith 

took numerous observations for declination upon its stations. These 

were published in the final report of that survey. The Geological 

Survey of New York also has published the results from a few stations, 
and the Adirondack and State Land Survey, under Mr. Verplanck 

Colvin, whose field of operations lies mainly in the Adirondacks, 

observed at a few stations. The results are published in the reports of 

that organization. 

National Academy of Sciences.—Between 1870 and 1880 the National 

Academy of Sciences made a small appropriation for observations of 

magnetic declination, which work was intrusted to the United States 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, and the results have been published by 

that organization. They are designated in the accompanying list 

by the initials N. A. 8. 

Wheeler, Hayden, and Powell surveys.—The Western surveys carried 

on between 1869 and 1878, known as the Wheeler, Hayden, and Powell 

surveys, took numerous observations for magnetic declination in con- 

nection with the map work which they were executing. These observa- 

tions were commonly made with small compasses, and the results are 
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not very reliable. Those of the Hayden survey were furnished in man- 

uscript to the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, by whom they 

were published. Those of the Wheeler survey were published in the 

annual reports of that organization. 

Army exploring expeditions,—Other expeditions which have traversed 

the West have furnished a few scattering observations. Among these 

may be mentioned the expeditions of Capt. W. H. Emory, Lieut. J. C. 

Ives, Capt. W. A. Raynolds, and Capt. W.S. Stanton. 

Boundary surveys.—In connection with the survey of the northern 

boundary of the United States from the Lake of the Woods to the 

Rocky Mountains many declinations were observed, and these are pre- 

sumably of excellent quality. They were published in the report of 

that survey. 

New Jersey Geological Survey.—The State of New Jersey, through the 

agency of its Geological Survey, has made a full collection of data for 

magnetic declination, which is published in Volume I of the final report 

of that survey. 

Pennsylvania.—The State of Pennsylvania, through its Secretary of 

Internal Affairs, has collected a large amount of data of this kind from 

county surveyors throughout the State, which is published in the 

reports of the secretary, and specially in Part I of the report for 1887. 

Maine Geological Survey.—This survey has made a few determinations 

in the State. 

The United States Corps of Engineers has, aside from the work of the 

Lake survey, made numerous determinations of declination in various 

parts of the country, mainly in connection with its river and harbor 

work, and these are to be found in scattering form in the annual 

reports of the Chief of Engineers. 

Other sources.—Besides the sources above given, there may be men- 

tioned Locke’s Report on Mineral Lands, 1839-40, and Stone’s Magnetic 

Variations, 1878, both of which contain data. _ 

With the exception of the results by the General Land Office, most 

of the sources of data above enumerated have been consulted and the 

data compiled by Mr. C. A. Schott in the papers published by him 

under the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. To this work I 

shall have frequent occasion to refer hereafter as being the only com- 

prehensive work on magnetic declination in the United States at 

present. From these sources Mr. Schott has compiled the results from 

some 2,500 stations in the country. His data are relatively abundant 

in the older Eastern States, while in the Mississippi Valley and in the 

West they are very scanty. It is difficult to understand how he could 

have overlooked the vast mine of information on this subject which is 

contained in the General Land Office, which would have supplemented 

his material in the regions where it is most needed. 

In the fall of 1895 [| sent a cireular to all county surveyors in the 

country, requesting their coopeiation to the extent of furnishing me 
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with any recent determinations of declination which they had made or 

could obtain, together with any information which would bear upon the 

question of the secular change in declination. To this circular I have 

received some 850 replies, giving in each case the declination, commonly 

in the current year, and information concerning secular variation, con- 

sisting of series of observations or their experience in the rerunning 

of lines. This information will be set forth hereafter. 

From all these sources | have compiled the declination at about 22,000 

stations in the United States. The results, reduced to the year 1900, 

are presented in the final table of this volume, arranged by States and 

counties. In the Land Office States several stations have been obtained 

from the public-land surveys in nearly every county, and the declina- 

tion in the few remaining counties has been estimated from that in the 

adjoining counties. In the older States, where there are no observa- 

tions by the General Land Office, stations are much fewer and the 

number of counties in which it was necessary to estimate the declina- 

tion much greater, 

VARIATIONS IN MAGNETIC DECLINATION. 

The magnetic declination is subject to several changes. During the 

day it changes from 10/ to 15’, being highest in the morning at 7 or 8 

o'clock and least in the early afternoon, returning to its maximum 

position at 8 or 9in the evening. This is called the “diurnal change.” 

There is also a monthly change of small maguitude, so inconsiderable 

as to be of no practical importance. There is also a shght oscillation 

at different times of the year, but this is also of trifling magnitude. 

There is a fourth regular change, known as the “secular variation,” 

which is progressive for a long term of years. Its normal amount ranges 

in different parts of the country from 3’ to 4’ per year, but in certain 

portions of the country, as will be shown hereafter, the change is at 

present quite different in amount, being subject to certain laws which, 

so far as their operation is concerned, will be explained more at length. 

The magnetic needle is subject also to what may be called ‘magnetic 

storms,” which at times influence it greatly, causing temporary changes 

of declination of great magnitude without any apparent reason therefor. 

Of the changes which are of magnitude, the secular variation alone 

can commonly be provided for and corrected. As a rule we do not 

know the hour of the day at which the observations were taken, and 

we can make no provisions for the effects of magnetic storms. If we 

add to the effect of these the imperfections of instruments, for which, 

of course, no correction can be applied in the case of compiled observa- 

tions, and the unknown effect of local attraction, and of the ignorance 

and carelessness of observers, it may be easily understood that we are 

dealing with a somewhat uncertain mass of data, and should be pre- 

pared for discrepancies of considerable magnitude in the observations, 
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THE SECULAR VARIATION. 

The magnetic declination is zero on a line passing through the lower 
peninsula of Michigan, central Ohio, eastern Kentucky and Tennes- 

see, and western North Carolina, finally passing down to the Atlan- 

tic through South Carolina, near the course of the Savannah River. 

East of this line the declination is to the westward, and increases in 

amount eastward. West of this line the declination is eastward, and 

increases in amount westward. The largest west declination is in 

eastern Maine, where it amounts to approximately 22°, The largest 

east declination is in northwest Washington, where it reaches 23°. 

YEARS 1540 

DECLINATION 

OE 

a Na 
RRB NOW, PASSING CINCINNATIO 

SRERENGES |_| 

Fic. t.—Diagram of magnetic declination at.Paris, France. 

The secular variation is an annual change in the declination amount- 

ing, on the average, in the northern part of the country to 4’ per year, 

and diminishing southward, until in Florida and Texas it is 3’ annually. 

This annual change increases west declination and decreases east 

declination. It is probably almost uniform at present in the eastern 

and central parts of the country except for this diminution southward, 

but passing westward toward the Pacific Coast it diminishes rapidly, 

and upon the coast of northern California, Oregon, and Washington it 

is practically zero at about this time, i. e., the declination is practically 

at a standstill, while in recent years east declination has been increas- 

ing in this region. . 
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The secular variation, regarded as a function of time, has the form of 

a curve, somewhat similar to a hyperbola, being nearly a straight line, 

curving therefrom to a summit, falling off with a similar curve, and 

developing again into nearly a straight line on the other side of the 

summit. The typical form of the curve is seen in the diagram, fig. 1, 

showing the curve at Paris, which is taken from “Schott’s Secular Vari- 

ation in the United States,” Report United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey, 1888. As will be seen from the diagram, the summit of the 

curve passed the observatory at Paris in the year 1580, In about one 

hundred and seventy-five years this summit appeared upon this side of 

the Atlantic, and nassed Eastport, Me., at about 1750 or 1760. It is 

now, 1896, passing over San Francisco, and in 1900 will be upon the one 

hundred and twenty-fifth meridian in the Pacific Ocean. Its progress 

across the Atlantic and the United States has apparently been at a 

nearly uniform rate of about 10° of longitude in twenty years. As 

nearly as can be made out from the obervations, the crest of the wave 

has moved nearly on a meridian, being found in practically the same 

longitude at the same time in all latitudes in the United States and at 

points in South America. 

The above statements regarding its movement, which were first sug- 

gested as a working hypothesis, have been subjected to tests furnished 

by the following series of observations and have been found to hold 

good as nearly as it is possible to determine. Under this hypothesis 

the summit of the curve occupied the following positions in longitude 

in the years named: 

| Year. | Longitude. | Year. Longitude, 

| : = ise 
| ° | SQ || 

| TRO: Saban see 70 IG Oe. eee 100 

| 5 ee ee | Fibra PT SGURE ae eat een 105 
TSAO eye pe ge | LO | RC ee ee eee 110 | 
TIS aoe re aaa Memes alictseon sare ot. ee as, | 

| SER eeeece esas | ORME s1800n ae eae Aho oa eon 
SA Qa met ei e Olle ai YO ye ae ee 125 | 

The form of the curve within twenty or twenty-five years on either 

side of its summit, where the secular variation changes, is a matter of 

interest. Mr. Schott determines this by forming an equation for each 

series of observations, deducing therefrom corrections which he applies 

to other stations within its neighborhood, thus assuming as many dif- 

ferent curves as there are stations at which he has series of observations. 

The observations at Paris and London show that a second change in 

the secular variation passed these places about the beginning of the 

present century. This second change is now passing over Rio Janeiro, 

Brazil, longitude 43° W., as is shown by a series of observations 
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published by Schott in the Annual Report of the United States Coast 

and Geodetic Survey for 1888. 

The observations in New England show in recent years a slight 

reduction in the rate of secular variation, which may foreshadow the 

approach of this change. If this be the case, however, it is moving at 

a more rapid rate than its predecessor, which required about one hun- 

dred and seveuty years to pass from Paris to Eastport, Me. It is more 

probable, therefore, that the reduction in the rate of secular variation 

in New England, which is noticeable in the table following, is due to 

some local disturbance of the secular change rather than to this general 

movement. 

3efore proceeding to analyze the character of the secular variation 

further it will be desirable to give in extenso all data which are avyaila- 

ble for studying its form and its location at different times. 

These data are of varied character, consisting of— 

(1) Series of observations taken at the same station. Most of these 

have been taken from the collection compiled and published by Mr. 

Schott in the bulletin of the Coast and Geodetic Survey above quoted, 

with a few contributed by county surveyors. In certain cases these 

series furnished by Mr. Schott’s compilation have been extended by the 

addition of more recent observations. 

(2) Data furnished by county surveyors, consisting in the results of 

experience derived from rerunning old lines at different dates. Assum- 

ing that the lines as originally run were upon the declinations as stated, 

the departures from these declinations, which are required for rerunning 

them at present, are the changes in declination, and the result is cor- 

rect, regardless of the question whether the original declinations upon 

which the lines were run were correct declinations or not. 

(3) In cases where the areas of the counties in Land Ofiice States are 
not large, and where the county seat is near the center of the county, 

the mean of the declinations observed by the surveyors of the General 

Land Office at the time the county was subdivided is given, in com- 

parison with the declination in 1895 or 1896 as furnished by the county 

surveyors at the county seats. 

DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF SECUTLAR VARIATION. 

MAINE, 

BANGOR, 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.) 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

ro ta 

1305... ee eee eee 11 15 adic. Onan Se ck eee 14 29 

1S3%e tS one Soke 14 O4 LSOTSe eae eee gee 15 20 

ISAO eo ae eebeere s er 13 22 iB yj eae ae SAI vem hoe 16 29 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MAIN E—Continued. 

EASTPORT. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination.) Year. Declination.| 

| a i a eae 
UBS B eee Cree seem L TEL ENO) IVb SUCK Se cee ee | 18 04 
SUS aie Se ae eet 15 21 ToGo Me mae ee | 18 06 

TSGO Rea Pie aes Memes ISTO ses en ck A... | 18 56 
TS ee eater ae Ime TMS OW ISTOR acer as) a | 19 08 
LICL eee WastSHOI NI VSB TA coma oA n: 18 35 
ING oe ie eee eee eect | LS WO2 | PLS Oasys Aare See | a19 42 

pec [anit he 2 oreo 
@ County surveyor. 

PORTLAND. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

i = = | 

C / | € / 

US BSE sree areca score aie) stare 10 00 SG Aes eet a | 12 44 | 

TSA ae meyekete ee Tl OS. Ml AU Gipe se pee eee | ale ee 

Bil asco tecke a seeel|) MOL ll SI WSst(s(sis a ae ee 12 43 
HCL San aes eames | ABO IST B2 eee ese eee 12 43 

ieGpauaemeee. of Iona wallemige7ac we eos nt viet | 

NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

CHESTERFIELD. 

219 

The following series from 1808 to 1847 were observed by Mr. Wild, 

formerly surveyor of Cheshire County, and were furnished in manu- 

seript by Mr. Samuel Wadsworth, the present surveyor: 

Year. Pestination Year. Declination. | 

| 

agama eal AY, 
HOSTS te ee eno romiMasise....80. 5). 3: 6 00 
IS CO Mee ee te. Bplommisione ee. a): 6 03 
CO se ae aa ee 6 35 | SOU ert ae te avert 6 00 
(CFT ate eka GesOyi Meteo ae, a 6 07 
11S eee GR2G | Mat 20 teen Dee acs. 6 12 
IGG ace ee aoe a Goes | cos een 6 30 
IS re BR itG | h T eeee 6 40 
(Rit PoC Ute || TREE ee ee eear 6 35 
ER) eens eae GHOS Me MESO G anew te a 6S 
Se OR ccs, ae col (Oye ie a | 645 

| { 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE—Continned. 

CHESTERFIELD—Continued. 

Year. Declination.) Year. Declination. 

Seat ee —— 

| Oo / / 

18283: Fs eeee eae ee | 652 1938) _=.a- eo ee 8 00 
(600 nah Ee eae | 700 || 1839 ae sii hax0s 
19805 Sea | 706 | 1810 ee 8 10 
{OS Saas ee ames |. P80) |] RANE eee mere 8 15 
[8322 oe eae Ted) |), 18s See eee Cees 8 15 

18335) = eee 7-30) |). RAS eae are = eee 8 15 
182408. yee es: FtObat | WISH cee eee 812 

| 
ooh Dee Meee WAS’ GA eee eee Sees 8 20 

USS6eeacteeeee oo eeee Tido) | LS90RSs a este ees 11 13 

IRC Y (SEE see pn eras 8 00 | 

HANOVER. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

| = 

Oo) =f | 1e) 

LBS OU Saas Ae eye sere QuA5> ||| “USTGestasaceeeee ee 11 05 

1858, cue es 10°27. "|| 180eencse ten | 11 38 
f Us PSecedcs sotrso ance F 2) 0) | 

KEENE. 

{From Samuel Wadsworth, surveyor Cheshire County.] 

oO Qo 7 a 

Itctoteyee ees HOSE Roe ooo 11 10 L892: es See 11 30 

Pesigggewscstey oe 18 I> |) C168 ee 11 33 
1880 iis, | aso 11 45 
\ipeen ce) Leena ye 11 22 itt}! | ions Seer Sena Sete 11 52 

| 

FORTSMOUTH. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

! —— = 

TSB SiRe cases nee aes 8 45 bBo }s ene Cree Se Ase Widd 

W840 ac aaa 9 47 STO SSE eee 12 31 

iSO Aenea aren, = 10 30 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

VERMONT. 

BURLINGTON. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.) 

Year. j |Declination. | Year. ‘Declination. 

| Ue, BG 

SOS ME esa eee 6 12 ISO Mba ser stents our 8 50 

LSM Ses eae eat | 7 30 TGV OE eae oe oe ee 9 42 

1S OO Ree ae Peee 7 42 TY a oe ne eee 9 22 

[SOG eee eee 7 36 | Ietilee ne ee ee sere 9 57 

| SICROS At aha ae ee | 8 10 THAN, Sees Bers ieee 10 57 

WLS Seat te cre 0 eet | Soild. ll Gries se eceseescnnee 11 19 

ISSO Ue en | 8 25 

RUTLAND. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. | 

1S Open eae ee: GROMMETS (Oey care es: | 10 40 
COLE Baas aes Gk i), SIGS aeeeeoce sees 11 09 

Ik hh ae eee oe eee eeaal 9 49 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

Boston. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

Year. Declination, Year. Declination. 

——————————— —— —= lene ————— 

ASOT mrss eats HOS eal So1Sa et setae 10 14 
bo SACRE ee ee ee SKOO all |Paw STIG orenegh se ccs duit 

ESOS Ase eee Se eh GROG aE MUS ase ook 11 36 

IQA Gwe at suerte 9 31 SUSIE a wana wat 8 
ee ee ie 

CAMBRIDGE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Sa .|\| | 
iO. ee ee Ff > |) SROs cee See | 9 30 

|. SIGE an ae rea SHOOMITOSON A. SNe | 1008 | 
| Rabe ee 8 51 1 tee ee | 10 39 

SSI pee eee a eck 9 09 Iba es ae re ee | 10 54 

ONO. cannes eneee Cal I TIGR oon ee eee ae | 1050 
| 

MID aos ace ee Gio lM SUC oe een oe ees 10 48 

5 he a ee ee CASO MMII TSG tear ers, Sess 2k, 10 41 
ISAS meme eae eee Os 9 32 TSO heer oe cre a’ 11 46 
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Date for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MASSACHUSETTS—Continued. 

NANTUCKET. 

' [Furnished by William F. Codd.} 

Year. [Dectination.| Year. Declination. 

fe0mecee eee ae oe | T7718. il) USTs ee eee 12 20 

BO OR Mer kay ered | *sh3 | a7: eapeetin svn 5 12 30 

TG Sites Ae ete ae Fie asp2277/ TOS) 2.2) a oremae 12 30 

1S36 or coe er oe 633, || ses. ee eee 12 45 

SSS) hake ae a 9 02 | TORD Shee ee ey 12 45 

jE ea eae cee | 916 {BRS ee ee oe 12 34 

LSAT iees Meat meee OMCs wallet eRe eco 12 45 
ION a ae 9.45) || ees ee 12 40 
HR 0ne coe 9. 50 | TRO6u os a) eee 12 30 
[S53 0:< 2 eee 10 00 ABRs aa ak Ese 2 18 

i RGB RS! 25 eee ae 10/25; “I RUBSSh ok cs ee ee 12 30 

Nasty (ae aaa micas Dice 12400) ||| UBEee seers eee 12 46 
UBT Oe abe 2 ae eeae 11 50 1GOie: vt _ SD. eee 12 30 

AST. ee ee eee | 11 50 1802/3 te eee 12 30 | 

IST coe eee TOR |) egee a ea en eee 2 40 
ART OR ase eee nee KON | Noe 13) eee a a 2 45 

AS Tai Bes re 12 00 

NEWBURYPORT. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.) 

aN || = 

| ecaie sane oes [> 8180 stab eee | 10 58 
PESO. occa teeta] SOND 13 pet Rae > eat les So 12 12 

PITTSFIELD. 

The following series, furnished by Mr. A. A. Fobes, engineer for the 

Board of Public Works, is the result of a large number of comparisons 

of compasses made on a meridian line in the city of Pittsfield. 

Year. Declination. Remarks. 

ASTM Sao Jes Bec caw seioeeel oe 8 51 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

UST. seerencse eens 9 02 Mean of 3 comparisons. 

TST Sick ces peers a ee 9 00 Mean of 6 comparisons. 

LSTA eee oats eee 9 10 Do. 

LS Tis. coe eee sem eee 9 13 Mean of 4 compurisous. 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MASSACHUSETTS—Continued. 

PrrTsrFIELD—Continued. 

Year. Deotieationl| Remarks. 

ee 

WeiOese eee 9 02 Mean of 2 comparisons. 

Iie Sapeeee es Or eee 9 08 1 comparison. 

SOAs lereee ee oe aes ieee sie 9 12 Mean of 2 comparisons. 

TSS AS) avd he este Chea eee a ee 9 00 1 comparison. 

SSO erent eke lege cc cee te ack 9 20 Mean of 2 comparisons. 

Usts tls mre Eoee ea an aoe 9 20 | 1 comparison. 

eB De AUmN WE Veer? 9 35 | Do. 
S83 ic icenoa% stsce ates Be 9 55 Mean of 2 comparisons. 

Mele eats OS SSA ese See ee 9 49 Do. 

1S Sa eee ee SNe ee 9 46 Do. 

Weel SSO)ctee tae disiticc) ns Ssvetours S) se Mean of 3 comparisons. 

SB ieee ns oms Bate eure ice 9 52 Mean of 4 comparisons. 

SSSR eae apes eres tr Ley 9 58 Mean of 2 comparisons. 

SSO Bases ee hee ee 9 57 | Do. 

SOO Re mree seeree eie est ers 10 00 Do. 

Of ILS Neel teeta rl eae 10 05 Mean of 4 comparisons. 

|). TRC Re eee sees Caer ie 10 09 Mean of 6 comparisons. 

Ihc Byers Beacon coe ee meee eee 10 20 Mean of 3 comparisons. 

| Tee eee: Seren eee 10 20 Do. 
SOD yee ere thee nel 10 26 | Mean of 5 comparisons. 

PROVINCETOWN. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Hecination: Year. Declination. 

i }. a 
Chee g 

ICs as ce ciate eee | 8 15 US GO Serta esse seeie'| 11 24 

iGO SA nee | 9 20 
| s | 

SALEM. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

| 7 | ae 
| SOs Meeaeetet .y Bu MLS19 eee ot 10 14 

Ite coe eaceee eres 5 20 | Sb Ree eel or Sas.s 10 50 

| SOc eae ee Si ||| Te coee eee meee pee eatete30 
DSSS peeps nse So oa (te 8 30) | 1887......--------- | 12 38 

2 3 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

MASSACHUSETTS—Continued. 

WALTHAM 

The following series is the result of Comparisons of compasses upon 

a meridian line at Waltham. It was furnished by Francis IT. Kendall, 

county engineer. 

Year Peeieator Remarks. 

Sip eel eee ck etemeaseeee | dt 20 | Mean of 6 comparisons. 

UST Sete twee cat oes | 11 22 | Mean of 3 comparisons. 

GR Gise eee se rece, - ee ee ene | 11 30 | Mean of 2 comparisons. 

US lisesa ates et eee one erable 1 comparison. 

ASU Biae neat) 5 ee | 11 30 Do. | 
SS 2rasei orate 2 ore ere cee oe a 25 Mean of 3 comparisons. | 

NISRA Sons es ce eee > alah iil Mean of 2 comparisons. | 

WSS rece casters seers BL U5 | Do. 

LSS OM aceasta | 12 00 | Do. 

TS9O es ocrke eee seco ee | 12 07 | Mean of 3 comparisons. | 

IU }) [See ere aaese ee esac | aoe | 1 comparison. 

NW RAR o See Rete see 12 25 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

URS SSeeoesaasseesoamc.|) ye Mean of 2 comparisons. | 
| 

WILLIAMSTOWN. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. } 
fe ee Sas —————— ee 2 

| Year. Declination. | Year. Declination. 

| > = ae are ae ee =a, C 

| 183 3% arte eee eee 6 15 13762 Se eee ee 10 31 

LS Bite ety ee 7 45 L886. coe <a ee 10 21 

WORCESTER. 

The following series, furnished by tlie engineer of Worcester County, 

represents the means of large numbers of compass comparisons upon a 

meridian line established in the city of Worcester: 

Year. beknuee Remarks. 

USil Cane en seoeee eseseaeee | 10 27 Mean cf 3 comparisons. 

MoT PAss ose mcd Sasea aso Seer 10 16 Mean of 18 comparisons. 

[Si Stee eeen wer ee eececiaccs 10 12 Mean of 8 comparisons. 

LSTA ce elemeaciate Ae a eee oer 10 24 Mean of 10 comparisons. 

USD e «yet tre oncioo meters |} 10 32 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

US Oe eitenoe eet rele eicte estore 10 22 Mean of 8 comparisons. 

US iietera eictie etna pastas 10 26 Do. 

WTS) pA Ee GAR SOS CS 10 45 Mean of 4 comparisons. 



GANNETT. ! SECULAR VARIATION: MASS.—R. I.—CONN. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

MASSACHUSETTS—Continued. 

W oRCESTER—Continued. 

= 
| Year. Declination Remarks. 

| oy if 

Qt So Saee ce oetae eer nesee 10 45 Mean of 8 comparisons. 

US8O0 Sens se sae ceisg si acies= oe 10 50 Mean of 11 comparisons. 

NSS lear erssene eee aes 10 58 Mean of 4 comparisons. 

BL S55 Die ey eee ee fel tarot a 10 59 Mean of 7 comparisons. 

NEBL SSpee ace t oMe aN Foy See ne 11 00 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

ASSL aoe a Silacwiseieesecsoss 10 55 Mean of 7 comparisons. 

US BB ioe a erepecictemie sete cleieisieeraic 10 57 Mean of 6 comparisons. 

USSG Dares ee eines eee ee 11 09 | Mean of 4 comparisons, | 

UCTS gee eee aoe a ce 10 58 | Do. 
B8Sea st See etsss esos e| al al) Mean of 7 comparisons. | 
USS OME eee sneee ene sake: 11 09 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

| 1890- © 2 11 10 Mear. of 10 comparisons. | 

ee SO Fare a So Bete re 2 steaese 11 20 1 comparison. 

1892. SOLES 11 29 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

MeL SOS SS 2nre = th 11 22 Mean of 3 comparisons, | 

Mie umn eee ay cy wens 11 21 Do. | 
ess Bates 11 38 Do. 

RHODE ISLAND. 

PROVIDENCE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

Year. lieeliaiations | , Year. Pi atheeceoial 
| | | 

[o) / | O / | 

S00) sateen eee 5:5 “|| SSE mete eee a 8 25 | 
HS OB reteersesscisete tice = 6 19 ISG OS suse ee es 8 31 | 

NSU OES Ses e.cse ces se st- 6 24 BAe ae a= Seo ease er 8 39 | 

Poe gh ee ee = GO mn ISAS eke ss 8 46 | 
NB IORS eer eth c GrSigmm tel Sooseee ees aae 9 31 | 
NBD esis soe a 6 51 LSS elec rience 11 08 

SSO Soa see oe ees cees TAO: i sth csossessocucee 11 10 

ABAD REM ceca th-ya. o 7 34 | 

CONNECTICUT. 

HARTFORD. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. \Declination. Year. |Declination. 

id 5 | 
| [@) / oO / 

STO Rae set | 4 46 | USSG Me a sae te 5 SEL LT 
NS 2A See fee at 28 see | Berl elle SMe eee ree 7 49 

S28 Sete see ass G08 |, Ue @eceotcstease eases 8 34 

ICP Seo Rane ee 6 03 

17 GEOL, PT I 15 
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226 MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

CONNECTICUT—Continued. 

NEw Haven. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

Year. Declination. Year. ‘Declination. 

LSU 3S Ae oe Sates 5 10 | 18452552 5ee> Seepees oe iv 

Do} KS eee see ee ese 4 25 | SASS ne 28 eee eee 6 34 

1328222 o2 Ae oe ree O: LT || 18552 Seen eee 7 03 

N8S5is5- acess eel 5 41 | We Besosassase oaccs= 8 27 

1836025} en, oe eee Sai cy (cen he a a Le oct 
183%. lessee 5 50 TSOL 2 sats eee eee 8 55 

1840).2etaee see eer 6 10 ISS 2S Soe asenioees 9 00 

1844) = hoe meee 5 45 
] 

PUTNAM. 

[Reported by Mr. Edgar Clark. | 

vee a (toes =a | | 
Cat Oo 7 ] 

S105). eee ee 80), || 18662 2 sean ee | 9 30 | 
1840.8 eee se seers 7 45 || | | 

NEW YORK. 

ALBANY. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.} ‘ 

= 
Year. Declination. Year. ‘Declination. 

(fo) 4 Oo ¢ 

1 Rot Bf (eed eer as coe 5 44 i ho 5) oy eee es 6 47 

SIGs cero se Se eee 5 45 LShic 3 2 Sees 7 35 

18258 ovate eae eeee 6 00 USS 2s seas 7 55 

LB28 Seon ess cokes 6 16 1856) £2 See ee See 8 39 

USS Ov ae ete Feet ei 6 18 [858s 2. see eee 8 17 

LSS ees eee tee ae 6 32 1879s 2S xeoo ees 9 52 

Sgde eee eee eee 6 40 

NL 

BUFFALO. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.) 

1 SOlioosears ticle sect 1 25 | Rc pe pay es a 3 52 

LSS ORee a. Cee | 5 | MISTS. Roar eee 3 58 

hot 85) SEE aps ncgear tc | 125 ASS0 tees ae ee 5 O4 | 

L309. cece citee see 256 | | 



GANNETT. ] SECULAR VARIATION: NEW YORK. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

NEW YORK—Continued. 

CANANDAIGUA. 

[From M. T. Clark, surveyor.] 

| Declination, | Year. A eae 
| hs 

| a a 
IBOQE Sa se= careers | 1 SO PM || USSOR SS eerse see! 6 00 

ES Be ON 8 «Il eo) 
CoLp SPRING HARBOR, L. I. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

| 5) ese 
pst SU Sian eus. 8 kes 2 1 SD als eee eee 7 47 | 

PD BAA Se Satemieis/atc; Joie 6 30 1886s 56/2, soees c0u9 8 34 | 

KINGSTON. 

{From Mr. Edward B. Codwise. | 

| aie | 
| ila ae Renee tee Pe ay TO} |Ih. TE ak Ont 9 40 | 
l | is : 

New York Ciry. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. } 

Cc / (oe) ¢/ 

1 CPs asec 4 40 HS Gisele tatsae ctcec= es 5 20 

83 At ee eteresato ns 4 50 AT ees saree nese 5 41 

TSB ise Be eae teers 5 40 Ise Agaoo (Soke 6 43 

GA Qe Pee ee seep ste by Pall), Iki) saa esccoenea nese 6 44 

VTi eeee Ae Wa #6n06:m | MISTS hoes seas ete 2 | \ 709 
dM CS Neoes2ul| mis(lies =e Sos M owe. leas 
BAA SS eres aaa | 613 US eae See eee 7 32 
(Ye ee ae Caer | 6 25 1S Soe Meee ieee 7 53 

OWEGO. 

[From Mr. Asa Stanton, surveyor. ] 

- | 
| | Oa | One 

WEP SUipeete eer 2 3 OSE Welt ae see ne aeeeeae 7 01 

SSO pe eeeey oe ein ciccis 3 Sit || GED Ses aco seseseneee 703 | 
| | 

iste Biscee coat ane ase | 6 36 | SOO Rae ate osecises 7103 

SS Anaya Sete 3c ys | 6 32 | 1S See ne esac eee 7 03 

(CS. | Gees eee ern een 7 08 
TSSo Mes De | 652 | SODA Ce cans 0 715 
LOS er ee ee: le 6u52 
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228 

The following series are taken from volume 1 of the 

MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

NEW YORK—Continued. 

OXFORD, CHENANGO COUNTY. 

Year. ese aac Year. Declination. 
| 

| Oo 7 Ons | 

fSiy eae ee eee 3:00" || “1RaT es eee ee 544 | 
1h epee e Bere Sos eee 4 30 15 Siete ae See eee bAT i 
Roby Lee eer cicis 3 52 WSiB acc ac ee eres 6 52 

SBT asenecere as sees | A130) | ASt4se ee ceeeeeeeere 6 56 

ISSR Rasa ese ee ererae | Bal Nl aisisbyeee coos cccoasc 7 43 

QA Ouse seer a eee ee | 5 11 | 

PIERREPONT MANOR. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

(oy 87) 2 OL 

B23 ereietee cence aes 2 16 W866: =. ae oon 6 15 

RATE oe eee sees A237 LS Ge tte 610 | 

We onscenaacsapasna 5 10 | 186825 eA eae eee 6 10 

il S60)s: Sosa ene 5 36 R69 2 = eee ee 6 18 

1863 28sec eee eee. ord, i LS TO eer = eee ee 6 04 

of eee ere es 550) || ASTAtee shoe mee i siGese 
1865 aac.eeceetece ee 6 00 

ROCHESTER. 

{From J. Y. McClintock, city engineer. } 

= = ei | 
fo) / 0 

1S 76m ee ee 5 41 || 1896. eee 6 22 
M893 26 esas eae see 6 42 | 

NEW JERSEY. 

the Geological Survey of New Jersey. 

Mount Houiy, BURLINGTON COUNTY. 

{From comparisons of instruments on a meridian line.] 

Year. 

final report of 

Declination. Remarks. 

(oye th 

5 36 | Mean of 10 comparisons. 

6 00 | Mean of 15 comparisons. 

6 10 | Mean of 10 comparisons. 

6 12 | Mean of 16 comparisons. 

6 32 | Mean of 9 comparisons. 

6 42 Do. 

650 | Mean of 12 comparisons. 

653 | Mean of 11 comparisons. 

6 57 Mean of 16 eee 



GANNETT. } SECULAR VARIATION: NEW JERSEY. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

NEW JERSEY—Continued. 

CAPE May, CaprE May County. 

Year. eolieation Year. Declination. 

(oy fo) 7 

NGLG Bercnacs cose cece 3 05 1 OEY ee adacecincnaccm ae 3 30 

ASLO Fe ses seee ie ciee ss 3 05 Baie emo aeee cele 4 38 

ets) 0 ees ets eeu ree 8) dal SSM ee erse ase Seat sesls 5 06 

ICG a Seaee Sees 3 45 LESS cet cee cise cre 5 11 

Year. Declination. Remarks. 

(oy if 

MAME Re ee etna Si per y-a 2 59 
Sie ESRC EO COREE OC DEaS 4 51 Mean of 17 observations. 

SSA eee se Salem ce eee one 5 18 | Mean of 9 observations. 

WOODBURY, GLOUCESTER COUNTY. 

OM | 

SAG Ree tee oc ocisniee sie see 3 45 

SOD So cees eae eesecersee 4 48 

SOc ecncee cere roe 4 49 | Mean of 23 observations. 

S(O m eee coed sees 4 46 | 

ICC. Ass SBE See ate cee 5 11 | Mean of 15 observations. 

BRS Aes Seg vate Soe tee 6 01 Mean of 4 observations. 

ae = | 

JAMESBURG, MIDDLESEX COUNTY. 

Year. Imeclination'| Year. Declination. 

(<es (oy zi 

STE cpke ec pe eit eresrsicct 3 12 B29 ees cSeoee ee 3.52 

SO Greate tcc selec. 3 50 TSS ie astern sect 25, 

New BRUNSWICK, MIDDLESEX COUNTY. 

OF : 7 ° | 

GW). sasensacosseose 2 24 if Sue peeataooes 5 23 

NS OARERR eee tes, 5 2 30 Ie Thies Pee ea ee 6 09 

SMe eee ayo s.c.c1 , 2 19 MU SG4e ae Breet cer cae 6 10 

1 ee eee eee 3 07 I SGGR acre ce es 6 00 

WSL ie sees neoeicrsani 31133 ST OMe eeer ees ee 6 24 

ICBO scebessedeeaeee 3 34 ISSORAaE eee sec te 1s 

ICE joeaSnn ceo eeeeee 4 49 SSA eerie 7 30 

ee soa des GaOSEs DAES 4 45 GID Ae Scones eneanee 7 30 

| SAG Meee caste mie 5 23 IGE Coase a Gacoaeetod 7 32 

lL 4 See cia ciais 5 10 

} 
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230 MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Cantinued. 

NEW JERSEY—Continued. 

Sanpy Hook, MoNMouTH CouUNTY. 

Declination., Year. Declination. 

a es 
SMO Se Se eo Mae 5 32 ISTS esse eee 7 09 

ev ed ae Bil I Gyan omen ene | 732 | 
i ieLt Sek eee eee Gi ll| 1885 oe 753. | 

& eee fan ful 

SOMERVILLE, SOMERSET COUNTY 

OA Oo 7? 

SY bee Py eot ey Ue 5 45 SCO asa see ae 6 00 

1SG5 en eee nee 5 50 ASO es ae 6 00 
TSBGRMEs Sake er ee 6 15 (S734 eee eres 6 27 

ISGTER eee ee SSE 5 5d LESTat aan eee 7 19 

Tic To eB ea ee a 5 58 | 

HARDWICK, WARREN COUNTY. 

| | a ; | = 

|, meccmaren ant | ey, 

ISGGHESen Gees. eee 6 038 TSS eee tae mer esee fe GR5: 

TSGSie eee eee ee 6 10 1SSGe oes et eee alt 

1STO=seea eae eres 6 18 | | 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

The following series are, except where noted, derived from the report 

of the Secretary of Internal Affairs of Pennsylvania for the year 1837: 

ADAMS COUNTY. 

| 

Declination.| 
| 

| 
| Year. Declination, Year. 

oe oe eae s | 
| | | : 
| (e) / Cc ‘ 

TRL (eS eee eee 2618 alll, MST ec rere | 345 
| 

BEDFORD, BEDFORD COUNTY. 

ee oe a |e edad aa , 

\ “WSb0 aS Sas tccseeseeee 1 30 WSSS Societe sie ces 8 34 

| ae ms 

HOLLIDAYSBURG, BLAIR COUNTY 

(e) tl ) ‘ 

18545 soaoeeeeonieee 232 || 1873....-..----.-.-- 3 45 

1850.1 oa hoes 2 Sb hl MIRGTs sete coe sacs | 427 
| | 

1861 | 3 00 



GANNETT. ] SECULAR VARIATION: PENNSYLVANIA. 

Data for determinaticn of secular variation—Continued. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Continued. 

TOWANDA, BRADFORD COUNTY. 

Year. ‘Declination.| Year. ‘Declination. 

fae | EN ee zee 
oy Cine 

Web) ocnasoscca cducee | db BD |i) IssBBeccbeacecs occosa| a7 3d 

a County surveyor. 

New York LINE, BRADFORD COUNTY. 

(oy) | (ei | 

(EGE) eS oe Scpapees eeu BS 28} IRI eee eeecocemceees 6 20 | 

WESTCHESTER, CHESTER COUNTY. 

la — a a ae wip 1| = 

| One | On! 

IRIRS2 seem ce 3 25| ||" 1875.---...-.....-.. 5 45 
| QB ta cae labe 2 = He 25 AST Sees oe 3 5 52 

CLARION, CLARION COUNTY. 

Of | o 7 

cbs Ape enoo senate 1 00 | US Me eae orSsine sists oes 2 20 

CLEARFIELD COUNTY. 

| (oy oY | (o) tH 

| Soe eee te sear Waele Wah LST Se es. ners e or 3 46 ! 

CARLISLE, CUMBERLAND COUNTY. 

| Suit ; il 

Gy Oe Se aoe oeeers | 20) I abst B yseaetaecce sean cscs 4 15 

|) Crean eee | 356 | | 
| | | 

HARRISBURG, DAUPHIN COUNTY. 

| © uv | (oe) V 

184 Opes ctissaceserces Sas ara 7 ae ee ae 4 51 

j 1843. - <2... =... | ROOEM IML SCOR sceneries erseicls a5 10 

TCE ih BEC Il a tciirfeeees eee eee 4 53 
Ie legedueod abo cate 3 19 ASS ots ee pees Seis a5 17 

USGO meer Sees 25). 3) G0) WICK eee aaa eee 5 21 
CAD a see en | 3/44 | ABB see EON sss ste ad 30 

| \ 

a Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
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232 MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

PENNSYLVANIA—Continued. 

WILcOx, ELK COUNTY. 

|Declination.|| Year. Declination.| 
i} ] 

a ‘arene a 
| On el | | of | 

ee sc eeeee eee [ee 2RO08? || Sci ae =e eee | 420 

UNION, FAYETTE COUNTY. 

| oF 

BS22 is anise ce oelee 1 08 | CY BIRR SRS See See coe | 2 30 

PSH Ds Sater eee 130) || DSTO re 22ers eee 2 47 

dco, enn Sea ee 1 40 1880): 222k csisecie sees 2 50 

DST 2 eee see eae 2 19 TS8he oe cies ceiscas 3 =A 

180 ise cee 040E 
1900.22 eee eee 0 45 
1816s eee ee ee 0 30 
1S1Scees ee 0 30 
BoA mes vi, RE, oe a0 15 

$QD Ae xo ice een 015E 
183012 hee ene 115W 
1836 et eee ee eee a0 27 

TSAO Sane ee eee a0 54 
18500 cat oe eee 1 30 
Cy eee eae eee al 42 
TQbOk ie ae Meee eed oe a2 12 
1SG0C Nee eeae lee 2 10 
TSS eae CRE a2 15 
ae Bee FY a2 19 
1G65 3 eee eee a2 24 
TTT Oe) eae a2 
1867 ee a2 35 

a Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

] ] 
one | 

1369 pete tee | a2 40 | 
Te ioaeapeck tetas 4 a2 55 

18732252 See es | a3 00 
1975 3.5 eee eee 312 
{R76 nee eee a3 12 
1807S ed eee a3 20 

Ili, WS7Siss sree =e a3 24 

| Maat fo (2 yo eat a3 31 
168085 Sra nee a3 36 
1881 Patten a3 41 
18805 5) ogee a3 45 
1985" ooo eo eee a3 49 

agp (So eS bees ee a3 49 
| BRE sist a8 Ria ee Peer a3 54 
| IRBR Ese ee ree a3 55 
| (887 ee eee | @35 
189525. Sect eee eae 

| 
— J 

b County surveyor. 

McCONNELSBURG, FULTON COUNTY. 

L8b6veccen see eer 2 00 

a }ot! SEA EASES BSC L 05 



GANNETT. | SECULAR VARIATION: PENNSYLVANIA. 233 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

PENNSYLVANJA—Continued. 

WAYNESBORO, GREENE COUNTY. 

fae Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 
| | fess: : 

| cy # | Oo 7 

1S Dees met eerere eaten | 0 45 eto Saceceis ne aece ren 2 29 

| iGsecsosmocooscess | 2 03 
| | 

INDIANA, INDIANA COUNTY. 

| Oj v (oyu 

| 15D seme ae 0 50 | IIe ope ee 3 45 

LEBANON CouUNTY. 

| ] 
Oo / / [e) / 

| SUS ae ene eee | ST SOmMISTO sea se eo cee acco: 4 52 

WILLIAMSPORT, LYCOMING COUNTY 

| | ; 
1 | (Gy oo) 

| SELENE PAGE as. SOOM detects 528.2 Se: 4 50 
| UG seSmene ose eas 4 46 | I SiSreasreeece saasas 5 15 

| 

SOMERSET, SOMERSET COUNTY. 

| Ou On ys | 

| Spee eee ney A AIMOO ME eT SS eee ans wae Nk 3 45 | 
(Syste ee ee S a2: 2 45 | 

| wo ees ae 

LEWISBURG, UNION COUNTY. 

QO : (oy 9 

1 OE Selcha neta eee 4 11 SS Temee ee a tee isaac 5i3o 

NOU Seaacossaoseeeue 5 00 

\eaene | 

HaTBORO, MONTGOMERY COUNTY. 

| i { 

| | Omer ay ft 

| NSOOM RS Ro eto | iw Ill TCS eee A ee 3 00 
| Sl) comaeeeSbogeane 2 00 1840 Beare 3 50 

| 



234 MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Continued. 

PHILADELPHIA. 

Year. Declination. Year. Teena 

Oo / Oo 14 | 

TRODEs Se oteas es: 1530/"il|| ASB2ase eee ee ad 00 | 
18 Oe eee see es 2 00 Soak eee ad 28 | 
iB eee Oe, gt be | 5995. “lV "algarahese Nec es aan 6 08 
SBT ne ee | ope A bstelhee oe a6 22 
{e5o eee l |" 82 R05 ante le eee b6 44 

[ese ee Oe eee : Ne a ee 
a Coast and Geodetic Survey. b County surveyor. a 

LEWISBURG, MIFFLIN COUNTY. 

lo}y fe | | ‘al. ¥f 

rhc) eee ee 156: |e SGde, ee nee eee 2 25 
Jey aa ee ae ta 1 50 | 1866-9 nn ee ee 2 55 
Islay Us SN ss ne se | 2 00 | 1816s. ec eee 3 36 
LS5 Tae Sewer 2 il |) 1800 Soap eee eee ad 30 
ASG1RS Ss eae eee 2 50 

Hy ae a County surveyor. pe i a eae 

WASHINGTON, WASHINGTON COUNTY. 

] aaa an i ; 
| (owe Oe 

S52 ees esate ee 0 14 AS TAR RS es reer cecee 140 | 

18562522 ee ce ee 0 25 TOTS ee ee Se Peete 1 58 

LGBT ces ee | RONDE S| ESS: a omen emee eee {esa 
Wiese cna aeacsccc 15 1883 220; Seer 2 36 

1 Ali ie ee ee | 126 18k6:. ee ae 2 30 
EQTS oe tes ce ce | 1 20 1887. : : 2 31 

| 

BROOKVILLE, JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

The following series, furnished by James B. Caldwell, county sur- 

veyor, is derived from compass comparisons on a meridian at Brook- 

ville: 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination, 

. a) 
Ei) coca aoae 00 Se |e S OO Sees oso ee La 

1$5 2.52/25 ce o= ees 1 10 1 oy 6 eae ee 1 30 | 

1854 55 325s od See 1 10 T8622 soto ote 1 30 

I855)-c2 sas occa mete 1 00 1863 a5 Se eae 1 30 

L856 iss,2- a2 se oes ses 1 00 S645 =. 2.22 ee 1 30 

UT Sf fe aes sews tent ote 1 30 1SOSe~ 3 - Kc eee 1 45 

18582 Sac chee mee 1 30 Rote) seen - egg Ses = 2 00 

L859 sche n) Jeera 1 20 ASG To 2e< oe cow eeeen 1 50 



GANNETT. ] SECULAR VARIATION: PENNSYLVANIA. 235 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Continued. 

BROOKVILLE, JEFFERSON COUNTY—Continued. 

Year. Declination. | Year. Ineclination!| 

= = - 

NSOS maemo eceoe ese 2 00 S822 eee eee 3 10 

SOO Rae esse eres 2 08 SSB ee ne etek eer 3 18 

its Upsecan edocs aaas B) SOK), I) Callctett Ce oe eer es ees 3 20 

Sines Sake eee DD | Wstieees seoeeeoreds 3 30 

TRS et seats DP ee ISSO eeeea nce asec eae 3 30 
ISG oe oceania es 2 30 USSSipeee ena 3 30 

TEST Gly = ys oe ape ea 2 45 Dele ee oe ete pees 3°37, 

eMneaaseseeaos aes 2 45 US GO fe are i ee See 3 40 

STOR eet eee aN 2 45 US OI eee rerree ate ee 3 44 

IL eses poosceeoee se 2 53 NC 2 see Seem aeee 3 39 

IES a eee ee 21S || TERR csanason eee 3 48 
SOE emcee Semae eer Bi COy “i. alewites Sasso oaagosee | 3 50 

SSO ses eee ae et SmOSwa| [elSObsneeiee sc ace ee|| 3 58 

SS egy er eiins 3 06 || | 

York, YORK COUNTY. 

The following series, furnished by the county surveyor, Mr. Edward 

Gross, contains the results of compass comparisons made on a meridian 

line at York: 

Year. Declination. Remarks. 

bees 
WS Tomes es eee meee ra 4 47 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

WIG. oad See oe eos ee en aes 4 59 Do. 

Siete cise te mcce sence 5 O1 Do. 

7S deck Bae eee ae 5 05 | Do. 
NSO Wee as eae terse cits) async 5 12 | Mean of 3 comparisons. 

SSO ores eaeace Hoes ce 5 15 | Mean of 4 comparisons. 

The a ean ee See ae ay NG Mean of 3 comparisons. 

se SS each SO to ae ee 5 25 Mean of 2 comparisons. 

COB. Ge ee eee | Bee Do. 
DS SAE eee Oe nck cis fc | 5 30 Mean of 4 comparisons. 
ISK 6 SaaS SS ee eee 5 30 Mean of 3 comparisons. 

USSG meee ee et sk 5 34 Mean of 4 comparisons. 

HS Spare aerate ots irie hs Sete 5 34 | Do. 

els Gop aah See Ce ee eee 5 42 | Mean of 3 comparisons. 

OR) ance Gee eee 5 85 | 1 comparison. 
ISO Sas BSN et Se eee ee 5 45 | Mean of 2 comparisons. 

BS Operant ec ik | 5 40 | Mean of 3 comparisons. 

1 SO ee on da BASH aE ee naan eaee 5 55 Mean of 2 comparisons. 

ICE BS Gaetcas Soc = ee eae 5 57 Mean of 4 comparisons. 

LE) Ue ee es 5 387 Mean of 3 comparisons. 

Ce Bescacaubos Bake eee 609 | Do. 
a 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Conutinued. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Continued. 

HONESDALE, WAYNE COUNTY. 

Observations from 1885 to 1895, inclusive, are from compass compari- 

sons on a meridian line, furnished by Mr. L.S. Collins, county surveyor. 

Year. ‘Declination.| Remarks. 

ont 
| ole Beem ed he | 529 | | 

ISTO ce: one Se 5 eee | 6 45 
S862 So on eee eee | 7 37 | Mean of 8 comparisons. | 

IS86e rece sotalol ees 7 39 | Mean of 6 comparisons. 
} | 

1S8iin nse ras soar Col | Do. 

1S88 isos ict Seen eee 7 37 Mean of 7 comparisons. 

TSO vie 15 teas ome eae meee eee 7 36 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

1890 Ce ok se arte aeemeeres 740 | Mean of 7 comparisons. 

PSD csc: stoctineemrseeise eee | 7 42 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

1399 52. sone arete Sener 746 | Mean of 6 comparisons. 

1893: cccjscine- mie ostsees eee 753 | Do. 

1804s Sees eee ener 756 | Mean of 7 comparisons. | 

1895... << Ce een eeeiecenics 8 03 Mean of 5 comparisons. 

GREENSBURG, WESTMORELAND COUNTY. 

Year. Declination. | Year. ‘Declination. 

—< || - | 

/ | | @) / fo} | 4 | oO 

US 4o. ose ccae ee eseee I O0Msl 1884. sven ecco eee 3 07 | 

18762 hee 2 30 | | 

TYRONE, BLAIR COUNTY. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 
—~ ae 

| o} | | Git 

LSTA oe eit | 29 jogmll asybece ane ee | 326 
ASTS Senco as eeeere | S220) STS cee aaa 3 42 

AST aes eee. erae ae | 3 20 STO Meese cee 3 52 

BreTHLEHEM, NORTHAMPTON COUNTY. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

Meo ees ee Ose 3 26 ASST. Uo ae eee 5 52 

LOOM nosey cee ee 3 50 1882.2. .2< soe cece 6 05 

1: Ce ees as eae 5 19: ||| (1884 282 eee 6 06 

LS 1B Sse coc nese s 5 37 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Continued. 

HUNTINGDON, HUNTINGDON COUNTY. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

= 

Year. ‘Declination. Year. Declination. 

(oi | (oi 9} 

134 Ose Sees ee 1 52 ISSO seme Ee ee | 2 G5] 

IGAQ Rese 2 eee USO NaNO lese seen ey. le: | | 4.95 
IRF Oe een wee, wt Del Gump SSOnW eo eece ee | 434 | 
Ish N2 oe eegebeceere 2 34 IS S4e een ea eae 4 37 

TEGO MPRA Secret OR ATAM MOI GB5 Mek eo oe ee ae lees 
TESTES ean dee Gy oye Ih BICisi fee ae a | 438 
SiO ee seeeeoueses 4 07 | 

Sen ern | 

BEAVER, BEAVER COUNTY. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

| Ome! } Oo ! 

| BOG ee Pele es Se ORS TAM MRISTOR a ese nen |) abel 
| Ti? ee Le 1 08 | HESS He AIT Ny 0h I) 42 
| — Se a es pat Seal : ee Roe ee 

PITTSBURG, ALLEGHENY COUNTY. 

/ [From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. | 

Ras ra ee 
SAO PRE ee eye eros © OB.) Wee Siesessosacons | 2 41 

SAG ee ea aes 0 33 TSS 5 Aaa ae sae eS 2 56 

Us ooceueomeaa see 2 22 

ERIE, ERIE COUNTY. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

USL ree esos ase 0 30 | VSO Rees aetna 2 10 

IE, ene iOS) I PSL eel 2 50 | 
1S HOM Ie, 5 Sh) NOG rascs aa ee 3 00 | 
Wired 5 becadaennees| MGs | UGE o 6 eee oaeen ane 3 20 

ASG TRS Ts fb Del See) lh pl S85 sales 2 ae 3 08 
ICTs Bene Se Seetsoeeee 2 18 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

DELAWARE. 

CarE HENLOPEN. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

1 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

io) / 1o} / 

ICE es oan = ou 115 TS at. 2 ee 3 O4 
Tye ao eee | 296 B85 oinet eee es 5 00 
at ees, gee ee | aoe 

Estimate of secular change by surveyor of Dover County, 3/ per year. 

MARYLAND. 

BALTIMORE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Meclinations| Year. Declination.) 

! of | oO / 

I PLBOS 2 c.2¢- Seer 0 12 UST ie eeaae ec laces es 3 45 

1840) oc eeiee cee eee 2 16 Loic eee oe 4 11 

USAT: Sta see ete 2 19 SSO oe meee eee ee 4 29 

1956-23 ona eee ees 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

| Sec. var. | | : County. | per year. 

i] 

| AOR AIy z.23% ins hs cc es oe coe eee eee ee eee 3 | 

| redericlk 6: oes- Bist eis Ree ee a4 

Ca ee ee he See = ae | 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 

WASHINGTON. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

SOO ec cee ieee crayon 0 52 186220 580.00 ee 239 | 

USS cee eae, a aeeell 1 20 ISOS 55. oon eae ee ee 2 42 

BAD nice c tree cece | 1 24 US665.45- oes 2 44 

1855. . | 2 24 I SOT ae eee 2 48 

1856. 222 cceenee aetasee 2 21 USOS once ay eee 251 

ISBT Ss caer eee 2 25 1S69 2 a ese soe e 253 | 

1860.22. peesoae ee pen leas ees aa sed 
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Data for determination of secular variation—C ontinued. 

DISTRICT OF COULUMBIA—Continued. 

W ASHINGTON—Continued. 

Year. Declination, Year. Declination. 

O / (oe) YW 

Silene secs: ates 257 IGE saoeo sabe aoSRos 3 55 

OC ereas cece a eeee 3 00 PSSOR Be see I Gets 3 55 

Icy BSS See aera ae os 3 00 Ite Lab pponenepeooe 4 00 

(ee cree ne eae sere ee 3 06 LSS Lee rete Pe eye 4 01 

ICV ioee eto semcee sere oy Jl) ike Gee see ne Banos 411 

NS TGrecreete see eeee == 3 19 bck Jaen cee oon SaEcor 4 09 

NL Siilitersaie ats sales ee 3 39 WSS ise cece ss: Gnaee 4 05 

|, Oleic} seer BCOR eae ssoe 3 45 Stclotele a peree aa eee Caer 4 09 

1D See Saee een 3 50 S89 Sees eee see eleer 415 

VIRGINIA. 

CarE HENRY. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

3) de Oe ed 1 

abc) See ee cae COACEE OOO) sii], Tabet ake eeeeas shee 3 | 

UGBBN Be SE ceceaaeeess IRON SO mS Seneca ee cca 
ila See ce eres 1) = SASS Al ESIC ea ee 3 
Wet Seeaseasecemses MDI Sick sess osoeacnedects 3 20 

OS 2k ae lo See | 
| | Se a 

WILLIAMSBURG, JAMES CITY COUNTY. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

a aS 
S09 eee ec OMSS REM aS TAN ees sey easels ca OF ao) 
SA OMe ee seco aee Oe WGI) wabstW(saoececoecoeeoee 3 03 

| Z| 
HARRISONBURG, ROCKINGHAM COUNTY. 

[From J. Hawse, county surveyor. | 

| © # oF | 

| Oak eee Boe eeOnGl SOBs es say 8s 2S. DE | 

HousTON, HALIFAX COUNTY. 

{From Marcellus French, county surveyor. | 

| LSS Gue eae cere. 1 28 | [R95 Sse RE ee 
ais Cie | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

VIRGINIA—Continued. 

KinG WILLIAM, KING WILLIAM COUNTY. 

[From L. D. Robinson, county surveyor.] 

Year. Declination. | Year. lieclindtvont| 
— SSN ee 

[oy | of 

USMC Hee eetaeite lees 2045. 1890 saeseaee eee eee 2 BS 

WSTSeseeeeocseecees 2743 al 1692 Eases eee 2 50 

SRO See te ene eek eee | 310) |) e052 eee ee 
1885 Set eee ee ee [oe 'B5o Iie SOG. . cmee, ees eee 315 

— i 

LuRAY, PaGE COUNTY. 

[From F. T. Amiss, county surveyor. | 
3 a 4 

o7 | o 7 

) 1840..---- 222-22 W =OLO0 del G5 ee eaae aioe 3 35. | 
| : Le 

MATHEWS, MaTHEWS COUNTY. 

{From Lemuel Foster, county surveyor. | 

| | 
of | of | 

| 

| {GIGS Jk See eee 45 Bs, ||) S183 alae ee oe 2 32 W. 
1850 (sees see [2 Wiel, “US95 = ee Secce acess 4 56 W.! 

[ous he ae Se ee ee | 
SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY. 

[From J. M. Smith, county surveyor.]} 

| Oy ait | oOo 72 

lec TS75 stent cee 3:30 Ail, 1806 = 2a ee raee 3 30 
| 

STAUNTON, AUGUSTA COUNTY. 

The following is a table of magnetic declination at different dates, 

prepared by J. R. McCutchen, county surveyor, for his own use, from 

experience in retracing old surveys: 

| 
Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

Oo 7 © 

1Q00 Se a esas 5.0mm || MAS50 ewe eos 0 42 
SOB hohe sees 9:05. “\\- 4855-222. Se) Oa 

18102 eee eee 2105? || AGRO «Somes ee 0 07 F. 
RIB ee Bi00e | Wipe cere ears 0 13. W. 

TREO ae ee ee 1 em | (see cme ace 0 32 
1805 ses eae eee 1 47 (ys eee = ee 0 50 
1980-2. fac er eee 1, 99h AIS eens wee eceeeeeee 1 09 

1885... sn b.te tod) SRO IV ISR es cee eee 1 28 
1620 2: ose eee 113 S00 sce aoe 1 45 

| ASHB So. 2h aeons 0 58 lp S180 bac eee ae eee 2 00 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

VIRGINIA—Continued. 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

| Sec. var. 
County. per year. 

IAG COMA CBee eee ete Fae Sue mee wens eerie elesibie sicise | 3.0 

Camrolin®.5 65 sees ear oss CeO A Sn eos BEE eS Se oe ae eeee | oh 7 

Warrolllipt escapee ay erase eae bletine cic e ererencicio eles 353) | 

Cra eee eee eee ates eee cee Sane San eo eiseiny= lose = ONS 

IRS DUO? Sa esah Gece consot ocaeete On eae ae ace eee 3.5 

In Ih) Seale ace seomee oes SECURE Soa ae eo aeoe ae 2.8 

Gh. 2aS4 Looe Sao eS GUC EeH Ee GEE ees EAE ee ae eeem 3.0 

| TLCS Geo esuscEeas bose Sees as Rene ae eae | 3.0 

MHOUCO UM Ieee eee rc oe aoe sarees Seis nine siiesis Se cjoee 3.0 

INaNSOmM ON dere Meee erie ein one Bite coe aie sels siereeie ssine 2.3 

Pittsylvania yas. = ke ee ee. ca maeeee seee seme comes sens 3.3 

SHADH ARORRGL Shia ioe oe ve hye a Res = Syl enn ree nee 3.3 

WEST VIRGINIA. 

F Hancock Country. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declin ation! 
“2 

6) 6 ff 

E134 Oe yee ciereiers (io iat Obs. |) WerGecessavecseeeons | 1 50 

ERGO ERE Crees eer 0 30 QOH eR Le dee ee | 250 | 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

County. eee 

ISR AOUIRS Gas GS de SGREE ROMO Rane Se Soe ee noe aaa et | 3nd 

IBRD) 636d Ao Je BSB ate SETAE SABE OnE a nae eee 3.1 

(CAlINR IN dae agm etek. Se Serene ee ea eee eee 3.0 

(GREG TNE 35 6. oked Sep oe HD ASSES BED SoS See eee aes one: 

GiGo ence boas GH ROSES NERS OEP eee eee rane ade || 

INGongral 2 6 BISR be Oean Bose aCe eee note as ene eee 4.0 

Ro cahoOntaseeer ere sere ene erin cece oe ncn seed | 3a) 

PUMA 3.2 tesa be bee CL OR Sa Se Se Seon eee eet eee 2.9 

Rand olphieeersssee cee ser -scenie Saris ester e nce see sess XO | 

(EMO Seen asus (GdeHS GUsbse COS OSS e oe o eae e eae (0 | 

NOOR 00 Gaud CaUGUD ChE OHO ane E Oo CCE eee a oes easter Bu) | 

TIGR jcc ck Sos CSUd Go Span aCe SEE ESS Boe Caen ene Sens 2.5 | 

W'GIOSIGR co5 dosed RES Se OEE OES Se ee ere 3 (0) | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

NORTH CAROLINA. 

NEWBERN. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination.) Year. ID soktuation! 

of | role 1 

L806 ee cinSae et eteee 2 00 E | 13742 ese eens 1 20 W. 

1809 lezcerk tees 1°45). \, ASSie se anne eee 1 54 W. | 
1840 eae sedarscee 0 00 | | 

County. sores 
ra 

Washingtonc: 2.2ccmsc ncenasoscee cee eee eee erase 3.0 

Stanlly- << 2222 Sires toeisiee oases Hecg eine tee are et 3.0 

Columbus. <cceecses- ene ase et aee eee secs 3.0 

Alleg hanty se. 2 \-c\s/ eve eee arto ee ee tea ee eee 1.8 

El alywood! 2 aah ceieel vec cisiceiio eter ee eee eae mee tee ae 2.5 

Catia wih aetise ceca ttictereeitemiorsts ce isle Cesena ie ae ee 3.0 

Transylvanian coc s cae aces sae ea se ee ee 3.0 

Randolph o22ays-a2 cocces cere = eer ere eee eee 2.0 

Currituck... S28 eee sete ee a eee ee eee eee 3.0 

Person 2.245 cies ques acer eae ee oe eee | ma) 
Halifax: on o3.22 wie icosictee et oetis aha eee eee 3.0 

Brunswick 242%. sctocie seis Ae eee eee eee eae 3.0 

Gastonyics neo sere eeielel nese ne ee ee eee ease | 3.0 

Wiilkes}..5.2 224 2225 ss Ssebeciee = eee See eee 2.6 

SOUTH CAROLINA. 

CHARLESTON. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. ‘Declination. Year. Dectnation 

° ‘ ° ‘ 

Ue eS See SoRe BOOr 3 45 bE Y (See ere ae Rae 2 15 

I SSS Sse te oomecemene 4 00 1R49 oo PASE eS ees 2 217 

DBCS Y (ea eke one 264 || WSidee so = sehen 0 58 

1840 bc-Seaeeenc roe DEV tae |b fs 1 Vegemite «Se sy 0 26 

1 Pee a Sige eGo ncoS ac 2 24 1S85 Get creo een 0 14 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

SOUTH CAROLINA—Continued. 

BEAUFORT, BEAUFORT COUNTY. 

[From George Gage.] 

Re Year. Declination. Year. Declination.| 

= | 

| (oy 7: OF | 

| TGs erect Tas | 2 30 | (oe ae ee | 1 00 

County. Es ies | 

Spartanvare soos cscs sles sees ee ees sees eats 3.0 | 

Oran gevuUrg racers soc Sassen mee Saar eels are | 3.7 

GEORGIA. 

MILLEDGEVILLE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

| @ wv @) a 

| S05 Se ec semisie isin 5 30 lV asegad ceaneeonas 414 | 

Te Ge Se a ae Wards ONAL ISRT Hee tke ob 3 36 
SSS sete ese 5 51 

a = 

SAVANNAH. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

{o} oO), <8 

Us (ese eeeaoe ee ces | 4 00 1S Paes eepooseEeces 3 40 
| 

CBE} Sea ag, ome PYOOMMI ng Sotecas sme =a: ipa 3727 
TSB thea eae ee ee | 5 05 NS (Aree eee arene el 217 

SSO Ree ese 6) ail ISS G Becreyenree eer neisiche <= 1 37 
| 

ATHENS, CLARKE COUNTY. 

(e} | ° | 

1heB {fe oa5 9 HSS AOne ree a4. 30 SOG Mec eee ee cei ee bear: © 

a Georgia Geological Survey. b County surveyor. 

243 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

GEORGIA—Continued. 

Butts Country. 

[From county surveyor.] 

CAMDEN COUNTY. 

{From James F. King, jr., county surveyor.] 

00 | UeH einee nS cohe.decnos 

CLAYTON COUNTY. 

[From W.J. Lee, county surveyor. ]} 

CLINCH COUNTY. 

[From S. R. Kirton, county surveyor. ] 

[e) / 

[$990.2 eee 5 00 189pe.22 oe ee 

FANNIN COUNTY. 

{From C. G. Baugh, county surveyor.] 

ee) o 

Year. Declination,| Year. ee 

| col a 
82 sche eee ae 5 15 1895). eee 2 00 

FAYETTEVILLE, FAYETTE COUNTY. 

{From R. H. Bennett, county surveyor.] 

vw oO 

GILMER COUNTY. 

[From M.S. Clayton, county surveyor.] 

| ou 

IER INES Soke debi node 5.00 || 19962. eee eee 



GANNETT. | SECULAR VARIATION: GEORGIA. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

GEORGIA—Continued. 

GLAScOcK COUNTY. 

[From Wilson Glover, county surveyor.] 

Year. Declination.) Year. IDeeliuation: 

| = 
oo | eo wv 

ASSO Ue Tah op gap) MeBectese eres ezeece eee 
IGE Getecg ac ah eter |B en enon 
ISIS sere ae § | 
SOLS feta osha. een | 

The above are changes discovered in rerunning old lines. 

JONES COUNTY. 

[From S. L. Chiles, county surveyor.] 

oro iy) So 

3 15 

/ | Co / 

| TSD0 > pe AR Yee. oe) lel Sones 148 a 2 00 
AL SER ip eter secre See eye re feta | 2 30 | 

| | | 
MILLEDGEVILLE, BALDWIN COUNTY. 

[From G. W. Killen, county surveyor.] 

| | ll ve 
(o} / | (6) / 

WTSI el aie 8 Len BUOOM || MSO5R ee ese ek 200 | 
| | Bees | 

SPALDING COUNTY. 

[From M. F. Tutnilla, county surveyor.] 

ow | one 
WeLSoI ete. Ree Sot BRIO es IeoGse see sore ea 3 136. | 
L a3 = | | 

STILESBORO, BARTOW COUNTY. 

[From H. J. McCormick, county surveyor. } 

| eee 5 
| ICG te ee Lee | 4 30 | INSITE ee ee | 2 30 | 

Troup COUNTY. 

[From Roy Dallas, county surveyor.] 

| 

io} / [e) / | 

ROO LSBU vas. eeres. 2 300 — 
4 30 SOO Eee ea er nies 245 | 

OO RN | MISO eaceas. Syste 2 30 | 

a! 

245 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

GEORGIA—Continued. 

WALTON COUNTY. 

[From C. M. Booth, county surveyor.] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination.) 

fo) ‘ | [e} ‘ 

SLO Sree acess 5 30 S905. cee arse 2 10 

| SSD ceencecion ec aeperrs 2 20 1895 See eee 2 00 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors 

from experience: 

Counties Sec. var. | 

d . per year. 

iBankseeeee. = 3.0 

BartOw: < cess <accecc wees tae acee ee eee ee eee 3.0 

| TOWDBS.:- 26.35. oe Sore Sen ee ne eee Rene ee eee eee 2.8 

Washinetonk. seco seer eee eee eee eee eee eee 2.0 

FLORIDA. 

PENSACOLA. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

| Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

(or u (she vy 

foes) ly (he eee ees 845 11/5 1861552 cae 6 42 

TQAS sh Sh ene oh ae 6 54 1BSO) eo-ek a-oe eee 5 20 
| AMDQUE ete loee eos 6°a7* || 1e00 Se ae | 455 
| ; i ties. | 

Key WEsT. 

(From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

poy tie 4] \ Agr 4 

LGEO: co. ya eee 6526.0 || M1 RAkee eee ae bed - 

{LR Meee re 6 02 1s eee eee ee | 4982 
ABO PS 2 ona eee 6 29)))|) 166602 Sa ex ean 4 30 

AUGOS: s Se hee 4 47 1879... 3 34 

TO lie: tee ee 4 44 1884... 3 00 

1} 3. ES as, 4 40 cy 3 20 | 

rT), pee toe, 4 37 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

FLORIDA—Continued. 

FLORAL, CITRUS COUNTY. 

[From G. T. Hampton, county surveyor.] 

| | a ; 
| Year. ‘Declination. Year. Bier | 

| | 

| oO / [e) / 

| dfs” Ut ee eee nee | 4 30 89D ee eeteGesscs.ce 2 35 | 

ORLANDO, ORANGE COUNTY. 

[From J. O. Fries, county surveyor.] 

| ee shee 
| AS TOM acess Bro nal 18900. Ges towne 2 36 | 
| I BSbe eee sateces see 2 48 TC ges dade soe aoe 2 27 | 

SUWANEE COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

OF Cus 

| TQODE Sere aa seee re: GEO M1805 cee eee Bee 22730 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results with 

mean results of Land Office surveys: 

Ditference in— 

County. Years. 

d Years. |Declination. 

INGYONID,. Saoun sosaoscuoseaeaos 1835-1895 60 163 

Breviardescoss essa oes sieneek 1870-1895 25 88 

Citrussas-2ee- afb sepia sere a aisscieet 1855-1894 39 91 

Marione se eeete tenes ae eee 1842-1890 48 132 

Oran ese eer ee ees cei ae eee 1865-1893 28 76 

ONCGO his Soares Sasa nCnBee eee 1858-1891 33 15 

1220) lo onc Beco ee eS ere Meee ae 1850-1895 45 166 

Suwanee). 3.2222 -ssssc0se0 625) 1863-1895 32 105 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

County. eee 

‘ 

On aerate eye ieee cise ne nace mcseciaelewiec*aasac 3.3 

OV ae estore eri anise = ersioe ele cies nicis Sieiea ss aicsie's 3.5 

Madi sOnmem see cee oor ese a ieee sari sisnieis Se aevsm cece 3.0 

Brevard 3.0 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

ALABAMA. 

FLORENCE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

y / (eo) / 

US1S Ph Seen cee eee eee 6 35 ISIS. 2 soeerece ae eees 5 14 

ioe Pa Bg eine pete 6 28 1881 en eee 438 | 
USGS Fae eee 5 24 

MOBILE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.) 

° U eT yy 

1800. 2 sees 8 10 LST 5. scseeee eee 6 52 

W835) ale Se cece cee 7 12 STG 2s 5 Be coe se eae 6 O07 

1840) Ss eeheooseee es 7 05 18832 eee ae eee 5 12 

1843 225.1 ieee 6256) |||) 1895 sno ee eee a4 45 
17H ee eee 704 | 

a County surveyor. 

PIKE COUNTY. 

[From I. M. Adams, county surveyor.] 

Oo fr (oe 

1870: soe Stee osaes 5 45 1895 ES. ees 4 15 

RANDOLPH COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. | 

eed I oy 

ISS It m ce Oyama tee 6 00 | 189pisss tae etaes 2 30 

SUMTER COUNTY. 

[From J. F. Williamson, county surveyor. ] 

oy | o 7 
1833/5. <yseeeteetsee 8 00 IS95 Joct sts eee ses 5 30 

IST csc eeee eee 6 37 | 
I 

MARION, PERRY COUNTY. 

[From D. E. Bates, county surveyor.} 

Os o 7 

1850 Sev seiene cee 6 30 IR Pye = cn a 415 

1852 oi3 oicict aac 4 30 | | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

ALABAMA—Continued. 

Coosa CouNTy. 

[From D. B. Brown, county surveyor. } 

| Year. Declination.) | Year. iDeelination! 

| — 

ey 4H @) ff 

A832 eee ye | 600 || 1895....-........... 2 30 

jf oe eae eae SA 5 00 || 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ returns with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

| | Difference in— 

County. | Years. 

- Years. aeelivation: 

/ 

Woosaeeerer see sees oo nee 1832-1895 63 240 

IDRNIEKY aba seaosenoe saab aonoe ees 1844-1895 51 167 

Haley. se atissoscisciwrcee anon seus es 1842-1895 | 43 110 

Ma contecacnoe aces tea nseeeesee| 1832-1888 56 155 

WERNER) 66odes0seass egos ce5aue 1842-1895 53 135 

Mobiley: Sst.0 seca sate eee oe 2 1846-1895 59 135 

IPGLLY wiatecee soc ee eee eee eee 1845-1895 50 155 

iRandol phe eeeaee ee eee "....| 1834-1895 61 178 

MISSISSIPPI. 

NATCHEZ. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. _ eet ation. Year. ectnation 

\|- = - 

© 4 | S)), i? 

UGH eseashcsaces seas 9 00 SiS eres er has T 23 

EME? oS ceree sees fs) 
| 

CoLUMBUS, LOWNDES COUNTY. 

[From C. L. Wood, county surveyor. ] 

ie} 

| Sy coe ae | TACT WR TSOBE Rs ee fn 5 20 | 

Como, PANOI A. COUNTY. 

[From Robert Ruftin, county surveyor. ] 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. * 

MISSISSIPPI—Continued. 

JACKSON, HINDs County. 

[From R. H. Bell, county surveyor.] 

oa i Vlas Sep 
| Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

re 
| 18202 sneer eee | 8 33 

JONES COUNTY. 

{From county surveyor. ] 

| roi Vs re) | 

STO S Se ae see eee 8 00 | 1895" he eee 5 a, 

PEARL RIVER COUNTY. 

[From P. J. Harvey, county surveyor. ] 

[= | Onee | Ons al 

\ AAG Tors ee cm ee | 720 || 1993...... 5 20 | 

ROLLING Fork, SHARKEY COUNTY. 

[From W.M. Hull, county surveyor.] 

SMITH COUNTY. 

[From 8. D. Crapt, county surveyor.) 

| 1832... 810 || 1895 5 30 
| 1883. 6 15 | | | 

WINONA, MONTGOMERY COUNTY. 

[From Jesse C. Elliott, county surveyor.] 

o 7 

S32 o> setane eee 810 | 

1886 co.cc gence oes 6 25 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MISSISSTIPPI—Continued. 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results 

with mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. | 

| Years. |Declination. 

Bentaneeores Lowes cles, ~ 1834-1896 62 170 
Harrison ees s-eieea= 1842-1895 53 152 

Manderdaileseeseeremececeeaaase 1833-1895 | 62 151 

Mont gyomerygeseeea see eee er 1833-1896 | 63 78 

INGWitOMe cas seiisa eisai sis =a 1831-1895 | 64 151 

LOUISIANA. 

NEW ORLEANS. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report. ] 

Year. Declination. | Year. Declination. 

3 a | 
o Og 7 

SOG Jase e te eee ace 8 03 BME emer cters ce erele 7 06 

Mel OS et er Pee eee 8 20 1b ets Became Beker eee 6 46 

Nee ke etee eset e 8 00 SSO Ssease ee cess. 6 28 

abt cece SSeS e ese ok 

ABBEVILLE, VERMILION PARISH. 

[From W. W. Edwards, parish surveyor. ] 

i | | | ny 
ee | eaeeae 

S46 eee tetas | SESOM A eel SSO saa eee ince | 6 45 

C7 ace eee ee | @26 | ASOD Meee EEE Ss: 6 30 
| 188h.----- enna. | 700 | | 

| | 

East BATON ROUGE PARISH. 

{From R. Swart, parish surveyor. ] 

| 

| 1°} U fe) / 

TETGy eke eee | RG: See eee 5 56 
Chu enn | 6 15 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

LOUISIANA—Continued. 

East CARROLL PARISH. 

{From parish surveyor.} 

| Year. Deetinaton, Year. are! 

[o) / | (o) / 

lige Jaa ge ee | 8 30 | 1805 2.126 cee ee | 6 30 

LINCOLN PaRIsn. 

[From parish surveyor. } 

Tale WSS ccceae ian eee 8 00 1895s. SoS cece es 7 00 

: _| = 
| | 

lane ied 

MOREHOUSE PARISH. 

{From A. E. Washburn, parish surveyor.] 

e eee 
TSB Oar eae ee | 6 40 
18605 oe ees 8 50 1 Ee acre oh FE, 6 35 
1870) 4 es. oy eee 7 50 1300S Sens: ee 6 34 
TRB O aaa hse tekee eee 7 15 ROG Sts A tape ae 6 32 
1990: 2 6 45 | 

L luk | bes 

TANGIPAHOA PARISH. 

[From Thomas Garahy. parish surveyor. ] 

[ | Cy Qo 

| WB5Sicae eee 7800 Nl AS9b soe ee ee 6 00 

The following are from a comparison of parish surveyors’ results with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

Parish, | Years. 

| | Years. (Declination. 

Ascension ias- Se elece oc. 22 | 1847-1896 49 142 
East Baton Rouge......-.-.---| 1854-1896 42 126 

Hast! Carroll eee ee eo 1846-1894 48 100 

St. James: 222 Seco sect we meen 1845-1896 51 150 

St. John the Baptist........--. 1848-1896 48 153 

St: Dammanye..--- eee eee 1848-1895 47 127 

Tangipahoats.- cere eee 1840-1895 55 117 

West Baton Rouge............. 1844-1896 52 114 

= = a a 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

TEXAS. 

Ex Paso. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. | (Declination. Year. | Declination. 

(4 coy i/ 

S52 eanisee sees at oe 12 24 I bet cee aes Bona saeee 12 05 

ep) bese mnesco'ones 12 25 ilstetes couROD AB ROSebe 11 54 

1 Cha obee cee eaaeee 12 25 CD Saceasisonoos Sone all 43 

aCounty surveyor. 

San ANTONIO. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report.] 

Ie seeeSddtos saG0be | | 10°30 VBI ceva sess: s2 a1 9 22 

ABSG8e 5 = - ceise tee | 9 45 1 BOD Se Seae.ae se! se aQ 45 

a County surveyor. 

BANDERA, BANDERA COUNTY. 

[From A. L. Scott, county surveyor. | 

Jo) rc Or = oO we) ot ‘ ’ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' 1 . ‘ ioe) or Or 

BEAUMONT, JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

[L. F. Daniels, county surveyor. ] 

BRENHAM, WASHINGTON COUNTY. 

[From H. R. Von Bieberstein, county surveyor. ] 

| (e) / Oo 7 | 

| ARGON eee teak: Obi acC hea mae eeaemnne 8 42 | 
} 

CARTHAGE, PANOLA COUNTY. 

[From J. B. Niel, county surveyor. ] 

=" oo ise) oo ' ' ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ie) iw) =) rr io) ie) or ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' wo S So 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

TEXAS—Continued. 

FREDERICKSBURG, GILLESPIE COUNTY. 

{From Arthur Striegler, county surveyor. ] 

Year. Declination. Year. IDectination, 

oy) (oe 

CY A: ae es a8 | “10/302 I) GieRpt ees eee 9 23 
STOR se he eee 10 05 UOST es seer 922° | 

ASTSs enc eee eee Cal MOBS eee een 9 19 

ITs pee gia oh 8 G49) ji 1R6G Hse se tee 915 
1880 veces sseeeeseee 9 47 1890 ona 9 14 

18828 Peerage O34 || SON eee eee 9 10 

ASSoki eee ter 9 31 1893 eee eae 9 10 

ects) hare aae ee Aero es 9 27 1894 ease eae 8 57 

1885 osc seeseee eens 9 25 1895p ee eee 8 54 

GOLIAD COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor.} 

i (oy | oT! | 

| 1ga8o.(< aoe 9) 5 lll 905 se ps ara 8 15 | 
DOccecsasosee sees 30 ee 9 et | *; 

GONZALES, GONZALES COUNTY. 

{From G. W. Betts, county surveyor. ] 

: ie 

ee 10 38 | 1894 

GoOopwWIN, COMAL COUNTY. 

[From Arthur Conrads, county surveyor. |] 

rojas 

9 45 | 1895 st esjenneae ee 

GRAHAM, YOUNG COUNTY. 

[From C. P. Benson, county surveyor. |} 

roymeyts 

bet}! Ae UE coon caonc 11 03 | 1804 See oe eee eoecee 

GRAYSON COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor.) 

, sa | 1872 9°52)" ABGae eee eee 

jo 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

TEXAS—Continued. 

HALLETTSVILLE, LAVACA COUNTY. 

[From H. H. Russell, county surveyor. ] 

| | 
Year. Declination. | Year. Declination. 

1 eee 
10 30 1894 

LIVINGSTON, POLK COUNTY. 

[From R. W. Hubert, county surveyor.] 

NACOGDOCHES, NACOGDOCHES COUNTY. 

[From J. N. Gilbert. county surveyor.] 

fs 7 
W858 ose cree see eer 9 10 BOS eee eee cicectoc ee 8 00 

L E i Sanere 
PLAINVIEW, HALE CouNrTY. 

[From W. E. Porterfield, county surveyor. ] 

| ae 
Ni 6: fst ct te 12 15 | TIC{ age yee ee rh i 

Prcos County. 

[From W. B. Bean, county surveyor. ] 

me a 
fiTGs OO aa | me SOG eee eae 10 30 | 

RAYNER, STONEWALL COUNTY. 

[From J. J. Hale, county surveyor. ] 

hee See 
10 00 | BOB ree Peer 9 45 | 

ROBERTSON COUNTY. 

[From J.J. Fullbright, county surveyor.] 

fe af Cae | 
MTSE5 hea lu ee HONGO MEISO5 eo eee 8 50 | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

TEXAS—Continued. 

San Parricio, SAN PATRICIO COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

| 
| Year. | Declination. Year. | ee 

4 | <* > 

ia Mcihetua-eeanee | 9.05,..'||\ 18065220 eee | 810 | 
| = | | 

SEYMOUR, BAYLOR COUNTY. 

{From W. A. Jones, county surveyor. ] 

(Ojowds eat ae 

= foe} ~] bo Sh See 10:45; | 18952.58:.. 4-52 | wee Onoda 

SPOFFORD, KINNEY COUNTY. 

{From C. F. Hodges, county surveyor. ] 

| 

of | | oy 7 

S48 5.6 Sea eee 9 45 18885565. ss 9 10 

ISSi 52 aw eee 9 38 1890 352 Se eee wants 

W86ie 23. sscee eee 9 38 

| | eee 
SOMERVELL COUNTY. 

[From George D. Booker, county surveyor.] 

A or if t roy TY 

| 1849 Fee eeneeoes 9 30 ISO ses ane ena 9 acta 

SWEETWATER, NOLAN COUNTY. 

[From Lee Fowler, county surveyor. ] 

| 1 ee ee Ree | 10: $0) || 1805. 2252 see eee | Teepe 

TARRANT COUNTY. 

{From J.J. Goodfellow, county surveyor. ] 

VALVERDE COUNTY. 

{From J. H. Brauer, county surveyor.} 

& aa aoe 

| 
1865 See on aes | 930 | 1343 22-5 -cseeee eee 9 45 a) 
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Data for determination of secular variatian—Continued. 

TEX AS—Continued. 

The following are estimates of secular variations by county surveyors: 

= 

County. e cs ene 

/ 

GTMOES TON OR eetis eerie a one ciowises te cists aie) sisteisicie @aresiass 2.0 

NM) @iwaliitimercterste tee rete are ie eine eines Se cub ietenb Vd maps sists cual 2.5 

TEXS Sesser th SSB SO I ee a 2.5 

oe eee aoe ns tos ciswewenmiwemeet 1.8 

ARKANSAS. 

CRAIGHEAD COUNTY. 

[From T. C. Cole, county surveyor.] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

o) ey 4 

It eRe Bee oeeae ae 8 00 S95 Fees css ceases 4 35 | 

| 

Hort SPRINGS, GARLAND COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

Hot SPRINGS Country. 

{From county surveyor. } 

| oy | One | 

| EGS See eae 7 30 ASG5 Ree Pees es 5 50 | 
SSO ee oe tid 6 30 | 

NEWTON County. 

[From John Nichols, county surveyor.] 

(ou | (oy | 

SIG sae ge ee eee BROOM MSI S05 eee ec 6 30 | 

1G5O) otases ee Fi reo 5 30 

PERRY COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor.] 

17 GEOL, PT I—_17 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

ARKANSAS—Continned. 

Porr Country. 

[From W. R. Hale, county suryeyor.] 

| Year. Tectnintlen: Year. | Declination. 

as 
Oy of 

1828. once sense en. 8 00 1895 joe aeeae eee ae 6 00 

1EcB ee eeeco ononae Seer 7 40 

YELL COUNTY. 

[From W. W. Brooks, county surveyor. ] 

’ The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. 

Years. | Declination. 

/ 

Bentons 26. ose eee eee 1844-1894 50 63 

Craiphead2e eter eee eee eeee 1849-1895 46 145 

IDLEW! onsnsee eee eee 1844-1895 51 53 

Maullken er 3226-ece ae see ceaeoe 1847-1895 48 158 

DOtGo ee ease eo eee 1828-1895 67 | 170 

Garland! 2i-2 sees ocere eee 1845-1895 50 54 

HOt Spring sles. eee eee 1850-1895 45 95 

Jacksoniens ee eeeee eee ee 1840-1895 55 130 

Madison: 2 2322-2 -1aee eee pee 1841-1895 54 | 110 

Nevadai-: 32-522 secure eee 1822-1895 73 143 

Otachita-. =. 35 cece neece weet) LSb3—1895 42 105 

DOs aerate one eee 1829-1895 66 129 | 

PeLry, (62-year e | 1843-1895 52 135 | 
UD eae een seers Aiea | 1836-1895 59 125 | 

lett} (ao anas soessobcsobehcessaze 1843-1895 52 100 

IPLALTiO!.=. 236 soec.e se. e  h eae 1847-1895 48 155 

Randolph'<< sc22;2- soc ese sense 1852-1895 43 140 | 

Washington ...............----| 1844-1895 51 96 

Woodtull s-2cmoceeneeseecnes 1843-1895 52 | 106 

Vol] oe ccw peace nics aens eee cose 1839-1895 56 116 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

ARKANSAS—Continued. 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

County. 4 nen 

Isdeomnnsie deh. oh 2 tate cate 2.3 
IBGNUOM, scosoucues eb abaabeSoeeeasesedououe seedepgeuser 3.0 

@ralohea dts acer mee eter fos sas sete ciaeisieee sees sete a4 

KENTUCKY. 

HickMAN, FULTON COUNTY. 

[From A. C. Holmes, county surveyor. ] 

re Year. Declination. Year. [Declination. 

()  ¢/ oy 2 

USS eae se ecicee 5 47, ICS Poe eet Se eepe cre | 5 14 
| 

UB Siieseccke oe = eerssee 5 30 BO Geese yee 5 04 

MapIson County. 

[From B. F. Crooke, county surveyor.] 

i |, ay 
as Tt Ay pee GLOOM MeSObes 2 5 eee | 1 45 | 

WINCHESTER, CLARK COUNTY. 

[From D. J. Pendleton, county surveyor. ] 

MSS 2 ee Neeson sais 2 3 22 SOD eee eee eee als 2 28 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

KENTUCKY—Continued. 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

Gounts. Es 
| i 

Crittenden: ..2:.5 25552 see cemes fee eae see eee eee | 2.3 

Cumberland. .c3 cascece- hse eee Oe nee eee 2.0 

Pleming:: 22:2 soseccecemetece obese Sense eee 3.0 

Garrard’. :s.c Se. ssoseiset ee ee Cee oe eee eee 3.0 

Hancock: 2c 5cccesce onsen eee ete eee eal 2.0 

Magoffin: . 335. 22sec schees Saees e peee eee eee ene 3.0 

BEE Oe oe So ASO cat Soesee Sosa nade 3513) 

IMONTOE 22 2. Soi te eee eles ae ee ee 2.4 

Mcléan s-s33c8 soes8 Shee een eae eee eee ae 2.0 

BE te eRe SCSI Sad acim Mnocdoat oor 2.0 

SiMpsON..2s 4252 Joeeis ese wes oe cee Lae eee eee 3.0 

Sc ieqeed Setayete Seid Ae ye tee Oe ae ee eee 2.8 

WIATROn i. So secb sie see cine nee ee eee eee eee 2.5 

Webs terescs =e deen een eee eee ee ee 3.0 

TENNESSEE. 

NASHVILLE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

| 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

of oO 4 

B20 Cie co meienae 6 50 1888... oon ce 4 31 

USSD icaeces see eee 7 07 1896 cet ccs oeseees ad 06 

Sie ierat eases ate Deals 

a County surveyor. 

DAVIDSON COUNTY. 

[From Lyle and Balls, county surveyors. | 

oO ‘ ° ‘ 

USSD pease oe eee TOT MASTLShs yaoee 3. See | 5 35 | 

184.0 serene s ae are 6c 42) yi SSt er Soe coe 5 00 

1848-20525 eee 6:20) |||), SSB 2 =e ee eee ae } 4652 
{S60 =. eee BOL I) 1806 c. cach cue caeee 4:06 
LS67seo ceo etwas 5 30 | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

TENNESSEE—Continued. 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

County. ‘ Eoeeaae. 

(Bed fond eames certs ate ase tare letaere forse ake or nee cree toiaiersiotne oeicieiene 3.5 

IBIS) coscosoonsnb50 cdSso50 bsa0sqceRsEsscoUDe boESdaS 2.4 

(Ohi US Sao us AON SB SURE O OS. COC BeBe S a OSes See e cere rte 3.0 

(GO Saud Sune ddeeHe SOD CEO EEE DE eEs aR ob STO eee ees 3.0 

IOMUTOSS rere eer et ore erase oe ee onal crcemiceeomincs 3.0 

Ge poh eg pASH OBS EAB GEICO E, GOBER SE MSS SATE SERS It neers ane 2.0 

Grun Giyaereaa cts see ee ene eee e Sere Se Ecos east 2.5 

Jal WiOCi ona soon aSonenaate Hose aS BA SOOROSIGeeeEaCeORer 2.0 

EVO WS UOM ete areraterererats ice ernainie ore er ee austere elon ererSe ls wists Since 2.0 

IUUIM PHTE YS eos sien ee ater ssie Seis Seis cain isle saseieie wisi 2.0 

PACKS O Netet arse et ee onion rcie el tesie tere a eer ste eiie acevo 1.8 

[GIO ota pads ESO OUD Ones Suan SaaS SORA Cot Oo SE eae 3.0 

WIG AS Boncoses ecUcoster see ce So Ree ee Sea 3.0 

Ok/ti@ ish a4oscocdodas cob Jas eran eee Bone Cee eras 4.0 

ROD ERtsON meee oe ee eee ae oso wiceeree cere 4.0 

Sullivan eee eee eee ee eee ae nec riete wel Se ceceisieeiers 3.4 

Nyashingtonemearmscetcre steer cee ese aisietiasrsreccl-iciat 3.0 

| 

OHIO. 

ATHENS. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination | Year. Declination. 

| Ones lop vy 

FSOGM eee Soc: foes 8a ESTE ee ren ae 0 40 
1 OR. aes io geome Semnee | 3 12 | 

CINCINNATI. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

[e) / | | (eo) / 

SOG Fem sere eeie cece 4 58 SIO Res See se cents cic 4 04 

AIO MME edge OOM ISSONSHE Seles asc so2 | yan 
1 58 | 1840 roc acccccccs esse 4 46 he saos pose Bosameae | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

OHIO—Continued. 

CLEVELAND. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. Year Lecieation 

Om Oo 1 

18302 ae cee cokes: 1 20 KE. 185982 32s epee 0 46W. 

L831. eee if als} US7ise 2 eee see ose 0 33 

N34: ee, eres 0 50 OT 2 2 oo ce oce ee ee 0 45 

L838 eee emer 0 35 187328: sas ees eee cece 0 51 

1840S Saas sece|) W is) ISIC: 2 es cececte aoe 1 08 

ne? Peete rrey sen 0 05 P8008: =a Ss ese ees 1 39 

AS45 2 Sot St eee 0 39 E. S88 i225 seeceis cme eee 2 04 

CHILLICOTHE, Ross COUNTY. 

[From B. H. Walker, county surveyor. | 

Cc / of 

1SSi(Baese eae eee 0 36 1 en a See 0 07 

1888 035 || 1893 0 02 

Ii eos skdoaGrosass 0 33 1894 ease ee ee 002 | 

1890 2 eee eee leiei=e 0 24 1890 sae ea cee 0 10 

1801 < ese sages 0 18 

HAMILTON, HAMILTON COUNTY. 

[From J. C. Weaver, county surveyor.] 

a ar ae 

ABS5s ee eae a 4 00 ISOS ees ee oe 0 44 

LEBANON, WARREN COUNTY. 

[From P. 0. Monfort, county surveyor.] 

ovr * Ory 

1869 e=eee ce cece 3 10 | 1S86 3252 Sa. ase 2 24 

1G 70s ek eee Bgl agag! wees coseg ee 216 
OTs eee ee S008 ill B86 seen comer |} 211 
1672/2325 ot seme ShO2: || aiReoy ay eee | 208 

LATO beet ee tees Bede!) TIO ce es eee 1 58 
ASST eee cee teem D757 o || Asie see oe eee 1 37 

1SR2t et aero 2 30 1899" 3~ ees eee TeS5 

1SRBr2 ese weyseee | 228 1899S. caters |» Say 

ASBHL eae aren 2 24 I Sn eee eS | 109 

SSB ee eee 2 22 TRO Seat lr) SEeLO 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

OHIO—Continued. 

Lyra, Scroro County. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

Year. Declination. | Year. Declination. 

Ow 

0 44 W. 

of 

OTTAWA, PUTNAM COUNTY. 

[From J. D. Huddle, county surveyor. ] 

/ : ay ii 

5 Ite aa nos oasereanee 0 00 

WAVERLY, PIKE COUNTY. 

[From H. W. Overman, county surveyor. | 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. 

Years. Declination. 

PUPA OMe = jee as-eeesame = oe 1828-1883 55 183 

Carrollepeee aes ous) A: 1802-1895 O3ni e240 
MD) APO P SOA ee Soca eitnis ALS 1801-1895 94 | 184 

iclamilioneee nee ee eee 2-2) 1 TO9E=1805 96 266 
laiigebhihs 42 5b. Sap eoales eee aero 1820-1874. 54 165 

QHEWE costs 6oeees See Ane nee 1821-1877 56 188 

TPE Ans sens ae CO aneaeeeee 1825-1895 70 260 

Richi andere eens eiseccces 1807-1894 87 341 

SENG) cadacb SUSASA See ee 1821-1895 74. 221 

WEY NG sea ose ees Sackeisae 1807-1840 33 60 

\iallliie nit) os eecomeeeaee aeeaeee 1822-1895 73 242 
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Dala for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

INDIANA. 

MICHIGAN Ciry. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

| 
Year. Meclinatton| Year. Declination. | 

| | 
(of ff rove? 

1830 Seceas ee eeee 5 35 1k.) eee tone 4 02 

ASSO sneha wees |) B28 1STRs. Ss oh aseeeeee | 359 | 
iE | | | 

LIBERTY, UNION COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. } 

| Pex 2a 
| 1837.2. Sa eee APSO) )\ 1898 see ey een 1 30 | 

| 

| ie | | | 
RICHMOND, WAYNE COUNTY. 

[From R. A. Howard, county surveyor.] 

rs or 1) 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. | 

Years. Declination 

Allon Secvorsicteteraseomtn verter neice | 1832-1894 62 176 

Blacktord 2022s 00 eee | 1823-1895 72 | 229 

JODMIN GS esoe sya sae ae 1809-1895 86 228 

Johnsons sesso e eee eee eee 1821-1894 73 204 

Box: ee sce hace een ec ee re | RL OUS = LoS: 72 134 

Laken cneo.iee wo fae Seen seme 1834-1895 61 132 

Marion\.-222. -n22-hessseheee oe 1821-1880 59 190 

Morgantesos sae eee erence ees | 1821-1896 | 75 240 

Posey teess seston eeeeeueecee 1806-1895 | 89 200 

Putnam iac5% cocoon eee 1820-1895 75 226 

SPONCer 2A As aasc se eee eee 1805-1895 90 | 160 

Union 22 baes oe ee ee eae 1800-1895 9 | 217 
Vigo -62c eee see 1815-1888 73 | 180 
Warrick: 1.2.22. :eieepermesee 1806-1895 89 | 180 
Wayne .222 30.225 ccc ceesen eee 1809-1896 (Ge! 197 

Wihite =. 22ee Soe eee eee 18351-1895 64 160 

—————— ee 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

ILLINOIS. 

CHICAGO, 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

| 
| Year. Sern | Year. Declination. 

QO. v | Cy 

NSIS ces eee coset 6 12 | SS eesaessesees cece A 33 

Rta Ce Es Sue aa 4 07 | 165 Tetra eee ea) 546 

ALEDO, MERCER COUNTY. 

[From William B. Frew, county surveyor.] 

AMERICA, PULASKI COUNTY. 

[From J. P. Mathis, county surveyor. } 

Ons ie) 

1 ey aS aaos Saba Soaese 7 00 S96 oe eecwisecas ce 

A888 Secale Heese siis< 5 08 

eee 
BarRRY, PIKE COUNTY. 

[From A. G. Chamberlain. | 

=| oy ° 

DUNS eomcr cooaeotases 6 25 Ie ise eae cee Seco Bild) 

USS OR Mee eee assess 6 20 SOD SE 2 jee retsiccleets iis 5 00 

1 Koto Sacre Boa Oe eee 5 45 

= 

BELLEVILLE, St. CLAIR COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. } 

— 

be on | 
ASSO Es aece ces se ays i= 8 30 ISSO Sere eceeae eae 6 35 

HSS Operas aye 8 00 We Oo nSangoseecoaQned 5 45 

SG OPeersetys sec esctaie 7 50 iS OD eee teat roltere 5 20 

ae ssocuneoecepesac 7 35 | _| 

EFFINGHAM COUNTY. 

[From J. B. Jones, county surveyor. ] 
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| Year. 

MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

ILLINOIS—Continued. 

ELvaston, Hancock CouNTY. 

[From J. H. Horney, county surveyor.] 

Declination. Year. 

GALESBURG, KNOX COUNTY. 

[From C. 8. Richey, county surveyor. ] 

Declniations| 

os 

5 32 

os 

abc} bSaeeeerss See eoe 

a 
5 25 

ae 

GREENFIELD, GREENE COUNTY. 

[From T. G. Capps, county surveyor. ] 

| 

ASIQSSs- een ee eee | 

IS65e2 a eee | 

8 10 

7 10 

1895-22 ageaeesose 

GREENVILLE, BOND COUNTY. 

[From R. K. Dewey, county surveyor.] 

| 
| 

fo} 

| eee cera | 

HARDIN COUNTY. 

[From W. H. Scroggins, county surveyor. ] 

JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

[From W. F. Williams, county surveyor.] 

| 
= 

| 
| 

1865220. eters | 
(oe 

6 30 SOD see eee ree 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

ILLINOIS—Continued. 

OLNEY, RICHLAND COUNTY. 

[From G. W. Armsey, county surveyor. ] 

Year. Year. Declination. Declination. 

| 

| SOG EERE tose ete Tes || ASB5 a4 neces 

oy of (oO) 

Ife Ree Sono pop EEe aAGe 7 30 | USE Ws cose casas Goo 4 00 

PEORIA COUNTY. 

[From D. B. Allen, county surveyor.] 

[- | 24 | 
WIE TSI7A Seekers eS PH) ||| decease oe 545 | 

RUSHVILLE, SCHUYLER COUNTY. 

[From Jeremiah Stumm, county surveyor. ] 

aa Py 
MSU Geers aercetee tear 8 10 | MeWHosacaq asada s5or 6 30 

0 oY Re Ses ole oe ee TBO: |) Ask saduascecesedsse 5 15 

Ee oes Honest 1 Als) | el 

STARK COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor.] 

| 2 or, 
iiseaette eet: SOM MPISG40 4. Scan ece. 6 45 | 
M1 Bb4 a ecine wietsisiar (slolste 7 15 IEC Sao aeen fees aes 5 00 | 

VANDALIA, FAYETTE COUNTY. 

[From A. H. Wing, county surveyor.] 

[ | 2+ | 
ASO Rees meee aE Gut Ona (ml CObven? weet tks. 4 45 | 

VIENNA, JOHNSON COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

ae OR (Copy 

4 

267 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

ILLINOIS—Continued. 

WAYNESVILLE, Dewitt Country. 

[From John S. Brown, county surveyor. } 

| Year. _ Pectnation| | Year. ae 

z= | 

| 6 34 || ol TSG Te eet Maaco 6:34 0||) WS824.e eae | 4 45 
| | | of 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ returns with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. ] 

Years. |Declination. 

/ 

IBUTCAUsee eee een ener rae 1827-1893 66 203 

(O0Y0) eee atas aoueee esac se esc eoral|) lke) ketets) 59 192 

Ja GWeloaSana Aasceaansdcasecss 1823-1895 72 195 

Grundyieses cee sector e reer 1821-1892 71 154 

McHenry soseene scence eee 1839-1894 55 154 

Micbieam res tase tera-= eee 1824-1896 72 275 

Putnameeee cesses eeoces aaa eLOozO— 18D, 69 194 

(Rac hilam Crees eters er | 1821-1895 74 220 

Vermilionseo 2.225000 ore | 1821-1895 74 255 

MICHIGAN. 

DETROIT. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. Year. ; Declination. 

lh = 

ow o 7 

TSO RS Se oe Sete 2 48 E. W865). See cece 0 40 

BO Oe Serecctotarne mate a} 118} UAC Petes taser she oye 0 25 

162g 2ow sees cee DBO || MRT ee 017 
ICE Da Saoenconae rote 2 10 DSO see sete toe cet 0 05 E 

TSAO oe astern = esiaeie 1 58 ISS5 Re secrete mes 0 31 W 

1659 eevee dem ae 0 42 

GRAND HAVEN. 

(From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

| | | fay] / 
| 

SSI (secretes aaron BOS i 1Siee seen eee eee 3 33 

ISG etd AR oe age 4 24 1S ic tosses eee eee 3 28 

UTS cokes nee 1220 el eo0 a eelaee eee 2 26 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MICHIGAN—Continned. 

SAULT STE. MARIE. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Desieecon| Year. Declination. 

eo / os 

PSOE. fo etens sieve cote 2 33 E. NSH Gmae eee een eee 0 32 E. 

BAS sa a=eieceerccss as 1 08 NB dixemiercte cre eteree crates 0 05 W. 

| ees cec cane casces TOL iey Me paadoe Soe AeSasee 1 O1 

ICY) oease GooEsoerae 0 46 S80) sce saoe secs 1 00 

{SIGE peso 040 | 

YPSILANTI. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

on Oo / 

Io) tes poe eee aoeaae 4 00 E. LS OG je cecs eeislsiocie sac 0 25 E. 

BQO Re cise Suisse eels 3 16 i Basser ctecetaoteterars ory 0 30 W. 

ICRP See a REO SAC Sae 2 40 itdecgussecaereseee 0 45 

SSP emerereec erica. 2 25 1 Oot he a Soe OOg SoSere ie Sel) 

PGB eee SAE oot 112 GOs fae Ueoame eee Weeteat3 
SHOR er coeeeee eee 1 00 US Siete corse Cascut 25 

N85 Oe een ce eerste cee 0 45 ABS See setae iors cieteia seis 1 30 

860 ec coeerscice sees 0 38 

Cass County. 

[From F. E. Smith, county surveyor. | 

r = | | 
| enotee tae wnaze AK OU} a ||WM SOG 26 oe. Aan ee cce | 16 | 

| 

| 
TS SOMEARE Cie oe Senne 2 45 | 

HILLSDALE COUNTY. 

[From George A. Mark, county surveyor. ] 

The following are differences observed in rerunning old lines. 

Years. Change. Years. | Change. 

ASTIANSSLe eee ee alc 0 33 1880-1884. .......--.- 0 30 

1879-1884. ......-... 0 25 TSE9— USS ee raeisia = 1 10 

IRAE) csacse cous 0 24 SLOWS TO ei cas aaini- 0 45 

IksyAlmalctess= oo eeeoee 1 25 ISWR1884~ 25222 -- 0 33 

SSS eee a 0 36 1884-1893 eee eet ae 0 38 

IG Aealte Seen ecoeee 0 51 USC EBs cooees sec 1 34 

1880-1884. ......---. 0 24 key (GSE) pose nesses 0 21 

NSSO=1S 84ers eae 0 18 18811896822 eee - = 1 06 

| = : 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MICHIGAN—Continued. 

KALAMAZOO, KALAMAZOO COUNTY, 

[From Marcus Baker.] 

Year. Declination. Year. geese 

Oo / ro eed 

TS2G6 eset seerceioc eee 5 50 E. 1884. oceee eee 2 47 

LGSd erence ese siete cice 5 48 1890 SS eee ] 55 

ST OE Serre erclasereet yes 3 13 1893 c il ah) 

LSS0ue seer ae nae 2 46 1895s ce: eres 1 32 

LEELANAW COUNTY. 

[From Kasson Freeman, county surveyor. ] 

Pal as 
1862 of eecerinc iseeece 2 15 SOD i tiem emir aoe 022 | 

[ | ee id! 

PENTWATER, OCEANA COUNTY. 

[From H. A. Grant, county surveyor.] 

| | Oni | Op 

USB8> 252 ast ee eee ae | 6 20 1895 ..c vent ces cesteces 1 45 

ik: ae aeete cee kOe 2 2 00 
| ae 

SHIAWASSEE COUNTY. 

[From H. C. Main, county surveyor.] 

| | ee 
| 186k 25527 es 1 30 | LBRTASS gre wae | 016 | 

CALHOUN COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MICHIGAN—Continued. 

DELTA COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor.] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

oF o 7 
USAT SO Meee yee d Ae SOOER MPT SS Sis san cee ce | 230E 

SS st ears ee TSOWan| AISSBeseee as ee es S00 

NGA (ee te aso 3 AGS Dict MI SCOe sete Se eae 200 E 

1S Oise eA ea BROOME Se L6RSh ee as eee 1155 

Ve (Gao ee ee TAL SY), ||| WADE Oa eee ee 8 30 E 

He tGee ees peek 55 Gy) 35ST ee Seton 

Tel Ghee ae se SSS MOIS A aes cic) eae ee ee 045 5 

CE eR ere SEE A || ol S94 oe ee 2 00W 

ee aes ae Below isan eee ee. 1005 

ISL 6 aoet seen Rees Zs {O00 ||| TEST ase me 100E 

Toten en 400 E. || 1895....... Min! 200 E 

fOLGte to hes Khe. A (O15%. lll SEO 3ss35-_daeeseeeee 230E 

US i ees ae {Op Grey | EI Sonties S88 2.2. 4 00W 

toler eee eae GROOM En EtGObwes 6 8 es oe 10 00 W 

Cie ae corn ico ee. 0 35 E. | 
ici) ol eee eae iS I5e |e ee 3 00 E 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. 

Years. |Declination. 

MMe can weeen aise aati a: eee: | 1832-1871 39 194. 
Bathypeeee es one Seaence sence 1829-1896 67 247 

Cassie ree te eeiteesine Sians 1829-1896 67 225 

Clintonteees pe ces ee esac 1831-1895 64 237 

Granduiraverses--2-522-s02- 2 - 1844-1893 49 154 

Hilisdalepaess esas ere mesa sas 1825-1896 71 271 

iKalamazoomemssecs- ee cane sar 1827-1890 63 208 

Wen awee rere asses conte seet 1822-1896 74 274 

Mecostalpesaaaee coe sone west 1841-1895 54 170 

INWOEROG) salsa co ganeaee Tose see eee 1827-1895 68 172 

| Caachi eer! 1819-1895 76 305 
O Conn ape Te hea tise ice seciece 1839-1895 56 183 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

WISCONSIN. 

MADISON. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination 

o7 Ours 

1839 Foe eee 7130: ||| S1879= 22 ase | 62% | 
IBA eset ee seee cee 7 30 1880 \2 a2 22 che aan 6 21 

Ge eet eee 700) ||| tease eee eee | 621 | 
BUT sie aici te teen Seer 6 45 1 hotote Panett aera pepe 5 53 

UST caso sce sce see 6 33 | 

MILWAUKEE. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

ov | | ° aa 

S59 )seeSce once sasees 6 20 1882) eeaanceaesc ess 4 55 

ISA ssse- sess aes 6 43 1S88isosseocccionesee 4 22 

sisices eees 6 22 | 

APPLETON, OUTAGAMIE COUNTY. 

[By F. J. Harriman, county surveyor.} 

Sin | 
| ifsk Paconcoger cee sooe 6 12 | SOG Seetaeta eaters 

Iowa CounrTyY. 

[From R. L. Joiner, county surveyor.] 

| 
On 

1848 ee ceria ieee 8 00 1880 

| Ie SeSanoenoneooade 7 00 1895 eee eee 

JUNEAU COUNTY. 

{From J. T. Patterson, county surveyor. ] 

SAeSa OSS: 8 00 1899 o Sao 

KEWAUNEE, KEWAUNEE COUNTY. 

[From W. T. Rodney, county surveyor. } 

Of 
| 

Saute |, 6220- || 1895s. cae eee eee boo & inl 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

WISCONSIN—Continued. 

MONROE COUNTY. 

[From Webster Kenyon, county surveyor. ] 
‘ 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

(©). Ui Ones 

[ 185 os ese cree acscisiie 8 32 Ie osoedaosea essed 6 32 

OAKLAND, JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

[From C. 8. Goodrich. ] 

Pee | z 
WB5I. Sestseticreiesie sis= | 7 20 | 188d Je eca2 tselssie:= =I 5 20 

ONEIDA COUNTY. 

[From D. H. Vaughn, county surveyor. ] 

Cy vi @ & 

WO Son ccaqsaccenece 7 00 1895 e sma scisees Sacer 3 45 

OZAUKEE COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. } 

co (oy | 

| SAS ete eetoisrasias ests 6 30 SOD eee eisai cers 4 30 | 

I 

SHEBOYGAN, SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

: ine o/ | Qf | 

| NB fiereyare si s-icie sie! sieisi= 6 15 BOE agar oerersisaleleree 3 20 | 

. GOS Ss SES BOBS eOeoTe 6 05 | | 

TAYLOR COUNTY. 

[From John A. Logan, county surveyor. |] 

Results from rerunning old lines. 

One © Tal 

SAT cejacis, a= sins: siclale 8 00 TROIS Sate. sinc sere sie 5 30 

BAe r ia iatarenslsjicisissiereie 7 30 ASO So eee ce aise ce 5 22 

sme scence 8 00 LS9O nes eceassceetsae 6 30 

SD Mepiavstsaroteiee sixie sre 7 30 SO eee eeiacseeises 5 30 

1S54 foe ec sisaeissa= 2 6 45 NS SA ir earaqaeteiwelaveciwicise 4 16 

Sa ere oeetniretee oa) 7 00 Isley Es ep apnaeceaaosee 4 31 

See fap aiatayeiaiataiass: 8 00 ICs cuécueceaasesar 5 41 

BD Aes sieclsnaseaicie 8 30 SOD Sass -cccwieseisiscis 6 24 

=A 

17 GEOL, PT I——18 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

WISCONSIN—Continued. 

VicToRY, VERNON COUNTY. 

{From C. M. Sterling, county surveyor. ] 

: | es 
Year. ‘Declination. Year. Dacliakion’ 

| = ae 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. a 

Years. Declination | 

Calum ete see ce eae cee eee ee 1837-1895 58 115 

Columbianc-2sacose0 eee eee 1836-1895 59 175 

Green. js 2232 e oes eee eee ee 1834-1894 60 222 

JeersoOn' 2 seeee ce eee eee 1836-1885 49 90 

Outagamie See se se eee 1839-1895 56 158 

ROCK... Ss eceees coor ca arene 1834-1892 58 185 

1839-1893 54 210 

1835-1894 59 220 

The following are estimates of secular variation by county surveyors: 

| County. ns a 

= <i 

A@ams' 25-5 2..icc ees wos occ coe teen eee eee eee eee | 3.0 

Barron, s;. 4.025. cect se cic conden ce eee eee ee eee 3.5 

Tetferson rakes. ba Sen ee ee le ee 3.5 

Wranpaen. cc cce sinc sce sees osiee cae Pear Seah. | 4.3 

Winnebagob.-2 tes se etoncc ecient eeaee eee | 2.8 

MINNESOTA. 

BENTON COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor.] 

lees ] 
Declination. Year. Declination.| 

| Oley, a o 7 

1884.2 eee 9 50 | 1805 855 See eee | 910 | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MINNESOTA—Continued. 

LESUEUR COUNTY. 

[From Edward Solberg. ] 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

= | 
/ oy | 

| IGS SER Ree ee Le T2700) sl SOS sacaasc Ase. | 950 | 

NEW ULM, BRown Country. 

[From county surveyor.] 

[ on | ev | 

WetSooseaueesce al. Seca ARR | aCe ee | 827 
| | 

St. CLoup, STEARNS COUNTY. 

[From M. P. Noel, county surveyor. ] 

oy 7 On | 

Sob oes eee eemes 11 30 SOD a etnsletesceste BORG 8 

* WATONWAN COUNTY. 

[From Otto Close, county surveyor. ] 

[e} ft 

11 2 SOD Sees eecss == 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ returns with 

mean returns from Land Office surveys: 

| Difference in— 

County Years. | 

Years. | Declination. 

annie Ao ee eee 1853-1895 49 | 96 
IBilgstomemeereccs feces es emeece 1869-1895 26 170 

BlvehHAT HHS oe coacse cence 1854-1894 40 | 100 
IS LOW alesse riser ee acts ae ucictei-y=aiey 1858-1895 37 115 

Cottonwood soses. se ssc ces oee 1859-1896 37 130 

WOdgeteeerete seca teaccececuss: 1854-1895 41 105 

ili OLekeeee cs eee sac cees cee 1853-1895 42 153 

Goodihntemre sen ssc coerce 1855-1895 40 170 

Meambinlee aemrmcer aa: asec. coe 1855-1894. 39 100 

Ottertallesnss assesses nee 1868-1896 28 113 

IRENISEN? ap aod Seed OSe nee Geeee 1847-1890 43 90 

SUIEHIONGS Go ccelee Acero a eee ae 1857-1895 38 147 

IWia LOMIW A MWe ass acinar ie eeeice Sc eicie 1856-1894. 38 61 

i 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

MINNESOTA—Continued. 

The following are estimates of secular variation from county surveyors: 

| 
. Sec. var. County. ? | per year 

Fillmore)... s.-2 382 2-.e Sees cee ee eee 3.3 

ANOS! one win cmed ceie. cece Seen ene OS eee ee eee 3.6 

Blue: Barth |. 2... - ssc: -see cao rene ie ee eete eee ee eet 2.5 

BUSS COMO Terre eel = ee ola ote ee ieee 3.0 

ee | 

IOWA. 

AFTON, UNION COUNTY. 

{From M. V. Ashby, county surveyor.] 

l | 
Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

| o f | Or 8 

GAG 15 Seer eee | 10 22 | 1805: see ee Ee 8 40 | 

BLOOMFIELD, Davis COUNTY. 

[From Thomas Duffield, county surveyor. ] 

| o) Oo é | 

| 

BRIDGEWATER, ADAIR COUNTY. 

[From George F. Clark, county surveyor. ] 

From 1854 to 1895 declination diminished 1° 30’, 

CLARENCE, CEDAR COUNTY. 

{From John Zuck, county surveyor.] 

1 OSU eeeeiae Reece 20 | 

— oo i.2) _— ‘ ‘ : ' ' 

~1 -10 

= or = 0 2) co oo ' ‘ . : ’ ' ' ' oO a ot 

CLARINDA, PAGE COUNTY. 

[From A. S. van Sandt, county surveyor.) 

t PSN ood re ee cee 17°65 J WIROS eee cere: 9 12 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

ITOWA—Continued. 

CLARKE COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

Decinetion| Year. Declination. Year. 

oO # (on 

S50 Seesae soaie e's ers Che) jl) IRR ES Ss aneccoesoeee 8 00 

| | | 
DELHI, DELAWARE COUNTY. 

{From D. O. Potter, county surveyor.] 

| o / | of | 

| TB Se ae ee | 825 | 1803... 5 25 | 

DEWITT, CLINTON COUNTY. 

[From R. G, Brown, county surveyor.} 

[ Oo f (oy i | 

| Cis tee eee mek GRO yl SCC ose eee eee eee 5 00 | 
S88 oe see seise seese 5 45 | 

| | | 
DuBUQUE, DUBUQUE CouNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

| : | Sein 
| SUG Aa ae ae Tp25i | (PNISO5 oP eee. 6 30 | 

GILLETT GROVE, CLAY COUNTY. 

{From P. M. Moore, county surveyor. | 

ore 

oa REE Se tare eae 11.30 | TSR ee ee ee 8 45 

GLENWOOD, MILLS County. 

[From Seth Dean, county surveyor. | 

— 

One! On 

ICS ene eee il. iy 1 SRilep Reem erser= ee 10 10 

TOY oo Ae Seiad i SSO eee ern d 3. ee 10 30 

CG Ak ee [/ SST PSIG a haere 10 10 
GRO cs ee eae | att, 3183 SST SU IR be el See 10 46 

(Ba cece ae ee OP eh oles ee ee a 10 34 

1GiG cscs en ee 10 47 [SSO meee ae ee ade 10 20 

802 ere MaeTOpso etl eteone tes a. 9 33 
ee hese ee ee ee | W.L2 |). SECS eee ee ee 9 26 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

IOW A—Continued. 

HAMPTON, FRANKLIN COUNTY. 

[From William F. Kelley, county surveyor. ] 

Year. Declination. Year. ‘Declination. 

| 
On” oH) || 

sh LSE Mea | eBeU7 1885 ea eee eee | 550 | 

MANSON, CALHOUN COUNTY. 

{From county surveyor.] 

| ° y of 

NASB ud ctor Aarne 11°30 Sil) A895 eee ee eee 9 25 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ returns with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. ; 

Years. Declination. 

; | 

Cedancaseoe eee eee eee 1838-1895 aif 138 

Clay a.32c.oc02sdsebecmeeieeecee 1857-1893 36 131 

Dubuque: 2-26 asec cece 1839-1895 56 130 

Keokiitasces seen act cee eee 1843-1895 52 132 

Pocahontassee-aese eee eaeeeee 1855-1894 39 127 

Wapello..sc..ccccecneeeee eee 1844-1895 51 144 | 

MISSOURI. 

Sr. Louis. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. |Declination.| Year. ‘Declination. | 

cia | | 
1SL0 cae crane 10:48 | ASTI GA case ees | 630 
NBD ep Aeeeee eee | 849 | 1878.....--.--.----. 6 34 | 
1988 5. Sa- eee 745 || 1879......-......-.. 613 | 
1856-2. sesso seo 628 |} }4886-. 2.22): setesetee 6a) 
Cy ee Sees Seer 6 37 

Cass Counry. 

[From county surveyor.]} 

o 7 Oo 7 

MEY Ba aoeod BaSgedcods 8 00 LSOD cyte er ee arene 6 15 



GANNETT. ] SECULAR VARIATION: MISSOURI. Pas) 

Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MISSOURI—Continued. 

CLARK COUNTY. 

[From O. F. Ensign, county surveyor. ] 

Year. Declination.| Year. Declination. 

oy ZL (oy V7 

ICYD eeceomeca baeerae 8 15 NSGG AS cee ese crse ss 7 08 

IB Oabaeaconde sooeEe 8 00 ROB Ss 3 e es eeeee eee 6 05 

85 oR aac eeskee 7 30 

FRANKLIN COUNTY. 

[From C. L. Moore, county surveyor. ] 

Nes or or U | 

| TRI aetG Sy a! SOOM IIMIS95 2a oe. Sens Le 4 30 | 

HOWELL COUNTY. 

[From T. F, Adams, county surveyor. } 

fo wf | (oy) 

| Gy ae ene eas Et. || SICCTS a eee aa | 5 15 

MorGan County. 

[From D. W. Eaton, county surveyor.] 

— 

Os Oo} 

1 BOS eecoisee eee see T 21 Iie pS Hon ncosop recs 5 06 

Ie se deeneceee eles Ld) BOSS pence eee 5 24 

859 Seer ets sae sais (Clay Nike Pa Koll Wee Se see acrces 4 56 

SO Deere eee ae 7 28 ifctall Wes Sores Seen 6 28 

Ie Se pned coos rome oe 6 53 BOO Meese icecs eniee 5 36 
— = | 

UC re oe eae ere 7 30 TC eeeeic ome 6 00 

See eset weiss ae Uf Batt SOOM ase ceo acc e 6 36 

PEMISCOT COUNTY. 

[From W. W. Tensley, county survevor. ] 

fo) 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

MISSOURI—Continued. 

PERRY COUNTY. 

[From T. H. Layton, county surveyor.] 

: = 

| Year. Declination. Year. Declination., 

‘Cl Ot 

| 1S18 24.2 sess eeecose 8 00 S96 Se aoe 4 45 

SHANNON COUNTY. 

[From 'f. J. Rowlett, county surveyor.] 

| me se 
1840. nn eos 8: OO! S1SQ5 sa: eters 515 | 

STONE COUNTY. 

[From William J. King, county surveyor.]} 

a aed 
1BL7a 532. oe fess 7 40 | 1SO5? ye Serer 5 30 | 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

[From Charles Reeves, county surveyor. ] 

1805 nen eon | 7 ml 

TANEY COUNTY. 

{From H. W. Strahan, county surveyor.] 

re ee ee 
(ee ST earners ie keterererel 7 Ol 1395 Sesame nN eeeeeeee 6 10 

| 1886 pc ok Abaa saa | 9.30 | 

NORTH DAKOTA. 

NELSON COUNTY. 

[From D.S. Dodds, county surveyor.) 

—— = SSS 

Year. ‘Dectination. Year. Declination. 

= c= = - 

fo LOO araera meer teeters! | 13 30 1Bodtacceee se eee 13 00 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

NORTH DAKOTA—Continued. 

PEMBINA COUNTY. 

[From Frank E. Hebert, county surveyor.] 

= pee 

Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

fo) / fo) / 

NBG Msccs x ae cies arose | 14 40 890 Sa eesceetseaoeas= 12 40 

ASGTasce~cce sess sse 14 38 SSS eseric ee eel We 1252 

‘ieee Ae PAG OSs alle SOBs eed no csenee | 11 45 

SGSE eee sees esce ssc 14 35 SOD merece eerlacts 11 45 

SOUTH DAKOTA. 

CODINGTON COUNTY. 

[From George W. Carpenter, county surveyor. ] 

Year. Treclinntioul| Year. Re 

(@) / | Oo / 

ABT Ones acme eeciesce 10) 1S) 9 il SIR SSSe Saseoeoseeise 10 00 

Ike ooadcecocsonssoo 10 08 | 
| 

NEBRASKA. 

OMAHA. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. | Year. Declination. 

fo) y fo) 1 

Gi) ees ecrcrneneaoree 12 47 1878 sSaisionericis ea Sees 10 30 

NS69Se~ Sepricee cscs 10 45 SSO esate ees oecee 10 06 

STO earsstsiceesieseees 10 44 kclel eaGeSe naar oedace 9 30 

ef scocsocnesee cae 10 22 

BEATRICE, GAGE COUNTY. 

[From Willis Ball, county surveyor. ] 

| ieee 
|) AGIOS cares eee | ANSON PISO es ee Lote, 11 02 
| | 

CULBERTSON, HITCHCOCK COUNTY. 

[From L. J. Carrington, county surveyor. ] 

| [o) / | fo} / 
| 
| 

| (OD ae Peete Sous 180521 cc ceocc: | 12 15 | 
ieee 2-2. | 13 00 | | 
l 
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Data for determination of secular variation—C ontinued. 

NEBRASKA—Continued. 

BLAINE COUNTY. 

[From M. Hollapeter, county surveyor.] 

Year. skeen Year. |pectination.| 

| 

ro) / | ° ‘ 

WSs set eee eee 13 09 | 189522 s25e Sees | 12 00 

_ JOHNSON COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

| orf o 7 | 

| {S66 Sis eae eee 10°30" | a800)- eee nee 8 10 | 

OTOE COUNTY. 

[From county surveyor. ] 

| Bee | Nata 
Ie 5108407) |S 95 eee ee | 855 } 

BARR CAS | | 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ returns with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. Years. 

Years. Declination. 

Banners! eee eereee oe 1870-1895 25 77 

Cass? 222 2c. Soe eee Sasaee 1856-1895 39 75 

Cheyenne: = =~ 5-22 sesso es 1870-1896 26 90 

Halll Se2cnnchttee ee eee 1862-1893 31 89 

Hitchcock.-s-20 223 sc ee eee 1870-1895 25 72 

JOMOLSON': c-2 oe aoe ease eee 1856-1895 39 145 

Nema ais. eh. secs coerce eee 1855-1896 41 60 

Phel psi. 22 tenet poser 1865-1896 31 90 

Plattes- os choc tees eee 1857-1895 38 143 | 

Sarpy. cc. eae eee ee 1856-1895 | 39 | 65 

KANSAS. 

ANTHONY, HARPER COUNTY. 

{From J. B. Lee, county surveyor. } 

| 
| Year. Declination. | Year. Declination. 

|} 

| | Om | o 

UR Baars sn Ssoso cece 10 50 LBOG SE Sass tae ee 9 50 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

KANSAS—Continued. 

BURLINGTON, COFFEY COUNTY. 

[From H. E. Robson, county surveyor. } 

Year. Declination! Year. Declination. 

@ v | | of 

ASSERT E ee 10 36 | AS QU eRe ae ote! Sead | ee 
cee ce eee ee Orsi e105 ese kc sone 2983 
OO ee sere ae eienes amie as 9 41 | 1896. Se sereeaswe 9 24 

TROBE Merce eres 9 44 | | | 

BUTLER COUNTY. 

{From T. H. Austin, county surveyor.] 

| 6 ff | (o) | 

tS Ose per ah eee ah 810225 | TBODRS seman ee ces 9 35 
| | a | 

DopGE, Forp Country. 

[From John G. Fonda, county surveyor. | 

| eee | : (oy 4 OF 

| ASTOMeccees eee ee esse | 12 00 | Ie eaterrnosestoosce 10 30 

DONIPHAN COUNTY. 

[From E. 8. Castle, county surveyor. | 

| oy } | o/ | 

 TICSSS er eek ae ree SIME) lly Geis pe | 9:55 
| | i= tat 

EDWARDS COUNTY. 

[From Cyrus Roberts, county surveyor. ] 

Pool 7 
IO ae soouCoe Son Bere ay) XO) all), MUSES O8 os coda econs 10 45 

| 

EUREKA, GREENWOOD COUNTY. 

{From H. E. Robb, county surveyor. | 

Isl seo se cco Ss Eat eee 10 43 SSO PE Sashes a avvem me ) Cl 

SSO ee ee tosete cesee oe IO) Alri IN) BUS ea eee ecaeeeeare 9 42 | 

SSS eee ee ees cS 10 18 BOP Ee asses acu se aa 9 44 

[OUs een OCR: || SEC Eee oe eee eae 9 52 
NS Siseee weet cei 9 47 B93 sree sn ac ane | 9 38 

T8865 20-2 J aepeeee We BOP Spee (eSOA sels emote | 9 28 
ICC a oneceaeaedeeeence 9 52 IR aasadooeueTenace @) Gil 

SS Beet = < = 9 45 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

KANSAS—Continued. 

JETMORE, HODGEMAN COUNTY. 

{From A. L. Hull, county surveyor.] 

Year. Declination.| Year. ‘Declination. 

|| oy 

1SROM eee ee 11.45) | “A888. yaaa enna 11 21 
1GSir5. ees eee 11°46) “|| WSSOL esse | 11 20 
LRRD eee ee 156 |) TR60ssss ese ee 1 20 
ASSS aes ee ripe a af: ieh eaeee a | ww 
1SSAe.20 ees LL O77 || 1SORe nate ee ee 11 04 

1885 Nit oe ee TTSOR Ly RISO3U ase eee 11 00 
1G86 occ Neseeeeee 1199" ||| S1SGk uss hen = eee 11 07 
ISS Tin-<5:sceeaneees INDI) ||| S95) a se tenses 11 09 

| 

LINDON, OSAGE County. 

{From S. H. McNeil, county surveyor. ] 

| 
One | co) 

1870. caee ee Let ll SASSoe eee eee eee | 10 25 
1S7ice wore ee teee 11 13 | 1S83 jn teeta eee Ome 

IBTIoIe an Wee (DS; ol iad arene ees ' 10 10 
Cy ee nae te oie 10:05. |MSSege ene | 957 
1B7hc seca eee 10 17 [SRR eee 9 50 
TR 7B Reet Ree LOVE. Ill 1R8O ees ee eae 
Iie ease eee ere 9x56) J) 1SS0E ey ee ee 9 43 
ISTO see setae ee CP ae | is F< 1o) beaeeesees Gee | 945 
OTR ee eee eee 10s12~ || P1894 ee ee eens | 955 
ARTO Raat cen se Soe 10 18 (9935535 2 ee 8 45 
nS} 0) Ss SE ere 10 15 18004 ee aceon 9 31 
ifsc Re Aa 10 27 

MARYSVILLE, MARSHALL COUNTY. 

{From John Braly, county surveyor.) 

= a 

| 18822. cccb oes 10 35 ISOS cUce sete ee 9 31 

| teeeese eee eenees 10 02 IR: <a 9 21 
| 1887") eee 10 00:.j} S1BG8c-2-cuce eas 9 21 
| TGR ae eee | O36) Ni Meade 3 Seen eee 9 20 
(1 eee ret igs © Wee ad eh cee ey 9 20 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

KANSAS—Continued. 

MOLINE, ELK County. 

[From J. T. Chapman, county surveyor. ] 

| ] ] 
Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

| 
| 

ou or ie 1 
| 

PeKOumeneseaeeeeeses  LOLAD: i 1800 ence aisle see a | 910 | 

NEWTON, HARVEY COUNTY. 

[From James Dawson, county surveyor.] 

| on | 
ES Se eee is | 10 32 | 1QOQU Ea, Ura kniclte: 10 15 
NSS bees seer ee ses | 10 22 ! SOMES Are esa one oe | 10°23 

CO) eee eee eee PP STORSS I IP1895)2 7202 ot Sladen: | 10 18 
| I : # 

OSBORNE, OSBORNE COUNTY. 

[From A. A. Nolan, county surveyor. | 

| Ore! | (oy 

ISTO SSeS ace | reais | SST EER oe ces Aen | 11 00 
IG ocne eee eee OR Iam ||MO SSSee reaches asc. 11 00 

Ce eek ae a WeIOSIM Sessoms tes a. 11 00 
1G ee Meee TROOP MIMELSO I ae eee: 11 04 
CS eee tee TIL LD) |) SE oe en eee | 11 02 
STAY ae eee MLO || BGS ee ee ceeebaechar | 10.57 

S | 

PHILBIPSBURG, PHILLIPS COUNTY. 

{From F. R. Weeks, county surveyor. ] 

aaa om 
CGE see | I St Mill CIR R es ee eaeabe cece 10 57 

] 

SALINA, SALINE COUNTY. 

[From O. P. Hamilton, county surveyor.] 

Oo 4 | On! 

SIDR eae lartce | 12 09 USSG een ea Ce Tok 1% 

ST Gemem eet ameseeee 2NOST |e CSiines eae es ims os 11 30 

I asec a eee AOROG IE (BRI SSSinee nos see cece ee 11 24 

ST SENEE Cie eek: aU Eta a | MRSS 21°10) gee ee 11 26 

TI) ae A 11 56 RO ORer eae ese 11 25 

TESOL Ses ee sie Sein lel SOlete veers. Seen. 11 25 

Gs 5a 11 46 PROD eA meray: Sat 11 07 

GC) ea Re ae | 11 43 1SOS MEME ore cee 11 00 

BSS meer oe ee ellen ert SOA Sete ee 3. 10 49 

fee BAS. 11 40 ! Cin aa a 10 48 
GiGi ce Sl ae 11 22 CEB: ce i ee 10 30 
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Data for determination of secular variation--Continued, 

KANSAS—Continued. 

SmitH CENTER, SMITH COUNTY. 

[From W. H. Withington, county surveyor. ] 

Year. Declination. || Year. |Declination, 

] | 
fo) / | | On a 

[S825 Pe ee eee 12060} WASBOE Seon eee 11 53 

W883 ic ce. esets a= ee 12049) HS90R 2 Se eee seeeee 11 51 

1884. =<. sersemsseners 12 02 aio) San en eee 11 49 | 

1885.2 -seeee eects 12 00 S92 Se Se eee toe 11 48 

L886 S25): oan eeesesee MCAS OI I) CBOSS Serie aerate ee 11 46 | 

W887 a.n5s ee ceeeete see 11 58 | 1894 ya be we coe 11 45 | 

S825 = Ssseeeeseee IESG BOs 22s eee 11 39 
|| | | 

St. JOHN, STAFFORD COUNTY. 

[From W. F. Noble, county surveyor. | 

° 7 
3 / fe) t 

ITS e Seas eoneenoses 11 52 1888 c= =e eee 10 46 

i 1880) cocc-see eed 11 54 L890. Sete eeeccese 10 48 | 

SSIs. asset yess 11 42 1891 ea eeee tae eesel 10 44 

1882) toe, sioeeetee 11 05 W922 2 sete eee se 10 40 

USS4 a2 - fein ees 10 45 199Sin.2585 Jeeta 10 36 

1885; 22.22% seco NOMGLy iy ASGa es eae ete 10 33 

USSG) 5) cce toe eee TOF OM S| el Sob see ane ee 10 35 

TBS ote ste ociareteinjreee VOUS 2) MISSGE ee see eee eee 10 31 

WASHINGTON, WASHINGTON COUNTY. 

[From T. C. Edington, county surveyor. ]} 

eae alt > a 
| TSny ce seed ee ese ona 1896: 20-eee soe 10 37 

WEIR, CHEROKEE COUNTY. 

[From W. H. Dugger, county surveyor.] 

le ARAGie) suntee ae onee 10/40." AgORes 2s eee etel st ae 

WICHITA, SEDGWICK COUNTY. 

[From W. R. Kesler, county surveyor.] 

| 2 Ai BS | OSB sas oe et eee 10 30 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

KANSAS—Continued, 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ returns with 

mean results from Land Office surveys: 

Difference in— | 

County. Years. 

Years. Declination. 

PAILCHISONE eee erie anemaeeeciece 1855-1892 37 145 

BO Wale eres eee eeias | 1855-1893 38 93 

AS TG] reese ts a cree | 1862-1893 Sily || 108 

Oherokcawee pues say to | 1868-1896 28 142 
Clearer er 4) | 1857-1895 yi SEs 
Coren ede! 1856-1895 39 175 

WTCkKimsOner ==, sae Hale eres rasa | 1856-1895 ~ 39 110 

Tainan ek ee eee | 1855-1895 40 146 
Ry Gward Siete peer eee | 1871-1895 24 | 80 

JOS oy de Ree ACH Ene Coeero oes 1867-1895 28 137 

Hlisworiheese see eeeeeeseoeee |) 1859-1805 36 141 

JAG eas bpcetobee he ee Aare 1872-1895 Pie || 78 

Graveteeeer eee aaa tse ssae||) L8t2—1895 23 102 

Gnepim7OOlesascacsosncascesess|| IEG Elksth 28 118 

nanpeLeeeeee esc eeeee eee ||) 1876-1896 20 60 

FRAO V ease sisepeisisiaisie erste Nereis > 1857-1895 38 102 

1EIGCWECMNOH <5a5 coneonas coos Saee | 1870-1895 | 25 56 

JoGigins Base ee ees | 1855-1895 40 129 
Janie as oe ae ie ee ee | 1862-1894 32 108 
IW 440 ose see doces ese SoOeeS 1856-1895 39 174 

Moh erson-2-t-saceeacemescce 1858-1894 36 150 

NIGhiON  -qgeAaeSeSaen esas HaoneEe 1857-1893 36 115 

Mamsivailll (eysemvercs se reese erce a 1855-1895 40 151 

Wiectty ig ae ee 1873-1896 | 23 45 
INGE: SS3eap Ses O ee oe eee | 1869-1895 | 26 78 

OBDOINCEE Essa ae ae wow e-e.cmes 1864-1895 oll 71 

ZEN IGS sses Son er oe e ae eats | 1867-1893 26 94 

DINOS 2c6ennecee eee | 1859-1895 36 145 
Pottawattomie ................ 1855-1895 40 | 172 
INGIOS Abe ea Ope RO ACO RDO eee 1859-1895 36 155 

INOS) cocdod see See ea tee ee 1866-1895 | 29 112 

IM: Sees Sate Ee ee aes 1856-1895 ae) | 101 

TONS: 2. deetnes eee 1865-1895 | 30 | 97 
Sed wile kie se cee isecis a 5) ese 1859-1895 | 36 | 80 

Sliginan, £225, cee eee | 1871-1888 nti 51 
SI hee eee ee | ISG 2—1895. | By 4 96 

Wit balnseemse rec ee os | 1856-1892 | 36 100 

Wiqston Sones =o eee eee | 1867-1895 | 28 | 148 
| 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

WYOMING. 

CHEYENNE. 

Year. Declination. | Year. Declination, 

| | 
On | roe | 

ee Junamare eceresenee 15 30 | 1S95 wes cose weaseeeets | 14 30 | 

LARAMIE. 

Oo | | o 4 | 

18722 tee eee 1621 ||\S1G8B eee teens | 14.57 | 
18785: cme eee 15 52 TORY et see ee | 14 24 | 

COLORADO. 

DENVER. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

7 j 

Year. Deelinationt| Year. lDeclination.| 

ony i} o 7 

L866 ies sacciemaciseree 15 00 WWTSiS a5 Sonctewam see 14 40 

ASTOW SER eee oe 14 45 i: ee Soe ee | 14 06 

Si Seo eee me ereaiate 14 43 

ALMA, PARK COUNTY. 

[From W. H. Powless, county surveyor.} 

| Be anew 
| LQG Ie reese 

The following are from a comparison of county surveyors’ results with 

mean results of Land Office Surveys: 

Difference in— 

County. | Years. izes i. al 

Years. Declination. 
| 

} pat 

Arapahoe, west part.......... | 1860-1888 | 28 59 | 

Benticcucccess: fee |'* 1671-1888) | 2 40 
Costillaiiec.o2 cee eee | 1871-1895 24 57 | 

EI Pago cess tobe 1869-1886 17 33 | 
Pueblo: jccucsescnce see eeee ee 1869-1888 19 84 | 

ie eS ai SE ee eee 
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Data for determination of secular variation-—Continued. 

ARIZONA. 

Yuma, YuMA Counry. 

[From O. F. Townsend, county surveyor. | 

Year. Deetination, Year. Declination. 

———__—_—— ) — —— = |e — — 

i} | 
| Cae l Set 

Silene = amy Se set 13735) SOS RN anaes seas 13 45 

SSO aa see oa cee | 13 41 | 
| 

z = i) —— Ss 

GRAHAM COUNTY. 

|Froin Samuel Logan, county surveyor. ] 

Place. | Year. iDéelinationt| 
| 

| ek. 
IDC his So donaes Se ene Seder SOapA eee aac { 1882 12 30 

{ 1895 | 12 10 

@iititomasesesoce cee. rate ee te 6 48 j 1882 | 12 30 

| 1895 alg | 

SOLOMON Vill Gtr ssetesia tetas eorebeiers emcees amine | 1875 | 14 06 | 

(1895 12 25 
AT OTC en aS gee bat we ky ie 1875 14 06 

| 1895 12 30 

Wee aiript Grantyeeeh a) os on- cies ace sesc eck { 1886 | 12 30 

1895 | 12925, "|| 

Cannip Vino masisecee qs tar cisia ence sac oee cee ) 1875 | 14 07 

| 1895 | 12 32 
| | 

289 

The following comparative results consist, for the earlier date, in the 

average of the observations taken within the county, or part of county, 

in connection with the survey of exteriors and standard lines by the 

General Land Office, and for the later date in connection with the survey 

of subdivision lines by the same organization : 

| Diflerence 

County. Year. in deeli- 
nation. 

+ , : \( 1877 |) sts 
jeauman (CASLETON PALt)): ass se5 oes eines == I —55 | Rew 1893 | 
een fe i ey ee 

aricopa (eastern part)-.-.---.-.-.----.---- ‘ —16 | : : I 1893 |f 
. ly 1870 

| Maricopa (southwestern part)..-...---..--- i —41 
| 1892 

y 1872 ‘ 
Maricopa (northwestern part)--...-..------ \ —5 

| | 1883 

prez 1869 
EAA (WES FELD) ALU) sme ey) sem eet ae oo I —50 

1889 

17 GEOL, PT I——19 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

ARIZONA—Continued. 

The following comparative results are derived from the surveys by 

the General Land Office of the exterior lines of townships on the one 

hand, and on the other of the subdivision lines of the same townships. 

| Difference 
Township. Year in 

| declination. 

: | : Te 

7. 1a No RB Basses cee eee ceeeneeee | oe ay 
1891 

DAMN A GR TOW a te 1873 —93 
(4891 

13 N RAS eee. ee ee 1868 Bess 
1894 

3 No dRAW ee es 1869 || _o4 
1895 J 

RCD cy NOTES EME Ey ce } ied |e a 
so. ! 

56,6, REO. 9. eee ee | 1869 | _<s9 
iso. J 

ThA Ni aR eRe oh aan ee | 1868 | __o7 | 
ig94 J 

AN. Oe ok eee ree } 1868 96 
| 1894 

hat NcoR, 3°. eae ee PEE LEGS tl) ea 
1s94 J 

P58 ROW eee } 1871 —87 | 
1892 

T 66. Rd Wee cee ee {1872 _38 
L 1892 

TMG/(S:RB Woe cee ee ee 1871 eae 
| 1891 

AG SOR: 6 Wide ee et ee Mo 1872 || ag | 
1 aga9 J 

i 

=O 
TG Se RIT Waki cett coe eee ee ee 1872 || _g | 

1s92 | 

Ty HS ROC Ep Seo cea tee f 1871 | _4o 
| 1890 | 

870 > Ed Biol. TOW iste cet an. See anes een f 1870 ) sy 
( 4g92 J 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

ARIZONA—Continued. 

Of the following comparative results those of the earlier dates are 

derived from the expeditions of Lieut. J. C. Ives and Capt. W. H. 

Emory, those of the later dates from surveys of the General Land 

Office. 

Township. | 

| 

LE GISH IR al OME Nea ees eee ee eee, J 

| } 

TS SUR OS Week ree te A ese J 
l 

DESO SAAT TMNT ORe «SAU, a2 aOR gael een 

STV lipN aie. OUEN ee ela poeta a oat | 

Abe TIC) Ra S OL ee ee ee ee H 

FB. aIGIN| 15 5c) Dea 5c a ge a ee J 

Fe, SUS) WRT eI Uep 1 h p ce | 

TRIO ING TRA SESTO ee rCene ae 4 

TR, THD) TR ALS Te a eee 

TAD Wig TRC Toe ee 

TR, DO IRAs Oe 

"TE STEPS IG) ee j 
\ 

TOD Wks 1110 re 

Tih, DIU INS, 1 Oe | 

T22)N., R. 1 W - =e zs 4 

| Difference 

ee 

in decli- 
nation. 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

UTAH. 

SaLt LAKE, 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Deehuations) Year. Declination. 

bac | 1 

18506). ee eee 15-32- |) (egies eee eee | 16 28 | 
ee a 16/30: |) US83eseeeenet ee 16 14 
196diL eae eee 16.36. || ees. eas ee 16 29 | 
187254 b= eee 17°00! ||, “ISS see 16 31 
1878 n- a ee |” 1646: Alli S85 se eee 16 30 

| 

The following comparative results consist, for the earlier date, in the 

average of the observations taken within the county, or part of county, 

in connection with the survey of exteriors and standard lines by the 

General Land Office, and for the later date in connection with the sur- 

vey of subdivision lines by the same organization: 

| Difference | 
County. Year. in decli- | 

nation. | i 
; lf 1S7Ly | 

Summuti(western part))oss--eee sees ee eae | 1892 +20 

1870 
Morgans... Seas sce ee eee eee 1989 —= 3 

i; 1870 
Beaver (eastern part)).=.------------.-.-.-- 1890 —10 

I 1871 |) At 
Saltake:s.3os3232 Sec San eet ee eee eters 1 4890 If a 

J 1875 ~ 
WO MLCT oe ae erste ate eiela ela ose ee eee eee 1291 f —38 

j 1872 
Wasatch (western part) .......--...-.-<..- } ig91 | —16 

: | 

(- “1875. }) 
Boxelder (eastern part)-..........-..--....- 1 1888 + 3 

( 1874 
Boxelder (western part) ...-...---..---..-. 1 isso —29 

L874 
eB ISSIR SAC Saar gota eye an SSE | iso4 || —2 | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

NEVADA. 

DouGLas COUNTY. 

{From M. Willard, county surveyor. ] 

| Year. Declination. | Year. annie 

The following comparative results consist, for the earlier date, in the 

average of the observations taken within the county, or part of county, 

in connection with the survey of exteriors and standard lines by the 

General Land Office, and for the later date in connection with the survey 

of subdivision lines by the same organization: 

| Difference 
County. ee eealr: in deeli- 

es nation. 

on eS 

Esmeralda (northern part).-.--.--.....--.-- J HSS] —18 
| 1890 J 

Hurekal(souphern= part) eeeseasseeee ss seeeree Melts Ne 
1893 | 

Humboldt (southeastern part) ..........--- ) 1867 Kt +10 
(1888. |! 

| 

Humboldt (northeastern part) ....-....---- J 1868 | +16 
ae Il 

9 | 

Humboldt (southwestern part).........---. ) Bees | +43 
| 1890 

Lincoln (southeastern part) ...........-.-- f 1869 i 00 
1882 

| 

Lincoln (southwestern part) .........-.---- 1870 00 
1882 

Nye) (northeasternipart) eases e-ee nee e-- | Hey | —32 
| 1881 | 

Wiashoe (southern pant) ees4-2202sses- 6 =: | ee il +50 
1g87e ih | 

aoe | 

White Pine.(southwestern part) ---.--..... ted | —7 
1882 | 

peel 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

IDAHO. 

The following comparative results consist, for the earlier date, in the 

average of the observations taken within the county, or part of county, 

in connection with the survey of exteriors and standard lines by the 

General Land Office, and for the later date in connection with the survey 

of subdivision lines by the same organization: 

Difference 
County. Year. in decli- 

nation. 
| 

Adil ..< 50 2ecc ahs See eee cae =e eee eee f 1867 +13 
{ 13893 

Bear LWake=eeee eee. eee eee 1873) 17 
1884 J 

Bannack (eastern part) ..-....------------- ie 2 
1890 

Bannack (western part).---....---..------- f athe wie 
| 1894 

| 9 

Boise (southern! part)---- --------2--2----=< f colle +23 
| 1892 

Canons. 42S eee ee eee f 186% ie ayy 
| 1893. |J 

= 
Cassia (eastern part) > os esse eee ee ee cee J 1872) cha 

{| 1892 J 

Blmore ease oa eee eee eee } Tei +15 
{ 1892 

Idaho (western part). ---.:-...-.-.-.---- j 1869 | ay 
{ 18938 jj 

1871 
Thatah 2... 2.5, 382 sce sce as ce oseee = see Rea 66 

| 1892 oh 

Lincoln: (eastern part)/socs -5-5.5 552 e>-ee =e H al Bet 
| 1892 

1870 
Nez Percecsas:.-t aoacoeetons oes eae j | ; 

| 1992 f T° 

Owyhee! (eastern part)).-.--- .----- =2---se5- ava aete 47 
{ 1893 |} 

Owyhee (northwestern part) ......--..-.---- } aly ( abs (ry 
{ 1894 J 

Washington (southern part) .-....-...---.-- j 1869 { 452 
{ 1892 J 

: = — = 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

WASHINGTON. 

CapE DISAPPOINTMENT. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

295 

Year. |Declination. | Year. Declination. ‘aoa - 
ISSO BIE e ae eee TG) Sale), Gi Se eee eae | 21 00 
HGH Ones ps a oe ye 2010) S| GES eee | 21 36 
Tes epee ne Re es BOS) || Saas 21 36 

Nrau Bay. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

| o Ff || lexan t 
1 GSH leg SO Se ete ata DP) 0) tll Walsh caer mao eee ee 21 48 

(PSDs sae a Slee as. Pn BO) sth Seca seacgsee 22 44 
| 

OLYMPIA. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

| on, | | ores | 

WElSoseseket cake ec | 21 15 | Tesieeee Ohare al | 21 35 | 
| NSS GR sas wie = oes OO) “ly I WIE SS Sa eemppeaneaal| a22 20 | 

| | 
a County surveyor. 

Port TOWNSEND. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. | 

1G Sere bac aoe nae | OO || Sea heen neers | 22 00 
1S) Jenenas dooee pees | 21 40 SiGscsaee a oceee 21159 

| lUcty(Sasowsdeo Gee ance | lees | Netsile se sSogncsseacs 21 27 =| 
| 

SEATTLE. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. | 

| ee ee as 
| IRC Ge Boo a eve Ca BOSE 21 25 1 toto LR ak es eee | 22 03 | 

ISTHE Sesh wei eR OORGS win NerIG GS eae We ke oy | 22 29 
| pA 

VANCOUVER. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1838. ] 

| ° 1 | | fe) 1 

| 18) ae ee nO eR ES Sane OGD wala S60 Bees erence coe 20 05 

(CED) ene ee Hae oe SO pn |letselt ten toe oot | 20 53 
| | t ae 

WALLAWALLA. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

orn|| _ | | 
1650.) Rok eee ae 19 40 USS Ieee eee a. 2th o 
SEO Meee hee. 5) Were tISs7. eet 21 10 
iG Sle a 20 30 

| 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

WASHINGTON—Continued. 

The following comparative results consist, for the earlier date, in the 

average of the observations taken within the county, or part of county, 

in connection with the survey of exteriors and standard lines by the 

General Land Office, and for the later date in connection with the survey 

of subdivision lines by the same organization : 

r eee: i 

Difference 
County. Year. in decli- 

nation. 

; | 1854 | 
TiO WS eo oe nctes jot eeioine ee eee ease ee 1890 |f + 99 

; 1854 | | 
Cowilitzy..cce.cae seas se Soe eee cee sete i392 |f +144 | 

- 

Mason fy Beek at) + 90 
ig Sas urea ok Naas Fors fone 

‘ 1857 \ whe 
IMAC hae mostmonascsusuoronsstesnomacacade I 1891 |S + 77 

| 1856 | % 
‘Thurston: os sa. 326j2s eben see eee ee | 1891 I + 51 

| ¢ 

: 1856 | es hy. (eee ro) 
1858 

Snohomish res scot sae Sees ler 1 1899 + 78 

| 1857 | 
JOM OTSOM = mele siaisiie relate ieee eee eee i 1893 |S + 49 

SIO 

Os | 1864 
PaCiiie! cisco cclelseleieme conc CeCe ieee eee i 1891 + 66 

— ly 1862 |) aa 
PY BUM aie P cpercosteeic eee rece eee eee ere | 1899 f + 57 

Chehalis ..... fee aoe 
ee Sete ita Sara {| 1892 |J 

: ( 1864 Klickitat {ss.225.-:easdsa Meee eee (Tee 4161 | 
e | 

SI it f 1866 \ ee 
PO BOTY) ca etathc ed wim ipefa'a let miniattaiealaN in atediet oral ete ate tat stinies eens o 

4€ 1 193 ff + 
1862 

Clallam. .3525- osek sc eeeetoe ee Renae eee pie + 10 

Douglas i antl + 67 
Beer sero wn Shae ee hee | 1893 J 

Sante { 1869 ) 
Kittitas... --- 2-2 - = one we ee wee neon 1 yeas | + 23 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

WASHINGTON—Continued. 

The following comparative results are derived from the surveys by 

the General Land Office of the exterior lines of townships on the one 

hand, and on the other of the subdivision lines of the same townships: 

Difference 
Township. Year. | in deeli- 

nation. | 

| 

| [oho 
| , ae | | 

PO OFM ORIEL. ese en SUR eee Ny seer00) | 
1894 | 

TSRIGEN SIRES Wp Sere Tie 0 Gok has fetes Nee 
ig91_ |! 
Ses 

SE LENM RIDES AWA eS Oly Mes fled: ff RON Soria 
igor : 

FG Ga oy 1st 2970) a ge Hee | taatintes 
1893 |! 

TURD S ONE MRE Sa es es ese eve oes Uh SOM erceyn | 
\* 1891 | | 

a | | 
TUES SES a A REO reara 

Liga J 

TPRIGENI SRA aR): Ree eee estes Le a eles Cues 
1893 

A ITANEER ASTOR eee re te, ph Ie pn 
1880" | 

Ff, BOY TNS eS Sh 1 tees eae ee ESTA NL ora, Gi 
1891! 

TUB OSUNEMIR TR ee! yo Pry on ate ote {1872 1 4 go 
1s92 | 

SOP TRC On ) 1873 | 4 35 
(4891 |) 

OREGON. 

ALBANY, LINN. COUNTY. 

[From FE, T. T. Fisher, county surveyor. } 

| Year. Declination. Year. Decunaton 

| aT 
| MST ees eyes veloc ce IpaOM Bem IGIeSo NOK Mee tes ces. 20 42 | 
eae | i a | 

BENTON COUNTY. 

[From George Mercer, county surveyor. | 

| ae ea 
| (C55 tae 19 30 | ieee eee ae ere 20 100K a | 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

OREGON—Continued. 

HILLSBORO, WASHINGTON COUNTY. 

[From L. E. Wilkes, county surveyor.] 

a Year. Declination, Year. Destination 
< | | 

| | | : 
oa o 7 

{A185 2.2.82. eee 20 10 | 1805.2. pees 21 30 
| | 

Marion COUNTY. 

[From B. B. Herrick, county surveyor. ] 

iC | Co ! oe | 

WBBOw Soest eee | 20 15 | 1895.72.23 oso eee 21 30 

McMINNVILLE, YAMHILL COUNTY. 

[From E. C. Branson, county surveyor. | 

Ce 2. | or 77 | 

1856525 o2e2 coeeicece 19°30) ||) “1885220225 2 es sees | 2030 | 

| TSTO Re ec aes ee | 20 00 | 1805 -oo ose eeee eee 20 35 | 

ROSEBURG, DOUGLAS COUNTY. 

{From W. P. Heydon, county surveyor. | 

| ea ee! 
| 1880A ae aeceee=e see 1903 5|| al SObs eee eesace see 20 07 | 

TILLAMOOK, TILLAMOOK COUNTY. 

{From A. M. Austin, county surveyor.] 

| 1o} / | S / 

| 1856....-...-.-2..-.| 19 30 | eo S| 21 54 

LANE CounNrY. 

[From C. M. Collier. county surveyor. 

| | ° ‘ ro) ‘ | 

| ABBE ee.iec ese costal eed) BO ON ee OOH ee eee eee ee ae es 

CALIFORNIA. 

CaPpE MENDOCINO. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.) 

| Year. Declination. Year. Declination. 

| — — —_ 

ei eee ee eee eg we et eee ee 18 00 
| al 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued. 

CALIFORNIA—Continued. 

MONTEREY. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

Year. Declination. | Year. Declination. 

— - beet ee 

COC pate te to AGEsO || iets ete ee | 14 00 
KP tn Semi 15 38 iGO ree Selene ae | 14 58 

SCR le he at ee 14 30 TIS Staaten as 14 59 

ICR) oe Gaeaseeeeeee 14 30 I Beceopbers eres | 15 55 

TOL lle eee meee TS FO0F Hh HSS sees sacle 15 54 

SAN DIEGO. 

[From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

ie ae a, 
| ICG) vate eee | ie) Sx | Sey wee, eee 13 19 
Sb aae Be ee | 12 29 188 leet ee aati 13 28 

SSS ERS eee eae 12 32 ASRS Peer nie eet os 13 04 

Tae pee eee 13 09 

San FRANCISCO. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888. ] 

Oey i oy, 

Cel ae Sar ee [| Tee Il ae ee ea 16 25 

SO OREM eee a | dines), Sicyeue eee ee | 16 27 
1221); Ae eee Ae (ul | STO eee: 16 34 
TBs soes Ee eee 15 10 SSO a ry nee 16 33 

ioe ee 15 20 BS lore ark ae et 16 30 

ASHE Bs 15 30 IR SOR eee Mee = ei, 16 39 | 

1 sv Sc ee ee 1B AN |) NEBWsoS susdacosseoac 16 32 

(CGD 23h A ee PP emie23ha OGSh oe eee (cee: 16 33 
Sts Symantec! a 15 53 ASG MAR EI een es 16 33 

ISGGUME rete. 16 25 ASST Ree alee an 16 34 

Giese eee GEO Sum MLSS Sac ee eee ars ce 16 34 

So eee ee Fe, 16 26 ISSO eee eee eee 16 36 
I 

SANTA, BARBARA. 

{From Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1888.] 

| Sow Hl | a 

CCE) cae Tetose I MersoOle etek t | 44 47 
iE) sn se ifs 10" SIC see eee 14 48 

| TIESTL <a coe peeecere 14 52 || SOR Mae seit ot | ald 46 

a County surveyor. 
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Data for determination of secular variation—Continued, 

CALIFORNIA—Continued. 

MERCED COUNTY. 

{From W. P. Stoneroad, county surveyor. | 

i Year 3 Declination’) Year. | Declination. 

| eee Ba 
| 85S G esses tes tiacer ne | MBI We Mais aay ee ent one 15 47 

Mono County. 

[From J. G. Thompson, county surveyor. | 

| Pisseee eet: 24 15) 30 ie 1895 eee eee 16 35 
Aci Niner: Pi eae ne 1610 | 
| is 

ORANGE COUNTY. 

[From H. C. Kellogg, county surveyor.] 

| | 
| Le) |] CG U 

| 18682 -a5-seeceemeenc 14 32 aot Somme AmiaSooeeoS 14 42 

| US88e252 sata essttomas 14 50 | 

San JOSE, SANTA CLARA COUNTY. 

[From J. G. McMillan, county surveyor. } 

] a i) ee aa 
L850 - sao ctesteaceeeee 15 23 | USGS SA eee aeeesaee 16 00 

165) eRe Sem aC 15 23 SIZ Se cer eae eel 16 25 

WQS ace no. ances 15 23 TB Tdkie Soros Hs ese 16 25 
S86 3iSaeee ect cetaceis 15 25 IST SESsae conse casa) 16 35 

I Golo) We aS OC oe ose 15 25 TSTG SN Se aes eae 16 30 

Mb aceitbon SoS OSes 15 30 TSB0 Rao ss eee 16 30 

S56 ease eee | 15 30 Bh toys Beemer ann eee 16 30 

1857 15 30 18840 35 cocci ease 16 30 

lSbSsemccs sca ees oe 15 45 IS86 2822 cosa spec 16 30 

S60 Rest eee seco 15 45 ISSS a2e fej aceon 16 30 

1861. 15 45 NSO) sie sky coe ee 16 30 | 

1 Dae eae ae 2 151d 4 llr BOGs eaten eee 16 35 
|) iklHnHb seos5sogceae 16 00 OOD = coroner eee 1635 | 

YUBA, SUTTER CoUNTY. 

[From C. W. Guptill, county surveyor.] 

| RBH eee eee 16: BS< ||) TROUE e  ee 15 15 
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METHOD OF OBTAINING REDUCTIONS ON ACCOUNT OF 

SECULAR VARIATION. 

The above observations have been used in the simplest manner pos- 

sible for the determination of the reduction for secular variation. 

The epoch selected for the reduction is the year 1900, and the observa- 

tions are treated in the following manner: To the latest observation in 

each series was first applied a correction to reduce it to this epoch. 

To make this correction it was assumed that the annual secular varia- 

tion in the Northern States has been tor the past few years 4’ per year, 

in the States in middle latitudes 3.5’, and in those of the extreme South 

3’ per year. These assumptions are practically correct, and any slight 

error in them would have but little effect on the reductions, inasmuch 

as it is multiplied by a smail number of years only. 

Having thus obtained from the latest observation of each series the 

declination in 1900, each observation in the series was then compared 

with it, and the resulting reduction was tabulated under the early 

date. All the series within a State were then combined into a single 

series, and a table was in this manner prepared for each State, or in 

certain cases for groups of States, which shows in extenso the reduc- 

tion to 1900 for each year prior to 1895, or for each year in which there 

were observations. In this manner the series at many stations were 

consolidated. In order to eliminate accidental errors each State table 

was further consolidated into a smaller table, showing the reduction 

for each tenth year by simply taking the means of the observations 

for five years on each side of the decennial year. These are presented 

in the following table, and are expressed graphically in the diagrams 

on Pl. III. It must be said that in several cases these reductions do 

not accord with one another, nor do the reductions for the same year in 

different States agree with one another in all cases, the discrepancies 

being probably due to errors of observation. I have, however, con- 

sidered it best to use them, applying the results State by State, rather 

than to make arbitrary corrections to bring them into closer agreement 

with one another. 

In obtaining these reductions I have thought it best to include in 

one group the States of western New England, viz, New Hampshire, 

Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, in order to 

obtain the mean of many results; in another group the States of New 

York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania; in another Delaware, Maryland, 

District of Columbia, Virginia, and West Virginia; in another the two 

Carolinas and Georgia, and in still another Kentucky and Tennessee. 

In the case of the Southern States, which are included in the last three 

groups named, it was necessary to group several States in order to 

obtain a sufficient number of series of observations to secure results of 

any value, and since by this grouping I have extended the areas con- 

sidered but slightly in longitude, I do not believe that in so doing I 

have involved any appreciable error. 
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Reductions to 1900 on account of secular variation. 

State. | 1880. 

Mainee. ieee tot ose 0 50 

New Hampshire, | 

Vermont, Massa- 

chusetts, Rhode 

Island, and Con- 

mnecticuti.---=-- 45 

New York, New Jer- | 

sey, and Pennsyl- | 

VAN Uesseea eee 50 

Delaware, Mary- 

land, District of | 

Columbia, — Vir- 

ginia, and West | 

Wabeagen cepa aaso|) Jb00) 

North Carolina, | 

South Carolina, | 

and Georgia. --.-- | 1 05 

Blond) uo eseaeee | 50 
Ava) an alee serene 50) 

Mississippi --------- 

Louisiana. 6. -ceaclseeeceole seas 

MUP Beeseccaonocecl| Jk {0 

Aman Saas eee eee ; 115 

Kentucky and Ten 

MeSSE Oa. Se ese ces 1 25 

Ohioeeee eee sf) 230 

Inada aves aee <a | RST SATE 

hin oIsfaesee. 1 20 

Michi@anie.--]- 5. soe 1 25 

NVASCONSeerrs er 1 20 

MON Diysestereie so cieus Ae 

Minnesota....--..-.| 1 25 

Missoni sae. s oseae 1 00 

Nebraskkae. coe. secs ) 115 

WANS AS a2 ous Sacre e oe 1 15 

Colorado (eastern 

DALE) cate ase s.|| ole LO 

Oregon and Wash- 

ington (western 

NEVI) Raearaceoseas Satcss 5 

California (south- 

OLD) PUL) poe awe + 05 

1870 | 1860. 1850. 1840. 1830. 1820. | 1810. | 1800. 

rele A) / ie hag / o 7 a7 (o fests Ire Weeds 

1.45 4h) 230M 3800" ier 8 bot | eee eee ea | Sixes 

| 

Kes 
| } j 

125 | 205 | 255) 340) 440/520/550|.-... 

| | 

145 | 220| 255| 320] 415 |450|505|___.- 
| | 

| 

| 
| 

| | . t 

155] 225) 300] 330) 400/410|420)|___-- 

1-50, | 2)20)|, 245) |) 8)15) | 8)30) S45 alone 

ae | 2R05i|| 26351 SOOM eee ae eee a ee 

1-40) Oba 2230) Soes5 0 83920 i ae 

D105 ,| 220) p2' 30: | SOO hee aed 

F410) 2-200) 730). -. ? nee 

1 105| 155) eeON eeepc Ber) 2 | 
lg ee 125) 120 BF bo ee ia 

1 401) 2 101) 220), 2850 ok [eae Eis cone Pe 

O50 u lee see a ee 3.20) 410/435|430 440 

DF G15 | ee || gee ete 320 410 345/320) 

900! 230) 245| 245! 33518851-..1._| 
. ! 

210} 2°35 | 3°00) 320) 4 101450 \0.) lee 

ide obs 2 30") 2.40 | S°05-)-2 eee ee 

peas S00! |, 25; |! 9) |e eee ee 

Ais ¢ B05) 72780) | coon alee Leelee 

D5 sled OND coed On eee z : 

Le5Ogl) aleso nl 2.00) eens Arse : : 

1451 2 15 es ae et ae: 

ets i We (0 hs Do eee ah os le ol [el | ae 

Se Ek (0) |, a5 DY SOR eee lace | eet e es Se | 

OB tebd. 45/1 ..<«~ | + 10 | + 50 +110 +1 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SECULAR VARIATION. 

This table and the diagrams develop a number of peculiar features, 

to which attention may profitably be called. In the first place, most 

of the irregularities in the curves do not appear to be persistent in 

different States, showing that they are im all probability due to defects 

of observation. The flattening of the curve in New England and in 

other Northeastern States, when contrasted with its course in other 

Northern States, is, however, very tharked, and appears to indicate 

something more than defects of observation, probably a veritable 

change in the secular variation. In Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois is seen 

the change in curvature due to the approach of the zero point of the 

secular variation. This occurs in Ohio about 1810, in Indiana in 1820, 

and in Illinois about the same year, or perhaps 1830. In Michigan, on 

the other hand, which should show a depression in the early part of the 

century synchronous with that in Indiana, the increase in the reduction 

for secular variation goes on at a uniform rate. 

Comparing the curves of the Northern with those of the Southern 

States, we see that those of the latter States are much flatter, showing 

a much smaller average rate of change, and this reduction in the rate 

of change becomes greatest in Arkansas and Texas, in which States 

the reduction on account of secular variation is comparatively small. 

The States of Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas show also 

that the curve of secular variation is there apparently greatly flattened, 

the change of curvature commencing earlier and extending over a 

greater number of years than in the North, where all the indications 

are that it has a comparatively sharp summit. 

To illustrate further the change that this curve of secular variation 

has undergone in different parts of the country, I have combined the 

curves by groups of States, all of the Northern States, including New 

England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas in one 

group, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, the Virginias, the 

Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mis- 

souri in a second group, and Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and 

Texas in a third group. 

In combining them it became necessary to take account of the fact 

that the summit of the curve, or the point at which the secular varia- 

tion changes sign, crossed different States at different dates, and there- 

fore it was necessary to combine the curves of different States in such 

way as to bring the summits of the curves together. Thus the reduc- 

tion for 1800 in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania was com- 

bined with that for 1810 in Ohio, and with that for 1820 in Indiana and 

Michigan, and with that for 1830 in Illinois. 
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In this way the following curves were obtained: 

MIODLE 

STATES. 

Fic. 2,—D agrams of secular variation by sections of the country. 

It will be noticed that the irregularities in the curves for individual 

States have been eliminated by their combination. The flattening of 

the curves in the more. southern parts of the country is brought out 

very clearly by a comparison of these curves. In the last of the three 

this flattening has become extreme. 

The following diagram shows in juxtaposition a portion of the deecli- 

nation curve at Paris, France, and the mean declination curve in the 
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Fig. 3.—Diagrams of secular variation in northern United States and at Paris, 

northern United States, both of them constructed upon the same scale. 

This diagram illustrates the rapid flattening of the curve as the latitude 
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diminishes, Paris being in latitude 48° 57’, while the mid-latitude of 

this part of the United States is seven or eight degrees less. 

Assuming that the secular change is due to an east-and-west move- 

ment of the supposed north magnetic pole, it would appear that the 

effect of this shifting of the pole diminishes southward, becoming, per- 

haps, zero at the magnetic equator. 

THE COUNTY TABLE OF RESULTS. 

The following table presents in what is believed to be a compact and 

convenient form for use the results of this compilation and discussion. 

These results are given in the form of the mean declination of each county 

in which observations for declination have been obtained. In counties 

in which no declinations have been obtained the declination of the year 

1900 has been estimated from adjoining counties, as is indicated in the 

table. In addition to this, the declination is given at each town or city 

within the county at which such observations have been obtained. The 

mean of the county has been made up by taking the average year and 

the average declination of the observations. In the Land Office States 

the mean of only Land Office observations has been taken, those derived 

from other sources being, with few exceptions, omitted from this mean, 

and in case they could be located, given separately. In the non Land 

Office States all observations taken within the county have been 

included in the mean of the county. The reason for excluding from 

the county mean all observations excepting those of the General Land 

Office, in the Land Office States, is that the Land Office observations 

commonly differ widely in date from those derived from other sources, 

and consequently the mean year of the observations might not, and in 

many cases would not, correspond with the mean of the declinations. 

tn the case of many counties in the far Western States and Territories 

which are of Jarge size, the mean declination is given for parts of such 

counties, cutting them up into from two to half a dozen parts for this 

purpose. 

For convenience of reference, the States are arranged alphabetically, 

and the counties arranged alphabetically within the States. All the 

towns and cities for which declinations are given will be found under 

their respective counties, and in the few cases in which the city is not 

a part of any county it will be found in its alphabetic place among the 

counties. 

The first column in the table gives the names of the counties, the 

second column the names of cities and towns included therein. The 

third column gives the year of observation, and in the case where the 

mean of several observations is presented the mean of the years of 

observation. The fourth column gives the observed declination or the 

means of the observed declinations. The fifth column gives the decli- 

nation reduced to the epoch 1900, such reduction having been effected 

in accordance with the little table contained in the descriptive matter 
17 GEOL, PT I——20 
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at the head of each State. The last column contains the authority, 

reterence, and number of observatious from which the mean result was 

obtained and other explanatory remarks. 

The results for 1900 are given only to the nearest five minutes, and 

should be depended upon only to a quarter of a degree, since the 

numerous sources of error above enumerated may easily produce 

probable errors of that magnitude. 

THE DECLINATION MAP. 

The map of the United States accompanying this paper, showing the 

distribution of the lines of equal magnetic declination, was prepared by 

platting upon a large map of the United States, showimg county lines 

and many other details, the mean results for declination in 1900 in all 

cases in which it had been obtained. In addition to these figures, the 

declinations at many towns were platted, especially in the Northeastern 

States and in the large counties of the West. Having platted these 

results, the lines were sketched freely upon the map, as nearly as pos- 

sible in conformity to the figures. It goes without saying that in 

numerous cases, owing to the abundance and the conflicting nature of 

the data, all the data could not be satisfied by any possible adjustment 

of the lines, but it is believed that the best adjustment has been reached 

which could be obtained by this graphic method. The regions in which 

the data are the most conflicting are those in which, presumably, local 

attraction is great, as in northern Michigan and Wisconsin, and in the 

Southeastern States, where the data are both scanty and poor in quality. 

ALABAMA. 

Observations for magnetic declination in Alabama are derived in 

the main from the subdivision surveys of the General Land Office; a 

few come from county surveyors’ returns and from the United States 

Coast and Geodetic Survey. The observations by the General Land 

Office bear dates ranging from 1832 to 1853. They appear to be of fair 

quality, although it is probable that considerable areas have been sub- 

divided upon the same magnetic declination. 

These observations have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the 

application of corrections deduced from series of observations in this 

State, which are set forth in the following table: 

Year. Reduction. Year. Reduction 

1 Rey9 |) Eee eye ae = 0 25 ISDS Wesco eee ae 2 30 

SSO ise ste. auc femtee are 0 50 1 aT: 10 pepe pe eae oe 2 55 

LST Oe eee woe eece 1 40 1345 | [ies ap RON 3 20 

L860 haemo eshcie a atetae 2 15 

The declination is east, and the above reductions are to be subtracted. 
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| | pose | 

| County. | own, city, ete. of OD- |! declina- | | x Serva: | "tion 

| | ae 

/NUUBTIEG Sa oocnas||soee Se Doe eae semees 1842 | 6 30 

Baldwin ....... ihe eee ae 1841 | 6 35 | 
| Fort Morgan ....| 1847) 7 04 

Barbour-----=-- [Peo eee, er en a eee 1832 6 30 

Bratanilale ae sees 1860 ay 1 

Bie heeeeee ea) Bloctom.=...25.) | 1895 | 3 30 

Blount .....---- [ek ee aes De | 1839 5 40 
Bullock ....-.-- be a 1832 6 30 
Butlers see colina sete oe eee clew cele Bayes rcie 

Galhoun 322 5-2- | Jacksonville 1895 | 2 45 

@hamibersisas sen tessa ssc oS ec ore | 1833) | 6 22 

Cherokee.....-- | Indian Mountain.| 1875 4 10 

(Cihilion. 2ehe eae 4le gee ees | 1842 6 30 

(Choctaw wer nceecalasscon tesiesaeeet Nemeeetd Pee taaee 5,3 

ClODKO's codéc5e8| aeseen Bae sees Seeeces Emer eee 

ere S08 ee a nik | 1832 5 25 
(CUT NA TCY eee ee ee eee ees |soacen | sodsbosec 

WOMCOMP ese eens (Socal ee see es ewes = peace lS Sao, 

Wollbenth==-=.-.2=- Tuscumbia ......| 1896 | 4 43 | 

(Gonecuhwerre ste ae ee neces | 1839 | 5 45 | 

|| Hiverpreen--- == - - 1875 5 32 | 

Gc eePee Bee) 0. eh sce asst} 1882 6 30 
Goodwater ......) 1895 2 30 

(COWIRGQHON copsclle cease Sooeee Hees eee ss Seseersoor 

(OrGHSHa eee aca: Seniesa conse ceccese cates cid 

Crilllnianuerteree 8! 52S. a Be ee 1839 5 40 | 

Waller et. 2 s.s |ncacton Seear aoaag |eerrechaerctcie.c wien 

Walllae.s...-+-<. | a a Se ane 1844 6 47 
| Cahaba .........| 1860 | 6 10 
| SONG Gas cee sees | 1895 4 00 

Dekalb. ........ a ae | 1839} 5 40 | 
BUTTONS cart. oF fale ee es 1838 6 30 

ERGATA, So 55.5clbee enh sSeeoereaEee 1839 5 40 | 

IDNIGW EN 2 2863 sel Gee ee 1839 | 5 40 | 

PESIGUI® doco Sucnl basa Seo S See BASRA CEES Seaee eee 

IIE: 2 sen nelleeonae Sep ee Sees EEEeee Se aaa 

COIGTE, . ode 3265 cee seen ee ee Ae |e 

Greenee ee: |\3 toe Casto seats 1838 | 7 06 

IOI) < obat ae sen Hea ee ee 1842 6 30 

| Greensboro... 1895 | 4 40 
TRIGA; sce eoe once ee ee te solic seas | PE teens 
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Observed | Declina- 
tion in 
1900. 

Mean of 8 stations. 

Do. 

CasaGss: 

Mean of 8 stations. 

C.&G.S. 

County surveyor. 

| Mean of 3 stations. 

Mean of 6 stations. 

| Estimated. 

County surveyor. 

Mean of 18 stations, 

C. & G.S. 

Mean of 3 stations. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

Mean of 1&8stations. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

County surveyor. 

Mean of 10 stations. 

IN AvSs 

| Mean of 17 stations. 

County surveyor. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

1 station. 

Estimated. 

Mean of 18 stations. 

CAs Gas! 

County surveyor. 

| Mean of 3 stations. 

Mean of 8 stations. 

Do. 

1 station. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

Do. 

Mean of 5 stations. 

Mean of 8 stations. | 

County surveyor. 

Estimated. 
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County. 

Limestone 

Macon 

Madison 

Marengo 

Marion 

Marshall . .. 

Pickens ..-. 

Pike's 2. 2ee- 

Randolph .. 

Russell --. 

Talladega 

Tallapoosa 

Tuscaloosa . 

Walker 

Washington 

Wilcox 

Lowndes. .----- 

Montgomery . -- 

Monroe 22.--5-- 2) 2 ae 

3 30 

MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

/ ene Observed | Declina- 
Town, city, ete. eae declina- tion in Remarks. | 

ont tion. 1900. 

o Oo / 

Se ee ace eet sa otic 2 45 | Estimated. 

Birmingham. ..-. 1875 4 26 3 10 | N.A.S. 

=[civicioteyn See cle eet etta ete ae eee 4 30 | Estimated. 

Florence 222>---- 1881 | 4 28 3 40 | C.&G.S. 

Moultonsess= --e-| 1895 2 30 2 15 | County surveyor. 

Lue ee eee eee | 1882} 6 30 3 15 | Meanof 16stations. | 
Opelika==2--22-- | 1875 4 30 3 15] N.A.S. 

ie Cops eee |......|.:-.-----| 3 30 | Estimated. | 
SAE a eA 1846 6 40 3 50 | Mean of 4 stations. | 

Be ease! 1832; 630| 315 Meanof 8 stations. | 
| Tuskegee ....... 1888 355| 325|C.&G.S. 

Madisoni==e=-s- 1875 | 5 12 Bh Gin || Isla de Si 

DS ene eee (1842 6 30 ~~ 3. 40 | Mean of 2 stations. 
ShilohWese sees | 1895 | 4 15 4 00 | County surveyor. | 

ard esa oe ae Sane bee ee eee eee | 415 Estimated. 

[i oe 1839 | 5 40 240 | Mean of 10 stations. 
1846 700) 420 Meanof 6 stations. | 

Mopiles..-.scee- 1895 445 430 County surveyor. 
1839 | 5 36 2 35 Mean of 7 stations. 

See aoe te: ae 1843 | 6 30 345 Mean of 20 stations. 

Montgomery ...-| 1856 5 18 255 | C. &G.S. | 

SO 2 SOAS ae ay 1853 5 17 250 Mean of 3 stations. 

Decatureses-ee-- 1881 | 5 10 4°25 | C.& Gos. | 

bis ceheeeebreiseeae 1845 6 50 410) Mean of 2 stations. 

Manionses ee seeee 1895 | 4 15 | 4 00 County surveyor. 

silo du be swine eee | 1832 | 8 00 | 445 1station. 

TroVrle 2 ocss See 1895 | 4 06 3 50 County surveyor. 

i See Se | 1834 5 28 2 20 Mean of 23 stations. | 
W est. 2.2224 Sos. 1895 2 30 2 15 | County surveyor. | 

Looe Ucn aed 1832| 630| 315) Meanof24stations. | 
Peso aoe eee |-2- 22s |eeeee coe 245 Estimated. 

dg ee ees |--=---|--2---==4] 3 15 Do. | 
SASS Sore eee 1832 7 50 4 35 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Coatopa..--..2-=- | 1873 | 5 50 | 4 25 | County surveyor. | 

SE a eos 1832 5 26 2 10 Mean of 6 stations. | 

Bs Sas ae Sa abs co 1882 630, 315 Mean of 20stations. | 
Tuscaloosa ...--. 1895 5 00 4 45 County surveyor. | 

Sas side all Be ce ek cc SESS eee ee oe 3.30 Estimated. 

wos | dea oe ee cee 4 30 Do. 
| 1846 6 36 3°55 Mean of 9 stations. 

z Estimated. 
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ARIZONA. 

Observations are derived almost entirely from the surveys of stand- 

ard lines and township exteriors by the General Land Office, together 

with a few returns from county surveyors. They appear to be every- 

where of excellent quality. 

The line of no secular variation crossed Arizona about 1870, and 

these observations have been corrected in accordance therewith, using 

the following table: 

Year. Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

| (op | oF olf 

|, CERO EAR acer ee ee | 0 30 ASGOmaaeneee eee 0 50 
22D sient SE coat 0 50 AGO dees ween ee Sh.t. 0 30 | 
TESTO) tee ae 100 | | 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 

5 reat | Observed Declina- 
County | Town, city, ete. = Sates declina- tion in Remarks. 

| Soca) tion. 1900. 

Apache .......- Faxicatatne = xt setae ea |e re 13 30 | Estimated. 
WIHCGNIG cocads so ce 1882 14.12 13 20 | Mean of 94 stations. 

Soma .-ceasecsas|| IRE 13 45 1255 | Meanof58 stations. 

Cochiseys---.---- Northeastern ...-| 1884 | - 12 51 12 10 | Meanof17 stations. 

Southeastern ....) 1884 | 12 38 12 00 | Mean of 15 stations. 

| Northwestern ...| 1880 | 12 58 12 10 | Mean of 17 stations. 

Southwestern - *| 1885 12 20 11 40 | Mean of 27 stations. 

Coconino.----.- - | Southern.... ---- 1883 1440) 1400  Meanof58stations. 

| Northeastern -...|....-- lnsee a boor 14 15. Estimated. 

Northwestern yan ssseee|teceecene 14 45 Do. 

Gril ae ee sacs. s3 BOI .. Sees soca senceslsese aeese 12 45 Do. 

| Western -.-.-.-- ito | a ales Pale} 255 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Gilobeeess-=o sees 1895 | 13 30 | 13 15 | County surveyor. 

Graham-------- Northeastern ....| 1887 | 12 30{| 1150) Mean of 2 stations. 

Southeastern ....| 1883 12 30 11 50 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Northwestern ...| 1875 | 14 10 13 15 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Southwestern .-.| 1880, 1324, 1235 | Meanof18stations. 

IDWHNCEIN soso ecses 1895) | Petal0 12 00. County surveyor. 

@littona es) -- 1895 | 1217| 12 05 Do. 
Solomonville ...-| 1895 | 12 25 1BY i559 Do. 

Shiite o sosccs]es 1895 12 30 12 20 | Do 

Camp Grant. -.-.- 1895 12 25 12 15 | Do 

Camp Thomas. ..| 1895 12 32 12 20 Do. | 
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’ aren Observed Declina- | 
County. | Town, city, etc. Peer declina- tion in temarks. 

| AO | tion. 1900 

Maricopa...---- | Eastern .....---- | 1876 | 1340| 12 45 | Meanof40stations. 
Northwestern Sh gabe selaeere ieee 13 15 | Estimated. 

Southwestern -..) 1882 13 29 12 40  Meanof31stations. 

Mohave .....-.-. Northern -------- ea ee ene eas 15 00 Estimated. 

Middlesea sseseaee | 1876 15 00 ) 14 05  Meanof 6 stations. 

Southernne = ssee| een | Saeeeaee | 13 45 Estimated. 

MEM Was cua seoe|) OAV. seoscllencase lSryect toes 14 00 Do. 

Middle....-.-.-.| 1882 | 1353) 13 00 | Meanof78 stations. 

“Southern........| 1883 1358} 1310 Meanof13stations. 
Pima): eee ones Northeastern ..-.| 1870 1317! 1215  Meanof16stations. 

Southeastern ----| 1880 13 39 12 50  Meanof38stations. 

Centralia sseeer | 1886 12 49 12 10 Mean of 26stations. 

Pinal so scac.csas | Bastern)s--ssss2 1880 14 12 13 20 | Meanof19stations. | 

Western ..-....-- 1877 13. 32 12 40 | Meanof42stations 

Wavapalsss see | Blasternssees ese 1876 14 16 13 20 Meanof21stations. 

| Northwestern ...| 1880 14 09 13 20 | Meanof 28stations. 

Southwestern... 1874 | 1405 1310 Meanof 17stations. | 
Wim aise eee | Lower Gila Val- | 1881 14 36 13 45  Meanof27stations. 

| ley. | 

Colorado Valley.) 1875 13 36 12 40 Meanof11stations. 

| Yuma .....-----.| 1893 | 13 45 13 25 Countysurveyor. 

ARKANSAS. 

Observations for magnetic declination in Arkansas are derived from 

the subdivisional surveys of the General Land Office, the surveys of 

the northern and western boundaries of the State, and a few observa- 

tions by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, Engineer Corps, 

National Academy of Sciences, and by county surveyors. 

The observations for declination by the General Land Office, which 

form the great body of those collected, were made between the years 

1816 and 1855, the earlier ones being, as a rule, in the eastern part 

of the State, and the later ones in the western part. The earlier of 

these results are manifestly considerably in error. The fifth principal 

meridian, the first line run, which passes north from the mouth of the 

Arkansas River in the eastern portion of the State, was run in the year 

1816 on a variation of 8°. This declination was apparently correct 

at that time and place, but this declination of 8° was used almost exelu- 

sively for the next fifteen years in various portions of the State. I 

have therefore thrown out all observations taken prior to 1840. Thus 

leaves, however, an abundance of data, presumably of better quality. 

The returns from the county surveyors, with two or three exceptions, 
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are evidently based, not upon observations on Polaris, but wpon a rerun- 

ning of early land lines, since with few exceptions they give declina- 

tions which are too small. They agree, however, with the results of 

the Land Office surveys when corrected for secular variation. 

Apparently the line of no secular change crossed Arkansas between 

the years 1830 and 1840, and the reductions for secular variation to 1900, 

derived from series observed in the State, are as follows: 

a | : | “ell 
Year. Reduetion. Wear. | Reduction. | 

TEGO MERELY. | 0 40 ISCO GIes esse com 1 20 

ASSO MRE Se ee ets eeeate 6; (S50 tee esa 1 25 

AS TOMPEM Eh eee sees [Sis Bil a Ce seen ee | 3 0) 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 

Year . 

County. | Town, city, ete. rca rages | Has Remarks. | 
| Onn | tion. 1900. | 

Arkansas....--. | ema ire ier ts 8 3 1849 7 24 6 00 | Meanof 12stations. 
AGIGG. Joep pene Bae. en eee 11842 813) 650 Meanof 21stations. 
JBARUER eae Seen Goomas cece ae Eeeee | 1847 8 10 | 6 45 1station. 

130 soe scar eect] ee | 1845 8 53 7 30 Boundary survey. 
Honiton, 2 coal Eee eee }1877| 933| 8 20 Do. 
IBOOMGL S shoe See DC REE Ee Or eee | 1846 7 56 6 30 Meanof 12stations. 

Trews: Sao) soe ose ee "1842 8 30 710 station. 

Cis InG (iy: ocouec lees eee |e ee 6 30. Estimated. 

(Chile Gel ses lO See ee ee 1845 8 00 6 85 Mean of 15 stations. 

CiniGO cess oned MOSAe Nes eee | 1845 | 7 00 5 35 Mean of 2 stations. 

lark: 2) sto ae28 | SBS CAE Ree 1850 | 7 40 6 15 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Oliva a aac osiceisee cciectces 1846 | G25 6 00 Mean of 13 stations. | 

Cleburne. ...--- hee ae 1843} 735| 610 Meanof 12stations. | 

Cleveland...... | Peano te) 1844 | 812 650 Mean of 3 stations. 
Oninnae, 3 ieee re 1857 | 737) 6 20 | Mean of stations. 
Chintsi73 2-5 ee6 | RoSaeeL eee 1870 815 7 00 Mean of 3 stations 

| | by C. &G.S. 
Craiohead eee a| so sc tate ccnch ese): 1849 | 7 00 5 35  Meanof 13stations. 

(CHR AO SS 5 3a iS Soe aan ete | 1877 | 9 15 8 00 Boundary survey. 

Crittenden ..... Poe ie Bue 1845 | 740 6 05 Mean of 2 stations. 
| Seanlons Landing 1878 6 57 | 5 40 | U.S. Engin’r Corps. 

CHORE) .454s¢ eon-lR ore ae ees 1846 | 7 30 615  Meanof 8 stations. 

Dalllast2s:.<-+2 er a 5 1853} 720) 555 | 1station. 
Isaac Creek ..... 1870 | 7 30 | 615 | C.&G.S. 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. of ob declina- tion in Remarks. 

| pink tion. | 1900. 

| rey an || oe 

Wisin ss | oot ae eee 1813} 705| 5 40| Meanof 4etations. 
Drew. ts. cte | Ao ee | 1844| 750) 630] Do. 

Monticello .----- 1895 6 57 | 6 40 | County surveyor. 

amen rhs )25 <b te ee ee eee teed Se 7 48 | 6 25 Mean of 6 stations. 

Braniclin 282. oases eee eee 1845 8 00 6 35 Do. 

Bolton 2-0 2ic.|o.4. oe eee 1852 738; 615} Do. 
DOs face 528 | on eee cee eee 1845 817 655 Boundary survey. 

Gatland. 2:..2|\ 225 1845| 820) 655) Meanof 10stations. 
Hot Springs. ---- 1895 | T 26 7 05-| County surveyor. 

Grant,..2.<0 9h; | Mosca aeeeneme 1818 740 6 15) Meanof stations. 
Greene= 2-2 --= EEE S See re sats es 1855 | 25 6 00 | Mean of 11 stations. 

Hempstead. ---- |S ee poe 1838 | 8 00 6 40 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Hot Spring. ---- a ee 1850 | 7 30 6 10 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Howard.......- ce oie 1843 | 8 15 6 55 | 1 station. 

Independence | 5 oe ee ee eee 1853 7 20 6 00 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Izard |: 423s. 323\0 eee eee eee 1852 7 10 5 45 Mean of 4 stations. 

Jackson... o-oo eee eee 1840 | 7 25 | 6 05 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Jefferson: a. oct Reeser e ee eee 1850 | 8 40 7 15 | Meanof 4 stations. 

Johnsonee- ese er Agee te Ba eee td 1844 | 7 40 6 20 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Lafayette ....-2 [cm 2 ee aaa 1842 7 10 | 5 50 | Meanof 4 stations. 

Lawrence). 4.2052 eee 1848 | Ab | is) as) | Mean of 12 stations. 

Meee a= sas jooccncecee cece ees 1855 — Tf 10) | 6 05 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Beer ser eH Ssalncnde sae deg getioga 1879 | ~ 6 25 | 5 10) U.S. Engin’r Corps. 

Iincoln..<) Sees) eee ae 1840 | 8 40 7 20 Meanof 7 stations. 

Little Rivers. Ss=2 eee eee 1837 8 10 650 Meanof3 stations. 

Thogant-2 eos. cee eee eee | 1841 8 25 705 Mean of 8 stations. 

Roseville.....-.- | 1870 8 50 W307) CageGuss 

WONnOKe. 2 Ae 2o see see eee eee 1854 {6 240) 5 50 Meanof16stations. 

Madison ....... |S. 22 ee a eee 1841 7 50 6 30 Meanof 27 stations. 
Mamiontaos soscc |peeas aes oe eee 1840 7 43 6 25 Mean of 23 stations. 

Butta omeseea ase 1878 8 00 | 6 45 | U.S. Engin’r Corps. | 

Millers ea ]-s2 Lees ee eee eee 1842 7 47 6 25 | Meanof 18 stations. 

MISSISSIPPU ener loe- eo ase ere 1844 7 48 | 6 30 | Meanof32stations. 

Monroe ......-. ae ee ay are 1845 7 18 6 00 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Montgomery 2H Os Se te ee | 1845 8 00 | 6 40 | Mean of 20 stations. 

Nevada ........ lePrescotth... -4-—=-=4|) Logo 5 30 5 10 | County surveyor. 

Newtont=ss-e ee | MER BK wee ee 1844 7 36 6 15 | Mean of 27 stations. 

Ouachita. ...... | #88 Bocce kanes 1853 7 00 | 5 40 | Mean of 2 stations. 

| Camden -....--.-- 1895 | 5 15 5 00 | County surveyor. 

Petny pate cael Gee ects eeemees 1843 8 00 640 Mean of 8 stations, 

Phulipae eases cereco ce cues | 1844 8 05 | 6 45 | Mean of 5 peacoy| 
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| : | ree Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. | RPE declina- tion ip Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. 

Oo! os 

TMU k@ic de oo esesel|e sodas cose SU SeeseEs 1842 7 56 6 35 | Meanof 1i stations. 

POCO Ss soooeelpoosacsacenscndags » 1848 7 35 6 15 |-Meanof 18 stations. 

TEC} Fey ees Sete nes Pee eet reer ee 1844 | 8 17 7 00 | Mean of 25 stations. 

1D) O yeeros ies eee eer see cise =e 1877 8 35 7 20 | Boundary survey. 

TPONE): co ncce Scce|bsesoscSceasee cons 1843 | 7 40 6 20 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Dome st De eee a Se ed 1870) 8 25 TA0)| C.g , S. 
iSchool abe ee Ae 1847 7 35 6 10 | Meanof 20stations. 

Pulaski ---- 2... le Sea aR bac /1853| 745} 6 20) Meanof12stations. 
| Little Rock ..... | 1875 8 11 6 55 | N.A.S. 
WilliamsLanding 1870 715| 600|C.&G.S. 

Roni eee alee eee 1852 | 7 20 6 00 | Mean of 5 stations. 
Sih, [BITS aun See eens Ree eee 1849| 722| 600 Do. 
Salinemeene st |=. Macey sete ccs cess | 1845 | 755 635) Mean of 6 stations. 

SCOtbeeme | 5s Seren ete 1844 | 7 5T | 6 35 | Mean of 25stations. 

ID) Ove assies5)=15)< | Meee eisiaisisicieveiawe | 1877 | 8 42 7 35 | Boundary survey. 

SGBROW consecoes||saonesgsncoscseasc 1844 7 35 | 6 10 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Sebastian .----- Ae eee ie | 1877 8 52 | 7 40 | Boundary survey. 

| Fort Smith.....-. | 1878 | 8 50 7 35 | U.S. Engin’r Corps. 

| Evans Landing... 1870 | 9 00 745 | C.&G.S. 

Sevier......-... [aa ei cata eee 1856| 905| 745 | Meanof 4 stations. 
IDO eS saceSS Cen See e eae eoericee eaee 1877 8 25 | 7 10 | Boundary survey. 

S009 0 catececpes Senses a aaee ar aor 1853 | 7 30 6 05 Mean of 6 stations. 

Sign’ 2.5 donee Leese 1844 | 730] 610] Mean of 2 stations. 
pong c=. [em arraaen Secu 2. 1854 745) 620) Mean of 4 stations. 
Van Buren -.--- | Bote insasisesisc secs 1843 | 7 35 | 6 15 | Mean of 14 stations. 

Washing bOnl || snes ee.ce tes cis ci 1877 | 9 10 7 55 | Boundary survey. 

Wiltz. ...-- Soe 1851, 710) 545 Meanof16stations. 
\WWooulriites cess lescpse neoeeeeateee _ 1843 | 7 40 6 20 | Mean of 11 stations. 

| SIND Os 5050 cecese | 1895 5 54 5 40 | County surveyor. 

Wellbar 23,82) [ete ete oss | 1839 8 06 6 45 | Mean of 20stations. | 
IDEN ANG Se os Sane | 1895 6 10 5 55 | County surveyor. | 

- 

CALIFORNIA. 

The data for magnetic declination in California are derived in the main 

from the General Land Office, with a number of stations from the United 

States Coast and Geodetic Survey, and several returns from county 

surveyors. In addition to these there are reports from a few stations 

by the United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth 

Meridian, which are designated by the name “ Wheeler” in the county 

table. The Land Office observations, which range trom 1860 down to 
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near the present date, are derived from the surveys of standard lines 

and township exteriors, and appear to be of excellent quality. 

While there is a large body of data for the determination of the rate 

of secular change, its complexity renders its determination a somewhat 

difficult matter, since the zero of secular variation appears to have 

crossed the lower Colorado River about 1880, to have passed the one 
hundred and twentieth meridian in 1890, and to be off the Northwest 

coast in 1900. The observations have been corrected in accordance 

with this hypothesis, using the following table. 

The column headed ‘Middle part” applies to the Sacramento and 

San Joaquin valleys and the coast from San Francisco Bay southward, 

across which area the zero of secular variation probably passed about 

1890. It was derived from series observed in this area. The other col- 

umns are derived from this, the first on the assumption of the passage 

of the zero of secular variation about 1880, the last in 1900. 

Reduction. 

Year. ny ain Tan a eee 

Soutnens’ Middlepart Wester 

; ; i ? | Cc / Oo 7 / “ 

| TS90E Soa ee a eee tee | —0 05 0 00 +0 05 

USS SA were Le Bee 000 | +0 05 0 10 

1STOD. See eee et ee +005 | 010 0 50 

TS60'.o8 oes Ee Bee oe eee 0 10 0 50 1 10 

1850! se aoe Sees ee Sane eae 0 50 110 1 25 

18A0) Ste on eee een ae 110 1 25 1 45 

1830: Maley ce Oe eles eee 145 ||Mars 
eae ca resales s 

The declination is east. Such of the above corrections as have the 

minus sign are to be subtracted; those having the plus sign, added. 

k F , eae Observed | Declina- 
County. | Town, city, ete. Renva declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. 

Mancedatiss 22-21. ea eae nee ee 1864} 1707] 17 45 | Mean of 3 stations. 
Allpineee erste en tee 1877| 1645| 1650 | 1station. 
Amadoreen ase sa paces eee oeeaene 1873 16 15 16 20 Mean of 3 stations. 

Butteinec-e sec [enn ane eee nn teen 1868 17 00 17 25. Mean of 8 stations. — 

| Calaveras ....-. eee Peek ree 1872 | 16 20 16 35 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Railroad Flat.... 1884 16 36 16 35 County surveyor. 

Colusai-2 oc leaeeee = ae ee eae 1884 16 43 16 45 Mean of 8 stations. 

ContrmCostas--|2ccce aoe eee eee eLooe 16 40 17 00 Mean of 7 stations. 

Monte Diablo... 1884 | 1643) 1640 C.&G.S. 
' Del’ Norte’:.2s4|Un ce. eee so ease Ieee secre 19 20 Estimated. 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. DOs: declina- tion in Remarks. 

toa. tion. 1900. 

Eldorado. .-.--- | ects San ae Ome ae | 1870| 1618] 16 30 | Mean of 8 stations. | 

| | Lake Tahoe.....| 1879| 1648| 1650] C.&G.S. 
resno sae Masterns..- see) 1878 15 34 15 40 | Mean of 4 stations. | 

Westerners = = eae 1868 1612} 16 30 | Mean of 2 stations. | 

Gilennee sess Orland ese see ee 1892 17 40 17 40 | County surveyor. 

| Willows:........ 1894 | 1740] 17 40 Do. 
Humboldt.-...-. | Be ee ema | 1861 17 23 18 30 | Mean of 5 stations. | 

eile calor eel 1871 18 43 19 30 | C. &G S. 

Humboldt-.------. | 1854 17 05 18 25 | Do. 

WAO. cess Jenssen | INorthernes eee 1880 16 09 16 15 | Mean of 5 stations. 

sSoutherne-- ease: 1877 15 15 15 35 | Mean of 14 stations. 

| Desert Springs...| 1871 15 30| 15 40 | Wheeler. 

| Indian Wells .--.| 1875 15 13 115) 25 | Do. 

| Saratoga Springs) 1875 —- 15 05 15 15 | Do. 

| Panamint Valley | 1875 15 10 15 20 | Do 

| WildRoseSpring| 1875 15 20| 1530) Do 
Passmore....---- 1875 14 54 15 05 Do. 

Furnace Creek ..| 1875 | 15 42 15 50 Do 

| Cerro Gordo. ....| 1875 ye) 15 193) 15 30 Do. 
Moneyeineaeese 1875 | 15 20 15 30 Do. 

Independence -..| 1871 | 15 34 16 55 Do. | 

Kerminas acne eece | Wastemeesee erat 1880 | 15 02 15 10 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Western. ....-..- 1882 | 15 40 | 15 45 | Mean of 5 stations. | 

Os See feklamfordi: ec eeee 1887 |, 15 30] 15 30 | County surveyor. 

WAKO bess crseve | t SAO Cae H eect 1880 17 15 17 20 | Mean of 2-stations. 

Wassent 2.22 Peet Si eemene eid 1869 | 17 24 17 45 | Mean of 16stations. 

Susanville. ...... | 1877) 1821] 1825/C.&G.S. 
Los Angeles pelea wre! 1883 1440) 14 40 | Mean of 4 stations. 

|. Los Angeles.....| 1893} 14 25 14 25 County surveyor. 

| San Pedro. ...--- 1881{ 1427) 1425/C.&G.S8. 
Madera ..-...-. [eames SORE LA Se cr etre aerall der aie eee 16 00 | Estimated. 

Marines.- o.5.2- pees tetent Pome hee ch 28, | 1863 15 52, 16 30 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Mount Tamalpais 1880| 1600) 1605 C.&G.S. 
Mariposa. -.--~- hs RSENS ea fie boo 59 15 40 15 45 Mean of 2 stations. 

Mendocino ..... Northern........ 1892 1803| 1810] Do. 
Southern. ...-.. 1874 17 06 17 35. Mean of 8 stations. 

(WikdiahPere ce s-ee 1894. 17 20 7 30 | County surveyor. 

Point Arena. -_-.. 1889 as M20 Ce Gas: 

| Merced.-....... MMercedeznssesa-c 1895 15 47 15 45 | County surveyor. 

“iGsig 2.2250 eae 1872 | 1722] 17 35 | Mean of 11stations. 
Old Camp Bid- | 1877 iy 533 18 00 | Wheeler. 

well. 
| 
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; eee | Observed | Declina 
County. Town, city, ete. Raeaae declina- tion in Remarks. 

one tion. | 1900. 

| cen rok get 

IM ONO MSE ot 2h Seis eee ee eee 1885 | 17 02 17 00 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Bridgeport ------ 1895 | 16 35 16 35 | County surveyor. 

Monterey v2: 32¢|-< 60 eee 1882 | 1549| 15.55 | Mean of 5 stations. 
Monterey ....-.- 1881 15 55| 1600| C.&G.S. 

Napasccain a5: ae ee eee 1879 16 54 17 00 Mean of 5 stations. 

St. Helena.-.-...- 1895 16 55 16 55 County surveyor. 

| Monticello ...... 1880} 27 13°) L720 | "Ca &iGss: 

Nevada ........ ee as Pee a 1868 1707) 17.30 | Mean of 5 stations. 
Orange 4: - 2c 234) 45sec een eee 1880) 14 00! 14 05 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Placer ..12..< 5 eens eee 1871 1606} 1620  Meanof16stations. 
Blue Canyon 1881 1538 | 1540) C.&G.S. 

Oiscotnas eee 1877 | 1710] 17 20 | Wheeler. 
Lake Tahoe - .... 1876 Ibayh y) ales ta) Do. 

Plumas: : 2-45.50. Heteeeeesmes sae eee 1868 17 06 17 20 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Riverside ...--. Riverside 1896 14 30 | 14 30 | County surveyor. 

Sacramentowe-- ee eee oe eee 1880 1600 16 00) Mean of 4 stations.) 

Sacramento ..--. 1889 | 15 53 1 215 5 (end Ges: 

San Benito ----. Hollister ==- s-s-¢ 1895-16 03 16 05 | County surveyor. 

San Bernardino.| Northeastern ....| 1865 | 1417 14 25 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Southeastern ....) 1882 14 46 14 50 Mean of 6 stations. | 

Northwestern -.-) 1859 | 15 50 ' 16 00 | 1 station. 

Southwestern .... 1865) 1400 1410) Do. 
San Diego...... Hastemieesseeeee 1876 | 1346) 18 45 | Do. 

Western....-- =. <- 1868 13 23 13 30 | Mean of 5 stations. | 

San Diego. ...... 1881 13 27 13 25 | C.& G.S. 

Fort Yuma ...... 1876 13 45 13 50 | Wheeler. 

San Francisco ..| San Francisco 1886 1640! 1650|C.&G.S. 

Sanl Joaquine 2 3))=.\sase-= see eo oel nae aioe 16 00 | Estimated. 

San Luis Obispo |.........--.----+- (1879 15 06 15 05 | Mean of 6 stations. 
| San Luis Obispo. 1881 1530 15 30|C.&G.S. 

San Mateo...... el tS eee 1865 1545 1610 1station. 

Santa Barbara... bok sows Moras Bose 1884 14 45 14 45 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Santa Barbara... 1881 14 51 14 50 | C.& GS. 

SantatClarayz:22|-s2c-5 sou ws occ 1880 16 26 16 20 | Meanof 20stations. 

San Jose -.----.-| 1895 16 35 16 35 | County surveyor. 

| Mount Hamilton.) 1888 15 50 15 50 | C.& G.S. 

Santa Cruz..... Reel Cee as Wet ot. A} 16 00 Estimated. 

Shastar ce seremelse a eee ec ecm ernie 1869 17 34 17 45 Mean of 7 stations. | 

SIOLT eset eres e nee a rte ae Sereno 1867 17 05 17 25 Meanof 10stations. 

Siskiyou ....-.- SPastern:<.22e0n. | 1887 18 50 18 50 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Western =-~2.--- 1875 19 36 1940. 1station. 

CS a 
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ear Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Step. declina- | tion in Remarks. 

iiont tion. 1900. 

| 

Ohay Onn 

Siskivougsssserr Wirelvaze aac 2e6 2% 1894 19 34 | 19 35 | County surveyor. 

Solamoigsssusteo | Seceaee soewacosece 1875 1700; 17 05 | Meanof12stations. 

Mare Island. .... 1SSTa| eG 10H) A710" "C: ee CaS, 
SiniGn cecseeenee 1850| 1540) 16 50 

Sonomajeaseec aes nee ote Saas icons 1860 16 22 17 10 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Stanislaus-..--. loco gpceanaer cesar 1866 15 20; 15 50 | 1 station. 

SWNUCIP 5 aesssgce aurea Be 8a | 1874 15) 25 | 15 30 | Mean of 3 stations. 

NWaulb aero sees 1894} 1515) 15 15 | County surveyor. 

Rehan aigrer os easel meee ace al Sae 1869 17 41) 1750] Mean of 5 stations. 

IORI Goace Gece | Saeeeees a eeeeereeae 1873 | 18 15 18 45 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Tulare .......-- | Eastern... ....- 1873 | 1435 14 45 | 1 station. 
| Western -.......|...--.|-.-.----- 15 30 | Estimated. 

Inno mnie coses! Sscasu seasuee nese 1874 16 00 16 10 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Wenturaressaese- Leese ee 1876 15 04 15 10 | Mean of 2 stations. 

San Buenaventura 1870 15 08 | 15 20 | C. & G.S. 

WOW 23 céeeceoee ceBeEp ene eee ees 1872 16 00 | 16 10 | 1 station. 

WD spesecees oi aer ee oe en cene 1879 17 06 | 17 10 | Mean of 4 stations. 

| Marysville ...... | 1889 | 16 42 | 16 40 | C. &G.S. 

COLORADO. 

Observations in Colorado have been derived almost exclusively from 

the surveys of standard lines and township exteriors by the General 

Land Office. A few have been compiled from the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, and a few have been received from county surveyors. The 

land-survey work is comparatively recent in date, the earliest observa- 

tions having been taken in 1860, while most of them are subsequent 

to 1870. 

The line of no secular variation crossed Colorado between 1860 and 

1865, and these observations have been corrected accordingly by the 

use of the following table, derived from series observed in the State: 

Reduction. 

Year. => ae 

Eastern Western 
part. part. | 

| 

el 

WSO ce Qe HERDS O USEC ety Se ee eae ae eee 0 40 0 35 

NSS O Reeser ere eee eRe ins See SAR csi sie laleeiere2 1 10 1 00 

USO: asd Ses So SOS ES Cae One See ne ae 125 1 10 

SIT wade bole Sco eee IEC Ses ee ene 1 40 1 10 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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| County. Town, city, ete. 

MAGNETIC DECLINATION 

| Year 

tion. 

Arapahoe ..-.--. 

Boulder: 2-e2s-e 

Chattee 22-22405 | 

Cheyenne .-.---- 

Clear Creek -... 

Conejosiees= see | 

Costilla 

Custer 

Delta 

Dolores 

Douglass 2.255. 

Wag levee sea 

Elbert 

Fremont 

Garfield 

Gilpin 

Grand 

a Plates see 

Larimer... ....- 

Eastern 

Middilezee. =e 

Western 

Denverzeee eee ee 

Waster 220. sss 

Western 

| 1871 
1862 

1860 

1888 

1884 
1873 

| 1871 

| 1888 

1866 

1869 

1886 

| 1877 

1890 

1894 

1879 
1882 

| 1886 

1881 
1866 
1865 

| 1871 
1870 
1875 
1879 
1865 
1877 

ot ob- 
serva- 

IN THE UNITED STATES. 

1867 | 

Observed Declina- | 
declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion. 1900. 

14 10 12 40 Meanof 14stations. 

14 30 12 45 Do. 

15 05 | 13 25 | Meanof 11stations. 

14406) 1325) C.&G.S. 

1510 14 20) Mean of 7 stations. 
13 45 | 12 25 | Mean of 3 stations. 
13 40 12 15 | Mean of 5 stations. | 

13 00 12 20; C. &G.S. 

15 06 13 30 Meanof 10stations. 

15 12 14 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 
1350; 12 25 | Do. 

15 02 13 30 | Mean of 2 stations. 

1407) 1250. Mean of 5 stations. 

1411} 12 45 | Mean of 7 stations. 

13 14 13 00 County surveyor. 

14 21 | 13 00 Mean of 4 stations. 

14 40 14 10 | Mean of 2 stations. 

14.45 | 14 30 | County surveyor. 

14 20 13 30 Mean of 4 stations. 

15 10 | 13 35 Mean of 6 stations. 

1451! 1415 Mean of 4 stations. 

14 22 12 40 Mean of 7 stations. 

14 57 13 20 Mean of 9 stations. 

14 24 13 Soe) CodaiGeiss 

14 27} 13 10 | Mean of 7 stations. 

15 25°) 14°50 Mean of 4 stations. 

15 20} 15 00 | Mean of 2 stations. | 

15 02| 13 30 Do. 

15 03 14 10. Mean of 11 stations. 

14 44 13 45 | Mean of 13 stations. 

1443) 13-55] C. &G.S. 
14 26 13 25 Mean of 4 stations. 

14 27 13 00 Mean of 6 stations. 

14 56 13 25 Mean of d stations. 

13 25 12 00 Mean of 2 stations. 

14 00. 12 35 Do. 

15 40 | 14 20/ 1 station. 

14 32 1330) Mean of 8 stations. 

15 14 13 25 | Mean of 9 stations. 

15 00 13 45 | Mean of 2 stations. 
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He ; Wav ene Observed | Declina- | | 
County. Town, city, ete. ve declina- tion in Remarks. 

: SFT ion: | 1900. | 

za | . ‘i 5 | oe | Se os 

Las Animas -.--| Eastern ..--.---- | skit, |) 1B} 255 12 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Western .....-.. lise9| 13 34| 12 00 | Mean of 7 stations. 
Trinidad ........ ;1888| 1347) 1300|C.&G.S8. 

nine olnyes see Noriherneese ee) lokOn| te 10 12 45 |; Mean of 2 stations. 

| Southern... -: --| 1870 14 12 12 45 Mean of 7 stations. 

Iho game: .2- === [pec e cc cece cece cess | 1870 | 14 46 13 20 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Mesaiacen's 5 2-1-2! Hastern -.----=-- 1892 15 05 14 35 | Mean of 4 stations. 

mVWiesternteeneem aes Vet yl ae aera 4 14 45 | Estimated. 

| Grand Junction... 1895 1448 14 30 County surveyor. 

Mineral ......-- [coaches Rebece eel eee ieee 13.50 Estimated. 
WamiCZbIMG, jsosllecceomaceasousesee 1880 14 20 | 13 20 | Mean of 3 stations. 

IMancostenes eee 1895 13 22 13 05 | County surveyor 

Montrose. -....-- | HaSberni sees see 1884. 14 25 13 40 Mean of 5 stations. 

Wiesberm) 222 44-5- 1888 14 24 13 45 | Mean of 8 stations. 

MoT canproa: salssmtck coenae osace 1871 15 05 | 13 40 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Fort Morgan | 1895 14 45 | 14 30 | County surveyor. 

(OREO): SS Shao pete eee See ne seers 1871 | 1356) 12 30 | Mean of 12 stations. 

OWEN: socensnean | Re tek Ee 9 ec 11881 | 14 46 | 13 45 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Ouray. sees seeee 1895 13 5d 13 40 | County surveyor. 

Ranke cafaclsso2 Isooses eee 1872 15 36 | 14 15) Mean of 8 stations. 

| Fairplay ......-. 1879 | 1426] 1320. Wheeler. 
AMMA) ects eS ceo 1895 13 50 | 18 35 | County surveyor. 

Phillips .... .--- ul ae ene 1972| 1440] 13 20 | 1 station. 
Pidtin ..o ad a er 1891 15 02) 14 30 Mean of 3 stations. 

INE) XS eR ee Bee | 1895 | 15 00 14 45 | County surveyor. 

PROWIORI cad cota Gata ee SSeS eee Cee ears 12 20 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Ee DOMME Hee eisisee aime cc katcce | 1869 | 14 37 13 10 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Euebloeeseee eee | 1888 j 1313] 12 20| C.&G.S. 

Rio Blanco. .-.. Eastern ......--- | 1883 | 1510) 14 20 | Mean of 2 stations. 

| Western .....-.. \eseeece les ate | 15 00 | Estimated. 
Rio Grande wees ieee 4 2 oe ee | 1874) 1416] 13 00 | Mean of 9 stations. 

|-Del Norte .....-. | 1895 | 13°59) > 11340 | County surveyor. 

ISOM Wisse0 sogeee | Hastern ..--..... | 1887 | 15 26 | 14 40 | Mean of 17 stations. 

WnViesternia. s5 226-0 1891, 1518! 14 50 | 1 station. 

| Toponas.....-.-.. | 1895} 14 30 fy cas | County surveyor. 

Saguache ..___. loo ote See oe ae 1876 14 10 12 55 | Meanof 14 stations. 

| Saguache ...._.. 1873 | 14 24 13 05 | Wheeler. 

San Juan....... coin eee a (1875 14.05 12 50 Mean of 2 stations. 
San Miguel. .... emer eT 1881 14 20) 13 20 Mean of 4 stations. 

SOCIO oagcud Bosse ae 1880 14 20 13 10 | Mean of 2 stations. 
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| | yet Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. amps declina- tion in Remarks. 

| tion tion 1900. 

o ! ON 

Summiite-+---- | anoeie so: SS eee 1891 14 30 | 14 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Washingtonl....s!: 20 - essen seeee 1868 | 1440 13 10 | Meanof 11 stations. 
Wicldss-ossc its | Northeastern .... 1870) 1530) 14 05 | 1 station. 

| Northwestern ... 1864 1510; 13 35 | Meanof 11 stations. | 

Southwestern ... 1861 | 15 05 13 25  Meanof 13stations. 

Greeley ....-.--- 1878 | 14 34 13 20| C. & G. S. 

Vuma -22-2:5-4 52] Scere Sees eee 1866 14 30 13 00 Mean of 6 stations. 

CONNECTICUT. 

The data for Connecticut are derived almost entirely from the com. 

pilation of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, most of the observations 

being accredited directly to that organization. Two only have been 

received from correspondence with city surveyors. These data bear 

date from 1810 down to the present time. 

Wherever in the county table the mean of several stations is given 

for the county, it is understood to include the stations which are given 

afterward separately. 

The line of no secular variation is supposed to have crossed Connect- 

icut in 1790; consequently none of these observations, with the possible 

exception of the one at Pomfret, are affected by the change in secular 

variation. They have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the applica- 

tion of reductions derived from the series observed in western New 

England. 

Year. Reduction Year. | Reduction. 

e- oe ase =¥3| | 

| o ‘ | ° ‘ 

| 1890 sae eee 0°20)" || NS1840 Bea aes oe ees 3 40 

| 1980 eae es ee 0 45 1830 ee eee ee | 4 40 

187029 tet e | 125 1820 SN 5920 

[S60 ae eee | 2 05 {S10 Se ne eee 550 | 

TSBs ae ee | 255 | 

The declination 

to be added. 

is west, and the reductions for secular variation are 
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r = 

Meat Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Bae declina- tion in Remarks. 

Aton tion. 1900. 

Oo / (o} / 

lb HetG6l 5 Sa ccllaes onan A Aeneas aS | Seeee eceererere | 10 05 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Stamford ......-- 1844 6 24 9 45 | C.&G.S8. 

Nonwalikes= ee -- 1844 6 50 10 10 Do. 

Black Rock - ---- 1845 6 53 | 10 10 Do. 

Bridgeport .----- 1845 6 20 9 40 Do. 

ant rordie cee cere lace cree ane = see Sell sce ire SUE 10 15 | Mean of 4 stations. 

ISRO ee Hoosen 1879 8 34 9 20); C.&G.S8. 

Nettchtiel dieses asec oases ae cela oases eee = eee 10 50 | 1 station. 

Mird dilesexseer ce ese cece sec ceteece lose leemosieces 10 10 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Saybrook -...--.- 1845 6 50 10 10 | C.&G.S. 

Middletown ..... 1895 | 1000| 10 10 | City surveyor. 
INewgllavienmer jalan cere oe [epee cal aney o8 Uc 10 00 | Meanof 10 stations. 

Milford tesee rr = | 1845 6 38 Deo CI iGASs 

New Haven ..... |1885| 900] 9 35 | Yale College. 
Newaliond onmerel a reatesee certs aa fs seer lesiciceacs 11 00 | Mean of 3 stations. 

UOUWEHVGL os roscoe beecee be sens eon Ge| Geno es leeeeereee 10 00 Do. 

ebronss2--ee- | 1835 6 00 9 10 | Silliman’s Journal. 

Windham ..-..-- Romiretisss soe == | 1810 5 08 | 11 00 Do. 

Putnam ........- | 1866 930) 11 10/ City surveyor. | 
i 

DELAWARE. 

Observations for magnetic declination are derived almost entirely 

from the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, their date ranging 

from 1842 to 1885. 

They have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the application of 

the following table of reductions, derived from series of observations 

taken in Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, and 

West Virginia. 

Year. Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

ete a, 
i.) Mier ORS ORG |1S402 es. acess. 3 30 
i: 2 ee ste OO c@30) cece son. oe 4 00 
ACs 154 | eS 20 Me Seok noe 4 10 
GS) ee On| RST Onseiemes tees e.. fea 
iG See 3 00 

The declination is west and the above corrections are to be added. 

17 GEOL, PT 1——21 
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| reat | Observed | Declina- | 
County. | Town, city,etc. | bt | declina- tionin | Remarks. 

| ton tion. 1900. 

24 
[es = —- ——— 2 = 

rot) Oo/7 

KenttieGee sea | Bombay Hook... 1847 3 19 6 30 | C.&G.S. 

Neweastle 22%: s\225.. 5525.3 sce cleo ee a leeeeeeees 6 10 | Mean of 4 stations. 

| Wilmington. -.-. 1875 3-45| 5101C.&G.S. 
| Delaware City .. 1842 3 30 6 55 | Trans. Royal Soc. 

SUSSexXsee eon aeee | ecven SEAS Tevet eto Rees wl eee | eee mea | 5 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Dagsboro ....--- 1856 | ~ 2 40 5 25|C.&G.8. 

Cape Henlopen... 1885 5 00 | 5 45 | Do 
Pilottown .-...-.| 1846 2 43 | 5 55 Do 
Lewes Landing... 1846 245| 555 Do 

| | 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 

In the District of Columbia there is presented the mean of six 

stations scattered over its area, with a mean date of 1875, these stations 

having been compiled from the work of the United States Coast and 

Geodetic Survey. 

Upon many of the mileposts marking the boundaries of the District 

of Columbia, as it was run in the early part of the century, the decli- 

nation at that date, as observed, has been marked. These results, 

however, are not presented, as they are of so early a date. 

The table of reductions for the District of Columbia is similar to 

that above presented for Maryland, and was derived from a series of 

observations made in Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Vir- 

ginia, and West Virginia. 

| Year. | Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

| — ———_—— = — = | 

| ©; | ct ' 

1SG0 tas. 52k hee 030 I), AGMO sen Poa ee 3 30 
1804. een cee 1 00 1930 2022 ssa eee 4 00 

pe = (0) ee pe ea Co 155. || sAS20e ss eeceeeceee 410 
lee OGO Reese es 925 |) 1810 2 eee 4 20 

LSP ON cae enemas 3 00 

The declination is west, and the above corrections are to be added. 

| — Observed | Declina- 
| County. Town, city, ete. Bercne declina- tion in Remarks. 

tow tion. 1900. 

| eee A | : _| 

Districtiof Co- 22-5 —-aeeeeeeeeeess 1875 3 10 440 > C.&G.S. Mean 
| lumbia. of 6 stations. 
| 
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FLORIDA. 

Observations for magnetic declination in Florida are derived mainly 

from the subdivision surveys of the General Land Office, with a few 

from county surveyors and the United States Coast and Geodetic Sur- 

vey. The work of the Land Office has been done in this State since the 

year 1825. The observations appear to be of fair quality, showing 

accordance with observations from other sources at more recent dates, 

when reduced. 3 

The observations have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the appli- 

cation of corrections derived from series of observations in the State, 
as set forth in the following table: 

Year. | Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

| ae Se 

ROO Reece ee ee sacar | 2a lI) as SoSoe ecesenoaee 2 05 

SSO waren es eet 0 50 | EO ae, Sar eee 2 35 

Ole eee |.” posite) ll ase Ree ae eines 3 00 

| ; ene Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. servis declina- tion in Remarks. 

Aart tion. 1900. 

ING GNI = Ge eee Be aooeene mEoeecee 1835 | 5 18 2 05 | Mean of 8 stations. 

| Gainesville....-- 1895 235 2 20 | County surveyor. 

Bae Tee eres eicis she wieis Beteiaizicre soars 1837 5 52 2 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Bradtorderee 2a ste =- ness sSsisoee 1850 5 30 2 55 | Mean of 5 stations. 

BreVardereprsen lass soto eoese aes 1870 3 00 1 30 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Eau Gallie ..-.--- 1880 2 00 LOD Cac GaSe 

| Titusville ...-.-. 1879 2 08 126} Do. 

Georgiana. .....- 1895 1 32 1 20 | County surveyor. 

Callroumire asses atten. yo Se se cin cise 1881 4 55 4 05 | Mean of 2 stations. 

apr preee ees ek hee 2 1855 | bes 4s O6 1 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 
| Inverness =-22--4 1894 2 35. 2 20 | County surveyor. 

SIF sscedet analescee aaa ne ae eee 2 00 | Estimated. 
Columbia ....-. | Re ret eS 2 1881 300| 210 /| 1station. 

Dad errr eee ets Pepe Ne asta teniste ees 1870 3 20 1 50 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Desoto .s...-.. leper sree ee Ke 35: 1850 418} 140) Mean of 8 stations. 
Duvallees oo... Ceo cots See ae 1881 2 20 1 30 Do. 

| Jacksonville ....| 1880 2 20 130| C.&G.S. 
| Baldwin ........ 188 7Alee 230 150 Do. 

Escambia ..---. Pensacola)_---.. - 1890 4 55 4 30 Do. 

Franklin ....... | Apalachicola -... 1860| 612) 405| Do. 
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; j , eer Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. serva.| “eclina- tion in Remarks. 

oan tion. 1900. 

oO) 7 QO WF 

Gadsden- 3-24... \s.so5 sce acess pS ene ecocooccs 3 00 | Estimated. 

Hamilton ss. ces|s--ecne noe eee 1891 3 10 2 45 | Mean of 2 stations. 

JA@SPer=-4 5-2 ee 1895 2 38 2 25 | County surveyor. 

Hermmando == <-%.)|-- sccm sass sees eee 1843 4 50 1 55 | Mean of 9 stations. 

illshoro:7t03-.1s-e eee eee eee 1845 4 35 1 50 | Mean of 10stations. 
Tampa sesesse= 1887 | 3 02 2 30| C.&G.S. 

Holmes’... .). sd | dees S see a-cea cee Coenen seem 3 20 | Estimate. 

Jaekson sus sic, oa) sects eeseae eeeees teers ne eee 3 10 | Do. 

Jefferson... - || saceaae assoc 1825 6 10 2 50 | 1 station. 

Datayette cose. s|-s-seeeee eee ee 1831 6 10) 2 55 Do. 

alk. cs%.c see al jenteee pee ece ses 1843 4 20 1 30 Mean of 5 stations. 

Puntarasa....... 1866 4 00 215|C.&G.58. 
1: ene ers Ome SrericCeen gator s|sascaoons 145 Estimated. 

Leona oeesesoe Tallahassee ...-. 1875 3 42 2 30 | N.A.S. 

A pemee aaa os Geass cas soamoaacS 1863 4 08 215 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Cedar Keys -.--. 1887 3 22 250) C.& G.S. 

Liberty:.2:5-525|e-ces- cece seer 1895 3 30 3.15 1 station. 

Madison's... <2 9522 2-0- sae 5ac5e6 1866 4 05 2 25 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Madison ....-..-- 1895 2 50 2 35 | County surveyor. 

Manatee 2.22225 |eeae bac ese se ee 1843 4 45 1 50 | 1 station. 

Marion 4.22.y-2-0 | eaeeeenses esos 1842 4 38 1 45 | Mean of 14stations. 

Ocala=esesaeeaes 1890 2 26 2 00 | County surveyor. 

Monroe +32 532555) seeeeeeeiaeceeee 1885 3 20 245 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Key West ...--.. 1887 | 3 20 | 250/ C.&G.S. 

INassallecce oe Fernandina ----.- | 1879 | 2 30 | 1 35 Do. 

Oranpe Merce se lsseee see see ene 1865 3 43 2 00 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Orlando=s-—--e=- | 1893 2 27 | 2 10 | County surveyor. 

Osceolasss seen: se eae en eee 1858 3 45 | 1 35 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Kissimmee .... -- 1891 2 30 2 05 | County surveyor. 

Basco ces ered sem cee ce Seeciasieas 1846 4 22 145 Mean of 6 stations. 

Polk esac altenas > Secees sees 1850 4 40 205 Mean of 9 stations. 

Bartowise- ac eeee 1895 1 54 | 1 40 ) County surveyor. 

Putnam se cros|pesceece esse = eee 1834 5 28 | 220 Mean of 2 stations. 

St. Johns.......| St. Augustine....) 1880 | 2 42 150) C.&G.S. 

Santa ‘Rosavcsee|s-2esacceeec ee oeteee ae ters oes 345 Estimated. 

Sumbense-e-e= se seeee ae eee | 1845 4 30) 145 Mean of 17 stations. 

Suwannee 7.2324 |Peace aesesecieeeere 1863 415 2 20 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Live Oak... 25... 1895 | 2 30 215 County surveyor. 

ANS OP ee Sori IbobSaainotacoeesoce soees) aS ee so= 240 Estimated. 

Volusia: $2225 .5. ene tte cone eee 1850 | 4 10 135 Mean of 8 stations. 

Enterprise ...... 1880) 2-45 155|/C.&G.8. 
Daytona ........ 1876 3 15 210 Do. 
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Mean: Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. anne declina- tion in Remarks. 

ti tion. 1900. 
10n. 

to) ey 

AVyick kul acer ee nro ree maces culesia= | 1881 | 4 05 3 15 | Mean of 2 stations. 

St. Marks _..._.. | 1875 | 4 30 320|N.A.S. 
Wialitontee ace euler cuae se ccesacece eee eS ence eee 3 30 | Estimated. 

Washing tonlss53|ss-25 ss csesc sce 1881 4 50 4 00 | 1 station. | 

GEORGIA. 

Declination data in Georgia are scanty, only about half the counties 

of the State being represented. Observations are derived from various 

sources—returns from county surveyors, Geological Survey of Georgia, 

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, and the National Academy 

of Sciences. 

These observations are of date ranging back as far as 1837, those 

of that year, 1838, and 1839 coming from the Geological Survey of 

the State. The others are of much more recent date, most of those 

of the Coast and Geodetic Survey being taken between 1870 and 1890, 

while the county surveyors’ returns bear date mainly 1895, 

These observations have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by means of 

corrections derived from series of observations taken in this State and 

the two Carolinas. They are set forth in the following table: 

Year. Reduction. | Year. | Reduetion.. 

= | | 

7 Be 
BOO Mee eee eat 2 te OFS) 10S openers nee es 3 15 
GSO), 5 5a ae 1 05 | TSO MNES Herts te. Sevan 3 30 
AG TOMPIES oe. 8 Ab Opa IW S20M~ seoeiss cen ee: 3 45 
TREO ME Na De. 258.04 OF)” || Sores Mapa ree ae 4 05 

| Sc eee 245 | | 

The declination is east, and these corrections are to be subtracted. 

M8 Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. aenen declina- tion in Remarks. 

ti tion. 1900. 
10n 

| OF vt, (oe) 4 

PAD Ding meer sete os seek A Se a easel eerie | 1 30 | Estimated. 

Baker esos: Mimsville ....-..-. 1895 1 30 1 15 | County surveyor. 

Baldwin ....-.. Milledgeville -...| 1887 3 37 | 255 | C. & G.S. 

Banks Secs os2 5: LOMene ee eae eo 1895 1 30 1 15 | County surveyor. 

Bartow .-....--- IPHNSIO? s46s6 cane 1874 4 00 230 | C. &G.S. 
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: Pied Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. serva.| @eclina- tion in Remarks. 

ton tion. 1900. 

o 7 Cate || 

Bartow ------.-- Stilesboro.....-.. 1895 2 30 215 County surveyor. 

BELTON 322 se) se| is = ie te oe ae Bees eee ee eet 150 | Estimated. 

Bibb)ja-s2= =r Macon\ere ease eee 1888 2 30 150|C.&G.S. 

Brooks: 5 scc35.3)s50hs2 sci = oe eeeteaeeesieee losers 200 Estimated. 

Bryaie eticecce Bryansis2.o 6 1838 5 05 145 Ga. Geol. Survey. 
Bulllochi 2 S25 =o) ses see ee ese eee RR A Peis 2 115 | Estimated. 

WBurkesee.s sane | Waynesboro. ---- 1837 5 04 145 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Butts es-= ea Plovillayeeee eee | 1895 2 00 1 45 | County surveyor. 

Calhounweeee-e- | Wueee ceca necer |------|---------| 2 00 | Estimated. 

Camden... --.-- | Owens Ferry ---.| 1895 115 1 00 | County surveyor. 

Campbell ...---. leceti ete Soes oem | 1895 1 30 it a5} Do. 

Carrolleeeseeae lpaporecoeads coRscsiSaseso|sso35ence | 2 15 | Estimated. 

Catoosa ---.--.-- |. es ee |bcnesa|lescoseese | 2 00 | Do. 

Charlton: seetals seen ey eee foetal | 145 Do. 
Chatham....--- Skiddaway.....- 1856 3 25 055) C. &G.S. 

| Savannah ......- | 1886 1 31 0 45 | Do. 

Chattahoochee -|.--.--..-.--..--.. | eae ae eee 245 | Estimated. 

Chattooga eeees pee a eee ete Nie Dea. § | Dal Do. 

Cherokee... ---. Cumming ........ 1873 3 13 1 35|C.&G.S. 
Clarke 222-2552 Athenee: soes 1896 1 42 | 1 30 County surveyor. 

Clay =-->---=---| HortiGaimescee-s | 1839 5 30 215 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Claytonlej23- pol see ee ere 1893 2 00 1 35 | County surveyor. 

Clin¢h)-22= === lee eeeeseeeee eee ee-| 1895 1 30 1 15 Do. 

| iuavwitont=225se=e }1880| 226; 120/C.&G.S8. 
Gobbi santas | Kennesaw... .--. 1873)) 2 AS) es Os Do. 
Coffee zo. S556 wc agate eee eee ea eae See ee 140 Estimated. 

Colquitt ee a. oeeeicneeeeeeeeee 1895 | 1 45 1 30 County surveyor 

Columbia ...... | Appling......--- 1837|  500| 1 40/ Ga.Geol. Survey. 
Coweta —..----- Joccoesbsémecaso5sd|ssoscs}os2.s550- 210 Estimated. 

Crawford .....-. Knoxville ...... .| 1895 2 15 | 2 00 | County surveyor. 

Dade s2chieek ofall soe leew eaten eae Peeae |Seeeteeee 215 Estimated. 

DawSOll.seceers Ceres eee ee ee Saal Bats See 1 45 Do. 

Mecatureeces. 6 Bainbridge....-- 1839 5 30 | 215 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Dekallbe. ei .ccle- see ee tee ee xi, nanan a 2 00 Estimated. 
Wod oer rerisn ces a etasteee ere sore [eve e ee nese eee 1 30 Do. 

1 BY 610) reel ee ea Ses eS 5 1895 1 45 | 1 30 County surveyor. 

Dougherty -.-. - vile: 2 eee : eee Rocee es 2 00 Estimated, 

Douplass=-— nbs Ah eee |------|--22-20-- 2 10 Do. 

Eatly ....-.---- Poti Re ee | 300) De. 
Hchols eae eeee EsmSotnenaas Ghosts hoes solar sess st 2 00 | Do. 

Effingham...... Oak Level...-.... 1837 5 05 1 45 | Ga. Geol, Survey. 

| Springfield ....-. 1837 5 05 1 45 Do. 
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A pueae Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. ROA declina- tion in Remarks. 

ion tion. 1900. 

Bian enamine ss =| eAshvalllesees ese 1837 5 05 1 45 | Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Cottage Green... | 1837 5 05 1 45 Do. 

Eibertisees ose Elberton .-...--..| 1837 4 33 0 15 Do. 

Thornville -.---- 1837 4 33 0 15 Do. 

Emanuel .------ Swainsboro -.... 1838 5 O04 1 45 Do. 

iBindsyilileessea- 1837 5 00 1 40 Do. 

anninises 2 --1- Morganton .---... 1895 2 30 2 10 | County surveyor. 

Bayette ..---=- - Fayetteville. ...- 1896 3 30 3 20 Do. 

Mloyde=neaeeere | uavenderm=ssee- | 1874 4 00 230 | C.&G.S. 

Hors thee seer \salwale eraser) ===)=)= 1873 2 55 1 20 Do. 

Franklin ....... | Carnesville...... 1837 | 500] 1.40] Ga.Geol. Survey. 
slehialcons= see ee | Middle Base.. -..-.| 1873 Boo. 200|C.&G.S. 

Gilme nee eee ae |S aise ees ee eres 1896 | 2 00 1 50 | County surveyor. 

Glascockes = ee | S- foee se ate see caer eeG laser ee 1 15 | Estimated. 

Glynn== 2220-2) Brunswick -.--- 1887 1 49 105 /|C.&G.S8. 

Gordoneeeaeeeseioe vs 9 Bs Pere ie kel ae 2 00 | Estimated. 

Greeneie nce eee loa se corto s eee Sol Oe ae | aes 1hsai0) Do. 

Gwinnett .-...-.. Lawrenceville... 1874 3) 25 1 50) || ©. & GS: 

Habersham. .-...| Currahee..-.-.-- 1874 2 48 115 | Do. 

Toccoa Falls..-.- 1837 5 00 | 1 40 | Ga. Geol. Survey. 

EV a Gee ee atsors| SKitbie- oa ae ee ese 1874 2 36 1 00/ C.&G.S. 

Eanic 0G kee ser peta eecisehseeaea| Saiekiec(Semecs ees 1 30 | Estimated. 

eVects OL eres ea ae eee areal Ee Pcie sn sae 2 20 | Do. 

ISIC TERNS): aes ceGeog | SAGeecoo SCO rete al Meee |S mesee tee 2 30 Do. 

IRAN cocobecaoad | NeGE eee eee SOR tel Aeeeea |e eee 100, Do. 

ean deeper nee sna ae nme cic. Sask ealteiese|sccies Secs 215 Do. 

JROWO Ys 35 endceo BER e BD ae eeee CCS EOe apeee eae eee 1 50 | Do. 

BIOUSIOM ccoodes bet ane cae ee mone 1895 2 00 | 1 45 | County surveyor. 

lH o seseaddod| beteo re CoE Ae ee eee aaa eee 1 45 | Estimated. 

PACKS OT HEP eee ye tea ale Snes 1 30 Do. 

JERI? 2 sacsnebcl| aoaubedaee a eaeen ECE eae eee 1 40 | Do. 

UOUEIOI 2 cas oc | seesae Se ICU e ase | GaOeSe soe eee ay alsy | Do. 

UGMNIOM 3556555 bose oe ee Oe ea ees “1895 00 2 45 | County surveyor. 

OIE éS-Bosececl Roce eee eee 1885 2 30 1 40 | Do. 

ILENURGT Scien San BSSos aR ee Soe ees ees Beers aaa eee 1 30 Estimated. 

The caccee 6c DAE ea eee | 200) Do. 
ihiberty, = 225-2 Neibentyeeesaseeee 1838 5 05 1 45 | Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Pintcolnieaea ee Lincolnton ------ | 1837 509 1 50 Do. 

Gosheneere eee 1837 5 09 1 50 | Do. 

Owl Cae eee oo ciscsisellbeiescelickeesescs 200 | Estimated. 

Lumpkin....... Grassy. see. = | 1874 3 36 200) C.&G.S. 

Mec Duthie esse Hae me voteya eck -aeais te targets Reet cas 1 00 | Estimated. 
{ 
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é pew Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Serva declina- tion in Remarks. 

orn tion. 1900. 

Ol 7 ote 

McIntosh ...-.- Darien ise: = 225-6 1838 5 05 145 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Macon 2.022200 |2-2250.sssceeceeer ene eee 150 | Estimated. 

Madison... s-3\|'s-.-t02 ccten moeniae eee lee eee 1 00 Do. 

Marion... 2.22): cacte Sieciel= oe eee | Soe eee eee 2 00 Do. 

Mertwether: <2-.2)5.-c252aecu qe 15-1 Seeeee seas eee 2 00 Do. 

Miller: -.2252)2 5.0 Ab etee cee sees)|teeoeeleeee eee 2 45 Do. 

Miltom 2 ..<22:.|:5 sae ee Feeney ogee ona: 2 00 Do. 

Mitichielll:,‘:.2-3|) eee eee a nee 200) Do. 
Monroe: 22ers sees eee eee 1895 seb) 1 00 | County surveyor. 

Montgomery ives) ieee as ee es eee ee eee eee 1 30 | Estimated. 

More anieaseeers IMadigoniee== eee 1838 4 30 1 10 | Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Murray” $52 25sec Pets Bee ae os a eee |e ee | eters 2 00 | Estimated. 

Muscogee ..-.-.- Columbus ==225-- 1839 5 30 2 15 | Ga. Geol. Survey. 

gh 4a (GW) SaSemecesel)| Ith 2 30 | 2 15 | County surveyor. 

New tony 24-65-42 | es ee eee 145 Estimated. 

Oconee ss 352558 See ee ee ee ee eee 1 30 | Do. 

Oglethorpestsese|ssosee =e ee eee eee eae 15") Do. 

Paulding s..s 52522 ote eccie waeeietee oa ae eeeree 2 15 Do. 

Pickens. 422-42 |:iaeese peek ees eee eee tee oe 1 45 Do. 

Piece. sack eaec| Beemer eee eee ee eee 1 30 Do. 

Pikéy.3.</:2: s503: [See Sa ae ee ee 2 00 | Do. 

Polke ees 4 ache Carnes),- === -)--- 1873 4 05 230) C.& GS. 

Polaski:..2.¢552|) eae eee eee |. eee [sdeaseas- 130 Estimated. 

Putnam! 2.- eee Eatonton.-....... 1838 4 32 115 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Quitman. 2.2222./|2-sene see ote ees | eee ee 8 00 Estimated. 

Ra unos ecsseni lace oen See Coe ae | Nee Eee 0 30 Do. 

Randolph ..--.- Cuthbert....-_-- 1839 5 30 215 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Richmond. ----- Augusta .......- 1887 5 04 1 45 Do. 

Rockdale ...-... ReeEcaeRoarE Seeaq allsaoces| |eececnne 145 | Estimated. 

Schleyasess-eeo- \oatt epee ee wees ces | Coen aero 2 00 Do. 

Screven ........ Wendover. ....-.. 1837 4 55 135. Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Millenwsee se essse | 1875 2 37 110} N.A.S. 

Black Creek. ---. | 1837 5 O04 145 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

| Jacksonboro .... 1837 | 4 55 1 35) Do. 

Mill Haven...... 1837 5 O04 | 1 45 Do. 

Spalding ...-.-.-- )(Gurittines 2220 sree | 1895 | 1 36 | 120 County surveyor. 

Stewart .....-.- | Boumpline.esase _ 1839 5 27 | 210, Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Sumtertaee ackrsn| ace a act ese Cee ol eer 200 Estimated. 

Talbot 24a | Saco tas Stem Se 1895 2 00 | 145 County surveyor. 

Taliaferro ...... Renee rmibnte. goeers eee hee 1 20 , Estimated. 

Tattnall -....-. Baird Creek. --.-. 1838 5 23 | 205 Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Taylotaccseesee Butlenicceercoee 1872 | 2 43 100 | C.&G.S8. 
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= 2s 

: i vate Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. eeee declina- tion in Remarks. 

| Ror tion. 1900. 

(@) (oy 7 

Delfairyyse see amiberes-ee -se- 1875 3 11 1 40 | N.A.S. 

Merrelleerees eA A eee ees cesiecelececes eee eece 2 15 | Estimated. 

Mhomasiee= sees Wee ee ciate c= cts rereeen canes eteaces 2 00 Do. 

NOVA potcenesalleasacoase ssanoccoe Goes ae lees 0 30 Do. 

(roupees-eaesee Lagrange ...---- 1895 2 30 2 15 | County surveyor. 

MW Stee pas ae eacin te aisles lenecisieisis||[sisle Sais coos eoeue 1 30 | Estimated. 

Witt Ne <b o5 cadelle ceca COSSee Eee ladocss Gene meme 1 00 | Do. 

WitiOM en d5 oh e5e5|looudesdocoostopsed|soaesal lbeasmeseac 2 00 Do. 

Winliken sz cses Johns Mountain.) 1875 3. 159f/ 2°30) C. & G. S. 

Chickamauga ...) 1893 2 02 1 35 | County Surveyor. 

Wialtomeoenasaer lest sere ciescis cies 1895 2 00 1 45 Do. 

Montoew eee see 1838 5 10 1 50 | Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Wianess-sso-6c%: Waycross ...---- 1887 2 00 1 20/ C.&G.S. 

WWE ROY 2538 cocdllogeten Sec eecrr ro eee asset ee eae creme 1 15 | Estimated. 

Washington .-..| Sandersville. ....| 1838 5 27 2 10 | Ga. Geol. Survey. 

Wiiymeneee sae GSH Dessosea anes 1887 1 45 100) C.&G.S. 

Wie bDStelesr nena aes cae mee on soe | Senet rile esicece 2 15 | Estimated. 

Wiltiti@eascsoseae Cleveland ....... 1895 1 15 1 00 | County surveyor. 

Whitfield -..... sexes cies See reco ee | arg en |e 2 00 | Estimated. 

\i/WIGOr: .ceanesec| HeeenocSpoee esses |qegeea HeeeeeEee 1 45 Do. 

Writlieseaerete alba ee see tee eae clees wand 5 1 00 Do. 

WITS TARO, 3c eeolleceee Ses aeeoeias ae sees elle acerca 1 30 Do. 

\WWOHULN cdend 6a86| Saecsh Se SSO Bees Seasee tee aera 1 50 Do 

IDAHO. 

Observations in Idaho are almost entirely from the General Land 

Office, with a few from county surveyors. 
are of recent date, all having been taken within the last fifteen years, 

and are apparently of excellent quality. 

Data for the determination of the seeular change are scanty and of 

little value, mainly owing to the shortness of the period of time over 

which they extend. All indications, however, go to show that the line 

of no secular variation crossed the State between the years 1875 and 

1885, and the data have been reduced under that supposition in 

accordance with the following table of reductions: 

The Land Office observations 

| Reduction. || Reduction. | | Year. Year. 
| | i 

eed One? | 

| SSO REE ee ai. 3. 0 20 IS Oe Saco ceesssenee 0 20 | 

WEL SSO Rear: REP Ses oe 0 30 SGO! Saeeereinseee 000 | 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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: aoe Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. eae declina- tion in Remarks. 

ov tion. 1900. 

ie) / [e) / 

Ndaa eee area caricme pees cette 1885 18 47 18 20 | Meanof 20stations. 

Boise ae 1895 18 45 18 35 | County surveyor. 

Bannock .- =. - Eastern -....---- 1880 17 45 17 15 | Mean of 14 stations. 

Western ...-.-.--- 1890 17 40 17 20 | Meanof 10stations. 

Bear Wake: 2253s. seen cierto 1879 17 58 17 25 | Meanof6 stations. 

Bingham......- EL as terrier 1890 18 13 17 55 | Meanof 4 stations. 

Western) ---4-42- 1892 17 46 17 30 | Meanof6stations. 

Blaine secs scs=- Basten so) -eee 1891 19 10 18 50 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Wiesternm)—---ae-er 1885 18 35 18 05 | Meanof 3 stations. 

Boisewe eee ee Northern ....---- 1890 19 30 19 10 | Meanof 5 stations. 

Southern..-..-.-.| 1885 19 03 18 30 | Meanof 18stations. 

Canyon.-22.o22e|Sesssecness eee 1880 18 30 18 00 | Meanof4 stations. 

Caldwelll2-s22n- 1893 19 00 18 50 | County surveyor. 

Gassia eee Bastern -.--.---- 1881 1748) 17 20| Meanof14stations. 

Western ...-.-.--- 1889 17 48 17 25 | Meanof 18 stations. 

Custer 2-22 Basternl: ==. 42-2 1891 19 03 18 45 | Meanof 29 stations. 

Western) 22254524 1893 19 00 18 45 | 1 station. 

BElmores?4 eee Northern........| 1874} 1845 | 18 20 Do. 
Southern. ---- --.| 1887, 18 58 18 30 | Meanof9 stations. 

Bremonti see: Eastern ..-25---- 1891 | 18.15 18 00 | Mean of 18 stations. 

Westein ......-. 1877 18 30 18 05 | 1 station. 

dghoe sas eeeee Northeastern ....) 1890 20 50 20 30 | Meanof4 stations. 

| Southeastern =|). 2 5 --.|ea= sein 20 00 | Estimated. 

| Western ........| 1884 20 42 20 15 | Meanof 9 stations. 

Kootenai.....-- Wonxntherns--ssece 1893 22 15 22 00 | Mean of 4 stations. | 

Southern... ..-. 1889 21 30 21 10 | Meanof 22stations. | 

Dai ballee es op. = =e loosteeney ye ate are ee terayne 1887 21 07 20 40 | Mean of 8 stations. | 

Moscow esse --=- 1893 21 30 21 15 | County surveyor. 

Weminieetossere noe Southeastern ....| 1892 19 10 19 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Northwestern ...| 1889 19 30 19 10 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Iincolnieessesee astern csc... 1888 17 55 17 35 | Mean of 15stations. 

Western esse nese 1880 18 42; 18 10 | Mean of 10stations. 

Nez*Perces: 2223) eect ioe eee 1885 20 52 | 20 20 Mean of 23 stations. 

Lewiston........ 1881 | 2126 | 2050 | C.&G.S. 
Oneidanesee es aster sroesace 1872} 18 00 17 40 | Mean of 3 stations. | 

Northwestern ...| 1878 17 52 17 25 Do. 

Southwestern ... 1873 Litoo 17 30 Do. 

Malade saeco seas 1877 17 45 17 20 | Wheeler. 

Owyhee ........ Eastern ......-.-| 1877 | 18 27 18 00 Meanof10stations. | 

| Northwestern ---| 1882 | 1847! 1815) Meanof12stations. 

Southwestern ...) 1879 18 48 18 15 | Mean of 7 stations. | 

Shoshone... ---- Northern...... :.| 1891 21 30 21 10 | Mean of 8 stations. | 
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| peat Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. wv o | declina- tion in Remarks. 

: | Aree Ce tion. 1900. | 
| 10n. | 

es — |e = 

| oO 1 fe) / 

Shoshone. ..---- | Southern... ....., 1892 2112; 21 00 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Murraiyy 2 o2)se- 1894 | 21 20 | 21 10 | County surveyor. 

Wallace seeseeee | 1894 | 2150] 21 40 Do. 
Washington ....| Northern........| 1891 | 1907) 1850 | Mean of 4 stations. | 

lsSoutherme@eeca- =e 1876 | 18 53 | 18 25 Mean of 10stations. 

ILLINOIS. 

The results in Illinois are derived mainly from the subdivision sur- 

veys of the General Land Office, together with a few from the United 
States Lake Survey, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, and a 

number of returns from county surveyors. The Land Office observa- 

tions were taken between the years 1800 and 1850, and appear to be of 

fair quality. 

The line of no secular variation apparently crossed [llinois between 

the years 1825 and 1830, and consequently a part of these Land Office 

observations are, in the reduction to 1900, complicated with the change 

in secular variation. The results for the reduction of observations 

taken at these early dates to the epoch 1900, as derived from series 

of observations taken in the State, have been adopted, and applied as 
shown in the following table: 

Year. Reduction. Year. Reduction. 

QO 4 OM 

S90 Sate cee cides 0 40 PESOS mete cee sece 2 45 

SSO eer tte eiatelwersine 1 20 SIO © aS eee eae 2 45 

TSU ots cote Meee 2 00 ic BDES = base ten cece 3 35 

SCOR pes cee reese 2 30 CHO Se sete SHORE Eee 335 | 
| 

The declination is east, and the corrections for secular variation are 

to be subtracted. 

; | é mene Observed | Declina- | 
County. | Town, city, ete. Sono declina- — tion in Remarks. 

7 | tion tion. 1900. | 

| Ov | oO 7 || | 

INGETIG en ok onee Neo Se CORE OE COREE Seca eee eee ee } 5 30 Estimated. 
eee = | - Alexander...... Ciiins, eee 1877| 600) 430/C.&G.5. 

Bonde eects) -c:-- Greenville. ...._. 1895 5D 20 | 5 00 | County surveyor. 

Boones. ---5-2:. lcosacedcoosconsetllooauee lsecoemase 4 00 | Estimated. 

BHGMAN = sendeaee ethernet eee eee ae 5 20 Do. 
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= 9 l | 
; vs 2 cee Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. serva.| “eclina- tion in | Kemarks. 

fori tion. 1900 

“i | : 
Oo} o ! 

Bureala-Aoe Sco See ose eee ce ee 1827 8 11 440 Mean of 24 stations. 

iskallwales sass 1893 4 48 “4 20 County surveyor. 

@allhoun! << cise |: Sacs he eee ee | eee 5 45 Estimated. 

Carroll... 2. ce sclictoet potas se oe eee eee 5 30 Do. 

Casiie-peenar ee Waroiniaee sneer 1894 5 09 | 4 45 | Mean of 4 results by 
county surveyor. 

Beardstown . ---- | 1880 6 43 | 5 25 | Nipher. 

Champaign: 2223) 5- asses eee 1822 7 48 | 415 Mean of 32 stations. 

Christian: .12='2] 4. sas ete ee ae eee eee eee 445 Estimated. 

Clark © osdeeascislide..aSb ce seen on eee oe eee 4 00 Do. 

Olay. ssSehas cjces| aware = eee 1817 7 50 415 Mean of 6 stations. | 

Clinton ....-.-- |. dna ae ee a ee 445 Estimated. 
Coles... sscscsosishssas see seer 1821 8 30 4 55 | Mean of 11 stations. 

Gookt2a% cess aaonee ere eee 1829| 7 19 345 Mean of 34 stations. | 

Chicago. --.=-=-- 1888 4 07 3 20 | C.& G.S. 

Willow Springs..) 1879 5 11 | 350 U.S. Lake Survey. 

Mount Forest .-.) 1876 | 5 00. 3 20 | Do. 

Winnetka ....-.. 1873} 500} 3410) Do. 
Crawford! J 2ssn|ko--2 eee ene 1828 7 30 355 Mean of 5 stations. 

Bellaire 2c ee 1879; 508| 350] U.S. Lake Survey. 
Cumberlands." eee eens 1820 826) 450 Meanof11stations. 
Dekalb. 2522 ole ee 1841 A) 4 30 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Dewitt. =--- -2=- \}Clintonese- ess | 1892 4 45 | 4 15 | County surveyor. 

Douglass... oe | te ee | 1825 803) 430 | Meanof 16stations. 
Dupave ee. eee | 1834 717| 405) Mean of 6 stations. 

Edgar.) 22-0. | .kav Stree Seen 1821 8 20 4 45  Meanof 15stations. 
| Palermo. .......- | 1879 5 12 | 3 50 | U. S. Lake Survey. 

Widwardsteenea. ees = es one ee sae 18195 || 750 4 15 | Mean of 2 stations. 

(pitti obama =| eee ee eee 1820 7 50 | 4 15 | Mean of 3 stations. 

| Effingham....... 1850 | 6 45 4 00 | County surveyor. | 

Fayette .... ...- lene eae CALA FL 1823 800) 4 25) Mean of 2 stations. 
Vandaliaes- see 1895 445| '425| County surveyor. | 

he) Wt Rees achat enansi ae eS os = | 1831 fb2 4 20 Mean of 12 stations. 

Prankdin cess. soe ee eee eee lie Gees wee 4 30. Estimated. 

Balton case Ses ocho ace eee oe (peace | Dee aoe bls Do. 

Gallatin. js<jecsa 25 eee eee 1895 4 30 4 10 | County surveyor. 

Greene: .2hsed eee een eee 1895 | 515| 455 Do. | 
Grundy tt ce rea eee ne eae ee ie 1821 | 8 06 4 30 Meanof 15stations. 

Morrigieeee sa see 1892 5 32 5 00 County surveyor. | 

Hamilton’. sca |Uneeeaeees ce ke owen sans | Meena 4 30 | Estimated. 

Han cook: t2 ccc|eceens een ees | 1895 5d 32 5 15 | County surveyor. 

Hardine, 0. asenlteceeace Soeeeeeeee | 1895 4 10 3 50 Do. 

Henderson h2caleecceceub eee eeeee Piet nog Peace 545 Estimated. | 

S 
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y 7 meat Observed | Declina- 
County. | Town, city, etc. Ronen declina- | tion in Remarks. 

an tion. 1900. 

== | as a e ne 

Henry .---- = SON ee Se oe 5 15 | Estimated. 

IOC MO MSateenes| leases Soon ames 1824 7 53 4 20 | Mean of 34 stations. 

Jackson.....--- [neers epeeeen tee LA | hee oT: 445 | Estimated. 
WUIASP OD eterno ck ats adel. tone 1820 8 03 4 30 | Mean of 21 stations. 

ASI ec atealtasmea Ses eee eee ee 1895 00 3 40 County surveyor. 

UOT, aaboanaca lEoRE Oe Sn Cees Gen eea Geet aan eee 5 30. Estimated. 

Jo Daviess - .--- | Calon ceesoecae 1876 9 08 7 35 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

|" Sherwood ....... | 1839 900) 610 Locke’s Rep. Min. 
Lands. 

Dunleith .....--- 1856 | 9 00 | 6 25 | K. K. A. S. Vienna, 
1858. 

Johnsonees. -- == WVAe nN Gn. see/ee ee 1885 4 40 3. 40 

TICES) ee tes cll [Ee ee ec 1840 6 02 | 3.15 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Kankakee rerccat fe ce te oe seis eae | 1833 | 7 18 | 4 00 Mean of 17 stations. 

Ken dalle se se enc csiskto ee sce eines 1833 | 8 06 4 45 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Kao xe ae =a Galesburg: == 222: | 1895 5 25 5 05 | County surveyor. 

LA ROS Saceu.eed Sean ee eee 1840 5 56 3.10 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Waukegan ...... el Bal 8 OO)| WAShER 
TOs nese | ee see eee | 1822 8 06 4 30 Mean of 26 stations. 
ILEIARD NGG) a aomaal Sees Seperate 1805 6 10 | 3 30 Mean of 5 stations. 

USO So dSqeeO Hes 5] BAe tee eee 1843 38) | 450 Mean of 6 stations. 

leivgin OS GONE emaalel a ie esae << els 1833 7 31 410 Mean of 8 stations. 

LOSE 5 2osceane ILivTOOINS Sone Saee 1895 5 40 5 20. County surveyor. 

NIGDOOCTAN .555\ vod coe eocacdeaacse)|s6so0e5||bao5= ape 5 30 Estimated. 

NIGGA. s5eael yee ae sees eae | 1839 6 14 3 20 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Woodstock... --- 1894 3 40 | 3 10 County surveyor. 

NIGILGEM Ssooedod leGeeee eee see eee 1824 8 00 4 25 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Bloomington ....) 1896 3 15 3 00 | County surveyor. 

Macon ......... Macon .......--- 1872| 522| 330/N.A.8. 
Mac oupinierer sey eee ae oe ae =| safeiajal|' eee: tme 2 5 00 | Estimated. 

Madison ....... Collinsville . ....| 1880 | 630] 5 10| Nipher. 
| Highland .......| 1872| 634| 445) N.AS. 
AI Gon se 2 dee 1840 7 45 5 00 Silliman’s Journal. 

WIE THON é SooceSaclok Sees e eee eee Serene 4 30 | Estimated. 

MONTSICI ee yea eee a 1828 | 8 05 4 30 | Meanof 17 stations. 
Wenona......... 1872) NGO6)|) © 4 15a\cN, ACS: 

Mason -sonc| ISK) so5obeeee | 1892 | 4 47 4 15 County surveyor. 

MOKED Cocio.ce6nbc| GUESSES ea eee eeseescl| See Set hes 4 15 | Estimated. 
Menard ........ ict ey a eee 1895 4 50 4 30 | County surveyor. : 
Mercer ......... Medora =... 1895| 525| 505| Do. 
Monroe, 2222. - Wiser looser ees 1S95m) 5 05 4 45 | Do. 

Mantpomeryeet|(.-.....1-.-..... | 1823 | 8 00 4 25 | 1 station. 
| Morgan -....... _ CRC OONTUIG, —54llbocosalledooseede 5 45 | Mean of 2 results. 
L 
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£. ; Ree, Observed Declina- | 
County. | Town, city, ete. serva bps Mon un | 

| tion. | z | 

Z = | == = £ 2 

| | of Oo 7? 

Mion trIG wecer ae loot tee eae | ole re eal 4 30 Estimated. 

Ogle 2222 js. 2. | poeta ord wha everson eee eee 4 45 Do. 

Peorlate senses apace eee ee | 1830 | 8 12 | 4 40 Meanof 20 stations. 

PGA? cece cesce | sstoe See Saya eee Vite 3 | Benes ee 445 Estimated. 

Piatt... /2 | eee eee yeeros (ES ee eee 4 30 Do. 
Piet. he eee Bait yin rrtereet= arr 1895 5 00— 4 40 County surveyor. 

IN scadssoonec Golconda...--... 1872'| 6 06)||_ 4-20) Ne ASS: 

Pulaskiees-o--- IAMeRICa sass ae eer 1896 | 4 45 4 30 County surveyor. 

Mound City ..--- 1865 | 7 32 5 20) OneeiGass 

Putnam <5 25 2 eee ere 1826 811! 435 Meanof10stations. 
| Hennepin -...---. 1895 | 4 57 4 40 | County surveyor. 

Randolph ...--- Chester. =-- 5 -2-- 1895 | 4 48 4 30 Do. 

Kaskaskia ...--- | 1809 | 7 20 | 435) C.&G.S. 

Richland: see" |esesaer er acjee= oe 1821 | 7 40 | 4 05 Mean of 10stations. 

WOlmeygece 2es- ee | 1895 } 4 00 3 40 County surveyor. 

Rock Island....| Rock Island...-. 1878 | 6 58 | 5 30 | U. S. Lake Survey. 

Sty Claires eeeee Belleville ....... 1895 | 5 20 | 5 00 County surveyor. 

New Athens...... 1880 549 430 Nipher. 
@aholsiaas eas 1810 8 25 5 45 | Silliman’s Journal. 

Saline... 3<i5.acccl teers ee eer eee Weaeraratell Seto eee | 415 Estimated. 

Sangamon...... Springfield...... |1878| 550| 420/C.&G.5s. 
Schuyler = --.--- Rushville ...-.-.- 1895 | 515 5 00 County surveyor. 

SCObbese seme Winchester... --- 1892 | 6 12 5 40 Do. 

Shelby ..... MS die Reece ee eke bared Ss) 4 30 Estimated. 
Starke). co hoc | ne cctepse sees eee 1820 8 05 4 30 Mean of 7 stations. 

Stephenson) 4.2 |pos-osees=-iee = =e | 1895 6 00 5 40 County surveyor. 

Tazewell. <aeialeeoaseeeeceatace 1824 8 00 | 425 Mean of 5 stations. 

UO 2s oon ast joan eon a ae eee ee 4 30 Estimated. 
Mermilion ye,<.45\|\neee sone ase a aie 1821 15 440 Mean of 38 stations. 

Pilot Grove ..... 1879 30 3 05 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Damivalll erseree eee 1895 4 00 3 40 County surveyor. 

Wiabasbres.,-cechetemsecseereae ats nee [seeme ssc 3 30. Estimated. 

Warten sees ea Little York.-..-.. 1895 5 56 5 40 County surveyor. 

Washington ..-..| Nashville -...... 1880 6 14 4 55 Do. 

Wiaiyne ee oe a ioe arsenite isnie | 1818 7 51 4 20 Mean of 5 stations, 

WRI6 52 fee -an |e ae era aoe \noocoe| Soe a: 415 Estimated. 

Whitesides. slot scene (1843 726) 440 Mean of 3 stations. 
} Bulton sss. eee ae 1844 8 15 5/301 Co &'G.S. 

Walle o2 eee x 1825 7 AT 410 Mean of 16stations. 

Williamson ).<2e:l|ss.c8e cose sees hea eee eee 4 30 Estimated. 

Winnebago... - WROCKfOTd seo. man) sas =s eee eee 3.30 Mean of 2 results. 

Woodford sc see] cosa ees eeeaes 1826 ( 57 4 20 Mean of 9 stations. 
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INDIANA. 

The declination data in Indiana consist in the main of observations 

from the subdivisional surveys of the General Land Office, together 

with a few returns from county surveyors and a few stations by the 

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. The land surveys were 

made in this State between the years 1800 and 1850, and as the line 

of no secular variation crossed the State about 1820, the declination 

observations made in connection with the land surveys are greatly 

complicated with the change in declination. Corrections have been 

applied to reduce these observations to the epoch 1900 in accordance 

with the following table, derived from series observed within the State: 

is Year. | Reduction. || Year. Reduction. | 
| eee ate ee ae a ia | 

wen ee aL | 
I) SUSY ct ea at | 0 40 ASA HRA E Et oe es | 3 00 

(CEE? ot OR, ee 1 20 UES ee een eee | 3 20 

| Se aa eee 2 10 1820 Reese aaa | 2G 

PeaSGOeetee mets 2 25 ASO MSR ae eel ao. | 35 
1950 Meee ae ee SAO rahe S00 a sas mee, aes 8 3 20 

| | | 

The declinations are east, and the above reductions on account of 

secular variation are to be subtracted. 

: | eae | Observed | Declina- | | 
County. Town, city, ete. serva-| (eclina- tion in | Remarks. | 

Rone tion. 1900. | 

| 

| Ons / 

i. diowng 4.6 See a oe eae 1822 5 42 1 40 | Mean of 3 stations. | 
JMIGR .o63. S325 Rae eaoeeeeceeees | 1832 5 26 2 10 | Meanof 15 stations.) 

| Fort Wayne. ---- 1874 | 2 30 0 40 | N.A.S. 

PALUNOLOMEW == 5\|>\2 202-5 2--)s sie , 1820 | 6 08 1 55 | Mean of 7 stations. 

BenbOns yt: ---- WM eb epee: 5 2) | 1832 6 23 3 10 | Mean of 13 stations. 
Blackford ...-.. Ee hak Buh 2 1823 620| 2 25 | Mean of 5 stations. 

\Elantford) 22 s2—5 -- | 1895 2 31 | 2 15 | County surveyor. 

idie. ee ade ee | 1824 555 | 2415 Mean of 6 stations. 
IBIROW,. Cobbs ocllsScp See Seaton | 1820 6 45 2 35 Mean of 5 stations. 

Cama, soe cianie| Bees ao Hee eects | 1829 5 33 215 Mean of 8 stations. 

CHD .ccaéee hoes eae oe eee | 1830 5 42 2 20 | Mean of 10 stations. 

| Logansport -..-. 1836 5 35 2 25 | Silliman’s Journal. 

@lark2.<.2-.-: eis eae) 8 22, 1807 5 00 125 1 station. 

Cny er 1814 6 36 2 35 Mean of 4 stations. | 

Cinion | 1832 510| 200) Mean of 7 stations. | 
Crawford ...... | oer ene 1805 5 50 215 | Mean of 3 stations, 

ote jececied ee 11806 | 650| 3 15 | Mean of 9 stations. 
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: vom Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Rone declina- tion in Remarks. 

aon tion. 1900. 

Oy of 

Mearborne es eae ee cee oe eee eee 1800 5 10 150 Mean of 11 stations 

ID ecaburs s.cr a) iocs2o- eee eee 1820 6 40 2 30 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Wekallipmssofc% alco sae 1832 5 00 1 45 | Mean of 12 stations 

IDOLAWANES 2.5. c ces eee ee 1823 6 23 225 Mean of 18 stations. 

Dubois... -..22:.5\sc oy eee 1805 6 37 3 05 | Mean of 13 stations. 

IB cha rtis, se sts.4 <0) hao epee ee 1830 5 27 2 05 Do. 

Bay etter s.=s2 5.||/ocseeeseaseeeee 1817 6 16 215 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Bloyd = = sum 25= s\n Oe eee 1806 5 27 1 55 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Mountain =... .se eee eee 1822 6 50 250 Mean of 4 stations. 
Mranikliny ss see. | ep Se ee Ce 1808 5 52 210 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Fulton RA sis JAS ceed 1834 5 51 2 40 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Gibson. 2.25..<254| eee oe eee 1806 6 44 3 10 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Granth.) s25.5. 62] eee ee eee 1834 5 45 2 35. | Mean of 12 stations. 

Greene S255 52 ee eae eee 1814 7 03 3 00 Mean of 6 stations. 

Hamilton'.,.v eee ee eee 1822| 5 42| 135 | Mean of 5 stations. 
Hancock 2.= 3. -.4|5328- ene ee ee 1821 6 39 2 30 Mean of 11stations. 

Harvtison) 22.0 s|\Seese eee ceeeee 1806 6 24 2 50 Do. 

Hendricks - 25. obese eee eee 1821 5 50 1 40 | Do. 

lenny = cess s-oe Peeceee seme once 1821 6 11 2 00 | Mean of 4 stat-ons. 

Howard ........ |. aoa ke are 1844 | 436| 145 | Mean of 8 stations. 
Bunting ton... |e eee ee sear 1831 5 54 2 35 Mean of 7 stations. 

Jackson... -.425. cleo ae eee eee 1814 6 35 2 35 Mean of 3 stations. 

JASPEP « < 2)42.- 5.10 obec eases Seeeees 1834 5 45 235 Meanof 16stations. 

JAY! 0 ccso sae Je oe cena eee 1823 5 57 155 Mean of 11stations. 

Jehersol:a-ss2s|}=2-e eee eee 1807 6 10 2 30 1 station. 

JENNINGS eee eee eee ee 1809 5 34 | 150 Mean of 7 stations. 

Vernoni=t oscars 1895 1 46 1 30 | County surveyor. 

JoObnsoneesences |p ae ee eee | 1821 6 00. 1 45 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Rranisiini= assess 1894 2 36 215 County surveyor. 

Teil See er Ss Sy Cas ee 1808 | 636| 255) Meanof10stations. 
Vincennes. ......| 1880 4 22 3 05 | C. & G. S. 

IKOSCINSKO 24-5) see ees ee aes 1835 5 53 | 245 Meanof l6stations. 

Magran yer eseoo2|- pene nae aes 1831 5 20 2 00 | Mean of 12 stations. 

hake bse seco ca nea oristac er atecee 1834 6 27 | 3 15 | Meanof 23 stations. 

Crown Point - 1895 | 415] 4 00 | County surveyor. 

| Wuaporte a= cesecele soma etiaeksteee 1833 6 00 | 250 Meanof 17stations. 

Michigan City....1873| 400) 200'C.&G.S 
| oawrence 222 sesh cones searerecey 1812 7 03 3 20 Mean of 5 stations. 

Madison |. :5.080 |2eceeceneae ener | 1822 6 03 2 00 | Mean of 14 stations. 

| Miarionc..c 2-2 eee pale ae arene 1821 5 57 150 Mean of 6 stationse 

Indianapolis 1880 2 47 130/C. &G.S. 

Marshall’. 2.220. s)ooesesee eee eee 1833 | 6 14 3 05 | Meanof 12 stations. 

—— 
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ee Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. Meron declina- tionin | Remarks. 

Harn tion. 1900. | 

Mian tints sxetre cars| seins oaaelsyiiectai 1806 6 33 3 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 

[Vitamins oes el terse stereo erie ee 1840 5 19 2 20 | Meanof 12 stations. 

IMO nRO eG are taal ieee tone 1820 6 34 2 25 | Mean of 4 stations. 

IMOMBOWNGAT = aa||2-cecqesesceoences 1821 6 41) 2 25 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Morera memes e lacesiee saree see lol-)= ie: | 1821 6 10 1 55 | Meanof 13 stations. 

Martinsville. --.. 1896 ele 155 | County surveyor. 

INGKD, Gee eeu lpbeepecbeEore meee 1835 6 28 3 20 | Meanof 15 stations. 

INO@MIChaseate ssl eeeae ee ena esas 1834 ay UY 2 05 | Meanof 12 stations. 

(QW 10): =, Pa ae Na en rs en ieee a 1800 5 10 150 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Orang Oa eee ses eee ae ee = eeeissicierce 1805 6 00 2 25 | Mean of 7 stations. 

OwGticeshea head || Ssecgee Carer aa eens 1814 6 40 2 40 Do. 

ame = sete | eaoss soeseeoscece | 1820 6 36 2 25 | Mean of 9 stations. 

IPB Seco gRones be aeeeeee ase sae | 1805 6 30 3 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 

INKS a Oe ie Ses eee eRe eee ae 1805 6 37 3 05 | Mean of 7 stations. 

AOE. cone seas hebaos san Gaceeeeee 1834 6 38 3 30 | Mean of 6 stations, 

OS OWaxe ais alesse Sate a at sic 1806 6 57 3 20 | Meanof 13 stations. 

Mount Vernon... 1895 | 3 38 3 20 | County surveyor. 

New Harmony...) 1880 5 05 3 45 | C. &G.S. 

RMlAgt 2 gaecoe [eae ome Me a 1834 5 32 2 20 | Meanof 11 stations. 

Pin SDETTN Se Meee eae eee | 1820 6 25 215 | Mean of 7 stations. 
xreencastle ...-. | 1895 2 39 2 20 | County surveyor. 

Randolph ...... ere mR Meer |1817| 550] 150) Meanof12stations. 
INGOIGSY) <cbo.g6e55| BESSeS Ceee pS see eae 1817 5 5D 1 55 | Mean of 2 stations. 

[ingh 222 ae- ao eee | 1820} 706] 255 | Mean of 9 stations. 
Sits UCIE ON Sus cess See ears aera | 1834 5 50 2 40 | Meanof 12 stations. 

Seah: abcde ccaeelt eee eee | 1810 6 10 225 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Se linger ae eh. 22a adic oie) 1820 7 00 250 Meanof 10stations. 
Spencer -_._._-- | Peete cc eeeeemore | 1805 6 30 3 00  Meanof 12stations. 

Rockporteess--2- 1895 | 3 50 3 30 | County surveyor. 

Starke .........|.........-..---.:-| 1834 | 532] 2 20/| Mean of 8 stations. 
Steuben .-..-. leo So ss See 1831 458) 140 Meanof12stations. 

Sullivan. ....-- seen 5a See 1814 | 6 33 2 35 Mean of 11stations. 

Scotia Gina 1800 | 5 10 150 Mean of 4 stations. 
_ Tippecanoe... . | Se eee eee 1823 | 6 05 2 05 | Mean of 9 stations. 

sip tonpers = eee laa noe eee 1843 | 4 47 1 50 | Mean of 6 stations. 

hits Does eee 1800 5 07 145 Mean of 7 stations. 
Wilbertiyaerees ae 1895 1 30 110 County surveyor. 

Wandenbuc opens peeecer. sa. cieccscaltacces Bed aeaet 3 00 | Estimated. 

| Vermilion ..._-. 2508050 Coe anes 1818 6 54 2 50 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Wik ngasee eee | 2op et Ree 1815 6 44 2 45 | Mean of 8 stations. 

| Terre Haute. ___. 1888 3 45 3 00 |C.& G.S. 
\WEDERN 6.3 Berd bane 1838 5 40 2 35 | Meanof 16stations. 

17 GEOL, PT I 22 
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| Year | Observed | Declina- | 
County. | Town, city, etc. | pede declina- | tionin | Remarks. 

Verena tion. | 1900. 

: a [eS el oh ee ee | 
ae, ei 

WALTON, 52 -(.cjo00l eric 2. Sel sees | 1826 | 6 35 | 255 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Warrick ....... loc tcet seen 1806 = 37-3. 00. Mean of 9 stations. 
\kCanalie: Secs aeaee | 1895 | 3 38 3 20 County surveyor. | 

Wrashinetonies.2|sseeos eee eee EEer 1807 | 6 16 2 40 Mean of 6 stations. 

Wayne.......-. fe eaeet oe 53 - | 1809 5 10 1 25 Mean of 8 stations. 

Richmond ...---- 1896 1 53 1 35 County surveyor. 

Woellsg -/-2 55 .3|sc- eee eee 1826 | Srp 2 15 Mean of 9 stations. 

Wihites. <2). 5. |4> eet eee eee | 1831 | 5 5b | 2 35 Meanof 13stations. 

| Monticello -..--- | 1895 | 3 15 | 2 55 County surveyor. 

| Reynolds........ 1874 | 3 30 | 140 |N.A.S. | 
“waits Baer aed |: eaneee eee 1833 | 550| 235 Meanof 8 stations. 

INDIAN TERRITORY. 

Observations for declination are very scanty, except in the western 

part of the Territory, where the lands are now being subdivided by 

the United States Geological Survey, and along the eastern border, 

where observations have been made by the Survey of the boundary 

with Arkansas. 

The reductions on account of secular variation which have been 

adopted are similar to those used in Oklahoma, and are as follows: 

Year. Reduction. | 

oes 
eee 

| $8005, .coc0 gas eee ee | 030 

1SR0scqcee 2 See ee ee ee 100 | 

|: \4870)..c 0c. eee | 130 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 

eg | 
Pie | Observed | Declina- 

Reservations. Subdivisions. conor declina- | tion in Remarks. 
SCENAS tion. | 1900. 
tion. | 

| 4 aie = | at | 

| ~ 

Chickasaw Na- | Northeastern ..-.| 1871 | 9 58 8 20 Mean of 25 stations. | 
tion. | 

Northwestern ...| 1871 | 10 46 9 05 Mean of 29 stations, 

| Southeastern....| 1871 | 10 07° 8 25 Mean of 33 stations. 

Southwestern ...| 1871 10 30 8 50 Do. | 

| Northeastreser-|-.--.....--.------ 1875 9 12 735 Meanof 12stations. 
| vations. | 

Choctaw Nation Western ...-.---.- 1895 8 16 8 00 | Mean of 28 stations. | 

GreekNation=sc|teo.eeeosces eenees 1896 8 38 8 25 Mean of 5 stations. | 
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IOWA. 

The data for magnetic declination consist mainly of results from sub- 

divisional surveys of the General Land Office, with a few from the Coast 

and Geodetic Survey, and a number of returns from county surveyors, 

the latter being, of course, of recent date. The surveys of the General 

Land Office which are used were made between the years 1837 and 1860. 

The line of no secular variation appears to have crossed the middle of 

Towa about the year 1840, so that the reductions of most of these obser- 

vations to 1900 are more or less affected by this change in the secular 

variation. To reduce these observations to 1900, the following table, 

derived from series of observations taken in this State, has been used: 

Year. | Reduction. | Year. | Reduction. 
| 

ae ete «| 
I AC 5 ae eo eee Saas 0 40 | S60 Jose = Se ssitee aire 2 00 

S803 2ee5 <2 8 Seles 1 20 | 5 Oar pera ers ee 2 25 

Ist USS OR ea Seeeete 1 40 Ih SSeS seco ncaeeee 2 45 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 

, wea: Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Rens declina- lion in Remarks. 

Tor tion. 1900. 

ceed a E 

@ a Cu 

AGIOTIP = 6002 3604c DEBE OR ecb eS CEeE ee Ho aneeee \ererereya a3) ats 8 15 | Estimated. 

INGAM Bless 2 -\-~ - | Combe eos cease | 1895 G) a) 8 50 | County surveyor. 

Ahn (1851 900) 635) Meanof 18stations. 
‘Appanoose anbie Centerville..--.. | 1896 | 8 40 | 8 25 | County surveyor. 

Adi bonys ea = lcocSdeicscesoseacse loascae leeee eset 8 30 | Estimated. 

Bentoness = 2. — J beeSeeueeeseeeeeee | 1843 | 9 35 6 55 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Blackhawk.... | Waterloo.-.-.----- | 1895 | 7 33 | 7 15 | County surveyor. 

IBQONG Eee seie aa BOONE = = 2212 5.025.-.- 1894 | 7 06 6 50 Do. 

STOIC Tepito (separa re sists ere Sie Sl|laierecrec ete ais 7 00 | Estimated. 

OCU GTS TD 5 cca d)es2cbe csescsnebees|eabeee|leeseneras 6 45 Do. 

IDinGINg) WORN c eoal boo to SeSaeeeeeees 1855 10 36 | 8 25 | Mean of 23stations. 

ISTHIGE Laohosiaeal GeeeseEeSeEee eee joseeee eae ever | 7 30 | Estimated. 

Calhoun. -.--.-.| Manson ..-.--.---| 1894 9 25 | 9 00 | County surveyor. 

Carolla pe co| sa cesessses-as2-z2| 1853 11 30 | 9 10 | Mean of 30 stations. 

CESS, code de eqoce| So oseepcCSeeECnnes Cees ee | 815 Estimated. 

CAGE 2 nenbcehe Recon eee 1838 903 615  Meanof17stations. 
Miptonessa-52<5-< | 1895 6 45 6 30 | County surveyor. 

Conny CO Goes Ee Berea aes ass st 7 45 | Estimated. 

Clietatetedse 1855 | 1242| 10 30 Meanof17stations. 
Cherokee........ 1869 | 11 32 9 50 | C.& G.S. 

————e ee 
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| ; Bod Observed | Declina- id 
County. Town, city, etc. Rae declina- tion in Remark .- 

ee tion 1900 | 

Oo 7 o 

Chickasaw .-... . \ecteer cheresbcsscollsceccel|sssoscace 7 00 | Estimated. 

Clarkeye === == bechemccenassoseo: 1895 | 8 00 7 40 | County surveyor. 

@layas 25 e05-% |odce pen ece sc acts 1857 10 56 | 8 45 | Mean of 15 stations. 

| Gillett Grove -...) 1893 8 45 8 20 | County surveyor. 

Clayton. 2252/5.:)2)| ees eaters 1843 8 48 6 10 Mean of 9stations, 

Clinton. 22,0022. 2ereoee see eee | 1838 8 28 5 35 Meanof24stations. 

Dewibtass2s 22.2 Les 6 30 5 05 County surveyor. 

@rawford) = 42 =-4|po ease eee eee | 1854 | 10 36 8 20 Meanof10stations. 

Dallas): :.52c,-n\\eeeee One eee | eee eee ee 7 45 | Estimated. 

DEVAs' 52.262 204] Seeeer cee oaeeeae | 1895 8 10. 7 50 | County surveyor. 

Decatur =. secs |-saseeos see 1895 Te pial) elo Do. 
Delaware <<. 02) seese. aes eecee 1893 5 25 5 00 Do. 

Des: Moines=s5 75-22-12 ee eee 1839 9 09 6 25 | Mean of 16stations. | 

Dickinsone. Soo. se seo eee | 1857| 1232] 10 20! Meanof12stations. | 
Dubuque. ..---- epee sore en eve cece 1839 8 40 5 55 Mean of 20 stations. | 

Dulbuquesss: ==4- | 1895 6 30 6 16 | County surveyor. 

Immeétin asc ee hare ee eee 1858 11 06 9 00 Mean of 12 stations. | 

Fayette s22.252cc/eeccme ce coeeer os 1849 | 7 40 5 15 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Bloyd soccer a te Serene eee ee Pier seat 7 30 | Estimated. 
Prankdinvs2 see [Boeepecec eee sonore (esos oe once 7 45 | Do. 

Fremont. -oes-2 [or AF en eee see | eS lesoessces 8 45 | Do. 

Greene:.2-2 sacle ener see eos earn [eatee ate 8 25 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Grundy 2 S504 tees ee eee | Seen aeeanee 7 15 | Estimated. } 

Guthviey. gsc 4) See ee | 1895 7 45 7 25 | County surveyor. | 

Hamilton) .-2 s/o ese ee ieee (On 7 45 | Estimated. 
Hancock 22.5.2 | basen eos See eee ome cece 8 00. Do. 

Mardin = ss -s22 2st eo eee eee 1895 | 8 30 8 10 County surveyor. 

Harrison a 7a ecclt,s. Lanse Sa eee eae 915 Estimated. 

Henrye-eeeeees sant 2 te Spee eee | 1837 | 9 29 6 35. Mean of 6 stations. 

FLOWS :os2:cks ol sae te ae eee bee eee eee 7 20 | Estimated. 

um ib ol dite saws) ees eemen oat 1853 10 02. 7 40 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Wat scxenccmc soe | ae cee 1854 11 24 9 00 Mean of 9 stations. 

MON aieeicracts aretara| tela oreireee = See 1843 9 08 625 Meanofl1lstations. | 

Marengo ..-- —.-- 1876 40 7 10. County surveyor. 

DACKCONE ee |e ee eee 1839 8 19 5 35 Meanof28stations. | 

JOS POL oacte ammo tone eters cio sires eet eee 7 30. Estimated. | 

JSMETSONee eee eee eee eee ee 1841 9 50 7 05 | Mean of 6 stations. 

JODNnSONass wee ee cee ee eee 1840 9 00 615 Meanof1&8stations. 

VONES | Skeet tees oe ee eee oe 18388 9 22 6 30 Mean of 7 stations. 

Keokuk .2.22-caleeneeeece ee ae 1843 9 32 6 50 Meanof12stations. 

Sigourney ....... 1895 7 20 7 00 County surveyor. 

ak 
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=, : 7 j =] —— 

‘ | as | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. | Gree || declina- tion in Remarks. 

| Aion tion. 1900. 

| Pe | 
Rassuthiay seer Shee See cect: | 1854] 10 28 8 10 | Mean of 4 stations. 
IUD Seccou Gusta loess he CAC eRe Se (rl Ne tees sete eee ee 6 00 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Keokukes.422-- 1888 6 45 6 00 | C.& G.S. 
THIN eee one aacesace ese eeess 1842 9 32 6 50 | Mean of 8 stations. 

MGFOUIS Ayes eee eae oe on wate cieie | 1839 8 20 5 35 | Meanof14stations. 

WUCaAS Heres ao sees sce sie ese oa Sceelecees casts 7 30. Estimated. 

lLi/OO so caso coco bllesnapeae soboeeases | 1858 11 55 9 55 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Madison eae sac ee ure oe ote i toee | eects sil bbe aec'sieis 8 00 | Estimated. 

Malas karen ee ser re sea ncctiecic esse telmse aces see (palsy) Do. 

INIA ccomece cllooent Aa ADA SSeS eee eee 7 30 | Do. 

Marshall ....-- - Marshalltown .-. 1895 8 00 7 40 | County surveyor. 

Millis 222: a= 5)s! Glenwoode-feac|sescensaaneeee ee 9 35 | Meanof 14 results by 
| | county surveyor. 

Mitchell ....... [cme ce em RSET Peer coal imecenated: 
Monona ....---- Neg. Peg toi? | 1855 11 08 | 9 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Monroe: ..-- 2 -- [Ree iil tye Tih gS Ie serie ok ihe | 7 30 | Estimated. 

Mont Om eLye-seil-j soe ieee es aca oee ee ees aed 8 30 Do. 

inert ee eee 1838 757| 5 10| Meanof I5stations. 
| Atalissa........-| 1882 7 20 6 10. Nipher. 

O’Brien ........ | SR oe ens 1857 | 11 24 9 15 | Mean of 16stations. 
Osceolatearece-tlls-2 Sscheeesteescc| 1858 11 24 9 20 | Mean of 11 stations. 

psibley=.---27.c- | 1877| 1050| 925|C.&G.S. 
ae Obese eionsis|esacssete cies etsie 1893 9 12 8 35 | County surveyor. 

12 A@ INU 6-S55s| Sense case eo aenes 1854 11 45 9 30 Mean of 16stations. 

IPR RRO UD Ne costal las SeaG coe eU Rees 1855 IY 5B} 9 40 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Pocahontas. .... Pare ie he be | 1855 | 11 40 9 25 Mean of 36 stations. 

Olen ee AhLn 2. | 1894 | BS 9 10 County surveyor. 

Ral Des Moines... 1888| 828) 740|C.&G.5. 
POLANICIUBING 3|oabes3esee na eeeees |pnenee seeaeeere 9 30. Mean of 2 stations. 

Council Bluffs... 1878 10 40 915 Proc. Royal Society. 

OW eSiGkwemern sso. ok sei Oe oc blond see 7 00 Estimated. 

ISTE ROG. coccouledeg econ eee anes HRaeee (Paes 8 00 Do. 

SHC cocéen babeee See e | 1853 10 02 740 Mean of 23 stations. 

Scott scese|) DEK Gayo Gacace 1888 6 09 by Phy |) (0a G's Crass 

ShelDyre se. 2 52. | ena Shorey aa! 2 el hoe ener ae 8 30. Estimated. 

SIGUOS .. ssc cecees beCeR See | 1856 | iil wy 9 05 Mean of 8 stations. 

SHONY codccecotell Geter e eaee ae! eae a ae 6 40 Mean of 2 stations. 

PATIOS eye eteole = 1s ic1=s2 | 1894 | 6 43 6 20 | County surveyor. 

Wamiwes ose... Wittoledol2-22....5: \eteia ln 8886) 7, 10)| Do. 
avons ess. Bedford peseseeee 1895 9 10 | 8 50 | Do. 

Unione es WAttone 0: | 1895 840] 8 20| Do. 
Vau Didier (Micregnne 7 10 | 1station. 
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| | ; " eee Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. noni declina- tion in Remarks. 

| one tion. 1900. 

| = . = 

| Lo Sea i 7 
Wiapelloes oscar sesse ce SS 1844 | 9 49 7 15 Mean of 6 stations. 

| Ottumwa.....-.- 1895 | 7 25 7 10 | County surveyor. 

Warren ...-.- Pa een a NEES loose ceca | 7 45 | Estimated. 

Washime tons = s2)25-- se acres 1839 | 9 28 | 645 Meanof19stations. 

Wianmeemencm=s | ioe ee see ty 7 30 Estimated. 

Webster.....-.- 5 2 ae a 1852, 1011) 750 Meanof17stations. 
Winnebagon. scclessacat hse acseeee |e saaee eee oes | 8 00 Estimated. 

Winneshiekic..).5. 2oee sere eee | 1850 8 00 5 35  Meanof 16stations. | 
Woodbury ..--- | Bess a On Seo O 1855 12 00 9 50 | Mean of 9 stations. | 

we au Rae Peer Se) ee | 74 _ Estimated. 
Wrights 222. -5.- | silccetee sc oelesteea|seeses leer | 8 00 Do. 

KANSAS. 

Observations in Kansas are derived in the main from the surveys of 

standard lines and township exteriors by the General Land Office. In 

order to obtain data for a few counties, it was found necessary to draw 

from the subdivisional surveys. A few observations have been obtained 

from the Coast and Geodetic Survey, while numerous county surveyors 

have reported the declination in 1895 and 1896. The Land Office results 

in this State appear to be of excellent quality. 

The line of no secular variation appears to have crossed Kansas 

between the years 1840 and 1855. The earliest Land Office surveys in 

the eastern part of the State were about the year 1855, while the latest 

ones in the western part of the State bear dates between 1870 and 1880, 

thus falling from fifteen to twenty-five years behind the line of no seeu- 

lar variation. The effect of the change in secular variation is hardly 

appreciable in this State, from a comparison of observations taken at 

the earliest and latest dates. The reductions to 1900, derived from 

series of observations, are as follows: 

Year. Reduction. Year. Reduction. 

| | ro / 

WwilS 9 Oiepaer Aes oe pecan oe 0 40 AS GO 22. cee eye er 2 35 

WSSO ee eae anaes 1 5 IS60S en ca eee Zo 

ISTO ma ee: We eee 145 | 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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: pra Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, etc. eee declina- tion 1n Remarks. 

on tion. 1900. 

Onan Cus 

Allonh sea he ace |sateae come eSerictes 1867 11 30 | ~~ 9 35 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Humboldt. .....- 1878 10 05 8 50 | C.&G.S. 

Anderson! scesa4|sooa- secs Seeeee 1856 IL 37, 9 05 | Mean of 4 stations. 

INGCHISON Essen |S-coeeec eae he cece 1855 11 08 8 45 | Mean of 16 stations. 

| Atchison .------- 1892 8 43 8 15 | City engineer. 

iBanber s2--)- -=-c eae everett. men 1873 11 45 10 10 | Mean of 36 stations, 

Barbone eee aoe o se ecg ke: | 1866 1150| 9 55 | Mean of 10stations. 
| Great Bend .....| 1878 | 11 05 9 50 | C.& G.S. 

Bourboniess= ee ene tae up oe a | 1867 11 10 9 15 | Mean of 6 stations. 

IBROWAN cooaaceas iesee tae ceee tests 1855 11 40 9 15 | Mean of 23 stations. 

| Hiawatha....... | 1893 | 10 07 9 45 | County surveyor. 
Bubleries2 see | eaeet c Soa ee Peete 1862 | 11 23 9 15 | Mean of 23 stations. 

| Eldorado........ 1895 9 35 9 20 | County surveyor. 

@hasemeeeses ose | pESc OREO Ose DRaaes 1856 11 40 9 15 | Mean of 9 stations. 

@haubanquaceselteen sek eeenssne-cc 1871 10 25 | 8 45 | Mean of 16 stations. 

Cherokee ..-.-.-- Rote peta cteitre sere miste 1868 10 25 8 30 | Mean of 20 stations. 

| W@W sscscesassoc 1896 8 03 7 50 | County surveyor. 

Ghovennom see |es en tele e 1870 | 1337] 1250 Mean of 19stations. 
Clan: .,eAeeans eee aoe eee eee 1871} 1150] 1010 | Meanof 27 stations. 
Olayate = soe [eae Sot on AI 3: 1857 1230) 1010 Mean of 16stations. 

| Clay Center. -..- 1895 9 59 9 40 | County surveyor. 

(Cloudmeer ys foe tae eerstee sc gactens 1858 | 13 12 10 50 | Mean of 12 stations. 

(COL) Acosco bes SUSE Cee ee ee ee 1856 12 26 10 10 | Mean of 5 stations. 

| Burlington..---. 1895 | 9 31 9 15 | County surveyor. 

Comanche: ---- - lipase Goon AP een eae 1871 12 00 10 20 | Mean of 33 stations. 

Wowileyases----- Wiinitield\==.s2—.- 1895 9 15 9 00 | County surveyor. 

(CHRP TARONROL, teal eee tee ore | 1867 12 03 10 05 | Mean of 2 stations. 

DOCH. oc Sa Sel Nee eae eee ees | 1864} 13 30 11 30 | Mean of 7 stations. | 

DICKINSON Me eso Pasetece sass esos | 1856 11 50 9 30 | Mean of 10 stations. 

\Atbilene!s-.. 425 -- 1835 | 10 00 9 45 | County surveyor. 

Waniphaniss 8|e: 222222320825 1855 1120) 9 00 Meanof 12stations. 
PRO Ve seecsae clas) 1895 54 9 35 County surveyor. 

Douglas....-.--| Lawrence ...-.-..| 1878 9 52 8 35 | C.&G.8. 

DOKVERC Boscscnc|badoou BoA eaeraee 1871 12 05 | 10 25 | Mean of 12 stations. 

| Kinsleyeees see 1895 10 46 10 30 | County surveyor. 

1010 ee Ie eet 2 ZF Y. | 1867] 1127) 930) Mean of 7 stations. 
| Molimesenea2 22. 1895 9 10 8 50 | County surveyor. 

JST) ce caehatess| QAee a eee | 1868 12 10 10 20 | Mean of 18 stations. 

(ebais eee. 22 Oe 1872| 1225) 10 45|C.&G.S. 
| Hays ...- 1895 11 20; 11 00 County surveyor. 

Ellsworth... --. |----2+ 222-22 eee ee 1859 12 38 10 20 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Ellsworth..-.... 1895 10 17 10 00 | County surveyor. 
| | 
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‘ nt ; eee Observed Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Geen declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. | 

° / ro) 1 

).Bhinne yaa eeoies st fe 203 ee ae 1870 | 12 35 | 10.50 Meanof 15 stations. 
Wordiese ss Sorat J p.ceeoe. aes 1872) 1148)| 1015 | Mean of 7 stations. | 

Dodges. so. eeeee 1895 | 1030| 1015 County surveyor. 

irene’ 202s dseh eB eee 1856 1128) 9 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 
Gartioldins..2522|ac6 ea eee 1870 | - 1240 11 00 Mean of 8 stations. 
GearyeyaSiccuchlesh ues se eee 1857 1210) 9 50) Mean of 2 stations. | 

Junction City...| 1888 | 1005| 915)|C.&G.S. 
(Cover earner Woasant gooses sai2s2e 1869 13 25 11 40 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Graham)2.5: 32: |Pjs-ee soces eee 1867 | 12 50 11 00 Meanof 15stations. 

Grantic. 2322452 see eos seeeeee 1873 ; 12 27 10 50 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Gray.ssce sssbms Jae re seeeeeeeee 1872 | 12 25 10 45 Mean of 5 stations. 

Cimarron ....--- 1895 | = 10 48 10 25 County surveyor. 

Greeley -...-.-- | sfete crcteeicisiceleeins 1872 | 12 53 12 00 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Greenwood ..-.- (Sta otieeh sehen 1867 11 30 9 25 Mean of 21 stations. | 

inne kareseeeeeee 1895 9 32 915 | County surveyor. 

Hamilton ...--. Jepgueces ccoc bsecac 1872 | 12 45 11 00 Mean of 14 stations. 

Harperiinss ste sss: i eteaiceees 1876 10 50 9 10 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Anthony. = = |: 1896 9 50 | 9 35 County surveyor. 

Harvey ...----- Vel Seid Eine Fn 1857 1147, 925 Mean of 5 stations. 

Newton): jee 1895 | 10 05 9 50 | County surveyor. 

Haskell 25! 3s Gea ee VA878)l. 122i) 3050 | Mean of 13 stations 
Hodgeman 2225/24 5. see 1870 1206} 10 20  Meanof19stations 

Jetmores=-5-5 4-2 | 1895; 11 10 | 10 55 | County surveyor. 

Jackson’ =2 MiscG setae ee eee eee | 1855 11 46 | 9 20 Mean of 5 stations. 

Holton 2222 e525 1895 9 37 | 9 20 | County surveyor. 

JOHETSON 5.2526 oe asee eee aca eee | 1855 10 53 | 8 30 Mean of 4 stations. 

Jewell: 2522525 sme oeecrtese tees ; 1862, 12 28 10 15 Mean of 14 stations. 

Jiewellereeas-seee 1894 10 40 10 20 County surveyor. 

JOUNSONE a esses sels ee eee nee | 1856 | 10 30 | 8 05 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Kigaimoyses corr S2<,-cctee oee aeee 187101) 12748 11 10 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Rem om ane ee | eee ere | 1869 | " 11 80 | 940 Meanof24stations. 

Rio Wancts Stocal ease Ie te 1869 1205 10 15 Mean of 30stations. 
Labette ...-.-.- Parsons sees 1880 | 33 8 20 | Nipher. 

Laney: be 22-2 es o| Soe eere eee ees 1870 12 50 11 05 | Mean of 12 stations. | 

Teavenworthen since se eee 1855 11 20 + 8 55 | Meanof13stations. | 

Ft. Leavenworth | 1858 11 00 8 40 | Stone. 

Lincolny-2: 20 ees. = soem cre eee 1859 12 30 10 15 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Linn)... Ghd [tae ee nee eee 1856 11 20 8 55 Mean of 6 stations. 

Mound City ----- 1895 8 26 8 10 | County surveyor. 

Lioganesseeees Reese sen eee ees eS 1870 13 10 11 25 | Meanof 9 stations. 

LyODs sca. soctes|Goclenas tae ae 1856 12 25 10 00 Mean of 8 stations. 

Emporia .....0.. 1888 10 08 9 20; C.& GS. 
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Year | (bserved | Declina- 
| County . Town, city, etc. OEOb, declina; tion in Remarks. 

tion. | ox | i 

McPherson! 2-62) ees -Seso2 3. ces | 1858 | 12 26 10 05 | Mean of 12 stations. 

McPherson ..---. | 1894. | 9 56 9 35 | County surveyor. 

NIGRNIO so oscscs= oeete ses ateaetcremci— | 1857 | 11 53 9 35 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Mianionieer nice | 1893 | 9 57 | 9 30 | County surveyor. 

Marshall .-.--.- Viney LR | 1855 | 1150| 9 25 | Meanof18stations. 

Marysville ..---- | 1895 | ¢) alg) 9 00 | County surveyor. | 

Wend he see os mee ete is 1873) 1155) 10 20 | Mean of 9stations. | 

Meade --..-------; 1896 | Fat 10 55 | County surveyor, 

INGOT Gene = Sones psoconeosese ane aene 1856 | 11 48 9 20 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Mitchellas2--25 Vt Bes cya ote be 5 es 1862 12 50 10 40 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Montgomery .--| Cherryvale ....-. | 1895 8 28 8 10 | County surveyor. 

Morris ........- tts hie ae ae 1856 | 1145| 9 20] Meanof stations. 
INIGHEGIN A Se Sei 2||Soe seen eaeeaeeee 1874 12 20 10 50 | Mean of 15 stations. 

INeIMah wees eee sere eine ccveeer 1855 11 20 8 55 | Mean of 22 siations. | 

INGOSNOSE fe ee eaa|| tose necaeomeeeis Se | 1867 12 03 10 05 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Nope |: 5 ee eee enteae 1869 12 40| 1050 | Mean of 19 stations. 
Ness City ..----- 1895 11 22 11 05 | County surveyor. 

INOT HOME ao sates eens sees ae ease 1865 13 00 11 00 | Mean of 14 stations. 

O8BG@ ssssadeted|bbes6escoscedageue 1856 12 48 10 20 | Mean of 3 stations. 

IO ANGOW Seaan osee 1895 9 29 9 10 | County surveyor. 

Oglann@ssnbsce| tees ooseooseneoeee 1864 12 09 10 10 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Osborne= == == )---- 1895 10 58 10 40 | County surveyor. 

ORO sodensoa po lceacs aca eee rss 1858 12 00 9 40 | Mean of 9 stations. 

IEE NGS .Jotenened Boose soe aeeeneaees 1867 12 30 10 30 | Mean of 12 stations. 

|plarned essen eee | 1893, 10 56 10 30 | County surveyor. 

Ob cogaseee| | Dosa GEE OSA eee 1859 13 23 11 10 | Mean of 18 stations. 

Phillipsburg ---.) 1895 10 58 10 40 | County surveyor. 

Botta atomions|saee ese sees == se | 1855 12 00 9 35 | Mean of 11 stations. 

Westmoreland...) 1895 9 08 8 50 | County surveyor. 

Brattees.co25-..6 Brat tiey- eerste. 1895 10 24 10 05 Do. 

Rawilins.......- | eee 1870 13 20 11 35 | Mean of 17 stations. 

IRenOse se = 25's 52> Ree ae Pg sever Ss 1859 | 12 25 10 05 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Hutchinson ----- 1895 9 50 9 30 | County surveyor. 

Republic. ...-.. Vetersteercvees eres ask | 1858 12. 03 9 45 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Riceees oe .2-: Waeaae GES es Fisce) iy eihe551, 9550. -. Do. 
| iy OUS See eee se 1895 | 1003) 9 45 | County surveyor. 

Riemer 11956 | 1150| 9 30| Mean of 8 stations. 
Manhattan .----. | 1895} 10 09 9 50 | County surveyor. 

POG iceaidaecade lSeecee daeee eae 1865 12 50 10 50 | Mean of 15 stations. 

SiOOMONsc5s sese | 1895 11 13 10 55 County surveyor. 

[nih aeee eee Lacrosse ...---.- | 1895 | 1022{ 10 05 | Do. 

Alexander. ...... 1880; 1210) 1055|C.&G.S. 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. ek declina- tion in Remarks. | 

or tion. 1900. | 

all. | 

o oO 44 | 

Riccellie es ee Ness le ae 1866 | 1200| 10 00 | Meanof 15stations. 
Sallimeesoe oe astelese ccs eceas co seeee 1858 12 15 9 55 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Salina, 2.2. .c2aelbecteen (ee ae | 10 35 | County surveyor. | 
| Mean of 228 re- 
| sults. 

Scottie-Aee.c22 o/s ceoc oan seeee 1870 13 05 11 20 | Mean of 15 stations. 

Sedie-wicky- Sa c2 lln25 5 -seeersepteesoes 1859 11 50 | 9 30 | Mean of 12stations. 

| Wichita......... 1895 | 1030) 10 10 | County surveyor. 

Seward ........ leat ioe eee 1874| 1154) 10 25 | Mean of 13stations. 
Shawnee ..---.. EPR SS pac, | 1856 | 1245| 10 20 | 1station. 
Sheridan ....... |.) oe cee ae | 1869! 1322! 11 40 | Mean of 10stations. | 
Sherman ....... [cee een ee 1871 | 1315| 11 30| Meanof 13stations. 

| Goodland ....--. 1988! 1224) 1140|/C.&G.5S. 
SME ER OSs eacalloceued tones. ocoSae 1862 131 11 05 | Mean of 11 stations. 

Smith Center.-..| 1895 11 39 11 20 | County surveyor. 

Stafford 22% s2+ ed) as: asenee sees | 1866 ial aul 9 35 | Mean of 4 stations. 

St. JOhnye eee | 1896 10 30 10 15 | County surveyor. 

Stanton —<-- -2--|- st Gee storia erence 1873 12 36 11 00 | Mean of 15stations. | 

SUNN eceassce|lseenesassocuessces 1874 1218} 11 35 | Mean of 8 stations. | 

Sumnereeso--ee | see Coe Seema as 1871 11 20 9 40 | Mean of 29stations. 

Phomas(. 4-20 os |e Gee ae 1870 163 aly 11 30 | Mean of 23stations. | 

Trego\:.cc.k,- seo eee ee eee eee 1868 12 55 11 00 | Mean of 15stations. | 

Wabaunsée..2 |. eee ee tees 1856 11 44 | 9 20 | Mean of 9 stations. 

; AM aioe as Meee 1892 10 04 9 35 | County surveyor. 

Wallace. 2225 sesese ee eee ea Lou 13 00 11 20 | Mean of 15stations. 

| Wallace. .---....| 1872 13 18 11 40 | N.A.S. 

Washing toni. <\-cce sees aceeeoel 1856 | iL Giz/ 9 30 Mean of 19stations. 

Washington sea 1896 10 37 10 20. County surveyor. 

Walchitar <2. lat ae eran 1870 teh aly 11 30 Mean of 8 stations. 

Wallson)-C8 3-2 Sele. eens ee eee 1867 11 14 | 9 20 Mean of 12stations. 

Woodson =.= | so02 sana eee see 1867 11 48 955 Mean of 7 stations. 

Yates Center -...| 1895 9 20. 9 00 County surveyor. 

Wiyandottersc..|-2a =e eee 1855 11 13 850 Mean of 7 stations. | 
: | eo Aidit ty ot pend 

KENTUCKY. 

Observations for magnetic declination in Kentucky are very scanty, 

only 39 counties out of 119 being represented. These observations are 

from returns of county surveyors by the United States Coast and Geo- 

detic Survey, with a few from miscellaneous sources. Nearly all of 

them are of recent years, none being earlier than 1859, the date of a 

few which were observed in connection with the survey of the southern 

boundary of the State. 
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They have been reduced to 1900 by the application of corrections 

derived from series of observations in this State and Tennessee. They 
are set forth in the following table: 

Year. Reduction. |) Year. | teduction. 

se —_ i i \| 

oO | Oo / 
PRL SOO Sees oes oe WMC OPAO MAME SGOS. 2540208 = take 2 10 

TERT ae eter ee Teor S50 eS cSac et amas 2 20 
(ST OMe hee eS UA OEE at SOUR cete ae nc 2 50 

The line of zero declination crosses this State. East of it the decli- 

nation is west and is distinguished by the letter W. West of it the 

declination is east and is distinguished by the letter E. The above 

corrections are to be added to west declinations and subtracted from 

east declinations. 

p | Meee Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. aoren declina- |) tion in Remarks. 

oe tion. 1900. 

| 

) Chid ov 

nd 00: sa SOROS een Pe | eae 2 15 E. | Estimated. 
PANG rier eee tel | es are Seca ve eeveteie(arats Sees2sGoceeaaes 3 30 E. Do. 

Anderson -.----- Leathers Store ..; 1894 | 1 51 E. | 1 30 E, | County surveyer. 

Ballard’=2--2--- Sapekes Se rete e ae ee les ate (peene Beee 4 30 E. | Estimated. 

ISAT ssooouasa| Cave City...---- 1875 | 5 55H. | 4 25H, | N.A.S. 

BEA, « sina ac a ae a eet) ae 0 30E. | Estimated. 
IBEW ceo sstisesabc | HSB ae Sane ae nee ae sae e ae eae 0,30 E. Do. 

IBOONC ee <a 1s ioe 8 se a | lee eeee ere 1 30 E. Do 

POUHION sascha SS ea son Sa soen eens Seeker Joecoocoas |; 0 45 0. Do 

ES OY, Cen ere e ee et he creel | ani o[emsactsese 0 30 W. Do. 

Boylen G2. =... | Danville ........ | 1889 | 2 02 B. | 1 20E.| C.&G.S. 
IBTaACKen)s- 5. 2... | SeStekcn scapes en Beats lh Aire eles | 0 30K. | Estimate |. 

Breathitt. ...-.- S38 SSeS eae Seen SOS ese eee eine 015 E. Do. 

Breckinridge -... Hardinsburg -.--| 1895 | 215E. | 2 00K. | County surveyor. 

BMW acne} Gees SES Se Snes ae ae | See Fes pet ees 215K. | Estimated. 

Butler sees ls 4 aera a2, Lane 1895 | 1 30 E. | 1 15 E. | County surveyor. 

Caldwell ....... eet eeu! tt ieee FE Bel ee 415 E. | Estimated. 
Callomisy .4sce4| Sees cea aes aeeeel Reena | eran 5 35 E. | Mean of 2 stations. 

Campbell ...... [erste oa? i sn: bial Sead | 1 00 E. | Estimated. 
COmliINs .cedQeed Heee eee Gees ss hae ee or | 4 30 EK. Do. 

@arroll: =< 5... |. Sethe d da ae eae oe eae | Seeiel saeee | 2 00 BE. Do. 

CEng . dasnGene| bao aee eee 1896 | 1 30 W.| 1 45 W.| County surveyor. 

| Grayson........- 1881 | 1 28E.|010E.|C.&G.s. | 
CPST ceseu8 3Soo| Mesa eee eee (Case Sees | 2 00 E. | Estimated. 

| Christian 2---.. Croftonee eee eee 1875 | 6 15H. | 4 45 E. | N.A.S. 
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County. 

Crittenden) 4 3.45.25 06.2 sneer | 

Cumberland #222220 ee eee 

Daviess 

Maytield 

Litchfield 

Graviess sos. ses 

Graysoncc se = =|) eanehitiel diaesaae= 

Greene 

Greentip > 222 2 saaseeeion see Ieee 

Hancock 

Hardin 

Hopkins). 22. 

Jackson 

IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Year Observed | Declina- 
pis declina- tion in Remarks. 
fered tion. 1900. 

1895 | 2 28 E. | 2 10 E. | County surveyor. 

swiectalesspewee 0 30 E. | Estimated. 

1859 | 4 30 E. | 2 20E. | Boundary survey. 

eet |....-----| 4 00 E. | Estimated. 

i Bass SE eee 2 30E. Do. 

[3 gi eae seers 330E.| Do. 
ioe ee ee 2s Sk OOEEE Do. 
Soto ec | Seen eee 0 00 Do. 

ee aes 0 45 E. | Do. 

sss | Sees 115E. | Do. 

1881.| 1 45 BE. | 0 25 B. | C.&G.S. 

peter lees cet 015 W. Estimated. 

acerca peeeoe eee 1 30E Do. 

Be Fa |e eee 5 00 E | Mean of 3 stations. 

1895 | 5 04 E. | 4 45 E. | County surveyor. 

Sas peteeeeoe 130 E. | Estimated. 

Soe ae oe 1155 Do. 

ee Ae ee 215 E Do. 

1881 | 5 13 E. | 3 50 E. | C.& G.S. 

1881 | 3 20 E. | 2 00F Do. 

ys |.....----| 2 30 E. | Estimated. 
saa Fee cee 0 30 W.. Do. | 
1893 4 40 E. | 4 10 E. | County surveyor. 

rotten | eee ..--| 2 30 E. | Estimated. 

Peer oo eee Om og nts Do. 

1881 | 2 30E.|110E.|C.&G.S. 
haf \...+--+--| 2 30E. | Estimated. 
1895 4 15 E. | 4 00 E. | County surveyor. 

Aes eee 2 00 E. | Estimated. 
1895 15 E. | 4 30 E. ' County surveyor. 

1881 | 5 06 E. | 3 45 E. | C.&G.S. 

pe ae 0 45 E. | Estimated. 

ete (RR gees bee try ck Do. 
1875 | 2 48 E 115 E.)}C.&G.S8. | 

See closes raeas 0 15 W.| Estimated. 

eer Seay h eA 115 £. | Do. 
Sn Ae ees S a5 0 00 Do. 

oe ee {ato See OOO Do. 

ewe Pee ei Do. 
ae lee ese) ORIN F Da. 
Jorsareal weedioe ee 0 15 W. Do. 
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Year Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. oheb: declina, tionin | Remarks. 

ao tion 1900. | 

et = sl ee 

oO 4 oO 8 | 

UG) AE Bece oHe aac [AAS Reo eecE eae eae ae ee TERT 0 30 E. | Estimated. 

IDG Osc sese soca seca ce Glee ete Sees | easel eee ered | OF Lo rE. Do. 

etc ereee arte eee ed Seca Siler ox - lo00 | Do. 
NO WASH cesta) |e a aectee ose cee al Ge ecrsallee mercies | 100 E. | Mean of 3 stations. 

incolnesssa a= Stantord) Sees —2 1881) 4 lo i. | 2) 55 KH. || 'C.& G.S. 

Givin esuonee ees | see oes tere aes euearaas |5 40 E. | Mean of 3 results 
| by C. & G.S. 

ILQEi 5 chad cabal Ropdat ne caer daeten Eseene Sanam ee 4 00 E. | Estimated. 

ILWOOVnoasoaqe ceo] Gases cooce dee cel Casein eee ret ee 4 00 E Do. 

McCracken. ---. Paducahyecea sees 1865 | 6 45 E. | 450 E. | ©. &G.S. 

Mc Weanea=-1-5-4 Sacramento ~ ---- 1894.) 4 45 E. | 4 20 E. | County surveyor. 

IOI ONY. ssa Seallocoaece oe abe Cann OS ae edee IPoBeeaser 1 00 E. | Estimated. 

Male offi: 2-2) | seen ne ce ssesiser eee = bees ecoc 0 00 Do. 

MarionBesessa: = | Lebanon ....-... | 1881 13 45E | 225K. | C. & G.S. 

Miers e lowe etea OMe der GM et eNO Mel nee. | (4155. Estimated. 
IN(eAiI: Popo Geeallbeewoe Ros ne a eee esl Se eee EO eee | 0 30 W. Do. 

Mason ...._----| Maysville ..._... 1894 | 0 18 W. | 0 40 W.| County surveyor. 

Meadéye 225-525: Brandenburg... .| 1895 | 5 15 E. |.4 55 E. | Do. 

ignites eee son bSoeere er ee eee Heeoee Sees aeere 0 30 E, | Estimated. 

IGROOE CeSega6 2 | REARS Ieee. he ee ee | 1 30. | Do. 

MieweniieeeSo8ollecua aqes Gene BECoer Se aens| Beeeeseec 2 30 E. Do. 

WIGWING) Se eens Ges ee Ae ae ae 1895 | 2 25 E | 2 15 E. | Mean of 5 results. 

MOM O MOR, scoll-cocoseecoue SE aa Bence eee eere | 0 30E. | Estimated. 

NIGH eS Sah ace Eeoe poe eCea eae oa Reese] eee 0 00 Do. 

Muhlenberg ....| Central City ....) 1886 | 3 36 E. | 2 40 E. | C. &G.S. 

NIGIKGIN sass ecclESbene Best eee See oe Heese eee |215E. | Estimated. 

INTGIONAR). .. so8Senl Raseeeboe tee See e a Ah eese Sees 0 30 E, Do. 

QV sscaae Qéeo5|| SS hae ee ne ere eee 3 30 E. Do. 

Ol diva eee VRE a ay eine | epee i ere es PF IGA Die Do. 

ONG sacs. boas SEE aoe ee Oe aoe 1 30E Do. 

Owsley......--- [2 aa ane ees ee 0 30E Do! 
Pendleton. .---. | NiO sae BASE aan 1896 | 1 05 E. | 0 50 E. | County surveyor. 

| Falmouth ....... | 1872 | 3 22K.) 145. /C.&G.S. 

Portland ........ | 1875 | 3.38 E. | 205E. | NALS. 
Ponty cabdne ste tiene anna re ne 0 15 EF. | Estimated. 
pica as en oP et a ae 050W.| Do. 
Powells... 2 Jp eter aire FT ae 0 30 E Do. 

Pulaski ........ |, pth Ae Leer. 130 E Do 
ISOMGHIRGH2 3.2 Ge lboebas SS Sane Seen Se eeaeel Se eee | 0 30E Do. 

Rockcastle ..... | Livingston ...-.. etesiell asm EMU 1s: Bel) Ce (G. 6: 
LEONE 3556 coda cIBGE RUS Ge aSC En Cae ee eee 0 00 Estimated. 
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| ; ea | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city. ete. declina- tion in temarks. 

pial tion. 1900. 

/ o 

Russells ae ae ins Node eereos Sen eee eee 2 00 E. | Estimated. 

ISSCOt ss 25 satcers|| esac ede ee aa es el ee 1155 Do. 

Shoelbyeeee oe: Shelbyville... ... 1871 | 3 O2E.|125En.| C.&G.S. 
Simpsoni---- —--- Ee th 1859 | 7 20 E. | 5 10 E. | Boundary survey. 

Spenceries- eos | 2h Se ee [ase eeu eae 2 00 E. | Estimated. 

Mary lor eons Aas ee eee eee eee 21558 Do. 

Moddescerecsasts Guthriees-seeea= 1875 | 6 45 E. | 5 15 E. | N.A.S. 

Grigg. O25. soos. cea eee eee 1859 | 6 48 E. | 4 35 E. | Boundary survey. 

Trimble? s-=22-54|sa2 cee eee sees ee eee 2 00 E. | Estimated. 

Union. 2/2205 | Passe eee eee eee ee ee 4 15 E Do. | 

Warren) ook sel eee an eee eee 1896 | 5 00 FE. | 4 45 E. | County surveyor. 

Oalslanduaees eer 1871 | 6 15E. | 4 35 EB. | C.&G.S. 

Washing tonh =: s95 25s see meee eens Waa wt 2 00 E. | Estimated. 
Wayne so t/a Sein eta eie eee are ae ae ee | 1 30E Do. 

iWiebster=ee. s--- Providence... ... 1895 | 4 30 E. | 4 20 E. | County surveyor. 

Wihittleysea--ee | Williamsburg ...| 1873 | 2 04 E. | 0 30 E. | N.A.S. 

Wolfe. fy seeee ees ts eh ek UP ae Ee 0 30E. Estimated. 
WioodforWeecaes ese e eee ee | i. Oye See eee 1 30 EB Do. 

LOUISIANA. 

Observations in Louisiana are derived in the main from the subdivi- 

sional surveys of the General Land Office, with a few returns from 

parish surveyors and scattering data from other sources. The Land 

Office surveys are of date between 1835 and 1880, and appear to be of 

fairly good quality. 

The line of no secular variation appears to have crossed Louisiana 

about 1830, and thus many of the Land Office observations are compli- 

cated with the change in secular variation. 

to the epoch 1900 by the application of the figures given in the follow- 

ing table, derived from series observed within the State: 

| Reduction. | Year. 

he — 

| eae : 
1890 Sees eee oa ee 0 30 

TSBOF seo hoe ee ee 1 00 

| S187 OR ee eee ee 1 30 

IGOR 5 nen e eee 2 10 

They have been reduced 

j 

| Reduction. Year 

ISO See ee eee 2 20 

1840) te ee oe 2 30 

ISSO peo cee eee 2 35 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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? F ae Observed | Declina- | 
Parish. Town, city, etc. ROTA declina- tion in Remarks. 

| Syn, tion. 1900. 

| 

| Z | 2 te aan 
PNG add oie ae eet aoe soe San =eieee | 1859 8 23 | 6 15 | Meanof 14 stations. 

Tle ee ae 3 | (1847 | 8 22 6 00 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Sais atin sepa Sac een (\1896 | = 6:00 5 45 | Mean of parish by 
| parish surveyor, 

ATMA NTO sao ale cosas scosasoauses 1843 | 8 38 615 Mean of 22 stations. 

EXONS <5 s008| |sRSEO SEH Oeeereeee 1850 | 8 33 | 6 15 | Mean of 18 stations. | 

SignaaNS.t 4 See Sleek es Sees ase es lessee lca eeoaes 6 40 | Estimated. 

Bossier=--- ----- |S seen oodese bebsee|beeens||seccaeaas 6 50 Do. 

(add opeeeeeeeee Shreveport ..---. 1888 Tf ON § ORO | Co eos. 

(COlGARION cea cosets ose csaceeeeosee 1867 8 20 6 40 | Mean of 35 stations. 

Call dinette yl nee eee cine ae 1842 | 8 40 6 10 | Mean of 3 stations. 

(Gam eromeceeaer ese eee icae.a eee 1841 8 44 6 15 | Mean of 7 stations, 

Catahoulaserces (tees eee ae 1844. | 8 38 6 15 | Mean of 20stations. 

Glalbormererce ss perce ae cease caer le oceellaeesteeaine 6 30 | Estimated. 

Woncordlaeeecen beer er Coe aesne 1837 8 32 6 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 

IDO SOIO ccceeeeslLHa ae ee See oe aaoes | seceec lseeaeoeee | 6 50 | Estimated. 

1854 8 06 6 00 | Mean of 25 stations, 
ya Sibu baton Wetstocsee os sae 1 x - at 

Rouge. 1896 6 00 5 45 | Mean of parish by | 
parish surveyor. 

Baton Rouge - 1872 7 00 5 35 | C.&G.S8. 

asin Caraeale -- Woes ceca dsnacucoda 1846 8 10 5 45 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Lake Providence | 1894 6 30 6 15 | Parish surveyor. 

Hastiwelictanase|lesse esses cece caeee 1853 8 00 5 45 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Bramley ence ase erere os crsieve sei 1838 8 28 6 00 | Mean of 12 stations. 

(GhANNY ssecce bodalladeece socom ere aoas lGneese eseocees= § 30 | Estimated. 

INS@HIN. 6 Seog aes AS ac Oto eee esas 1846 40 6 15 | Mean of 25stations. 

benvilllemesasee late csasaeeecacasee 1849 28 6 10 | Mean of 11 stations. ! 

PACKS 0 Ne ee | aerate Oo lin eslslieeersrecels 6 30 | Estimated. 

JGR RO 6555 =|, ONS eee aes 1847 8 20 5 55 | Mean of 12 stations. 

ipiaeiio - atts ee 1852| 820| 600| Do. 
ILENE DS sc5s65|lsenoneoneoneeeroos 1845 8 30 6 05 | Mean of 50 stations. 

JLInGOlin cososcoEllscoosHeoeEedosesse 1895 7 00 6 45 | 1 station. 

Ging SbOMer ass ees He cersee Se ee = al ocr aer 5 50 | Estimated. 

Madisonmeaememen teocccs snes ccne 1838 8 25 5 55 | Meanof 15stations. 

Morehouse reer Sas cae cence scie.nters 1854 8 25 610 Mean of 23 stations. 

Natchitoches .... Natchitoches -.--.| 1895 7 05 6 50 | Parish surveyor. 

Onleansmeeaeeee |B Le 1867 7 36 5 55 | Mean of 5 stations. 

New Orleans -.--.| 1870 7 00 530) | "Ca & GS: 

Onachiiamersses eee cece ae ces see e 1848 8 30 6 10 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Monroe) 22-5222 1872 7 36 6 10) |) IN. ALS. 

nlaiqueminesisons| 525-5202 5-"e ee =e 1852 8 23 6 00 | Mean of 16 stations. 

RoimbteiCompeesa|:. 2 s--se- =e =~ 1852 8 35 6 15 Do. 

Rapidespermsees||sacces sscccc sass. 187 8 19 7 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 
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. ; eae | Observed | Declina- 
Parish. Town, city, ete. Rr declina- tion in Remarks. 

| aa tion. 1900. | 

| = E: 

| on orrias| 

Rapides .......- | Alexandria ...... 1372| 745| 625|N.A.S. 
Red River-=--=- [Sse fare ca Jy RB a | 6 40 Estimated. 

Richland=----=- (opt te Neen ert Sar | 1841 8 23 | 5 55 Mean of 17 stations. 

Sabin Ome steer eS sae 1895 6 30| 6 15 | 1 station. 

St. Bernard... _- \jcc tery eee 11857 | 736) 520 Do. 

St: Charles -..-- hah goeiseemeaseeeee | 1846 8 20 | 5 55 | Mean of 4 stations. | 

StsHelenai.-2-./bo2 sate enine oe eee seme ee eee 5 40 Estimated. 

SP yaitiea =. |e ae 1845-8 30) 6:05 | Mean of 11 stations. 
(1896 | 6 00 5 45 | Mean of parish by | 

parish surveyor. | 

ais een eee 1848 8 33 6 10. Mean of 6 stations. | 
| Baptist. (1896 6 00 5 45 | Mean of parish by 

| parish surveyor. 

|, Tien dir yguce 28 eaeeee ee eee 1854 8 34 6 20 | Meanof52 stations. 
[ciSit: Manctints -foce aera fee ee | 1855 8 10 6 05  Meanof I8stations. | 

Sit) Maryse eae ee eee 1845 8 46 6 20 Meanof 23 stations. | 

Morgane] = o-= 1886 6 30 5 45 | C. &G.S. 

St ammanyeas| see see eee eee | 1848 Roza 5 30 Meanoft32stations. | 

Covington ..---. 1895 5 45 5 30 Parish surveyor. | 

| Wan igipalhoais. co eepaeeca seater | 1840 {hail 5 25 | Meanof 13stations. | 

| Chappeau ------- | 1895 6 00 5 45 | Parish surveyor. 

Ténsgasg) = 232 Cee Pease oe oe | 1839 | 8 20 | 5 50  Meanof 16 stations. | 

| erreb ones sass ee eee | 1843 | 8 50 6 25 | Mean of 62 stations. | 

Wines. cele = eee se re es ee eee eeinccis 6 20 Estimated. | 

Vermilion. 84)2322c0 ee eae 1847 | 8 37 610 Meanof30stations. 

Vernon) 525 5 elite ee eee | 1877 | 7 40 6 30 Mean of 4 stations. | 

Wrashinctoneess|peeesee eae ees | 1845 7 55 5 30 Meanof 20 stations. | 

Webster -..---- Minden .........| 1895 8 30 8 15 Parish surveyor. 

WHC TRI Ebon ceseeeceeenee cee ff OE | 8 34 610 Mean of 6 stations. 

Rouge. 1896 | 6 40 | 6 25 Mean of parish by 
parish surveyor. 

Wreat Carroll = |i2=--ee-ee oe See 1855 8 22 6 05 Meanof11stations. 

Wiest) Heliciana.|-2229--2eo-cee 1852 8 04 5 25 Meanof12stations. | 

WADs 6 see acs sexs ater roster ere ae a eos det 6 30 Estimated. 

MAINE. 

Observations in Maine are derived mainly from the collection of the 

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, with a few returns from 

county surveyors. They range in date from 1840 down to the present 

time. 
Wherever in the county table following there is given the mean of 

several stations opposite the name of the county, if is understood that 

this mean includes the stations within the county whieh follow. 
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' The line of no secular variation crossed Maine many years before the 

beginning of the present century, and consequently none of the earlier 

observations are complicated with the change in secular variation. 

They have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the application of the 

following corrections derived from the series observed in the State: 

Year. Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

fo) ¥ | OQ) F 

AROOD ERI 2 O20. aI|| SEG eee ee 2 30 
[SQ0REe ee eed Op 501) a S50 Sean 4 se ee 3 00 

STO Re eee eee aha ASLONE Mey eee ae 3 55 

The declination is west, and the corrections for secular variation are 
to be added. 

Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. eEOb. declina- tion in Remarks. 

or tion. 1900. 

e} U eo) ; 

Androscoggin -.| Mount Sebattis.-| 1853 12 53 15 45 | C.& G.S8. 

PT OOSUOO Koee el erates eee real ere mreletiaie rocis 21 15 | Mean of 16 stations. 

Houltoneeceeses- 1887 19 00 19 30| C. &G.S. 

Presque Isle. .--- 1887 20 04 20 35 Do. 

Fort Fairfield...| 1841 17 27 21 15 | Boundary survey. 

Fort Kent....... 1843 17 30 21 10 Do. 

Cumlberl andere! sass see eee se rellijam ec lanaciec kere 16 00 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Portland! 5-2 46=- 1887 13 50 14 20 | C.&G.S. 

Harpswell. .....-. 1863 14 25 16 40 Do. 

JME NO Soo eone 1863 14 12 16 30 Do. 

Brunswick ....-. 1873 14 18 15 45 Do. 

Franklin ......- Farmington .--.- 1887 14 56 15 25 Do. 

An COC Kem ase | ase ee secs cee ata lle eae, c urs 19 10 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Southwest Har- | 1856 15)/25 18 05 | C. & G.S. 

bor. 

Mount Desert....| 1856 1515 17 55 Do. 

Kennebec ...--. Waterville ...... 1840 12 48 16 45 | Getchell’s Tables 

North Vassalboro| 1880 16 00 16 50 Do. 

KM OX asses Rockland .2--..- 1863 15 02 17 20 | C. & G.S. 

Camdeni222-52--- 1854. 13 58 16 45 Do. 

West Thomaston.| 1840 12 10 16 05 | Getchell’s Tables. 

incolneeeee eee Damariscotta....| 1887 15 13 15 40 | C. &G.S. 

Oxtordmeeeee ee Greenwood ...-.. 1845 12 08 15 35 | Getchell’s Tables. 

Bethel ossaee a: 1845 11 50 15 15 Do. 

Ent Ord eeee eee 1840 11 10 15 05 Do. 

Dixtieldeeeeneeee 1840 12 10 16 05 Do. 

Penobscot...-_-. Bangor sc. -\--2- 1879 16 30 17 25 | C. & G.S. 

17 GEOL, PT I——23 
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? oe | Observed | Declina- | | 
County. | Town, city, etc. aon declina- tion in Remarks. 

eee | tion. 1900. | 

aay | 

Penobscot....--| Mattawamkeag--.| 1887 17 56 18 25 | C.&G.S. 

| Hamp denssee-s-- | 1840 13 22 17 15  Getchell’s Tables. 

Orono seessee eee 1878 16 40 17 40 | Do. 

Piscataquis -2cs|sseenaeseeeeeeeee Fee Se oe eae 18 00 Mean of 3 stations. 

| Greenville....-.. | 1887} ~16 48| 1715|0.&G.S. 
Sagadahoc ..... Bath -.2. 2752-0 |)1863") > (2152) 1b 0)) Do. 

Somerset ....--- | Pittsfield... -—.-- 1887 1600) 16 30) Do. 

Waldo ees -seee Belfastic sas. ser | 1863 15 30| 17 45 Do. 

Washington....| Steuben -..-.--.- 1895 1705) 17 15 | County surveyor. 

Cherryfield...--. 1895 | 1705) 17 15 Do. 

Machias. ......-. 1895 | 1821) 18 30 Do. 
Tubece-a-.ss255 1895 19 28 19 40 Do 

Eastport -...---- 1895 19 42} 1950 Do 

Machiasport. --.- 1887 17 43 18 10 | C. &G.S. 

Coopereneee ees 1859 | 16 32 19 05 Do 

Calaisxccccessece 1857 15 21 18 00 Do 

Vanceboro ..--.-.- 1887 18 22 18 50 Do 

Dantforth=--44--— 1887 18 25 18 55 Do 

Yorks 28 Kittery Point ...| 1879 | 1231) 13 25 Do. 
Kennebunkport -| 1851) 11 23 14 20 Do. 

fl — 

MARYLAND. 

Observations for declination in Maryland are seanty. They are 

derived in the main from the Coast and Geodetic Survey, with a few 

from county surveyors. The dates of these observations range from 

1845 to 1895, being, therefore, far removed in time from the line of no 

secular variation, which crossed Maryland shortly after 1800. The 

following table of reductions to 1900 on account of secular variation 

has been applied in this State. It was derived from a series of obser- 

vations in Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia, and 

West Virginia. 

| 

Year. | Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

TRO0K: Sone eae pac 4) | 70250 rE a i 3 30 | 
1h ee ec | 150004 | t@S0e ete eee oe 4 00 

|e O70 eee eee 1 55 he A OS 4 10 
is 1: a ees 8 oR! 2 25 RIG Seve ene A. 420 | 

18BO'R eee eee 3 00 

The declination is west, and the above corrections are to be added. 
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t : Poe Observed Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. rae declina- tion in Remarks. 

; | Sonal) muons 1900. 

Allegany ..-.---- Cumberland. ----. 1893 3 43 05 | County surveyor. 

Lonaconing ..... | 1879| 300 05 | C.&G.8. 
BACraTN WAC AN Oligo le apetere eyaye erste eters eal eee ioel oe sete icie 500 | C.&G.S. Mean of 

5 stations. 

Annapolis ess--- 1879 | 4 26 5 30) C.&G.S. 

Baltimore ..-..-- Fort Henry...--. 1885 4 30 5 15 Do. 

lRosanney-cess-ee 1845 2 10 5 25 Do 

Baltimore City .|..-----.-2-------< 1885 4 29 5 15 Do. 
CAINGRi sededodellbene Nose Se ses tel Bere Se eee ae 4 45 | Estimated. 

Caroline abate OE EHG GES OE SEI oe oe ere] emer esetes 5 45 Do. 

(Camrose b.agaelsooeeones Gsonoenee lsaeene Westone aeete 5 30 Do. 

Cecile: Galvent eee 1871| 250| 445/C.&G.S. 
Chanlesyeremcens sacsereccescidsecce tiseaee lsgeppeeieerae 4 30 | Estimated. 

Dorchester . ---. Wiennaseesseeeee 1886 4 50 5 85 | C.&G.S. 

Hrederick ...... Libertytown .-..| 1884 20 5 10 | County surveyor. 

CORRGIG so66Sued ABBAS Sea eee rete eres lei eieaie 3 45 | Estimated. 

Hanford ==s-22-- loceacosasses coseuelleosaballssassocee 5 40 | C.&G.S. Meanof 
2 stations. 

INOW! cba Sodl NeASSo Ree cee ce Be ae Resear 5 15 | Estimated. 

i<cuthe ee eee 5 oe ene 1847/ 230] 540|C.&G.8. 
Montgomery -- | Sp OnOO SUB CoM Ces | Heeeera See eee 445 | C.&G.S. Mean of 

| 2 stations. 

JeTbNO® (COR) Hall ae oAneneesanasses 1868 2 51 4 50 | C.&G.S. 

Cheltenham - .... 1889 10 4 45 Do. 

Queen Anne... | Kenitplislandereess sae seen 5 385 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Sine Miamyeraccos [Beaaceseicee ecole acta leosat aces 4 30 | Estimated. 

Somerset .....-.. | sche Bish Ae AT Co 5 00 Do. 

Malboticess <> ==. Oxfords cso. 1856 | 242| 525|C.&G.S. 
Washington..... Maryland H’ghts | 1870 2 56 4 50 Do. 

| Penman = -2-. 2 1895 3 50 4 05 | County surveyor. 

; Wicomico ...... enemies eee tie efeic ioe erate 5 15 | Estimated. 

Wiorcester----= | SOOO BAS O SESE eR Eel Sere ae (ere eee 5 05 | Mean of 2 stations. 
C.&G.S. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

The data for Massachusetts are derived mainly from the Coast Survey 
compilation, to which have been added a few returns from city engi- 
neers. In each case where the mean of several stations is given for the 
county, it is to be understood that it includes the stations which are 

given individually. 

The line of no secular variation crossed Massachusetts about 1790; 
consequently, since the earliest of the observations herewith presented 
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bear date 1838, none of them are affected by the change in the secular 

variation. They have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the applica- 

tion of reductions deduced from the series observed in western New 

England. 

The following table shows the reductions to the epoch 1900: 

Year. Reduction. Year. Reduction 

(oJ. Uf (oy 7 | 

L890... tee sates see 0 20 1S4OS ss esc ceee once 3 40 

1880... -ctsesceaneeas 0 45 | L830 Cl eeee seen 4 40 

I87Oe. Jesse cena 1 25 1820s ose 5 20 

1860). ecko asec 2 05 L810 as csiscme Sees 5 50 

W850 cesses eee 2 55 

The declination is west, and the reduction for secular variation is to 
be added. 

: weak, Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, etc. Rare declina- tion in | Remarks. 

ia tion. 1900. | 

Cys o f 

Barnstable - ..-.- Ry annis) s=cevseee 1846 9 22 12 35 | C. &G.S. 

Chatham .......- 1860 11 12 13 15 | Do. 

Wellfleet......-. 1860 10 43 12 50 | Do. 

Provincetown . --)| 1860 11 24 13 30 Do. 

Berkshire ......| North Adams-.-..) 1876 10 30 | 11 30 | INAS IS: 

Pittsfield ...-...- 1895 10 26} 10 35 | City surveyor. 

Williamstown...) 1866 10 22 12 05 | C. &G.S. 

IBTIstoll -2ic.<.oceel ecee cere erases eee eee 12 25 | Mean of 2 stations. | 

Fairhaven. ...... 1845 | 854| 1210|C.&G.S. 
IDLO) soogcessd|lcosgsocccaas GeScod jodaned||Ssosease' 12 10 , Mean of 6 stations. 

Vineyard Haven. 1875! 1035 1140 C.&G.S. 
Tarpaulin Cove..| 1846| 912) 1225| Do. 
Edgartown... --- 1889 11 10 11 35 | Town surveyor. 

HiS8OX: «025-502 20 Sonnbin coos feces wemerel ecenieaeee 13 45 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Sallemi--24-22=-e- 1887 | 1238] 1305|C.&G.S. 
Annisquam...... }1849| 1137| 1435 | Do. 
Rockport .......| 1859} 1137| 13 35 Do. 
Ipswicehies 2-6 1859 11 14 13 15 | Do 

Diynn 2) eeente 1877 | 1115} 1210 Do. 
Franklin....... Deerfield .......- 11859} 925/ 1125| Do. 

Greenfield. ...... 11876] 1020) 1120|N.A.8. 
Haropden. 22520} eee cee ioe thee eee 11 30 Mean of 4 stations. 

Springfield ....-. 1894 | 1030) 10 40 | City engineer. 

Southwick ...-.. 1838 | 815) 1205 | Silliman’s Journal. 
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Roe Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. anes declina- tion in Remarks. 

kan tion. 1900. | 

| Pie hal 

lam psniterr soe lees aeeescr ne eee |eeeueel lseseeaaee 10 50 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Easthampton....| 1862} 905| 1100/C.&G.S. 
Chesterfield . ---- 1859 8 54 10 55 | Do, 

: | ; 
South Hadley.... 1875 9 28 10 35 | Report Chief of En- 

gineers. 

Mad dlesextscemae|lteaaanoceces sccm saseceliecc2ees. 12 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Cambridge .---.. | 1879 | 1146) 1235)C.&G.S. 
WowelllS 2 sess ee- | 1876 10 48 150) MNEPARE Ss 

| Waltham..-..... 1895 12 22 12 30 | City engineer. 

Nantucket --..-.- [ns deteca ae a A Ab ge 13 20 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Nantucket ...-..- 1882 12 24 13 05 | Engineer Wanna- 
connet Water Co. 
Mean of 24 obser- 
vations. 

INorfolkemes-eace | BlueyEa se eee a= 1845 9 13 12 30| C. &G.S. 

Plymouth ...... NSS se sealer iaeee ee ee ee | 12 50 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Nantasket......- 1847 9 02 12 10| C. &G.S. 

Plymouth ....... | 1876 1055 | 1155/N.A.S. 

Bridgewater ....| 1882 11 26 | 12 05 | C.&G.S. 

PUtoll keer ee eee | South Boston.... 1872 1115) 12 30 Do. 

\N/@RCGEUG Sar cdo Seabed See see amen laseehel Secenaere | 12 00 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Worcester....... | 1883 | 1047) 4125] City engineer. 
| Mean of many ob- 
| servations. 

MICHIGAN. 

Observations in Michigan are mainly derived from three sources: 

First, the General Land Office; second, the United States Lake Survey; 

and third, county surveyors. 
In the table the mean results by counties from observations by the 

General Land Office and by the Lake Survey are given independently. 

Those from the General Land Office are scattered somewhat uniformly 

over the areas of the counties, while those by the Lake Survey are 

commonly confined to the lake shores. They do not differ greatly in 

date, but it will be seen the results, when reduced to the epoch 1900, 

are often discordant. In certain cases, particularly upon the upper 

peninsula, this disagreement can be accounted for by the difference 

between the locations of the observations, as the counties are large; 

moreover, in many of these counties local attraction, owing to the 

presence of iron ore, is known to be great. 

The line of no secular change is assumed to have crossed Michigan 

about 1820, although the date is somewhat later in the western part of 
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the upper peninsula. The reductions to 1900 have been derived directly 

from observations taken within the State, and are given in the follow- 
ing table: 

Year. Reduction. Year. Reduction. | 

OTs, | Ore 

1BOOs sod eee Oma” |||) $8402. 22 eaeeee 3 20 

ASSO2 ete ee 1 25 | 18302 2 oo eos 4 10 

[SOSH eee eee 210) ACLS 208 22 ease 5 00 

1860-2 ee eee eee. 2 350M I BNOL: Coan ee eee 4 20 
19502 22 ee eee 3 00 

The line of zero of magnetic declination crosses this State from north 

to south. Declinations east of this line are west and are distinguished 

by the letter W. Those west of this line are east and are distinguished 

by the letter E. The corrections on account of secular variation are 

to be added to west declinations and subtracted from east declinations. 

7 | 
Mes | Observed | Declina- 

County. Town, city, etc. o 4 | declina- tion in Remarks. 
Aan tion. 1900. | | 

| se (2 ee | | 

OP 1 (ope vt | 

1842 | 1 49 B. | 1 25 W.| Mean of 19stations 
JA Conia) ai eee SS ee P aa | by Land Office. 

1853 | 0 56 E. | 2 00 W. Mean of 4 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

1845 | 4 18 E. | 1 10E. | Mean of 8 stations 
AD POT Jahn ee ee by Land Office. 

1864 | 3 24E. | 100E. Mean of 5 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

Grand Marais....| 1867 | 2 02 E. | 0 20 W.| Lake Survey. 

INMMepAN. < tt-aalPeseeseeeesy eeeee | 1832 5 39E. 140E. Meanof 24 stations 
by Land Office. 

INYGYGEN Ves eee See 1893 | 0 55 E. | 0 30 E. | County surveyor. 

Saugatuck .....- 1871 | 2 25 E. | 0 20 E. | Lake Survey. 

| 1845 | 150E. | 1 20 W.| Mean of 20 stations 
Alsatian cick, act a eee al by Land Office. | 

ass | 058 W., 3 35 W., Mean of 4 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

Alpen aan - niece | 1858 | 0 24 W.| 3 00 W.| Lake Survey. 

(1848 | 3 08E. | 000 | Mean of 18 stations 
‘Anitrim< oc2ccu le oe eek Seen eee by Land Office. 

|1860 | 2 25 E. | 0 10 W., Mean of 2 stations | 
| by Lake Survey. | 

} 
1844 | 2 18 EF. | 050 W.. Mean of 15 stations | 

Avena) 0... cob:|\bene see } by Land Office. | 

‘liss7 146 E. | 1 00 W. Mean of 2 stations 
by Lake Survey. 
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ene Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. of Ob- | declina- tion in Remarks. 

pel tion. 1900. 
10n. 

ou o 7 

ATOnaCE 2/1 Standish -..--.-.- 1895 | 2 00 W.| 2 20 W.| County surveyor. 

Binion. sesoncs|lseas cans esseba00a0 1824 | 7 56 E. | 3 20E. | 1 station by Lake 
| Survey. 

IBSUBYg Soe cealecee eee os -sscece 1829 | 5 03 E. | 0 55 E. | Mean of 16 stations 
| by Land Office. 

Hastings ....---- 1896 | 0 56 E. | 0 40 E. | County surveyor. 

1839 | 2 29 EK. | 0 50 W.| Mean of 16 stations 
Tera cag on a cla cee renee by Land Office. 

1856 | 1 26 E. | 1 20 W.| Mean of 4 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

JRonwals See SS6 bes Becseenceceer eens 1842 | 3 35 E. | 0 20 E. | Mean of 12 stations 
| by Land Office. 

(1829 | 5 37 E. | 1 25 E. | Mean of 23 stations 
yaiigy 2. oy tks ee | by Land Office. 

lis7 413E. | 2 10E. | Mean of 2 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

St. Joseph. ..---- 1871 | 3 53 E. | 1 50 E. | Lake Survey. 

iBrancheeeeesoe- | Soe am Bee be od eee eee 1827 15 E 05 W.) Mean of 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

Kinderhook . ---. 1890 00 E. | 0 15 E. | County surveyor. 

lee >) 09 E. | 1 00 E. | Mean of 20 stations 
Giniinayas Sea | ea Se ee by Land Office. 

lasos 1 04 E. | 0 35 E. | County surveyor. 

Marshall .._.-_--. 1876 | 1 42 EB 00 Lake Survey. 

GEER ssddacedees Hees B Ese aaa 1829 | 5 25 E. | 1 10 E. | Mean of 13 stations 
by Land Office. 

Renneke eae 1896 40 E. | 1 25 E. | County surveyor. 

Charleyo ix ees | Sts ate eset Saas 1843 | 3 16 E 00 Mean of 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

Charlevoix .__--- 1880 | 0 00 1 25 W.) County surveyor. 

(1847 | 3 32 E 5 Mean of 33 stations 
Giehoy vameewe | ih. ood aenrs- aes by Land Office. 

; 1851 | 1 52 E. | 1 00 W.| Mean of 5 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

(1845 | 1 33 E. | 1 35 W.| Mean of 17 stations 
Chippewaeeeee eee eee eae | by Land Office. 

lisse 1 02 E. | 1 35 W.| Mean of 16 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

Sault Ste. Marie -| 1880 | 1 05 W.| 2 30 W.| Lake Survey. 

Clareterseerpees|(s-cccccescceeteees 1847 39 E. 30 E. | Meanof 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

Chinttonterse res. hese ooeactocssossc 1831 | 3 50 E. | 0 15 W.| Mean of 14 stations 
by Land Office. 

SiOz eee eee 1895 | 0 07 W.); 0 25 W.| County surveyor. 

Craw ordtemees |tsemcceee tcc fcosce 1849 | 2 36 E. | 0 25 W.| Meanof 17 stations 
by Land Office. 
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Genesee 

Gladwin 

Gogebic 

MAGNETIC DECLINATION 

Grand Traverse. 

Town, city, etc. 

IN THE UNITED STATES. 

pee Observed | Declina- 
peer declina- tion in Remarks. 
tion tion. 1900. 

(oy V7 of 

1863 | 2 25 E. | 0 00 Mean of 8 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

1895 | 0 13 E. | 0 05 W.| Mean of 11 stations 
by county sur- 
veyor. 

ay ee eS | LS Fee | 3 00 E. | Estimated. 

1833 | 4 08 E. | 3 00 E. | Mean of 16 stations 
by Land Office. 

1840 | 3 21 E. | 0 00 Mean of 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

(1858 | 2 44 E. | 0 00 Mean of 13 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

1823 | 3 41 E. | 1 10 W.| Mean of 7 stations 
by Land Office. 

1850 | 2 41 0 20 W.| Mean of 12 stations 
| by Land Office. 

A | mt oe 4 30 E. | Estimated. 

1844 | 2 54 E. | 0 15 W.| Mean of 17 stations 
| by Land Office. 

1860 | 2 06 E. | 0 30 W.| Mean of 7 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

1893 | 0 20 E. | 0 10 W.| County surveyor. 

1831 | 3 08 E. | 1 00 W.| Mean of 13 stations 
by Land Office. 

1876 | 1 00 E. | 0.40 W.| Lake Survey. 

1825 | 4 57 E. | 0 20 E. | Mean of 23 stations 
by Land Office. 

1896 | 0 26 E. | 0 10 E. | County surveyor. 

1864 | 5 05 E. | 2 40 E. | Mean of 8 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

lear 2 39 E. | 1 05 W.| Mean of 31 stations 
by Land Office. 

lagns 0 27E. | 2 25 W.| Mean of 17 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

1829 | 5 00 E. | 1 00 E. | Mean of 11 stations 
by Land Office. 

1838 | 3 33 E. | 0 00 Mean of 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

|1895 | 0 30 E. | 0 10 E. | County surveyor. 

1844 | 150 E. | 1 20 W.| Mean of 21 stations 
by Land Office. 

Sate Soe | 4 00 E. | Estimated. 

1839 | 3 21 E. | 0 00 Mean of 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

1895 | 0 30 W.| 0 50 W. County surveyor. 

1867 | 5 24 E. |} 3 00 E. Mean of 8 stations 
by Lake Survey. 
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ee Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. aed declina- tion in Remarks. 

ont tion. 1900. 

Onl (o) 

JACKSON eee a Semeise one seca ces 1828 | 4 40 E. | 0 35 E. | Mean of 17 stations 
| | by Land Office. 

Kealamazoocacaa|-se cen ccee ces ae 1827 | 5 23 E. | 1 20 E. | Mean of 16 stations 
| by Land Office. 

Kalamazoo ....-. 1895 | 1 32 E. | 1 15 BE. | Marcus Baker. 

Kallcashiaiesseeca setae acts coca ces 1849 | 2 48 E 10 W_| Mean of 15 stations 
| by Land Office. 

Ken beac neta ams het sc aiecnonscioaes 1837 | 4 23 E. | 0 50 E. | Mean of 24 stations 
by Land Office. 

IKewieenaw/ise- her sic a hiee cece 1861 | 5 28 E. | 3 00 E. | Mean of 8 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

Copper Harbor 4 1873 | 4 04 E. | 2 10 E. | Lake Survey. 

Eagle Harbor ...| 1855 | 2 40 E. | 0 05 W. Do. 
Mhakesss 25.2652 eeeetetiomac cae ast 1839 | 3 387 E. | 0 15 E. | Mean of 15 stations 

| | by Land Office. 

ISRRIEO es oe ense teeecnitas saree ae | 1826 | 4 39 E. | 0 10 E. | Mean of 17 stations 
by Land Office. 

Meelan awsserea sec cence Saw ne soak 1841 | 3 18 E. | 0 00 Mean of 14 stations 
by Land Office. 

Glen Arbor..-.-... 1860 | 3 32 E 00 E. | Lake Survey. 

North Unity..... 1860 | 3 32 EB. | 1 OOF. Do. 

Good Harbor 
sland esses 1860 | 3 32 E. | 1 OOF. Do. 

Sutton Bay...... 1860 | 3 27 E. | 1 OO E. Do. 

North Point. .... 1860 | 3 30 E. | 1 OO E. Do. 

LUCE N GON cabo esl boo coeice Serete eee 1822 | 4 48 EB. | 0 00 Mean of 25 stations 
by Land Office. 

NOTA eee eee| 1896 | 0 14 E. | 0 00 County surveyor 

MANN OSTOMY s=2)4\|seyese sreleisie s) <isveisise 1829 | 5 20 E. | 1 10 E. | Mean of 9 stations 
by Land Office. 

WRG cnc cabéigged bb aeeecce Sao e ees EASeee Seas 0 30 W.| Estimated. 

1845 | 2 58 E. | 0 10 W.| Mean of 23 stations 
Mackin Cee me |e ea eee nce a! [ by Land Office. 

lagsa 1 33 E. | 1 10 W.| Mean of 18 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

WIE CONTIN S364 ane Be eo co Cer CeCe eoee 1817 | 4 50 E. | 0 10 W.} Mean of 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

Manis bees sent ol ae eee cuca eresece 1842 | 3 54 E. | 0 30 E. | Mean of 18 stations 
by Land Office. 

Manistee .......- 1866 | 4 00 E. | 1 40 E. | Lake Survey. 

(eae | 3 32 E. | 0 20 E. } Mean of 6 stations 
NES 6 aos Seal eee | by Land Office. 

liss7 | 3 32 BE. | 0 55 E. | Mean of 17 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

Marq eb torecee lie as <2 asiccpeziemisie | 1860 | 5 00 E. | 2 25 E. | Mean of 6 stations 
| | by Lake Survey. 

| Marquette..-.... | 1873 | 4 30 E. | 2 30 E. | Lake Survey. 
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ae Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Ranta declina. tion in Remarks. 

ord tions. 1900. 

[o} / (e) / 

Mason) cscs 22 32c|pio ss caeet aoa ees 1838 | 5 18 E. | 1 50 E. | Mean of 17 stations 
| by Land Office. 

Mecostacessa5-elhsse- se sees 1841 | 4 08 E. | 0 50 E. | Mean of 15 stations 
by Land Office. 

Big Rapids... --- 1895 | 1 18 E 1 00 E. | County surveyor. 

Menominee. -22)2c6 2. 2255. ener 1863 | 4 40 E. | 2 20 E. | Mean of 3 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

Midlands: sat isssess eee aereeoees 1832 | 3 11 E. | 0 50 W.| Meanof 11 stations 
| | by Land Ofiice. 

Missaukeés-/522-\tec cba ee a eeeee 1851 | 3 48 E. | 0 50 E. | Mean of 16 stations 
| | by Land Office. 

Monroe) .2o222.201e2o- 2 eee ree 1827 | 4 07 E. | 0 20 W. | Mean of 22 stations 
| by Land Office. 

Monroeieeeea- == 1895 | 115 W.| 0 55 W.| County surveyor. 

Lasalle.......-..| 1877 | 0 13 E. | 1 20 W.| Lake Survey. 

Montcalmis-)-220|eeeseee sere eae 1839 | 3 33 E. | 010 E. Mean of 19 stations 
by Land Office. 

Monitmorency; 55|—2e2 ss. 4242 oe eee 1845 | 2 27 E. | 0 45 W. Mean of 13 stations 
by Land Office. 

Muskegoni-s.2%-3|beoeesh see eessae 1838 | 4 19 E. | 0 50 E. | Mean of 20 stations 
| | by Land Ofiice. 

Muskegon ....-..- 1871 | 4 02 E. | 1 50 E. | Lake Survey. 

Whitehall.......| 1871 | 4 02 E. | 1 50E. Do. 

1830 | 3 35 EB. | 0 35 W.| Mean of 24 stations 
Newayfos.225-aleecece eens eee | by Land Office. 

(1887 | 5 30E. | 2 00E. Mean of 2 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

Oaklands: assis coseceeeeeeeee 1819 | 4 37E. | 0 25 W. Mean of 21 stations 
| by Land Office. 

Pontiac sc. ee 1895 | 0 28 W.| 0 45 W. County surveyor. 

Oceana. 22222222 |ce 4. oh eee ease ae 1839 | 4 48E. | 1 30E. Mean of 18 stations 
| by Land Office. 

Pentwater ....-- 1895 | 1 45E. | 1 25E. | County surveyor. 

| Benona ..-.-....| 1870 | 4 56E. | 2 45E. | Lake Survey. 

Opemaw ene alae eee | 1845 | 2 31E. | 0 40 W.| Mean of 16 stations 
by Land Office. 

| j . 
Ontonapone eeNse ae a- cele ees 1863 | 8 10E. | 5 45E. | Mean of 7 stations 

| by Lake Survey. 

Ontonagon ...--. | 1895 | 3 OOE. | 2 40E. | County surveyor 

Osceola ........|........-+----+---| 1842 | 3 37E. | 0 20E. | Mean of 16 stations 
_ by Land Office. | 

Oscodas! We: se eolacoe eo cee tone 1840 | 2 88E. | 0 40 W.| Meanof 16stations. | 

Otsego ......... ----2--2-.--------, 1840 | 3 OOE. | 0 20 W.| Meanof 15 stations. 
Ottawa ......../cs2.0+ssee-022-+--| 1835 | 5 82H. | 1 50E. | Mean of 18 stations 

| | | | by Land Office. 

Grand Haven....| 1880 2 26E. | 100K. | Lake Survey. 
; 
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oe Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. RG: declina- tion in Remarks: 

rn tion. 1900. 

yf o / 

(ger 1 59H. | 1 00 W.| Mean of 22 stations 
Presque Isle... ~|-------+ 222222 ---- | by Land Office. 

| l1g59 | 1 155. | 1 20 W.| Mean of 4 stations 
| by Lake Survey. 

INORCOMNETON soon ocpos joveco cence 1847 | 3 OOK. | 0 10 W., Mean of 16 stations 
; by Land Office. 

SHIPS yt gp oSese| DEE aOCeoe a aa Seeas 1827 | 3 12 BE. | 1 10 W.| Mean of 17 stations 
by Land Office. 

Saginaw ..--..-- 1876 | 0 24 E. | 1 15 W.| Lake Survey. 

ist 4 41 E. | 0 20 W.) Mean of 18 stations 
Sta Claire sacar (eres eres veccataell) | by Land Office. 

isco (0 30E. 205 W. Mean of 6 stations 
| | by Lake Survey. 

| Algonac........- 1866 0 04 E. | 215 W. Lake Survey. 
Fort Gratiot. .-.. | 1873 | 0 87 W.| 1 25 W. Do. 

Siqosephe. seo) Seders <2. 1828 5 15 EB. | 055 E. | Mean of 16stations 
| | by Land Office. 

Wego | 3 07 E. | 050 Ww. | Mean of 31 stations 
: | | by Land Office. 

Samil ae 3 to nares a serserae Sers.2 ee ci2 | | 
1860 055 W.| 1 40 W.) Mean of 11 stations 

| by Lake Survey. 
| | 

Port Sanilac. -... 1858 | 0 30 W. 3 10 W.| Lake Survey. 

Forestville ...--. 1873 | 1 30 W.| 3 30 W. Do. 

1845 | 4 12 E. | 1 00 E. | Mean of 2 stations 
Schoaleraft 5515 AIS Cea Fs ete ee | | by Land Office. 

1861 | 3 30 E. | 1 00 E. | Mean of 3 stations 
by Lake Survey. 

SIMA Os enor cloacs oseeasteecdeeos 1824 | 3 21 E. | 1 15 W.| Mean of 7 stations 
by Land Office. 

SUSCOl abe eee see oe tans ceo Sale 1835 | 3 50 E. | 0 00 Mean of 22 stations 
| | by Land Office. 

Wane Buren tet tee oe bane coces = eels 1830 | 350 E. | 0 20 W.| Mean of 20 stations 
by Land Office. 

South Haven ....| 1871 | 3 30 E. | 1 25 E. | Lake Survey. 

Washten awe seels ace oor sees imce 1820 | 4 46 E. 15 W.| Mean of 20 stations 
by Land Office. 

Ann Arbor ...... 1870 0 20 KE. 150 W.| Lake Survey. 
Vipsilantis--25- 2: 1888 30 W. 2 20 W. Do. 

\WEK/HG: 6S eeH6| See aeeaeneeee 1818 44 KE. | 0 15 W.| Mean of 20 stations 
; by Land Office. 

iMetroite--------- 1885 | 0 31 W.| 1 35 W.| C. & G.S. 

Wwiextord ep epese nae 2282 ot aioe os 1844 | 3 10 W.| 0 00 Mean of 17 stations 
by Land Office. 

Cadillac: ===----- 1881 | 0 22 E. 1 00 W.| County surveyor. 
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MINNESOTA. 

The observations for declination in this State are derived in the main 
from the work of the General Land Office, and principally from the 

surveys of standard and exterior lines. Besides these, there are numer- 

ous returns from county surveyors and a few from the United States 

Lake Survey. 

The results trom the Land Office range in date from 1850 to 1890. 

They are in the main of good quality, although in the southeastern 

part of the State there are a number of discrepant counties. While 

there is undoubtedly a large amount of local attraction in the north- 

eastern part of the State, in the iron ranges, this local attraction is not 

perceptible in the declination data obtained in those counties. These 

data have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the use of corrections set 

forth in the following table, which have been derived from observa- 

tions of different dates in the State. 

Year. | Reduction. | Year. | Reduction. 

o 7 | 0+ 
1890. ss Scwisctiees =a || JOA |e ARBO.e ee nee eee | 205 
1880 suet ee eee 1\255"|| aA B50 220 see ee en 
18702 S52 sees sos-e 145 | 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted 

i aan 
. ; _ | rene Observed Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. | serva- declina- tion in Remarks. 

ont | tion. 1900. | 

| of Oo: 

vitkin! sao dosed poeececeoace nace | 1869 | 10 05 8 15 | Mean of 42 Sen) 

DANO Kia coe ee oes ae toes ater | 1852 | 11 37 9 05 | Mean of 11 stations. | 

Becier etait Le eee | 1872} 1203] 1025 Do. 
Beltrami ....-. North half ...--: | 1892 | 9 47 9 20 | Mean of 23 stations. | 

South half ....-. | 1889 10 45 10 00 | Mean of 48 stations. | 

Bentonees ccc dlsaccmcee como nisee 1853 10 46 8 15 Mean of 12 stations. 

Holeyien-ee eee 1895 9 10 8 50 County surveyor. 

Bigstone sees eee cee eee eee 1869 13 00 11 10 Mean of 7 stations. 

Ortonville. ..-.-..- 1895 | 1050 10 30 County surveyor. 

BluesParthtessisee-oe- 2a. eceece 1854 11 12 8 45 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Mankato ....--.-. 1894 | 9 50 9 30 | County surveyor. 

Brown 2202-2 tee dese ee ee aeeees 1858 | 10 22 8 00 Mean of 3 stations. 

Now, Ulm=s---=-- 1895 8 27 8 10 | County surveyor 

Carlton? secre cea) Ceara eee oer 1868 9 54 8 00 Mean of 16 stations. 

Caryers.-=-s-< | Besse isp ossse: 1858 11 32 9 15 | Mean of 7stations. 

Caass.2- ne ee | North half ....-. 1872 10 40 9 00) Mean of 11 spe =| 

= = —_— 
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| 

Year | 
| oe Observed | Declina- 

| County. Town, city, ete. eeNe | declina- tion in Remarks. 
leone tion. 1900. 

o f Qf 

CARS ossceccecoaal| Oui lmbe Soe see 1868 10 30 8 40 | Mean of 15 stations. 

@hipperyaees==s| pease see eee ee a= 1862 il ae « 9 35 | Mean of 5 stations. 

CINE RO sancassollosoceaeanceecagece 1851 12 03 9 25 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Ol eco ceeesacal Usacees sea e eee 1869 12 50 11 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Gilyndoniese- sere 1880) 11 26 10 00 | C.& G.S. 

COOkse ses eet oal teen weee sear a= ce 1881 7 50 6 45 | Mean of 24 stations. 

@ottonwoodijac.|Ssaa225e5es5bee ou 1859 11 32 9 20 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Windom ---.---- 1896 9 22 9 10 | County surveyor. 

(Cram WSN conalletos conc seoocoueRs 1861 12 16 10 10 | Mean of 18 stations. 

Br inen dase eee ae 1880 9 35 810|C.&G.S. 

Dako taeesese ooh eceee sae east 1853 9 29 7 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 

DXi Soee ees laeaeeeecoeaeceeaas 1854 8 35 6 10 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Mantorville -.---| 1895 6 50 6 30 | County surveyor. 

DOWMESos2 S50 es|leceeoeaso5es coqcue 1861 12 50 10 50 | Mean of 7 stations. 

TBAB ORNs 26 calleasaaweopase seaeae 1854. 12 27 10 00 | Mean of 9 stations. 

SrilmTvOTL ewes esas eros eee 1853 9 43 7 15 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Fountain .......- 1895 7 10 6 55 | County surveyor. 

IMEC NOM Aa ce Sendllogsseensoseeruneee 1854 9 55 7 30 | Mean of 11 stations. 

Goodhwerse tte |saascs eco see eee 1855 9 04 6 40 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Hiyerel \Wonei@eseooe 1895 6 15 6 00 | County surveyor. 

GHP do soecnabs habode mor Bea ene as 1866 12 36 10 40 | Mean of 5 stations. 

EVenne pine: on be ate cpasseae sce er 1854 11 04 8 35 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Fort Snelling.-..) 1880 10 15 850 | C. &G.S. 

Minneapolis-.---. 1877 10 13 8 40 Do. 

TOURER ..6eeeallssenoseecauseoreee 1854 | 54 5 25 | Mean of 8 stations. 

istnlopigel o Seonllsooecseeeseecoosoe 1875 ial Sil 10 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 

ISHII = 66 cob ae Saabs te ene eo Saee 1856 11 40 9 20 | Mean of 14 stations. 

Itasca =<.-5:.2- = Northeast quarter, 1887 8 47 8 00 | Mean of 18 stations. 

Southeast quarter, 1875 9 40 8 05 | Mean of 43 stations. 

Northwest quarter) 1887 9 41 8 50 | Mean of 14 stations. 

Southwest quarter| 1875 10 45 | 9 10 | Mean of 3 stations. 

VECEON st osacellbecnene sees 1858 11 41 | 9 25 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Heron Lake ..... 1880] 1015| 850|/C.&G@8. 
Kiama ecyeee aes Semen tsa ciscier 1855 11 27 | 9 00 | Mean of 15 stations. 

Keamadtyohieemess|etesise sec c)iensinreicise 1857 10 16 8 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 

IHHSOM, ssaccoucleavecd eoudeeee case 1874 13 16 11 45 | Mean of 11 stations. 

WacquirParle! aa |pesaee acca ccacce 1868 12 08 10 15 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Wak Cresmenn sere Gese erence ccteinc 1882 8 34 7 20 | Mean of 27 stations. 

MESUCUL MEARE tas cos sts cissciccae 1854 11 47 9 15 | Mean of 3 stations. 

ILENCEOIN 5555 concllosoagoeaEBeOnE eens 1871 12 08 10 25 | Mean of 6 stations. 

LN O@Mlecasseeacoullsocnes Seen ae 1863 12 00 10 00 Do. 

IMIGILOGGl Sl coool be soos teen paeeee 1856 LIT33 9 05 Do. 
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‘ ere, Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. ae declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion. | tion. 1900. 

: | | 
| cE Oa 

Marshalls 2-2. Kast half........ 1881 12 09 10 50 | Mean of 4 stations. 

West half. .-.--- 1872! 13 50 12 10 | Mean of 7 stations. | 

Misa: Ginn Scie. leet arose nese eee 1855 | 10 30 8 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Wielcome==s.--—= | 1894 | 8 50 8 30 | County surveyor. 

Melons. 2:5 AS ye nz ge eee 1856 11 21 9 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 
Millelacs ....--- \ocoate caceonmeccee 1857 | 10 31 8 15 | Mean of 17 stations. 

| Princeton ....... 1858| 1011; 755!C.&G.5. 
Morrison - 5 5-<<| ===) 2e=steecreeists 1855 10 53 8 26 | Mean of 24 stations. 

MO Wier: ssacc5=0-|32 8 ees eae 1853 | 8 30 6 00 | Mean of 10stations. 

Matrnay? =): 22.22 s5-eeeece oe aoe | 1864 11 40 9 45 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Wicolletiarc -S3:|ce: haere ee 1854| 11.03] 8 30 Do. 
Noblés acess 255d wee 63 eee eee 1868 | 11 11 9 20 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Notinan <5...) J4:eeenae Stee 1874 | 1249] 1130 | Meanof14stations. 
Olmeteadses, -as\oace ace cere eee 1854 Orn 6 55 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Ottertail ...-.-- eaten As ance ecsaa 1868 11 58 10 05 | Mean of 15stations. 

Flienming 2a=ee =e 1896 10 05 9 50 | County surveyor. 

Pines. 2e tae case ee ese 1859 12 06 9 55 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Pipestone -...-- [teeter cecee esse eee 1869 | 1156 10 05 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Polke ease |e eten tee tees ees Hae) saleyahl 10 35 | Mean of 31 stations. 

Popes = 2.2. ole eee ae eee eee 1860 11 05 9 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Glenwood ......-. 1890 | 11 58 11 15 County surveyor. 

Ramsey). cscs sos scet eee eee 1847 | 11 00| 8 10 Mean of 4 stations. 

St. balls aeeeee | 1890 | 9 30 | 8 55 County surveyor. 

Redwood. ...... |. See ioc | 1861} 10 31 | 8 30 Mean of 8 stations. 
Renville........ ley tees Ses eee (1858 1119| 9 05 | Mean of 9 stations. 
Ite ec eee ene eaaceesoudcuss | 1854 9 25 | 7 00 Mean of 5 stations. 

IROCKice B42 warhol eee eee | 1866) 11 21 | 9 25 Mean of 6 stations. 

ROSGa Ul G25 Soc (tae eee ee (1886 «11 43 | 10 55 | Mean of 19stations. 

St. Louis ....... Northeast quarter 1884 | 8 09 | 700 Mean of 18stations. 

Southeast quarter 1871 | 9 05 7 15 Mean of 2tstations. 

Northwest quarter, 1886 8 26 | 7 25 | Meanof29stations. | 

Southwestquarter 1876 9 14 740 Mean of 30 stations. 

Fond du Lac .... 1861 9 42 | 7 40 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Duluth..........| 1873 | 1152] 10 00 Do. 
Scottancesisecsclee acne ts cavers 1854 11 08 8 40 Mean of 6 stations. 

Sherburne s255-5|eeec ess sose cee ee 1854 10 08 7 40 Do. 

Sibleyeweanece|ee ces reses soteeees 1853 10 37 8 05 Mean of11stations. 

Henderson ...... 1855 11 30 9 00 | C.&G.S. 

Stéarnsh-cssccec| come ce eee ce neaeere 1857 10 57 | 8 40 Meanofl4stations. 

St. Cloud'---ss2-- 1895 8 30 | 8 15 County surveyor. 

Steale:<ci) anal eae 184 9 18| 6.50 Mean of 4 stations. 
Stevens <ULk -32 lee oe eee ae 1867 11 26 | 9 30. Do. 

| 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. chon declina- tion in Remarks. 

i asi tion. 1900. 

|e ee ee el 

© di o) 7 

Stevens -...---- MiOnntsie mane 1885 10 46 9 40 | County surveyor 

Siiilita4es.55 5556 Sasmas on Saeees ooce 1865 11 34 9 35 | Mean of 7 station... 

Dhoe Clee eeeiencall sere cone aeeoesse ers 1859 11 14 9 10 | Mean of 9 stations. | 

ABs ioemcwe alleen aa meneee eee 1870 12 14 10 30 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Wralbashamsas-neleasess a Sonn che as 1855 9 41 | Cf als) Do. 

, | Wabasha.--. =... 1876 8 04 | 6 30 U.S. Lake Survey. | 

Wiadenaseeescerll sso saaetconcace se 1867 11 12 9 20 | Mean of 6 stations. 

WiaIs OC asses ace |soe crass aes seroma 1854 11 32 9 05 Do. 

Wish p toners paneer nelsey arene 1847 9 03 6 15 | 1 station. 

Watonwan..... [Ec ee a ee 1856 | 1026 8 00 | Mean of 5 stations. 
St. James....-.-.. 1894 925) 9 05 | County surveyor. 

sya SA 2s | see a ae ee 1867| 1309) 1115 | Mean of 6 stations. 
Winonaieees aan. Jeceeee so4enunecoa- 1854 8 25 | 6 00 Do. 

WABIGING joaes6e0 [SUR od Rene | 1856 11 29 | 9 10 | Mean of 7 stations. 

| Yellow Medicine| ss. 9-)-5-6 2-s-64-- | 1866 | 11 32 9 40 | Mean of 8 stations. 
| | 

MISSISSIPPI. 

The data for Mississippi are derived almost entirely from the work of 

the General Land Office, with a few returns from county surveyors and 

two or three scattering results from other sources. 

These results from the General Land Office are from the subdivi- 

sional surveys, no plats of exteriors or standard lines being in existence. 

They bear date from 1810 down to 1850, all being in the first half of 

In spite of their great age they appear to be of good the century. 

quality, being consistent among themselves and with observations 

taken in adjoining States when reduced to a common epoch. 

The line of no secular variation appears to have crossed Mississippi 

just prior to 1830. Most of the Land Office observations are, therefore, 

complicated with the change of secular variation attendant upon its 

change of sign 

lowing table, derived from series observed within the State: 

lYear. Reduction. 

o7 | 
SOO esses seers 0 30 || 

SSO Meee ses. te 1 00 | 

| iGO eee 180 | 
SCO RSE eae es a 2 05 

| 

Year. Reduction. 

Ous 

S50 seetpasamisa cscs, 2 20 

ICE Se euokoseeseee 2 30 | 

SSO Sesser oie ociae 2 30 

They have been corrected in accordance with the fol- 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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, pigs Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. serva-| declina- tion in Remarks. 

aan tion. 1900. | 

o / of 

(ACE ee es SHOSIAISEoSo REA Aara LedcoL | 1846 8 10 5 45 Mean of 6 stations. 

Natchez---- 2222 1872 eles 5 50 | N.A.S. 

iMilcorn S52. 2534) 5 ne eee | 1835 7 18 5 50 | Mean of 11stations. 
Corinthese eee 1875 | 6 22 | 505: | INeAgS: 

ATG sees Soe | zlota MASE vam 1843 807 540 Meanof19stations. 
| Mibentyecesse ee 1895 6 30 | 6 15 | County surveyor. 

Attala sec. kan Gets cevetra ees tenner 1833 8 00 5 30 | Mean of 22 stations. 

Benton's so. seers aeioetee ees eee | 1834 7 30 5 00 | Mean of 14stations. 

Ashlandess- eee | 1896 4 40 4 30 | County surveyor 

Bolivar eo. se sc5 Pee eee 1833 8 15 5 45  Meanof 17 stations. 

Calhountie2cs4 easter eee meee 1835 745 5 15) Meanof18stations. 

Carroll 237-2 eee i eteeseeeee eee 1832 6 SU 5 25 Mean of 15 stations. 

Chickasaws7s22c|esceee cee ee eee 1834 7 18 4 50 Mean of 14stations. 

Choctaw 22ecsccleecceeheceeeaeeres 1832 7 56 | 5 25 | Mean of 11stations. 

Claiborne: 22252 |esseeecaae- cess | 1846 8 23 | 6 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Clarkessa22h -2ecltoseceutesceeareee | 1833 7 48 | 5 20 | Mean of 20stations. 

Clay cease sell-eoienoe ce soot cece 1835 7 46 5 15 | Mean of 19stations. 

West Point.-.-.-.. 1875 6 25 5 10 | N.A.S. 

Coahomastszeaulaesceoren eee eases 1836 8 12 5 40 Mean of 28 stations. 

Cop iahoe.,-.sci | ereesetcewismewe cee meaceelteecteee as 5 30 | Estimated. 

Covington) 22s serssieiaets (eee 1841 8 20 5 50  Meanof 19stations. 

DeSoto 2-2: cocl aire seerocieseece 1835 8 00 5 30 Meanof14stations. 

Brankdin'=-2 =| ssc0telesesetssaeee 1848 8 56 | 6 35 Mean of 16 stations. 

Greene=e5 sce cals seater ore 1817 8 00 | 5 45 Meanof 1l5stations. 

\GGremadal eo 0-c| 45: eae eee 1833 7 49 5 20 | Mean of 14stations, 

Grenada......... 1872 625); 500|N.A.S. 
ian COCK arcs cicias Saciaaeinaecermes ose 1841 720 450 Mean of 8 stations. 

HaTTISON se2- = -| sneleemeecoeseces 1842 7 24 5 00 Mean of 5 stations. 

Long Beach. ---- 1895 4 52 | 4 40 County surveyor. 

Hindseeene ese | Jackson.....--.. 1895 541) 525 Do. 
OLMOSi ee eee es scene Sea es 1833 (9s) 5 25 Mean of 11 stations. 

Tesaqiwena). 2] one coc om eee lee crenl seerer |-------+- 5 50 Estimated. 

Titayambaees see seen ee ee ee 1835 | 712| 440) Meanof14stations. 

Pabksonee oC eee eee 11845 | 725] 5 00| Mean of 8stations. 
Pascagoula...-.. \1875| 620| 505|N.A.S. 

JASPCL) sh ce mees lee weenie cease ae | 1832 7 30 | 5 20. Mean of 20stations., | 

JOMOTSON 202 coos levee wets lccaclice eee 1848 | 8 10 | 5 50 Mean of 9 stations. | 

DONES Soc Netewe cociee cele mee 1895 5 00 | 445 County surveyor. 

Kemporee cn c.ct|eaccoeniac see tere | 1834 | 7 06 4 35 Mean of 24stations. | 

Lafayette: <c-a-|sesoe-e seen mee 1834 7 48 5 15 Meanof22stations. 

Thauderd ale.-..|| Sooner eco eae 1833 7 35 5 05 | Mean of 21stations. 
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Year | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Be declina- tion in Remarks. 

Nasal tion. 1900. 

Ole eo ov | 

Lauderdale-.-.. Meridian........| 1895 | 5 04 4 50 | County surveyor. 

Welavetencelescrs «seit ice mac.se5% 1810 8 29 6 25 | Mean of 19 stations. 

ltealkco eye st [een eee 1834; 813) 545 Meanof16stations. 
DG pe ee ae see 1834, 720) 450 Meanof10stations. 
Wetonerere men lpaesa: Boos Soe ae 1833 8 02 5 80 | Mean of 19 stations. 

Mincolnwpent sec teense fas ate 1810 8 45 6 40 | Mean of 14 stations. 

Lowndes...-.-.-- | Seon Se rete anes ees 1834 7 38 5 05 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Madison ....... eee oe ee 1832) 8 14| 545 Mean of 3 stations. 
(eMariOn 22cm. oe somisesenene ss 1827 8 07 5 35 | Mean of 39 stations. 

Marshallese) ee seers re 1834. 7 58 5 30 | Mean of 24 stations. 

WMOnTOe As eee Sete tee seers sah 1836 7 29 5 00 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Montgomery ...|......------+----- 1933; 806| 5 35 Do. 
| WYANT ce san mace 1896 | 5 48 5 35 | County surveyor. 

Neshoba .....-. Meat <4 rept 1833 7 57 5 25 | Meanof 14stations. 
ING WitOMs= ele tbe emiccrcs se sce = 1831 7 43 5 15 | Meanof 17 stations. 

Decatnras ess s== 1895 5 12 5 00 County surveyor. 

INoxulb eee e | sateoe see cere cases 1833 Ue 5 00 Mean of 20 stations. 

Maconereeeereee 1833 7 30 5 00 | C.&G.S. 

Oktibbeha - __.- Weimemewasiceaaeecise 1832 We25 4 55 | Meanof 12 stations. 

Panola......... name On arch eet 1836| 752| 5 20| Meanof22stations. 
Ieee hyGheassoallaseeaaeasasenerada 1893 5 20 5 05 | County surveyor. 

JEDOAY Coupee 6 Salento oeerd comes oe 1813 | 8 00 6 00 | Meanof34 stations. 

[ASTRA eee |e ee ee 1810 8 44 6 45 | Meanof 20 stations. 

Rontotoceresses pacers cee sas scene 1834 | UC 18} 4 45 | Meanof 14 stations. 

Prentiss ma eeree asia oe oe se 1835 | 7 28 455 | Mean of 9 stations. 
Qulibmiankee west secre eee esas eee | 1842 8 06 5 35 | Mean of 11 stations. 

FEC earn sta ween ee metsied ete rageta ceeiie Scr lisyeietens sili ole eS ie 5 30 | Estimated. 

SOdittiss caece secdl Daete cares ame oer 1832 8 00 5 30 | Meanof 19 stations. 

Shankey-eemercs as sa sem ae ceeees 1837 8 00 5 30 | Mean of 2 stations. 

SHIMO OM et a8od| cans bees tonteeeeae 1896 5 18 5 00 | County surveyor. 

Siri Meee Sed eee Mee a's 1832 7 58 5 30 | Meanof19stations. 
Sumtlowerese sas sce sae ee aeeeccce 1836 8 11 5 40 | Meanof 15stations. 

Mallahacehieres| pease sen see eee 1835 | 8 00 5 30 | Meanof17stations. 

IIA Saneap eos OIO Cees baa eee 1835 8 17 5 45 | Mean of 8 stations. 

AM OF OE DO 2 Ses eee ees ee ee ee 1834 7 28 5 00 | Meanof 11 stations. 

IS MOWED 3 cll AcoosaB aoe seeeese 1835 6 46 | 4 15 | Mean of 20 stations. 

TUTOR ene ated Rolses = en Beeee aeee 1836 8 07 ES ue3}5) Do. 

WhhhiOis-enadee sel anoce a eSeeeaaeenee 1834 7 20 4 50 | Mean of 9 stations. 

\WWERERGH Cc6c meee |laseneaeee eee 1847 8 23 6 00 | Mean of 2stations. 

Vicksburg; -.-... 1875 7 20 6 05 | N. A. 8. 

Wiasknin ot onmeerys prem eerne eer cai o tee 2 ha lllsca cts ane 5 45 | Estimated. 

L E E 
17 GEOL, PT I——24 
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wea Observed  Declina- 
County. | Town, city, etc. pp declina- tion in Remarks. 

| ron | tion. 1900. 
| oe | 

as bs = 

| | ey) a) rey) | 

Waynes 0.2 Cel iss.5502 5c eo aseee 1817 8 05 6 00 Mean of 6 stations. | 

Wrebstertetn i Se\ns55 55. on ee 1836 7 52 5 20 Mean of 13stations. | 

Whllksimsont. 2 9.1235 2o25 eee 1848 8 07 5 45 Mean of 16stations. 

Winston’ 01, ts 5-: 28 Sean eee 1833 7 42 5 10 | Mean of 17stations. | 
2 | 

Yalobushtas 225/55. sence eee 1834 8 07 5 35 | Mean of 14stations. 

Wiaiz0 00k s.r eeee 1837 8 00 | 5 30 | 1 station. 

| S10 —_ = - =a 

MISSOURI. 

Observations in Missouri are derived almost exclusively from Pro- 

fessor Nipher’s magnetic survey of the State, the results of which 

have been supplemented to some extent by returns from county sur- 

veyors. No attempt has been made in this State to collect data from 

the General Land Office, since Professor Nipher’s re sults cover most 

of the counties of the State, and are presumably from data which are of 

a much better quality than would be furnished by the surveys of the 

General Land Oftice; indeed, judging from the known errors in theland 

surveys in that State, it is to be presumed that the data regarding 
declinations furnished by these surveys would be misleading. 

The quality of the work of Professor Nipher is well known. The 

observations were taken between the years 1878 and 1882, inclusive, 

and were published in extenso in the Transactions of the St. Louis 

Academy of Sciences. 

In the county table, where the mean of sev eral results or stations are 

given for a county it is to be understood that these results are by 

Nipher’s magnetic survey. 

The line of no secular variation crossed Misso uri between the years 

1830 and 1840. The results, therefore, here presented are far removed 

from the time of no secular variation. 
The following table, derived from series of observations, has been 

used to reduce observations to the epoch 1900: 

| Year. | Reduction. Year. Reduction. 

abot. 22 eee 0 30 |] “eeOeee eee eee 1 40 
| ISSO Rao ec binkew cles 1 00 1650 sae oemeseee 2 10 

LS (OMS Sse eceees 1 15 ISAO 6 once eee ees 2 40 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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Year | Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, etc. oreh declina- tion in Remarks. 

ae tion. 1900. 

| a s : ee 

o 7 @Q 4 

Adair a epee = Kirksville. ...-.. 1878 8 29 7 25 | Mean of 2 results. 

Andre ween == Savannah ....--- 1895, 8 42 8 25 | County surveyor. 

Atchison -.--.-- Rockport =322.5- 1896 | 10 35 10 20 | Do. 

Atwdmainee ese IMe@xiCObena=ss=—- | 1878 7 44 6 40 | Nipher. 

BEG ie caacar aaa Seb uoh cocoeeSEesae 1823 | 9 40 7 50 | Boundary Survey. 

IBAGUOM ase a ena Pes serie a eo 1823 10 15 8 25 | Do. 

Babess sss2c. 1-5: Il SGV ee eosees 1893 8 30 8 10. County surveyor. 

Bentonee=s een Wiatsdweesee eae. 1881 8 51 7 55 | Nipher. 

ILMAEOIN cose aces 1881 S) alg) 8 20 Do. 

Bollinger. .----- Lutesville...---- 1880 6 14 5 15 Do. 

BOONOceccneoa5e Columbia ------. 1881 7 24 6 20 | Mean of 3 results. 

@entraliias22-2=-- | 1882 1h Bitr 7 00 | Nipher. 

Providence... --- | 1881 7 39 6 40 Do. 

Buchanan ---—-- St. Joseph... ---. 1895 8 39 8 25 | County surveyor. 

IBuiblerise== eee Poplar Bluffs.... 1880 6 45 5 45 ; Nipher. 

Caldwell - .----- Kingstom.....---. | 1882 | 9 25 8 30 | Mean of 2 results. 

@alllawiay s-sers||eeoe ene ee see Se [Seaeeel|seaseeeee 7 00 | Mean of 3 stations. 

McCredie ee--—- 188] 51 6 55 | Nipher. 

Camdene===----)| linn) Greelkes-s--. 1881 9 00 8 00 Do. 

| Decaturville .... 1881 8 57 8 00 Do. 
CapeiGirardGauel seas ee eas lees eaelemcis ~ sites 4 50 Estimated. 

Carroll eee Carnollitonte-ee se | 1879 8 30 7 30 | Nipher. 

C@arterm a 2 285-Se5- hese eee aes etd all semen 5 30 | Estimated. 

Gassiaaes sass lodvendoass acces | 1823 10 00 8 10 Boundary Survey. 

@Wedars ss 5 85552 |Seemesiess oes eee [ROOK ast ee 7 45 | Estimated. 

Charithoneeereaen taa- aces a se coos Ieee BP ict 15) | Do. 

Olristianye: 424/86 5.25- eos ste | eseeae need callers 7 00 | Do. 
Clank 25 Spas |Sasac ee eoaeaen aes | 1895 6 05 5 50 | County surveyor. 

Cley 2 Pe ee cet eles 8 00 | Estimated. 
CUNO. = i.oe bo cellbeoaa+ Seb eEeRO ease | laaese dll teense 8 00 | Do. 

Coloma re ho. | Jefferson .....--.| 1880 8 33 7 35 | Mean of 2 results. 

| Centertown .---- | 1881 if Be 6 40 | Nipher. 

NeMiariont=- === 1881 7 40 6 45 | Mean of 2 results. 

(Cooper eee | Clarks Fork. -.-. 1881 7 29 6 30 | Nipher. 

| Prairie Home 1881! 738] 640 Do. 
Crawford ....-. Cubiasaste eee 2 1880 i 2 6 25 Do. 

Dade seeeeciasac Creentield==eeces 1895 6 15 6 00 | County surveyor. 

Daeg Skee. | Buffalo...-..-... 1881| 807) 7 10 | Nipher. 
Daviess ..-...-- | Siceisot See eee 1882 8 46 7 50 Do. 

Dekalibesars ass | Stewartsville_...| 1896 7 47 7 30 | County surveyor. 

| Maysville -..--.. 1882 | 918 8 25 | Nipher. 

Dents -=ssaene= Salem ..--..-....| 1880 6 56 3 dD Do. 

371 
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i : pie Observed | Declina- | | 
County. Town, city, ete. aa declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. 

o 7 ov | 

Douglas ==: 2. 5.|/5-2 a2 senses Pee |e 640 Estimated. 

Drm: 2.3452 222,-\2 2 2h eee eee eee | eee 5 00 Do. 

Branllinie.: coc). 22-2 sje cece = se a eae ee ee eee 5 30 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Washington. ---. 1879 6 25 5 20 Mean of 2 results. 

IPaciticmee ees eee 1880 7 02 6 00 Do. 

Unionwec 22s se 1881 6 35 5 40 Nipher. 
Roedersville -..-) 1881 6 56 6 00 Do. 

| Newportis-.- --2- 1882 6 59 6 00 Do. 

Gasconade - sac Canaan) 222-0 -2-- 1895 6 15 | 6 00 | County surveyor. 

Gentry === | Albany. 2-22 ea 1882 8 26 7 30 | Nipher. 

Greente=-=-=----| Springtield=es ssa 1879 8 36 1 35 Do. 

Grundy: seas | Trenton. ....--.. 1882 8 03 7 10 Do. 

Harrison ....... | Bethany ........ 1882 8 43 7 50 Do. 
Henry _.-...-.. | Windsor ........ 13g1| 844] 745 Do. 
ipickanya-s2o-= | Wheatland...... 1881 8 40 | 1 45 | Do. 

Hole eee e td, We 5 ee aL eens 8 30 | Estimated. 
Howard.--.-.---- Glasgow ....---- 1879 8 21 7 20. Nipher. 

Howell. 2cc3ii oa Meee eee ee Ree eee 6 40 Do. 

Tron’ s-2kees- Arcadian so. eee 1880 6 49 5 50 Do. 

Jacksoneers -=- Kansas City. ..-- 1878 10 18 9 10 | Mean of 2 results. | 

DASPCOL®. oss = oe (Pos eee ese eee 1823 10 30 8 40 | Boundary Survey. 

Jefferson. .-....- Desotoeseseeee ee lesd. 7 46 6 45 | Nipher. 

Kimmswick ..... 1880} 645| 545| Do. 
JOHNSON estes aes Se tberas ae ee el eicica eoeeatae ates 8 10 Mean of 3 stations. 

Holden\ee-=5 <== 1879 8 55 | 7 55 | Nipher. 

KOS 5.52625 sees eee eee Eee eee 6 45 Estimated. 

Laclede --.. ---- Lebanon .....--- 1880 7 46 6 45 | Mean of 2 results. 

Lafayette ....-.- Lexington. ...... 1896 7 35 7 20 | County surveyor. 

Law@ence: =222.|-22 ot bees eee eee res tee 7 30 | Estimated. 

We wils ose ee Canton=Sssse—er- 1878 7 13 6 05 Nipher. 

incoln' =... +. rove soos seee 1895 5 00 4 45 County surveyor. 

Tsim 2o25 22 5825 al: eeSe on Sas caesar 7 25 Mean of 3 stations. 

Linneus. ....---- 1882 8 03 7 10 Nipher. 

Taclede:. -------- 1882 8 11 7 20 Do. 

iving stone eo. cee oe Sete ee eee eee aoe eee ears 7 50 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Chillicothe....-. 1879 8 32 | 7 30 Nipher. 

MeDonaldts2 asa\cseesent tree ee 1823 10 36 8 46 Boundary Survey. 

Macon oc eee ee een | ee 7 20 Mean of 5 stations. 

Maconie--~-sease 1880 | 8 03 7 05 Mean of 2 results. 

Mercyville ...... 1882 8 17 7 25 | Nipher. 

Laplata......... 1982 809| 715 Do. 
Madison....--..- | ne cee 5 15 Estimated. 
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: peas Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. a declina- tion in Remarks. 

Soy tion. 1900. 

Maries iaes=e6 | Wilenine) soe 285ee6 1881 | 7 15 6 20 | Nipher. 

Marion. ....---- Hannibal........ 1878 708) 600 Do. 
Palmiynayeeaseeee | 1894 6 03 5 45 County surveyor. 

Mercere ene ssnee pErincetontee ss s=- | 1882 | 8 47 | 7 55 | Nipher. 

Mi ere ie eee ce | Seeetinw cise <icicre-wisia ete Se ee 7 00 Mean of 2 stations. 

| Tuscumbia ...... 1881 | 8 30 7 35 | Nipher. 

Mississippi... . Charleston ...... | 1880] 5 43 4 45 Do. 
Monitean ...... California....... wsi| 744| 645| Do. 
WOOD Sess ses esoeees sacsee soos coceee aeeeereee 7 15 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Mont gomeny ea. seri ee se ce os ceeets| | ss is | Seine sic 6 35 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Danville ........ | 1881 7 48 6 50 | Nipher. 
More anit sense aaeetsier- = 2 es apeeiel|isiel= sare eee ee. 7 15 Mean of 3 stations. 

Versailles ....... 1881 20| 7 25 | Nipher. 
New Madrid....| Point Pleasant 1850 | 7 20 5 10 County surveyor. 

Newton ........ Loner e se uc, © 1823 | 10 30 8 40 Boundary Survey. 

Nodaway.-..---- | Maryville ..-.--- 1879 | 11 10 10 10 Nipher. 

Ornesoneeeeceee. clos een Sele IA ee ee eee ese, | 6 00 | Estimated. 

(ORFIRD BSS e Ob SHES Soa Sos ee eer ee aroen ene 7 CO | Mean of 2 stations. 

| durtib ose sence 1882 tt BU 6 45 | Nipher. 

Onn ts Sutacnl ds pas Shee ae ce bees eee eee 6 30 | Estimated. 

IROMNACOW a ooose | Serene seperate ace a 1895 5 17 | 5 00 | County surveyor. 

Rennes ssc Rhee Ae ene 1895 445| 430] Do. 
Rettises-o3.2 6 Sedalia) 222-224. 1879 8 55 | 7 50 | Mean of 2 results. 

PROMS oes. 2.2... ks ae Rate alee | eee 6 15 | Estimated. 
ieee ee, | Louisiana ....... 1878| 707!| 600 | Nipher. 
Platte ere 5532 ses endecaee es ue 1S hale eae 8 30 | Estimated. 

1 aoe ee ISO ENE So6d come = 1881 8 14 7 15 | Nipher. 

Pullagls!: ch. secalbaescese Serene | eee oe een | 630. Estimated. 

IPubnameee 22 | S06 ADDER SOSE BEES SEOs a cee 7 40 | Mean of 3 stations. 

| Unionville .....- 1882 8 00 7 10 , Nipher. 

aS Bee yee Aas |soOe08 vocede Saecen|facdocalizcos decor 6 00 | Estimated. 

Randolph ...... | Moberly.......-. 1882 7 40 6 50 | Nipher. 
SEA oeele.ceoceconl eaHeEOote See ae anaes || eee 7 50 | Estimated. 

Reynolds. ...... West Fork ..---. 1895 5 30 5 15 | County surveyor. 

Rupleyeereees. elses cer Pe ee aaa cioee [eens ece | 5 50 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Doniphan -.----- 1894 5 30 5 10 |} County surveyor. 

Gatewood . ..---. 1880 7 12 6 10 | Nipher. 

Sun@harlesprarceacerte wet sis. alse cies 5 40 | Mean of 4 stations. 

St. Charles ...... 1895 4 57 4 40 | County surveyor. 

Dardenne Prairie | 1881 | 6 31 5 35 | Nipher. 

Sia Gl aieepee en Mere ANS sks es deesou 8 00 | Estimated. 

Dla OC CNOVIE VOM Ibe ee tae ee eres oo allamer enc cane cus 5 00. Do. 
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| ; peer | Observed | Declina- | 
County Town, city, ete. serva-| “eclina- tion in | Remarks. 

ion tion. 1900. | 

OF % or | 

Stbran¢ ois) seen s.c5 see eee leases: | Poe eseres 5 15 Estimated. 

Stibouis,2 S.4- onl -< seeeeee eae iecis tenee 5 40 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Clayton -.-2-52-- 1881 604 510  Nipher. 

Pattonsville. .-.-- 1881 5 54 500|- Do. 

Florissant. .-.-.- 1881 6 35 5 40 | Do. 

| Kirkwood.......| 1882} 624] 530| Do. 
Stolouis, City s|a-s=ee eae eee 1879 6 13 5 10 | Do 

Saline’ eee | Sweet Springs...) 1881] 924] 830] Do. 
Herndon ......-. 1881| 855] 800 Do. 
Marshall ........ 1881} 832| 735| Do. 
Arrow Rock. .--- 1881 7 54 7 00 Do. 

Schuyler: 2.4. sija-oce= feaeelsseree 1895 8 40 8 25 | County surveyor. 

Scotland ....-.-. | Memphis -... ---. 1878 7 48 6 40 | Nipher. 

Scott: coc. ele = eee ae ee | Anas tee 4 50 | Estimated. 

Shannon: ..o22 S525 -ese seen 1895 5 15 5 00 | County surveyor. 

Shelby =2--2= eee Shelbyville.-.... 1894 | 6 20 6 00 Do 

Stoddard tes: |becn were ee sees 1895 | 5 00 4 45 Do 
Stonehee..)a—ee= Cape Fair - - =|) 28953) 3 30 5 15 | Do. 

Sullivan ioelS yee Seat noe ee oe |e ie Sees 7 35 | Mean of 4 stations. | 

Milam eta. seeces 1895 7 35 7 20 | County surveyor. 

| Sticklerville ..../ 1882! 852]| 800! Nipher. 
Maney, 23:55 se Cedar Creek. -.--- 1895 6 10 5 55 | County surveyor. 

Texas ........>.| Houston -.2. 2.22 1880 7 35 | 6 35 Nipher. 

Vernon terse re Schellee se ee al Sogel 9 03 8 00 Do. 

Warren .-.----- Warrenton ..-...- 1882 6 40 5 45 | Mean of 2 results. 

Wright ......... 1878 814) 710) Nipher. 

Washington sess. sees es oe eee eae eee 5 30 | Estimated. 

Wiailymeaacerteee Piedmont -.- 1880 7 22 6 20 Nipher. 

Webster... pent ens- SG. sceicec a |leerenie lea eres 7 00 Estimated. 

Worth! 22. --2 ea |lnco'e eiSierstetemcieisisrereele | Ceiaves | ate ao epee 8 00 Do. 

Wright) s2-ise« Hartville........ 1895 7 30 715 | County surveyor. 

(a ee ee es cE als 

MONTANA. 

Observations in Montana are derived from the surveys of standard 

lines and township exteriors of the General Land Office, with a few 

returns from county surveyors, from the Hayden Survey, and from the 

Mullen and Raynolds expeditions. The Land Office observations 

appear to be of very good quality. 

The line of no secular variation appears to have crossed Montana 

between the years 1860 and 1880, moving progressively westward, and 
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the observations have been reduced accordingly, using the following 

table: 

| Reductions. 

Year. | 

cae ‘Middle part. eee 

fo} / | {o] / | Oo / 

Ibs SO) eee toa Oe pak, Mo vos So a ee 0 40 0 30 0 20 

| IO om A Oe eS 6s Ieee ne eee ee ON 050 | 0 30 

TUS Oat A 2, 0s eR a ee 1 25 1 00 0.20 | 
1360 amen conte Fe5, 1-2 1 40 0 50 0.00 | 

| | 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 

| 
| Year Observed | Declina- 

County. Town. city, ete. ot Ose | declina- tion in Remarks. 
ROWE tion. 1900. | 

| tion. 

aa A 
Beaverhead ....| Northern......-.| 1868 | 20 30 | 19 30 a station. 

Southern........| 1882} 1936] 18 50 | 
i CEVED ON Soe Heel cel) ee arene ee eter ie er 18 30 | Estimated. 

Cascadeeeeeeeee Hasterm: | 24 2es2 1882 20 13 19 30 |3 Mean of 2 stations. 

Western.......-- 1880 20 30 19 40 Mean of 3 stations. 

Great Falls..___. 1892 2000 ~=19 40 | County surveyor. 

Beltre cess 1894} 1956) 19 40| Do. 
Choteau.....-.- Long. 108-9...-.. 1894 1910 1850 Mean of 4 stations. 

Long. 109-10... .. 1874 2040 1940 Mean of 2 stations. 

| Long. 110-11... . 1867 21 35 20 40 | Do. 

Long. 111 to west | 1878 22 00 21 00 | Mean of 7 stations. 
boundary. | 

Fort Benton. -.-... 1860 20 24-| 19 35 | Mullan. 

(Cheuy IkesGiawie |lbscocos senses seseae 1882 18 48 18 00 | Mean of 6 stations. | 
tion. 

| 

Custer S222 -/- Wate 5=Gs lone. |Paseea\ee =. oes 16 00 Estimated. 
| 104-5. 

ibe, AS Wo moras |eosotelecane ease 16 30 Do. 
| boundary; long. | 

104-5. 

Watet5-65) longs deere. |sene =o 17 00 Do. 
105-6. 

Lat. 46 to north | 1884 18 00 17 10 | Mean of 5 stations 
boundary ; long. 
105-6. | 

| 

bent dB =e lone oe eeaisenseasce 17 30 | Estimated. 
106-7. ay bl 

Lat. 46 to north | 1881 18 40 17 30 | 1 station. 
boundary ; long. 
106 west boun- 
dary. 

Milestee acer: soe 1895 18 00 17 45 | County surveyor. 
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: : weer | Observed | Declina- 
County. | Town, city, ete. Aer | declina- tion in Remarks. 

Gia tion. 1900. 

ol o- | 

Dawson ....---- Northeastern ----| 1882 17 45 16 45 | County surveyor. 

Southeastern ....| 1882 | 17 45 16 45 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Northiwestermys==|2s222s\=e eee | 17 45 | Estimated. 

Southiwesterni- sa) eee -s tee aera 18 00 | Do. 

Deer Lodge .223\2--25eeee eeeee 1881 20. 24 19 50 Mean of 6 stations. 

Mereuseess. ee Northeastern -..-; 1882 19 35 18 50 Mean of 3 stations. 

Southeastern.-.-.| 1882 | 19 42 19 00 Mean of 6 stations. 

Northwestern -_.) 1883 19 43 19 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

| Southwestern .__| 1882 18 30 17 45 | 1 station. 

Flathead ...--.- Hastern!s--s-eee 1892 22 06 21 50 | Mean of 32 stations. 

Westerns. 22 --- 1893 22 20, 22 10 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Gallatin -2- 2222 Northern. ......- 1872 19 20 18 20 Do. 

Southern.---....| 1872 19 10; 18 10 | 1 station. 

Granite 22224--- Phillipsburg ....| 1895 20 30 | 20 20 | County surveyor. 

Jefferson: ae ee. ee 1868 20 50, 19 50 | Mean of 4 stations. 
Lewis) sande sNortherns =a ees peeeee eee ee | 20 30 Estimated. 

Clarke, Southern........] 1873 | 2043 19 50 | Mean of 5 stations. 
Helenapsesee eee 1872 | 2000) 19 05 | Hayden. 

Madison....---. INortherm=.=-2 es 1871 19 25 | 18 20 Do. } 

Southerm= ssc) |soeeooleeee seco 18 30 | Estimated. 

Virginians. ee 1895 LORS 19 00 | County surveyor. 

Meagher ...---. astern. eee aise ee pees 19 00 Estimated. 

Westein .---.... 1875 | 20 00 19 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Missoula ....-.. Basternres-sesee 1882 22 00 21 30 | Mean of 13stations. 

Western _......- 1860 | 20 45 20 45 | 1 station. 

Fort Owen ....-. 1853 19 25 19 25. Raynolds. 

| Hell Gate ......-. 1861} 21 00 21 00 | Mullan. 

| Bitterroot. ...... 1860 20 45 20 45 Do. 

Jed eee ros ocod a | Northern 3.-4|2---- ee eee 18 30 | Estimated. 

| Southern.---.... 1882 19 00 18 10 | 1 station. 

Ravello. es |). oa nea eee 1893 2020 20 10 | Mean of 10stations. | 
Silver Bow seces| ohn ae eee eee 1868 | 20 10 19 55 | 1 station. 

Sweetorass!oo--|5-25 ce acon scala coe-s}-— ees 18 36. Estimated. 

Teton eece = Northeastern ....| 1881 | 2143] 21 00! Mean of 5 stations. 

Southeastern ....) 1892 21 10 20 50. Mean of 2 stations. 

| Northwestern ...| 1874 23 25 22 25. Mean of 5 stations. 

Valley=s2se- Long. 104-5...... 1866 18 27 17 00 Mean of 6 stations. 

| Long. 105-6... .-. 1873 | 19 50 18 30 Do. 

Long. 106-7...... 1874} 2017) 19 00 Do. 
| Long. 107-8...... 1884 | 20 00 19 10 Mean of 8 stations. 

Yellowstone - --| Northeastern ....| 1881 | 19 23 | 18 35 | Mean of 3 stations. | 

| Northwestern ...| 1883 | 19 18 18 20) Mean of 6 stations. 
| 
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NEBRASKA. 

Observations in Nebraska are derived mainly from the surveys of 

standard lines and exteriors of the General Land Office. Numerous 

returns have been received from county surveyors, and to these have 

been added a few stations by the United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey and other miscellaneous sources. Surveys of the General Land 

Office range in time from 1855 in the eastern part of the State to very 

recent years in the western part. They appear to be throughout of 

good quality, although much better in the western part of the State 

thanintheeastern. The line of no secular variation crossed Nebraska 

between the years 1845 and 1860. Observations in the eastern part of 

the State are, therefore, in the reduction to 1900, somewhat compli- 

cated with the change in secular variation. They have been reduced 

to the epoch 1900 in accordance with the following tabie, derived from 

series of observations made in the State: 

Year. Reduction. || Year. Reduction. | 

| ial 
| 

IC VERS eee soe a ae 0 40 IS GORE A GEe se) Seo ec IL taioy 

iSO). eco ll een itp yall SRO eee eae | 200 
Wael) OR tasten eatin Steere oe 1 50 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 

| t Paes Observed | Declina- 
County. | Town, city, ete. sieabaer declina- tion in Remarks: 

| Soe mlln tton: 1900. 

| | oq QF 

JGETIO pea eeee eaedeesaseeeeteaee | 1875 | 1235) 11 00 | Mean of 16stations. 
Hag tine sss seeaee | 1895 10 15 9 55 | County surveyor. 

NHN 5a5ee8| boesas sooaeepseena 1858 13 05 11 10 | Mean of 14stations. 

ASHI NDI. sas cbse llaaodoe Sea COo ee ees | 1869 14 21 12 30 | Mean of 5 stations. 

IB ae eee eee es oe ore mic Senne 1870 15 47 14 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 

leas hiford eer = re 1895 14 50 14 10 | County surveyor. 

LVETIING seSoe Soas oe en One eee 1872 13 24 11 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 

DOOM se as dos aan lACeem CONOR es 1858 12 42 10 35 | Mean of 5 stations. 

IB Osa Itunes lena eanieicisionc clea 1880 14 35 13 20 | Mean of 16 stations. 

IBOy dese ene e lScte Glows tener CPOE Sees [aes eae | 11 50 | Estimated. 

IBPONMy- coma cooclleseanes HOC SSEeaeees 1874 | 13 35 12 00 | Mean of 28 stations. 

Butta Opera eee see esse ail 1860} 14 04 12 10 | Mean of 16 stations. 

| Kearneynerserere 1858 | 13 38 11 45 | Simpson. 

Borie os. |.soct ie aeeeen 1856 | 1205] 10 05/| Meanof8 stations. 
Butler ......... |e sh aaa 1857 | 1202] 10 00 | Mean of 12stations. 
Crane a. | safe en 1856 | 10 45 8 50 | Mean of 8 stations. 
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: Bene Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, etc. Rare declina- tion in Remarks. 

x lotions tion. 1900. | 

me Lebar naks | Pereaaes sd ae é 
Oo 7 Oo | 

(Chess sSAéearesss Plattsmouth ---..| 1895 9 30 9 10 | County surveyor. 

@edar=. eeees tee ae eee eee 1858 12 12 10 15 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Chasse osc c-os| socket eee eee 1870 13 46 12 00 Mean of 14 stations. 

Chermyeeesace ae East half....-.-. 1875 13 35 2 00 | Mean of 24 stations. 

West half ....... 1880 14 35 13 20 Mean of 30stations. | 

@heyenns.)-2---| 5. eee eee 1870 | 1500} 13 10 Mean of 16stations. | 

Camp Clark. .-.. 1896 13 30 13 15 County surveyor. 

idwevaete eee 1872 14 37 12/50) Ne ACS; 

Clays 5.2524 - ee | See eee 1858 12 19 10 20 Mean of 12 stations. 

Colfax 2525250 3\e- 326s see eee 1857 12 20 10 20, Mean of 3 stations. 

Guming \:2 6-5/2 3 eee ee 1857-12 21) 10 20 Mean of 7 stations. | 

Custer...) 24.. 51 eaeee eee 1872) 13 22 1135 Mean of 41stations. | 
Dakota ........ eee! axl Se 1857 | 1219 | 10 20 Meanof 5stations. | 
Dawesieseeees Remmi reir ea | 1882 1513) 14 05 Mean of 41 senior 

Dawson .....-.- LS eae 1869| 1339] 1150) Meanof 18stations.. 
Devel eee (pecan eeeh ey tee 1869 14 35 12 50 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Dixone=-s5-4--- |e ae cee ee 1857 12 36 10 35 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Dodge m= -ecrs (eee eee eres 1856 11 48 950  Meanof 9 stations. — 

Mouglas:-(22 22 | Sse eee eee | 1856 10 53 8 55 | Meanof 5 stations. | 

Omahaeaceeeees 1888 9 30 8 40 | C.&G.S. 

Dund yo. ce. docs soe ee eee | 1870 13 53 | 12 05 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Fillmore . ...--- [neuen ore .-.-| 1858 | 1226 1025  Meanof 12 stations. 

Branikslin}..:2<a¢|cee ace eeeeee eee | 1858.) 1315, 11 20 | Meanof 8 stations. 

ronbien 222 ssalsc ose aes aeee 1870 14 18 12 20 , Mean of 16 stations. 

Hgnniaae vac: 2a Ree eee es | 1870 | 1425 | 12 35 | Meanof 9 stations. 
Gages 22 ashe aiecen cee ce Rees 1856 9 47 | 745 Mean of 6 stations 

Beatrice: -- --2--- 1895 11 00 10 40 | County surveyor. 

Gariiel die: eee al en eee cee ee | 1870 13 20 11 30 | Mean of 12 stations. | 

Gosper seccacetelet eos eee eee 1865 | 1433 1235 | Meanof 8 stations. | 
Grant ssc 252 |e ce eee eres 1876 13 55 12 20 Meanof 16 stations. | 

Greeley 235 Uae cecse et eee 1863 | 12 38 10 45 Mean of 8 stations. 

13 6) 0 ge ere ee Ree ee eee anc So 1862 13 20 11 25 Meanof 12 stations. 

| Grand Island....| 1893 11 51 11 20 | City surveyor. 

Hamiltons.os2-.s|es-2- see ee ceeee 1858 | 12 42 10 40 Meanof 10 stations. 

Elan Anse a= Sea acetone eee 1865 13 18 11 25 | Mean of 8 stations. | 

Hayes........-. be eae neem fees 1870 | 1324 1135 Meanof 14 stations. 
ibch cock teesas |e se eaten tee ae 1870 13 22 11 30 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Culbertson:..... 1895 1210, 11 50 | County surveyor. 

| ELON G eee. hema atest eee 1865 13 39 11 50 Mean of 31 stations. 

| Hooker. o<.<.. 2) ese ee eee 1875 13 45 2 10 | Mean of 16 stations. 

LOW ard. 8 6) conn! src eee eee eer 1862, 13 56 12 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Jerson)... cece events heroes | 1856 12 18 10 15 Do. 
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; aes Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Beata declina- tion in Remarks. 

aa tion. 1900. 

| | (oy oy 1 

Jefferson -..----. Haine Dwyer = 1895 9 48 9 30 | County surveyor. 

TONE Ns. ates \|oeaso nos ake eee eS | 1856 10 00 8 00 | Mean of 7 stations. 

WKMe@arne yi. 2.5 220s stn costes sce ac 1858 Hey fol 11 50 | Mean of 8 stations. 

LAGS Ms po eeI aS) Score ee ee cee as 1869 14 20 | 12 30 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Keyap aliay= piece ||se astern sac to =e 1872 14 07 12 20 | Mean of 2 stations. 

iret eee al ena eee eons te 1870} 1529) 13 40 | Mean of 12stations. 
KN ON ea rte os |e eer eeeteeeeae 1858 13 16 11 15 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Mamcaster ss-<stl|Sas2c6e 5 cece ss se = 1857 10 08 8 10 | Mean of 14 stations. 

WAC OLIN setae se | Pe cece see ects aes 1869 13 41 11 50 | Mean of 35 stations. 

Wogan! fececse=- lodnave Seedeéucscse | 1869 13 36 11 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 

“LOW aqses6 5550 lec ee 1872 | 1325 | 1145 | Meanof 8 stations. 

McPherson - ---- Pee oe ts ake | 1869 13 47 12 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Madison....-..-- \eoats snes sect erl 1858 1247} 1050) Mean of 12stations. 

Merrick ........ lh Sapoeteae ea rere | 1858| 1315} 1120 Mean of 5stations. 
Nanceraces- 2 | Pea esciont seein | 1858 113 2} 11 15 Mean of 7 stations. 

Nemaha ..-.-..-- eset seo eciaeae ce | 1855 11 10 9 10 Do. 

| Brownville..--.. Irie |p Maat) 955 | C.& G.S. 
| AX HOU Coss5 cecal) Ieee 10 10 9 55 | County surveyor. 

senna steer 2 1888 | 10 13 9 30| C.& G.S. 
Nuckolls!2-22--- | ee eras Pas iets 1858 12 45 10 40 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Otoeree te ns: eos see aee ed ce ae 1856 10 17 | 8 10 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Nebraska City. --) 1880 10 13 9 00 | Mo. River Com. 

[pawl COW Seer ea eee eee 1856 10 19 8 20 | Mean of 6 stations. 

iRerkinsie=- 2-eee ae ee 1870 13 13 11 25 | Mean of 10stations. 

Phelps sca-4.42- Ne Gc oe aRIB ee Senses | 1865 13) 53 12 00 | Mean of 8 stations. 

| iEoldreget==-\--1 1896 12 23 12 10 County surveyor. 

IPIETCes= sae 2-54 pect ee ceec es eeeee | 1858 12 36 |} 10 40 | Meanof 12stations. 

| Plainview-.----- 1895 8 43 | 8 30 | County surveyor. 

art te mere ters se elle eect occa eee. one ae 1857 12 55 10 55 | Mean of 13 stations. 

| Columbus ....... 1895 10 32 10 15 County surveyor. 

| [elle oe ale el a 1858 | 1230] 1030 | Mean of 8 stations. 
Redswpilll Owasso |Peeee aes aecisl- aee 1870 18} 1} 1125 | Mean of 5 stations. 

IRIN SS Lol Sao ates ote cee 1855 12 00 10 00 | Mean of 31 stations. 

LOC KARA ee coal Stee ee eiewiosaecick 1865 13 45 11 55 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Salt ereee nae pee emoe etscce 1857 11 36 9 35 | Mean of 8 stations. 

SHI yienoeco ants eee nee See 1856 10 53 8 55 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Papillion....--.-. 1895 9 48 9 80 | County surveyor. 

SrimnGorsccwecolligac cso nee eee 1857 | 1136| 9 35 | Meanof 13stations. 

ScottspBlunthe-es eee a 1879 15 25 14 10 | Mean of 18 stations. 

Sowardweerer cron ees oc. dec 1857 11 39 9 40 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Sfioniétinis ae ee 1881! 14 48|) 1340 Meanof 29stations. 
Poe Soca ae Buea nee eee 1868 13 44) 1155) Meanof 12stations. 
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aoe | Observed  Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. gerva-| declina- tion in Remarks. 

ayn tion. 1900. 
| 10n. 

= is | eee rae =| 
| 

| | | ro) I fe) / 

Sictx 5/52 See ee ee 1882 1520) 1415 Meanof 34 stations. 
Stanton .......-. |= aleineis eae cine 1857 1216 1015  Meanof 10stations. 

Dhayersnes sae negobotoseaceeceac 1858 12 45 10 50 Mean of 8 stations. 

PROMBA  y ahete) ae ee nse eee 1874; 1342! 12 10 | Mean of 20stations. 
Thurstone-eeees Waa oe mene ees 1856 | 12 06 10 05 | Mean of 9 stations. 

‘Vieille eee see | Ae 2-9 Sa 1867 12 18 = 10 30 | Meanof 12stations. 
Washing tonesce|tee=-se--e ee eeeee 1856 | 10 34 8 35 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Wayne seee eas Vie Rs ey eee 1857 1217) 10 20) Meanof 8 stations. | 

Webster ....... lise eae 1867 1233 10 45 | Mean of 12stations. 
Wihteelerso=. 2-2 ABBE ane Secrets Ave, 1865 | 12 40 10 50 | Do. 

Worloisee. hence lode donc sees 1858 | 12338| 1035] Do. 2 

NEVADA. 

The observations in Nevada consist almost entirely of results from 

the General Land Office, with a few from the Coast and Geodetic Sur- 

vey, from the Wheeler Survey, and from county surveyors. The Land 

Office observations are derived exclusively from the surveys of standard 

lines and township exteriors. 

The line of no secular variation crossed Nevada between the years 

1880 and 1890. These observations have been reduced to the epoch 

1900 in accordance with this fact by means of the following table: 

-—— 

| Year. Reduction. |) Year. Reduction. | 
| =_—= | 

| One! Oo 

| 1890) sea aeeen sees | —0 15 Ub (Westen so csotS- 0 00 | 

| 
| IRR fe pete ene Pirate ih ere Mok jade | +40 25 

| 

The declination is east. Such of the above corrections as have the 

plus sign are to be added and those having the minus sign subtracted. 

oo | Observed  Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. anoe declina- tion in Remarks. 

ey "| tion. 1900. 
10n. | | 

alam, | Our 

| Churchill eese- | Hastern .....---- 1872 17 30 17 30 | Mean of 6 stations. | 

Western ......-- 1875 | 17 20) | tine Do. | 

Hot Springs. ...- 1881 | 1726 | 1710 |C.&G@.S8. 
Dong lapse... ssi <a eee ---| 1869 1614 | 1615 | Mean of 13stations. 

Genoa) has. ee eee | 1877 16 47 16 35 Wheeler. 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. ghey declina- | tion in Remarks. 

Mor, tion. 1900. 

(o) / (e} / 

Douglas. ---. ---- Glenbrook ......| 1876 16 00 15 50 | Wheeler. 

KO esas siete 2% Northeastern ee 1881 17 53 17 40 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Southeastern -..- 1881 17 00 | 16 45 | Mean of 12 stations. 

North middle.... 1887 17 30 17 15 | Mean of 16stations. 

South middle.... 1880 1650} 16 35 | Mean of 12stations. 

Northwestern .-. 1883 17 44 17 30 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Southwestern ... 1880 17 30 17 15 | Mean of 2 stations. | 

JOU ety as aero seLes 1881 17 30 ley ley) (Ca eS Cr ish 

Ha lleckweees eee 1869 16 22 16 20 | Wheeler. 

Esmeralda --.-. Northern ---.-..... 1880 16 46 16 30 | Mean of 19 stations. | 

IMGCGNE 55526 a5ce 1883 1700 16 45 | Mean of 7 stations. | 

Southern........ 1877 | 1625| 1615] Mean of 9 stations 
| Dead Horse Well. 1876 16 30 | 16 20 | Wheeler. 

| Hawthorne..---. 1887 16 28 | 16 15 | County surveyor. 

Silver Peak -.... 1890 1608 | 15 55 Do. 

Brunekiai mene sees Northern]. es2s- - 1873 16 53 16 55 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Southern ---. ==... 1879 16 37 16 20 | Mean of 15 stations. 

|sBurekattccs5.5.! [etSS tele 6. S7aliuel620) | C.réc1G.S: 
| Mineral Hill...... 1881 | 1703} 16 50 Do. 

Humboldt. 22... Northeastern .-..| 1878 17 45 17 30 | Mean of 60 stations. 

Southeastern --... 1874 17 44 17 30 | Mean of 22 stations. | 

Northwestern -..| 1874 17 40 17 30 Do. 

Southwestern --.) 1880 | 17 25. ue | Mean of 13 stations. | 

Ryepatch....-...| 1881 | 1750] 1735|C.&G.8. 
Winnemucca -.--) 1881 17 40 17 25 Do. 

Wiellseaeeses sss uiset | 17 22)| 17 10 Do. 
Tecoma .........| 1881| 1728] 1715] Do. 

Wand eres cs.ce 2 INorthernpess =e 1870 1 35 17 35 |) Mean of 95 stations. 

Souvherneens ee | 1874 16 42 16 35 | Mean of 97 stations. 

ANWR Goce nascee | 1881 16 57 16 40 | C.&G.S. 

incolneessee es: Northern... ---- | 1874 16 10 16 00 | Mean of 20 stations. 

Middle eastern Me 1881 16 20 16 05 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Middle western... 1870 16 08 16 10 |) Mean of 6 stations. 

Southeastern .-..) 1877 15 34 15 24 | Mean of 15stations. 

Southwestern -..) 1878 15 46) 15 30 Mean of 17stations. 

Southern point ... 1878 15 22 15 10 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Clover Valley ...| 1869] 1425| 14 25 | Wheeler. 
Staebhomasseces. 1869 15 48 15 48 Do 

Indian Spring...) 1869 15 42 15 40 Do 

4 || \WOSmIEO ies =o5 1869 15 42 15 40 | Do 

Mouth of Rio | 1869 15 48 15 50 Do. 
| Virgin. | | 
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County. 

White Pine 

| Hamilton 

MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Northeastern. -- . 

North middle... .) 

Northwestern --.) 

American Flat-. - 

Northern 

Middle 

Southern 

Northeastern ---- 
al | 

Southeastern ....) 

Northwestern .. | 

Southwestern --- 

| 

Rattlesnake | 
Spring. | 

Sacramento dis- | 
trict. 

Monte Cristo ---. | 

Antelope Springs | 

Piermont -=2--.- | 

Long Valley 

Old Camp Ruby. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

ner Observed Declina- 
ante declina- tion in Remarks. 
tion: | tion. 1900. | 

| sober «aunt 
| 1892 | 16 00 | 15 50 | County surveyor. 

1875 1500 > 14 50) Wheeler. 
1868 | 1642, 1640 Meanof18stations. | 

1875 16 25 16 15 Mean of 8 stations. | 

1874) 1605 1555 Mean of 17stations. 
1875 16 35 | 16 25 Mean of 15stations. 

2c) oe de | 16 15 Estimated. 

Nes, Ne ate 15 30 Do. 

1865 1615) 16 25 Mean of 4 stations. 

1876 16 47 16 35 | Wheeler. 

1861 | 16 35 17 00 Mean of 3 stations. 

1876 | 16 30 16 20 | Wheeler. 

1878 18 26 | 18 15 | Mean of 6 stations. 

1882 1736 17 20 Mean of 4 stations. 

1868 16 55 17 00 Mean of 40 stations. 

1881| 1750| 1735|¢.&G.8. | 
1889 7%, 26), zeslO Do. 

1868 16 42 16 40 Mean of 8 stations. 

1871 16 30 16 30 Mean of 17 stations. 

1868 16 4616.50 | Mean of 18 stations. 
1872} 16 34 16 35 Mean of 29stations. | 

1869| 1643! 1640 Wheeler. 
1869-16 18 16 20 Do. 

1869 16.27) 16 30 Do. 

1869 17 05 | 17 05 Do. 

1869 1700| 1700 Do. 

1872 16 45 16 45 Do. 

1269 17 00 17 00 Do 

is69| 1710] 17 10 Do. 

Data for New Hampshire have been taken almost exclusively from the 

Coast Survey compilation, consisting of observations by the United 

States Coast and Geodetic Survey and observations accredited to the 

Royal Society and the Smithsonian Institution. 

Wherever in the county table the mean of several stations is given 

for the county, it is understood to include those stations which are given 

subsequently separately. 
The earliest observation used here bears date 1830, and since the line 
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of no secular variation crossed New Hampshire prior to the beginning 

of the century, none of these observations are complicated with the 
change in secular variation. Corrections for secular variation have 

been used to reduce these observations to the epoch 1900, as deduced 
from observations in this State, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 

and Connecticut. The following table shows the reductions: 

Year. | Reduction. | Year. | Reduction. 

Were ce cl | 
1SG00 See eee So. OR2O Metso 0rere a ueccece ee 2 55 
sR oun Ga 1 Uap ll SSG ee ea i oa 3 40 
TQ TO bee ee er ers | (go 5eal |e S30Gen escent f 4 40 
1SGOR ME Rees ee © 205 | 1820..---. eee. 5 20 

The declination is west, and the correction for the secular variation is 
to be added. 

Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Shed: declina- tion in Remarks. 

Fa tion. 1900. 

oO / fe) / 

Belknapeeeessae|scesee coos ase celeccae|saeccrsece 13 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Carrolllt===ee--— |edescencoace casos |lnaosee| | Pacereene 14 00 | Estimated. 

Gioshinopeseas seen e es ty oe eee oo toe, 11 50 | Mean of 4 stations. 
DROW Seen peste | 1861 9 O4 1105 | C. & G.S. 

Chesterfield . ---- 1891 11 50 11 50 | County surveyor. 

COGS custeiaesue Gorhameeesse == 1873 13 47 15 00 | C. &.G.S. 

isalbyearis/ senses 1845 11 32 14 50 | Smithsonian Con- 
| tributions. 

Grafton ....--.. Hanover -... --.- 1895 11 56 12 05 | Dartmouth Obsery- 
atory. 

Littleton........ | 1873; 1300| 1415/C.&G.S. 
West Romney .--| 1830 9 38 14 20 | Royal Society. 

AVERY Se ceo onee | 1830 9 08 18 50 Do. 

Haverhill 2-2 1830 7 32 12 10 Do. 

Tiny AV eee ee | 1879 11 33 12 20 Do. 

Hillsboro. ...... eee. 2029. 5 este aE oe 12 25 | Mean of 2 stations. 
Merrimack .--.. Concordees =e. 1879 11 27 LDA C r&. Ge Ss: 

INC CLSGT OPIN 5 3=| boc = saB een One aee leoccdallooteoses 13 40 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Portsmouth - -..- | 1844 9 46 13 10 | Royal Society. | 

Plymouth ....... |1830| 832] 13 10 Do. 
SDraHOndweeteere Wieser en sc oee ae Naaires ol ace Toe 13 30 | Estimated. 

| Sullivan ....... | Claremont ...-.-. | 1896 12 29 12 35 | County surveyor. 
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NEW JERSEY. 

The data in New Jersey are derived mainly from volume 1 of the 

final report of the Geological Survey of that State. The results therein 

contained are in part from observations made by the New Jersey Geo- 

logical Survey and in part were compiled by it. They are, with one or 

two exceptions, of recent date, being taken subsequent to 1880, and are 

of excellent quality. 

For the reduction of these observations to the epoch 1900, corrections 

derived from the series observed in New York, New Jersey, and Penn- 

sylvania have been applied. The following table of reductions applies 

to observations in this State: 

Year. Reduction. Year. | teduction. | 

' | 
169022. eee eee 0:25 "|| * Aelosee eee ee 3 20 
SSO): ae. Sse eee 0 55 1830-222 eee eee 4 15 

le L870 ee oceeee 1 45 1820 : 4 50 

1860)... @22- eee eee 2 20 ASIO RS oleae eee 5 05 

1350 2- See eee 2 55 | 

The declination is west, and the reductions for secular variation are 

to be added. 

Year | Opserved | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. serva. | ede: fon in Remarks. 

| | tion. | ican ae fr | 

| at | aa eee 
AGLANtLG Ss: sa<~ = lai eee os eee | ee ees 6 35 Mean of 5 stations. 

Atlantic City....| 1887 | 6 22 6 55 N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Hammonton-.---. 1885 20D 6 35 Do. 

| Lays Landing 1887 5 52 6 25 Do. 

Bere enlsas sso ese nooce ote eee Jpeocsclter dace 9 15 | Mean of 16 stations. 

Englewood... --. 1887 8 29 | 9 05 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Fairlawn.--....- 1887 | 8 06 8 40 Do. 

Hackensack. .... 1887 7 49 | 8 25 Do. 

Mahwah ........ 1887| 823] 900 Do. 
Burlinstonissenc|o-- eee eee ae ee el eee [titre ae ts | 7 25 | Mean of 16 stations. 

Bass River .-.---- | 1885 6 30 | 7 10 | N.J. Geol. Survey. 

Bordentown ..... 1885 7 03 7 45 Do. 

Brown's Mills .... 1885 6 53 7 35 Do. 

Hllisdale —-=522_. 1885 6 45 7 25 Do. 

Columpbusi--2--<- 1885 | 7 15 7 55 Do. 

Little Egg Har- | 1846 4 28 7 35 Do. 
bor. | 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. of ob declina- tion in Remarks. 

| Ae tion. 1900. 

Burlington ----.- Mount Holly -...) 1887 6 51 7 25 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Shamong....--.-. 1887 6 36 7 10 Do. 

Smithville ...... 1885 6 32 7 10 Do. 

Tuckerton ..-.--. 1887 6 52 7 25 Do. 

(CENCE .55a50.65|lcosabncseccs poodan| |aaosed |lcocbesess 6 40 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Berliny sees eee = 1885 5 32 6 10 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Camdeneeeeeeee 1887 6 10 6 45 Do. 

Haddonfield .....| 1887 6 10 6 45 Do. 

Waterford.......| 1885 | 5 49 | 6 30 Do. 
Wanslow?s- 22+ 5--- 1887 by tif | 6 30 Do 

COI MICK cacane|aascds cecece acasas||onecsa|5s5c 3050) 6 05 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Cape May = ---2- 1887 11 5 45 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

| Oceanview ....-. 1887 40 6 15 Do. 

Cumberland eer |p-eaee eae aa ecoce oem sesiee eee oes 6 05 | Meanof 11 stations. 

Bridgeton .......| 1887 5g 5 55 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Greenwich ...--. 1846 3 14 6 25 Do. 

PortiNorriseeeee: 1887 5 24 6 00 Do. 

IBISEO)- Sco seg S5Gc |Snoso Seca a Sanna Conees | peeeeroee 8 35 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Cooks Bridge....| 1887 8 02 8 35 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Livingston ...... 1887 8 10 8 45 Do. 

Oranigerns eas ee 1887 8 05 8 40 Do. 

Newark asses ees 1887 7 49 8 25 Do. 

Gloucestertecas pace cee cnc cence (ner cot lowcss cine s 6 30 | Mean of 4 stations. 

@layitoneeee eas: 1885 5 46 6 25 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Newfield ........ 1887 5 45 6 20 Do. 

| Woodbury ...--. S87 Gr 02 6 35 Do. 
EMTS O NEE peers ee ee ears serine cll bee aeal seen cise 9 20 | Mean of 5 stations. 

| Jersey City......| 1871 7 55 9 35 | N.J. Geol. Survey. 
| | Harrison ........ 1887|  749| 8 25 Do. 

| Secaucus ---.-... 1887 8 45 9 20 Do. 

West Hoboken ..| 1887 8 55 9 30 Do. 

LEU DOTARE ROOST. SEES ce Sees ele ee ea ene || ae 7 45 | Meanof 15stations. 

Flemington . -.-. 1887 7 14 7 50 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

| Frenchtown ..... 1887 7 10 7 45 Do. 

Glen Gardner-.-.| 1887 6 59 7 35 Do. 

Highbridge .-... 1887 8 18 8 50 Do. 

Lambertville ...) 1887 6 55) 7 30 Do. 

Lebanon ........ 1887 653| 730| Do. 
| Pattenburg ....-. 1887 6 53 | 7 30 Do. 

WiVailiey, 25.432. ASSiAlp meds nTE40) |") Do: 
MIKES aaodcpcbel See he Bee ene ee | See el eee 7 45 | Mean of 5 stations. 

17 GEOL, 
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: seen Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete reread declina- tion in Remarks. 

oe tion. 1900. 

| (oy af oe 

Mercere esnse- += | Hamilton Square! 1885 | 6 58 7 40 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Hightstown .....| 1887| 718| 7 55 Do. 
| Princeton\----2—- | 1887 7 09 7 45 Do. 

| Trentoneesssee ee 1887 ats 7 50 | Do. 

Middlesex: Ss. 325/20 A Sees eee ee |Beisathe Aas | 810) Mean of 7 stations. 

Jamesburg ------ 1887 7 25 8 00 N.J. Geol. Survey. 

New Brunswick .) 1887 | 7 34 | 8 10 Do. 

Perth Amboy.---| 1885 7 43 8 25 | Do. 

Monmouth) 2232.|5 0-00 -e seeee ee Gee lbseceeoze 8 00 Mean of 9 stations. 

Hrechold/2en == -= 1887 7 15 7 50 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Morganville -....) 1887 | 7 35 8 10 Do. 

Redbank. --22=-- 1887 7 23 8 00 Do. 

Sandy Hook...-- 1885 7 53 8 35 Do. 

Seabright ..--.-. | 1884 | 7 12 Tf 35) Do 

Seacint=-eeees-e= | 1884 | 6 59 7 40 Do. 

Moris eeeeeeee ee! Seer ars Shed eco coc \ece sec 8 45 | Mean of 29 stations. 

Boontone-saeeea 1887 | 8 05 | 8 40  N.J. Geol. Survey. 

Chestere-es-se se | 1887 7 56 8 30 Do. 

Dowers-- ooo 11887 | $58| 935 Do. 
Gillette -........ | 1887) 753| 830) Do. 
Hanover .-.----- | 1887 8 00 8 35 Do 

Lake Hopatcong. 1884 | 8 15 9 00 Do. 

Morristown --.-- 1887 9 00 9 35 Do. 

| Newfoundland... 1887 758| 8 35 Do 
Oceanis. = Sets | pos ese cece Semen ee pee ea eee eee 7 40 Mean of 6 stations. 

Barnegat........ | 1887 6 52 | 7 25 N.J. Geol. Survey. 

Long Beach...... 1860, 518) 740 Do. 
| New Egypt...... | 1887 656| 730 Do. 
| Seaside Park....| 1887 | 6 56 7 30 Do. 
Whitings........ 1887 | 709 7 45 Do. 

PABSAIC) actos ote ee caeee eetere ie eet reel teresa | 8 55 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Paterson aseseese 1887 8 00 | 8 35 N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Pompton'=2-2=.-- 1887 9 16 9 50 Do. 

SHES eas Sbe Boron See o855 ocasco) jopscoajosas oss 6 40 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Salen... =-s--e1- 1887 | 5 42 | 6 15 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Somerset's 2s tee sass scene ee eee eee staeeer | 8 05 Mean of 7 stations. 

Blawenburg.... . 1887 | 7 36 | 8 10 N.J. Geol. Survey. 

Middlebush -.... 1887 7 13 7 bd Do. 

Somerville ...... 1887 7 22 7 55 Do. 

STICEC> SpE ems Berio mnreOs DH GAA OES NRc loco scns 745 Meanof 33stations. 

Deckertown. -... 1884 7 29 805 N.J. Geol. Survey. 

=: : Se 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. OE OD declina- tion in Remarks. 

aon tion. 1900. 

ON, gf | 

SIHEEGSS cose cesses Hamburg ..-.--.- | 1882 7 O04 8 00 | N.J.Geol. Survey. | 

lsiiaytonte. meee: |1887| 725| 800 Do 
| Montague ......- | 1887 7 21 7 5S Do. 
| Monroe Corner... 1887 7 03 74 Do. 
New tonles-aiee ee | 1887 he igoo) Do 

Unionville ...--- 1887 6 15 6 50 | Do. 

Witt tesa cé6os0! Heb pode See pon aes ee seric eee menses 8 25 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Plaintield ..-.-. - 1887 7 40 8 15 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

WYER epc0 ocd Snes SoBe SeCORacH al tee mec | aeerererieer | 7 25 | Mean of 18 stations. 

Allamuchy .----- 1887 8 18 8 50 | N. J. Geol. Survey. 

Blairstown..---- 1887 7 25 8 00 Do. 

Hackettstown... 1887 6 50 7 25 Do. 

Eamdiwacksaeeen = 1886 af al} 7 50 Do. 

Phillipsburg --.. 1887 6 10 6 45 Do. 

Warrenville. ---. | 1881 6 00 6 50 Do. 

NEW MEXICO. 

Observations in New Mexico have, as everywhere else in the Land 

Office States and Territories, been derived mainly from the surveys of 

the General Land Office. In the case of this Territory, they come 

almost exclusively from the surveys of standard lines and township 

exteriors. A few results are included from the Wheeler and one from 

Lieutenant Ives’s expedition. The Land Office work is of excellent 

quality in this Territory, being mainly of date subsequent to 1880. 

The line of 10 secular variation crossed New Mexico between 1860 

and 1865, and the results have been corrected by the use of the following 

table, derived from series in Colorado, modified to accord with the 
southward flattening of the curve of secular variation. 

Reduction. 

Year. | 
| Eastern Western 
| part. | part. 
| 

= | 

| Ou! (co), | 

IW Vaateed obo CubD GES De Oe Ce a eee 0 35 0 30 

S805 se d<- Soe ERR SES GOCC a eee Qi 1 00 0 50 

ISTO: ws toe Be oe fo 555 1 00 
QV ce Gae ocd Hae AES OE ae 1 25 1 00 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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‘ l 
, Bee Observed | Declina- 

Town, city, ete. serva.| declina- | tion in Remarks. 
onl tion. 1900. 

| 
QO (oy v 

Bernalillo ...... Hasternieeeseeeee| 1881 | 13 06 12 20 | Mean of 45 stations. 

Middlerse.. sae 1882 13 30 12 45 Mean of 37 stations. 

Western)... 222 1881 13 42 13 00 | Mean of 23 stations. 

Albuquerque .... 1888 1310) 1235) C.&G.S. 
Isletay -ciascrecee ae 1854 he) 113} 12 20 | Ives. 

Fort Wingate ...| 1873 1452 1400. Wheeler. 
Chavesece-eeee Northeastern -..-| 1882 12 13 11 20. Mean of 65 stations. 

Southeastern ....| 1882 | 11 28 10 35 Mean of 24 stations. 

Northwestern --.| 1881 12 30 11 35 Mean of 49stations. | 

Southwestern:..., 1880, 1216 1120 Meanof42stations. | 
Colfaxtwe-soce=- Basternlc..---—- 1882 13 33 12 40 Mean of 16 stations. 

Wiesterny .--s 2 1-81 13 27 12 30 Mean of 3 stations. 

Donna Ana..... Northeastern ....| 1882 12 28 11 45 Mean of 36 stations. 

Southeastern ....| 1880 | 1227 1140  Meanof40stations. 
Western. ---.--- 1883 12 25 | 11 40 Mean of 57 stations. 

INGGKE sssacsooue Nertheastennee | peeees pean 10 40 Estimated. 

Southeastern -...) 1884 1132 10 45 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Northwestern ...| 1882 | 1154 1100 Mean of 32stations. 

Southwestern ...) 1883 12 00 11 05 | Mean of 36 stations. | 

Granteseeeceeee Northeastern ....) 1883 12 37 1150) Meanof J6stations. | 

Southeastern ...., 1886 12) 211 11 40 | Mean of 22 stations. | 

Northwestern ...| 1883 1233 11 50| Mean of 43stations. | 
Southwestern ...| 1843 12 21, 11 40) Mean of 34stations. 

Deminie wees es-e 1888 12 46 1210) C.&G.S 

Fort Bayard..... 1878 | 1256| 12 00 | Wheeler. 
Guadaloupe .-...| Northeastern....| 1879 12 24 11 20 Mean of 31 stations. 

Southeastern....) 1882 erate 11 20 | Mean of 45 stations. 

Northwestern ...| 1871 | 12 52 11 40 | Mean of 35 stations. 

Southwestern -..! 1880 12 36, 11 30 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Lincoln .....-..| Northeastern....| 1882 | 1234) 11 40 | Meanof40stations. | 

Southeastern....) 1884 12 43° 12 00! Mean of 5 stations. | 

East middle..... 1880 | 1222) 11 30 | Mean of 30 stations. | 

West middle ....| 1873 12 40} 1145 |) Mean of 7 stations. | 

Northwestern -- | 1881 1242 | 1150) Meanof 21 stations. 

Southwestern ...| 1884 12 06 11 25 Mean of 11 stations. | 

Morai.oseeneees Hasterniesceesses 1881 13 23 | 1230 Mean of 28stations. | 

| Western......... | 1882 13 42 | 1250 Mean of 5 stations. | 

Rio Arriba .-..-- Northeastern ....) 1882 13 47 | 13 00 Mean of 18 stations. 

Southeastern....| 1882 | 13 34 | 12 45 Mean of 26 stations. 

Northwestern ...| 1882 | 13 138 12 35 Mean of 21 stations. | 

Southwestern . | 1882 13 00 12 15 Mean of 9 stations. 

| Hmpudoleeece ses 1874 13 15 12 20 Wheeler. 

=| 
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; aene Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, etc. Aga) declina- tion in Remarks. 

Perr tion. 1900. 

oy f Cc / 

Rio Arriba ..... Abiquiu......... 1874 | 1354| 13 00 | Whee 
| Tierra Amarilla .| 1873} 1343] 12 50 Do. 

San Juan.....-. Northeastern.... 1881 13 12} 12 25 | Meanof 32 stations. 

Southeastern....| 1882 | 13 02 12 15 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Northwestern .-- 1881 13 36 | 12 45 | 1 station. 

Southwestern ...)...... eee nee 13 00 | Estimated. 

San Miguel....-. Hasternie--5-----|) 1877 |. 12 52 11 45 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Middileeese. esse 18s 13 02-| 1155 | Meanof 24 stations. 

Western. ....---- 1875 1315; 12 10 | Mean of 38 stations. 

Santa Fe....... INorthermesssscce | 1883 (13830 12 30 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Southern.-....-..| 1876 | 1318]! 12 00 | Meanof 13stations. 

Santa Fe........| 1886 1255 | 12 05 C.&G.S. 

SIM secu seooue \eNortherna------e 1882 12 50 12 05 | Meanof 49 stations. 

Southern. .......| 1885 1248 12 08 | Meanof15stations. 

SOCOLLOissee eee Northeastern ..... 1869 12 53 11 30 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Southeastern --- | 1881 1218} 1110 | Meanof50stations. 

North middle....| 1881 1313) 1210) Meanof 85 stations. 

South middle.... 1882 12 43 | 11 45 | Meanof48 stations. 

Northwestern ---| 1882 13 18 12 20 | Mean of 71 stations. 

Southwestern ...| 1884 12 58 12 10 | Meanof 56 stations. 

Fort Craig .....- | 1888 | 1226} 11 45|C.&G.S. 
PRAOS aia Sacecic ce \ereteteceaaaastec cas 1881 1B} ZU | 12 30 | Mean of 20 stations. 

Winioneeer sso eee Northern........| 1880 | 1234] 11 45 | Meanof21stations. 

Southern. .......| 1880 12 30 | 11 40 | Meanof 57 stations. 

Valencia ------. Long. 105-106....; 1881 1235 | 11 45 | Meanof44 stations. 

Long. 106-107.... 1879 12 33 | 11 45 | Meanof 22 stations. 

Long. 107-108....) 1881 13 20 | 2 30 | Mean of 48 stations. 

Long. 108-109... | 1882 | 13 28 | 12 50 | Meanof 62 stations. 

NEW YORK. 

The observations in New York are derived from various sources, the 

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the United States Lake 
Survey, the New York State Survey, Geological Survey of New York, 

Adirondack Survey, and county and city surveyors. They bear various 

dates, ranging from 1821 down to the present time. 
Wherever in the county table the mean of several stations is given 

for the county, it is understood to include the stations which are given 
individually. 

The line of no secular change apparently crossed New York about 

the beginning of the century. The earliest of these observations are 
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therefore scarcely, if at all, affected by the change in secular variation, 

and corrections have been applied to them to reduce them to the epoch 

1900, as derived from the series in this State, New Jersey, and Penn- 

sylvania. These corrections are set forth in the following table: 

Year. | Reduction. | Year. Reduction 

| Onl of 

1890. Pesach. eee aces 0 25 1840.24... ee reece 3 20 

{(880tVe le teen | 0: ll SB Oi. =e eee 4 15 
1STOLSS Seca eee ee | 1 45 1820228 A. Se oe 4 50 

1860. c2. oes eee | 2 20 ASLO. wa, eos eee 5 05 

S50 ee ee eee | 2 55 | 

The declination is west, and the reductions for secular variation are 

to be added. 

| Year | Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. ohn declina- | tion in Remarks. 

| On tion. ; 1900. 

aed) Oe 

Allbamly ss. 2..s- 3|s52 Sah ee eete ee eee eee eee 10 15 Mean of 9 stations. 

Alban yee ern -= 1879 952) 1050|C.&G.S. 

NG ehh MESO esd Ware oicos 245 Rnsenl ects lbSeocoms 5 50 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Belmonityes- 7-5 | 1895 5 30 5 45 | County surveyor. 

| Broome ...----- Binghamton... -- | 1895 7 50 8 00 | Do. 

| Cattaraurus..- alee. eee eee tee eee |S ossee me 5 45 | Mean of 3 stations. 

f Ellicottville...-- 1841 2 36 | 5559 |C.&GS. 

Cayuga) -2-=5- SE eeoo.ceasarnesaae es ossecc\|-2os55<2¢ 8 05 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Ava btiniges eter 1833 3 43 | 7 40 | Geo]. Survey, N. Y. 

Chautawq uae n<||seac eee a sereae ree te eel Serer 405 Mean of 4 stations. 

Mayville .......- 1874 2 25 | 3 50'|N. A. S. 

Westfield ....-.- 1875 3 18 4 40 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Dunkirkyess-ee-- 1845 1 12 4 20 Do. 

Fredoniael.----- 1895 4 50 | 5 00 County surveyor. 

Chemun gs 222228 oe ns a eee era | eee eat eee 7 30 | Estimated. 

Chenango; :-cs 3.|:-ea- eee ee ESS ae bre 8 35 | Mean of 3 stations. | 

Oxford 9-2 1885 7 43 825) C.&G.S. 
Sherburne. ...-.. 1875 | 750| 910|- Do. 

Clinton’ 2. oe) sal). ages = Se eeyaciece eee Steet | ee eee 13 40 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Rouse Point’. .... 1879] 1340] 14 40/C.&G.S. 
Plattsburg ...--- 1870 | 1052; 12 35) U.S. Lake Survey. 

West Chazy . ---- | 1838 9 20 12 50 | Silliman’s Journal. 

Champlain ...--. 1838 9 30 | 13 00 Adirondack Survey. | 

Columbia ..-..-.. [eee n ee eee e ee eee ee eee eel eee eee 10 10 Mean of 3 stations. 

| AUCTAM Peseta sone 1853 | 7 40 10 25 | Geol. Survey, N. Y. 
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"| Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. CRN declina- tion in Remarks. 

el tion. 1900. 

| On! on 

Columbia -....--. Livingston ..----. 1888 930; 1000) C.&G.S. 

Hudson. 24.02. 1888 930) 1000 Do. 
Cortland -....-. Homer ner eee 1840 | 5 05 8 25 | Geol. Survey, N.Y. 

De aiwian ome cnws eae niciate, aa wean SS ell Case dl Aecemecicne ane 9 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Moomiseeeeee eee 1882 8 10 900|C.&G.S. 

Dutchessss.----|| Madaline 2-22 25. 2 1878 8 45 9 50 Do. 

DING “ssoee boesoallsouesoud oso pee ese ba eeer See 5 20 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Buttalozeessee ee 1885, 5 00 5 40 | County surveyor. 

Horivhniesssseeee 1839 iL Alb 4 40 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

| Grand Island ....| 1875 3 00 4 20 Do. 

Tonawanda .....| 1875 350 5100» Do: 
J BEES osctee Se eic |S E tad Rene Ei] ade ne 12 00 | Mean of 14 stations. 

IDEs daseAan besa 1895 12 56 13 10 | County surveyor. 

Crown Point ....| 1879 9 35 |} 10 35 | Adirondack Survey.|. 

Keene Valley..-..| 1883 11 32) 12 20 Do. 

Keeseville....... 1838 8 40 12 10 | Silliman’s Journal. 

Brankslimyes cee acer crosman a sores eleaaa les et 11 25 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Upper Saranac | 1883 10 45 11 30 | Adirondack Survey. 
Lake. 

St. Regis lakes ../ 1883 | 10 10 10 55 Do. 

IMalonereee samene 1883 12 30 113} 16) Do. 

StRepisees-eeee 1883} 10 30 11 15 Do. 

Hwilitoneeeeeee | Johnstown ...--. 1818 6 00 10 55 | Geol. Survey, N. Y. 

(COITOT ERR Sa SSE ae cee eres | eet a eee 5 45 | Estimated. 

Gre enery-eere red (a- slaeiee ese eae ae lerseelisiacicseceiciee 10 25 | 1 station. 

ami tone ees nae eeleces see areca lo oe eee ce 10 15 | Mean of 3 stations. 

| Piseco Lake. .... 1883 11 00 11 45 Adirondack Survey. 

Morehouseyille -.| 1883 8 25 9 10 Do. 

Herkimer .----.- [psoas asaedesnced||teaaoulocau cece! 9 35 | Mean of 12 stations. 

| Little Falls...... 1880; 7 20 8 15 N.Y. State Survey. 

Jetersonmeet mera ee eorier eee eee eee eal Meee acc 9 10 | Mean of 11 stations. 

Mannsville ....-..| 1884 6 50 %7 35 | €.& G.S. 

Pierpont Manor-..) 1874 612 3 | Do. 

Sackett Harbor... 1874 9 45 11 10 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Leraysville...-.. | 1826 5 45 10 15 | Adirondack Survey. 

JPIGESS cabeaeaccs 1858 35 10 00 | C.& G.S. 

GINS Seer en mmc e ere arnye arcs |(oo Sates sit veccied 9 05 | 1station, C.&G.S. 

LONG 525552 codllSeaedose Sor cee Soe aes eee 9 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

owrpvillll eyeece eee 1821 4 30 Olona Gas: 

Mervin s FONE ella eree es tices Sate eo cen lee es <i ac 7 50 | 1 station. 

Merci SO mre tee as Seto mers oe set nh mer SO ATE od Le 8 20 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Hennereee ee seeee 1882 Ct 6) 8 05 | C.& G.S. 
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Year | Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. ied declina- tion in Remarks. 

Feasa tion. 1900. 

—| 

Oe cof 7 

Madison.-.....-. | Hamilton ..-.-.. 1837 4 30 8 05 | Geol. Survey, N.Y. 

|Hlatonces: 3 ae 1879 7 55 8 55 | N.Y. State Survey. 

Cazenovia. ...... 1843 3 52 7 05 | Geol. Survey, N. Y. 

Monroe. -55- 7-225): 52 -s2ceee © fs csc oar Soe psece|| eee eee 6 25 Mean of 2 stations. 

| Rochester .....-. 1893 | 6 42 7 00 City surveyor. 

Charlotte 2-=22.- 1875 4 30 5 50 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Montgomery j22)e ess ccnciee= ee eeeen a aseee Seeeee ree 10 00 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Oak Ridge ...... 1880 915| 1010) N.Y.State Survey. 

| Canajoharie..... 1839 6 05 9 30 | Geol. Survey, N. Y. 

New York... ... | aia A Se a ele 9 45 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Niagara, 225-4506 sseoce saedn cee enaleeosccl Ree eee 5 00 Mean of 9 stations. 

Lockport... ....| 1895 4 05 4 20 | County surveyor. 

Niagara Falls..../ 1874 337| 500|N.AS. 
Suspension | 1875 2 24 3 45 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Bridge. { 

Youngstown..... 1864 3 00 5 05 Do. 

Fort Niagara ....| 1864 3 00 5 05 Do. 

Kast Porter...... 1875 3 15 4 35 Do. 

Qneidas 2 -siecc|aseceeee cc ocsesenl sew eee lacenereee 9 35 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Clinton .........| 1874 8 05 9 30| C.&G.S. 
Prospectien=-nere 1882 10 50 11 40 Do. 

(SUittes) te -ereend 1835 3 53 7 40 | Silliman’s Journal. 
Romenmer. scene 1879 | 7 52 8 50 | N. Y. State Survey. 

| Vienna.......... 1879 8 24 | 9 25 Do. 

Onondaga..-.-. [=< Ae ese | Sees eae aa 8 00 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Karkvillese---ss 1879 7 03 8 05 | N. Y. State Survey. 

Ontario ........ Genevaneeseeeese | 1833 3 50 7 50 | Geol. Survey, N. Y. 

Orange ds. sels EE oe os ea eee eee 8 45 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Port Jervis...... 1873 7 05 8 35 | C.&G.S. 

Liberty Corner...) 1874 | 6 45 8 10 | Geol. Survey, N. J. 

Unionville ...... 1874 6 03 7 30 Do. 

Monroeieceeceee 1859 6 38 900 | C.&G.S. 

West Point...--. 1835 6 30 10 15 | Geol. Survey, N. Y. 

Oa CET AAAS moa nosteic “saree arctan Conton soos a—- 5 50 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Oak Orchard ....| 1875 3 45 5 05 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

OSWePO' 22212 2.22|Jooser eee ee sap coe hen eee seme 9 10 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Port Ontario ....| 1874 8 10 9 35 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Sandy Creek ..... 1874 7 50 9 15 Do. 

Otsego 25.) cea eee seee eee aves open Gaerne 9 05 Mean of 2 stations. 

| Otsego .......... | 1882 8 45 995|C.&G.8. 
| Cherry Valley- Ht 1839 5 18 8 40 Geol. Survey, N. Y. 

Potiamiiaee orto | Coldspring ...... | 1855 5 35 810) C.&G.S. 

! 

| 
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County. Town, city, etc. 

Queenseassac eae lacescis esis oeisvee cise 

Far Rockaway .-. 

Oyster Bay.....- 

MAMAN Cousce os 

Rensselaer ..---. ABBAS SROs eeneece 

ELTOVe aca a= staei=ck 

| Greenbush ...--- 

Richmond..-.-- Colexssees.-2 eee 

Rockland ser |eeectaemece ae ee 

Geel aren comes see ete Sat ee 

| Ogdensburg ..... 

|) COMM csssoanccs 

Saratoga...-... leSchuiyderie es sae= 

Schenectady ... 

Schoharie 

Schuyler 

Seneca 

Steuben 

Suffolk 

Tompkins 

Ulster 

Babylon 

Patchogue ..--.. 

West Hampton... 

Ruland..-. 

East Hampton...) 

Sag Harbor 

Montauk Point... 

Greenpoint....-- 

393 

Observed | Declina- 
declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion. 1900 

oF oO 4 

ere eels 9 00 Mean of 5 stations. 

7 12 8 30 | C.& G.S. 

6 50 | 10 00 Do. 

4 00 | 7 45 | Silliman’s Journal. 

| 10 45 | Mean of 3 stations. 

1057} 1105) W. & L. E. Gurley. 

755! 1030! C.&G.5S. 
536|/ 840| Do. 

9 00 | Estimated. 

| 10 50 | Mean of 11 stations. 

6 10. 9 40 | Regent report. 

935 | 10 20 | AdirondackSurvey. 

856) 955 N.Y.State Survey. 
See eas: 10 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 

8 00 10°25 | -C. & GS. 

Be POSE 10 10 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Suecereai 7 30 Estimated. 

SSeS oOee 7 45 Do. 

SOC SE 7 20 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Belom| 6 15) C. &G.S. 

See cena 9 50 | Mean of 14 stations. 

7 45 1005 | C.& GS. 

735 | 8°55 Do. 
8 00 9 20 | Do. 

8 40 10 00 Do. 

30 9 35 Do. 

905] 10 25 Do. 
8 30 10 50 | Do. 

945 |) 11 05 Do. 

715] 1025| Do. 
spoeeases | 8 45 Estimated. 

eee ice 7 20 Mean of 19 stations. 

7 15 7 30 | County surveyor. 

5 30 6 40 | C.&G. 8. 
Stone 7 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

6 58 7 10 | City engineer. 

Sse eas 10 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

9 40 10 00 | City engineer. 

Rs a 11 35 | Mean of 12 stations. 

IHU Bis) 12 20 | Adirondack Survey. 

1110] 1155 | Do. 
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Year | : Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. on ob: declina- tion in Remarks. 

SEL y a5 cnt 1900. | 
| 

== 2 | : | 

Warren ....-..-| Starbuckville -.-.| 1883 10 32 11 20 Adirondack Survey. 

Johnsburg ...-.-- 1883 10 40 11 25 Do. 

Horicon ........- 1883} 1030| 1115 Do. 
Warrensburg....| 1883 | 1100! 11 45 Do. 

Thurman) -s-22-- 1883 11 23 12 10 Do. 

Washinoton S226) 220 2 sse sce | Sa06ac |oee2e eens 11 15 Estimated. 

Way ete Soe eRe ee eee LOAN Ss cba Be a ee 7 45 Mean of 5 stations. 

Clyder. &. Ae |1883] 705] 750 lc. & GS. 
iWiestchestereers| 24> seeeee eS fc \Scieencilscseseon- 9 15 | Mean of 7 stations. 

New Rochelle.... 1844 | 5 30 845) C.&G.S. 
Port Chester. ..... 1844 6 00 9 15 | Do. 

Wiyoming’ 22. Warsaw. .-- 1895 5 15 5 30 | County surveyor, 

Waites: =. 2. .252ce|s<2 set enum ce a eee | pose eeemeser 8 25 | 1 station. 

| 

NORTH CAROLINA. 

Declination data in North Carolina are extremely scanty, only 24 

counties out of 95 being represented. These observations are derived 

from the returns of county surveyors, from the United States Coast 

and Geodetic Survey, and the National Academy of Sciences. Most of 

them are of recent date, the earliest having been taken in 1847, while 

the majority bear date later than 1880. These observations have been 

reduced to 1900 by applying corrections derived from series of obser- 

vations in this State, South Carolina, and Georgia, as set forth in the 

following table: 

Year. | Reduction. Year. Reduction. 

ae = 2 —— 

|: A890 508s eae eee | OPS5 a5 184 Obes eae eee 3 15 

Coe eee Are 1/054) 18802. Sse ee 3 30 
eS Oe. ee eee 1750!) ,||el S20 eee: eae 3 45 

Na Yat O ieee ieee me 2 20 1S1OK SS. eeeee eee 405 | 

| S50 Lae eee 2 45 

The declination is west, except in a few counties in the west end of 

the State, where it is east. These are distinguished by the letter E. 

The above corrections are to be added to west declinations and sub- 

tracted from east declinations. 
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Xear Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. oho declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. 

@ @ oO 4 

ING IHOINES, <caaad|lssaoes sspeecedoaee 1895 | 2 00 W.| 2 15 W.| County surveyor. 

Alexander. .--.. Ellendale ------. 1896 | 0 45 E. | 0 35 EK. Do. 

IMIG EATEHIN/; A SaSq| sess a5 eee Son eceees||aas5a5|eeeeaacee 0.45 W.| Estimated. 

PAIS OL see ee Or eee a elernte ecm oti ein sis asi Seieus Reicha 1.00 W Do. 

INGING coaboas scddlesenme See Senta oe ae ane ree eee ame 0 30 W Do. 

BAO ee Sh allaet Sac ceonrses tee Een sae Eers eee 3 15 W Do. 

Bertiema- 22 asea4 Stevenson Point.) 1847 | 1 40 W.| 4 35 W.| C. & G.S. 

Bladen eee seis eecae eae veer cae 1891 | 0 45 W.| 1 15 W.| County surveyor. 

Brunswick - .-... Smithville. .-.--- 1887 | 1 08 W.| 155 W.| C.& G.S. 

Buncombe... --. Asheville..-...-- 1873 | 2 00 BF. | 0 20 BE. | N. A.S. 

Burke s2--ceoeee Morgantown --..-| 1873 | 1 18 E. | 0 15 W Do. 

@albarrustee asec eset eee aerieelies nese ||Sece ashe 0 50 W.| Estimated. 

Caldwell ssn wicca ie as oe moe tele erall Sete ae |Seioeimenins 0 30 W Do. 

@ arn deniers sate tase a sere eae ee eroaleacia cine 3 50 W Do. 

Canteret--2---—- Beautontees see 1880 | 1 45 W.| 2 50 W.| C. & G.S. 

Portsmouth Isl’d.| 1871 | 2 22 W.| 4 10 W. Do. 

Caswellie 2 eset acac esc e eine cicise 1887 | 0.30 E. | 0 15 W.| County surveyor, 

Catawba eee | ee ees era oleae isral etaretetal leas ctemeaecoe 0 45 W.| Estimated. 

@hathames--e-- Reece bacon aoeate see see | Raeeee = 2 00 W Do. 

Cherokee. ...--. [ee ene PRs eee A nee tae a 0 30 E. Do. 
Chowanes-s---- Nea, 2 Alu ogee eae ee ae 3 30 W Do. 

Clays asd! ec Toe BY 5 fh a | 0 15 5. Do. 
@lemelan diz soe aa) secc.seoe sees cece ages ete oN 0 45 W Do. 

Columbus seasele sees oe eceesee [ety eel | somes ee 1 45 W Do. 

C@raviensesse ae Newbern .......- 1887 | 1 55 W.| 2 40 W.| C. & G.S. 

Cumberlands eee ene =e seca Se eeallece 2 00 W.| Estimated. 

Currituck ---2-- (aR R Ss eel SUE | ee Rt 4 00 W.| Mean of 4 stations. 

Comiyjockseeea ee 1874 | 2 45 W.| 4 15 W.| County surveyor. 

IDMRG be sududsabellbeseseoeDees Soceed heeaee lessees 3 50 W.| Mean of 2 results. 

| C. & G.S. 
DENIC ccsggelltneccoceocos BOnBes basses leneeeeeee 1 15 W.| Estimated. 

IDANIIO one SaaS Atal bee See ee eee || Senne |e ar 1 00 W. Do. 

IDWMli ocean cous ase s seco secennee es | leemes See eeaes 2 30 W. Do, 

JO GWA EY TOs oes eae tae SRC | eer 2 30 W. Do. 

IICEQCOINDE: —-Sail\sesese cone essabere | Peseee| |Seaaaaee 3 10 W. Do. 

Forsyth ........ ERCP aril sic os ITs Se 8, 1 15 W. Do. 
leieaiolkdlitn. ~5s5cdllescauaoees bese pene laeeees eee eee ea 2 45 W. Do. 

Gas toneser cera eeceeee amma nee | saceccllaaaeecmee 0 45 W. Do. 

COE. 263 sade Hallas eB eo DSR SET es SReRes Sas eee 3 30 W. Do. 

Gralla ee eo ee eee asain e sclias eects 0 00 Do. 

Granville .._-.. | oo oe BB toca) Sema ee eee 2 30 W. Do 

LE 
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‘ eae Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. Renee declina- tion in | Remarks. 

fon tion. 1900. | 

Ons ey Ii 

Greene: 7-22-52 /15|) ot 4- eee ete eee eeeeee Sees 2 45 W.| Estimated. 

Guilford! ==. 22 = | Greensboro..--.. | 1873 | 0 43 E. | 0 55 W.| N. A.S. 

Halifax _-....-- | Weldon .....---- | 1887 | 2 30 W.| 3 15 W.| C. & G.S. 
Miammettes sees ees ses saa55. | Si aly beeoeeeme (2:15 W. Estimated. 

Haywood os25|\- 25s seats canis asics | eeteterl terete 0 10 W. Do. 

Henderson. 3.22 sonsSe ease setae pene ee eee | 0 15 W. Do. 

Hertford 2-2-2. | Riddicksville....| 1887 | 2 30 W.| 3 15 W.| C. & G.S. 

Ely de-nencess [Se Le per ee 3 30 W.| Estimated. 
Iredell sseeeae= |, se. dois Ae deh eg ea | 0 45 W. Do. 

Jacksoniec5 Jose wenceses ce seal eee eeeeeeee | 0 10 W. Do. 

Johnston 52 5. |se ose ne NSS Slee ee | 2 30 W.| Do. 

JONES :. femosiectesleiee eee eee on ee See eer eee eee 2 40 W.. Do. 

Wen Git .\2., eases bse eee ae eee Sea eee eee | 2 40 W.| Do. 

Meinic olny eee eer Lincolnton ..-..- 1896 | 0 42 W | 0 55 W.| County surveyor. 

MeDowells2 2422) sce ccet sees eee | Goce es eee aeaee | 0 30 W. Estimated. 

Macon 22 tsct4) ae aoe a etre seen eee ee cee ee 0 00 Do. 

Madison -22esel-cceeeeen cote ee eee ae ate feet | 0 15 W. Do. 

Martin 22ses5e62|0-0- osc eec oe eee | een eee eee ea bs ye) Do. 

Mecklenburg...) Charlotte ....... | 1873 | 1 04 E | 035 W.| OC. & G.S. 

Mitchell ....... |e cc ae so peels ee lee | 0 15 W.) Estimated. 
Montgomery = 45-2. elsee pees tae eee eee el iLO NW ie Do. 

Moore......---- [oe ee ee }145W.) Do. 
NET) eee anes WeaGe pea a noosa wnaalocease eae Se 3 00 W. Do. 

Now Hanover ... Wilmington. ..../ 1854) 113E | 125 W.| C.&G.S. 
Northamptons<4)\ 7. --e6 oe e see eee eee 3 15 W.| Estimated. 

Onslow ....---- (RRS et Ae PM See 230W.| Do. 
Orange sko220c |e eee see elena ee 215 W.! Do. 

Paimiltcosase sees | Se Coed oes ree eee Se | 3 00 W. Do. 

Pasquotank <s2c|sccesie cea) seen eee teen | 3 45 W. Do. 

IR6nd Gf exe a= |S ce es ocae he eee | seer (Sty lia ae 2 15 W. Do. 

POL MIM ANG fa. ln = sclerosis eee el eee | eae Nee eae 3 40 W.} Do. 

PErsOnie se a.useslie to ee sete = Cee eee 1895 \4 50 W | 2 05 Ww. County surveyor. 

Ly ee | UE MS eR ce tacctl SL. 3 00 W.| Estimated. 
POY yee seeene Columbus ..--.---| 1896 | 2 05 E. ; 1 50 E. | County surveyor. 

Ram dolipliger eeea| eae ee ree re | Sees eee 1 30 W.| Estimated. 

Richmond: -2asleess enous sees EEK Rosceacee 1 30 W. | Do. 

Robesonvewe asmalter ce. ce ee ae oe neice sl aerate 1 30 W. Do. 

Rockingham| Sealec.: ose pecees <ses caso =| Caer 1 45 W.| Do 

Roar aes seen Salisbury ..-...- 1873 | 0 52 E. | 0 45 W.| N.A.S. 

RUG ertorde ace ane etree Seer lee peareer. | 0 30 W.) Estimated. 

SAMPSON a: oe Cae eee ae aero [acca [isc st aees | 215 W. Do. 
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| : . J ereee _| Observed | Declina- ; 
County. | Town, city, ete. serva- deckue Hon in Remarks. 

Ee | Oo F oO 7 

Summ hy cousesnes [ieee Ree ase lee |..-..-.--| 1 00 W.| Estimated. 

Stokes (2 --2-4-0 1 cca ae ete Pee see eects Wal  *Do 
Supiyeeres eee fs Se od eat ace Pas sl | 100 W.| Do 

| Swe scogcscace |oopncadaccenaseaae opl|-o8 -| 0 00 Do 

‘Transylvania... Mee ernst ease --2---|---------| 0 10 W. Do 

yas) SS666 c65s|lsasqa0 cecase S6oner Ber aiae eersoscisee|" 30! Wie Do 

Winton nee | ne /050W.| Do 
WOOO s sseesctsslipasedaacce ponescaal sone ss peor aerrts 2 45 W | Do. 

Wake .... ek IRIGY Saonenoe 1887 | 1 18 W.|] 2 00 W.| C.&G.S. 

| Rolesville -....-- 1895 | 1 30 W.| 1 45 W.| County surveyor. 

Wiarenweere ees cece See ae ae ee ee lee cect 3 00 W.| Estimated. 

Washington -..-. hes See et ae ae | SSeS Rae 3 30 W. Do. 

VACA Ae el ee ae Ses sce cis ee ol Ueitcer leaner 0 30 W. Do. 

Wiaymeree acca: _ Goldsboro ....--. 1875 | 0 15 W.) 1 40 W.| N.A.S. 

Wallkeste-ne sone |? mettle Mem Spee [Pewee S| 0 40 W.| Estimated. 

TWElSon- pects Neelys Luks ea cd ei (Cae 2 50 W. Do. 

ar dicin teens ne Ue se Sotho oe I, 98k ae 0 50 W. Do 
Wanceyeame-= see | oe A eee \nees | Oe Soe ee 0 10 W. Do. 

IE | ehh | 

NORTH DAKOTA. 

The data for North Dakota are derived almost entirely from the 

surveys of the General Land Office. Some have been obtained from 

the survey of the northern boundary of the United States and from 

county surveyors. The Land Office surveys are all of recent date, all 

of them being subsequent to 1870, and are of excellent quality. 

The line of no secular change crossed North Dakota between the 

years 1845 and 1855; consequently these observations are complicated 

little, if at all, with the change in secular variation. They have been 

reduced to the epoch 1900, in accordance with the following table, 

derived from series of observations in Nebraska and Minnesota, since 

such observations are almost entirely wanting in this State: 

; j 
= | ‘ 

Year. | Reduction. | | Year. | Reduction. | 
| =~ we | f. | J : A =| 

| 
Ours | On 

(cc) NNN EO OpuulllestS70%2 22-8 se.--..| 1 BO 
TSSOM noe ee pae soso te? Oya peel SCO er oe coeeon ks = | BOs: | 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

| , one Observed | Declina- 
County. | Town, city, ete. declina- tion in Remarks. 

| 7 one tion. 1900. 

| 
| es Clg 

Melee seccouee | Fort Berthold ...) 1860 19 00 16 55 | C.& G.S. 

Barnes: 5-3 (etn 1875 | 1337] 12 00 | Meanof42stations. 
Benson.....---- |. Senseo eee 1886} 1419| 1325 | Meanof36stations. | 
Billie s-e 5 - \2 ose eee 1885 16 55 15 55 | Mean of 3 stations. | 

Boremanta <= 5-4 sc Boxer asa eens Cee ces ae 13 50 | Estimated. 

Bottineau eese.|| eee aeemer see noes 1887 1605 15 15 | Mean of 13 stations. 

JOwINAaN... tos shee ne eee en eee | ieee as: a es | 15 45 | Estimated. 

Burford 2-55.52 |552- cece eee eee leeeeee Seeeerwes 17 00 | N. Bound’y Survey. 

Burleigh = 5--25-|sss-eeenere oe eee 1881 15 11 13 55 Mean of 47 stations. 

| Bismarck......-. 1895 14 14 13 55 | County surveyor. 

Cassy. S-)22 cece tensa eeee: eee 1874 13 30 11 55 | Mean of 45 stations. 

@avallier-<.2a2c2|he<t ae eee seem eer 1885 13 40 12 40 | Mean of 48 stations. 

Church: 2222 2-28 be saeeeeaee scree 1885 15 28 14 30 Mean of 4 stations. 

Dickey. 2 s<2<.54|5--ss- se asee eee eee 1883 13 27 12 20 Mean of 32 stations. 

Dunn 2ai2 soe Sabet Sac eenee eee 1884 16 45 15 40 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Bddy ince cete Lace cee eee 1882 | 1417) 1305 Meanof18stations. 

EMMonS!s a-ece ||} ooo ee noe eeeeec MLCOL 15 16 14 10 | Meanof45stations. | 

Plann erye jes enn ences eee ee ee eee eee 16 30 N. Bound’y Survey. 

OSteriiss ck een has ecemte done steeeee 1883 14 16 13 10 | Mean of 18 stations. 

Garhiel dijc.cccecWacenisaemet sewers 1888 ills, 355 14 50 | 1 station. 

GrandiRorkssss5 pee eee eeeeeeeee 1877 nie} yt 12 20 | Mean of 38 stations. 

Givigesie oo ls ee ee 1881} 1330) 1215 | Meanof20stations. 
Hettinger .....- [Sa ee SS ee 1891 | 1608) 15 30 Meanof13stations. 

Kidder......... |: Sie A aera 1878 | 1457| 13 30 | Meanof40stations. | 
Lamoure . -.-=-- | Te eee eee eee 1881 | 13 41 12 25. Mean of 32stations. 

Logan®...-.42.: |Scto le feaeelt eaee | 1883 | 14 32| 413 25 | Meanof 28stations. 
MeHentynct2 st. ciccsameace aaeceerel 1886 15 10 14 15 Mean of 29stations. 

Melntosh:..2.S|25- 555 228-6 gst eee 1884 14 10 13 05 | Mean of 28 stations. 

MeRMenziei-- 03s eee oe ee alan eee 16 20. Estimated. 

MeWean ss 22 05 ee eoentencnnoseee 1883 16 15 15 10 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Mierceris:\. 35-2 aa soe ate dniistineele 1885 15 50 1450 Meanof 13stations. 

Morton. «:!53.2224|.sestesseceweeses | 1884 | 16 01 14.55 Mean of 52stations. | 

Mountraillen silt 225 5-2 Season be ses | Seeereece 16 15 N. Bound’y Survey. 

Nelson ......-.- |: ac heaoe ae eae 1882 | 1333| 12 20) Meanof 28stations. 
Oliver ........- hss Jon eens 1882 1556 | 1445 | Mean of 21 stations. 
Pembina -scte s4| sae ne eee eeee 1871 ; 14 00 12 15 | Mean of 30 stations. | 

Pembina ........ 1880 | 1236| 1115|C.&G.S. 
Pierce esos suacian. lorem cee eee ee 1895 | 14 03 14 15 | Mean of 28statione. | 

| ReMSOyp= cs asc l sone oe acer ea 1885 | 13 37 12 35 | Mean of 33 stations. 

Fort Totten ..--- 1880 14 30 13 10 County surveyor. 

| Ransomi 2. 3.20 hacs oe ae eee 1878 13 19 12 00 Mean of 28stations. 

_———— 
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Year ; ' Shieh Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. aa declina- tion in Remarks. 

or tion. 1900. | 

| 

is / | oy | 

Ransomes ee se Mats DON estes l= 1892 11 30 | 11 00. County surveyor. 

ESTATE ke pe ae } 1893 | 1616] 15 50| 
Richland. ...... emer Ea. 1873 | 1321| 1135 | Meanof 37stations. 
TROIGH CN ese ts4| ASE eee eer eA nere 1884 | 1435 | 13 30 | Meanof 22stations. 
SHAN 5-55 qono||bacs cas5 seeoesonee 1882 12 47 11 35 | Mean of 24 stations. 

SheridanmteysecacllSsnacesscse > sase-e 1886 | 15 32 14 35 | Mean of 6 stations, 

Gtarlee eee aa [ee eeme ee 1888! 1653) 15 45 | Mean of 26 stations. 
Dickinson. .--..-) 1895 16 35 16 15 | County surveyor. 

Steele...-..-.-. eae ieee oe ete. | 1878| 1325 | 1200 | Meanof 20statious. 
StOWenS'eo-cnoceltacees cee eermesics's| L886 15 49 | 14 55 | Mean of 5 stations. 

SouismMantes seseci|esacesee ae se cer 1875 | 14 38 | 13 00 | Mean of 63 stations. 

Jamestown..---- 1880 13 30 12 10 | C. & G.S. 

| WOMAIGP ocsec0ss|lbo5s 5005 cove peaese 1885 14 15 13.15 Mean of 31 stations. 

AMOS Gere Sees ae eee eee ee 1874 13 34 11 50 Meanof 20stations. 

WEN ed cade eS clad eecepeod asus tece Sasees SE aeeesae 16 15. Estimated. 

NAVEEN ies SAS |e Se ce eae ee oe 1881 | 13 35 12 20) Mean of 32 stations. | 

BV al. Clipe sie ne eweee ecole re syste cnet cic 1887 1606, 15 15) Mean of 22stations. 

Cede eal ee ee ee 1885 | 14 32 | 13 30 | Mean of 31 stations. 
Wotan see aaelleaecienmcecs cs scen | 1887 | 16 04 15 10 | Meanof 15 stations. 

OHIO. 

The declination results for Ohio are derived in the main from the 

subdivision surveys of the General Land Office, together with a few 

by the United States Lake Survey, United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey, and a number by county surveyors. The Land Office surveys 

date from the latter part of the last century down to about 1840, and 

as the line of no secular variation apparently crossed Ohio between the 

years 1810 and 1820, the reduction of these observations to 1900 is 

complicated with the change in secular variation. The reductions on 

account of secular variation, as deduced from the observations made 

within the State, are set forth in the following table: 

| Year. teduction. Year. | Reduction. 

S90 Snaeecetiece a as 0 45 SA ORS eee se 3 20 

eke oo edoo SEOs eee 1 30 SSO stan ee eee ees 4 10 

ite ccod cones eee 2 05 SIO SS 2 pe osereseosses 4 35 

lpet860re tec <.Sa.2- OES OualllMISTON Seats sok Fes 4 30 | 
| S50 Sesame anes 2 5d WSO OS ae sree storesicientsee 4 40 
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The line of zero declination crosses this State from north to south. 

East of this line the declinations are west and are designated by the 

letter W. West of this line they are east and are designated by 

the letter E. The preceding reductions on account of secular variation 

are to be added to west declinations and subtracted from east decli- 

nations. 

County. Town, city, ete. 

AGAIN: Sass ee eres ome eee eee 

JN eemesatres Sasmamonocoocscos 

Ashland) cas-sa4 |e emeeiecene terete 

Ashtabula... - Ringsville ...... 

Jefferson.-...<--- 

Conneaut ....... 

Athens..-.- Athens. oo 22 see 

AT DT BIZOLS == Sajal Sate eee ieeete tee 

Wapakoneta .... 

|sBelmonitieooe St. Clairsville - .. 

| BRO WAN: - 5.2/2. eterst| ss cretaret eet alee orerete 

Butlers sae ‘Oxtordieee eee 

Canrolleezeae Carrollton .. ---- 

Champan en eres saeeeeateiseerteeer 

Clat kee eee Springfield...... 

@lermonti |. Shes |Poeciecise Soe 

Clinton ....- | Wilmington. ---- 

Columbiana....| Lisbon... ...... 

Coshocton | Coshocton -. ---.) 

Crawford ...... Peete ees 7 | 
Cuyahoga | Cleveland..-..-- 

| WWowersas-ce eae 

Darke naecete sae Goo oe eee 

j Greenvilleesece == 

Defiance .... 

Delaware ... 

TVG: sees nese 

Sandusky .....-. 

Kelley Island... 

Washington. .... 

Columbus .....-. 

2 35 E. 055 W. 

Observed Declina- | 
declina- | tionin | Remarks. 

tion. 1900. 

ov a? 

Whoye Setar stere’ 0 00 Estimated. 

355 E. | 0 05 W.| Mean of 5 stations. 

3 34 E. | 1,00 W.) Mean of 8 stations. 

1 15 W.| 3 00 W.| U. S. Lake Survey. 
| 245 W. 5 30 W.| County surveyor. 

| 0 50 E. | 1 25 W.| U.S. Lake Survey. 

0 40 E. | 050 W.| C. & G.S. 

-417E. 000 | Mean of 8 stations. 

/114E. 0 10 W.| County surveyor. 

2 30 E | 1 00 W.) Silliman’s Journal. 

sie cteosne | 0 45 E. | Estimated. 

| 4 50 EB. | 1 40B. | C. & G.S. 

215 W. 2 30 W.| County surveyor. 

|\2ot seatereranie 0.00 | Estimated. 

4 30E. 0455. | Whittlesey. 
eee 1008. | Estimated. 

1 34 E. | 1 20 E. | County surveyor. 

2 30 W | 2 45 W. Do. 

| 130 E. | 2 00 W.) Silliman’s Journal. 

| 3 29 E. | 1 00 W.| Meanof 11 stations. 

2 04 W.| 2 55 W.| C. & G.S. 

| 1 50 E. | 2 40 W.} Silliman’s Journal. 

| 5 13 E. | 0 35 E. | Meanof 16stations. 

209E. | 155E. County surveyor. 

450 E. | 1 20 E. | Silliman’s Journal. 

4 30 E. | 0 00 Mean of 9 stations. 

Sa Sece P 0 45 W.| Estimated. 

Janaae| soeteecer 0 34 W. Mean of 8 stations. 

0 371 1 00 W.| U.S. Lake Survey. 

0425 1 00 W. Do. 

Jac ee leee esos 1 15 W.) Estimated. 

3 06 E. | 0 25 W.) Silliman’s Journal. 

120E. | 0 40 W.| C.& GS. 
4 20 E. | 0 00 | Mean of 13stations. 

Silliman’s Journal. 
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erent Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. ae declina- tion in Remarks. 

arn tion. 1900. | 

} = | = 

(. # (cy 

Geauga ....-.-- Chardon’ -=---=-- 1838 | 0 15 E. | 3 15 W.| Silliman’s Journal. 

Greene seca ne eeeree eee ac ecellbeeeeellmcsccess 015 EK. | Estimated. 

(CriGHNGOhy aacboedllans CoN abage sce aa] | aeeemel tease 2 00 W. Do. 

Hamilton ------ Hamilton -.----- 1895 | 0 44 E. | 0 30 E, | County surveyor. 

Cincinnati ------ 1888 | 1 58 EB. | 105 EH. | C.& G.S. 

ila cocker ee eek were it 57 LY 1821 4 30E.| 000 | Meanof 17stations. 
Moves ties so: 1874 | 218E. | 0 30E./C. &G.8. 
IK@MONasaocousce 1838 | 5 17 E. | 1 45 E. | Silliman’s Journal. 

(lar ine emer ssc kere 5 ees 1820 | 5 03 E. | 0 80 E. | Mean of 10stations. 

ar Riso nee sea ee sere cee iss eilnerreiac |. Sa ee 2 30 W | Estimated. 

IBIGMIAY Da S5teuse Ehe ead Sessa Ceeeeas 1822 | 4 17 E. | 0 10 W.) Mean of 9 stations. 

Highland -2=22- Basen Hea eseel See eenl eae eee 0 00 Estimated. 

ISIOClSNIVRE Be Cone hens ac eos een seraas| | neaqaa leases 1 15 W. Do. 

Elolin‘es see eee eae eee yeas 1807 | 2 52 E. | 1 40 W.| Mean of 3 stations. 

ISRUUROM saaseccce Hct AUD Sec! i AO Bl DE MS a 1 30 W.! Estimated. 

Jaeksoneee ee ee Jacksoneeeeeesce 1895 | 1 16 W.| 1 30 W. Mean of 11 results. 

Jefterson=--- -—- Steubenville ....| 1894 | 1 12 W.| 1 30 W. County surveyor. 

Knoxseere seo Mount Vernon..-.| 1896 | 0 15 W.| 0 30 W. Do. 

Taken See Willoughby ..... 1876 | 1 51 W.| 3 40 W.| U.S. Lake Survey. 
Fairport ....-.-- 1876 | 2 00 W.| 3 50 W.| Do. 
Madison =2--2.-. 1876 | 2 00 W.| 3 50 W. Do. 

Lawrence ..---- Southpoint......| 1864 | 1 53 E | 0 25 W | C.&G.S. 

llrontony =e) - 1896 | 0 40 E. | 0 25 E. | County surveyor. 

Meickcin eee eee Me Sane cte® Seis Ale seo alle. kate 2 | 115 W. Estimated. 

OC ane ee eras eas See ea 1832 | 3 50 E. | 0 10 W.| 1station. 

TOG gc aac ae ee ee 1876 | 0 36 W.| 220W.| —Do. 
JUNKER. oo oae eoea MONG esse cauesc 1895 | 1 08 W.| 1 25 W.) County surveyor. 

Mardisoneensen a5 ss-ese eer cei acsecicemaees a eet 0 15 W.| Estimated. 

Miho in cesesmem | Sete motes cats em te aaa ae crerevce eis 2 30 W. Do. 

Marloneeseser ahs ares seers. coe 1830 | 4 17 E. | 0 05 E. | Mean of 11 stations. 

NERO 355 s50c56 1838 | 3 17 E. | 0 15 W.| Silliman’s Journal. 

WI@GHINE). 26.5. eaduis Sosa SSee ne Sen toeerote aaeieeee 2 00 W.| Estimated. 

IWIGIES . cdomougaullbsscae cusses soetog Seca isan eee 1 30 W. | Do. 

WIGKGOR: Ao ad Jane eee ee eee eens | 1810 | 5 32 E. | 1 00 E. | Mean of 4 stations. | 

Niemi oo a 1799 5 10E. | 0 30E. | Mean of 5 stations. | 
IMONTOCW MEME eee ese cen ee ane eealia tems eames Shee | 2 30 W.) Estimated. 

Montgomery _..|.........--------- | 1800 | 5 10. | 0 305. | Mean of 10stations. 
Carrollton ...... | 1845 | 4 45 E. | 135E./ C.& GS. 

More angen ees Peae esis tess Poe Pee eeeee a abe Estimated. 

WIGHROW bo 245 susan ee eee a eee 1811 | 3 17 E. | 1 10 W.| Mean of 8 stations. 

Muskingum od Zanesville. .-.... | 1838 | 2 30 E | 100 W Silliman’s Journal. 

| i 

17 GEOL, PT I 26 
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County. Town, city, etc. 

Portage 

Preble 

Putnam 

Richland 

Ross 

Sandusky 

Scioto 

Seneca 

| Port Clinton .... 

| Catawba Island . 

Locust Point ---. 

Waverly 

Streetsboro...... 

Mansfield. -==::¢ 

Chillicothe 

MAGNETIC DECLINATION 

1820 

IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Tuscarawas ....| Tuscarawas . ..-.- 

Unioiice. aot. Marysville ..-... 

Wan. Werbto..silcst 2 seeeeee se aoe 

Wanton'ae- see ee 

Warrenieo>- se Springboro....-. 

Juebanon =~... --- 

Washington Marietta ........ 

Wihye!s cane esee Wooster .:.....- 

Wil aim rccantele at] erates ore crete ee 

W000. .eenaase Portage: <---2--- 

Wyandot-(2. -2-|eee eee. 

declina- tion in 
tion. | 1900. 

115 W.| 1 35'W. 

1,22 EB. | 240'W. 

3 50E. | 0 45 W. 
O47E. | 055 W. 

0 40 E. | 1 00 W. 

0 40E | 100 W. 

4 48 E. | 0 20 E. 

130 Ww. 

pert be | 0 30 W. 

0 00 0 20 W. 

205E. 2 30 W. 
5 OLE. | 0 25 E. 

| 4 20 EB. | 0 00 

0 00 0 20 W. 

3 00E. | 0 30 W.| 

1 27 W.| 1 45 W. 

0 20 Ww. 0 40 W. 

3 00 FE. | 1 35 W. 

0 44 W.| 1 00 W. 

0 20 E. | 1 30 W. 

005 E. | 0 15 W. 

|3 155. | 015 W. 

457E. 0255. 

Sed ae ee 215 W. 

052E. 2 30W. 

1 41 W.| 2 00 W. 

0 40 E. | 250 W. 

0 50 E. | 2 40 W. 

0 20 W.| 2 10 W. 

1 00 E. | 0 40 2B. 
455 E. | 0 20E. 

| 115 W. 
4 04 E. | 0 35 E. 

1 37E. | 1 00E. 

2 30 W.| 2 50 W. 

1 47E. | 130 W. 

4 36 E. | 0 05 E. 

0 82 E. | 0 15 E. 
115E. | 215 W. 

| 

..---.| 1824 | 4 21 E. | 0 

| Observed Declina- 

00 

County surveyor, 

Silliman’s Journal. 

, Mean of 19 stations. 

U. S. Lake Survey. 

Do. 

| Do. 

Mean of 10 stations. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

County surveyor. 

Whittlesey. 

Mean of 8 stations. 

Mean of 7 stations. 

County surveyor. 

Silliman’s Journal. 

County surveyor. 

Do. 

Mean of 19 stations. 

County surveyor. 

Do. 

Do. 

Silliman’s Journal. 

Mean of 7 stations. 

Estimated, 

C.& GS. 

County surveyor. 

Silliman’s Journal. 

Do. 

N.A.S. 

County surveyor. 

Mean of 5 stations. 

Estimated. 

Silliman’s Journal. 

Mean of 9 results. 

County surveyor. 

Silliman’s Journal, 

Meanof 11stations. 

County surveyor. 

Silliman’s Journal. 

Mean of 6 stations. 
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OKLAHOMA. 

The observations in Oklahoma are derived almost entirely from the 

subdivisional surveys of the General Land Office. These have been 

made in recent years, ranging from 1872 to 1891, and are apparently of 

excellent quality. Data for the correction for secular variation are very 

scanty, and the following corrections have been assumed on the basis 

of the corrections in adjacent States: 

Year. Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

Mans ! 

On wh } ‘Ons 

GU sap e eee cues CaO ll AsO ssccosesesscuasd 11,60) 

G04 wes aaaesaetee 1 00 | 
| | — z 

The declination is east, and these reductions are to be subtracted. 

z i feeeea | 
year Observed | Declina- | 

County. Town, city, ete. Ore | declina- tion in Remarks. 
; Out: tion. 1900. | 

10n,. 

° seal 
| (oO) O. wv | 

IBeaVerence.qyisce Wiesterny=---.---- 1891 11 52 11 25 | Mean of 12stations. 

WOGIGNE) 5555 ss5ose 1891 11 50 11 20 | Mean of 54 stations. 

IRASLETM essere eee | 1890 11 20 10 50 | Mean of 60stations. 

Phlainere: sass. a lacoste sensce- 2 1874 10 50 | 9 35 Mean of 9 stations. 

R@anadjan =. S:se\esctseats onecs ct 1872) 1045 9 20 Mean of10stations. 
Olevolan dee taens) seems a: 1872 1110} 9 45 | Mean of 9 stations. 

SD) ee ae Ste, Saale eit Se Slo cicteis 1874 11 16 10 00 Mean of 10 stations. 

ND Byram teret rei. cini cai arte arer cetera seca eZ 1874 1127 «10 10 Mean of 13 stations. 

CCDs eee ahem we aa a ae 1874 | 10 52 9 35 Mean of 7 stations. 
Gartieldiz-2-=--- oc Eee eae tae 1872 10 56 | 9 30 | Mean of 12 stations. 

GRO cScbsadatallene auc ener e eaeees | 1872 S23 10 00 | Mean of 13 stations. 

(CiRaGD. 6s aeee aes Gee oaee Se eee | 1874 1118) 1000. Mean of 33stations. 

CA meet Ste (2 eae Eis I oy 8 oe | 1873 10 32 | 910 Meanof13stations. 

KG me mer araey Ball its Seis ke ack Sed | 1872 10 49 | 9 25 Mean of 9 stations. 

iGin@a HS) 0G52\ tn eal lie aa eee Om aeee | 1872 10 47 9 25 | Mean of 10stations. 

Kiowa, Co-| Northeastern ....| 1874! 1045| 925] Do. 
manche, and | 
Apache Res- | 
ervation. | 

Southeastern ....) 1874 11 00 9 45 | Mean of 24 stations. 

Northwestern ...) 1874 10 58 | 9 40 | Mean of 12 stations. 

Southwestern ...| 1875} 11 14| 1000 Meanof23 stations. 
TLC Oa ae ae 1877 | 1106) 1000 Meanof12 stations. 

Wo gankeeee em = oletrees sc ses cosas 1871 10 38 9 10 | Mean of 8 stations. 

ING Oyen con cose | Sosa eae eee 1872 11 10 9 45 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Oktahomaeeeees |e ee eke fees cel 1872 1035 9 10 | Mean of 14 stations. 
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| | Year Observed Declina- 
County. Town, city,etc. | ee | declina- tion in Remarks. 

| | tion. | tion. 1900. 

| ey. ey 6 

Oklahoma... --- | Oklahoma __.... 1895 9 25 | 910 County surveyor. 

Osage Nation! -5|h-22s-eeee Pee Sac 1872 | 10 20 8 55 Mean of 23 stations. 

Pawnee es oli) ea aee. Seeee 1872 | 10 10 8 45 Mean of 6 stations. 
Payne sano caoaeetnen oe eee 1872 | 10 30 9 05 Mean of 7 stations. 

Stillwater ....-... 1896 | 9 45 | 9 30 County surveyor. 

Pottawatomie=-|| 224. 2-22e-4esee- 1873 | 10 00 | 8 35 Mean of 9 stations. 

Roger Mulls 25 |... seen eee 1874 | 1140 10 20 Mean of 11 stations. 
SW ae hiltialacney2os al: lc er eee 1874| 1106} 945 Mean of 8 stations. | 
Wioods)-m2-2 2-22 ee Sean eres 1873 | 1120} 1000 Meanof25 stations. 

Woodward j24\--2 Seno eae 1873 | 1140) 10 20 | Mean of 30stations. 
J J zk as a | 

OREGON. 

Observations in Oregon are mainly from the General Land Office, 

with a few from county surveyors and from the United States Coast and 

Geodetic Survey. The observations of the General Land Office are of 

recent date, ranging from 1865 down to the present time. 

While data for the determination of secular change are not abun- 

dant, there appears to be but little question that the line of no secular 

variation crossed the State between the years 1885 and 1900, and the 

data have been reduced in accordance with that hypothesis by means 

of the figures given in the following table. The last column was 

derived from series in this State and Washington, with the interpola- 

tion of certain figures. The column applying to the eastern portion of 

the State was derived from the other column, on the assumption that 

the zero of secular variation passed this part of the State about 1890: 

Reduction. 

Year. aes a i 
Eastern Western 
part. part. 

DSQ0 RSS kos ee cs ieeas 2a ee eee 0 00 0 05 

tho to1 0 eye ert ete Sere EE ae RSS, 0 05 0 20 

ISO ee cee ee ee eee 0 20 0 45 

S60 SRS ree co. Stace otoie Ae re ee eres | 0 45 1 05 

DROP ces ba acral ee ee 1 05 1 45 
LSA OR eee nk eens ae ee ae 1 45 2 30 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be added. 
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cat | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Bane, declina- tion in Remarks. 

orl tion. 1900. 

or oy) wv 

Bah Se erem cise ve aeisct sees eiciseiall onic cals eisv acces 19 30 | Estimated. 

Benton Sees eeiaeete oeisies Sees 1891 20 23 20 30 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Corvallis......-. 1895 20 00 20 00 | County surveyor. 

Glackamas) ssa: tscoeee saeco osc ce 1892 21 17 21 20 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Clatsop <=. ---- AGUOUE) csoanccas 1881 22 26 23 00} C. & G.S. 

Columbiayesssaleeaeteeee eee eas s—. | 1893 21 20 21 30 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Raimieree seas 1895 21 40 21 50 | County surveyor. 

lesusktelen@eseme as 1881 19 08 19 30| C. & G.S. 

| Clatskanie ...... 1895 | 21 45] 21 55 | County surveyor. 
| Vernonia........ 1895 | 22 30] 22 40 Do. 

Coos saeees | Spaceocce ace tee 1884 19 40 20 00 | Mean of 4 stations. 

| Coos Bay.....--- 1863 | 1837| 19 30|C. &G.S. 
Crook.......-..| Northeastern ....| 1859 18 55 19 45 | Dixon, 1 station. 

| Sontheastern --..) 1859 18 40 19 30 Do. 

| Northwestern ._.) 1859 19 15 20 05 Do. 

Southwestern’: =s|e-eees eee 222 19 50 Estimated. 

| iPrinevillemeesee- 1895 20 00 20 00 | County surveyor. 

Cunnyeasee-eees | Ewing Harbor. ..| 1859 | 18 30| 19 35 | Dixon, 1 station. 

Mone lass. oa \ces == 5 2 oss sect 1890 als) ale 19 20 | Mean of 6 stations. 

| Canyonville. -... 18819 17/50) 18 10)|| C. & Gus. 
| Oakland ......-- 1888 | 1925) 19 30 Do. 
EVOSCDIEO: seer sae | 1896 20 07 | +20 10 | County surveyor. 

| | 

(Gnllbehit, Seb cene Seance soageS neers 1888 21 07; 21 10 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Blalock e-es see 1881 20/21. 20 25| C. & G.S. 

Cheintt 646.4 ce8 oe Seesco csenenoReene 1895 20 00 20 00 | Average of county, 
by county sur- 

| veyor. 

IsIGpRNE); Boon sces Northeastern --..| 1863 18 17 18 50 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Southeastern\ssen eases |eeree cece 18 40 | Estimated. 

INorthywestermices|seeer nsae sce 19 10 Do. 

liMarney, 222-2... 1876} 1823] 1830|C. &G.S. 

wacksonee- = 5-5. eet ee 1893 19 20 19 25 | Mean of 6 stations. 

| Jacksonville ----| 1881 17 25 17 30 | C. & G.S. 

Josephine .----. esse meemes so ece 1893 19 30 19 30 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Kalamathiees eee | Northern .... ....| 1892 19 18 19 20 |} Mean of 7 stations. 

Southernssssss5- | 1893 1915 | 19 20 | Mean of 10 stations. 

galkcoue ey ah) 2 Ieee raed hs 8 eet Esl AR 19 00 | Estimated. 
JUPINGY 65 S555 seme lesen eee | 1891 20 02 | 20 00 | Mean of 8 stations, 

\piiulg ene eee. 1881 2048 | 2105) C. &G.S. 

EIN COlnve se none Seem e oe le tan 1893 19 53 | 20 00 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Waquinaess.2..2: 1888 | 2018] 2025/C.&GS8. 
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f } eee Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. Rares declina- tion in Remarks. 

ion tion. 1900. 

| 

iy ce | rey | 

incoln sess Waldport ...---. 1893 2100} 21 10 | County surveyor. 

Dpto eos SASS een Aone sic me 1891 | 20 30 20 35. Mean of 5 stations. 

Albany eee eases 1895 20 42 | 20 40 County surveyor. 

Malheur -.-.---. | Northern -...---.) 1859 | 1815) 19 00 Mean of 4 stations. 

| Mididile.= 222 2eaieee soe Hasose eee 18 30 Estimated. 

|'Southern =. {52 else eee eee 18 00 Do 

Manion ees aee |. Se ee Pee ae 1890 20 22 | 20 25 Mean of 3 stations. 

Salemies-<cm- 25-5 1881 | 2000! 2020!C.&G.8. 
Morrow: ..-2.2<325)\22 -ooe<see een ee colores {te ecm 8 20 30. Estimated. 

Multnomah |\ss |! eee oe 1887 22 22 | 22 30. Mean of 2 stations. 
Portland ........ 1881! 2152] 2210 C.&G.S. 

Polke 3. ot eee eee 1892} 2030| 2035 1 station. 
Shermamn’3--22)4|Sae- so eee eee i, ee | ee | 2100 Estimated. 

TMilamook 25-422 se eee | 1892; 20 20 20 25 Mean of 5 stations. 

Tillamook....-.. /1895 21 54| 2155 “County surveyor. 
Umatillac 20 se Sees see ae 1866 20 20 20 55 Mean of 3 stations. 

matillay eee -= 1881 21 32 21 35) C. &G.S. 

Winton=aee WEeeests e c eee 1859 18 40 | 19 25 Mean of 2 stations 

| Grand Ronde....) 1859 | 18 20 19 05 Dixon. 

Wallowas.45-5: lacs tee eee | 1893! 2000} 2000 1station. 
Waste seoe ee eee a eee 1895 | 20 00 20 00 Said to be average | 

by county sur- 
veyor. 

Dalles: 2.2-s5-ee | 1881 | 2003) 2020 C. & G.S. 
Washington....| Hillsboro -.-..-- 1895 | 21 30 | 21 30 County surveyor 

Vamhill.---- | McMinnville ....| 1895} 2035 | 20 35 Do. | 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

In this State the subject of magnetic variation has received much 

attention. In many of the counties meridian lines have been estab- 

lished, upon which the compasses in use are annually tested. The 

results of such comparisons, with much other data, have been collected 

by the Secretary of Internal Affairs of the Commonwealth and pub- 

lished from time to time in the records of that department. The latest 

of these reports, which includes all the data collected up to that date, 

is that of the year 1887. To that report I am indebted for most of the 

information regarding magwetic declination in the State. In addition 

to this, I have received data of more recent date from several county 

surveyors, besides a few from the United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey, National Academy of Sciences, and United States Lake Survey. 

Most of these observations are of quite recent date, there being but 
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few in the first half of the century, and but one as far back as 1840. 

Nearly all of them, indeed, are later than 1870. 

The reductions on account of secular variation to the epoch 1900 are 

as follows, having been derived from series observed in New York, New 

Jersey, and Pennsylvania: 

Year. Reduction. 

BBO a cane PASS Sa 0 25 

VRE QiewsiNe he Sera, cso 0 55 

| IST One ae eee 1 45 

| 1 SCO MAES te a det 2 20 

CEC, 24 tet ae 2 55 

Year. Reduction. | 

The declination is west, and the reductions for secular variation are 

to be added. 

| Year | Observed | Declina- 
County. \* Town, city, ete. of ob declina- tion in Remarks. 

> | pease tion. | 1900. 

| Lae 2 

| of of 

JACEE Scere Ge ee eee 1877 3 45 4 55 | 1 station. 

Allegheny. seoalasece. eos acess leeiereetal fetelcists Sainte 3 35 | Mean of 4 stations. 

| Allegheny. ...--- 1885 | 2 56 3.35 | C.&G.S. 

Armstrong - ---- Breeporti--.=.-=- 1887 | 3 30 4 05 | See. Int. Affairs. 

Leechburg .----- 1896 3 15 | 3 30 | County surveyor. 

Beaver. 222: --5- Were ett Gel see Oy 2 45 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Beaver .......--. 1874 108 |  285)|'C.& G.s. 
Bedtond ess see | Bedionds sess seee 1883 3 384 | 4 20 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Berksiescsec yet Hamburg 1884 | By. ale 6 00 Do. 

BIEN. sa seaeleeaS loseataeeha teers ee eg ae ea Se | 5 00 Mean of 9 stations. 

INNOOME a cescasacl) lth?) tay alls) 5 30 | County surveyor. 

Hollidaysburg... 1877 400) 510. Sec. Int. Affairs. 
ibymone seen aoe. 1878| 343] -450). Do. 

Bradford. sere oe) eisis-isevs ce eee ses eat iseraillatel ove sets: 7 40 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Towanda......-.| 1895 | 7 35 | 7 45 | County surveyor. 

BUCKS Ae is54- 222 Wovlestow Nese alsccen ene sisters | 7 00 | Mean of 13 observa- 
| tions. Sec. Int. 
| | Affairs. 

IBWoleneer y= © IB ublerune sees Se alte ere ee esc 4 25 Mean of 4 observa- 
| | tions. 

(GQamilitity che s56lse. eee eee Valent) [See ye | 3 30 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Johnstown ...... 1875 | 2 20 | 3 40 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

@ressomieseee ee 1895 | 3 08 | 3 20 | County surveyor. 

(Cameronmernere Bees ees e Sar ores loc se (ice on coe | 5 20 | 1 station. 

Gini No) Seco Se ee gee ee ae ee | 715) Estimated. 
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: | praae | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, 2iv. te. veer, | declina- tion in Remarks. 

\ one tion. 1900. 

| of o ¢ 

Centerse---1--- Mialihetm = seereeee 1893 5 40 5 55 | County surveyor. 

Chester. ----- West’ Chester=—--|-eeeea|=eeeneees 745 Mean of 5 observa- 
tions. Sec. Int. 
Affairs. 

Clarion snes eeee Clarion eeeeeeeee 1877 2 20 3 30. Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Clearfield? .2..22.-| 5. 22S See eee ee eee eee 5 05 Mean of 2 stations. 

.. Curwensville..-.) 1841 1 45 5 05 | C.& G.S. 

| Clearfield ....... 1896 4 52 5 05 | County surveyor. 

Clinton) see. saeF | Beech Creek. .... 1878 3 02 4 05. Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Columbia .-.--- |e 3.4 ec Pele Om Sok 700 Estimated. 

Crawford ..--... | BE ee oe aeid es sacl lonctociscor 3 30 Mean of 5 stations. 

@umberland:.2e|| Carlisle 02 se57|s9e2 eee eee 5 00 Mean of 4 observa- 
| tions. 

Dauphinis.---.- Harrisburg] sas ose epee eee 6 00 | Mean of 13 observa- 
tions. 

Delaware ..-_... Chester==-==---- 1887 6 55 7 30 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

icy ae e ae oes Jno zase sec nce son nee [soc eee lence scree 5 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

[eWWalllcoxseae eerste 1887 4 20 455 Sec. Int. Affairs. 

| Benezette .-..--- 1887 4 30 5 05 Do. 

Dries 3.2< ikea | Aaya ee ere eee SSeS Ae 410 Meanof13stations. 

North Springfield) 1875 3 00 4 20 U.S. Lake Survey. 

Northeast .....-- 1875 2 54 4 15 Do. 

rie? 44 j= eee 1883 | 3 15) 4 00 Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Greenfield. ...... 1874 | 2 00 SEDO ENceAGhos 

IMO MO peo seocrcecs 1875 | 2 00 3 20 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Fayette ........ Uniontowmnse resco eeenle see 4 00 Mean of 16 observa- 
tions. 

I OLeStinise eee Tionestare ee. oes | 1895 3 45 4 00 | County surveyor. 

BrankJim= =. 2-6 Chambersburg eo|se-- -elsesee eee 4 35 | Mean of 28 observa- 
tions. 

SylVaMiee aac creme 1888 4 00 4 30 | C.&G.S. 

Mercersburg -...| 1840 0 55 4 15 Do. 

HUE GOn si sees eee McConnelsburg..||.-----}..... .=-. 450 Mean of 5 observa- 
tions. 

GRCeNee se fs eeul| Soe cee eee ee eee ees 3 20 Mean of 8 stations. 

Waynesburg ...-| 1876 | 2 03 3 20 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Huntingdon... Eine Con Eeses Samael eel 5 10 | Mean of 8 observa- 
tions. 

Indianainceesee Indianasesse eet 1887 3 45 | 4 20 Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Jefferson ....... Broolk:willé)se2-se| Goo eale eee eae 4 00 | Mean of 42 obser- 
vations. 

J WDD RG o.oo 2 alae bee mctere ae ate pe See ote | eT er 5 30) Estimated. 

Lackary anna sense eee a eee ee £ 5 7 30 1 station. 

Lancaster ...... eae Seana eames fs tee haere 6 30. Estimated. | 

Lawrence): ~..\|-- asctrnonw seen coma ee eel oe cere 3.15 | Mean of 6 stations. 
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Year | Opserved | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. eae declina- tion in Remarks. 

Hon tion. 1900. 

Qo! o ! 

Lawrence ------ | Newcastle... -_--- | 1853 0 27 3 10 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Webanionyamecesiers see eas ere 2ei|lsmislo ale acier= oar 6 00 | 1 station. 

Wehighee ae eae ee. 5 Ost oad Reyne 7 00 Do. 
Mazern eee = === | Wilkesbarre. ---. 1881 6 30 7 20 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Lycoming ...--. lVValiitamspotbeses |e eee eee s = 6 20 | Mean of 3 observa- 
: | tions. 

MWIGIMGHING = Se acan|lSeaca Sete ean ee eee seecce Geers 5 00 | Mean of 2 stations. 

Mercenesee eee Heesystte oat See ene lh eects ll st=paie 3 sisi 2 55 | Mean of 6 stations. 

| Sharpsville......| 1874] 100) 225|N.AS. 
| Mercer .....-.-.. 1853 | 055!| | 3 40| Sec. Int. Affairs. 

WGN cooeeense Walewas bowl em else nee lees aces “4 40 | Mean of 10 obser- 
| vations. 

Monroesses === [ae Ree eat enya ates Nehieispetctedis 8 00 | 1 station. 

Mont gomerys -- || Hatboro) ea. s2-ssecsen === === - 7 20 | Mean of 22 obser- 
vations. 

Norristown..---- 1892 6 42 7 00 | County surveyor. 

Montounieest a5 eee eit [ees S| bee ec 6 30 | Estimated. 

Northampton. . | Portland se se- | 1887 7 05 | 7 40 | Geol. Survey, N. J. 

Bethlehem ..---. 1874 5 20 6 45 | C.&G.S. 

Haston)-22-----4- 1841 | 3 33 6 50 Do, 

Northumberland) Sunbury .--.--- -- 1884 5 10 5 55 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

IROEDY gs ae ee Pea a eee eee ae dG cecal seis dece | 5 45 | Estimated. 

Philadelphia .... Philadelphia --- | 1895 6 44 6 55 | City engineer. 
Mean of 5 sta- 
tions. 

Bikers ences Malford sees =e 1896 7 55 8 10 | County surveyor. 

IROWUO? Scisc. amedi|l sso, Suen ne SF eee eee | Sree 5 20 | Mean of 3 stations. 

| Coudersport. ---- 1887 4 46 5 20 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 

Schuylkill ..... | Pottsville .......| 1867 4 40 6 35 Do. 

Smydereseee es. fo Ge Sone RoE EOS |Moksael eee a aee 6 00 | Estimated. 

Somerset ....--. Somerset ...-..-- | Oo la herell erste aesialais | 4 20 | Mean of 4 observa- 
tions. 

WoUb AC! Cee o pesos 1895 4 05 4 20 | County surveyor. 

Sullivan. . coseslledceeccoaceasSasocd lenpaae Saemeerer 7 15 | Estimated. 

Susquehanna. .-| Montrose-.-. ---- |. 1895 7 58 8 10 | County surveyor. 

ENO EAD) oc ads Shel SO OSS eee een nel | eee ol ate ree 6 45 | Mean of 2 stations. 

| Niles Valley. ---- | 1893 6 05 6 25 | County surveyor. 

(Union 3222 ee 2 =. Wewisburg esse s| sass" losose sec 6 00 | Mean of 5 stations. 

| Bucknell Univ... 1895 5 36 5 50 | County surveyor. 

iWerantopes=eer oe acid he ee eel eee ea ee 3 30 | Estimated. 

Barre ike sere ene aa es ake [ene kK tars 4 30 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Wiarreniee sso 2s | 1896 4 57 5 10 | County surveyor. 

WEE MRO eese| soqdee eaten eeeree Ieee aa lads, 08-1 3 10 | Mean of 26 stations. 

2 30 3 05 | Sec. Int. Affairs. 
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Ment Observed | Declina- |” 
County. Town, city, etc. S es ~ | declina- tion in Remarks. 

s oie - tion. 1900. 
10n 

aa 4 | ss 

Yo ie fon ie | 

Wiaymet ee. a Be es eer nena se cas 8 15 Mean of 5 stations. 

| Honesdale. .--.--- | 1895 8 03 8 15 County surveyor. 

Westmoreland... Greensburg Bel eae eee ser | 3 50 Mean of 3 observa- 
| | tions. 

WiyOmim & 22 =n ale aceee epee eee espe (jest eRe 745 Estimated, 

WVOT se as Aeeee | Worko25 coe eeuen | 1895 6 08 6 20 County surveyor. 
| We 

RHODE ISLAND. 

The following observations are derived from the compilation of the 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, the mean of the county always including 

the stations which are given severally under the county. 

The line of no secular variation crossed Rhode Island prior to the 

beginning of the present century; consequently none of these observa- 

tions are complicated with the change in secular variation. They have 

been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the application of corrections 

deduced from the series observed in western New England, in accord- 

ance with the following table: 

Year. Reduction. ' Year. | Reduction. 

|, Se eat ee 
18902 rete = wee |) 10:20 » e18a0c eo ees sua |. 340 

1880. Sok ee eee 0:45 9ll 830s ee | 440 
197033: 1 25 AS20 bens ase eee | 520 

ARGO eos See ee | 22505 1810+) = eee 5 50 

ly SESHO: See aes ean | S55 || S00 > sees te: Meee Lae eee 

The declination is west, and the above reductions for secular varia- 

tion are to be added. 

- = === <= ——— 

aoe | Observed | Declina- 
County. |’ Town, city, etc. canons | declina- tion in Remarks. 

| S be } c tion, | tion. 1900, 

| j 

Bristol. 3. cose ece eee nee alee howe el ae 12 45 Estimated. | 

15 :) 0) ee on eS lek eal (ms Seve eeail 3 00 Mean of 2 stations. 

NO@w port: . acs se bee ~ hese se eee esee eel eee Sere 12 25 Mean of 4 stations. | 
| wy acs 5 | ‘ ~_nMe : 
Newport ........ 1832 | 8 12 12 40|C.&G.S§. 

PrOVIdeN COs he) se chiaas oe ameniesee | eeeeae \ctecteake 12 45 Mean of 83 stations. | 

Providence... ... iss] 1110] 1145/C.&G@s. 
es bwe a] ecb Gos oe ais Os ae oe eee eee 12 15 Mean of 4 stations. 

| 
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SOUTH CAROLINA. 

Declination data in South Carolina are very scanty, only 11 counties 

out of 35 being represented. These observations are derived mainly 

from county surveyors and the United States Coast and Geodetic Sur- 

vey, with one or two other scattering ones. They bear date from 1843 

to 1895, most of them having been taken in recent years. 

They have been reduced to 1900 by applying corrections derived from 

series taken in North and South Carolina and Georgia, which are set 

forth in the following table: 

Year. | Reduction. | Year. Reduction. 

0) J | Oo / 

hail) Cee S| Ope aicgl| eat) eee ee 315 

TRBOMM ee AE fa 1 05 ASSO SEN Me ees Aye 52D 3 30 

1CTO eee oe ION5(0) Annee 121) oe 3 45 
eGR Mee Lean At DIO Numi StORS asta 40 22 De £6505 

\eetesvnsetoas 2) -6e. 2) 245 | 
| 

The line of zero declination crosses the southwestern part of the 

State. East of it the declination is west and is distinguished by the 

letter W. West of it the declination is east and is distinguished by 

the letter E. The above corrections are to be added to west declina- 

tions and subtracted from east declinations. 

| wear | Observed  Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. heb: | declina- tion in | Remarks. 

asa | tion. 1900. 

| z 

| of Omey 

Mibbewillemeenwalee cen seta socal aioe e roeeones. 0 15 E. | Estimated. 
PAIK OMe steinsatscs=55 } INDE) Weeeeoseaere 1854 | 3 02°E. | 25 E. | C.& G.S. 

NN@l@ngOn" s5546ellesoae5 so deeoebaeaelltosecs |iecteces ve stare 0 00 Estimated. 

lsnihvOlllas seca soseeceseeanselacs| Mooscs lease seeas 0 00 Do. 

Beaufort -.....-. Beaufort .--.-.--- 1895 | 1 00 EF. | 0 45 KE. | County surveyor. 

Grahamville. ..-. 11870 | 155 E.!0 05K. | C.&G.S. 

Port Royal ..-.-.-. | 1859 | 3 04 BK. | 0 45 E. Do. 

Berkeley ..-.--. Edisto Island ....| 1850 | 2 53 E. | 0 10 B. Do. 
Charleston . .... Charleston ..-... | 1847 | 2 15 E | 0 45 W.| C. Parker. 
@hestere=-—-4--|) Chester = 5-..4--- 1894 0 30 W. 0 50 W.| County surveyor. 

@hesterticl dimen ieacens eee seco e al Nesaea|s coq escee 1 00 W.| Estimated. 

) Clinandom. 222A 75 se eee ee a ee a | 0 30 W. Do. 
| Colleton ....... Sullivan Island..| 1885 | 0 15 E. | 0 35 W.| C.& G.S. 

Darlinetombyeerc| ere seee= sae ae s25|F5s55- [eseehaaer | 0 45 W. Estimated. 

Hdirenel die saace|pacecccaccesenses|sesccs Jbccececac 0 30 KB. Do. 

IMEAIBIGUG) - so555s GecasoqeesoseleeeE Raeeee| Hae aaa ane 0 20 W. Do. 
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ee d Pee Observed |) Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. serva-| “eclina- tion in Remarks. 

F Alor tion. 1900. | 

o ! of 

Florence ...---- Hlorence!==-./4=== 1875 | 1 12 B. | 0 15 W.| N.A.S. 

Georgetown .--.| Alston .......... 1854 | 2 07 E. | 0 30 W.| C.& G.S. 

Greenville).o-=5./ 2-2: cmice eee lem ete ae eae 0 15 W.| Estimated. 

Hampton. .--.-. Robertsville. -.-.. 1843 | 3 25 EB. | 0205. Agricul. register. 

LOErypseese.2 c= 2 yatta = eerie eae een Sees 1 15 W.| Estimated. 

Kershaw: +32 ccaoc|sscaciyesisieeisisecesel see aeatseeeeeat 0 30 W. Do. 

Wan casterjs- soos pe eeeee eee ae Sees \pecousssc 0 30 W. Do. 

WaAUMTeNS |: 5-2 aci2a\| oo Sepsis else | seere ae eeee eee 0 00 Do. 

Mexinotonesc.cs| cece setseie cet eeeeel emer (See ee 0 00 Do. 

Marion. 322) 222<|-necsee ose eee see hace aera 1 15 W. Do. 

IMarlboros sees saeceeeeerrrecceas 1895 | 2.30 W.| 2 45 W.| County surveyor. 

New: berry . ssee2Seenion-eeee a pees Rese Seca 0 00 Estimated. 

Oconee . see 5 <5 sSaeisoe te eee se eee ae eee 0 00 Do. 

Orangeburg: =. <2) bsasseacsisees eee ee ace ael eee 0 00 | Do. 

Pickens) <... 225-||boa-ystsw closeinc= seteell otis eee ee | 0 10 W.| Do. 

Richland. .--=2- Columbia ...-.-. 1875 | 1 50 E. | 0 25 E. | N.A.S. 

Spartanburg a|- 2c ssa oe eeetoe s|eeseeel sae e eee | 0 20 W. Estimated. 

Sumber ....a-<joclaceceem eros se ere olee estas teemerecee 0 30 W. Do. 

Union. 25. < assis tesco senile simi eee seen) Sees 0 20 W. Do. 

Walllvamsb U1 oy) eee chetatercreistee see) eee ee eaten 0 40 W. Do. 

Yorks. 2s. s0.cjsca| sete emacs see paces | seme aeee 0 30 W. Do. 

SOUTH DAKOTA. 

Observations in South Dakota consist almost exclusively of data 

obtained from the General Land Office, with a few returns from county 

surveyors. The Land Office work is of recent date, running from about 
1870 down to the present time, and is of excellent quality. The line of 

no secular variation crossed South Dakota between the years 1855 and 

1865, and consequently none of these observations are complicated with 

the change in the secular variation. They have been reduced by the 

application of corrections from the following table, derived from obser- 

vations in Nebraska and Minnesota, no series of observations being 

obtainable in this State: 

Year. Reduction. Year Reduction. 

| Go f c ‘ 

1}? UES a eee 0 40 ah iy { t eeeae rem, cee 1 Nf 

1) OL SRO Oe eee oe clos s 120 || 1860.............-.. 2 05 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted, 
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eat, | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. parca declina- tion in Remarks. 

aon tion. 1900. 

= | bs 

| oO 2 QO 4 

INVIRON Soe SaSaes seasao conemeon fees 1873 14 14 12 35 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Beadle reese cr|ssiestew Sasee eclemas 1877 13 14 11 45 Mean of 19 stations. 

Bonhomme - ---- eo, sa a 1868 | 13 23 11 30. Mean of 3 stations. 

IBOLeM an pe ee een ieee ee salle wie el (Sema acce 13 45 Estimated. 

BOOKINGS eae ecal| secrete sale - 1871 | 12 34 10 45 | Mean of 20 stations. 

IB TON Ieee ee seer re ae eee 1881 1408; 1250. Mean of 35 stations. 

lena ss Sek coed eee ae = ee eee 1881 | 14 05 12 50 Mean of 12 stations. 

Chamberlain 1896 | 12 43 12 30 County surveyor. | 

Bore eee alse eee oe 1872 13 41 12 00 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Butter fe2s¢ sa7 teal Recs eee 1891 15 44) 15 20 Mean of 73 stations. 
Campbell .-..-- | eles eiche Stays 25 sisi 1884 | 14 35 13 35 | Mean of 25 stations. 

@harles Mines oes. ho Mas 1872 | °13 47| 12 00| Mean of 17stations. 
Whoteateen cae se | Semester ei coon 1892 15 24 | 14 55 Mean of 20 stations. | 

Glarkyesse eer leas sora aes asad 1876 |. 13 26 11 50 | Mean of 11 stations. 

cihg? Situs Se ean Se 1862} 1244] 10 45 Do. 
Coding tomeertee  secos eee heat 1874 13 10 11 30 Do. 

Guster termes peers eee ce 1883 15 21 14 15 Mean of 16 stations. 

| Custer sea 1896 15¥30)| > Wy 15 | County surveyor. 

Dawa SOnss sere alles ed ae nee sere 1872 13 31 11 50) Mean of 2 stations. 

| Tose hee id ale a 1879| 1329] 412 10| Mean of 21 stations. | 
JOKE CW aX Sie er cieneae el |e ee, Be Oe See 1891 15 08 14 30 | Mean of 10 stations. 

IDSC) se Ao Se Bae eee Sener 1877 12 34 11 05 | Mean of 23 stations. 

DENG BSacateoulitee baee eee eae tes aoe Boel Caen 13 45. Estimated. 

Wouglasye secre Meats se Sess sis 1869 14 33 12 45 Mean of 3 stations. 

HB hI CL ape rd eee severe he he. 5 1883 13 56 12 50 | Meanof 32stations. 

Thatcher Sagan de 1893 | 1547) 15 20 | Mean of 4 stations. 
Fall River... -.. Nearer ses ee erates thaate iors 1887 15 19 14 30 | Mean of 35stations. 

nul eee eae 1883 | 1345 12 40  Meanof 28stations. 
Grantee.) | 2 Qcee aimee 1875! 1225) 1050 | Mean of 22stations. 
Greg On yeeeee een aan heen nee at SOQNe et) ||) 12/20) Meanof10 stations. 

lsleiia) bid <3 Sees eee 2S ee a eee 1874 12 31} 1050 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Lo lenavGl eee Sere eee es ee ee oe a 1882 13 28 12 20 Mean of 40stations. 

ISAO Soxsem cel Sees ee ee 1870 | 1256} i105 Mean of 6stations. 

TBlennallinye = Sask Saleen bees ee 1891 | 1554) 1515 Meanof 21stations. 

EM Seems aria ste re oe, =a 1882 | 14 44 13 30 Meanof 27stations. 

trbehinsones eee e7 oot en 1866 12 30-10 30. Mean of 9 stations. 
[SG 2 ee ceo Meee 1881 13 28 12 15 Meanof 22stations. 

JECESON as see SSE sas a cece a sees 1890 14 00 13 20 Meanof 14stations. 

Jerald eee | eee ostelee seas 1875 13 24 11 50  Meanof 10stations. 

. Wessington - -_-- 1895 12 45 12 25 | County surveyor. 

King BDU Vp eee ene ee cise 1874 12 44 11 10 Meanof 15stations. 

IE On ea BSH Sse Sa ee ae 1872 12 18 10 30 Meanof 11stations. 
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: aeons | Observed Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. eee declina, tion in 

' Aion tion 1900. 

SiRF oer o/ 
IU ARO oes SS Pee SOEs SEG Sec 1881 | 16 10 14 55 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Spearfish - - toe 1885 | 16 00 15 00 | County surveyor. 

INGO Sooo ceec|eatass cocooaedoscs! 1863 12 50 10 50 | Meanof 14stations. 

IEA OYYe) | SSE meleean ons] oopoccas | 1893.) al3s5b: 13 30 | Mean of 7 stations. 

ILA AEN one sear lesec cose cencconace 1889 | 13 18 12 30 | Meanof 24stations. 

MeCook.....--- PREG ROR SOO SSS CBESS /1870 «81225, 10 35 | Meanof 16 stations. 

McPherson . .--- oe eens ee 1884 14 29 | 13 20 | Meanof 32stations. 

Marstall\2.<.-?|2sc2seas ee eeee 1881 1238) 11 25 | Mean of 30stations. 
Martins. cco scc0|cente oe ace ees 1893 1544 15 20) Meanof 19stations. 
Meade; tos-eecd| ae esae eee 1884-15 38-14 40 | Meanof 32stations. 
Meyer 2. 222s het|G-booeeaacesenice 1892 | 13 06 12 35 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Miner ~.0. {ce |e eee eee 1877 | 1237| 11 10| Meanof 11stations. 
Minnehahay reas an eee ee eer 1865 12 06 | 10 05 | Mean of 23 stations. 

Sioux Falls...--- | 1889 | 9 30. 8 50 | County surveyor. 

Moudye ere eee ee | 1867 1237, 1040 | Meanof20stations. 
Nowilint.250 -sss|\ocs Sele eee 1890 ~— 14 10 13 30 | Mean of 32 stations. 

Pennington ....)...--..----.------ 1883 | 1519) 14 10 | Meanof25 stations. 

je eUleeoeseoce Sone 1895 | 15 15 14 55 | County surveyor. 

Potter s-seeeee RR TRESS Bead | 1883} 1355| 1245 | Meanof27stations. 

uPrati se soe oe een: 1890, 1347) 13 10) Meanof30stations. 
iPreshomeeeeeeee [Rat races eave cerce 1886 13 25} 12 25 | Do. 

Pyaten es. e Sea aa ae 1890; 1423] 13 45 | Mean of 6 stations. 
Rinehart. : a-sccleaseleanete eeeceea 1892 15 25 | 14 55 | Mean of 16stations. 

Roberts! 252-22. [ack Tes oe Sr 1876) 1253 > 11 20 Meanof24stations. 

Sanbornstcancss ose cee cee eee 1873 | 1343 1205 Mean of 3 stations. 

Schnasse' ... 055i ac oe oe eee ar cleeeeee lbseoeiess | 1415 Estimated. 

Scobey fs..5tes | oe eee 1890 1511) 14 30 Meanof28stations. 
Shannon) 22222 llc scohee oes | 1889 15 13| 1430 Mean of 5stations. 

Spices hese nest Se ee 11878] 1341] 12 15 | Meanof17stations. 
S Caml] Ce scien el co eee ince 1890 1312) 12 30 Meanof40stations, 

Sterling a. 2h1| usec ste cece ees 1890 14 39 14 00 Mean of 26stations. 

Sulllyeet eee A Nase eee aera 1882 14 37) 13 25. Meanof33 stations. 

EPipp) sacle cece eee saeco eer 1893 13 00 | 12 25 Meanof 10stations. 

Todd. ses acter la cceeicetae ee eiene See eset see 12 00 Estimated. 

TrnleL ss see cee i oe eee eye 1867 12 34 | 10 40 | Meanof 1&8stations, 

Union .:2 ccc eee | se ele were eee 1864 12 04 | 1005 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Wagner. so \ccls-socce. acess 1892 1545 | 1515 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Walworth osecele cemeteries | 1883 14 05 | 13 00 | Mean of 27 stations. 

Wiashinetonices|-ses. == ses eee | 1890 14 44] 14 05 | ‘Mean of 10stations, 

Washabaugh .24|.- cea. en a eee /1892 «14 14| 13 45 | 1 station. 
Yankton i<.o2c4|5o- cess ee ee 1864 1216) 1015 Mean of & stations. 

Wan toneses ees 1896 11 26} 1110) Connty surveyor. 

Ziebach ........ RE eit em ss, 1890 1451) 1410. Meanof 18stations. 
an Re ES ee CS 
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TENNESSEE. 

Observations for declination in this State are scanty, not more than 

half the counties being represented. They are derived from county 

surveyors, the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the National 

Academy of Sciences, and the survey of the northern boundary of the 

State. They are of recent date, those of the boundary survey, made 

in 1859, being the oldest. 

They have been reduced to 1900 by the application of corrections 

from series of observations in this State and Kentucky, which are set 

forth in the following table: 

Year. | Reduction. Year. | Reduction. 

: Oo / | 10) i: 

ICR oo eee aes OA” II esas soos rossesee 2 10 

SRORM METRE ee 1 25 | A enOMae te eee | 220 
WS OLR Rs uets2 aoe | TA OMS | SAO Re es oe eee cee 2 50 

\| | 
| 

The line of zero declination crosses east Tennessee. East of it the 

declination is west-and is designated by the letter W. West of it the 

declination is east and is distinguished by the letter E. The above 

corrections are to be added to west declinations and subtracted from 

east declinations. 

picae | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. oO: | declina- | tion in Remarks, 

rea | ettion: 1900. | tion. | 

Bridersone mere Mee eee hak Vester | Sedcemee | 0 45 B. | Estimated. 
BE diOT Gy eer esse aoe cer eerie t=sas15 nee Shon ecanall Gh ulaydde | Do. 

IBEntOU eer eee lee eh aperton dak = Fee Sil Ae Ae 4 30 E. Do. 

TIRIGOG: 2-05 Ses aaa ae Beas erep ees |130E.| Do. 
Boum beer a eens tele oe erie se siemiall scene eeeare ae = 0 00 Do. 

Brad eye cer 121s! lsc coteiacieee ats esis | 1895 | 2 35 EK. | 2 20 EK. | County surveyor. 

Cleveland ....... 1875 3 30E. | 2 00L. | N.A.S. 
Campbell ------ Canywalllesens)- ee 1881 | 117 E. | 0 00W. | C.&G.S. 

Cannon ......-- ace eae ee |.....:|-.--.----| 3 00H. | Estimated. 
Carroll. ........ Ma ed gaueer lets oes eSB) Do. 
COIRUGE sccc haan |e Gene eee aeckewem ee at [O°15W. || Do. 
@ieabhanteere 8 eee CFs oi ata eee |400E.|/ Do. 
(QUGHIOR sasosses | Montezuma...--. | 1895 | 3 45 E. | 3 35 B. | County surveyor. 

@laiborneyrsene pss oe ene se see oie 1859 | 4 10 E. | 2 00 E. | Boundary Survey. 

@layiesee to csce- ledecds CESS eee eS aS Amen ne saeeee ee | 3 00 E. | Estimated. 
| 

Cockez=)a-.-is- | IWEW/DOM saesieeee 1895 | 0 15 E. | 0 00 County surveyor. 

Cotlee= aes. | Mullahonma sss. - LSS Se SOMES a2) OUR On &GeS 

Crockett. .....- Ie ecclesia ea ees SA a | 4 50 E. | Estimated. 
Cumberland... ; oS SHES Se Sie aie Poe oR ee | | 1 30 FE. Do. 

| 
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a 

F Tere Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. caren | declina- tion in Remarks. 

| tant tion. 1900. 

| oy | o7 

Davidson’. ,-----| Nashville ...---- 1896 4 06 E. | 3 50 E. | County surveyor. 

| Edgefield -...--- 1871 | 5 02 B. | 3 25 E. | N.A.S. 

Decatur=--- ---- Perrysville.-- == 1895 | 4 24 E. | 4 05 BE. | County surveyor. 

Dekalb «......i::s:)}t.-wses seems asomee | ee eee | aa eee 3 00 E. | Estimated. 

Dickson=--- ==. Peer eae eA a TER | | aes | 415E Do. 

Dyersseges sock Le. a3. sexe | teal ie ee (4508 Do. 
Fayette -...-..- | BREE Rae ar era aaa esos 2a0- 15 00 BE. Do. 

Mentress!=.-- == | tan ey eek ae Ae | ee aan | 130E. | Do. 

Hranklin’= 3-2-2. |. Batten ae ae SS nee NEO) asa Do. 

Gibson)=s2ss-e- | Rutherford. .---- 1881 | 6 00 E. | 440E.|C. &G.S. 

Gaillest ee seni eer Polaskigeeces-eee 1881 | 5 00 E. | 3 40E. | Do. 

Grainger -.----- |acee, each eee eee eee 0 30 E. | Estimated. 

Greene. =u. 3/2 a Se eee ers eee See eoeeee | 0 00 Do. 

Grondya=seeeeee |. othe: Sete Dee eee lees | 2 30 BK. Do. 

Hamblen. ...--- | Sat Ad) Se a ee Jpoooosece | 0 15 E. Do. 

Hamilton ...-.-. Chattanooga 245) 1881 |'2 26 a |105E. | C. &G.S. 

Hancoek ....... lepers eget to ee eee G 20 E. Estimated. 
Hardeman...-.- Grand Junction... 1881 6 00E. 4 40E. C.&G.S. 
Hardin @:s@ cos. |e ee ee eee {i ot a2 | meas 493 | 4 00 E. | Estimated. 

Hawkins.....-. Rogersville... .-.. | 1873 | 1 49 BE. | 0 20E. | N.A.S. 

Haywood ...--. Re eM RS a | 1895 4 55 E. | 4 35 E. | County surveyor. 

Henderson . .-... pee eee eet arene: a eee 4 30 E. | Estimated. 

OnLy, Secu hao. loses oe ee le cmiiters Semrecte '5 155. | Mean of 2 stations. 
aoa | Boundary Survey. 

Hickman 2-52. - [avs Sees eee es eee |..-.----.| 4 00 E. | Estimated. 

Flo ustontes <0 52 sae ee eee bsaee (ena ne (|430E. Do, 
Humphreys .-..) Johnsonville --..) 1865 | 5 50 EB. | 3 55E.|}C. &G.S. 

Jackson)... = 5-<) Ieee Rio keys Serer 1859 | 5 37 E. | 3 25 E. | Boundary Survey. | 

DAMES secre os _ Long Savannah..| 1895 | 2 00 E. | 140 E. County surveyor. 

VetTeTBONY = F-.o Ps Aas ace ee ee eee See ete 0 15 E. | Estimated. 

JOHNSON. = Se alias lee ts ae Se tee ae ee ere ees 015 W. Do. 

RMOxte ase ste aso ee epee 1895 | 0 45 E. | 0 25 E. County surveyor. 

| Ronoxvallemeeo-- | 1875 | 2 15 E. | 0 45E. | N.A.S. 

Waker cts crser Reelfoot ....--.. | 1895 3 30E. | 3 10E. | County surveyor. 

Landerdalle,*..- (a0 cee moe etre mete eared | ce reteneterees 5 00 E | Estimated. 

Liarwrenee.. 5: ||osen ae ce coe eels Home een ete 3 30 E. | Do. 

WeWis lcs An ctacs |e teeta 1895 3 48E. | 3 30E. County surveyor. 

ineoln 2sc3-52+|ceccen atone eee 1895 | 3 56 BE. | 3 40 E. Do. 

Loation 222: .i2.|). 120 eee 0 45 E. | Estimated. | 
MeMinn- ==. 22. Athens 22.25 1881 | 1 45 EB. | 0 26 E. | C.& GS. 

MoNairy 3-200 .|c2, 0.1 ee 445 E. | Estimated. 
Macon. cin. aces | Sassen cee ees 1859 | 6 24 EB. | 4 155. Boundary Survey. | 

Sua. el 7 ae 2 : | 
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Year | Opserved | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. of ob- declina- tion in Remarks. 

Poe tion. 1900. 

Os Ci tf 

Madison ..----. Jacksoneeeseeeae 1881 | 5 50 E. | 4 30 E. | C.& G.S. 

IMINO Lo edee dlasonaocsonne sootoe meSese Seaaeaaes 2 00 E. | Estimated. 

WERE NEN, BOS eel oS oso cnocecaseden Seneca |cseeaaaos 3 30 E Do. 

Maunygee= eee Columbia\~.----- 1881 | 4 36 BH. | 3 15H. | C.&G.S. 

MGies epee ee eeee lepoaeh cea oesoseere |Exeae lee ena e 2 1 00 E. | Estimated. 

Monroe .... .... Madisonville ....| 1895 | 0 15 E. | 0 00 County surveyor. 

loi" ood SbGou aauese eveson| socussiseaeeaaee 4 30 K. |! Estimated. 

WNWyrnOse da Beacucleokasescecenceeeoe lasaees seoeaeaos 3 00 E Do. 

NIGER = aS sees soaae cascon aes eeseed |eogeeaaace 1 00 E Do. 

Ol MOMS bese d4aullbooestueseoeeersee 1859 | 6 17 E. | 4 05 E. | Boundary Survey. 

Overtoneeeeeeee [occ ee dee cee reece [eee en ee|one ee ceee 2°55 E. | Mean of 3 stations. 

Livingston .-..-- 1892 | 3 30 E. | 3 00 E. | County surveyor. 

IR GL yge ee ee eres eee ois eee Sal otal see trtasloe 4 00 E. | Estimated. 

TENGEN 3 Se ee leelete Rea on enn Eo a 2 00 E. Do. 
DO) ae ae ates van seater ass popes te ane erase Losers feratece mrelllereielereucime'= 0 45 E. Do. 

JRaRsN EN Peo eean peo e ease wee eones aeeraa Coser aee 2) EXO) 10% 4 Do 

Rye ai peeweee ee Sere atocieyaioe Svissina teas Salesee ie neo .seetels 1 00E Do. 

IROERVD SLES Saas ou S JOSS eee peee ed Se ces | Soaers eects 0 45 E Do. 

ROW OL USO Lem apenas sate Sane 1859 | 7 20 E. | 5 10 K. | Boundary Survey. 

Rutherford ----. Murfreesboro....| 1881 | 4 54 E. | 3 35 E. | C.&G.S. 

SOOURsess danescallasecse sae cen eee oad Caeser lnateemaas 1 00 E. | Estimated. 

Seqitat chietyerralseerrtrce = sees aelSote aallisietclo. cise 2 00 E Do. 

S eMile eee eee lPeieen ae rce cise mci eerie eiesiniscter= 0 00 Do. 

Shellbyze=sseee=- Memphis\--2--- -- 1877 | 6 47 E. | 5 15 E. | U.S. Engin’rCorps. 

SOV Seo Soc Pleasant Shade..| 1896 | 5 08 E. | 4 55 E. | County surveyor. 

Sbewaltesss erect ec ten oec-ane. lax 1859 | 6 48 Jc.. | 4 35 E. | Boundary Survey. 

Fort Henry.----- 1865 | 6 24 E. | 4 20E. | C.&G.S. 

Sullivanteres =e | Bluff Citys. s.s- 1895 | 0 15 E. | 0 00 County surveyor. 

BTistoleeneeosae 1881 | 0 88 E. | 0 40 W.| C.& G.S. 

SMTP Laanesolsssoan cooene peoece 1895 | 4 00 E. | 3 40 E. | County surveyor. 

ANY O00 cera Beod| Seosae Gab oe ee ees Se aod Sareea oe 5 15 E. | Estimated. 

THEOUS CI @ eaSapelige a Brae eee ee SS ee eee eee 3 30B. Do. 

Win Cola seat Asalse 2s Sa aces eas acters ! es eees 0 15 W. Do. 

Wii savecécecdleteseoeecssec aenes Ge eeae | Se nee 1 30 E. Do. 

AVam GIS UT @ Tae ee ee | aya ee Sane aio sll wernt ate eepmahe 2 00 E. Do. 

WEERTGDY cosasoed|leacckoaedcne OSSOHer aneae iGseseeeere 2 30 E Do. 

WAS IN ON ssec\\bacans po aeeen accede Geened| sagaeeose 0 00 Do. 

Iwehan@nasaeaeee Cliftoneee==sss=—- 1865 | 5 48 BE. | 3 55H. | C.&G.S. 

Weakley ..---.. Gleason .......-- 1895 | 4 20 E. | 4 05 E. | County surveyor. 

WWlitlige Secs 6ohs|bnesoe eee see sa cee eee eee eee 2 00 E. | Estimated. 

\iliermnrea 3 cll eee a en aa Pe fe 3 45 E , Do. | 
\WWHUS Oi 3 3h. cae Soleneon ee SERPS Cee e Hees Cae eae 3 30 Do. 

17 GEOL, PT I 27 
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TEXAS. 

Out of the 245 counties of this State only 87 are represented by obser- 

vations for magnetic declination. These are derived almost exclusively 

from the reports from county surveyors, there being a few from the 

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Mexican Boundary Sur- 

vey, and a trifling number from other sources. All of these, with the 

exception of those from the Mexican Boundary Survey, are of recent 

date; those from the county surveyors being nearly all of date 1895, 

They have been reduced to the epoch 1900 by the application of cor- 

rections derived from series of observations within the State, and 

mainly in the eastern half of the State, which are set forth in the fol- 

lowing table: 

Year. Reduction. Year. Reduction. 

of Oat 

TROO Wrchaeeesere Mee ae 0 35 1860-33 es ee ee ak Gls} 

Ihefol) exes tases See or 1 05 SHOR: co aee ee ees 1 20 

LOLOL SS ees e ee ae PHO! Nie T8dO es oe eee aes 1 20 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 

ear Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. pee declina- tion in Remarks. 

fos tion. 1900. 

oF of 

AuTdersons.s-25|(sceo- ci. seers aes Sareea soe miatewe = 7 45 | Estimated. 

INNO Neco c|lbanoosaacecsobcos- ine Veneers 11 00 Do. 

Angelina...-... leeated scsnneossccs Pd SL RS 7 30 Do. 

ArTamsas'--=<-= =< |) Rockport. ----- 27 1895 7 47 7 30 | County surveyor. 

Archer.......-- Archer... hee 1804; 825! 805/ Do. 
Armstrong .-..- [2 te ce, 2 Nee toe Seta ened eae | 11 00 | Estimated. 

Atascosa ......- Pleasanton ..-.. 1893 8 55 8 30 | County surveyor. 

IMUM coo oscene WisOalyie ere ceeietes 1895 8 50 8 35 Do. 

BPH Rencaeceao|Sabera rane aace oaSs||S55cn— \Seeas avers 11 15 | Estimated. 

Banderas =.= see |-sae-ceeee eee 1894 8 55 8 35 | County surveyor. 

IBaAStLOpieeseeri=e Sse COM rane cee case sacec= ESseeaa se 8 30 | Estimated. 

Bayloraa--ees=- Seymour:.------ 1884 9 34 8 40 | County surveyor. 

Been. os4 see | Beeville:. 25... ===: 1895 8 30 8 15 Do. 

Balle. eA LP ct esas ee ee ee eee 8 45 | Estimated. 
Bexaric.sceree ne San Antonio. -... 1895 9 45 9 30 | County surveyor. 

Blanco s-ssee Johnson. ...0--—. 1896 9 15 9 00 Do. 

Bordence sas Soh callers 1894 9 00 8 40 Do. 

Rosques--es- ae | si (S, de S0~ ib rere orm ararele|| eee tee | erect 8 30 | Estimated, 

BoWilO.s-s=4-e- 5 4 BERS Orta pe asta eSoasneoe 7 00 Do, 
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; | ae Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. rami declina- tion in Remarks. 

vont tion. 1900. 

oy ff CG 4 

IBMOAVANOEK. Son oeellooaeaesopess paeeas 1853 9 05 7-50) | 'C. & GS. 

IB TAZ OSs e ee oe | ee eee Se eel ee aleeite cls sare | 8 15 | Estimated. 

Brewster- .----- lee dtiss ose see Hee aa Saeene eee 10 30 Do. 

IBISIKOOS) Saoscace eee seneteice Sete. dellloere Joczeéces 10 45 Do. 

| Osa Oned dee loose eae ieee sevens 9 15 Do. 
| Baga wove ca cull ose caee eae Eee ee 10 30 Do. 
| Burleson) ------- loooteoesecan Ceascullooscsdoncos cena 8 30 Do. 

urnet sa Burneheeecie.| 1873| 945| 835|/C.&G.5. 
Caldwell leeies tine ec eeeice re crises (Sass sllaceciciices 8 30 | Estimated. 

Callhounteeer ers |e eee ee see 1880 8 20 7 15 | U.S. Engin’rCorps. 

@ailllahtangecmemer ecco se cle cee ey errians oe iteiateicie Sie ce 9 30 | Estimated. 

Cameron! =e2s-—- “Mouth of Rio | 1854 9 00 7 45 | M. Bound, Survey. 
Grande. | | 

Campiersa senna: eet ocoeceaeseseres|CacAee (Beemer care 7 15 | Estimated. 

Carsonwa=seeeee = Panhandle .-..--- 1888 11 13 10 35 | County surveyor. 

Cassusen sees | Douglassville | 1896 7 00 6 50) Do. 

Casteon ets. nee sees. Pree A az eet acon hot 11 15 | Estimated. 

Chambers .-.---. Wallisville ...--. 1895 7 08 6 50 | County surveyor. 

Cherokee. ._-_-_-. | MOVIN ssc65se56c5|| IH 8 00 7 30 Do. 

Childress....... eae ee spe ....----.| 10 30 | Estimated, 
Clay, 2e-2-----=-|) Henriettal= <= ==> -| 1893 8 45 8 20 | County surveyor. 

Cochrane ey tele oe ers eis aleiatel | Rare reise licislere cee eve 11 15 | Estimated. 

COKe pre ee SaIPAL Maries trae eiz.cia'lltasferere Uses 9 45 | Do. 

Coleman'=------ aerate RE ahs 1895 8 50 8 35 | County surveyor. 

Collinge 4) 2s 3k2 | McKinney..---.- 1894 9 24 9 05 Do. 
Coline sworthiee Beeman eset creel saree) eecinircia- 10 30 | Estimated. 

Colorado ....--- | nodo oneeeseces.code 1894 9 23 9 00 | County surveyor. 

(Comaleseesaenee Petietoemiaetcmeesee 1895 TAT 7 30 Do. 

Comanche .....- [a= Ae oe oreo ieee Pk eee 9 00 | Estimated. 

Conchosess as seolaseer ree Soseee Se alSesceelleews ciemer 9 30 Do. 

Coukemece eer Ga eoet a eee accom bse aes Memicce 8 30 Do. 

Conyoliles: See sa sense lees os Se een onieaieses Sesic< 8 45 Do. 

Cottle e222. a2-< ipaducah!eerseee- 1895 10 09 9 55 | County surveyor. 

Cranere eer ale eeiesia ae se. ceeions| ssc dekile le cces 10 20 | Estimated. 

Crocketimererre eaemeene ce nice cee ceneealeesetos sic 10 00 Do. 

Grosbypeeeee aoa cee aet oi a[eeic|| sateen fmalserecteeis 10 30 Do. 

Det Cs oa Sedllsogooe Sea eee eee Sees | Gaeeerers 12 00 Do. 

Wallaspeaces 5: lackDob ochcEcOspees tne ceel eee 8 15 Do. 

JOB WEOlas byoosellas aso Os oSao NOEs ace | Seaacre sere 10 45 Do. 

Deak Smithereens |sesmee eer os Seen esa (lcci a: = cee 11 30 Do. 

IDOE cascSo es aSlboesoe cos eo ee tee Wes 7 30 Do. 

IDENNION. cacocassllbooseousneodeeEsealaeesea leceeeeeee 8 30 Do. 
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County. Town, city, ete. of eas rere } Remarks. 
; Gen tion. | 1900. 

| 2 | = — 

Dewitt. -:...... | ROWE). sSbeeop Gacc 1889 8 19 7 40 | County surveyor. 

Dickens’ os... Ses) sac 8: enor ee ee Lee eel ee eee 10 00 | Estimated, 

Dimmit 2.27.2 --|) 2. eee ee ee 830| Do. 
Donley) ......5202312. 2 Ree eee eee eee eee 10 45 | Do. 

Davai ieee SS Soeen de ote mse Cee iesee ee be SY 8 00. Do. 

Eastland ....... | Eastland ...-.--- | 1889 | 9 40 9 00 | County surveyor. 

WOK Sabass.Sohe RO dessaeeeee aes 1891; 1050; 1020 Do. 

Edwards ....-.. Pe a | 9 00. Estimated. 

Ellis: cesses lke ker et ee ee pers ana 8 15 Do. 
Paso eee eee | El Paso .....---.| 1895 1143 11 30 | County surveyor. 

Eneinal 2.2234 eo ae seca sa po eeee | Ree eere 8 15 | Estimated. 

Brathis22 2 s/Gee 2 oe erat oeeeee 1888 | 9 30 8 50 | County surveyor. 

Falls... ose feinccin (tse oaceneee Seer lee eee eee eee 8 30 | Estimated. 

Mamnin Ses see wen |e se eee eee BCs aaa 8 00 Do. 

Mayetie -2a. a0 | ee une la Sie A Aad aot 8 20 | Do. 
Fistier;®. 2/2 pse|t2. 5a ce eee [ee Pe ra meee 10 00 | Do. 

POY @).-e-2t eho see ee eee ee eee | Li Leases 2 11 00 Do. 

EB Oardsa se soos eos ere eee ees se 10 00 Do. 

Boley: 222522 GceiSe 32 hee eee | eee | eee 10 30 | Do. 

Fort Bend: 2.20) -cica2 maecceee oes Seen alee ene 8 00. Do. 

Pranikkilin': = 42 Scie oo see ee nee ers | een 7 30: Do. 

reestone = oesccl theese eee eed tec ecsae 8 15 | Do. 

3 as een ee PRE Fare | EMPEY reer ts ate! ee SE a ee! 8 30 Do. 

Galinesryo2n see a nee eee ee ees oe 11 00 | Do. 

Galveston ...... Galveston --...-- | 1853 9 05 750|C.&G.S8. 
(CC 7: eee | AEP eae ad Soll Bo Scie 10 30 | Estimated. 

Gillespie ....... Fredericksburg... 1895 8 18 | 8 00 | County surveyor. 

Glasscock 52.6. |noo-oa eee Fame fe a te 10 15 | Estimated. 

Goliad: 2252 ---- Goliadheeea-eenee 1895 8 15 8 00 | County surveyor. 

Gonzales ......-. Gonzales .-...:-- 1895 8 18 | 8 00 Do. 

Graiyi'ss2c.\25 Sohne Se ee ee ee en eee eee 10 45 | Estimated. 

Grayson ..--.... | Menisonesees sae 1894 9 46 | 9 30 | County surveyor. 

Sherman .--.----| 1878 9 20 | 815 || 'C& Gus: 

Grepigineece sense Longview...--... 1872 8 40 | 730) N.A.S. 

Grimese-eeeeeee bP eee so eee a) ee 8 15 | Estimated, 

Guadalupe ....- Les. Vain Oe ee el aa ee 8 30 Do. 

Fale = :s-saeeeee Plainview ....... 1896 11 30 11 20 | County surveyor. 

Ball eee ace ena Seemann soy Sekt oe 10 45 | Estimated. 

Hamilton ...... | Py at eee ena ts ck | 8 45 Do. 

Hansford ..co6s os). cc cock oot eee eee eee 11 00) Do. 

Hardeman .. 222) scence cee neaee cele eeees | Conenee ae | 10 15 Do. 

Elardin.< 22 2....2|acwssacene oe eee ee nInee ae) ane eee | 7 30 Do. 
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, oe Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Rae declina- tion in 

asa tion. 1900. 

EU tEE Sap ttee: ae eta me cise elcieis creer ee! | Sass ellincers ose ste 8 00 

Inn COS oan |Senss seScope cocoa. | eeood peenerites 00 

Isla cai Sepecodalleddeacsat saa useoudl | Weeees| Reeeeeroe 11 30 

Hasikell@eee sees loc ek ieee de segs etna [ee 9 30 

lal eosbesesues||ceseen suoobSsaebesllseeser| |sseae soce 8 30 

Hemphillj=-- -- \Canadian'essees- 1889 IL 04 10 25 

Hen Gersommeer se sa aceeoas ss cosciarsocieriel secsle, e cier= T 45 

HIS 530 SkSolls speee soon nS SAGES Recues leeeueueen 7 45 

eu sstaee joes eos ces aan eee [ere er 8930 
PiGaldl bireeeete cee Paces ae eae |e [pedal ects 

Hood ees eee er Granbury =-s---- 1892 | 845) .8 15 

Hopkins! ==----- Sulphur Springs. 1888 8 48 8 10 

Houstonys=seeee oustonyeseeeeee 1895 7 08 6 50 

Jal Ke) eee soca Gos S Se eas Seer ead Oe 10 30 

IER N hes SoS ASS eee ee eet ee iPod ced eae geece 7 45 

Eup ChimSOnm@eses sess ses esac wise acess seeel ese 11 00 | 

INTs ct el eee Rael ee leet ee 10 00 
Jacke ssea-5 2005 Jacksboro...--.- 1890 9 05 8 30 

VACKSOM Seer sical Semele ewe einer ate lors shel iesierecie ates 8 00 

VEN WO Seeoo saa! WH) Xe0 sooosecass 1895 7 29 7 10 

ie ta aival Strecreveteactersoel ceases Si nllicie me sjelievaciets aciete 10 45 

UGWEWHON s copeee Beaumont. .-..... 1890 | 7 50 Cf alls 

NOhnsO lees ese) sem sarees s eo cok sae omctoe |Saerre esis 8 30 

JOWES sococsscuelGaee po eceese SAB] eee Hoe | 9 45 

WMamn@Ser attest oe acres or nys ia oe | Pec [Eeiol cere 8 15 

Tein cenit smal lmos baa oo see SAREE | Gaeee SGe eI eee 8 00 

IRGC END oS ebb Sle CeO aces Coen AA Gee ee Sees eee 8 45 

KGS aso cecicses leseae sees Beene | Bae eae See eee 10 00 

KG = cSt be cecal lo St oe Ob GOR Eo Ee SE See | Sense 8 50 

TNO e com Geel lt omen Geran Gee EE BASES] Geer eere 9 00 

IOs ooSe tectel Mader SEeAE IS SEE Ee Hee ae Saas Seeee 9 45 

Kanneygese see Spotiordsesssees= 1890 Sms 8 40 

Kary Oye oes etal Pees telat A eas 28 Naeecicsl cern ere 9 30 

TLD Os ets easel Sawer ee ese Be eae Ss oho cs 2 7 30 

Tari Deere ae a oan Loe. cI hae 11 15 
AIT AS AS eee eae eats salam seis lie. s eel etek hs ates 9 00 

Magalleneseae ee meee a i (hie ell tacetcrecte 8 30 

ILEINEXCR sacs dees Hallettsville ....) 1894 8 45 8 25 

WOO: dacecnoecsacd| Sc 55 HERO eee Sees (ee ee 8 20 

We one eee aterm alae aes ote alstecy( esate eteeste ystescy-t 8 

IDFR cccdee ad nach ole ee Se el eee [rem ated 7 4 
Limestone. .-... Groesbeck... .... 1895 | 8 55 8 40 

or OFC 

Remarks. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

County surveyor. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

County surveyor. 

C. & G.&. 

County surveyor. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

County surveyor. 

Estimated. 

County surveyor. 

Estimated. 

County surveyor. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

County surveyor, 

Estimated. 

Doe 

| County surveyor. 

Estimated. 

Do. 

Do. 

County surveyor. 
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County. 

Lipscomb 

Live!Oak: 2.5. 

Lynn 

McCulloch 

McLennan...... 

MeMullen 

Madison 

Marion 

Matagorda 

Maverick......- 

Montague ....-- 

Montgomery ---- 

Mooremecesceaee 

MOrris; 252 s212-2- 

Motley 

Nacogdoches . -. 

Navarro 

Newton 

Nolan 

IN THE UNITED STATES. 

INTEC COB naterece cs ooo Saye 

Ochiltree....... | 
Oldham 

Orancveressseae 

Palo Pinto 

Panola 

Parker 

Do. 

7, : | 
© : of ob. Observed | Declina- 
Town, city, ete. serva-| declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. | 

| 
(oy UI ° J 

Shise oeejlee ods 2 aeel Mees Eat 10 40 | Estimated. 

sofa Sa Sepsoete see ee Clee letersi 8 15 Do. 

ERA eae arias |oOne acca 9 00 Do.- 

EES ae eseoest sel Sectiee| soaks. choc 11 00 Do. 

Be See eel cer |snca. soc 11 00 Do. 

[rc ccce cece cesses lee eee e eres eee 11 00 Do. 

WEIS oye PA vay = eeeyete here (clare a eat eee OR 9 15 Do. 

[o-- 222 cee cee eee ee lene eee \eSeec chee 8 30 Do. 

Feee = oats Sets Gceaa\lasaeaollaasn Ss S82 8 15 Do. 

Pea Saeco nose |Sacosn eacaasae 8 15 Do. 

atleast see oeie-b.clepetellenaeare Wee eres al 7 00 Do. 

da Sistas dake Scie Lassie aisles erred See reese] 10 30 Do. 

Masomn: sacle. a 1894 O15 8 55 | County surveyor. 

Matagorda ....-- 1877 8 25 7 15) C. & G.S. 

Eagle Pass ...--- 1852 10 00 7 40 Do. 

os Ge eoecie see eeinn| pees sell se eeeeanee 8 30 | Estimated. 

Beco see JOD ood lpaoomollsosaSssc5 9 15 Do. 

Midland=2 2 2oe--= 1887 11 20 10 40 | County surveyor. 

Cameron ........ 1893 830| 8 05 Do. 
Goldthwaite....- 1895 930) 915 Do. | 
Colorado.-=22--- 1888 11 00 10 20| C. &G.S. 

FABRIS Se con soo| Aden | soernsoee 8 45 | Estimated. | 

Woalliisee eset cecee 1838 9 30 810! C.&G.S. : 

sich et Seek nee crepes geeeleeeeree eee 11 15 | Estimated. 

Ponape esnecopascec |sonccaitssss 5 Ssac 7 15 Do. 

See OOS Sod ecb aan neoas ator 10 30 Do. 

Nacogdoches ....) 1895 8 00 7 45 | County surveyor. 

Ipatese oeeconSgaaslsseooa||ssececced | 8 15 Estimated. 

Newton -<s2- 2s. 1895 7 45 7 30 | County surveyor. 

Be Se sooo aso sod eae = oose 10 00 | Estimated. 

JS AceS Ae ee eee 7 45 | Do. 

eine cbyedte ecw Senter eae eee eee 10 45 | Do. | 

\cie ae «Sees oe ee 11 30 Do. 

likg ake Be ee Al eset taser aoe vie Gye Do. 

Brazos) .--2se == - 1823 10 25 910 )°C. &G.S. 

Sci ee ese meeisiceios 1895 8 00 7 45 | County surveyor. 

Foret Bees: SSBsoetses vesse[eeseseee-| 8 45 | Estimated. 
Bs Ari eer noc Maced one trac a\nomertaent 11 30 | Do. 

| Drydent-sssseee= 1896 10 30 10 20 | County surveyor. 

deat dith cee ere 1895 815| 800 Do. 
Dae a eae ier 11 15 | Estimated, 
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] | Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. cle declina- tion in Remarks. 

‘aGyi tion. 1900, 

Qf oY 

ISDN on cone Saas] (Gnu aceeeneme ares A Coens Cooma 7 45 | Estimated. 

BRaridalleeee ees rns Hee CO PESRE Ae Alps Foy. 11 15 Do. 
ARG AURA VOD aera) | rate ei= ent faiesaseis 1874 9 30 8 20 | County surveyor. 

INGO oSses5ece BOCOS reece eine 1889 11 22 10 45 Do. 

IRENA G) = ae. en ee Refugio ...--..-- 1887 8 45 8 00 Do. 

IROWOMUES cccccs salloasesosdesse460s0s)|so5055 sede se5ec 10 45 | Estimated. 

Robertson... --- Franklin -..-.- -..| 1895 8 50 | 8 35 | County surveyor. 

Rockwall ..--.-- Rockwall ...--.. 1895 | if ey) 7 30 Do. 

SEES ad gs i ei ee 9 30 | Estimated. 
Ruske se. eeeee ei Henderson ..---. 1894 | 7 50 | 7 30 | County surveyor. 

Sabimemeeee seer logcqeeedee Bye el er | by peters et 7 00 | Estimated. 

Cemuinyaiibise ses enc cceseseoaons| socces ere 7:15 Do. 

San Jacinto .-. Hk cease: sae |e tei Ao 8 00 Do. 

San Patricio..... San Patricio..... 1873 9 05 7 45 | County surveyor. 

San.Saba....... San Saba......-. 1874 | 11 00, 955 | C.&G.S. 

SIT iS SS 5 |e oes a ee ee a Ree 9 30 Estimated. 
SCUDLYp eee] === | SSithyGleres ee. Seo) tks) | stot 10 00 County surveyor. 

Chackoltardien ins tet Mie! eee 9 30 Estimated. 
Shelibyenee eee Center] ==. 1895 7 20 7 05 | County surveyor , 

Slhermlamesecye ce ress acces eaters co caeieriesieilleoes.er cine 11 30 | Estimated. 

SHIM tees ericad| oS ee cn Eee ee oe nel Cece Saale 7 30 Do. 

Somervelller selene eieles sei cae 1895 9 15 9 00 | County surveyor. 

Starr seas eeee cer Ringgold Bar- | 1853 | 9 15 755 M. Bound. Survey. 
racks. 

Stephenssseseeer|ekeaon aces sae se 5 Sere Oe ee emcees 9 15 | Estimated. 

Slerlinpeeerer ea staat ote este alan ae ai ace ssi 10 00 Do. 

Stonewall ..__-- | ay Nel eee ae 1895 9 45 9 30 | County surveyor. 

SIONIHON. GSU Garcia ain! late cete chee teee eaeae tel lamin eeal ereeen eae 9 30 | Estimated. 

SCI? Sa aae aloe deine See eee [ae cee | Saceeaeee at 00 Do. 

Marramitiess- 2 oe | Fort Worth..--.-. 1891 8 56 8 25 | County surveyor. 

OA VL OL meets een ee ee ota! Samia le sstie eee 9 45 Estimated. 

SNCF Bot eb quis | OH eee ee ere ee ee ae eae aT 00- Do. 

shrockmontonse Messrs seca eee alee Sees cece ccc 9 30) Do 

MUCUS Beers arate lee ac ee reds aoee ll sk emelleeaeence 715 Do. 

FROME Gre Caer as Pee eran tee sence sella = othallce cite eave 10 00 Do 

MiraviSsescse= <6 ANU Ns seanaeceal) seks} 9 00 755 | C.&G.S8. 

SIU NG yeRe ree eens rere soe = Soll eecre rei ell eee ceases 7 45 | Estimated. 

IVEY oes cokes dul Wee esas ees see ee es | ene Be 30 Do. 

Witte ce ceccds bere oaaeton sane ee Ceesee eSSaeeser 1 alb3 Do 

Wip tones en eee |aceedcedecds Bao aee Seeeee leases | 1p 30 Do. 

Wivaldeemerar emcee ecsce cesses (So aot eee 8 45 Do. 

WAINGHIG. o6 socal IDG coca 5cor 1895 9 32 9 15 | County surveyor. | 
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| ‘ | Pree Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Aa declina- | tion in Remarks. 

| tion: tion. 1900. | 

a 2 Paste se 
| | | . 

Van Zandt . --... | Cantonese see 1894 | 7 22 7 05 | County surveyor. 

Victoria........ Victoria......... | 1895 | 830| 815! Do. 
Wrallker)zc(. > 320165 See sch eae reer lees a Sete 8 00 Estimated 

Waller ......... | Hempstead... ... | 1878; 836| 730) ¢.&.G.s. 
Wand. mea aaa | RE Reese oc saree | Breage 10 45 | Estimated. 

Washington ...., Brenham .....--- | 1893 | 8 28 8 00 | County surveyor. 

Wiebbitas== eee Old Fort MeIn- | 1852 | 10 00 8 40 M. Bound. Survey. 
tosh. | | 

Wharton : - . j.'s See ease eee eee eee 8 00 Estimated. 

Wheeler <2.5).nllNeceee es mecr ae esse el fae ae Bn 10 30 Do. 

Wichita........ hie see ee ee eae 9 30 Do. 
Wilbarger.-.... Quanah ......-.. 1892 10 02 9 35 County surveyor. 

Williamson ...., Georgetown. -..- 1893 8 26 8 00 Do. 

Wilson. .--..... PRE aR eee heed serch Sele 8 30 Estimated. 
Winkler........ [ed < be Sock oe ed See eee Sl eee 10 45 Do. 
Wisere = see joses od peocSeneesass loosbcullesehoocee 8 45 Do. 

Wioodtese=ssere- Mineolaeesseeses 1888 | 8 08 7 30| C.&G.S. 

Yoakum ...25 =" |pate eae eee eee Rerven Melecy tet | 11 15 | Estimated. 

|) MOUS sicleccucecalecscrn cae see eeeeee 1894 9 50 9 30 County surveyor. 

Lap aban ss 5.- ene Saree uss oe Sine essa lancjueaee 8 00 Estimated. 

Lana dieser | Batesville....... 1893 8 50 8 25 County surveyor. 
| 

UTAH. 

Observations in Utah, are derived from the surveys of the standard 

lines and township exteriors of the General Land Office, together with 

a few stations by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the 

Wheeler Survey, and returns from county surveyors. The Land Office 

observations in this State, as is the case with all recent observations, 

are of excellent quality. 

The line of no secular variation crossed Utah between the years 

1870 and 1880, and the observations have been reduced accordingly, 

following the subjoined table: 

Year. Reduetion. Year. Reduction. 

CO ‘ I | 

L890 nc oess See acest —0 25 1870). 222s: spe ases 040 | 

| L880 rea eraser 0 40 186055 353 eee 0 25 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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| mean Observedll Declina- 
County. | Town, city, etc. one) declina- tion in Remarks. 

‘Hoya tion. 1900. 

GB Oo / 

Beaverec -----4 astern => 25—5- 1882 15 50 5 15 | Mean of 10 stations. 

Wiesterns4-2.-22=- 1871 16 34 15 45 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Beaver sccaee esa 1885 1530) 14 55) C.&G.S. 

| Damarac 2-22. -- 1885 15 31 14 55 Do. 

WMDISINEIP Sos555 6000 1885 15 22 14 50 Do. 

Milifondieeessseee- 1885 15 13 14 40 | Do. 

Boxelder'. .----- eHasterneeesee eee 188k | 17 SL 17 10 | Mean of 35 stations. 

|) Wester. ...82)_¢ 1888 17 41) «17 15 Mean of 25 stations. 
@oninnes. -aee 1881)| | 1731] 1650) C. &G.S. 
leixehtorts.< te 1881| 1745] 17 50 Do. 
| Boxelder......-.. 1884] 1728] 1650 Do. 

Wacheteer eae ea ero artes aeesaeece 1892 17 30 17 10 | Mean of 9 stations. 

CHOON. ocsc055 egncse sogagqs0esns 1894 16 15 16 00 | County surveyor. 

IDER AG) dee sanGed Ace cee a ccee Eee 1888 17 02 16 30 | Mean of 5 stations. 

| Farmington 1891 16 29 16 10 County surveyor. 

WMeLYiee es ose Northeastern] 222). =---- (Pies) 15 45 Estimated. 

Southeasternie- sales soci eeae see 15 30 Do. 

Northwestern .... 1891 1612/| 1550 Meanof12stations. 
| Southwestern .-. 1874 | 16 16 15 35 | Mean of 4 stations. 

Garfield -.=:.:. Bastorne na eye seen [bee Senc te so) lieecineted! 
TEVeSterntarnce neem aeyaeele cee ac ily alls) Do, 

Gran eee ae: Sl arene am oe re Paracas chee cer. 15 20 Do. 

1D Qo PeRs Se ee ee | Eastern ... pee iSie. 16 20 15 40 Mean of 5 stations. 

| Wresterne-cnc.- 1879 | 15 46 15 05 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Umabsse eee PRlasternte sah esse 1875 1645 1605 Meanof14stations. 
lmaVWwesterne lene 1883 1700 16 30 | Mean of 2 stations. 

INephitees cic sk 1884 | 1627) 1600|C. &G.S. 
Fish Spring ..... 1872 | 1705 | 16 25 | Wheeler. 
Durelkaee ee eee | 1872 17 10 16 30 | Do. 

Kiariee set 2-8 Masternie22 of. eel seo. a|Uee nec i4 30 Estimated. 
| Western -......- 1878 15 10 14 30 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Panis eee fae 1872 | 1430] 13 50 | Wheeler. | 
Millard! 252- s22- | Northeastern ..-.) 1881 16 20 15 40 | Mean of 9 stations. 

| Southeastern -...) 1870 16 25 15 45 | Mean of 5 stations. 

| Northwestern ..-.|..-.-- eo 16 00 | Estimated. 

Southwestern .... 1875 16 30 15 50 Mean of 6 stations. 

| Deseret ......... 1881| 1610] 15 35|C.&G.8. 
SGU MO x soscce case 1884 16 10 15 3e, Do. 

| Bhiliimoreyseee == - 1872 16 15 15 35 | Wheeler. 

MOrGani eons |tbeae pacer a see se 1879 16 44 | 16 00 | Mean of 9 stations. 

1s Coe a SOE ORGS Se Ae eee eee 1871 16 05 15925 | Mean of 2 stations. 
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, : poe | Observed | Declina- | 
Connty. Town, city, ete. bervn declina- tion in Remarks. 

a | tion. 1900. 
| 

fol, es 9) 7 

Rich ete tse ts ee ee 1875 | 1722} 16 40 | Mean of 4 stations. 
Meadowville -| 1877 18 00 17 20. | Wheeler. 

Salt Wakeiois.2:|i2e. eee eee 1880 16 30 15 50 | Mean of 17stations. 

Salt Lake ....-.- 1895 16 30! 16 20 | County surveyor. 

Fort Douglas. ...| 1872 17 00 16 20 Wheeler. 

San Juan=--22-- Peete eae See Ae |) oom oS 14 00 Estimated. 

San Pete - ..---- Northernees-eeee 1872 16 30 15 50 Mean of 7 stations. 

Southern -..-.--..- 1891 16 25 16 00 Mean of 3 stations. 

Soviet. .-:-sse<c5 |b pee eee 1885 16 30 16 00 Mean of 19 stations. 

Summit 2222-2 -- Waster --oaeeee 1893 16 25 i6 05 Mean of 2 stations. 

Western. .-...--- 1881 16 57 1620 Mean of 17stations. 

Dooeleme--s-se- Northeastern ....| 1889 16 25 1600) Mean of 2 stations. 

Southeastern ---.)| 1873 1650, 1610 Mean of 15 stations. 

INorthiwestenn ses) 2 n= ose eeeeeee | 1700 Estimated. 

Southwestern .-..| 1877 1658 | 1620 Mean of 2 stations. 

Uinta .........-| Northern........| 1893 | 16 22 1605 | Mean of 7 stations. 
Southern®)2-- eee |seee | seen 15 30 | Estimated. 

Utghss sees eh astern ss ss eee 1884 16 50 1615 Mean of 6 stations. 

Wiesterne==seess- 1889 16 30 1600 Mean of 24 stations. 

JEON Omenesssce onl! INR L6s32 16 00 | C. & G.S. 

Santaquin.....-.. 1872 17 26 1645 Wheeler. 

Hamels eases | 1872 17 00 16 20 Do. 

Wasatch ......-| Bastern _-------- Poet eae re 16 00 Estimated. 

Western! ]aecee =) 1880 16 42 16 00 |, Mean of 7 stations. 

Wiashingtons. Gah. cee en eee 11873 | 1556| 1515 Mean of 6 stations. 
St. George..-... - 1871 16 27 1545 Wheeler. 

Toquerville ....-.| 1872 16 11 153 Do. 

Wayne 2.0 f2Soea| fos eee eae eee 1882 16 00 15 25 Mean of 8 stations. 

Wie bene eeery wcll senate eee 1888 17 10 16 40 Do. 

Ogdent=-e5 2-15 1895 16 30 1615 County surveyor, 

IE 5 = 

VERMONT. 

Dee 

The data for Vermont are derived from the compilation of the Coast 

and Geodetic Survey, with the addition of a few returns from county 

surveyors. The earliest of these bears date 1801, and with this excep- 

tion none of the observations are of sufficiently early date to be com- 

plicated with the change in secular variation, since the zero of that term 

passed over Vermont prior to the beginning of the present century. 

In the reduction of these observations to the epoch 1900 the corree- 
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tions appearing in the following table, determined from the series 

observed in western New England, have been applied: 

Year. Reduction. | Year. | Sarat | 

TOO ac erat ysl Os20Mm | 1s40s 99 a4 e422 te. 3 40 
AGRO MR Fergal ea a7 Be OZR. || OEE eke re sere teeree 4 40 
ASTON pete 1 25 TROD eee Ae ATONE | 5 20 

1SGO0te ee eae Ges | 2 05 TRI OM sees Bia 8 os. : 5 50 

ASSO ee Stee ee os eres oreres Wan Marl () 0S ey ea ees 6 | 

The declination is west, and the correction for secular variation is to 

be added. 

; eat Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. aaa declina- tion in Remarks. 

onl tion. 1900. 

Oo @ 4 

| Addison... .----- Middlebury .---- 1896 11 22 11 30 | County surveyor. 

| emMNAtOIMN socallosesse casco5eesees||os5c00||baceasees 11 30 | Estimated. 

Caledonia ..--..- Rye rate seers 1801 7 00 13 10 | Silliman’s Journal. 

St. Johnsbury ---| 1837 9 16 133) 1555 Do. 

Chittenden. --.-. Burlington .-.---- 1873 11 20 12 35 | C.&G.S. 

Essex Junction..) 1849 9 24 12 25 Do. 

DERE dos adchiod ion > aaoare ae etnen pe cone Gee eeres 14 30 | Estimated. 

Branikdimeee see Swanton Falls...) 1850 11 28 14 25 || C. & G.S. 

Grand Isle.....- INorthwnlero=-=-=- 1895 13 00 13 10 | County surveyor. 

berm odes Cees Bane eeeee el ee 13 30 | Estimated. 
Orange=es eee. Wells River ..-.. 1875 IS: BLOOMING WARES: 

Oxleansiee-ee ee Bantonieeeeeecre. 1837 10 50 14 50 | Silliman’s Journal. 

Denbyerer sence. 1876 13 18 14 20 | N. A. S. 

Rutland. -----:- RMU sosoone 1879 11 09 12 00 | C.&G.S. 

WMS OR Nae aa sllboSooo eooBaDeSaaEelloeneao||saeaemeas 13 00 Estimated. 

Windham ....-.- Newfane .-..---- 1895 12 00 12 10 | County surveyor. 

| Brattleboro ..... 1895.) 11 55 12 05 Do. 

Wanless ee 1895 12 15 12, 25 Do. 

| Bellows Falls....| 1876 | 1107] 1210|N.A.S. 
Wandsorseeeee cs: Woodstock ..---. 1896 12 30 12 40 | County surveyor. 

White River | 1876 11 05 12 05 | N. A.S. 
Junction. 

West Hartford... 1860 11 3} alsy |\ (Gg wa Cats 
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VIRGINIA. 

Data for magnetic declination in Virginia are very scanty, consisting 

of a few observations by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 

National Academy of Sciences, and county surveyors. With very few 

exceptions, the data are of recent date, at least coming within the last 
half of the century, and most of it within the last twenty or thirty 

years. With the exception of two observations from Boyé’s map of 

Virginia, all of these observations are of recent date. 

The line of no secular variation is supposed to have crossed the 

middle of Virginia about the year 1810. 

The following is the table of reductions on account of secular vari- 

ation to the epoch 1900, derived from a series of observations taken 

in Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, and West 
Virginia: 

Year. "Reduction. Year. Reduction. 

| ion tl a he al 

S90 Sets fee eres 0 30 1408 See eee 3 30 

| LESSOR ene tte eee 1 00 | SSO eset ee 4 00 

G37 Une Pees Sob 155 | B20 22 a2 -sec cess 410 

W608 453 ae ae re 2° 25™ lh "280k ie eee os 4 20 
1SbO4so2 8 see eee 3 00 

The zero of magnetic declination crosses the southwestern part of the 

State. East of that line the declination is west and west of that line it is 

east. Unless otherwise designated it is to be understood that the dec- 

lination is west. The above reductions on account of secular variation 

are to be added to west declination and subtracted from east declination. 

= | 

3 par Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Pts sa | declina- tion in Remarks. 

BEV Os ations 1900. 
tion. | 

Let ee 7 Ene ey 
| 
| | ‘ | 

IA CCOMAGC Ss == sec he see eset ere ee 1894 | 4 18 4 35 Mean of 4 stations. | 

Albemarle..-.-. Charlottesville... 1887 | 2 00 2 40 CegGuis: 

Greenwood ....-. 1880 | 2 19 3 20 Do. | 

Alexandriag ss. 5) eects Joasiecieme con lestte oe sere ee ee 1 30 Estimated. 

Alleghany .-.---.-- Covington ...-.-. 1890 | 1 15 1 45 County surveyor. 

Amelia. sii seca recto be ee cer he ee as ee eee | eterna 3 15 Estimated. | 

Amherst ...-.---. |) Am Herat s.4-=eee 1878 | 2 00 3 10 County surveyor. 

Appomattox: >.|tacmen sea == ene ae Sees eee eee 2 30 Estimated. 

Augusta.....-..| Staunton........ 1895 | 2 00 2 15 County surveyor. 

Batli. eee: li wedewtolne Sa csethere ae sen 215 Estimated, 

Bedford). . 0: 2ca) tan coe cence Cee le ae een eee 2 00 Do. 

Bland. < ..55 22 os] See cee Seee & cee ae Ores eter 1 00 Do. 
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; year | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Renee declina- | tion in Remarks. 

ma tion, 1900. 

— Se Se ee | | 
| 

Neoe eee 

IBOtebounbieseees sass e Soe ee pecan Soe RaEeae 1 45 Estimated. 

BRUNA WAC a ee seem alk 1824 | 052 E. | 3 15 W.| Boyé map. 

Buchanan eens. |seee Peey saree ah nl Ut) Uae Ieee cee, 0 30 Estimated. 

Bucking h amis seer see ieels cic see eiecicn alle 3 00 Do. 

Campbell .----- Lynchburg...---. 1873 | 0 34 2 10 N.A.S. 

Caroline -....--. Sparta -<2- 2-2-2 -- 1893 | 3 35 3 55 County surveyor. 

Warrollepeaersseal seeesiseeioe aie scis||Seeiseallictesisc. sees 1 00 Estimated. 

Charles City ---)...-.-- IOC PR Sere |eoeece||pecoeecee | 3 45 Do. 

Gian bhon ees eee se ee oes eos oe 2 45 Do. 

@hestertie] dees Pee soe tieek eee | eis asieysrevascee 3 30 Do. 

@lankers se sertris| peeaaoe ce shia cee saaliocee< sono ese 4 00 Do. 

Craioieeeaseee se Simmonsville....| 1894 | 0 54 1 10 County surveyor. 

Culpeperze-ee-- C@ulpepersss seers 1873 | 2 21 3 55 N.A.S. 

Cumberland.-...) Courthouse. ---.-- 1895 | 3 00 3 15 County surveyor. 

Dickinson eee. ps sceaseaecc see ce |cee sec |Socem secs 10 15 Estimated. 

Dinwiddie...--. Petersburg ..-... ASTANA 300, 4/3/20 CréaGuse: 

Elizabeth City .. Old Pt. Comfort.) 1856 | 1 15 | 3 55 Do. 

ES SSO Ree oe te cise ctoreyarer ae yere tae rercrane 1895 | 4 00 | 4 15 County surveyor. 

IRiwtet-¢ enaamaee Bealeton ....--.- 1895 | 410 | 4 25 Do. 
Bill evuneeesse se 1871 | 4 22 6 15 | €. &G.S. 

Peach Grove ....| 1870 | 2 55 450 (| Do. 
IAM ULE Dae arate tte [ete afore tae atorete so ttes| toe ace eiateic cere cts 3 45 | Estimated. 

Blo y diaeccsnse nel eee ance wees aos 1895 | 4 30 4 45 | County surveyor. 

INDICAT sc sds | bpeeobaeeseee saad AB eee ne cee eee | 3 00 | Estimated. 

Beranbclimveeeearse)| heat ete ercinetescie Sass a l'aiee Gayl ||seteieeeeiaie's 1 45 | Do. 

Hrederickereraalyeaseeeeccncimasise [Meciesa' lps eesiciare.s 4 00 | Do. 

Guleseeeeenaeeee eecmibroker seers: | 1882 | 2 00 W.| 2 55 | County surveyor. 

Giloucestersees hae Seer teins | Bees eset 8 | 4 00 Estimated. 

GoochVandeaeea|saenonttnce ce soe se sass eo See ae 3 15 Do. 

Grayson ........ Peach Bottom . wal HUSML 3 e301 KO) als | Boyé map. 

(Greenemaeesar as Pere eee aes eee Veer 300 | Estimated. 

Greenesvilleee-riansaaeeeree none sae eS eoaeai sar eeiee 3 15 Do. 

Malitax esac. = Houston .....-..- 1896 | 2 03 | 2 15 County surveyor. 

Meadville ....-... | 1886 | 1 30 2 15 C. &G.S. 

LAM OV.OL ass secs ln s cin see Sac eas one he es ea | 3 30 Estimated. 

Ifenricoyssce eee Richmonds sa. - 1856 | 0 15 W 3 00 C.&G.S. 

LIGA? \o Sedaqb sae] etce UDCA el tree eel eee | 1 45 Estimated, 

(Elie nikoree JAS GR ge eae ee De 2 30 Do. 
IDO CHE MWA S4| Sagceocacees Goeaca boaeee jncesa060e | 3 45 Do. 

James City. .-.- Williamsburg ...) 1887 | 3 03 | 3 45 C.&C.S§. 

Kanpaandi@ucen||Mee.. Seer e-..2s2=-|--<2- Ne coe 400 Estimated. 
King George----| Comorn ......... 1895 | 4 00 | 15 County surveyor. 
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; , Peers Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Renee declina- tion in Remarks. 

: tion tion. 1900. 

= 
of ons 

King William ..| Court-house. -.-- 1896 | 3 15 3 30 County surveyor. 

Lancaster ....-.- | Lancaster....--. 1890 | 4 00 4 30 Do. 

Mie Oye ee ease Jonesville. ..-_.. _ 1890 | 0 30 E. | 0 00 Do. 

Woudoun'=sse-ee | Farmwell ...-.-- | 1895 | 3 00 315 Do. 

ILIA Sonoe saad Mousa eases eseee | 1895 | 3 20 3 35 Do. 

Isunenburgt.222\sh seer oes (aise ae eit aes 3 00 Estimated. 

Madison.....-.. _ Court-house. ...- | 1896 | 3 15 | 3 30 County surveyor. 

Mathews -..---- Court-house. - --- 1895 | 4 56 5 10 Do. 

Wolf, Mrapiess==- 1871 | 2 50 4 45 C. &G.S. 

Mecklenburg. 3:2 S225, 2 = sees soot cease ere aos 3 00 Estimated. 

Middlesex -Sas2| ic aes e es eee|e seen ee eeeeee 4 15 Do. 

Montgomery --..| Christiansburg ..| 1889 | 0 55 1 30 County surveyor. 

Nansemond)eees|se see sae eee | 1895 | 2 57 3 10 Do. 

Hinestot eo | 1887|305 |345 |C.&Gs. 
Nelson 44st. eee eee Faerie 3 ok 8 230 | Estimated. 
Now Kents. cecla- -ccs.cemae so oeee| Weeroe eres eee. 4:00 Do. 

Norfolk ....-..- | Norfolk ......-.. I ea ee ee ta 330 | Mean of 3 results. 
Gosport Navy- | 1865 | 2 38 4 45 Smithsonian Inst. 

Yard. 

Northampton-..| Cape Charles-....| 1856 | 1 36 4 20 C. &G.S. 

Scott 9 sea | 1856] 131 | 415 Do. 
Nostibumibierss |asan=s a= aneeae eae | sree 4 30 Estimated. 

land. | 

Nottoway ..--... ibUTKe: eeeeeaeses | 1873 | 2 00 3 35 N. A. S. 

Orange... -- -.-| Clark Mountain | 1871 | 1 47 3 35 C.&G.S. 

Rage wesc bent | una yee eee | 1895 | 3 35 3 50 County surveyor. 

abo loys serie joaede. “oocace sGoganHoebes Boece eee 1 30 Estimated. 

Pittsylvania....| Danville ........ 1873 |116 | 255 Ne A: 
| Mount Airy ..... 1873 | 0 55 E. | 0 40 Do. 

Powhatan ...... | Scottsville ....-. 1879 | 2 30 3 35 C. &G.S. 

Prince Wdward eli... ose camisole eel eee 3 00 Estimated. 

Prince George... => inaieie meteaioat ee ne ee el eee eee 3 30 Do. 

Princess Anne..| Knott Island ..... 1873 | 2 55 4 30 Cc. & G. S. 

Cape Henry...-. 1887 | 3 20 4 00 Do. 

Prince William. -...------.- yaoweh ee |....--...1400 | Estimated. | 
Pulaski ........ Ite canta Ua: i S19 See 115 Do. 
Rappahaunock .. Washington. .... | 1896 | 3,52 4 05 County surveyor. 

Richmond aeses|ssseea= oleae ee Fen fein on See 1415 Estimated. 

Roanoken. ves aiao sei eos eee [ees Fee 1 30 Do. 

| Rockbridge ..... Natural Bridge.-.| 1873 | 0 05 | 1 40 | N. A.S. 

| Rockingham ...| Harrisonburg ...) 1895 | 2 32 2 45 County surveyor. 

| Russell :2 2 oes Been oe cn eo ee 1 15 Estimated. 

Scoth:<-.s.) occalSree cst eeeseen Ueee eee & Sees 0 00 Do. | 
' 
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| . pene Observed | Declina- 
County. | Town, city, etc. secva declina- tion in Remarks. 

tear tion. 1900. 

G 2 oy 

Shenandoah ....| Strasburg -.-...-. 1884 | 2 58 3 50 C.&G.S. 

Sinythieeeeeeee liMarione see sce: 1881 | 0 02 BE. | 1 00 Do. 
Southampton eeeeese ree eee cee eeer eee erece 3 30 Estimated. 

Spottsylvania -.| Court-house - -.-. 1895 | 3 30 3 45 County surveyor. 

Fredericksburg-.-.| 1856 | 1 02 3 45 C.&G.S. 

Stafford ........| Court-house..... | 1895 | 3 37 3 50 County surveyor. 

SUH Rene SoS sess) Be Etoe cco o te Sarl Bae see jae a ane 3 45 Estimated. 

SUSSOxearsa satel ie ata lotetsie aya S etc eye siall's Srsinieis'|fe ete = Sai 3 30 Do. 

| Tazewell . ..---. lat ekue cd oneamtaeealseacae eee aes 1 45 Do. 

Warren ........ [Berens 99783 2 eee he eee 3 30 Do. 
Warwick. ...... [cel ce gee ee ea Heel a eae 4 00 Do. 
Washington... ‘| By and Henry 1881 | 1 OO E. | 0 00 C.&G.S. 

abt. | 

| GEO Olen leo) -ecocs onzeae 6seene|eodecs|Seeccn ser 4 30 Estimated. 

| Ricci = Oe |e crete ae i a Coa 0.00 Do. 
HicWay thie | Wytheville...... | 1881 |000 | 100 Ore Gus: 
Workcasaetca ts Pee eae 22 NCS oy ees | 406 | Estimated. 

| 

WASHINGTON. 

Results in Washington have been derived mainly from the General 

Land Office, with a few from the United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey and from county surveyors. In the county means only Land 

Office observations are included. These are of recent date, ranging 
from 1868 to the present time. 

Data for the determination of the secular change are mainly from the 

western part of the State. All indications point to the passage of the 

line of no variation across the State between the years 1885 and 1900, 

and the observations have been reduced accordingly, using the table 

herewith presented. 

Reduction. 

Year. 
Eastern Western 
part. part. 

One Oo: 

ISH) -SaGheaoou euSeke Snes eee e mee ee ee 0 00 +0 05 

NSS Orem Sela = Sok mis eS eee ease +0 05 0 20 

STO Stee amiss erst eyo snc c loses seek 0 20 0 45 

S60 Benaeeetre eater ele.2 eee Sent cittione ses 0 45 1 05 

1H Nc cece Sarees Casas Base eee eee 1 05 1 45 

CLO Beate tert: Ae cere hee tee won 1 45 2 30 
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The second column, that applying to the western part of the State, 

has been derived from series in Oregon and Washington, to which cer- 

tain values have been added by interpolation. It indicates the passage 

of the zero of secular variation in 1900, The other column is derived 
from the latter, assuming that the zero passed in 1890. 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be added. 

’ ee Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, ete. serva.| “eclina- tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. | 

| | o rel ony 

A@aMS"./J 5.5 ge\sser marae eee eee 1872 21 18 21 30 Mean of 10 stations. 

Asotin. ...25 as8e lease ease eee eee 1876 | 21 35 21 40 Mean of 3 stations. 

Chehalis ....... Peete es, 1884 | 2203) 2210 Meanof 14stations. 
| Aberdeen ...---- 1894 22 30 | 22 30 County surveyor. 

Clallam) so2-6 328 eee oie een ee eee 1884 22 26 22 40 Meanof 27 stations. 

Neah Bay ..----- | 1881 2245 | 2305 | C.&G.S. 

Clarke site eene- | Vancouver ------ 1881 20 53 21 00 Do. 

Columbideessoaltese oe eee ee eeee 1X61 2100 2205 Mean of 4 stations. 

Cowlitzscs 22-2. Mea eee oe ee | 1877 21 35 22 00 Mean of & stations. 

Dowslassecscecyseeesceoe ea eee 1887 22 16 22 20 Meanof 19stations. 

Prankliniesss-: = Sve cee cee eee 1866 | 21 10 22 00 Mean of 6 stations. 

Garfield... .... |. coeds SS eee |1870 2126 2145 Mean of 3 stations. 
Pomenoyes senses ASSL} QS, BIe408) Gre&..G. S. 

Telandisso eee ces See noe eee eee 1856 21 30 23 00 station. 

Jefferson: 2. -=--\)2-- So eee ee ee 1884 2 07 22 30 Mean of 4 stations. 

Port Townsend..; 1881 21 27 21 45 | C.& G.S. 

Rung eee eee (ESA atone he 1871 2157, 2240 Meanof 18stations. 
Seattle ......---. 1888 22 30 22 35 | C.& G.S. 

Kitsap) 22 24... | oie cae A eee 1894 22 30 22 40 | Lstation. 

Kavttitas ia, sone Roe oaonie cis ae eee LOO 21 40 2140 Mean of 12stations. 

Klickitat! o25-)|ea.4 eon see ee 1874 20 54 21 00 Mean of 8 stations. 

TiO WAS h.5 2 oker | Boe ene eee 1876 21 21 2150 Mean of 12stations. 

Rane oles oe lat ae ee 1874 2141) 2150 Mean of 9 stations. 

| Sprague. .....--: | 1881} 2255! 2300\/C.&G.S. 
Mason’ ..cciccc€sl|actees coe seme tore 1874 21 38 22 10 Mean of 5 stations. 

Okanopani--- «\|Saeseae emoeeee eee 1883 22 32 22 35 Mean of stations. 

Conconully..--.- 1890 22 55 22 55 County surveyor. 

Pacific’ S2.c ost lsoaseoeee se erases 1880 21 42 22 00 Mean of 9 stations. 

Pierce. oo KBR ceeeb ee 1873 | 2115) 2155 | Meanof11stations. 
Jetsteh ll init) bs See |/njm wwin wen sintaimcctowempaiee ae] =minwin <== 23 00 Estimated. 

Sikaoitmeaeaee Penne ne Ee = 1882 22 19 22 40 Mean of 7 stations. 

Skamania ...... [Soest eee 1893 23 15 23.15 Mean of 8 stations. 

| SDONOMIS Ne es oe a ei ween 1880 22 29 2250 Meanof 13stations. 

SPOKaNCyecceaen leee oie eee ea ee 1876 22 03 22 20 Meanof 7 stations. | 

Spokane ........ 1881 | 2140| 2145/C.&G.S. 
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| Pace Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. | aaa | declina- tion in Remarks. 

| fionel| tion. 1900. 

| |e | 

| | eC) 7 | oO J 

STeVensemer ere ten eee estos: | 1876 23 00 23 35 | Mean of 5 stations. 

eR arrs torts ce Seale Sete | 1868 | 2137) 22 25 | Mean of 8 stations. 
Oliympilaleeee es | 1895 22, 20 22 20 | County surveyor. 

Wrakialoumiey sale. ese Sones 38 les] opengl dass Do. 
Wiallllanviallllawerse)| peer ee en er ee 1878 20 50 | 20 55 | Mean of 4 stations. 

| Wallula ......... 1881} 1956] 2000) C.&G.S. 

| Ainsworth ...... TSI S215 21 30 Do. 

| Wallawalla ..... 1887} 2110| 21 10 Do. 
hauvahia team epee ee eer le ne tien” | 1879 | 2235| 22 55 | Mean of 8 stations. 
MBWititrnam emer |shachaa tcc sles. | 1871| 2049] 21 35 | Meanof 11stations. 

Neadkanraity eee ae 6) Gee e | 1874 | 21 04 |- 21 40 | Meanof 47stations. 

WEST VIRGINIA. 

Observations for magnetic declination in this State are extremely 

scanty, only 20 counties out of 54 being represented by observations. 

These observations are derived from county surveyors, from the United 

States Coast and Geodetic Survey, National Academy of Sciences, and 

in one or two cases from the Boyé map of Virginia. With the excep- 

tion of those last mentioned the observations are of comparatively 

recent date, the earliest being taken in 1864. 

It is believed that the line of no secular variation crossed West Vir- 

ginia about 1810, and consequently none of these observations are 

affected by the change in secular variation, with the exception of those 

taken from the Boyé map. 

The following is the table of reduction to the epoch 1900 on account 

of secular variation, derived from series observed in Delaware, Mary- 

land, District of Columbia, Virginia, and West Virginia: 

Year. | Reduction. || Year. Reduction. | 

|e SOO aig seed es, 0 30 NBA Oe oes se a ath.nis'ee 3 30 

ISSO Nae ee esi WOO ||| ikeB0ssc. costsoveccec 4 00 

STOWE IGCR 222 155 | 1S2O Ne. DAAC Pe | 4 10 
WEMLSGOR ane ceeds sse 7) sy. |i! Ik) Shou esieseo coder | 4 20 

The declination in 1900 is west in all cases. In a few cases the 

observed declination is east, and is so designated. The above reduc- 

tions are to be added to west declination and subtracted from east 

declination. 
17 GEOL, PT I 28 
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4 : ' Bee Observed | Declina- | 
County. Town, city, etc. Rancal declina- | tion in Remarks. 

' | ot tion. 1900. | 

| a arte, ; 
Barbours-2=-se:|hece soc. ee eee ei cant eet 3.00 Estimated. 

Berkeley ....... | Martinsburg ..... 1873 | 2 51 4 25 | N.A.S. 
LOM scosemcsee | a [een eee eee 1 00 | Estimated. 

Braxton: ----- -- | Bulltown ..---.- 1824 | 2 10 E 2 00 | Boyé map. 

BroOK@ scone - |e ne ee eeyse ees eee eee 3.00 Estimated. 

Cabell. 2.2: 2/02. 2 ee | 100 Do. 
Calhoun. 2322-2. eee ee eee 1892 | 0 45 1 10 | County surveyor. 

@layis5.; 2h. |S eee eee | Ace eee el 1 30 | Estimated. 
Doddridige: 3222 ecenee eee eee eel eee eee eee 2 30! Do. 

Fayette: .: i. 2. |coececeeere eae ae ee eee eee <a 1 30 Do. 

Gulmenee-ee Glenville.....-.- | 1896 | 1 05 W 1 20 County surveyor. 

Grant... - 5 Sle eee eee aes 345 Estimated. 

Greenbrier .32.5|: eee see ase Pee ene | eee 1 30 Do. 

Hampshire... 22 -|-.2Sss eee eee ol ese nee aee eee 3 45 Do. 

Hancock so--s26 New Cumberland 1895 2 50 3 05 | County surveyor. 

Hardy ic. sce |e ee ee shia | er oe, eg 315 Estimated. 

Harrison ......-| Clarksburg. ----. | 1880 | 1 45 245|C.&G.S. 

Jackson... 2225.2 \ee seco: oe een Beeeee leone 1 30 | Estimated. 

Jefferson <2: 56 Sees ses eas pee eee 4 00 Do. 

Kanawha ....-.. Charleston ...--.. 1881 | 1 03 200 |} C.& G.S. 

bewis sas. 3-52 Edmiston -.-.--.. 1885 | 2 00 2 45 | County surveyor. 

Lincoln =.%, -52)|\e aah see eee peeee a eeeeeeee 1 00 | Estimated. 

Logan... csc coe eee sceee ee eee haere See 0 45 Do. 

McDowell. 5..2<)\oce22 22) ooeo eee eee | eee 0 45— Do. 

Marion -e-scee Fairmont....-..- | 1889 | 2 34 3 10 | County surveyor. 

Marshall. -- -..-) Cameron ----=--- 1864 | 0 24 EB 150} C.&G.S. 

Mason ......--- Point Pleasant _ 1864 | 1 35 E 035| Do. 
Mercer:......)- ss. cae' sees eee eee eee 1 00 | Estimated. 

Mineralll.< c= <2 lsc... epee eee eee | 1824 | 1 35 E 2 30 | Boyé map. 

Man P08. 2.5 sfemn'lt cere seieeinene = eee {ee 0 45 | Estimated. 

Monongailia) <-5-|) <= 2138 erase eee | ee so 3 15 | Do. 

Monroe. 22 .2-.-- | Alderson -...---- 1881/055 | 155|C.&G.S5. 

Morpanes Jc.ccce nce 226 c- acer FB [el Ao 4 00 | Estimated. 

Nicholastes.2.2.|t<-..5. 2.2.25. aces hee ee eee eee 2 00 Do. 

ON Scenosanece | Wheeling -.-----. 1881 0 00 100} C.&G.S. 

Pendleton...--. Upper Front -....| 1883 | 1 10 2 00 | County surveyor. 

Pleasamtstessscalac cele ce cee eee ree | Se 2 00 Estimated. 

Pocahontas. .-... | HOR y sesee sae 1872 | 0 20 2 05 County surveyor. 

Presiony 2522 -|h.cc- se aecle ton oot a eee ee |e 3.30 Estimated. 

Patna oo 288s bso cet wears ote ol ee ee eee 1 15 Do. 

Raleigh .......- Nei oc dea oe caret eee eee 115 Do. 
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Year | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. omen declina- | tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. 

of On 

Rand olpleerece|losece sacrine (oa oi-ei= [i-tisie leemiecn ate 2 30 | Estimated. 

Rit ehie: sees seer ee ica =e hellisrereeee leeisiwieveiciess 2 00 Do. 

TNOMIDs LoSe Sasa bad soo Set CCeeaeene eee sad tee eee 1 30 Do. | 

Summersenmera sesso nce ccrsae sce estesiseiliosaei cise 1 30 Do. 

Mavloreesae eee Grafton'==2-.=--. 1864 1 52 405 | C.&G.S8. 

IPPON ooosaaeeos 1883 2 33 3 25 Do. 

MUCK ere seers tee cece cicica see sail sews sclaseete eects 3 00 | Estimated. 

AWG o dedae suds asoceuodtereeecea Sessa) Ssberrese 2 30 Do. 

Was abet 6238 Abcoll Socdad decHus EaEasel esodoslaneciedace 2 30 Do. 

\WeEnAt@weces caoe 2p aren EU Ne ler 0 30 Do. 

WGHSOR & cedacsllbeaaee coonce geese tacsasllsocobesas 2 10 | Do. 

IWiet Zellers ets ln aerate ies Se cieiele sie micillelecvamefesielercesse 2 30 | Do. 

Walt rset s.<isi [peceee cee eee cere 1895 2 45 3 00 | County surveyor. 

Widodk= ae er==5 | Parkersburg --.-.| 1881 0 12 ASTON Crass 

| WiAyGnilhtt a aeco leospos be aese seabed ober os| saesoneer 1 00 | Estimated. 

WISCONSIN. 

Observations in Wisconsin are derived in the main from surveys of 

the General Land Office, and in smaller part from the work of the 

United States Lake Survey, which data are confined to the northern 

border of the State, returns from county surveyors, and a few observa- 

tions from other sources. 

The Land Office work was done between the years 1830 and 1845, 

and the results are given, as in other cases, in the form of means of 

numerous stations within the county. 

These observations have been reduced to 1900 by means of correec- 

tions obtained from series of observations of different dates taken 

within the State. These corrections are given in the following table: 

Year. Reduction. Year. Reduction. 

—|j | | 

oO! @ 2 | 

S90 Sesion cette 0 40 11d) Desa See aoe e 2 30 | 

1880 Sense era! Ie2Or | SOLA Nee eS | 240 | 
AS (Ome ee ee eae WSS y Ih SOMO eee eee ce 305 | 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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] | 

i Ps pee Observed. | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. Ronva declina- tion in Remarks. 

tion tion. 1900. 

oO 7 cf 

ONGC) ee ee A SEE as eee Sootical Nae scclleoneiecsc 4 30 | Estimated. 

Ashlande. .cthiec|ao8 ctecescecteeee Sa ee eeen Crees 5 55 | Meanof 7 stations, 
by Lake Survey. 

Barron. ..-. \ a cilijenreaarce coe eieeOse leeereee lee ome 6 30 | Estimated. 

Bay fieldz <2. 22a sane se oc ateeeee eee leer 6 00 Do. 

IBEOWD ons cscee =| costes cece eee 1839 6 27 3 20 | Mean of 26 stations. 

Fort Howard-.- 1884 4 26 3 25 | C.&G.S. 

Bufialo 2200 3 ee ee ele eee | eee | eee 6 30. Estimated. 

Burnettic. 2 2.05) ccias yase see sae ese Creer eee 8 00 Do. 

Calumets.<25 522 eae ee eee 1837 6 35 3 10 | Mean of 11 stations. 

New Holstein... .| 1895 | 4 40 4 20 County surveyor. 

Chippewas. -cac\taece. ce ose te eeeee 1895 | 5 47 5 30 Do. 

Clarkes 2e.¢--5 Neillsville....... 1891, | 5 28 4 50 Do. 
Columbiay-2->-- REN reg ere Rss eee 1836 | 7 40 415 Mean of 9 stations. 

Poriapere sess 1895 | 4 45 4 25 County surveyor. 

Crawfordize. 3-4 eeee fe eee 1842 8 03 5 00 Mean of 10stations. 

Danes ceo bee. bee soe eee ee nee 1833 | 9 00 5 15 | Mean of 5 stations. 

Blue Mound. .... 1840 | 8 38 5 35  Locke’s Report on 
Min. Land. 

Madison ....---- 1888 | 5 54 5 05 | C.&G.S. 

Dodge esos s-e \oad oes boeeproopone 1835 7 10 3 50 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Door -ese ee [Pee eee as 1836 | 6 20 3 00 | Mean of 48 stations. 
Douglas........ | Superior .......- 1880| -945| 825/C.&G.S. 
DMM Sts ccosecose eae Ree nen eee fa cmaiata eye 7 00 | Estimated. 

Eau Claire ..-.-- Eau Claire ...... 1894 | 6 25 6 00 | County surveyor. 

Florence ....... Blorencelkeasssee 1896 4 21 4 00 Do. 

ond /dumbachacs|\teeceee aceon ease 1835 6 53 3 35 | Meanof 20 stations. 

POLESEi os s'sjc. sey adc, See ae eer ool seietee sete 4 00 | Estimated. 

Grantiosacn seas [pecan ae eee 1837 8 53 5 40 | Meanof 24stations. | 

Green ts esck scdlse see eeee eee noes 1834 8 27 5 05 | Mean of 9 stations. 

Mount Pleasant .| 1894 4 45 | 4 25 | County surveyor. 

Monnoessseee ees 1859 8 24 5 55 | C. & G.S. 

Greentlialke (22 2)|b< ate eee ore 1834 7 50 4 30 | Meanof 10stations. 

TOW aero cag hs ee 1836} 825] 505 Meanof27stations. | 
Mineral Point . 1840 8 40 5 35 | C. & G.S. 

[LOM ie; nosmae Senin Se derek see ale eis Se Sets | ete er | eee | eee | Estimated. 

JACKBON SR... SSosis ae scrs ate cel reeceiae| saree ee an 6 00 Do. 

Jefferson ....--. esiecBaes oro oncsce 1836 6 50 | 3.30 Meanof16stations. 

Oskiandiers see 1885 5 20 4 20 | County surveyor. 

Juneau. 2222-8 Mauston........- 1895 | 5 00 4 40 Do. 

New Lisbon ..... 1884 4 55 355 | C.&G.S8. 

| Kenosha... .o....|scouesoeehe aera 1836 | 6 02 240 | Mean of 5 stations. 
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Year Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, etc. oho: declina- tion in Remarks. 

on tion. 1900. 

Oo 7 oy v 

Kenoshaiee-es-e | enoshau--saes-= 1872 5 00 315) C. & G.S. 

Kewauneesnoses|sacceccleceslesas sic 1840 6 10 3 05 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Kewaunee..--<..|-.---- aga eedade 3) 15 | Mean of 2 results. 

| La Crosse ..----| La Crosse .....-. | 1877 8 38 700) C.&G.S. 

TOE TEINS) Beedle 1833 8 42 5 15 | Meanof 17stations. 
hanclademactee alpaca seins ae seer lseeicellteiacrs sine. 4 30 | Mean of 2 stations. 

in ColNnmere co see| seer cae see ere =|feadccllosaxct bec 4 30 | Estimated. 

IManitowOCrmers| eer maestro 1835 6 30 3 10 | Meanof 10stations. 

Manitowoc ..-.--. 1870 5 02 3 10 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Mama thontecccer|tecrccemecacc coc 1840 7 44 4 40 | Mean of 8 stations. 

iMarinetteree nes |paceo oases | 1837 6 46 3 30 | Meanof 18stations. 

Peshtigo ........ | 1865 4 20 210! U.S. Lake Survey. 

Mian que tte ssaccrs ereciaciascicice: = so! emrersctellicieisjeyers ne 4 15 | Estimated. 

| Milwaukee - -... Milwaukee ..-.-. 1888 4 22 3:30, | C. & G.S: 

PMOUTOOWes Se ce o seats sacia settee 1895 6 32 6 15 | County surveyor. 

RO contoseere eee [oabeeae ETRE 1840 6 26 3 20 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Ocontos==sseeeee 1865 5 Qi 3 10 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

Oneidaseeccmasale cae cccisis octane Sees 1895 3 45 3 25 | County surveyor. 

OutasamiGesccs|s-ss-e ee eeee eee e 1839 6 13 3 00 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Appleton .-...-..-- 1895 3 35 3 15 | County surveyor. 

O Zarek asm ase ae eee arte ane 1835 7 00 3 40 | 1 station. 

iPepinses- eee | Arkansas.......- 1895 6 09 5 40 | County surveyor. 

IWGROacccos cess) IEAy Chtthyeansecoe 1869 8 10 6 10 | U.S. Lake Survey. 

12%) eee asan.ac lSAC CAs Saeae REE EIe See eee eer 7 30 | Estimated. 

OLCAG OR mae eee eccen a -ec 1840 8 06 5 00 | Mean of 7 stations. 

BriGe Nemesia se) |Saeeaeieceiscisecot 1885 5 26 4 25 | Lstation, by county 
surveyor. 

IRACIN Gs secieeea | eseeewha cies eee. 1836 6 10 250 | Mean of 5 stations. 

ACID sssooosods 1872 4 30 245 | C.&G.S. 

Richi am Gee sea |aeletetsees is ele sa =ieei si 1840 8 36 5 30 | Mean of 11 stations. 

TRO eee ee pena eee Pere esceecancues 1834 8 02 4 40 | Mean of 21 stations. 

Janesville. ....-. 1892 4 57 4 20 | County surveyor. 

Sty Crops sere ie a aeieichs sce ee eee aloe aeee 7 30 | Estimated. 

Saikeas ease ne eames esos 1839 8 00 4 55 | Mean of 7 stations. 

Baraboo. .......-. 1893 4 30 4 00 | County surveyor, 

SEM AVGIR Boson dl SoogodeboasesSaooe i895 6 00 5 40 Do. 

Shawano. .....- joasccobascadoceace 1841 5 55 2 55 | Meanof 3 stations. 

Hheboy ana. -.clias= secs es ese 1835 7 02 3 40 | Mean of 16stations. 

Sheboygan City.) 1894 3 20 3 00 | County surveyor. 

May OL ere IE olor ee ee erercars Stare wie aiaim ais (hs secs od 5 00 | Estimated. 

ING OEIC 2 5)|o- asco snseuasseese 1896 6 30 6 15 | County surveyor. 

—— a 
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l | a 1 
re : veer Observed | Declina- 

County. Town, city, etc. TS declina- | tion in Remarks. 
tion tion. 1900. | 

= | : 
| oe Oo, 

Vernon...-.----|------------------ 1894 6 09 5 50 | County Surveyor. 

Villas: Nic. totic |e Seco eeeanis see aee ee | eee 3 30 Estimated. 

Wisi worbliics a2 cam seem ereee | 18385 6 34 3 15 | Mean of 16stations. 

Washburn een ae eee eet iseien ee FeStsee ae easel 7 00 | Estimated. 

Washington... |() 1.2.52 ees 1836 728) 4 05 | Meanof 3stations. 
Wrauikeshav: sn2alescceeerres seers | 1836 | ay 2B} 205 . Mean of 2stations. 

Waupacais.2 ae: ||.d2-e-ee eae 1844 615} 320 Meanof3stations. | 
\Wraushiana econ |eeeeeeaeset seme 1835 | 6 50 3 30 1station. 

Winnebagos 2s ireceec ee eer | 1836 | 6 40 3 20 | Mean of 17stations. 

| Winneconne. .--.- | 1874 7 28 | 5 50 County surveyor. 

Woodie. 0222 i sinee ec eee / 1840 813) 510 Meanof4stations. 
DH ! ——— 

WYOMING. 

Observations consist almost exclusively of results from the surveys 
of standard lines and exteriors of the General Land Office, together 

with a few from the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Wheeler Sur- 

vey. The Land Office surveys in this State, being of recent date, are of 

excellentquality. Most of them have been executed’subsequent to 1880, 

The line of no secular variation crossed Wyoming between the years 

1860 and 1870, and the observations have been corrected accordingly 

by the use of the following table: 

| Reduction. 

| Year. (eee 3 

| Eastern Western | 
part. part. 

| o: o ! 
[89012 seve. Sees ee a ee ees | 0 40 | 0 30 

ASSO sa ee ee ree ae ae 1 10 0 50 

| T8705 Sisco Re cee ee | ALP2S a1) sae 
|| SHRGO Tie mee oe elec ee 1 40 050 | 

| | al 

The column applying to the eastern part of the State was derived 

from series observed in Colorado, since data for the determination of 

secular variation are practically wanting in Wyoming. The last column 

was derived from the first, on the assumption that the zero of secular 

variation passed through that part of the State about 1870. 

The declination is east, and the above corrections are to be subtracted. 
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, seat | Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. eee declina- tion in Remarks. 

ion tion. 1900. 

Oy ow Cues 

TERI? Sooo cane Northern sseeee= | 1878 15 50 14 40 | Meanof12stations. 

Southern.....-.- | 1880 15 35 14 30 | Mean of 6 stations. 

Waramieye-as een: 1895 14 24 14 10 | County surveyor. 

See Shermani-.2/52-2 1872 | 1553) 1335!C.&G.S. 
Rock Creek -.--- 1878 15 45 14 35 Do. 

Fort Sanders ..--| 1873 15 30 14 10 | Wheeler. 

Bighorn.......- Northeastern....| 1883 IOS 18 30 | Meanof 28stations. 

| Southeastern....| 1884 1850 | 18 00 | Meanof44stations. 

| Northwestern --..| 1882 2007} 19 20] Mean of 11 stations. | 

| Southwestern -.-) 1883 19 56 | 19 15 | Mean of 8 stations. 

Carbone----.-2= Northeastern....| 1881 16 27 - 15 40 | Meanof11stations. 

Southeastern....) 1884 16 02 15 20 | Mean of 14stations. 

Northwestern ..-| 1881 | 16 30 15 45 | Meanof16stations. 

Southwestern ---.| 1881 15 48 15 00 Do. 

Fort Steele...---. 1878 | 16 10 15 15 | C. &G.S. 

Converse. ...--.- | Northeastern. --- 1881 | 15 04 14 00 | Meanof 24stations. 

Southeastern ....| 1879 15 40 14 40 | Meanof17stations. 

| Northwestern --.| 1881 ilbsy 535) 14 50 | Meanof28stations. | 

Southwestern ..-, 1882 15 43 14 40 | Meanof19stations. 

Crook#eeee see. yasueLnieer aa 1882 16 10 15 10 | Meanof26stations. 

iWiesterm) ea. —- 1882 | 16 55 16 00 | Meanof44 stations. 

| Sundance ..---.. 1889 15 45 15 00 | County surveyor. 

Fremont ....-..| Northeastern .--.) 1890 | 16 50 16 20 | Mean of 35stations. 

| Southeastern-.-.-.) 1882 | 16 43 16 00 | Meanof17stations. 

Northwestern ...| 1892 17 52 17 30 | Meanof 22stations. 

| Southwestern .-..| 1891 17 07 16 40 | Mean of 18 stations. | 

Johnsoneeeeeeee Northeastern ....| 1882 16 10 15 25 Mean of 19 stations. 

Southeastern ....| 1881 16 34 15 50 | Do. 

| Northwestern ...| 1880 | 15 50 15 00 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Southwestern ...| 1881 17 18 16 25 | Mean of 16 stations. 

Fort McKinney...) 1877 17 00 16 00 | U. 8S. Eng’r Corps. 

Laramie ....... Northeastern ..... 1878 | 15 30 | 14 20 | Mean of 18 stations. 
Southeastern ....) 1682 15 06 14 00 | Mean of 3 stations. 

Northwestern ...) 1878 15 28) 14 20 | Mean of 13 stations. 

Southwestern ...| 1878 | 15 20 14 10 | Mean of 2 stations. 

| Cheyenne ...-... 1878 15 20 14410 |C.&G.S8. 

Chugsprings -...| 1877 15 26 14 10 | U. S. Eng’r Corps. 

| Fort Laramie....|1877| 15 25 | 14 10 | Do. 
Natrona.....-.-| Northeastern ....) 1881 | 16 38 | 15 40) Mean of 23 stations. 

| Southeastern ..../ 1882 16 30 15 30 Mean of 13 stations. 

| Northwestern ...| 1883 | 18 12 17 20 | Mean of 17 stations. 
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: ae Observed | Declina- 
County. Town, city, ete. aed declina- | tion in temarks. 

tion tion. 1900. 

| Oi) Ons 

Natrona.----. -- _ Southwestern . = 1883 16 46 16 00 Mean of 18 stations. 

Sheridan .......| Eastern .....--.- | 1882) 16 50 16 00 | Mean of 25 stations. 

iWesterns------- - , 1870 17 00 15 50 Mean of 2 stations. 

Sweetwater nee Northeastern -... 1882 16 28 15 40 Mean of 30 stations. 

Southeastern .... 1881 1548 15.00 Mean of 9 stations. | 
| Northwestern .... 1885 | 1645 16 00 | Mean of 14 stations. 
Southwestern... 1880 1545 915 00 | Do. 

Green River. ...- | 1878} 1645| 1550|C.&G.S. 
Point of Rocks..| 1878 | 16 18 15: 25 Do. 

@reston)20-- see | 1878 | 1604 15 10 Do. 

Wimitaisessseeeee Norphern: ss. --e- 1882 17 40 17 00 | Mean of 17 stations. 

Middle. ........- 1887 1736) 17 00) Mean of 41stations. 
Southern. .....-- 1880, 1700, 1610 Mean of 14stations. 

Carter .......... (1878/1706 | 16 10/ C.&G.S. 
| Fort Bridger ..... 1858 | 16 38) 16 00 Simpson. 

Evanston ...--.-.-. | 1892 16 35 16 00. County surveyor. 

| Weston ........| Eastern. ........| 1881 15 05 | 14 00 | Mean of 23 stations. 

| Western ....--.. | 1881 1555) 1455 Mean of 34 stations. | 

Yellowstone [aozein sees coe 1874 18 58 1800 Mean of 7 stations, 
National Park. | | | by Hayden. 
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A GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE IN NORTHWESTERN 

OREGON. 

By J. S. DILLER. 

INTRODUCTION, 

Coal has long been mined at one place in northwestern Oregon, and 

has been reported from many others. Gold and other minerals have 

been found in the same region, and on account of their bearing upon 

the economic interests of the State, the Director of the Geological 

Survey instructed the writer to make a general reconnaissance of that 

portion of the country with special reference to its mineral resources. 

The results will be considered under two general heads: Part I, 

Historical and Structural Geology; Part Il, Economic Geology. 

IP AN Jig WI 

HISTORICAL AND STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY. 

ROUTE OF TRAVEL. 

A camping party, consisting, besides the writer, of an assistant, a 

packer, and a cook, outfitted a pack train at Forest Grove, west of 

Portland, in Washington County, and crossed over the divide to the 

coal fields of the Upper Nehalem, east of Vernonia, in Columbia 

County. The route, which is indicated upon the map, Pl. I, continued 

down the river to beyond Mishawaka and crossed the military trail by 

way of Saddle Mountain to Astoria. The coast roads and trails were 

followed south to the Lower Nehalem coal field and Tillamook, where 

the party divided to return to Forest Grove by different routes, I’. M. 

Anderson crossing the range by the Trask River stage road, and the 

writer, with the main party, returning by way of Wilson River. 

Starting from Forest Grove a second time, the party moved by 

wagon, camping by the way, to Corvallis, and crossed the Coast Range 

to the Yaquina coal field and the coast, returning to Corvallis by 

the Elk Creek road. The route continued southward to Harrisburg, 

where the party was in part disbanded and gave up camping to live 

with the people. Work was continued in the vicinity of Roseburg 

and westward along the several roads to the coal fields of Coos Bay. 
447 
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TOPOGRAPHY OF WESTERN OREGON. 

Along the coast of Oregon and California, from the Columbia to 

near the boundary of Mexico, there is a prominent range of mountains 

known generally as the Coast Range. The essential continuity of this 

range, aS well as its distinctive parts, was long siuce pointed out by 

Professors Dana! and Newberry.” In middle California and northern 

Oregon, where the range is bounded on the east by a great valley, 1t 

is distinct, and these portions are readily distinguished, respectively, 

as the Coast Range of California and the Coast Range of Oregon. 

But between them, in northwestern California and southwestern 

Oregon, there is a large complex group of mountains, in which the 

Cascade, Sierra Nevada, and the Coast Range appear to meet. This 

irregular group contains many individual ridges and peaks, as, tor 

example, Yallo Bally, Bully Choop, Salmon, South Fork, Trinity, 

Eddy, Scott, and Marble Mountain in California, as well as Siskiyou, 

Rogue River, Umpqua, and other mountains in Oregon. Upon geo- 

logical grounds it appears that this group of mountains belongs to the 

Coast Range rather than to the Sierra Nevada or Cascade Range, and 

needs a special name to distinguish it from the Coast Range of Oregon 

on the north and the Coast Range of California on the south. For this 

reason this group has been desiguated the Klamath Mountains, after 

the principal river which cuts through these mountains to the sea. 

The Klamath Mountains of Oregon extend northward from the 

southern boundary to about the Middle Fork of the Coquille. Beyond 

that point the Coast Range of Oregon stretches away to the Columbia. 

The reconnaissance outlined in these pages extended throughout the 

Coast Range of Oregon and touched at a few points upon the northern 

border of the Klamath Mountains and the western foot of the Cascade 

Range. In the accompanying map, PI. LV, the route is illustrated. 

FEATURES OF THE COAST RANGE OF OREGON. 

The Coast Range of Oregon is an irregular ridge or series of ridges 

with bold lateral spurs, especially on the ocean side. It varies much 

from place to place, yet nowhere does it attain a great altitude. The 

elevations of its summits have not yet been accurately determined any- 

where, and only in a few places has the height of peaks been even 

approximately measured. Saddle Mountain, which is a rugged sum- 

mit seen to the southeast from the Astoria, has a bold peak outlined 

against the sky, and attains an altitude (aneroid) of over 3,525 feet. 

Of this view Professor Dana! remarks that ‘‘there was one broken 

summit to the southeast, calculated to engage the attention; it is 

called by the Indians Swalalahos, and has also been named Saddle Hill.” 

! Wilkes Exploring Expedition, Vol. X, p. 615. 

2 Pacific Railroad Survey, Vol. VI, Pt. I, p. 29. 
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THE COAST RANGE OF OREGON. 449 

Onion Peak, farther westward, is of nearly equal height. Both are 

old yoleanoes and belong to the voleanic ridge which runs transverse 

to the general trend of the Coast Range. As shown in PI. V, it begins 

at the west, in the Ne ah kah nie Mountains, just north of the mouth 

of the Nehalem, and stretches northeast through Union Peak, Saddle 

Mountain, and other summits, to the Columbia, near Westport. The 

bold escarpment of the north bank of the Columbia at this point 

belongs to the same line of elevations extending into Washington. 

A noteworthy feature of this ridge, especially about Saddle Moun- 

tain, and to a less extent also through portions of the Coast Range, is 

the occasionai occurrence of comparatively even table-lands, above 

which the peaks and upper mountain slopes rise rather abruptly. 

At the head of the Nehalem is Round Top, and farther south, on the 

Trask, is Larch Mountain, which was reported to Mr. Anderson as 

being 3,500 feet high. Euchre Peak, near the head of the Siletz, 

according to Mr. C. B. Crosno, of Toledo, is probably the highest peak 

of the range, and attains an altitude of 3,962 feet. Marys Peak, 

south of the Yaquina, is prominent, as seen from the eastward near 

Corvallis, and in elevation may be nearly equal to or even greater 

than any of those already mentioned. Farther southward the Coast 

Range touches the Calapooia Mountains, a spur of the Cascade Range, 

and on the Coquille passes into the Klamath group. The general ele- 

vation of the mass and its tabular feature increase southward, but 

individual peaks are less prominent. Throughout its whole length the 

slopes of the Coast Range in Oregon are of unequal length. The 

watershed lies nearest the eastern side of the range. The spurs run- 

ning out from the summit of the range to the sea are long and of 

gentler descent than the shorter spurs, which extend toward the 

Willamette Valley. 

At two points in its course, between the Columbia and the Coquille, 

the Coast Range is transsected by rivers—the Nehalem near the north- 

ern end and the Umpqua in the southern third. 

The Nehalem rises upon the eastern slope of the Coast Range, and 

by a fine curve of over 50 miles to the northward it returns against 

the range and in a southwesterly direction cuts through it, near the 

Saddle Mountain ridge, to the sea. The stream is small, and the 

canyon it has cut across the range is deep and long. 

The Umpqua is a larger stream, deriving much of its water from the 

Cascade Range. It flows northwesterly to near the Calapooia Moun- 

tain, where it turns abruptly westward and cuts through the Coast 

Range to the ocean. 

At two other points there are low gaps across the range. One is at 

the head of the Yaquina River, where the Oregon Central and Eastern 

Railroad crosses the summit at an elevation 720 feet above low tide in 

Yaquina Bay; and the other is on the Suislaw, which practically cuts 

entirely through the Coast Range, but reaching the point where that 

17 GEOL, PT I——29 
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range touches the Calapooia Mountain, it fails to meet alow valley. The 

eastern base of the range at Summit, on the Oregon and California 

Railroad, between Cottage Grove and Drain, has an elevation of 779 feet. 

FEATURES OF THE OREGON COAST. 

The coast of Oregon is made up of long stretches of sand beach, 

interrupted here and there by prominent headlands of hard, igneous 

rocks, which stand out boldly to sea as if to defy the waves and impede 

coastwise traffic. 

The beaches are remarkable for their solidity and beauty, as well as 

their strong, cool, summer winds which afford complete relief from the 

heat of the interior valleys. Clatsop Beach, along the northwest shore 

of the county of the same name, and Nye Beach, near Yaquina Bay, 

are the most frequented, and are justly celebrated on account of the 

attractive camps which their clustered pines afford. 

Clatsop Beach is especially remarkable on account of its sand ridges, 

which extend with striking uniformity for nearly a dozen miles along 

the coast, and carry the Necoxey River for almost the whole distance 

to the beach. Nearly midway between Astoria and Seaside the profile 

of these ridges appears as in fig. 4. 

The road runs along the crest of the ridge and affords a fine view. 

There are usually three ridges, nearly parallel and remarkably even 

and regular. They are composed, at least in large part, of sand, and 

are covered by a 

I re 3 dense growth of 
grass and ferns. 

The western 

slopes are gentle, but to the landward the incline is 40 degrees. The 

first ridge is one-third of a mile from the beach, above which it rises 

about 30 feet; the other two are not quite so high nor so regular. They 

appear to be simply dune sand ridges, and owe their regularity in large 

measure, no doubt, to the regularity of the winds and the sand supply. 

Similar small ridges were seen also at other places, but they were less 

regular and extensive. Several miles north of the mouth of Tillamook 

Bay such ridges inclosed lakes of considerable size close to the beach, 

and the only outlet was by filtration through the barrier. 

The picturesque features of the coast are found not so much in its 

beaches as in its headlands. Of these, Tillamook Head, False Tille- 

mook, and Meares Point are good examples. All are composed of 

igneous rocks, with cliffs against the surf, which break the continuity 

of the beach in each case for several miles. The northern end of 

Meares Point is shown in Pl. VI. A sheet of columnar basalt occurs 

near high-tide level, and enables the waves to cut out caverns of con- 

siderable dimensions. These in time enlarge and join, forming arches 

which when broken leave pillars and ledges, such as are seen on the 

right in the illustration, to mark the line of an earlier cliff. 

Fic. 4.—Section across dune ridges of Clatsop Beach. 
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HISTORICAL NOTES. 451 

The only headland of sedimentary rock seen on the coast by the 

writer is Otter Rock, which is composed of thin-bedded, yellowish Mio. 

cene sandstone. It is firmer than its neighbor, and sternly resists the 

dash of the waves, but is gradually giving way under their unceasing 

attack. One of its principal ledges, 40 feet above the water, is in 

places full of holes, made by the rock oyster at a time when the land 

stood 40 feet lower than now. Potholes are common on the surface, 

and from the north side a cave enters the rock, its roof having tumbled 

in and formed a great pit, known as the Caldron. It is 40 feet deep 

and of equal diameter. The débris at its bottom is swept away by 

the waves, and at low tide it can be entered from the beach. 

HISTORICAL NOTES. 

The earliest definite information concerning the geology of that 

portion of the country indicated as belonging to the Coast Range 

of Oregon is contained in the report of Prof. James D. Dana,! who 

accompanied the Wilkes exploring expedition. He collected a number 

of Miocene fossils from the shales and sandstones upon the banks of 

the Columbia River, near its mouth, and ascended the volcanic peak 

of Saddle Mountain. On the land tour from the Columbia River to 

San Francisco, Cal., between the head of the Willamette Valley and 

the broad plain of the Sacramento, he passed in some places along the 

eastern border of the Klamath Mountains, and at others the route lay 

within the eastern portion of that group.? He fully recognized the 

fact that they are composed chiefly of ancient granitic, hornblendic, 

and talcose rocks, besides some later sedimentary and igneous rocks. 

Prof. J.S. Newberry ® in 1855, as geologist to Lieut. R. S. Williamson’s 

party of the Pacific Railroad Surveys, passed through the Willamette 

Valley and across the Siskiyou and other portions of the Klamath 

Mountains, following much the same route as that of Professor Dana 

a few years before. He writes as follows (p. 29): 

The continuity of the present Coast Mountains of California and Oregon can 

scarcely be doubted. The fossiliferous sandstones of Monterey, Santa Clara, San 

Francisco, Port Orford, Coos Bay, Astoria, and the Cowlitz are all of the same age. 

Though presenting marked local peculiarities, they have a common character, both 

in their lithological features and in their fossils, and are to be referred to a common 

period—certainly not older than the Miocene. 

As far north of San Francisco as Cape Mendocino the Coast Mountains have the 

same general northwest trend, and a more plausible supposition than that the Cas- 

cade formed the continuation of the Coast Mountains would be that the latter ranges 

terminate at Cape Mendocino and that the Coast Ranges of Oregon were a continua- 

tion of the Sierra Nevada. It is not necessary to suppose this, however, but it is 

1United States Exploring Expedition, 1838-1842, under command of Charles Wilkes, Vol. X, Chap. 

XVII, pp. 611-678. 

2The mountains between the south fork of the Umpqua and the Sacramento Valley, according tc 

Professor Dana, were the Umpqua Mountains and the Shasty Mountains. That portion of the 

Shasty Mountains near the boundary of Oregon and California Professor Dana called the Boundary 

Range. It is now generally known as the Siskiyou Mountain. 

3 Pacific Railroad Surveys, Vol. VI, Pt. II. 
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sufficient to consider the Coast Mountains of Oregon as the Coast Mountains of Cali- 

fornia deflected from the trend which they preserve below Cape Mendocino, and that 

the ranges of the coast and of the interior inosculate on either side of the parallel 42° 

in Calapooya, Umpqua, and Siskiyou Mountains. 

The most important contribution of Professor Newberry to the geol- 

ogy of the Coast Range of Oregon is the announcement of the Miocene 

at Coos Bay, where it is said to contain valuable deposits of coal. 

Prof. Henry D. Rogers,! upon a general geological map of the United 

States, in 1855 represented the Coast Range of Oregon, including the 
Klamath Mountains, as being made up chiefly of Miocene strata, inclos- 

ing 13 small isolated areas of volcanic rocks, distributed along the cen- 

tral portion from Saddle Mountain to the Umpqua. 

In the same year (1855) Jules Marcou” published a map of the United 

States, upon which the Coast Range of Oregon, from the Columbia to 

the Klamath River, is represented as composed of Tertiary rocks, ex- 

cepting about Coos Bay, where, on account of the coal, the Carbon- 

iferous is supposed to occur. Eruptive and metamorphic rocks are 

indicated from the upper portion of the Willamette Valley and the 

mountains on the coast near the Oregon and California line. 

W. P. Blake*® and Prof. J. S. Newberry, the next year, called atten- 

tion to the fact that all the evidence thus far obtained indicated that 

the Coos Bay coal was of Tertiary and not of Carboniferous age. 

In 1857 Prof. James Hall* and J. P. Lesley issued a geological 

map representing the Coast Range, from the Columbia River into Cali- 

fornia, as made up chiefly of a continuous mass of lava and igneous 

rocks, with Quaternary borders along the principal rivers of the coast. 

The Cascade Range is supposed to have a core of metamorphic rocks 

connecting it with the Sierra Nevada. 

Prof. C. H. Hitcheock and W. P. Blake published three geological 

maps* of the United States; upon all of them the Coast Range of 

Oregon is represented as a continuation of the Sierra Nevada of Cali- 

fornia, and composed essentially of the same Eozoic and metamorphic 

rock. Upon the first two of these are areas of Cretaceous marked 

upon the Rogue and Illinois rivers, but these are omitted from the last 

edition. 

About this time (1874) Professor Condon was appointed State geolo- 

gistof Oregon and began a more continuous study of the geology of 

the Coast Range. In June, 1880, through Prof. E. D. Cope, the follow- 

1 Geological Map of the United States, Keith Johnson's Physical Atlas, p. 8. 

2 Carte géologique des Btats-Unis et des provinces anglaises de l’Amérique du Nord, Annales des 

mines, 5th ser., Vol. VII, p. 321, Pl. IX. 

3 American Journal of Science, November, 1856, Vol. XXII, 2d ser., p.3. Blake also refers to 

Newberry as follows: Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

Albany, 1856. 
4Map illustrating the general geological features of the country west of the Mississippi, accompa- 

nying Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey, by W. H. Emory. 

5 Geological map of the United States compiled for the Ninth Census, 1872. Geological map of the 
United States accompanying the report of R. W. Raymond, United States Commissioner of Mining 

Statistics, 1873. Geological map of the United States, in Walker's Statistical Atlas, 1874, Pls. XTIT 

and XIV. 
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ing note, entitled ‘Corrections of the geological maps of Oregon,” 

yas published: ! 

In the existing geological maps of Oregon the Coast Range is represented as com- 

posed of Archean rocks. This is a serious error. Professor Newberry has already 

stated (U. S. Pacific R. R. Surveys, Vol. VI, Pt. II, p. 29) that the fossils of the 

range are of an age not older than the Miacene. The unpublished notes of Profes- 

sor Condon, formerly State geologist, state that the backbone of the Coast Range 

consists of argillaceous shales, which contain invertebrate and vertebrate fossils, 

frequently in concretions. Some of the latter are Physoclystous fishes, with strongly 

etenoid scales. To this formation Dr. Condon gives the name of Astoria shales. 

Above this is an extensive Tertiary deposit, rich in Mollusea, which is usually inter- 

rupted by the central elevations of the mountain axis. Professor Condon refers this 

to an upper Miocene age, under the name of the Solen beds. On the flanks of the 

mountains this is overlain by a Pliocene formation, containing some of the fossils of 

the Equus beds of central Oregon. This is both underlain and overlain by basalt 

and other voleanie products. 

©. H. Hitchcock? published his large wall map of the United States 

in 1881. The geology of the Coast Range of Oregon was furnished by 

Professor Condon, who represented the distribution of the various 

formations in much greater detail than had been done previously. The 

mass of the range, according to the map, was supposed to be formed 

of Cretaceous sediments with large isolated tracts of volcanic rocks, 

stretching from the crest of the range toward the sea. Middle Ter- 

tiary strata are shown upon the flanks of the range, and perhaps also 

some older Tertiary. The two colors used to designate them can not 

certainly be distinguished upon the map examined by the writer. 

In 1886, C. H. Hitchcock compiled tor the American Institute of 

Mining Engineers a geological map of the United States, which, so far 

as the Coast Range of Oregon is concerned, follows the large map 

of 1581, and represents the backbone of that portion of the Coast 

Range as Cretaceous, with fringes of Miocene upon its flanks. 

Dr. C. A. White announced the discovery by Professor Condon of 

strata containing characteristic Eocene fossils at Albany? in the Wil- 

lamette Valley, and at Cape Arago,* and discussed the possible occur- 

rence of Eocene strata near Astoria. In his correlation paper on the 

Cretaceous’ is given a map showing the backbone of the Coast Range 

from the Columbia to near the latitude of Coos Bay to be of Cretaceous 

rocks, and in this respect the map agrees with the last edition of 

Hitcheock’s map. 

Dr. W. H. Dall® and G. D. Harris published a summary of the state 

1 Am. Naturalist, June 1880, Vo!. XIV, p. 457. 

? In the pamphlet, by the same author, to accompany the map, it is stated, on page 28: ‘‘ For this 

region (Oregon) we had a manuscript map colored for us by Professor Condon, and it was our lot to 

collect some additional information personally on the trip up the Columbia River and across the Blue 

Mountains. I understand that the distinction between the volcanic and the crystalline is not main- 

tained in the Coast Range, and that some of the Cretaceous rocks in the southwest corner may be 

crystalline.” 

? Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 18, 1885, pp. 7-9. 

4Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 51, 1889, pp. 29-32. 

> Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 82, 1891, p. 286. 

6 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84. 
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of knowledge concerning the Neocene of the United States in 1891. 

The map showing the distribution of the Neocene formations, based 

largely upon information from Professor Condon, represents the Coast 

Range of Oregon as having a fringe of marine Neocene upon both 

flanks from the Columbia to the Siuslaw. The central portion of the 

range to the northward, and the whole of the range south of the Sius- 

law, excepting at Coos Bay and Cape Blanco, are left uncolored, mean- 

ing thereby nothing more than the absence of the Neocene within the 

uncolored areas. They describe the Astoria group as consisting of 

Astoria shales and Astoria sandstone, and mention the Aturia bed 

at Astoria as well as the Miocene near Eugene City, in the Willamette 

Valley. 

Dr. G. F. Becker! and the writer,” in 1890, recognized the lower 

Cretaceous at Riddle, Oreg., and in later years the wider distribution 

of these beds* was recognized and discussed by the writer, who con- 

sidered also the Kocene (Tejon) and described its areal extent, as well 

as its unconformity to the Shasta-Chico series. 

The latest publication’ by the writer touching upon the geology of 

that region contains a preliminary geological map of the Klamath 

Mountains, on which the general distribution of the Eocene southwest 

of Roseburg is represented. In a cover pocket of the same volume 

is included a reconnaissance map of the United States, showing the 

distribution of the geologic system as far as known, by W. J. McGee, 

in 1893. The outlines of the Miocene in the Willamette Valley and on 

the coast and of the Eocene at Corvallis and along the Umpqua 

north of Roseburg were drawn by the writer under the immediate 

direction of Professor Condon, who thus contributes the first definite 

knowledge concerning the general section of the Coast Range of 

Oregon. 
GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS. 

PRE-CRETACEOUS. 

Tupper Rock, near Bandon, at the mouth of the Coquille, is made 

up of blue schistose rocks, which, in places, contain numerous small 

brick-red grains. 

The mass is composed chiefly of a blue mineral, which is strongly 

pleochroic, ranging from colorless through reddish violet to sky-blue, 

with the characteristic cleavage and low angle of extinction that 

belong to the blue hornblende, glaucophane. Besides the prismatic 

planes, the clinopinacoid is sometimes well developed. The glau- 

cophane includes pumerous small particles of a colorless mineral. 

Between the prismatic grains of glaucophane are clear ones, appar- 

ently of quartz, which are not readily detected on the broken surface 

1 Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. II, pp. 203-205. 

2Tbid., p. 207-208. 

$Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. IV, 1893, pp, 205-224; Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. V, 1894, pp. 

435-464. 
4¥Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. IT, 1894, p. 414. 
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of the rock, even with a lens. Occasionally the mass includes garnets, 

reddish on the weathered surface, but sometimes greenish on a fresh 

fracture. This is due apparently to the fact that near the garnet the 

hornblende is generally green, although some of it included in the 

garnet has the pleochroism of glaucophane. A short distance from the 
Tupper Rock is another, which is composed of a greenish, indefinite 

rock, whose composition and relations are in doubt. Among the ledges 

upon the beach, most of which are sandstones ranging from a compact 

form like basalt to fine conglomerate, there are outcrops of a greenish 

rock, which, from the fact that it contains numerous lath-shaped feld- 
spars with much chlorite, evidently derived by alteration from some 

other ferro-magnesian silicate, is clearly of igneous origin. The sand- 

stones are much disturbed, but in at least one place they appeared to 

dip beneath the glaucophane schist. The exposures here, upon the 

seaward side, are good, and it seems probable that by detailed study 

the origin of the glaucophane schist may be determined. The presence 

of both igneous and sedimentary rocks suggests that, as shown by F. 

Leslie Ransom,! for the glaucophane schist of Angel Island, it may be 

a product of contact metamorphism 

The age of the glaucophane schist and the associated sandstone near 

Bandon is not known, although it is supposed that they are older than 

the Cretaceous, from the fact that in the neighborhood of Roseburg 

glaucophane and other schistose with jaspery rocks appear to be uncon- 

formably overlain by the Cretaceous. In the same region limestones 

occur which are occasionally oolitic, and they contain traces of fossils. 

Mr. T. W. Stanton, to whom they were referred with a lot of Cretaceous 

fossils, reports that these have been examined by both Mr. Schuchert 

and himself without finding any definitely determinative fossils in them. 

He adds: ‘There are, however, some indications that they are Paleozoic 

rather than Mesozoic, in the presence of large cylindrical, crinoid col- 

umns and of two very imperfect columns that have a Paleozoic aspect, 

though the genera are not determinable.” 

Although these older stratified rocks form scareely an appreciable 

portion of the Coast Range of Oregon—that is, the part north of the 

forty-third parallel—they rise in mass with many varieties and become 

a prominent feature of the Klamath Mountains. These older rocks 

have various formS of eruptives associated with them. Some of these 

are doubtless older than the Cretaceous, others may be younger, and 

the third class is certainly younger. The occurrence of some of the 

eruptives of this doubtful middle period in several rocks of the range 

suggests that there may be an irregular ridge of older rocks concealed 

beneath the newer ones, which form the mass of the range. At one 

time, as mentioned in the “‘ Historical notes,” it was supposed that these 

ancient rocks of the Sierra Nevada entering Oregon turn northerly 

along the coast and form the greater portion of the Coast Range. But 
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that opinion must be abandoned, as it is quite improbable that pre- 

Cretaceous sedimentary rocks form any considerable portion of the 

Coast Range in Oregon north of the Coquille. So far as evidence is 
known, it indicates that they do not enter into the composition of this 

part of the range. 
CRETACEOUS. 

On a number of geological maps, as already indicated, the Coast 

Range of Oregon was marked as being composed chiefly of Cretaceous 

rocks. This is far from being the fact, for no certain Cretaceous rocks 

are known in the range, and yet it is probable that they do occur 

where it joins the Klamath Mountains. South of Roseburg a short 

distance, along Myrtle Creek, are Cretaceous conglomerate sandstones 

and shales, resting upon the older rocks, from which they were derived. 

That these sedimentary rocks belong to the Cretaceous is clearly 

indicated by the form of Aucella and other fossils which they contain. 

In the Coast Range, at several points along the new stage road 

between Myrtle Point and Remote, there are similar rocks, and it is 

probable that they belong to the Cretaceous, although no fossils have 

yet been found in them. They unconformably underlie the Eocene 

sandstones which form the mass of the Coast Range where it abuts 

against the Klamath Mountains, and are not seen as far north as the 

Middle Fork of the Coquille. 

EOCENE. 

One of the most important contributions to the areal geology of 

northwestern Oregon made by this reconnaissance is the recognition 

of a large tract of Eocene forming the mass of the Coast Range from 

near the Columbia to the Coquille. While it is possible that the 

Miocene strata may in places, especially toward the northern end, form 

a considerable portion of the range, they are of far less importance, 

so far as bulk and area of exposure are concerned, than the Eocene 

strata. 

The rocks of Kocene age belong in part to each of the two groups, 

igneous and sedimentary rocks. Those of the first group, although 

much altered, are chiefly basalt and associated tuffaceous materials. 

To the second group belong the shales and sandstones. The rocks of 

these three geological divisions are not clearly distinet, being more or 

less interstratified, but in general the oldest Eocene strata are those 

composed of volcanic material, and they are closely associated with 

the lavas to which they belong. Next above them comes a great mass 

of shales, containing here and there much material of igneous origin, 

and in the upper part of the series massive beds of sandstone pre- 

dominate. For convenience, these three groups will be considered 

separately. 
IGNEOUS SEDIMENTS, 

These are best exposed upon the Nehalem River, in Klatsop County, 

about 24 miles below the mouth of Humbug Creek. The slopes of the 
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canyon through which the river runs, from a few miles below Misha- 

waka for about 20 miles toward its mouth, are formed largely of basic 

igneous rocks. Theyoccasionally form rapids in the stream. 

Associated with these eruptives are tuffaceous sandstones, which 

occasionally contain conglomeratic portions with small, often angular, 

pebbles. The material appears as if originally ejected from a volcano 

rather than derived by erosion from the rocks with which it is associ- 

ated, and would therefore be essentially contemporaneous with the 

voleanic eruptions. It contains a few fossils, among which Dr. Dall 

recognized Tayloriana Gabb; Modiola multiradiata Gabb; Modiolaria 

n. sp., besides Ostrea (?), Callista, and Dentalium, and regards them as 

Eocene (?). 

Near Felix Roy’s,on the Nehalem River, about 5 miles east of the 

Nehalem post-office, Mr. Anderson observed much conglomerate of 

eruptive material and a heavy bed of tuff, from which were collected, 

according to Dr. Dall, Ostrea, Modiola ornata Gabb, Modiola cylindrica 

Gabb, Septifer dichotomus Gabb, and Turritella uvasana Conr., which 

he regards as Eocene. 

Igneous rocks which closely resemble those seen on the Nehalem 

occur on the north bank of the Columbia opposite Astoria and near 

Ilwaco. At Meglers Landing, in that region, the tuff contains frag- 

ments of Ostrea, Dentalium, and casts of a gasteropod, but nothing 

characteristic was found. These beds, however, appear to underlie 

uncontormably the Aturia beds which occur farther eastward. 

From Tillamook there are two stage roads across the mountain to 

the Willamette Valley, one by way of Wilson River and the other by 

the Trask. Both streams cut deep canyons down the western slope 

and expose a great mass of igneous rocks, which form the greater part 

of the range. They reach to the foot of the range, only 5 miles from 

Tillamook Bay. At the mouth of the Wilson River Canyon the rock is 

chiefly conglomerate, of waterworn volcanic material like that against 

which it rests. Farther up the canyon, near the mouth of Fall Creek 

and at several other points, shales and sandstones were noted among 

larger masses of voleanic rocks. About 22 miles from Tillamook, a 

short distance below Smith’s, on the Wilson River toll road, and also 

near by on the river, the rocks are found to be fossiliferous, containing 

Turritella wvasana, as well as Ostrea, Pecten, Nucula, and Hipponyx, 

and other forms not definitely determinable. There appears to be no 

doubt as to their Eocene age. 

Proceeding southward, the next locality of voleanic sediments noted 

was at Vineyard Hill, 4 miles north of Corvallis, where a more or less 

amygdaloidal eruptive like that of the Nehalem occurs, and in the 

sediments associated with it are found a few fossils, discovered by the 

enthusiastic local geologist Mr. John Ray. Not enough fossils were 

gathered to fully establish the age of these beds, but in the shales 

immediately to the eastward, about Howes, characteristic fossils, as 
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Modiola ornata Gabb, with others, have been found by Mr. Ray, and 

there can be little, if any, doubt concerning the age of the volcanic sedi- 

ments of Vineyard Hill. They extend westward, cropping out here 

and there, possibly as far as Blodgetts Valley, where Mr. Anderson col- 

lected fragments of Aturia angustata, Ostrea, Pecten, Cardium, and 

Leda, which Dr. Dall referred without doubt to the Oligocene. They 

are confined to the eastern portion of the range, and in the section 

afforded by Marys River do not extend to the summit. Similar strata 

occur also at Monroe, 18 miles south of Corvallis, but they are not 

fossiliferous. 

The same general sort of basic igneous rocks occur about Roseburg 

and at several points on the western side of the Coast Range on the 

road to Coos Bay, but so far as yet known the only sediments of such 

material in the Coos Bay region occur on the east coast opposite North 

Bend. The tuffaceous sandstone dips 40° to the westward, and is 

overlain by shales and sandstones having a gentler dip but rich in 

Eocene fossils. 

The age of the eruptives associated with the Eocene beds composed 

of the same material is in many cases not definitely known. While 

some of them are essentially contemporaneous, it is possible that others 

may be older, but of this the evidence is not yet conclusive. 

SHALES. 

Arago beds.—On the Washington shore of the Columbia near Ilwaco 

is a prominent hill of dark-gray shales capped by a bed of Pleistocene 

sand. The shales look somewhat like those of Astoria, but their strike 

is N. 39° E., dipping 35° to the northwest, and so far as their position 

indicates, there is no continuity with those of Astoria. The fossils 

determined by Dall in this locality are Calliston sp., Dentalium n. sp., 

and Modiola like tulipa Lam, which he with doubt referred to the 

Eocene. 

Some of the best exposures of the Eocene shales observed are upon 

Rock Creek from 6 to 10 miles above Vernonia, in Columbia County. 

At several points there are cliffs of shale containing large concretions 

and thin, sandy layers. The latter under microscopic examination 

proves to be composed almost wholly of material derived either directly 

from voleanoes or by erosion from igneous rocks. The shales weather 

gray, but on afresh fracture are dark, containing much vegetal matter. 

They strike N. 82° E., and dip very gently to the southeast, away from 

the older rocks in the region of the Rock Creek mines. From the fos- 

sils collected at this locality Dr. Dall reports Nucula sp., Liocardium 

linteum Conr., Tellina hoffmaniana Gabb, Cylichna cf. costata Gabb, 

Mocoma un. sp.(?), and Turbo (2?) n. sp., from one bluff, while Yoldia ef. 
montereyensis Dall, Cassadaria (=Phalium) turberculata Gabb, and a 

number of other forms, most of which are known, come from another 

bluff. The former are referred, apparently without doubt, to the 

Eocene, but the latter are referred to the Eocene or Oligocene. In the 
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field these shales were considered to be the lower part of the series 

exposed on the Nehalem at Wilsons Bluff, from 1 to 3 miles above 

Vernonia, where a number of Oligocene fossils were found. 

One of the most interesting Hocene exposures occurs farther down 

the Nehalem, in Clatsop County, at the fording nearly midway between 

Jewell and Mishawaka. At this point about 60 feet of shales are 

exposed, with some arenaceous beds of igneous material. The shales 

have rather large concretionary masses, and strike N. 22° W., with a 

dip of 15° SW. In the shales and concretions numerous fossils are 

found, of which Dr. Dall reports the following: Crab, coral, Dentaliwm 

n. sp., Yoldia un. sp., Thracia n. sp., Verticordia n. sp., Cardium breweri 

Gabb (?), Liocardium linteum Conr., Lyonsia n. sp., Bela n. sp., Fol- 

gur (?) sp., Heteroterma trochoidea Gabb (2), Rimelia canalifera Gabb, 

Urosyca caudata Gabb, Pyrula tricostata Lam., Ampullina SP.) Sca- 

phander un. sp., and Aturia angustata Conr. 

Notwithstanding the presence of Aturia, which is a characteristic 

Oligocene form, Dr. Dall refers these fossils to the Eocene. The Aturia 

found here is the largest specimen seen during the reconnaissance, 

much larger than any of those collected in the Oligocene, and it is not 

improbable that Aturia reached its greatest development before the 

close of the Eocene. 

South of Columbia County, on the east side of the Coast Range, these 

shales were not seen in Washington, Yamhill, or Polk counties. The 

first outcrop noted is 5 miles north of Corvallis, near Benson’s and 

Howe’s, where, .at localities pointed out by Mr. John Ray, Modiola 

ornata Gabb, Solen parallelus (?), Nucula truncata Gabb, Tellina remondi 

Gabb, and other forms were collected. 

Near Corvallis Mr. John Ray has collected numerous fossils and 

gathered much information concerning their distribution. His collec- 

tion is confined to Benton County, and is deposited in the State A gri- 

cultural College at Corvallis. Under his guidance a number of Eocene 

forms were obtained, not only from the shales near Benson’s and Howe’s, 

east of Vineyard Hill, but also from the more sandy layers near Scott’s, 

Cooper’s, and Newton’s, a few miles southwest of Corvallis. The strike 

of the strata of that region is approximately north and south and the 

dip easterly. The same formation Coe to the southwest, and is 

full of fossils. Near Rogers’s, in sec. 27, T. 13 S., R. 6 W., where the 

strike is nearly east and west and the ae about 990 to the ancien 

Venericardia occurs, with an abundance of other fossils, in a ledge of 

sandstone, of which a thickness of about 30 feet is exposed. 

Four miles directly east of Rogers’s, at the foot of Coon Hill, on 

Foster’s upper place, above a shaft sunk in prospecting for coal, is 

a soft fossiliferous sandstone that strikes north and south and dips 

westerly. The specimens of Venericardia planicosta Conr. and casts 

of Modiola found here show that the rocks belong to the Eocene. The 

discordance in position at the last two localities may be due to the 

intrusion of igneous rocks, by which they are separated. 
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A few miles farther southward, near Monroe, the Eocene beds 

continue to be fossiliferous, and in the John Ray collection from this 

locality Mr. Anderson determined Cardita planicosta, Galerus excentri- 

cus, Modiola ornata, and other forms. In Long Tom Creek, at Mon- 

roe’s, a low arch of tuffaceous sandstone is exposed, and appears to run 

under the strata of the hills a short distance to the westward. The 

sandstone in the quarry by the road close to Monroe’s is sparsely fossil- 

iferous, and according to Dall the forms are Miocene. They dip gently 

eastward, and the Eocene beds must lie some distance to the west. 
The distribution of the Eocene strata from Corvallis to Monroe’s 

shows that they extend directly south parallel with Long Tom Creek, and 

this opinion is confirmed by the appearance of Venericardia planicosta 

and other Eocene forms near Comstock, on the railroad between 

Drain’s and Cottage 

Grove. The dark fos- 

siliferous shales near 

Comstock have been 

prospected for coal, but 

thus far without profit. 
The prominent hill 
northwest of the sta- 

Fia. 5.—Section from Callahan’s westward to crest of Coast Range. tion is of sandstone 

1, Coal; 2, Fossiliferous sandstone; 3, Shale; 4, Sandstone. : 
overlying the shales, 

and affords an excellent view to the westward. Fossils have not been 

found in the sandstone, and its relation to the underlying shales is 
not certainly known. Its topographic relations indicate that it is the 

same sandstone which forms the prominent escarpment of the range 

from Tyee Mountain to Camas. Fossils have not been found in the 

massive sandstone along this bold front, but at a number of points 

they have been collected in the underlying beds, chiefly shales, as, for 

example, in Douglas County, at Cleveland, and near Callahan’s, in the 

upper portion of the French settlement (secs. 9 and 15, T. 27 5., R. 7 

W.), and in Camas. All of these are of Eocene age, and it seems prob- 

able, as will be noted later, that the sandstone itself is Eocene. 

Opposite Callahan’s a trail ascends this rugged front, and the section, 

fig. 5, illustrates the relations of the exposed strata. 

At Callahan’s is coal (1) and the fossiliferous beds (2 and 3), which 

are clearly Eocene. They are chiefly shale, but contain occasionally 

sandstones and rarely calcareous nodules of considerable lateral extent. 

At one place they have been burned for lime. The basal portion of 

the mountain is generally covered by slides of soft sandstone from above, 

but the only rocks seen in place were shales. The upper half of the 

mountain is sandstone, having a thickness of about 1,000 feet. Its 

distribution will be considered after the description of the underlying 

shales has been completed. There is no reason to suspect that the 

heavy sandstone at the top of the series overlies the shales unconform- 

ably in this section, but at several other localities such discordance 
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is indicated. However, in these cases the underlying beds may not be 

of Kocene age. The difference in altitude between Callahan’s and the 

crest is nearly 2,000 feet. The dip of the strata is about 8° to the 

northwest, and the whole thickness of strata exposed above Callahan’s 

is probably not less than 3,500 feet. 
East of the Coast Range, between the Cailapooia and Rogue River 

mountains, in the irregular valley drained by the forks of the Ump- 

qua, the Eocene shales, with their interbedded sandstones, have a wide 

distribution, and fossils occur in many places. They are especially 

abundant about 20 miles northeast of Roseburg, near the mouth of 
Little River, where the characteristic Venericardia planicosta occurs, 

and the strata contain some beds of coal. 

On the coast of Oregon outcrops of Eocene strata are not known 

north of Cape Arago, but at that point, as long since made known 

through the observations of Professor Condon, highly fossiliferous 

sandstones and shales are well exposed. They strike about N. 10° W. 

and dip 60° to 70° to the northeast. These beds are largely shales, but 

numerous sandstones occur, most of which are thin, although some are 

heavy enough to form prominent bluffs and points projecting to the 

water’s edge. Hast of Cape Arago these highly inclined Eocene strata 

are exposed continuously along the beach for several miles, and it is 

evident that their thickness is very great. These fossiliferous strata 

are well exposed along the road immediately north of Marshfield, and 

also at Jordan Point, on the eastern side of the bay, where they rest 

upon a mass of older tuffaceous material. Judging from their position, 

one would say that they include the valuable coal beds of that region, 

but as the fossils found in immediate connection with the coal are not 

characteristic, the evidence is not yet conclusive. 

Among the fossils found in the beds at Cape Arago, Dr. Dall reports 

the following: 

Modiola ornata Gabb. 

Venericardia planicosta Lam. 

Pectunculus veatchii Gabb. 

Turritella uvasana Conr. 

Species of Thracia, Diplodonta, Callista, and Leda. 

One mile east of the cape, in the same series, were found: 

Callista n. sp. « 

Mactra darienensis Dall 

Chione sp. n. 

Cyclina n. sp. 
Modiola ornata Gabb. 

And at Jordan Point: 

Turritella uvasana Conr. 

Ampullina sp. 

Lunatia eminula Conr. 

Pleurotoma n. sp. 

Dentalium (2) n. sp. 

Tellina remondi Gabb. 

Yoldia, Leda, Solen, Tellina, and Callista. 
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On account of the fact that this series of beds is so well exposed at 

Cape Arago and contains characteristic fossils relegating them defi- 

nitely to a position high up in the Eocene, they are called the Arago 

beds. 

About a mile east of Cape Arago the Arago beds contain a small 

layer of coal and thin seams or lenses of limestone; some beds of sand- 

stone also occur here and there in the shales. This series of highly 

inclined strata extends eastward from the cape to the vicinity of Coos 

Head, where it is in all probability overlain unconformably by the 

massive Miocene sandstones which dip gently (18°) to the northeast. 

In the season of low tides it is said that a person can easily follow the 

beach from South Slough to the cape, but at the time the writer was 

there the water, even at low tide, was so high that about a mile of the 

beach near Coos Head was impassable. The contact of the Eocene and 

Miocene oceurs along that portion of the beach. It is doubtless well 

exposed in the bluff, and the discordant positions of the strata at the 

points where they are seen nearest together strongly suggest a con- 

spicuous unconformity between them. 

To the southward from the cape the Arago beds extend aloug the 

coast to near the mouth of the Coquille, where the older erystalline 

rocks appear. Turritella weasana Conr, was found in the shales of 

Five-Mile Grade (sec. 3, T. 27 8., R. 14 W.), and in a bluff by the road 

near Lampers Landing on the Coquille numerous characteristic Eocene 

forms occur in the sandstone and shales. In the valley of the Coquille, 

after leaving the older crystalline rocks at Bandon, sandstones outcrop 

with occasional shales much of the way to Myrtle Point, where a larger 

outcrop of dark shales with calcareous but nonfossiliferous concretions 

occur. Similar shales occur farther northward along the old stage road 

from Fairview to beyond Dora, a distance of about 11 mites, and near 

Abinethy’s they contain Trochita filosa Gabb and fragment of bivalves 

referred by Dall with doubt to the Eocene. They dip to the northeast- 

yard atan angle of 25°, and appear to plunge beneath the great irreg- 

ular synclinal mass of sandstone which forms in this latitude the main 

body of the Coast Range. 
SANDSTONES. 

The sandstone which prevails in the upper portion of the series of 

beds belonging to the Eocene is best exposed in the prominent moun- 

tain escarpment 12 miles directly west of Roseburg. Pl. VII shows 

the escarpment in the distance. 

At this point, as shown in fig. 4, the sandstone near its middle has a 

thin parting of shale which contains vegetal fragments. 

It is the same sandstone which forms the crest from Tyee Mountain 

to Camas and apparently passes through the divide (Camas Mountain) 

between Olalla Creek and the Middle Fork of the Coquille to Table 

Mountain near Nichols Station. At Table Mountain nearly 2,000 feet 

of approximately horizontal sandstone are exposed, and near the sum- 

mit it contains fossils which occur in the Eocene. The same is true of 
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the east slope of Camas Mountain, where in sandstone overlying the 

shale a few other apparently Hocene forms were found. ‘The fossils in 

this sandstone, however, are not so characteristically Kocene as are 

those of the shale at Bushnell’s mine and near Dickinson’s Roek, in the 

the same neighborhood. 

From the bold front stretching from Tyee Mountain to Camas the 

sandstone extends westward toward the ocean and forms the mass of 

the Coast Range. It is well exposed along the old stage road from 

Roseburg to Coos Bay, in the canyon cut by the Kast Fork of the 

Coquille, and on the new stage road in the canyon of the Middle Fork 

of the same river, for nearly 20 miles west of Camas Prairie. It con- 

tains fossils 2 miles northwest of Remote, at Elbow Hill, and opposite 

the mouth of Boulder Creek. Fragments of Tapes, Natica, Ostrea, 

Tellina, Solen, Venus, Mactra, and Arca are reported by Dall, but no 

positive determination of species or of age is given. The dip of the beds 

is such as to indicate that the mountain is in part at least a syncline. 

This is true also on the old stage road, but not so evident, for the west- 

ern limb has a very gentle inclination to the eastward, and near the 

middle of the mass the strata are occasionally disturbed as if faulted. 

The strike varies greatly, and is evidently much influenced by the 

proximity to the old rocks of the Klamath Mountains, which begin 

with the drainage of Rogue River. 

The relation of this sandstone to the underlying Eocene shales is 

not yet definitely known. While at some points there appears to be no 

reason to suspect that they are discordant, at others, as for example 

on the Umpqua, at the base of Tyee Mountain, and near the Nineteen 

Mile House on the old stage road from Roseburg to Coos Bay, there 

is a decided unconformity suggested. It is not known, however, that 

the underlying strata are in all cases of the same age. 

To the northward the extent of the sandstone beyond Comstock is 

not known. It appears to grow thinner in that direction, and possibly 

passes locally into shales. In the Upper Nehalem coal field, however, 

_ there is much sandstone which may belong in the upper part of this 

series, although it is by no means even more than probable that it cor- 

responds closely to the heavy mass in Douglas County. In the collee- 

tions from near the coal beds of Pebble Creek, Nucula truncata Gabb, 
Tellina hoffmaniana Gabb (2), Tellina longa Gabb, Mactra ashburneri 

Gabb (?), Neverita globosa Gabb, and Rimella simplex Gabb were ree- 

ognized by Dall and referred to the Eocene. 

Much of the Eocene sediment was derived from the Klamath Moun- 

tains and their northeast extension toward the Blue Mountains. Near 

their source the sediments are much thicker and coarser. Conglomer- 

ates are not uncommon in the Kocene of Douglas County, but they are 

rare in Columbia County. Sandstones form prominent ridges through- 

out the areas of Eocene west of Roseburg and about Oakland, but 

farther northward they make but little impression on the topography. 
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OLIGOCENE. 

The next system of strata younger than the Eocene recognized by 

Dall on the Pacific Coast is the Oligocene, which includes the Astoria 

beds on the Oregon shore of the Columbia near its mouth. 

Prof. James D. Dana,' in 1841, examined the shales and sandstone 

on the Columbia about its mouth and described them, noting also the 

interesting sandstone dikes which they contained. He referred to the 

dikes as evidence that the shales were overlain by sandstone such as 

that filling the fissures. 

Prof. Thomas Condon collected numerous fossils at Astoria and other 

points in the Coast Range, and named the argillaceous shales—which 

he considered as forming the backbone of the range—the Astoria 

shales.” 

Dr. C. A. White® considered part of the fossils collected about Astoria 

by Dana and Townsend and described by Conrad‘ as Eocene, and thus 

the Astoria shale of Condon was shown to embrace beds of different 

ages. 
Dr. W. H. Dall visited Oregon in 1890, and in describing his results 

used the term Aturia bed for the lower or Eocene portion of the series, 

characterized chiefly by the presence of Aturia ziczac. Recognizing 

both the sandstone and shales referred to by Dana, he remarks: *® 

The impression produced on the mind by an inspection of these rocks, though 

without the opportunity to examine any large district with care, was that the shales 

and sandstones form a part of a single series varying in character of its beds or 

layers according to fluctuations in the sedimentation, the shales being more argil- 

laceous, the sandstones more arenaceons, neither possessing an exclusive character, 

the fossils appearing to be the same Miocene species in both, with a tendency to 

form concretions around them in the shale and to be represented by casts in the 

sandstones. The name of Astoria group is proposed to include them both, but not 

the subjacent Eocene Aturia bed. 

At Smiths Point, west of the town, the shales are very low, the vertical face not 

exceeding 15 feet. They dip about 16° in a southeasterly direction, a.d are com- 

posed of thin layers of chiefly bluish gray shale with numerous fractures lined 

with peroxide of iron, which develop more numerously as the surface dries, while 

the iron causes the face to weather of a brownish color. The layers mostly contain 

a little sand; some do not showany. The fluctuations appear to succeed each other 

with a certain regularity. Here and there a little gravel is mixed in one of the 

layers, and in these gravelly layers are also small fragments of bivalve shells, the 

most perfect and numerous being those of a small concentrically undulated Pecten 

of the section Pseudamusium; Acila and Waldheimia were also observed. 

In the upper layers of the shale the clayey parts occasionally form lines of conere- 

tions along a bedding plane, partly fossiliferous. The most common fossil here is a 

species of Macoma. 

Above the shales at this point is a bed of 8 to 20 feet in thickness of a yellowish 

clayey sand with irregular, mostly rounded fragments of a harder sandstone, macu- 

1Wilkes Exploring Expedition, Vol. X, Geology, by Dana, p. 653. 

2 American Naturalist, June, 1880, Vol. XIV, p. 457. 

§ Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 51, pp. 31-32. 

4Wilkes Exploring Expedition, Vol. X, pp. 722-729, and Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, Vol. V, pp. 

432-433. 

5 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84, p. 224. 
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lated with peroxide of iron with a few traces of marine fossils, and more or less 

gravel not regularly bedded, and penetrating into fissures in the shaly rock below in 

the form of dikes. 

The Aturia bed is characterized by the presence of the form whose 

name it bears. It was once exposed on the water’s edge at Astoria, 

but is no longer accessible on account of improvements of the water 

front. On the opposite shore of the river, three-fourths of a mile above 

the Knappton sawmill, the shales in which it occurs are well exposed. 

Aturia has been found in the shales and sandstones at a number of 

points south of the Columbia on both sides of the Coast Range; on 
the east at the fording of the Nehalem above Mishawaka, in Clatsop 

County, and near Blodgett in Benton County, and on the west at the 

old jetty quarry on Tillamook Bay. 

Other fossils, relegated by Dr. Dall to the Oligocene and belonging 

essentially to the same horizon as the Aturia, have been found in 

sandstones and shales on the Scappoose, Clatskanie, and Nehalem 

in Columbia County, at Short Beach in Clatsop County, and northeast 

of Dallas in Polk County. Beginning at the north and proceeding 

southward, the localities will be noted first on the eastern side of the 

Coast Range and then on the western. 

Near the sawmill at Knappton are shales with many calcareous nod- 

ules, but the only fossils found in them were fragments of crabs. 

Near by are exposures of old rocks upon which the shales at a number 

of points along the north shore of the Columbia appear to rest with a 

decided unconformity. At this point the older rocks strike N. 26° E., 

and dip 45° to 48° SE., and contain veins of calcite and possibly of 

quartz. Continuing along the shore, the shales appear again with 

approximately the same position as that noted for the older rocks. 

Concretions are abundant and fossiliferous, furnishing, according to 

Dall, the following species: Aturia angustata Conr., Dolium petrosum, 

Dentalium sp., Yoldia indet., Anatina fragment, Amusium fragment, 

Crabs 2 sp. . 

How far the Aturia-bearing shales extend eastward was not deter- 

mined, although shales were exposed some distance toward Grays Bay, 

beyond where the fossils were obtained. There must be at least 500 

feet of shales exposed at this point. 

On the road to Mist, 2 miles southwest of Clatskanie, at an elevation 

of about 150 feet above the river, there is a mass of soft sandstone 

containing a very fossiliferous nodule 2 feet thick. Doliwm petrosum 

Conr., Neverita® globosa Gabb, Nucula truncata Gabb, Callista, and 

Diplodonta are among the forms recognized by Dall. The position of 

the strata is not readily determined with certainty, but there are indi- 

cations that they dip northerly. If so it would be expected that the 

soft sandstone containing the nodule would be younger than the shaly 

sandstones on the same road at an elevation of 700 feet. This is not 
true, however, for the fossils the latter contain are Pliocene. 

Several years ago, through Mr. Will Q. Brown, a small collection of 

17 GEOL, PT I——30 
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fossils was obtained from Westport on the Columbia. Dr. Dall reported 

(letter December, 14, 1892) that they belong “probably to the horizon 

of the Aturia bed which immediately underlies the Miocene Astoria 

shales.” 

On the North Fork of the Scappoose, about 5 miles northwest of 

the station of the same name at the mouth of Fall Creek, the soft, gray, 

fine sandstone is eut to small pieces by joints, yet some of the fossils 

are well preserved, and among them Dr. Dall identified Nucula truncata 

Gabb, Fusoficula tricarinata Lam., and Neverita aétites Conr. (7), be- 

sides a number of other forms. The position of the beds is strike N. 

40° W., dip 19° to the southwest. 

About 20 miles northwest of Scappoose, at Pittsburg, on the Neha- 

lem, is one of the finest exposures of Oligocene strata observed in 

Columbia County. A view of the bluff is given in Pl. VIII. The 

upper soft gray sandstone is very fossiliferous in places, and about 30 

feet in thickness. Below are 20 feet of dark shales which weather gray. 

The whole series dips northeast at an angle of about 5°. Some of the 

layers of sand are indurated so as to make slabs, thickly set with 

perfectly preserved fossils. Generally the sandstone is soft and the | 

numerous fossils it contains are so fragile as to be preserved with 

great difficulty. Solen is abundant in one or more of the layers, and 

recalls the name Solen beds, proposed by Condon! for the sandstones 

overlying the Astoria shales of the Coast Range generally. Among 

the grains of sand in the sandstone are found particles of pumice, 

probably indicating contemporaneous voleanic activity. 

The fossils identified by Dr. Dall from this locality are Nuecula 

truncata, Solen parallelus Gabb, Mya precisa Gld., Neverita savea (?) 

Conr., besides Leda, Dentalium, Diplodonta, Macoma, Tellina, Callista, 

Mactra, Lunatia, Cylichna, and Molophorus, of which most of the 

species are new. 

The fossils of the shales are generally contained in concretions, some 

of which are large. Farther up the Nehalem, 1 mile beyond Vernonia, 

the same dark shales, weathering gray, occur as at Pittsburg. Thirty 

feet of them are exposed by the stream, and they are nearly horizontal. 

When wet and dried in the sun they fall to pieces, so that erosion is 

rapid. Fossils arenot uncommon. All those collected here were found 

also at Pittsburg excepting Pentacrinus and Periptoma. 

At Wilsons Bluff on the river, 3 miles above Vernonia, gray shales 

appear, with concretions, some of which are 10 feet in diameter, parallel 

to the bedding and 2 feet perpendicular to it. Most of the coneretions 

are small, and, as already noted at many other places, contain the cara- 

pace or legs of crabs. The strata dip gently to the eastward, and it is 

evident that the shales above Vernonia are older than those at Pitts- 

burg. Although the whole section seen on the Nehalem from Wilsons 

Bluff to Pittsburg is at least 10 miles in length, it is not directly across 

1Am. Naturalist, June, 1890, Vol. XTV, p. 457. 
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the strike and does not expose more than a few hundred feet of shales 

and overlying sandstone. ; 

The fossils found at Wilsons Bluff are Doliwm petrosum Conr., Nucula 

truncata Gabb, Yoldia impressa Conr., Pseudomusium peckhami Gabb, 

with Dentalium, Scaphander, Cylichna, Leda, and Tellina. The party 

did not follow the Nehalem farther up than Wilsons Bluff, but the 

section must be quite like that of Rock Creek, a short distance to the 

northwest, where the Oligocene shales are covered by Pliocene tufts 

and are succeeded westward by Eocene shales and underlying volceanies. 

The southern part of Columbia County, taken in connection with the 

adjoining portion of Washington County, probably affords the best 

ground in the State for studying the relations of the Kocene, Oligo- 

cene, and Miocene. 

Extending south from Vernonia, the Oligocene soon passes under the 

Miocene, which forms the divide in that direction, and was not seen 

again along the eastern foot of the coast range until Polk County was 

reached. Very likely it crops out at many points along the range, 

especially along the higher portions of Gales Creek and Tualitin, for 

it appears again S miles northeast of Dallas, on the divide between 

McCoy and Derry, where 50 feet of sandstones with thin beds of gray 

shales are overlain by 40 feet of light-colored shales from the soft, 

crumbly sandstone, dipping 10° to the northeast. Numerous fossils 

were obtained. Of these only Tritoniwm californicum Gabb, Trochita 

filosa Gabb, Cuma biplicata Gabb, and Olavella gravida Gabb (?) were 
specifically identified, although eight other genera were represented. 

They were referred. by Dr. Dall with doubt to the Oligocene. But this 

may well be correct, for the position of the strata shows that they lie 

beneath the Miocene strata seen to the northward and overlying the 

Eocene in the opposite direction. In the overlying light-colored shales 

no fossils were found. They look somewhat like the Miocene shales of 

Washington and Columbia counties, but so far as yet seen do not con- 

tain evident radiolarian or volcanic fragments. 

The most southern outcrop of strata referred to the Oligocene is in 

Blodgett Valley, about a dozen miles west of Corvalis, on the road to 

Yaquina Bay. The shales and thin-bedded sandstones contain much 
voleanic material. They dip 40° to the northwest, and in a bluff north 
of the road 50 feet of them are well exposed. Half a mile northeast 

of Blodgett Station Mr. Anderson discovered in these tuffaceous beds 
fragments of Aturia angustata, with Ostrea, Pecten, Cardium, and 

Leda, which Dr. Dall referred with doubt to the Oligocene. 

Turning now to the western slope of the Coast Range, the first local- 
ity of Oligocene south of Astoria is noted at Short Beach, in Clatsop 

County, where about 250 feet of thin sandstones and shales are exposed 

between projecting points of igneous rocks. Near the middle of the 
beach the upper beds of dark shale contain concretions in which were 

found Dolium petrosum, Rostellites indurata Conr., Arca, Macoma, Den- 
talium, and fish bones, indicating approximately the same age as the very 
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lowest beds at Astoria and at Knappton, across the river. The only fos- 

sils found in the sandstones and shales on the coast between Astoria and 

Short Beach are Miocene. Directly eastward, about 6 miles from Short 

Beach, the Miocene occurs, near Crawford, and twice as far to the 
southeast is the Eocene, at Felix Roy’s, on the Nehalem. 

To the southward on Tillamook Bay at several points rocks are well 

exposed, and they are at least in part fossiliferous. At the entrance 

of the bay on the north side the ledges of sandstone and conglomerate 

dip southwest, with a southeast strike, carrying the beds across the 

bay toward the jetty quarries, where they are fossiliferous. The con- 

glomerate occasionally contains pebbles 4 to 6 inches in diameter, and 
beneath the congiomerate and sandstones lie shales which, at Garibaldi, 

are hard and slaty; but this induration may, perhaps, be attributed to 

the eruptive rock near by. On the eastern shore of the bay, nearly 

midway between Hopkinsville and Bay City, are shales with concretions 

containing Dentalium and fish bones, and these shales are overlain by 

sandstones dipping gently to the southwest. Judging from the posi- 

tion of the strata exposed on the eastern side of the bay, they underlie 

those of the point northwest of Garibaldi and in the bluffs along which 

the jetty quarries occur. 

Along the southwestern shore of the bay, from the mouth of the 

Tillamook River to the Spit, is a prominent bluff of soft, gray sand- 

stone, from which the stones for the jetty have been obtained. At the 

southeastern end, in the old jetty quarry, about 80 feet are exposed, 

and it contains shells and casts throughout, although they are most 

abundant in the concretions, which are usually less than a foot in diam- 

eter. The strata dip gently to the southwest, as at other points on the 

shore of the bay, and strike more northerly than the face of the bluff, 

which, considering its whole length of nearly 5 miles, exposes several 

hundred feet of strata, almost wholly gray sandstones, generally so soft 

as to be readily crushed in the hand. When the fossils were collected 

in the old jetty quarry Mr. Anderson recognized the occurrence of 

Aturia! with Miocene forms, and it was considered evidence that Aturia 

survived into the Miocene. The determination of these fossils from 

the old jetty quarry by Dr. Dall proves of much interest. He finds the 

Oligocene forms Aturia angustata Conr., Dolium petrosum Conr., Rimella 

simpler Gabb, as well as the Miocene forms Pecten propatulus Conr., 

Pyrula pyriformis Gabb (2), Crepidula prerupta Conr., Lunatia sp., 

Bulla petrosa Cony. (2), Arca microdonta, Thracia trapezoides Conr., 

Venericardia subtenta Conr., Cryptodon bisectus Conr., Macoma arctata 

Conr. (?), Tapes staleyi Gabb (2), besides species of Yoldia, Leda, Chione, 

and Modiolaria. In the field the strata were supposed to be Miocene, 

but it was not noted whether both Oligocene and Miocene fossils 

occurred in the same nodule. If they occur in different nodules it 

might be said that the Oligocene nodules were derived by erosion from 

1 According to Dall (Bull. U. S. Geol, Survey No, 84, p. 223), Professor Condon obtained an Aturia 

ziezac at Tillamook. 
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strata of that age and deposited with the Miocene fossils where we now 

find them together. There was nothing whatever observed at the time 

the fossils were collected to suggest that they had not all lived together 

at the time the strata in which they occur were deposited. It is certain 

that Dolium continued into the Miocene, for it occurs in the Empire 

beds at Coos Bay. Although this exposure is described under the 

Oligocene, the predominance of Miocene forms would appear to show 

that it belongs rather to the Miocene. 

On the western slope of the Coast Range south of Tillamook Bay no 

Oligocene was observed, although it may well be there. At Coos Bay, 

where the Miocene (Empire beds) comes in contact with the Eocene 

(Arago beds), it was not observed. 

MIOCENKE. 

The Miocene is widely distributed in western Oregon upon both sides 

of the Coast Range. It occurs over a large part of the Willamette 

Valley, especially in Washingtén, Yamhill, and Lane counties, and on 

the coast more or less continuously from Astoria to Coos Bay, and 

most likely beyond, with interruptions, to California. 

Beginning at Astoria, the localities will be noted in order from north 

to south, first upon the eastern side of the range and then upon the 

western. 

The Miocene of the Astoria region recognized by Dana consisted 

essentially of two members—sandstone above and shales below. By 

White and Dall the lower portion of the shales was shown to be older 

than the Miocene, but above the Aturia bed there was still recognized 

a mass of shale to which Condon’s term Astoria shale was applied. 

Although Dall! at one time considered these shales as Miocene, he has 

since placed them under the Oligocene in his correlative tables.” 

The age of the shales may yet be a matter of considerable doubt, 

but the overlying sandstone is without question referred to the Mio- 

cene. The upper part of the shales, where the thin, sandy layers begin 

to predominate, is Shown in PI. [X, from a photograph taken near the 

High School building in Astoria. They are cut by a small sandstone 

dike. For many years after Dana’s visit to that region sandstone dikes 

were well exposed in Astoria and along the shore toward Tongue Point. 

They closely resemble those of Tehama County, Cal.,> where they have 

been shown to be earthquake fissures filled with sand from below. 

Dana regarded those at Astoria as fissures filled from above, and used 

the dikes as an argument to show the relative position of the sand- 

stone and shale. 

South of Astoria, on the eastern side of the Coast Range, the first 

Miocene strata observed were on the Nehalem, near Mist, in Columbia 

County. In the river the shales strike N. 22° W., and dip 13° to the 

'Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84, pp. 223-226. 

2 Seventeenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part IIT. 

3 Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. I, p. 411. 
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southwest, so that ascending the river we appear to descend the series 

of rocks. <A little farther up the river prominent bluffs of shale appear 

on the left bank. One hundred feet of whitish material consists chiefly 

of radiolarian fragments with some particles of pumice. This bed, as 

illustrated in fig. 6, overlies fossiliferous shale, of which only 10 feet 

are exposed. The strata are considerably faulted and crushed, and the 

fossils distorted. Dr. Dall recognized Yoldia impressa Conr., Yoldia n. 

sp., Leda nu. sp., Nucula divaricata Conr., Nucula truncata Gabb, Denta- 

lium two n. sp., and Lunatia sp., which he referred with some doubt to 

the Miocene. 

The shales are cut by several sandstone dikes. The largest is very 

irregular, aud ranges from 1 inch to 2 feet in thickness, and branches 

upward. It is composed of sand which is made up chiefly of volcanic 

material. 

From Mist the river flows northwest for several miles and then turns 

southwest to cut across the Coast Range. There are few exposures by 

the road in.that direction until Jewell. is reached, where Oligocene or 

Eocene shale occurs. 

Four miles up the river from Mist, near the mouth of Battle Creek, 

is a prominent bluff of fossiliferous sandstone. The strata are prac- 

= tically horizontal and associated 
SS with a small exposure of basalt. 

SSS&_ Among the fossils Dr. Dall reports 

SS, Mactra albaria Conr., Yoldia coopert 

SSS Gabb, with Tellina, Solen, Macoma, 
SSSSS Fusus, and Natica, which he refers 

SS SS + . 

SSX SSS AWN to the Upper Miocene. SSssss7_~“v S Ss: SERN : Sf SS ~S ~ SY = SSS SSS ~ r . SAAMI On the East Fork of the Nehalem, 
SS SSAA SSAA. 

Fic. 6.—Section of left bank of Nehalem River, about 6 miles southeast of Pitts- 

near Mist. 1, Whitish, tuffaceous radiolarian burg, and belonging apparently toa 

Sed eat a nation SL higher horizon than the sandstone 

and shales of that place, is a soft, yellowish sandstone associated with 

a bed of coal 4 to 6 feet in thickness. Among the few fossils found there 

are Callista angustifrons Conr., Mactra albaria Conr., and others which 

Dr. Dall refers doubtfully to the Miocene. These fossils are quite 

unlike those (Eocene) associated with the coal on Pebble Creek, 

and indicate that the coal of the two localities does not belong to the 

same bed. 

The divide between the Nehalem River and Dairy Creek, especially 

the southern slope, is composed of Miocene strata. The lower strata 

appearing to the westward are chiefly shales, while the upper ones are 

+S 
Ss: 

~ 

for the most part sandstones. 

On Gales Creek, a mile above the post-office, over 100 feet of dark 

shales, dipping 40° to the southeast, are exposed in the bed of the 

stream, and a short distance farther down contain Mytilus, Macoma, 

Lyonsia, and Yoldia. The species are all new, but are regarded by Dr. 

Dall as probably Miocene. 
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On the West Fork of Dairy Creek both sandstones and shales occur. 

The latter are dark within, but weather gray, and when freshly broken 

have a decided odor of petroleum. The best exposure is in sec. 32, T. 

3N., R. 4 W., where a large landslide has occurred, exposing 250 feet 

of the shale. It is rather massive than fissile, and contains, besides 

occasional casts of mollusks, numerous small fragments of carbonized 

vegetal matter and minute bright scales of muscovite. Under the 

microscope it is seen to contain some volcanic material, also traces of 

radiolaria, and occasional green grains of glauconite. The fossils found 

here, Yoldia. impressa Conr., Callista angustifrons, Lucina acutilineata 

Conr., with others not specifically determinable, are referred to the 

Miocene. The occurrence of bituminous light-colored shales in Oregon 

containing radiolarian and voleanic fragments is of much interest on 

account of their close resemblance to the Monterey shales of California. 

By the kindness of Prof. A. C. Lawson, of the State University of Cali- 

fornia, who sent me a number of samples of the Monterey shales, I am 

able to compare them. Although those of Oregon are generally not so 

light colored, they are occasionally almost as white as chalk. Generally, 

however, there is no trace of bituminous matter about them, at least so 

far as one may judge from surface indications. 

On the West Fork of Dairy Creek these shales dip gently eastward, 

beneath the soft sandstones exposed lower down on the same stream. 

On the East Fork of Dairy Creek the sandstone is approximately hori- 

zontal, and occasionally very fossiliferous. A coulée of basalt cascades 

over the side of the canyon 4 miles above Mountain Dale. <A collec- 

tion of fossils was obtained at this point, and Dr. Dall recognized 

Nucula divaricata Conr., Yoldia cooperii Gabb, Mactra albaria Conr., 

Mya precisa Gld., Crepidula prerupta Conr., and other forms, which he 

regarded as indicating a horizon well up in the Miocene. 

The same group of strata extends northeast to the Scappoose, where, 

in section 34, by the kindness of Dr. David Raffety, specimens of 

Mactra albaria Conr. and other forms were obtained. A short dis- 

tance farther up the same stream, at the mouth of Fall Creek, the 

Oligocene occurs. 

Southward from Forest Grove an excellent exposure of dark-gray 

fossiliferous Miocene sandstone occurs at Boos’s quarry, near Dilley. 

At least 100 feet of sandstone is exposed, dipping to the northeast at 

an angle of from 34° to 41°. Fossils are abundant, and evidently Mio- 

cene. On the Scoggins Creek road, a short distance above the road to 

Boos’s quarry, a series of fossiliferous strata occur in essentially the 

same position as those at the quarry. 

At the south end of Wapato Lake, on the road crossing to the base 

of Chehalem, there are shales which stand out in the valley farther 

from the foothills of the Coast Range than the two localities last men- 

tioned. In the caleareous nodules of the shales Pseudamusium peck- 

hami (?) Gabb and other Miocene forms were obtained. A prominent 

hill ealled Chehalem is capped by basalt. Although Chehalem Valley 
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is remarkable for its fertility and rural beauty, it affords few exposures 

of rocks except those of basalt upon the hills. After leaving Wapato 

no Miocene was encountered until near the southern border of Benton 

County. : 

A few years ago Mr. John Ray sent to the National Museum fossiis 

from Foster’s ranch, about 12 miles southwest of Corvallis, and they 

were referred by Dr. Dall to the Miocene. It is probable that they 

were collected to the east of the locality from which the Eocene fossils 

previously mentioned were obtained. 

In the gray sandstone quarry on the road within a quarter of a mile 

west of Monroe a few fossils were found, among which Dr. Dall recog- 

nized Crisotrema condoni Dall, Mactra albaria Gabb, with Trochita, 

Crepidula, Fusus, Crassatellites, and Dentalium, and referred them to 

the Miocene. The sandstone dips gently toward the Willamette only 

a few miles to the eastward, and is probably continuous with similar 

beds near Eugene, where numerous characteristic fossils have been 

found by Condon and Dall.! 

It is generally believed that the Miocene east of the Coast Range 

does not extend farther south than to the head of the Willamette Val- 

ley, but a suggestion has recently been found in some fossils collected 

near Oakland that it extends into Douglas County. In the calcareous 

shales near the forks of the road one-half mile east of Oakland, Lucina 
acutilineata Conr. was obtained. Dr. Dall informs me that it is known 

only in the Miocene, and is believed to be characteristic. The num- 

ber of fossils, however, is small, and they occur in a region apparently 

surrounded by Eocene, so that their presence can scarcely be regarded 

as more than a suggestion. 

Upon the western side of the Coast Range, south of Astoria, the first 

strata supposed to be Miocene were observed at Tillamook Head, where 

Professor Dana’ reported a cliff of light and dark blue clay 900 feet in 

height. 

At the northern end of the head, near Seaside, light-colored shales 

with occasional concretions occur. No large fossils were seen, but the 

radiolarian tuff is quite like that which occurs at Mist and elsewhere 
in the Miocene shales, so that there can be little doubt as to its posi- 
tion. Farther along, the strata are somewhat more sandy, and are 
succeeded by cliffs of basalt, rendering the shore impassable for a 

number of miles, 
Near Seaside the road leaves the beach and crosses Tillamook Head 

to Cannon Beach. Outcrops of both shale and basalt oceur by the 
way. At the southern side of Tillamook Head the sedimentary rocks 

appearing with the eruptives are thin-bedded. The sandstones, ranging 
in thickness from 5 to 18 inches, are separated by thin shales. The 

eruptives contain many veins and nodules of calcite, and some of quartz. 
Below the mouth of Elk Creek, along Cannon Beach, are fine expo- 

sures of conglomerate, sandstone, and shales over 60 feet in thickness, 

1 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84, p. 227. 

2 Wilkes Exploring Expedition, Vol. X, Geology, by Dana, p. 653. 
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cut by irregular dikes of basalt. The sedimentary rocks are soft, like 

the Merced series of Lawson on the coast near San Francisco. But 

the few fossils they contain near Haystack Rock—Nucula, Leda, and 

Tellina—are not specifically identifiable, and Dr. Dall relegated them 

with doubt to the Miocene. Shales are most abundant. They strike 

N. 13° W., and dip 23° to the northeast, but the position is variable. 
Normal faults are common, and trend nearly parallel to the strike of 

the strata, with the downthrow to the northward. Nearing Mrs. 

Austin’s, at Cannon Beach post-office, sandstones with beds of pebbles 

form prominent outcrops, in which the waves have carved caverns. 

Cannon Beach is about 9 miles in length, and is limited to the south 

by Arch Cape, composed of basalt, which is in part overlain by soft, 

yellowish sandstone. Short Beach, which lies on the south, next to 

False Tillamook, exposes a series of Oligocene strata,and Neahkahnie 

Mountain beyond, of igneous rocks, forms a bold promontory. 

No fossils were found in immediate connection with the coal in the 

Lower Nehalem basin, but at Crawford’s, on the North Fork, about 6 

miles above the post-office of Nehalem, there are soft shales, locally 

calcareous and much crushed, containing a few forms. The fossils are 

contained in the calcareous layers and nodules, and among them Dr. 

Dall identified Mactra albaria Conr., Yoldia impressa Conr., Arca obis- 

poana Conr., Pecten propatulus, and Trochita jfilosa, which he refers to 

the Miocene. 

A few miles southeast of Crawford’s the volcanic Kocene occurs on 

the Nehalem at Felix Roy’s, but down the coast the Miocene was not 

recognized again until Tillamook Bay was reached. In the heavy mass 

of sandstone at this point there is such a mixing of characteristic Oli- 

gocene and Miocene species that the age of the beds is a matter of 

doubt. Although it is believed that they are essentially Miocene, they 

were described and the fossils noted under Oligocene. 

The shore between Tillamook Bay and Oyster Bay is a line of bold 

basalt bluffs, but occasional masses of sandstone are included in the 

eruptives, as may be seen on the beach south of Meares Point light. 
Between Meares Point and Otter Rock, near Yaquina Bay, there have 

been few if any geological observations on the coast, and the character 

of the exposed rocks is not known. The occurrence of several promi- 

nent heads suggests the presence of eruptives that locally interrupt the 

continuity of the sandstones. 

In the region of the Yaquina Bay, extending north beyond Otter 

Rock, the Miocene has its greatest development on the coast of Oregon 

and is well characterized by an abundance of fossils. A general view 

at this point is illustrated in Pl. X. The strike of the strata about 

Otter Rock varies from N. 8° to 13° W., with a westerly dip at an angle 

of about 18°. The abrupt change of sediments at the southern end of 

the rock, where the road ascends to the top of the terrace and the small 

exposure of the light-colored Miocene beds is greatly fractured, suggests 
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displacement of the strata. This suggestion is emphasized by the small 

faults well exposed on the north side of Otter Rock. That no great 

displacement occurs, however, is clearly indicated by the fact that the 

thin-bedded yellowish sandstone of which Otter Rock is composed con- 

tains a few miocene fossils, which relate it quite closely to the fossilif- 

erous beds a short distance on both sides. 

South of Otter Rock to the point at Newport, and along the bay to 

the town of Yaquina, the rocks are chiefly shales, generally fossilifer- 

ous, and dipping toward the sea. At Yaquina calcareous concretions 

are abundant and full of fossils. In the collections between Yaquina 

and Otter Rock, along the coast, Dr. Dall identified the following 

forms: 

1. Otter Rock and along the beach 1 mile northward: 

Margarita striata Brod., and the common Arca, Natica, and Callista, Mactra 

albaria Conr. 

2. On the beach from Otter Rock south to Cape Foulweather: 

Pecten propatulus Conr. Nucula conradi Week. 

Tellina aretata Conr. Sigaretus scopulosus Conr. 

Panopea abrupta Conr. Pyrula modesta Conr. 

Callista angustifrons Conr, Crepidula prierupta Conr. 

Area microdonta Conr. Large Pleurotoma and Buecinum. 

3. Nye Beach to Cape Foulweather: 

Crepidula prerupta Conr. Leda like cwlata Hinds. 

Euthria like dira Roe. Yoldia sp. 

Purpura n. sp. (?) Arca microdonta Conr. 

Natica sp. Area inezana Conr. 

!, North beach of Yaquina Bay: 

Nucula truncata Gabb. Natica sp. undet. 

Lucina acutilineata Conr. 

5. East shore of Yaquina Bay: 

Mytilus (large). Mya precisa Gold. 

Macoma. Area microdonta Conr. 

Callista, Yoldia impressa Conr. 

Lutricola unda Conr. (?) Dentalium n. sp. 

Lucina. Trochita filosa Gabb. 

Callicardia. (?) Pleurotoma like circinata Dall. 

Cardium. Buecinum like plecteum Stm. 

Shaly sandstones begin near Yaquina, and according to Mr. Ander- 

son they are succeeded by massive beds to the eastward, along the 

Yaquina River. In a railroad cut at Rocky Point, 4 miles east of the 

town, dark shales appear and contain many caleareous concretions, in 

which the following fossils were found: 

Nucula conradi Week. Cardium modestum Ad. and Roe. 

Modiola sp. Lucina acutilineata Conr. 

Tellina aretata Conr, Crepidula prerupta Conr. 

Macoma sp. Dolium petrosum Conr. 

Callista angustifrons Conr. 
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MIOCENE. ANTES 

It appears that the sandstone just referred to lies beneath the shales 

of the coast and overlies those of Rocky Point. This sandstone, so far 

as can be judged from what is already known of its position, is possibly 

the one exposed in the Yaquina coal field west of Depot Slough, where 

in Jones Tunnel fragments of Mytilus, Macoma, Mactra, Yoldia, Den- 

talium, and Natica were found, and referred by Dall, with doubt, to the 

Miocene. 

To the eastward of Toledo there are a few outcrops before reaching 

Pioneer, where massive sandstone is well exposed and extensively 

quarried. It is gray and rather soft, so as to be easily removed and 

earved. The thickest blocks obtainable are about 10 feet. Other 

layers range as low as 4 feet, and they are separated by films of 

clay. 

Near Pioneer the sandstones strike east and west, with a dip of 20° 

to the northward. Beyond Pioneer shales become more prominent 

again, intermingled with soft sandstones, and continue toward the 

summit. No fossils were found east of Pioneer. The incoherent char- 

acter of the beds and their gentle inclination (with few exceptions 

much disturbed) suggest that they may be younger than the upturned 

fossiliferous strata of the coast. Elevated beaches are occasionally 

well marked, and it appears that at no very remote epoch, geologically, 

the sea may have passed through the low gap into the Willamette 

Valley. The soft sandstones and shales continue east of the summit 

to near Blodgett Valley, where they are replaced by beds of volcanic 

material and old lavas like those seen on the Nehalem. 

The strike of the Miocene rocks at Yaquina carried them down the 

coast, and their occurrence with an abundance of fossils at Coos Bay 

indicates that they are continuous between these two points. The 

Miocene rocks of Coos Bay are well exposed on the beach 3 miles 

southwest of Empire City, between Pigeon Point and Fossil Point. 

They are so well characterized at this locality by their fossil contents 

and position with reference to the adjoining rocks that we designate 

them the “ Empire beds.” These beds are more sandy than at Yaquina, 

and contain numerous fossils. On the wave-cut terrace they appear to 

be horizontal, but structural lines show here and there, indicating that 

the strike varies from N. 7° to 10° W., and the dip from 7° to 11° SW. 

Concretions are common and contain most of the fossils, but Pecten 

propatulus and some other forms are scattered throughout the Empire 

beds. From the collections made Dr. Dall reports: 

Crepidula prerupta Conr. Pecten propatulus Conr. 

Dolium petrosum Conr, Callista angustifrons Conr. 

Lunatia sp. Mactra albaria Conr. 

Pectuneculus patulus Conr. Cryptoda bisectus Conr. 

Yoldia near lanceolata Sby. Thracia trapezoides Conr. 

The distance from one point to the other along the shore is only about 

three-eighths of a mile, and owing to the gentle dip of the strata less 

than 300 feet (estimated) are exposed. The Empire beds may be seen 
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for some distance along the east shore of South Slough and along the 

mouth of the bay from South Slough toward Cape Arago as far as Coos 

Head. In the bluff east of Coos Head the massive Miocene sandstone 

containing occasional valves of Pecten propatulus strikes N. 25° W. 

and dips 18° to the northeast. This massive sandstone, with its gentle 

dip, extends westward along the shore from Coos Head only a short 

distance, for before reaching Tunnel Point the highly inclined Arago 

beds (Eocene) form the bluff. The Empire beds and the Arago beds 

meet between Tunnel Point and Coos Head, and there is every indica- 

tion that they are markedly unconformable. 

At Fossil Point occurs the most remarkable fossiliferous rock seen 

anywhere on the coast. Owing to the very large number of perfect 

fossil shells it contains, it is locally known as Fossil Rock. It is of 

small extent, and rests directly and unconformably upon an eroded sur- 

face of the Empire beds. The contact is plainly visible. It is evident, 

therefore, that the Empire beds are not only well characterized by 

fossils, but.are limited both above and below by unconformities. 

It is probable that the Empire beds extend some distance toward the 

Coquille, for on the beach at the mouth of Twomile Creek were found 

a number of Miocene fossils brought down by that stream, and accord- 

ing to Newbury! and Condon, a narrow strip of arenaceous Miocene 

rocks extends more or less continuously from Cape Blanco to Port 

Orford. 

PLIOCENE. 

Of the many lots of fossils collected during this reconnaissance in 

northwestern Oregon, only two have been definitely referred by Dr. Dall 

to the Pliocene. Both were obtained in Columbia County, one from 

Rock Creek, about 4 miles above Vernonia, and the other from the 

north slope of the mountain by the western road from Clatskanie to 

Mist, at an altitude of 700 feet above the sea. 
Going up Rock Creek from Vernonia one finds shales exposed here 

and there along the road, overlain by a light-colored tuff which in 

places looks very like a sandstone, but under the microscope it is seen 

to be composed wholly of voleanic dust. The shales, judging from 

those on the Nehalem above Vernonia, are probably Oligocene, and are 

in unconformable contact with the tuff. The tuff forms a conspicuous 

bluff, which had to be excavated to allow the road to pass above the 

stream. In the loose fragments at the bottom of this bluff a few fos. 

sils were collected, among which Dr. Dall recognized Yoldia cooperi 

Gabb, Macoma sp., Terrebratulina anguicula Cpr., Opalia ruderata Dall 
n. sp., Pleurotoma n. sp., and Dentalium n. sp., and remarks that they 

belong to the Pliocene (horizon of Pacific Beach, San Diego, Cal.) and 

indicate rather deep water. 

The light-colored rock of the bluff contains not only the fossils already 

' Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No, 84, p. 223, footnotes 1 and 2. . 
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enumerated, which are visible to the unaided eye, but also multitudes of 

radiolarian fragments. Many of the latter are readily recognized by 

their dark honeycomb or reticulated structure, but others, derived from 

the spines or cellular spaces of the radiolarian skeletons, show no mark 

of their organic nature and look like fragments of volcanic glass. 

There are, however, some particles of pumice present, and in general 

they may be distinguished from the radiolarian spines by the bubbles 

of gas or inclusions of differently colored glass which they contain. 

The bed of radiolarian tuff is about 70 feet in thickness and nearly 

horizontal. Its laterial extent is not known, but it must be consider- 

able, for the fossils it contains indicate its marine deposition in rather 

deep water. 

The second locality of Pliocene to be noted is on the western road 

trom Mist to Clatskanie. The summit of the divide by the road is 

sandstone, at an altitude of about 1,200 feet, although farther east it is 

capped by lava and is considerably higher. At an elevation of about 

700 feet, in soft shaly sandstone, Yoldia impressa Conr., Solemya ventri- 

cosa Cour., and Lucina acu- 

tilineata Conr. were found, 

and referred to the Pliocene. 

Farther down upon the same 

slope, in a similar sandstone, 

numerous Oligocene fossils 

were obtained. 

Although Pliocene strata 

may be quite widely distrib- oe aie 
uted in northwestern Ore- Fie. 7.—Section at Fossil Rock. 1, Sand (Pleistocene); 2, 

gon in places we did not ex- Fossil Rock (Pliocene) ; 3, Sandstone (Miocene). 

amine, it does not appear probable, for the only other locality of marine 

sediments known that can be referred to the Pliocene, excepting, per- 

haps, the upper Miocene on the Nehalem, 4 miles above Mist, is the 

remarkable “ Fossil Rock” on Coos Bay, 34 miles southwest of Empire. 

This rock, well known in the community as Fossil Rock, is essentially 
a conglomerate. Besides a great abundance of almost perfect shells, 

it is composed of pebbles and angular blocks and concretions of the 

Miocene sandstone (Empire beds), upon which it rests unconformably, 

as illustrated in fig. 7. The contact of Fossil Rock and the Empire 

beds is clear, and there can be no question that the Empire beds were 

consolidated and eroded, and that thus many of their fragments and 

fessils were mingled with the then living forms of which Fossil Rock 

is composed. 

The large number of shells accumulated upon the Empire beds in 

some of the little coves near by illustrate the way in which Fossil Rock 

was formed. It is important to bear in mind, however, that, as shown 

by Mr. Walcott ! in considering intraformational conglomerates, it may 

29 902%° OP_C%ngg658SSCD 
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' Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. V, p. 191-198. 
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be possible for just such material as Fossil Rock to form essentially 

contemporaneously with the beds of whose fragments it is composed. 

The close correspondence of the fossils to those of the underlying 

Empire beds relegates it to the Miocene, but the apparent physical 

break shown by the relation of the beds indicates that it may be con- 

siderably younger than that portion of the Miocene represented by the 

Empire beds. It is certainly older than the Pleistocene beds by which, 

as seen in fig. 7, it is overlain. 

In the collection from Fossil Rock Dr. Dall recognized Chrysdomus 

like fornicatus Gray, Lunatia sp., Crepidula prerupta Conr., Pecten pro- . 

patulus Conr., Tapes staminea (Staleyi (?) Gabb), Mactra albaria Conr., 
Dione, Chione, Cardium, Macoma, and Callista angustifrons Conr., and 

referred them to the Upper Miocene, remarking, ‘*This assembly is 
about like that which Merriam lists (letter of Prof. A. C. Lawson, June 

18, 1895) from Coos Bay,” and to which Lawson! referred in suggesting 

that the Wild-cat series (Pliocene) extends as far north as Coos Bay. 
Fossil Rock is as firm as the Empire beds on which it rests, but is of 

limited extent, covering an area of only about 1 acre, with a thickness 

of less than 20 feet. Beds corresponding to Fossil Rock were not dis- 

covered anywhere else in the neighborhood, or along the coast else- 

where, unless at Hinton Point, opposite Newport, on the Yaquina Bay, 

where Professor Condon is of the opinion that the Pliocene occurs. 

The deposits at Hinton Point are noted more particularly under Pleisto- 

cene. Strata continuous with Fossil Rock would not be expected to 

extend inland, for it is a characteristic shore deposit. 

The only other matter to be considered under the head of Pliocene is 

the occurrence of a mastodon tusk at Gravel Ford, on the North Fork 

of the Coquille, 7 miles from Myrtle Point. It was taken from the bank 

9 feet above the level of the river, and is said by Mr. Orville Dodge, 

from whom I obtained fragments of the tusk, to have been 3 feet in 

length. Mr. I, A. Lucas, of the U.S. National Museum, examined the 

fragments and identified them as parts of the tusk of a mastodon 

which lived probably during the Pliocene period. The tusk had a 

peculiar enamel band. 

From the small amount of evidence at hand concerning Pliocene 

geography, it seems that the Klamath Mountains, and the larger por- 

tion if not the whole of the Coast Range, were above the sea during 

that period. Besides the littie strip at the mouth of Coos Bay, the 

only land of northwest Oregon now known to have been covered by 

the Pliocene sea lay in Columbia County, near the east base of the 

Coast Range. It is very probable, however, that the Willamette Val- 

ley was then filled by the sea, for, as we shall see in the sequel, Willa- 

mette Sound filled it for a portion of the next sueceeding period. 

1 Bull. Univ. of California, Department of Geology, Vol. I, p. 256. 
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PLEISTOCENE. 

Under the Pleistocene are considered all those deposits which are 

more recent than the Pliocene. They are not distinguished in general 

so much by fossils as by the unconsolidated character of the deposit 

and its position. They are widely distributed, and will be described 

in the order of their occurrence from the Columbia southward, but in 

this case first upon the west slope of the Coast Range and then upon 

the east, and in the Willamette Valley. 

Af Ilwaco, on the north bank of the Columbia near its mouth, is an 

exposure of which a sketch is shown in fig. 8. The upturned edges of 

the Astoria shales make the mass of the hill, and these shales are 

unconformably overlain about 30 feet above sea level by a series of 

gravel, sand, and clay layers 14 feet thick. The material in these layers 

is incoherent and contains occasional fresh fragments of shells belong- 

ing to species yet living on the coast. Near the middle of the deposit 

is a dark seam of vegetal matter, and the character of the stratification 

is such as to in- 

dicate that the 

deposit is wa- 

terlaid and not 

of eolian origin. 

At the base of 

the hill the up- 

turned edges of 

the shales have 

been cut off to 
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Fie. 8.—Section of shore near Ilwaco, showing a layer of Pleistocene sand (1) 

uncorformably overlying tilted shales (2). 

an even surface by the waves, and this wave-cut terrace extends more 

than 100 yards toward the river. The top of the shales, in the hill 

immediately beneath the Pleistocene layer, is planed off in the same 

way, and it is evident that when this was accomplished the shale in the 

hilltop was then at the sea level and the waves rolled over it as they 

now roll over the lower wave-cut terrace to reach the beach. 

The Pleistocene capping of the hill was laid down when the ancient 

wave-cut terrace was below the sea level deep enough to receive the 

deposits we now find there. Since then, of course, it has been raised 

to its present elevation by a general, perhaps more or less unequal, 

uplifting of the land along the coast. 

Going south from the Columbia, along the Clatsop coast, one’s atten- 

tion is first attracted by the remarkable series of ridges, of which more 

particular mention has been already made in this paper under the 

head of ‘Features of the Oregon coast.” At Tillamook Head and 

False Tillamook there are prominent cliffs along the beach, but late 

deposits, corresponding to those noted at Ilwaco, although doubtless 

present, are not well exposed. 
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Below the mouth of the Nehalem, however, they appear in the sea 

cliff by the beach. As shown in the following section, fig. 9, the strata 

are horizontal, and, beginning below, consist of (a) bony, carbonaceous 
clay, 5 feet; (b) sand, 3 feet; 
(c) gravel, stumps, logs, ete., 5 

feet; (d) sandy clay, 12 feet; 
making a total thickness of 25 
feet. A small stream reaches 
the beach by a little gulch cut 
through a 25-foot bluff contain- 
ing these strata. The stream 

Fra. 9.—Section of sea cliff below the mouth of the 
Nehalem. 1, Sand and clay, 12 ft.; 2, Gravel, has cut down to the bony, Car- 

stumps, logs, ete., 5 ft.; 3, Sand, 1-3 ft.; 4, Carbon- bonaeeous layer, and from the 

aceous Clay, 5 ft. 
top of that layer it falls to the 

beach. The stream is so small that it works slowly, and has failed to 

cut down to sea level, as have the larger streams. Such a fall in a 

large stream might be taken to indi- 
cate a very recent uplift along the 

coast at that point. 

South of Tillamook Bay is a prom- 

inent bluff where the Meares Point 

light-house is located. Near by is a 

blutf of basalt, estimated to be about 
300 feet in height, capped by 20 feet 

of soft sandstone, which belongs to 

the series of comparatively incoher- 
ent Pleistocene deposits. This was. F'G.10.—Section near Meares Point light-house. 

‘ 1. Soft sandstone, 20 ft.; 2, Basalt, 300 ft. 
not examined close at hand, but the 

stratification appeared distinct, as if the deposit had been waterlaid, 

and lacked the irregularities characteristic of dune sand. The expos- 

ure is illustrated in the accompanying fig. 10. 

It is in the region of Yaquina Bay, however, that the most extensive 

exposure of this 

formation was 

seen. The fol- 

lowing section 

(fig. 11) illus- 

trates what may 

be seen at Nye 
Beach. The top 

of the hill, which 
is 100 feet above 
the beach, is 

Fia. 11.—Section of Nye Beach Cliff. 1, Dune sand; 2, Stratified sands; 3, dune sand. The 
Miocene shales. . 

edge of the sea 

cliff is dune sand, resting on a layer containing a stump of a tree in 

place. Beneath it is chiefly sand, not fully exposed, and the whole 
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mass rests on the upturned edges of the Miocene shales, which are very 

fossiliferous and incline seaward at an angle of 20°, About 100 yards 

farther north the contact of the sand and shales is well exposed. PI. 

XI is from a photograph taken at this place, and fig. 12 is a section. 

The lowest portion of the Pleistocene rests, with marked unconformity, 

directly on the Miocene, and is composed of angular fragments of shale 

and sandstone. The upper part of this layer is chiefly sand, partially 

stratified, and contains wood, logs, limbs, and roots, some of which 
look as if they were 
still in the places 
where they grew. 

Much gravel and an- 

gular fragments are 
mixed with the sand. 
Sueceeding layers 
(2) are composed 

chiefl / of sand with ENS SS SS ~ SIVA? See y 2 SSS RRS SSIS SSS 
an gul ar fra gmen ts 4S88Scees8:ssssssSSSSSS’SSSSE”ES |TSE_ETEUKQ’V’VM’Y 

and small pieces of Fic. 12.—Section of Nye Beach Cliff. 1, 20 feet of gray sands, well 
wood. It is clearly stratified; 2, Chiefly cross-bedded sands, 12 ft.; 3, Fragments of 

3 shale, sandstone, and sand containing wood; 4, Miocene shales. 
stratified, with cross- 

bedding, and in places is stained yellow by oxide of iron. The upper 

layers (1), having a thickness of about 20 feet, are evenly stratified 

gray sands, in a horizontal position. The Pleistocene at this exposure 

has a thickness of about 40 feet, and the lower portions (2 and 3) dip 

gently eastward with the slope on which they were deposited. 

A short distance farther north, on the beach beyond the mouth of 

Nye Creek, the following section (fig. 13) exposes about 35 feet of strata. 

Beneath 18 inches of soil is a bed 

of sand 6 feet thick, and next below 
it is a bed of gravel, partially in- 

durated, 5 feet thick. Then come 

10 feet of yellow sands with occa- 

sional pebbles, and the bottom of 

the series is not exposed. The ex- 

posure is of interest when compared 

with the others, in containing a bed 

RARE seca Sb Nee Beach Clit -4, Soil) 18 of well-rounded pel »bles. This bed, 

inches; 2, Sand, yellow and gray, 6 ft.; 3, like another near by in the same 
CEES ales 4, Sand, with occasional pebbles, bluff, is of small lateral extent, yet 

Sd it is well interstratified with sands. 

The same series of strata is well exposed near Newport, where the 

grade is cut through the hill toward Nye Beach. The cliff exposes 

about 80 feet of strata, in which sand prevails, but layers of gravel 

are common toward the top. Near the base the beds are finer and 
some of the layers contain considerable vegetal matter, among which 

are numerous cones. These have been examined by Mr. Knowlton, 

17 GEOL, PT I——31 
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who pronounced them Picea stichensis Carr., the tide-land spruce, 

which reaches its greatest development to-day in the region about the 

mouth of the Columbia, but extends as far north as Alaska. Profes- 

sor Condon called my attention to this locality, and informed me that 

he had collected a number of marine mollusks here, indicating that the 

deposit was laid down in the sea. 

If marine shells are generally scarce in the Pleistocene deposits 

about Yaquina Bay, there is one locality, to which my attention was 

directed by Professor Condon, where they are abundant enough to 

make up for the deficiency elsewhere. It is in a small recess of the 

cliff near the Point, about one-half mile southwest of Newport. The 

section at that place, which represents nearly 100 feet in thickness, is 

illustrated in fig. 14. The upper layer is wind-blown sand; below it is 

a thick mass of stratified, yellowish sand, which is sometimes partially 

cemented so as to forma soft sandstone. It closely resembles material 

in the upper portion of the section represented in fig. 12. Below this, 

partly concealed by 
talus, comes a mass 

of clay which ex- 

tends to the bottom. 

It is in places dis- 

tinctly stratified,and 
ih 

Y At ‘(\ \ contains a multitude 

14 TMS of marine shells, of 
YY which a large collee- 
Yh, - nm: 
YY, tionwas made. This 
SSS 
~ S Y 

SSA 6 

r. — 1 >) 

VGH INL IY : Yih are se clay rests unconform- 
UM MYL aE ifs Get Mees 

et least LP | ably upon the irregu- 
Fia. 14.—Section of clitf near Newport Point. 1, Dune sand; 2, Strati- Jay surface of the 

fied sand; 3, Clay full of shells; 4, Miocene shales; 5, Talus. Ss : 
Miocene shales, and, 

near the contact, is composed chiefly of shale fragments. <A log lies 

confined along the western contact, which is plainly in view. On the 

eastern side of the exposure the large mass of talus conceals nearly 

everything. The small portion of the contact between the shale and 

the overlying clay was laid bare by excavating. At the top of the clay 

there is a weed-covered bench which looks as if formed by a landslide; 

but a little examination of the composition, structure, and relative 

position of various parts of the section here exposed shows that this 

can not be so. The bench, instead of being produced by a landslide, 

is due to the presence of springs. The water, which readily pereolates 

the overlying beds of sand, reaches the impervious clay, which drains 

it to the surface, where it washes away the sand to produce the bench. 

The great abundance of shells, among which Dr, Dall recognized 

Monia macroschisma Desh., Macoma nasuta Conr., Saxidomus aratus 

Gld., Tapes staminea Conr., Zirphea crispata L., and Purpura crispata 

Martyn., all of which are living forms, shows not only that at least the 
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basal portion of the mass is of marine origin, but that it is of Pleisto- 

cene age. In the upper part of the clay that contains shells a cone was 

found like the cones at the base of the bluff at Newport. Both expo- 

sures occur in the same bluff one-half mile apart, and this common fossil 

serves to connect them still more closely. 

From the heights, near the schoolhouse at Newport, looking south- 

east across the bay, Hinton Point is in fair view. It is well stratified 

from base tosummit. In the upper three-fourths of the bluff, according 

to Professor Condon, who has examined the locality, the deposits are 

sandy, corresponding to those exposed at Newport, but beneath them 

the horizontal strata are argillaceous. The bottom of the clay is not 

exposed. It lies below the bottom of the bay. Between the sand and 

clay water escapes, as at the locality just noted, one-half mile south- 

west of Newport. Professor Condon has collected a large number of 

fossils from the clay bed at Hinton Point, and reports that Macoma and 

other members of the same family are abundant. He regards the basal 

portion of this section as probably Pliocene. The only fossil collected 

from the Pleistocene north of Newport Point was at the foot of the 

bluff near the mouth of Nye Creek. James Storrs found in the sand 

fallen from the cliff a large tooth which Mr, F. A. Lucas, of the National 

Museum, has determined to be that of a mastodon, probably Mastodon 

americanus, and certainly of Pleistocene age. 

East of Newport, on the road to Toledo, the Pleistocene deposits 

form the surface of the approximately level country (peneplain) for 

about 2 miles, attaining an elevation of 350 feet above the sea level. 

They appear to have their greatest development close to the mouth of 

Yaquina Bay; to the northward, along the coast beyond Cape Foul- 

weather, they are not well exposed. The character of the Pleistocene 

deposits about Yaquina Bay indicates that at least the lower portion 

of the deposit was beneath the sea, otherwise it could not inelude such 

abundant evidence of marine life and yet be free from indications of 

human accumulation. Concerning the overlying sands, containing the 

mastodon tooth and cones, the evidence is not so clear. Certainly land 

was close by. In the case of the gravels, especially those near the 

mouth of Nye Creek, their distribution suggests that they represent 

streams wandering over sand flats to the sea. We see the same sort 

of deposits at many places along sandy beaches to-day where small 

Streams enter the sea. 

Going now to the Coos Bay region, we find similar deposits, but not 

so well exposed as about Yaquina Bay. Southwest of Empire, at Fos- 

sil Point, by the mouth of South Slough, a series of soft beds 14 feet 

in thickness overlie Fossil Rock, as shown in fig. 7. They are chiefly 

sand, and no fossils nor conspicuous marks of stratification were 

observed in it. 

Elsewhere about Coos Bay the Pleistocene is either absent, very thin, 

or not well exposed. Further southward, however, there are several 
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exposures in the valley of the Coquille. One of the best is along the 

railroad 2 miles northwest of Coquille, where, in a bluff 30 feet high, 

there is a fine outcrop of well-stratified sands. The summit of the 

exposure is at least 50 feet above the sea. 

If now we take a general view of the Pleistocene deposits along the 

coast, it is evident that when these were laid down by the sea the place 

they now occupy was covered by the ocean, and the land along the coast 

must have stood at a lower level than at present. The amount of this 

depression is indicated by the height of the deposits above the present 

sea level. As far as may be judged from what is already known of the 

Pleistocene along the coast of Oregon, the depression was at least 200 

feet, and probably much more. Our lack of knowledge concerning 

the upper limit reached by the water upon the ocean side of the Coast 

Range during the Pleistocene is due to the difficulty of discovering the 

record, on account of the dense forests and soft rocks, and also in a 

large measure to the very limited observations that can be made during 

a hasty reconnaissance through such a country. 

It gives me much pleasure to call attention, in this place, to the work 

of Prof. Thomas Condon, the veteran geologist of the Northwest, who 

was formerly State geologist of Oregon, and who has contributed more 

than any other man to what is known of the geology of that State. 

He has traced the Pleistocene deposits from the mouth of the Columbia, 

not only north to beyond Shoalwater Bay, but also eastward far up the 

Columbia and into Willamette Valley, where he named the water body 

in which these sediments were laid down “ Willamette Sound.” In 

some of the bluffs along the coast of Washington, Professor Conond 

has “found masses of buried forest trees, trunks, leaves, aud seeds, so 

buried in clay, and so well preserved, that the spruce cone, fragile at 

all times, is scarcely discernible from one of last year’s fruitage drift- 

ing in the neighboring waters. From these vegetal remains, as from 

those of the shellfish, the same truths are taught, for the trees are the 

same in kind as those now growing on the bluffs 100 feet above them.” 

Of the marine shells found in these strata, Professor Condon remarks: 

The oyster is very abundant among them, and the shells of most of them are 

neither broken apart nor waterworn, as they would have been had they drifted here 

from some other locality. They evidently lie here as fossils, on the same bed they 

occupied while living; oysters then, as now, rarely bed in waters more than a few 

feet in depth. The common cockerel—another lover of shoal water—is also abnn- 

dant among these remains, and, like the oyster, lies fossil where it lived; the oppo- 

site valves often now occupying the very positions relatively that they held while 

living, so, too, with the members of the clam family, whether mactra, or solen, or 

venus—all are evidently in their native beds, where they lived and died. 

The thickness of these deposits, which at Ilwaco, as before stated, 

is only 14 feet, at some points on the beach farther north is 100 feet. 

The upper layers have the finest material and fewest fossils, indicating, 

as pointed out by Professor Condon, that the land was subsiding while 

'The Overland Monthly, Vol. VII, pp. 468-473. 
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deposition was progressing, and that the final deposits were laid down 

in the deepest and quietest waters. At that time the topmost bed of 

this deposit was at a considerable distance below the level of the sea, 

at least 200 feet below the present level of that bed on the land. 

If the whole of western Oregon subsided 200 feet in all parts, so as to 
restore at least in some measure the conditions of land and sea which 

obtained during the Pleistocene epoch, it is evident that the sea would 

flow in over the land, making a large bay of the Columbia and: extend- 

ing up the valley of the Willamette as far as Salem. The Pleistocene 

water body in its general outlines must have resembled Puget Sound, 

and to designate it specifically, as already indicated, Professor Condon 

called it Willamette Sound. The fertility of the Willamette Valley is 

largely due to the sediments deposited in it during the time it was a 

sound, and some of the plains and prairies may then have been formed. 

The data for 

the accurate 

determination 

of the depth of 

the water in 

Willamette V al- 

ley have not yet 
been fully made Tic. 15.—Section of Portland Heights near Gambrinus ravine. 1, Clay; 

out, but the evi- ea 
dence already known to Professor Condon indicates that the water ex- 

teuded as far south as Spencers Butte, 3 miles from Eugene. Judging 

from the height of the terraces on the Columbia near the mouth of the 

Des Chutes, he estimated the depth of the water over the place where the 

city of Portland now stands to have been 325 feet. This may well be, 

and yet when we study the deposits of which the hills about Portland 

are composed a much greater depth of water is indicated. During a brief 

stay in Portland a rough section was made up the slopes of the ravine 

from Gambrinus. It is illustrated by fig. 15. The city is largely upon 

the modern flood plain of the river, and is, at least at a number of 

points—for example, on Washington street, near the Oregonian Build- 

ing—made up chiefly of clay. The lower portion of the hill, above the 

general level of the city, is made up of basalt, with occasional masses 

of fine sediments, showing traces of stratification. The upper portion 

of the hill, extending from the top of the lava, at an elevation of about 

310 feet, to the general plain above, which is at an elevation of nearly 

660 feet above the sea, is fine, argillaceous sediment closely resembling 

the loess of the Mississippi Valley. It is in places distinctly strati- 

fied and was evidently laid down under water. If this material was 

deposited in the Willamette Sound of Condon, as appears to be the case, 

the depth of the water at Portland must have been not less than 600 

feet. At present too little is known of the geology of the Portland 

region to assert that the fine sediments on the heights immediately 
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west of Portland were deposited at the same time as those along the 

coast. 

At the north end of East Portland, near Albino, a bluff exposes the 

section shown in fig. 16. 

The 40 feet of coarse sand above is well stratified, but irregular and 

cross bedded. This, with the 4 to 10 feet of conglomerate next below, 

indicates strong, shifting currents. The lower 30 feet of the exposure 

is made up of sand, pebbles, and bowlders irregularly intermingled. At 

the base of the cliff, and occasionally within it, are found bowlders of 

soft gray or yellowish sandstone, very like the Tertiary sandstone 

exposed at various places in western Oregon. No fossils were found 

at this point, but Dr. David Raffety gave me a fragment, collected 

from the gravel at Brooklyn Mills, that contains Arca microdonta Conr., 

a common Miocene form. Brooklyn Mills is at the south end of East 

Portland. The bluff, in general composition and position, is practically 

a continuation of the one at 

Albino. The fossils found at 

Brooklyn Mills are apparently 

in a small bowlder derived 

from the Miocene, and indicate 

that the gravels in which the 

bowlders occur are of later age 

than the Miocene. They are 

doubtless Pleistocene. and 

Fie. 16 —Section of cliff at Albino, near Portland. 1, probably younger than the 

Sand; 2, Coarse gravel; 3, Sand, pebbles, and small hjoh-level sediments on the op- 
Bree posite side of the river. The 

fossiliferous Miocene in place is not known to the writer nearer Port- 

land than the Scappoose, in Columbia County, or Dilley, in Washing- 

ton County, about 25 miles away. It is probable, however, that the 

same series of strata oceur at no great distance south of Portland, and 

in the Willamette Valley | and in the hills to the westward, and, further- 

more, they probably extend beneath the city, where they are covered 

by later deposits. 

At various places along the western side of the Willamette Valley, 

between Forest Grove and Corvallis, a number of bowlders of granite 

and schist were observed under conditions that strongly suggest trans- 

portation by ice, probably in the form of icebergs, floating upon the 

Willamette Sound. 

The first one noted was upon the hill slope near the county stone 

quarry, a mile south of Dilley, at an elevation of 120 feet above the 

sea. The bowlder is of biotite granite, and is about 24 feet in diam- 

eter. Chloritic bowlders were seen near Amity, at an elevation of 190 

feet. A few miles north of Corvallis granite bowlders occur, and 12 

1In the Trans. St. Lonis Acad. Sci., Vol. I, 1860, p. 121, Shumard describes a Miocene Leda from a 

few miles south of Oregon City. 
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miles southwest of that city bowlders, not only of granite but also of 

glaucophane schist, were seen by the roadside at an elevation of over 

250 feet above sea level. No striz or other marks showing glacial 

origin or ice transportation were seen on the bowlders, but that they 

are erratics carried there from the mountains is evident, for no such 

rocks are known in the places where they occur. Mr. W. A. Pomeroy, 

of Oswego, Oreg., informs me that in the vicinity of the Prosser mine, 

8 miles south of Portland, there are angular bowlders of syenite, rang- 

ing in weight from a few pounds to several hundred, widely scattered 

in valleys and on the tops of hills and knolls 800 to 1,500 feet high. 

During the Glacial period, as pointed out by Professors Newberry, 

Russell, and others, glaciers of the Cascade Range were large, and 

extended almost if not quite into Willamette Valley; for those of 

Mount Shasta in California at that time reached the very base of the 

mountain upon the western side. Thus small icebergs could have been 

readily formed to carry bowlders of rocks from the western slope of 

the Cascade Range and float upon the broad expanse of Willamette 

Sound. As they melted they dropped their loads of stones to the 

bottom, where the stones now appear scattered throughout the valley. 

Hitherto in the consideration of the Pleistocene of Oregon, attention 

has been confined to matters growing out of the sediments deposited at 

that time. There is, however, another point of view. and that is from 

the land surface which furnished the sediments. 

The streams flowing over the land, especially during freshets, carry 

much mud, sand, and other detritus into the sea, where it is deposited. 

Thus it is that the land is gradually being washed away and reduced in 

elevation toward the sea level. The level of the sea is the baselevel, 

lower than which the land can not be eroded. Practically it is only 

possible to reduce the land by erosion to peneplain (almost a plain), 

which is nearly at the level of the sea. By this process the mountains 

are gradually worn down to hills and then reduced to knolls, so that 

the landscape ultimately becomes a gently undulating plain. 

To remove mountains and reduce the country to a peneplain by the 

slow process of erosion, requires that the land and sea should remain 

in the same relative position for a long time. The development of 

the peneplain begins along the principal water courses, where the ero- 

sion is most rapid and first reaches approximately the baselevel of 

erosion. Thence, as long as the land does not change its elevation 

with reference to the sea, the peneplain will gradually spread, and, 

unless interrupted, will extend until it embraces the whole landscape. 

A glance at the Coast Range of Oregon, which this reconnaissance 

afforded, discovers traces of peneplains at many points throughout the 

range. Such a plain may be seen in the general view looking north 

from Forest Grove, where, as shown in PI. XII, the long, even profile of 

the divide, about the head of Gales and Dairy creeks, is well marked. 

From an outlook to the west and southwest, immediately above Boos’s 
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rock quarry, 0 miles southwest of Forest Grove, a well-marked pene- 

plain is seen. Flat-topped Quarry Hill is in the plain, and has an 

elevation of about 525 feet above the sea, and from this point the 

peneplain rises westward toward the central portion of the Coast 

Range. The Tualitin, on its way to the Willamette, has cut a deep 

valley across this plain. At the quarry Mioceue fossils are abundant, 

and the sandstones dip at an angle of 54°, so that the plain is evidently 

one of erosion across the upturned edges of the Miocene. The forma- 

tion of the peneplain was not complete, for there are peaks and ridges 

which project above its general level. Adopting the general term 

“monadnocks,” first used by Prof. W. M. Davis to designate such well- 

marked elevations as project above the peneplains, it may be said that 

monadnocks are not an uncommon feature in the northern portion of 

the Coast Range, and that the peneplain terminates against them quite 

abruptly. 

The dense forest covering throughout the Coast Range renders exten- 

sive views uncommon, but wherever obtained traces of an elevated 

peneplain may generally be seen. This is especially true about the 

northern portion of the Coast Range in Oregon. A general view 

toward the southeast from near Mist, with the Nehalem River in the 

foreground, is shown in Pl. XIII. A portion of an elevated peneplain 

appears at the head of the valley. 

The uplands, excepting monadnocks, are generally flat-topped, and 

the peneplain of which they form a part is highest near the middle 

of the range. Along the Military road, now a trail, reaching from 

Mishawaka to Saddle Mountain and beyond, the peneplain is marked. 

It ranges in altitude from 1,250 feet near the falls of the Fish Hawk to 

about 1,700 feet near Saddle Mountain, which rises above the general 

plain as a distinct monadnock. Its relation may best be seen from a 

point several miles northwest of Olney, where the following view (PI. 

XIV) was taken. The highest point is Saddle Mountain. It rises con- 

spicuously above the general plain, which is shown on the tlat-topped 

hills next nearer to the point of view. These represent the highest 

peneplains, ranging from 1,200 to 1,700 feet. Immediately north of 

Olney there is a well-developed plain cut upon the upturned edges of 

the shales at an elevation of about 400 feet. This plain is of consid- 

erable extent to the north and east of Olney, and next below it, several 

miles farther down the river, is a plain only 50 feet above the tidal flats. 

The relations of these plains to one another, whether they are simply 

parts of one great plain separated and displaced by faulting or entirely 

distinet plains developed at different periods, have not been definitely 
determined, although the facts observed indicate that the latter view is 

correct. 

The peneplains already noted about the northern end of the range 
may be traced more or less distinctly to the southward, but on the 

whole they are generally less marked. There can be no doubt, how- 

ever, concerning their reality and the light they throw upon the later 
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geological history of the Oregon coast. In a view (PI. XV), looking 

southeast across the river from a point about 2 miles below Nehalem 

post-office, the even-topped hills may be seen bristling with dead timber, 

and the distant mountains as monadnocks projecting above the gen- 

eral level of the peneplain. A similar view (PI. X VI) is obtained from 

Toledo, looking across the Yaquina River. The distant monadnocks 
are absent, but the all too frequent bristling hills are especially well 

shown. 

The streams of the Coast Range at the present time cut deep canyons 

down its slopes, and it is evident that the peneplains of that region 

could not have developed at their present elevation above the sea. At 

the time of their origin each must have been but little above the level 

of the sea, and since then, by the upheaval of the land, they were 

raised to their present position. A very rough approximation as to 

the amount of the upheaval is given in the measure of their present 

altitude. The greatest elevation of the plain observed was 1,700 feet. 

It may, however, attain a greater altitude. About the head of the 

Klatskanie very suggestive level tracts were noted on the road from 

Pittsburg to St. Helens, on the west side of the divide, at an elevation 

of over 2,000 feet. Some of the flat tops in that region, however, are 

due to lava cappings, and the surface beneath may not be so regular. 

The uplift may have been greater in some places than in others, but 

of this the evidence is not conclusive, as there may have been consid- 

erable differences originally in the elevation of the higher and lower 

portions of the peneplains. 

The upper peneplain is cut upon soft sandstone and shale, and the 

structure is such as to suggest that only a comparatively small mass of 

these soft strata was worn away in forming the peneplain. These fea- 

tures indicate that the work was accomplished in a relatively short 

time, and that the resulting deposits along the coast were of compara- 

tively small amount, although it is believed that other deposits of Post- 

Miocene strata may yet be discovered upon the slopes of the Coast 

Range. 

At the time of the greatest depression, when the most extensive 

peneplain was developed, the Nehalem and the Umpqua rivers may 

have initiated their courses across the Coast Range and maintained 

them, notwithstanding the upheaval of the Coast Range across their 

valleys. If so, they were able to cut their canyons across the range as 

rapidly as the elevation required them to do in order to drain directly 

across the range. 

As the land was raised from the conditions under which the pene- 

plain was formed, the retiring ocean, in favorable positions at various 

levels, left its marks as wave-cut terraces or elevated beaches, with sea 

cliff and shells and other deposits. River terraces, well developed 

along the Nehalem and other streams, record stages in the progress of 

valley making. 
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The soft sandstone and shales of the Miocene are not well suited to 

preserve such records upon steep slopes, although they may be observed 

at a number of places. The peneplain at the 400-foot level, southeast 

of Astoria, is well marked, and at other points along the coast traces 

of beaches and terraces were seen most frequently about that elevation 

above the sea, although in most cases no attempt was made to more 

than roughly estimate their altitude. A well-marked peneplain about 

this elevation is the dominant topographic feature between South Slough 

and the sea near Coos Bay. A good view of it is obtained on the road 

from Empire to Bandon, and near the edge of this peneplain, especially 

toward the Coquille, there are important deposits of auriferous black 

sand. It is possible that at about that level the previously raised land 

stood still for a time, allowing the erosive agents to make a deeper 

record. Butif it halted at all in its upward course it did not stop long 

at any level, and the upward movement continued until the land was 

raised above its present position. 

At that time the coast of Oregon was farther westward, and the 
land included a strip about 5 miles in width that now lies beneath the 

ocean. Across this border the rivers once flowed and cut channels to 

the sea. The numerous soundings made by the United States Coast 

and Geodetic Survey along the coast of Oregon show that an old chan- 

nel of the Columbia still exists beneath the sea from the present mouth 

of the river to a point where the bottom falls off rapidly and the deep 

sea begins. My information upon this point was derived from Prof. 

George Davidson, who for many years had charge of the work on the 

Pacific Coast. 

The last movement of the land by which the Oregon coast came to 

its present position was one of subsidence. The sea advanced over the 

land, and the border of the coast already referred to became part of 

the bottom. This movement had a marked effect upon the rivers. They 

are drowned on the lower portion of their courses, and the tide comes 

far inland. In the case of the Coquille the tide follows up the river to 

Myrtle Point, a distance of 40 miles. 

EP AR ihe 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

Having considered the region embraced within the reconnaissance 

with reference to its geological structure and history, we can now more 

intelligently turn our attention to the deposits of economic importance 

associated with the various formations. The coal fields will be first 

described, and then the occurrence of iron ore, gold, platinum, and 

building stones will be briefly considered. 
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THE COAL FIELDS OF WESTERN OREGON. 

Oregon has long been known as one of the coal-producing States of 

the Pacific Coast, but until this season no systematic attempt has been 

made to take a comprehensive view of the whole field to determine the 

geological position and areal distribution of the coal-bearing rocks. 

This could be done at the present time only in a preliminary way, inas- 

much as the topographic maps of the country, upon which the produc- 

tive districts could be outlined, have not yet been made. When the 

topographic surveys, already well advanced about Roseburg and Coos 

Bay, shall have been extended over the whole of Oregon west of the 

Cascade Range, and the maps published, it will be possible to show 

definitely the lateral extent of the coal regions. 

The coal fields of Oregon so far as yet known all lie west of the 

Cascade Range and north of Rogue River. Most of them are among 

the mountains generally known in Oregon as the Coast Range, but 

others occur at the western foot of the Cascade Range. Four fields 

will be noticed here: (1) The Upper Nehalem coal field, in Columbia 

County; (2) the Lower Nehalem coal field, in Clatsop County; (3) the 

Yaquina coal field, in Lincoln County; and (4) the Coos Bay coal field, 

in Coos County. Traces of coal have been found in many other 

parts of the State, and some of these occurrences will be noted, 

although little can be said concerning their extent. It is not at all 

improbable, however, that when the detailed explorations of the Geo- 

logical Survey are made other fields of considerable size will be dis- 

covered. Such explorations are necessarily slow. The luxuriance 

ot the undergrowth, especially near the streams, and the abundance of 

fallen timber render the forest in many places upon the upland slopes 

of the Coast Range a veritable jungle. Exposures are few and meager 

and their rarity greatly increases the difficulties which beset the geo- 

logical observer. 

THE UPPER NEHALEM COAL FIELD. 

The Upper Nehalem coal field is in Columbia County, within the drain- 

age of the upper portion of the Nehalem River. It extends northeast 

and southwest a total length of about 13 miles, and has a width of 1 to 

2 miles. The coal of this field is exposed upon the forks of Pebble 

Creek, the east fork of the Nehalem, and the Clatskanie. 

Beginning at the southwest end of the field, in sec. 34, T.4.N., R.4 W., 

there is a bed of coal which has been opened in the main fork of Pebble 

Creek near the county line. The pit, which once exposed the whole 

thickness of the bed, had been filled up by the stream, but I was 

informed by Mr. N. C. Adams, who prospected much of the coal in 

that region, that the bed is 4 feet 10 inches thick, including a parting 

of soft yellowish sandstone which measured 4 to 6 inches. At the 

time of our visit only the upper 18 inches of the bed could be seen. 
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On a fresh fracture the luster of this coal is brilliant, but soon becomes 

dull. It has a fine-banded structure parallel to the bedding, and upon 

exposure to changes of temperature and moisture fissures develop 

along these planes in the coal, but much of it does not slack. It con- 

tains a few nodules of pyrites, breaks readily into flattish pieces, and 

burns with a bright yellow flame. Analyses numbered 2 and 3 in the 

table given later are of coal from this locality. 

The coal lies between sandstones. In the gray sandstone above, 

Mr. I’. M. Anderson, who assisted me in the examination of nearly 

all the coal fields, collected a few fossil shells and fish scales. The 

sandstone is occasionally hard, but not so firm throughout as to make 

timbering entirely unnecessary in mining the coal. 

About 100 yards farther down Pebble Creek, upon the right bank 

above the stream, apparently the same coal crops out, showing that 

the strata dip gently eastward. 

The best exposure of the coal seen in this field is upon the East Fork 

of Pebble Creek, in section 25, where the Great Northern Coal Company 

has opened several drifts along the croppings of the principal coal bed. 

From any elevated position affording a good general view of the upper 

portion of the Nehalem Valley, it may be seen that the streams all flow 

in canyons cut in the broad upland platform, which is almost a plain— 

a peneplain. The general level of this peneplain bordering the canyon 

of the East Fork of Pebble Creek is from 1,250 to 1,340 feet above sea 

level. The canyon in section 23 has a depth of 420 feet, and the steep 

slopes of its lateral gulches afford some good exposures of the coal 

beds and associated sandstones. 

Nearly midway down the western slope of the canyon, at an elevation 

of 1,050 feet, two small coal beds occur. The upper contains about 12 

inches and the lower 14 inches of impure, dull, platy coal. The beds 

are 10 feet apart, and both are inclosed in soft sandstone. 

Fifty feet lower upon the side of the canyon, and a short distance 

farther up the stream, are three tunnels, run in a few years ago by 

the Great Northern Coal Company upon a bed of coal nearly 9 feet in 

thickness. The longest tunnel follows the bed about 100 feet, and 

affords a fine exposure of the coal. The coal is generally compact and 

fine-banded, splitting most readily parallel to the bedding. Near the 

bottom of the bed the woody structure of the lignite is well preserved. 

On a fresh fracture the luster is often brilliant, but, with the exception 

of oceasional thin, irregular bands, it soon becomes dull-brown, and 

upon exposure falls to pieces more or less readily. It lies between 

beds of rather soft sandstone, which may in places be firm enough to 

support the roof without timbering. The coal dips gently to the 

southeast, and a large portion of it lies above drainage, so as to be 

economically mined. The canyon would afford an easy line for a rail- 

road to the Nehalem River, along which the easiest grade for a railroad 

toward the coast could be obtained. 
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Highty feet below the tunnel already mentioned, by a stream at the 

bottom of the canyon, another bed of coal crops out. It is from 6 to 8 

feet in thickness, contains several sandstone partings, and is overlain 

by soft sandstone. The quality of the coal is much the same as that 

in the larger vein above. It has been prospected by the Great North- 

ern Coal Company, but for only a few feet beneath the surface. This 

bed is inclined at an angle of about 10° in a direction between south 

and southeast. 

About one-third of a mile northeast of this locality, in the next gulch, 

two beds of coal appear. The upper bed is about 10 feet in thickness, 

but it is impure below and contains two sandstone partings. Farther 

down the same gulch is an 18-inch coal, and near it occur numerous 

fossils similar to those found in the same bed at the lower drift of the 

Great Northern Coal Company. They resemble the fossils which occur 

close to the coal in section 34. 

Analyses 4, 5, and 6, in the table given later, are of the coal on the 

East Fork of Pebble Creek. The coals contain an unusually large per- 

centage of ash and sulphur. Fearing that there was some mistake, these 

determinations were made again, with practically the same result. 

The position of the strata on Pebble Creek and the East Fork of 

Pebble Creek suggests that the coal in section 34 is probably continu- 

ous with that in section 23. If so, it should crop out in the ravines in 
section 27 and the adjacent corners of sections 22 and 26. This view 

is supported by the fact that the Eocene fossils at the two localities 

are clearly related, and yet the striking differences in chemical com- 

position tend to show that the beds are distinct. 

The thickness of the beds is sufficient to suggest considerable lateral 

extension, and for this reason the same coal might be expected to 

appear upon the East Fork of the Nehalem River. In fact, two coal 

beds have been discovered upon one of the forks of that stream. Mr. A. 

H. Powell has prospected them in see. 27, T.5 N.,R.3 W. At this point 

the general elevation of the peneplain is about 2,200 feet, and the can- 

yon is over 400 feet deep. The coal is about 5 feet in thickness, and 

lies between horizontal beds of sandstone. It is shaly, and, judging 

from its looks alone, appears to be inferior in quality to that of the Kast 

Fork of Pebble Creek. 

Mr. Powell reports a bed of coal farther down the ravine, about 80 

feet below the one just noted, and smaller beds farther up, but on 

account of landslides, the luxuriant undergrowth, and a large amount 

of fallen timber we were unable to find them. 

Mr. Anderson collected a number of fossil shells near the coal, and 

it was then thought probable that the same bed continues from sec. 34, 

T.4N., R.4 W. to sec. 27, T.5 N., R. 3 W., a distance of nearly 10 miles. 

According to Dr. Dall, the fossils do not support this view, for in see- 

tion 37 the shells are apparently of Miocene age, while these of sections 

34 and 23 are unquestionably Eocene. So far as the writer is aware, 
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no coal has yet been found on the main stream of the East Fork of the 

Nehalem, where it ought to be exposed if continuous, as suggested 

above. In that locality it would be more conveniently located for 

shipment to the main valley of the Nehalem and the coast. 

Fragments of coal have been found on the Clatskanie, showing that 

the coal beds occur within its drainage. It is most probable that they 

outerop near the head of the stream, where it is nearest the coal on the 

East Fork of the Nehalem. 

The upper Nehalem coal field, while it has a length of over 10 miles, 

is, as far as yet known, not over 2 miles in width, so that the whole 

area of the field is less than 20 square miles. Nevertheless, with two 

beds of coal, one 6 and the other 9 feet in thickness, it ought to yield 

a quantity of coal of commercial importance, if upon practical tests 

the coal is proved to be good enough to create a demand for it, and if 

facilities are provided for cheap transportation. At present the best 

outcrops are not reached by even a poor road. 

About a ton of coal from the East Fork of Pebble Creek was packed 

out and sent to Portland, where it is said to have burned well in 

stoves, but, so far as the writer knows, its steam producing power has 

never been measured. 

LOWER NEHALEM COAL FIELD. 

The Lower Nehalem coal field is situated north of the Nehalem, near 

the county line between Clatsop and Tillamook. 

In sec. 16, T. 3 N., R. 10 W., occurs an 18-inch bed of coal lying 

between beds of clay. It is near the south foot of Ne ah kah nie 

Mountain, and is inelined at an angle of 30° southwestward. <A short 

distance farther down the slope is another exposure of coal. It can be 

traced for 50 feet along the strike and ranges from 5 inches to 14 

inches in thickness. It dips at an angle of 30° to the northwest, 

nearly at right angles to that in the other exposure. There may be 

two beds of coal here, but considering the softness of the associated 

strata and the difference in position of the coal outcrops, it is not 

improbable that.the lower exposure is only a slide from the upper. The 

analysis of coal from this locality is No. 11 in the list. 

On another branch of Hodge Creek, about 250 yards to the eastward 

from the locality just noted, two tunnels have been driven by Mr. J. G. 

Gerritze for Mr. S. F. Pearson. In one of them a 2-foot pocket of 

brilliant, homogenous, fine-looking coal was found, which yielded the 

analysis No. 12 in the table. 

On Coal Creek, in see. 2, T. 3 N., R. 10 W., is an 18 inch bed of coal 

which lies between shales and strikes northeast and southwest, dip- 

ping to the northwest at an angle of 50°. The coal resembles that 

from section 16, of which it may be a continuation, for a coal of the 

same character, 22 inches in thickness, is reported by Mr. Frank Stein- 

hiiuer from section 10, which lies between, and a similar if not identical 
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lustrous, black 10-inch coal occurs in section 36 of the next township 

to the north. It lies between sandstone (above) and shale. Analysis 

No. 13 shows its composition. 

No fossils were found in immediate connection with the coal, so that 

its age is not definitely known, but it appears to be beneath the Ter- 

tiary shales exposed near Crawford on the North Fork of the Nehalem. 

Sections 16, 10, 2, and 36 are all in a line extending northeast and 

southwest, and the coal exposed in them may all belong to the same 

bed. The coal field, so far as known, has a length of about 5 miles. 

The quality of the coal is good, but its thickness, so far as yet known, 

nowhere exceeds 22 inches. It occurs in strata so soft as to render 

timbering generally necessary, and is inclined at a considerable angle. 

In view of these facts, notwithstanding its good quality and nearness 

to tide water, above which it rises only a few hundred feet, it can not 
be regarded as promising commercial importance. 

THE YAQUINA COAL FIELD. 

. 

This field is in Lincoln County, north of the Yaquina River, and 

6 miles from the coast. It borders Depot Slough upon the west, and 

has its greatest extent north and south. 

A few miles west of Toledo, in sec. 13, T. 11 S., R. 11 W., coal has 

been found in a number of gulches. At one place the coal is exposed 

in a tunnel nearly 200 feet in length. It is greatly fissured, and the 

cracks contain a yellowish coating that makes the coal look muddy. 

The bed at the end of the tunnel is about 20 inches in thickness. It 

becomes thinner to the northwest, as the bottom rises in that direction, 

and it lies between soft sandstones, the top one of which contains 
marine shells. The inclination of the strata was not accurately meas- 

ured, but it has been estimated at 20 degrees. Analysis No. 14 is of 

coal from this locality. 

Dr. J. H. Bryant, who systematically prospected this field with a 

diamond drill, bored a hole a short distance southeast of the tunnel, 

but I have not yet been informed what he found. In this same neigh- 

borhood there are other exposures of coal, but so far as yet known they 

are small and of no value. In places the sandstones contain many 

small films or lenses of coal, and there are all grades in size from this 

to beds 20 inches in thickness and a mile or more in lateral extent. 

The character of the deposits everywhere, not only in this field, but in 

others, is such as to indicate that they are very local and in most cases 

not of commercial importance. 

In secttons 36 and 30 of the next two townships to the north several 

outcrops of coal have recently been prospected with the diamond drill 

by Dr. J. H. Bryant. One bed having a thin parting of sand is reported 

to average 3 feet of coal. A sample from this bed was given me by 

Mr. .P. T. Johnson. Its composition is numbered 15 in the list of 
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analyses. The extent of this coal is not yet known, but it is not believed 

to be great. 

Farther northward traces of coal have been found near the head of 

Depot Slough, and also on the Siletz River, but the outcrops are less 

promising than those already noted, 
The Yaquina coal field has a length from north to south of about 5 

miles and a breadth of not over a mile. It contains, apparently, sev- 

eral beds of coal which belong to nearly the same horizon. Although 

not very far from marine transportation, it does not promise to be of 

great commercial importance.! 

THE COOS BAY COAL FIELD. 

The Coos Bay coal field is the most important one in the State, and 

when thoroughly mapped will be a subject for later report. Thus far 

only a general reconnaissance has been made for this preliminary 

report and comparison with the other fields. 

It is situated in Coos County, upon the borders of Coos Bay, with a 

length northeast and southwest of at least 20 miles and a breadth of 5 

miles, so that its area is not less than 100 square miles. It is probable 

that future investigations may show this field to be considerably 

larger, but at present no promising outcrop is known to the writer 

south of the latitude of Bandon or north of Haynes Slough. 

At the southwestern end of the field, near Riverton, a 545-foot bed of 

coal has been opened by T. H. Timon. The writer’s information con- 

cerning this coal has been derived from Mr. Timon, and from Mr. E. C. 

Barnard, of the United States Geological Survey, who examined the 

mine. A tunnel is driven in the coal for several hundred feet. Mr. 

Timon estimated the output for 1895 at 4,000 tons. It is said to be 

good steam coal. The bed is only about 100 feet above the tide water, 

one-fourth of a mile away, and dips to the northeast at an angle of 

about 18°, The coal is overlain by sandstone, has a small parting of 

the same material, and rests upon shale. The compact character of the 

coal permits it to be mined in large fragments. Its analysis, from a 

sample furnished by Mr. Timon, is No.17 in the table. The good quality 

of the coal and the economy with which it can be mined and shipped, 

combine to render this a promising portion of the field. The shallow 

bar at the mouth of the Coquille is, however, a serious impediment to 

commerce, Mr. Timon says that there are a number of persons pros- 

pecting for coal in that region, and that several other veins will be 

worked when the entrance to the Coquille is improved sufficiently to 

aftord better freight rates. 

Messrs. Fred. IF’. Sharpless and Horace V. Winchell examined the 

1Mr. John Ray, of Corvallis, has prospected for coal and collected numerous fossils in Benton 

County, and he has published two small papers, entitled ‘‘ Hints on coal-bearing formations in Benton 

County” and ‘* The older Coast Range.’ I desire to express my indebtedness to Mr. Ray for much 

valuable information concerning that region, especially as to the occurrence of fossils 
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auriferous black sands and coal deposit in part of the country lying 

immediately north of the Coquille River. They report a bed of coal 

near Riverton with an average thickness of 33 inches. Its outcrop is 

about 100 feet above the river, and the dip of the bed is 8° to the 
northwest. It has been developed by an open pit and a tunnel about 

20 feet in length. Sharpless and Winchell have made three analyses 

of this coal, and the results are numbered 18, 19, and 20 in the list. 

The dip of the strata on the Coquille near Lampers Landing is north- 

ward at an angle of 45°. They are full of fossils like those near Marsh- 

field, and suggest that the coal of Iowa Slough, which overlies them, 

may be of the same horizon as that of the Newport mine. 

Sharpless and Winchell report an important bed of coal about 4 

miles northwest of Riverton, in sec. 23,T.278., R.14W. Their report 

has not yet been published, but I have been permitted to read it, and 

make the following and other extracts: 

At this point a tunnel is found running into a hill for 150 feet on the strike of a 

coal seam. This coal bed has a thickness of at least 7 feet, and perhaps 9 or 10. 

Four feet of coal lies above a parting which is 4 inches thick, and 3 feet of it below 

this main parting. There is another shaly parting of 2 inches 3 feet above the main 

parting. The dip of this coal is east 25°, which would rapidly lead to a considerable 

depth in mining conditions. The hill rises about 100 feet above the tunnel, and 

could be easily drained for 50 or 75 feet below it. Other coal seams are said to occur 

in the same hill, but were not examined. 

The analyses of this coal, furnished by Sharpless and Winchell, are 

numbered 21, 22, and 23 in the table. 

Six miles north of Riverton and about 34 miles northeast of the 

occurrence last described is the Beaver Hill mine, opened within a 

year, and now actively operated by R. A. Graham, with J. L. Parker as 
superintendent, and a large force of men. A branch of railroad 14 

mniles in length has been built to it from the main line of the Coos 

Bay, Roseburg and Eastern Railroad near Coalton. 

The bed is somewhat variable in thickness and contains two thin 

partings of sandstone. The associated sandstones between which 

the coal appears are sometimes fossiliferous and comparatively soft, 

although in many places firm enough to stand without timbering. 

The coal is brilliant black, with homogeneous structure, and has the 

composition given under No. 24 of the table. The large force of men is 

employed chiefly in developing, and the mine has not yet entered fully 

upon its career aS a producer. During 1895, 12,000 tons were shipped. 

The strike of the bed varies considerably, but generally it is in a 

northeasterly-southwesterly direction, with a variable dip to the south- 

east at an angle of about 40°. The strata here are much disturbed, 

and the high angle at which they incline greatly increases the cost of 

mining the coal. Upon the surface the Beaver Hill bed has been 

traced along the strike for 8 or 10 miles. 

The only coal mine of Oregon which has been continuously operated 

for a considerable time is the Newport. It has been worked for over 
17 GEOL, PT I 32 
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forty years, and it owes its success not so much to the quality of the 

coal as to economical mining and management. It is now operated by 

Goodall, Perkins & Co., of San Francisco, with Mr. William Campbell 

as superintendent. The writer personally examined only one tunnel of 

the mine. All his information with reference to other portions of the 

mine and to the Newport basin was kindly furnished by Mr. Campbell. 

The location is in sec. 9, T. 26 8., R. 13 W., where a ravine has cut into 

the middle of the shallow basin containing the coal at an elevation of 

about 100 feet above sea level. The bed of coal is about 5 feet 8 inches 

in thickness, and has two small sandstone partings of 6 inches each, 

leaving 4 feet 8 inches of solid coal. The total thickness varies greatly 

from place to place, especially about the islands which the coal encircles 

within the basin. The coal appears to be contained in a shallow, boat- 

shaped fold, which, according to Mr. Campbell, is about 4 miles long 

and 14 miles broad. The coal is said to outcrop upon the surface 

around the edge of this synclinal basin (the Newport Basin), and to- 

ward its center the coal is covered by 100 feet of sandstone. The open- 

ing of the mine is in a gulch near the center of the basin. The coal 

appears to dip gently toward this point from all directions. A station- 

ary engine upon the outcropping edge of the bed pulls the empty cars 

into the mine, and the loaded cars run from all parts ef the mine to 
the opening by gravity. The slopes of the ravine in which the mine 

opens afford a convenient means for utilizing gravity as an aid in sift- 

ing, sorting, weighing, and loading the coal on the cars, which carry it 

by a comparatively gentle grade down Coal Slough to large bunkers 

on Coos Bay near Marshfield, where it is easily transferred to vessels. 
The position of the coal bed and its situation with reference to the sea 

are very important factors in the cheap production of coal from the 

Newport mine. 

The coal of this mine is brilliant black, breaking into small eubical 

blocks. In some places it is homogeneous, and at others it is irregu- 

larly streaked parallel to the bedding plane. The character of the 

vegetation from which the coal originated is shown by the occurrence 

of logs, which are sometimes completely changed to coal, and yet the 

woody structure is fully preserved. An analysis of a piece of coal in 

which the woody structure is distinct is No. 25 of the table. A com- 

parison of this analysis with the one numbered 26, which was made of 

coal selected by Mr. Campbell as a representative sample of the New- 

port mine, will show how completely the wood has been changed to 

coal. A comparison of these analyses with those numbered 27 and 28 

shows an improvement in the quality of the coal. What is now mined 

contains considerably less moisture and sulphur than that analyzed by 

Mr. Price. 

The bottom upon which the coal rests is chiefly sandstone, and it is 

occasionally quite irregular, sometimes rising into the coal and cutting 

it off completely. The coal encircles several small areas; these were 
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small islands in the swamp in which the vegetation accumulated to 

form the coal. One of these islands is shown at the mouth of the 

mine near the center of the basin, where the coal runs out completely 

and the limiting sandstones come together with only dark tracings 

to mark the boundaries. 

The outcropping coal about the edge of the Newport Basin shows 

that the swamp in which the coal originated was of greater extent 

than the basin. The swamp may have extended more or less continu- 

ously throughout the whole coal field from the Coquille to North 

Slough. The rocks at that time were lying horizontally. The New- 

port basin originated at the time the rocks were folded. The upward 

folds, or anticlines, were largely washed away, but the downward folds, 

the synclines or basins containing the coal, have been preserved. That 

the Newport coal is in a shallow syncline there seems to be no doubt 
from the testimony of the mine itself, for the coal is reported to have 
been sufficiently prospected or removed to expose the form of the fold. 

The structure of the remainder of the coal field has not yet been 

wrought out. The dips of 18° on the Coquille and 45° at the Beaver 

Hill mine show greater disturbance than at the Newport mine. 
During the summer of 1895 there were only three mines in active oper- 

ation, the Newport, the Beaver Hill, and the Timon, Others have been 
operated in the past, and some continued several years. The Eastport 

mine, immediately north of the Newport, according to Mr. W. A. Good- 

year,! was active in 1876 and produced considerable coal. He reports 
as follows: 

The aggregate thickness of the coal mined ranges from 4 to 5 feet, averaging about 

43, in two benches of nearly equal thickness with a stratum of soft shale between 

them whose average thickness is about 6 inches, though it ranges in different parts 
of the mine from 4 to10. Above the upper one of these two benches comes a stratum 

of shale, generally about 1 foot in thickness, and immediately over this again about 
1 foot of coal 2 

The Newport mine is evidently on the same bed of coal as that form- 
erly worked in the Eastport mine. 

Mr. Goodyear reports a new mine in 1877, immediately south of the 

Newport mine. A tunnel was driven some 500 or 600 feet upon the 

coal bed. 

At a point where the tunnel was commenced there was no visible outcrop what- 

ever of the coal at the surface of the ground, but a few feet beneath the surface a 

dark colored streak began to show itself, which grew rapidly thicker and purer until 

within 100 feet from the mouth of the tunnel] it had developed into a bed of good 

coal about 4 feet thick. Beyond that point, as far as the tunnel has yet extended, 

this bed will furnish from 4 to 44 feet of clean, hard coal, of a quality as good as the 

best hitherto furnished by the Coos Bay mines. The strike of the bed is about 

N. 18° E. true course, and its dip is about 84° to the east. It has in the middle of it 

a streak an inch or two in thickness of soft clay “‘mining;” but the remainder of the 

bed is good, clean coal, which separates easily from the roof and floor, and as, fur- 

thermore, both roof and floor consist of good, solid sandstone, the coal can be mined 

from this bed for a little less cost than it can at either of the other mines, where the 

' The Coal Mines of the Western Coast of the United States, 1877. 

2 Loc. cit., p. 87. 
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roof is not so good. So far as can be judged from surface indications also, there is 

every probability that the mine will prove an extensive one, and that the quantity 

of the coal which can be cheaply extracted from it will be large.! 

This mine closed some years ago for reasons unknown to the writer. 

Five miles directly north of Marshfield and between North Slough 

and Jordan Point, or Kentuck Slough, is the Glasgow mine, which has 

been operated, and much money has been devoted to prospecting and 

developing it. The mine is not open now, but Mr. William Sharp 

informs me that there are two beds of coal, one 180 feet above the 

other, reached by separate tunnels. The upper bed has about 5 feet of 

coal, with two partings; while the lower bed has about 9 feet of coal, 

with four small partings. Mr. Goodyear examined this locality in 

1872, when the Hardy mine was in operation. The strike of the bed of 

coal exposed in the long gangway was north and south, with a dip of 

16° to 18° to the westward. Although the coal outcropping at the 

surface appears to be of fair quality, in the gangway below it was 

found to be soft, and crumbled very badly on exposure. 

The bed itself is, in all probability, identical with the one in the Eastport and 

Newport mines, as it consists of the same three layers of coal with streaks of clay- 

rock between them, arranged in the same order, and preserving very nearly the same 

thickness, both relatively and absolutely, as at those mines.” 

This bed, upon which the Hardy mine is located, is evidently the 

upper bed noted by Mr. Sharp. 

In sec. 23, T. 26 8., R. 13 W., a few miles from the head of Isthmus 
Slough, the Utter mine was operated about twenty years ago, and pro- 

duced, according to Mr, Utter, about 10,000 tons of coal. The coal bed 
is said to have been 6 feet in thickness, with a small parting of shale 
near the middle. The lower half of the coal is soft and of little value, 

but the upper half is of much better quality. The strike of the bed is 
nearly east and west, with a dip of 17° southward. On account of the 

quality of the coal and the cost of production and transportation the 

mine has been closed for years. 

In the next section to the westward (22) the North Pacifie Coal Com- 

pany began operating apparently upon the same bed that oceurs in the 

Utter mine, but with no better success. 

Farther north, but upon the east bank of the Isthmus Slough, near 

the line between sections 34 and 35, T.25 S., R.13 W., a mine known as 

the Henryville mine was expensively opened and outfitted. The plant 

is now practically in ruins. An incline was driven for a distance of 

1,000 feet or more at an angle to the dip, upon a thick bed containing 

much carbonaceous material, but without finding coal sufficient to pay 

for mining. At this point the strike of the strata is north and south 

and the dip easterly. The angle of the dip is greater and the beds are 

more disturbed by faults than in the Newport mine. The disturbed 

strata are perhaps best exposed upon the surface and in a slope sunk in 

!The Coal Mines of the Western Coast of the United States, 1877, pp. 91-92. 

2Loc. cit., p. 04. 
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the southwest quarter of section 25, where an utterly fruitless attempt 

to find coal was made by the same company. Large sums of money 

have been wasted in the Coos Bay region upon expensive plants before 

the value of the coal was assured by thorough prospecting. In pros- 

pecting any coal field the first step should be to prospect thoroughly 

the surface outcrops, and if this does not completely settle the com- 

mercial value of the deposit, then consideration should be given to the 

ultimate cost of running an opening as compared with that of boring 

a hole with a diamond drill to determine what is beneath the surface. 

The diamond drill in certain cases is a valuable means of prospecting. 

The operators of the Newport mine are boring a hole to determine 

the composition of the strata underlying that region. The strata are 

but gently inclined and the conditions are especially favorable for such 

prospecting. Mr. Campbell, superintendent of the mine, informed me 

that the drill had passed through 300 feet of sandstone and 500 feet of 

shale. The sandstone is on top, and the top of the boring is about 100 

feet below the Newport coal bed. The intervening rock is sandstone, 

so that there is positive evidence, in the region of the Newport mine, 

that no valuable coal occurs within 900 feet below that bed. In the 

middle portion of the Newport basin the coal is overlain by 100 feet of 

sandstone, making the measured section, beginning at the top: 100 feet 

of sandstone, 5 feet of coal, 400 feet of sandstone, and 500 feet of shale. 

The sandstone core showed many fragments of fossil shells, so that it 

is known that the rock beneath the coal is full of fossils. Fossils are 

also abundant in the beds immediately overlying the coal in the New- 

port mine. In many places they were collected from the roof of the 

tunnel. Among them Dr. Dall recognized Lutricola unda Conr., Ostrea, 

and Tellina, but none of the forms are sufficiently characteristic to 

determine the age of the beds. The position of the fossiliferous strata 

at Marshfield and Jordan Point suggests that the coal beds are of 

Eocene age, but their gentle inclinations, especially in the Newport 

basin, and the occurrence of similar rock rich in Miocene fossils to the 

westward near South Slough, leave their exact geological horizon in 

doubt. 

Coal has been discovered a few miles south of Empire, and also at 

other points within the Coos Bay region; but a thorough study of this 

field can not be made until the surveys now in progress shall have been 

completed. 

There is, however, one locality that should be mentioned on account 

of its geological rather than its economic importance. On the coast, 

about three-fourths of a mile east of Cape Arago, is a thin bed of coal, 

from which a number of tons were obtained for use at the Arago light- 

house. It is interstratified with a highly tilted series of shales and 

thin-bedded sandstones which contain numerous characteristic Eocene 

fossils, and it is evidently of the same age. 
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OTHER OUTCROPS OF COAL. 

Besides the exposures of coal within the fields already noted, there 

are numerous other outcrops of greater or less importance within the 

State. They are usually isolated occurrences, and except in a few cases 

can not be grouped together. 
Mr. William Sharp, who has prospected much for coal in Coos County, 

has informed me that a bed of coal occurs near the head of Big Creek, 

in T. 298., R. 10 W., and that it crops out on the Middle Fork of the 

Coquille a short distance west of the mouth of Sandy Creek. 

Coal has been reported from Camas Mountain, T. 29 S., R. 8 W., in 

Douglas County. An analysis of this coal is numbered 31 in the table 

of analyses.! The bed of coal represented by the sample analyzed is 

reported to be 3 feet thick. It yieldS red ash and does not coke. 

Coal has been found on Smith River in Douglas County, and on 

several streams which flow into the sea in Lane and Benton counties. 

Two years ago Mr. G. J. Callahan opened a seam of coal in sec. 15, 

Y. 27 S., R. 7 W., at the eastern foot of the Coast Range in Douglas 

County, and obtained from it about 9 tons. Some of the coal was used 

in a small engine and for blacksmithing, and it is said to have worked 

well. The seam is 9 inches thick and lies between layers of shale. Its 

analysis is No. 32 in the list. A calcareous bed overlying the shale a 

few feet contains numerous Eocene fossils, among which an oyster is 

quite common. 

Of the localities for coal in Douglas County, those on the North Fork 

of the Umpqua, about 20 miles northeast of Roseburg, are perhaps more 

widely known than any others. This was made known as early as 1872 

by Hugh Small, in his pamphlet on Oregon and Her Resources. The 

best outcrops are said to be from 2 to 4 miles above Hughes Ferry, and 

were not visited by the writer. Close to the Ferry and at several points 

on the East Fork, or Little River, as it is sometimes called, traces of 

coal are found, but there are no beds of economic importance. At one 

point on Cavitts Creek, half a mile above its mouth, two small beds of 

impure coal occur, one 14 inches and the other 3 inches thick. This 

outcrop was leased for several years to a blacksmith of Myrtle Creek, 

who is said to have mined several tons for use in his smithy. Analysis 

No. 33 shows the composition of the coal at this locality. 

Good blacksmithing coal has been reported about the headwaters 

of the Coos River, and in the Coast Range of Yamhill County, as 

well as at many other points upon both sides of the Willamette Valley. 

A 4-foot bed, in horizontal sandstone containing leaf impressions, 

has been noted in Clackamas County, near Wilhoit Springs. Similar 

outcrops occur at many places along the western foot of the Cascade 

Range. 

In the John Day Valley of eastern Oregon coking coal has been 

Tenth Census, Vol. XV, 1880, pp. 788-789 
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found which yielded the analysis No. 34 of the table. Coal is said to 

occur also at Pendleton, but so far as yet known the great majority 

of the outcrops east of the Coast Range, excepting perhaps those of 

the upper Nehalem basin, are of little commercial importance. 

Concerning the age of the coal-bearing strata of western Oregon, it 
may be stated that at Pebble Creek (Columbia County), Cape Arago 

(Coos County), Callahans, and North Fork of the Umpqua (Douglas 
County) they are definitely known to be of Eocene age; in the Lower 
Nehalem (Clatsop County) and Yaquina (Lincoln County) coal fields 

they underlie a considerable thickness of fossiliferous Miocene strata 
and may be Eocene; at Coos Bay they are so related to both Miocene 
and Kocene strata that it is not possible without further examination to 

tell definitely to which they belong, but the tendency of the evidence 

suggests that they are Eocene. 

Chemical analyses of Oregon coals. 

so | ETO Src a eel 
3 a =| ae 

TRS GNIEAO CON ASL AGN OTA Neel ke eee eae: (2) 
2) 11.16 | 42.82 41.64 | 14.38 4.32 Sooty,incoherent, Peter Fireman. 

3 | 10.83 | 41.05 | 43.17 | 14.95 | 2.47 | Partly brilliant | Do. 
| and coherent. 

4 | 10.03 | 43.40 | 29.98 | 216.59 | 3.69 | Sooty, noncoher- | Do. 

ent. 

5 | 12.23 | 42.47 | 34.29] 111.01: 3.19 |_.... doe etee: 3). | Do. 
GaelONOT, 442 52)| 32.18) 118223) || 3.97 |... domsren eects: Do. 
7| 9.75 | 32.25 | 50.50| 7.50).....-. |S ON) SA (ee 
Bajenonssa 4273.) 42/99)) 5.45 |=. - BI PHOUNY. tence Rha J. H. Fisk and 

| W.H.Hampton. 
GUMRONOONSIReS4dalTs| S200 see. || 2.22 aees-ctie-a ese Do. 

ii) | LD, ESRI LESTE IA el a | 
11} 8.08 | 41. 26 | 46. 81 13.85 | 1.30 Partly brilliant | Peter Fireman. 

| | | and coherent. | 

12} 8.86 | 40.06 | 46.79 | 14.29) 1.31) Partly brilliant; Do. 
| | | and coherent. 

13 | 8.91 | 41.54 | 47.23 | 12.32] 0.38 | Sooty, slightly Do. 
| | | coherent. 

14} 8.11 | 41.15 | 33.59 | 117.15 | 0.95 | Sooty, noncoher- Do. 
| | | | ent. 

15| 8.53 | 39.95 | 45.79 | 15.73 | 2.00 | Partly brilliant | Do. 
| | and coherent. | 

iG |) TLE) | Ba) | ERC ee eee | Sharpless and 
| | Winchell. 

aula SoM] 42.05 | 34,29 | 0.46 | Slightly coherent) Peter Fireman. 

18| 9.77 | 43.20 | 34.92| 12.81] 2.92 |....:.......-.....| Sharpless and 
| | Winchell. 

1 Red. 2 Brown. 3 Light brown. 
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Chemical analyses of Oregon coals—Continued, 

|. | 

Xo. | Tre! mers carbon, $8!) phe, | ope oe 
See i a | 

19 | 10.81 | 46.52 | 34.26 roa Hl kel ve el A ees a Sharpless and 

Pe Winchell. 

90 | £2:26 | 48, 16||335935|, dOx6ba)-eeseos [pte Bs Shoe eae Do. 
21| 4.97 | 42.13 | 44.91 MGS) || ee) | b See eee | Do. 

22| 5.93 | 48.31 | 38.78 | 9.58 |..----- Fo ee ee | De. 
28: || 4.05.|-46.5il |c38 15) by deen | seems | ee ee Do. 
24 | 10.42 | 42.21 | 43.18) 14.19 0.69 | Sooty,veryslight-| Peter Fireman. | 

| | | ly coherent. 

95 | 9.78 | 42.57 | 44.19] 13.46] 0.91 | Sooty, partly co- | J. H. Fisk and | 

| _ herent. | W.H.Hampton. | 

26 | 11.94 | 41.48 | 87.85 | °8.73) 1.32 | Sooty, noncoher- Do. 
| | |= ent: : 

27 | 15.45 | 41.55 | 34.95] 8.05 | 2.55 | Willnot dolene | Malhaaseey Berea 

28 | 17.27 | 44.15 | 32.40] 6.18] 1.37 eet Ge eee Do. 
29 | 11.00.| 41.00 | 44.50 | 3.00 | 0.45 |_.-.--..---.----2. J. A. Fisk and 

| W.H.Hampton. 

30: | '20:/09')|: S2A59MI Ae ORI 95 ade eee | eee eee Do. 

ail 1.53 | 42.82 | 44.94 10.71 | 14.49 Does not coke.... F. A. Gooch. 

| 32 | 1.96 | 43.68 | 51.11 | %3.25| 1.66 | Partly brilliant | Peter Fireman. | 
| and coherent. | 

33 | 4.66 | 38.54 | 39.00 | 417.80| 0.44 |..... doe see Do. | 
| 34| 1.08 | 24.40 | 34.71 | 39.81 | 0.91 | Worthless.......| F. A. Gooch. | 

| | 
1 Light brown. 2 Red. 3 Brown. 4Light yellow. 

Localities of coals given in foregoing table of analyses. 

1. Astoria. Mineral Resources of the United States, 1882, p. 94. 

Upper Nehalem coal field, Columbia County: 

Pebble Creek. Sec. 34, T.4 N., R.4 W. 
Pebble Creek. Sec. 34, T.4 N., R.4 W. 

mo bo 

Coal Company. 

or 

canyon. 

East Fork of Pebble Creek. Face at interior end of tunnel of Great Northern 

East Fork of Pebble Creek. S. W.4 sec. 23, T.4 N.,R.4 W. At bottom of 

6. East Fork of Pebble Creek. NW. 4 sec. 23, T.4 N., R.4 W. At bottom of 

side ravine. 

7. East Fork of Pebble Creek. Face of tunnel of Great Northern Coal Company’s 

mine. Published by the company. 

io a) 

mine. Published by the company. 

9, Nehalem No. 1. Location? Published by Great Northern Coal Company. 

. East Fork of Pebble Creek. Face of tunnel of Great Northern Coal Company's 

10. Nehalem No. 2. Location? Published by Great Northern Coal Company, 

Lower Nehalem coal field, Clataop County: 
11. Hodge Creek. Sec. 16, T. 3.N., R. 10 W. 

12. Hodge Creek. Sec. 16, T. 3N.,R .10 W. 

13. Coal Creek. SW. } sec. 36, T. 4 N., R. 10 W 
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Yaquina coal field, Lincoln County : 

14. Shaw Place, 14 miles west of Toledo. Sec. 13, T. 11 8., R. 11 W. 

15. Four miles northwest of Toledo. Sec. 30, T.10S., R. 10 W. 

16. Yaquina Bay. Noted by Sharpless and Winchell. 

Coos coal field, Coos County: 
17. Riverton coal (Timon’s mine). 

18. Kight’s mine, near Riverton; top. 
19. Kight’s mine, near Riverton; middle. 

20. Kight’s mine, near Riverton; bottom. 

21. Coquille. Sec. 23,T.278.,R. 14 W.; average. 

22. Coquille. Sec. 23, T.27S., R. 14 W.; above parting. 

23. Coquille. Sec. 23, T.2758., R. 14 W.; below parting. 

24. Beaver Hill mine. Sec.17, T.275S., R.13 W. 
25. Newport mine. Sec.9,T.268.,R.12 W. Shows distinct woody structure; 

thrown out by picker. 
6. Newport mine Sec.9,'T.268.,R.12 W. Selected by superintendent. 

7. Newport mine, Upper Beach. Sec. 9, T.268., R. 12 W. Mineral Resources 

of the United States, 1887, p. 289. : 
28. Newport mine, Lower Beach. Sec. 9, T. 268., R.12 W. Mineral Resources 

of the United States, 1887, p. 289. 
29. Durham. Published by Great Northern Coal Company, of Portland. 

30. Coos Bay. Exact location not known. Published by Great Northern Coal 
Company, of Portland. . 

31. Camas Mountain, Douglas County. Tenth Census, Vol. XV, p. 788. 
32. Callahans, 11 miles west of Roseburg, Douglas County. 

33. Near mouth of Cavitts Creek, Douglas County. 
34. Blue Mountains. Tenth Census, Vol. XV, p. 788. 

HINDRANCES TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COAL FIELDS OF 

OREGON. 

The coal fields of the Coast Range are covered by a growth of vege- 

tation so dense as to greatly interfere with the coal prospector. A 

luxuriant undergrowth of vines and shrubs amid large numbers of 

fallen trees in the forests, especially in the ravines, where abundant 
moisture lingers throughout the summer, completely covers the slopes. 

The soft sandstone and shales readily crumble to soil, and thus con- 

tribute to the more complete covering of the underlying strata. The 
coal-bearing strata are all soft, like the coal itself, and crop out at 

the surface only along the lines of most rapid erosion—that is, along 

streams. In the gulches and ravines of small streams, where the force 
of the water in floods is not sufficient to sweep away the mass of logs and 

other rubbish, the outcrops are very few and prospecting is especially 

tedious; but along the larger streams, as, for example, the Nehalem, 

which, during freshets sweeps its bed, the rocks are well exposed. 

The longer axes of the coal fields are more or less nearly parallel 

with the trend of the Coast Range, upon whose flanks they occur, and 
it would be expected that the streams descending from the range across 

the fields would give fine exposures, but the streams are generally so 

small that they afford meager outcrops. 

While the dense floral covering, by obscuring outcrops, hinders the 

prospecting of the coal fields, after the mines are once opened the 

presence of abundant timber is an advantage in supplying the demands 
of the work. 
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The greatest hindrance to the development of the Oregon coal fields 

is the lack of transportation. All the navigable rivers and bays of the 

Oregon coast are obstructed by bars, which greatly interfere with nav- 

igation. Formerly the depth of low water on the bar in front of Coos 

Bay varied in different seasons, with the shifting bar, from 9 to 13 or 14 
feet. Since the jetties have been built, the channel has been improved. 

In the four years 1881-1885 the number of vessels crossing the bar was 

1,118, of which 98 drew more than 13 feet of water. The entrance to 

Coos Bay is regarded as one of the best along the Oregon coast, the 

obstacles interposed to navigation by bars at other unimproved places 

being great. 

In the case of the Upper Nehalem coal field, however, development is 

not hindered by marine obstruction, but by lack of proper facilities 

for land transportation. Although the coal field is less than 50 miles 

from Portland, there is a divide between, which, taken in connection 
with the stream canyons and dense forest, presents considerable diffi- 

culty in: the way of railroad construction; and until railroad facilities 

are provided the Upper Nehalem coal field must remain undeveloped. 

THE COAL INDUSTRY OF OREGON. 

Historiccl notes.—The only coal of Oregon noted by Prof. James D. 

Dana in 1841! was thin seams in the shale near Astoria. He refers to 
the coal in the Cowlitz, and reports that ‘coal is said to oceur on the 
coast north of Oregon and on Vancouver Island.” Fourteen years later 

Prof. J. S. Newberry wrote:? 

Although the fact has been frequently announced in the journals, no true coal had 

been found in California or Oregon at the date of our arrival in San Francisco [May 

30, 1855]. About the time of our arrival in San Francisco, however, the carbona- 

ceous deposits on the shores of Coos Bay began to attract the attention of the 

public, and it was confidently believed that there had at last been found beds of 

bituminous coal equal in quality to that imported from the Eastern States. 

Professor Newberry did not visit Coos Bay, but he saw several car- 

goes of coal at San Francisco and Portland, and from the information 

furnished by others he reports as follows: 

This coal is interstratified with sandstonesand shales, which form a series several 

hundred feet in thickness, the strata being very much disturbed by intrusion of 

trap rock, some of them being inclined at an angle of 45°. The beds of coal are 

found in the upper part of the series, being most fully developed on the shores of 

the bay, where the strata are much less disturbed than nearer Cape Arago. *~ *~ ~* 

Several of the strata associated with the coal are highly fossiliferous, most of the 

fossils being marine molusea, 

From the above statement by Professor Newberry, it is evident that 

coal was mined at Coos Bay and reached San Francisco as early as 

1855. From that time to the present there has been at least one mine 

in continuous operation. It is interesting to note that in the early 

report of Professor Newberry the highly inclined beds of Cape Arago 

1U. S. Exploring Expedition under Commodore Wilkes. Geology, by J. D. Dana, Vol. X, p, 658. 
2Reports of Explorations and Surveys for a Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific, 

Vol. VI, Part II, p. 62. 
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were distinguished from the more gently inclined beds on the borders 

of Coos Bay. 

More detailed information concerning the coal is furnished by R. W. 

Raymond, who, in 1870, wrote! as follows: 

The Coos Bay coal deposit was examined during the year by Mr. William Ash- 

burner, of San Francisco. It is composed of three seams, inclosed in sandstone, dip- 

ping toward the northwest at an angle of about 15°. The two principal and lowest 

seams are each 2 feet 3 inches in thickness, of uniform quality, and separated by an 

intercalated stratum of sandstone 4 inches thick. The upper seam of coal, being of 

inferior quality and only 1 foot thick, is not removed by the miners. 

Mr. Hugh Small,in 1872, claimed? that the Coos Bay mines gave 

“employment to a regular fleet of schooners that trade to San Fran- 

cisco and other ports, 60,000 tons being shipped from her mines last 

year.” This large amount indicates considerable activity, and about 

that time there was great impetus given to coal prospecting in that 

region; but in 1876, according to Mr. Goodyear,’ the Eastport and New- 

port mines were the only ones that had been successfully worked in the 

Coos Bay region, and of these only the Newport mine has survived. 

The following table shows the annual production from 1880 to 1895. 

These figures are compiled from the volumes of Mineral Resources of 

the United States, published annually by the United States Geological 

Survey. 
Coal industry in Oregon from 1880 to 1895. 

| Num- Total prod- | Average | Number | Number | 
Year. | berof uct in Value. | price | of days | of men 

| mines. | short tons. | per ton. | active. employed. 

le CDSE eee Renae | 20,000 Weees aetece | ee Ale tras 2a ee ee ci 
ACSA gee so hearer eSORO00 || eeeeret ee [Paeat asker ERS gates etiye tar | 
TROD omy ESE 30;000)=\2-5-22 2... Eee Hacked 2 IN TPIS a 57 

| SIE eae nae. PR SONCOO) Women c aoe | Taree heres oabbe keds 

(Cy ee ee | E0000 |heeaee sees aren cane eet 
1SO5 Mes sae Moe S (ieee d'4' GAS a Dee ee IB SS Nae ace Sa 

ASSO pecan ee a2e|) 45,1000) (112,500) | 2.3.0: ee Reamer 

ASST 2) 2 | 31,696 | 70,000 | $2.75 | 210 | 105 
ESS ee ane lee 75,000 | 225,000 | 3.00 | 245 160 

USS OMe Debi: Qay 641359) | 163650) 2560 oie eo. 160 

ISSO shel 1 Ge | Tei ORE ese oe a 208 | 

| ayaa | 1 | 51,826 | 155,478 | 3.00 |........ ae 
SOD pee cee . al 34,661 | 148,546 | 4.29 120 90 | 

HS9Se ee oe Hast 41,683 | ,164,500 | 3.57 192 110 | 

(Senet || 7, 501',.| cigs ond... 243 88 | 
AS9oeves 22 4 73,685 | 247,901 | 3.36 69 | 4414 | 

'Mining Statistics West of the Rocky Mountains for 1870, p. 219. 
“Oregon and Her Resources, 1872. 

%Coal Mines of the Western Coast, 1877. 

“The apparently large number of men employed and small average working time is due to the large 
force of men employed in deyeloping the Beaver Hill mine, which was producing coal for shipment 

during ouly 20 days in 1895. ‘The average time made at the Newport mine was over 200 days per man. 
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It has been stated! that the Coos Bay coal commands a better price 

in San Francisco than any other found on the Pacific Coast, and on the 

other hand,’ that it ‘“‘sells in San Francisco about $2 less per ton than 

Puget Sound coal of corresponding grade.” There is also difference of 

opinion as to the use for which the coal is best adapted, whether for 

domestic or for steam-producing purposes. Mr. J. W. Harrison, of 

San Francisco, informs me by letter, dated December 20, 1895, that the 
Coos Bay coal is sold “entirely for house uses; being a lignite, it is not 

sooty, hence is preferred by housekeepers on account of its cleanliness. 

It is sold in San Francisco at fully 75 cents to $1 per ton less than Aus- 

tralian coal, at $1.25 to $1.50 per ton less than British Columbian coal, 
and 50 cents per ton less than Seattle coal.” 

IRON ORES. 

The most interesting deposit of iron ore yet discovered in the State, 

and the only one that has been worked to a considerable extent, is that 

formerly operated by the Oregon Iron and Steel Company, near Oswego, 

and about 8 miles south of Portland. The ore is limonite, and lies 

between sheets of basalt dipping northwest at an angle varying from 

20° to 30°. The following section (fig. 17) illustrates the mode of its 

occurrence. For many of the facts revealed along the drifts and tun- 

nels of this mine I am indebted to Mr. William A. Pomeroy, who 

resides at the mine. The quotations are from a letter dated February 

19, 1896: 

The deposit is in the form of a bed, about 1 mile long and half a mile wide. The 

strike (nearly parallel with the greatest extent of*the ore) is about E. 15° N., and 

the dip alittle west of north. From the surface down the slope for 200 to 400 feet 

the dip is about 20° to 30°, but diminishes to an average of 8° to 10°. The ore is 

low-grade limonite or bog ore. It varies somewhat in hardness, color, and co nposi- 

tion, owing to the varying amounts of silica and organic matter. The range of 

analyses is about as follows: 

Composition of iron ore from near Oswego, Oreg. 

Per cent. 

Metallic:iron .s..sc:.222o sue ee ee eee eee 30 =—- 40 

| SuliGais. so ces aaden cooed sash ce SSE Ee eee eee 1 =19 

Macnesia.........- fe See eee ee Oe =h ar 

MIEN PAN eSC\sos55.cccs Vos <= chen Seno ee ee eee f - 8 

| IGim einen es Secccut ci wteec cee Oi 8 Gee ea eee 2 -4 

Phosphorus) ~uc- sc = s/o so oes ecien eee 0.37- 0.67 

SU PUT eewcapeiwencm sen ee cme eae Seer cet 0.3 - 1 

1Statistics of the State of Oregon, by A. J. Dufurs, 1869, p. 101. 

2Resources of the State of Oregon, collected and prepared by the State Board of Agriculture. Min- 

erals, by Herbert Long, p. 22. 
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From the southwest part of the outcrop down the dip 800 feet, the ore averages 38 

to 45 per cent of metallic iron, contains more alumina, less silica, and is soft and 

friable. Going east on the outcrop about 1,500 feet, a hard, blackish, flinty, highly 

siliceous ore is found. It continues down on the dip about 200 feet and is 200 to 300 

feet in length. Although there is always more or less of it through the bed in 

streaks, in some places the whole becomes almost oolitic in appearance, and in those 

places it is richest. The ore 

ranges in thickness from 2 to 

20 feet, averaging 5 or 6 feet, 

with the irregular depressions 

and elevations of the lava sur- 

face on which it was deposited. 

As seen by the writer, 

the bed along the surface 

ranges from 2 to 8 feet 
in thickness and it v TAS Fig. 17—Section at the Prosser mine. 1, Basalt; 2, Iron-ore SS, § 

bed; 3,. Basalt. 
traced for about a mile 

along the strike. The ore seen was generally brown, but varied from 

black to red. In some cases the red was associated with very siliceous 

material, reminding one very much of the red jasper found with some of 

the Lake Superior ores. The following analyses, published in the report 

of the Tenth Census (Vol. XV, p. 497), shows a somewhat higher per- 

centage of iron than that reported by Mr. Pomeroy: 

Percentages of iron and phosphorus in ore from near Oswego, Oreg. 

| 1165 | 1167. | 1166. | 

| | | 
| | | 
WMeMotaliitctiron .--%cs2c0<.2-s: | 44.71 | 54.19 | 45.40 
| hosplhoruss.:5. ot. -c5c0-e- aces 0.666 | 0.392) 0.576. | 

Phosphorus in 100 parts of iron -| 1. 490 | 0.723 | 1.269 

Specimen 1165 was taken from a pile of 150 tons of ore from the 

stock house at the furnace. Specimen 1167 was selected chippings of 

the crystallized ore. 

The underlying lava, on whose irregular surface the ore was depos- 

ited, is dark-gray basalt, and usually very vesicular, showing that at 

the time of its extrusion it flowed out upon the surface. It is consid- 

erably decomposed in places, and by the process of decomposition oxide 

of iron is liberated. This fact points to the adjacent lava slopes that 

surrounded the small lake or swamp in which the ore was deposited as 

the original source of the iron. By surface streams or chalybeate 

springs the iron was brought to the lake or swamp, where, under the 

influence of organic, chemical, or mechanical agents, it was precipitated 

and accumulated to form the bed of ore. 

At some points in the upper part of the ore bed logs are found, 

but they are most abundant in the sand rock in places immediately 
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overlying the ore. Mr. Pomeroy collected some fossil leaves for me. 

He writes: 

So far fossils have been found only in the roof, none occurring in the bottom of 

the bed. At this western part of the bed there is 8 to 14 inches of loose sand rock 

between the ore body and the hanging. This is found at the outcrop and continues 

for several hundred feet. The fossils are mostly in this sand rock, which is soft 

and easily friable, and presents more or less cleavage, some few isolated pieces 

of wood being found in the ore body itself, but always more or less completely 

silicified, and near the top. The trees in place have their roots in the sand rock, 

which is in some places 2 and 3 feet thick. ‘The fallen trees, those in horizontal 

position, are found with a part of the trunk in the ore and sand rock and part in the 

hanging. Some of these trees are almost perfect, showing bark and apparently no 

decay. These trees vary all the way from 5 and 6 inches to 3, 4, 5, and even 6 feet 

in diameter. They are not found until you go down on the dip about 700 feet, and 

then they become quite thick, and can be traced east and west almost in a straight 

line for some distance, evidently showing an old water line. 

The fossil leaves in the dark, hard rock came from this locality; those in the 

lighter, softer rock came from farther up the slope, about 300 to 450 feet from the 

mouth of tunnel. ‘ 

After the ore was deposited with the locally overlying bed of sand, 

and the great forest trees, requiring perhaps centuries for their growth, 
had developed, the whole accumulation was covered up by another 

deluge of lava. The lava from this eruption is much more compact 

and its contact surface much more even than that of the lava below 
the ore. In type, however, the two rocks are the same, but the erup- 

tions must have been separated by a considerable interval, during 

which the bed of ore was formed. At that time the upper surface of 

the ore deposit must have been horizontal, and after the eruption of 

the lava that covers the deposit, or perhaps in connection with it, the 

beds were so disturbed as to be tilted at an angle of 20° to 30°. The 

date of this disturbance has not been fixed, but it certainly belongs to 

alate geological period. Professor Pumpelly regarded it as probably 

Tertiary, and states that ‘‘similar ores are forming to-day in the great 

marshes, from the chalybeate waters drained from the decomposing 

basalts of the Cascade Range.” 

In order to determine, if possible, the age of the deposit, the fossil 
leaves collected by Mr. Pomeroy were submitted to Mr. F. H. Knowl- 
ton, of the National Museum, for determination. In the small collee- 
tion he could recognize only a few leaves, which, he says— 

appear to represent a single species of narrow, thick-leaved oak. This is almost the 

same as (Quercus elwnoides Lx., but differs in having a rounded instead of an obscure 

acuminate apex. The determination of the age on suchimperfect data is obviously 

unsafe. The specimen of Quercus mentioned aboye is from the Miocene of Cali- 
fornia, and the Prosser mine specimens are so close to it, if not indeed identical 
with it, that it is at most an indication that they may also belong to the Miocene. 

But more and better material will be necessary before this can be settled definitely. 

The ore of the Prosser mine was used in 1865! by the Oregon Iron 

Company in a furnace at Oswego, about 24 miles from that mine. The 

'Mr. J. Ross Browne (Report to the Secretary of the Treasury on the Mineral Resources of the 

States and Territories west of the Rocky Mountains, 1868), in considering the mineral resources of 

Oregon, quotes largely from the Oregonian, whose files afford so full a record of the development of 

the various industries within the State, 
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mine consists in general of three slightly converging inclines, running 

down the slope of the bed for nearly a thousand feet, and some of the 

ore has been taken out upon both sides. The capacity of the mine in 

1880 was estimated at 20,000 tons a year. During that year it worked 

only three and two-thirds months, and yielded 6,225 tons. In June, 

1895, the mine was not in operation. 

Mr. Pomeroy says: 

On the south side, and near the east end of Tualitin Lake, is a deposit of iron ore 

almost identical with the Prosser ore bed, known as the Patton bed, the dip, strike, 

foot, and hanging, and ore being almost the same, but it is quite limited in extent. 

In an air line the two deposits are from 1} to 2 miles apart, the deep, narrow lake 

and swamps intervening. 

There is a third, though very small quantity, about 50 feet or more lower in eleva- 

tion and just east of the Prosser bed, about one-half mile from its east end, where it 

terminates abruptly against a basaltic ridge or cliff 100 to 150 feet in height. This 

bed has the same strike, but dips south toward the lake. The ore is very similar to 

the Prosser ore. : 

An analysis of ore from one of these localities, taken from the Tenth 

Census, is given in the last table, column 1167. 

Limonite is a widely distributed ore of iron in western Oregon, and 

is generally associated more or less directly with igneous rocks. ‘The 

soil of basalts nearly everywhere is full of small, earthy, shot-like con- 

cretions, composed of limonite, and their presence in the soil may 

always be taken as evidence of its derivation from a rock rich in iron. 

On the North Fork of the Scappoose, about 25 miles northwest of 
Portland, a deposit of limonite occurs at the Raffety and Payne mine, 

from which about 400 tons of ore is said to have been removed. Its 

outcrop is upon a sharp spur in a short turn of the stream, at an ele- 
vation of about 450 feet above the sea, and nearly 300 feet above the 
stream. There has been no underground work, and the deposit is not 

well exposed at the opening. It lies between very much decomposed 
eruptive rocks. Near by, the eruptives are less altered and retain the 

vesicular character and crystalline structure which clearly indicate 
their igneous origin. The ore is said to have been traced along a very 
steep bluff upstream for nearly one-half mile. Mr. Herbert Lang 
reports’ the following analysis of the ore at this locality: 

Analysis of iron ore from the Raffety and Payne mine, on the North Fork of the Scappoose. 

Per cent. 

SHCA, .ssoseshes eee eS Dana ae aes Se a ee eee SPY 

ANTIVIR soneseo scales su Snetnoe cee eno tee aCe eee 5. 27 

Sp nT PONGl east segess oval bee sede So eE ESE Be eEee 3.22 

POS OOO DOIG! os EodSoeu ken Seees Goes Saco lee eee 0. 34 

WWEIOE ocic cee Ob OB ee aS D ee eS eee ae ee 15. 54 

SEC MICS GF hg, S26 sasaee oidee ae Cen Fen eae ee | 74. 46 
| =| 

TROT tocc dae eE ERROR eee ee | 100.08 | 

'The Resources of the State of Oregon, compiled and prepared by the State Board of Agriculture, 
1892, p. 26. 
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We were informed of an iron mine near Mr. West’s, on the road from 

Greenville to Manning, but upon examination found only a ditch with 

a small quantity of limonite close to a rotten igneous rock. The rock 

is in general so thoroughly decomposed as to be recognized with diffi- 

culty, although in some places its original vesicular structure is still 

preserved. Mr. West said that some of the ore had been taken to 

Oregon City and pronounced good. This may well be, but the quantity 

of ore present appears to be small. 

Farther up the West Fork of Dairy Creek, near Manning’s, limonite 

occurs at several localities. At sec. 16, T. 2 N., R. 4 W., a short dis- 

tance west of Mr. Manning’s, there is considerable limonite, like that 

at Scappoose and Oswego. It is not so clearly associated with erup- 

tive rocks as at Oswego, although basalts, both fresh and altered, 

occur in that vicinity. Only small pits have been dug in prospecting 

for the ore. While it is evident that the body of the ore present at 

this place is not large, it is equally apparent that under favorable cir- 

cumstances, which do not now exist in that region, it would be worthy 

of attention. Similar masses of bog ore occur in a swampy tract a 

short distance southeast of Manning’s, and at many points through 

the country, wherever circumstances were favorable, the oxide of iron 
resulting from the decomposition of the eruptive rocks accumulated to 

form deposits of limonite. Fine samples of limonite were seen at the 

hotel in Vernonia, and several miles southeast of that town is a fer- 

ruginous sandstone; but these were not seen in place. Such ore 

occurs at a number of points in the Coast Range, but all the localities 

at which it has ever been mined, as far as known to the writer, have 

been mentioned. 

An entirely different class of iron ore occurs among the older rocks 

of the Klamath Mountains, in the southern part of the State. Mr. 

Corning, of Corvallis, gave me a fine specimen of magnetite, from 

Josephine County, in the southern part of the State. Its composition 

has not been determined. If this ore occurs in abundance at the 

locality indicated, it will doubtless be of importance some day as a 

source of iron ore. 

Oregon produced a small amount of pig iron in 1894, but reported no 

iron ore mined. 

In 1880 Oregon was seventeenth among 23 iron-producing States. 

In 1889 Oregon was nineteenth among 28 iron-producing States. 

In 1893 Oregon was twentieth among 25 iron-producing States. 

SANDSTONE. 

The rocks of the Coast Range of Oregon are chietly sandstones, shales, 

and basalts. Although widely distributed, they are not all of economic 

importance. The shales are of but little use. The calcareous nodules 

they contain, in some places abundantly, have been burned to lime, but 

the amount is very limited. 
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The sandstones are quarried in many places for building purposes. 

Those near the coast are generally soft, and are used chiefly in the con- 

struction of jetties. At Tillamook Bay and Coos Bay they are quarried 
for this purpose within easy reach of tide water. 

The principal sandstone quarry of western Oregon is the one at 

Pioneer, on the Yaquina River, in Lincoln County. At that place the 

sandstone occurs in massive beds and affords an excellent building 

stone. Being soft, it is easily shaped, and yet is durable, with a good, 

gray color. The heavy beds allow it to be quarried in large pieces, in 

some cases 10 feet thick. It is carried by railroad from the quarry to 

tide water, and then towed on barges down the bay. The rock dips 

gently, and a great mass of it is exposed, so that it will furnish mate- 

rial for some time to come. During 1895 there were many tons of rock 

shipped from this quarry, and nearly all of it went to San Francisco. 

About 5 miles south of Forest Grove, in Washington County, at 

Boose’s quarry, a solid dark-gray sandstone is quarried for building 

purposes, and is quite extensively used in the surrounding country. 

The rock contains numerous Miocene fossils. 

At several points a few miles south of Corvallis, and at Monroe, still 

farther south, in Benton County, considerable sandstone has been 

quarried, but for local use only. 

About 2 miles from Jefferson, Marion County, a sandstone has been 

quarried and used by Mr. F. Wood, of Albany, in the construction of 

monuments. It is of dark-gray color, easily cut, and occasionally 

shows upon a fresh fracture irregular areas of bright reflections from 

the calcareous cement which holds the sand together. The rock, being 

fine-grained, receives delicate carvings, and was used for the ornamental 

memorial stone from Oregon in the Washington Monument at the 

national capital. Small cubes of this sandstone are said to have been 

tested, and found not only to have a high crushing strength, but to 

stand fire well. This would be expected from the nature of the sand, 
which is made up largely of voleanic material. Characteristic fossils 

occur in this region as well as near Corvallis, showing that the sand- 

stone belongs to the Hocene formation, and may be older than the 
sandstone at Pioneer and the Coast Range farther northward. 

Sandstones are especially abundant in the Coast Range south of the 

latitude of Eugene City, and are well exposed along the Umpqua and 

Coos rivers and the forks of the Coquille. <A great bluff of sandstone 

forms the eastern escarpment of the range from Tyee Mountain and 

Coles Valley to Camas. The same rock continues farther southward, 
lapping over the older strata, but in places it gets coarser graiped, and, 

rising higher in the mountains, is less available. Along the coast, 

however, it is much more easily reached. Near Port Orford, and per- 
haps at other points south of the district embraced in this reconnais- 

sance, the sandstones have been quarried for the San Francisco market. 
MPGHO iP i= 3.5 
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LIMESTONE AND MARBLE. 

It is well known from the publications of Mr. Herbert Lang that lime- 

stone, sometimes in the form of marble, occurs in a number of places in 

the Klamath Mountains of southwestern Oregon, as, for example, near 

Rocky Point, in Jackson County, and on Williams Creek, in Josephine 

County. Farther northward, on the borders of the Willamette Valley, 
in Marion and Polk counties, shell limestone is said to occur. 

There is also an interesting occurrence of marble in Douglas County, 

less than a dozen miles southeast of Roseburg. The narrow belt in 

which the lenticular masses here and there crop out extend northeast 

from the Umpqua toward Peel for a distance of at least 20 miles. The 

outcrops best known are at Cooper’s, Flint’s, and Whitsett’s, and at 

the quarry of the Variety Marble Company, of Roseburg. At the first 

two localities it has been burned for lime. At the last locality a mill 

was erected to saw the marble into slabs, and some of it has been 
used in Roseburg. The mill was not running in the summer of 1895, 

The marble is one of remarkable beauty, being handsomely variegated 

with red, yellow, gray, and white. Much of the rock is mottled gray, 

with a multitude of white veins, while other portions are brecciated 

with brilliant shades of red and yellow, veined with white and irregular 

areas of gray. The marble, when well polished, is one of the most 

beautiful variegated marbles of this country. It appears, however, that 

different portions of the mass vary considerably in hardness, rendering 

it somewhat difficult to work. Furthermore, the quantity exposed at 

the quarry is quite limited, although farther southward in the same 

belt larger lenticular masses are exposed. 

BASALT. 

Under this head are included the modern lavas so extensively used 

for road metal at many places. At Portland they form a portion of the 

heights, and they occur at many points throughout western Oregon. 

This rock forms the falls of the Willamette at Oregon City, and many 

of the hills throughout the’ great valley, the fertility of which is largely 

due to the rich soil furnished by the alteration and disintegration of 

the lavas. 

It is well known that this rock stands among the very best materials 

obtainable for road construction. In large cities it is sometimes used 

in the form of paving blocks, but also in the form of fine stones for 

macadamizing. It is thus employed quite extensively in Portland. 

One mile south of Dilley, in Washington County, in this sort of rock, 

is the county stone quarry for road metal. A crusher is located here, 

and the crushed stone is hauled a long way. The good roads of that 

region show the wisdom of such practice. 

Basalt is one of the most solid and enduring rocks, but its hardness 

and tenacity render it comparatively difficult to trim. On account of 
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its somber color it is little used for building, excepting for foundations, 

and for this purpose it has a wide application. It frequently possesses 

acolumnar jointing that cuts it up into pieces too small for building 

stone. Occasionally columns are sufficiently regular to be used for 

fence posts without further trimming. This is especially the case along 

the Rhine, in Germany. 

According to the official report! on the stone industry for 1894, gran- 

ite is quarried in Jackson and Columbia counties; diabase in Linn 

County; basalt in Clackamas and Linn counties, and andesite in Mult- 

nomah County. The value of the granite quarried in Oregon in 1890 

was $44,150; in 1891, $3,000; in 1892, $6,000; in 1893, $11,255; in 
1894, $4,993. The rocks classed above as granite, diabase, basalt, and 

andesite are all of igneous origin. In the trade, names of rocks are 

frequently used without careful discrimination, and they may have to 

be changed when the rocks are studied. 

GOLD. 

In recent years the gold-mining industry of western Oregon has been 

steadily growing in importance. According to the report of the 

Director of the Mint, the counties west of the Cascade Range ranked 

as follows in the production of gold in 1894: 

Josep hinelC oumibyere sate eee ae seer eee ae $123, 676. 61 

Coos COU -oeeesan uss doeaase Heppero Hane enor 109, 353. 77 

Jackson Coumbyis sa. oops ty es ye he se secs StS 107, 647. 00 

DOWIE COMM oes adeevs casaoeuces edeond cease 70, 879. 38 

IUAING (COLNE aco cos seten SSSesS a aoriae eee ee 32, 500. 00 

Cuniay COumni\yaverandans descoeneeaac en eenereee 8, 800. 00 

ILM COUNT saseces caoeeS Bee toe Ses eee oe ase 5, 000. 00 

BentonkC oumibye seer poe eee ate sae ane se eee 2, 045. 00 

Marmion oulnibiyge a ete ep ee ee eee eeSeie es 985. 00 

The profitable production of gold in western Oregon is confined 

almost exclusively to the areas of the older rocks, such as those of the 

Klamath Mountains. They are the same as those of the Sierra Nevada 

of California, which have long been celebrated for their metallic wealth. 

None of the producing quartz mines lie within the region of this recon- 

naissance, although much was heard of them, and some fine specimens 

were seen from the mines in the southern part of Coos County and the 

eastern part of Lane County, where active mining operations are now 

being carried on. 

Although the greatest production is in the Klamath Mountains, there 

is at present considerable activity at various points along the western 

slope of the Cascade Range, as, for example, in the Bohemian region, 

near the boundary between Lane and Douglas counties, as well as on 

the McKenzie Fork and at Quartzyille, in Marion County. 

In the northern portion of the Coast Range, near the borders of 

Clatsop and Columbia counties, there has been much prospecting, but 

1Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. LV, pp. 444 and 461. 
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no productive mines have yet been worked. The Rock Creek mines, 

which are most easily reached from Vernonia, are located in altered, 

igneous rocks, closely related to basalt. They are probably of Eocene 
age, and belong to the mass which forms the core of the Coast Range 

from Saddle Mountain to Vineyard Hill, near Corvallis. They are con- 

siderably changed since their eruption, and while it is possible that they 

may contain metalliferous deposits of economic value, the presence of 

these is not yet certainly known. 

On the North Fork of Myrtle Creek the placer mines are worked to a 

very limited extent. These are said to have once been the most exten- 

sive placer mines of southern Oregon, and are supposed to have pro- 

duced upward of $80,000 annually. They lie within the area covered 

by the Roseburg sheet, and will soon be mapped in detail. 

Among the most interesting of the mineral resources of the region 

embraced within this reconnaissance is the auriferous black sand near 
the coast. This is found chiefly in Coos County. These sands were 

carefully studied, over part of the area, in the spring of 1895, by 

Messrs. Sharpless and Winchell; their report is not yet published, 

but the writer has been permitted to consult if and quote from it. 

Although the writer passed through the same region and visited 

some of the mines, he remained there only a short time, hoping to avail 

himself, as he now does, of the results obtained by the detailed observa- 

tions of Messrs. Sharpless and Winchell. According to these observers, 

the auriferous black sands occur along the beach for some miles north 

of the mouth of the Coquille, and extend inland about 2 miles, attain- 

ing an altitude, along the eastern margin, of nearly 100 feet above 

the sea. 

The deposits in question are beds of more or less stratified sand and gravel, in 

which are embedded many trunks and stumps of trees, some of great size, and spe- 

cies, such as redwood, known to exist only in California. The sand consists mainly 

of grayish-colored silica and feldspar. It also contains garnets, rubies, magnetite, 

ilmenite, chromite, and metallic gold, platinum, and iridosmine. The washing and 

blowing of the sand on the beach tends to concentrate the gravel and bowlders into 

certain strata, and the heavy minerals above-mentioned into others. It thus hap- 

pens that the bowlders are mainly confined to the lower portion of these sand deposits, 

while the heavy sand, containing a relatively large percentage of black sand and of 

the precious metals mentioned, lies just above, in beds which vary in thickness from 

a few inches to 10 or 12 feet. On top of the black sand is a varying depth of gray 

sand; near the beach it will vary from 38 or 4 feet to 30 feet, while a mile away from 

the beach it will vary from 30 to 60 feet. 

Gravel streaks occur all through the sand at irregular intervals, but the pebbles in 

the upper strata are seldom larger than 1 inch in diameter. 

The bowlders are of many varieties, but siliceous rocks are most numerous, and 

those of petrified wood are frequent, It is worthy of note that many of these bowl- 

ders of silicified wood are partly or wholly black, indicating that they were partially 

lignitized before being silicified. Bowlders of porphyry, of diabase, and of other 

basic siliceous rocks are present, as are also fine greenish conglomerates. 

The fine sand contains beautifully perfect crystals of garnet, ruby, and the iron 

minerals, besides some green mineral not determined, 

The gold present in these sands is in the form of minute seales of native gold, 
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These yellow scales or flakes frequently assume the shape of small cups or basins, and 

are thus easily moved by flowing water or moving currents of air. Indeed, when 

exposed to the air and again immersed in water they will frequently float with per- 

sistency on the surface of the liquid, on account of the minute air bubbles which 

collect upon them. In processes of concentration, whether natural or artificial, they 

are thus gathered together with the iron minerals of considerably less density, but 

more compact and rounded form. It is due to this fact that the larger part of the gold 

is found in the black streaks and layers, while the gray sand contains scarcely any. 

The size of these gold flakes or ‘‘colors” varies widely, some of them are so small 

as to be barely visible with the unaided eye, and others are one-sixteenth or even one- 

eighth of an inch in diameter. On account of their extreme tenuity the prospector 

is inclined to overestimate the value of the gold in the sand which he is prospecting 

with a pan. Thus, when from 20 to 30 colors are found in a pan, it is usually con- 

cluded that that sand is well worth working, and will run $2 or $3 to the cubic yard. 

This we found to be a mistaken estimate. As a matter of fact, the value of 600 

colors is but 1 cent, and if 200 shovelfuls of 10 pounds cach should each yield 30 

colors, the value of the ton of sand thus treated would amount to but 10 cents. In 

this fact lies one fruitful source of disappointed hopes and unsuccessful enterprises 

in the working of auriferous black sands. 

The pan is a convenient prospector’s implement, but it gives merely a relative test, 

and should be checked by some absolute determinations, such as assaying or careful 

weighing of the colors obtained. 

Messrs. Sharpless and Winchell examined many samples of sand, 

both gray and black, and they say: 

Taking together all of the gray sands, we have 7.2 cents per ton as about the aver- 

age value. It will be seen from this table that the amount of gold in the gray sand 

is extremely small—with but two possible exceptions, too small to treat the sands 

with profit for its recovery. The black sands, however, contain a sufficient quantity 

of gold to make their treatment a subject worthy of serious consideration. 

The average value of ten samples of black sand given in the table 

referred to above is 55 cents per ton. Some of the samples were from 

the beach; others were from mines near the eastern limit of the black- 

sand area. The samples from the beach were much the richest in gold. 

Of the valuable metals contained in the Oregon black sands, platinum is one of 

some importance. All records go to show that it has been found in greater or less 

quantity wherever gold has been found on the Pacific Coast. Of the samples taken 

by ourselves not one of those assayed yielded more than a trace of platinum, but 

samples from adjoining properties submitted to us for examination, samples that we 

have every reason to believe were honestly taken, yielded about two-tenths of an 

ounce per ton in the sand and 3.47 ounces per ton in the concentrates. 

Platinum was found at three points by us when panning with the shovel, but, as 

noted above, only traces were found when the original samples were assayed. 

The concentrates which were made while we were on the beach carried no plati- 

num. Of several samples of concentrates made previous to our arrival, and later 

examined by us, only one carried an appreciable amount of platinum. 

We therefore come to the conclusion that the platinum is not distributed in any 

uniform ratio with the gold through the sand, and can therefore not be depended 

upon as a constituent of value; at least its presence can not be depended upon so 

that profit may be calculated from it. 

We believe beyond doubt, however, that at some point in the district under con- 

sideration the concentrates would show sufficient platinum to pay for its extraction 

if mining operations were in progress. 

One sample of concentrates containing both gold and platinum was treated in 
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the following manner: The concentrates were allowed to stand under a weak solu- 

tion of potash twenty-four hours. Mercury was then added, and 92 per cent of 

the gold was amalgamated; the residue was treated with the magnet to remove 

magnetic iron, and subsequently concentrated again. The last concentrate was 

resmelted. The results showed that about 80 per cent of the platinum in the 

original concentrates was saved, about 10 per cent was carried with the magnetic 

iron, and about 10 per cent was washed away by water in the reconcentration. 

While this method is accompanied by a loss of 20 per cent of the metal, it is so simple 

that a concentrate carrying twenty-five one-hundredths of an ounce of platinum 

per ton can be treated with profit. A more complete extraction would be obtained 

by direct smelting or by amalgamating in an acid solution, but the accompanying 

cost would prohibit the treatment of any material carrying less than 1 ounce 
per ton. 

Chemical examination of the black sands of California and Oregon has frequently 

shown the presence of small quantities of the metals iridium and osmium, in some 

cases occurring as iridosmium, and in others alloyed with platinum in varying pro- 

portions. Our examination failed to show any appreciable quantity of these metals, 

so we do not think that their presence can be relied upon as a source of profit. A 

sample of concentrates submitted by Mr. Smith from an adjoining claim showed 

over an ounce of iridosmium per ton. When working on an extensive scale, the 

concentrates would probably often show traces of these metals, and when present 

in very small quantities they would pay for extraction. 

Iridium is quoted at about $15 per ounce, and osmium at $60 per ounce. These 

metals would be recovered with and in the same manner as the platinum. 

Sharpless and Winchell considered the value of the ores of iron and 

chromite in the black sand, and also a possible use of the black sand 

in the manufacture of abrasives, but came to the conclusion that at 

present they are of little if any value to those working the black sands. 

The auriferous black sands along the coasts of Oregon and California 

have been known for many years, and many attempts have been made 

to extract. the gold, but it is so fine that nearly all efforts to save it 

have failed. Within the last tew years a machine, known as the * Ross- 

man concentrator,” has been constructed and successfully used in the 

northern part of Curry County. The same apparatus was tested by 

Sharpless and Winchell with good results, and in their report they fully 

describe the machine as affording the most promising method known 

at present of recovering the valuable contents of the black sand. 

In September, 1895, wheu the writer visited the Pioneer mine, on the 

road between Empire and Bandon, in Coos County, active preparations 

were being made to use the Rossman concentrator. The mine used to 

be known as the Lane mine, and is now operated by C. F. Allen, J. A. 

Rupert, and several associates. It is located near the head of a ravine 

about a mile and a half from the ocean, at an elevation of less than 100 

feet. The layer of black sand is about 5 feet thick, and is usually 

richest near the bottom. An ordinary shovelful, panned upon the 

shovel itself, yielded about 40 colors. The sand at this point is evenly 

stratified and looks as 1f regularly water-laid. At the base of the black 

sand are occasional logs, in which the wood is well preserved. Mr. F. 

H. Knowlton has examined a specimen of the wood from one of these 

logs and pronounces 1t redwood, which at the present time is not known 

to grow north of the California line, 
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Three samples of the black sand were taken from the black-sand 

layer; one near the bottom, another near the middle, and a third near 

the top. The samples were small, and not intended for quantitative 

analyses, the chief aim being to get a general idea of its mineralogical 

composition, leaving a more detailed investigation until the maps of 

the region are completed. Although the black sand is generally com- 

posed of essentially the same minerals, they vary in relative abun- 

dance from place to place. It is remarkably beautiful when viewed 

under a microscope, owing to the great variety and brillianey of the 

colors. : 
The sample from the basal portion of the layer in the Pioneer mine is 

composed chiefly of garnet, magnetite, ilmenite, and chromite, with a 

smaller amount of staurolite, zircon, epidote, and gold. In determin- 

ing the mineralogical composition of the sand, it was first divided into 

two portions by means of a small hand magnet. Some of the magnetic 

material gave a strong reaction for titanium. so that ilmenite as well 

as magnetite is present. 

The nonmagnetic portion of the sand still contained a large number 

of lustrous coal-black grains intermingled with pale purple and clear 

red grains, and a smaller proportion of reddish-yellow and colorless 

or pale yellowish and yellowish-green grains. Treated for a number 

of hours over a water bath with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acid, the 

purplish and clear red grains, as well as the yellowish-green ones, 

disappeared, but the others were not appreciably affected. 

Under the microscope the purplish and clear red grains are found to 

be completely isotropic, indicating that they are isometric, and probably 

garnet, of which they have the luster and hardness. The purplish 

grains are usually angular; but of the red variety, rounded grains and 

well-defined trapezohedral crystals are most common. They look like 

rubies, but are distinguished by their form and chemical reactions. 

When fused with carbonate of soda and treated with nitric acid they 

yield a pink solution, due to the presence of manganese, hardly deep 

enough in color, however, to indicate spessartite. The purplish grains 

treated in the same way did not give a decided reaction for manganese. 

The greenish-yellow grains, when crushed, are found to be pleochroic, 

from colorless to light yellow, and yield brilliant colors between crossed 

nicols, suggesting that the grains are epidote. 

The acid reaction noted above removes the ilmenite and magnetite, 

but leaves a dark mineral which crystallizes in regular octahedrons 

with truncated edges. When crushed it is found to be brown in trans- 

mitted light, and with salts of phosphorus gives a strong reaction for 

chromium, showing that it is either picotite or chromite. 

The colorless to pale yellowish mineral is generally in wheat-shaped 
grains, thick in the middle and tapering both ways, with ends well 

rounded by attrition, but occasionally the crystal terminations are 

well preserved. The mineral is infusible and doubly refracting, with 
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parallel extinction. The crystals are generally in the form of square 

prisms with simple pyramidal terminations like zircon, but occasion- 

ally forms like that illustrated by Dana (Text-book of Mineralogy, 1877, 

p. 283), from McDowell County, N. C., appear. 

The reddish-yellow grains are infusible, do not become magnetic, and 

have a specific gravity below 4. Between crossed nicols they yield bril- 

liant colors, and are pleochroie, like staurolite, from honey to reddish 

yellow. 

It is probable that there are other minerals in the sand, but in the 

small amount examined these were the only ones seen. 

Gold is much less abundant than any of the other minerals already 

mentioned, but yet so plenty that a small shovelful yielded 30 to 50 

minute colors. No platinum or iridosmine was seen. In searching for 

these minerals, 80 grams of sand was taken and reduced by fusion with 

potassium bisulphate and potassium fluoride, but no certain trace of 

either metal was found. This is not to be wondered at, when we con- 

sider the variability in the composition of the sand and the small 

amount treated. 

An assay was made of the same material, but only a trace of gold 

was found, and no platinum. 

The source of the black sand is to be found in the crystalline rocks 

of the Klamath Mountains, which, like those of the Sierra Nevada of 

California, part of the west slope of the Cascade Range, and the Blue 

Mountains of eastern Oregon, belong to the auriferous slate series. 

These rocks contain not only the gold, but the silver, nickel, platinum, 

and other rarer precious metals, besides a large portion of the iron 

ore, and on this account the Klamath Mountains and the Blue Moun- 

tains must be regarded as the most important sources of metalliferous 

wealth in the State of Oregon. 
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FURTHER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE 
SIERRA NEVADA. 

By HENRY W. TURNER. 

CREAG Pe Via nrie I. 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

The following notes on the rocks of the Sierra Nevada may be con- 

sidered as supplementary to a paper on the same subject published in 

the Fourteenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Sur- 

vey. As was noted in the first paper, the writer’s investigations cover 

two portions of the range, one portion being a strip 30 miles wide just 

south of the fortieth parallel, embracing the area covered by the Chico, 

Bidwell Bar, and Downieville atlas sheets, and the other lying chiefly 

to the south of the Cosumnes River, or approximately of latitude 58° 50/ 

north. The accompanying diagram (Pl. X VII) shows the disposition 

of theatlas sheets, under which headings the districts will be described. 

The sheets represented on Pl. X VII have not all been topographically 

mapped. The Dardanelles sheet may be finished in the season of 1896, 

but for the completion of the topographic work in the following areas 

no definite dates can be assigned, namely: Oakdale, Bridgeport, Mount 

Dana, Merced, Mariposa, Mount Humphreys, Bishop Creek, and Inde- 

pendence. Thetopographie mapping of the areas notedon Pl. X VILand 

not mentioned in this paragraph is finished and the maps are in print. 

Mr. Waldemar Lindgren has acquired a large amount of information 

concerning the district across the central part of the range from Sacra- 

mento to Lake Tahoe, or between the two areas studied by the writer, 

and the geological maps of that section have been prepared by him or 

under his direction. His notes, when published, will add much to our 

knowledge of that portion of the range. 

The writer is indebted to Prof. L. V. Pirsson and Prof. J. P. Iddings 

for friendly criticisms, and to the chemical division of the Geological 

Survey for accurate analyses, without which the petrographic part of 
this paper would have small value. Ail the photomicrographs illus- 

trating the chapter on rock classification are from photographs taken 

by Prof. J. V. Lewis. 
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530 GEOLOGY OF THE SIERRA NEVADA. 

THE SIERRA NEVADA AS A WHOLE. 

In a paper on the succession of the igneous rocks! the writer pub- 

lished a small geological map of the Sierra Nevada, which is produced 

herewith with slight additions and in colors (PI. X VIII). 

The Sierra Nevada as a topographic unit may be described, following 

Whitney,’ as the mountain area lying to the east of the great valley ot 

California and to the west of the Great Basin, extending from near the 

Tejon Pass at the south end of the Great Valley to Lassen Peak on the 

north. As thus defined, the range lies wholly in the State of Califor- 

nia, except the high granite spur just east of Lake Tahoe. Diller’ has 

suggested, however, on geological grounds, that the range be limited 

on the north by the lavas of the Lassen Peak region, in the neighbor- 

hood of the North Fork of the Feather River, for to the north of this 

line there existed during Cretaceous time a great depression, which 

late in the Tertiary was filled in by the lava flows of Lassen Peak, 

which Diller considers as geologically related to the Cascade range. 

A little to the west of the Tejon Pass, according to Whitney,‘ “we 

pass at once from undisturbed Tertiary to strata of the same age which 

are elevated at a high angle, and in so doing we leave the system of 

the Sierra and pass to that of the coast ranges.” In a previous paper? 

the writer suggested that this line, separating little disturbed and 

highly disturbed beds, probably represented a line of faulting, the con- 

tinuation of which farther north is apparently followed by the San Joa- 

quin and Sacramento rivers. As is well known, the upper Cretaceous 

and Tertiary strata to the east of these rivers in the Sierra Nevada lie 

nearly horizontal, while to the west of it they are at nearly all points 

deformed. Adopting Diller’s restriction of the range at its north end, 

the Sierra Nevada may be considered as terminating on the north a 

little to the north of the North Fork of the Feather River; on the east, 

at the west edge of the Great Basin; on the south, at the Mojave Desert, 

and on the west at the hypothetical line of faulting above indicated, and 

in the Great Valley at the San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers. The 

eastern part of the Tehachapi Mountains will thus fall in the Sierra 

Nevada system. The geologic map (Pl. XVIII) shows the range as 

thus restricted, the broken lines on the east and south being the line 

separating the Sierra Nevada from the Great Basin and the Mojave 

Desert. That portion of this line between Owen and Mono lakes and 

the portion east of Lake Tahoe coincide with a probable line of fault- 

ing, along which the Sierra has been elevated or the Great Basin 

depressed (or perhaps movements in both directions have occurred) in 

Tertiary time. 

' Jour. of Geology, Vol. IIT, pp. 385-414. 

* Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada, p. 7. 

8’ Highth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, p. 404, and Pl. XLY. 

4Geology of California, Vol. I, p. 167. 

5 Am. Geologist, Vol. XITT, p. 248. 
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The Sierra Nevada, as thus outlined, appears to constitute a block of 

the earth’s crust that has been quite rigid since middle Cretaceous 

time, although it has since, in common with most of California, experi- 

enced a considerable elevation, and there has been displacement by 

normal faults within the mass, particularly in Plumas County, at the 

north end of the range. 

In another respect also the Sierra may be considered a geological 

unit. The Tertiary lavas throughout the mass that have the widest 

distribution are very similar at distant points and unlike Tertiary lavas 

in other adjacent areas, especially as to the form of their occurrence 

and their relation intime. Thus the oldest flows of large extent were of 

rhyolite, succeeded by hornblende-pyroxene-andesite, chiefly in the form 

of tuff and breecia. This relation does not appear to hold good in the 

Lassen Peak region, according to Diller, or in the Great Basin, accord- 

ing to King and Iddings. The sediments of which the Sierra Nevada 

are in part composed are presumed to have been derived chiefly from an 

Archean land mass lying west of the central part of the State of Nevada, 

although it is by no means impossible that an Archean land area once 

existed on the site of the present coast ranges, and in that case part of 

the sediments may have been derived from the west. It is probable 

that there are, within the Sierra Nevada, formations ranging in age from 

Archean or Algonkian to recent. Excepting, however, some Silurian 

fossils at the north end of the range, no evidence from fossils has thus 

far been found of rocks older than the Carboniferous, although in the 

northwest extension of the Auriferous slate series of the Sierra Nevada 

in Siskiyou and Shasta counties, Diller and Fairbanks have collected 

Devonian fossils. Evidence of the existence of Archean gneisses will 

be given in this paper. On the geologic map (Pl. X VIII) only the older 

formations, constituting the Auriferous slate series, with the associated 

igneous rocks, are represented. On this map the Paleozoic corresponds 

with the Calaveras formation of the Gold Belt maps; the two narrow 

belts of Juratrias on the west slope of the range are the Mariposa beds; 

the Juratrias beds northwest of Lake Tahoe are the Sailor Canyon and 

Milton series, and the area in the southern part of the Sierra at Mineral 

King is probably Triassic inage. Under granite, which forms much the 

larger part of the range, are included the quartz-mica-diorite or grano- 

diorite of Becker and Lindgren and the porphyritic granite described 

in the Fourteenth Annual Report, as well as other types of granite 

Nearly all the small areas noted on the map inclosed in schists or 

in basic igneous rocks are granodiorite, the porphyritic granite occur- 

ring chiefly along the crest of the range, especially in its southern part. 

The magnesian series comprises serpentine, tale, and tremolite schists, 

with some other associated amphibolitic schists, the entire series being 

derived from basic igneous rocks. The porphyrites (old andesites) and 

amphibolitic rocks are chiefly altered forms of original surface lavas 

and tuffs corresponding to modern basalts and andesites. 
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THE AGE AND FORMATION OF THE SIERRA NEVADA. 

Concerning the age and formation of the range, the author has 

practically nothing new to communicate, but for the sake of clearness 

the following is inserted : 

The Sierra Nevada was formed at the close of the Jurassic (after 

the Mariposa beds were deposited) as a great mountain range, by the 

folding of the Paleozoic and Juratrias rocks of which it is composed, 

accompanied by the intrusion of vast amounts of granitoid rocks. 

During the Cretaceous this Jurassic mountain range was greatly 

eroded, so that portions of the range formed an approximation to a 

peneplain. In Tertiary time the zone of normal faulting along the east 

base of the Sierra, previously referred to, appears to have been formed. 

According to Clarence King, faulting may have begun along this line 

in Eocene time, but it is certain that later displacements have increased 

the height of portions of the fault scarp. He has shown that these 

two periods of organic movement—one, the earlier, characterized by 

folding, and another, later, by normal faulting—are to be recognized in 

the Great Basin. King writes:! 

The geological province of the Great Basin, therefore, is one which has suftered 

two different types of dynamic action—one, in which the chief factor evidently was 

tangential compression, which resulted in contraction and plication, presumably in 

post-Jurassic time; the other of strictly vertical action, presumably within the Ter- 

tiary, in which there are few evidences or traces of tangential compression. 

The two grandest fault lines shown in the Great Basin are those which define its 

east and west walls. Whoever has followed the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada 

from the region of Honey Lake to Owen’s. Valley can not have failed to observe with 

wonder the 300 miles of abrupt wall which the Sierra Nevada turns to the east. 

That wall is no other than a great continuous fault by which the Nevada country 

has been dropped from 3,000 to 10,000 feet downward. In this low trough east of 

the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Range is laid down the thick series (amounting to 
4,000 feet, as already described) of Miocene beds. It is therefore evident that this 

was a depression which was defined before the beginning of Miocene time. On the 

western base of the Sierra Nevada the marine Miocenes are found far down abutting 

against the extreme foothills of the range. As yet in the depressed area east of the 

Sierra Nevada no Eocene beds have been discovered, from which it seems highly 

probable that the great fault occurred either within the Eocene or at the close of 
Eocene time, and was the direct cause of the subsidence whose urea was immediately 

occupied by the Miocene Pah-Ute lake. 
Since the Sierra Nevada along its crest and eastern wall is chiefly formed of gran- 

itoid rocks, it is impossible to determine the amount of the drop which the down- 
ward movement has caused; for if, as is evident, the fault occurred before the 

Miocene, there has been the enormous erosion of all subsequent time to reduce the 

crest of the great range.* 

Ina recent paper Walcott® expresses similar views as to the structure 

of the ranges of southern Nevada, as follows: 

As seen from the western slope of the White Mountain range, the next range to 

the eastward, Silver Peak, is apparently a monocline facing westward; but from 

the known structure of the Great Basin ranges, such as those of the Eureka district, 

1 Fortieth Parallel Survey, Systematic Geology, Vol. I, p. 744. 

2Some of the Miocene beds of King are said by Russell to be of later age. 

+Am. Jour. Sei., Vol. XLUX, 1895, p. 174. 
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Nevada, the Oquirr Range, Utah, and others illustrated by the geologists of the 

Wheeler survey, it appears that in the broad Paleozoic area between the Sierra 

Nevada on the west and the early Paleozoic shore-line on the east (Colorado) a period 

of folding and thrust faulting was followed by a period of vertical faulting, which 

displaced the strata that had been folded and faulted in the preceding epoch. The 

extent and character of this disturbance can be determined only by a careful study 

of each of the mountain ranges for a distance of over 500 miles east and west and 

probably 1,000 miles north and south; and the great geologic problems will not be 

fully solved until the areal geology of the region between the one hundred and ninth 

and one hundred and nineteenth meridians shall have been mapped. 

In 1889 Prof. Joseph Le Conte! published a paper on the “ Origin of 

normal faults,” in which he graphically pictures the formation of the 

3asin ranges. One of his figures is reproduced here (fig. 18). If taken 

in a general way, Professor Le Conte’s illustration and explanation seem 

to the writer to express a general truth. He writes: 

The whole region from the Wasatch to the Sierra inclusive was lifted by intu- 

mescent lava into a great arch, the abutments of which were the Sierra on the one 
* * % 

side and the Wasatch on the other. The arch broke down and the broken 

parts readjusted themselves by gravity into the ridges and valleys of the Basin 

region, leaving the abutments overlooking the basin and toward one another. It must 

BASIN RANGES 
SIERRA 
NEVADA _. WASATCH 

Fig. 18.—Diagram showing hypothetical mode of formation of the ranges of the Great Basin and of the 

Sierra Nevada and the Wasatch. 

not be supposed, however, that this took place at once, but gradually, the lifting, the 

breaking down, and the readjustment going on together pari passu, each readjust- 

ment probably giving rise to an earthquake.’ 

Professor Le Conte recognized, however, that the Sierra and the 

Wasatch had existed as ranges previous to Tertiary time, but supposes 

their height to have been increased at the time of the normal faulting. 

His remarks on the Sierra Nevada and Basin ranges contain practically 

nothing new, being based on the earlier publications of Whitney, King, 

Gilbert, Russell, and others. 

ARCHEAN GNEISS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA. 

The geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey were of the opinion 

that western Nevadais part of an Archean area which during Paleozoic 

time formed a land mass. The following quotations from Clarence King? 

are a condensed statement of the evidence: 

Considered as a whole, the Paleozoic series thickens to its western limit on longi- 

tude17° [117°] 30’. West of that meridian there is a sudden remarkable change in the 

whole geology. No more Paleozoic rocks are observed in Nevada, and in California 

1Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XX XVIIL, p. 262. 

*For further notes in this connection, see Le Conte's papers and Mohawk Lake Beds, Bull. Philos 

Soc., Washington, 1891, which contains references to the literature. 

3Systematic Geology, 1878. p. 247. 
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only inconsiderable deposits of Carboniferous. Over the whole basin of Nevada the 

oldest post-Archean rock is the Trias, which lies directly on the old Archean moun- 

tain slopes, without interposition of Paleozoic beds. It is immediately evident that 

the Paleozoic never extended over that region; in other words, that western Nevada 

formed during Paleozoic time a continental mass which bounded the ocean in that 
direction, and where continued degradation furnished the greater part of the sedi- 

ment that was spread out on the sea bottom. 

Fourteen years later Arnold Hague wrote:! d > 

In all probability the Paleozoic ocean in Nevada presented an indented shore line 

with a general northeast and southwest trend. * * * Thisancientshore line has 

never been traced, consequently its outlines are most indefinitely determined. It is 

obscured by enormous quantities of erupted material in places literally mountain 

high, burying for long distances all traces of preexisting rocks. *~ ~*~ ~* 

Ranges situated eastward of the supposed shore-line expose above flows of rhyo- 

lite long ridges of quartzite which have been referred to the Paleozoic age. They 

are at all events quite unlike the rocks of the region to the west. ~ ~ * Tothe 

south the shore-line probably ran out toward the California boundary. * * * 

Along the shore the conglomerate forms heavy masses of material, indicating littoral 

deposits, but to the east the same formations gradually pass into finer-grained sand- 

stones, the beds in general becoming more uniform in character. 

Rocks of Cambrian age have been found at Eureka, Pioche, at the 

south end of the Timpahute Range, at Silver Peak, and lately by Wal- 

cott? in the White Mountains of Inyo County.* As Walcott’s discovy- 

eries are of great importance to the student of the geology of the Sierra 

Nevada, the following extracts from his paper are presented: 

The only Lower Cambrian rocks of California known to me occur in the White 

Mountain range of Inyo County, east of Owens Valley, with a single exception of 

one small mass west of Big Pine, which is in the foothills of Sierra Nevada. *~ * ~* 

The entire section, briefly summarized from summit downward, is as follows: 

Feet. 

4. Upper‘arenaceous beds... 2-5 saan = Soe sae eee ee Sane ee 200 

3. Alternatino limestones an dishalesisses ste ee eee eee 1, 000 

2. Siliceous\slatesiand quartzitesiess-55-—ss-e eee eee 2, 000 

iL. ‘Siliceous limestones: -232sass672 on OAR eee 1, 700 

Wotal =.....22232. soe ence 8S ee eee: See ee ee 4. 900 

* * * No fossils were found in the lower limestones (1). Numerous annelid 

trails occur in the lower siliceous series (2), and in the slaty portion near the summit 

heads of Olenellus were found. In places the lower portion of the upper limestone 

series is almost @ solid bed of different forms of Archwocyathine. Ethmophyllum 

whitneyi Meek is very ibundant, and the genera Protopharetra, Coscinocyathus, and 

probably Archwocyathus occur. Ethmophyllum ranges throughout the limestone 

series into the base of the shales in Tollgate Canyon, where it is associated with 

Cystidean plates and fragments of Olenellus. On the north side of Silver Canyon 

the Arch:eocyathine are so abundant in the limestone that it may practically be 

called a Lower Cambrian coral reef. This reef was traced for nearly 30 miles, and 

the same types.are also known to occur in the Silver Peak Range, about 25 miles to 

the eastward. 

1Mon. U.S. Geological Survey, Vol. XX, 1892, p. 176. 

2Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XLIX, 1895, p. 141. 

3’The south end of this range is called the Inyo Mountains, and as this is a very distinetive name 

if would seem better to call the entire range the Inyo Mountains and to retain the name White 

Mountains only for the particular peak which is now so called, 
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So far as known to me, this is the oldest of the Cambrian faunas in the western 

portion of the United States. Just what its relation to the Olenellus fauna of cen- 

tral Nevada and British Columbia is, I am at present unable to state, except that I 

believe it to be older than the Olenellus fauna of central Nevada. 

In another paper! Walcott describes the Appalachian type of folding 

in these Cambrian rocks and gives several sections. He has made out 

that a syncline forms the flanks of the Inyo or White Mountains east 

of Bishop Creek and Big Pine. This had, however, as he states, been 

previously indicated by Prof. G. K. Gilbert? for the region east of Big 

Pine. The oldest rock found, the lower limestone, is exposed in the 

lower foothills of the range just east of Owens Valley, and, in conse- 

quence of the northern pitch of the syncline, passes beneath the 

Pleistocene beds on the margin of the valley before reaching Silver 

Canyon, which is nearly east of the town of Bishop Creek. No fossils 

were found in the lower limestone, but Mr. Walcott was not able, from 

lack of time, to search carefully for them. Some of his general conclu- 

sions are as follows: 

Viewing the White Mountain Range from the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada, 

north of Big Pine, it is evident that several transverse or oblique faults break the 

syncline that rests on the western slope of the range. The strata are displaced on 

the south side of Black Canyon, and also about 5 miles to the north. 

It is thus evident that the most promising region to search for 

Algonkian or Archean rocks is in the neighborhood of Owens Valley, | 

for if gneisses or other Azoic rocks are there found it may be practica- 

ble to determine their position below the Cambrian, and thus obtain 

more positive proof of their age than has thus far been found, for 

nowhere in the Great Basin or in the Sierra Nevada have the Cam- 

brian rocks been seen to rest directly upon older schists or gneisses. 

Professor’ Gilbert, however, states that near Deep Spring, in the 

Inyo Mountains, there are gneissic rocks associated with the granite. 

Attention might here also be called to a granitoid rock coilected by 

Walcott near Deep Spring Valley. This proved to be a hornblende- 

syenite and is briefly described in Chapter VI of this paper and in 

the American Geologist for June, 1896. 

Prof. J. D. Whitney has noted some gneissic areas in the southern 

Sierra Nevada which may prove to be part of the Archean Complex, 

and his description is herewith appended: * 

From Tahichipi (Tehachapi) Valley down the creek of the same name, to its junc- 

tion with Cottonwood Creek, granite and gneiss are the predominating rocks, but 

some mica-slate was observed, especially near the mouth of the canyon, where it 

forms rounded hills bordered by the Tertiary of the Tulare plain. The strike of the 

gneiss, which makes up the larger portion of the formation, is nearly north and 

south, and it dips at a high anglo to the east, being much contorted and often cut 

by veins of milk-white quartz, which run at right angles to the strike of the inclos- 

2U.S. Geol. Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, Vol. III, Geology, 1875, pp. 34 and 169. 

3 Geology of California, Vol. I, p. 218. 
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From Cottonwood Creek, our party crossed over to Walker’s Basin, ‘‘ the park” of 

the Pacific Railroad Reports. The trail led up Cottonwood Creek and Pass Creek, 

a branch of the first named, and then over a sharp and steep ridge, the rocks being | 

exclusively gneiss and mica-slate, the former predominating. There is a considera 

ble soil on the ridge and a pretty good growth of timber. In the canyon of Pass 

Creek are many bowlders of limestone, indicating a considerable mass of this rock 

somewhere to the east. 

Walker’s Basin, or Valley, is a triangular area surrounded on all sides, except a 

portion of the southeast, by high mountains, the highest peaks east and west being 

fully 7,000 feet in altitude. Canyon Mountain, on the west, has very large exposures 
of bare rock, consisting of granite and gueiss, beautifully and distinctly bedded or 

stratified, with a strike of N.75° E., and a nearly vertical dip. The high mountain 
lying northeast of the valley is of the same character, with rather more granite, 
having a north-northwest strike and northeast dip. 

A low divide, perhaps 1,000 feet above the general level of Walkers Basin, sepa- 

rates it from the valley of Kern River. In the ridge are mica-slate and gneiss, 
trending about. N. 60° W., and dipping at a high angle, sometimes north and some- 

times to the south. These rocks continue along the trail nearly to Kern River, and 

some granite is associated with them. 

Prof. W. P. Blake! refers to some gneissie rocks in the Tehachapi 

Mountains at Canada de las Uvas, and the mica and hornblende slates 

noted as eccurring in the Tejon Pass may be also of the same series. 

About 1888 Dr. G. F. Becker made a small but interesting collection 

of gneisses and granites in the Canada de las Uvas, and kindly placed 

these at the writer’s disposal. Only a cursory examination has been 

made of these rocks, but it is certain that they contain true gneisses, 
‘which are cut by dikes of quartz-mica-diorite and granulite. Quartz, 

plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, green monoclinic pyroxene, titanite, 

and garnet are the chief components of the gneisses so far as examined. 

Dr. Becker states that they are well banded and sometimes plicated. 
It is evident that if western Nevada formed an Archean land mass in 

Paleozoic time, the western border of this land mass formed the eastern 

shore of the sea in which the Paleozoic sediments of the Sierra Nevada 
were laid down. On account of the intrusion, about the close of the 

Juratrias, of large masses of granitic rocks in the Sierra Nevada and 

the folding and crushing that occurred at that time, this hypothetical 

western shore line was greatly obscured, and has not thus far been 

indicated with certainty at a single point. 
In 1891 the writer found in the canyon of the north fork of the 

Mokelumne River, to the east of Devils Nose in the Big Trees area, a 

series of foliated crystalline rocks, and later published” a short state- 

ment concerning them. 

In 1895 the writer again visited the region and made a more careful 

study of these gneisses and associated granites. His collection was 

examined by Prof. C. R. Van Hise, who was impressed with their 

resemblance to the rocks of the fundamental complex (the Archean) of 
the Lake Superior region. A comparison of the granite which forms a 
part of the gneiss series with the so-called Archean granites of the West 

Humboldt Mountains in the collection of the Fortieth Parallel Survey 
shows that they are strikingly similar, 

1 Pacific Railroad Reports, Vol. V, 1857, p. 209. 

2Am. Geologist, Vol. XIII, 1894, p, 229. 
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The gneisses of the Big Trees area are chiefly pyroxene-biotite- 

plagioclase-gneiss, hornblende-biotite-plagioclase-gneiss, and quartz- 

hornblende-biotite-plagioclase gneiss. A more careful description of 

them is given in the chapter on the Big Trees area. The gneisses of 

the Mokelumne Canyon are not, however, represented by a precisely 

similar series in the West Humboldt Mountains, so far as could be 

determined by a cursory examination of the specimens in the Fortieth 

Parallel Survey collection, most of the Archean rocks of which are 

various kinds of knotted schists, and if the biotite-granite called 

Archean is intrusive in these schists its age may be Algonkian or later, 

and not Archean, and this would likewise be true of the similar granite 

found folded in with the Mokelumne gneisses. 

THE MODE OF FORMATION OF THE ANDESITE BRECCIA AND 

TUFF. 

The most abundant lava of the Tertiary volcanic period was ande- 

site, which occurs chiefly in a fragmental form. 

Fragmental voleanic rocks are usually supposed to have been formed 

by explosive action, the material being thrown out as fragments and 

ashes, which, falling on the surrounding land or in bodies of water, 

would in the former case assume a roughly and in the latter case a 

definitely stratified shape. But this does not appear to form an adequate 

picture of the Pliocene eruptions of the Sierra. The fragmental lava 

appears to have been mixed with water, perhaps derived from melting 

snow at or very near the sources of the eruption. But however these 

mud flows were formed, on their course down the slopes of the range 

they caught up much foreign material. a 

Silicified trunks of both deciduous and coniferous trees, bowlders of 
granite, some of them tons in weight, and pebbles.and fragments of 

nearly all the older rocks of which the Sierra Nevada is composed, are 

found embedded in the andesitie material. 

Along the east side of the Great Valley of California these andesite 
tuffs grade into well-stratified material coutaining abundant rolled 

sand grains, and such beds may be regarded as water deposits. A 

most remarkable fact has been noted by the writer in regard to these 
tuff areas, namely, that wherever the original top layer of the beds has 

been preserved this is, so far as observed, a distinet breccia, composed 

chiefly of angular fragments and blocks cemented by ashes, while 

below are layers of fine tuff and volcanic conglomerate, with some 

layers, especially in the foothills, in which pebbles of pre Cretaceous 

rocks are abundant. 
As forming a possible representation of the way these andesitic frag- 

mental lavas attained their present position, two quotations are 

here given from descriptions of eruptions of volcanoes in Japan and 
in Java within the historic period. The eruption of the Japanese vol- 

eano (Bandai-san) should be rather called an explosion, a very large 

portion of the upper part of the mountain being blown off, and there 
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being ne new volcanic material formed, The account of the eruptiou 

of the Javanese volcano was written after an extended examination of 

it in 1843 by Mr. Junghuhn, and is based on this examination and on a 

more or less unreliable account written at the time of the eruption by 

J. M. Mohr, the preacher at Batavia, which is about 100 miles distant. 

This account appears to have been based on the reports of natives, and 

was not considered accurate by Mr. Junghuhn. Only so much of this 

account is given as Seems necessary to show the resemblance between 

the Javanese and the Japanese volcanoes. In the case of the former 

voleano there appears to have been fire emitted. 

In comparing these eruptions with those that took place in Tertiary 

times in the Sierra Nevada, this difference should be borne in mind, 
that while the material in the Javanese and Japanese volcanoes 

traveled but a few miles and down a comparatively steep grade, there 

is excellent evidence that most of the sources of eruption in the Sierra 

Nevada were along the crest of the ridge, and that the fragmental 

material was transported from these sources to the border of the Sacra- 

mento Valley, a distance of about 50 miles, on a comparatively gentle 
slope. Volcanoes may have existed, however, at some points in the 
foothills; Jackson Butte, for example, may be an old voleanic core. 

THE ERUPTION OF BANDAI-SAN, IN JAPAN. 

By S. SEkIyA and Y. KiKucut.! 

The most striking feature in the whole of this eruption was the deluge of rock 
and earth. Notwithstanding the violence of the phenomena, and the completeness 

with which the mountain was destroyed, the nature of the eruption was compara- 

tively simple. The destructive agency was merely the sudden expansion of impris- 

oned steam, unaccompanied by lava flows or pumice ejection. When the explosion 

took place, a considerable amount of rocks and earth was projected into the air, and a 

part diffused in the form of dust, but by far the greater part of the bulk of Kobandai 

was just split into mighty fragments, which were thrown down much after the 

manner of a landslip. Descending the mountain sides with ever-accelerating 

velocity, the components of these avalanches were dashed against obstacles in their 

way and against each other, and were thus rapidly reduced to confused masses of 

earth and rocks. The loose and friable débris thus produced ultimately lost its 

adhesive power, and might be compared, with a little exaggeration, to sand. It we 

suppose a mass of some 1.21 cubie kilometers, or 1,587,000,000 cubie yards (which 

was the actual volume of the mountain destroyed), of sand to be suddenly precipitated 

from a lofty summit, it would flow down the sides in a torrent not very unlike that 

of water. That the earth and rock débris did flow down in this way we were con- 

vineed by examining the actual state of things on the spot, and more particularly 

by witnessing afterwards with our own eyes a very similar phenomenon, though on a 

vastly smaller scale. a 

The descending matter must have moved with great velocity. By some survivors 
it was described as having reached their vicinity almost instantly after the eruption. 

From several calculations, made by comparing the time of the explosion with the 
time at which the streams of débris arrived at different points, we roughly estimated 
the average speed to have been 77 kilometers, or 48 miles, per hour. On its course 

the mud stream must have swelled into great waves, as in a surging current. This 

iTrans. Seismological Soc. of Japan, Vol. XIII, pp. 189-222. The eruption occurred on July 15, 1888, 

The authors arrived at the voleano on July 19 and remained till October 8. The writer is indebted to 

Mr. G. K. Gilbert for calling his attention to these papers. 
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is attested by eyewitnesses. The wave-like traces left on the sides of the hill show 

how the torrent surged upward when it met any obstacle either obliquely or at 

right angles. In one case near Kawakami, the earth reached a height of at least 40 

meters above the general level on a hill facing the direction of flow, and at other 

places a spur of the hill which the current struck obliquely caused an uprush of 

from 30 to 60 meters. The general appearance of the present surface is one of extra- 

ordinary havoe and confusion, irregular lumps of earth being mixed up with torn-off 

trunks and branches of trees, fragments of timber, and stray bowlders of huge size. 

In some places the matter has been largely admixed with water, and is treacherous 

to walkon. * * * 

In describing the phenomena of the earth and rock débris, the word ‘‘mud” has 

been frequently used by several observers, who speak of ‘mud stream,” “mud 

field,” etc. We have used the term above, but it must be explained, to avoid miscon- 

ception, that we have done so for convenience only. Some commentators, indeed, 

have erroneously classed the phenomena with those of the ‘“‘ mud volcanoes,” of which 

we read in geological text-books that, while some have been known to throw up 

mud to a great height, in others liquid earth only oozes out quietly, and gradually 

forms an earth ring around the crater. Such outbursts, however, are no more than 

moderate manifestations of subterranean energy,and are almost insignificant in 

comparison with the tremendous forces that destroyed Kobandai-san. Moreover, as 

far as our prolonged examinations went, there was no evidence of any discharge of 

mud from beneath. It is true that in the Nagase Valley and other places there are 

now immense quantities of mud, but these became mud only after the eruption. 

During its descent, for example, a part of the débris, mingling with the waters of 

ponds and lakes in its course, doubtless acquired a muddy character and was thus 

assisted in its flow; and, again, that which reached the stream of the Nagase-gawa 

became admixed with sufficient water to thin it to the consistency of a paste. But 

by far the greater volume was in a comparatively dry state, being moistened only 

by condensing steam, and must have derived its fluid or semifluid properties from a 

rapid process of pulverization after the manner already described. * * * 
On reaching the outposts of the mud field, no one could help being struck by the 

singular way in which the advancing stream of rock and earth seemed to have sud- 

denly stopped, showing a vertical or nearly vertical face, a few meters high. It is 

apparent that the débris of rock and earth, in their swift descent, behaved like a 

fluid, but on nearing to the plain below they gradually lost speed and were ultimately 

brought to rest; the materials that followed, on account of their great friction and 

adhesion, could not pass the limit set by their predecessors, and were piled layer on 

layer, thus forming a steep edge. 

It is manifest that the immediate cause of the eruption was the sudden expansion 

of steam pent up within the mountain. Of lava or pumice there is no trace. The 

gray-colored ashes, which form a chief product of the explosion, are evidently the 

powder of preexisting rocks decomposed by the action of fumaroles, and have not 

been derived from fused magma. 

THE ERUPTION OF GUNUNG PEPANDAJAN, IN JAVA. 

By FRANZ JUNGHUHN.! 

Exactly such streams of lava débris as present themselves here at the Gunung 

Pepandajan as the products of the eruption of 1772 were ejected by the Gunung 

Gelunggung in 1822. Only this difference seems to exist between the two eruptions, 

that the volcanic ashes in the last-mentioned eruption were mixed with the water of 

a reservoir, probably existing in the crater, into mud or slime, and that the débris 

mass was rolled down together with this mass of mud or buried in it, while in the 

eruption of the Gunung Pepandajan, whose crater did not inclose a water reservoir, 

the débris probably consisted of dry material. 

tion is by Robert Stein. 



Ci ASP ATE i tals 

THE CHICO AREA. 

SUPERJACENT SERIES (CRETACEOUS AND LATER). 

THE TUSCAN TUFF. 

The first elevations that the traveler meets with in Butte County, in 

going eastward from the alluvial plains of the Sacramento Valley at 

Chico, are level-topped ridges which plainly show at numerous points a 

bedded character. They can nowhere be better seen than in the 

canyons of Butte and Chico creeks. A more careful examination of 

these stratified beds shows them to be made up largely of voleanic 

material. In the Chico sheet area they are, in fact, chiefly basaltie 

tufts, and have been designated the Tusean formation by Diller in his 

description of the geology of the Lassen Peak region.' These tuffs 

resemble in a general way the andesitic tuffs and breccias of the region 

to the south of the North Fork of the Feather River, but numerous 

examinations made by the writer in the area of the Chico sheet show 

that the material is chiefly basaltic, and without doubt came originally 

from the vents of the Lassen Peak voleanic area. The Tuscan forma- 

tion is probably in large part younger than the andesitic tuff series, for 

the coarse doleritic basalts which form the main material from which 

the tufts are derived are unquestionably later than the andesitice lavas 

of the region.” 

The Tuscan tuff covers a very considerable part of the central and 

northern portions of the area of the Chico sheet. None of it is known 

in the Bidwell Bar sheet area. It overlies the sandstones of the Chico 

formation in the neighborhood of Pentz, and in the canyon of Butte 

Creek near Cente. ville, and along Chico Creek about 7 or 8 miles north- 

east of Chico. Here is also a flow of the older basalt, like that of the 

Oroville Table Mountain, resting on the Chico sandstone and overlain 

by the Tuscan tuff, which at this point is 400 feet or more in thickness, 

as estimated from the contours of the map. 

General Bidwell, of Chico, called the attention of the writer to cer- 

tain tube-like holes in the tuff along Chico Canyon. These holes havea 

diameter varying from one-half inch to 24 inches. They may have been 

‘Lassen Peak folio, Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio No. 15, See.also Fourteenth Ann. 
Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, pp. 412 and 428. 
2Pourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, pp. 492, 493. 
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occupied by branches of trees now rotted out. The stratified nature of 

the tuff is finely seen in the canyon of Butte Creek by the road to 

Magalia, where it forms bluffs, in places weathering into shapes resem- 

bling castles. 

The Tusean tuff contains, however, much material that is not basaltic. 

Bowlders, fragments, pebbles, and fine detritus of andesitic lavas and 

of the older igneous and sedimentary rocks occur in it, as would be 

expected from its mode of formation. In the neighborhood of Pentz 

much of the lower portion of the tuff appears to be of andesitic origin. 

This was noted in 1885 in a little butte about a mile west of the hotel 

at Pentz, where are also found, included in the tuff, pebbles of the older 

lava (basalt) of the Oroville Table Mountain. The same relation is 

shown at Welch’s hydraulic gravel mine, 15 miles north of Pentz. This 

was examined with some care by Diller, who has kindly placed his notes 

at the writer’s disposal. It was also examined and specimens collected 

in 1895 by the writer. 

The hydraulic mine is plainly to be seen from Pentz. It is at the 

south point of a spur of the table of tuff that continues thence north 

to Magalia and beyond. Resting on slates of Paleozoic age is a layer 

of coarse angular gravel of local origin, composed chiefly of the older 

igneous and metamorphic rocks. This is from 10 to 15 feet thick and 

presumably contained most of the gold. Overlying this is about 70 feet 

of fine sediment of a black color and further discolored by iron sul- 

phate. AIl of this material appears to have been washed by hydraulic 

method. 

The next layer is made up of rusty sediments about 10 feet in thick- 

ness, and contains waterworn pebbles of quartz and siliceous metamor- 

phie rocks, and is especially remarkable as containing abundant frag- 

ments of the black fine-grained basalt (No. 900 S. N.) of the Oroville 

Table Mountain, which is only 2 miles distant. These fragments, many 

of which are from 3 to 6 inches in major diameter, are not noticeably 

waterworn. This layer appears to give evidence that the Table Moun- 

tain had been uplifted and was undergoing erosion at the time the layer 

was being formed. Overlying the layer with the basaltic fragments 

is about 50 feet of soft, light-colored, and very fine-grained sediment 

or tuff in which are some coarser but still fine grained brownish layers 

(No. 901 S. N.), a microscopic examination of which shows the brown 

friable material to be a true tuff, made up of microlitic fragments and of 

broken crystals of plagioclase (in part labradorite), augite, hypersthene, 

and brown hornblende, ali of which are abundantly represented. As 

the basalts of the region carry littleif any brown hornblende, it is very 

probable that much of this tuff is of andesitic origin. No olivine was 

noticed in the thin sections examined. Overlying this fine sediment is 

a harder 4-foot layer of a dark color, which was first observed from our 

camp at Pentz. This (No. 9028. N.) is a basaltic tuff. It is coarser 

than 901, and is made up of microlitic fragments of black, red, and 
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other colors, with some fragments of feldspar, augite, hypersthene, and 

brown hornblende. . Several of the microlitic fragments contain olivine. 

From this layer to the top of the table, a vertical distance of about 150 

feet, all is tuff with more or less gravel and angular fragments of lava, 

much of which is basaltic. _ One Jayer about 10 feet thick in this mass 

of tuff is composed of well-rounded lava pebbles, and the top is a heavy 

bed of dark breccia. The succession made out above may be tabulated 

as follows: 

Section at Welch’s hydraulic gravel mine, 1.5 miles north of Pentz. 

1. Base. Paleozoic slates dipping at a high angle. Feet. 

2. Angular .pravel)...: .22's2..¢22 2 eee See eine tee r ee eee eee eee 10 

3. Sand and ‘gravelici.- 2. 222-62 ta Je ose = Boe ee ee eee eee see eee 70 

4, Sand, quartz pebbles, fragments of the older basalt_.-..-....-.....-.-.-.%- 10 

By Very dine! tut of tan esinie%d etry eye see 50 

6. Tuff, conglomerate, and breccia; largely basaltic -.---.---.---.-..----.----. 150 

Total thickness abouts. ..:2=s-sesge ers passe cee eee ae ae eee eee 290 

All of the above distances were merely estimated, and not measured. 

There are also intercalated in the tuffs flows of massive basalt at 

various points. One of these flows is well exposed along a ditch in the 

west side of Shake Ravine, 5 miles! northeast of Magalia. This flow 
(No. 922 8S. N.), about 20 feet in thickness so far as exposed, rests on 

the Tuscan tuff. The exposure is interesting as showing the begin- 

ning of the formation of spheroidal blocks by exfoliation due to decom- 

position. The corners of the blocks are being plainly rounded, and 

concentric lines of decomposition surround each of the originally 

approximately rectangular blocks. At one time these blocks, which 

are superimposed in a very regular inanner, almost as if laid by the 

hand of man, were undoubtedly parts of one massive flow, the inter- 

secting cracks along which decomposition has proceeded being pro- 

duced at a later date, perhaps as a result of cooling. 

Another massive flow (No. 906 8S. N.) of scoriaceous lava, 12 to 15 feet 

in thickness, is exposed along a ditch on the west side of the West 

Branch of the North Fork of the Feather River, about 9 miles northeast 

from Magali, to the north of where the Kimshew road crosses the West 

Branch. This is an olivine-rich basalt and is near the base of the Tus- 

can tuff formation, which at this point forms the ridge to the west, 

having a thickness of 400 feet or more. At the south end of this lava 

flow may be seen some distinctly sedimentary material, but, as the Tus- 

‘an tuff forms the banks of the river above the bridge of the Kimshew 

road, it probably underlies both the distinctly sedimentary material and 

the lava flow. Between the bridge and the mouth of Fish Creek, 14 

miles to the north, where not covered by Pleistocene gravel, the tutf 

forms both banks of the stream. The tuff along here, at most exposures 

seen, is rather fine grained, but there are also extensive layers of gravel 

‘All distances in this paper are in an air line, 
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in which are embedded blocks of lava 3 feet in diameter. The large 

bowlders occur more abundantly higher up in the ridge. The stratiti- 

cation of the tuff along the West Branch is sensibly horizontal. In 

addition to the voleanic gravel it contains well-worn pebbles of quartz- 

diorite, which here underlies the tuff formation. 

ANDESITIC TUFF SERIES. 

This series, so extensively developed in the central Sierra Nevada, 

may be seen in the southeast corner of the Chico sheet area, to the east 

of Oroville. As before estimated, it is thought to be older than at 

least the greater part of the Tuscan tuff formation. As already noted, 

the lower portion of that formation near Pentz is made up of andesitic 

detritus. 

THE OLDER BASALT. 

It has been shown in previous papers that this black fine grained 

basalt is older than the hornblende-pyroxene andesite. However, it 

is quite certain that some andesitic eruptions took place before the 

older basalt flows, since pebbles occur under the Oroville Table Moun- 

tain basalt. To the west of Table Mountain are a number of little 

buttes which are regarded as detached outliers of the main flow, and 

presumed to have been connected with it. The flow is supposed to 

have originated higher up in the mountains. The highest point of 

Table Mountain is near Cherokee, where the altitude is more than 

1,600 feet, thence sloping gently to the southwest, some of the outliers 

to the west of South Table Mountain, which do not appear to have 

been displaced, having an altitude of less than 500 feet above sea level. 

In one of these buttes a shaft is said to have been sunk 200 feet in 

sand and gravel without reaching bed rock. A number of small 

masses near these outlying buttes, with an altitude of 300 feet or less, 

have probably been displaced by the erosion of the softer Ione forma- 

tion underneath. The slope of the table suggests that its source 

should be looked for to the northeast of Cherokee. Nevertheless there 

is no similar basalt in that direction nearer than the Walker Plains, a 

distance of 17 miles. The small area of basalt-like lava (No. 150 

Butte) on the southwestern spur of Big Bend Mountain, differs in 

habitus from the older basalt, and may be a dike. It may be sup- 

posed that the Ione beds underlying the flow were elevated above 

water before the flow took place, for so far as noted the lower layer 

next to these beds is not scoriaceous, 4s would presumably be the case 

with lava flowing over a water-covered surface. At two points dike- 

like masses of the basalt appeared to cut the Ione beds. One of these 

points is by the road just southwest of the west end of South Table 

Mountain (P]. XIX), the same point where andesite pebbles were noted. 

Here the basalt (No. 188 Butte) contains porphyritic feldspars, but is 

otherwise quite like that of the Table Mountain. The other point is 
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about a mile west of Wick’s ranch. This dike (?) extends westerly 

across the adjoining stream bed. The rock seemed in place at both of 

these points, and a more careful examination may show that these are 

dikes, though it is conceivable that they may represent cracks in the 

soft Ione beds, filled in from above, or simply displaced masses. An 

analysis of the basalt of the Oroville Table Mountain (No. 18 8. N.) 

will be found in the table of analyses of basalts. 

The basalt flow (Butte Co, No. 1) exposed in Chico Creek rests on 

Cretaceous sandstones, to be described later. The narrow gorge formed 

by the creek cut ‘ng through the black basalt, which is here about 200 

feet in thickness, is known locally as Iron Canyon. For some hundreds 

of feet both north and south of this gorge the overlying Tuscan tuff 

has been eroded, leaving the upper surface of the flow exposed. 

AURIFEROUS NEOCENE SHORE GRAVEL. 

Of late years certain gravels underlying the Tuscan tuff have been 

largely mined for gold. Their exact age is not certain, and different 

deposits may differ considerably in age. It is probable, however, that 

they all belong to the Neocene (Miocene and Pliocene) period. They 

are found chiefly on the ridge west of the West Branch of the North 

Fork of the Feather River. These gravels have been and are being 

mined at a number of points, and have sometimes proved highly aurif 

erous. One of these mines visited by the writer in 1895 is on the Little 

West Branch of the North Fork of the Feather, 2 miles northeast of 

Magalia, the opening of the incline being about 12 feet above the bed 

of the stream. On the east side of the stream the bed rock, here ser- 

pentine, rises 400 feet at a steep angle, forming a spur between the 

Little West Branch and the main West Branch. The ridge to the west 

of the Little West Branch is here made up, from base to summit, of the 

Tuscan tuff. The mine is known as the Alki or Parry mine, and was 

also visited by Mr. Diller, and by Mr. J. A. Miner! of the State mining 

bureau. The information gathered from the man in charge at the time 

of my visit indicates that the incline followed down the bed rock in a 

westerly direction, sometimes cutting through it, for a distance of about 

900 feet, at an average angle of about 22°, so that the incline at its 

lower end was 350 feet vertically below the mouth. The gravel on the 

bed rock for the first 100 feet was auriferous; then came a stretch of 

some hundreds of feet where the lava (Tusean tuff) and the bed rock 

came together, after which the incline has a smaller dip, and gravel on 

the bed rock was again found. The information obtained by Diller in 

1893 differs only in details from that given above, and he came to the 

conclusion that the gravels were of shore origin. He states that the 

lower gravel is waterworn. 

The Lucretia or Persechbecker mine on Little Butte Creek about 2 

1Tenth Ann. Rept. State Mineralogist California, 1890, p. 141. See also Eleventh and Twelfth Repts. 

State Mineralogist. 
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miles nearly due north from Magalia, which has produced! more than 

$1,000,000 in gold, appears to be also in shore gravels. This mine was 

very extensively advertised in the San Francisco papers in 1894. 

The gravels at the Magalia Consolidated or Mineral Slide mine? rest 
partly on slates and partly on Cretaceous sandstones. The tuff over- 

lying the gravel has a thickness of about 575 feet. The sandstone 150 

feet below the gravel contains Cretaceous (Chico group) fossils. Mr. 

Moody, the superintendent, thought the gravel (4 to 10 feet thick) to be 

a bed or sheet and not a stream deposit. Mr. Moody is also authority 

for the statement that a mastodon jawbone was found at Mineral Slide 

some years ago, and was represented in San Francisco as coming from 

Mexico. The soft Cretaceous sandstone is here called the bed rock. 

The buildings are on slate, against which the Chico beds abut. The 

slate does not extend farther up the creek. On the west side of Little 

Butte Creek, opposite Mineral Slide, is the Eureka mine, working on 

the same gravel bed. 

Two miles and a half north of Pentz, on Dry Creek, the Corey Bros. 

have run a tunnel west and found some gold. On the east side at the 

same place a tunnel has been run east for 600 (?) feet on slate bed rock. 

The gravel is coarse and subangular and about 25 feet thick. Over it 

is clay, sand, ete. In 1885 the writer visited the Red Gravel hydraulic 

mine. This is on the south side of Butte Creek Canyon opposite Cen- 

terville. The gravel attains a thickness of 75 feet and rests directly 

on Cretaceous sandstone containing fossils of the Chico group. This 

gravel deposit was supposed to extend under the tuff, which begins a 

few rods to the south. Among the pebbles were some of pre-Tertiary 

quartz-diorite-porphyry and diorite-porphyry (Butte Co. Nos. 9 and 

10) and of a Tertiary-looking olivine basalt (No. 11). On the north 

side of the canyon, near Helltown, several hundred feet above the 

creek and likewise resting directly on the Cretaceous sandstone, is a 

deposit of gravel which was well exposed in a tunnel run in for mining 

the gravel. Capping the deposit is the Tuscan tuff series, the lower 

layer of which is a voleanic conglomerate containing pebbles of hyper- 

sthene-basalt (No. 13). Among the pebbles of this deposit were some 

of the older basalt (No. 15) like that of Oroville Table Mountain; and 
as this basalt is obviously younger than the Ione formation which it 
covers, it follows that this gravel bed is also of younger age than the 
Ione formation. 

There are many other points where these shore gravels under the 

Tuscan tuff have been mined. So far as known to the writer, at no 

point has a well-defined channel with definite banks been shown to 

exist. It is more than probable, however, that some of these gravel 

deposits occupy swales in the uneven surface of the underlying bed- 

rock, and may therefore, for short distances, simulate a river channel. 

1Kighth Ann. Rept. State Mineralogist California, p. 119. 

2Twelfth Ann. Rept. State Mineralogist, p.96. The notes about this mine, as well as those about 

the Eureka and the Corey Bros., are chiefly by Mr. Diller. 

17 GEOL, PT I 5) 
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A clear idea of the nature of these gravels is of great importance to 

the miner, and if Diller and the writer are correct in regarding them 

as shore gravels, it follows that the miner must not expect to find con- 

tinuous beds, but that they will occur in an intermittent manner and 

at various elevations, and can not therefore be continuously followed 

for long distances, as has been done with the old river channels, espe- 

cially in Yuba, Nevada, and Placer counties. 

The extreme unevenness of the underlying surface of the bed rock 

along the old shore line is remarkable. It seems explicable only on the 

supposition of a considerable depression of the land before the period 

(late Pliocene?) when the Tuscan tuff was deposited. The tuff, as pre- 

viously noted, forms the bed of the West Branch above the Kimshew 

bridge, the ridge to the west being composed from base to summit of 

the tuff, but the ridge on the east side below the bridge is composed 

entirely of the older rocks and rises 1,500 feet in the horizontal space 

of 1 mile and 2,500 feet in 2 miles above the level of the river, or, in 

other words, above the bed-rock surface on which the tuff was deposited. 

The steepness of the former shore line may be seen again near the 

mouth of the Little West Branch, at the Alki gravel mine, as before 

noted. The tuff here is at the level of the stream bed, and the ridge 

to the west is entirely made up of tuff, but the ridge to the east is 

entirely of serpentine and other rocks of the pre-Cretaceous series, and 

this shore bottom rises 300 feet verticaily in about one-fourth of a mile. 

THE IONE FORMATION. 

This is most extensively developed, so far as known to the writer, 

chiefly about the Oroville Table Mountain, where it attains a thickness 

of about 500 feet. As has already been noted,! these beds are in places 

auriferous, and it is by no means improbable that the gravels at some 

of the mines described above belong to this formation. Indeed, this is 

the view held by Diller,’ though the writer understands that except at 

the Oroville Table Mountain no fossil leaves or other evidence of age 

has been obtained in the Chico sheet area. That portion of the area, 

however, to the north and west of Chico Creek has not been explored 

by the writer. 

The Miocene hydraulic mine is at the east edge of South Table 

Mountain. The deposit is largely sand and white clay, containing fos- 

sil leaves, with gravelly layers made up chiefly of white quartz pebbles. 

Professor Knowlton identified one of these leaves as Juglans califor- 

nica Lx. The bed rock is a greenstone breccia, representing an original 

augitie surface lava, probably an andesite. The sedimentary beds are 

perhaps 300 feet in thickness, capped with a basalt sheet about 100 feet 

thick. 

1J.S. DiNer, Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, p. 418. H. W. Turner, Text of the Jackson 
Geologie Atlas, folio No, 11. 

2Idem., p. 417. 
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In Morris Ravine there has been much mining done. The material 

is Similar to that at Cherokee and at the Miocene mine. In addition 

to the white quartz pebbles, there are also pebbles of the various mem- 

bers of the auriferous slate series, and of andesites apparently of Ter- 

tiary age. Pebbles of hornblende-andesite were also seen where the 

road from Oroville to Pentz crosses a low ridge of the lone formation 

which extends westerly from the west end of the South Table Moun- 

tain and in Beatson Hollow. In all of these cases, so far as the writer’s 

observations go, these pebbles form a layer directly under the basalt 

and on top of the Ione formation. 

The Spring Valley mine at Cherokee, where hydraulic mining is said 

to have been invented, has produced more gold than any of the other 

mines mentioned. It has already been thoroughly described by Whit- 

ney and Diller.'. Petrified wood occurs in this deposit, and bones and 

teeth of mastodons are said to have been found there.” 

UPPER CRETACEOUS SANDSTONE. 

Cretaceous sandstones of the Chico group undoubtedly underlie much 

of the voleanic area in the lower foothills from Oroville Table Mountain 

tothe north limit of the sheet. They are extensively exposed in the 

neighborhood of Pentz, near Mineral Slide on Little Butte Creek, near 

Centerville on Big Butte Creek, in the canyon of Chico Creek, aud 

doubtless along the creeks farther north. They are everywhere quite 

unaltered, and are very nearly horizontal, the gentle dip being west- 

erly. The beds in the canyon of Chico were visited in 1885, Fossils 

were found abundant at a point 74(?) miles in an air line from the 

town of Chico, in a hard, bluish, caleareous layer by a salt lick on the 

north side of the canyon at the mouth of a ravine draining into Chico 

Creek from the north. A little farther up the creek on the same side 

is a better exposure of the fossiliferous beds. It is just at the latter 

point that the flume of the Sierra Flume & Lumber Company crosses 

the creek. 

On Big Butte Creek, below Helltown, the Chico sandstones have a 
thickness of perhaps 500 feet, the lower portion containing a large 

amount of gravel, which is said not to carry a workable quantity of 

gold. 

Lists of the fossils collected in the Chico beds may be found in the 

writer’s previous report.’ 

1See Whitney, Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada, p. 480; Diller, Fourteenth Ann. Rept. 

U.S. Geol. Survey, p. 418; and the reports of the State Mineralogist of California. 

“Raymond, Mineral Resources, 1874, p. 133. 

3 Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1894, pp. 458-461. 
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SUBJACENT SERIES (PRE-CRETACEOUS). 

JURATRIAS BEDS (MONTE DE ORO FORMATION.) 

In 1886 the writer noted a streak of clay-slate containing some con- 

glomerate by the road to Oregon Gulch, south of Monte de Oro, which 

forms the south point of the main Table Mountain. The slates looked 

so little altered that they were examined for fossils, but only a few 

plant impressions were found. The conglomerate was seen to be made 

up in part of pebbles (No. 149 Butte Co.) of old andesites (porphyrites). 

In 1894 Mr. T. W. Stanton visited the locality, and discovered and 

collected some very good plant remains near the Banner gold quartz 

mine. Professor Ward examined these plant remains, and expressed 

the opinion that they are of middle Mesozoic age, and then referred 

them to Professor Fontaine, whose report is herewith appended: 

[ Extract from letter of Prof. William M. Fontaine to Prof. Lester F. Ward, dated 

April 22, 1895.) 

I have examined carefully the plants from near Oroville, Cal., collected by Stanton 

and Oliver, with the following results: 

1. Perhaps the most common form is a Tzniopteris, which I cannot distinguish 

from 7. stenoneura, Schenk, found in the Grenzschichten and in the lower Rhetic of 

France. 

2. Not uncommon is a narrow form which is most probably Teniopteris tenuinervis 

of the same beds, and which is still more characteristic of the Rhetic. 

These narrow Tieniopteris forms are the most abundant imprints among the Cali- 

fornia fossils. This type goes up, it is true, as far as the Oolite, but in species not 

seen among these fossils. Macrotzniopteris, if present, must be much rarer than 

Teniopteris. I am not sure that any of this type is present. There is one large 

fragment, poorly preserved, that looks much like a Macrotieniopteris, which resembles 

M. magnifolia. There is a ribbed imprint, an imprint of the inner wall of either an 

Equisetum or Schizoneura. It looks more like the imprint Schenk calls Calamites 

Gumbeli of the Grensch, which Schimper makes Lquisetum Gumbeli. There is a very 

fine plant of Clenophyllum grandifolium of the Richmond coal field, and several frag- 

ments of the same plant. This is of great value in fixing the age of the strata, as 

this type of plant is unmistakable, and is not known except in the uppermost Trias 

and Rhetic. Schenk’s Pterophyllum carnallianum is probably a small variety of it. 

I may say here that a few years ago some Mexican brought a few fossil plants from 

Mexico, and they were submitted to me. Among them were fine specimens of this 

Ctenophyllum, and from them I felt sure that uppermost Trias and Rhetic extend 

into Mexico. 

There are several good imprints of a Podozamites which I can not distinguish from 

P. Emmonsi of the N.C. uppermost Trias. Possibly it may be P. lanceolatus. If so, 

it is the Rhetic rather than the Jurassie type of this widely-extended and persistent 

form of Podozamites. It is now so much expanded by species-makers that it is rather 

a group-type than a species, like Pecopteris Whitbiensis. 

There are a number of scattered leaves like Schenk’s Zamites angustifolius or more 

probably Podozamiles tenuistrictus of the Richmond coal. 

There is an imperfectly preserved imprint of a very large Daneopsis, probably 

Danwopsis marantacea, another Rhetie plant. It shows the nervation and basal por- 

tion of several pinnules attached to the rachis. 

There are probably three different ferns, but they are so few and in such small 
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fragments of the terminal portions of ultimate pinne, that nothing of their true 

nature can be made out. It is impossible to say if they are Triassic or Jurassic. 

They have rather more of a Jurassic than a Triassic facies. 

Taking all the evidence, I think it can be positively said that this flora is not older 

than the uppermost Trias, and not younger than the Oolite. I feel pretty sure that it is 

true Rhetic, somewhat younger than the Los Bronces flora of Newberry, and the 

Virginia Mesozoic coal strata. It is much like the Rhetic flora of France, made 

known by Saporta. At any rate, this is a new grouping of plants that certainly 

deserves to be carefully collected. I do not think the fossils now in hand suffice to fix 

narrowly the age, which may be lower Jurassic. 

In 1895 Professor Ward visited this locality and made a much larger 
collection, although not at precisely the same point where Mr. Stanton 

collected. This second collection has not yet been studied. The slates 

of the area are very similar to those of the Mariposa formation, from 

known areas of which they are, however, widely separated. This plant- 

bearing series may be called the Monte de Oro formation, from the point 

so named that lies just north. 

CARBONIFEROUS BEDS (CALAVERAS FORMATION). 

The limestone carrying Carboniferous fossils east of the road to 

Magalia and about 2 miles northeast of Pentz was noted in the previ- 

cus report. This locality was first discovered by the Whitney survey. 

In 1894 Mr. T. W. Stanton found a loose piece of sandstone near the 

Welch hydraulic mine, about 14 miles east of north from Pentz, in 

which were impressions of fossil shells. This was referred to Mr. 

Charles Schuchert, who reported that the fossils were not sufficient for 

determining the age, but that one of them seemed to be a Meekella, 
which is known only in the upper Carboniferous, 

Just east of the schoolhouse by the road from Pentz to Cherokee is 

exposed a series of clay-slates with layers of greenstone, which contin- 

ues to the West Branch of the North Fork, following the road along 

Cherokee Creek. South of the West Branch are a number of blue 
limestone croppings, some of which were examined by Mr. Stanton, who 

found rounded crinoid stems in the limestone just west of the mouth 

of Cherokee Creek. The localities near the Magalia road northeast 

of Pentz, without much doubt, are in the clay-slate belt above referred 

to. At the mouth of Cherokee Creek these slates strike N. 28° W., 

and dip NE. 70°, but farther southwest the strike is more nearly east 

and west. 
There is some blue limestone on Big Butte Creek above Helltown, 

and Mr. Diller! reports some on Chico Creek 164 miles northeast of the 

town of Chico, in which he found crinoidal columns. 

The supposed Carboniferous conglomerate noted by the writer in an 

article in the American Geologist (Vol. XIII, p. 244), to the south of 
the Monte de Oro, is part of the clay-slate belt containing Juratrias 

plant remains described previously, and is therefore of Juratrias age. 

1 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 33, p. 11. 
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GRANITE AND QUARTZ-DIORITE. 

A rock of the granite series forms a considerable area about the 

Spring Valley reservoir at Concow. 

The walls of the canyon of the West Branch of the North Fork of 

the Feather below the bridge of the road to Kimshew, in the northeast 

part of the Chico sheet area, are made up of a coarse-grained granitoid 

rock which the microscope shows to be a quartz-diorite. In general 

both the feldspar and the green hornblende show an idiomorphic tend- 

ency, the quartz being interstitial and the last element to crystallize. 

The quartz-diorite is variable in appearance and texture, some of it 

being quite dark and fine grained, and this portion, so far as examined, 

contains little quartz. This finer-grained diorite may be the older and 

may occur as inclusions in the coarse quartz-diorite, but at some points 

there seemed to be a gradation between the two rocks. That the rock 

has undergone compression may be seen at many points, the abundant 

fractures and shckensided surfaces along seams being evidence in this 

direction, and the microscope shows the rock tohave been much crushed, 

a part of the quartz being broken up into a mosaic. About one-fourth 

of a mile below the bridge of the Kimshew road the diorite contains 

abundant minute veins, some of quartz, others appearing to be made 

up of epidote, quartz, and feldspar. These veinlets are more or less 

roughly parallel, forming two or more systems, but some are irregular 

and referable to no distinct system. The croppings viewed as a whole 

are full of partings, one set having a strike about west of north, and 

another nearly horizontal, while other fissures cut these systems at 

varying angles, resulting in the rock being broken up into polyhedrons 

of varying shape and size. No portion of this diorite area was seen in 

which there was not some evidence of fracturing. The area extends 

south to near Flea Valley, in the area of the Bidwell Bar sheet. 

SODA-GRANULITE OR APLITE. 

On the road from Cherokee Creek, about 2 miles south of Yankee 

Hill, by the pipe of the Spring Valley ditch, is a dike of a coarse 

greenish-white granitoid rock (No. 774), apparently made up wholly of 

quartz, white feldspar, and greenish grains. The feldspar in the speci- 

men collected is too decomposed to determine satisfactorily, but from 

the close resemblance of this dike to certain dikes in serpentine in 

Plumas County the feldspar is thought to be albite. The greenish 

grains are seen under the microscope to be chlorite. 

SERPENTINE. 

There are considerable masses of this rock to the east of Magalia, 

along the West Branch of the North Fork and on the ridge east of Saw 

Mill Peak. ‘There is also some west of Yankee Hill and at Nelson Bar. 
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Four miles northeast of Oregon City, just east of an old dry reservoir, 

is a dike of serpentine, a thin section of which (No. 540 8. N.) shows 

abundant remains of monoclinic pyroxene, giving evidence that the 

original rock belonged to the peridotite family. 

GREENSTONE SCHIST SERIES. 

These rocks are chiefly exposed in the southeast portion of the 

area. As before noted, the occurrence to the south of Oroville Table 

Mountain of slates (Monte de Oro formation) contaming plant remains 

of Juratrias age interbedded in these tufts shows that part of them 

are of that age, while the same relation of the greenstone tuffs along 

Cherokee Creek to the Carboniferous beds there indicates a Paleozoic 

age for part of them. The greenstone schists of the Chico sheet area 

are quite the same in appearance and composition as those described 

in the Smartsville and other folios of the foothill region. An examina- 

tion of a number of thin sections shows the rocks to have been largely 

andesitic tuffs, with some layers that may represent massive flows of 

andesite and basalt. Epidote, uralite, chlorite, and secondary feldspar 

are usually present in these altered rocks, and the original constituents 

in many cases can not be determined specifically. Augite is as often 

left unaltered as is the feldspar. A considerable part of the greenstone 

shows its fragmental character, plainly containing angular and rounded 

fragments of augitic lavas. The general schistose character of the 

greenstone schists and the bent and fractured feldspars, seen in thin 

sections, give evidence that these rocks owe their altered condition in 
part to dynamometamorphism. 

Nearly all the rocks of this greenstone series belong to the group of 

augite-porphyrites of Rosenbusch. They may also be called schistose 

apo-andesites and apo-basalts. 

GOLD-QUARTZ MINES. 

In the black clay slate of Juratrias age, south of Monte de Oro, is 

the Banner gold-quartz mine. 

In the greenstone schists to the east of Table Mountain quartz veins 

occur at several points and have been mined with varying success. 

There are also some quartz veins that have been worked for gold farther 

north, near Magalia and Inskip. 
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THE BIDWELL BAR AREA. 

This district extends from the foothills in the southwest corner, with 

an elevation in the canyon of the Feather River of only 200 feet, to the 

considerable ridges of the north portion of the area, one point, Bucks 

Mountain, having an elevation of 7,231 feet. The region is well wooded, 

and much of it is covered with thick brush, making exploration difficult. 

The river canyons are in general very rugged and deep, and in places 

impassable. There are few grander canyons in the Sierra Nevada than 

that of the North Fork of the Feather just west of Bucks Mountain, 

where it is about 5,200 feet deep, as measured from the top of the moun- 

tain, and about 4,300 feet deep as measured from the top of the high 

plateau to the west of the canyon, along the fortieth parallel. Some 

of the scenery is very picturesque, and there are a number of waterfalls, 

not exceeded in beauty by any others in the State. One of these is on 

Camp Creek, shortly before it joins the North Fork of the Feather, and 

about 2 miles above Big Bar. 

A portion of the canyon of the Middle Fork of the Feather, where it 

is bounded by bare granite walls, is known as Bald Rock Canyon, and 

about 2 miles downstream from the point called Bald Rock, a stream 

known as Fall River joins the Middle Fork. About 1 mile above its 

mouth this stream leaps over a cliff perhaps 450 feet in height, forming 

a beautiful fall, below which is a series of cascades. 

The granite of the amphitheater about the base of the falls is much 

shattered, many of the fissures formed being nearly vertical, and this 

zone of fracturing has probably been the primary cause of the forma- 

tion of the cliff over which the water pours. These falls are well worth 

a visit, but are at present difficult of access. 

There are also some picturesque cascades on Powell Creek, a branch 

of the South Fork of the Feather, and a small fall of considerable 

beauty on another branch of the South Fork near the road from Lump- 

kin to Little Grass Valley. The water here falls over a bluff of the 

older basalt. The point is about 74 miles northeast of Lumpkin. 

The region as a whole is characterized by the great predominance of 

igneous rocks of various ages, from Paleozoic to Tertiary. About one- 

half of the area of the sheet is occupied by granitic rocks, more than 

one-fourth by basic igneous rocks and schists derived therefrom, and 

about one-sixteenth by the Tertiary igneous rocks, leaving only about 

three-sixteenths of the area for the sedimentary terranes, and these con- 

tain at some points abundant igneous dikes. 
552 
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FAULTING AND LANDSLIDES. 

On the steep slopes of the canyons one may often note benches, which 

appear to have been formed by landslides. They may be seen along 

the new lower road to Forbestown from Robinson Mill, where there are 

slight depressions in the benches, which after rains contain water. 

A considerable landslide or fault appears to have occurred on the 

northwest slope of Bloomer Hill. There is a high northwest spur with 

gentle top slope extending more than a mile from the summit of the 

hill, and on the north side of the northwest end of this spur is a pre- 

cipitous face perhaps 400 feet high, the dropped-down area to the north 

forming.an irregular series of flats,on which the old road to Island Bar 

runs. 

A still better example of a post-Tertiary displacement may be seen 

to the west of the head of Dogwood Creek. This fault scarp is shown 

in Pl. XX. The wooded flat lying below and to the east of this scarp 

appears to represent a downthrown area, and the probability of this is 

heightened by the occurrence of Tertiary river gravels and lavas on 

this area and their recurrence on the top of the ridge to the west of 

the fault scarp. 

Meadow Valley seems likewise to represent a depressed area, with a 

zone of faulting along the east side of the Spanish Peak ridge. The 

Tertiary andesitic tuffs to the north and south of Meadow Valley con- 

tinue down to the level of the valley; and similar tuffs overlying river 

gravel cap the Spanish Peak ridge, 3,000 feet vertically above the 

valley. This displacement appears to have taken place after the last 

andesitic eruptions, either at the end of the Tertiary or early in the 

Pleistocene, for the valley was the bed of a lake during a part of Pleis- 

tocene time. The broad plateau 7 miles southeast of Spanish Peak 

likewise may be regarded as a downthrown block, and the steep slope 

west of Bear Creek a zone of faulting. There are river gravels on this 

plateau, which is mainly covered by andesitic tuffs. That the under- 

lying surface of the older rocks is likewise nearly level may be seen 

from the level line of contact between this old surface and the overlying 

volcanic material, as shown on the geologic map. The displacement of 

this plateau is thought to be comparatively slight. There is evidence 

of faulting along the Diadem lode at Edmanton, 25 miles southeast of 

Spanish Peak, and this is in the same general fault zone as that along 

Dogwood and Bear creeks and the east slope of Spanish Peak. 

There is a body of gravel directly overlying the Diadem lode. Pro- 

fessor Pettee! writes concerning this locality: 

Since the deposition of this gravel there has been a fault or slip in the bed rock 

amounting to at least 6 feet. The fault is traced up through the gravel by means 

of clayey slickensides, the surface of which is smooth, and striated with parallel 

lines. That this really marks the place of a crevice in the gravel is further shown 

1 Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada, p. 477. 
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by the presence of rootlets of trees to a depth of 25 feet below the surface of the 

ground, a depth several times greater than that to which these rootlets make their 

way in the undisturbed gravel. The strike of the fault or slope corresponds very 

closely with that of the bed rock. 

In 1894 the writer visited the Diadem lode, which has been much 

exploited since the visit of Professor Pettee in 1879, and was informed 

by Mr. Edman that some of the gravel was carried down 40 feet by a 

fault, and was found in running a drift. He also said that at a point 

on the opposite side of the ravine there is some similar gravel 120 feet 

higher than that above referred to. He thinks that there has been a 

series of faults at this place. 

In the bed of the Middle Fork of the Feather River, just above the 

mouth of Onion Valley Creek, the Paleozoic clay-slates are cut by 

numerous dikes. One of these was noted which had been faulted, the 

displacement amounting to about 15 inches. Careful observations will 

probably show that similar small faults are to be found at many points. 

The same sort of evidence may be noted under the microscope in thin 

sections. The faulting is particularly well shown in crushed rocks in 

which there are triclinic feldspars showing lamellar twinning. 

Along the Feather River above the mouth of Onion Valley Creek 

may also be noted a joint system which divides the slates into blocks of 

rhombohedral shape. This system of fissures appears to have formed 

subsequent to the slaty cleavage, and is clearly explained by Dr. G. 

F. Becker in his paper ‘“‘On the structure of a portion of the Sierra 

Nevada.” ! 

Professor Pettee also notes faults in the bed rock of the Brandy City * 

gravel deposit, and at Gopher Hill.* 

SCHISTOSITY AND BEDDING. 

The sedimentary rocks in the Bidwell Bar area are chiefly argillite, 

mica-schist, and quartzite, with limestone lenses, and the original bed- 

ding, where it can be often determined, coincides roughly with the planes 

of schistosity developed later. However, a careful study of the area 

would probably show minor discordances abundantly. The hornblende - 

schists are chiefly altered augitic tuffs, but considerable streaks of the 

tale schists were without doubt formed from basic massive igneous 

rocks of the peridotite group, in which pyroxene is a prominent 

constituent. : 
A very interesting phenomenon of structure is shown in fig. 19. The 

schistosity represented by the broken lines is nearly everywhere paral- 

lel to the granite contact. In this respect the region represents a 

striking similarity to the Rainy Lake district deseribed by Lawson,‘ 

and which is particularly well brought out on the geological map that 

accompanies his monograph. 

' Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 11, pp. 49-74. 

2 Auriferous Gravels, p, 461. 

STdem, p.473. 

4The geology of the Rainy Lake region: Ann, Rept. Canadian Geol. Survey, 1887, Part P. 
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Professor Lawson writes (p. 142): 

An important discovery has been made in the mapping of the relative distribu- 

tion of the upper and lower Archean, whereby it appears that the latter, consisting 

of Laurentian gneiss and granite, occurs in large isolated central areas more or less 

completely surrounded by the schists of the upper Archean (now called Algonkian), 

the encircling belts anastomosing and forming a continuous meshwork. 
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Fic. 19.—Diagrammatic map of the massive and schistose rocks of the Bidwell Bar area, showing the 

Manner in which the lines of schistosity are, as a rule. parallel to the contact of the massive granite 

areas, which are represented in white without hachures. 

Van Hise! writes in regard to this phenomenon: 

These relations are taken to mean that the surrounding schistose rocks represent 

sedimentary beds which have been thrust aside by the entering granite. Along the 

contacts of the Laurentian (Archean) and the Coutchiching (Algonkian) are found 

such minerals as andalusite, staurolite, and garnet.* 

1 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 86, p. 67. 2 Indicating contact metamorphism. —H. W. T. 
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The similarity of the two districts goes further than the structure, 

for in addition to the granite there are considerable serpentine masses, 
and belts of hornblende schists, with minor amounts of true sediments. 

Though differing widely in age, some of the sediments of the Bidwell 

Bar area being certainly Carboniferous, in both areas more or less sim- 
ilar igneous rocks form the bulk of the districts. 

There is also some similarity as to structure with certain areas in the 

Black Hills, as deseribed by Professor Van Hise.'! Surrounding cen- 
tral granite masses there are in the Black Hills concentric layers of 

schists. These appear to have been formed asa result of pressure 

which at any given point appears to have been normal to the periphery 

of the granite, which is intrusive in and later than the schist series 

(Algonkian), so that the planes of schistosity are parallel to the gran- 

ite contact, and frequently at right angles to a previously developed 

slaty cleavage. 

Schists formed in this way as a result of pressure acting normal to 

the contact of the intrusive masses, are believed to exist in the Bidwell 

Bar area in minor amount only. In general the cleavage of the schistose 

rocks appears to antedate the period, known to be in part late Jurassic 

or early Cretaceous, of the intrusion of the most abundant granitoid 

rocks (quartz-mica diorites and gabbros). The most marked effect 

of these Juratrias intrusions is the formation of pronounced zones of 

contact metamorphism. 

THE SUPERJACENT (TERTIARY AND PLEISTOCENE) SEDIMEN- 

TARY FORMATIONS. 

PLEISTOCENE RIVER GRAVELS. 

The old river gravels found above high-water level, chiefly at the 

bends of the streams, are referred to the Pleistocene period. Such are 

the deposits at Bidwell Bar and those along the South Fork of the 

Feather near Stringtown, at Island Bar, Hamilton Bar, and Big Bar 

on the North Fork, and at Hartman Bar and Butte Bar on the Middle 

Fork. In fact, there is scarcely a stream of any size in the area along 
which such bars may not be found. Some of them are still being 

mined for gold. 

Just east of the mouth of a branch of the North Fork of the Yuba, 

called Slate Creek, is a nearly level-bottomed ravine, separated from 
the creek by a hill. This ravine is called the Race Track, and investi- 

gation showed it to be a bit of a former bed of the creek. The gravel 
of this former channel is still being mined for gold. 

PLEISTOCENE LAKE GRAVELS. 

The gravel beds about Meadow Valley, as may be seen by referring 

to the geologic map, underlie the valley and form terraces about it, 
some of which attain an altitude of more than 4,000 feet, the lowest 

1 Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. I, pp. 203-244. 
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part of the valley having an altitude of about 3,700 feet.’ As has 

been before intimated, this valley appears to have been formed by oro- 

graphic causes, probably in early Pleistocene time. The gravel beds 

that form the terraces about it plainly show that it was occupied for a 

long time by a body of water, and a glance at the topography shows 

that this lake must have drained easterly—that is, into the American 

Valley, itself an old lake bed, although apparently a shallow one. 

The Meadow Valley gravels have been mined very extensively by 

the hydraulic method at Gopher Hill, 14 miles east of Spanish Ranch. 

The banks now exposed show the character of the material finely. 

The exposure on the south side of the flume shows a vertical bank 

about 150 high in which are two layers of a light-buff color from 1 to 5 

feet in thickness. The lower layer is perhaps from 40 to 60 feet above 

the bed rock, and the upper layer 50 feet higher. The same material 

is exposed ina bank north of the flume, and a specimen was taken 

there. Microscopic examination shows this to be composed of isotropic, 

translucent grains, often reddish by discoloration, and doubly refract- 

ing grains and angular particles, some of which are probably quartz. 

The isotropic material is probably voleanic glass. A partial chemical 

analysis of the specimen (No. 711 8. N.), by Dr. H. N. Stokes, is given 

herewith: 

Analysis of volcanic layer from Gopher Hill gravels. 

Per cent. | 
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This analysis does not appear to suggest a voleanic origin more 

than any other, but the presence of the glass particles shows that these 

layers may represent in part volcanic ashes, perhaps from the Lassen 

Peak volcanic vents. The material is very ight and friable. 

The general color of the Gopher Hill gravel is reddish, a dark red 

near the surface. The pebbles are usually small, from 1 to 4 inches in 

diameter, and by far the greater number of them are flattened. Decom- 

posed lava pebbles were noted, but the pebbles are mostly composed of 

rocks of the pre-Tertiary formations, quartzite, greenstone, and _ sili- 

ceous argillite being represented. Pebbles of white quartz occur, but 

are not abundant. There is a large amount of silt and sand, perhaps 

one-half of the entire material. Lying about over the area that had 

been washed by the hydraulic method were noted many well-worn peb- 

bles about a foot in diameter, but there were very few of these to be 

seen in place in the banks. 

1 Am. Geologist, Vol. XIII, p. 243. 
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A large surface of the lower gravel beds at Grub Flat and vicinity 

has been mined over. Underlying the well-rounded gravel to the 

northwest of Grub Flat is some decomposed “cement” gravel, nade 

up largely of small round red, brown, and white particles between 

which there has been an opaque white secondary substance deposited 

in concentric layers (No. 7098. N.). Under the microscope this is seen 

to be a distinct tuff, but decomposed. It is made up of microlitic and 

glassy fragments in which the outlines of the feldspars are still to be 

seen. Some fragments contain fresh augite and hornblende grains, 

and there are also grains of serpentine present. Some of the particles 

are thoroughly rounded. 

Along Wanpansie (spelled also Waponseh) Creek some of the lake 

gravel is subangular. Three and a half miles east of Meadow Valley 

post-office, on a branch of Slate Creek, at an altitude of over 4,000 feet, 

is some gravel, with angular blocks of the late doleritic basalt like that 

capping Clermont Hill. Tour miles southeast of Meadow Valley post- 

office, on the ridge west of Deer Creek, is some Pleistocene gravel reach- 

ing an altitude of 4,700 feet, and a gravel area west of the South Fork 

of Rock Creek attains an altitude of 4,500 feet. There are also gravel 

beds that have been mined by the hydraulic method on the ridges east 

and west of Whitlock Ravine. ‘These gravels are like those at Gopher 

Hill. There is little doubt that all of these isolated gravel patches 

were originally connected with the large Meadow Valley area of lake 

gravel, although some of them may have been formed by Pleistocene 

streams draining into the lake, and some of them may have attained 

their present altitude by displacement subsequent to the lake period. 

The rocky barrier between Meadow Valley and the American Valley 

has been cut through by Spanish Creek in late Pleistocene time, and 

thus the lake was drained. 

That the gravel beds about Meadow Valley are a lake deposit was 

first stated, so far as known to the writer, in an interesting report on 

this district in 1867 by J. A. Edman,! from which the following extracts 

are taken: 

On the flats near Meadow Valley the surface gravel rests on tufa-beds of undoubted 

volcanic origin (andesitie tuff), being of an ashy gray color and containing much 

pumice, ‘These characteristics generally pertain to that portion of the basin south 

of Meadow Valley Creek. 

The evidence of the geology and present topography points to the probability that 

the Meadow Valley basin contains a lacustrine deposit, principally made by a large 

stream entering the basin from the northwest,? and having its outlet at some point 

to the southwest, near upper Rock Creek or Slate Creek. 

1 Raymond, Mineral Resources, 1876, pp. 120-121, 123. 

2 The gravels that were regarded by Mr. Edman as evidence of a stream entering from the north- 

west are in part the white quartz gravels, and are undoubtedly older than the lake beds, but im the 

main Mr. Edman's report may be regarded as a very remarkable one, considering how little the geology 

of the Sierra Nevada was understood at the time of its publication. On his geological map of the 

underlying formations (the bed-rock series) he clearly perceived the difference between the green 

stone schists, the clay slates, and the serpentine, and his areas correspond roughly with those outlined 

nearly thirty years later, with all the advantage of good maps and the increase of geologic information 

since that time. 
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Two basins among the hills, known as Snake Lake and Smiths Lake, show recent 

alluvial deposits on the site of former lakes where but small ponds now remain. 

The level surface of the former, about 200 acres in extent, consists of pure vegetable 

mold to some depth, resting on sandy clays and beds of loose gravel. 

That Mr. Edman perceived the late age of the Meadow Valley depos- 

its may be seen in the first quotation, and Professor Pettee found other 

evidence in the same direction in 1879,!| The reader should refer to 

their reports for full information. As may be seen by examination of 

the geologic map, the writer regards the Smith Lake deposit as part 
of the Pleistocene Meadow Valley gravel. 

EVIDENCES OF GLACIAL ACTION. 

It is again to the report of Mr. Edman that we turn for the first pub- 

lished evidence of the former existence of glaciers in the Bidwell Bar 

area. Mr. Edman points out (p. 111) that there are evidences of gla- 

cial action on the slopes of Spanish Peak ridge, although the accumu- 

lations are much smaller than at other localities. These moraines are 

noted on the geologic map. Between these deposits and the steep 

north slope of the granite ridge are several small but picturesque 

lakes. On the north slope of Bucks Mountain ridge are moraines and 

morainal lakes, and at a point about 2 miles southeast of the summit 

is a little lake or pond that has been formed by a terminal moraine. 

The moraines to the west of Haskells Valley are on the north slope of 

the serpentine ridge of which Grizzly Hill is the highest point. The 

road from the Buckeye House to Spanish Ranch passes over some of 

this glacial débris. 

Polish was noted on the rock of this north slope, and some seratched 

bowlders were found in the morainal material. Some granitic bowl. 

ders were seen here on the serpentine in very perplexing situations if 

regarded as transported by ice, since there is no granite about the 

névé region of this former glacier. On close examination, however, 

this granite was found to contain muscovite and to be unlike that of 

any of the large granite areas of the district. A more careful search 

showed that these granitic bowlders had weathered out from dikes in 

the serpentine, and are not far from in place. These dikes are in fact 

soda-granulites or aplites, and are briefly described under that head. 

The elevation of the serpentine ridge just south of this morainal area 

is only about 6,000 feet, and this is remarkable as being the lowest 

elevation in the Sierra Nevada, so far as the writer’s observations go, 

that sheltered a glacier during the Glacial epoch. The extremely steep 

north slope of this ridge is evidently the explanation of the former 

accumulation of ice at this point. 

On the east slope of the Dogwood Peak ridge, about 14 miles south- 

east of the peak, is a small bank of loose material, apparently a terminal 

moraine. It lies about 500 feet below the top of the ridge. At the 

head of the ravine which contains this moraine there was a bank of 

1 Auriferous Gravels, pp. 472-478. 
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snow in August, 1894. The rocks below the snow bank were smoothed, 

but no strize were noted. The elevation of the ridge top is more than 

6,000 feet. As a general rule, it may be said that in the Sierra Nevada 

all those slopes which shelter snow banks during the entire season 

nourished glaciers during the Glacial period. 

On the high plateau of the northwest section of the district to the 
west of the North Fork of the Feather River is another glaciated region. 

There is more or less morainal material scattered over nearly the whole 

of this plateau, and dednite moraines are to be seen at the head of 
Chambers Creek, near the mouth of North Valley Creek, and about 

Crane Valley. The granite of the drainage above (north of) Crane 

Valley is finely polished and grooved in places. 

There are also extensive moraines south of Table Mountain at the 
head of Little Kimshew Creek. These materials, which contain water- 

worn pebbles, have been mined for many years for the gold they con- 

tain. The camp was formerly known as Little Kimshew. Snow’s mine, 

14 miles south of Table Mountain, is still being operated. This mine 

is further referred to under the heading ‘ River gravels.” Morainal 

deposits were formerly extensively washed for gold at Big Kimshew, 

24 miles southwest of Table Mountain, and at a point east of Rock 

Creek, by the trail from North Valley to Lotts Diggings. Some morainal 

material was also being mined for gold at the time of my visit (1894) at 

a point 43 miles due east of Table Mountain. 

At North Valley, and at several points to the southwest of the valley, 

by the trail, are patches of well-worn gravel. These deposits may have 

been formerly continuous, and may have been formed by the damming of 

the waters of North Creek by a moraine, which it has since cut through. 

Pebbles of granitoid rocks, pyroxenite (?), and of amphibolite were 

noted in these deposits, and in addition rounded fragments of the Ter- 

tiary olivine basalt and porphyritic basalt of the ridge to the north. 

The amphibolite pebbles presumably came from near the Campbell 

Lakes. 

NEOCENE RIVER GRAVELS. 

It is safe to assert that in Neocene time, as now, an extensive system 

of rivers existed in this area. The great subsequent erosion, however, 

has removed the greater part of the gravels formed by them, and the 

preservation of many of the remnants of these old channels is due to 

their being capped with volcanic material, which flooded the river val- 

leys during and at the close of the Tertiary period. As may be seen 

by referring to a paper by Ross E. Browne on “The ancient river beds 

of the Forest Hill divide,”' and others by Mr. W. Lindgren and the 

writer,” the Neocene Auriferous gravels of the Sierra Nevada can be 

‘Tenth Ann, Rept. State Mineralogist of California, pp. 435-465. Browne's third period includes the 

Pleistocene gravels. 

2W. Lindgren, Two Neocene rivers of California: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. IV. H. W. Turner 

Fourteenth Ann, Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, p. 465, and Am. Geologist, Vol. XV, 1895, p. 871. 
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divided into two main groups, those of the first period, composed 

chiefly of white quartz pebbles and light-colored clays and sands, with 

minor lava flows of rhyolite; and those of the second period, called by 

Browne the period of the “‘ voleanic cement” (andesite-tuff) flows. The 

former gravels are free from volcanic pebbles; the latter often contain 

them in abundance. The larger part of the auriferous gravels belong 

to the first period. The writer has also suggested the recognition of 

an intermediate period. The pebbles of the gravel deposits of this 

period are chiefly of the pre-Cretaceous sedimentary and igneous rocks, 

and are usually dark in color; such gravel is frequently called “bull or 

bastard gravel” by the miners, and it is often less auriferous than the 

white quartz gravel and is not always of economic importance. An 

attempt will be made to group the occurrences under these three 

periods. 

THE OLDER WHITE QUARTZ GRAVELS. 

The great channel from Scales, Sierra County, is preserved at Union 

Hill, at Council Hill, and at Brandy City, in the southeast corner of 

the Bidwell Bar area, and has been found to be rich in gold at most 

points mined. For full details as to this old channel, which has been 

traced into Yuba County, the reader is referred to the report by Pro- 

fessor Pettee in Whitney’s Auriferous Gravels. The Brandy City 

channel is capped with andesitic tuffs and breccias. There is white 

quartz gravel also at the American House, on the road from Strawberry 

Valley to Laporte. This is not covered with lava, although there is an 

area of basalt immediately to the east. The abundance of white quartz 

veins near the gravel suggests a local origin for a portion of this quartz 

gravel. 

At the head of Dogwood Creek, to the east of the fault scarp before 

noted, is some river gravel capped by the older black basalt. The 

camp was known as the Sweet Oil Diggings, according to a resident of 

Plumas County. Some of the gravel from a shaft sunk through the 

basalt was examined. Most of the pebbles are of white quartz, but 

there are also some of quartzite, siliceous argillite, and a variegated 

breccia (No. 94 8S. N.) which has been noted by the writer in many 

gravel deposits in Plumas County. These breccia pebbles may have 

come from some Juratrias beds called the Milton formation,! and may 

be of use in tracing out the former course of the channels of Plumas 

County, as they occur in many of the deposits. 

Three and one-half miles southwest of Franklin Hill is a remnant of 

a gravel channel that has been mined by the hydraulic method. The 

writer’s notes contain no description of the kind of pebbles here. It 

lies at the edge of an area of the older basalt. Some white quartz 

gravel has been exposed in shallow shafts about 12 miles southwest of 

310) 17 GEOL, PT I 
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ridge may easily have been connected at one time with the Sweet Oil 

Channel if, as has been suggested, there is a fault at the head of Dog- 

wood Creek, but it is also not unlikely that the Sweet Oil Channel rep- 

resents a part of the same Neocene river as the white quartz gravels 

underlying Little Grass Valley. At Davis Point, by a ravine draining 

into Fall River from the south, about 14 miles southeast of Cammel 

Peak, there is gravel composed mostly of white quartz pebbles, but 

with some volcanic pebbles also. The bed rock is hornblende-schist. 

The place was visited by Pettee.! This gravel was hydraulicked. 

NEOCENE RIVER GRAVELS OF THE INTERMEDIATE PERIOD. 

The Dodson gravel mine lies about 3} miles northwesterly from 

Strawberry Valley, at the south border of the basalt flow that caps the 

Mooreville Ridge. The gravel is from 350 to 100 feet thick and is largely 

coarse, but there is fine material in places. The pebbles are of granite, 

andesite, basalt, quartz, and metamorphic rocks. They vary in size 

from small pebbles to large bowlders, all well waterworn. A consider- 

able amount of finely preserved silicified wood is found here. Professor 

Knowlton determined this as being coniferous wood (Araucarioxylon). 

The basalt capping the mine is from 15 to 30 feet thick, and shows a 

columnar structure in places. Some of the basalt pebbles contain 

crystals of chabazite in cavities. The bed rock is granite. Ludlam’s 
hydraulic mine is, without much doubt, on the same channel as the 

Dodson. It lies on the north edge of the basalt of the Mooreyille Ridge, 

about 4 miles a little west of north from Strawberry Valley. It differs 

in no essential particulars from the Dodson mine. The bed rock is 

granite. The gravel attains a thickness of about 90 feet, and the basalt 

capping a thickness of about 150 feet. The lower gravel is chiefly made 

up of the older sedimentary and associated igneous rocks of the Aurif- 

erous slate series, and the upper part of Tertiary lavas. Fine silici- 

fied wood occurs here also. There is gravel on the Mooreville Ridge 

2 miles northeast of Ludlam’s mine. Under the basalt of Kanaka Peak 

there are well-rounded pebbles of the kind noted at the Dodson mine. 

At Walker Plain there are gravel beds under the basalt. The gravel 

of this channel at the Buckeye House is much like that at Kanaka Peak 

and the Dodson mine, so far as examined. While it is not probable 

that all of the gravel deposits under the older basalt belong to the same 

period, most of them are similar in containing some pebbles of Tertiary 

volcanic rocks and of the older rocks of the Auriferous slate series and 

without doubt were formed by rivers of later age than those of the white 

quartz gravel period. 

The area of “ bastard” gravel about three-fourths of a mile north of 

Lexington Hill, by the road to Little Grass Valley, appears to rest in 

part on andesitic tuff. Greenstone schists occur immediately to the 
south, but to the north there is nothing but andesitie ash. <A shaft 20 

! Auriferous Gravels, p. 469. 
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feet or more deep, sunk just north of the gravel, penetrated only the 

andesite. The andesitic ash area continues down the slope 400 feet 

vertically to Little Grass Valley. This gravel may therefore be sup- 

posed to belong to Browne’s volcanic period, although the case is not a 

clear one and the gravel is similar to that of the intermediate period. 

Pebbles of quartzite, siliceous argillite, quartz porphyry, a few of vein 

quartz, and one soft white pebble of a Tertiary-looking rock (No. 656) 

were observed in this gravel. The white pebble contains a good deal 

of infiltrated silica, both chalecedonic and erystallized. A microscopic 

examination shows it to be fragmental, and to contain untwinned feld- 

spars that strongly resemble sanidine. It appears to be an altered 

rhyolite-tuff. 

On the east slope of Cammel Peak there is alittle gravel. The same 

variegated breccia before noted at other gravel deposits is represented 

among the pebbles. 

On the summit of the ridge south of the Middle Fork of the Feather 

River, at a point about 2 miles north of Lava Cap, is a small area of 

river gravel. This was at one time covered with the older basalt, 

a remnant of which still remains (No. 50 Plumas). There is a consid- 

erable variety of pebbles, two kinds of which have been determined 

by the use of the microscope. These (No. 78 and 79 Plumas) are 

hypersthene-andesite and apo-hornblende-dacite. Pebbles of quartz- 

porphyry, granite, and various metamorphic rocks were also noted. 

The Spanish Peak gravel channel has been described by Professor 

Whitney,! in part from data furnished by Mr. Edman. Mr. Diller 

visited the Monte Cristo mine, at the south end of the deposit, and 

obtained there some leaves of fossil plants, a list of which is given in the 

writer’s former report. Mr. Diller also obtained a small fossil fish from 

Mr. J. G. Phelps, who found it in the Monte Cristo mine. This was 

examined by Dr. W. H. Dall,’ who reported that ‘“‘ the opinion may be 

expressed with some confidence that the fish was not marine and that 

it was related to Uranidea.” Later the writer collected a few leaves 
which were referred to Professor Knowlton,’ who reports as follows: 

“These leaves all belong to a single species, Laurus salicifolia Lx. 

This species was originally described from Corral Hollow, and has 

not before been detected at the Monte Cristo mine so far as I know.” 

The lower gravel at the Monte Cristo mine contains a variety of peb- 

bles, with fragments of the older basalt, but no waterworn pebbles of 

this rock were noted. Among the well-rounded pebbles were some of 

the variegated breccia of the Milton formation (467 Plumas), noted as 
occurring at the head of Dogwood Creek. Pebbles of pyroxene- 

andesite (469 Plumas) also were found. Scattered over the level top 
of Spanish Peak itself are abundant waterworn pebbles, including 
many of white quartz. The Spanish Peak ridge deposit is also exposed 

! Auriferous Gravels, p. 216. 

2 Kighth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, p. 418, footnote. 

3 Am. Geologist, Vol. XV, p. 377. 
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14 miles west of Spanish Peak, and pebbles of metamorphic and igne- 

ous rocks were noted at numerous places in the andesitic agglomerate 

and breccia that caps the channel. 

Two miles south of the Monte Cristo mine, on the ridge south of Bucks 

Creek, is a mass of gravel associated with andesitic tuff. There is also 

a little of the older basalt in place here. The gravels are in general 

like those at Monte Cristo mine. Pebbles of siliceous metamorphic 

rocks, of greenstone, of the variegated breccia, and of andesite were 

noted. There were also fragments of the older basalt, and bowlders 

and fragments of andesite. At one pointa shaft had been sunk through 

andesitic tuff and struck fine white quartz gravel, some of which lay on 

thedump. The pebbles of the gravel flat 6 miles southeast of Spanish 

Peak, on the plateau east of the head of Bear Creek, are mostly of 

quartzite and other siliceous rocks. Overlying this is andesite-breccia. 

About 3 miles south of Grizzly Hill, and north of the point called 

Gravel Range on the topographic map, well-worn pebbles were noted 

scattered along the ridge, testifying to the former existence of a river 

deposit there. Another similar occurrence is at Mullen’s farm, on the 

Big Bend mountain ridge about 1 mile north of the abandoned camp of 

Big Bend. Pebbles are said to be scattered along the ridge for three- 

fourths of a mile east of the farm. Those seen by the writer had been 

picked up on the farm by Mr. Mullen. They were well waterworn and 

composed of quartz-diorite and greenstone and were from 3 to 6 inches 

in maximum diameter. Some were flattened anc others oblong. Two 

of these pebbles had grooves on one side, like stones used by Indians 

in making arrows, according to Mr. Mullen. The possibility suggests 

itself, therefore, that all of the pebbles may have been brought here by 

the Indians. A piece of a stone mortar was also seen. 

At the point called Clipper Mill, on the road to Strawberry Valley, 

is a long streak of Neocene river gravel about 600 feet wide. The 

pebbles are chietly of the older siliceous rocks. There is no voleanic 

material associated with this area, At the west end of the andesite- 

breccia area, or about 13 miles east of Clipper Mill, is a small deposit 
of gravel, known as the Pratt drift mine. About 1$ miles north of 

Clipper Millis the Gentle Anna drift gravel mine. The tunnel had 

evidently cut the olivine basalt that caps the deposit before it struck 

the gravel, which is half rounded and does not appear to represent a 

large channel. 

The high plateau of the northwest corner of the district, about Table 

Mountain and the Campbell Lakes, is known lvcally as Gravel Range, 

from the occurrence of gravel at numerous points. Some of the so- 

called gravel is merely morainal material and has been noted under the 

heading, Evidence of glacial action. The white quartz gravel at Lotts 

Diggings, just to the north of the fortieth parallel, is undoubtedly a 

remnant of the oldest river system of this plateau. Like the gravel at 

Lotts Diggings the other river gravels are at nearly all points capped 
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by the olivine basalt, which appears to be part of the same extensive 

flow forming the bluffs on the north side of Chipps Creek (Lassen Peak 

folio). The Butte King and Butte Queen mines belong to this series, 

but they are north of the area of the Bidwell Bar sheet. 

The Reese & Jones drift gravel nine is under a spur of olivine basalt 

14 miles northwest of Table Mountain. The gravel appears to be a 

part of athin sheet spread over the ground at the time the basalt flow 

took place. Some of the gravel is well rounded, but there is also a good 

deal of subangular material of local origin. Rather abundant are peb- 

bles of liematite, and of chromic iron. The basalt sometimes lies imme- 

diately on the bed rock, cutting off the gravel. Mr. Diller, who also 
visited this locality, kindly furnished me the following notes: 

The Butte King, Butte Queen, Bracken, Gregory, and the Jones Bros. (Reese & 

Jones) mines are allapparently on the same stream or channel. From Butte King to 

Jones Bros. mine is about 14 miles in a nearly due south direction. Jones Bros. mine 

is said to be 300 feet lower, but I think that is too much. The grade of the bed rock 

is south, and the miners think the stream flowed that way, but without any other 

reason than the grade. All the mines are much alike, and the mass of the material 

mined is not clear-washed gravel. To look at the material brought out, one would 

not suspect that itis gravel,at any of the mines. Itis angular and mixed with earth, 

just like slope talus, and yet in the mines in place, as well as on the dump and else- 

where, much clearly washed gravel is found mixed with the angular material. 

The stream was evidently small and most of the fragments are of local rock, 

Good-sized, well-rounded, and bumped waterworn bowlders, 4 to 14 inches in diam- 

eter, are quitecommon. I did not see any granite bowlders. Most of the waterworn 

ones are of quartz, quartzite, and dark siliceous metamorphic rocks, The most sig- 

nificant pebbles to the miners are little iron stones. These are well waterworn and 

brown and heavy. Some of them appear to be brown hematite. Small quartz peb- 

bles are not uncommon, but they are not all well waterworn. The rim rock, they 

say, is well defined, and the gravel certainly does run out to an edge on both sides. 

The bottom of the stream is quite regular, but occasionally it rises to the lava. In 

the Jones Bros. mine a little dome rose in the channel and cut off the gravel, but 

they continued through and found gravel beyond, At Jones Bros. mine there is 

about $8 in gold to a small car load of the gravel, and at the Gregory about $2. The 

Butte King formerly paid $5 to the car, but was very expensive to work on account 

of water. The Butte Queen, owned by the same company, is working in the opposite 

direction, and is designed to tap the same channel. 

The material mined at Snow’s gravel mine was described under the 

section on glaciers as being moranial, but there is also some river 

gravel here, well exposed at a hydraulic washing, located at about the 

point where the house is shown on the map.'! The altitude of the house, 

according to the maps, is about 5,200 feet. Here may be seen the 

mouths 01 tunnels which have been run in on the channel toward Table 

Mountain. At the base of the exposure at the hydraulic washing are 

about 20 feet of sand and well-washed gravel. The pebbles of the bot- 

tom part of this were of chert, hornblende schist, slate, granite, and 

quartz. Overlying the well-worn gravel and sand is a mass of volcanic 

)The houses of the miners are perhaps one-half mile southeasterly from this point, and mining was 

being carried on by hydraulicking underground, near the houses, at the time of my visit in 1895, 
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rubble, with some granite, plainly of later origin (morainal material), 

Mr. Snow supposes this channel to extend under the lava of Table 

Mountain, and this is not unlikely, for the bed rock is granite, and there 
is no hornblende schist, slate, ete., from which the pebbles of these 

rocks could have been derived nearer than 2 miles. The same pebbles 
of iron ore noted at the Reese & Jones mine occur here. 

There is a small body of Neocene river gravel about 14 miles north- 

east of Oregon City, on the ridge west of the North Fork of the Feather. 

It occupies a flat on the slope toward the North Fork. The pebbles, 

some 6 to 8 inches in diameter, are smooth and well rounded. The 

greatest thickness of the deposit is about 12 feet, but as it has been 

extensively mined, portions of the area may have had a greater thick- 

ness. There is no lava associated with this deposit. 

As may be seen by examining the geologic map, there are many 

small exposures of old river gravels in the Bidwell Bar area not men- 

tioned in these notes, 

The gravels that have been grouped together as belonging to an 

intermediate period represent some material that Mr. Browne would 

perhaps put in his first period. Some of the deposits were doubtless 

made by rivers which occupied the same channel for a long space of 

time. Thus at Sweet Oil diggings the white quartz gravels may belong 

to the oldest gravels, and the darker gravels to a much later period. 

It is obvious that much remains to be done before the course of any of 

the Neocene rivers of the area can be indicated, except that represented 

by the Brandy City deposits. 

THE NEOCENE GRAVELS OF BROWNE'S SECOND PERIOD. 

The writer understands that the second period of Mr. browne includes 

those gravels or voleanic conglomerates composed chiefly of Tertiary 

volcanic pebbles. Such material is rarely sufficiently auriferous to pay 

to mine, and although there are deposits of this nature in the Bidwell 

Bar area no definite notes were made regarding them. In such material 

there are rarely any fine layers in which we may hope to find fossil leaves. 

There is often, however, silicified wood embedded in the andesitic con- 

glomerate and in the andesitie breccia that usually overlies it. 

THE TERTIARY VOLCANIC ROCKS. 

The Tertiary voleanic rocks occurring in the district may be grouped 

under the following heads: 

Basalt— 

Older basalt (with little olivine). 

Coarse-grained basalt or dolerite. 

Late basalt, dark and fine-grained; chiefly dikes. 

Andesite— 

Hornblende-pyroxene-andesite tuff or breecia. 

Fine-grained massive hypersthene andesite. 
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BASALT, 

There are two well-marked types of basalt in the area, one a fine- 

grained dark rock, like that of the Oroville Table Mountain, which has 

been called the older basalt, and a coarser variety, usually showing 

with a hand lens numérous olivine erystals. 

The older basalt covers Walker Plain, the ridges north and south of 

the South Fork of the Feather, a considerable area on the ridge north 

of Fall River, and smaller areas at other points, one of which caps 
Kanaka Peak. Although it has been clearly shown that the older 

basalt is at many points covered with fragmental andesite and therefore 

older, there is evidence in andesite pebbles found under the flows of 

the basalt that some andesitie eruptions antedate the basalt. There 

is a series of benches of the older basalt on the south slope of the 

ridge north of the South Fork of the Feather, a little west of Little 

Grass Valley. These benches present the appearance of successive 

flows. The entire thickness of the basalt is there not less than 500 

feet. 
There is a small mass of columnar basalt on the southwest spur of 

Big Bend Mountain, just one-half mile west of Island Bar. According 

Dr. Peter Fireman, this contains 2.25 per cent of potassa and 3.62 

per cent of soda. 

The coarse-grained olivinitic basalt is found in smaller areas. It 

forms part of the level top of Mount Ararat (No. 54 Plumas), where it 

rests on andesitice breccia, and is much finer grained than usual. There 

is a considerable flow (No. 81 Plumas) north of Fall River, of which 

Cammel Peak is the culminating point. The basalt of the plateau in the 

northwest corner of the district is of the coarse olivinitie type, much 

of it having a marked porphyritic development. The flow may be older 

than the somewhat similar rocks of the Mount Ararat and Cammel 

Peak areas. This basalt forms the bed of the upper part of Rock 

Creek at one point where the elevation, according to the topographic 

nap, is 6,200 feet, the older pre-Cretaceous rocks (here chiefly granite) 

rising to a greater elevation both north and south, indicating that 

the basalt flowed over a very uneven surface, or that it came out in a 

fissure at this point, or that there have been some displacements of the 

old Neocene surface. The problem was an interesting one, but a.snow- 

storm coming on, no attempt was made to solve it. 

The late (?) fine-grained dark basalt grouped under the third head is 

represented by two little buttes of columnar lava southeast of China 

Gulch, on the ridge west of Mount Ararat. The lava appears to have 

jssued at these points; while itis regarded as later than the older basalt 

before described, no positive evidence has been obtained on this point 

in this region. 

About 14 miles due west of Franklin Hill is a small basin formed in 

the older rocks. The rim is cut through on the north side, where the 
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drainage of the basin escapes. An examination of the bottom of this 

basin shows that it is underlain by a stratified tuff, some of which dips 

south and southwest at angles varying from 30° to 70°. An examina- 

tion of the specimens collected (Nos. 664-665 8. N.) shows that the tuff 

contains abundant olivine and is of a basaltic nature. Moreover, a 

massive dark olivine basalt (No. 667 S. N.) occurs on the west slope of 

the basin, and is presumed to have come from the same source as the 

material of the tuff. This basalt is darker in color and finer grained 

than the doleritic basalt of Cammel Peak, and presumably represents 

a distinct eruption from a different subterranean reservoir. It differs 

from the fine-grained basalt of the little buttes above noted in having 

a resinous look, such as is seen in some augite-andesites. 

T'ragments of serpentine, which forms the walls of the basin, are 

plentiful in the tuff. It is probable that we have here an old volcanic 

vent. 

Analysis of olivine basalt (667 S. N.). 

[ Analyst, Steiger. ] 
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ANDESITE., 

By far the larger part of the andesitic material of the Bidwell Bar 

area occurs in a fragmental er pyroclastic form, and may be called 

andesitic tuff, breccia, conglomerate, or agglomerate, according to the 

shape and size of the components. As in other portions of the Sierra 

Nevada, foreign material occurs, mixed with that of volcanic origin. 

This fragmental andesite attains a thickness of more than 700 feet on 

the plateau east of the head of Bear Creek, and about the same thick- 

ness on the northeast part of the Mooreville Ridge, where it distinctly 

overlies the older basalt. 
About 14 miles south of Cammel Peak, in the canyon of Fall River, 

is a dike-like mass of fragmental andesite. The stream has cut into 

this dike of andesite-breccia to the depth of about 500 teet, and in the 

dike material in the bed of the river are embedded numerous frag- 

ments of fossil wood, as well as pebbles of pre Cretaceous rocks and 

pebbles and fragments of hornblende-andesite and of the older basalt. 
The pieces of wood must have been washed into this fissure from the 

surface, together with the andesitic material in which they are embed- 

ded, The specimens of wood collected were referred to Prof. P. H. 
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Knowlton, who reports that “it is a Sequoia of the redwood, or S. sem- 

pervirens, type. The wood is not well enough preserved to enable me to 

say that it is the same as the living redwood, although it is undoubt- 

edly near it.” This dike-like mass is about 1,500 feet in width where 

crossed by Fall River. The wall rock is granite. As usual, however, 

the writer was not the first to note this occurrence. The place was vis- 

ited by Professor Pettee! in 1879, but he made no investigations as to 

the nature of the dike. 
The fine-grained hypersthene-andesite noted in two previous publica- 

tions” is found in the Bidwell Bar area, so far as known, only at Franklin 

Hill and at one other point. At Franklin Hill it forms a cap having 

a maximum thickness of 300 or more feet on the north slope. The 

characteristic slaty structure of this lava is well brought out at this 

place, and a photograph was taken to show the feature, which is repro- 

duced in PI. XXI. The second locality is the little butte six-tenths of 

a mile south of west from the highest point of Mount Ararat. 

The following are analyses of the fine-grained hypersthene andesite 

of Franklin Hill. The partial analysis A is by Dr. H. N. Stokes. The 

analysis B is taken from a complete analysis by Dr. Hillebrand, which 

will be found in the table of analyses of the diorite family. 

Analyses of hypersthene-andesite from Iranklin Hill (661 S. N.). 

| A. B. 

| Per cent. | Per cent. 
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It will be noted that the two analyses are very nearly identical, and 

that the rock approaches an acid basalt in composition, but other 

analyses of similar andesites from the Downieville area show that the 

rock is usually more acid. 

SUBJACENT (PRE-CRETACEOUS) SERIES. 

AURIFEROUS SLATE SERIES. 

Fossils of Carboniferous age have been found east of Spanish Ranch 

and west of Onion Valley Creek, and the clay-slates west of Island 

Bar appear to be the direct continuation of the Carboniferous beds 

near Pentz. 

Limestone lenses are of rather frequent occurrence. When near 

granite, as at Hartman Bar, these have usually been altered to marble. 

} Auriferous Gravels, p. 468. A notice of this dike may also be found in the Journal of Geology, Vol. 

IIT, p. 408. 

?Fourteenth Aun. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, p.489. Am. Geologist, Vol. XIII, p. 311. 
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Although the fossil localities are very few, the similarity of clay-slates 

and quartzites is so great in different parts of the area that it seems 

safe to regard all of them as of Paleozoic age. 

THE UNALTERED INTRUSIVE IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

GRANITE AND QUARTZ-DIORITE, 

Nearly all of the quartz-bearing granitoid rocks of the Bidwell Bar 

area may be correctly called quartz-mica-diorites—that is to say, they 

are granitoid rocks in which the acid soda-lime feldspars (oligoclase- 

andesine) predominate. Usually there is both biotite and hornblende 

present in addition to the soda-lime feldspars, and often orthoclase, 

which is occasionally so abundant that the rock approaches a granite 

incomposition. This is the case with the rock about Enterprise, on the 

South Fork of the Feather River. The rock southeast of Merrimac 

(No.691 S. N.) may be taken as an example of typical quartz-mica-diorite. 

It is figured, as seen under the microscope, on Pl. XLII. In the large 

area of the north part of the district of which Spanish Peak is a prom- 

inent point the quartz-diorite grades over into a gabbro, which forms 

the upper part of the flat-topped eminence known as Bucks Mountain. 

This mass is intersected by a system of horizontal and vertical part- 

ings, which result in the formation of square-outlined and picturesque 

bluffs, and in the horizontal partings may also be found the cause of 

the flat top. This gabbro area is indicated on the geologic map, but 

as no line of demarcation between it and the surrounding quartz- 

diorite was drawn in the field, the area as outlined indicates in reality 

only a portion of the gabbro mass. An analysis of this gabbro (No. 

705 8S. N.) is given below with that of a quartz-diorite and a granite to 

show the great variation in composition of the granitoid rocks of the 

area. 
Analyses of granite, quartz-diorite, and gabbro. 

| Granite Quartz-diorite Gabbro 
| (No.22S.N.). | (No. 691S.N.). | (No. 705 S.N.). 
Ss ne = a oes 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
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The analysis of 22 1s by Dr. Hillebrand, of 691 by Dr, Stokes, and of 

705 by Mr. Steiger. There can be little doubt that the quartz-diorites 

of the Bidwell Bar areas are intrusions and therefore later than the 

adjoining sedimentary and igneous schists, which, near the granite con- 

tact, are often thoroughly recrystallized, at some parts having a gneis- 

soidal appearance. The strike of the schists parallel to the contact of 
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these granitoid rocks may also be taken as evidence that the latter are 

younger, as indicated in the paragraphs on schistosity and bedding. 

That some of the quartz-diorite is intrusive is beyond all doubt, for 

along the contact there are sometimes abundant fragments of the neigh- 

boring rock inclosed, forming a contact-breecia, a view of a hand speci- 

men of which (No. 333 8S. N.)is given in Pl. XXX, A. This is from the 
border of the quartz-diorite intrusion 4 miles northeast of Mount Hope to 

the south of Pinkards Creek. The inclosed fragments are a fine-grained 

feldspathic amphibolite, probably originally a tuff. In the bed of Mill 
Creek, 14 miles northeast of Big Bar Hill, a dike of biotite-granite or 

quartz-mica-diorite (No. 766 8. N.) cuts the tremolite and chlorite schists, 

which are altered forms of pyroxenites, and are in this section associ- 

ated with serpentine as part of the same rock mass. About 24 miles 

south of Big Bar Hill there are streaks of serpentine, amphibolite, and 

quartz schists forming one series, which is cut off by a protrusion of 

the large Merrimac quartz-diorite area. The quartz-diorite is often 

intersected by systems of fissures, as in other districts. This is plainly 

to be seen in the amphitheater at the base of the Fall River falls, and 

at other points. Where it is more massive, as in the Bald Rock Canyon 

of the Middle Fork of the Feather River to the east of the point known 

as Bald Rock, there is a tendency to weather in dome-shaped forms. 

Near the contact with other rock masses the quartz-diorite is often 

schistose, as by the stage road west of the Berry Creek house, and on 

Spanish Peak ridge. 

GRANULITE OR APLITE. 

As in other districts, there are dikes of granulite and pegmatite in 

the granitoid rocks containing free silica, or, in other words, the quartz- 

mica-diorite and granite. These dikes are likewise found sometimes 

cutting the schists. 

In the Grizzly Hill serpentine area are numerous dikes of a white 

rock varying in texture from coarse to fine. Some of the coarse-grained 

specimens may be seen with the unaided eye to be made up of quartz, 

feldspar, and muscovite. The microscope shows the finer-grained 

varieties fo have the same composition. These dikes do not, as a rule, 

continue far, but one of them (No, 725 8. N.), one-half mile south of the 

summit of Grizzly Hill, was followed for about 600 feet. The maximum 

thickness of this dike was perhaps 15 feet. Its course was N. 60° W. 

The microscope shows this rock to be composed of micropegmatite 

with a tendency to spherulitic forms (granophyre of Rosenbusch), mus- 

covite in parts grouped in rosettes, and a few porphyritic quartzes. A 

chemical analysis indicates that the feldspar of the micropegmatite is 

largely albite, for the potassa is probably chiefly in the muscovite, and 

there is practically no lime present. 
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Analyses of granulites. 

[Analyst, Stokes. | 
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Granulite dikes were also noted in other serpentine areas. No. 745 

S. N., from the Big Bar Hill ridge, contains some microcline in addition 

to the muscovite, quartz, and plagioclase. The structure of this rock 
is thoroughly granular, and there is no micropegmatite present, or any 

porphyritic quartzes, as in No. 725, and this is likewise true of No. 726, 

which is from near 725 on Grizzly Hill. While dike 725 has a tendency 

to a porphyritic structure which if further developed would place it 

with the granite-porphyries, these soda-granulites are in general in the 

Downieville area and elsewhere thoroughly granular. 

Dike rocks similar to those described above were noted in the ser- 

pentine by the trail from Spanish Ranch to Big Bar. No.565 8. N., of 

which a partial analysis is given above, is a dike in mica-schist by the 

North Fork of the Feather, about 600 feet downstream from the mouth 

of French Creek. It is composed of feldspar, quartz, and muscovite, 

and seems to have undergone some crushing, resulting in the breaking 

up of some of the components into interlocking grains. The undulous 

extinction of some of the grains points in the same direction. There 

is some chlorite present, and aggregates of minute whitish opaque 

grains. 

GRANITE-PORPHYRY, 

In the author’s previous paper the term granite-porphyry was used 

for a granite in which were developed large porphyritic feldspars. 

While this use is not without precedent, the term is generally employed 

for a porphyritie rock with a heloerystallne groundmass of quartz 

and alkali feldspar. This groundmass is sometimes so coarse that the 

grains may be seen by the use of a hand lens, but in all cases the ground- 

mass 1s fine grained as compared with the texture of granites. Granite- 

porphyry, while not an uncommon rock in the Sierra Nevada, is seldom 

in large enough masses to be noted on the geologic maps, and but 

few areas of it will appear on the Bidwell Bar map. No. 213 Butte, 

from the south edge of the granite area to the north of Quartz Hill, is 

a coarse granite-porphyry, the groundmass of which contains much 

muscovite, in addition to quartz and feldspar. The phenocrysts are of 

plagioclase and quartz. The exact locality is one-half mile a little north 

of west from Wagner’s. 
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About 1 mile east of Enterprise, on the north side of the South Fork 

of the Feather River, isa dike of granite-porphyry in the granitoid 

quartz-mica-diorite. This dike (No. 99 Butte) has a microcrystalline 

groundmass of granulitic structure, composed of quartz, feldspar, and 

muscovite, with idiomorphic phenocrysts of quartz, plagioclase, and 

biotite. Nos, 103-108 8. N. are from dikes of granite-porp hyry (?) in 

the Carboniferous slates along the Middle Fork of the Feather River 

at and east of the mouth of Onion Valley Creek. 

The largest of these dikes at the mouth of the creek (No. 103 8. N.) 

is Shown on the map. This contains numerous anastomosing veins of 

white quartz, and there are grains of iron disulphide scattered through 

therock. Calcite is also present. The groundmass of all these dikes is 

microcrystalline with minute shreds of muscovite. While no analyses 

have been made of the granite-porphyries of the Bidwell Bar area 

and the nature of the feldspar of the groundmass has not been deter- 

mined, it is considered safe to refer them to the granite porphyry group 

from the close resemblance to such rocks in the neighboring Downieville 

area. 
No. 693 8. N. is a white, fine and even grained rock, somewhat decom- 

posed and friable. It was collected by the side of the Quincy road, 

about 1.7 miles north of the Buckeye house, at the edge of a small 

area of basalt like that on Walker Plain. There is a shallow excava- 

tion here, and some well-rounded pebbles. This rock strongly resembles 

No. 1639 8. N., from the Sonora district, which is a soda granite-por- 

phyry. No. 693 is composed of interlocking grains of quartz and 

feldspar, with abundant muscovite scales. One elongated zircon was 

noted. When first collected the rock was thought to be a decomposed 

rhyolite. It might, perhaps, be correctly termed a microgranite, but 

appears to be identical in structure and composition with the granite- 

porphyries, except in lacking porphyritic erystals. It is presumably a 

dike, but its relation to the surrounding schists was not ascertained. 

QUARTZ-PORPHYRY (APORIYOLITE-PORPH YRY ). 

In the greenstone schists, about 13 miles northeast of Miners Ranch, 

is a dike about a mile in length and but a few feet in diameter. The 

strike of the dike is to the east of north. It is west of a small stream 

that drains into the Middle Fork of the Feather, about one-quarter 

mile east of Bidwell Bar. The microscope shows this rock to be made 

up of 2 holocrystalline groundmass that appears to be largely feldspar 

in irregular grains and spherulitic forms, but there is present a large 

amount of discoloring material in minute particles. The idiomorphic 

phenoerysts are of quartz and plagioclase. The quartzes are much 

the more abundant. Many of them are corroded, and all, or nearly 

all, of them show aureoles or borders composed of minute grains. It 

is quite possible that the groundimass of this rock has undergone devit- 

rification. 
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DIORITE AND DIORITE-PORPHYRY, 

Cutting the quartz diorites at many points are dark-gray, fine- 

gramed rocks showing minute needles of brown hornblende to the 

unaided eye. These are abundant in the Merrimac quartz-mica-diorite 

area, and were found along the vein of the Reynolds gold-quartz mine 

and along the road to Quincey. A partial analysis of one from the 

Spanish Peak quartz-mica-diorite area is given below. This appears 

to contain some original quartz. Similar dikes are found likewise in 

the Auriferous slate series and associated greenstones. No. 1008. N. 

cuts the Carboniferous slates on the north bank of the Middle Fork of 

the Feather, 24 miles upstream from the mouth of Onion Valley Creek. 

No. 102 is a similar dike eight-tenths of a mile east of the last. It 

cuts vertically a diabase mass on the north bank of the river. Near it 

were other dikes of the same rock, some of them horizontal. As has 

been noted before, these small dikes, often only a few inches in width, 
and usually extending but a few feet, are among the latest of the so- 

called Juratrias intrusives. It is very likely, indeed, that their origin 

dates from early Cretaceous time. 

Diorite-porphyries like those above described are sometimes called 

hornblende-porphyrites, but if the latter term is used at all it should 

be paralleled with augite-porphyrite and used for altered hornblende- 

andesites. 

Certain peculiar diorites containing green hornblende needles are 

also treated of in this section. The green hornblende of one of these 

(No. 817) appears to be actinolite, and as that mineral is said not to be 

a primary constituent of eruptive rocks, a special description of it is 

given below. Unfortunately, it has not been practicable as yet to 

separate and analyze the hornblende. Diorite No. 817 forms a narrow 

streak about one-half mile in length in quartz-mica-diorite, which is 

more or less decomposed, and satisfactory evidence that the diorite 

was intrusive was not found. However, the chemical and mineral 

composition of the diorite is so different from that of the granitoid 

country rock that its dike nature is regarded as probable. 

Actinolite-diorite (No. 817 8S. N.). 

Locality: Four and six-tenths miles south of Table Mountain, on the dividing ridge 

between Butte and Plumas counties, by the trail to North Valley. 

Macroscopically, a medium-grained greenish-gray rock, with very abundant minute 

elistening needles. 

Microscopically, a holocrystalline rock of hypidiomorphiec structure. It is composed 

of needles of green hornblende, often twinned, which are embedded in the 

later feldspar and quartz. The extinction angle measured on 5 needles varies 

from 16° to 20°, the average being 17°. Symmetrical extinction angles meas- 

ured on three twinned needles on the trace of the twinning plane (100) vary 

from 13° to 17°. Except secondary chlorite and a few translucent brown 

grains, the rock contains practically nothing but the hornblende, feldspar, and 

quartz, all three of which are original constituents and quite fresh. The 

magnesia shown in the analysis must therefore be in the hornblende, which is 
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therefore near actinolite, for the alumina (only 12 per cent) must be largely in 

the feldspar, which forms about one-third of the rock. The feldspar in part 

shows twinning on the albite law with rather low symmetrical extinction 

angles on 010 in the few grains measured, suggesting oligoclase or andesine. 

The quartz is clear and fresh, and, like the feldspar, undoubtedly primary. It 

exactly resembles in appearance quartz in general. A positive uniaxial figure 

was obtained with one grain. The quartzes also show minute cavities con- 

taining a liquid with gas bubble. The greenish chlorite resulting from the 

decomposition of the hornblende is in part spherulitic and exhibits olive-gray 

interference colors. While most of the feldspar is fresh, some of it contains 

patches of alteration products, in part brightly polarizing fibers, probably 

tale or sericite. 

A complete analysis of this diorite will be found in the chapter on 

rock classification. It is, strictly speaking, a quartz-diorite, but is evi- 

dently of a very different nature from ordinary quartz-diorites. 

Dike rocks are particularly well exposed along the North Fork of 

the Feather River. They appear to differ considerably in composition. 

One that is somewhat similar to No. 817 cuts the magnesian schists 

about one-half mile downstream from Big Bar. This is made up of 

feldspar largely polysynthetically twinned, a good deal of micropeg- 

matite, with green hornblende in prisms with irregular outlines, and 

patches of brown mica. There are numerous irregular grains and 

some minute prisms of titanite present. Apatite in minute, corroded, 

jointed prisms is abundant. The magnesian schists referred to are 

altered forms of rocks of the pyroxenite-peridotite family. 

Analyses of diorites. 
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The analysis of 817 is by Dr. Hillebrand and of 466 by Dr. Stokes. 

GABBRO. 

Rocks of the gabbro type—that is to say, granular rocks composed of 

labradorite-anorthite feldspars with pyroxene or hornblende and usually 

ivon oxide—are not abundant in the Bidwell Bar area. The largest 

mass is that before noted as forming the high, square-topped eminence 

known as Bucks Mountain. This gabbro (No. 705 8S. N.) grades over 

into the quartz-mica-diorite of the Spanish Peak area, the two masses 

not being separated on the map by a sharp line. No attempt, in fact, 

was made to separate them in the field. 
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Hornblende-gabbro (No. 705 8. N.). 

Locality: Summit of Bucks Mountain. 

Macroscopically, a coarse-grained, dark, granitoid rock. : 

Microscopically, the rock shows a coarsely granular structure. The feldspars in 

most instances show albite twinning, giving in five cases symmetrical extine- 

tion angles on 010 of from 4° to 27°, showing that some of the feldspar is 

quite basic, in part labradorite. They occur in irregular anhedrons. The 

hornblende is strongly pleochroic in dark-brown and green colors, and showed 

an extinction angle of 29° in three cases. The hornblendes contain in a micro- 

poikilitie manner numerous grains of hypersthene and fragments of plagio- 

clase. Hypersthene is abundant and strongly pleochroic. It occurs to some 

extent in irregular, somewhat elongated, prisms, but chiefly in minute rounded 

grains, so that portions of the section show well the granulitic structure 

described by Judd in gabbros. Iron oxide is present. 

On the ridge east of Cherokee Creek, in the southeast corner of the 

district, is a small area of gabbro. A brief description of this rock is 

appended : 
; Diallage-gabbro (No. 287 8. N.). 

Locality: Eight-tenths of a mile east of Brandy City. 

Macroscopically, a rather coarse-grained grayish-green rock. 

Microscopically, it is composed of allotriomorphic diallage and plagioclase grains, 
forming a typical granular or gabbro structure. The feldspars are largely 

twinned on the albite law. Seven of the feldspars, cut nearly normal to the 

twinning plane (010), gave symmetrical extinction angles varying from 6° to 

38°, showing anorthite to be present. Two crystals, twinned on both the 

albite and Carlsbad laws, proved to be andesine, and a third basic labradorite. 

The diallage occurs in well-rounded grains, as if corroded. Four of these gave 

extinction angles on the trace of the diallage cleavage of from 39° to 40°. The 

diallage is plainly altering to nearly colorless hornblende. 

Near the main road, a little west of Forbestown, is a mass of coarse- 

grained gray-green rock (No. 341 8. N.), which the microscope shows 

to be a gabbro with very fresh feldspars twinned on the albite, pericline, 

and Carlsbad laws. The feldspars range from andesine to anorthite. 

The metasilicate is green hornblende, all of which may be secondary. 

It oceurs in wedge-shaped masses between the feldspars. Iron oxide 

and apatite are present. 

A rock of the gabbro type (No. 548 8. N.), im which the original con- 

stituents are nearly all gone, occurs in the serpentine 1.1 miles north- 

west of the dam of the Big Bend tunnel. Remnants of the original 

monoclinic pyroxene are still determinable. 

THE ALTERED IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

MAGNESIAN SERIES. 

Serpentine, tale, chlorite, colorless amphibole, and actinolite sehists 

are in this district associated in an intimate manner, and appear to be 

merely different alteration products of the same original rock mass. 

They are therefore grouped together under the head of Magnesian 

Series, since magnesia is a prominent constituent of allof them. Ata 

number of points specimens collected show on microscopic examination 
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that the original was a basic granular rock, varying from a pyroxenite 

to a peridotite. In most cases the original pyroxene and olivine are 

entirely gone, but some of the following specimens show these primary 

constituents in various stages of alteration: 

Peridotite (No. 110 8. N.). 

Locality: One and one-half miles west of Spanish Ranch post-office. 

Macroscopically, this is an apparently fine-grained purplish and green rock, evi- 

dently in part serpentine. 

Microscopically, the structure is coarse granular, and the rock is largely olivine, in 

rather large anhedrons, intersected by a network of cracks, which cross at all 

angles, and along these cracks serpentine is forming. Fibrous serpentine and 

tremolite occur between the olivines, evidently as alteration products. Asso- 

ciated chiefly with the serpentine are black streaks of magnetite in aggregates 

of minute grains. Chromite or picotite may be present, but was not observed. 

Peridotite (No. 325 8. N.). 

Locality: One-half mile north of the Winthrop House, on the road to Laporte. 

Macroscopically, it is a medium-grained, dark, greenish-gray rock, showing a pearly 

reflection at numerous points. 

Microscopically, the structure is granular, with ragged grains of nearly colorless 

hornblende, patches of serpentine made up of meshwork of minute fibers 

and remains of anolivine-like mineral. In natural light the olivine-like remains 

are brownish in color. One or two show traces of a parallel] cleavage extin- 

guishing parallel to the cleavage, suggesting that enstatite may be present; 

but most of the grains are intersected by very numerous irregular cracks and 

are probably olivine. Throughout the section are abundant black granules of 

magnetic iron, sometimes aggregated in streaks. A piece of the rock was 

powdered and abundant magnetic grains were extracted with a magnet. Cal- 

cite or dolomite is abundant. The chemical composition of this rock shows it 

to have been originally largely olivine. Although chromic acid is present, 

chromic iron was not observed. The chromic oxide may be in the magnetite. 

Analysis of peridotite (3825 S. N.). 

Per cent. 
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Peridotite or pyroxenite (No. 738 8. N.). 

Locality: One and eight-tenths miles southeast of Frenchman Hill. 

Macroscopically, a coarsely crystalline, even-grained, brownish-gray rock. 

Microscopically, itis composed chiefly of large colorless grains, all of which are much 

intersected with cracks; but certain of them show stilla parallel cleavage, extin- 

guishing parallel to the cleavage. These are probably enstatite. There are 

colorless amphibole ‘‘calcite” aud tale present as alteration products. The 

calcite and tale form a sort of matrix between the original grains, in which 

are embedded jointed fibers of colorless amphibole, sometimes grouped in 

I7 GEOL, PT 1 37 
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radiating brushes. Some grains of iron oxide with a little iron disulphide are 

present in aggregates. Most of the anhedrons of the original minerals resemble 

olivine in their relief and irregular system of cracks, but no serpentine was 

noted as a decomposition product. 

Serpentine (No. 1168S. N.). 

Locality: One and nine-tenths miles east of Spanish Ranch. 

Macroscopically, a rather thinly schistose rock, very dark green in color, with polished 

fracture surfaces. 

Microscopically, it is composed of a yellowish serpentine, abundant black granules of 

magnetic iron in aggregates and grains of calcite in dolomite. The serpentine 

is intersected in all directions by cracks. Much of it is fibrous, polarizing in 

low gray tints. The magnetic iron was determined also by powdering the rock 

and passing a magnet through the powder. 

Serpentine-amphibole rock (No. 547 8. N.). 

Locality: Top of the ridge west of the North Fork of the Feather and 1.1 miles 

northwest of the dam of the Big Bend tunnel. 

Macroscopically, a coarsely crystalline even-grained rock, apparently made up chiefly 

of a foliated mineral in squarish grains. 

Microscopically, it is composed of serpentine and tremolite. The tremolite occurs 

chiefly in square ragged anhedrons or in small compact plates. The serpen- 

tine is in patches, and exhibits low gray interference tints. Intersecting this 

serpentine are numerous minute veins of chrysotile, polarizing in yellow tints. 

In natural light the ordinary serpentine shows a rather deep olive-green color, 

while the chrysotile is a lighter green. Extinction angles were measured on 

eleven hornblendes, showing maximum interference colors. These gave angles 

ranging from 13° to 20°, the average being 15.5°. 

Chlorite-schist (No. 724.8. N.). 

Locality: Four and three-tenths miles southwest of Grizzly Hili. 

Macroscopically, a medium-grained, silvery, greenish rock, with abundant brown 

points, presumably due to the decomposition of grains of iron ore. 

Microscopically, it is composed chiefly of chlorite scales, with olive-brown interfer- 

ence colors, the scales largely grouped radially, forming sections of spherulites 

which show arms of black cross. 

Amphibole-schist (No. 762 8. N.). 

Locality: Two miles northeast of Big Bar Hill. 

Macroscopically, a dull, greenish-gray, in part reddish, tine-grained, schistose rock, 

with abundant minute needles, 

Microscopically, it is composed of a meshwork of colorless hornblende fibers, which, 
in part of the sections, are more isolated and larger and embedded in a light 

yellow-brown chlorite, nearly isotropie in polarized light. Extinction angles 

measured on seven hornblendes varied from 15° to 20°, the average being 17°. 

This would indicate that this colorless hornblende is not typical tremolite. 

Amphibole-schist (No. 769 8. N.). 

Locality: ‘two and two-tenths miles south of east from Big Bar Hill. 

Macroscopically, a fine-grained schist of a light brownish-gray color, weathering 

reddish. 

Microscopically, it is composed of rather short, stout fibers and ragged anhedrons of 

a sensibly colorless amphibole. Extinction angles were measured on sixteen 

hornblendes, those selected showing maximum interference colors. The lowest 

angle measured was 10° and the highest 20°, the average being 16°. Seattered 
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through the section are minute prisms of a clear, yellow-brown mineral, with 

high relief, extinguishing parallel to the prism and showing no sensible 
dichroism. These are probably rutile. In the following analysis the ‘TiO, is, 

doubtless, referable to the rutile, as there appears to be no ilmenite or other 

titanium mineral present except the rutile. The section shows that there is 

scarcely anything in the rock except the colorless amphibole, which, previous 

to obtaining the analysis, was presumed to be tremolite. The analysis may 

therefore be considered as representing practically the composition of this 

colorless aluminous hornblende. 

Analysis of amphibole-schist. 

{Analyst, Steiger. | 

No. 769 S.N. 

| Per cent. 
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) Undetermined. 

Tale-amphibole-schist (No. 765 S. N.). 

Locality: Bed of Mill Creek, 1} miles north of Big Bar Hill. 

Macroscopically, a dull, dark bluish-green, fine-grained rock, with slightly greasy 

feel. 
Microscopically, it is composed of needles of colorless amphibole, in part grouped 

in radiating sheaves. The isolated amphibole needles, which show in cross 

section acute rhombohedral outlines, and large grains of dee p-green, nearly 

isotropic chlorite, are imbedded in a matrix of minute scales with vivid colors, 
presumably tale, and minute scales with gray polarizing colors, presumably a 
chloritic or serpentinoid mineral. 

Tale-amphibole-schist (No. 800 8S. N.). 

Locality: On the west bank of the North Fork of the Feather, about one-half mile 
down stream from Big Bar. 

Macroscopically, a light, greenish-gray, nedium-grained schist, apparently largely 

made up of minute needles. The rock has a distinctly greasy feel. 

Microscopically, it is composed chiefly of talc in minute scales, through which as a 
groundmass are scattered jointed needles and sheaves with diverging fibers 

of a light-greenish amphibole. Extinction angles were measured on four horn- 
blendes, varying from 18° to 22°, the average being 20°. The hornblende is, 
therefore, probably not actinolite, but an aluminous variety. Chromite is 

rather abundant, but occurs chiefly in little patches. 

Tale-schist (No. 802 S. N.). 

Locality: Within a few feet from No. 800. 

Macroscopically, a light-greenish, very fine grained. thinly schistose rock, with rather 

glossy surfaces and very vreasy feel. 
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Microscopically, it is composed chiefly of minute scales of talc, elongated, following 

the cleavage and arranged approximately parallel. There are present a few 

fibers of colorless hornblende. 

Actinolite( ?)-schist (No. 7999'S N.). 

Locality: Within a few feet of No. 800. This schist occurs in layers, frequently 

dike-like, but continuing only a few feet. One layer was noted curving about 

a body of tale schist like No. 800. 

Macroscopically, a duli-green, fine-grained schist, with abundant minute greenish 

needles. 

Microscopically, it is composed chiefly of jointed needles and of short, irregular 

anhedrons of a light-greenish hornblende embedded in a fine meshwork of 

slightly greenish, fibrous material, which is in part hornblende and in part a 

chloritic or serpentinoid substance with low gray interference colors, extin- 

guishing parallel to the fibration. Extinction angles were measured on ten 

hornblende needles, those selected showing maximum interference tints, the 

lowest angle read being 12°, the highest 19°, and the average 16°, this agreeing 

fairly well with actinolite. 

HORNBLENDE SERIES. 

Under this head are grouped a variety of metamorphic rocks; some 

of these are massive amphibolites and amphibolite-schists, others are 

greenstone-schists containing much uralite, epidote, and often chlorite, 

and still others are diorites, in which the hornblende is supposed in 

most cases to be secondary. All of the above rocks are presumed to 

have been derived from massive igneous rocks and tuffs. The massive 

amphibolites are known in some cases to have been originally pyrox- 

enites (see No. 719); the greenstone schists containing epidote and 

uralite can often be shown to be altered augitic tuffs; the dioritic rocks 
apparently represent in some cases massive lavas, as on the Forbes- 

town ridge, but their origin is not clear, and they are called in general 

metadiorites, that is to say, diorites derived from the alteration of other 

rocks without reference to the character of the original rocks. 

Certain massive diorites represented by No. 649 may be original 

diorites. Rocks of this type form a large area in the Slate Creek 

drainage east and southeast of the Buckeye House. When the horn- 

blende in diorites is uralitie they may be called uralite-diorites, but 

such rocks are included in the broader term metadiorite. An example 

of this is No. 534 8. N., from the Forbestown ridge, an analysis of which 

has been made. 

There are small amounts of chlorite, tremolite, and tale schists, 

usually occurring in narrow streaks. In general, however, the char- 

acteristic mineral is green hornblende, differing from the hornblende 

(colorless hornblende and actinolite) of the magnesian series in usually 

containing much alumina,' so that the rocks grouped together under 

1As may be noted in the description of No. 769 S. N., in the paragraphs on the magnesian series, some 

of the colorless amphibole contains much alumina, but it is regarded as probable that the distinction 

here made may hold in most cases, although it is obvious that more analyses are needed to determine 

the point. 
. 
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the head of hornblende series might better be called the aluminous 

hornblende series. Those metadiorites and greenstone-schists (see Nos. 

552 and 115) which have been metamorphosed by dynamometamorphic 

and hydrometamorphic agencies usually present a confused appearance 

under the microscope, due to the great abundance of epidote, uralite, 

‘aleite, chlorite, and other secondary minerals in minute particles. 

When the original feldspar remains it is usually turbid. When the 

same rocks have been further altered by contact metamorphism this con- 

fused appearance disappears and all of the elements become thoroughly 

recrystallized. The feldspar and quartz occur largely in clear grains, 

often forming a typical mosaic structure; the hornblende assumes 

idiomorphic outlines and is no longer in minute fibers; epidote, chlorite, 

and calcite usually disappear altogether, and the iron occurs as magne- 

tite and ilmenite. Such hornblende-schists are very abundant in the 

Bidwell Bar area. Nos. 796 and 746 are good examples. In the same 

way the more massive uralite-diorites are recrystallized into metadiorites 

in which all the constituents are fresh. A good example of this is No. 

5188. N. This is practically a contact-metamorphic form of uralite- 

diorite No. 534, both being from the same area. 

Some of the massive amphibolites (see No, 318 8. N.) containing little 

feldspar are metamorphosed by pyroxenites. Included in the horn- 

blende series are some layers of lighter-colored altered lavas which con- 

tain little hornblende or metasilicates of any kind. An example of this 

is No. 5688. N., from the North Fork of the Feather River, south of Big 

Bend Mountain. This appears to have been an altered acid andesite. 

Another example is No. 903 8. N., from Big Bend Mountain. They are 

very similar macroscopically and microscopically to No. 25 8S. N., an 

altered andesite or porphyrite from Eldorado County, and it is likely 

that they are similar in chemical composition. An analysis of No. 25 

is given in the table of analyses of the diorite family. The silica 

percentage of No. 25 (68.58) is that of a dacite, and there is reason to 

believe that free silica must exist in the groundmass of these acid 

andesites, although none has been identified, and there are no quartz 

phenocrysts in the sections examined. 

No. 329 may be regarded as an altered massive lava, probably an 

augitic lava, in which the metasilicates were present in considerable 

amount, but are now entirely gone and are replaced by uralite and 

epidote. The apparently acid character of the feldspars would place 

this rock with the andesites, but the great alteration and obscured 

structure, taken together with its basic composition as seen in the 

analyses, make this doubtful. 

Following Dr. florence Bascom,' such altered or devitrified andesites 

as Nos. 568 and 903 may be called apo-andesites. In the Rosenbusch 

and Fouqué and Lévy systems they would be called porphyrites. 

1 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 136, 1896, p. 38. 
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The following are analyses of metadiorites and greenstone-schists 

from the Bidwell Bar area: 

Analyses of metadiorites and greenstone-schists from the Bidwell Bar area. 
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335 are partial analyses by Mr. George Steiger. 

The following description of some of the rocks included in the horn- 

blende series represent fairly well the different types, these being 

selected from about 100 thin sections: 

Uraiite-diorite (No. 534 8. N.). 

Locality: One mile southeast of Forbestown, by the main stage road. 

Macroscopically, a medium and even-grained, dark-green, granular rock, weathering 

a reddish color. 

Microscopically, the structure is diabase-granular. Therock is composed of diver- 

gent lath-like plagioclases, between which green hornblende occurs in more 

or less wedge-shaped grains. Iron oxide is abundant. It is apparently mag- 

netite, and occurs in squarish grains. The plagioclase laths are often twinned 

once only, on the albite law, but occasionally on both the albite and the Carls- 

bad laws. Eleven laths gave symmetrical extinction angles on the trace of 

010 of from 3.5° to 15°, the average being 8°. One feldspar twinned both 

albite and Carlsbad proved to be andesine, and another labradorite. It is 

probable, therefore, that most of the feldspars belong to the oligoclase-andes- 

ine series, and the rock is therefore a diorite. This is rather remarkable, con- 

sidering the basic character of the rock as shown by the chemical analysis. 

However, if we suppose the magnesia (4.84 per cent) to have gone entirely 

into the hornblende, which is evidently an aluminous variety, and the horn- 

blende to contain nearly as much lime as magnesia, which is usually the case, 

then about 4 per cent of the lime will be in the hornblende, leaving about 4 

per cent for the feldspars. Supposing the soda to be chiefly in the feldspar, 

we should then have 4 per cent of lime and 5 per cent of soda for the feldspar, 

a reasonable estimate. In this case the feldspar would be chiefly andesine. 

The rock nay be called, therefore, a basic diorite. 

In two other metadiorites similar to No. 534 the feldspars appear 

likewise to belong to the oligoclase-andesine series. One of these 

(No. 522 8. N.), from southwest of Woodville, gave symmetrical extine- 

tion angles on the trace of 010 of from 10,5° to 15° in seven cases, 

the average being 12.59, The other (No. 536) from 14 miles southwest 
of Stringtown Hill, gave symmetrical extinction angles on the trace of 
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010 varying from 5° to 14°, the average being 8°. These three rocks, 

together with No. 518, represent very well the fine, even-grained green- 

stones of the Forbestown ridge. 

Contact metamorphic hornblende-diorite (No.518 SEND): 

Locality: By new lower road to Forbestown, 1.7 miles east of south from Sunset 

Hill, and about one-half mile from the contact with the Swedes Flat quartz- 

diorite area of the Smartsville district. 

Macroscopically, a fine, even-grained, dark iron-gray rock weathering greenish. 

Except in being finer grained, the texture is very similar to that of No. 534, 

which is part of the same rock mass, and it may be considered a contact- 

metamorphic form of No. 534. 

Microscopically, it is similar in structure to No. 534, the chief characteristic being 

the elongation of the divergent feldspars parallel to the edge pg’ (001) (010), 

as 1n diabases, the intervening spaces between the feldspars being filled chiefly 

with a mosaic of minute feldspar and a few quartz grains (this mosaic is 

wanting in the uralite-diorite 534), with compact green hornblende in grains 

and short prisms. The edges of the feldspar laths have an irregular corroded 

outline, which is not the case with 534. Metallic iron oxide is abundant in 

small grains. Some of the rock was powdered, and the iron oxide was found 

to be strongly magnetic. It is therefore presumed to be magnetite. Epidote 

occurs at one point only. In general all the minerals in the rock are fresh; 

the lath-shaped original feldspars only being somewhat turbid. It may be 
regarded as a uralite-diorite like No. 534, or like No. 536, which has undergone 

recrystallization as the effect of the heat of the intrusive granitoid rock. No. 
536 contains uralite, iron disulphide, and clouds of gray grains, white by 

reflected light. All these constituents have disappeared in the recrystallized 

rock. The green compact hornblende of these recrystallized greenstones has 

been well represented by Mr. W. Lindgren in his paper in the Fourteenth 

Annual Report of the Geological Survey, Pl. XVIII. 

Hornblende-gabbro or diorite (No. 795 8. N.). 

Locality: One and a half miles west of the Campbell Lakes. There is along the 

fortieth parallel and to the north of it a very considerable amount of coarse 

dioritie rock like 785. 

Maeroscopically, a dark greenish-gray, coarsely crystalline, massive igneous rock, 

apparently made up only of hornblende and feldspar. 

Microscopically, a coarsely granular or typically gabbro structure composed of 

nearly even grains of compact green hornbiende (one noted twinned), the 

intervening spaces being filled with saussurite, formed by the decomposition 

of the feldspars. : 

Quartz-bearing hornblende-diorite (No. 649 8. N.). 

Locality: Two miles southeast of the Buckeye house, in the Slate Creek drainage. 

Macroscopically, a dark-greenish schistose dioritic-looking rock of medium grain. 

Microscopically, the structure is granular. The plagioclase occurs in squarish or 

rounded grains, some of them twinned with broad lamella. The green horn- 

blende is in rather narrow prisms, some of which show twinning. In cross 

section the characteristic cleavages are seen to be well developed. The horn- 

blende appears to be original. The feldspars are turbid and filled with minute 

grains of epidote or zoisite. Quartz occurs sparingly in grains which have 

been largely broken into smaller grains. At many points between the feld- 
spars are aggregations of minute grains. The rock has evidently undergone 

crushing, as shown by the broken-up quartzes and fractured feldspars. 
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Massive amphibolite (No. 318 8. N.). 

Locality: Nearly 2 miles northeast of the Buckeye house, a little southeast of the 

Slate Creek bridge. Most of the greenstone about this mass is much finer 

erained, 

Macroscopically, a very coarsely granular rock of a light grayish-green color, appar- 

ently made up entirely of anhedrons of a foliated mineral, either hornblende 

or pyroxene. 

Microscopically, the structure is coarsely granular. Grains of compact green to 

brown hornblende occur, showing the characteristic cleavage and altering to 
uralite. 

Pyroxenite (No. 719 S. N.). 

Locality: About 1.7 miles a little east of south from Grizzly Hill. A siuull amount 

of this rock in an area of the hornblende series. 

Macroscopically, a green, coarsely crystalline rock, apparently all pyroxene. 

Microscopically, a coarsely granular rock made up chiefly of monoclinie pyroxene, 

which is in spots altering to a slightly greenish hornblende and to epidote, 

the latter in large grains. 

Contact-metamorphic amphibolite-schist (No. 7968S. N.). 

Locality: About two-tenths of a mile upstream from Big Bar on the west side of the 

North Fork of the Feather. This rock is from near the granite, and shows 

the effect of contact metamorphism in its complete reerystallization. 

Macroscopically, a dark, fine-grained schist, apparently containing minute mica foils. 

It is cut by a minute white vein. 

Microscopically, it is composed of minute, interlocking, clear, gray grains, probably 

of both quartz and feldspar, most of which show no twinning or cleavage, and 

minute rounded grains and irregular prisms of a compact green hornblende, 

with a minor amount of « greenish-brown mica forming a streak at one point. 

The rock is schistose, as shows by the hornblende prisms and biotite foils 

being roughly parallel. A minute vein with relatively large quartz grains and 

a few feldspars showing albite twinning cuts the section. The relief of the 
quartz and feldspar is very nearly the same, and the quartzes show a set of 

parallel fractures which are parallel to the direction of schistosity. A positive 

uniaxial cross was obtained with one of the quartzes. 

Contact-metamorphic hornblendic schist (No. 749 8. N.). 

Locality: Summit of Bear Ranch Hill. 

Macroscopically, a hard, schistose, fine-grained, dark slate-gray rock. 

Microscopically, the rock is composed chiefly of clear, minute, gray grains, forming 

a mosaic structure. These grains are probably both feldspar and quartz, 

judging from analogy with similar coarser-grained schists. Some of the clear- 

est grains seem certainly quartz. Green hornblende occurs in minute slender 

fibers. This appears to be the same recrystallized hornblende as was found in 

No. 518, and to differ merely in the form of occurrence. Iron oxide is more 

sparingly present than in 518. It is probably magnetite. A green-brown mica 

in minute foils is less abundant than the hornblende. The original character 

of this rock is uncertain. It may easily have been a fine-grained tuff of inter- 

mediate composition, 

Uralite-schist (No. 552 S. N.). 

Locality: By an old ditch west of the North Fork of the Feather River, 4.4 miles 

southwest of Big Bar Hill. 

Macroscopically, a thinly schistose green rock. 
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Microscopically, the chief constituent is a nearly colorless uralite in very minute 

fibers and in ragged prisms. Finely fibrous chlorite with low gray inter- 

ference colors occurs in spots, and epidote in minute grains, which show 

best without the analyzer. The reck is regarded as the result of dynamo- 

metamorphism, and does not show any effects of contact metamorphism. The 

nearest granite mass, that of Concow Valley, is 1} miles away. 

Apo-andesite or porphyrite (No. 9038. N.). 

Locality: Big Bend Mountain, nine-tenths of a mile northeast of Big Bend camp. 

Macroscopically, a hard, fine-grained, greenish rock, apparently an altered andesite. 

Microscopically, the rock is porphyritic, with a fine-grained microlitic groundmass 

in which are phenocrysts of plagioclase. The feldspar microlites of the 

groundmass exhibit in many cases a nearly parallel extinction and are proba- 

bly oligoclase. The phenocrysts appear to be somewhat more basic. Clouded 

aggregates that obscure the section are in part epidote. The section is cut 

by veinlets of quartz. 

Apo-andesite (porphyrite) schist (No. 329 S. N.). 

Locality: About 1.35 miles a little west of south from Strawberry Valley, in a ravine 

draining into Owl Gulch. There are some narrow streaks of tremolite-schist 

in the 329 area in the same ravine. Note the partial analysis given above. 

Macroscopically, a dark bluish-green, fine-grained schist. Grains of iron disul- 

phide are to be noted. 

Microscopically, the structure is microlitic. The lath-like plagioclase may be the only 

original constituent remaining. These chietly extinguish nearly parallel to 

their length and are presumed to be oligoclase-andesine, but may be more basic. 

They are largely twinned, but the trace of the twinning plane is not sharp, and 

the microlites are in all cases turbid. As seen in natural light, these feldspars 

appear to be embedded in a green material, which is seen with crossed nicols to 

be chiefly aggregates of uralite fibers with more or less epidote in grains. Iron 

oxide of a dull-black color in aggregates is rather abundant. Minute cavities 

are filled in sume cases with interlocking quartz grains; sometimes with cal- 

eareous carbonate and epidote. Little veinlets cutting the section are made 

up of a quartz feldspar mosaic with some greenish-brown mica, and at other 

points of quartz and epidote and calcite. There are a few scattered grains of 

pyrite or marcasite. 

Chloritic schist (No. 335 8. N.). 

Locality: By the Forbestown ditch, 3 miles west of Strawberry Valley. 

Macroscopically, a fine-grained, dark bluish-green, schistose rock with irregular 

fracture. 

Microscopically, it is composed chiefly of green chlorite in minute patches and scales, 

iron oxide in very minute grains, and calcite, with a large amount of feld- 

spathic material which is much obscured by the other constituents. The chlo- 

rite is nearly isotropic in polarized light. The rock has a schistose structure, 

due to the arrangement of the grains of iron oxide more or less roughly in 

layers, which are often contorted. In natural light the schistosity is best 

shown by the parailel layers of iron-oxide grains. Uralite is present in small 

amount, in minute fibers. A partial analysis of this rock shows the compo- 

sition to be quite basic. It is associated with other dark, fine-grained green- 

stones, like No. 329. 

Apo-andesite (porphyrite) (No. 5688. N.). 

Locality: By the Big Bend trail on the north side of the Feather River, opposite 

Berry Creek Bar. 
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Macroscopically, a grayish-green, fine-grained, somewhat slaty, flinty-looking rock. 

Looks like a pre-Tertiary andesite. Some grains of iron disulphide. 

Microscopically, it is a porphyritic rock with a finely microcrystalline, granular 

groundmass, containing chlorite seales in abundance, which are arranged in 

layers suggesting traces of an original flow structure. ‘The groundmass is 

presumed to have undergone devitrification—that is, to have been originally 

glassy. The plagioclase phenocrysts are beautifully fresh, many of them with 

interrupted borders of chlorite. They are twinned on the albite law in broad 

lamellee. Symmetrical extinctions on the trace of 010 in two cases gave 11° 

and 17°. In some of the phenocrysts there are grains of epidote and minute 

flecks of chlorite. There is iron oxide in small grains scattered through the 
section, and epidote. 

Epidote-schist (No. 115 S. N.). 

Locality: Near Rock Creek, 1.7 miles south of east from Spanish Ranch post-office. 

Macroscopically, a fine-grained, light-green, schistose rock. 

Microscopically, the rock is composed chiefly of minute grains of epidote, with 

minor amounts of quartz and feldspar in minute grains, and scattered uralite 

fibérs, the whole presenting a schistose appearance, due to the grouping of the 

epidote grains in layers and to the parallel arrangement of the uralite fibers. 

The latter are abundant at one point in the section. A small part of the sec- 

tion shows a distinct cataclastic structure, being made up of broken and 

faulted twinned plagioclase feldspars cemented by calcite, with a minor 

amount of secondary hornblende in rather large fibers, some of which are sen- 

sibly bluish. The rock is presumed to be a crushed and altered tuff. Except 

the twinned feldspars, probably none of the original grains of the rock remain. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

GOLD GRAVELS. 

The gold-bearing gravels formed by a preexisting system of rivers of 

Tertiary age have been treated of under the head of Neocene river 

gravels. At a number of points morainal material or accumulations of 

loose rock due to ice action have been found to be auriferous. These 

localities are noted under the head of Evidences of glacial action. The 

auriferous gravels of the Pleistocene lake that formerly filled Meadow 

Valley are noted in the description of that deposit. No detailed descrip- 

tion seems necessary of the Pleistocene gravels, which are found along 

nearly all the streams forming the so-called ‘ bars.” 
Among the notable efforts to mine the river beds themselves is that 

which proved unremunerative at Big Bend. A tunnel was constructed 

at a point on the North Fork of the Feather where the river turns 

sharply to the east. The river then flows south for some distance, and 

then bends again to the west, making a magnificent horseshoe bend, 

having a length, following the course of the river, of perhaps 12 miles. 

The tunnel is about 2 miles in length and opens into the head of a 

ravine on the west of Big Bend Mountain, known as Dark Canyon. A 

dam was built at the northeast end of the tunnel, by which, at low 

water, the river was diverted into the tunnel. The amount of gold 

obtained from the river is not known to the writer. The abundance of 
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large bowlders in the bed of the stream, and consequently the expense 

of getting out the gold, is said to have been one reason why the under- 

taking failed to be profitable. 

An extremely pretty example of a horseshoe bend on a diminutive 

scale may be seen on the Little North Fork of the Middle Fork of the 

Feather, 3 miles southeast of Merrimac, where the river is joined by a 

branch creek, known as Bear Gulch. In this case, however, the horse- 

shoe itself is not mined. There is here a narrow gorge in the granite 

bed-rock containing pot-holes from 5 to 20 feet in diameter. A dam 

built across the Little North Fork just upstream turns the water into a 

flume, leaving the bed of the stream exposed for mining. The gravel is 

sluiced into the narrow gorge of the horseshoe and allowed to accumu- 

late there during the summer to be carried off by the winter floods. 

This mine is known as the Horseshoe mine. 

THE GOLD-VEIN DEPOSITS. 

In the Bidwell Bar area the gold-bearing veins are, as in other dis- 

tricts, composed chiefly of quartz, but there are some notable exceptions, 

namely, the auriferous barite veins of Big Bend Mountain, and the 

Diadem lode deposit. The richest mines are those in the neighborhood 

of Forbestown. For information concerning the production of these 

and other mines the reader is referred to the reports of the State min- 

eralogist of California, and to the columns of the Mining and Scientific 

Press. The mines of the Forbestown district are chiefly in the fine- 

grained uralite-diorite or greenstone previously described, although 

the Shakespeare is close to an area of a granitic rock, and the diorite 

that forms the country rock of this mine is coarser than usual. Sev- 

eral of them are noted on the economic sheet, but the Denver mine was 

the only one entered. This is on the north slope of the Forbestown 

ridge, about 14 miles west of Forbestown. The strike of the vein is 

about 25° south of west, and the dip 70° to 80° to the north. The vein 

matter is quartz of the kind called ribbon quartz, and the vein has a 

width of from 5 to 10 feet. As at Forbestown, the country rock is 

fine-grained uralite-diorite. 

The Bee Hive mine, on the west slope of Mount Hope, near the stage 

road, is on the west edge of an area of coarse quartz-diorite which 

forms the hanging wall of the vein. The course of the vein, which is 

from 3 to 6 feet in thickness, is about N. 8° E., and the dip 45° E. 

The quartz contains free gold, some galena, and sulphide of iron. 

There is more or less tale or sericite mixed with the vein material, and 

this may cause the loss of some of the fine gold, the tale adhering to 

the gold particles and preventing amalgamation. To the west of the 

Bee Hive vein the country rock is clay-slate. It is therefore a contact 
vein. 

The Big Bend Mountain district was visited by the writer, with Mr. 

W. Mullen, in 1894. A considerable part of Big Bend Mountain, as 
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exposed along the road from the bridge over the West Branch of the 

North Fork of the Feather River to the abandoned village of Big 

Bend, is made up of clay-slates, probably Paleozoic in age, with layers 

of greenstone schists representing original augitie tuffs. The rocks 

along the east and south base of the mountain, as seen along the river 

(the North Fork of the Feather), are almost entirely greenstones, with 

one or two layers of sedimentary mica-schists. These greenstones are 

largely amphibolitic rocks representing original surface lavas and tuffs, 

probably augitic andesites, but now containing little or no augite. 
There area number of quartz veins in the schistose rocks above 

described that deserve prospecting. 

Mullen’s vein strikes north and south, and the Bohanan veins north- 

westerly. Near the latter veins is a dike of granitoid rock, the rela- 
tion of which to the vein was not determined. By far the most inter- 
esting feature, however, was the occurrence of a vein of barite, or heavy 

spar, containing gold. The deposit is known as the Pinkstown ledge. 

It is located about half a mile due south of the highest point of 

Big Bend Mountain. The ledge strikes N. 13° W. and dips at a high 

angle (about 80°). It is from 2 to 3 feet wide where best exposed at 

the north end, and is composed of a soft, heavy mineral, some of which 

is coarsely crystalline, with a granular structure, but most of it is finer 

grained, with a schistose arrangement of the granules. No single 

crystals of the mineral were noted having a greater maximum diameter 

than five-eighths of an inch. Dr. Hillebrand made a chemical examina- 

tion of this soft mineral, and reported it to be barite. Three sections of 

the barite were examined microscopically, and these show that, when 

fresh, there is scarcely any impurity in the mineral, and in fact no other 

substance was noted except scattered minute, reddish, opaque grains, 

which are reddish-yellow by reflected light, without metallic luster. 

They may be limonite. Many of the barite grains show distinct 

cleavages, which appear in the thin sections to intersect at nearly right 

angles. 

A tendency to a radial structure like that of epidote was noted at 

several points in the section. The relief of the barite is rather high. 

A sample was examined for gold by Dr. Stokes, who reported that ‘the 

barite contains gold, but too small in amount to be determined in the 

wet way.” There is said, however, to be enough gold in the deposit to 

pay to work, and the writer understood that the owner of the ledge 

obtained gold from it by grinding up the ore in a hand mortar and 

panning it. 

The exact nature of the schist inclosing the barite vein was not 

determined. On the geologic map this vein is shown as being inclosed 

in the greenstone series, but there appeared to be a quartzite-like rock 

on the top of the ridge near the vein. The surrounding rocks, how- 

ever, belong to the greenstone series, although, on account of their 

decomposed condition, the exact nature of all of them was not made 
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out. There are, however, no definite clay-slates or mica-schists near 

the vein. The south extension of the Pinkstown ledge owned by Clarke 

was examined, but no barite was found, the rock on the dump being a 

white, fine-grained schist with a greasy feel. This, as seen in thin sec- 

tion, is composed chiefly of minute, brightly polarizing fibers. perhaps 

tale, with numerous minute cubes of pyrite, arranged in rows. 

In the Bidwell Bar area quartz veins are very rare in the serpentine 

areas, and not common in the granite or quartz-diorite areas, with some 

exceptions to be mentioned later. They are common, however, in the 

tale schists, as may be seen at Quartz Hill, north of Lumkin, but the 

writer knows of no case where the veins in the last-named rock have 

warranted the erection of a stamp mill. 

Near Merrimac, in the granitoid quartz-diorite, some quartz veins 

have been found to contain considerable gold. One of these, the 

Reynolds mine, was worked for some time. 

GRANITE-BASIN DISTRICT. 

The following notes on this district are taken from a report by Mr. 

J. A. Edman, of Meadow Valley, who has made a very careful study 

of gold ores by the aid of the microscope: 

The quartz veins worked are here chiefly in granite, bounded on the east by 

hornblende rock and to the west by talcose schists and soapstone. The veins have 

a general northeast and southwest trend, standing vertical or at a high angle; 

they are narrow and seldom reach over 2 feet in width. The walls are generally 

well defined and the granite is decomposed near the surface. Quartz forms the vein 

matter, carrying much gold-bearing pyrites, with small quantities of galena and 

zine blende; near the surface the ore is oxidized to limonite, associated with wulf- 

enite and lead sulphate. This camp has been in existence for over twenty years as 

a quartz-mining region, but developments have not reached any great depth, seldom 
exceeding 100 feet. The ores are high-grade, and may be estimated to average $20 

per ton. Two small stamp mills are in operation, Gepending on the free gold for 

their profit, as the high-grade sulphurets are generally wasted. 

Quartz veins in the clay-slates are numerous in the Bidwell Bar area, 

as elsewhere. One of the most interesting lodes in these rocks is south 

of Meadow Valley, and has been worked at various times for many 

years by Mr. J. A. Edman, who gives the following account of it: 

DIADEM LODE. 

The principal mines of this lode are the Diadem, Red Point, Victor, Honeycomb, 
and Chicken Flat, at an altitude of 4,700 feet. The strike of the Diadem lode is 

nearly N. 37° W., dipping 60° to the northeast. The average width of the lode in 
the Diadem mine is 60 feet, and the vein matter is a highly ferruginous mass of 

decomposed material, consisting of quartz, talcose slates, oxides of iron and man- 

ganese, with bodies of aluminous rocks forming horses therein, and large masses of 

siliceous dolomite appear in the lower levels, in all stages of alteration. This mine 

has been exploited to a depth of 300 feet, and furnishes enormous masses of low-grade 

ore, with very rich veins containing coarse gold on the foot wall. One-half of the 

lode is estimated as available for profitable milling. Rich selenides of gold and 

silver, combined with lead and copper, are found as a rarity; various gold-bearing 

sulphurets, varying much in value, appear at all points of the workings. 
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The Diadem lode is thought by Mr. Edman to have been originally 

dolomite, which has been in part replaced by quartz and other vein 

material. In addition to the minerals named above, rhodonite, a sili- 

cate of manganese, and zoisite are said to occur in this lode. There is 

a vein of pyrolusite, or oxide of manganese, about 2 to 3 feet thick, 

about 150 feet vertically below Mr. Edman’s house, in or near the lode, 

As noted under Faulting, there is evidence of recent movement along 

this lode. 

IRON ORE. 

According to Mr. Edman, there is a well-defined vein of hematite and 

magnetite parallel with the Diadem lode and distant 400 feet westerly, 

conforming to it in dip and strike. It may be traced for more than 2 

miles, and runs from 6 inches to 5 feet in width. The adjoining chloritie 

slate is largely charged with grains of magnetic iron. 

CHROMITE. 

Bodies of chromic iron in place are noted on the economic sheet in 

the serpentine belt about 2 miles west of Spanish Ranch post-office, and 

about three-fourths of a mile southwest of Meadow Valley, to the south 

of Clear Creek. 

According to Mr. Edman, pebbles of chromic iron are abundant in 

the Meadow Valley conglomerate. 

LIMESTONE AND MARBLE. 

The limestone lenses have been noted on the geologic map, from 

which their location can best be determined. 

Certain of these masses have been converted into marble, some of 

which is massive and even-grained and will probably answer for orna- 

mental and building purposes. Such a mass is Marble Cone, on the 

north side of the canyon of the Middle Fork of the Feather, east of 

the mouth of Willow Creek. 
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THE DOWNIEVILLE AREA. 

Like the Bidwell Bar district, the area now to be described is as a 

whole well wooded, with considerable areas thickly covered with brush. 

Those ridges that rise above 7,000 feet are, however, much more scan- 

tily clothed with vegetation, and on some slopes where glaciers have 

cleaned off the loose rock, as at the Sierra Buttes and the basin of the 

Bear and Long lakes, the rocks are almost entirely devoid of any cover- 

ing. The highest elevation is the main peak of the Sierra Buttes, in 

the southeast section, with an altitude of 8,615 feet, and the lowest, 

Indian Valley, in the southwest corner, with an elevation of about 2,400 

feet. The Middle Fork of the Feather River, which crosses the central 

part of the district, is remarkable as being the only river that nearly 

cuts across the entire width of the Sierra Nevada. The main rivers 
have a westerly course, but this is not true of their tributaries, which 

flow in all directions. 

In the central and southeastern part of the area are numerous lakes, 

largely the result of glacial action. Particularly attractive is the group 

of lakes on the east slope of the high ridge that joins the Sierra Buttes 

and Eureka Peak. Of these the Sardine lakes and Gold Lake are the 

most accessible, there being a wagon road to each. Nearly all of these 

lakes contain trout, and, with the grassy meadows near them, furnish 

ideal places for summer camping. 

EVIDENCES OF FAULTING. 

In a bulletin published in 1886,! Mr. Diller treats of faulting in 

Plumas County, and indicates three normal faults of considerable 

throw, resulting in three tilted blocks, the depressed or western part 

of each of which is now covered with Pleistocene valley deposits. 

The most western of these normal faults is east of Clermont Hill, Amer- 

ican Valley lying at the base of the scarp; the second fault scarp is 

represented by the east slope of Houghs Mountain, at the north end 

of the high ridge of the Grizzly Mountains, with Indian Valley at its 

base; the third scarp lies west of Honey Lake. In a later publication,? 

however, Mr. Diller considers the displacements that have occurred on 

the east slope of the Grizzly Mountains, or about Taylorville, to have 

resulted from overthrust faulting, a kind of displacement that is 

' Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 33, pp. 12-16. 

Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. IIT, pp. 384-394, 
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said to occur usually at the time mountain ranges are folded, which in 

the Sierra Nevada would be about the close of the Jurassic. 

The steep east slope of the Grizzly Mountains must then be explained 

by stream erosion since the post-Jurassic upheaval, and in that case 

there is no reason to resort to the supposition of normal faulting to 

explain the steep northeast slope of Clermont Hill and the steep slope 

west of Spring Garden Creek. 

In a paper published in 1892 Mr. James E. Mills, who has made a 

very detailed study of the geology about American Valley, concludes 

that “the Tertiary and Quaternary uplifting, to which the relative 

relief of the present range is due, has been principally if not entirely 

by faulting.” From the context it is apparent that the faults recog- 

nized by Mr. Mills in Tertiary and later time are normal faults. 

In 1891 the writer published sume evidence of normal faulting in 

Mohawk Valley.! 

To one standing on the summit of the high wide plateau west of 

Mohawk Valley and looking eastward, the region to the east of the 

valley presents all the appearance of being a downthrown area. The 

slope to the west of the valley is an exceedingly steep one, rising at 

some points 2,500 feet in 13 miles. This slope, moreover, is composed 
wholly of the pre-Cretaceous rocks, although these are hidden at some 

points by morainal débris. To the east of the valley Tertiary volcanic 

material covers large areas and forms the summits known as Jackson 

Mountain, Penman Peak, and Pilot Hill. Where the pre-Cretaceous 

rocks oceur they are at low elevations, at no point within 3 miles of 

the valley having a greater elevation than 5,300 feet or 800 feet above 

the lower part of Mohawk Valley. The best evidence that a great dis- 

placement has occurred here in Tertiary time consists of the presence 

of river gravels on the high plateau to the west. At one point, about 

24 miles northwest of Haskell Peak, there is a heavy mass of well- 

rounded gravel at the very edge of the escarpment, and a considerable 

portion of this mass has by gravity traveled down the slope, so that 

the apparent thickness of the deposit is about 500 feet. To the 
northeast and west of Haskell Peak, and also close to the edge of the 

escarpment, are smaller masses of similar gravel, all of them capped 

with rhyolite and all at an elevation of about 7,000 feet. It is evident 
that we have here remnants of an old river deposit formed by a stream 

flowing at a moderate grade. It is not likely that any geologist will 

hold that such a stream could have existed along the edge of a plateau 

having a steep escarpment. There can be no reasonable doubt that 

since these gravels were deposited a profound displacement has 

occurred, in virtue of which that portion of the former plateau lying to 

the east of the present escarpment has dropped down 2,000 or more 

feet and now lies in part buried beneath the sediment of the former 

Mohawk Lake and beneath Tertiary lavas. This downward displace- 
ment must have been preceded by an elevation of the range. 

' Mohawk Lake Beds, Bull. Phil. Soe. Washington. 
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Mohawk Lake, just referred to, as will be seen later, occupied the 

present Mohawk Valley in Upper Miocene or Pliocene time, although 

the lake at this period may not have been a deep body of water. The 

basin occupied by this lake may be regarded as the result of the dis- 

placement above referred to, in which case the faulting probably took 

place in Miocene time, for the lake beds lie at nearly all points approxi- 

mately horizontal, showing that the steep slope to the west must have 

existed when they were deposited. The writer refers here particularly 

to the older Tertiary beds, composed chiefly of fine white sediments. 

It is of course equally true that the Pleistocene lake beds which cover 

up and largely conceal the older beds are also approximately hori- 

zontal. These more extensive Pleistocene beds were deposited by a 

body of water of some depth, due to the damming back of the water 

by andesitic breccia as described under the head of Lake Beds. Slight 

displacements have, however, occurred in comparatively recent times 

in the lake beds, indicating a zone of weakness presumably established 

at an earlier date as above indicated. The lake beds are disturbed in 

the immediate vicinity of this line of faulting, but rest horizontally a 
few feet to the east and west of the fault line so far as determined. 

Faults with a small throw in Pleistocene sediments were noted on 

the east side of the Middle Feather River, opposite Wash post-office, 

and on the south bank of the river, about 1 mile upstream from Wash 

post-office. About a mile farther east, where most of the fossil leaves 

were collected that are referred to under Tertiary lake beds, a fissnre 

was formed in the tuff and breccia beds at the time of an earthquake 
(about 1876). This fissure is said by Abel Jackson, on whose place it 

is located, to have been about 2 feet wide, and he says that warm air 

came out of it for a time after the earthquake. The place was formerly 

the resort of numerous rattlesnakes, attracted no doubt by the warmth. 

At the time of my visit (1889) air slightly warm (as tested by the hand) 
and moist still issued from the holes along the former fissure. A little 

east of the fissure is a warm sulphur spring. Near this is another 

spring which soon after the earthquake was so warm (according to Mr. 
Jackson) that the hands could not be held in the water. As further 
evidence of a disturbance at this point it may be said that the shales 

from which the leaves were obtained dip from 5° to 30° to the west. 

Farther south, just east of the springs at the Sulphur Spring House, 

the lake beds are likewise flexed, at one point dipping 22° to the south- 

west. The so-called sulphur springs had in 1890 a temperature of 

75° F., as tested by an immersed thermometer. 

Artesian wells along the west side of Sierra Valley are said in some 

cases to strike hot water, which may be regarded as evidence of the 

existence of a fissure. The fault said by Mr. Mills to exist along 

Spring Garden Creek and near Cromberg,! on the Middle Feather, may 

be correlated with the zone of faulting above indicated. 

1 Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. ILI, p. 418. 
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In conclusion it should be stated, however, that the writer’s investi- 

gations of the geology about Mohawk Valley have been of a somewhat 

hurried nature. A more thorough study of the distriet wonld bring 

out many points of interest, and it is hoped that this may be undertaken 

by the future investigator. 

For other evidences of faulting the reader is referred to the descrip- 

tion of the Neocene river gravels. 

THE SUPERJACENT PLEISTOCENE AND TERTIARY SEDIMENTARY 

TERRANES. 

PLEISTOCENE ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS. 

The most recent Pleistocene deposits, forming the alluvial bottom 

lands, oceur along streams and form the lowest portions of most of the 

valleys. Onthe geologic map these most recent deposits have not been 

separated from the earlier Pleistocene. American Valley appears to 

represent a basin formed in part by orographic causes at the time the 

normal faulting to the west of Spring Garden Creek and northeast of 

Clermont Hill may be supposed to have occurred. 

Grizzly Valley is nearly surrounded by voleanic ridges, and may 

perhaps represent an inclosure formed by the piling up of the voleanic 

material about it. The clay and fine sediment filling it are chiefly of 

early Pleistocene age, with bottom lands along Grizzly Creek and its 

branches, of later formation. 

The deposits along the Feather River from Bell’s Bar up to the mouth 

of Jackass Creek are chiefly coarse gravels, and materials of the same 

sort underlie Long Valley. The age of these is presumed to be chiefly 

early Pleistocene. These gravels have been mined at Bell’s Bar, along 

Rattlesnake Creek, and at other places. On the west of Willow Creek, 

about one mile north of Nelson Point, is a considerable area of early 

Pleistocene gravel. The western border of this area has an elevation 

perhaps 400 feet greater than the portion of the area bordering on 

Willow Creek. 
Along most of the rivers are to be found the usual bars, of which 

English Bar, on the Middle Fork of the Feather, is a good example. 

All along the North Fork of the Yuba River, from Indian Valley to 

Sierra City, are gravel banks or bars, some of them as much as 150 

feet above the present river. There are pebbles of Tertiary volcanic 

rocks mixed with those of older rocks in these gravels. Downieyille 

rests on Pleistocene gravel, as does also Goodyear’s Bar. There are 

narrow areas of these old gravels also extending for several miles along 

the branches of the North Fork of the Yuba north of Downieville. 

EVIDENCES OF GLACIERS. 

The ridge in the northern part of the area known as the Grizzly 

Mountains supported a few small glaciers on its eastern slope, but there 

appears to be no evidence of glacial action on the western and southern 
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slopes. Hough’s Peak is one of the high points of this ridge, lying 

north of the fortieth parallel. Crystal Lake, which is on the north 

slope of this point, owes its origin to a terminal moraine. Another 

smaller terminal moraine was noted at the east base of a bluff that lies 

east of the peak. On the steep east slope of the ridge at Tower Peak 

there are several crescentic masses of morainal material, and on the 

east side of Little Grizzly Creek, opposite the mouth of the stream 

which heads at Tower Rock, is a piled-up mass of quartz-porphyry and 

greenstone bowlders that appears to be a terminal moraine. 

Much the finest glacial district, however, is that of the ridge join- 

ing the Sierra Buttes and Eureka Peak. The east slope of the buttes 

and the névé basins about Gold, Bear, Wade, and the Jamison lakes are 

well polished and scored. So also is the north slope of Eureka Peak, the 

moraines on the lower east and north slopes of which are very interest- 

ing, showing by their forms especially well the course cf the glaciers. 

Eureka Lake is a reservoir, the construction of which was made easy 

by the manner in which the moraines surround it, forming a natural 

basin, open only tothe north. A medial moraine runs from the moraine 

on the east side down the slope in an easterly direction, forming the 

backbone of the side ridge north of Johnsville. In this moraine are 

abundant bowlders of gabbro from the area on the east slope of Eureka 

Peak. The terrace on which Jobnsville is situated shows stratification 

in its upper layers. All about Johnsville are enormous accumulations 

of morainal material. Over an area of 15 square miles none of the 

underlying formations are exposed. On Frazier Creek, and at other 

points, this moraine stuff has a depth of 700 feet. The bowlders are 

chiefly of quartz-porphyry and greenstone, frov the extensive areas of 

these rocks in the névé region of Kureka Peak, Mount Elwell, and Gold 
Lake. This morainal area merges on the east into the terraces formed 

by a Pleistocene lake that appears to have filled the Mohawk Valley at 

the time the glaciers were in existence. Opposite Jamison, on the east 

side of Jamison Creek, there is an exposure of the moraine material at 

the point where the highest lake terrace begins. The underlying coarse 

gravel and subangular material are roughly stratified. In the bed of 

Jamison Creek, just below the bridge at Jamison, a shaft was sunk 

some years ago to the depth of 270 feet, all in gravel. This shaft is 

still to be seen. There must therefore be a great thickness of detrital 

material here.! 

The sharpness of the line separating the bare glaciated surfaces of 

the rocks that were covered with glacial ice and the morainal material 

is rather remarkable in this region. Plate XXII, from a photograph 

of the northeast slope of the Sierra Buttes, is intended to illustrate 

this fact. The lake shown is the lower Sardine Lake. From the upper 

(west) end of this lake to near the top of the buttes all is bare glaciated 

rock, with only occasional bowlders. The morainal material of the 

1 Bull. Phil. Soc. Wash., Vol. XI, p, 393. 
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moraine south of this canyon begins at the west end of the lake, and 

extends diagonally up the ridge south of the lake, and from that line 

northeasterly the ridge is composed entirely of glacial débris. The 

white material west of the lake is a reservoir of finely comminuted 

quartz from the mill of the Young America quartz mine, which formerly 

operated farther up the canyon. 

Another interesting feature is brought out in Plate XXIII. The 

long moraine here shown is the same as that just described beginning 

just south of the lower Sardine Lake. It has cut across an older 

moraine, which had a more nearly north-and-south trend, and appears 

to have been formerly a glacier moving down the drainage from the 

Salmon lakes basin. The white level lines on these moraines are ditches 

and roads. There is practically one continuous sheet of moraine 

material from Gold Lake to the southeast slope of the Sierra Buttes. 

All of the level land east of Gold Lake, known as Church Meadows, 

appears to be underlain by moraine stuff. The valleys of the streams 

to the west of the high ridge of the Sierra Buttes and Eureka Peak 

likewise formerly contained glaciers, the one in the canyon of the East 

Fork of the North Fork of the Yuba originating north of Gold Valley 

and at one time filling that valley, the bottom of which 1s covered with 

ground moraine, and the one filling the canyon of the Middle Fork of 

the North Fork originating about the Spencer lakes and the northeast 

slope of Rattlesnake Peak. 

Sierra City is in part built on moraine material. There were lke- 

wise glaciers on the north slope of Deadman’s Peak, in the canyon of 

the South Fork of the North Fork of the Yuba, and at the head of the 

Middle Fork of the Yuba at Milton, and elsewhere. Small glaciers 

existed at Pilot Peak and at the head of Nelson Creek, and there is 

some morai je-like débris west of the Blue Nose Ridge. 

In 1890 morainal stuff was being mined on Poor Man’s Creek, north- 

east of Pilot Peak, by the hydraulic method. The gold was mostly 

angular, and came chiefly from a white dike of Tertiary quartz-porphyry 

or rhyolite.! 

On the slope west of Mohawk Valley, two miles south of Wash post- 

office, is Bennett’s hydraulic gold gravel mine. The bed rock is granite. 

On the north side of the ravine the material lying on the granite is 

seen to be made up of clay considerably compacted, with numerous 

pebbles and bowlders, which are generally well rounded. On some of 

them scratches were evident. The upper material was composed of 

sand and gravel, with many fragments of granite, and of pre-Creta- 

ceous and Tertiary volcanic rocks. ‘Traces of a rough stratification 

were noted. The material is supposed to be part of the higher terraces 

of the Pleistocene Mohawk Lake, and to have been furnished by the 

glaciers on the slope above, and therefore to be partly morainal. 

Four miles due west from the summit of Mount Ingalls, on the top of 

1Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XLVII, p. 473. 
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the ridge east of Little Grizzly Creek, is an area of andesitic breccia, 
at the south end of which is a small mass of the dense older basalt. 

Lying on the andesite and on the underlying Carboniferous rocks of the 

east slope of the ridge is a moraine-like mass of rubble, including many 

granite bowlders, and some of the older basalt which may easily have 

come from the small area on the ridge just south of the andesite. The 

granite bowlders are particularly abundant northeast of the north end 

of the andesite area. They may have been formerly embedded in the 

fragmental andesite, although their distribution suggests strongly a 

morainal origin. A glance at the geologic map, however, will show that 

this origin is difficult to explain, unless the moraine (?) be supposed 

to exist before the eruptions of the basalt that forms the upper half 

of the mountain. There is no granite exposed in the drainage basin 

on the flank of which the moraine-like mass is situated, but the granite 

area of the west slope of Mount Ingalls extends under the basalt, 

and may have been exposed at the head of the drainage basin here 

described before the basaltic eruption. Glaciers certainly existed on 

Mount Ingalls after the basaltic eruptions, for there are glacial striz 

on the basalt in the basin on the east slope, 14 miles south of the sum- 

mit, and just below is a pond formed by a small terminal moraine. 

In a ravine on the steep north slope of the high ridge north of Eureka 

Peak, at a point about 44 miles 1orthwest of Johnsville, is a small 

terminal moraine. The summit of the ridge south of the ravine has an 

elevation of 7,000 feet. 

PLEISTOCENE LAKE BEDS. 

Mohawk Valley! in Pleistocene time was the bed of a considerable 

lake. This is testified to by a series of terraces of gravel and sand, 

best seen on the west side of the valley. The highest of these have an 

elevation of about 5,100 feet. Lower terraces are to be seen at numer- 

ous points in the valley. The lake at its highest level not only filled 

Mohawk Valley, but extended east into Humbug Valley, having a 

surface of about 35 square miles. The deposits at the highest stage 

were largely rather fine material, andesite and morainal detritus, which 

has since been much eroded, particularly on the east side of Mohawk 

Valley, where well-defined terraces are not to be found. The best- 

preserved terraces are crossed by the road from Mohawk post-office 

to Johnsville. These are now heavily wooded. Exposures at various 

points show them to be composed of loose sand and gravel, distinctly 

stratified, the bedding being approximately horizontal. Pebbles of 

andesite and rhyolite abound in the lake beds, and to the north and 

east of Mohawk Valley thin patches of lake deposit may be seen at 

many points, resting on andesite tuff. It is therefore certain that the 

lake attained its maximum development after these andesitic eruptions. 

Moreover, the eruption of the andesite appears to have been the cause 

1See Mohawk lake beds: Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, Vol. XI, p. 385. 
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of the formation of the lake. Judging from the present contours of the 

surface of the pre-Cretaceous formations (granite and the Auriferous 

slate series). the Middle Fork of the Feather River follows approxi- 

mately an older drainage system, which existed before the later volcanic 

eruptions, though perhaps not for a great length of time. These erup- 

tions, largely of fragmental andesite, filled up the drainage that then 

existed, and the waters thus dammed back formed the Pleistocene lake 

of Mohawk and Humbug valleys. Since that time the river has cut 

through the barrier and the lake has been drained. For three miles 

north of the Mohawk Lake beds the Feather River of the present time 

flows through a canyon whose walls and bottom are composed entirely 

of andesitic material. 

Forming a set of terraces in Mohawk Valley, about 4,500 feet in 

elevation and well exposed along the Feather River where it enters the 

valley from the east, and by the public road south of Wash post-office, 

are beds of coarse gravel and sand containing pebbles of the late olivine 

basalt, like that on Penman Peak. This basalt is of later age than 

the andesite breccia. These low: terraces appear to represent a late 

stage of the Pleistocene lake. They rest unconformably on an older 

series of fine sediments of Tertiary age, as may be seen in Pl. XXTV, 

which was made from a photograph of an exposure on the west side of 

the river one-fourth mile down stream (north) from Mobawk post-office. 

On the east bank of the river, the material of the 4,500-foot terrace 

east of Wash post-office shows two small faults, and the fissures along 

these faults are now filled with sand, forming veritable little sand dikes. 

Other evidence of faulting is presented in a preceding paragraph. 

The water in the Mohawk Lake must have had a depth at one time of 

more than 500 feet. 

TERTIARY LAKE BEDS 

Underlying the Pleistocene beds of Mohawk Valley are a series of fine 

sediments, chiefly white shales with some carbonaceous layers. The 

beds are finely exposed along the Feather River north of Mohawk post- 

office, as may be seen in Plate XXIV, which represents both the Ter- 

tiary beds and the overlying Pleistocene gravels. The illustration also 

shows that the older beds have been eroded before the deposition of the 

late coarse gravelly material. Embedded inthe Pleistocene gravel and 

sand are angular blocks of the Tertiary shale. The same Tertiary beds 

may be seen at numerous points in Mohawk Valley. Whatare probably 

portions of the beds of the same Tertiary lake are exposed along the 

Feather River east of the valley on the farm of Abel Jackson.' Fossil 

leaves were obtained here at two points, and alist of some of these may 

be found in the previous report.2. Other material was obtained later, 
which has not yet been studied. Oak leaves are abundant. Professor 

It is likely, however, that the leaf beds at Jackson's are later than the white beds containing layers 

of carbonaceous shale, 

2¥Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol, Survey, Part I1, 1894, p. 466, and Mohawk lake beds, p. 391. 
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Knowlton considers the deposit to be of Tertiary age. The beds at 

locality 115 are covered by andesitic breccia, and the upper layers of 

shale were so intercalated with andesitic material as to indicate that 

the andesite eruptions had begun at the time the leaf beds were form- 

ing. The beds at locality 114 (about 1,000 feet up stream from 115) are 

made up of sandy material with layers of Carbonaceous shale, resting 

on pre-Cretaceous stratified tuffs. Only one species was recognized 

here—Platanus dissecta? Lx. The beds dip westerly at a gentle angle. 

There appears to have been erosion before the beds were buried under 

the andesitie breccia, as they are distinctly cut off to the south by the 

unstratified breccia, which reaches down to the level of the water. 

About one-fourth mile upstream, around a sharp bend of the river, are 

some beds of granite detritus, also covered by the andesite breccia. 

This detritus is probably another exposure of the beds seen at locality 

114. 

On Grey Eagle Creek, about 14 miles nearly south of Mohawk post- 

office, at an elevation of about 4,600 feet, is another exposure of beds 

very similar to the older beds shown in Pl]. X XIV, consisting of beds of 

clay and sand with layers of carbonaceous shale. In addition, there 

was observed a fine white layer, a few inches in thickness, composed 

almost entirely of volcanic glass in angular fragments, with fluted 

forms, very similar to some material described as volcanic dust by Mr. 

G. P. Merrill.’ The most reasonable explanation of the homogeneity 

of the voleanic layer is to suppose that it was thrown out in its present 

fine condition and, falling in the water, was deposited as we now find 

it. It might also be supposed that it was eroded from an area of vol- 

canic ash near by and redeposited on the lake bottom, and indeed 

there is a considerable area of rhyolite near by. The angular character 

of the dust is against its having undergone much transportation except 

in the air, though fine thin glass would doubtless be not greatly rounded, 

but rather broken into finer angular particles. The material presents 

all the appearance of being rhyolitic glass. This is further substan- 

tiated by a silica determination made by Dr. W. H. Melville, of the 

United States Geological Survey. He found the white powder from 

Grey Eagle Creek to contain 70.64 per cent of silica. Whether this 

layer of voleanic dust had its origin in the rhyolitic eruptions that may 

have had their source in Haskell Peak or in the much more recent 

eruptions of Lassen Peak is not apparent. 

EOCENE RIVER GRAVELS. 

The Neocene rivers of the eastern part of the Downieville district 

do not seem to have had any connection with those of the western 

part, and it is probable that a ridge existed between the two systems. 

1 Merrill, G. P., Deposits of voleanic dust and sand in southwestern Nebraska: Proc. U. S. Nat. 

Museum, 1885, pp. 99-100. 
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THE OLDER WHITE QUARTZ GRAVELS, 

The white quartz gravel channel of Camptonville and Depot Hill, 
which is east of Oak Valley, in the Smartsville area, first appears in 

the Downieville district at Indian Hill, where it was formerly exten- 

sively hydraulicked. It was there at one time covered with andesitie 

breccia, a remnant of which is still preserved on the summit of the hill. 

The next trace of the channel is in the Bidwell Bar area at Grizzly 
Hill, Brandy City, and Council Hill, and it reappears in the Downie- 

ville district south of Scales. From there to Mount Pleasant and 

Poverty Hill the gravel beds may be followed continuously. This 

channel and its two main branches are the only old river channels that 

can be followed for any long distance in the Downieville area. Much 

information about them is to be found in Professor Pettee’s report in 

Whitney’s Auriferous Gravels. A few notes that give some informa- 

tion additional to that in the above report are here given. The chan- 

nel appears to fork north of Scales, one fork extending to Poverty Hill 

and the other to Mount Pleasant and north under the lava. The Poy- 

erty Hill branch appears on the north side of Slate Creek at Barnards 

Diggings, and then successively at Secret Diggings, Laporte, Thistle 

Shaft, Gibsonville, Whisky Diggings, and Hepsidam, where it has been 

followed through the ridge under the lava, and thence into the air, as 
Professor Pettee puts it. 

At Poverty Hill some leaf impressions were found about one-half 

mile southwest of the village! in fine sediment, undoubtedly part of the 

river gravel series. The leaves were referred to Professor Knowlton, 

who reported: “They seem to belong to the Cupuliferze, but beyond 

this it is impossible to venture.”? The gravel deposits of Laporte and 

vicinity were studied quite extensively by Professor Pettee, who was 

much aided by Mr. C. W. Hendel, who had made many notes while the 

mines were being operated. There appears to be good evidence of 

faulting in the gravel beds, and the lens of bed rock (amphibolite- 

schist) shown in the gravel area on the geologic map seemed to the 

writer to represent an upraised mass. The reader is referred to Pro- 

fessor Pettee’s report for many interesting details. 

To the east of the main mass of white quartz gravel, where the road 

to St. Louis leaves the Gibsonville road, is a considerable amount of 

“bastard” gravel. It is sometimes called bench gravel, and is believed 

here, as at other points, to have been deposited at a much later time 

than the quartz gravel. 

The “bastard” gravel is quite like that noted north of Lexington 

Hill, in the Bidwell Bar area. It appears without doubt to have been 

at one time covered by the andesite, as it forms part of the sandy 

layers that may be seen to extend under the andesitic breccia by the 

ditch on the south side of the road. 

' This leaf locality is, therefore, in the Bidwell Bar area. 

2Am. Geologist, Vol. XV, p. 377. 
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The white quartz gravel at Laporte may have come in part from 

quartz veins immediately adjacent, and which may be seen there still 

in the bed of the old river. 

The channel between Laporte and Gibsonville is covered with ande- 

sitic breccia. There is no doubt, however, of the existence of the river 

deposit under this lava, as it has been penetrated at the Thistle shaft, 

about 4 miles northeast of Laporte, and the gravel is now being mined 

there. The Yankee Hill gravel at the south edge of the andesite- 

breccia area is perhaps a part of the Laporte Channel, but there is 

some doubt about it. According to Mr. Quigley, of Little Grass Val- 

ley, a basalt column was found at Gibsonville in the gravel, which at 

the top spread out umbrella-like over the gravel. There is to be seen 

at the present time an area of late olivine basalt at the north border 

of the gravel area, a little west of Whisky Diggings. From Gibson- 

ville the gravel may be followed continuously through Whisky Diggings 

to Hepsidam, where the channel disappears under the lava. From 

Laporte to Gibsonville the average present grade of the bed of the 

Neocene river is about 80 feet to the mile; from Gibsonville to Whisky 

Diggings, about 250 feet to the mile; and from the latter place to Hep- 

sidam, a distance of over a mile, about 400 feet to the mile. The meas- 

urements, while not accurate, have a comparative value, and as the 

character of the gravel and the old channel does not appear to have 

changed in this distance, the rapid increase in grade is in all probabil- 

ity to be ascribed to a subsequent differential elevation toward the east. 

Mr. W. Lindgren, who visited Hepsidam in 1887, when the continuation 

of the river channel under the andesite breccia was being mined by 

means of a tunnel (the Niagara Consolidated Mine), writes: 

From Hepsidam up to the present workings (in the tunnel) the channel rises about 

150 feet in 3,900 feet, horizontal distance. Under the summit of the ridge a sudden 

drop of 50 feet in the channel was met with, which necessitated a new tunnel. The 

gravel was sharply cut off. The channel was perhaps 800 feet broad. 

Near Hepsidam more or less of the gravel has been consolidated into 

an iron-stained quartz-conglomerate. According to Mr. Lindgren the 

space between the gravel and the fragmental andesite of the ridge top 

is occupied by a heavy bed of pipe clay, extending along the road up 

to and above Hepsidam Camp. The superintendent of the Niagara 

Consolidated Mine stated that dikes of hard lava were encountered in 

the tunnel. 

On the other (eastern) side of the ridge the bed rock at the present 

time sinks rapidly toward the Feather River. The Bunker Hill tunnel, 

on the east side of the ridge, working westerly, is said to be on the same 

channel. From there east no other gravel deposits that can with any 

certainty be ascribed to this channel are known to exist, but at the 

north and west base of Blue Nose, at the edge of the lava, about 500 

feet below the Bunker Hill tunnel, are two masses of white quartz 

gravel that may be downthrown portions of the Hepsidam river 
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deposit. That extensive faulting has occurred there can be no doubt, 

and that the region about Blue Nose is one of enormous former volcanic 

activity, where the lavas issued, is also apparent. Much of the lava 

here is massive andesite, in part dikes occupying fissures in the bed 

rock. A little over a mile northeast of Mount Fillmore is considerable 

gravel under the andesite, and both are cut by basalt dikes (No. 11 
Plumas). 

The other branch of the Neocene river just described is well exposed 

about Mount Pleasant. There is also between this point and Poverty 
Hill a large amount of so-called “ bastard” gravel, forming little wooded 

ridges just south of the fragmental lava of the ridge to the north. At 

the Iowa shaft north of Mount Pleasant this old channel was formerly 

mined, and it is likely that this mine will be reopened. The next 

appearance of the gravel is on the north side of the voleanic ridge 

about one-half mile southwest of Port Wine. The claim is called the 

Bunker Hill, and should not be confused with other mines of the same 

name in the Downieville area. Here a tunnel is being run in under the 

lava. The Lucky Hill mine oceupies some of the intermediate ground 

of the voleanie-capped ridge between the lowa shaft and the Bunker 

Hill. This property is as yet undeveloped, but such work as has been 

done indicates that there is a channel under the andesitic breccia, which 

connects with the Lowa Hill gravel. At Port Wine, where the deposit 

is next to be seen, there were very abundant dikes of basalt cutting 

the gravel, and some of these may still be seen just south of the village 

and east of the road. From Port Wine the channel has been almost 

continuously mined through Queen City, Grass Flat, Gardeners Point, 

Cedar Grove Ravine, St. Louis, Pine Grove, and Howland Flat. To 

the northwest of the latter place and to the west of the road there are 

some fine exposures of the gravel beds, showing, by their irregular 

upper surface, that they were considerably eroded before being coy- 

ered by the fragmental andesite. Mr. Ruep, of San Francisco, who was 

formerly interested in the Howland Flat mines, states that a drift in 

the Hibernia gravel claim, 200 feet below the town of Howland Flat, 

came squarely up against a wall of compact lava like that forming the 

point on the ridge to the south known as Table Rock. This is a very 

fine-grained hornblende-pyroxene-andesite (No. 263 8S. N.). Mr. Ruep 

estimated that this drift struek the lava wall 1,700 feet below the sum- 

mit of Table Rock, and supposed it to be a part of the same mass as 

Table Rock. There was said to be 600 feet of pipe clay over the gravel 

at Howland Flat where not eroded. On the slope south of Table Rock, 

in a ravine draining into Canyon Creek, are the California Diggings. 

According to Mr. Ruep only the lava wall of Table Rock separates this 

river gravel from that of Howland Flat, and if, as seems likely, the 

Deadwood gravel on the south side of Canyon Creek was formerly con- 

nected with the California Diggings, the elevation of both being about 

6,000 feet, this smaller channel may be regarded as a branch of the 
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Howland Flat River. The channel of Potosi (elevation about 5,800 feet) 
was followed in under the lava. At the time of Professor Pettee’s visit 

the continuation of the channel was not known, but he expressed the 

opinion that it extended under the ridge to Cold Canyon, on the slope 

toward Poker Flat. This has since been verified. The channel was 

followed in by tunnels. According to Mr. Ruep the gravel beds were 

much broken up, some masses being 50 feet above other masses. 

According to Mr. Lindgren there is said to have been a rise in the 
channel up to the middle of the ridge, then a fall, until at Cold Canyon 

the elevation is about that at Howland Flat. This rise and fall was not, 

however, gradual, but by steps, the channel being suddenly cut off at 

several points by polished and striated walls, evidently fault surfaces. 

The source of the channel east of Cold Canyon is unknown. Much and 

perhaps all of it is now eroded. 
At Studhorse Canyon, below Cold Canyon, is a mass of detached 

gravel, which is possibly a displaced portion of the same deposit. 

The displaced character of the gravel is well seen at Bruckermann’s 

tunnel, where the gravel stratum stands in a highly inclined position. 

Between the gravel and the bed rock is a dike of fine-grained pyroxene- 

andesite. 
The Deadwood channel has been followed about 1 mile by tunnels 

in under the lava in a southeasterly direction to a claim known as 

Bunker Hill. Numerous faults are said to have been encountered in 

the tunnel, and at one point a large quartz bowlder is said to have 

been cut in two along a fault, so that one part was found in the roof 

and the other in the floor of the tunnel. Numerous lava dikes were 

met with. The course of this channel to the east of Bunker Hill is 
not known. 

There are some gravel deposits that have been mined by tunnels on 

the east side of the high ridge of which Table Rock is a part, about 

east of Port Wine. This has been called the Wahoo district. 

A considerable river deposit has been extensively mined on the ridge 

east of Canyon Creek. It is well exposed at Morristown and Craig 
Flat. At the latter place the gravel shows evidence, by its very uneven 
upper surface, of having been eroded before being covered by the ande- 

sitic breccia. The very large gravel mass at Eureka, 15 miles south- 

east of Craig Flat, is undoubtedly a part of the same river deposit. 

It may thence be traced to the ridge east of Eureka Creek, where it 
has also been mined, and thence across Goodyear Creek to the Monte 
Cristo and Excelsior mines. The course of the channel from here is a 

matter of pure conjecture; neither can it be asserted that the drainage 

was from Eureka to Monte Cristo. It may have been in the opposite 

direction, and, judging from the increased size of the gravel deposits 

at Eureka, this was probably the course of the stream. 

On the summit of Craycroft’s Ridge, east of Sailors Ravine, are 

three patches of gravel. Two of these, one 34 and the other 4 miles 
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northeasterly from Downieville, are composed largely of well-washed 

quartz gravel and are not capped with voleanic material. The third 

occurrence is on the east edge of an area of andesitic breccia 5 miles 

northeasterly from Downieville. At the time of my visit (1893) this 

deposit was being mined by the Wide Awake Drift Mining Company. 

Six and three-fourths miles north of Downieville, just north of Rat- 
tlesnake Creek, is a small deposit of gravel known as Rattlesnake 

Diggings. The following notes concerning it are from a report by Mr. 

Lindgren. The elevation of the locality is approximately 5,500 feet; 

underlying the gravel is a bed of rather fine-grained volcanic tuff con- 

taining many well-rounded particles. This forms part of the bed of 

Rattlesnake Creek tor about one-half mile above the mouth of the run 

that joins Rattlesnake Creek just west of the diggings. To the west, 

south, and north the bed rock (clay-slates, ete.) rises several hundred 

feet. To the north the volcanic material is continued up to the large 

area forming the high Rattlesnake Peak Ridge. The gravel is sub- 

angular and evidently was formed in a small water course. Whether 

the present position of the gravel and tuff is due to displacement or 

other cause was not ascertained. The gravel was washed by the 
hydraulic method. 

One-half mile southeast of Rattlesnake Peak, at the edge of the vol- 

‘anic area, 1s the tunnel of the Red Oak gravel mine. 

According to Pettee! the gravel of the Laporte area is cut off under 

Bald Mountain by a wall of gray lava (andesite). Underlying the 

alluvium of Little Grass Valley, 2 miles northwest of Bald Mountain, 

is a considerable body of white quartz gravel, which has been much 

exploited by Mr. Quigley. From its peculiar position, underneath the 

drainage of the South Fork of the Feather River, it has not been 

practicable to mine it profitably on account of the excess of water. Mr. 

Quigley believes this channel to continue under Grass Valley Hill, 

and thence northeasterly under the lava to Richmond Hill and Sawpit, 

northwest of Onion Valley, and so far as present information goes this 

is not impossible. The white quartz gravel underlying Little Grass 

Valley is not all thoroughly rounded, and this is also true of the gravel 

at Richmond Hill and Laporte. 
Two and a half miles west of the Richmond Hill gravel area, at the 

south edge of the andesitie breccia and on the slope north of Onion 

Valley Creek, there is some river gravel along a ditch. The pebbles 

are of the pre-Cretaceous rocks and of Tertiary lavas. Granitoid peb- 

bles of large size areabundant. These may, however, be of local origin, 

as there are granitoid dikes here in the serpentine. The occurrence 

would otherwise be very remarkable, as no granite areas are known 

anywhere in the neighborhood, 

At Richmond Hill hydraulic mine there is no lava on the gravel, but 

the extension of the same area to the east is covered by andesitic 

‘Auriferous Gravels, p. 446. 
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breccia, and on the east side of the breccia the Union Hill gravel mine 

is on the same channel. The latter mine has been worked by the 

hydraulic method just east of the road to Onion Valley. Some poor 

leaf impressions were noted in clay at the Union Hill deposit, and 
here is also some of the iron-stained quartz-conglomerate noted before. 

The Union Hill mine is about one-half mile north of Onion Valley. 

Two and a half miles northwest of Onion Valley, on the north edge 

of the andesitic breccia area, on the slope toward the Middle Fork of 

the Feather River, is an area of gravel on serpentine bed rock. The 

quartz conglomerate occurs here also. Immediately west is an area of 

the older basalt, which extends lower down on the slope than does the 

gravel. 

At Sawpit there is said to be white quartz gravel under the black 

basalt. If so, the deposit is undoubtedly part of the Richmond Hill— 

Union Hii! channel. 

The following record of bores made by the Feather Fork Gold Gravel 

Company was kindly furnished by Mr. R. Stevenson, of Laporte. The 

bores were made for the purpose of finding gravel channels under the 

lava and are located in Mr. Stevenson’s notes by reference to land sec- 

tions. The locations given by distance from definite points were esti- 

mated by the writer from the California State engineer’s map. 

Two bores were made almost on a diagonal line from the southwest 

corner to the northeast corner, or about 3 miles west of Pilot Peak, on 

the ridge north of the South Fork of the Feather River. 

Bores in sec. 12, T. 22 N., RK. 9 E. 

Feet. 

Bore 1: 

Pip enclaves ste cemems sare pamaaeerncce Stina 91 

Quantzomavelee esas see seen ee eee enero ee 4.5 

Po tallQremmnan qf ce conc S tere sete ne cmecter ate 95.5 

Slate (?) bed rock. 

Bore 2: 

lam ae la vealpee a petse iar = Se aise tee Sok eis Dees 60 

Softilayomess sce eccen ack sae ae ee ansraen 74 

avianbowild eTSemean oes ce ascetic as weseineacei | 41 

Sottulavameceee ate c see mes act acc eect ceils 84.5 

Sediment and blue pipe clay..............-- 6 

Gravel mlavavand quartz 2925522e2--52 5 sce. 3 

Total ee fe ea ee eee | 268.5 
Serpentine bed rock. | 

| 
| 
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Three bores were made about half a mile northwest of Laporte, with 
the results shown in the following table: 

Bores in the NW. 4, the SE. 4, sec. 9, T. 21 N., R.9 E., or about one-half mile northwest 

of Laporte. 

Feet. 

Bore 1: | 

Surfacedlava and Voameese- se eee eee 20 

Quicksand 6 scsstes2 hme ces ccts crys esses seen 32 

Red and sblues clay sates sete 54 

Bogusvomaveli Guy WGe)) eer = orate eerste tate 2 

Blue piperclayessesere aes eee eee 11 

Blue quartz sand containing gold........... 6 

White and blue quartz gravel.....----..---- 15 

Total Saseeeasce recess cee acer 140 

Light-blue bed rock, with quartz seams. 

Bore 2: 

WAV) Cla’ Se are ogee ene Se see ces eee 20 

Wihiterquantzisamdieeas smectite eee 2 

Pipe. Clay. <-2escus Soe see See eee eee 

Coal (ignite) s.. j-cs tn beeen oe seco. oe 4.5 

IRéd tpipe clay s-2.-c...-cscecciose = eee eeioces 143.5 

Quartz gravel containing gold...-.......-.. 17 

Totals 3 Ree ase ee | 191 

Blue bed rock. 

Bore 3: 

Surface Joam">...2-425-=22scceSeeoesee secs 4 

Pipe Clay. 22542 sss-cs ance eee eae eee ee eee 17 

Coali(lignite) S522 - 2-5. so-so eee eee 330 

Red pipe clayccee noascce ce eee ee eee ise 145.5 

Graveliandiclayees. eee ee ee eece eee eee 14.5 

WO ball se ceetaeceractete solace siete see ere 

Soft blue bed rock. 
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A bore was made about a quarter of a mile northwest of Laporte, 

with results as follows: 

Bore in the SW. 4, sec. 5, T. 21 N., R. 9 E., about one-fourth of a mile northwest of La- 

porte, in the Bald Mountain ridge. 

Feet. 

Surface oamier rhs. sepear ease ricions soncee escape 4 

| Gray lava (andesitic breccia) .......---.-------- least 5 

Gang lawan(Claty) athe 2 tins ates eine ecine ete | 7 

Boguseravel or river wash... ---------22- ==. --- | By) 

MOtaleAt oacnceere circ cee eee ae cinacss faau,se28 | 129 

Greenish bed rock (amphibolite schist). 

A bore was made where the Little Grass Valley road crosses the 

Feather River ditch, almost on the north section line, or about 14 miles 

northeast of Laporte, with the following results: 

Bore in the NW. 4, sec. 10, T. 21 N., R. 9 EH. 

Feet. 

Surfacemlavan (Soft) maser seine -ece soe cs ceeices | 26 

Gray laval(andesite), harde-—-----2--- .2------ -- 119 

Piperclaveree cassie eer rae oeisecylel ei se ee 1 

Black lava (probably the older basalt) -.....---. 120 

WaiohGalayansand 4-26 ees se eeccea eeteeeee- 2 

Dark-brown hard lava (basalt?)..-......-.-----. 39 

Quartz,enavelland clay-2.- sin. 3.22 ete eee 124.5 

Hard quartz gravel, containing gold ........-.--. | 4.5 

Rota leper tone ese ee: ea ee ee eeeel| 436 

Soft blue bed rock. | 

Another bore was made on the ridge northwest of Sawpit in the 

NE. 4 of the NW {¢ of sec. 36, T. 23 N., R.9 E. This penetrated 340 

feet of volcanic material. Mr. Stevenson thought the appearance indi- 

cated an eruptive dike ffom which gray and black lavas have issued 

through all the ridge between the Middle Fork of the Feather River 

and Onion Valley Creek. 

MISCELLANEOUS GRAVEL DEPOSITS. 

A considerable number of remnants of old river channels have been 
noted, concerning which the writer has very meager information, and 

they are therefore grouped under the above heading. Some of these 

doubtless represent the writer’s intermediate period. 
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On the north side of the Middle Fork of the Feather River, about 
one-half mile west of Nelson Point, is a gravel deposit that was for- 

merly mined by the hydraulic method. Andesitie breccia occurs on 

the slope to the north and presumably at one time covered the deposit. 

The occurrence is remarkable as being only about 200 (7?) feet above 

the present Feather River. On the south slope of Clermont Hill, near 

the summit, at an elevation of about 6,400 feet, an English company 

exploited a gravel channel that is covered by andesitice breccia. The 

gravel seen by the writer at the mouth of the tunnel was chiefly of 
quartz and other siliceous rocks and was largely subangular in char- 

acter, indicating a small water course. The gravel is said to have 

contained a good deal of gold in spots. A miner informed me that a 

mortar and pestle were obtained years ago from the andesitic breccia 

overlying the gravel. The miner was very positive that the imple- 

ments were found in the volcanic material, which is said also to con- 

tain fossil wood. Some blackened wood was found by the writer on 

the dump of a shallow shaft in andesitic breccia, a little southwest of the 

cabins belonging to the gravel mine. The present owner of the mine 

stated that this certainly came from the andesitic breccia. The speci- 

mens were referred to Professor Knowlton, who reported as follows: 

It is coniferous and appears to have come from the root. When examined in 

radial section the wood cells are seen to be long, sharp pointed, and provided with 

a single row of very minute pits. The medullary rays are seen to be long. In tan- 

gential section showing the ends of the medullary rays, they are found to be very 

small, and in a single vertical series, and from one to four, usually two or three, 

cells high. This wood has the appearance of being very recent, but I am unable at 

present to refer it to any species with which I am familiar. It is probably a cedar 

and may belong to the genus Chamecypario, but it is unlike either of the species of 

this genus of which T have specimens. 

On the steep east slope of the ridge, 45 miles northeast of Johns- 

ville, is Miller’s lower tunnel. The altitude is about 6,500 feet. In 
1890 this tunnel had penetrated a gravel deposit under the ridge, 

capped with andesite breccia. The material seen was subangular and 

contained small fragments of blackened wood. A curious feature of 

the deposit was a layer composed of brown grains cemented by a white 

substance. The microscope shows the brown grains (No. 377 Plumas) 

to be microlithic fragments containing feldspar laths, augite grains, 

and very abundant prisms of olivine. The layer is, therefore, a basaltic 

tuff. The white cementing material is opaque and appears to be clay. 

No such basaltic tuff has been noted by the writer at any other locality 

under andesite. The bottom of the Miller gravel channel is about 400 

feet vertically under the top of the ridge. It evidently represents a 

deposit of gulch gravel. 

The Blue Lead gravel mine is on the ridge north of Poormans Creek, 

24 miles northeast of Pilot Peak. There is white quartz gravel here 

with a rubble of andesitic bowlders on top, like the massive andesite of 

the area immediately west. A piece of wood was given the writer as 
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coming from this claim by the owner, Mr. Thomas. The wood is firm 

and not silicified, and is dark in color. Whether the specimen came 

from the andesite rubble or from the gravel is uncertain, but probably 

from the former. 

On the ridge north of Indian Valley and east of Canyon Creek are a 

number of gravel deposits at the edge of the large andesitic breccia 

area capping the ridge. These may be parts of a single subordinate 

channel. The most southern occurrence is at the Rocky Peak drift 

mine, about 2 miles north of Indian Valley; the next is on the west 
side of the voleanic cap at Bunker Hill; another area is at the Sailor 

Boy diggings, and the most northern is just west of MeMahon’s. The 

gravel at all these points is more or less similar, the pebbles being of 

dark quartzite, siliceous schist, and of Tertiary lavas. At McMahon’s 

the lowest gravel is chiefly of white quartz, the pebbles of which are 

usually 3 inches or more in length, and there are in addition the same 

pebbles as noted above. The elevation at McMahon’s is less than 5,000 

feet, and the other masses noted lie at a successively lower level going 

south, until at Rocky Peak mine the elevation is only about 4,000 feet. 

The course of the channel is probably therefore southerly. There is 

no likelihood of any connection of the McMahon gravel with the large 

channel at Eureka, as higher bed rock intervenes, but it is not impos- 

sible that the McMahon channel may have joined that at Scales, 

although the character of the gravel indicates that it is part of the 

Sailor Boy channel. 

There are gravels under the fragmental andesite on the high ridge 

south of Downieville. They were mined by a shaft at the Pliocene 

mine, and by a tunnel at the Ruby mine, north of Table Mountain, in 

a ravine draining into Rock Creek. Two distinct channels have been 
found, one, the older, extending toward the Bald Mountain extension 

mine channel, but not certainly connected with it. The younger chan- 

nel lies 116 feet lower and connects with the old Rock Creek diggings 

and with those at the City of Six. At the head of Slug Canyon is the 

City of Six gravel deposit. The material exposed is 500 feet wide and 

one-third of a mile long. The pebbles are of quartz and of the older 

metamorphic and igneous rocks. This channel was tunneled through 

to Rock Creek. The channel of the Bald Mountain extension mine has 

been extensively worked from tunnels that start in on the south slope 

of the ridge. The Nebraska diggings are on the north slope of the 

ridge, 24 miles southeasterly from the Pliocene shaft, and in the drain- 

age of the Jim Crow Ravine. The gravel has been extensively mined. 

It extends under the andesite breccia. 

The Sierra Buttes are the culminating points of the highest ridge in 

the Downieville area, the topmost point having an altitude of 8,615 

feet. The ridge gradually decreases in altitude to the northwest, but 

for 17 miles many points on the summit are 7,009 feet or more in eleva- 

tion. To the north of the Feather River the Grizzly Mountains form 

17 GEOL, PT I——39 
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another high ridge with northwesterly trend, Tower Rock near the 

north end of the ridge having an elevation of 7,795 feet. Both of the 

ridges are made up chiefly of pre-Cretaceous rocks. To the east of 

these two high ridges there appears to have been in Neocene time a 

north-and-south river system, remnants of which are still preserved at 
a considerable number of points. Commencing on the north we find 

north of the fortieth parallel (Honey Lake Sheet), on the ridge east of 

Little Grizzly Creek, at elevations of from 5,500 to 5,800 feet, three 

masses of river gravels. South of the fortieth parallel (Downieville 
Sheet) the gravel is first seen on two spurs of the Grizzly Mountain 
about 24 miles southeast of Tower Rock. Two miles farther southeast, 
at the Cascade gravel mine, the river deposits may again be noted, 

and immediately south of this mine is another gravel area that has not 

yet been mined. The average elevation of all of these gravel masses 

is about 6,000 feet. Pl. X XV represents an exposure of the beds at the 

Jascade hydraulic mine. The oblique line to the right in the gravel 

probably indicates a line of displacement. Sandy layers are to be seen 

interstratified with the gravel. The thickness of this river deposit is 

about 525 feet. There are large granite bowlders in the gravel, which 

presumably came from the granite area immediately to the south. The 

bed rock of the mine is the Auriferous slate series, in which were noted 

numerous dikes. The occurrence of the granite bowlders to the north 

of their source, although but a short distance, may be regarded as evi- 
dence that the river drained to the north, Carbonized and blackened 

wood (Nos. 205-206 Plumas) occurs in the gravel at the Cascade mine. 
The two bodies of gravel last noted lie on the edge of the large area 

of andesitic breccia that forms the upper portion of the southern part 
of the Grizzly Mountains. There is little doubt that the channel ex- 

tends under the lava and reappears on the south border of the area on 

the spur north of Little Long Valley Creek, where the elevation of the 

gravel is from 5,600 to 6,000 feet, according to the topographic map. 

The large area at the south end of this spur has been hydraulicked. 

Going south the gravel of this ancient river is next to be seen about 

Lava Peak, and then on the spur south of Long Valley Creek, some of 

the gravel at the latter locality having an elevation of only 5,000 feet. 

At the north end of the Mohawk Lake beds is an area of well-rounded 

gravels, composed of pebbles of the pre-Cretaceous rocks. This deposit 

rests, where surely in place, on the auriferous slate series. The low 

altitude (about 4,500 feet) of a portion of this gravel at the mouth of 

Cedar Creek is probably due to landslides, for where it is certainly in 

place on the ridge south of Cedar Creek the maximum elevation is 
5,500 feet, extending down the ridge slope (easterly) to near the 5,000- 

foot contour. A tunnel by the Feather River at the mouth of Cedar 

Creek has been run in to strike this gravel channel, but if landslides 
have occurred here, it is evident that the tunnel is much too low (4,400 

feet). The tunnel, according to a miner at work there, was 1.800 feet 

long in 1890, and was in hard lava all the way. The hard lava referred 
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to is the andesitic breccia that forms the bed and walls of the river in 

this vicinity. A shaft was sunk on the hill top 500 feet above and east 

of the tunnel’s mouth. It is said that this shaft was in gravel for its 

entire depth, or 375 feet. As indicated above, however, all of the 

gravel below the 5,000-foot contour is believed to be out of place. This 

downthrown material is, however, not all gravel. There is some ande- 

sitic breccia mixed with it. Numerous rhyolite bowlders and pebbles 

indicate an area of that rock in the vicinity now eroded or covered 

over. The presence of these rhyolite pebbles would seem to indicate 

that a portion of this gravel is of later age than that of the Haskell 

Peak channel, which is capped with rhyolite. 

So far as could be made out, the Cedar Creek river gravel is in im- 

mediate contact on the south with the Pleistocene Mohawk Lake beds. 

The deposits of the old river channel just described, extending from 

north of the fortieth parallel near Little Grizzly Creek to the north end 

of the Mohawk Lake beds, are similar in being made up of gravel and 

coarse sand with very little fine sediment. This may be taken as evi- 

dence that this river bed had a higher grade than those of the south- 

westerly system of the western half of the Downieville area. 

The next gravel area to the east of the high Sierra Buttes is on the 

steep granite slope south of Mohawk Valley, where it has an elevation 

of 7,000 or more feet. A large portion of this gravel mass has, how- 

ever, gravitated down the slope, and some of it lies at an elevation of 

only 6,600 feet. Overlying the gravelis rhyolite. This channel is next 
exposed on the rhyolite-capped spur 14 miles north of Haskell Peak, 

where there is a layer of fine loose sediment overlying the gravel. 

Here is found a considerable variety of pebbles, and a collection of 

these was made. A microscopic study of the pebbles (No. 196 Sierra 

Co.) shows that the following rocks are represented: Contact metamor- 

phic schist, granite-porphyry, an altered glassy andesite (?) showing 

flow structure, an altered holocrystalline basalt, a variegated breccia 

(red and green) made up of microlitic fragments and therefore a tuff, 

and a red fine-grained tuff. The two last are very similar indeed to 

some of the tuffs of the Milton formation. There is also a pebble of a 

lava which is so little altered as to make one doubt if it really came 

from under the rhyolite. It is a glassy microlitic lava containing 

hypersthene, augite, olivine, and some corroded quartzes, and strongly 

resembles a so-called quartz-andesite (No. 626 S. N.) of Tertiary age 

from the area two miles northwest of Downieville.! 

As the bed rock of all the river gravels about Haskell Peak is granite, 

it is evident that all of these pebbles have traveled some distance, and 

the similarity of some of the pebbles to the rocks of the Milton series 

suggests that they may have been brought from the south, and that the 

next gravel bed to be described, that at Chips Hill, may be part of the 

same channel, for there the bed rock is the Milton series. 

1 Jour. of Geology, Vol. III, p. 410. 
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Chips Hill is on the south slope of the high ridge north of the South 

Fork of the North Fork of the Yuba River, 3 miles northeasterly from 

Sierra City. The elevation of the bed rock is about 6,500 feet. Rlyo- 

lite overlies the gravel, and is in turn covered with andesitic breccia. 

Just east of the Chips Hill gravel is a prominent south spur of the 

main ridge, and on the east side of this spur is another body of gravel 

at the edge of a narrow area of rhyolite, and this gravel may be con- 

nected under the ridge with the Chips Hill gravel. This eastern mass 

ot gravel has a granite bed rock. The gravel about Haskell Peak is 

about 500 feet higher than that at Chips Hill, and if the drainage of 

this river was to the north it is plain that the Haskell Peak region has 

been differentially elevated. However this may be, the occurrence of 

a considerable body of river gravel on the edge of a high plateau, with 

a steep slope of more than 2,000 feet to the east and north, is very 

remarkable. There can be no reasonable doubt that a great displace- 

ment has occurred here, as noted under “ Faulting.” On the backbone 

of the ridge south of Sierra City, and about 5 miles southeast of that 

village, is a small amount of rhyolite, at the east edge of the large 

andesitic breccia area that caps most of the ridge. A little scattered 

river gravel is to be seen here, though it is obscured by the morainal 

material. The elevation is about 6,500 feet. It seems probable that 

here is a trace of the same channel as that at Chips Hill. 

Two miles southeast of Milton is a very considerable mass of rhyo- 

lite lava, and on the west base of the andesitic breccia area that caps 

the ridge west of Tehuantepec Valley, 25 miles east of Milton, is a long, 

narrow exposure of rhyolite. These rhyolitic areas may easily have 

been connected at one time and formed part of the flow that came 

down the Neocene basin to the East of English Mountain (Colfax 

sheet), and it is by no means impossible that this early Neocene drain- 

age connected with that at Haskell Peak. About 2 miles east of 

the north end of Gold Lake is a small remnant of a Neocene river 

deposit, associated with rhyolite. 

GRAVELS OF THE VOLCANIC PERIOD, 

On the ridge north of the Middle Fork, northwest of Bells Bar, is 

an area of scattered gravel 2 miles long. The pebbles are largely of 

Tertiary volcanics, but there are also some of tbe pre-Cretaceous rocks. 

At an exposure at the west end of the area the pebbles are associated 

with,and partly scattered through, andesitic tuff. About three-fourths 

of a mile northwest of Spring Garden Ranch, just east of the road to 

Quincy, is a mass of voleanice gravel that has been mined by the 

hydraulic method. The gravel deposit known as Snowdon Hill is on 

the north side of Humbug Creek, 3 miles southwest of Goodyears Bar. 

The coarse gravel is chiefly andesite, but there are well-washed pebbles 

and bowlders of greenstone and porphyry, though not enough to note 

as a gravel area on the geologic map. 
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THE TERTIARY AND LATER VOLCANIC ERUPTIVES. 

The Downieville area is remarkable as being in Tertiary time the 

theater of extensive volcanic eruptions. This region, indeed, is proba- 

bly the chief source of the Tertiary volcanic materials of the Bidwell 

Bar area. The products of these volcanoes may be grouped under the 

following heads: 

1. Rhyolite, both as a tuff and as a solid flow. 

2. Basalt— 

Older basalt, dense and black. 

Doleritic basalt. 

Late, dark, fine-grained, usually in dikes. 

3. Andesite— 

Hornblende-pyroxene-andesite, coarse-grained, usually a breccia 

or tuff. 

Fine-grained hypersthene-andesite, late Neocene in age. 

RHYOLITE, 

The rhyolitic lavas are, so far as known to the writer, confined to the 

eastern part of the district. The most northern occurrence noted is 4 

miles southeast of Mount Ingalls, where it has been exposed by the 

erosion of the andesite. There are two small areas southeasterly from 

Grizzly Peak and two north and one south of Humbug Valley. 

The large rhyolite area 2 miles west of the Antelope House, in Mo- 

hawk Valley, is bordered on the east by the Pleistocene Mohawk Lake 

deposits, which contain abundant pebbles and fine débris of the rhyo- 

lite. Another small mass of rhyolite not shown on the geological map 

is north of the Middle Fork of the Feather River, 2 miles northeast of 

Wash post-office. This is overlain by the sediments of the Mohawk 

Pleistocene lake. As noted under “Tertiary lake beds,” there is a layer 

of rhyolite glass (No. 160 Plumas) in the Tertiary beds, underlying 

the Pleistocene Mohawk Lake beds. 

Two and a half miles northeast of Haskell Peak, on a spur west of 

the head of Mohawk Creek, is some rhyolite under the late doleritic 

basalt, at an elevation of about 5,500 feet. If this is regarded as hav- 
ing been a part of the Haskell Peak flow we have evidence here of this 

being a downthrown mass, and this might also apply to the other areas 

about Mohawk Valley. 

The rhyolite of Haskell Peak attains a thickness on the north slope 

of nearly or quite 800 feet. In the top portion of the flow are numer- 

ous flattened oval cells, presumably steam cavities. It is capped by the 

late doleritic basalt; and at other points in the neighborhood by the 

andesite breccia. As has been stated under the heading ‘‘ Neocene 

river gravels,” rhyolite overlying gravel occurs 2 miles east of the north 

end of Gold Lake, about Haskell Peak, at Chips Hill, on the high ridge 
southeast of Sierra City, 24 miles east, and 2 miles southeast of Milton. 
tn the bed of Canyon Creek, 14 miles up stream from Poker Flat, is a 
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dike of rhyolite which forms the bed and east bank of the north branch 

that joins the creek at this point. It was traced up the south slope 

for 500 feet, where it disappears under the andesite that caps the ridge. 

The following are analyses of rhyolites from the Downieville area. 

Partial analysis No. 1675 S. N. (A) was made by Messrs. Hillebrand 
and Steiger; No. 1675 8. N. (B) of the same specimen is taken from a 

complete analysis by Dr. Hillebrand; and the silica determination of 
No. 337 Plumas was made by the late Dr. W. H. Melville. 

No. 1675S. N. (ay hyo. 1675S. N. (B).| No. 337 Plumas. 

Per cent. | Per cent. Per cent. | 

Silica sae 71:39 | 72.70 71.14 | 
Dimers: access == 1.01 115 eee Srl ok shee | 

Potassa ....---. 5. 69 £81) ~ Noo ee 
Sodaeeansa-e ces 2.89 BRAG! eee ene ee 

No. 1675 S. N. is from the area 24 miles east of Penman Peak. No. 337 

Plumas is from 2.2 miles southeast of the same point, but the amount 

of the material here is too small to indicate it on the geologic map. 

BASALT, 

The older basalt.—This dense, fine, and even grained lava is very 

similar in appearance and texture at all points seen. Except under 

the microscope, olivine is rarely to be detected. This mineral is, more- 

over, often altered to serpentine. The older basalt contains more mag- 

netite than any other Tertiary lava in the Sierra Nevada so far as 

known. The largest area of this rock is about Red Clover Valley, in 

the northeast corner of the Downieville area, and this extends to the 

north of the fortieth parallel, into the area of the Honey Lake sheet. 

The basalt north of Red Clover Valley attains a thickness of over 1,000 
feet, and is believed to have issued from vents in the vicinity. There 
are two areas southwest of Mount Ingalls along Little Grizzly Creek, 

two small masses on the backbone of the ridge east of the creek, 

and two small areas south of Long Valley Creek. There is a very 

small area of this lava by the Quincy road, 2 miles northeast of Bells 
Bar, another 14 miles northwest, and still another 2 miles northwest of 

Bells Bar. 

A large area forms the top of the ridge 1? miles north of Nelson 

Point, and there is a small mass at the head of Thompson Creek, and 
one forming the point known as Crescent Hill, 14 miles southeast of 

Clermont Hill. Crossing to the south of the Middle Fork of the Feather 

River, we find it abundantly on the ridges north and south of Onion 
Valley Creek, and again west and south of Little Grass Valley. None 

of this peculiar lava has been noted in the south half of the Downie- 

ville area. It is probable that the older basalt issued at a number of 

vents, but the masses about Onion Valley Creek and the extensive 

sheets in the Bidwell area about Black Rock Creek, on the Mooreville 
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ridge, ete., may perhaps have come from a single orifice near Onion 

Valley. At nearly all points the basalt is at the edge of areas of 
andesitic breccia, under which it usually extends. A complete analysis 

of No. 276 Plumas, from Red Clover Valley, is given in the table of the 
gabbro family in Chapter VI. 

Doleritic basalt.—Thisis macroscopically a medium-grained, light-gray 

or pinkish rock, with often large, scattered olivines. Under the micro- 

scope it is seen to be often nearly or quite holocrystalline, and it usu- 

ally contains much hypersthene. The largest area of this rock is that 

forming the upper two-thirds of Mount Ingalls, which appears to have 

been a source of eruption. There is still on the summit of the moun- 

tain some red, scoriaceous lava that may have formed part of the crater. 

It is thought that the eruptions of this late basalt took place in very 

early Pleistocene time, after the present drainage system had been 

initiated. It largely overlies andesitic breccia, and appears to have 

flowed down slopes that existed at the time of the basaltic eruptions. 

It occurs at numerous points in the large volcanic area north of Mohawk 

Valley, as at Big Hill, Penman Peak, and Mount Jackson. There is a 
large flow just southeast of Mohawk Valley, and another at Haskell 

Peak. There is a considerable mass of it on the summit of the ridge 
24 miles southeast of Sierra City, and several areas on the ridge south 

of Downieville, one of which is known as Table Mountain. It also 
caps the andesitic ridge west of the head of Woodruff Creek, and is 
found at several points on the ridge between Fiddle and Canyon 

creeks. It forms the summit of Deadwood Peak southwest of Poker 
Flat and the summit of Clermont Hill. There are several masses on 
the north slope of Clermont Hill, an area (No. 64 Plumas) 45 miles 
south of Tower Rock on the west slope of the Grizzly Mountains, one 
north of Bell’s Bar, and one north of Long Valley. It is thus evident 
that this late doleritic basalt is scattered over nearly the entire Downie- 
villearea. It seems probable that the lava came out chiefly at the points 
at which it is now found. Except the scoriaceous material on the sum- 
mit of Mount Ingalls, all the doleritic basalt is massive. 

The basalt area of the point one-half mile south of the summit of 
Haskell Peak present the appearance of having flowed down over the 
rhyolite, which would presuppose the partial erosion of the rhyolite 
before the flow took place, and may be regarded as evidence tending 

to indicate a Pleistocene age for the basalt. 

Analyses of the doleritic basalt. 
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The analyses of Nos. 311 and 314 are by Dr. Hillebrand, No. 362 by 

Messrs. Hillebrand and Steiger, and No. 196 by Mr. Steiger. Nos. 311 

and 314 are from Mount Ingalls, No. 196 from Grizzly Peak, and No. 

362 from the area 35 miles northeast of Haskell Peak. No. 196 con- 

tains no olivine, but abundant hypersthene. It would be called a 

pyroxene-andesite by some petrographers, but the feldspars are chiefly 

labradorite, and in any case would belong to the labradorites of Fouqué 

and Michel-Lévy. 

Late fine-grained basalt.—There are-at several points small areas of 

massive, dark-colored basalts, usually showing olivine with the aid of a 

hand lens. These are provisionally grouped together, since they all 

appear to be later than the older basalt and differ from the doleritie 

basalt in structure and, to some extent, in mineral composition, although 
in some instances the two types appear to grade into each other. Many 

of the specimens with a resinous appearance resemble microscopically 
certain augite-andesites. The microscope shows that olivine in idio- 

morphic phenocrysts is universally present, as well as augite, in rounded 

grains and polysomatic groups. One sample (No. 202 Sierra Co.) shows 

also abundant minute hypersthenes. ‘ 

The following areas are examples: A small mass about 14 miles north- 

east of Goodyears Bar, on the east slope of the ridge and a little to the 

east of hypersthene-andesite area No. 209 S. N.; a dike with horizon- 

tal columns (No. 166 Plumas) on the ridge north of Cogswell Creek, in an 

area of the Auriferous gravels; a dike-like mass with horizontal columns 

(No. 170 Plumas), forming the point known as Lava Peak, and appar- 

ently later than the Neocene river gravels which lie about it; dikes 

(No. 666 S. N.) in the Auriferous gravels at Port Wine; the columnar 

mass 14 miles south of Deadwood Peak; a considerable area, more than 

a mile long, about 14 miles northeast of Rattlesnake Creek; the area 

just west of Whisky Diggings; the flow (No. 164 8S. N.) west of Lincoln 

Valley; a mass (No. 842 8. N.) with slaty structure, forming the point, 

with an elevation of 7,552 feet, on the andesitic ridge 45 miles east of 

the Sierra Buttes; a rounded mass on serpentine 1 mile west of Mount 

Fillmore. The last occurrence is partly columnar and partly has a 

brecciated appearance, weathering into mammillated forms. These 

lavas are presumed, like the doleritic basalts, to have issued at the 

points where they are now found. On the geologic map they are grouped 

with the doleritic basalts, being thought to be, partly, at least, of early 

Pleistocene age. 
ANDESITE. 

Hornblende-pyroxene-andesite.—The Neocene volcanoes of the Downie- 

ville area threw out vast quantities of coarse lavas in which black 

needles of hornblende and augite crystals can usually be seen with the 

naked eye. In addition to the breccia, there are large areas of massive 

andesite of the same coarse type, some of which contain no horn- 

blende. A few small areas of very acid andesites, usually containing 
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biotite, are included with these coarser andesites on the geologic maps. 

For details concerning the distribution of some of the massive areas, 

the reader is referred to that part of the previous report relating to 

Grizzly Peak.' While these fragmental lavas are presumed to have 

been the result of explosions, and thus to have been scattered over the 

surrounding country, the rock over considerable areas appears to have 

been mixed with water and to have been veritable mud flows. Mr. 

Quigley, of Little Grass Valley, informed me that wherever in mining 

operations silicified trees were encountered in the cement lava (andesite 

tuff) they were lying at various angles, while in the gravel deposits they 

were found nearly horizontal. This would seem to indicate that the trees 

had become embedded in the detrital lava and been carried down with 

it. However, at two points definite fissures it the older rock are occu- 

pied to an unknown depth with the fragmental lavas, forming dike-like 

masses, so that at first glance one might suppose the lava came out at 

these points in a fragmental form. In the section on the Bidwell Bar 

area one of these dike-like masses has been described. Another similar 

occurrence is at Poker Flat. Here Canyon Creek has cut through the 

dike toa depth of 1,000 feet, and the tuff can be seen in place in the bed 

of the stream. Some years ago a shaft was sunk in this fragmental 

material, with the expectation of finding gravel under it, which was, 

needless to say, a hopeless task. The depth of this shaft is said to 

have been 100 feet or more, and nothing but the cement lava was encoun- 

tered. The material may be seen to be distinctively stratified on the 

south bank of Canyon Creek just south of the Poker Flat Hotel, and in 

the bed of Grizzly Creek, which drains into Canyon Creek from the 

south. At other points, however, the material is a rubble of andesite- 

tuff and the wall rock (serpentine) of thedike. In addition, there were 

noted numerous fragments of a fine-grained white lava (No, 259 S. N.) 
in the tuff dike on the north bank of the creek west of Howland Flat 

road. These rounded fragments are composed chiefly of feldspar micro- 

lites in a glassy base. There are minute scattered shreds of biotite and 

opaque black prisms that may be an iron oxide replacing hornblende. 

According to A. Wedderburn, the rock contains 2.16 per cent of potassa 

and 3.48 percent of soda. It appears to be avery acid lava of the type 

or dacites, in which the quartz occurs in the groundmass and not as 

porphyritic crystals. Rocks of this type were not found in place in the 

neighborhood. The Poker Flat fragmental dike may be supposed to be 

a fissure opened by an earthquake and filled in from above. 

There is another mass of fragmental andesite in the bed of Canyon 

Creek 14 miles farther up the stream, at a point where a large branch 

enters it from the north. Here a dike of rhyolite forms part of the 

bed of the creek and extends thence up the south side, as previously 

described. The andesitic mass is in contact and in part apparently 

overlies the rhyolite, of which it contains fragments. The andesite 

1 Fourteenth Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. Survey, map opposite p. 486. 
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tuff (No. 635 S. N.) forms the bed of the creek for about 300 feet, and 
thence extends north for about 600 feet, but does not extend up to the 

ridge on either side, as at Poker Flat. 

Prof. J. EK. Clayton, in a report on the Plumas Eureka gold-quartz 

mine, which is on the east flank of the Eureka Peak, states that in one 
of the tunnels there was encountered “ a dike of gray trachyte about 100 

feet wide, identical in structure and appearance with the volcanic out- 

flow in the neighborhood.” The “ gray trachyte” presumably refers to 

the andesite-breccia, an area of which caps the ridge just west of the 

peak. 

The coarse andesite here described occurs as a massive lava on Blue 
Nose Ridge, at Pilot Peak, northeast of Onion Valley, on Mount Fill- 

more, west of Gold Lake (where it is columnar), on Fir Cap, and on 
Rattlesnake Peak Ridge. The massive andesite just east of Bassetts 
(No. 170 S. N.), at the mouth of Howard Creek, and 2 miles north of 

Bassetts (No. 248 8S. N.), where it is columnar, is finer grained than 
much‘of the coarser type, but may be distinguished from the coarser 

portions of the fine-grained hypersthene-andesite, as the pyroxene is 

chiefly augite. No. 248 S. N. contains 1.74 per cent of potassa and 

2.68 per cent of soda, according to A. Wedderburn. This fine-grained 

variety of the coarse andesite occurs also as a distinet dike cutting the 

clay slates in the bed of Canyon Creek 1 mile northeast of Poker Flat 

(No. 181 Sierra Co.). This dike extends up the south slope, gradually 

broadening, and forms a conical butte (No. 262 S. N.) 1 mile south of 
east from Poker Flat, where the lava in part lies in horizontal columns, 

and up the north slope, widening into an oval area 14 miles north of Poker 

Flat. There are also numerous small areas of a fine-grained massive 

hypersthene-andesite, hereafter to be described, but by far the greater 
number of the areas noted on the geologic map are made up of the coarse 

andesite tuff and breccia. Pl. XX VI, A, shows the unstratified charac- 

ter of this material in this area, although it is not meant to imply that 

no stratification is to be observed in the district. On the contrary, the 

material is occasionally distinetly arranged in layers, as on the east 

bank of the Middle Fork of the Feather River, northwest of Mohawk 

Valley. 

There is a small patch of andesite tuff on the south slope of the 

Sierra Buttes at an altitude of about 7,000 feet, and as the tuff may be 

presumed to rest on a bit of the old Neocene surface, there is here evi- 

dence that Sierra Buttes formed a mountain mass in Neocene time, the 
present altitude being 8,615 feet, or 1,615 feet higher than the tuff. 

There are granite bowlders on the backbone of a spur of Clermont 

Hill at about the 5,100-foot contour. This spur extends easterly from 

Limestone Point. Near its terminus, west of the road to Quincy and 

north of the Nelson Point bridge, there are also granite bowlders. Their 

position is anomalous, as the nearest area from which they could have 
been derived appears to be that at Happy Valley, 10 miles or more to 

the east. There is also a large granite bowlder on andesitic breccia on 
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the west slope of the Grizzly Mountains, on a spur 4 miles due east of 

Spring Gardenranch. Possibly at all these places the granite bowlders 

were formerly embedded in the andesite breccia, and were brought 

down with the volcanic material. This origin has already been sug- 

gested under Glaciers for the granite bowlders on the ridge 4 miles due 

west of the summit of Mount Ingalls. 

Forming a flat-topped hill on the ridge 2 miles northwest of Downie- 

ville is a massive andesite (No. 626 S. N.) containing about 60 per cent 

of silica. The rock is remarkable as containing corroded quartzes 

which are surrounded by shells composed of augite-microlites, in this 

respect being like the quartzes of basalts described by Iddings and 

Diller.!. There are also corroded feldspars in the rock and phenocrysts 

of a clear, nonpleochroic, rhombic mineral, probably enstatite. It is 

evident from the silica contents of the rock that it should not be called 

a dacite. Similar quartzes with the augite shells were noted in ande- 

site No. 262, from near Poker Flat. No. 626 is likewise remarkable as 

containing a trace of chromic oxide, which may have been derived from 

the surrounding serpentine, through which it presumably passed in 

reaching the suface. (See complete analysis of this rock in the table 

of diorite family analyses in Chapter VI.) 

Analyses of the coarse hornblendic andesites. 

No.69 | No.72 | No.262 | No.198 | No.123 | No.626 | No.16 
| Plumas. Sane S.N. Plumas. | Plumas. SiN S-aNi. 

: | 
Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 
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Analyses Nos. 72, 262, and 16 are by Dr. Hillebrand; Nos. 69, 123, and 

198 by Messrs. Hillebrand and Steiger; and No. 626 by Dr. Stokes. 

No. 69 is from a large bowlder in the andesite breccia northeast of La- 

porte, and appeared to be a fair sample of the blocks in the breccia. 

No. 72 is from the andesite breccia at the southwest base of Mount 

Ingalls; No. 262 is from the columnar cone i mile southeast of Poker 

Flat, and is finer grained and probably later in age than the other 

andesites of the above table; No. 198 is a hornblende-mica-andesite 

resembling macroscopically the dacite of Lassen Peak, from 1,4; miles 

southeast of Grizzly Peak; No. 123 is from the large area 24 miles south- 

west of Eureka Peak; No. 626 is the quartz-bearing andesite previously 
noted northwest of Downieville, and No. 16 is a massive hornblende- 
andesite without pyroxene and with a cryptocrystalline groundmass, 

from 2 miles east of Mount Fillmore. 

1 Bulls. U.S. Geol. Survey Nos. 66 and 79. 
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Fine-grained hypersthene-andesite—At many points in the large areas 

of andesitic material shown on the geologic maps are small bodies of a 

massive andesite that usually has a marked slaty fracture or laminated 

structure. The same rock forms also some isolated areas, and as it 

oceurs in dikes in the fragmental andesite, it is evidently later than 

that material, and is therefore considered separately, although on the 

geologic map it is not distinguished by color from the coarser andesite 

just described. Pl. X XI, from an area of this rock on Franklin Hill in 

the Bidwell Bar district, gives a good idea of the laminated structure. 

Macroscopically the rock is usually of light slate-gray color. Under 

the microscope it is characterized by a universal presence of hypers- 
thene in minute laths, and in many cases the plagioclase occurs in the 

same form. Often there is no hornblende present, but about Poker 
Flat, Table Rock, and at some other points there are needles of brown 

hornblende, occasionally abundant. In some sections the plagioclase 

occurs in squarish phenocrysts in addition to the laths, but this is 

unusual, An analysis of 2098S. N. may be found in the table of analyses 
of the diorite family. It has a higher silica percentage than usual. 

This rock forms isolated areas at the following localities: On the high 

points 15 miles northeast (No. 209 S. N.) and 2 miles northwest (No. 153 

Sierra Co.) of Goodyear’s Bar; about one-fourth mile east of Denten’s, 
in Mohawk Valley (No. 332 Plumas), a dike-like occurrence; and 14 

miles northwest of Saddle Back. It occurs in the same area with the 

coarse andesite at the following points: forming the top of a spur 14 

miles south of Sierra City; 24 miles northwest of Grizzly Peak; 1 mile 
north of Saddle Back (No. 258 8. N.); and forming the level-topped 

peak known as Table Rock (No. 263 8. N.) and the point 14 miles north- 

west of Table Rock. Dikes cut the fragmental andesite dike that 

crosses Canyon Creek at Poker Flat at several places southeast of that 

village. One of these (No. 630 S. N.) is shown in Pl. XXVI,B. An- 

other dike (No. 631) in the andesite-breccia is on the backbone of the 

ridge 14 miles southeast of Poker Flat. This dike is from 15 to 20 feet 

wide, with a north-and-south strike, and the lava is columnar. 

On the west side of Illinois Canyon, about 1 mile east of south from 

Mount Fillmore, are numerous dikes of the fine-grained hypersthene- 

andesite in the detrital material which forms the base of the andesite- 

tuff. This fragmental material (No. 275 8S. N.) is practically a continu- 

ation of the fragmental dike at Poker Flat, and contains numerous 

rounded fragments of the same fine-grained white andesite noted as 

occurring there, as well as fragments of vein quartz. The dikes in Illi- 

nois Canyon dip at angles of 50° to 60°, and are from 1 to 10 feet in 

thickness. There are alsothin dikes of this andesite in the clay-siates 

by the road a little west of Downieville (No. 185 Sierra Co.). 
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THE SUBJACENT PRE-CRETACEOUS SERIES. 

THE AURIFEROUS SLATE SERIES. 

JURATRIAS BEDS. a 

Associated with the so-called quartz-porphyries of the Sierra Buttes 

ridge are certain lenses composed largely of siliceous argillite. These 

lenses are in part in the quartz-porphyry series and in part lie in its 

lower (west) border and upper (east) border. One of these areas, to 

the southwest of Gold Lake, is 2 miles in length, but usually the lenses 

are not so long. Certain thin layers, a fraction of an inch in thickness, 

in some of the argillite, weather white, contrasting strongly with the 

nearly black color of the remainder of the rock. At other points there 

are oval bodies about three-fourths of an inch in maximum diameter 

that might be easily mistaken for fossils. These have apparently the 

same composition as the remainder of the rock, and their origin is dif- 

ficult to explain. Somewhat similarly shaped oval bodies occur in the 

Mariposa slates northwest of Bear Valley by the trail to Hell Hollow, 

and were supposed to represent casts of seeds, but these have been 

examined by Professor Ward, who is unable to indicate their nature. 

The finding of an ammonite in the argillite lens of the Phoenix mine 

was noted in the previous report.! This ammonite was loaned by Mr. 

Hendel and sent east for examination, but the writer has been unable 

to get any information about it. Mr.T. W. Stanton visited the locality 
at which the ammonite is said to have been collected, but was unable to 

find any traces of fossils. However, isolated specimens of ammonites 

have been found in the slates of the Sierra Nevada at other points, as 
reported by Whitney, and there is no good reason to doubt the find in 

question. This gives evidence of the Juratrias age of the argillite. 

In another lens of sedimentary material, a portion of which is com- 
posed of the siliceous argillite and a portion of coarser sediments in 

part of volcanic origin, were found some radiolarian remains. The 
exact locality is on an east spur of the Sierra Buttes, about seven- 

tenths of a mile north of east from the main Sierra Butte. The vein 
of the Mountain mine is in this sedimentary lens, and the locality may 

be reached by the mine road which ends at this point. In a layer of 
fine breccia composed of small, light greenish gray fragments cemented 

by fine sediment, nearly black in color, what appeared to be Radiolaria 

were noted in microscopic sections. These rounded bodies are in the 

black matrix and not in the gray fragments. The thin sections were 
referred to Mr. Charles Schuchert, of the National Museum, who 
reported as follows: 

The two slides contain forms much like the Cenosphara and Carposphera figured by 

Hinde, but are much larger than is usual for Radiolaria. I do not think that they 

will assist in determining the age of the beds in question. However, I have sent the 

slides to Dr. Hinde and asked him for his opinion. 
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Mr. Schuchert kindly sent me Dr. Hinde’s reply, a portion of which 

is herewith inserted : 

I have duly received your esteemed letter of January 29, 1896, and the accom- 

panying two slides of black chert with Radiolaria from the Sierra Buttes, Plumas 

County, Cal., which arrived a week later than the letter. I have carefully examined 

these chert sections and do not think that any conclusions as to the age of the rock 
can be arrived at from the character of the Radiolaria in them. In fact, both the 

chert and the organisms in it might just as well be Paleozoic as Mesozoic. I have 

ventured to make an exchange, and I am sending to you, under separate cover, a 

section of siliceous radiolarian rock from the lower Culm measures of Cornwall in 

place of one of your slides, so that you will be able to judge for yourself how simi- 

lar in appearance Radiolaria may be from these widely distant localities. In the 

California rock the Radiolaria are somewhat smaller than the average of those in 

the lower Culm measures, but so far as I can make out the same genera are present 

as in the English peak, and where only the casts are shown a comparison of species 

is hopeless. 

As outlined on the map, the Mountain mine area includes several 

distinetly volcanic beds. Beginning on the west, we have the follow- 

ing succession of the rocks: 

1. No. 600, the quartz-porphyry of the Sierra Buttes area. 

2. No. 601, a greenstone layer 200 feet thick, forming the summit of a little knoll. 

3. No. 602, a dike or intrusive sheet of white quartz-porphyry 5 to 12 feet thick, 

and at one point plainly intrusive in 601. 

4. Nos. 603 and 604, a plainly clastic series 150 feet thick. 

5. A layer of quartz- porphyry (rhyolite-porphyry) or dacite-porphyry weathering 

a white color, having a thickness of about 50 feet. This may represent either an 

intruded sheet or contemporaneous flow. 

6. No. 606. On the east border of the quartz-porphyry 605 is a black flinty layer 

about 3 feet in thickness. The microscope shows this also to be a quartz-porphyry. 

7. No.599. There is here a thin layer of greenstone tuff, and then a few feet of 

plainly stratified dark and light sediments (No. 588). 

8. The quartz vein of the Mountain mine, about 10 feet in thickness. 

9. No. 697. Above (east of) the quartz vein there is a crushed zone with more vein 

quartz, the thickness being perhaps 75 feet; then the fine-grained breccia (No. 607) 

containing the radiolarian remains. This breccia, with compact layers of siliceous 

argillite from 3 inches to 3 feet in thickness, and one conglomerate bed containing 

angular blocks of the siliceous argillite, continue down the road (east) for 500 feet, 

making the thickness of the layer 575 feet. 

The clastic series of the Mountain mine may be said to end here, the entire thick- 

ness (Nos. 603-607 and 599) being approximately 700 feet. 

10. Next east is No. 608. Quartz-porphyry tuff. The microscope shows this to be 

plainly clastic and to contain microlitie fragments, eryptocrystalline granular frag- 

ments (chert?), rounded volcanic quartzes, and fragmental feldspars. There are 

interbedded with this material a few thin layers of siliceous argillite. 

11. No. 609. Also a quartz-porphyry tuff and lies just east of layer 608, the thick- 

ness of the two being perhaps 1,000 feet (approximate only). 

The general strike of the clastic beds of the Mountain mine and the 

quartz-porphyry tuffs lying just east is to the west of north, and the 

dip, except in the crushed zone along the quartz vein, is uniformly to 

the east at from 50° to 60°. 
Overlying the above beds are more even-grained greenstone tufts 

(Nos. 610 to 612), which may be called uralite-andesite tufts, the original 
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augite being largely replaced by uralite, etc. This is plainly a more 

basic series and does not, so far as examined, contain original free 

quartz. Although these massive tuffs exhibit planes or partings 

parallel to the dip planes of the underlying sediments, no clear evi- 

dence of the dip of these beds was noted along the Mountain mine 

road, where they are finely exposed. The uralite-andesite tuff bed con- 

tinues eastward (down the slope) for more than 3,000 feet, where the 

underlying rock is obscured by morainal material. However, about 1 

mile farther south, in the bed of the North Fork of the North Fork of 

the Yuba River, this uralitic augite-feldspar tuff is plainly seen to be 

overlain by the red slates and fine-grained tuffs of the Milton forma- 

tion. The same succession of the beds here indicated, from the quartz- 

porphyry to the Milton series, inclusive, is also to be seen on the south 
side of the canyon of the South Fork of the North Fork of the Yuba 

to the east of Sierra City. 
The Juratrias beds, showing beyond question the original stratifica- 

tion, have been farther north much compressed, and when first seen in 
the region about the Salmon Lakes and Gold Lake, where the tuffs 

may have been largely deposited subaerially, no evidences of an orig- 

inal bedding were detected. After having seen the beds at Milton 

and on the east slope of the Sierra Buttes, the lake region was again 
visited. Four miles west of north from the Mountain mine sedimen- 

tary area, to the east and northeast of Deer Lake, another lens was 

found, composed of siliceous argillite and tuff beds, dipping 35° at 

one point, but at other points the dip was much higher. The area 

here referred to is shown on the geologic map. On account of the flat 

dip and the erosion the country has undergone the siliceous argillite 

layers can not be traced continuously. Probably one examining the 

area as marked out would conclude at first that it should not be repre- 

sented as a sedimentary mass, since the porphyry-tuff is the most 

noticeable part of it, and it is only by careful search that the evidence 

of the interbedding of these tuff masses with layers of the black siliceous 
argillite can be discovered. 

In the neighborhood of the Salmon Lakes the dip of the tuffs is much 

obscured. At various points, however, lines of partings, with layers 

of different color and texture, may be regarded as evidence of the 

original bedding. A good place to see this is at the outlet of Upper 

Salmon Lake. The dip of these beds is about the same as that of the 

clastic area northeast of Deer Lake, being 40° to 45° to the east. A 

secondary structure or fissure system is, however, much more notice- 

able than the obscure lines of original bedding. This fissure system is 

illustrated by Pl. XX VII, which is from a photograph of a porphyry- 

tuff bed one-half mile west of Upper Saimon Lake. There is no evi- 

dence of the original bedding at this point. The partings are nearly 

vertical and strike east and west magnetic (var. 17° E.). 

The areas on the geologic map to the east and south of Mohawk 
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Valley shown as of Juratrias age may belong to another series. How- 

ever, the tuffs of the area by the Middle Fork of the Feather, one-half 

mile upstream from the mouth of Willow Creek, are plainly bedded 

and appear to have been laid down in water. They strike north and 

south and dip 68° to the east, and much resemble the tuffs of the Mil- 

ton formation. Thearea forming a hilltop 25 miles due east of Dentens 

is composed in part of a wollastonite (?) schist, like a portion of the 

area just northeast of the Sulphur Spring House. In the latter area 

also are some tuifs and garnet rock. Indeed, in all of these small areas 

the amount of igneous material is large, and further investigation will be 

necessary before the age of these areas will be known. The same may 

be said of at least a portion of the sedimentary material on the slope 

of the ridge west of the Antelope House. If the writer is correct in 

regarding the district to the east of Mohawk Valley as a downthrown 
area, these so-called Juratrias beds on the east of the valley may easily 

have been directly connected before the faulting occurred with the sup- 

posed Juratrias area extending from Howard Creek north to near 

Mohawk Valley. 

It is probable that the Juratrias beds above described are nearly 

related to the Sailor Canyon series of the southeastern part of the Col- 

fax district. 
MILTON FORMATION, 

In the neighborhooa of the old stage station known as Milton, on the 

Middle Yuba, there are exposed a series of beds, largely tuffs, all of 

which, from their evenly bedded arrangement, present the appearance 

of having been laid down under water. These beds contain much 

pyroclastic material of the augite-andesite type, some quartzite, fine- 

grained red slates, a little limestone, and a variegated breccia or con- 
glomerate, a bed of the latter being found by the road at Milton. This 

breccia contains abundant small fragments of chert and other rocks of 

various colors, and as was noted in the previous report, appears to 

have furnished the variegated pebbles referred to in the description of 

the Neocene river gravels of the Bidwell Bar and Downieville areas. 

Limestone, or more accurately marble, was seen at two points only, one 

1.6 miles northeast, and the other 2.4 miles southeast of Milton, at 

both places close to the contact with the large granitic mass of the 

southeast corner of the Downieville area. 

The limestone contains yellow and reddish garnets and a wollaston- 

ite-like mineral, presuinably as a result of contact metamorphism. 

There is, therefore, little doubt that the adjacent granitoid mass is 

later in age than the Milton formation. At the marble locality, 2.4 

miles southeast of Milton, just at the contact, the granite rises as a 

steep wall above the level of the Milton sediments and the bedded rock 

appears to abut directly against the granite wall, the dip being east- 

erly, that is, toward the granite. The hardened sandstone or quartzite 

of the series contains a good deal of an authigenic brownish-green mica 
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in minute foils, which may likewise be ascribed to metamorphism. 

However, this body of sediments as a whole shows like evidence, both 

macroscopically and microscopically, of having been greatly com- 

pressed. Not only has very little secondary schistosity been devel- 

oped, but under the microscope the grains usually show little evidence 

of crushing. The dip in the neighborhood of Milton is quite uniform 

to the east at 40° to 50°, with occasional dips as low as 25°. At the 

granite contact it is in places much steeper. The Milton series seems 

to rest unconformably on the presumably Paleozoic sediments that form 

the mass of the range in the Downieville area west of Milton. These 

Paleozoic (?) rocks consist of black slates, quartzite, and magnesian 

limestone. They stand approximately vertical and are much com- 

pressed. The difference in the lithologic character of the two sets of 

rocks, the fact that one shows much evidence of dynamic metamor- 

phism and the other comparatively little, and the marked difference in 

dip of the bodies taken as a whole, strongly suggest an unconformity. 

In the Milton series the original planes of stratification form one of 

the most noticeable features; in the magnesian limestone series the 

schistosity is more prominent and the original bedding made out with 

difficulty. 

A few dikes of diorite (No. 232 8. N.) and of diabase-porphyry (No. 45 

S. N.) cut the Milton rocks, and a large lens-shaped area of diabase- 

porphyry (No. 246 8S. N.) lies just west of a strip of sedimentary rock on 

Howard Creek, presumed to belong to the Milton series. 

Although, as above stated, there is usually little difficulty in recog- 

nizing at a glance the bedding planes of the Milton formation, the 

strata are at some points intersected by a system of fissures which cut 

across the bedding planes. 

Pl. XXVIII illustrates this. The beds shown in the plate dip east 

at an angle of about 25°, the fissure planes dipping west about 60°. 

The picture was taken looking south. As may be seen in the illustra- 

tion, there are a set of light-colored lines lying approximately parallel 

to the fissure planes. They are, in fact, partings filled with secondary 

products (epidote, etc.), such as may be seen along the true bedding 

planes at other points in the Milton tuffs. If the true bedding were 
not here apparent this secondary structure might easily be mistaken 
for original bedding. The water-laid tuffs and sediments of the Milton 

formation extend southeast and form a considerable area in the north- 
east portion of the Colfax district. 

The relation of the Milton series to the quartz-porphyry of the Sierra 

Buttes ridge and the associated argillite lenses is made clear by an 
examination of the spur of the buttes on which the Mountain mine is 

located, as described above. It is distinctly later in age than these 

supposed Juratrias rocks, and are probably of Jurassic age, for the 

collective evidence is good that there are no Cretaceous rocks repre- 

sented in the older complex (Auriferous slate series and associated 

igneous rocks) of the Sierra Nevada. 

17 GEOL, PT I 40) 
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ROBINSON FORMATION, 

Under this head are grouped some metamorphic tuffs and ordinary 

sediments, which form several areas in the northeastern portion of the 

Downieville area. A considerable number of fossils from a locality on 

the west side of Little Grizzly Creek were examined and reported 

on by Mr. Charles Schuchert, and this report was printed in the pre- 

ceding paper! under the head of “Little Grizzly Creek beds.” As 

there can be little doubt of their being of the same age as Mr. Diller’s 

Robinson beds in Mount Jura, on the north side of Genesee Valley, 

they will be correlated with them and called the Robinson formation. 

A new locality of fossils in this formation was discovered by Mr. T. 

W. Stanton. It lies just to the north of the fortieth parallel and ip the 

area of the Honey Lake sheet. The fossils were found in a bluish- 

gray calcareous slate (No. 78 S. N.). One of these (Phillipsia) is a 

trilobite, so that to Mr. Stanton belongs the credit of being the first to 

discover ene of these interesting crustaceans in the Sierra Nevada. 

These also were referred to Mr. Schuchert, who reported as follows: 

Locality.—Trail from Little Grizzly Creek to Genesee Valley, Plumas County, Cal., 

about 3 miles northeast from Tower Peak, on the slope west of Ward Creek, near 

the top of the ridge. 

Faunal list. 
Orthis michelini L’Kveille. 

Has been identified a number of times in the American Lower and Upper 

Carboniferous. 

\Streplorhynchus crenistrius of American authors. 

The poor condition of these specimens does not allow me to make out their 

generic characters and therefore also not their specific. They represent a species 

of either Derbga, Orthothetes or Streptorhynehus. 

Ambocalia planoconvera Shumard sp. 

This species in America is restrieted to the Upper Carboniferous. 

Spirifer striatus Martin sp. 

Has been identified a number of times before in the American Carboniferous, 

Productus? 

Two poorly preserved species. 

Pelecypod like Goldia or Leda. 

Phillipsia sp. undet. 

The cephalic portion is not well preserved and does not enable one to make out 

the species at this time. 

Lophophyllun proliferum MeChesney ? 

These specimens are smaller than usual for the species. 

Crinoid column segments. 

The Robinson formation is considered by Mr. Walcott and Mr. 

Schuchert as of Upper Carboniferous age, and is thus distinguished 

from the Calaveras formation, which is lower in the Carboniferous and 

may include older Paleozoic beds. 

Prof. J.P. Smith? gives a list of fossils collected by H. W. Fairbanks 

on the MeCloud River, which he thinks the equivalent of the Robinson 

'Pourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part Il, 1894, p. 448 

2 Jour. of Geology, Vol. Il, pp. 6u1-602 
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formation, although he places them in the Pitt formation of Mr. Fair- 

banks, described later, which includes some Triassic beds. Professor 
Smith agrees with Mr. Walcott and Mr. Schuchert in regarding the 

Robinson formation as Upper Carboniferous. In the Downieville area 

a characteristic feature of the formation is a tuff in which porphyritic 

feldspars are usually to be seen. Chemical analyses appear to show 

these tuffs to have the composition of trachytes, and this is confirmed 

by a microscopical examination, for while the feldspathic material of 

the groundmass is difficult of determination on account of the minute 

size of the grains and the presence of much secondary mica, the por- 

phyvitic feldspars are seen to be microcline and orthoclase in the speci- 

mens analyzed from the Downieville area (Nos. 219 and 352 Plumas). 

In No. 80 8. N., collected by Mr. T. W. Stanton from the original 

locality of the Robinson formation, north of Genesee Valley, the 

groundmass appears to have been very glassy, but to now be devitri- 

fied. Such a rock may be called an apo-trachyte. However, this devit- 

rification yet remains to be demonstrated. The phenocrysts in No. 80 

are not all a potash feldspar, some being twinned on the albite law. 

Analyses of the tuffs of the Robinson formation. 

| | No.808.N a | No 852 Plumas.b No. 219 Plumas. | 

Per cent Per cent. Per cent. 

| ASHOUKC RY Serer tortie resol itera rep erent 55. 29 53. 98 

| Malonesiayeas nell sseeeeene es iL eull a. 

|) MUR ee Sones ea pace See sees 3, 08 2.78 

Botassayee 22-4] 5. 01 5.58 | 4.88 | 
Sodarea ess: 1.94 4. 65 B103Em| 

a Wedderburn, analyst. b Steiger, analyst. 

South of Little Grizzly Creek there are two areas of metamorphic 

tuffs represented on the geologic map as belonging to the Robinson 

formation. This reference is made on a lithologic basis, as no fossils 

were found in these areas. No. 352 came from the area southwest of 

the Otis ranch. As may be seen above, this has the same composition 

as No. 219, which is from the Little Grizzly Creek fossil locality. The 

microscope also shows that both of these rocks have the same struc- 

ture and composition. 

Three and two-tenths miles southwest of Mount Ingalls there are 

fragments of the Robinson tuff in the granite, and at the same place 

a narrow finger of the tuff extends south into the granite, as shown 

on the geologic map. Farther away from the contact, a little to the 

south of the above point, a fragment of the tuff having a length of 

perhaps 8 inches was found in the granite. The microscope shows 

that the material of the inclusion has undergone a complete recrystal- 

lization, and is now practically a pyroxene-gneiss as far as microscopic 
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structure and composition go. Surrounding this nodule (No. 77 8. N.) 

isa rim of macroscopically black hornblende about three-tenths of an 

inch in thickness, the prisms of which stand normal to the surface 

of the nodule. The line of contact of the hornblende rim with the 

included fragment and with the surrounding granite is sharp. Fig. A, 

on Pl. XXIX, is from a photograph of this specimen. The horn- 

blende rim seems to represent a basic segregation from the quartz- 

diorite magma. It will be noted that the rim has been fractured at 

one point and recemented by the quartz-diorite material, and that a 

black layer (hornblende) has formed in the lighter-colored quartz- 

diorite naterial parallel to the inner hornblende rim. 

Another thoroughly recrystallized specimen from the tuff finger 

referred to above is made of lath-like plagioclase with undulous extine- 

tion and green hornblende. The edges of the grains of hornblende 

and of the feldspar laths are irregular. 

At the east edge of the map may be noted two areas colored as belong- 

ing to the Carboniferous. One of these is to the north and the other to the 

south of Grizzly Valley. These rocks are thoroughly recrystallized 

and look more like gneisses than sediments. Another hornblende- 

gneiss that may be a contact form of a sediment or tuff forms a small 

lens in the granite 4 miles south of east from Milton. Although these 

areas are placed in the Carboniferous, they may be older, or if their 

gneissoid condition be regarded as the result of contact metamorphism, 
they may even be younger. 

In the Little Grizzly Creek area, at different points, were collected 

curious orbicular structures (Nos. 896 and 1681 8. N.), the origin and 

structure of which remain to be investigated. In fact, the area above 

referred to contains a great variety of rocks, at least as judged from 

their macroscopical appearance, and well deserves a special study. 

In the same area of the Robinson formation just referred to, a little 

to the south of the fortieth parallel, there are layers of red slate a few 

feet in thickness interbedded with a light-gray volcanic tuff, containing 

numerous small feldspar phenocrysts which weather white. The tuff 

layers contrast very noticeably with the red slate. The strike of the 
series is 13° west of north and the dip is 60° E. The groundmass of 

the tuff (No. 63 S. N.) shows traces of a flow structure in the arrange- 
ment of the particles. Whether or not this lava has the composition of 

a trachyte was not determined. 

CALAVERAS FORMATION, 

No evidence of the age of the Calaveras formation has been obtained 

beyond that given in the preceding report.! However, Professor Smith, 

in his paper on the metamorphic series of Shasta County,’ finds that 

the McCloud limestone, which is regarded by the writer as part of the 

‘See also Am. Geologist, Vol. XITT, p. 229. 

2 Jour. of Geology, Vol. II, pp. 599-601, 
. 
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Calaveras formation, is in part Upper Carboniferous. After giving the 

list of fossils determined by Meek from Bass ranch, Professor Smith 

writes as follows: 

Taken by itself the fauna would not be characteristic of Upper Carboniferous, and 

indeed it is arbitrary to draw the line at the base of the limestone. Even Pusulina 

cylindrica, which in the region east of the Rocky Mountains seems to be character- 

istic of Upper Carboniferous, in Nevada is found also in Lower Carboniferous. But 

the most decisive proof of the Upper Carboniferous age of these strata is their posi- 

tion so far above the Baird shales, which have been shown in this paper to be equiva- 

lent to the Lower Carboniferous of the Eureka district, Nevada, which is known to 

occur 3,000 feet above the base of the formation. 

The McCloud limestone is probably equivalent to the limestone of the Caribou 

formation of Plumas County. But J. 8. Diller thinks that they belong to a lower 

horizon than that assigned by the writer. The Robinson beds of the Taylorville sec- 

tion are probably higher up in the section, but nevertheless the McCloud limestone 

is, in part at least, equivalent to the Coal Measures. 

The “Caribou formation,” referred to by Professor Smith, was so 

named in a preliminary edition of the Lassen Peak folio. The term has 

since been withdrawn by Mr. Diller, and does not appear in the final 

Lassen Peak folio.'’ The “Caribou formation” of this preliminary edi- 

tion is the Calaveras formation of the final edition, the latter name 

having priority and covering the same ground. 

As used in the Gold Belt sheets, the Calaveras formation includes 

all of the: Auriferous slate series older than the Juratrias and Upper 

Carboniferous beds, known as the Robinson formation. As fast as 

definite horizons are recognized within the Calaveras formation they 

will be separated and designated under other names, so that if finally 

the age of all the contained horizons is ascertained there will be no 

longer any use for the term. 

There can be no doubt that in northern California the Auriferous 

slate series is much less altered than in the Sierra Nevada, and is, 

moreover, much more fossiliferous, so that the composition of this com- 

plex, and consequently a scientific division into formations, can be 

made out much better there than in the Gold Belt region, where fossils 

when found are in nearly all cases crushed and distorted. 

As may be seen by inspecting the geologic map, there are numerous 

areas of limestone in the eastern part of the large tract mapped as Cala- 

veras. This limestone weathers in very rough shapes and is usually 

a dirty light-gray color, and in this respect is distinguishable from 

the dark bluish-gray limestone which has thus far furnished the fossils 

of the Calaveras formation. At the writer’s request Mr. T. W. Stan- 

ton examined a large number of these croppings for fossils, but found 

nothing whatever that could be determined as organic. There being 

no known unconformity between these beds and those known to con- 

tain Calaveras formation fossils, they are called on the map that 
formation, 

+ Geologic Atlas of the United States, Lassen Peak folio (No. 15), 1895 
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Chemical analyses were made by Mr. Steiger of two specimens of 

this light-colored limestone, and are herewith appended. They are 

very distinctly magnesian limestones. 

Analyses of magnesian limestones. 

| ‘No.86 S.N. No. 153 §.N. 
=| EZ peed ese ste 

| Per cent. Per cent. 

Silicar< 22-8 2eece eee eee eee 2.29 4,90 

Tronoxile52- ce eee | Perrine Sofie ee . 36 

Limes 23 aes ere oe | 30.19 a ie: 

Mapnesiae = 22... sees eee | 9. 99 19. 61 

No. 86 is from the large mass known. as Limestone Point, on a south- 

east spur of Clermont Hill. 

No. 153 is from a lens north of Loganville, and was collected by T. W. 
Stanton. 

The magnesian limestone series contains more or less material of vol- 

canic origin, now so much compressed and altered that it is difficult to 

say exactly what was its original nature. Some of the igneous masses 

have been separated from the clearly clastic material, as on the south- 

west slope of the Sierra Buttes, but this was impracticable at other 

points, since the interbedded voleanic material formed no detinite areas 

that could be determined. An excellent place to see this complex of 

rocks is on the north slope of the main ridge, about 14 miles southwest 

of Bunker Hill. Here the rocks have been cleaned off by the former 

glacier that occupied the basin. Specimens 125 to 1288. N. were taken 

within a horizontal distance of about 600 feet, and, so far as could be 

determined in the field, were parts of one uniform rock mass, there 

being no indication that any one was intrusive in any other. As deter- 

mined by the microscope, No. 125 is a uralite-diorite, the plagioclase 

feldspars being much broken and bent. It was without doubt a thor- 

oughly granular rock, and may represent an intrusive mass. No, 126 

is composed chiefly of a very minute network of uralite abers, with veins 

of secondary quartz. No. 127 is a tuffaceous sandstone, the clastic 

nature of the quartzes and feldspars ‘being evident. There is some 

uralite present. No. 128 was doubtless originally a holocrystalline 
plagioclase-pyroxene rock, perhaps a diabase, but the feldspar is now 

thoroughly altered, and uralite is very abundant in rather large grains 

that are much sheared and drawn out in one direction. The rock has 

evidently been subjected to great pressure. The series 125 to 128 rep- 

resents a unit in so far as the rocks composing it have been subjected 

to the same dynamo-metamorphie agencies which have formed schists 

of the entire series and pretty thoroughly masked the original nature of 

the components. 

Cutting this series is a large dike of quartz-porphyry (No. 129 8. N.) 
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about 30 feet thick. This extends down the cliff toward about N. 

30° W. 

Cutting the quartz-porphyry in a nearly east-west direction is a dike 

of a granulite-like rock (No. 1308. N.) composed of a plagioclase feld- 

spar resembling albite, and of muscovite, with epidote and chlorite 

present as secondary products. Quartz appears to be present, but the 

feldspar much resembles quartz when not twinned, 

Just east of the 128 to 130 series is a strip composed of serpentine and 

of chlorite and tale schists, and to the east of this the rocks of the mag- 

nesian limestone series are more plainly sedimentary, being composed 

of fine-grained quartzite (No. 136), hardened sandstone (No. 135), and 

some limestone. To the west of the little lake that lies in the glacial 

basin southwest of Bunker Hill the quartzite dips in varying direce- 

tions and the amount of igneous material appears to be less than on 

the slope to the south of the lake. 

On the southwest side of the Jake are fine exposures of the thin- 

bedded quartzite, it being here folded and contorted much as are the 

radiolarian cherts of Lawson’s Franciscan! series in the Coast Ranges. 

Associated with the quartzite are some layers of iron ore (No. 147 

Plumas), the croppings of which are very irregular, as if deposited with 

the quartzite and afterward folded with it. 

By far the larger part of the Calaveras rocks in the Downieville area 

are clay-slates. About American Valley, along Nelson Creek, and to 

the east of Downieville, these do not appear greatly altered. Never- 

theless, characteristic fossils were not found in them. On Clermont 
Hill the slates are very siliceous. They appear, indeed, to be infiltrated 

with secondary silica. 

Along and to the east of the serpentine and amphibolite belt that 

extends from Oak ranch to Goodyears Bar there is a coarse quartz 

rock, which, under the microscope, is seen to be greatly crushed, the 

quartzes showing undulous extinction in a very marked manner. No. 

1988S. N. shows, in addition to the greatly crushed and sheared quartzes, 

little garnets and radiating brushes of fibers in the quartzes. The 

nature of the fibers was not determined. This quartzite-like rock is 

greatly contorted in places, and in general the dip and strike are vari- 

able. These rocks are put in the Calaveras formation, although it is 
not clear that they certainly represent a sedimentary mass. It may, 
indeed, be a highly altered gabbro (see specimens 198, 210, 212, and 213) 

in which the original feldspar and pyroxene have been replaced by 

quartz. 

On the ridge south of Fiddle Creek and in the canyon of the Middle 

Fork of the Yuba, east of Indian Valley, the slates are so filled with 

dikes of various kinds and augitic tuffs that some portions of this 

area contain as much (or more) igneous as sedimentary material. The 

irregularity of the dikes and the small size of any single dike make it 

1Fifteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, p.420. The outcrop here represented shows no contorted 
7 = layers. 
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impracticable to represent them on the geologic map,' and the augitic 

tuffs are in thin masses in the slates. On this ridge were collected 

fine-grained argillite and cherts, in some of which traces of altered 

chiastolite are to be seen. 

The slates colored as the Calaveras formation west of Scales are in 

part greenish and contain some secondary hornblende. They appear 
to have been deposited under water, as they show the bedding planes 

to perfection in places, for example, by the road directly west of Seales. 

This sort of material forms the ridge to the west of the Poverty Hill 

gravel area. Some of it might be mapped as greenstone-schist, but 

taken as a whole it is believed to represent a truly sedimentary mass 

containing a variable amount of voleanic material and is probably very 

similar to the Milton series, portions of which contain more pyroclastic 

material than ordinary sediments. 

The same greenstone tuffs that were noted on the ridge south of Fid- 

dle Creek are represented in the Calaveras formation along the Yuba 

tiver east of Indian Valley by layers at many points, but the indi- 

vidual layers are too narrow to be shown on the map. One mass near 

the granite area has undergone an incomplete recrystallization, pre- 

sumably as a result of contact metamorphism. 

The areas of sedimentary rocks of the Grizzly Mountains, colored 

on the geologic map as belonging to the Calaveras formation, comprise 

in part much altered rocks, and contain, particularly in the drainage 

of Long Valley and Cogswell creeks, much igneous material. The nar- 

row area to the west of the quartz-porphyry belt is in part a siliceous 

argillite, which may be assigned to the Silurian on certain grounds and 

to the Juratrias on other grounds, as explained in the paragraph on 

quartz-porphyry. 

THE UNALTERED IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

GRANITE, 

In the southwest corner of the Downieville district, forming a small 

area having a maximum diameter of about 2 miles, is a coarse-grained 

granitic rock which approximates in composition a true granite. In 

general it is characterized by the abundance of biotite and the lack of 

hornblende, although one of the specimens from the west edge of the area 

shows a mere trace of biotite and rather numerous small, irregularly 

developed prisms of green hornblende. The locality is a very interesting 

one, on account of the great abundance and variety of dikes that cut 

the surrounding rocks. Indian Valley, on the North Yuba, has been 

carved out of this granite, which extends up the ridge to the south, 

forming the east part of the eminence known as Indian Hill. The dike 

rocks will be described under other headings. Most abundant are 

quartz-diorite-porphyries, which cut the Indian Valley granite itself 

1A few may be represented ina diagrammatic manner. 
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(see No. 304), and the surrounding rocks as well. One pyroxene-sye- 

nite dike was noted. There are also porphyritic dike-rocks, belong- 

ing to the diorite family, more basic than quartz-diorite porphyries. 

These appear to be the latest of the dike rocks at this as at other 

localities in the Sierra Nevada. 

On the south, and on the east and west as far north as the river, the 

granite is bordered by serpentine, which is derived fron. peridotite, in 

some of which olivine is still to be noted (No. 307 S. N.). A very pretty 

study could here be made of the composition, relative age, and genetic 

connection of the different igneous rocks represented. At present these 

relations can only be suggested. The following order of succession 

may be indicated as the probable one: 

1. The clay-slates and associated greenstones. The slates are probably of Paleozoic 

age and the greenstones are chiefly augitic and uralitic tufts interbedded with them. 

2. Peridotite and serpentine derived therefrom. 

3. Granite of Indian Valley. 

4. Dikes of granite-porphyry (No. 306 8S. N.), of quartz-diorite-porphyry (Nos. 304, 

290, 292, and 584 8. N.), and pyroxene-syenite-porphyry (No. 284 8. N.). 

5. Dicrite dikes, sometimes with a nearly panidiomorphic structure, 

The following description of the granite of Indian Valley represents 

fairly well the average rock. A complete analysis of this is given in 

the table of analyses of rocks of the granite family, in Chapter VI. 

Biotite-granite (No. 303 8. N.). 

Locality: North bank of the North Yuba, near the east border of the Indian Valley 

granite area. 

Macroscopically, a coarse-grained, light-gray, granitic rock with abundant biotite. 

Microscopically, the structure is hypidiomorphie or granitic. The rock is composed 

of plagioclase with idiomorphie tendency, unstriated feldspar in part ortho- 

clase, rather small grains of interstitial quartz, brown mica in rather large 

piates, and a little apatite and iron oxide. Two of the plagioclases, twinned 

on the Carlsbad and albite laws and cut normal to the twinning plane (010), 

were determined to be andesine. 

No. 306 is froma dike-like mass in the serpentine on the south slope of Indian Hill 

in the bed-rock of the hydraulic gravel mine. It may be an apophysis of the Indian 

Valley granite area, the edge of which is close by. The rock has a porphyritie 

tendency, there being traces of a microcrystalline quartz-feldspar groundmass 

between some of the larger anhedrons. 

Analyses of the Indian Valley granite. 

| No. 303 8. N. a No. 306 S. N. Bb 

Per cent. | Per cent. 

SINGH de | SNP AGEE Ce 8 ee ee 
DSi. oe eee eee | SM Olimeaed sete pion Os: 
OtAGS aR aera seen sc eseee | 1.85 3. 86 

S Od arate ae Based Bee waar 4,85 3. 42 

a Hillebrand, analyst. b Wedderburn, analyst. 
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One and a half miles northeast of Rattlesnake Peak is a small area 

of a light-colored rock (No. 255 8. N.) which the microscope shows to 

be a micropegmatite. It is classed with the granites, although the 

character of the feldspar of the micropegmatite was not determined. 

Plagioclase is present, but is in part altered. Usually it is surrounded 

by micropegmatite. The ferromagnesian constituents have been altered 

to chlorite and epidote. 
GRANITE-PORPHYRY. 

Porphyritie rocks having the composition of granite have been found 

only as dikes in this area. 

No. 581 is from the ridge extending east from Indian Hill, and it 

represents the dike-like protrusions of an area shown on the Colfax 

geologic map. 

No. 124 is from a dike in the bed of the east branch of Nelson Creek. 

The groundmass of this rock is nearly eryptocrystalline. Mr, A. Wed- 

derburn found No, 124 to contain 1.95 per cent of potassa and 5.30 per 

cent of soda, 

No. 203 is a dike along a large quartz vein by the trail about one- 

half mile south of the St. Charles ranch. 

In the bed of Onion Valley Creek, near the west border of the 

Downieville sheet area, dikes of granite-porphyry (Nos. 90 and 92 

S. N.) from 4 to 8 feet wide were found by Mr. T. W. Stanton and 

myself cutting the black argillaceous schists of the Calaveras forma- 

tion. Nearly all the granite-porphyries of which thin sections have 

been examined contain muscovite. 

GRANULITE OR APLITE. 

Under this head are placed certain white granites in which dark con- 

stituents form a small part of the rock or may be altogether wanting. 

Typical granulites or aplites are abundant as dikes cutting the quartz- 

mica-diorite of the eastern portion of the area. They are composed 

usually of quartz, orthoclase, or microcline, with a little plagioclase and 

sometimes biotite. No. 161 is from a dike in the quartz-mica-diorite by 

the road to Sierra Valley. Another similar granulite (No. 227) from 

the east of Milton is also a dike in quartz-mica-diorite. Complete 

analyses of both of these will be found in the table of analyses of the 

granite family in the chapter on rock classification. Dikes of potash 

granulites also eut the granite of Indian Valley. 

The same soda-granulites noted under the Bidwell Bar area as cut- 

ting the serpentine of Grizzly Hill and about Meadow Valley are found 

in the Downieville area on the west flank of Clermont Hill. What 

appears to be a dike of this nature, but very coarse grained (No. 97 5S. 

N.), was collected in the amphibolite-schist area east of Little Grass 

Valley. 
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Analyses of granulites. 

| No. 227 S. N. (a) | No. 161 S.N. (a) | 

Per cent. Per cent. 

Sub canes eS ae oases ee eerie | 71d. 97 76.03 | 

| [initia oe Wee Nee | 1.49 | 128 | 

JFQUESE se wadin dag des as aaoeeee d. 62 | 5.18 

SOd ah aeseeeem ne epee ance sete Qroil | 2.98 

@ Hillebrand, analyst. 

On the ridge 5 miles southeast of Downieville is a considerable area 

of granitoid rock having a maximum width of nearly 3 miles and a 

much greater length, as it extends south into the area of the Colfax 

sheet. This rock is characterized in general by an abundance of quartz 

in large grains, sometimes one-half inch in diameter, and the lack of 

ferromagnesian Silicates. In the porthwest corner of the area, and 

to » certain extent at other points, however, the last elements are well 

represented in the rock. In the sections examined the feldspars are 

too decomposed for determination, There are numerous quartz veins 

in this granitoid rock, and in Harris Meadows abundant green dikes 

were noted (No. 2168. N.). These dikes will be further referred to 

under the head of ophitoid quartz-augite-diorite. 

About 4 miles east of Downieville, in the canyon of the North Yuba, 

is a small area of granitoid rock similar to the Harris Meadows area 

on the ridge to the south. No certainly original ferromagnesian sili- 

cates were detected in the section examined (No, 6248.N.). The quartz 

has an idiomorphie tendency, and much of the feldspar is twinned on 

the albite law, with a maximum symmetrical extinction angle on 010 of 

16°, so far as measured. According to Dr. Fireman, of the Columbian 

University, this rock contains but .3 per cent of lime, and the feldspar 

is therefore albite. The rock may be called a soda-granulite. 

PYROXENE-SYENITE. 

Just west of the granite of the Indian Valley area is a body of mixed 

rocks, in considerable part of the magnesian series (serpentine, tremo- 

lite, and tale-schists), but containing streaks of clay-slates and dioritic 

rocks. One mass (No. 285 8. N.) contains much colorless monoclinic 

pyroxene, showing in the larger anhedrons, which are of irregular 

shape, the prismatic cleavage, on which extinction angles were meas- 

ured in eight cases, varying from 27° to 43°, the average being 33°. 

Much of the pyroxene isinsmall grains. Gray grains, in part feldspar 

with presumably some quartz, form with the smaller pyroxene grains a 

mosaic-like groundmass in which the large pyroxenes are embedded. 

The nature of this pyroxene rock is not known. In it was collected a 

white dike with porphyritic biotites (No. 284 8. N.), which at the time 
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was supposed to be a quartz-diorite-porphyry, dikes of which are very 

abundant about Indian Valley. There are also at the same locality, in 

the same magnesian series here referred to (No. 280-282), abundant 

other dikes, from 2 to 40 feet thick, which, in the field, were supposed to 

be quartz-diorite-porphyry, but as no specimens were collected their 

nature remains to be determined. Cutting both the nagnesian series 

and one of the dikes last mentioned is a diorite-porphyry (No. 283), a 

sample of which was collected. 

The dike No, 284 above referred to proves on microscopic examina- 

tion to be a syenite-porphyry composed chiefly of a tarbid alkali feld- 

spar, in interlocking grains forming a groundmass in which are embed- 

ded larger irregularly-shaped anhedrons of similar feldspar and of a 

green monoclinic pyroxene. This turbid feldspar appears in part to be 

orthoclase, but the amount of soda present, as determined by a partial 

chemical analysis,' suggests anorthoclase. <A little albite-twinned feld- 

spar is also present. Rather abundant is a somewhat pleochroic titan- 

ite-like mineral in irregular grains, and there is also apatite. Biotite 

and a garnet-like mineral were noted macroscopically in the rock, which 

is Strikingly similar to a dike collected in the Sonora area (No. 9508. N.). 

In two publications? the writer has referred a rock (No, 165 8S. N.) 

forming a considerable mass in the southeast part of the Downieville 

area to the augite-syenite group, but further investigations indicate that 

it is more nearly related to the pyroxene-diorites. It is treated of in 

this paper under the quartz-diorites, as it is a facies of a large area of 

that rock. 
QUARTZ-MICA-DIORITE (GRANODIORITE). 

Excepting an area just north of Seales, all the areas properly refer- 

able to the quartz-diorite family are in the eastern part of the Downie- 

ville district, where the rock is abundant. It is quite probable that 

all of the areas of the rock in this part of the district are actualiy 
connected, and inay be treated as one large area, although the connec- 

tion between these can not be demonstrated on the surface. The rocks 
are in general characterized by a granitic habitus, and are usually 
spoken of as granite. At nearly all points both hornblende and biotite 

are present in the rock. Plagioclase, varying from oligoclase to labra- 

dorite, is the most abundant feldspar, but some microcline or orthoclase 
isusually present. The interstitial quartz is in variable amount, and is 

the last element to crystallize. The variation in composition is well 
shown in the table of analyses. At two points pyroxene-diorite forms 

a facies of the quartz-mica-diorite. One of these is 6.1 miles south- 

west of Mount Ingalls, on the west slope of the Grizzly Mountains, just 

below the andesite-tuff area that caps the ridge. In this rock grains 

of brown hornblende and of pyroxene are included in a poikilitie man- 

ner in the plagioclase feldspar, which is developed in large anhedrons. 

There is also a garnet-pyroxene rock at this point. 

1Mr. A. Wedderburn found No. 284 to contain 6.92 per cent of potassa and 4.86 per cent of soda. 

2 Jour. of Geology, Vol. ITT, p. 390; Am. Geologist, Vol. XVII, p. 379. 
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The other locality reterred to is about Hay Press Valley, in the 

southeast part of the district. There is here a considerable mass of 

rock more basic than the quartz-mica diorite, containing rhombic and 

monoclini¢ pyroxene ani very little quartz. It appears without doubt, 

however, to grade over into the quartz-diorite. The rock was regarded 

at first as an augite-syenite allied to the monzonites, but further inves- 

tigation shows that the amount of alkali feldspar is too small to entitle 

it to a place in the monzonite group. These pyroxene diorites are 

treated of here on account of their genetic relation to the quartz- 

diorites. The pyroxene-diorites referred to are represented in the 

table of analyses by Nos. 165 and 166 S. N. They are both from 

north of Hay Press Valley. In structure and in qualitative mineral 

composition they are strikingly similar to the monzonites from South 

Tyrol, but, as before stated, they contain too small a proportion of 

alkali feldspar. If judged by the microscope alone, one would have 

little doubt that the rock before him should be called a monzonite. 
The exact character of the later unstriated feldspar which incloses the 

older elements has, however, not yet been determined. It may be a 

soda-orthoclase; at any rate, in a few grains which show a cleavage 

like that of orthoclase the extinction was not parallel to the cleavage. 
The chemical composition of No. 165, so far as determined, corresponds 

very nearly with the augite-norite described by G. H. Williams! from 

New York. This angite-norite is called an augite-diorite by Brégger.’ 

Pyroxene-diorite (No. 165 8. N.). 

Locality: Area north of Hay Press Valley. 

Macroscopically, a dark-greenish, coarse-grained, granitoid rock, showing black 

mica and pyroxene-like grains. 

Microscopically, the structure is hypidiomorphic. Plagioclase in multiple twins, 

with idiomorphic tendency; pyroxene both monoclinic and rhombic and 

usually nearly idiomorphic; brown mica and grains of iron ore and micro- 

pegmatite are in parts of the section inclosed in later unstriated feldspar. 

There is also a little quartz, perhaps later than the unstriated feldspar. The 

plagioclase appears to be andesine. The augite in part shows diallage cleav- 

age. It is idiomorphic, and sometimes incloses grains of iron oxide. The 

rhombic pyroxene is hypersthene. The brown mica sometimes incloses grains 

of iron ore. The unstriated feldspar, as a rule, shows no cleavage, but with 

a high power are seen numberless minute interpositions arranged in parallel 

rows, as in faserig (fibrous) orthoclase, but the elongated interpositions are so 

small as to be indeterminable by ordinary optical means. ‘They are best seen 

by nearly closing the diaphragm below the stage, causing the light to strike 

the sectionat an angle. The feldspar extinguishes in some anhedrons when 

these delicate lines of interpositions are parallel to the cross hair, and in other 

anhedrons when at an angle. Becke*® described similar interpositions in a 
potash feldspar, and showed them to be albite or albite-oligoclase. Apatite is 

present in minute prisms. Fig. B, Pl. XLII, shows the idiomorphic character 

of the augite. 

‘Am. Jour. Sei., Vol. XX XIII, p. 193. 

* Die Eruptionsfolge der triadischen Eruptivgesteine bei Predazzo, 1895, p. 27. 

3Min. und petrog. Mitth., 1881, p. 197. 
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No. 166 8. N., from the same area as 165, is similar in structure. It 

is a light-gray, coarse-grained, granitoid rock. The augite usually 

shows the diallage cleavage, but some of it is altered to uralite and 

chlorite. A part of the plagioclase is labradorite. Nearly all of the 

grains of iron oxide are inclosed in biotite. Apatite is quite abundant, 

in rather stout, irregular, and small idiomorphie prisms. 

Forming dikes in the quartz-mica-diorite at many points are light- 

gray rocks, usually showing no ferromagnesian element. These are 

granulites or aplites, and are closely related in origin to pegmatites, 

both rocks being often found in the same dike. East of Milton, a dike 

of a diabase porphyry (No. 226) and another of granulite (No, 227) are 

intrusive in the quartz-diorite (No. 225). 

In the table of analyses, No. 71 is regarded as the most nearly typical 

of the rock which has been termed granodiorite on the geologic maps. 

The author is not inclined, however, to permanently adopt this term, 

as the descriptive term quartz-mica-diorite appears to be sufficiently 

definite. “The Juratrias rocks of the Milton series seem to have been 

altered by the quartz-diorites, and the tuffs of the Robinson formation 

(Upper Carboniferous) at the southwest base of Mount Ingalls have 

likewise been altered along the contact, and, moreover, are included in 

the granitic rock as fragments. The age of the quartz-diorite eruptions 

is therefore placed at about the close of the Juratrias or very early in 

the Cretaceous. 
Analyses of the quartz-diorite series. 

Pyroxene-diorites. Quartz-mica-diorites. 

No.165 | No.166 | No.225 | No.345 No.359 | No.7 
S. Nia S.N.D S. N.e  Plumas.d Plumas.d S. Nic 

Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. Percent. Percent. Per cent. 

SUC Y ae = seam Se 55. O4 62.56 57. 26 59. 83 67. 02 67. 33 

M6) eee eee {oto ete 5. 50 6. 69 6. 49 4.42 4.09 

Macnesia.......-- ai A Gi | eee ee ae Nae sare eel, hee 1.63 

Pobassageseeae ae a 1. 41 2. 84 2 93 1. 69 2. (2 2.46 

Sodans2e eee 4,27 Bel (2 2,65 B00 3. 70 3. 76 

aStokes, analyst. b Steiger, analyist. e Hillebrand, analyst. dHillebrand and Steiger, analysts. 

QUARTZ-DIORITE-PORPHYRY, 

As noted under “Granite,” there are about Indian Valley very numer- 

ous white dikes cutting nearly all the other rocks of that neighborhood. 

The microscope shows these dikes to be porphyries, having a micro- 

erystalline to cryptocrystalline groundmass composed of allotriomorphie 

grains of quartz and feldspar, in which are embedded idiomorphic pheno- 

erysts of feldspar, biotite, and hornblende, with occasional quartzes, 

A complete analysis of one of these dikes (No. 304 8. N.) will be found 

in the table of analyses of the quartz-diorite family. These dikes are 

particularly well exposed in the rocky bed and banks of the North Yuba, 
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east of the valley. At one point, about 1,400 feet upstream from the 

mouth of Humbug Creek, cutting the black, hardened slates, several of 

these dikes (No. 290 8. N.) were noted from 2 to 10 feet apart, all with 

a parallel strike toward about 77° west of south, or nearly east and 

west, dipping to the north at angles of from 60° to 70° from horizon- 

tality. The strike of the slates is here about N. 3° W., and their dip 

60° to 70° to the east. Such aseries of dikes may be presumed to have 

a common source at some point not far below the surface, and may be 

called a multiple dike. At other points a few hundred feet west of the 

multiple dike similar dikes were noted, some of them intruded parallel 

to the strike of the slates. The dikes vary in thickness from a few 

inches to 15 feet. 

Quartz-diorite-porphyry (Ne. 3048. N.). 

Locality: Dike cutting the granite of Indian Valley near-the east border of the 

area, on the north bank of the North Yuba. There were several of these 

dikes, from 3 inches to 3 feet in diameter. 

Macroscopically, it is a medium-grained gray rock with small porphyritic crystals of 

feldspar, black mica, aud hornblende. 

Microscopically, the rock is composed of very fresh and beautifully twinned pheno- 

erysts of feldspar, often with marked zonal structure, brown-green hornblende 

in elongated idiomorphic prisms, and numerous foils of biotite in a nearly 

eryptocrystalline groundmass, which is composed of minute allotriomorphic 

grains, presumably of both quartz and feldspar. Such a rock may, perhaps, 

be more correctly called a dacite-porphyry, but most of the dikes show a dis- 

tinctly microcrystalline groundmass in which both quartz and feldspar can be 

determined. The feldspar phenocrysts are plagioclase. They are twinned on 

the albite and Carlsbad laws. Many of them are hexagonal in cross section. 

Analysis of quartz-diorite-porphyry. 

{Analyst, Hillebrand.] 

No. 304 S. N. 

Per cent. 

SHlOt) seat eéeubas tee e Se Re Oe eee Eee 66. 65 

SIRT Cee eer ree om te oes Bee cctorensene jo we stars 4,44 

IMO MEST AR mene 2 oats Sone oes arenas aha ae 1.26: | 

IPOURGEA): Ss Seabees ae See ee ee eee eee ere ae 1.70 

SOG S 266 two on eigess Seen SE ASE Ie eee 1.59 

No. 584 8. N. is from a dike in serpentine on the north bank of the 

river, just west of the Indian Valley granite. 
No. 301 S. N. is a dike in the massive greenstone that forms a layer 

in the Calaveras formation just east of the Indian Valley granite area, 

on the north bank of the river. 

These quartz-diorite-porphyries occur also in other portions of the 

Downieville area. About the south end and along the east shore of 

Gold Lake they form irregular dikes, at points inclosing fragments 
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of the greenstone. A dike 245 feet thick was also noted in the green- 

stone breccia south of the Bear Lakes. The strike of the dike (No. 
206 Sierra Co.) is nearly east and west, cutting across the apparent 

bedding (schistosity ?) of the greenstone. 

On the north slope of Washington Hill, about 2 miles south of Lime- 

stone Point, there were two dikes noted (No, 89 S. N.), which widened 

rapidly from a few feet to nearly 100 feet. 

In the bed of Rock Creek, about one-fourth mile downstream from 

Scales, the slates are cut by a quartz-diorite-porphyry dike about 40 

feet wide. 

The similarity in composition of these dikes to the quartz-mica-diorites 

(granodiorite) suggests a direct genetic relation, but no observatious 

have been made which show such a relation to exist. 

The structure of the quartz-diorite-porphyry is shown in the photo- 

micrograph of No. 298 8S. N. (Pl. XLIV, B), which is from a dike in the 

bed of the North Yuba referred to under diorite-porphyry. 

OPHITOID QUARTZ—-AUGITE—DIORITE. 

_ The dike of a quartz-porphyry-like rock (No. 251 8S. N.) that cuts the 

Calaveras formation northwest of Sierra City, just east of the quartz 

vein of the Sierra Buttes gold mine, appears to represent a peculiar 

quartz-diorite in which the feldspars are lath-shaped, penetrating the 

quartz in an ophitic manner. Judging from the amount of secondary 

products, epidote and uralite, this dike contained originally much 

pyroxene. 

A similar dike (?) (No. 598 8S. N.), but with mueh less quartz, occurs 

at the Kentucky quartz mine, on the south slope of the Sierra Buttes, 

east of Sierra City. 

On the north slope of Eureka Peak, included as blocks (No. 585 

Plumas) in the quartz-porphyry, is a rock containing primary quartz 

grains which partly inclose lath-shaped feldspars. The former ferro- 

magnesian silicates are now represented by epidote and chlorite. 

In the granitic area of Harris Meadows, 6 miles southeast of Downie- 

ville, are numerous small, green dikes in which the metasilicate (augite) 

is still fresh. The close resemblance in structure of these dikes (No. 

216 8. N.) to the quartz-diorites above noted renders it probable that 

the entire series originally contained augite. No. 216 shows likewise 

an ophitoid structure, the lath-shaped feldspars penetrating both the 

augite and the quartz. Iron-ore grains are abundant, altering to a 

white product, presumably leucoxene. A good idea of the structure of 

the above rocks may be obtained by inspecting the photomicrograph 

of No. 550 Calaveras (Pl. XLVI, B), which appears to be an inclusion in 
quartz-diorite-porphyry in the area of the Jackson sheet, although the 

exposure was not satisfactory and there is some doubt as to the relation 

of the two rocks. 
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DIORITE-PORPHYRY. 

Forming narrow dikes in this, as in most other areas, is a dark rock, 
usually showing numerous minute hornblende needles. The structure 

of these dike rocks usually is more or less nearly panidimorphic, the 

porphyritic brown hornblende being usually quite idiomorphic and the 

feldspar often so. 

On Pl. XLIV, A (No. 298 S. N.), is shown a photomicrograph of one 

of these diorites. No. 298 forms a border along a dike of quartz-diorite- 

porphyry in the bed of the North Yuba, about 1,200 feet downstream 

from the mouth of Humbug Creek. This rock was at first thought to 

be salband to the quartz-diorite-porphyry dike, but a narrow inspec- 

tion, both of the hand specimen and of the thin section under the 

microscope, Shows a sharp separation of the two dike rocks, and makes 

it probable that they represent two distinct intrusions. 

No. 283 S. N. is from a dike of one of those diorites, which cuts other 

dikes on the south side of the North Yuba, just west of the Indian 

Valley granite area. As noted under pyroxene-syenite, these white 

dikes may be either that rock or quartz-diorite-porphyry, a specimen 

of one of the particular dikes cut by dike No. 283 not having been 

collected. 
No. 134 8. N. is from a dike cutting an area of chlorite and tale 

schists and serpentine on the north slope of the ridge, 14 miles south- 

west of Bunker Hill. 

This dike, which is about 3 feet in diameter, lies rather flat. The 

microscope shows needles of brown hornblende embedded in a finely 

granular feldspathic base, which is obscured by a meshwork of minute, 

brightly polarized fibers, probably tale or sericite. 

No chemical analyses have been made of any of these dikes in the 

Downieville area. 

Accompanying the serpentine dikes on the west slope of the Sierra 

Buttes ridge are numerous dioritic dikes containing idiomorphie primary 

hornblende. These are more evenly granular than the dikes described 

above (see No. 221 8. N.), but may be related to them genetically. 

Presumably they are intrusive in the serpentine. 

GABBRO, 

As limited by the writer, the feldspar of gabbro should be chiefly of 

the labradorite-anorthite series. In several of the areas called gabbro 

the feldspar is altered to saussurite, and is therefore not determinable. 
All of the rocks here called gabbros are medium to coarse grained, and 

with one exception (No. 892) of even texture. As noted under serpen- 

tine, there are frequently gabbro masses in the serpentine dikes that cut 
the eastern part of the large area of the Calaveras formation. The 
area that lies just east of the serpentine dike south of Goodyears Bar 
is composed of hornblende-gabbro, some of which contains secondary 

quartz. To the east of this area, along the North Yuba and on the 
17 GEOL, PT I——41 
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ridge north and south, is a peculiar garnetiferous quartzite-like rock, 

greatly crushed and altered, which may be a product of silicification 

ot the hornblende-gabbro. (See specimens 198 and 2138. N.) This sili- 

ceous rock 1s, however, placed in the Calaveras formation. 

On the east slope of Eureka Peak is an area of gabbro (No. 158 Plu- 
mas), and along its west contact with the quartz-porphyry of Eureka 

Peak pieces of the gabbro are inclosed in the porphyry, showing 

the gabbro to be the older rock. A small mass of a similar gabbro 

lies about a mile north of the summit of the peak, and another little 

area about a mile southwest of Bunker Hill. 

A narrow gabbro dike about 2 miles long cuts the Calaveras formation 

a little east of Downieville. 

By far the most interesting gabbro area is that lying in the Willow 

Creek drainage east of Penman Peak. On the north it is in contact 

with an area of quartz-mica-diorite. This gabbro area was referred to 

in the previous report as exhibiting in places an orbicular structure. 

The orbicular rock itself contains olivine and iron ore with much 

rhombic pyroxene and anorthite, but the average rock of the area is a 

normal gabbro composed of monoclinic pyroxene, brown hornblende, 

iron ore, and basie plagioclase. In some specimens there are large 

porphyritic hornblendes more than an inch long. The orbicules are not 

all round, as the name would indicate. One (No. 892¢c 5S. N.), that has 

a kidney shape, is pictured on Pl]. XXX, B. 

The analysis (No. 892) is of a piece of an orbicule which is made up 

ot layers of olivine, hypersthene, iron oxide, and a little plagioclase 

with intervening layers, chiefly of basic plagioclase, and with pyroxene 

in minor amount. Some monoclinic pyroxene and brown hornblende 

are also present. 

An important work on orbicular rocks by Dr. von Chrustschoft has 

lately been published. In his enumeration of localities of orbieular 
rocks Dr. von Chrustschoff gives only one place where an orbicular gab- 

bro has been found, namely, Romsas, Norway.! 

Analyses of gabbros. 

{Analysts, Hillebrand and Steiger. ] 

No. 892 S. N. No. 158 Plumas. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

Silica. {acc So Vhs tiers 2 Seer 15. 92 53. 14 

|  Damelssac- Seek ces nee « 9.96 9,56 

Magnesia 2... = ge occas peers 18. 85 4,97 

Pot@ssai.: . he Geesnneeeemioness .10 1. 54 

Sodas. ac bowcua cee see eee Py fi 1.76 

1 Ueber holocrystalline makroyariolitische Gesteine, von Dr, K. von Chrustschoff, St. Petersburg, 

1894, 4°, p. 7. 
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THE AUGITIC GREENSTONE SERIES. 

Under this heading will be grouped a series of old lavas, tufts, aud 

dikes which in most cases show fresh augite, and which in all cases can 

be shown to have been originally augitic rocks. Most of these rocks 

are of Juratrias age, but as the age of certain of the areas is in doubt, 

no age is assigned them on the geologic map. The series, as a whole, 

shows much less evidence of compression than the greenstones included 

under amphibolite, although the two series represent originally similar 

rocks, and it is by no means unlikely that original augite may be found 

in some of the areas marked as amphibolite. Uralite is, however, pres- 

ent in a variable quantity in nearly every specimen, and often epidote 

and chlorite, but, as a rule, the larger augites are still fresh. 

The augitic tuffs noted under quartz-porphyry as overlying the 

quartz-porphyry breccias form part of an area that broadens in the lake 

region, having a width in the latitude of Gold Lake of about 5 miles. 

Considerable masses of this greenstone seem to represent massive lava 

flows, as at Mount Elwell. To the north of the lake region the green- 

stones are buried under the large morainal area about Joinsville, reap- 

pearing about 14 miles north of that town and continuing to Long 

Valley, north of which they are again hidden by andesitic tutfs for a 

space of about 3 miles, then broadening again to the very large area 

that forms a part of the summit and much of the western slope of the 

Grizzly Mountains. If this greenstone area is actually connected as 

indicated, and all parts are of one age, there is suggested the possibility 

of a synclinal structure to this portion of the district. ‘To the south of 

the Johnsville morainal area we have an easterly dipping series, as 

follows: 

1. Quartz-porphyry and quartz-porphyry breccia, with siliceous argil- 

lite lenses. 

2, Greenstone series. 

3. Milton series. 

In the Grizzly Mountains to the south of Pine Creek we have a west- 

erly dipping (vertical along the summit) series as follows, beginning on 

the east: 

1. Quartz-porphyry. 

la. Siliceous argillite. 

2. Greenstone series. 

The probability of the entire greenstone belt (2) being continuous 

and of the same age is considerable. The same can not, however, be 
said of the quartz-porphyry series of the Sierra Buttes ridge and the 

Grizzly Mountains. As previously stated, it is not impossible that 

the siliceous argillite of the Grizzly Mountains is of Silurian age. 

About one-half mile southwest of Mount Elwell, by the trail to Long 

Lake, there is a small dike of an augite-porphyry or greenstone (Nos. 
204 and 205 Plumas) in a small lens of siliceous argillite. Fragments 
of the argillite are to be seen in the porphyry. Near Wades Lake, 
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greenstone dikes, some of them 15 feet in width, are abundant in the 

schistose quartz-porphyry, as noted in the previous report. At the 

westend of Wades Lake, and extending north and south up the slopes, 

is a mass of limestone with a little siliceous argillite and conglomerate. 

Dikes of greenstone 100 feet in diameter cut this limestone. At the 

contact of the magnesian limestone series and quartz-porphyry by 

Jamison Creek, south of Eureka Peak, numerous dikes of greenstone 

cut both formations. A greenstone dike (No. 179 Plumas) cuts the 

marble that has been quarried on Little Long Valley Creek. 

About 1.2 miles southwest of Bunker Hill, on the north slope of the 

ridge, is a mass of quartz-porphyry associated with tale and chlorite 

schists. This quartz-porphyry mass is cut by a greenstone dike (No. 

1335. N.) which the microscope shows to be composed of plagioclase 

laths embedded ophitically in chlorite, which may represent original 

augite, so that the dike may be an altered diabase. These dikes give 

additional evidence, therefore, of the later age of the greenstones of 

the east part of the Downieville area. 

The greenstone area to the east of Little Grizzly Creek contains 

abundant large squarish crystals, which the microscope shows to be 

uralite paramorphie after augite. 

Forming a dike that crosses Canyon Creek 1 mile upstream from 

Poker Flat, at a point where there is a cascade in the creek, is a dike 

of a green rock that the microscope shows to be a diabase with ophitie 

structure. The augite is pinkish, and some of it is fringed with uralite 

fibers. The ilmenite is in part altered to leucoxene, and there is much 

chlorite present. 

No. 320 Plumas is a fine diabase with the augite wedged in between 

the feldspar laths. This is from Little Grizzly Creek, about one-fourth 

mile south of the fortieth parallel. The augite has an idiomorphie 

tendency. There is abundant iron ore present, and apatite. some of it 

in very delicate needles, one of which has a length of .12 mm. and a 

maximum breadth of .0012 mm., or a length 100 times its width. Chlo- 

rite, calcite, and epidote are present as secondary products. The area 

represented on the map from which this specimen came is, however, a 

mixed one, and there is probably little true diabase in it. 

DIABASE-PORPHYRY. 

Along Howard Creek, bordered on the west by the large area of 

augitic greenstone of Juratrias age that extends nearly across the 

area of the sheet, and on the east by a strip of sedimentary deposits 

presumed to belong to the Milton series, is a lens of a porphyritie 
rock about 14 miles in length. The most noticeable feature of this rock 
(No, 246 8. N.) is the dark (whitish, when weathered), tabular feldspars, 
often half an inch in length. Under the microscope the groundmass 

is seen to be microcrystalline, and to be made up of grains and laths 

of feldspar, grains of iron ore and of an augite-like mineral, and 

minute pleochroic prisms that extinguish at an angle and appear to be 

hornblende, perhaps secondary. The small size of the augite-like grains 
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makes their determination doubtful. The large feldspars are twinned 

on the Carlsbad and albite laws. Two of these, cut approximately 

normal to the twin plane (010), were examined. One proved to be 

andesine and the other labradorite. A piece of the rock was broken 

up and fragments of the large feldspars were picked out. These were 

subjected to a partial analysis by Dr. Fireman, of the Columbian Uni- 

versity, with the following result: 

Feldspar from diabase-porphyry (No. 246 8S. N.). 

Per cent. 

SILC ape ae acto ete as ee eee Shee notes 51. 65 

TORE YEN ae cars epee A ERS ee EY eR ee 9. 70 

[BOUASS ae ean oe renal ae eae Fone ics eee See ici 1.01 

SW0bhe Ces Staak en omeanereoe eee ee ee 1. 92 

While not agreeing rigidly with the theoretic composition of any feld- 

spar, it is evident that this feldspar is near labradorite. These pheno- 

erysts are very abundant in the specimen, and indicate a basic character 

for the rock. In some of them a little iron ore (magnetite or ilmenite) 

and a little uralite replacing augite were noted. 

No. 192, Sierra County, is from a dike (?) on the north slope of the 
ridge about 3 miles north of the No. 246 area, by the trail from Gold 

Lake to Wash post-oftice, in Mohawk Valley. In this rock the porphy- 

ritic feldspars of a greenish white color are being altered to a saussuritic 

material. On the east side of Mohawk Valley is a considerable area of 

a fine-grained rock, in a portion of which similar tabular plagioclase 

phenocrysts are developed, although of smaller size. The rocks (Nos. 

104-106 Plumas) are more altered in this area, containing much 

brownish-green secondary mica, sericite, epidote, and uralite. The 

uralite in part has replaced former augite (?) phenocrysts. 
The rocks above described as diabase-porphyries are essentially iden- 

tical with the labrador-porphyrites of Rosenbusch, as exemplified by 
Nos. 173 and 174 in the Voigt and Hochgesang collection, which illus- 

trate Rosenbusch’s Massige Gesteine. The sections in the set belonging 
to the United States Geological Survey are more altered, however, than 

the rocks from Plumas County. 

LATE DIABASE-PORPHYRY DIKES. 

In the quartz-mica-diorite 6.7 miles southeast of the Sierra Buttes, 

or to the east of Milton, is a dark-green dike (No. 226 S. N.) along a 

dike of granulite (No. 227 S. N.). The dark-green dike is a porphyry 

with a fine holocrystalline groundmass of feldspar, iron ore, and sec- 
ondary brownish mica and uralite, with fresh phenocrysts of labradorite, 
and augites which are in some cases fresh at the center but are chiefly 
altered to uralite grouped in radiating brushes. This rock may also be 

called a diabase-porphyry (ora basalt-porphyry?). An analysis will be 
found in the table of analyses of the gabbro family. 
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A similar dike (No. 45 8S. N.) was found cutting the Milton formation 
south of Milton. 

Capping the highest peak of the Sierra Buttes, according to Mr. 

Lindgren, is a green rock containing abundant fresh augite phenocrysts 

in a groundmass that appears to be holocrystalline. It is a diabase- 

porphyry or a basalt-porphyry. 

QUARTZ-PORPHYRY (RHYOLITE-PORPHYRY). 

The rocks so designated form considerable areas in a belt extending 

north and south‘across the middle of the Downieville area. In almost 

any hand specimen there are numerous porphyritic quartzes to be seen. 

In the larger part of the quartz-porphyry a schistose structure has 

been developed, coincident in strike and dip with the schistosity of the 

neighboring areas of sedimentary rocks and greenstones. The prevail- 

ing color is a very light gray, nearly white when massive, but much of 

the schistose quartz-porphyry, as at Bunker Hill, has a bluish tinge. 

When occurring in small amount in the other rocks, the color and aspect 

of the rock are less characteristic and the croppings frequently resemble 

those of the surrounding rocks, but in general one can tell at a glance 

what the rock before him is. Dikes of this rock in the Paleozoic (?) 

sedimentary series were found at various points. Those near Wades 

Lake follow the stratification where noted, but southwest of the Sierra 

Buttes and at other points dikes cutting the slates at an angle were 

found. 

Extending from a point on the east slope of the Grizzly Mountains 

to the north of the fortieth parallel, in a nearly south direction, pass- 

ing just east of Tower Rock and thence across the crest of the Grizzly 

Mountains down the west slope to Long Valley Creek, is a long, narrow 

area of the quartz-porphyry. ‘This is believed to represent a surface 

flow. A secondary schistose structure has been developed in much ot 

the area, the dip being often to the west and always at a high angle. 

The age of this lava is uncertain, but immediately west is a long, nar- 

row area of siliceous argillite similar to that which Mr. Diller found 

north of the fortieth parallel associated with Silurian limestone. The 

age of this siliceous argillite strip in the Downieville area must, how- 

ever, for the present remain an open question, as it pinches out to the 

southeast of Tower Rock, and its relation to the Silurian siliceous 

argillite (Grizzly formation) has not been made out. 

No. 323 Plumas in the table of analyses is from this quartz-porphyry 

area. A complete analysis of the same rock by Dr. Hillebrand will be 

found in the chapter on the classification of the rocks. 

An area of a similar schistose quartz-porphyry extends from Eureka 

Peak to the ridge south of Sierra City. It forms the main mass of the 

Sierra Buttes, and as a portion of the area is distinetly a breccia it is 

supposed to be likewise chiefly an effusive mass. In the table of 

analyses, Nos. 149, 384, 153, 288, and 128 are from this area. 

The contact of this quartz-porphyry with the Paleozoic (?) sediments 
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lying to the west is usually sharp. The Paleozoic series referred to 

was called in a previous paper! the magnesian limestone series. It 

may be older than the Carboniferous, but from lack of positive evi- 

dence is mapped as part of the Calaveras formation. There can be no 

doubt that some of the quartz-porphyry is of later age than the mag- 

nesian limestone series, as dikes of it are common in that series, par- 

ticularly to the west of Sierra City, on the slopes of the canyon of the 

North Fork of the Yuba. One of these (No. 222 8S. N.), from the dike 

by the trail to the Keystone mine from Logansville, has been partially 
analyzed chemically. Another dike (No. 229 S. N.) is beautifully 

exposed in the bed of the Middle Fork of the Yuba about one-half mile 

west of Milton. It has a width of about 40 feet and contains abundant 
inclusions of the plack argillite which it has intruded. A smaller 

dike, about 1 foot in diameter, was noted at the same point, cutting in 

part across the schistosity of the argillite. 
Just southwest of Wades Lake is a dike of the quartz-porphyry (No. 

129 Plumas) about 8 feet wide, in the sedimentary series. This shows 

in thin section a spherulitic structure. 

Two and a half miles from the summit of Clermont Hill, on the top 

of its high northwest spur, is a small area of quartz-porphyry. There 
is another mass on Jamison Creek, 4 miles northeast of Eureka Peak, 
and a large area between Massick and Squirrel creeks, about 14 miles 

northwest of the Spring Garden ranch. As may be seen by examining 

the geologic map, the main quartz-porphyry areas of the Downieville 

district form an interrupted belt extending across the area of the sheet 

in a north-south direction a little to the east of the middle of the dis- 
trict. Itis likely that these effusive rocks were all erupted at about the 
same period. ; 

As may be seen under the heading “‘ Juratrias beds,” there are, in the 

quartz-porphyry, lenses of siliceous argillite which may be of Juratrias 
age, and if the quartz-porphyry is a surface flow this would indicate 
likewise a Juratrias age for that rock. The following partial analyses 

will give the reader an idea of the composition of these acid rocks. 

They are plainly not typical quartz-porphyries or rhyolite-porphyries, 

as the average alkali content is too small. On the other hand, the silica 
percentage is very high for dacites or quartz-porplhyrites. 

Analyses of the quartz-porphyries (aporhyolite-porphyries). 

No. 222. |. No. 323] No.149 | No. 384 | No.153 | No.288 | No.128 | 
S.N.a@ Plumas.b S.N.c Plumas. d Plumas. d Plumas. d Plumas. d 

Silicapeee Fee cet 73.25 | 73.52 | 73.62) 75.06 76. 69 | 79. 41 
LP hice eee ae | 9.93| 4.13] 2.55 38 97 09 
Potassy =. ---- 2.46 3. 79 Cle} |) ARE 4,27 BA OXY Nh P59 

Soames on 2E50N | ee2 690 1298"). 2°46 | 3.78) 4562 | 2.81 
ee : | 

a Wedderburn, analyst. ce Steiger, analyst. 

b Hillebrand, analyst. d Hillebrand and Steiger, analysts. 

1 Jour. of Geology, Vol. III, p. 398. 
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Some brief descriptions of the microscopic features of these rocks will 

be found in the author’s paper in the Fourteenth Annual Report. <A 

very considerable portion of the quartz-porphyry series is much altered 

and is quite schistose, the dip of the schistosity being often vertical. 

The relation of the quartz-porphyry breccia to the overlying green- 

stone tuffs on the east slope of the Sierra Buttes is described under 

the heading “‘Juratrias beds.” A considerable portion of the quartz- 

porphyry of the Sierra Buttes and the ridge extending thence north to 

Fic. 20.—Columnar Juratrias lava. 

Eureka Peak is regarded as a massive flow, and as underlying the quartz- 

porphyry breccia beds. However,it can not be said that the field exami- 

nation was sufficiently thorough to determine whether this holds through- 

out the area. The breccia beds, moreover, contain some fragments and 

layers of more basic lavas. One of these layers (No. 141 S. N.) exhibits 

a columnar structure, the columns standing approximately vertical while 

the stratum as a whole dips at a considerable angle to the east. The 

locality is about one-half mile southwest of Upper Salmon Lake. Fig. 

20 is from a photograph of this columnar lava. Underlying this stratum 
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is a quartz vein dipping east at an angle of about 45°, along which 

extends a dike or thin sheet from 8 to 10 inches in diameter. A tunnel 

had been run in to exploit the quartz vein. Taken in connection with 

the interbedded siliceous argillite of the Deer Lake clastic area, which 

would underlie this columnar lava, and the apparent bedding of the 

tuffs about the Salmon lakes before described, this quartz vein will 

appear to have been formed along a bedding plane, or, to speak more 

correctly, the lower flow surface of the columnar lava sheet. The writer 

therefore regards the entire tuff series from the top of the ridge north 

of Deer Lake to Lower Salmon Lake as conformable, dipping to the 

east at an average angle of perhaps 45°, This comparatively low east- 

erly dip will explain likewise the marked easterly extension of the 

boundary line between the quartz-porphyry tuffs and the overlying 

augitic tuffs, which about Upper Salmon Lake have been removed by 

erosion. 

So far as the writer’s observations go, there are no evidences of orig- 

inal stratification to be noted in the tuff series about Gold Lake and 

from there northward. Secondary structures (schistosity and fissure 

systems) only were observed. 

THE ALTERED IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

THE MAGNESIAN SERIES. 

The same association of magnesian rocks so characteristic of large 

areas in the Bidwell Bar district obtains only to a limited extent in 

the Downieville area, where serpentine is the chief magnesian rock 

represented. The largest area is a huge dike-like mass which, with 

perhaps some interruption, extends across the area of the sheet from 

the Colfax district. It crosses the North Yuba at Goodyear Bar, Can- 

yon Creek at Poker Flat, Mount Fillmore on its west slope, broadens 

to the northwest of Onion Valley into an area 4 miles wide, extends 

across the canyon of the Middle Feather, through Meadow Valley in 

the Bidwell Bar area, across the North Feather and its branches, form- 
ing in the Lassen Peak area the point known as Red Hill, and to the 

west of the North Feather disappears beneath the Tertiary lavas of 

the Lassen Peak area. 

From specimens collected at many points it is known that the mother 

rock of this serpentine dike is a peridotite, or in places (see Bidwell 

Bar area) a pyroxenite. Remains of olivine and pyroxene are still to 

be seen in the thin sections. 

One mile west of the St. Charles ranch the rocks of the dike (?) are 

chiefly tale and chlorite schists. 

The following are specimens from this area: 

Pyroxenite (No. 399 Plumas.) 

Locality: From the south slope of the Middle Feather Canyon. 

Microscopically, it is composed of pyroxene grains, apparently enstatite, altering to 

tremolite. 
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Pyroxenite or peridotite (No. 397 Plumas). 

Locality: From about one-half mile south of Onion Valley. 

Microscopically, it is chiefly made up of colorless monoclinic pyroxene. Minute veins 

of serpentine cut the pyroxenes, and there is serpentine apparently forming 

around grains of pyroxene. This serpentine may, however, have resulted 

from olivine grains now completely gone. 

Hornblende-pyroxene rock (No. 154 Sierra County). 

Locality: From Goodyear Creek 1 mile north of Oak ranch. 

Microscopically, it is made up chiefly of large anhedrons of brown hornblende inclos- 

ing rounded grains of monoclinic pyroxene. There is a saussuritic aggregate 

between some of the hornblende grains that may represent original feldspar, 

in which case this rock is allied to the hornblende gabbros (see Nos, 201 and 204). 

Peridotite (No. 177 Sierra County). 

Locality: From about 1,000 feet south of Poker Flat. 

Microscopically, it is composed of pyroxene, in part monoclinic, and olivine, the lat- 

ter plainly altering to serpentine along a network of cracks. With the ser- 

pentine are streaks of magnetic iron oxide, with some chromic iron, the latter 
being somewhat translucent and showing a brown color by transmitted light, 

while the magnetite is opaque. Many of the grains of monoclinic pyroxene 

are likewise, but to a less extent, intersected by a network of cracks filled with 

serpentine. 

On the west slope of Clermont Hill white dikes of granulite cut the 

serpentine, and 2 miles south of Limestone Point there are in it large 

dikes of quartz-diorite-porphyry. 

There are several dikes of serpentine, usually but a few hundred 
feet in width, in the eastern part of the large area of the Calaveras 

formation that covers such a large portion of the Downieville district. 

Two of these dikes have a length of about 44 miles. Certain less 
altered portions of these dikes are gabbro (see Nos. 220, 258, and 239 

S. N.), in which the diallage is chiefly fresh, but altering around the 

edges to fibrous hornblende, and the feldspar is entirely gone and 

replaced by saussurite and epidote. 

Apparently intrusive in the mother rock of the serpentine dikes of 

the west slope of the Sierra Buttes are dikes of diorite-porphyry con- 

taining idiomorphie primary hornblende. 

The small area about 14 miles southwest of Bunker Hill is composed 

of serpentine and tale-schist. These rocks are cut by a diorite-porphyry 

dike. 
The area of magnesian rocks that surrounds the south half of the 

Indian Valley granite mass is an interesting one. To the west of the 

valley, serpentine, tale-schist, and chlorite-schist occur together, and 

here may be seen white dikes in abundance cutting the series. These 

dikes are treated of under the head of pyroxene-syenite-porphyry and 

quartz-diorite-porphyry. 

The following are specimens from the Indian Valley area: 

Peridotite (No. 302 S.N.). 

Locality: From the narrow strip of serpentine by the North Yuba just east of the 

Indian Valley granite. 
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Microscopically, remains of the original minerals are to be noted, but these grains 

look more like pyroxene than olivine. There is some colorless amphibole and a 

little calcite or dolomite. Fibrous serpentine with blue-gray interference 

colors is the most abundant secondary product, but iron oxide and iron disul- 

phide are also abundant... The chemical analysis indicates that olivine must 

have been present. 

Analysis of peridotite (No. 302 8S. N.). 

| Analyst, Steiger. ] 

| Per cent. 
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Peridotite (No. 307 8. N.). 

Locality: From the south side of Indian Hill, where hydraulic washing has cleared 

otf the gravel—that is to say, in the bed-rock of the gravel mine. 

Microscopically, as seen without the analyzer, the rock is composed of translucent 

olivine-like grains, separated by anastomosing cracks filled with darker 

material and translucent patches containing a fibrous material. With the 

analyzer the olivine-like grains are seen to be independently oriented. The 

rock may represent a peridotite with granulitoid structure. The translucent 

patches are made up of a meshwork of talc-like scales which is penetrated by 

colorless amphibole needles. A curious vein, with a light-brown convoluted 

border, apparently chrysotile, cuts the section. Forming an inner coating to 

the light-brown border is a dark greenish-brown layer, from which innumer- 

able minute clear crystals project into the clear interior. 

Chlorite-schist (No. 308). 

Macroscopically, this is a fine-grained, schistose, greenish-blue rock, forming seams 

in serpentine No. 307. 

Microscopically, it is made up chiefly of thick scales of highly pleochroic (blue- 

green) chlorite and calcite or dolomite. 

There are a few streaks of serpentine along Spring Garden Creek, 

dowustream from Pine Creek, one of which (34 miles northwest of the 

Spring Garden ranch) forms a dike in the slates, extending south up 

the ridge slope, but with this exception the serpentine is confined to 

the southwest half of the area. 

AMPHIBOLITE AND METADIORITE, 

Under this heading are grouped much altered igneous rocks now 

chiefly characterized by an abundance of green aluminous hornblende, 

usually of the fibrous uralite type, but in part a thoroughly recrystal- 

lized hornblende. Some of the areas appear to have been originally 

augitic tuffs and surface lavas. Such is the greenstone west of Laporte 

and its continuation to the southeast, and most of the material in the 

southwest corner of the Downieville area. It is possible that some of 
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these streaks of greenstone—for example, those northwest and south 

of the Eureka gravel mines—were layers of volcanic material laid down 

in water. Some of these areas are difficult to separate from the dis- 

tinctly sedimentary material. Just west of Scales the indurated sedi- 

mentary rock contains a good deal of secondary hornblende. However, 

the original sedimentary nature of this material seemed so certain that 

it is entered as part of the Calaveras formation. 

On the west flank of Clermont Hill, to the east of the serpentine 

area, is a lens of a coarse amphibolite-schist. In it are veins of a 

peculiar blue quartz (No. 458 Plumas). The microscope shows the 

dark color of the quartz to be due to very abundant minute black 

grains whose nature was not determined. Another area is crossed by 
the South Fork of the Feather River to the east of Little Grass Valley. 

In it are dikes of a coarse-grained rock (No. 97 S. N.), composed of a 

very white feldspar, pretty certainly albite, and the same peculiar blue 

quartz-that occurs without any feldspar in the hornblende-schist of 

Clermont Hill, suggesting a genetic connection between the blue quartz 

vein and the soda-granulite dikes that are found at numerons points in 

the serpentine area of the west slope of the hill. Besides the two areas 

noted above, there is a much larger mass of this peculiar hornblende- 

schist between Gibsonville and Canyon Creek. On the ridge north of 

Canyon Creek, at most points noted the schist has a nearly east-west 

strike, and it will be observed on the geologic map that its south border 

has the same strike. The sedimentary schists on the ridge south of 

Canyon Creek are likewise displaced in the same manner. It is likely 

that the original rock of this schist is not the same as that of the 
uralite and epidote schist at Laporte and other points. The horn- 

blende of the coarsely fibrous schist just described is a deep-green, 

aluminous variety. A partial analysis of it was made by Mr. George 

Steiger. The specimen was a chip of No. 278 8S. N., taken by the ditch 

on the north slope of Canyon Creek, 1 mile due east of Grass Flat. 

The hornblende was not separated from the other constituents, and the 

analysis can not be used to determine its exact nature, but as the other 

constituents—quartz, epidote, and a few grains of pyrite—do not con- 

stitute more than one-tenth of the rock, there can be no doubt that the 
hornblende contains a high percentage of alumina and iron, 

Analysis of amphibolite-schist (No. 278 S. N.). 

Per cent. 
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Just south of the bridge over the east branch of Slate Creek, by the 

road from Howland Flat to Gibsonville, there is a streak of quartz- 

schist, in part garnetiferous, in the coarse amphibolite-schist just 

described. This is too small to be indicated on the map. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

GOLD GRAVELS. 

The gravels of the Tertiary rivers have already been described. 

Besides the ordinary ‘“‘bars” and gravel in the stream beds, the soil and 

loose material itself have been mined, particularly on the ridge 3 miles 

east of Gold Lake. The Hayes mine at this point has proved very 

profitable. Some years since a shaft was sunk in the middle of the 

American Valley, but little if any gold was taken out. Along the can- 

yon of the North Yuba at Downieville and at other points may still be 

seen remnants of gravel benches which were formerly extensively mined 

with good returns. 

GOLD IN QUARTZ-PORPHYRY (RHYOLITE-PORPHYRY ). 

One mile east of Onion Valley is a dike of rhyolite-porphyry in the 

Auriferous slate series, at the head of Poorman Creek, in a decomposd 
portion of which free gold occurs, associated with little veins of quartz, 

As the gulch was very rich below this dike (No. 400 Plumas), it is 

possible that much of the gold in it came from the dike. At the 

time of the writer’s visit the gravel and morainal débris about the gulch 

was being mined by the hydraulic method by Mr. Thomas, the owner 

ot the claim, two gold bricks, of the value of about $5,000, attesting 

to the richness of the gravel. This gold deposit is of unusual interest, 

as being in a dike of late Cretaceous or Tertiary age. The rock may 

be termed a rhyolite-porphyry. It is composed of crystals of brown 

mica, Sanidine, plagioclase, and quartz, in a finely micogranular ground- 

mass of apparently both quartz and feldspar. 

GOLD IN QUARTZ VEINS. 

No portion of the Sierra Nevada is more prolific in quartz veins than 

the Downieville area. Large and continuous veins are, however, not 

the rule, and the mines as a whole have not proved nearly so rich as in 

other districts. The most notable mines are those on the east slope of 

Eureka Peak, known as the Plumas Eureka, and the Sierra Buttes 

mines, northwest of Sierra City. These have been worked with much 

profit for many years, but are now nearly exhausted. According to 

Mr. J. A. Edman, the vein matter in the Plumas Eureka consists of a 

firm, white quartz, carrying a large percentage of pyrite, with galena 

and some zine-blende, the gold being about evenly distributed through 

the quartz and the sulphides. To the south of the Plumas Eureka the 

Little Jamison quartz vein is said to promise well. 
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The Sierra Buttes vein is a large one, in places 40 feet in width, dip- 

ping to the east at from 40° to 50°. It was worked for many years 

_ with large profit. 

The Young America vein, on the east slope of the Sierra Buttes, was 

a soft, brittle quartz, with porphyry walls, and is said to have paid from 

$20 to $30 per ton. The quartz contained very little sulphide, the ore 

being free milling. According to Mr. Lindgren, the pay chute was 

narrow on top and widened out below, being 400 feet wide in places. 

The vein in general varies from 6 to 12 feet in width. The Mountain 

mine, on the spur south of the Sardine Lakes, produces a high-grade 

ore. Like the Young America mine, it is most picturesquely located. 

The Phoenix mine, on the southeast slope of the Buttes, is another 

valuable property, but has not been working lately so far as known to 

the writer. There is considerable prospecting going on in the ridge 

south of Sierra City and Downieville, where quartz veims are numerous, 

but no mines of importance are being worked there at present. Theveins 

occur both in the slates and in the granite area of Harris Meadows. 

At Gold Valley two quartz veins have been developed, the Gold Valley 

Mining Company’s vein and the vein of the St. Johns mine; both strike 

northeast and dip southeast. The veins are about 5 feet wide. In the 

Gold Valley mine sulphides were so abundant that a chlorination plant 

was necessary. 
Two mines have been developed on the west side of the North Fork 

of the North Yuba, to the north of Downieville. The Good Hope, about 

500 feet above the stream, is a vein between slate and serpentine. 

The strike of the ledge is northwest.and southeast. The Gold Bluff, 

farther up the ravine, is still being worked. The strike of the ledge is 

said to be north and south and the dip 45° to the west. 

Quartz veins are abundant in the slates along Willow Creek east of 

Clermont Hill. For details inregard to the mines the reader is referred 

to the reports of the State mineralogist of California. 

In the Willow Creek! drainage, to the south and southeast of Grizzly 

Hill, the gravels along the stream bed have been worked for many years 

with considerable profit, pointing to the existence of auriferous-quartz 

veins in the older rocks. Nolarge veins have, however, been yet devel- 

oped in this territory. Quartz veins are abundant on the ridge west 

of Willow Creek, to the south of Gravel Range, and in the vicinity of 

Sky High, 4 miles southeast of Merrimac. They were also noted on the 

south spur of Mount Ararat. 

MANGANESE. 

As stated under “Gold veins,” there is a vein of oxide of manganese 

near the Diadem lode. According to Mr. Edman there is a deposit of 

manganese ore about three-fourths of a mile due south of Edmanton. 

This is known as the Penrose lode, and is located on the economic 

! This is not the same Willow Creek as the one just noted, 
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sheet of the Bidwell Bar folio of the Geologic Atlas of the United 

States.! 
According to Mr. Edman the Penrose lode is made up of quartz and 

psilomelane. It may be traced northwesterly as far as Hagle Gulch. 

Lenticular bodies of manganese (pyrolusite and psilomelane) are met 

with in the soft tale slates found between the iron vein and the Diadem 

lode. 
IRON ORE. 

There is a mass of magnetite by the creek north of Gold Valley, the 

surface of which has been smoothed by glacial action. On this surface 

are numerous figures drawn in former times by the Indians. This mass 

is noted on the economic sheet of the Downieville folio (in preparation), 

as is also another smaller mass just southeast of the Spencer Lakes. 

CHROME IRON. 

In the gravel of Goodyear Creek waterworn pebbles of chrome iron 

have been found. These doubtless came from the neighboring serpen- 

tine area. Similar pebbles from the gravel at Howland Flat indicate 

bodies in place not far away, as the pebbles are too heavy for distant 

transportation under ordinary cirecums' ances. 

LIMESTONE AND MARBLE. 

The very abundant limestone masses that form a zone in the Paleo- 

zoic slates just west of the quartz-porphyry belt of Kureka Peak and 

Sierra Buttes are chiefly of a dirty light-gray color. Another similar 

mass is found on the main southeast spur of Clermont Hill, and is 

known as Limestone Point. Analyses of two samples of these lime- 

stones are given in the paragraph on the Calaveras formation, and 

show that they are highly magnesian. On Little Long Valley Creek 
is a mass of crystalline limestone or marble.. Some of this has been 

burned for lime. 
THE SIERRAVILLE SHEET. 

The area covered by the Sierraville sheet lies immediately east of the 

Downieville district. One of its marked features is Sierra Valley, the 

southwestern part of which is at times submerged. In this valley 

the Middle Feather has its source. Artesian water has been struck at 

many pointsin deep wells. One flowing well, on the north side of the 

valley, may be seen by the road from Chatto Beckwith. At the north- 
east side of the valley lies the Beckwith Pass, having an elevation of 
about 5,300 feet. This is said to be the lowest pass in the range, and 

to be comparatively free from snow in winter, making it a desirable 
route for a railroad. 

Humbug Valley, in the northwest corner, contains lake sediments 
deposited by the same body of water that filled Mohawk Valley in 
Pleistocene time. 

1The manganese, chromite, and magnetite deposits near Meadow Valley were noted on the economic 

sheet of the Bidwell Bar folio from information furnished by Mr. Edman. 
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The larger part of the area is composed of granitic rocks, and where 

these have been observed in the western part of the district they are 

of the quartz-mica-diorite type. This is the case west of Sattley by 
the road to Sierra City, about Humbug Valley where exposed, and 

by the road from Beckwith to Red Clover Valley. In the granite about 

one-fourth mile northwest of Beckwith post office, to the north of the 

road to Mohawk Valley, is a dike of greisen or quartz-muscovite rock 

which contains grains of a biaxial topaz-like mineral (No. 58 8S. N.,). 

Topaz is a common constituent of dikes of this nature. 

Overlying the granite and associated older rocks are very extensive 

areas of Tertiary lavas. The portion of the area south of Sierra Val- 

ley, the district lying west of Sierra Valley of which Beckwith Butte is 

the most prominent point, and the ridges between Red Clover Valley 

and Sierra Valley are largely covered with these lavas. The lava of 

the summit of Beckwith Butte is a basic andesite with phenocrysts of 

labradorite, augite, and hypersthene in a glassy groundmass. On the 

north and east flanks of the butte are some areas of rhyolite, which is 

evidently older than the andesite that forms much of its upper portion. 

Aun interesting dike is exposed along the Middle Feather about one- 

half mile west of the mouth of Big Grizzly Creek. Along the roadbed 

of the Mohawk Valley Railroad the dike has been cut through, making 

an exposure of about one-fourth of a mile of fresh rock. The rock of 

the dike is a basic porphyry, containing much brown hornblende and 

some augite, with traces of an apparently glassy base, now devitrified. 

The feldspars range from labradorite to anorthite, and compose much 

the larger portion of the rock, placing beyond doubt its basic nature. 

The dike is particularly interesting from containing numerous angular 

inclusions of a more coarsely crystalline rock of the same nature as the 

general rock of the dike. A hand specimen showing one of these 

inclusions is shown in Pl], XXIX, B. The inclusion is largely made up 

of brown hornblende and basic feldspar. These inclusions seem to rep- 

resent an earlier crystallization from the same magma as that of the 

general dike rock. The dike is presumably pre-Tertiary in age. The 

high ridges along the eastern portion of the area appear to be chiefly 

granite. 

The southern part of the district has been somewhat examined by 

Mr. Lindgren, who will later publish some notes about it. 
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DISTRICT SOUTH OF THE COSUMNES RIVER. 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

The district to the south of the Cosumnes River, or approximately of 

38° 30/ north latitude, has been in part studied in detail. The writer’s 

notes on the Jackson area have already been published, and the geo- 

logical field work of the Sonora area is complete. A reconnaissance 

has been made of a considerable portion of the Oakdale, Merced- 

Mariposa, Big Trees, Dardanelles, Yosemite, and Mount Dana areas, 

and some notes have also been made on the geology of the Kaweah 

River drainage. The material gathered in the course of these explora- 

tions has not been thoroughly elaborated and classified. Moreover, it 

is expected that much additional information concerning this portion 

of the range will be acquired in the near future. However, as it may 

be some time before this material is in shape for publication, it is 

thought best to present here some of the writer’s notes, although these 
are not well systematized. 

THE JACKSON AREA. 

Practically no further information has been obtained concerning the 

Jackson area than that published in the text accompanying the Jack- 

son folio! and the notes in the Fourteenth Annual Report.? Atten- 

tion should, however, be called to the granitoid rock areas southeast 

of Milton and north of Jenny Lind. These rocks were called coarse- 

grained quartz-porphyrites in the former publications. In reality they 

are typical quartz-diorite-porphyries. Occurring apparently as an 

inclusion in the porphyry (No. 1689 S. N.) is a rock (No. 550 Calaveras) 

which appears to have originally contained augite. The lath-shaped 

feldspars penetrate the primary quartz and the secondary (?) horn- 

blende in an ophitic manner. This rock is very similar to that of the 

dikes described as ophitoid quartz-augite-diorite in the Downieville 

area. A photomicrograph of a thin section of this rock is shown on 
Pi SnVil, B: 
Another correction of more importance relates to the age of the strip 

of slates that ends on the map exactly on the southeast corner of the 

1Geologic Atlas of the United States, Jackson folio, California (folio 11), Washington, 1894. 

2The rocks of the Sierra Nevada: Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1894, pp. 
435-495. 
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sheet. Ifthe Jackson geological inap is examined, it will be noted that 
just west of it is an elongated area of greenstone (db). On account of 

the general resemblance of these slates to those of the Mariposa forma- 

tion lying immediately west, and because of the reported find of an 

ammonite by Whitney! in the continuation of these slates at Robinsons 

Ferry, on the Stanislaus, these slates are colored on the map as part of 

the Mariposa formation. Last summer, on Mormon Creek, in the 

Sonora area, at a point directly in the strike of these beds, limestone 

croppings in the slates were found in which were round crinoid stems 
indicating a probable Paleozoic age. Moreover, at no point in the 

vicinity in slates known certainly to belong to the Mariposa formation 

has any limestone been found. In the northwest continuation of the 

slate area here referred to, about 1 mile southwest of Angels, there is 

a small] lens of limestone, as noted on the Jackson map. There is then 

a probability that this strip of slates, about one-half mile in width, 

should. be colored as belonging to the Calaveras formation, although 

the mere presence of the limestone lenses and the absence of limestone 

in general from the Mariposa formation must be regarded as evidence 

of a second order. As may be noted in the description of the Sonora 

area, there is some limestone south of the Merced River in slates that 

probably belong to the Mariposa formation. 

THE SONORA AREA. 

As already stated, the field work in the Sonora area is practically 

finished, and complete notes concerning it will be published with the 

folio. In the meantime a few general statements may be made concern- 

ing the district. As a whole, the geology of the district is very similar 

to that of the Jackson area, nearly all of the formations represented 

on that sheet being also found in the Sonora district. 

NEOCENE RIVER GRAVELS. 

The deposits of the Tertiary rivers have been largely removed by 

erosion. The best-preserved channel 1s that underlying the Tuolumne 

Table Mountain. According to Professor Whitney*® the lava that caps 

this mountain forms part of a flow that originated high up in the 

mountains, beyond the Calaveras groves of Sequoia gigantea, or big | 

trees. A portion of the flow is preserved on the north side of the 

Stanislaus. It is said to have crossed the space now occupied by 

the Stanislaus Canyon just below Abbys Ferry. From southwest of 

Columbia at all events the flow may be traced, with minor interrup- 

tions, to a little east of Knights Ferry, at the edge of the San Joaquin 

Valley. The old river gravel under the lava has been extensively 

mined in all that portion of the channel that is in the Sonora area. 

1Auriferous Gravels, p.41. As may be seen by referring to Geology of California, Vol. I, p. 261, 

Robinson's Ferry is the ferry across the Stanislaus south of Carson Hill, and here the belt of slate 

referred to crosses the river. Robinsons Ferry is in the southwest corner of the Big Trees area. 

2 Geology of California, Vol. I, p. 243. 
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There are larger masses of Neocene river gravel on the ridge just 

south of the Tuolumne River, between Groveland and Colfax Gate. 

Some of the masses known as the Dorsey mines have been extensively 

hydraulicked. South of Hamilton’s ranch on the west side of Moore 

Creek is a long narrow area of gravel which Mr. Ransome traced nearly 

continuously for 2 miles or more. The elevation of this channel is 

less than that of the larger channel of the Dorsey mines. Three and 

a half miles northeast of Colfax Gate are some bodies of gravel which 

may have been deposited by the same river as that which deposited 

the Dorsey mines gravel. There are some patches of river gravel and 

scattered pebbles on the flat at the head of Corral Creek, but no well- 

defined channel was found. 

NEOCENE GULF DEPOSITS. 

In the southwest part of the area of the sheet there are extensive hills 

made up of andesitic gravel and sand, with some pumice-like layers. 

These deposits were doubtless formed at about the same time as the 

andesite-tuffs, or probably in Pliocene time. Underlying the dark series 

containing the andesitic sediment are light-colored sandstones and 

clays, which are presumed to represent the Jone formation (probably 

Miocene). The series is finely exposed on the north side of the Tuol- 

umne River opposite and northwest of Lagrange, and at various points 

between Lagrange and the Merced River. At most of these places 

there are none of the later andesitic sediments overlying the supposed 

Tone beds, but a little west of a line joing Lagrange and Merced Falls 

the andesitic beds overlie the light-colored series. As a rule the 

Tone sandstones of the area are not found at a greater elevation than 

400 feet, while the known Tejon (to be noted later) is froma 500 to 700 

feet in elevation. 

TEJON FORMATION (EOCENE). 

On the south side of the Merced River opposite Merced Falls is a 

very noticeable flat-topped sandstone hill, the sandstone and conglom- 

erate layers resting nearly horizontally on slates of the Mariposa forma- 

tion. Just southwest of the main hill is a little flat-topped butte made 

up of the same sandstone. Here several years ago Mr. James E. Mills, 
of Quincey, Cal., collected in the sandstone some fossil shells which he 

referred to Prof. J. P. Smith, of Stanford, who reported them to be 

Oardita planicosta Lamarck, a characteristic Eocene fossil. 
In 1895 the writer visited the locality and obtained some of the fos- 

Sils, concerning which Dr. Dall states: 

They prove to be much crushed specimens of Venericardia hornii Gabb, planicosta 

Lam. var., and indicate for the rock in which they occur an age corresponding to 

the Claibornian (Middle Eocene). 

AURIFEROUS SLATE SERIES. 

What may be regarded as the oldest sedimentary series consists of a 

wide belt of quartzites and mica-schists which form the high eminence 

known as Duckwall Mountain and Mount Lewis and extend southerly 
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and westerly to the horizon of the Sonora limestone belt. This lime- 

stone belt appears to be the same as that at Hites Cove, in Mariposa 

County, for there is a series of limestone lenses nearly in a line extend 

ing from Sonora to Hites Cove. As Carbonifierous fossils have been 

found in the Hites Cove limestone, it is assumed that the entire belt is 

of that age, and the siliceous rocks lying to theeast and north of this 

belt are regarded as an older series. At Sonora a nearly inclosed 

protrusion of the large granite mass of the Sierra has cut off this sili- 

ceous series, the granite being practically in contact with the limestone 

belt. This inclosed granitic area in its form of occurrence is remarkably 

similar to the area at West Point, shown in the Jackson folio, which 

likewise cuts through a similar highly siliceous series reaching down to 

the same limestone belt. A remarkable feature in the limestone inass 

south of this granite area, where it strikes nearly east and west, con- 

formably with the strike of the granite contact, is the existence of 

fingerlike (as seen in horizontal projection on the geologic map) pro- 

trusions of limestone into the schists along the Tuolumne River, these 

protiusions diverging perceptibly. The manner of the divergence of 

these layers of limestone from a large, solid mass into the schists may 

be compared, as to form of occurrence, with dikes extending into the 
surrounding rocks from an igneous massive. In the case in question 

the present position of the limestone layers can not be explained by 

faulting, for the limestone dips and strikes with the sedimentary 

schists, the dip being chiefly to the north at an angle of more than 50°, 

and if the beds were placed in their original horizontal position these 

limestone layers would be superimposed, one directly over another. 

Northeast of Carter post-office, on the west slope of the North Tuol- 
umne, are gneissoidal rocks containing some layers made up of 

wollastonite and garnet very similar to the supposed Archean gneisses 

of the Big Trees area. There are some similar gneissoidal rocks in the 

bed of the Middle Tuolumne, upstream from the mouth of Reed Creek. 

The district west and southwest of Sonora has been chiefly investi- 

gated by Mr. F. L. Ransome.' The rocks are highly compressed and 

contain large amounts of igneous material. 

There are here rich gold mines, part of the Mother lode belt, which 

extends thence southeast across the area of the sheet. To the west of 

the belt of Mariposa slates which lies along the Mother lode are exten- 

sive masses of augitic lavas and tuffs of presumably Juratrias age. 

To the west of this greenstone belt is a narrow belt of clay-slates and 

sandstone, from 1 to 2 miles to the west of which is another large area 

of tuffs, more acid than that west of the Mother lode, and this is sue- 

ceeded by a third belt of slates, which are presumed to belong to the 

Mariposa formation. The middle belt of clay-slate and sandstone 

appears to strike into that belt of the Mariposa formation which may 

’Mr. Ransome mapped also the entire western border of the area and a strip across the middle in an 

east-west direction, 
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be seen at Salt Spring Valley in the Jackson area, and which crosses 

the Stanislaus just west of Byrnes Ferry bridge. In the southeast 

extension of this belt, in the neighborhood of Hornitos, are highly 

altered schists which appear to be of the same age, and are perhaps to 

be regarded as the result of contact metamorphism produced by a 

basic igneous rock, some of which is a typical diabase, of which there 

are numerous areas in this vicinity. However, the case is not a clear 

one, there being no very extensive masses of the diabase, but rather 

very abundant dikes and irregular intrusions, and as nearly the entire 

mass of the schists to the northeast of Hornitos is more or less thor- 

oughly crystalline, their present metamorphic condition is ascribed 

with some reservation to the intrusion of the basic rocks, the largest 

area of which is about 3 miles in length and half a mile in width. 

On Cotton Creek, in the belt of sediments just described, is a lens of 

limestone, some of which has been used to make lime. 

Atthe mouth of Sullivan Creek the Mariposa slates are finely exposed, 

and in places are much sheared and folded, which is quite unusual with 

the slates of that formation. 
A very evident cleavage cut- 

ting the bedding planes was 

noted. The original lines of 

bedding are very distinctly 

shown by their sandy layers in 

the slate or shale. On ac- 

count of the much fractured 
condition of the shale it was 

difficult to obtain a specimen 

showing this phenomenon, 

but a sketch by Mr. Ridgway 

of the specimen obtained illustrates the structure fairly well. This 

sketch is reproduced in fig. 21. The somewhat lenticular sandy layer 

at the base of the specimen and a few faint parallel streaks in the 

upper portion show the lines of original bedding. The slaty cleavage 

shown by the fine lines cutting the bedding planes at an angle seems 

not to have been noticeably developed in the lower sandy layer. 

The zones of shearing are shown in fig. 22, which is from a sketch 

ofa hand specimen. In this the planes of bedding are parallel to the 

flat surface of the specimen, and the zones of shearing cut directly 

across the original bedding. 

On the west side of Woods Creek, at the mouth of Sullivan Creek, 

is a conglomerate stratum in the Mariposa beds. This contains peb- 

bles of white and blue quartzite or vein quartz, of ordinary quartzite, 

of devitrified pre-Cretaceous andesites showing flow structure in the 

groundmass, of granite-porphyry-like rocks much sheared, containing 

muscovite, and of black siliceous argillite. This may perhaps be 

regarded as a basal conglomerate. 

Fic, 21.—Piece of Mariposa slate showing slaty cleay- 

age cutting the sedimentation planes. 
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The following notes on the Auriferous slate series are by Mr. Ransome: 

‘‘Some difficulty was experienced in separating the area of Calaveras 

slates to the west of Tuttletown in the extreme northwest corner of the 

sheet from the Mariposa slates adjoining them on the west. The line 

as drawn is somewhat arbitrary, but fairly defines the boundary between 

slates of somewhat heterogeneous character on the east and the ordi- 

nary uniform clay slates of the Mariposa formation on the west. Some 

small lenses of limestone containing round ecrinoid stems were consid- 

ered as indicating that this eastern portion belonged to the Calaveras 

formation. 

“The eastern belt of the Mariposa formation consists chiefly of dark 

clay-slates, but contains also a good deal of fine gray sandstone, usu- 

ally in rather thin beds, intercalated with the slates. The existence of 
these sandstone beds permits the observation to be made that with very 

rare local exceptions the slaty cleavage 1s parallel with the original bed- 

ding. The sandstones themselves usually show a marked fissility par- 

Fic. 22.—Specimen of Mariposa slate showing planes of shearing. 

allel with their bedding planes. The prevailing dip of the slates and 

sandstones is northeasterly at considerable angles, but on Woods Creek, 

near Jacksonville, a distinet anticlinal structure is discernible, the beds 

on the eastern side of the creek dipping to the east, while those on the 

-west dip westerly. In general, however, the closely compressed beds, 

with northwest-southeast strike and steep northeasterly dips, do not 

allow the recognition of anticlinal or synclinal struetures. 

“On the east side of the Pena Blanca Ridge, about 4 miles northeast 

of Coulterville, the belt of slates is eut in two by an area of serpentine 

at a point where the latter comes in contact with the great mass of 

augite-porphyrite which makes up the Pena Blanea Ridge. This is the 

only interruption to the otherwise continuous belt of Mariposa slates 

extending diagonally across the sheet. It is possible, however, that at 

this point a very narrow strip of the slates may be concealed beneath 

the loose fragments of augite-porphyrite, thus preserving the actual 

continuity of the belt—a possibility that is indicated upon the map. 
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“The great quartz veins making up the famous Mother lode follow in 

a general way this eastern belt of Mariposa slates, but within the area 

assigned to the writer they lie usually just to the east of the belt, fre- 

quently separated from it by serpentine or some other intrusive or 

igneous rock.” 

PRE-CRETACEOUS INTRUSIVE IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

QUARTZ-PYROXENE-DIORITE. 

The large granitic area in which are the mines of the Soulsbyville 

district is not a true granite or a typical granodiorite. Much of the 

area contains pyroxene and grades over into rocks some of which may 

be monzonite, which is an augite-syenite rich in plagioclase. Some of 

them may be called pyroxene-diorites, the pyroxene being both augite 

and hypersthene. In nearly all of them more or less quartz is present. 

To the east of the Phoenix reservoir is a very basic mass, probably a 

gabbro, the relation of which to the quartz-pyroxene-diorite was not 

determined, except that the two masses are in contact. There are 

very numerous dikes of diorite-porphyry in these granitoid rocks, 

analyses of two of which, Nos. 935 and 938, may be found in the table 

of diorite family analyses in Chapter IIT. 

In the table of analyses of quartz-diorites may be found an analysis 

(No. 936 8S. N.) of the quartz-bearing pyroxene-diorite from a little 

south of the road to Soulsbyville, about 14 miles southeast of Sonora, 
at which point Nos. 935 and 938 were also collected. 

AUGITE-SYENITE. 

North of Carter post-office, on Turnback Creek, was collected a 

specimen of a peculiar dike rock, which the microscope shows to be 
an augite-syenite (No. 950 8. N.). This is the second dike of this rock 
found by the writer, the other being No. 284, from near Indian Valley, 
in the Downieville area. 

SODA-FELDSPAR DIKES, 

Forming numerous dikes along the belt of quartz mines of the Mother 
lode are white rocks which at some points contain quartz and musco- 

vite, but which at many points are made up chiefly of feldspar. The 

microscope and chemical analyses show that the feldspar is chiefly 

albite, and they therefore belong to the soda group of syenitic rocks. 
Dikes rich in soda-feldspar have been found to be directly associated 
with gold deposits in Eldorado County,! and it was therefore of inter- 

est to note a similar association in the Sonora area. In the dikes in 
Eldorado County the dike material itself, or altered portions of it, with 
infiltrated quartz, forms the lode in which the gold and sulphides are 

found. Certain evidence of gold occurring directly in the dikes in the 
Sonora area was not obtained, but at a number of points the dike 
material had evidently been regarded as ore, though the absence of 

the miners prevented the obtaining of detailed information. 

1 Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XLVITI, 1894, p. 470. 
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Along the Bachelor gold vein, on the north bank of the Tuolumne 

River, 2 miles southeast of Jacksonville, are several soda-feldspar dikes, 
which are in part penetrated by secondary quartz veinlets, and con- 

tain dolomite and iron disulphide. Directly west is the vein of the 

gold mine, concerning the value of which the writer has no informa- 
tion. The property is as yet quite undeveloped. The vein lies at the 

contact of a body of serpentine on the west and a body of clay-slate or 

schist, probably of Carboniferous age, on the east. The slates dip N. 

30 E., at an angle of about 65°. The vein itself is composed of white 

quartz, dolomite, and mariposite, a micaceous mineral often of a bright- 

green color. Just east of the vein, in the clay-schists, within a width of 

30 feet, are the dikes referred to, six or eight in number. These usually 

run parallel with the strike of the schists, but at two points they cut 

across the schistosity. Such a series of dikes might be called a multi- 

ple dike, following Lawson,' as it is reasonably certain that at some 

depth below the surface they all come together. The dikes vary from 

2 inches to 2 feet in width. Quartz veinlets, one with a convoluted 

course, cut both the schists and the dikes. Between the dikes and the 

ledge is a broken-up mass of the dike rock, of a reddish-brown color, 

penetrated by quartz veinlets and seams of dolomite, and apparently 

in a fair way to form a quartz vein, like that immediately west, if the 

alteration should go further. This mass seemed a friction breccia, and 

would indicate movement and faulting along the vein. A microscopic 

examination of this breccia showed it to be made up of fragments of 

the dike rock, cemented by dolomite and quartz. Throughout the rock, 

as well as in the dikes just east, are scattered iron sulphurets (FeS,), 

in minute specks. The brown color is due to abundantly disseminated 

limonite. The microscope shows the dike rock, where not replaced by 

silica and dolomite, to be composed almost entirely of interlocking 
grains of feldspar, with some larger twinned feldspars, all the feldspars 

containing numerous grains of carbonate. They are, in fact, identical 

as to composition with other similar dikes, which may be seen along 

the Mother lode, a mile to the northwest, or about a mile due east of 
Jacksonville, and to the east of Moccasin Creek, on the south side 

of the river. 

The dike to the east of Moccasin Creek also contains, at several 
points, numerous quartz veinlets. In the bed of Moccasin Creek, at its 

mouth, is a large cropping of white granitoid rock. This is the north 

end of the Moccasin Creek dike, which extends thence nearly or quite 

continuously southeasterly for about 24 miles. It crosses the road to 

Groveland about one-third of a mile east of the bridge over Moceasin 

Creek. Except at the north end, it lies entirely to the east of the 

creek, gradually increasing in altitude and in distance from the creek 

to the southeast. This dike was first noted by the writer in 1886, but 

no investigation was made as to its nature. It is mentioned by H. W. 

'Am. Geologist, Vol. XITI, p. 298, 
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Fairbanks in a paper on the Mother lode,' but was called by him a 

granite dike, which rock, indeed, it resembles to the naked eye, and, as 

noted above, tle north end of the dike is a soda-granite or aplite, as 

the terms are used by Rosenbusci, or a soda-granulite according to 

Michel-Lévy. Specimens of this dike were collected at a number of 

points. The granitoid portion at the north end contains a good deal 

of quartz, and may be called a soda-granulite or aplite. It is composed 

of quartz, muscovite, and albite or soda feldspar. An analysis of this 

soda-granulite is given in the table of analyses of the syenite family in 

Chapter VI (No. 1523 S.N.). By far the larger part of the dike, how- 

ever, is made up of albite feldspar only, and is mostly finer grained than 

the granitoid rock at the north end. It may be designated a soda- 

syenite (albitite)-porphyry. Thin sections from different portions of the 

dike show a somewhat different structure and composition, but the 

variation is small. The porphyry is made up chiefly of interlocking 

grains and prisms of albite, often untwinned, and in some sections there 

are definite phenocrysts of polysynthetically twinned feldspar (probably 

likewise albite) developed. Rather abundant in some specimens is an 

olive-green mineral, in grains and prisms. The extinction is sensibly 

parallel to the prism, and the interference colors are bright. But one 

cross section showing beyond doubt the nature of the cleavage was 

found. In this section the two sets of prismatic cleavages intersect at 

nearly right angles. The mineral is presumed to be egirite. These 

dikes, therefore, show some analogy to certain dikes in Norway, 

described by Brégger, and called by him sélvsbergite. The variety 

found near Lougenthal? is composed chiefly of albite, but contains also 

microcline, hornblende(katoforite and some arfvedsonite), egirite, traces 

of biotite and quartz, accessory apatite and zircon, and occasional minute 

grains of a perovskite-like mineral. In the Norwegian dikes also the 

feldspars have a tabular habit. Pl. XLIII, A, is a photomicrograph of 

a thin section of No. 46 Tuolumne Co., which is from the same dike 

here described, the specimens being taken near where the dike crosses 

the road to Groveland. Pl. XLIIi, B, shows another photomiérograph 

of another portion of the same section, taken without the analyzer and 

showing radiating tuffs of delicate blue hornblende needles in the 

porphyry. 

Dikes of syenite-porphyry were also noted in some siliceous argillite 

or thin-bedded quartzite of presumably Paleozoic age to the north of 

the Merced River. One of these dikes, about 9 miles southeast of 

Coulterville, in a much decomposed condition, can be traced for a mile 

or more with a strike to the west of north. The soft, decomposed dike 

material has apparently been auriferous, as numerous cuts have been 

made in it, and claims located. As this particular dike was not inves- 

tigated chemically or optically, it is quite possible that it contains some 

1Tenth Ann. Rept. State Min. California, p. 45. 

2W.C. Brogger, Die Gesteine der Grorudit-Tinguait-serie, Christiania, 1894, p. 76. 
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free quartz and is more nearly related to No. 1639 than to the soda- 

syenite porphyry. of Moccasin Creek. 

In the canyon of the Merced, on the steep west bank of the river just 

downstream from the mouth of the North Fork, are from fifteen to 

twenty white dikes from 6 inches to 6 feet in width. These dikes are 

nearly vertical, following the dip of the schists (75° E.), but at other 

points they cut the latter at a slight angle. This group of dikes may 

be also called a multiple dike. A thin section from a similar dike, 

probably a continuation of one branch of the multiple dike, taken just 

opposite on the east side of the river (No. 1639), shows a few twinned 

needles of a pale-brown hornblende and numerous idiomorphie pheno- 

erysts of plagioclase in a microcrystalline granular groundmass of 

feldspar, muscovite, and probably quartz, for the silica content (71.88 

per cent) is too high for all the silica to be in the constituents men- 

tioned. In the table of albite analyses given in Dana’s Manual of 

Mineralogy, 69 per cent is the highest amount given, and it is therefore 

evident that if ano more basic element than albite were present the 

silica percentage could scarcely reach the amount found by Mr. Steiger 

in the rock. Nevertheless, no quartz was certainly microscopically 

determined in the rock. The feldspar phenocrysts are, many of them, 

twinned on the albite law, giving symmetrical extinctions on the trace 

of the twinning plane (010) of from 6.5° to 21°, the average angle of nine 

crystals measured being 13°; none were detected showing certainly 

albite and Carlsbad twinning combined, so that the new method of 

Michel- Lévy! for determining feldspars could pot be applied. From the 

lime percentage of the rock (2.03 per cent), and from the general tend- 

ency of the more basie feldspars to crystallize first, and the apparent 

formation of epidote directly from the feldspar phenocrysts, it is pre- 

sumed that they are near andesine in composition. The rock may be 

provisionally called a soda-granite-porphyry. 

Along the borders of the serpentine area from 6 to 7 miles southeast 

of Coulterville are several soda-syenite dikes. Some of them follow 

quite closely the contact of the serpentine and the adjoining rock, 

which, to the east of the serpentine, is a greenstone, an altered augite- 

andesite tuff, and to the south is the same belt of siliceous Paleozoic( ?) 

argillite or quartzite before noted. One of these dikes apparently forms 

the lode of a gold deposit (No. 1555), as it had evidently been mined. 

It is greatly altered in places, containing much quartz, calcite or dolo- 

mite, and sulphurets. 

There were some dikes in the greenstone itself. One of these shows 

the same pale hornblende needles found in No. 1639, and in a fresher 

condition. 

Between the serpentine body above noted and the area of siliceous 

Paleozoic rocks is a white dike, 50 feet in width at one point, where it 

is crossed by the road from Buekhorn Mountain to a point opposite the 

1 Btude sur la détermination des feldspaths, 1894, p. 33. 
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old Benton mill on the Merced River. This dike, in following the 

contact, makes an S-shaped curve. 

Some of the syenite-porphyry dikes are also to be seen near the vein 

of the Red Bank gold-quartz mine, on the north side of the Merced 

River about halfway between Benton mill and Split Rock ferry. 

Analyses of soda-feldspar dikes. 

No.1521 S.N.|No.1522 S.N.|No.1523 S.N. No.16398 N. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. 

Silicays4-s2eccee< = | 67.53 66. 81 69. 66 | 71.88 

Mimesae see see «155 1.03 1.45) 2.038 

Potassamencee oeee 0) 07 2.85 | 1. 80 

Sodamterns acres | 11.50) 11.18 4.49] 5.81 

The analyses of 1521, 1522, and 1523 are by Dr. Stokes, and of 1639 by Dr. Steiger. 

DIABASE, 

Under this head the writer desires to call attention to a dark, basic 

rock which occurs as dikes and bosses to the northeast of Hornitos, 

chiefly in a sedimentary area of black schists. An analysis of one of 

these dikes (No. 446) is given in the description of the Merced-Mariposa 

district. 
These dikes are true diabases, and more basic than the rocks described 

by Mr. Ransome under the head of ‘ Diabase and porphyrite.” More- 

over, the Hornitos diabase is later than the diabase and porphyrite or 

greenstone series, for it cuts that series in distinct dikes. 
The following descriptions of quartz-mica-diorite, quartz-porphyry, 

hornblende-porphyrite, gabbro, pyroxenite, and peridotite, in the Sonora 

area, were written by Mr. Ransome, as also was the description of 

diabase and porphyrite, excepting the introductory note on the grave- 

stone slates, and refer to areas in the district mapped by him. 

QUARTZ-MICA-DIORITE,. 

“This rock occurs in several isolated areas of irregular shape, and 

generally of inconsiderable extent as compared with the porphyrites and 

serpentine. In general, the rock of these smaller masses has a some- 
what different character from the typical granodiorite which occurs 

over large areas in other portions of the district, particularly in the 

northeast. Itis characterized by its richness in hornblende, the scarcity 

or absence of macroscopic quartz, and the absence of recognizable 
orthoclase. Biotite is very rare, while it is abundant in the typical 

granodiorite. All the specimens examined under the microscope show 

a more or less advanced stage of decomposition. The feldspars are 

changed into fine-grained aggregates of secondary products, or some- 

times show remnants of plagioclase lamellae. Secondary quartz is 
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abundant, and epidote is particularly common.! Apatite and titanite 

occur as accessory minerals, particularly the former, included in the 

hornblende crystals. The prevailing decomposition renders any accu- 

rate determination of the rocks difficult, but they would seem to be in 

the main quartz-diorites, with frequent more basic dioritic facies, and 

with little or no orthoclase or biotite. 
“ Allthe quartz-diorite in the area may be regarded as intrusive and 

of later age than the inclosing sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Its 

various facies are probably more basic peripheral portions of the larger 

batholitic mass of granodiorite which may underlie a part of the Sierra 

Nevada, and which is exposed over wide areas to the east of the Sonora 

sheet, the greater basicity being due to the differentiation of an origi- 

nally homogeneous magma, complicated perhaps by a certain amount 

of fusion and assimilation of the invaded rocks. 

“Excepting the area east of Sonora, the largest single mass of quartiz- 

diorite is that lying between Coulterville and Big Oak Flat, nearly in 

the middle of the district. This is usually a rather dark rock, of mod- 

erate coarseness, showing abundant hornblende, dull-white feldspars, 

quartz, and usually chlorite and epidote. ‘The feldspars are generally 

completely altered into clouded aggregates composed largely of a nearly 

colorless epidote or zoisite and scales of white mica. Apatite is some- 

times a very abundant microscopic constituent, especially as inclusions 

in the hornblende crystals. On the east fork of Moccasin Creek, 3 

miles due south of Big Oak Flat, a facies occurs which contains no 

hornblende, but is made up of feldspar, quartz, and small nests of epi- 

dote grains. The microscope shows that the rock has been subjected 

to much secondary action. The feldspars, where they are not com- 

pletely broken down, are plagioclase. 

“On Rattlesnake Creek, a little to the northwest of the above locality, 

the rock is a quartz-diorite, which, by secondary alterations and the 

acquirement of a schistose structure, appears to pass locally into an 

amphibolite-schist. 

“The very irregular area just west of Indian Bar shows some varia- 

tions, but in the main is a basic-looking, dioritic rock with abundant 

dark-green hornblende, frequently in idiomorphie crystals, dull feld- 

spars, and some quartz. 

“The microscope shows only occasional remnants of plagioclase and 

a prevailing abundance of epidote. Idiomorphie cross sections of 

hornblende are frequent. This rock is intrusive on the east into a fine- 

grained green rock, which is evidently a somewhat altered member of 

the dialase series, and will be described under the latter head. The 

association of the two rocks is so intimate at times that it becomes 

necessary to separate them by a more or less arbitrary line. 

1A colorless mineral with the same habit and appearance as the epidote is abundant in some sec- 

tions. It has alow double refraction, polarizing in deep blue-gray tints. It was supposed at first 

to be zoisite, but there seem to be gradations between it and the ordinary epidote; and it may be 

merely a colorless epidote. The crystal form is not well shown, 
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“The granodiorite of the area about 2 miles east of Don Pedro Bar 

resembles closely that just described. 
“The most interesting area of granodiorite within the writer’s portion 

of the sheet is that at Don Pedro Bar, where the intrusion has not only 

metamorphosed the adjacent clay-slates but has effected a marked dis- 

placement of the invaded rocks. The intrusive rock varies from a 

quartz-diorite, made up of hornblende, a predominating soda-lime feld- 

spar, and quartz, to a quartz-mica-diorite with the addition of biotite, 

and resembles more closely the typical granodiorite of the Sierra Nevada 

than any other rock in the area. The feldspar (oligoclase?) occurs in 

semiporphyritic crystals more than a centimeter in length. 

‘Another isolated mass of granodiorite lies about 25 miles east of 

Don Pedro Bar. The rock of this area appears to be a quartz-mica- 

diorite, with partially idiomorphie hornblendes. The biotite has been 

completely altered into pseudomorphs of chlorite and epidote. Some 

plagioclase still remains recognizable. 

“Other small areas occur within the sedimentary rocks of the Cala- 

veras formation to the east of the middle portion of the sheet. 

‘““TIn general, the rocks of these areas may be characterized as dark 

basic diorites with abundant dark-green hornblende and little or no 

original quartz. The feldspars have generally disappeared, and their 

place is taken by secondary aggregates of epidote (or zoisite), white 
mica, and quartz. 

QUARTZ-PORPHYRITE AND QUARTZ-PORPHYRY. 

‘““Quartz-porphyrite will be described as forming a subordinate portion 

of the large diabase and porphyrite areas, in which case it is at least 

in part fragmental. But it also occurs in various portions of the area 

as dikes in the sedimentary series and in the older voleaniec rocks. 

Such dikes are particularly abundant around the granodiorite area of 

Don Pedro Bar, cutting the inclosing clay-slates and fragmental por- 

phyrites. Similar dikes also oceur cutting the rocks of the Calaveras 

formation in the neighborhood of Hobron Mill. In these latter dikes 

the feldspars are generally decomposed, but appear to have been largely 

orthoclase, and the rock should perhaps be classed with the quartz- 

porphyries. 

HORNBLENDE-PORPHYRITE. 

“The only area of hornblende-porphyrite indicated upon the map 

occurs just west of Marshs Flat, on the south slope of Moccasin Peak, 

where it forms a small lenticular sheet within the augite-porphyrite 

Series, and, like most of the latter, is of fragmental character. The 

rock is gray in color, with dark idiomorphie hornblende crystals dis- 

seminated abundantly through it. The microscope shows, besides the 

idiomorphic green hornblendes, some decomposed phenocrysts of plagi- 

oclase, lying in a compact crystalline groundinass. 
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GABBRO, 

“This rock occurs only in small areas in the Sonora district and 

always in close connection with serpentine. The only area of sufficient 

size to be indicated on the map is that at Pena Blanca, near the middle 

of the area of the sheet. It is generally a rock of moderately coarse 

grain showing dull, opaque feldspars and light-green diallage. Under 

the microscope the rock is usually seen to be badly decomposed. The 

feldspars are reduced to kaolin-like aggregates and the diallage is par- 

tially changed to serpentine. 

URALITE-GABBRO. 

“The irregular area of rock thus indicated on the map west of the 

Rawhide serpentine area, and which extends southward under the 

basalt of Table Mountain, shows considerable variations and is gener- 

ally too much decomposed to determine its original character. It is 

usually a fine-grained green rock, which under the microscope shows 

green hornblende, decomposed feldspars, and abundant epidote and 

calcite. Quartz is sometimes present, and where it is original the rock 

seems to have been a quartz-diorite, but generally it appears to be 

secondary. Ata point on the road about 2 miles southwest of James- 

town a coarse facies of the rock is exposed, and is here made up of 

large, irregularly bounded crystals of dark-green hornblende and dull 

opaque feldspars. The microscope shows the latter to be completely 

kaolinized and all traces of twinning lamell lost. There is no quartz 

present. It is quite likely that the gabbro associated with the serpen- 

tine to the west of Rawhide is directly connected with this uralite- 

gabbro mass, as it was found impracticable to draw any definite line 

between them in the field. It is, moreover, possible that the entire 

area Iapped as uralite-gabbro may not be a strict geological unit, but 

the general decomposed condition of the rock would render any further 

separation extremely tedious and unsatisfactory at best. 

PYROXENITE. 

“Typical pyroxenite, i. e., a rock with granular structure, composed 

chietly of pyroxene, was not noted within the area studied. About 3 

miles northeasterly from Coulterville, just north of the road to Dudley’s, 

there is a small area of interesting rock (No. 1174 S. N.) made up almost 

entirely of hornblende and augite. The hornblende forms conspicuous 

rounded crystals of dark-greenish color, lying in a gray-green granular 

matrix of augite and hornblende. On fresh fracture the larger horn- 

blendes show brilliant cleavage faces, and are sharply separated from 

the finely granular matrix. The microscope shows that the large horn- 

blendes are pale-brown by transmitted light, with rather faint pleo- 

chroism, and are full of inclusions of the same colorless augite which 

makes up most of the groundmass. 
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“The hornblende in the groundmass frequently shows sharply idio- 

morphic cross sections, as do also the augites included in the porphyritie 
hornblende. A small amount of clear quartz was observed, filling spaces 

between the partly idiomorphic crystals of augite and hornblende. 

PERIDOTITE, 

“No areas of peridotite are indicated upon the geological map, but it 

occurs occasionally in small isolated masses or loose fragments in the 

large serpentine area west of Chinese Camp. <A specimen (No. 1054 

S. N.) taken from a small outcrop in the serpentine, about half a mile 

southwest of the latter town, is a dark gray-green, heavy rock which 

the microscope shows to be a fresh granular aggregate of olivine and 

diallage, forming a welhzrlite.” 

PRE-CRETACEOUS EFFUSIVE IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

DIABASE AND PORPHYRITE (GREENSTONE SERIES). 

A very characteristic feature of the foothills of the Sierra Nevada, 

especially in the area of the Sonora, Oakdale, and Jackson sheets, are 

projecting slabs of slaty rocks, chiefly greenstones. These are often 

arranged in rows, and in open grassy spots remind the observer of 

rows of gravestones. For this reason they are sometimes called grave- 

stone slates. 

Pls. XX XI and XXXII, from photographs taken about 4 miles east 

of south from the Crimea House, will give the reader an idea of the 

general appearance of these slates, and of the vegetation of the foot- 

hills. The tree shown in the picture 3s a species of white oak (Quercus 

douglasii).! The brush in the distance is Ceanothus cuneatus. 

“The rocks included under the head of diabase and porphyrite occur 

in long belts of irregular width, which are generally parallel with the 

belts of sedimentary rocks between which they lie. A schistose strue- 

ture, in many cases determined probably by a rough original bedding, 

is not uncommon, and in such cases the superficial exposures show the 

usual steep easterly dip common to the sedimentary series, and project 

from the soil in long, parallel, comb-like outcrops stretching over hill 

and dale.” Massive diabase is rare in the region studied. The most 
common facies is a dark to light greenish augite-porphyrite, showing 

porphyritie crystals of dark augite lying in a very fine-grained ground- 

mass. With a very few exceptions, all of the rocks of the porphyrite 

Series were erupted as surface flows, and particularly as coarse tuffs 

and breccias, which find their analogues in the andesitic breccias of 

Tertiary age which now cap many of the higher ridges of the Sierra 

Nevada. They were on the whole probably more basic than the latter, 

and at the same time less uniform in character. Their clastic structure 

'The writer is indebted to Professor Coville, of the Department of Agriculture, for the determi. 

nations. 

2 These are the gravestone slates above described.—H. W. T. 
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is generally easily recognized in the field, and the microscope shows 

that the porphyritic crystals of angite are frequently embedded in a 

fragmental groundmass of which the original character is now largely 

obscured by secondary minerals, among which epidote and calcite are 

conspicuous. 

“The augitic porphyrites and the tuffs immediately associated with 

them have a wide distribution in the Sonora area. In a general way 

they form two broad parallel bands, extending diagonally across the 

western portion of the area of the sheet, and separated from each other 
by the narrow middle belt of slates and sandstones noted under Aurif- 
erous slate series. 

“The eastern belt comes into the area of the sheet near the northwest 

corner, being probably a continuation of the Bear Mountain area of 

the Jackson sheet, and passes out of it near the southeast corner. For 
practically the entire distance, it adjoins on the west the main or east- 

ern belt of the Mariposa slates. Considerable variation exists within 

this mass. At its northern end, just north of Table Mountain, it is a 

typical augite-porphyrite, which is locally speckled with abundant 

grains of pyrite. South of Table Mountain and about Chinese Camp 

the rock is a decomposed and uralitized but fairly typical massive dia- 

base with ophitie structure. Farther south the cluster of rugged hills 

dominated by Moccasin Peak and the almost equally rugged Pena 

Blanca Ridge are made up of the ordinary augite-porphyrite agglom- 

erate of coarse tuff, now consolidated into a tough rock of massive 

appearance. Irregular grains of quartz are fairly abundant in the 

augite-porphyrite 2 miles northwest of Pena Blanca, near the contact 

with the Mariposa slates. 

“Near Indian Bar, in the western portion of the porphyrite belt, and 

extending over an area bounded on the west by the irregular mass of 

granodiorite and a narrow strip of the Calaveras formation, and on the 

east not always readily separated from the ordinary augite-porphyrite. 

there occurs a compact green rock in which the lens shows small glis- 

tening needles of green hornblende. The microscope shows that it is 

a compact diabase or a basalt, which has been changed into an aggre- 

gate of green hornblende needles and other secondary minerals. 

“The rock was evidently originally a somewhat glassy one, as the 

plagioclase laths, when their form can still be recognized, show the 

forked and frayed ends characteristic of such rocks. This rock might 

be mapped as an amphibolite, but as it is not schistose, and is plainly 

only a uralitized portion of the diabase series, which could be separately 

delineated only with some difliculty, it has not been separated upon the 

geological map. 

“The volume of these augite-porphyrite tuffs is very great. In the 

wider portions the belt has a width of about 5 miles, and thus, allowing 

for a general easterly dip of 65°, which is less than that of the inclos- 

ing sedimentary rocks, would give the enormous actual thickness of 44 
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miles. The nature of the material makes it impossible to be sure that 

there is no folding or repetition of the single members of the series, 

but no indication of such duplication was observed in the field. Never- 

theless, it seems hardly possible that 44 miles can represent the original 

thickness of the accumulations. 

‘“‘The large western area of porphyrite does not call for detailed 

description, as the rock resembles in a general way that of the area 

just described. The area may be characterized, however, as exhibiting 

a rather pronounced schistose structure, whereby the outcrops, although 

more massive, resemble somewhat those of the clay-slates. 

“ Moreover, by the disappearance of the augites and an increasing 

fineness of the tuffaceous material, with the addition of nonvoleanie 

detritus, these porphyrites appear to grade locally into the ordinary 

clay-slates of the Mariposa series. 

“Other smaller areas of porphyrite tuff occur in the area studied, 

intercalated with the rocks of the sedimentary series. Such a strip is 

that lying east of Don Pedro Bar. At the Tuolumne River this is a 

nearly white quartz-porphyrite, but it appears to be in direct continu- 

ation with the ordinary diabase tuff which lies west of the large ser- 

pentine area near the Crimea House, and the two were not separated 

in the mapping. 

“Although the porphyrites have been described as being chiefly frag- 

mental in origin, it is probable that igneous intrusions in the forms of 

sheets and dikes helped in building up these thick volcanic accumu- 

lations, but they were certainly subordinate in volume to the purely 

effusive and clastic material.” 

ALTERED IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

The following descriptions of amphibolite-schist and serpentine are 

by Mr. Ransome. 

AMPHIBOLITE-SCHIST. 

“The greater part of the green schists on the Sonora sheet form an 

irregular belt lying just to the east of the main belt of the Mariposa 

slates, and very frequently separate those slates from the rocks of the 

Calaveras formation to the east. The characteristic mineral of these 

schists is a green fibrous hornblende, but quartz, in the form of a fine 

mosaic of interlocking grains, plagioclase, feldspar, chlorite, epidote, 

biotite, white mica, and calcite, are all abundant constituents in vary- 

ing proportions. Occasionally remnants of the augite and plagioclase 

of the original rock occur; for, like the similar rocks in the Jackson 

area, these amphibolite-schists were evidently derived from various 

forms of more or less basic igneous rocks. In the Sonora area the 

transformation has generally been complete enough to obliterate the 

structure of the original rock; but cases were noted in which an altered 
diorite passed by insensible gradations into an amphibolite-schist. This 

17 GEOL, PT I——43 
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is well seen on the road between Sonora and Campo Seco, near the 
eastern edge of the amphibolite-schist area. Although the typical 

facies of these schists is a dark-green, rather crumbling, fibrous rock, 

composed chiefly of slender prisms of green hornblende with some 

visible calcite and biotite, yet the macroscopic and microscopic varia- 

tion is rather large, indicating their derivation from rocks of extensive 

range in chemical composition, and probably, also, of considerable orig- 
inal structural variety. 

SERPENTINE. 

“As in the Jackson area, this rock is regarded as an alteration product 
of basic gabbros or of ultrabasic igneous rocks of the peridotite family. 

No evidence was observed, however, of the association between the 

serpentine and the diabase and amphibolite noted on that sheet. In 

general the serpentine occurs in broad, well-defined areas of rather 

irregular shape, or as elongated dike-like masses of very varying width. 

By far the largest area of serpentine in the district is that lying to the 

west and south of Chinese Camp, having a width of 4 miles and a length 

within the boundaries of the sheet of 12 miles. 

“The usual rock of this area is a dark-brown serpentine, which forms 

rather rugged hills of a particularly uninviting aspect, being very 

sparsely covered with vegetation and weathering to a rusty-red color. 

Other portions of the mass, particularly near its periphery, weather to 

the greenish-gray color usual with the serpentines of the Sierra Nevada. 

“North of the Crimea House the serpentine is quite schistose, sufti- 

ciently so to allow of good observations being taken for dip and strike. 

In general the rock of this area appears to be completely changed to 

serpentine. A specimen taken about 15 miles northeast of the Crimea 

House showed apparent remnants of a rhombic pyroxene under the 

microscope, while another specimen, taken from a small outcrop in 

the serpentine about one-half mile southwest of Chinese Camp, had the 

mineralogical composition of a wehrlite, and has already been referred 

to under “ Peridotite.” Loose pyroxenic bowlders also occur scattered 

over various portions of the serpentine area. The mapping would indi- 

cate that the latter represents an originally intrusive mass of peridotite 

and related rocks. There is apparently little or no evidence of contact 

metamorphism about the periphery of the mass, but the exposures are 

not particularly favorable to its detection. 

“Another considerable tract of serpentine is that near Rawhide, in 

the northwestern portion of the area of the sheet, and which continues 

southward under the basalt of Table Mountain, down to Sullivans 

Creek. The rock of this tract is chietly a dark massive variety, show- 

ing glistening cleavage faces of bastite. 

‘Near the western edge of the tract the serpentine is intimately asso- 

ciated with a rather decomposed gabbro, in a manner strongly suggest- 

ing that the gabbro is a portion of the original mass of basic igneous 

rock from which the serpentine has been derived. A similar close 
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association of serpentine and gabbro occurs on the south side of Table 

Mountain, about a mile southeast of Rawhide. 

‘‘Another area of serpentine extends from a point a little northwest of 

Coulterville in a northwesterly direction past Pena Blanca to Moccasin 

Creek. This area is merely a portion of an interrupted and very irreg- 

ular belt of serpentine which extends from a point 1 mile east of Jack- 

sonville down to the southeast corner of the sheet, near Mount Bullion, 

and lies generally just east of the main belt of Mariposa slates. The 

serpentine area west of Rawhide is also directly in the line of this 

irregular belt, although separated by a longer interval than are any of 

the other detached portions. 

“The serpentine of Pena Blanca resembles that near Rawhide, being 

dark and massive, with large bastite cleavage faces. Here also it is 

closely associated with gabbro, a portion of the latter being mapped as 

a distinct area just east of the serpentine at Pena Blanca. 

“This serpentine area divides the otherwise continuous belt of Mari- 

posa slates into two portions about 2 miles northwest of the village 

of Pena Blanca. The great quartz veins of the Mother lode lie here 

wholly within the serpentine, and, by their resistance to weathering 

and erosion, have determined a series cf little, sharply pointed spurs or 

knobs, upon whose summits the white quartz is revealed in conspicuous 

croppings. Small basic dikes are fairly abundant in the serpentine 

between Pena Blanca and Moccasin Creek, and were sometimes observed 

alongside the quartz veins. 

“They are generally rather decomposed, but a thin section of one of 
the fresher specimens showed a granular aggregate of augite, green, 

partly idiomorphic hornblende, abundant epidote, and some basic plagi- 

oclase filling the interstices between the other minerals.” 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

THE GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

The following items about the gold-quartz veins do not indicate all 

the districts where such veins occur. They are, in fact, found over 

nearly all the area. 

The most important veins of the Sonora area are those of the Mother 

lode. Many of these have been extensively worked in past times, as, 

for example, those on the Mariposa estate, to the south of the Merced 

River. Some of these old mines, particularly the Rawhide and the 

Cook claims near Coulterville, have been rather recently reopened on 

an extensive scale. The Mother lode, so well defined at Angels and 

Carson Hill, may be said to enter the area of the sheet to the west of 
Tuttletown. The old Patterson mine at Tuttletown may perhaps be 

regarded as lying to the east of the lode proper. This mine is, however, 

in the same belt of amphibolite-schist as that in which the famous mines 

at Angels occur. The Rawhide mine is without doubt on the Mother 
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lode. This lies on the east border of a considerable serpentine area. 

There is much free gold in the ore, and the green mica, mariposite, is 

abundant. This mine has produced a large amount in recent years. 

To the southeast of the Rawhide, the Alabama, Crystalline, and other 

quartz veins connect the Rawhide with the Quartz Mountain mines, 

2 miles south of Jamestown, where mining is also actively going on. 

Except one mine northwest of Jacksonville, there are no mines that 

are being extensively worked until we reach Coulterville. Mining was 

being actively carried on here in 1895 on several veins. The Red Bank 

mine, on the north side of the Merced, is the next one of importance to 

the southeast of Coulterville. On the south side of the Merced the 

Josephine, Ophir, and Princeton mines, on the Mariposa estate, are 

now idle, but may be reopened. The above mines are all on the Mother 

lode belt. 

The Golden Gate mine, just southwest of Sonora, is in amphibolite- 

schist, and the gold occurs in the sulphurets in a gangue of quartz with 

some calcite. 

In mica-schist on the east border of a granitic area just south of 

Carter post-office is the Eureka Consolidated mine, now producing, 

and to the south of this, also in schistose slate, is the Seminole. 

The New Albany vein, on the east side of the North Tuolumne, south- 

east of Carter post-office, has a course N.10° W. and dips E. about 45°. 

The croppings are in granite, but a few feet down slate comes in, form- 

ing the footwall. The vein matter consists of white quartz and a 

greenish material, the vein being in places 20 feet thick. Some of the 

ore Shows free gold, iron pyrite, zine sulphide, and a lead sulphide. 

Farther southeast, on the ridge east of the North Tuolumne, are the 

Hunter and Buchanan mines, not now operating. The vein of the 

Buchanan mine strikes N. 80° E., or across the strike of the schists. It 

dips 8, 45°, 

Yo the northeast of Hornitos quartz veins are abundant, and some 

of these have been extensively worked—for example, the Number Nine. 

The Horseshoe mine, south of Hunters Valley, was being exploited in 

1895. There are also numerous pocket mines in this district, and near 

Chamisal. The Whitlock mines, to the east of the Mount Bullion ridge, 

are in greenstone, as is also the Yellowstone, about 1 mile west of Bear 

Valley. 

The course of the vein of the Yellowstone is 8.709 W. The ore occurs 

in the altered greenstone (augite-porphyrite), which is broken up along 

the vein and recemented with quartz and calcite. A large specimen of 

the ore, presented to the National Museum by Mr. McDonald, who, in 

1893, had charge of the mine, shows spots of free gold at numerous 

points, associated with white quartz and calcite. According to Mr. Hall, 

the former owner, in the upper workings much of the gold occurred in 

calcite. 
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Pocket mines are very numerous in Greenhorn Mountain ridge, which 

is made up of the same greenstone (an augitic lava or tuff) as at the 

Whitlock and Yellowstone. 

Large quartz veins, often with a flat dip, are abundant in the green- 

stone areas of the southwest part of the district, to the west of the Hor- 

nitos belt of black sedimentary schists. Most of these are said to be 

poor in gold. It is also said that most of the gold about Hornitos is of 

a low grade—that is to say, there is much silver, etc., mixed with it. 
The region about the town of Sonora is remarkable as containing a 

great number of pocket veins, or, in other words, veins in which there 

are spots rich in gold, with intervening spaces comparatively barren. 

The most remarkable pocket mine found is known as the Bonanza, 

It isin the north part of the town. The ore is found along a diorite 

dike that cuts the clay-slates. The gold occurs with quartz in the 

native state and in the form of a telluride. The pockets are said to 

occur with a certain regularity,' and to vary in richness from $4,000 

upward. The quartz occurs both on the top and on the bottom, and 

sometimes in the middle of the dike, which dips at an angle of about 20°. 

In the Soulsbyville granite area there are numerous veins that have 

been exploited. In nearly all cases the ores are rich in sulphides, 

copper and iron pyrite, pyrrhotite or magnetic iron pyrite, and zine 

blende. They usually also contain a galena-like mineral giving blow- 

pipe reactions for both lead and antimony. As a rule, therefore, they 

need a chlorine or other process to extract the gold. 

Accompanying the vein of the Black Oak and the Platt and Gilsen 

mines, there was noted at some points a black schistose material called 

slate by the miners. The microscope shows that this material is prac- 

tically an amphibolite-schist and probably represents a sheared diorite 

or diorite-porphyry that has been intruded as dikes along the vein, 

similar to the dikes noted under that head. The course of the Black 

Oak vein is about N. 7° W., dipping about 75° W. The vein is said to 

be frozen—that is, it is cemented to the granite walls, there being no 
clay or gouge along the walls. 

The Laura and North Star, south of Cherokee, are also in granite, 

or, more strictly, quartz-diorite. The veins are 2 to 3 feet thick, as 

noted on the surface, and have free walls. The strike of the veins is 

N. 54° W. 

The Callota is a cross vein at the north end of the Laura. 

CINNABAR. 

On the steep west slope of the ridge east of Horseshoe Bend is an 

interesting set of veins, and the writer is indebted to the owner, Mr. 

C. L. Mast, for specimens of the ore. The country rock is greenstone 

(an augitic tuff), which is here usually massive in character. Thereare 

1Twelfth Ann. Rept. State Mineralogist, p. 301. 
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two nearly parallel quartz veins, from 1 to 3 feet in width, which strike 

about N. 40° W. and dip 35° to the NE. The lower of these veins, 

called the Cabinet, is about 500 feet vertically above the gravel flat on 

the east side of the bend. The ore of this vein contains copper pyrite 

and a darker copper sulphide with nearly black streak, probably 

bornite. Both of these veins are auriferous. 

The upper vein is known as the Lookout and is about 200 feet verti- 

cally above the Cabinet. Cutting these two white quartz veins at 

nearly right angles is a vein with approximately vertical dip, known 

as the Crystal vein, which contains cinnabar along little quartz vein- 

lets which cut the ordinary vein matter. The microscope shows the 

latter to be made up chiefly of quartz grains with very abundant 

minute specks of a nearly colorless micaceous mineral with bright 

interference colors, giving the vein matter in hand specimens a turbid 

and greenish look. This micaceous mineral is probably tale. In thin 

section -the vein matter resembles a quartzite. The cinnabar is in 

minute grains and crystals, but is also found in large erystals, some of 

them with a diameter of two-tenths of an inch. 

The occurrence of cinnabar here was noted by Whitney,' and later 

by Becker.’ 

That cimnabar is found in the Blue Wing vein north of Murphys has 

already been noted. This is likewise referred to by Whitney and 

Becker. The writer is indebted to Mr. C. L. Mast for the information 

that cinnabar is also found at Marshs Flat, and for specimens of the 

ore, which is a decomposed fine-grained greenstone on which are dis- 

tinct stains of cinnabar. It is not likely that any of these deposits of 

quicksilver ore will prove of economic value. 

MARIPOSITE. 

The green micaceous mineral so characteristic of the Mother lode in 

Tuolumne and Mariposa counties, and which was called mariposite by 

Silliman, occurs abundantly at the Josephine mine, near Bear Valley. 

Several specimens of this were obtained in 1893, and submitted to Prof. 

F. W. Clarke for analysis. Thin sections of the material were made, 

and these show that the mineral is micaceous, nearly colorless or slightly 

greenish with brilliant polarizing colors, resembling tale or sericite. 

There appears to be no perceptible pleochroism. The mineral is in 

the form of fibers and minute irregular foils with ragged edges, and 

extinguishes nearly or quite parallel to the longer axis of the fibers. 
Macroscopically, it is not all green, some of it being nearly white. Two 

analyses by Dr. Hillebrand are appended, one of the green and the 

other of the white mineral. 

1Geology of California, Vol. I, p. 230. 

2 Quicksilver deposits of the Pacific Slope: Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XITT, 188s, p. 388. 
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Analyses of mariposite (438 S. N.). 

Green. | White. | ,viteovice.| 

| | a ae 
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

SIO as teases cece eis | 55. 35 56. 79 46.17 

IMIO)y, ssa cone concod. 3605 on506 18 |) 95.99 a 

ANS Osetra scree rarer oes 255621) fa 
Cr.03 sf ee St = SA A eS .18 None. | 83.51 | 

THOS ok coe Ae en ee ee 63 |) ioe lie Ae fs 
EOS aS ee eee a oy ae ¢ 
CaO eee sen soe etic ees 07 OM elec sex ee se 

Mig One Sse e oben soe ee cieaiceians 3, 25 3. 29 2. 28 

Ke Oia aeeavsea sete sensei 9. 29 8. 92 10. 40 

(Wie Neal)s OlaP eee eee iQ sel Te asc rose ee 
Hk OCeae pes ne soe eee | 4.52 A, 72 5. 42 

| 100.13} 100.84) 99.58 | 
| | | 

aA very strong lithium reaction. bContaining some K,0. ce No water given off below 300 C. 

The thin sections show that there is carbonate, probably chiefly dolo- 

mite, mixed with the mariposite. This with some carbonate of iron was 

extracted with acetic acid followed by warm dilute HCl, the mariposite 

substance remaining unattacked. Dr. Hillebrand calls attention to the 

resemblance of the mineral in composition to pinite, and states that no 

definite formula is deducible. He determined the specific gravity of 

the green mineral to be 2.817 at 29.5° C., and that of the white mineral 

to be 2.787 at 28.59 C. The occurrence of chromium in the green variety 

and not in the white suggests that to be the cause of the green color. 

The analysis of the chrome muscovite is taken from Dana’s Manual 

of Mineralogy, 1892, p. 619. The locality is Syersk, and the mica is 

said to be green. Some of the analyses of pinite given by Dana do 

not differ much from the analysis of the chrome muscovite, but they 

do not indicate the presence of any chromium sesquioxide. 

Associated with mariposite at the Josephine mine and at Quartz 

Mountain in Tuolumne County, as well as many other points along the 

Mother lode, is a white mineral which at some points appears to form 

veins in the mariposite. This is probably the mineral called ankerite 

by Silliman. An examination of this material by Dr. Hillebrand shows 

that itis ordinary dolomite mixed with quartz, and not ankerite. In 

the Josephine mine, erythrite, a hydrous arsenate of cobalt, forms on 

surfaces and in seams of the rock adjoining the vein. According to 

the State mineralogist' of California, danaite (cobaltic arsenic sul- 

phide) is also found in the vein matter. 

1Twelfth Ann. Report, p. 175. 
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THE OAKDALE AREA. 

This area, lying immediately west of the Sonora district, has not as 

yet been topographically mapped. The Auriferous slate series and the 

interbedded old lavas form the larger part of the northeast portion of 

the area, the main part of which lies in the San Joaquin Valley. These 

older rocks may be entirely Juratrias in age. Texas ranch, where Mr. 

C. D. Voy, and later others,' collected fossils characteristic of the Mari- 

posa formation, is on the west side of a branch of Angels Creek to 

the north of the Sonora and Copperopolis stage road. The slates in 

which the fossils occur are part of the same belt of the Mariposa for- 

mation shown on the Sonora map along Woods Creek, where it lies 

just west of the Mother lode. 

The belt of clay-slates supposed to belong to the Mariposa formation 

that crosses the Merced River at Merced Falls and the Tuolumne River 

at La Grange strikes into the area of the Oakdale sheet, but has not 

been seen at any point in that area. These slates are probably con- 

cealed under the Tertiary and later sediments of the San Joaquin 

Valley. 

West of Telegraph City, by the old stage road to Stockton, where a 

prominent point of the ridge south of Telegraph City known as Hog 

Hill bears about 8. 66° E., is an area of a granitoid rock (No. 71 Cal- 

averas). The microscope shows this to be a quartz-hornblende-diorite 

containing a little brown mica and iron ore. In contact with the 

granitic area was collected a green schist which strikes nearly north 

and south and dips 65°. This is composed of recrystallized green horn- 

blende, patches of a brown chloritic (?) mineral showing a spherulitic 

structure, and gray patches made up chiefly of a quartz-feldspar mosaic. 

Iron oxide is abundant. 
Whitney’ notes a granitic area which he considers responsible for the 

altered condition of the rocks near Quail Hill. The altered rock 

referred to is called ‘calico rock,” which appears to be a decomposed 

porphyry showing brilliant colors, and presumably in a zone of solfa- 

taric action. This “calico rock” was at one time supposed to be rich 

in gold. Prof. Benjamin Silliman visited Quail Hill about 1867 and 

published some notes concerning it.’ 

Near Telegraph City some copper deposits have been mined, and at 

Copperopolis the Reed copper lode has produced a large amount. The 

ore is copper pyrite and is said to contain some gold. West of Tele- 

graph City there are large amounts of a rusty iron-stained sandstone 

of Tertiary age. In addition to Whitney and Silliman, Goodyear‘ gives 

some brief notes on the geology of Copperopolis, Quail Hill, and 

vicinity. : 

‘See Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part IT, 1894, pp. 453-454. 

2Auriferous Gravels, p. 122. 

3 Proc. California Acad. Sei., Vol. ITT, 1867, pp. 387-399. 

4Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XL, 1868, pp. 92-95, and Proc, California Acad. Sei., Vol. IIL, pp. 349-351, 
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Large areas of the black basaltic-locking lava of the Tuolumne Table 

Mountain flow are to be seen north and south of the Stanislaus to the 

east of Knights Ferry. 

In the northeast part of the district are considerable bodies of serpen- 

tine. The pre-Cretaceous rocks are, however, chiefly lavas and tuffs. 

Those of the northeast section are more basic and contain more augite 

than elsewhere in the district. At Knights Ferry bridge isa granitoid 

rock containing metasilicates in very small amount (No.5168.N.). The 

feldspars are twinned on the albite law, and are either albite or andesine- 

North of Knights Ferry isa very large area of an acid lava with porphy- 

ritie quartzes. It is, in fact, an extension of the quartz-porphyrite 

area of the Gopher Ridge (Jackson sheet). 

THE MERCED-MARIPOSA DISTRICT. 

The area so designated covers that part of Mariposa and Madera 

counties which will, when topographically mapped, form two atlas sheets 

lying just south of the Sonora and Yosemite districts. 

HOG-WALLOW MOUNDS. 

Along the east side of the San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys, 

chiefly in the area of red soil and gravel called on the geologic maps 

early Pleistocene, there are often to be noted little mounds between 

which are depressions in some of which water stands after a rain, show- 

ing that the depressions are little basins without any outlet. The little 

mounds are not confined to the level stretches, but are found on the 

slopes of the first low foothills. This is illustrated by Pl. XX XIII, which 

is from a photograph taken by the road from Snelling to Merced. The 

tops of the plateau-like ridges south of Snelling appear likewise to be 

dotted with the little mounds. They are usually less than 2 feet in 

elevation, often less than 1 foot, and have a diameter of from 4 to 10 feet 

(approximately). Where sections of them had been made along the new 

cuts in the road, it was evident that they are made of the same red soil 
mixed with pebbles that forms the intervening spaces. In the depres- 

sions there are often a number of larger pebbles. A similar observa. 

tion as to kind of material composing the mounds was made by the road 

from Hornitos to Merced southwest of Indian Gulch. The little mounds 

are abundant on the hills south of Indian Gulch. These hills are com- 

posed of pre-Cretaceous schistose rocks, and the little mounds in this 

case appear to be made of the soil formed directly from the underlying 

rock, 

On the andesite-breccia area that covers the top of the ridge west of 

Corral Creek, in the northeast part of the Sonora area, may be noted 

little mounds about 3 feet in height and 15 feet in width. These are 

composed of fine material without any of the coarse rubble of the 

breccia. It is not likely that these have an origin similar to those in 

the lower foothills and on the plains. To one who has seen the little 
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mounds made by ground squirrels in the Coast Ranges the resemblance 

of the mounds shown in the illustration to the squirrel mounds will be 

at once apparent. In many cases squirrels are now living in these little 

mounds of the plains region and foothills of the Sierra Nevada, but 

many of them show no trace of former burrows. The surface of the 

mounds is sometimes quite bare, but usually it supports a growth of 
grass of the same character and about the same in amount as on the 

intervening spaces, aS may be seen in the illustration. There are no 

shrubs in the middle of the mounds and there is no evidence that there 

ever were any, around which the wind might have gradually collected 

soil. Moreover, as stated above, the mounds in the plains region are 
made up of the same sort of material as that forming the intervening 

spaces, neither coarser nor finer, with the exception of occasional 

groups of large pebbles, heretofore noted, which lie on the surface. 

While the evidence is not sufficient to warrant assigning to squirrels 

or other rodents the making of the hillocks, it is thought that this ori- 
gin should be considered. That little hillocks are made by the drifting 

of sand about a clump of grass or brush has been often noted. Such 

little hillocks may be seen along the Central Pacific Railroad near the 

station of Desert, Nevada. Such mounds are also described by Dr. 
G. W. Barnes! as being found in San Diego County, and that writer 

ascribes to the agency of vegetation and wind erosion the formation of 

mounds which appear to be similar to those here referred to, while 

recognizing that burrowing animals assist in enlarging the mounds in 
some cases. 

Professor Whitney, who published the first notice of the mounds 

which the writer has noted, states? that the *“‘ hard clayey soil south of 

Kings River is thrown up into alternate hillocks and hollows, popularly 

known as ‘hog wallows,’ the origin of which is not easy to explain. 

They resemble the hillocks left by the gradual decay of trees uprooted 

by the wind in our eastern forests, and the depressions between them 

contain water in the rainy season.” 

Prof. Joseph Le Conte describes the so-called prairie mounds of 

Washington, and. refers likewise to the “ hog wallows” of California. 

Professor Le Conte states *— 

That his observations in eastern Oregon, where they oceur in every variety of form, 

size, and regularity, and in California, convince him that they are the result of sur- 

face erosion under peculiar conditions; these conditions being a bare country and a 

drift soil more movable above and less movable below. Erosion removes the finer 

top soil, leaving it, however, inspots. The process once commenced, weeds, shrubs, 

and ferns take possession of these spots as the better soil, or sometimes as the drier 

soil, and hold them, and by their roots retard the erosion there. In some cases a 

departing vegetation—a vegetation gradually destroyed by an increasing dryness of 

climate—is an important condition. 

Certain it is that in all the treeless regions of California and Oregon that have not 

been touched by the plow, the same phenomenon may be observed to a less extent. 

1 The hillocks or mound formations of San Diego, Cal.: Am. Naturalist, 1879, p, 565. 

2 Geology of California, Vol. I, p. 367. 

3 Abstract in Proc. California Acad. Sci., Vol. V, p. 219 
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In California they are called ‘‘ hog wallows.” The hog wallows of California may 

be traced by insensible gradations into the larger mounds of eastern Oregon, and 

these, in their turn, into the more perfect mounds of Mound Prairie; they are all 

evidently due to the same cause. If the mounds of Mound Prairie were a unique 

phenomenon, we might resort to exceptional causes; but a phenomenon so wide- 

spread must be due to a widespread agent. 

Some information as to the agricultural value of the “hog-wallow” 

lands will be found in a report by Prof. E. A. Hilgard on the physical 

geography of the State of California.! 

As a rule, where seen by the writer, these lands are uncultivated. 
Their hummocky nature makes the plowing of them a difficult matter, 

and the soil as a rule is poor. 

TERTIARY SEDIMENTS. 

The first consolidated rock seen in place by the road from Madera to 

Daultons is a coarse reddish sandstone, with the same pearly kaolin- 

like scales as are found so abundantly in the sandstone of the Ione 

formation in the Jackson area. Farther northeast, resting on mica- 

andalusite-schist, some sandstone was noted consisting of angular 

quartz grains embedded in a whitish, opaque, clay like matrix very 

similar to some of the Ione sandstone northeast of Camanche and at 

the base of the hill west of Jones Butte, near Ione. 

Forming a set of low, level-topped buttes along the edge of the foot- 

hills to the southeast of Merced Falls is a sandstone formation very 

similar to that which just south of Merced Falls contains Eocene fos- 

sils. They are therefore presumed also to be of Eocene age. The 

sandstone of these hills is beautifully exposed. It was carefully 

examined at many points for fossils, but none were found. 

In a paper on the Auriferous Gravels,’ attention was called to an 
interesting locality of vertebrate remains described by Professor Whit- 

ney as being on a dry creek tributary to Bear Creek near the line of 

Mariposa and Merced counties. A search was made for this locality, 

but no evidence of such remains was found. Professor Whitney later 

informed the writer that he himself had investigated this locality and 

had been unable to find it. 

TERTIARY VOLCANIC ROCKS. 

Along the east side of the valley to the south of the Merced River 

is a plateau, the upper layers of which, where examined, are composed 

of andesitic detritus mixed with ordinary sand. Some of the white 

underlying material may be of rhyolitic origin; at any rate the white 

material at the edge of the plains just west of Daultons in Madera County 

is rhyolite. Some information concerning the lava flows that form the 

top of the Millerton Table Mountain may be found in Blake’s report.* 

1 Tenth Census, Vol. VI, Part II, pp. 665-731, bottom pagination. 

2 Am. Geologist, Vol. XV, p. 371. 

3 Pacific Railroad Reports, Vol. V. 
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THE AURIFEROUS SLATE SERIES. 

To the student of the pre-Cretaceous rocks the Merced-Mariposa 

region is one of more than usual interest. The Auriferous slate series 

of the Gold Belt practically terminates in this region, being cut off by 

large granitic areas. The granite forms a large area south of the 

town of Mariposa, and it is in this region that the Mariposa slates ter- 

minate, abutting directly against the granite. The areaof greenstones 

which forms Mount Bullion and the ridge trending southeast from 

there extends as a narrow tongue for an unknown distance southeast. 

It was observed by the writer on the North Fork of the Fresno River 

east of Grub Gulch, where the greenstones have been converted into 

amphibolite-schist. There is also at this point some mica-schist. In 
the line of strike of this belt of amphibolite-schist occur the mining 
‘amps of Fine Gold and Coarse Gold, which are said to be in or near 

schistese rocks, probably a continuation of the belt here noted. 
On the southwest part of the Sonora geologic map may be noted two 

belts of sedimentary rock, an eastern one, supposed to be of Carbon- 
iferous age, which crosses the Merced River west of Horseshoe Bend, 
and a supposed Jurassic belt crossing the same river at Merced Falls. 
A belt of greenstone tuffs and schists separates the two slate belts 
above noted. ‘These greenstones give out a little to the southeast 

of the Tres Cerritos, which are about 2 miles southwest of Indian 

Gulch, so that along Owens Creek the two belts of slates come together. 

This creek, rising in Cathay Valley and flowing southwesterly, makes 

a fine section of the series. The Mariposa slates at the mouth of the 

canyon of Owens Creek, or where it enters into the plains of the San 

Joaquin Valley, have been metamorphosed into chiastolite-schist by 

an intrusive granitoid rock. After passing through this metamorphic 

belt, going northeast, the slates are quite unaltered for a distance 

of perhaps 3 or 4 miles until the granitic area of Cathay Valley is 

approached, when another zone of contact-metamorphic rocks may be 

noted, 

The belt of chiastolite-schist noted as lying to the southwest of the 

Tres Cerritos and extending thence to Owens Creek pretty certainly 

continues southeast to the Chowchilla River, for in that vicinity there 

is a wide belt of these schists which was followed by the writer as far 

south as the San Joaquin River, where it leaves the foothills and 

enters on the plains of San Joaquin. The belt of schist at Daultons 

is 2 miles wide, but on the Chowchilla River it has a width of 4 or 

more miles, the entire series being more or less thoroughly crystalline. 

In it are numerous dikes of a hornblende-diabase. In the neighbor- 

hood of Daultons, as was first noted by Blake,' the square prisms of 

chiastolite, having a length sometimes of 2 inches, lie scattered over 

the ground and also form parts of a conglomerate of Tertiary age that 

' Pacitic Railroad Reports, Vol. V. 
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rests on the older rocks at points along the foothills. In the vicinity 

of the Chowchilla River there are numerous lenses of quartz in the 

chiastolite-schists, which, having resisted the weathering better than 

the surrounding rocks, now form the white tips of little conical buttes. 

Southwest of Green Mountain these buttes are numerous, forming a 

peculiar landscape. 

The Tres Cerritos, southwest of Indian Gulch, are three sharp buttes 

which, like the little cones just mentioned, owe their prominence to the 

silicitied character of the rock of which they are composed. The 

original material of the buttes appears to have been diabase and green- 

stone slate with some clay-slate, and has been subjected to silicifica- 
tion, and is apparently also in a zone of solfataric action. The southeast 

butte, which was examined with the most care, is composed chiefly of 

greenstone-schist with layers of vein quartz, associated with which is 

pyrophyllite in considerable masses, crystallized in beautiful stellate 

forms. The much decomposed and rusty schists in the creek at its 

base strike about 60° west of north and dip at an angle of 80°, and at 

a point about due west of the butte they are covered with an efflores- 

cence of hydrated sodium and magnesium sulphates, with a little 

chloride, and with calcium sulphate in the interior, as determined by 

Dr. Stokes from samples brought from there. 

Forming part of the same altered mass as that in which the pyrophyl- 

lite occurs is a light-colored, medium-grained quartzite-like rock which 

the microscope shows to be made up chiefly of grains of quartz and a 

positive uniaxial mineral of greater relief than the quartz, extinguish- 

ing parallel to the cleavage and having bright interference colors. Dr. 

Hillebrand made a chemical examination of this rock and found that it 

gives off water on heating, and also SO; (SO, also?). H,SO, decom- 

poses it, and the filtrate shows much alumina and alkali, both sodium 

and potassium. The mineral is therefore a sulphate of alumina and 

alkali, as there is practically nothing in the rock but quartz and the 

sulphate. Its chemical composition and optical properties make it 

probable that the mineral is alunite, which is uniaxial and positive. 
Since alunite occurs in solfataric zones, its presence with the pyro- 

phyllite at the Tres Cerritos is not strange. It has not been previously 

found in California, so far as known to the writer. Except in the age 

and exact nature of the original rocks concerned, the Tres Cerritos 

quartz-alunite rock appears to be very similar to a quartz-alunite rock 

forming Democrat Hill and the rugged crest of Mount Robinson in the 

Rosita Hills,! Colorado. 

The zone of contact-metamorphic schists noted on Owens Creek in 

the Mariposa slates is continued northwest and is crossed by the road 

from Indian Gulch to Merced a mile southwest of the Tres Cerritos. 

The andalusite crystals are beautifully developed and form typical 

specimens of the contact-metamorphie rock. 

} Whitman Cross: Proc. Colorado Sci. Soc., 1890, p. 277. 
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On account of the striking character of the contact phenomena at. 

many points in the district, an examination was made of one locality, 
which is herewith appended under a special heading. 

CONTACT METAMORPHISM. 

By contact metamorphism is meant those alterations in a rock mass 

that take place along the border of an intrusive rock in consequence 

of the heat and mineralizing solutions whose origin is due to the intru- 

sive rock. In the metamorphic zone new minerals have been formed, 

chiefly by the recrystallization of the material of the rock that is 

metamorphosed. 

This phenomenon has been noted in many parts of the world, and 
careful investigations have shown beyond all reasonable doubt that 

the formation of these minerals took place after the intrusion of the 

igneous magma and as a result of it. 

The investigations of Hawes! have, indeed, made it certain that in 
one instance there has been an addition of boric acid to the schists 

from the mineralizing solutions, resulting in the formation of abundant 

tourmalines in the zone nearest the granite. Rosenbusch,’ in a very 

thorough investigation of contact phenomena, however, found that at 

the locality which he studied the new minerals developed were almost 

wholly due to the recrystallization of the material of the schists. 

In the descriptions of the hornblende series of the Bidwell Bar area 

the recrystallization of the uralitic greenstones of the Forbestown 

ridge was indicated as the result of contact metamorphism. Contact- 

metamorphic zones have been also noted in the clay-slates southwest 

of Indian Gulch, at Burns Creek where it enters the San Joaquin 

Valley, at the head of Owens Creek southwest of Cathay Valley, and 

in the broad beit of mica and chiastolite schist extending south from the 

Chowchilla River to the San Joaquin. It is quite probable that in no 

other part of the world are contact phenomena more plainly exhibited 

or so easily studied as in Mariposa County. The rocks are, as a rule, 

finely exposed, particularly along the creeks, and on the ridges south of 

Owens Creek as well. Another locality where contact metamorphism is 

well displayed is in Yaqui Gulch, about 2 miles southwest of the town 

of Mariposa. These schists are part of a zone of contact-metamorphie 

rocks at the south end of a long belt of Mariposa slates which extend 

from Colfax, in Placer County, to Yaqui Gulch, a distance of about 

130 miles. To the west of Placerville this belt of slates is in contact 

with an area of fine-grained porphyritie granite, and, according to 

Mr. W. Lindgren, does not seem to be greatly altered; but the contact 

was examined hastily. Only at its south end is this slate belt in con- 

tact with any large area of an intrusive granular rock of a granitoid 

nature, and at no other point are the slates so highly altered. 

1Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. X XT, p. 21. 

2 Die Steiger-Scheifer, Strasburg, 1877. 
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The area is not, in this vicinity at least, connected with the great 

granite mass of the Sierra Nevada, a narrow projecting tongue of 

greenstone and mica-schists separating it; but it is of large size and 

extends at least as far southeast as the San Joaquin River, a distance 

of 35 miles, having an average width of 12 or more miles. This gra- 

nitic rock is not at the contact a true granite, as may be seen from the 

analysis, and, indeed, this is true of most of the area. The fine-grained 

granite from the quarry at Raymond is more nearly a normal granite 

in composition, but the writer is unable to say whether this is a fair 

average of the granite of the interior of the area. The analysis of No. 

369 is from the west edge of the area on the Chowchilla River, and its 

chemical composition may differ from that of the average of the area 

as a result of magma differentiation, which is in some way related to 
the contact of the schist series. It is not thought, however, that there 
is any relation between this basic facies of the area and endomorphic 

contact metamorphism; that is to say, it is not thought that there has 

been any transfer, at least of any of the constituents represented in 

the partial analyses, from the schist mass to the granite. 

Analyses of the Raymond granite area. 

| No. 369, Chow-| No. 372, Ray- 
| chilla River. | mond quarry. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

Silicapee nes ee cee ose ters oneeees 62, 62 73. 54 

ILC Aaah Gscnessoer Che EAS ae A aes 5. 49 2. 55 

Potassaiasas acc eeis onisis Lace see sl 1.76 1.89 

Soda eee eee seriagacwecceiincesess 3.49 4.66 

In Yaqui Gulch, near the eruptive rock, the Mariposa schists have 
been irregularly displaced, and their relation to the granite is not a 

perfectly simple one, so that the study of the details of the metamor- 

phism is not so satisfactory as it would otherwise be. 

The general course of the line of contact between the granite and 

the schists is very nearly east and west. The rocks at or near the 

granite are much obscured by soil. The specimen collected nearest to 

the granite is a rather coarse-grained andalusite-hornfels (No. 852.8, N.). 

This was taken on the east side of Yaqui Gulch (in reality at the 

mouth of the gulch proper, or where it opens into the valley of Agua 

Fria Creek), at a point about 2,500 feet north of the main contact of 

the granite area. This hornfels is presumed to have been originally a 

sandstone. The expression ‘main granite contact” is used for the rea- 

son that a small mass of granite, doubtless an apophysis of the main 

area, occurs on the west side of the stream bed, not far from opposite to 

the point where specimen 852 was collected. The contact of the granite 

and the schists is probably not a vertical one. Moreover, the gran- 

ite area just north of Yaqui Creek swerves to the northwest. 
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About 1,300 feet upstream from No. 852, or about 3,800 feet from the 

main granite aréa, the schists are well exposed in the bed of the stream. 

Here was collected a knotted mica-schist, No. 432. The strike of the 

schistosity is here about N. 16° E., the dip being 70° to the east. The 

planes of schistosity and bedding here coincide. The beds thus lie 

nearly at right angles to the course of the main granite contact; a few 

feet south of this point, however, the schists dip irregularly and are 

at points contorted. 

At a point perhaps 500 feet north of No. 432 the strike of the schists 

is about the same, being N. 20° E., but the dip is in the opposite diree- 

tion, or to the west, the angle being 60° from horizontal. 
A few hundred feet still farther north, or approximately 5,000 feet 

from the main granite contact, there is a marked change in the strike 

of the schists, their course being about N. 30° W., the average dip 
being 60° to the east. This may be said to be the normal strike and 

dip of the slate belt, although local variations are common. The dip 

is, however, nearly always more than 50°, and often vertical, and the 

strike is almost always between north and northwest. 

Specimen 433 is a micaceous schist, and was taken at about the point 

where the general strike of the beds changes to the west of north. 

Chiastolite-schist was found at various points within a distance of about 

1,200 feet in that part of the Yaqui Gulch where the strike of the beds 

is to the east of north, or in a zone from 3,800 to 5,000 feet from the main 

granite area. The chiastolite-schist occurs in layers interbedded with 

mica-schists like No. 433. Often these layers are but 2 to 6 inches in 

thickness. Itis thus evident that their formation depends largely on the 

original composition of the layers. Those containing the larger percent- 

age of argillaceous matter appear to develop into chiastolite-schists, and 

the more sandy layers into micaceous schists. This would of course be 

expected of a mineral like chiastolite, which is a nearly pure silicate of 

alumina, to which is added certain impurities, which are usually aggre- 

gated at the center or arranged more or less zonally, and often also in 

diagonal lines extending to the prism edges. Some of the chiastolite- 

schist collected near specimen 432 contains distinct impressions of 

Aucella erringtoni' or one of the closely allied varieties, described by 

Professor Hyatt. This fossil is characteristic of the Mariposa slates, 

which are said to be of Jurassic age by Professor Hyatt, Professor 

Smith, of Stanford University, and others, confirming the original 

determination by Meek. It is thus evident that the granitoid rocks 

which have effected the metamorphism of the clay-slates are of late 

Jurassic or post-Jurassice age. 

More than 5,000 feet away from the granite the Mariposa beds are no 

longer greatly metamorphosed. They are no longer schists, but clay- 

slates, though they still show some effects of the metamorphic action of 

the granite by the presence of very abundant minute prisms. Specimen 

1 This discovery was made by James Storrs. 
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No. 855, showing these prisms, was taken from near the head of 
Yaqui Gulch more than a mile from the granite. Some of the clay- 

slates at this point, however, showed no prisms whatever, even when 

examined microscopically. The metamorphic action of the igneous mass 

appears to have ceased at a distance of perhaps 6,500 feet from the 

contact. In regard to the distances here given, it should be stated that 

they are all approximate. Some of them were measured by pacing, 

others only estimated. A contour map has not as yet been made of this 

region, which lies directly south of the Sonora area. 

Fig. B of Pl. XX XV represents a hand specimen of the chiastolite- 

schist in which the chiastolite prisms are weathered to a light color, 

and hence are in strong contrast with the dark-brown matrix in which 

they lie. This was obtained at the same point as 431 S. N., which differs 

from the specimen figured merely in being fresh. 

Chiastolite-schist (No. 431 S.N.). 

Locality: Yaqui Gulch, 2 miles southwest of the town of Mariposa and about 3,800 
feet north of the main granite contact. 

Macroscopically, when fresh, a hard, black, fine-grained schistose rock, with very 

abundant minute points with a silvery reflection and slender prisms which 

are square in cross section. These prisms are sometimes an inch in jength, but 

usually shorter. In weathered specimens a dark center can be seen in someof 

the cross sections of the prisms. 

Microscopically, when seen without the analyzer, the chiastolite-schist shows a fine- 

grained, dark groundmass composed of minute clear grains, many of them 

rounded, abundant minute black particles, and reddish-brown mica scales 

arranged in more or less nearly parallel lines, giving the schistose structure to 

the rock. In this groundmass are long, clear prisms which are square in cross 

section, and minute clear prisms which are nearly of a size, having a width of 

2/100 mm.and a length of about 2/10 mm. Many of these lie at an angle 

to the plane of schistosity, suggesting their formation after the schistose 

structure of the rock had been formed. The large prisms with square cross 

sections are chiastolite, and are from 1 to 2 mm.in diameter. The dark cross 

which distinguishes chiastolite from andalusite is feebly developed in 

many of the prisms, and consists of lines of minute black granules extend- 

ing from the center to the prism edges, bisecting the prism angles. The 

minute black particles are presumed to be carbonaceous. By reflected light 

they show a metallic luster on some surfaces, so that they are probably 

graphite. Some of the rock was powdered and washed. A black dust that 

collected on the water was found to be consumed when placed on a platinum 

spatula in a flame at a high temperature. The powder is therefore carbon, 

and without doubt represents the black particles seen under the microscope. 

The minute clear prisms seen in natural light probably represent the silvery 

points observed macroscopically. These are sillimanite. With crossed nicols 

they extinguish parallel to the direction of elongation and show interference 

colors, reaching to blue of the second order. The axis of least elasticity was 

determined to lie parallel to the vertical axis or the direction of elongation of 

the prism. This, with the brighter interference colors, is an easy and accurate 

method of distinguishing sillimanite from andalusite or chiastolite. The clear 

cross sections of the chiastolite crystals show the two prismatic cleavages 

intersected nearly at right angles. In the cross sections the extinction is 

diagonal, bisecting the prism angles and the intersections of the cleayage 

17 GEOL, PT I 44 
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lines. In longitudinal sections the two cleavages are indicated by parallel 

lines and the extinction is parallel to the cleavage. The outer edge of even 

the freshest chiastolite crystals is altered to a fibrous colorless aggregate, 

which, according to Rosenbusch, may be a mixture of sericite and kaolin, and 

occasionally irregular cracks extending into the crystals are sometimes filled 

with this same decomposed product. ‘The fibers of the decomposition rim 

usually stand approximately normal to the prism planes. The particles of the 

groundmass to a certain extent exhibit a tendency to flow around the chiasto- 

lite crystals—that is to say, they are arranged in lines roughly parallel to the 

sides of the prism. ‘This is best seen in the cross sections, and may be taken 

to indicate that the schists were in a plastic condition after the crystals were 

formed. A few minute veinlets cut the section, filled with a clear mineral in 

little grains, which is apparently quartz. The powdered rock was tested for 

magnetite, but only a few grains were found. 

No. 433 S. N., taken in Yaqui Gulch about 5,000 feet from the granite 

contact, shows macroscopically very abundant minute silvery points. 

When examined by the microscope these silvery points proved to be 

minute prisms of both sillimanite and andalusite, the sillimanite being 

identical with the smaller prisms developed in the chiastolite-schist, 

No. 431, There are also abundant minute scales of a reddish-brown 

biotite, often grouped about the sillimanite prisms. 

No, 4348. N., taken about 6,000 feet from the granite contact, is a 

black clay-slate, with abundant minute dark prisms.. These prisms 

undoubtedly represent original andalusite or sillimanite, but are all 

altered to a fibrous aggregate similar to that surrounding the fresh 

chiastolite prisms in No. 431. 

No. 855.8. N., taken in Yaqui Gulch about 6,500 feet from the granite 

contact, is a fissile clay-slate similar to No. 454. Microscopically the 

rock presents a confused appearance, there being no definite crystals 

of any kind whatsoever developed. The minute needles seen micro- 

scopically are, in all cases examined, altered to a fibrous aggregate. 

Abundantly disseminated through the rock is a very finely divided 

black pigment, presumably carbonaceous. Some of the clay-slates 

taken at the same point as No. 855 show no prisms whatsoever. 

Where the granite is in contact with the augite-tuff series along 

Stockton north of Mormon Bar, they show the effects of contact-meta- 

morphism in the formation of acicular hornblende which can be noted 

with a hand lens, and a narrow tongue of greenstone west of Sevastopol 

has been altered into a gneissoidal hornblendie rock, very similar to the 

recrystallized greenstone No. 518, of the Forbestown ridge in the Bid- 

well Bar area. 

On the Chowchilla River, at the contact with the granite area of 

Raymond and Mormon Bar, the sedimentary rock looks so gneissoidal 

that a specimen of it was collected to determine what alteration it had 

undergone, or, if possible, whether it was not a gneiss formed from the 

detritus from the granite, in which case, of course, the granite would 

be older than the gneissoid rock. The evidence, however, is in the 

other direction. The granite, or more correctly the quartz-mica-diorite, 

is represented by No. 369 8, N., analysis of which is given below. The 
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rock contains plagioclase, quartz, biotite, some hornblende, and ortho- 

clase, and is not noticeably different from quartz-mica-diorites of other 
portions of the range. 

The gneissoidal schist (No. 368 S. N.) is largely quartz with much 

turbid feldspar and with both biotite and muscovite. An analysis of 

this also is given. Directly west of the gneissoidal quartz-schist is a 

belt of hard mica-schist containing little rose-colored garnets, immedi- 

ately west of which is the mica-andalusite-schist belt in which occur 

the Buchanan and Ne Plus Ultra mines. <A specimen of the mica- 

andalusite-schist (No. 365 S. N.), taken 500 feet west of the granite con- 

tact, was also analyzed. It will be noted that both No. 368 and No. 365 

contain carbon, probably in the form of graphite. 

Analyses of granites and schists. 

| or Schists. No. 399 No, 40 

alan, | pgs | No. gs naile®) torte 
| Per cent. |Per cent. Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 

Sl Ogee ee a retee woe eye 62.62 | 70.40 | 64.28 | 73.18 | 68.27 

iO Spe es Se RNA a a ciS 2 | 1D .51 . 65 . 25 a5. 

AUS Openers ee ele ease eb ole ON 28a) lss66)) 14503 

HOO spares eee eee een 49)" 465) | 1.10'|' 32h) 246 
TRO as ARE as ae a eee | 4.06 |a2.57|a5.34| 2.24] 4.68 
TGC) 3 ae eR ke MemeOsule 08) 409) <Om|| Los 
CAO Leta uA AN 54190 ith G34\0 e198) £2810)| 9) 93889 
KO) Go ener ese aeene a sescte Trace. |Trace. |Trace. | Trace. | Trace. 

Bal OMace sone t sa necaiees Trace. - 09 .10 .10 . 08 

Mig Opese sone seectce eee PRT “Sta | ORE 5083) 23983 

KG OBvent esac sissies osuee ) aot) SkaG || BoeB 2.72 2.35 

IND OFF Se oo = alee e Seca ce bee Baie) |) Byaly/ 91 3.70 2.29 

Mis OFS oe stances. Paes <i- Trace. |Trace. 'Strong| Trace. | Trace. 

trace. | 

H,O below 110°C .....-.. Pom) er) seh te a3 08 
FeOrabovesl0oiC eee. - . 92 ot Pe 72 Ol) 98 

1205 acon tale nec nee eaee 12 . 05 SAE . 09 21 

(KO), seshud tod sae are Bere | See ere cee ears eee ae NU Felecia eee 

Carbon from organic mat- 

ter—Graphite? ......... boos Seas | gyal} 3: 5)) || So. co ae ae ecko eee 
| 

ANCTIR Weer, Boe capers 100.12 100.03 100.06 | 100.09 | 100.16 

a Dr. Hillebrand, who made the above analyses, states that the FeO in No. 365 and No. 368 is perhaps 

too high, owing to the reducing action of carbonaceous matter on solution with HF] and H,SO,, and 

titration by K MnO,. The Fe,0, in that case would be correspondingly low. 

The fine-grained soda-granite referred to later is finely exposed in the 

bed of Agua Fria Creek 3 miles south of Mount Bullion post-office. At 

this point it is in contact with the Mariposa formation, which here 
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forms the east bank of the stream. The fine-grained granite is here a 

micropegmatite containing brown mica, and is more basic than in the 

interior of the area, where the soda content is much higher. 

No. 399 in the table of analyses given above represents the micro- 

pegmatite, and the soda-granite from the interior of the area is repre- 

sented by an analysis (No. 413) given in the table of the granite family 

in Chapter VI. The contact of the fine-grained granite with the Mari- 

posa formation is sharp, but the Mariposa beds are not highly altered. 

However, they are rendered hard and flinty, and contain reddish-brown 

mica. The clastic nature of the rock is very evident in sections. At the 

contact of the two rocks a green dike (No. 403) cuts both the fine granite 

and the Mariposa beds. This dike appears to be a variolite. In the 

center of it is a band of spherulites, which shows plainly on the weath- 

ered rock. The microscope shows that these spherulites are composed of 

radial or brush-like feldspar with numerous minute specks of mica. At 

the edges of the dike the spherulitic structure does not seem to be 

developed. 

Although not greatly altered near the contact, the Mariposa rocks 

are so flinty in texture that they may be called hornfels. They are 

light-gray in color, and their sedimentary nature is not certainly evident 

in the field. About one-fourth mile above the point where the speci- 

mens just noted were collected, Agua Fria Creek, as one goes up- 

stream, bends sharply to the right in an easterly direction, cutting 

across the strike of the Mariposa slates. Near the contact the light- 

gray hornfels dips about 35° to the northeast. A few hundred feet to 

the east the dip is about 45°, and just west of the old mining camp of 

Agua Fria, now represented only by the ruins of a few stone houses, 

the dip is about 70°. The strike of the beds in the entire section is 

about N. 40° W. The former town of Agua Fria was located on Agua 

Fria Creek, about 2 miles south of Mount Bullion post-office. An 

analysis of the horntels from the contact of the fine-grained granite 

and the Mariposa beds on Agua Fria Creek (No, 400 8. N.)is given in 

the above table. The comparatively unaltered condition of this rock 

at the contact contrasts sharply with the highly altered condition of 

the hornfels and chiastolite-schists in Yaqui Gulch, about 15 miles to the 

southeast. The difference is to be explained chiefly by the character 

of the two granites, one being a thoroughly granular rock and the 

other a micropegmatite, which may be presumed to have erystallized 

under different conditions from the Yaqui Guleh granitoid rock, result- 

ing in less intense mineralizing solutions being formed. 

THE GRANULAR IGNEOUS ROCKS, 

SODA-GRANITE. 

To the southwest of the town of Mariposa, in the drainage of Agua 

Fria Creek, is a large mass of a white, fine-grained, granitie rock, which 

is probably of a different age from the coarser quartz-mica-diorite or 
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granodiorite mass that joins it on the east. Analyses of two samples 

of this granite (Nos. 398 and 413 S. N.) may be found in the table of 

granite analyses, which show that it is a granite rich in soda-feldspar 

and of very different composition from the quartz-mica-diorite. The 

contact between the two granitoid rocks was examined with some care 

on Agua Fria Creek, but the evidence was not conclusive as to their 

relative age. To the west of the soda-granite here noted are consider- 

able masses of a basic igneous rock, chiefly a diabase, and along the 

contact, in and southeast of Cathay Valley, a contact breccia has been 

formed, making a zone a mile or more in width, composed of fragments 

of the diabase, cemented by a matrix of the soda-granite. No such 

wide zone of contact breccia has been noted by the writer at any other 

point in the range. 
QUARTZ-MICA-DIORITE, 

Nearly all the so-called granite in southern Mariposa and Madera 

counties is, as indicated under contact metamorphism, of the grano- 

diorite or quartz-mica diorite type. This is true of at least a portion of 

the area lying south of the town of Mariposa and of the larger area in 

the Mariposa district, which is part of the same area as that of Yosemite 

Valley. A complete analysis of a quartz-mica-diorite (No. 369 S, N.) 

from the Chowehilla River will be found in the table of analyses of the 

quartz-diorite family and under the heading ‘Contact metamorphism.” 

DIABASE. 

The same diabase that forms numerous dikes and areas in the schists 

northeast of Hornitos is found in still larger areas, particularly on 

Schultz Mountain and west of Cathay Valley. This is the most typical 

diabase known to the writer in the Sierra Nevada. It is a dark, heavy 

rock, of a diabase-granular or ophitie structure, and made up of labra- 

dorite and other feldspars, iron ore, and sometimes biotite. It is later 

than the slates and greenstone schists south and northeast of Hornitos, 
for it cuts them in dikes. It is earlier than at least the fine-grained 

soda-granulite, for it is intruded by that rock. The diabase-granular 

structure of one of them (No. 415 8. N.) is represented by photomicro- 

graph Pl. XLV, B. Dikes of this rock were noted by Reyer! in the 

neighborhood of Hornitos and called by him dark diorite, which, indeed, 

it is at times, according to the old definition of diorite, for it sometimes 
contains brown hornblende to the exclusion of augite. 

South of Cathay Valley may be noted a prominent cone known as 

Cathay Hill. About 2,000 feet southeast of Cathay Hill, in a direction 

S. 54° E., is another similar cone, perhaps 50 feet lower. The rock of 

the last-mentioned cone is a fine-grained, flinty, dark rock, which in the 

field was supposed to represent a peculiar facies of the dark diabase 

which forms extensive areas about Cathay Hill. An analysis of this 

1 Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineral., Beilage Band LV, p. 294. 
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rock (No. 416), given below, indicates, however, that it is more nearly 

allied to the peridotites than to the diabases in chemical composition. 

But a microsection of the rock shows nothing that could be identified 

as serpentine or olivine. The material is in such fine granules that its 

nature has not yet been determined. No. 446, of which an analysis is 

also given, is a fair representative of the diabase of the section, and 

is a typical diabase in structure and composition. This is from a dike 
northeast of Hornitos. 

Analyses of diabases. 

{Analyst, Hillebrand.] 

No. 416 S. N. No. 446 S.N. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

SiOgsi cance ere ae ceemece seer 47. 75 51.32 

TiOg t2.2t8 Scecet mek eeeeeeees cet Zo 

Als Ost2te ths tose ee ese ace 10. 56 15. 28 

MesON S553 neha =e eks erence eee ~74 47 

MeOe sir. ace ucee scm eeriasaes 8. 34 8.59 

Mi Oz. 33 oe Sart Sauer ie crise .10 .16 

CaOssth Fein sees se ee ene eee 9. 62 11.58 

KO) Goseae ce SEES aoa ose Trace. |Faint trace. 

Ba Om Se secae eee ere eee None. None. 

MeOr cs aecc eee et eee eee eee 19. 09 (Ars) 

Kio Oia ein rote cers = Meee ets .12 .22 

Np Oe erccurnctecec ene eee 1.32 2.92 

WigO ven do teeta poe ee eee Trace. | Faint trace. 

HO nbelow ll0S|O2e2eae eases B05 . 06 

H-Olaboven OSC sees aee= 2.06 Sh: 

PoOpy hha) aco eee . 03 «2D 

CxiO3, jackson st cee ee eee oer. DE ee kee es eee 

NIO NARs Soper OU) Ot ee-ee 

Total! = pene eee 100. 46 100. 28 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

GOLD GRAVELS. 

As in other sections, the Pleistocene gravels along the streams have 

been and are being mined for gold. Searcely a trace, however, remains, 

as far as known to the writer, of the former Tertiary river system of 

the district, unless there are river gravels underlying the Millerton 

Table Mountain. Judging from Blake’s deseription,' the sediments 

underlying the lava that caps this mountain are of Tertiary age and 

were deposited by the waters that filled the San Joaquin Valley at that 

time, and not by a river. 

1 Pacific Railroad reports, Vol. V. 
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GOLD-QUARTZ MINES. 

The so-called Mother lode terminates near the town of Mariposa, and 

a study of the mines in that vicinity will bring out much of interest. 

In the company of Mr. Ludwig, who is associated with the management 

of the Mariposa estate, the writer visited some of the mines of the 

neighborhood. 

The Princeton mine, which produced much gold many years ago, is 

part of a long vein having a strike about N.50° W. and dipping north- 

east. The north portion of the Princeton lode is in the Sonora area. 

Five hundred feet west of the Princeton lode is the Ludwig vein, 

having the same strike and dipping 60° to the northeast. The latter 

vein is but partly developed and contains rich ore. The vein is in black 

slate and varies from 3 to 6 feet in thickness. 

South of Princeton, or Mount Bullion post-office, as it is now known, 

isthe McElligot claim, striking about N, 60° W. and dipping 60° to the 

north. This vein is in hard clay-slate and from 3 to 4 feet in thickness. 

All of the quartz veins noted here are in the Mariposa formation. 

Much information concerning the mines of the vicinity may be found 

in the report by H. W. Fairbanks. ! 

One curious deposit of small extent was seen in serpentine along a 

streak of tale-schist, near the west border of the large serpentine belt 

that extends from near Princeton to Mariposa, forming the high ridge 

just west of the latter town. The exact locality is 13 miles a little 

south of east from Princeton. The deposit consists, besides the talc, 

of white dolomite looking precisely like that associated with mariposite 

at the Josephine mine near Bear Valley, pyrite, and a black mineral, 

the latter occurring in plates with lustrous surfaces in the dolomite. 

This black mineral was determined by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand to be 

titanic iron ore (ilmenite). The gold occurs native in the tale-schist, 

and the pyrite and ilmenite are also saved for reduction. The writer’s 

notes make no mention of quartz in this vein. 

It has been previously noted that lens-shaped masses of quartz are 

very frequent in the schists near the Chowchilla River and to the south 

and southeast of Daulton’s. In most cases this quartz has not been 

found to contain enough gold to be of economic interest. 

Along or in the tongue of mica-schist that extends southeast from 

the Mount Bullion ridge, as heretofore noted, gold veins have been 

exploited with varying success. At Sevastopol is a quartz mine in 

mica-schists, which strike north and south and dip vertically, and judg- 

ing from the open cut and shaft of the mine this is also the dip of the 

quartz vein. There is some tale-schist just west of the mica-schist in 

which the vein occurs. To the south of the Chowchilla River, in the 

same belt of quartz mines just noted, are the mining camps of Grub 
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to the west of Fine Gold, is a very large quartz vein with gentle dip, 

much of which is now lying on the surface, being exposed by the 

erosion of the surrounding granite. A careful examination was made 

of this vein by Mr. Leo von Rosenberg, who states that this deposit 

contains gold evenly distributed through the quartz. 

Another large quartz mass, likewise known as Quartz Mountain, 

lies southeast of Hornitos west of the Indian Gulch road. Good ore 

has been found in this deposit and in this neighborhouwd. 

In the area of soda-granite, in the drainage of Agua Fria Creek, 

numerous pocket mines have been worked and found profitable. 

COPPER DEPOSITS. 

In the belt of mica and chiastolite-schists that crosses the Chow- 

chilla River, copper deposits were formerly mined at the Ne Plus Ultra 

mine, at Daulton’s, at Buchanan, and at Green Mountain. In the 

country rock of the Ne Plus Ultra mine are numerous large crystals of 

chiastolite. The specimens of ore obtained are composed chiefly of 

copper pyrite in a gangue which is largely a colorless hornblende. 

About 50 feet west of the main lode of the Ne Plus Ultra mine are a 

number of open cuts on a second lode. In this case what appear to be 

gangue minerals are tale, colorless hornblende, and chlorite. There 

are also at this point dikes of a beautifully fresh diorite-porphyry. At 

the Buchanan mine, which is about three-fourths of a mile south of 
Buchanan post-office, the ore has been taken out of a number of 

shafts or inclines. The strike of the ledge is about N.20° W., and the 

dip 70° to the east. This is also the dip of the inclosing schists, which 

contain garnets. 

The ores seem to occur chiefly along seams of a micaceous mineral 

which the microscope shows to be a delessite-like chlorite. The micro- 

scope also shows that there is more or less colorless hornblende asso- 

ciated with the chlorite, and that the chlorite scales contain very 

abundant needles of rutile. The ore is made up of copper and iron 

sulphurets, pyrrhotite, garnet, quartz, chlorite, and reddish-brown 

biotite. One specimen contains colorless hornblende. The specimens 

were collected on the dumps of the mine. The Green Mountain mines 

were not visited. 

THE BIG TREES AREA. 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

The quarter. degree lying directly east of the Jackson area is called 

the Big Trees area, because in it are the celebrated Calaveras big tree 

groves, the post-office at the place being known as Big Trees. The 

main portion of the district lies in the timber belt of the Sierra, with 

black oak, sugar pine, yellow pine, and cedar as the most abundant 

trees. In that portion of the district having an elevation of from 5,500 

to 4,500 feet the oak, pine, and cedar trees are on the ridge tops, some- 

what scattered, the ground being covered with a prostrate evergreen 
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shrub, locally known as ‘mountain misery,” of a bright-green color, 

resembling at a distance a lawn, the whole producing a park-like effect. 

There are no sharp mountain peaks anywhere in the area, but rather 

high, more or less level-topped ranges, which are largely capped with 

fragmental andesite. Exceptions to this rule are Devils Nose, Blue 
Mountain, and Mount Elizabeth, quartzite masses lying just west of 

the main granite mass and forming the easternmost portion of the 

so-called siliceous series of unknown age referred to in the description 
of the Sonora area. This belt of siliceous rocks, having a width of 

about 10 miles and lying to the east of the Carboniferous limestone 

belt, may comprise rocks of early Paleozoic age. Some statements 

about the Tertiary rivers are given under the head of ‘Gold gravels.” 

According to Whitney! the gravel underlying the flat at Vallecito, 

in the drainage of Coyote Creek, occupies a basin, the bottom of which 

is lower than that of the Neocene Tuolumne River under the lava ridge 

just east. The position of the rim rock is said to indicate a westerly 

course for this lower channel. 

The most abundant voleanic material of the Big Trees area, as 
in most other districts, is andesite-breccia, which at one time covered 

most of the area. Rhyolite and basalt are also found. On the ridge 

north of the North Tuolumne and west of Beaver Creek are several 

small areas of rhyolite, basalt, and a breccia, apparently in the order 

of age succession as here named, the rhyolite being the oldest. A 

peculiar biotite-bearing tuff-like lava and an associated black, glassy, 

basaltic-looking lava contain such a large amount of alkali that they 

are considered as related to the trachytes, and on account of their 

unusual character are described in a separate paragraph. 

In the northeastern part of the area evidences of the former exist- 

ence of glaciers are to be noted on every hand. Much of the granite 

between Highland Creek and Bloods has been beautifully cleared off 

and smoothed by ice action. 

In the canyon of the North Mokelumne, nearly north of Big Meadow 

Creek, are Hams Salt Springs, at a point where the river at an earlier 

and higher stage, perhaps in Glacial times, excavated an extensive 

series of potholes, about 250 in number.? The salt water flows into 

some of these potholes, and on desiccation the salt (NaCl) crystallizes 

out in beautiful hopper-shaped forms. 

TRACHYTE. 

In the area of the Big Trees sheet, in 1887, the writer collected some 

peculiar-looking Tertiary igneous rocks on the north ridge of Beaver 

Creek, about a mile northwest of the South Grove of Sequoias. The 

lower part of the igneous mass (No. 86 Tuolumne) is a dark, fine-grained, 

basaltie-looking rock. The microscope shows the phenccrysts of 
— 

1 Auriferous Gravels, p. 129. 

2See Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XLIV, p. 453. 
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plagioclase to be near labradorite. There is also augite present. The 

feldspars of the glassy microlitic groundmass are much more acid than 
the phenocrysts. Overlying this dark, very fine-grained lava is a some- 

what coarser, dark-brown, glassy, fragmental-looking lava containing 

black mica (No. 85 Tuolumne). The microscope shows this to be a tuff 
containing biotite and feldspar phenocrysts and microlitic fragments 

in a brown, glassy groundmass; one large grain of iron oxide was 

noted. The partial chemical analyses of these rocks indicate that they 

both may be trachytes. Rocks exactly similar to these were collected 

by Dr. F. L. Ransome and the writer in the ridge south of Highland 
Creek, near the east border of the Big Trees sheet and to the west of 
the Dardanelles.’ At one point at least they form a layer in the ande- 
site-tuffs, so that it would appear that there were trachytic eruptions 

during the andesitic period. The possible connection between these 
trachytes and the basalt of the Tuolumne Table Mountain is noted in 
the chapter on rock classification. It should be clearly stated, how- 

ever, that a characteristic trachytic structure has not been noted in 
any of the thin sections examined, all of which show much glass, and 
it is likely that the alkalis are to a considerable extent in this undif- 
ferentiated base. Future explorations may bring to light more nearly 
holocrystalline varieties of these lavas. Though they may be regarded 

as trachytes they are evidently not typical. While biotite is plentiful 

in the tuff, it has not been noted in the massive form, which throws 

doubt on the two rocks being closely related. However, near the South 

Grove, near Clover Meadow, and at other points, the massive lava and 

the tuff are directly associated. On the ridge north of Soap Creek 
some trachyte tuff is exposed underlying the andesite-breccia., 

Analyses of trachytes (2). 

—__— = oS —_ 

Tre a aoe a No. 1420'S. N.b 

| = _ : : = —— 

Per cent Per cent. Per cent. 

Silica. ose | 59. 88 61.09 | 62. 33 | 

Thimecs2e eee | 5. 09 4. 94 3. 23 
Potassa ........ 5. 06 5.27 4.46 | 

PSO Ce Mee aaa at 3. 90 3.69 4.21 

se = 

a Fireman. analyst b Hillebrand, aualyst. 

The following description of one of the specimens, of which a com- 

plete analysis will be found in the table of analyses of the syenite 
family, is by Dr. F. L. Ransome: 

Trachyte tuff (No. 1420 8S. N.). 

Locality: One and three-fourths miles southwest of Clover Meadow. 

Macroscopically, a dark-gray rock of trachytie or andesitie aspect, evidently par- 

tially fragmental. Shows small tablets of idiomorphic biotite and small irreg- 

ular phenocrysts of clear vitreous feldspar. 

‘During the field season of 1896, Dr, Ransome and the writer found these trachyte-like lavas at 
many points in the Stanislaus drainage. 
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Microscopically, the greater part of the section is made up of a brown semiopaque 

glass, in which oceurs irregular and better-individualized fragments, showing 

smalllath-shaped plagioclases. Some glassy areas, which appear to be included 

fragments, show no crystals, and are characterized by a suggestion of minute 

spherulitic structures. These areas are traversed by a network of fine cracks, 

either empty or filled with some colorless isotropic substance. The pheno- 

erysts of biotite and feldspar occur in the glassy matrix of the slide. The 

former is in idiomorphie tablets and has the ordinary character. The most 

abundant feldspar is a glassy plagioclase in clear, fresh anhedrons, showing 

sharp albite twinning. The maximum symmetrical extinction angle is about 

22°, indicating labradorite. Some untwinned fragments showing a sharp 

cleavage were suggestive of sanidine. Some grains of feldspar were picked 

from the hand specimen and tested by Boricky’s method. Generally these 

grains showed only the fluosilicates of sodium and calcium. But one grain 

showed apparently the fluosilicate of potassium, and the test was confirmed by 

addition of PtCl,. A minor proportion of the feldspar thus appears to be 

sanidine. The absence of crystal boundaries and of any quartz for comparison 

of double refraction makes the determination of the feldspars somewhat unsat- 

isfactory. One irregular fragment of colorless augite was noted in the slide. 

The rock in its molten condition must have been crowded with fragments of 

glass and glassy lava, together with the phenocrysts described. It does not 

appear to be an ordinary clastic tuff, as some of the phenocrysts show some 

corrosion, and even slight embayments. 

GRANITOID ROCKS. 

Outside of the potash-feldspar granites noted under the head of 

“Archean gneisses,” and which, with more or less gneiss, forms a wide 
zone just east of the large area of Paleozoic sediments, the great bulk 
of the granitoid rocks belong to the quartz-mica-diorite or granodiorite 

type. 

Forming a considerable mass in the drainage of Twomile Creek, in 

the southeast part of the district, is a very basic rock showing the 

poikilitic structure admirably. A photograph of a thin section of a 

specimen of this (985 8S. N.) is represented in P]. XLVII, Fig. A. The 

dark mineral is brown hornblende, and the inclosed crystals are, at least 

in part, anorthite. The contact of this poikilitic gabbro with the sur- 

rounding granite mass was examined in the bed of Twomile Creek with 

uncertain results. A specimen taken a few feet from the contact 

proves to be a granodiorite showing oligoclase, and the specimens of 

the gabbro from near the contact contain, there as elsewhere, very 

basic feldspars. Near the contact, however, the gabbro assumes vari- 

ous forms, the hornblendes having a tendency to develop in elongated 

prisms and the poikilitic structure to some extent disappears. It would 

appear, therefore, that there is no gradation between the basic gabbro 

and the surrounding acid granodiorite. In the season of 1896 numer- 

ous areas of similar hornblende-gabbros were found. 

Throughout the region dikes of granulite and pegmatite are frequent 

in the granitic rocks. Three and one-half miles northeast of Mount 

Lewis, in the bed of the North Tuolumne, are numerous pegmatite and 

granulite dikes, which in part intersect one another. In one instance 

one dike had been faulted before the intrusion of another, which 
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appeared to follow the fault plane. These dikes are chiefly small, but 

several of them had a width of from 6 to 8 inches. Some of the dikes 

contained a broad band of quartz in the middle. Two specimens of 

two small dikes about 24 inches in width were collected, one of which 

(No. 998) contains a middle band of quartz with granulite borders and 

is shown in Pl. XXXIV, Fig. A, and the other contains a middle band 
of granulite with massive feldspar borders and is represented in PI. 

XXXIV, Fig. B. Both of the specimens in each case figured show the 

entire width of the dike. The microstructure of No. 998 is shown in 

Pl. XX XVII, Fig. B. The interlocking quartz grains resemble those of 

some quartzites. A microphotograph of a thin section of the granulite 

border is represented in P], XX XIX, Fig. A. This granulite is made 

up of quartz, alkali feldspar, micropegmatite, and plagioclase, with minor 

amounts of biotite, muscovite, reddish garnet, and minute rutile-like 

prisms, sometimes in polysomatic growths embedded in the fresh quartz 

and feldspars. In No. 999 the white feldspar border appears to be a 

turbid microperthite. Plates of biotite, as may be seen in the figure, 

cut both the feldspar border and the interior granulite. 

In the northwest corner of the Big Trees area, surrounded by rocks 

of the Calaveras formation, is a considerable mass of a white coarse- 

grained rock (No. 1685 8. N.) with numerous dark hornblendes aver- 

aging two-tenths of an inch in diameter. The microscope shows this to 

be a hornblende-syenite. It is composed of alkali feldspar, some plagio- 

clase, and dark-green hornblende, with which is associated apatite. 

There is also an area of an olivine-gabbro which extends into the Jack- 

son sheet area. 

ARCHEAN (?) GNEISSES. 

In the canyon of the North Fork of the Mokelumne River is exposed 

a series of gneisses which may be of Archean age. They are referred 

to in Chapter I, under the head of Archean gneisses. ‘To the northeast 

of Devils Nose these gneisses are in contact with the certainly sedi- 

mentary series of the Gold Belt of the Sierra Nevada. The rock of 

Devils Nose is a massive quartzite, and the relation of the gneisses and 

the quartzite has been only superficially examined. No unconformity 

has been proved to exist, but the writer expects during the field season 

of 1896 to examine the contact more closely.' The quartzite mass 

referred to is probably of the same horizon as that of Blue Mountain, to 

the southeast. The age of the quartzite is uncertain, but there are 

nearly 10 miles of highly tilted sediments between the quartzite horizon 

and the pretty certainly Carboniferous limestone of Murphys, Cave 

City, and Volcano, so that the quartzite may be much older than the 

Carboniferous. 
All of the rocks of the gneiss complex are thoroughly erystalline, and 

there is thus far no positive proof that any portion of them represents 

1The field inspection in 1896 brought out no evident proof of an unconformity, but better results 

are hoped for when the rocks collected are studied microscopically. 
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original sediments. They are no more thoroughly gneissoid at the 

granite contact than in the middle of the area, and the crystalline con- 

dition can not, therefore, be considered as a phenomenon of contact 

metamorphism, unless it be supposed that this metamorphic action took 

place during an earlier period, perhaps when the rocks, now typical 

gneisses, were deeply buried. In any case, the recrystallization must 

have been brought about by more intense forces than those which have 

caused the contact zones about the Juratrias granitic intrusions, of 

which a good example is noted in the description of the Merced- 

Mariposa district. 

In a general way the strike of the gneisses is to the east of north, 

corresponding in this particular with the so-called Archean masses of 

western Nevada. To the east is a large area of massive hornblendic 

granite or quartz-mica-diorite, presumed to be of Juratrias age. The 

contact of the granite with the gneiss series is beautifully exposed in 

the rocky bed of Bear Creek, a north tributary, at a point about six- 

tenths of a mile north of its mouth. The contact is sharp. There are 

protrusions of the hornblendic granite (No. 1495) into the gneiss, form- 

ing distinct dikes, and fragments of the gneiss are also included in the 

granite. Thereare also dikes of a white granite (No. 1490) cutting both 

the gneiss and the hornblendic granite. These latter dikes are but from 

1 to 3 inches in diameter, occupying nearly straight fissures, and may 

be presumed to have been intruded at a later date than the hornblendic 
granite. 

On account of the pressure of other work,it has not thus far been 

practicable to make a thorough study of these gneisses. They are 

chiefly thoroughly granular rocks, a fact well brought out in the photo- 

micrograph of No. 1456 8S. N., Pl. XX XVII, A. 

Titanite, apatite, pyrrhotite, and magnetite are among the acces- 

sory minerals. Some of the titanites exhibit a pleochroism in reddish 

colors, found by Lacroix! to be characteristic of that mineral in certain 

pyroxene-gneisses. Certain light-colored layers containing garnet, 

quartz, and wollastonite were thought in the field to represent orig- 

inal limestone masses. One stratum, thought in the field to be a 

quartzite, contains much pyroxene between the interlocking quartz 

grains and also numerous zircons. By far the greater part of the area 

is made up of the plagioclase-hornblende-biotite-gneiss. The area has 

a maximum diameter of about 9 miles, and the rocks are truly gneis- 

soidal in structure, both macroscopically and microscopically, at all 
points throughout the area. 

Associated with the gneisses, and apparently intrusive in them, is a 

granite, which differs from the Jurassic (?) granite of the region imme- 

diately east in containing much potash feldspar and no hornblende, 

or very little. This granite (Nos. 1452 and 1485 in table of analyses 

following) is in fact a true granite, while the so-called hornblendic 

1 Bull. Soc. Min. de France, Vol. XII, April, 1889. 
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granite of Jurassic age is largely a quartz-mica-diorite. The contact 

of the gneissic series with the hornblendie granite to the east is sharp. 

Apophyses of this granite extend into the gneisses as dikes, and there 

are clear-cut inclusions of the gneiss in the granite. 

The following analyses, by Dr. Hillebrand, show the composition of 

some of the gneisses and the igneous rocks that are directly associated 

with them. 
Analyses of gneisses and associated rocks. 

| 

| No. 1458, 
wollas- | 

| | ; : 7 

INo. 1425.|No. 1473.|No. 1474.| °e- Ino. 1452./No. 1485. No. 1490.|No. 1495. 
| | 
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Diorite, 
No. 1481. 
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a Strontia determination failed. 

Dr. Hillebrand states: “Although zirconia was looked for in nearly 

all of the analyses, it was not found. Fluorine and chlorine were in 

no case tested for. The values of Fe,0,; and FeO are based on the 

assumption that all the sulphur exists as pyrite (FeS,), and that this 

is not attacked by hydrotluorie acid during the estimation of the FeO. 

The error caused by its partial attack would, however, not be large and 

would affect both the FeO and the Fe.O, values. If the sulphide is in 

part pyrrhotite the error becomes larger.” 
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Pyrrhotite is certainly present in some of the gneisses, as for example 

the pyroxene-plagioclase- gneiss (No. 1456) represented in PI. XX XVII, 

A, but it has not been identified in the gneisses analyzed, some of 

which contain iron disulphide in small amount and much magnetite. 

Quartz-diorite-gneiss (No. 1425 8. N.). 

Locality: Three-tenths of a mile northeast of Clover Meadow, which is to the south 

of Highland Creek. The area is about 150 feet wide and longer than that in 

the direction of strike. It 1s surrounded by hornblendic granite, which 

invades it in dikes. It also conutaims dikes of pegmatite. 

Macroscopieally, a rather coarse-grained, dark, gneissoid rock with rounded or 

irregular porphyritic feldspars usually less than one-fourth inch in diameter. 

Microscopically, it is a thoroughly granular rock, made up of plagioclase, green 

hornblende, quartz, and brown mica, with accessory biotite, and metailic iron 

oxide. All the constituents are fresh. 

Plagioclase-gneiss (No. 1473 8. N.). 

Locality: South bank of the Mokelumne River, about 2,000 feet downstream from 

the mouth of Bear Creek. There are large amounts of rock like this. 

Macroscopically, aa even and fine-grained, dark, gneissic rock. 

Microscopically, a thoroughly granular rock, composed of plagioclase, much of it 

twinned on the albite law, green hornblende, brown mica, and grains of iron 

oxide. Apatite and minute crystals resembling zircon in form and in brilliancy 

of interference colors are common. It will be noted, however, that no zir- 

conia was found in the chemical investigation by Dr. Hillebrand. Some 

epidote, showing the usual citron-yellow pleochroism, is present. 

Plagioclase-gneiss (No. 1474 S. N.). 

Locality: About 150 feet west of No. 1473, on the south bank of the North Fork of 

the Mokelumne. 

Macroscopically, a dark gneiss, with abundant rounded turbid feldspars, larger than 

the other constituents. 

Microscopically, a thoroughly granular crystalline rock, made up of clear plagioclase, 

nearly always twinned on the albite law; some both on the albite and Carlsbad 

laws; green hornblende, brown biotite, abundant apatite. The turbid feld- 

spars noted macroscopically show in some cases albite twinning and are there- 

fore not orthoclase. Irequent grains of iron oxide. 

Wollastonite-gneiss (No. 1458 8. N.). 

Locality: South bank of the North Mokelumne; upstream from the mouth of Bear 

Creek. Layer in the gneiss series about 20 feet thick. 

The piece analyzed, so far as could be determined by an examination with a hand lens, 

was composed entirely of a white fibrous mineral presumed to be wollastonite in 

the field. The analysis therefore may be of this mineral only, although it 

varies considerably from the analyses of wollastonite given in Dana’s Manual 

of Mineralogy, 1892. The stratum contains garnet, quartz, and a biaxial min- 

eral with low gray interference colors in addition to the quartz. Titanite, 

showing a pleochroism in reddish colors, is also present. 

Biotite-granite (No. 1452S. N.). 

Locality: South bank of North Fork of Mokelumne River, about 13 miles southwest 

of Garnet Hill. 
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Macroscopically, fresh, light-colored granite, biotite, no (?) hornblende; the mica 
grouped in patches which are roughly in layers, so that the rock has a gneis- 

soid appearance. Some turbid feldspars, larger than the others, from four to 

five tenths inch in length. 

Microscopically, plagioclase, microcline, quartz, and biotite abundant; some grains 

of metallic iron oxide; less titanite and apatite; microscopic brownish needles 

in the quartzes, perhaps rutile. 

Quartz-mica-diorite (No. 1490S. N.). 

Locality: Bed of Bear River. Dike in the gneiss. An exactly similar dike cuts both 

the gneiss and the quartz-diorite (No. 1495). This quartz-diorite represents a 

late intrusion, and is comparable in age and mode of occurrence to the granu- 

lite or aplite dikes that cut so many of the granitic masses of the Sierra Nevada. 

Macroscopically, white, medium-grained granite, with biotite and some hornblende (?). 

Microscopically, structure granulitic, in part granitic or hypidiomorphic—that is to 

say, the quartz and feldspar grains of nearly even size and generally rounded 

forms appear to have formed at about the same time. This is true, however, 

for only a portion of the section, as at other points the quartz is interstitial 

between nearly idiomorphic feldspars. Many of the feldspars are twinned on 

the albite law, and at least some also on the Carlsbad law. Some of these are 

certainly andesine. Untwinned feldspars showing zonal structure are abun- 

dant. They can not be orthoclase, as there is too little potassa present. Bio- 

tite is rather abundant, but there is little or no hornblende present, in this 

respect differing greatly from the massive quartz-diorite No. 1495. Titanite 

and some minute undetermined minerals are likewise present; also chlorite as 

an alteration product of the biotite, and some epidote. 

Quartz-hornblende-mica-diorite (No, 1495 S.N.). 

Locality: Bed of Bear River, taken near the contact with gneiss series. This rock 

is intrusive in the gneisses and is more basic than the average quartz-diorite 

to the east, of which it is a facies. 

Macroscopically, a white, medium-grained hornblende-biotite granitoid rock. 

Microscopically, the rock is hypidiomorphic or granitic in structure. The chief 

components are plagioclase, quartz, green hornblende, and biotite. In addi- 

tion to the very abundant albite-twinned plagioclase there are turbid feld- 

spars that show in some eases indistinct albite lamellw. Apatite, iron oxide, 

and a zircon-like erystal were noted. Iron disulphide in irregular grains and 

in one case with crystal form (a parallelopipedon), epidote, and chlorite are 

also present. 

It will be noted that No. 1425 is not from the Mokelumne River area, 

but from a point many miles to the southeast. This smaller area is with. 

out doubt of the same origin as that of the Mokelumne River. At many 

other points there are dark inclusions in the hornblendic granite, 

which are believed by the writer to be included fragmeuts of gneisses. 

Such are the basic inclusions in the granite west of Granite Lake in 

Tuolumne County, a photoengraving representing which may be found 

in the previous report.! The writer has sometimes referred to these 

inclusions as ‘‘schliere,” but this is an error. They do not grade over 

into the granite, but are certainly inclusions, whatever their origin. 

About one-half mile upstream from the mouth of Bear Creek, in the 

1 Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 482. 
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gneiss series in the bed of the Mokelumne, is a layer of a light-buff rock 

of medium grain, apparently largely made up of quartz grains with 

rusty spots and specks of pyrite. In the field this was supposed to be 

a quartzite, and to give evidence of the original sedimentary nature of 

a portion of the gneiss series. The microscope shows this rock to be 

made up of interlocking grains of quartz, monoclinic pyroxene, and 

garnet, with scattered grains of iron pyrite. There is nothing in the 

structure of the rock to preclude a sedimentary origin, but the difficulty 

in recognizing the original nature of a quartz rock may be inferred 

from an examination of Pl. XXX VII, Fig. B (No. 54), and Pl. XX XVIII, 

Fig. A (No. 183) and Fig. B (No. 998). In No. 54 the clastic structure 

is very evident in a portion of the section, and in another part there 

has been secondary silica added to some of the grains, so that they 

have been enlarged and interlock to some extent. No. 183 is a massive 

quartzite in which all of the grains interlock, and from the microscope 

- alone the original clastic structure of this rock can not be affirmed. In 

No. 998 the quartz grains show the same interlocking structure as No. 

183. This rock, however, is a quartz band in granulite, and is certainly 

not clastic. Moreover, the numerous inclusions and gas and liquid 
filled cavities of quartzes do not seem certainly to indicate the way in 

which they were formed, as they occur in rocks having a very diverse 

origin. 

On Pl. XXXV, Fig. A, is represented a peculiar coarse spotted 

gneiss which was found interbedded with mica-schist in the bed of the 

North Mokelumne. Intrusive in the gneiss at this point is a granite 

dike (No. 1479), which is composed of quartz, microcline, some horn- 

blende, and plagioclase; and cutting both the gneiss and the granite 

dike are dikes of a fine-grained diorite-porphyry (No. 1481), an analysis 

of which is given above. The coarse spotted rock is believed to have 

been originally a gabbro-like diorite. 

Diorite-gneiss (No. 1479 8S. N.). 

Locality: Three miles west of the mouth of Bear Creek, in the bed of the North 

Mokelumne. 

Macroscopically, a coarse spotted rock made up of dark patches of hornblende with 

the intervening spaces filled with a nearly white mineral, apparently feldspar. 

Microscopically, the dark patches are made up of large and some small anhedrons of 

brown hornblende with some biotite, and the white portions of a mosaic of 

plagioclase grains, most of which show albite twinning. Symmetrical extine- 

tion angles measured on 010 of ten of these feldspars varied from 8° to 23°, 

the average being 15°. The feldspar is probably chiefly andesine. This feld- 

spar mosaic is thought to have resulted from the recrystallization of large 

crushed saussuritic feldspars, traces of which still remain in certain large 

turbid grains—that is to say, this biotite-gneiss may formerly have been a 

coarsely crystalline gabbro-like diorite which had been much crushed, the 

feldspars being broken up into a mosaic, the recrystallized grains of which 

now form the white portion of the rock, Apatite is very abundant in the 
hornblende in large prisms. 

17 GEOL, PT I——45 
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GARNET-EPIDOTE LODE. 

On the summit of the granite hill that lies just east of the mouth of 
Moore Creek is an interesting lode, the course of which is north and 

south. It is made up of white quartz, in which are embedded large 

prisms of green epidote and a green quartz containing garnets, and is 

flanked on either side by a band of plagioclase-biotite-gneiss with a 

nearly vertical dip. The green quartz is seen under the microscope to 

owe its color to numberless minute crystals of a green monoclinic 

pyroxene, with some bluish-green fibrous amphibole. 

A rough analysis made of the green quartz (No. 16868. N.), from pieces 

picked out so as not to include any garnet, by Messrs. Hillebrand and 

Steiger, is as follows: 
Analysis of No. 1686 S. N. 
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From this analysis Dr. Hillebrand calculated that about 78 per cent 

of the rock is quartz, the remainder being chiefly pyroxene. 

The garnets likewise contain the same minute pyroxenes noted in 

the green quartz. One of the remarkable features of the garnets is 

their large size and finely polished exterior. One imperfect rectangular 

crystal is about 3 inches long and 2 inches each way in the square cross 

section. 

The lode is not to be seen by the Mokelumne River to the north, nor 

was it observed on Moore Creek to the south. The tongue of gneiss, 

however, in which the lode occurs appears to connect with the gneiss 

on Moore Creek, which is part of the large area before described. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

GOLD GRAVELS. 

The gravels deposited by the Tertiary rivers in the area of the Big 

Trees sheet are largely covered by the lava tlows, or have been eroded. 

Traces of the old rivers, however, are to be seen ata considerable num- 

ber of points in the western and southern parts of the district. Near 

Vallecito and Douglas Flat they have been mined extensively by the 

hydraulic method and by drifting. The Neocene Tuolumne River, a 

portion of the old channel of which is preserved under the Tuolumne 

Table Mountain, covered part of the large limestone area west of Colum- 

bia, from which the overlying lava had been removed by erosion. Such 
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of the gravels as remained were therefore well exposed for mining, and 

one of the most interesting sights in the mining region is a view of 

’ this old river bottom in which the limestone had been eroded in a very 
irregular manner, with numerous pothole-like cavities.' Many of these 

were found to be very rich in gold, and the material in them has been 

largely removed. 
GOLD-QUARTZ VEINS. 

Probably the most important mine in the Big Trees area is that at 

Sheep Ranch, which has been worked for many years. The rocks of 

the Auriferous slate series in the southwestern and western portion 

of the Big Trees area contain a great number of quartz ves, many of 

which are as yet undeveloped. <A very promising region is that east 

and northeast of Columbia and American Camp, in the southern por- 

tion of the area. The Keltz mine, the Star mine, and some others are 

now in operation. Some time since the writer visited a number of the 

mines in this section, and some brief notes to indicate the kind of sul- 

phides that accompany the ore are herewith appended. Some of these 

mines and others have undoubtedly been developed since the time of 

the writer’s visit, and the notes therefore in no way represent the pres- 

ent condition of the mining industry in this section. 

The vein of the Eagle quartz mine on Eagle Creek, from 6 inches to 

3 feet in thickness, strikes nearly north and south magnetic, dipping 

to the east about 44°. The country rock of the mine is the Calaveras 

formation. A dike was noted along the vein. Several specimens of 

the ore were obtained, one of which shows free gold. Zincblende, iron, 

and copper pyrite form part of the ore. 

The Star quartz mine is in schist on the north side of Rose Creek, 

Nearly all of the quartz seen is of dark color. It is said to be very 
rich in spots. The specimen of ore obtained is black quartz showing 

iron pyrite. The Star mine has recently been reopened and a rich body 

of ore found, containing free gold and sulphides of iron, copper, and 

lead. 

The Riverside mine is on the north side of the South Fork of the 

North Stanislaus. Where seen the vein is a strong one, upward of 5 

feet in thickness, and is composed largely of ribbon quartz. The ore 

shows both copper and iron sulphides. On the south side of Knights 

Creek, in a granite area, was noted a prospect, the ore of which con- 

tains iron pyrites and black scales with metallic luster resembling 

graphite. These proved on blowpipe analysis to be molybdenite. The 

quartz of the ore is dark in color. The claim is known as the Dorsey 
quartz mine.” 

1Many of these cavities, however, may not have been formed in the ordinary manner, by the revolv- 

ing of pebbles on the rock bottom of a stream. Someof them appear to have dissolved out of the lime- 

stone and to be a phenomenon of secular rock disintegration. Thus, in the limestone at Murphys, 

south of the west end of the town, may be seen an exposure on the hillside where similar cavities are 
filled with red soil. 

2This should not be confused with the Dorsey mine on the ridge north of Knights Creek. The 
ridge mine is in slate. 
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North of Murphys, in the limestone, the Willard Mining Company 

has exploited the Blue Wing vein. This deposit is of much interest 

on account of the unusual association of the sulphides in the ore. The 

ordinary vein quartz forms apart of the deposit, but it is accom- 

panied by brown jasper. Cinnabar, or sulphide of mercury, stibnite, 

and galena are present in the ore. Bird’s-eye porphyry, apparently an 

altered diorite, cuts the limestone into dikes. The vein is said also to 

contain copper. 

To the west of Blue Mountain is a group of mines, the ores of which 

are very basic. Greve’s claim, between Licking Creek and the South 

Fork of the Mokelumne, has an ore containing iron pyrite and a galena- 

like sulphide. The Cook mine, north of Licking Creek and about a 

mile northwest of Greve’s ranch, contains a large amount of very basic 

ore composed of iron pyrite, zincblende, and an arsenic sulphide. Much 

of the ore is said to be worth $100 per ton. The mines at the aban- 

doned camp of Blue Mountain City are in quartzite, and the ore con- 

tains sulphides of lead, antimony, silver, and probably arsenic. The 

Heckendorn mine is now (1896) being reopened. 

The Belle View mine, formerly known as the Hyde, is in the same 

granitic area as the mines of the Soulsbyville district in the Sonora 

area. Unlike most of the mines of that district, there are not large 

amounts of sulphides in the Belle View ore. Galena, containing some 

antimony, and copper and iron pyrite were noted in small amounts. 

THE DARDANELLES AREA. 

Lying immediately to the east of the Big Trees area is a region of high, 

rugged mountains, many of them largely built up of voleanic materials. 

Tower Peak, in the southeast part of the area, reaches an altitude of 

more than 11,500 feet. 

The sheet is named from the very picturesque bluffs, composed of 

lavas, which bear the name of The Dardanelles, the highest point being 

known as the Dardanelle Cone. 

The lavas of these bluffs are, to a considerable extent, massive, 

basaltic-looking rocks. At the northwest base, south of Highland 

Creek, there is also some rhyolite. 

The andesite-breccias are here, as elsewhere, abundant. They are in 

general roughly stratified. A view taken of the andesite ridge north 

of the road from the Big Trees to Markleeville is reproduced in Pl. 

XXXVI, A, and shows the imperfect stratification. In the neighbor- 

hood of the Highland Lakes there are numerous bowlders of granite in 

the andesite, one of which is shown in Pl. XXXVI, B. This is from a 

photograph taken a little southwest of the Highland Lakes. In the 

same vicinity there ave dikes of light-gray hornblende-andesite cutting 

other dark-colored andesitic masses. On the summit of Arnot Peak, 

which has an elevation of 10,000 feet, the lavas are chiefly or entirely 

andesite, some of which, in the form of tuff, is distinetly stratified. The 
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breccia mountains along the crest of the range just south of Sonora 

Pass likewise are arranged in layers. 

Glacial markings were noted everywhere above an elevation of 7,000 

and below 10,000 feet, giving evidence that a nearly continuous ice 

sheet covered all the upper part of the range, only rugged peaks and 

ridges projecting above it. There must have been movement in this 

ice sheet, even on the very summit of the range. Thus, in the sag of 

the divide, 24 miles northwest of Tower Rock, through which a trail to 

Bridgeport passes, glacial polish and stri# may be seen, indicating 

movement both east and west—that is to say, the striae extend across 

the dividing line of the drainage easterly to the Great Basin and west- 

erly to the Pacific. Thereis a sharp and rugged peak just to the south 

of the pass referred to, but no eminence of any size directly to the 

north. It is impossible that an ice mass should have here moved up 

over the pass from one side and down on the other, which would satis- 

factorily account for the continuous strie at the very summit of the 

divide, for there is no névé basin on either side of the divide at this 
point where ice and snow could have accumulated in sufficient amount 

to force a tongue of ice over the divide. It may be supposed that there 

was a considerable thickness of ice all over the pass, and that move- 

ment on the lower surface of this mass began at the dividing line of 

the east and west drainages, one portion of the ice traveling east 

and the other west. 

What appears to be a residual glacier may be seen on the north slope 

of a very steep and high ridge 2 miles northwest of Tower Peak. At 

any rate, at the base of the snow bank, the under portion of which is 

ice, the mass of débris had the appearance of being pushed ahead. 

The elevation of the ridge was more than 10,000 feet. By the Sonora 

and Mono road, the main mass of the granite in the Dardanelles area 

is a coarse type, with porphyritic orthoclase or microcline crystals, some 

of which attain a length of 3 inches. This is quite the same rock as 

that described in the previous report under the head of granite- 

porphyry. 

Much of the granite of the neighborhood of Tower Peak shows evi- 

dence of compression, in places resembling a stratified rock. There are 

in this vicinity numerous small areas of thoroughly crystalline schists 

included in the granite, and many of these schist masses form the 

Serrated summits of peaks, giving to the region a very wild and rugged 

appearance, much enhanced by the ever-present snow banks and the 

lack of vegetation, except prostrate shrubs and trees (willow and pine) 

with their branches so close to the ground that one can walk on them. 

At one point, 3 miles north of west from Tower Peak, is a considera- 

ble mass of quartzite, marble, and black fine-grained gneiss. At the 

edge of the coarsely crystalline white marble, which has a width of 

about 400 feet, is a white schistose rock, which the microscope shows 

1 Fourteenth Ann. Repo. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part IT, 1894, pp. 478-480. 
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to contain pyroxene. Granitoid dikes and quartz veins cut both the 

limestone and the schist. The granitoid rock proves on microscopic 

examination to be a fresh quartz-diorite, containing primary augite and 

titanite. One of the quartz veins at the contact of the limestone and 

schist had been prospected. There is much green epidote, garnet, 

and zineblende, and a bright bluish metallic sulphide (?), in this vein. 
The black gneiss, referred to as being part of the same area as the 

quartzite and limestone, extends south and forms the summit of a point 

which is 24 miles due west of Tower Peak. The contact of the gneiss 

and granite, which is plainly to be seen on this point, is sharp, and 

there are angular and rounded fragments of the schist in the granite. 

This gneiss is composed of brown mica, hornblende, and plagioclase, 

with a tendency to a lath-shaped development, with porphyritic plagio- 

clase scattered through the rock. 

THE YOSEMITE AREA. 

The main interest in this region centers in its scenic marvels—the 

Yosemite Valley, with its beautiful waterfalls and magnificent cliffs, 

the Hetch-hetchy Valley, and the Grand Canyon of the Tuolumne. In 
the southwest part of the area, in the Auriferous slate series, are numer- 
ous quartz veins rich in gold, and there are large tracts of the western 

portion covered with magnificent timber. The larger part of the area 

is included in the Yosemite National Park. This region has been 

intensely eroded since the period of Tertiary volcanic activity, so that 

only mere traces of the former volcanic materials are preserved. Areas 

of fragmental andesite are to be seen on the ridge south of the main 

Tuolumne, to the west of the Hog ranch, on Rancheria Mountain, and 

on the flat-topped ridge east of Piute Creek. On Rancheria Mountain 

there is also some basalt, as well as well-worn gravel, indicating a former 
stream there. 

The southwest fourth of the district is made up chiefly of the Aurif- 

erous slate series, and the larger part of the remainder of quartz-mica- 

diorite or granodiorite. Both Yosemite and Hetch-hetchy valleys are 

carved out of the latter rock. On the east slope of Mount Hoffman is 

a small area of quartzite. By far the larger part of the granitic rocks 

have been polished and scored by glacial action, the polish still being 

preserved at many points. 
In the Grand Canyon of the Tuolumne River, in Pate Valley, Dr. 

Becker and the writer noted glacial markings close to the water’s edge 

jn August, when the water is low, showing how little cutting has been 

done since the Glacial period. The Grand Canyon has here a depth of 
5,000 feet. On the ridge south of the Tuolumne, by the trail from Hog 

ranch to Hetch-hetchy, the writer observed in the moraines blocks of 

schists similar to the schists in the Mount Dana area, and it is there- 

fore probable that these blocks traveled on the ice a distance of more 

than 30 miles. It is expected that a geologic map will be made of the 
Yosemite area in the near future. 
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THE MOUNT DANA AREA. 

The area of the Mount Dana sheet comprises one of the most pic- 

turesque portions of the higher Sierra, and, unlike that portion of the 

range that lies farther south, it is easily accessible, there being a wagon 

road into it from the Yosemite district and trails leading up to it from 

the eastern slope at several points. As yet very little is known of the 

geology of the region. 

The first accurate statement of the geology appears to be that by 

Professor Whitney,! whose parties visited the district in 1863, Pro- 

fesssor Whitney’s notes refer chiefly to the scenic aspects of the 

country and to the glacial geology, but attention is likewise called to 

the slate belt of which Mount Dana and Mount Lyell are the most 

prominent points. These mica-slates, or more properly schists, are 

said by Professor Whitney to form a belt which in Mono Pass is from 

3 to 4 miles wide, the general strike being N.30° W. and the dip at a 

high angle to the east or northeast. The contact with the granite is 

everywhere sharp. Mount Dana is said to be made up of metamorphic 

slate dipping to the northeast at a high angle. Bright reddish-brown 

sandstone passing into epidote rock is said to form much of the moun- 

tain on the south side. This is the sandstone which is referred to 

later as being perhaps of Juratrias age. 

In connection with his study of Mono Lake basin, Prof. I. C. Russell 

visited the high Sierra region, and some interesting allusions to the 

picturesque scenery, with excellent photoengravings of mountain views, 

and much information about the glaciers, present and past, may be 

found in his monograph.2 But he made no attempt to study the com- 

plex of the older rocks. A portion of Mono Lake basin is included in 

the Mount Dana area, and Professor Russell’s account of this portion 

ot the district contains descriptions of the lake beds, moraines, Pleis- 

tocene volcanoes, recent faulting, and much other material of great 

value. References to papers by Le Conte, Reyer, and McGee on the 

Mono basin will also be found in Russell’s monograph. 

In the reports of the State mineralogist of California, Mr. L. P. 

Goldstone* and Mr. W.C. Watts‘ give some facts about the iron and 

silver mines of the Minarets district, and a few facts about the precious- 

metal deposits of the Tioga district and of Mono Pass have been pub- 

lished by the writer.’ 

The enterprising members of the Sierra Club of San Francisco are 

familiar with the district, and in several of the bulletins of the club 

may be found descriptions and good illustrations of the scenery. 

1Geology of California, Vol. I, pp. 425-437. 

2Quaternary history of Mono Valley, California: Eighth Ann. Rept. U. 8. Geol. Survey, Part I, 

1889, pp. 261-394. 

Tenth Ann. Rept. State Mineralogist, p. 191. 

4Eleventh Ann. Rept. State Mineralogist, p. 214. 

5 Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XLVII, p. 469, and Vol. XLIX, p. 379. 
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The writer has made two trips into the Mount Dana area, the last 

one in company with Dr. G. F. Becker. No attempt will be made to 

give any connected account of the geology, for which, indeed, material 
is not yet in existence. 

The writer’s observations confirm those of Professor Whitney as to 

all the important points. The slate belt referred to by Whitney was 

examined in Mono Pass, along the ravine on the south side of Mount 

Dana, in Glacier Canyon on the north side of the mountain, on the 

ridge west of McLanes Pass, on the east slope of Mount Conness, and 

by the trail to Lundy. As stated by Whitney, the general dip of these 

slates is northeasterly at a high angle, sometimes vertical. Some 

exceptions to this will be noted. 

A considerable number of specimens were collected. On the ridge 

west of McLanes Pass the following succession was noted, starting from 

the granite contact on the west and going north: 
Feet. 

1. Granite, the east border of the great area forming most of the range to the 

west, including the summit of Mount Conness. See Nos. 39 and 40 in 

the tables of analyses of the granite family in the chapter on rock clas- 

sification. 

2. Schistose rock, which is composed, as seen under the microscope, of quartz, 

feldspar, and biotite, and may be perhaps a schistose form of the granite- 20 

3. Fine-grained quartzite or arenaceous slates, with some schists like the 

Preceding’: «5. so.0% 2 wcteeicm nics cause cminis selee Seas Cae Seen ese ae eee eee ae 400 

. Chiefly quartzite... col. 2es scene ee ee ee ee 1, 700 

. Schists derived from old andesites (porphyrites) (Nos. 72 to 74 Mono). The 

eryptocrystalline granular groundmass appears to have been derived 

from the devitrification of glass, in which case they may be called apo- 

andesites. The dip of the rocks at this point is 75° southwesterly. 

About. 2205 5<2.5c.J deena soeaete eet ages eee OSS See See ee ee eee 3, 000 

6. Quartzite, knotted schists, ete. The rocks along here dip to the southwest 

dE Se en a ee ee SAEs SAAR OaE EMA Sar oe onchs Geckos oct 5, 000 

7. Small body of granitic rock intruded by a porphyry. 

8. Beyond this are the schists in which is the Tioga gold-quartz vein, which 
continue across the strike for perhaps 2 miles. These also dip to the 

southwest, as far north as the mining camp of Tioga. 

oe 

All the schistose rocks in the above-described section are conform- 

able throughout, striking northwest (from 30° to 40° west of north) 

and dipping near the granite nearly vertically; but farther north, or 

away from the granite, the dip is to the southwest at angles of from 

65° to 75°; and thisis true also of the same series as far north as Tioga, 

a distance from the main granite mass of 2 miles. The trend of the 

ridge on which the section was measured is north and south, and there- 

fore not at right angles to the strike of the rocks. It is estimated that 

the actual thickness of the beds is about one-half the above-given dis- 

tances. It should, moreover, be stated that the supposed bedding of 

these rocks may be in part schistosity. 

In Glacier Canyon (so named from a diminutive glacier that still exists 

at its head), on the north side of Mount Dana, the schists are finely 

exposed. Asarule they strike northwesterly and dip vertically or to 
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the northeast at angles of 75° or more. The specimens brought back 

from Glacier Canyon show beyond any possible doubt that the schists 

are in part made of ancient andesitic lavas. One of the specimens is a 

well-preserved andesitic breccia. Similar schists were also found on 

the east side of Mount Dana, about 1,000 feet vertically below the sum- 

mit, interbedded with argillaceous schists and dipping easterly perhaps 

60°. There is therefore no doubt that during the formation of the 

schist series of the Mount Dana—Mount Lyell area volcanoes existed 

and supplied material from which a portion of the schists were made 

The age of these schists is not known, but they are supposed to be 

Triassic or Paleozoic. 

In Glacier Canyon a stratum of limestone from 1 to 3 feet wide was 

noted. To the south of Glacier Canyon, near its mouth, are some 

thinly laminated black slates, striking about N. 30° W., in which is a 

limestone stratum about 5 feet thick and a layer of voleanic conglom- 

erate. In the clay-slates and limestone at these points and elsewhere 

a Search was made for fossils, but without success. 

On the summit of Mount Dana there is a large amount of a reddish 

sandstone in which layers of epidote have been developed. These 

tuffaceous sandstones dip at comparatively gentle angles (30° to 45°) 

to the southwest. No trace of these red rocks was found at any place 

about the lower part of the mountain, nor are they represented in the 

schist series about Tioga, in Mono Pass, or east of Mount Conness. 
There is good reason to believe that they lie unconformably on the 

schists. Although sufficiently unaltered to afford determinable fossils, 

none were found. These sandstones form a mass several hundred feet 

in thickness. When first seen by the writer, they seemed quite com- 

parable to the red Jurassic sandstones of Mount Jura, in Plumas 

County. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

The Tioga gold mine, about 34 miles northwest of Mount Dana, was 

worked for some time by means of tunnels. The May Lundy mine is 

situated on the west side of Lake Canyon, which drains into Mill 

Creek. The buildings at the mouth of the tunnel are most pictur- 

esquely located on the very steep hillside, perhaps 800 feet above the 

little alpine lake in the canyon below. The gold quartz of the vein is 

said to occur in the granite, but not far from the contact with the slates 

which cap the ridge above. 

In the schists of Mono Pass are numerous quartz veins charged with 

sulphides. None of the ores seen could be treated by a free-milling 

process. The specimens (No. 455 8. N.) collected there by the writer 

from the Golden Crown ledge were examined by Prof. R. L. Packard, 

who reported that the sulphide is tetrahedrite or an allied mineral giv- 

ing blowpipe reactions for sulphur, antimony, copper, lead, and iron. 

The ore is presumed to contain silver, and perhaps gold, but neither of 
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these was determined. Tetrahedrite is a rather rare mineral in the 

California gold veins. 

Some of the claims in the Lee Vining Creek drainage were visited by 

the writer in 1886. Some specimens from the Isabell claim were sub- 

mitted to Dr. W. H. Melville, who assayed them with the following 
results: 

No. 876, Sierra Nevada collection: 

(a) Chiefly made up of zincblende; contains 5 ounces gold and 7 ounces silver 

to the ton. 

(b) Largely iron and copper pyrites; contains_a trace of gold and nearly 16 

ounces silver to the ton. 

(c) Contains a large amount of arsenical pyrite; 51 ounces gold and 32 ounces 

silver to the ton. 

The above samples probably do not represent an average of the ore, 

and are given merely to show the association of minerals in the vein. 

On the southwest slope of Mount Gibbs some heavy ledges of dark 

ore have been prospected for silver. A specimen of the ore from one 

of these ledges (No. 879 S. N.) was submitted to Professor Clarke for 

assaying. The assay, made under the direction of Professor Munroe, 

of the Columbian University, gives only a trace of gold and 14 ounces 

silver per ton. This ore is therefore of no economic value. Some blow- 

pipe tests, made by Mr. Steiger, show that the ore contains iron, anti- 

mony, and sulphur, and Professor Clarke is of the opinion that the 

mineral berthierite may be present. If so, this will be the first time 

this mineral has been found in California. An analysis will be made of 

the ore at a later date. 

The mines in the Minarets district appear to be in the same belt of 

schists as those above referred to. They are described in the Mining 

Bureau reports as being chiefly iron and silver deposits. A specimen 

of ore from Reynolds’s “Sierra Gold and Silver Mine” from this district 

was given the writer by Mr. C. L. Mast as containing bismuth. This 
specimen is a piece of quartz charged with copper sulphide and a 

galena-like sulphide which was examined by Dr. Hillebrand, who states 

that it is sulphide of bismuth. 

THE KAWEAH RIVER DRAINAGE. 

The Kaweah River drains a comparatively small area to the west of 

the high ridge that lies just west of the head of Kern River. The 

high points of this ridge, about 40 miles north of east from Visalia, 

are known as the Kaweah Peaks. On reaching the east border of the 

San Joaquin Valley the river divides into a network of creeks, and 
irrigation canals carry off much of the water. The first foothills lying 

directly east of Visalia are on the south side of Yokall Creek. There 

is here a central mass of light-gray, rather coarse biotite-granite, sur- 

rounded on the west and north by a dark-colored dioritic rock (perhaps 

a uralite gabbro), apparently largely hornblende. The hills to the east 

and south appear to be made up of the same hornblende rock, but they 
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were not examined. The contact between the granite and the dark 

rock is Sharp. The granite area is known as Rocky Point. Here, on 

the protected face of a huge granite cropping, are a number of curious 
figures drawn in white, red, and black pigments, evidently the work of 

Indians. A rough drawing of these is reproduced in a report by the 

late Col. Garrick Mailery on picture writing.t On a small knoll to the 

northeast of Rocky Point there is some mica-schist, talc, and serpentine, 

with a quartz vein. 

About 6 miles northeast of Visalia is a considerable hill, largely 

made up of iron-stained siliceous argillite and light-colored quartzite, 

with a nearly east-west strike and dipping 70° to the south. There is 

said to be iron ore in the hill. 

About 8 miles northeast of Visalia is a little butte from which a 

specimen was collected. This rock (No. 459 S. N.) proves to be a fine, 

fresh gabbro, containing both rhombic and monoclinic pyroxene. These 

two hills stand out in the valley region. At the limestone quarries 10 

miles from Visalia, near Limekiln post-office, the limestone, or rather 

marble, is a coarsely crystalline rock, intersected by a set of nearly 

vertical east-west fissures and a more or less nearly horizontal set. 

The limestone is also penetrated by diorite dikes, some of which lie 

very flat, others being vertical. It is likely that the dikes are intruded 
along the fissures of the systems above noted. Diorite dikes like those 
in the limestone are to be seen in the granite to the southeast, by the 
main road. 

On the east side of the hill, facing the Kaweah, which here makes a 
bend, there are layers of siliceous argillite, quartzite, and limestone, 
interbedded. The layers of quartzite are from one-fourth inch to an 
inch in thickness, and the intervening limestone layers from 1 to 3 inches 

in thickness, and have been folded on a minute scale, giving a convoluted 

appearance to the layers. 

Just east of the mouth of the South Kaweah is a sharp cone, known 

as Marble Mountain. On the summit of the ridge, to the east of the 

marble mass, is some garnetiferous quartzite, also layers or veins of 

garnets, and a gneiss with an evenly granular structure, made up 

of quartz, feldspar, biotite, muscovite, and grains of iron ore. 
All of the lower portion of the Kaweah drainage is not, however, 

inade up of rocks like those above noted. There is much granite in 

which the various sedimentary masses form areas of varying size. 
In the schist series are numerous granitic dikes, which are not like 
the prevailing gray granite, and doubtless represent later intrusions 

(granulite and pegmatite). 
Mineral King is an abandoned mining camp near the head waters of 

a branch of the Kaweah. As was noted in the previous report, there 

is here a lens of sediments inclosed in the granite which contains 

casts of fossil shells presumed to be of Triassic age. The granite to 

1Tenth Ann. Rept. Bureau of Ethnology, p. 53. See also plate opposite p. 387 of Twelfth Ann. 

Rept. State Mineralogist of California. 
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the west of this lens is a gray rock, and was presumed in the field to 

be a granodiorite. But one specimen of it was taken (No. 463), and 
this proves to be a granite containing much potash feldspar and some 

quartz, oligoclase, and biotite. The amount of feldspar is so large 
that it might be called a quartz-syenite. However, another specimen, 

collected on the south side of the stream, proves to be of the grano- 

diorite type. 

At the west border of the lens of Triassic rocks the first specimen 

collected is a mica-schist, just east of which is a hundred feet or more 

of a gneissoidal rock (No. 466). The microscope shows this to be made 

up chiefly of quartz grains and a mineral with low interference colors, 
high relief, and extinction sensibly parallel to the dominant cleavage. 

It is probably zoisite. A portion of the zoisite (?) grains show the 

rose-red pleochroism characteristic of thulite, a manganiferous zoisite. 
About due east of the old mining camp is the sharp point known as 

Sawtooth, having an estimated elevation of 13,000 feet. In the can- 

yon which heads at Sawtooth, draining westerly, there is a fairly 

good trail. Along the trail to the east of the mining camp is some 

limestone, and still farther east are some beds, in part conglomerate, 

containing altered andesitic material, indicating the existence of vol- 

canoes in Triassic time in this region. The metasilicates of these old 

andesites are altered to uralite and epidote, but the feldspar pheno- 

erysts are still fresh. There is a layer of quartzite, perhaps 1,200 feet 

in thickness, on the east border of the sedimentary Jens. To the west 

of this quartzite there are masses of granite-porphyry and granodiorite 

intrusive in the schists. The strike of the series as a whole is nearly 

north and south, with a high dip, sometimes vertical. There is chias- 

tolite-schist in the collection from Mineral King, the locality given 

being Monarch Canyon. 

The granite to the east of the Triassic lens forming Sawtooth Peak 

is a typical potash-feldspar granite with black mica. From the crest 

of the dividing ridge, of which Sawtooth is a prominent point, one may 

see, looking east, a glacial amphitheater about a mile in width, in 

which are two lakes, one perhaps a mile in length. There are sharp 

peaks both to the north and to the south of this amphitheater. 

The Mineral King sedimentary lens extends south to Farewell Gap 

and beyoud. The width at the camp is perhaps 15 miles. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE ROCKS. 

There is a present tendency among writers on petrography to base 

the classification of rocks on those characteristics which can be deter- 

mined from the rock specimen itself. Thus Michel-Lévy writes: ! 

One sees from all that precedes that it is necessary to base a rational petrographic 

classification upon contingent facts, independent of geogenetic hypotheses, and that 

the consideration of the age of rocks from this point of view is as hypothetical as 

that of their conditions of occurrence (gisement) in the depths or at the surface. 

Given a sample of rock from an unknown province, it is indispensable, and it is 

possible, to name and describe it without amphibology. I+ is possible to determine 

from it with certainty neither the occurrence nor its geological age. 

Iddings? states practically the same thing in his monograph on the 

rocks of Electric Peak and Sepulchre Mountain, and other prominent 

authors may be quoted to the same end. There can be no doubt that 

nothing is more needed to advance petrographic science than the defi- 

nite use of rock terms; and if it is necessary to know the conditions 
under which a rock consolidated and its geological age, it is evident 

that in many cases we can not name arock at all. No mineralogist 

would consent for a moment to base a classification of minerals on other 

than contingent facts; and although, since rocks are in most cases mix- 

tures of several minerals, a rock classification must be a classification 
of mixtures, which vary in each magma from point to point, itis never- 

theless true that certain mixtures of very nearly the same composition 

and structure are found in many parts of the world, and admit of being 

characterized in such a way that the term applied to them may be made 

to have a definite meaning. On the other hand, if the fact that rocks 

are mixtures be not borne in mind, the tendency to make rock species 
may be carried to excess. If the minerals that make up the larger 

part of most igneous rocks were great in number, a rock classification 

would require so many termsas to have little practical value; but, hap- 

pily, as all geologists know, this is not the case, and, with the enormous 

advance in late years of our knowledge of the composition of rocks, it 

is perhaps not visionary to hope that a set of terms which will endure 

will soon be agreed upon for the most universal mineral mixtures. 
For many of the coarse granular rocks, in which the mineral compo- 

nents are easily recognized, there is already a set of terms in use nearly 

1 Structures et classification des roches éruptives, Paris, 1889, p. 34. 

? Thirteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 663. 7 
71 
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the world over, but with many rocks occurring as dikes, and with the 

microcrystalline and eryptocrystaliine rocks, there is still much con- 

fusion. What appears to be a step in the right direction is the division 

by Fouqué and Michel-Lévy of the plagioclase rocks into an oligoclase- 
andesine series and alabradorite-anorthite series. The former will con- 

tain most andesites and diorites, and may be called the diorite family; 
the latter will contain most basalts, diabases, and gabbros, and may be 

called the gabbro family. 
This method of dividing the voleanic plagioclase rocks, the basalts 

and the andesites, has long been in use in France, and also in Ger- 

many, for, in restricting the basalts to soda-lime feldspar rocks with 

not more than 56 per cent of silica,' and the andesites to those with 

more than 56 per cent of silica, nearly all the basalts are labradorite- 
anorthite rocks and nearly all the andesites are oligoclase-andesine 

rocks. But the separation of diorites, diabases, and gabbros on the 
basis of the feldspars has never been systematically carried out, so far 
as known to the writer, except by the French school, and even with 

them the terms diorite, diabase, and gabbro are used for both interme- 
diate and basic rocks, their character being indicated by the use of an 
adjective. Thus Michel-Lévy speaks of diabase andésitique (oligoclase- 

andesine diabase), and diabases or gabbros labradoriges, or anorthiques. 
If petrographers can be induced to call all oligoclase-andesine granular 

rocks diorites, and all labradorite-anorthite granular rocks diabases and 
gabbros, the nomenclature of the granular plagioclase rocks will be 
greatly simplified. 

Although Rosenbusch does not exclude rocks with basic plagioclase 
from his diorite group, he mevertheless remarks in the last edition 
(1895) of Massige Gesteine, pp. 213-214, ... “still, rocks with basic 

plagioclase are comparatively rare; oligoclase and andesine prevail.” 

On page 279 he further remarks: “ In the thoroughly normal gabbros 
a plagioclase more acid than labradorite can scarcely be found.” 

Professor Brégger? has practically carried the scheme above noted 
into effect in a recent publication in which a scheme of the quantitative, 

chemical, and mineral composition of rocks is taken into account more 
narrowly than usual. In this way of grouping, all rocks of approxi- 

mately the same mineral and chemical composition are brought together 
in families without regard to their structure, age, or the mode of their 

occurrence. Thus the granite family of Brégger will include granite, 

granite-porphyry, and rhyolite, and the diorite family (medium acid 

plagioclase rocks) both diorite and andesite. This method of grouping 

the rocks seems to the writer most desirable, and is essentially followed 

also by Michel-Lévy, Teall, and Zirkel. A rough sketch of such a 

classification, in so far as it applies to the rocks studied by the writer 

in the Sierra Nevada, is herewith appended. This is obviously very 

incomplete, and, moreover, contains practically nothing original. 

1 Rosenbusch’s Massige Gesteine, p. 702. 

2Die Eruptionsfolge der triadischen Eruptivegesteine bei Piedazzo in Siidtyrol, Kristiania, 1895, p. 60. 
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The feldspars, usually the most abundant element, are the main basis 

of classification in the feldspathic rocks. The ferromagnesian elements 

offer a convenient means of distinguishing the rock species. Four 

grades of crystallization can be discerned in most of the families, the 

three first being holocrystalline, viz: 

1. Macrocrystalline: the elements determinable without a microscope. 

2. Microcrystalline: the elements determinable only by the aid of a microscope. 

3. Cryptocrystalline: although, like the others, entirely crystalline, the elements 

are in large part too small to be identified even with the microscope. 

4. Glassy. 

The above terms refer only to optical analyses; of course any con- 

stituent of any rock, coarse or fine, that can be separated from the other 

elements can be determined by chemical analysis. 

GRANITE FAMILY (alkali feldspar and quartz). 

Granite: structure hypidiomorphie or granitic. 

Biotite-granite. 

Hornblende-granite. 

Augite-granite. 

Granulite Michel-Lévy (aplite Rosenbusch): structure granulitic. 

Granite-porphyry (microgranite Michel-Lévy in part): groundmass microcrystalline. 

Quartz-porphyry (rhyolite-porphyry): groundmass cryptocrystalline. 

Rhyolite. 

QUARTZ-DIORITE FAMILY (oligoclase-andesine-feldspars and quartz). 

Quartz-diorite: structure hypidiomorphie or granitic. 

Quartz-diorite-porphyry: groundmass microcrystalline. 

Dacite-porphyry: groundmass eryptocrystalline. 

Dacite: structure microlitic or glassy. 

SYENITE FAMILY (alkali-feldspar). 

Syenite: structure granular, 

Hornblende-syenite. 

Mica-syenite. 

Augite-syenite. 

Syenite-porphyry: groundmass microcrystalline, 

Trachyte-porphyry: groundmass cryptocrystalline. 

Trachyte: structure microlitic or glassy. 

DIORITE FAMILY (oligoclase-andesine-feldspars). 

Diorite: structure granular. 

Hornblende-diorite. 

Mica-diorite. 

Augite-diorite. 

Diorite-porphyry: groundmass microcrystalline. 

Andesite-porphyry : groundmass cryptocrystalline. 

Andesite: structure microlitic or glassy. 

Hornblende-andesite. 

Augite-andesite. 

Hypersthene-andesite. 
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GABBRO FAMILY (labradorite-anorthite-feldspars). 

Gabbro: structure granular or poikilitic, 

Hornblende-gabbro, 

Pyroxene-gabbro. 

Mica-gabbro. 

Diabase: structure diabase-granular (often ophitic). 

Hornblende-diabase. 

Pyroxene-diabase. 

Diabase-porphyry: groundmass microcrystalline. 

Basalt: structure microlitic or glassy. 

Olivine-free basalt — labradorite Michel-Lévy. 

Olivine-basalt. 

PYROXENITE-PERIDOTITE FAMILY (pyroxene and olivine). 

Peridotite (pyroxene and olivine). 

Peridotite-porphyry. 

Pyroxenite (pyroxene only). 

Pyroxenite-porphyry. 

In order to show with some exactness the range in chemical compo- 

sition of the different rock families above indicated, there have been 

prepared tables of analyses, chiefly of rocks collected by the writer in 

the Sierra Nevada. These analyses are of fresh rocks, and were made 

chiefly in the laboratory of the United States Geological Survey by 

Messrs. Hillebrand, Stokes, and Steiger, whose record for accurate 

work is well known. 

THE GRANITE FAMILY. 

Since quartz or free silica and alkali feldspars, the most acid of the 

feldspars, are the chief constituents of the rocks of this family, it fol- 

lows that it composes the most acid igneous rocks. The silica ranges 

from 66 to 76 per cent or more. In most cases the alkalis together 

amount to more than 6 per cent, and more than double the amount of 

lime. The iron oxides and magnesia are always low. 

The macrocrystalline portion of the granite family may be divided 

into— 

Granite, characterized by the granitic or hypidiomorphic structure. 

There is nearly always some soda-lime feldspar and mica and often 

hornblende present in addition to the quartz and alkali feldspar. The 

quartz and the alkali feldspar crystallize after the soda-lime feldspar 

and the ferromagnesian constituents. 
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Granulite or aplite, characterized by the granulitic structure, in which 

the quartz may show a tendency to idiomorphic development, but both 

the quartz and the alkali feldspar appear usually to have crystallized 

at the same time. Granulite occurs very abundantly in the Sierra 

Nevada as dikes, chiefly in granite and quartz-diorite. It may be 

regarded as representing the acid remainder in a granite or quartz-dio- 

rite magma after the more basic elements have crystallized, and it will 

be noted that it is composed of the two elements that are the last to 

erystallize in the ordinary granites and quartz diorites, namely, quartz 

and alkali feldspar. Atalate period, after the main mass of the grani- 
toid rock has erystallized, the granulite is forced up from below and 

fills previously formed cracks, which are perhaps the result of cooling. 

Viewed in this light, evidently granulites stand in a genetic relation to 

the more basic granites, with which, in the Sierra Nevada, they are 

mostly directly associated. 

Pegmatites, as is well known, are closely related in composition and 

origin to some granulites. The granulitic structure and the pegmatoid 

or micropegmatoid structure are often to be seen in the same granulite 

dike. 

The microcrystalline granites are usually porphyritic, and have been 

chiefly called granite-porphyries. In some cases where there are no 

phenocrysts, but the rock is even-grained, it may be called a micro- 

granite, or, indeed, this term may with much reason be given to all the 

microcrystalline granites, whether porphyritic or not. It should be 

noted, however, that the term ‘ microgranite” as now in use would not 

coincide with the above definition. On Pl. XLI A, the photomicro- 

graph of No. 408. N. shows the structure of a typical granite-porphyry. 

The eryptoerystalline granites include quartz-porphyry (rhyolite- 

porphyry), restricting this term to those porphyritic rocks in which the 

groundmass is essentially crystalline, without any reference to age, and 

the “porphyries a quartz globulaire,” as Michel-Lévy calls them. An 

example of this latter rock is represented in the photomicrograph of 

No. 247 Amador, Pl. XLI B. The cryptocrystalline granites may occur 

as dikes, but appear chiefly to form the deeper-seated portions of surface 

flows. 

The fourth structural type, the glassy, is represented by the rhyolites 

proper (in which glass forms a groundmass wherein phenocrysts of 

sanidine, mica, and sometimes other minerals are developed), rhyolitie 

glass or true obsidian, and pumice. Such rocks probably are always 

the product of rapid cooling, and may always be regarded as eminently 

surface lavas. While rhyolites are generally considered as the effusive 

form of the granite magma, it is evident from the composition that 

those from the Sierra Nevada are not so closely related to the granites 

of the Sierra Nevada as to the granulites. 
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Localities of rocks of the granite family referred to in the table of analyses. 

No. 39S. N. Porphyritic granite. Mount Dana area. One-fourth mile northeast of 

Lake Tenaya. 

No. 303 8. N. Biotite-granite. Downieville area, Indian Valley. 

No. 22S. N. Soda-granite. Bidwell Bar area. North side of the Middle Feather, 

opposite Enterprise. 

No. 3728. N. Granite. Mariposa area. Granite quarry near Raymond. 

No. 1485 S. N. Biotite-granite. Big Trees area. Canyon of the North Tuolumne, 

associated with the gneiss series. 

No. 1523S. N. Soda-granulite. Sonora area. Dike east of Moccasin Creek. 

No. 413 8.N. Soda-granite. Merced area. About 5 miles west of the town of Mari- 

posa. 

No. 7258. N. Soda-granulite. Bidwell Bar area. Dike in the serpentine of Grizzly 

Hill. 
No. 399 S. N. Micropegmatite. Merced area. Bank of Agua Fria Creek; part of 

the same area as No. 413. 

No. 2278S. N. Granulite. Downieville area. Dike in quartz-mica-diorite east of 

Milton. 

No. 161 S. N. Granulite. Downieville area. Dike in quartz-mica-diorite about 7 

miles nearly east of the Sierra Buttes. ; 

No. 1639 S. N. Soda-granite-porphyry. Sonora area. South side of the Merced 

River, a little downstream from the mouth of the North Fork. 

_No. 408. N. Granite-porphyry. Mount Dana area. A little west of Lake Tenaya. 

No. 565 8. N. Soda-granulite. Bidwell Bar area. Big Bend of the North Feather. 

No. 151 Amador. Quartz-porphyry. Jackson area. Streak in the amphibolite- 

schist. 

No. 553 Calaveras. Quartz-porphyry. Jackson area. One and one-half miles north- 

east of Milton. 

No. 323 Plumas. Quartz-porphyry. Downieville area. Grizzly Mountains. 

No. 128 Plumas. Quartz-porphyry schist. Downieville area. Ridge just southwest 

of Bunker Hill. 

No. 1675S. N. Rhyolite. Downieville area. Two and one-half miles east of Penman 

Peak. 

No. 126 Amador. Khyolite. Jackson area. Butte just south of Buena Vista Peak. 

THE QUARTZ-DIORITE FAMILY. 

The macrocrystalline portion of the quartz-diorite family shows the 

hypidiomorphie structure to perfection. Intermediate soda-lime feld- 

spars and quartz are the essential constituents, and ferro-magnesian 

elements, with a variable amount of alkali feldspar, are usually present. 

The quartz is nearly always interstitial, but in some cases quartz grains 

are distinctly inclosed in the alkali feldspar. The quartz-mica-diorite 

No, 691 8. N., of which a photomicrograph is represented on Pl. XLII, 

is more basic than normal, the soda-lime feldspar varying from oligo- 

clase to basic labradorite, but it illustrates well the granite structure of 

the quartz-diorites, which, indeed, grade over into hornblende granites. 

The quartz-diorite-porphyries are very similar to the granite-por- 

phyries in structure. (See Pl. XLIV, B.) 
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Dacite-porphyries with a cryptocrystalline groundmass are very 

abundant in the Sierra Nevada, if we reckon here, as seems logical, 

the altered quartz-bearing andesites (quartz-porphyrites, Rosenbusch) 

which are shown on the various folios already issued. The rocks of 

the Sierra Buttes ridge, although some of these approach in composi- 

tion the quartz-porphyries, would perhaps be placed here by some 

authors. Especial attention is called to the fact that nearly all the 

rocks called quartz-porphyrites on the Jackson and Placerville folios 

and in the writer’s paper in the Fourteenth Annual Report are altered 

dacites or dacite-porphyries. 
Dacites with a glassy groundmass have not certainly been recog- 

nized by the writer in the Sierra Nevada, unless we place here the acid 

andesites like 2098. N. (table of diorite analyses) or 350 Plumas County,! 

the silica content of each of which is over 66 per cent, arguing that no 
rock chiefly oligoclase can contain so much silica without free quartz 

being present. The same would apply to the apo-andesite or apo-dacite 
(porphyrite), No. 25 S. N.,in which no quartz was determined by the 
use of the microscope. Indeed, ifthe analyses of these threerocks and of 

No. 1829 Cascade Range, in all of which no quartz has been detected, be 
compared with analyses of undoubted dacites they will be seen to closely 

correspond. It is more than probable that many of the rocks mapped 
as quartz-porphyrites were originally dacites; that is to say, they may 

have had more or less glass in the groundmass, which has been devit- 

rified. The writer has not been able, however, to find any eriteria by 

which it can in many cases be determined whether a finely granular 

groundmass represents a devitritied glass or was originally crystalline, 

although recognizing that there are instances when the original glassy 
nature of the rock is beyond question. 

Localities of rocks of the quartz-diorite family referred to in the table of analyses. 

No. 1495 8S. N. Quartz-diorite. Big Trees area. Bed of Bear Creek. Basic facies 
near contact with the eneiss series. 

No. 225 8.N. Quartz-mica-diorite. Downieville area. East of Milton. 

No. 986 8. N. Quartz-pyroxene-diorite. Sonora area. About 14 miles southeast of 
Sonora. 

No. 691 S. N. Quartz-mica-diorite. Bidwell Bar area. About 14 miles southwest of 
Merrimac. 

No. 345 Plumas. Quartz-mica-diorite. Downieville area. One and three-tenths 
miles northeast of Penman Peak. 

No. 369 S.N. Quartz-mica-diorite. Mariposa area. Chowchilla River. 
No.178.N. Quartz-mica-diorite. Smartsville area. Two miles northeast of Bangor. 

El Capitan. Granodiorite or quartz-mica-diorite. Yosemite Valley. Taken from 
Fortieth Paraliel Survey reports. 

No. 718.N. Granodiorite or quartz-mica-diorite. Downievillearea. Southwest base 
of Mount Ingalls. 

No. 1490 8. N. Quartz-diorite. Big Trees area. Bed of Bear Creek at contact of 

granodiorite and gneiss series. Dike cutting both of these rocks. 
No, 3048. N. Quartz-diorite-porphyry. Downieville area. Dike in the granite of 

Indian Valley. 

No. 1689 S. N. Quartz-diorite-porphyry. Jackson area. Southeast of Milton and 
north of Rock Creek. 

1 Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, p. 490. 
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THE SYENITE FAMILY. 

The syenite family may be designated as that group of igneous 
rocks composed chiefly of alkali feldspars; that is to say, of orthoclase, 

microcline, anorthoclase, and albite. Quartz and soda-lime feldspars 

are often present in small amount, and there are usually ferromagnesian 

elements in these rocks. The most acid feldspar of the group, albite, 

when pure, contains 68 per cent of silica; hence, in a rock composed 

entirely of albite the silica content may reach 68 per cent. This is 

nearly realized in soda-syenite porphyry, No. 1521 8. N., and in a por- 
phyry from the Coast Ranges, No. 76 Knoxville! collection, and also in 
455 Plumas. 

The augite-syenite No. 30 is a pebble from a Carboniferous conglom- 

erate in Amador County, Cal. Idiomorphic augite and plagioclase are 

inclosed in later orthoclase, which is quite fresh. Leucvoxene from 

ilmenite is present also in the orthoclase. No. 165 8. N. has been 

called an augite-syenite,? but the soda-lime feldspars are in too large 

amount for even an augite-syenite of the monzoni type, and therefore 

No.165 is here placed with the pyroxene-diorites. (See table of analyses 

of quartz-diorites.) Mr. W. Lindgren® has, however, found a rock that 

may be called monzonite, near Nevada City. 

In the description of the Downieville area a dike of pyroxene-syenite 

(No. 284 8. N.) is noted, and also one in the description of the Sonora 

area (No. 950 S. N.). 

Hornblende-syenite.—In 1893 Prof. C. D. Waleott brought back from 

Deep Spring Valley, in Inyo County, a gray, rather coarse-grained 

granitoid rock, which was given to Mr. J. 8. Diller for determination, 

and was by him referred to the writer, as being the one most interested 

in the region in question. This rock proved to be hornblende-syenite. 

A partial analysis (No. 882 8. N.) is given in the table. It is composed 

of orthoclase, microcline, plagioclase, green hornblende, titanite, apa- 

tite, and a little quartz. According to Dr. Oscar Loew,‘ syenite is 

found intrusive in Silurian limestone near Cerro Gordo. He states that 
the syenite is made up of oligoclase, orthoclase, hornblende, and a little 

quartz. There is also an area of hornblende-syenite in the northwest 

portion of the Big Trees area, 

1 No. 76 Knox. is a pebble from a Cretaceous conglomerate near Knoxville, Napa County, Cal. See 
Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, p. 144. Examination with the microscope shows it to be chiefly or 
entirely feldspar, and the composition makés it certain that the feldspar is chiefly albite. 

2Jour. cf Geology, Vol. III, 1895, p. 390, and Am. Geologist, June, 1896. 

3The gold-quartz veins of Nevada City and Grass Valley districts: Seventeenth Ann. Rept. U.S. 

Geol. Survey, Part IT. 

4Ann. Rept. Wheeler Survey, 1876, p. 63. 
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Soda-syenite.—In the writer’s former report! on the Sierra Nevada, 
record was made of the occurrence of white dikes in the serpentine 

near Meadow Valley, Plumas County. Some of these dikes are com- 

posed of coarsely granular albite only (see No. 455 Plumas, in the table 

of analyses). Such arock may be called an albitite. Other dikes in the 

immediate neighborhood of the albitite dikes contain quartz in addition 

to the feldspar, forming a soda-granulite, as the term is used by Michel- 
Lévy, or a soda-aplite, following Rosenbusch. 

Soda-syenite and soda-syenite-porphyry dikes occur also in Tuolumne 

County, along the Mother lode, and some notes concerning them are 

published in the description of the Sonora area. 

In the Sierra Nevada soda-syenite-porphyries occur entirely as dikes 

so fav as known. The microcrystalline nature of the groundmass and 

the porphyritic feldspars are well seen in the photomicrograph of No. 

46 Tuolumne, Pl. XLII. These soda-feldspar dikes appear to be often 

associated with gold deposits, and some notes illustrating this associa- 

tion may be found in the American Geologist for June, 1896. and in the 

deseription of the Sonora district. 

The rock deseribed by Dr. Charles Palache? as containing a blue 

soda-hornblende, called by him crossite, appears to be very similar in 

mineral and chemical composition to some of the soda-syenite dikes 

collected in the Sonora area. Dr. Palache’s material eame from a bowl- 

der in the coast ranges near Berkeley, but was presumed to be of local 

origin. It may have come from a dike in the neighborhood. 

In this connection it is interesting to note that Dr. I, L. Ransome? 

found granular masses of albite feldspar in the contact zones of @lau- 

cophane-schists about serpentine and fourchite areas on Angel Island. 

The association of a soda-feldspar and a schist composed of a soda- 

hornblende is suggestive of a genetic connection. Although Mr, Ran- 

some did not regard the masses of.soda-feldspar as representing igneous 

material, the known occurrence of these soda-feldspar dikes in and 

near serpentine suggests that these albite masses on Angel Island are 

in reality portions of igneous dikes. That such dikes exist in the coast 

ranges is beyond question. 

As above noted, pebbles of a soda-feldspar-porphyry are found in the 

Cretaceous at Knoxville, and Mr. H. W. Fairbanks, in a remarkably 

interesting paper on the geology of Point Sal,* notes the occurrence 

of white dikes cutting the serpentine at Point Sal, in the northwest 

portion of Santa Barbara. The feldspar was not determined, but 

the facts given by Mr. Fairbanks about it do not preclude its being 

albite. ; 

1 Rocks of the Sierra Nevada: Fourteenth Aun. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part I, p. 477. 

2 Bull. Dept. of Geol., Univ. of Cal., vol. 1, p. 182. 

Geology of Angel Island: Bull. Dept. of Geol., Univ. of Cal., vol. 1, p. 211. 

4Bull. Dept. of Geol., Univ. of Cal., vol. 2, No. 1, 896, pp. 1-91. 
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The contact zones of glaucophane-schist on Angel Island, described 

by Ransome, consist in part of schist made up almost entirely of 

giaucophane. It is certainly difficult to understand the formation of 

such a rock from a sandstone or shale without the addition of material 

not originally in these rocks. The occurrence of glaucophane needles 

in certain sedimentary rocks, as noted by Ransome, does not prove 

that those masses composed chiefly of glaucophane were derived from a 

elastic rock. Ifit be supposed that the glaucophane-schists are in part 

built up of the material of soda-feldspar dikes, it is evident that they do 

not represent a contact-metamorphic phenomenon, for the dikes are, at 

all points known, later than the serpentine. The singular manner in 

which these dikes are intruded along the contact of the serpentine 

and the adjacent sedimentary masses to the southeast of Coulterville, 

as noted in the description of the Sonora area, offers a plausible expla- 

nation of the origin of the streaks of glaucophane-schist on Angel 

Island. The writer merely offers the above as suggestive of the advisa- 

bility of a reexamination of the subject of the origin of glaucophane- 

schist in the Coast Ranges. Dr. Ransome’s careful work throws the 

burden of the doubt on the new hypothesis. 

Pre-Cretaceous surface or volcanic rocks of the syenite family or tra- 

chytes are known in the Sierra Nevada only in Plumas County, where 

they oceur as tuffs in the Robinson formation (Upper Carboniferous). 

These are further mentioned in the description of the Downieville area. 

Such rocks may be called orthophyre-tuffs, or, when devitrified, apo- 

trachyte tufts. 

Tertiary trachytes are known thus far only in the area of the Big 

Trees sheet. They occur both as tuffs (?) and massive flows, the latter 

strongly resembling basalt.in macroscopic appearance. They are 

placed with the trachytes chiefly on the basis of their chemical com- 

position. Indeed, the Tuolumne Table Mountain basalt has so high an 

alkali content that it is placed in the table with the trachytes for com- 

parison. This flow can be traced from Knights Ferry, in Stanislaus 

County, across the Sonora area into the Big Trees district, not far from 

where specimens 85 and 86 Tuolumne were collected. 

As the writer has only cursorily examined these trachytes, the mat- 

ter of their classification will not be further considered at present. 

No. 14208. N. isa tuff-like trachyte from an area 33 miles southwest of 

Clover Meadow, Tuolumne County. Included in this fragmental-looking 

lava there are sometimes minute, glassy, black particles resembling 

lignite, and these are presumably respeusible for the carbon shown in 

the analysis. 

The analysis of the trachyte from Bolsena is taken from Zirkel’s 

Petrography, 1893, Vol. II, p. 378. It shows more lime and less silica 

than most of the analyses given by Zirkel. 
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Since oligoclase is the most acid constituent of this group (except 

accessory quartz, ete.), the highest silicia content of a diorite or andesite 

should not often exceed 63 per cent. As a matter of fact, three of the 

analyses given, Nos. 209, 1829, and 25, show more than 66 per cent of 

silica. Itis more than probable that these rocks contain free silica, 

although its presence has not been microscopically demonstrated, and 

that they properly belong with the dacites in the quartz-diorite family. 

The term andesite-porphyry, not having been much used,! needs some 

explanation. No. 16 in the table of analyses is called an andesite- 

porphyry. The groundmass of this rock is fine granular (cryptoerys- 

talline), and this is an original structure and not the result of devitrifi- 

cation. The writer would not call, at present at least, a porphyritic- 

andesite an andesite-porphyry if the groundmass was undoubtedly 

glassy. 

The diorites with idiomorphic hornblende, in part diorite-porphyries, 

would be called in part diorite-porphyrite by Rosenbusch. In some 

cases in the same rock mass the hornblende occurs as phenoerysts 

only—that is, in only one generation—and again in two generations. 

The latter facies would be called lamprophyrie by Rosenbusch,’? and 

rocks of this character, chiefly more basic than the diorites here referred 

«0, he places in one group. Fig. I of Pl. XLIV, diorite-porphyry, No. 

298 5. N., shows the structure imperfectly. Often the groundmass is 

fine granular. In a recent paper® Mr. W. D. Matthew describes and 

figures a diorite-porphyrite which in structure and mineral composi- 

tion corresponds almost exactly to the diorite-porphyries of the Sierra 

Nevada, the chief difference being that much of the feldspar in the New 

Brunswick rocks is labradorite, and consequently they are more basic 

than the rocks here noted. As Mr. Matthew states, his rock may be 

called a camptonite. 

The New Brunswick diorite-porphyries are dikes in rocks referred 

to the Laurentian. Mr. Matthew says: ‘They are singularly like the 

basic segregations in the granite, which latter they cut in several 

places, and are perhaps to be connected with it as the last member of 

the intruded series, injected after the rest had solidified.” 
In the Sierra Nevada, diorite-porphyry occurs almost solely as dikes; 

the only mass known to the writer that can be called an area is shown 

on the Jackson geologic map 2 miles northwest of Volcano, and is a 

mile in length. 

‘It is used in the text of the Three Forks folio, No. 24, of the Geologic Atlas of the United States. 

2Massige Gesteine, 1895, p. 388. 

3The effusive and dike rocks near St. John, N. B.: Trans. N. Y. Acad Sci., Vol. XIV, p. 210. 
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Itis not a little singular that these dikes, usually but a few inches 

in width, should be found over the entire length of the Sierra Nevada, 

so far as surveyed, and yet form scarcely any areas large enough to be 

put on the maps. It can hardly be supposed that a huge batholite of 

this material underlies the Sierra Nevada, only a small amount of which 

has been squeezed up in cracks forming the dikes. It seems much more 

likely that the diorite magma is a differentiation product, perhaps of 

the quartz-diorite, and that it nowhere forms a reservoir of any size. 

It may indeed be compared in this respect with the potash-granulite 

dikes, which the writer regards as a differentiation product of a granite 

or quartz-diorite magma. It is not impossible that in these diorite- 

porphyries and the potash-granulites we have an example of ‘“‘comple- 

mentary”! rocks, as Brégger uses the term. 

While the writer would not regard this as more than possible at 

present, it may be seen that the average composition of one of the 

diorite-porphyries and a granulite is strikingly similar to the composi- 

tion of a granodiorite, as 1s shown by the following analyses: 

Analyses of complementary (?) rocks. 

| 

aienereheredl ase | Nos list and isaenionts: 

Per cent Pey cent. Per cent Per cent. 

Silliican <teee e 55. 18 75.97 65.57 67.33 

Almminace—eeee nese 17. 35 13. 09 15; 22 15. 93 

Isimest eeu le eee ee 7.98 1. 49 | 4.73 4.09 

Macnesiaes soc ess5ne 4.80 14 2.47 a) 63 

Potasan 0. <= ce= 2st: | 1.42 5. 62 3.52 2. 46 | 
Sodat ge ae eee | 3.42 2.51 2.96 | Suton 

It is evident, however, that such a comparison as instituted above, 

to have much value, should be based on the average composition of 

the diorite-porphyries, granulites, and granodiorites, deduced from a 

series of analyses of each of these rocks. 

Localities of the rocks of the diorite family given in the table of analyses. 

No. 534. S.N. Uralite-diorite. Bidwell Bar area. Forbestown Ridge. 

No. 938 S: N. Diorite-porphyry. Sonora area. Dike m quartz-pyvoxene-diorite. 

No.8178 3. N. Diorite. Bidwell bar area. Dike (?) in quartz-mica-diorite. 

No. 1655 S S.N. Diorite. Smartsville area. Dike in quartz-diorite. 

No. 935 8.N. Diorite-porphyry. Sonora area. Dike in quartz-pyroxene-diorite. 

No.466 Plumas. Diorite-porphyry. Bidwell Bararea. Dike in quartz-mica-diorite. 

No. 1481S. N. Diorite-porphyry. Big Trees area, Dike in the gneiss series of the 

North Tuolumne. 

No. 168. N. Andesite-porphyry. Downieville area. Part of a massive flow. 

No. 69 Plumas. Andesite. Downieville area. Bowlder in the andesite-breccia. 

‘See definition in glossary at the end of this chapter. 
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No. 728. N. Andesite. Downieville area. Bowlder in the andesite-breccia, 

No. 2628. N. Andesite. Downieville area. Large dike southeast of Poker Flat. 

No. 123 Plumas. Andesite. Downieville area. Two and four-tenths miles south- 

west of Eureka Peak. 

No. 661 S. N. Hypersthene-andesite. Bidwell Bar area. Top of Franklin Hill. 

No. 2098S. N. Hypersthene-andesite. Downieville area, High point northeast of 

Goodyears Bar. 

No. 1829 Cascade Range. From Lassen Peak. J. 8. Diller. 

No. 258. N. Old andesite or dacite-porphyry. Placerville area. Southwest of 

Latrobe. 

THE GABBRO FAMILY. 

Since the two prominent constituents of the gabbro family, basic 

feldspar and a metasilicate, usually augite, do not contain more than 

54 per cent of silica, most rocks properly referable to this group will 

usually contain less than 54 per cent of silica, as there are generally 

more basic elements present. 

The single analysis in the table (No. 36) that shows a higher silica 
content is of a peculiar basaltic rock, as noted under the syenite family. 

The amount of alkali is so large that it may be almost regarded as an 

abnormal trachyte. (See description of trachytes under the head of Big 
Trees area.) 

Localities of rocks of the gabbro family of which analyses are given in the table. 

No. 8928.N. Orbicular gabbro. Downieville area. One mile east of Penman Peak. 
No.7058.N. Gabbro. Bidwell Bar area. Bucks Mountain. 

No. 158 Plumas. Gabbro. Downieville area. East slope of Eureka Peak. 

No. 446 S.N. Diabase. Sonora area. Northeast of Hornitos. Dike in sedimentary 
schists. 

No. 226 S.N. Diabase-porphyry. Downieville area. Dike in quartz-mica-diorite. 

No.268.N. Melaphyre tuff. Jackson area. West of Jackson. 

No.19S.N. Pre-Cretaceous tuff. Smartsville area. Near Honeut Creek. 
No. 276 Plumas. Older basalt. Downieville area. Near Red Clover Valley. 
No.18S.N. Older basalt. Chico area. Oroville Table Mountain. 
No. 314 and 311 Plumas. Dolerite. Downieville area. Mount Ingalls. 

No. 6678S. N.° Late basalt. Bidwell Bar area. One and one-half miles west of i#rank- 

lin Hill. : 
No. 368.N. Table Mountain basalt. Sonora area, Tuolumne Table Mountain. 

THE PERIDOTITE FAMILY. 

This group of rocks is made up chiefly of ferromagnesian minerals, 

with certain accessory elements, such as magnetite and chromite. The 

dominant characteristic from a chemical standpoint may be said to be 
the high magnesia content. In the table of analyses the composition 

of the main component minerals is given to enable the reader to judge 

of the necessarily basic nature of the rocks of this family. 
The analysis of the olivine is taken from Kalkowsky’s Elements of 

Lithology, p. 236. 

The analysis of the diallage is copied from Dana’s Mineralogy, 1892, 

analysis 53, p. 360. This diallage came from the Balta Islands, Scot- 

land. It contains 4.17 per cent of H,O, in addition to the constituents 
given in the table. 
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The analysis of the hypersthene is from a paper by Hague and 

Iddings.! 

The analysis of the enstatite, by Breidenbaugh,’ is of a specimen 

from the Tilly Foster iron mine, Maine. 

The silica content of this group is not likely to rise above 54 per cent 

or to fall below 40 per cent, except with a rock composed entirely of 

olivine, with a considerable amount of iron ore. By the addition of 

feldspar, usually anorthite or labradorite, the peridotites grade into 

gabbros. 
No effusive rocks that can be assigned to this group have certainly 

been detected in the Sierra Nevada. 

The serpentines, Nos. 176 and 181, are not from the Sierra Nevada, 

but were collected by the writer in Bagley Canyon, on the north slope 

of Mount Diablo, and the pyroxenite, No. 242, from the northeast 

slope of Mount Diablo.’ 

Serpentines or peridotites, Nos. 302 and 325, are from the north end 

of the range, in Butte and Plumas counties. 

Analyses of rocks of the peridotite family—Pyroxene-olivine. 

Serpentines. | L 
No. 242 

Oli: | Dial- | Hyper-| Ensta- | — —_—_—| Mt. D.,| No. 416 
vine. @ | lage.b |sthene.c tite.d | 5 176| No. 302 |/No. 181 No. 325| pyrox- S.N.g 

| (Mt. D.¢ S.N.f |MtD.e S.N.g UC 
| =| | | 4, = 

Per et.| Per ct.| Per ct.| Per ct.| Per ct.| Per ct.| Per ct.| Per ct., Per ct.| Per ct. 

SHO} acncnsedoess 40.05 | 50.23 50.32 | 54.17] 36.57 | 38.94 | 40.50 | 44.81 | 53.25 | 47.75 

| eo) [(-ccccee oO 

Peer coll te sa 
Wes2oilpe vod |< 24) 

1.98 -69 | .74 

4.52 5. 93 8. 34 

13 - 09 10 

09 | 07 07 
6.58 | 16.22| 9.62 

| None.|...---..| Trace. 

| | None} |teeeeere None. 

Mg Oeeeeee tekee 48.68 | 21.59| 23.29) 31.99| 40.27| 39.71 | 37.43 30.91, 19.91 | 19.09 
Ke @eeaaets 5c am || TA) lecsecass Nias |pTrace.|.-.----- 16 | esse m2 
NajQieee.22s- 122: .08 a58))|Sasee sce PG SBE nasser 28H eeeloyl ve erat) |,ads32 
LUO). ~ Sececcosdos| eabcoues lpeoceoce| SeorepAac eee are hase se tl Re eee lasaoce | | Seacia=e | Trace 

H,0 below 110°C ah pa ees [cesses Pena Ih eee eee en | sb | 05 | .05 
ERO CONCL|| _ a(i9 seasoned Uadeneee | ener ee | 90,76) essneece 10.94| 6.88| .24] 2.06 
eS On cae eree eee Oa Sette retary |e er | Estas arene | spnontaa lea aaccos Trace PD Asaapaes 03 

(O0)ss cconsemenseocllossescud baSacsenl|sdneesea | prsteteret ets | stbconeclocoopced|laesdace It) leseeeees|Poosoosd 

Totals. - <=: 99.42 | 100.07 | 99.11 | 100. 67 | ML OOROUG | cereraintalat= 99.99 100.18 | 99.98 100.46 

a Chatard, analyst. ec Analyst not named. Jf Steiger, analyst. 

b Heddle, analyst. d Breidenbaugh, analyst. g Hillebrand, analyst. 

e Melville, analyst. 

1Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XX VI, 1883, p. 230. 

2 Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. VI, 1873, p. 211. 

3 Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. I, p. 406. 
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GLOSSARY OF ROCK TERMS. 

ALLOTRIOMORPHIC.—A term applied to those grains which do not attain their 
crystalline forms, as the interlocking quartzes of a quartzite (see Pl. XXXVIII) or 

the feldspars, etc., in a typical gabbro (see Pl. XLVII, No. 535). All mineral grains 

termed anhedrons (q. v.) must be allotriomorphie. 

ANHEDRON.'—Mineral grains without crystal planes; to be used in apposition to 

crystal, which would therefore indicate idiomorphism, while the anhedrons would 
always be allotriomorphie. 

AUTHIGENIC (also written ‘‘anthigenetic”).—Applied to those minerals in a rock 

which have originated in it subsequent to its formation, as epidote and uralite in 

greenstones, or mica in mica-schists. 

CaTacLastric.—The structure produced in a rock by a crushing of the constituent 
minerals. The quartzes and feldspars are thus often broken up into a mosaic of 

smaller grains. The larger grains are sometimes faulted and bent, as is shown in the 

large feldspar in the photo-micrograph of No. 524 8. N. in Pl, XXXIX. 

CLastic.—Composed of fragments and mineral particles derived from preexisting 

rocks, as a sandstone or a tuff. This structure is well shown in the photo-micrograph 

of No. 54, Pl. XX XVII. 

COMPLEMENTARY ROCKS.*—A termapplied by Brégger to the diverse differentiation 

products of a common magma. Thus, some camptonites and bostonites in Norway 

are thought to be the differentiation products from one magma and are called com- 

plementary. — 
CONTACT METAMORPHISM.—A term applied to the metamorphic action in a rock 

mass, along the border of the intrusive magma, which results from the intrusion of 

the igneous rock (exomorphic metamorphism). Some geologists also include, under 

coutact metamorphism, the effect produced on the intrusive rock (endomorphic 

metamorphism). A fine illustration of contact metamorphism is the chiastolite- 
schist from Mariposa County formed from a clay-slate. See Pl. XXXV, B. 

Country rock.—Used in the same way as the term is used by miners to designate 

the rock in which a mineral vein has formed. It may be made to designate the 

rock composing the walls of a dike. Thus, slate or schist is the country rock of 

most gold-quartz veins in California, and granite or quartz-mica-diorite is usually 

the country rock of most granulite (aplite) dikes. ‘‘Country rock” is thus often 

synonymous with ‘wall rock,” but when the wall rock of a vein is a dike along the 
vein, the country rock would be of a different nature, and hence the two terms are 

not necessarily synonymous. 
CRYPTOCRYSTALLINE.—An entirely crystalline rock in which the particles are too 

minute to be determined even with the microscope. 

DIABASE STRUCTURE.—This term may be used to designate the diabasisch-kornig 

structure of Rosenbusch, characterized by the lath-like development (elongation 

following the edge pg’ (001) (010)) of the feldspar and the later formation of the 

metasilicate. This will include the ophitic structure, but the metasilicate may occur 

in grains or wedge-shaped anhedrons between the feldspars, as shown in diabase 415 

S.N., Pl. XLV, B, each grain of the metasilicate having a different crystallographic 

orientation. It is also evident that the diabase structure would be nearly identical 

with the latest definition of ophitic by Michel-Lévy,*in which ‘‘a bisilicate (pyroxene, 

amphibole) serves as a cement to the crystals of feldspar or to the other elements.” 

(What otber elements?) 

Dike —As used by the author, this term supposes a preexisting fissure which has 

been filled witb a molten magma, and is distinguished from the term “ vein,” inasmuch 

as the latter is filled by deposition from aqueous solations. While ail molten magmas 

1 Dana and Pirsson, Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 7, p. 492. 

2 Brégger, Quart. Jour. Geol Soe. London, Vol. L, p.31. 

3 Structure et Classification des Roches Bruptives, 1889, p. 30. 
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may be regarded as solutions, those solutions that require an extremely high temper- 

ature for their existence can, in most cases at least, be separated from such solutions 

as are supposed to have formed mineral veins. We thus speak of basalt, andesite, 

and diabase dikes, and of quartz and calcite veins. The term ‘‘sandstone dike” is 

not objectionable even under the above definition, as it is plain that here is meant a 

fissure filled with sand. ' 

GABBRO STRUCTURE.—When the different elements of a granular holocrystalline 

rock are in the form of irregular (allotriomorphic) grains with a nearly equal devel- 

opment in every direction, the rock has a typically granular structure called by 

Michel-Lévy the ‘‘structure grenue.” This is very widespread in gabbros, and may 

be called the gabbro structure, and is well shown in the photomicrograph of 535 

S. N., Pl. XLVII, an olivine-gabbro. The grains have a diverse orientation, and 

the structure differs from the granulitic in that there is no marked tendency to 

idiomorphism. 

Gneiss.—This is used in the preceding paper as a structural term only for a thor- 

oughly crystalline (often a recrystallized) rock in which the chief constituents are 
arrange in layers, producing a more or less distinct foliated structure, best seen in 
the hand specimen. Under the microscope gneisses are seen to- have a thoroughly 

granular structure, with diverse orientation of the mineral grains, so that the foli- 

ated structure is chiefly due to the arrangement of the minerals in layers. Asa rule, 

however, foliated and fibrous minerals, especially mica, are to a greater or less 

extent arranged with their longer axes parallel to the direction of schistosity, so 
that in nature gradations will be found between typical gneisses and typical schists. 

GRANITIC STRUCTURE.—Following Michel-Lévy, tnis term is used to express the 

structure of most granites and quartz-diorites. It is partly synonymous with 

“hypidiomorphic” (Rosenbusch). The quartz, the last element to consolidate, serves 

as a cement to the other elements, some of which have nearly idiomorphic outlines. 

See the photomicrograph of quartz-diorite, No. 691 8S. N., Pl. XLII. Judd! uses the 

term also for the hypidiomorphic structure of gabbros in which the augite and olivine 

are tosome extent molded as the feldspar crystals. As suggested in other cases, the - 

termination oid might be used, and the structure of such gabbros might be said to 

be granitoid. When the component minerals are of microscopic dimensions, the 

structure may be called microgranitic. 

GRANULITIC STRUCTURE.—Michel-Lévy applies this term to the structure common in 

most granulites (aplites), in which the quartz and feldspar have an idiomorphie tend- 

ency, and both appear to have crystallized at the same time. In its typical devel- 

opment the grains are all about the same size and are independently oriented. When 

the grains are of microscopic dimensions, the structure may be called microgranu- 

litic. A portion of the photomicrograph of No. 9988S. N., Pl. XX XIX, shows rather 

poorly the granulitic structure. Synonym: panidiomorphic (Rosenbusch), but in 

those granulites seen by the writer a typical panidiomorphic structure is never 

realized. The term is used by Judd? for a structure in certain gabbros, in which the 

pyroxene and olivine grains assume more or less rounded outlines. In polarized 

light these grains are seen not to be part of one large crystal, but to have different 

orientations. Bayley uses the term in the same way in describing gabbros. 

HyaLopiLitic.—Applied by Rosenbusch to microlitic rocks which contain glass, 

and is especially characteristic of andesite. This structure is poorly shown in the 

photomicrograph of No. 728. N., in Pl. XLV, A. 

INTRATELLURIC.*—A term applied by Rosenbusch to that period in the formation 

of a rock which immediately precedes eruption; also to the minerals which separate 

out during that period. 

Macroscopic.—As seen with the naked eye. Synonym: megascopic. 

1Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1886, p. 67. 

2Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1886, p. 68. 

3 Rosenbusch, Massige Gesteine, 1885, p. 10. 
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MICROCRYSTALLINE.—When the constituents can be seen and identified, but only 
with the use of the microscope. 

MICROLITIC STRUCTURE.—Following Michel-Lévy, this term is used to designate 

all those lavas in which the feldspar occurs in minute laths, as in trachytes, basalts, 

and andesites. This includes, therefore, the terms ‘‘pilotaxitiec” and “ hyalopilitic” 
of Rosenbusch. . 

MICROPEGMATITE.—A microscopic intergrowth of quartz and feldspar, each min- 

eral having the same optical orientation throughout. 
OPHITIC STRUCTURE (Michel-Lévy).—When the last element to crystallize is a meta- 

silicate (usually pyroxene), and the mineral forms patches of greater or less size con- 

taining feldspars elongated following the edge pq’ (001) (010); and, also, according to 

Lévy, flattened following g’ (010), the plates of the metasilicate appear to be pene- 

trated in all directions by the feldspar laths, presenting a characteristic structure, 

which was first set forth by Michel-Lévy '!in describing some ophites from the Pyrenees, 

and has since been called the ophitie structure. This is most frequently found in 

diabases, but is not confined to them. In fact, one ofthe original ophites of Michel- 

Lévy is an oligoclase-pyroxene rock, and would be called by the writer an ophitic 
pyroxene-diorite. The ophitic structure is illustrated in Pl]. XLVI, A, a photomi- 

crograph of a diabase from Calaveras County. 

Michel-Lévy? defines ophitic thus: ‘‘A bisilicate (pyroxene, amphibole) serves as a 
cement to the crystals of feldspar or to the other elements.” This evidently extends 
the term so that it is nearly or quite synonymous with Diabase structure. Syno- 

nyms: divergentstrahlig-kérnig (Lossen); diabasisch-kérnig (Rosenbusch) in part. 
OpHiro1p.—This word, analegous to pegmatoid, is suggested to be used to desig- 

nate ophitic-like associations of minerals in which the inclosing substance is not a 
metasilicate. Thus, in quartz-diorite, No. 550 Calaveras, Pl. XLVI, B, the quartz and 
feldspar may be said to form an ophitoid structure. 

PANIDIOMORPIIC.°—Nearly identical with the grannlitice structure of Michel-Lévy. 
Rosenbuseh states that it is characteristic of the aplites (granulites) and of some of 
his lamprophyrie dike rocks, and is essentially different from the hypidiomorphic 
structure in that the minerals appear to have all formed at the same time. As applied 

to granulites an objection might be made to the term, which signifies all-idiomorphie, 
in that while there is an idiomorphic tendency to the minerals an actual condition 
of idiomorphism is seldom reached. It is best developed, so far as the writer’s 
experience goes, in some of the diorites containing original hornblende needles. It 

is very poorly shown in P]. XLIV, A, diorite 298, in which both the hornblende and 

the plagioclase are usually idiomorphic. 
PEGMATOID STRUCTURE.—Used to designate an intergrowth of two minerals each 

of which has the same optical continuity throughout. The most common inter- 
growth is that of quartz and feldspar, forming pegmatite, but a similar intergrowth 

of other minerals takes place, as of tourmaline and quartz, as shown in P]. XL, A. 

The term micropegmatoid may be used for the microscopic equivalent. 

PILOTAXITIC STRUCTURE.—Applied by Rosenbusch to microlitic rocks, especially 
basalts, in which the groundmass is made up of minute feldspars in felted aggre- 

gation or arranged more or less nearly parallel and exhibiting a flow structure. 

Typical pilotaxitic rocks are said to be holocrystalline. The structure is included 
in the microlitic structure of Michel-Lévy. 
PLEOCHROISM.—The property possessed by pellucid, doubly refractive minerals 

of transmitting rays of different colors or intensity,in different directions. Uniaxial 

minerals are dicbroie, since they possess two directions (parallel and normal to the 

chief axis) in which the greatest difference of color is shown. Biaxial minerals, on 
the other hand, are trichroic or polychroic, since they have three directions, cor- 

responding to the three different axes of elasticity, along which rays of different 
intensity are transmitted.—TEALL. 

1 Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, 1878, p. 157. 
2Structure et Classification des Roches Sruptives, 1889, p. 30. 

?Rosenbusch, Massige Gesteine, 1895, p. 461. 
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POIKILITIC STRUCTURE.'—Where patches of one mineral having the same optical 
orientation throughout include other minerals having a diverse orientation. Thus, 

in Pl. XLVII, A, the brown hornblende in gabbro, No. 985 8. N., contains numerous 

plagioclases lying at all angles. In this case, when the included mineral is feldspar, 

the structure differs from the ophitic structure only in the feldspars not being, as a 
rule, lath-shaped, but in short prisms, often with a very irregular exterior, as if 

broken up previous to the formation of the pyroxene. This poikilitic structure is 

not uncommon in gabbros. : 

In the large orthoclases of the porphyritic granite (No. 39 8. N.), described on page 

479 of the Fourteenth Annual Report of the Geological Survey, Part II, there are 

inclusions of plagioclase, biotite, quartz, titanite, and iron oxide, with diverse 

orientation, and this may be regarded as another type of the poikilitic structure. 

Synonym: luster-mottling (Pumpelly). The term micropoikilitic is used when the 

structure can be seen only with the microscope. 

Porrpuyry.—This term is used in the preceding paper in a purely structural sense, 

and signifies a holocrystalline igneous rock usually with a microcrystalline or erypto- 

crystalline groundmass in which are developed larger crystals (phenocrysts), often 

idiomorphiec. So far as the writer is able to learn, the term porphyry has seldom 

been applied to coarse-grained rocks. The definitions given in Geikie and other 

standard manuals all refer to porphyries as fine granular rocks. The application of 

the term to coarse-grained granite with porphyritic feldspars (see paper in the Four- 

teenth Annual Report of the Geological Survey, Part II) appears to the writer to be 

inadvisable, although in a strictly logical use of the term, as signifying contrast of 

groundmass and phenocrysts, such a rock would be the true granite-porphyry, and 

the rock called in the present paper a granite-porphyry would be a microgranite( ?)- 

porphyry. 

PsEUDOSPHERULITES.—According to Teall, this term signifies spherulitic struc- 

tures in which the rays are composed of two different substances which can be 

determined; these substances, usually, at least, are quartz and feldspar. The 

“étoilements des micropegmatites” of Michel-Lévy are of this character. When 

these rays or sectors are arranged about a fragment of older quartz, this extinguishes 

at the same time as the rays of the later quartz of the micropegmatite. (See also 

Spherulites with globular quartz.) The pseudospherulites also frequently form 

with feldspar prisms as a kernel. In this case the older feldspar of the kernel and 

the later feldspar of the micropegmatite do not necessarily extinguish together. 
SALBAND.—The fine-grained border of a dike, due to the chilling action of the wall 

rock 

Scuist.—A structural term used to designate those rocks in which the mineral 

grains are chiefly elongated or flattened in one direction or lie in one plane, produc- 

ing a cleavage which may be said never to be wholly wanting. The elongated or 

flattened grains need not be parallel, bus may cross one another (as in some tremolite- 

schists) in all directions, forming a mesh work, but if such a schist is cut at right 

angles to the schistosity it will be noted that the fibers are chiefly in one plane. 

Schists are the result of dynamic action, and, according to Sorby, Van Hise, and 

others, the schistosity has been produced by a force acting in a direction normal to 

the cleavage plane. Many schists are derived from sedimentary rocks, in which the 

clastic character is stillevident. Others are produced by the compression and shear- 

ing of massive igneous rocks. 

SILICEOUS ARGILLITE.—This is proposed as a term to supplant “siliceous schist,” 

or “‘kiesel-schiefer,” inasmuch as the rocks so called are not schistose. The word 

“argillite” has, however, been used for schistose argillaceous rocks, but it is evident 

that the natural use of the term is simply to designate a clay rock, without specify- 
ing whether the rock is massive or schistose. 

1 Williams, Jour. of Geology, Vol. I, p. 176. 
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SPHERULITE.—Following Cross,' a spherulite may be said to be a spherical body in 

which a radiate or concentric inner structure has been found to be a seldom-failing 

characteristic. Spherulitic structures are common in the acid lavas, in which the 
eryptocrystalline material, supposed to be usually quartz and feldspar, has a radially 
fibrous structure and shows a black cross between crossed nicols. Chlorite also often 

shows the same structure. The ‘‘quartz globulaire” of Michel-Lévy is a variety 

of the spherulitic structure in which a black cross is not ordinarily to be observed. 

. SPHERULITES WITH GLOBULAR QUARTZ.2—When the rays of pseudospherulites 

become so fine that they can not be resolved with the high powers of the microscope 

they pass into ‘‘spherulites & quartz-globulaire.” Sometimes these constitute struc- 

tures showing radiations in natural light, extinguishing in four positions at right 

angles between crossed nicols, or in two or more sectors. A good example of this 

is shown in the photomicrograph No, 247, Pi. XLI, B. 

Vern.—A fissure filled with mineral matter deposited from aqueous solutions, as a 

gold-quartz vein. 

1 Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, Vot. XI, p. 412. 

2 Michel-Lévy, Structures of Rocks, p, 21. 
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PLATE XXXVILI. 

A. Plagioclase-pyroxene-gneiss, No. 1456 8. N., showing the evenly granular struc- 

ture. With the analyzer, x 50. C—plaguioclase, andesine to labradorite; P= 

monoclinic pyroxene; M—black mica; I —iron oxide. 

B. Quartzite from Pinoli Peak, No. 54 8. N., showing the clastic structure in part of 

section and the interlocking quartz grains in other portions. There has evi- 

dently been an addition of silica to the interlocking grains, so that their original 

outlines are but in part preserved. With the analyzer, x 53. 
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A. PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF PLAGIOCLASE-PYROXENE-GNEISS, NO. 1456 S.N. 

B. QUARTZITE, NO. 54 S.N.. SHOWING CLASTIC STRUCTURE IN PART OF SECTION. 
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PLATE XXXVIII. 

A. Quartzite, No. 183 Calaveras, showing the interlocking quartz grains. Theshape 

of the original grains is not apparent, there being no visible line between the 

surface of the original quartz grains and the silica that has since been added. 

With the analyzer, x 20. 

B. Quartz band in granulite, No. 998 S. N., showing the interlocking quartz grains, 

which in this case are certainly not clastic but of the nature of a vein deposit. 

With the analyzer, < 20. 
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A. QUARTZITE, NO. 183 CALAVERAS, SHOWING THE INTERLOCKING QUARTZ GRAINS. 

B. QUARTZ BAND IN GRANULITE, NO. 998 S. N., SHOWING THE INTERLOCKING 

QUARTZ GRAINS 
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PLATE XXXIX. 

A. Granulite, No. 998, showing the granulitic structure in the upper part of the sec- 
tion, and micropegmatite in the lower part. With the analyzer, x 20. 

B. Pre-Cretaceous tuff, No.524 S. N., showing bent and fractured feldspar such as 

are found in cataclastic feldspathic rocks. This gives evidence of the rock 
having undergone crushing. With the analyzer, x 50. 
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A. GRANULITE, NO. 998, SHOWING GRANULITIC STRUCTURE AND MICROPEGMATITE. 

B. BENT AND FRACTURED FELDSPAR IN PRE-CRETACEOUS TUFF 
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PLATE XL. 

A. Pegmatoid intergrowth of tourmaline and quartz, No. 928 S.N. Without ‘the 
analyzer, X 20, This rock formed part of a pegmatite dike in quartz-pyroxene- 
diorite southeast of Sonora. 

B. Granite, No. 39 8. N., showing the large idiomorphic titanites with prongs on the 
sides of the largest prism. Without the analyzer, x 55. 

A=hornblende; M= black mica; F=iron oxide; D=apatite. 
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B 

A. PEGMATOID INTERGROWTH OF TOURMALINE AND QUARTZ, NO, 928 S.N 

B. GRANITE, NO. 39 S_N., WITH IDIOMORPHIC TITANITE AND HORNBLENDE 
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PLATE XLII. 

A. Granite-porphyry, No. 408. N., showing a typical microcrystalline groundmass. 
With the analyzer, x 20. I=quartz; B—orthoclase; C—plagioclase; M= 

biotite. 

B. Spherulitic quartz-porphyry, No. 247 Amador, illustrating the ‘‘quartz-globulaire” 

structure of Michel-Lévy. With the analyzer, x 45. All parts of any one 

spherulite extinguish simultaneously or nearly so, or any one spherulite extin- 

guishes in sectors. Inthe photomicrograph all of the upper spherulite is extin- 

guished except afew faint radii. A black cross is ordinarily not to be observed, 
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A. GRANITE-PORPHYRY, NO. 40 S.N., SHOWING A TYPICAL MICROCRYSTALLINE 
GROUNDMASS 

B. SPHERULITIC QUARTZ-PORPHYRY, NO, 247 AMADOR, 
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PLATE XLII. 

A. Quartz-mica-diorite, No. 691 S. N., showing the granitic or hypidiomorphic strue- 
ture. With the analyzer, x 20. I=—quartz, which is the last element to crys- 

tallize and fills the interstices between other minerals; C=plagioclase (andesine 
and labradorite); M = biotite; E —epidote. 

B. Pyroxene-diorite, No. 165 8. N., showing the idiomorphic augite inclosed in feld- 

spar. Without the analyzer, x 20. P=augite, some of which shows the 

diallage cleavage; H=hypersthene; M=biotite; F =iron oxide. 
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A, QUARTZ-MICA-DIORITE, NO. 691 S.N., SHOWING THE GRANITIC OR HYPIDIOMORPHIC 
STRUCTURE. 

B. PYROXENE-DIORITE, NO. 165 S. N., SHOWING THE IDIOMORPHIC AUGITE INCLOSED 
IN FELDSPAR. 
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PLATE XLIII. 

A. Soda-syenite-porphyry, No. 46 Tuolumne, showing the microcrystalline ground- 
mass of albite grains in which are embedded phenocrysts of plagioclase. With 

the analyzer, xX 50. 

B. A view of another portion of the same section as the previous, showing radiating 

brushes of delicate blue hornblende needles. Without the analyzer, x 50. 
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A. SODA-SYENITE-PORPHYRY, NO 46, TUOLUMNE COUNTY. 
B. RADIATING TUFTS OF HORNBLENDE IN SODA-SYENITE-PORPHYRY, NO. 46, 
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PLATE XLIV. 

A. Diorite-porphyry, No. 298 S. N., showing the idiomorphic tendency of the plagio- 
elase and hornblende. With the analyzer, x 45. P— plagioclase phenocrysts 

with decomposed interior and rim of fresh feldspar; A= brown hornblende. 

The smaller plagioclases of the groundmass likewise have idiomorphic ten- 

dency, so that the rock has a nearly panidiomorphic structure. 

B. Quartz-diorite-porphyry, No. 298 8. N., view of part of the same section as the 

previous, the section being made from a chip taken at the contact of the two 

dikes. The microcrystalline nature of the quartz-feldspar groundmass is 

shown, and in this groundmass are embedded plagioclase phenocrysts. With 
the analyzer, X 45. : 
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B 

A. DIORITE PORPHYRY, NO. 298 S.N, 

B. QUARTZ-DIORITE-PORPHYRY, NO, 298 S.N. 
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PLATE XLV. 

A. Hornblende-pyroxene-andesite, No. 72 8. N., showing the porphyritic plagioclase 

with glass inclusions. P—augite grains. The microlitic glassy groundmass 

illustrating the hyalopilitic structure of Rosenbusch is not brought out. With 

the analyzer, x 5d. 

B. Diabase, No. 415 8. N., showing the wedges of hornblende between the lath- 

shaped feldspars, and illustrating imperfectly the diabase-granular structure, 

the chief feature of which is the lath-like development of the feldspars with 

later metasilicates. With the analyzer, x 50. 
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B 

A, HORNBLENDE-PYROXENE-ANDESITE, NO. 72 S.N., SHOWING THE PORPHYRITIC 
PLAGIOCLASE WITH GLASS INCLUSIONS. 

B. DIABASE, NO. 415 S.N., SHOWING THE WEDGES OF HORNBLENDE BETWEEN 
THE LATH-LIKE FELDSPARS. 
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PLATE XLVI. 

A. Diabase, No. 175 Calaveras, showing the lath-shaped feldspars penetrating in all 
directions the later plates of augite. This constitutes the typical ophitic struc- 

ture of ophites as first figured by Michel-Lévy. With the analyzer, x 40. 

B. Quartz-augite(?)-diorite, No. 550 Calaveras, showing the lath-shaped feldspars 

penetrating the later green hornblende and quartz. The hornblende presum- 

ably represents original pyroxene, but the quartz is primary. I—quartz; A= 

hornblende. With the analyzer, x 20. 
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A. DIABASE, NO. 175 CALAVERAS, SHOWING THE OPHITIC STRUCTURE 

B. QUARTZ-DIORITE, NO. 550, CALAVERAS, SHOWING THE OPHITO!ID STRUCTURE OF THE 
PLAGIOCLASE IN THE QUARTZ. 
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PLATE XLVII. 

A. Poikilitie gabbro, No. 985 S. N., showing the broken and corroded anorthites 

inclosed in later brown hornblende. The feldspars lie at all angles in the 
hornblende plate, which has the same optical orientation throughout. This 

is an illustration of the typical poikilitic structure as characterized by Prof. 

G. H. Wiliams. With the analyzer, x 20. 7 

B. Gabbro, No. 535 8. N., showing the gabbro or typical granular structure in which 

both the main constituents, pyroxene and plagioclase, appear to have crystal- 
lized at about the same time, the anhedrons of each mutually interfering, so 

that none of the grains attained their proper crystalline forms. With the ana- 

lyzer, x 40. C=plagioclase; A—hornblende; P—augite; H=hypersthene; 

F=iron oxide. 
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A. POIKILITIC GABBRO, NO. 985 S.N. 

B. GABBRO, NO. 535 S.N., SHOWING THE GABBRO OR TYPICAL GRANULAR STRUCTURE. 
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REPORT ON COAL AND LIGNITE OF ALASKA. 

By W. H. DALL. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The following report is intended to include a full account of what is 

known with regard to the deposits of fossil fuel in Alaska embraced 

under the head of coal or lignite. An account of the various localities 

visited by our party in 1895 is supplemented by data obtained by the 

writer on previous visits to the Territory, especially to such places as 

were not included in the list of those visited on the present occasion. 

To this is added a general discussion of the coals or lignites from an 

economic standpoint, with analyses of the Alaskan and similar coals 

for comparison, tests of their practical utility, and general conclusions 

as to their value. 

A summary of our knowledge of the Cenozoic geology of Alaska is 

next given, including a discussion of the geologic age of the coal-bearing 

beds, and an enumeration of the localities where Cenozoic rocks have 

been observed, both by the author and others during explorations in 

Alaska and by the Survey, with a list of the fossils obtained from them. 

Brief summaries of what is known in regard to the fossiliferous hori- 

zons of Alaska follow, including a full description of the localities 

visited by our party in 1895. 

To these are added three appendices on the fossils collected, includ- 

ing a report on the fossil plants by Dr. F. H. Knowlton, wherein are 

enumerated the species known to date as having been collected in 

Alaska; a report on the Paleozoic invertebrates by Mr. Charles Schu- 

chert, of the U. S. National Museum; and a preliminary report on the 

Mesozoic fossils by Prof. Alpheus Hyatt. A discussion of the Ceno- 

zoic fossils by the writer is included in the chapter on the Cenozoic 

geology of Alaska. 

Our work in the Alexander Archipelago was carried on while guests 

on board the U.S.S. Pinta, and to Lieut. Com. A. R. Couden, U.S. N., 
commanding, and his officers, we are under obligations for every aid in 

their power. 
771 



Ti2 REPORT ON COAL AND LIGNITE OF ALASKA. 

LOCALITIES OF THE COAL-BEARING KENAI FORMATION, 

ALEXANDER ARCHIPELAGO. 

ST. JOHN BAPTIST BAY. 

About 16 miles' in a northwesterly direction from Sitka, and just 

north of Point Zeal, a small open bay extends to the eastward, called 

by the Russians Joanna Predtechi or St. John Baptist Bay. On the 

shores of this bay, according to reports received as correct among the 

Russians, fragments of coal have been found. It was supposed that in 

the vicinity beds of coal might occur from which these float fragments 

came. By the aid of the Pinta’s steam launch a visit to this bay and 

an examination of the rocks were made. The rocks about the shores 

and the material brought down by several good-sized streams which 

fall into the bay were carefully scrutinized. Only granitic and dioritic 

rocks were found in place, with occasional bands of graphitie slates. 

The only authentic reference to coal in this vicinity is found in 

Davidson’s Alaska Coast Pilot of 1869, p. 35, where he says: 

The most important discovery was made by the Coast Survey in October, 1867, in 

the valley at the head of St. Johns Bay, opening upon Neva Strait about 174 

miles north of Sitka. Pieces of coal largely intermixed with rock, to which their - 

preservation was due, were found for 4 or 5 miles along the bed of the small but 

rapid stream. After a second partial exploration and obtaining large specimens it 

was believed the coal was anthracite, but a subsequent analysis in San Francisco 

proved it to be bituminous. From all the geological evidence, the geologist 

reported that the bed or beds from which it was broken will, if discovered, afford 

coal of vastly superior quality to any heretofore known to exist in the Terri- 

tory. * * Recent information has been received that this coal vein which has 

been discovered is of great thickness, is anthracite, has been burned on a United 

States steamer and reported upon favorably. The general course of the stream upon 

which specimens were found is east and west; its rise for the first 4 or 5 miles is not 

very rapid. Along its banks are small areas of flat alluvial land, particularly near 

its mouth. The channel often separates into two or three, inclosing smal] islands on 

the level bottom land. The rocks in situ are rarely exposed, but at two points 

on the stream fine black shales and soft friable sandstones, without fossils, however, 

were seen trending approximately northeast and southwest and inclined at a high 

angle. Pieces of coal much intermixed with foreign substances, principally lime- 

stone, of greater or less size, were found along the course of the stream for a dis- 

tance of 4 miles. Highly crystalline limestone, white, streaked with gray, was 

found in the detritus. The dense growth of timber, thick masses of fallen and 

decaying trees, covered with deep moss, thickets of the thorny shrub Panax horri- 

dum, and the general mountainous character of this locality will render its future 

exploration extremely difficult. 

The notes cited by Professor Davidson, except the sentence referring 

to later information, are by Mr. Theodore A. Blake, geologist to the Coast 

Survey party which visited Alaska on the revenue cutter Lincoln in 

1868. There would seem to be no doubt that Mr. Blake found coal, as 

stated; but his account of the topography leads to the impression that 

1The mile used in this report is the nautical mile of 6,080 feet. 
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DALL.] ALEXANDER ARCHIPELAGO. lo 

the locality was wrongly identified, and that it was one of the other 

numerous bays in the vicinity and not the true St. John Baptist Bay 

explored by us. In the latter there is certainly no room between the 

mountains and the sea for a stream 4 or 5 miles long, and we found no 
traces of limestone, sandstone, or coal in the vicinity. The statement 

that a vein of anthracite had been discovered may refer to some other 

locality where the Alaskan coal, which much resembles anthracite, has 

been found, but is certainly erroneous if applied to this locality. If 

such a seam had been found near Sitka, the high price of coal there 

would have made it a matter of great importance to the inhabitants, 

and its existence would have been generally known; whereas no one 
- among the many of whom inquiries were made at Sitka had ever heard 

of any such discovery. Thereport of Mr. Blake! referring to the drifted 

fragments of coal was known to many, but nothing more, except vague 

rumors handed down from the Russian inhabitants, who may have been 

misled by the fact that portions of the black slates contain thin sheets 

of graphite, which might cause them to be mistaken for anthracite by 

inexperienced persons. 

Our conclusion, therefore, is that there is no satisfactory evidence at 

present of the presence of coal or the rocks of the age of the coal in 

this particular locality. 

POINT GARDNER. 

The southern extreme of the Admiralty group of islands, separating 

Chatham Strait and Frederick Sound, was named Point Gardner by 

Vancouver. Nearitisasmall anchorage, partly sheltered by some islets, 

and named Surprise Harbor. In September, 1868, Capt. J. W. White, 

of the U. S. revenue steamer Wayanda, discovered fragments of coal 

in a small stream falling into the head of the harbor. Two miles from 

the shore, at an elevation of 500 feet above the sea, a small vein of coal 
in soft clay, without fossils, cropped out of the right bank. About 100 

feet farther up the stream there was a larger vein in a similar forma- 

tion. Both were of poor quality and only a few inches in thickness. 

They dipped 60° to the southeast, with a strike from southwest to 

northeast.” 

Some years later an attempt was made to develop coal in this 

vicinity by Capt. James Carroll and others. The seam selected is 

stated to have been found 800 feet above the sea level and about 2 

miles from the beach. A tunnel 210 feet long tapped the seam at a 

distance of 40 feet from the surface; and 25 feet lower another tunnel, 

intended to strike the same seam at a lower level, was run to a depth 

of 120 feet.2 The seams were covered by sandstone, with a greasy sort 

1Report on the Geology of Alaska, by Theodore A. Blake, House Ex. Doc. No. 177, Fortieth Con- 

gress, second session, February, 1868, pp. 314-325. 

2Cruise in Alaska, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 8, Fortieth Congress, third session, January, 1869, p. 8. 

Eleventh Census, Report on Alaska, 1893, p. 236. c 
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of shale below, and were more or less interleaved with carbonaceous 

shale, the whole series being about 7 feet thick. 

The rocks proved to be much broken and faulted, and the coal to be 

of inferior quality and in small quantity, so that, after the expenditure 

of several thousand dollars in prospecting, the mine was abandoned, as 

having under present conditions no commercial value. 

PORT CAMDEN. 

This is a large bay penetrating Kuiu Island from the northeast, 

opening upon Keku Strait near Frederick Sound. In May, 1868, coal 

was discovered here by Capt. J. W. White, of the U. S. revenue 

steamer Wayanda. The seam crops out on the east side of the bay, 

about 7 miles south of the entrance, in about latitude 56° 42’, according 

to the charts. Captain White states! that the coal is 20 feet above 

low-water mark, and occurs in several veins abouc 6 inches thick, with 

intervening strata of hard rock. The coal seams are at varying dis- 

tances of 20 to 50 feet from each other, increasing in thickness inward, 

with a dip of 35° or 40° to the southward and a strike nearly east and 

west. Immediately below the upper vein is a layer of clay rock, with 

abundant fossil remains; above this vein is a layer of gray siliceous 

conglomerate. As far as could be observed, the strata inclosing the 

lower seams were similar. On account of the steep angle of the dip the 

seams could not be traced far. The bay affords good anchorage, with 

a range of tide of about 30 feet; the surrounding country is thickly 

wooded. It is not unlikely that this is one of the localities alluded to 

in Furuhjelm’s notes (published by Oswald Heer)? as located on Keku 

Strait, but of which Heer has not stated the exact position. 

WHALE BAY, BARANOFF ISLAND. 

This bay is situated about 23 miles southeast from Sitka, and has 

not been accurately surveyed. On the shores of the eastern arm of 

this bay, according to Russian reports, sandstones containing plant 

remains and small seams of lignite have been observed. No recent ex- 

plorations of this locality have been made, and our time was too short 

to allow us to attempt to visit it. It is probable that if coal seams of 

any size occur at Whale Bay they would have been reported by pros- 

pectors, some of whom are known to have visited the place in search 

of mineral deposits. 

KUIU ISLAND. 

The eastern shore of Chatham Strait, between 56° and 57° north lati- 

tude, is formed by the extremely broken and irregular island of Kuiu 

1Cruise in Alaska, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 8, Fortieth Congress, third session, 1869, p. 2; see also 

Davidson, Coast Pilot of Alaska, 1869, p. 35. 

2Plora fossilis Alaskana; Kongl. svensk. Vet.-Akad. Handl. Bd. 8, No.4, Stockholm, 1869, pp. 7-8. 
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(pronounced Koo-yoo), sometimes called Kake Island, from the Kake 

tribe of Indians which inhabit its shores. 
On the west coast of Kuiu, in about latitude 56° 25’, rocks of the 

Kenai formation oceur, of which the following description is condensed 

from notes by Furubjelm. 
The outcrop is between tide marks, and consists of a sandstone with 

remains of a hazel (Corylus MeQuarrii), dipping inland about 25° or 

30°, which contains thin layers of blackish-gray shale in pairs, each 

pair enclosing a layer of brown coal or lignite varying from 6 inches 

to 74 feet in thickness. The shale contains plants, especially coni- 

fers. Above these and rising above high-water mark is a coarse- 

grained sandstone overlain by a coarse conglomerate covered by about 

15 feet of humus and turf. The whole section includes a belt some- 

what more than 200 feet wide, on the eroded surface of which are 

strewn numerous erratic blocks of granite. The section has a good 

deal of resemblance to that exposed at Coal Bay, Unga Island, at least 

in the succession of the plant beds, coal, and conglomerate. 

The shales from this locality afforded Sequoia langsdorfii, and species 

of Glyptostrobus, Pteris, and Castanea. The coal contained 16 per 

cent of water, about 3 per cent of ash, about 35 per cent of volatile 

and 45 per cent of fixed carbonaceous matter, according to Genth.! 

The occurrence of lignite near Sitka is also noted by Erman,’ who makes 

no precise identification of locality, but probably refers to these beds. 

Of the plants found in these beds a number are common to Nenil- 

chik, Port Graham, and other beds of the Kenai formation in Alaska. 

On Keku (or Kake) Strait, which separates Kuiu from Admiralty 

Island, several outcrops of beds of the same age and general character 

have been noted by Furuhjelm and others, on both the Admiralty and 

the Kuiu Island shores, and a few fossil plants have been collected 

and examined by Dr. Newberry,’ of which he reports several species 

to be identical with those of Kenai. No workable seams of coal have 
yet been reported in connection with these localities. 

Plant beds, or traces of lignite, have also been reported on the 

north shore of the Lindenberg Peninsula, Kupreanoff Island; on 

the mainland opposite the last-mentioned place; at the southeastern 

extreme of Chichagoff Island, on Chatham Strait; near Hood Bay, 

on the opposite side of the strait;+ on the shores of Prince of Wales 

Island, near Kasahan Bay; and in the northern part of Seymour 

Canal, Admiralty Island. No workable coal at any of these localities 

?Reise um die Erde, vol. 3, p. 213. 

“Brief descriptions of fossil plants, chiefly Tertiary, from western North America, by Dr. J. S- 

Newberry: Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, pp. 502-514; February, 1883. The author describes five species 

from Cook’s Inlet, two from Admiralty Island, Seymour Canal, and one from Kake Strait, near Kootz- 

nahoo, Alaska. 

‘This coal is said to have been explored and condemned as worthless by the Russians. Cf. David- 

son, Coast Pilot of Alaska, 1869, p. 35. 
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is reported, and the time available was too brief to permit of spending 

it in exploration in the absence of more definite information. 

KOOTZNAHOO INLET, ADMIRALTY ISLAND. 

The only locality in the Alexander Archipelago where the informa- 

tion on record warranted hopes of finding commercially valuable coal 

was in the central part of Admiralty Island, about the singular and 

complex waterways which, collectively, have been known as Kootzna- 

hoo Inlet. This name, of Indian origin, means “home of the bears,” 

or place frequented by bears, the totemic symbol of the Kootznahoo 

natives being a bear. On the west shore of the Admiralty group, 

north of Hood Bay, is the harbor and settlement now known as Kil- 

lisnoo, the site of an important herring fishery and manufactory of 

fish guano. There is also an Indian village on the north side of the 

entrance to the harbor, which, according to the census of 1890, had 

192 inhabitants. This is Kootznahoo, and the village is situated so 

that a few minutes’ walk from the landing south of it carries one 

across a narrow neck to the Kootznahoo Inlet. The entrance of the 

inlet is on Chatham Strait, due east from Point Hayes and north of 

Danger Point. It is very narrow and rocky, and, since the ramifica- 

tions of the inlet cover many square miles and the tide must rise or 

fall entirely through this narrow opening, the current through the 

entrance is extremely strong. It is in fact only practicable to enter at 

slack water even with steam power, and the tide rips caused by the 

ebb off Danger Point are very heavy. Except for this strong tide 

and the narrowness of the passages the inlet offers good facilities for 

navigation. There is abundance of water, and few submerged dangers, 

clear to the head of the principal arms. If the shores of the inlet 

should prove to contain commercially valuable coal, there is nothing 

in the difficulties of navigation for steam vessels to prevent its being 

made available. By accommodating their movements to the tides 

skillful navigators would encounter nothing alarming. 

The accompanying map (PI. XLIX), for which we are indebted to the 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, will enable the reader to form a better idea 

of this maze of waters than any amount of description. 

The land about the inlet is rather low and moderately level, mostly 

wooded with spruce and hemlock. The rocks are chiefly shales and 

sandstones, which, toward Chatham Strait, are crumpled and faulted, 

but appear less so in proportion as one passes northeasterly from the 

entrance, in the direction of a cluster of low mountains which may be 

seen in the distance. The strata about the northeastern extreme of 

the inlet in the vicinity of McCluskey’s claim were obviously less dis 

turbed and more nearly horizontal than in any other part of the inlet 

visited by us. 

It was stated by residents at Killisnoo that light earth tremors, or 
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even mild shocks, were not uncommon there. This fact might havea 

bearing on the prosecution of mining in the district thus affected. 

Nearly all the lowlands surrounding the ramifications of Kootznahoo 

Inlet are underlain by the sandstones and shales of the Kenai forma- 

tion, and coal seams are of frequent occurrence. Our observations were 

limited to those upon which some work of exploration or prospecting 

had been done, nearly all of which are near the shores of the inlet. 

The different locations are known by the names of the persons who have 

endeavored to explore them, and will be se referred to in this report. 

We were indebted to Captain Moore, of the Coast Survey steamer 

Patterson, whose staff was engaged in surveying the inlet, for trans- 

portation by steam launch to the various outcrops, and to Messrs. 

Brightman and McCluskey, of Killisnoo, for services in guiding us to 

various places where exploration of the coal seams had been attempted. 

The discovery of this coal field was made in 1868, when a native 

brought to Sitka some specimens of the coal.! Shortly afterwards 

Commander Mitchell, U.S. N., in the U. 8S. S. Saginaw, visited the 

locality and made a reconnaissance of the entrance to the lagoon and 

the channel leading to one of the principal outcrops.” He took the 

vessel into the inlet as far as the wider portion, since known as Miteh- 

ell Bay, and made an agreement with one of the Indian chiefs to take 

out a large quantity of coal. He also obtained a few tons before he 

departed, which he tested on board the vessel, and part of which he 

forwarded to the San Francisco naval office for testing. 

An officer was detailed to direct the natives in their work of getting 

out the coal. The Saginaw, under command of Capt. J. R. Meade, 

U.S. N., returned in January, 1869, and obtained the coal which had 

been taken out (variously stated to be from 30 to 80 tons), and which 

was subsequently submitted to various tests. I have found no official 

account of these tests, but have frequently heard it asserted that the 

coal was found to contain fossil resin in such amount as to be an objee- 

tion to its use on steamers built with a view to using a coal of less 

volatility, and that the extraordinary heat generated by the combus- 
tion of this resin rapidly destroyed the grate bars. At all events, no 

jurther attempts are recorded to utilize these coals for the Navy. Cap- 

tain Bryant describes the coal seam which was worked by Mitchell and 

Meade as follows: 

Opening from the south arm of Mitchell Bay in a southeast direction is Davis 

Creek, another of those deep channels, one-fourth of a mile wide and connecting 

with a second bay 2 miles distant. It is on a small arm of this creek that coal 

has been obtained. ; 

The vein or seam crops out under a rocky point at high-water mark and at right 

angles with the shore, and extends under the bed of the creek. It has a dip of 10° 

to the northwest and has been worked by drifting off the slate and removing the 

coal. This process has been carried forward 50 feet until the covering of slate 

'See Senate Ex. Doc. No. 32, Forty-first Congress, second session, 1870, pp. 15-17. 

2See U.S. Hydrographic Chart No. 225, 1869. 
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became too thick to be removed with this means of working. The distance between 

the point and low water is 50 yards and the seam has been opened to that line. The 

vein of coal has an average thickness of 15 inches. About 100 tons have been taken 

out. It is of a light bituminous character, burning very rapidly, evolving a great 

amount of heat, and better adapted for manufacturing purposes than for generating 

steam with the present style of furnaces. 

An examination of the bluff near where the coal has been mined, having its hori- 

zontal strata undisturbed, shows the following arrangement: The surface rock is a 

coarse sedimentary stone 5 feet in thickness, underneath which are 2 feet of shales 

and slate upon a layer of shale mixed with coal containing resin and burning freely, 

followed by 8 feet of shale and slate with a slight mixture of coal at the base of 

the stratum, and below this by a layer of shale 2 feet in thickness overlying a thin 

vein of coal and resin, which burns with much smoke and leaves little ash. The 

next stratum corresponds to that from which the coal was extracted and in which 

fossil leaves and vegetable remains are found, Underneath this and about 4 feet 

below high-tide mark two seams of coal of a harder kind crop out. These seams 

are 3 or 4 feet in thickness, and the coal taken from them appears to be the same as 

that found at Nanaimo, Vancouver Island. An examination of the shores of 

Mitchell Bay shows evidence that coal exists over a large extent of the surrounding 

country. * * * Near the shores of Mitchell Bay the disturbance of the strata 

is so great that the seams can not be followed far without finding them broken. 

East of Davis Creek the shores rise gradually and continue unbroken, where by 

sinking a shaft the coal bed may be found at sufficient distance above tide level to 

render it accessible. The difference of time between high water in Chatham Strait 

and at the mine is one hour, ‘The mine is 12 miles from the entrance, and the differ- 

ence between high and low water is 8 feet. 

I have cited this account at length because it was made on the spot 

at the time the mining was done, and I am not quite sure that the place 

pointed out to meas the site of Mitchell’s operations is really the same. 

In a quarter of a century the exact spot in an almost unexplored wilder- 

ness may very well become obscure. 

Since that time explorations have been made by private prospectors, 

who have dug shafts, driven tunnels, or cleared off the surface of the 

coal seams, but have never had sufficient capital to open a working 

mine. I believe that we visited all points in the inlet where work of 

any kind has been done, and the various locations will be described 

separately. 

SEPPHAGEN MINE. 

This location is on the southeast arm of the inlet, close to the water’s 

edge. A shaft 8 feet deep had been sunk, which, at the time of our 

visit (June 9, 1895) was full of water. A winch and small car were 

there. Three years ago a few tons of coal had been taken out and 

heaped up near the shaft, which, by the action of the weather, had 

become reduced to small flakes of slack coal. The seam itself was 

under water, but was stated to be about a foot thick. The rocks above 

it were friable sandstones and soft shales. They dip about 30° NW. 

Taxodium distichum miocenum Heer was found among the leaf impres- 

sions of the shale. An examination of the vicinity led to the inference 

that the coal here was a small pocket, soon exhausted. 
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An analysis of the coal showed: 

Analysis of coal from Sepphagen mine, Alaska, 

] 

| Per cent. 

MeNloisturomencn ae eas een ee UL | 1.66 | 
| Volatile matter less moisture. ....-.-. 35. 40 

I Cokemeemerreeeerys: ee amc sue. a 31.80 | 

The coke was dull and slightly coherent, the ash yellowish; the per- 

centage of sulphur, 0.52. 

The owner of this mine had recently died, and the interest was said 

to be held by his widow and children. 

REEF. 

Prospectors had found signs of coal in a reef, covered at high water. 

The seams, if any, were invisible at the time of our visit, and were said 

to be only a few inches thick. The reef was composed of sandstones 

and shales, the latter mostly below, both dipping about 35° NW. The 

shales were very friable, with many mostly fragmentary vegetable 

remains, but few good leaf impressions. The thickness of the coarse- 

grained but rather uniform soft sandstones appeared to be several 

hundred feet. There were occasional concretionary nodules of harder 

and finer material. The strata, though generally dipping northwest, 

showed waves in several places and were largely cross-bedded. The 

shales were variable in hardness, usually soft and friable, in very thin 

layers, with occasional lignitic nodules but no well-defined coal seams. 

Among the species of fossil plants collected here the following were 

identifiable: 

Juglans nigella Heer. 

Carpinus grandis Unger. 

Fagus antipoffii Heer? 

Diospyros anceps Heer. 

Populus Richardsonii Heer. 

Ficus sp. 

At another point, on a small islet between two arms from Favorite 

Bay, Mr. Brightman pointed out a 6 or 8 inch seam of coal, much 

decomposed at the surface, which was traceable from low-water mark 

to the base of the bluff. The sandstone is faulted, waved, and every- 

where low. The topographic relief seemed everywhere less than 100 

feet. The dip is 30° to 45° NW. Thearm on which these exposures 

are shown is the second from the entrance, rocky, and with strong 

tidal currents, accessible only at slack water. 
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POINT SULLIVAN. 

At Point Sullivan, about 50 feet above tide, a shaft has been sunk 

120 feet by James McCluskey and others, with poor results. The 

outerop, in a rather soft gray shale, showed about 8 inches of much 

crushed, slickensided, shaly lignite, dipping 60° NE.; the strike, 60° 

NW. The shaft is now full of water, and the apparatus is in a state of 

decay. According to Mr. McCluskey, in the shaft two seams of coal 

were found, separated by about 6 or 8 inches of hard shale. The first 

prospector to open this vein was a man named Sullivan. There is a 

tradition that a still was set up here, and that the celebrated alcoholic 

fluid called ‘*hoochinoo,” which has wrought so much mischief in south- 

eastern Alaska, was first made in the cabins about the Sullivan mine. 

An analysis of the coal gives: 

Analysis of coal from Point Sullivan, Alaska. 

Per cent. | 

a ee | | 

| RUE Is Sees bab SepsasesoasaSpepec: 0.82 | 

| Volatile matter not moisture........-. 21. 86 

COKe: 23 Hocdeeas aoe Soe eee eens 35. 02 

ASD. cece ates Jae anit Saree ee meee 41. 80 

The coke was somewhat coherent and partly brilliant, the ash reddish. 

The sulphur amounted to 0.51 per cent. 

The coal from this location has been used locally in dwellings adja- 

cent to the mine, but, as shown by the analysis, the quality is wretched. 

The shales show numerous leaf impressions, but the matrix is so 

crushed that it is difficult to get a whole specimen. 

MITCHELL BAY. 

Opposite the Coast Survey party’s camp, June 10, 1895, was observed 

a small seam, not exceeding 5 inches of coal, with twice as much slate 

and shale in hard sandstone, dipping 45° N. About ten years ago some 

one had run a tunnel into this bluff, probably expecting that the vein 

would become thicker farther in, but as no increase was noted the work 

was abandoned. A similar seam 4 inches thick and another 4 to 6 

inches thick are reported to exist on the southeast shore of the bay, 

but these, of course, have no commercial value. 

MEADE AND MITCHELL SEAM. 

This seam as at present exposed is on the face of a low bluff at 

about 10 feet above high-water mark. We were told that this was the 

locality where the Indians took out coal for Mitchell. The fact that 

the old workings visible are tunnels, and not stripped seams, causes a 

doubt as to the precision of the identification. There are at present 

two tunnels, 100 yards or more apart. The western tunnel (Mitchell) 

had been timbered, but is now full of water, and the roof crushed in, 
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probably on account of the decay of the timbering. The visible seam 

near high-water mark averages 1 foot in thickness, but is much con- 

torted. One hundred feet west of the tunnel the seam turns vertical, 

bifurcates, and then runs out to a feather-edge. Dip, SE. flat, vari- 

able; strike, 25° NE. Above the coal the rock is almost wholly sand- 

stone, without fossils; below, shale, with leaf impressions and vegetable 

remains. The eastern tunnel (Meade) is in similar rock and is simi- 

larly situated, but the strata are somewhat less contorted. The coal is 

about 1 foot thick. An analysis of coal from the Mitchell vein gives 

the following: 
Analysis of coal from the Mitchell vein, Alaska. 

| Per cent. 

| Z <= 

| MOIS CIRO ME Re ee ee aera ee eee ORM 
Volatile matter not moisture...---...--. enlace} 

COlkKOseeebecaadso ceSEpee EES aces eee 30.89. | 

| AGI op cquedaosouwned Soon onSeIauaS SeeeEE 35. O1 

The coke is sooty and incoherent, the ash yellowish. The sulphur 

amounts to 0.47 per cent. 

As noted by Bryant and others, in the small fissures of the coal a 

good many grains of fossil resin or amber were perceptible, and occa- 

sionally a small pocket holding a teaspoonful of this yellowish, coarse, 

powdery material occurred. No large masses of it were noticed, though 

it is doubtless true, as reported, that they are occasionally found. 

BRIGHTMAN AND DE GROFF SEAM. 

On a point projecting on the same arm a little farther up is an aban- 

doned tunnel about 100 feet in length. This was put in by Messrs. 
Brightman, De Groff, and others several years ago. The rocks are 

nearly horizontal at the entrance, and consist of a rather hard, barren 

sandstone, inclosing a few feet of shale, divided into an upper and lower 

part by a seam, about 14 inches thick, of shaly lignite. The shales 

contain many leaf impressions, among which were recognized icus 

Alaskana Newberry, two other species of Ficus, one with a very large 

leat; Carpinus grandis Unger, Populus arctica Heer, Popuius Richard- 

sonii Heer, Vitis crenata Heer, Taxodium distichum miocenum Heer, and 

Glyptostrobus Ungeri. 

An analysis of the coal gives: 

Analysis of coal from Brightman and De Groff seam, Alaska. 

| | Per cent. 
Saree ey a | 

WIOENATIR® S55 ca sSeb SOOO ESE DEER OEE | Dl 

| Volatile matter not moisture. .......-- | 55. 44 

COKOs a act SH ROA bree eee ee | 29.75 

> D [= ’ ‘ ’ ’ ‘ . . ‘ ’ ’ ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' = b bo bo RSS 
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The coke was dull and partly coherent, the ash drab-colored, the 

percentage of sulphur 0.89. Several thousand dollars were wasted in 

the attempt to develop this worthless seam, under the mistaken but 

common idea that improvement might be expected at a greater depth 

from the outcrop, 
MCLUSKEY LOCATION. 

In a small cove at the head of the left arm of this inlet, farther east 

than any of the other locations, is an outcrop of coal which has been 

stripped and prospected by Mr. James McCluskey. There are two 

principal outcrops of coal. One, at the foot of a small vertical bluff, 

dips at about the angle of the beach, 25° SE., with a strike 40° NE. 

The rock above it is a coarse sandstone without fossils. The seam is 

18 inches thick, and is visible from low-water to about high-water 

mark or a little farther. It has been excavated along its face for a 

depth of 2 feet and a distance of 100 feet. In the beach, and normally 

covered by the sand and gravel, are several other parallel seams of 

coal, separated by variably thick beds of shale and slaty sandstone. 

The upper layer is the best and clearest and does not exceed a foot in 

thickness. _ Below this seam is 6 or 8 feet of shale, and then a parallel 

seam of brown lignite mixed with bright coal and thin leaves of shale. 

This contains many particles of fossil resin and impressions resembling 

woody fiber. Owing to the wash over it, the full extent and uniformity 

of the seam could not be distinctly seen, but it appeared to include 

about 3 feet, with the central portion somewhat more shaly than the 

rest. Whether this mass is a local thickening of a seam elsewhere 

thinner, or part of a uniform bed, can be determined only by more 

extensive exploration. The rocks about this mine are less disturbed 

than in the more western portions of the area about the inlet, and the 

prospect of continuity in the veins is therefore somewhat better. 

This outcrop is the only one in the inlet in which work has been 

recently done, and nearly 100 tons of coal have been taken out. The 

coal has met with a ready sale locally. 

An analysis affords the following data for the upper seam in the 

beach: 
Analysis of coal from McCluskey claim, Alaska. 

| Per cent. 

Moistiré:.2..2 oe ee ee | 2.44 
Volatile matter not moisture........-- | 44,75 . 

Cokesih2. nae ae eee meee A 
UNS] | eee PI a Ss Sn el ae | 4,88 

The coke is dull and coherent, the ash of a yellowish color, the per- 

centage of sulphur 0.67, 

This coal, as will be noted on comparison, is very much better than 

any of the other Kootznahoo coals analyzed. The ash is less than 
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one-third as much as the least amount noted in any other coal from this 

basin, and the proportion of fixed carbon is considerably greater, while 

the proportion of sulphur is not excessive. It has been used accept- 

ably on some of the small steam vessels which ply in the archipelago. 

As a rough test, some sacks of it were turned over to the engineer of 

the Patterson's steam launch with a request that he would see what 

results could be had from it. The launch is No. 18, with coiled tubular 

boilers. About an hour’s steaming was done. The engineer reported 

that the coal burned well, developed about three-fourths the steaming 
power of the Wellington (B. C., Cretaceous) coal usually used, and was 

decidedly better than the Comox (B. C.) coal. 

Comparison of Kootznahoo coals. 

| Volatile | Fixed 
Mines. Moisture.) atter. | carbon. Ash. | Sulphur. 

Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 

McCluskey (114) ...--.----- D.44| 44.75] 47.93| 4.88] 0.67 
Sepphagen (115)..........-. 1.66 | 35.40| 31.80] 31.14] 0.32 
Point Sullivan (116) .......- 0. 82 | 21. 86 | 35. 52 | 41.80. Ono 

Matohelli Clg) ieeee sees) « 2.37 | 31.73 | 30.89 | 35.01) 0.47 
WMerGrott 1S )\ee ce saasacs = 9.57 | 55.44] 29.75 | 12.24| 0.89 

|. el ee a | 
Nanaimo, B.C.........--.-. 2.98 | 32.16] 46.31 | 18.55 | 1.73 
Mount Diablo, Cal........-- 14.69 | 33.89 | 46.84) 4.58] 4.37 

LOCALITIES WEST OF THE ALEXANDER ARCHIPELAGO, BETWEEN 

CAPE SPENCER AND COOK INLET. 

LITUYA BAY. 

Mr. Henry Boursin' states that good-sized veins of lignite have been. 

found at Lituya Bay, though no attempt has been made to work them. 

The croppings reveal a light-weight, glossy-black lignite, which breaks 

with a conchoidal fracture and burns quickly, leaving a small per- 

centage of white ashes. 

The exact locality in Lituya Bay is not stated. On a visit to that 

locality in 1874 I made the following notes: 

“ Beds of Lituya Bay.—North of the Alexander Archipelago, Cenozoic 

strata are first reported from Lituya Bay, where they were observed, 

and a fossil pecten collected at a height of 200 toises, by the naturalists 

of La Perouse’s party. In May, 1874, while making a reconnaissance 

of the bay, W. H. Dall landed on Cenotaph Island, which appeared to 

be chiefly composed of the ordinary marine Miocene sandstones, rather 

soft, but not at this point fossiliferous. This island lies directly in the 

trough of this extraordinary bay, and is remarkable in that it shows no 

1 Eleventh Census, Report on the Population and Resources of Alaska, 1893, p. 230. 
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evidences, either by erosion or in the presence of erratics, of having been 

glaciated, which, if the bay had ever been filled with ice, must have 

happened. It would seem as if only a very small amount of erosion 

would have been sufticient to remove the whole of the relatively soft 

material of which this small and rather high islet is composed. The 

mass of the material on the beaches and brought down by the ice from 

the numerous enormous glaciers which discharge into the bay appears 

to be schistose, or syenitic, the comparatively narrow strip of relatively 

lowland and foothills in front of the main range parallel with the coast 

probably containing all the Cenozoic beds remaining there. On the 

main shores of Lituya Bay the basal. rocks appeared to be massive 

syenite or granite overlain by stratified mica slates, above which was 

clay-slate with very obscure traces of fossils, and lastly, coarse sand- 

stone and conglomerate, probably of Miocene age, but from which no 

fossils were collected. The stratified rocks seem conformable with one 

another and dip to the northwest at angles of from 15° to 75°. Their 

surfaces showed no traces of glaciation, though these, if ever present, 

might have weathered away.”! 

These sandstones with the large Miocene pectens are probably iden- 

tical with the Astoria sandstones of Oregon, the Crepidula bed of the 

section at Zachareffskaia Bay, Unga Island, Alaska, and the Nulato 

sandstone of the Yukon Valley. These beds overhe the lignitiferous 

strata wherever the section is complete, and from their presence at 

Lituya Bay there is no reason to question the assertion that seams of 

lignite also oceur there. 

YAKUTAT BAY. 

Near Disenchantment Bay, on the east shore of Yakutat Bay, 

according to Boursin (op. cit.), are a number of seams of black lignite 

on which several Shallow shafts have been sunk. The coal is said to 

be of good quality and the seams large enough to be profitably worked. 

Mr. De Groff, of Sitka, and Lieutenant Emmons were at one time inter- 

ested in this claim, and the former told me that the exact situation of 

the principal shaft was the same as Camp No. 2 of Professor Russell’s 

St. Elias expedition.” The aggregate thickness of the coal seams at 

this locality is stated to be as much as 5 feet. Owing to the impossi- 

bility of obtaining transportation to either Lituya Bay or the east 

shore of Yakutat, neither place was visited during the summer of 1895, 

and I was unable to get hold of any specimens of the coal. 

LOCALITIES IN COOK INLET. 

This fine sheet of water extends inland more than 200 miles, and has 

a width near its entrance of over 50 miles. The western shores are 

formed by Alaska Peninsula and the eastern by Kenai Peninsula, 

which separates the waters of the inlet from those of Prince William 

! Geology of Alaska: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 84, 1892. pp. 235-236. 

2 An expedition to Mount St. Elias, Alaska: Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. ITI, 1891, p. 85. 
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Sound. The strata of the Kenai formation, which carry the Tertiary 

coal of Alaska, take their name from this peninsula, on which they are 

the conspicuous rock series for hundreds of square miles. The back- 

bone of the Kenai Peninsula is formed by rugged mountains of older, 

mostly crystalline or volcanic rocks, with many glaciers. The south- 

western end of this range comes to the coast near the entrance of the 

inlet, and the mountainous tract is here penetrated by a.number of 

bays and harbors. Northward from it the deep bay of Kachemak 

penetrates far into the peninsula, and the Kenai beds on its southeast 

side are much broken, upturned, and faulted. On the opposite side of 

the bay they are, on the contrary, little disturbed and have but mod- 

erate dip angles, or large and gentle waves of inclination. Owing to 

these conditions coal mining on the northwest side of Kachemak Bay 

has an entirely different prospect of success from that to the south and 

east of the bay. 
PORT GRAHAM. 

This harbor, also known as English Bay, was first described by Port- 

lock in 1786,! though it had previously been known to the Russians, 

Portlock says: 

We landed on the west side of the bay, and in walking around it discovered two 

veins of kennel coal situated near some hills just above the beach, about the middle 

of the bay, and with very little trouble several pieces were got out of the bank 

nearly as large as a man’s head. * * * In the evening we returned on board and I 

tried some of the coal we had discovered and found it to burn clear and well.? 

Portlock made a chart of the bay, and named the cove under Dan- 

gerous Cape, where he saw the coal, ‘‘Coal Bay.” He gives a view of 

the cove, in which, however, the height of the hills is much exaggerated. 

Later on the Russians established a trading post, which was called 

Alexandrovsk, on the opposite side of the bay. The presence of a large 

native village and the vicinity of the otter hunting grounds were prob- 

ably the deciding reasons for this location. About 1866 the Russians 

had decided to move their village over to the better location of Port- 

lock, and had a number of log houses set up and others partly built at 

the time of the transfer of the territory to the United States. About 

1852 the Russian American Company began to make use of steamers, 

and their attention was called to the coal described by Portlock and 

subsequently reported upon by Doroshin and Wossnessenski.? Dor- 

oshin was a mining engineer detailed to examine the mineral resources 
of the colony, and under his supervision a shipload of the coal was 

obtained and taken to San Francisco to be tested. The Russian A mer- 

ican Company hesitated to undertake mining operations on its own 

account, and, having entered into relations with certain Californian 

capitalists, in 1852 an establishment at Kadiak was authorized by 

1A Voyage to the Northwest Coast of America, pp. 102-110, 4°. London, 1789. 

2Op. cit., p. 108. 

3See Grewingk, Beitrag zur Kenntniss NW.-Kiste Am., 1850, pp. 39-41; and Wrangell, in Baer 

and Helmersen, Beitriige, I, pp. 168-170. 
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which the American Company was permitted to put up ice for the Cali- 

fornia market. After various tests had been made, the same company 

was empowered, on raising the necessary capital, to open the coal mines 

at Port Chatham. 

In April, 1855, the bark Cyane, Captain Kinzie, left San Francisco 

for Port Chatham, where miners and mining machinery were landed. 

It is difficult at this date to obtain information in regard to these 

mining operations, which continued some ten years and supplied the 

Russians with a certain amount of coal which was used on their 

steamers. As better coal became available by the opening of mines in 

British Columbia, Oregon, and Puget Sound, the Port Chatham coal 

became less necessary, and with the transfer of the territory to the 

United States the mine was finally abandoned. The disturbed con- 

dition of the beds, already referred to, interrupted the mining opera- 

tions by frequent faults, and it was complained that an excess of 

sulphur in the coal made it destructive to boiler tubes and grate bars. 

Nevertheless, like the Mount Diablo coal of California, which was even 

more objectionable, and for similar reasons, the Port Chatham coal for 

a time served a useful purpose. In 1880 I visited the site of the work- 

ings and found the tunnel inaccessible from the water which partially 

filled it and the caving in due to the rotting of the timbering. The 

works had evidently been of a primitive kind, as there were no perma- 

nent buildings and not even a pier for shipping the coal. Only a few 

pieces of worn-out, rusty machinery and the tunnel in the bluff at the 

top of the beach remained to show that any work had ever been 

attempted here. I have seen statements that an extensive stone pier 

and costly buildings had been erected here and large sums of money 

lost in the attempt to utilize the coal, but, apart from the intrinsic 

improbability of such foolish doings, no evidence of the truth of the 

statements was furnished by the locality itself at that time. It is 

probable that the abandoned log houses already mentioned became 
connected with the abandoned coal mine in the mind of some visitor, 

and thus started the rumor, though there was really no connection 

between them. At present there is no coal visible at the surface, and 

in view of the better conditions prevalent to the northwest the exist- 

ence of coal seams at Port Chatham has only an historical interest. I 

add a few geological notes. 

It was at this place that Furuhjelm collected a large number of plant 

remains, which formed the chief basis of Heer’s report.' These beds lie 

unconformably in depressions in felsitic rock and greenstone, nearly 

horizontally, as follows: 

1. Humus and turf. 

2. Sandstone with pebbles. 

3. Bluish sandy clay with pebbles. 

4. Plastic clay. 

1 Flora fossilis Alaskana, von Oswald Heer: Kong]. sevensk.-Vet.-Akad. ‘Hand’. Bd. 8, No. 4, Stock- 

holm, 1869. 
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5. Gray, fine-grained sandstone, 5 to 7 inches thick. 

6. Lignite, 9 to 11 feet thick, including interleaved shale. 

7. Laminated clay-shale, partly bituminous. 

8. Light-gray, rather soft limestone, with few plants. 

9. Laminated clay. 

10. Hard limestone, with many plant impressions. 

11. Breeciated porphyry and greenstone in limy matrix. 

12. Felsite and greenstone base. 

The coal is black and brilliant, with conchoidal fracture, resembling 

that of Disco in Greenland. It contains occasional grains of honey- 

yellow amber, rarely more than a centimeter in diameter. 

The plants are all terrestrial or fresh-water species. One of the most 

common is a species of Trapa represented by many of its fruit. With 

them were found Unio (Margaritana) onariotis Mayer, a species proba- 

bly related to Margaritana margaritifera L.; Amnicola abavia Mayer; 

and Melania (Goniobasis?) furuhjelmi Mayer, together with elytra of a 

beetle deseribed by Heer under the name of Chrysomelites alaskanus. 
Among the plants are both Conifer and broad-leaved trees, the total 

number of species amounting to forty-four. The deposit appears to 

have been formed at the bottom of a lake. The leaf-bearing strata crop 

out below the level of the sea and are accessible only at extreme low 

water. They dip slightly to the northward. 

THE KENAI PLATEAU. 

This region includes the area west of the Kenai Mountains and 

extending along the eastern side of Cook Inlet, between Kachemak 

Bay on the southwest and Turnagain arm at the northeast. This area 

is more than 25 miles wide and over 80 miles long, thus covering at least 

2,000 square miles. The land comes to the sea in steep bluffs, generally 

with only a narrow beach at their base. The height of the bluffs is 

greatest at Bluff Point, near the entrance to Kachemak Bay, where it 

reaches 1,800 feet within half a mile of the water. Thence northeast- 

ward the strata describe a series of gentle, enormously extended waves, 

plainly visible from vessels sailing by the coast. The height of the pla- 

teau grows gradually less; at Cape Kassiloff the coal seams finally sink 

below the sea level, and on the south shore of Turnagain arm the land 

rises less than 50 feet above the sea level. The upper surface is more 

or less undulating, cut by numerous streams which form narrow, deep 

valleys in the soft Tertiary rocks, and, according to native reports, 

sometimes rise in large, shallow lakes which receive the drainage from 

the glaciers of the Kenai range. Nearly all this area is heavily wocded 

with spruce and larch, mixed with poplar, alder, and willow along the 

watercourses. Entrance to some of the larger streams may be had at 

high water, but the only harbor is at Kachemak Bay. The Kenaj 

formation containing the coal probably underlies the entire area of the 

plateau, but again it is only at Kachemak Bay that the strata are 

elevated to their greatest height and the lower and more densely 
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consolidated coal seams are brought near the surface. Off Anchor 

Point, we were informed, at extreme low water, fossil oysters” (Inoe- 

eramus) are abundant. It is, therefore, probable that the Kenai beds 

are directly underlain by the same Cretaceous rocks which are abun- 

dautly distributed on the west shore of Cook Inlet, especially at Chasik 

Island. The conditions of time, weather, and transportation were 

such that we were unable personally to verify this information. A few 

notes on the coast north of Anchor Point will now be given, and then 

the beds at Kachemak Bay may be taken up. 

If the indications of Wossnessenski (in Grewingk)! are correct, there 

would seem to be a succession of about four gentle folds from Port 

Graham to Cape Kassiloff, a distance in a northerly direction of some 

70 miles. The lignite beds crop out at many places along the western 

shore of this area. At Anchor Cape (Kasnatchin), the northern head 

of Kachemak (or, as it is sometimes called, Chugachik) Bay, the coal 

is under water, but rises northward with the flexure of the strata. At 

Anchor Cape, Furuhjelm obtained fossil teredo-bored bituminous wood. 

At Cape Nenilchik, near a small native settlement, the lignite beds are 

about 35 feet above the sea, and at one place burned for many years.’ 

From this locality also many fossil plants have been obtained. The 

leaves occur in a soft, pale-gray clay-slate, which can be cut with the 

knife, but which, where burned, becomes hard and red. Still farther 

north on the same shore, at Fort Kenai, Captain Howard, of the Reve 

nue Marine, obtained several fossil plants, which have been described 

by Newberry.’ Five of these were new, which raises the number of 

species actually obtained on the Kenai Peninsula to 58. 

At Cape Staritchkoff two parallel beds of coal are visible for a long 

distance. The lower one is about 112 feet above the beach and is sepa- 

rated by 9 to 12 feet of sand and clay from the upper coal bed, above 

which the bluff rises 40 to 70 feet higher. At Cape Nenilchik the upper 

bed covers about 18 feet of fine, yellow sand and is separated from 

the lower bed by about 20 feet of sand and clay. At this locality an 

Anodon (A. athlios Mayer) was found in making Furulhjelin’s collection. 

I defer any discussion in regard to their geological age until the other 

localities at which this flora occurs have been referred to. The Kenai 

beds, from the number of their contained species and their excellent 
illustration by Heer, will always be regarded as typical for the group. 

KACHEMAK BAY.! 

This bay has been known since the earliest explorations of the Rus- 

siaus in the last century carried them into Cook Inlet. If advantages 

? Beitrag, 1850, Pl. III, p. 39. 

2This burning was first noticed in 1829. 

3Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1882, Vol. V, pp. 502-514. 

4 The native name of this bay is derived from the word Ka, meaning water; chek, bluff or cliff, and 

the intensive suffix mak, meaning large, high, or great. The whole word, Ka-chek-mak, may be trans- 

lated Highceliff Bay. This name was used in the first published and subsequent charts of the bay 

until 1892, when the form used in this report became obligatory in Government publications through 

the action of the Board on Geographic Names. 
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for navigation had been the ruling motive, doubtless the Russian estab- 

lishments would have been located here, but other reasons connected 

with their business outweighed this. As no large streams enter the 

bay, few salmon are found in it, and it is rather remote from the otter 

grounds. Therefore, excepting the little village of Seldovia, near the 

entrance, there were no native settlements in the bay, and, until after 

1880, no strong reason why there should be any. Some confusion has 

been caused on the charts by ill-advised attempts to apply synonymous 

names to different parts of it. The native name of Kachemak applies 

to the bay proper, above a long sand spit which defends the anchorage. 

Chugachik Bay is the native name for Prince William Sound. Natives 

traveling to the sound from the inlet could make a portage from the 

head of Kachemak Bay over to the seacoast, thus saving a long and 

dangerous canoe journey. From its use as part of the route to the true 

Chugachik Bay, and by a corruption of the native word expressing this, 

the Russians came to call Kachemak Bay ‘‘Chugachi,” thus having 

the same name for two large bays within 100 miles of each other. This, 

of course, is very objectionable, and the name Chugachik should be 

kept for the bay to which it really belongs (i. e., Prince William Sound) 

or rejected from geographical nomenclature altogether. The name Coal 

Bay is also not free from objections, as it was the first name applied by 

Portlock to the anchorage in Port Graham, near the coal beds there, 

and there is another Coal Bay, not very distant, on the south shore of 

Alaska Peninsula. Kachemak Bay was first visited by me in 1880, 

and the following notes, taken at the time, were included in my sum- 

mary of the Kenai beds in Alaska in 1892:! 

“Northward from Port Graham is the entrance to a large inlet, Kache- 

mak Bay, on the southern side of which four glaciers extend nearly to 

the sea level. The rocks on this side of the inlet, as observed by Dall 

in 1880, are schistose or crystalline, but the northern shore is of a dif- 

ferent character. It is formed by the bold edge of a plateau which, in 

latitude 59° 42’, rises to about 1,800 feet at a distance of 2 miles from 

the shore. At the shore near Coal Point (a low, sandy spit, behind 

which an anchorage may be had) the bluffs rise abruptly about 200 

feet. The line of bluffs extends north and east for some 30 miles, and 

the Miocene plant beds crop out at many points. In some places the 

bluffs come down to the beach; in others there is a small talus between 

them and the water, which is extremely shallow for some distance out. 

The lignite beds dip slightly to the northward and are intercalated 

between sandstones and shales with fossil plant remains, and con- 

glomerates or coarser sandstones above. The largest seam of coal 

which was observed near Coal Point was about 7 feet thick, with a few 

thin streaks of shale in it. It is bright, clean to handle, light, and 

tends to break up in cubical fragments when dried. It resembles 

anthracite in appearance, but not in weight. Farther up the bay 

1Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84, 1892, p. 237. 
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better outcrops were reported, and the coal was pronounced good by the 

engineers of Sir Thomas Hesketh’s yacht Lancashire Witch, who used 

it for steaming purposes in 1880, and also found it to burn well in an 
open grate in the cabin. 

‘from this locality most of the plants described from Port Graham 

by Heer were identified from Dall’s collection by Lesquereux! and also 

nine others, making 53 species.” 

The chart included in this report (Pl. LI) will give a better idea of 

the character of this fine bay than could any verbal description. It is 

taken from the Coast Survey chart of 1880, which was based on a manu- 

script Russian reconnaissance by Archimandritoff, corrected in part by 

a triangulation which extended from the long spit to the terminal 

moraine of the Grewingk glacier. 

On the occasion of our present visit, in 1895, I found that M. B. 

Curtis, esq., in charge of the mining operations of the North Pacific 

Mining and Transportation Company, had occupied his leisure in cor- 

recting the shore lines of the upper part of the bay by triangulation 

with a field transit and chain measurements. With his permission I 

secured a copy of his work, which greatly improves the accuracy of 

the chart and enables the precise location of the various mining claims 

to be indicated. 

Above the long spit the shores of the bay are formed on the south 

and east by schistose and crystalline rocks. To the west and south of 

Nubble Point, especially east and west of Seldovia and on the north 

shore of Port Graham, the sandstones and shales of the Kenai forma- 

tion are found unconformably overlying the crystalline rocks, in depres- 

sions or bays of the latter, and more or less disturbed by later changes 

of level. The coal of Port Graham and sundry small seams which 

have been reported near Seldovia on this side of the bay are therefore 

accounted for. The following notes were taken at Seldovia July 31, 1895. 

The rocks about the harbor are schistose and much contorted. in 

some of the gaps between the projecting points northwest and south- 

east of the harbor are patches of what appear to be Tertiary (Kenai) 

beds, which here lie nearly horizontal, abutting unconformably upon 

the schists. One such patch southeast from the entrance to the harbor 

shows a dark, carbonaceous streak. Northwest from the harbor a coal 

seam is reported about 5 inches thick. A pieceof coal said to be from 

this seam, which was shown us in the village, was picked up on the 

beach below the bluff and is compact, glossy, and of conchoidal frac- 

ture. These small seams with a very limited area of distribution have, 

of course, no economic value, but are mentioned because such deposits 

are often made the foundation for exaggerated statements by ignorant 

or overenthusiastic persons. 

On the north shore of the bay, from Anchor Point to the mud flats 

1 Contributions to the Miocene flora of Alaska, by Leo Lesquereux: Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 

Vol. V, pp. 443-449, Pls. VI-X. 
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at the head of the harbor, a distance of about 55 miles, the bluffs are 

almost uniformly high, and composed of sandstones, shales, hard clay 

beds, and seams of lignite. From Anchor Point to the long spit (Coai 

Point), though a number of coal seams exist, their situation is such 

that they could not easily be worked economically. There is no pro- 

tection for vessels. The water for some distance offshore is shoal, and 

the bottom is reported to be dangerous from the presence of scattered 

masses of rock. The seams of this part of the bluff could only be made 

available by a railway, which might be carried along the foot of the 

bluff to Coal Point, the expense of which would seriously handicap the 

miners compared with those whose works were situated inside the har- 

bor. We were informed that a number of claims existed on the seams 

west of Coal Point, mostly belonging to Russian creoles of the settle- 

ment at Nenilchik, some miles north of the bay; but no one seemed to 

know whether any work had been done on these claims, or exactly 

what their limits are, and in the absence of their owners no data could 

be gathered. It appeared clear, however, that as far as the character 

of the coal seams and coal is concerned they resemble in every respect 

the other portions of the same series northeast of Coal Point. 

BRADLEY SEAM. 

Beginning at the southwest, immediately above the long spit, the 

first location is that which I examined in 1880, as previously described. 

There are several seams close together, aggregating about 7 feet, 

separated by strata of leaf-bearing shale. The lowest of the coal seams 

is the best and thickest. This seam shows about 18 inches of clear 

coal, which is nearly the lowest of all seams exposed on this side of 

the bay, and runs from the bluff obliquely across the beach as far as 

it could be followed at low water. As nearly as could be determined, 

the average dip was about 15° N., but this changed and became less 

Steep gradually along the seam. This seam is said to be the one 

explored in February, 1888, upon which the Alaska Coal Company’s 

entry was founded, and on which a tunnel, now caved in, was run by 

Mr. J. A. Bradley, who has devoted much energy and some years of 

labor to the development of these mines. For convenience in discuss- 

ing the different coal seams, I shall refer to this one as the Bradley 

seam. Its exact location is on the beach a short distance southwest 

of the mouth of a small river, the first which falls into the bay above 
the spit as indicated on the chart. 

The coal is more compact, more disposed to cubical fracture, and 

more glossy when broken than that of the geologically higher veins 

farther up the bay. For the use of the small steam tug Kodat, upon 

which we were traveling, our party broke out about 15 tons of this 

coal with crowbars, and we depended upon it entirely for steam pur- 

poses and galley fuel during the rest of the voyage to the Shumagins. 

The shore in front of the mine, as is the case the whole length of the 
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bay, runs off shoal for a mile or more, which is dry at low water, the 
range of tide in the bay sometimes exceeding 30 feet. Under present 

conditions coal can be lightered off only at favorable stages of the 

tide. Near the eastern end of the spit, however, deep water comes 

close to the beach with a perfectly protected anchorage, and the plans 

for utilizing the coal of this bay which I have heard discussed have 

almost uniformly ineluded a railway out upon the spit to the deep 

water referred to. This is obviously the most convenient plan, and 

would greatly reduce the amount of wharf which otherwise would 

have to be constructed. Of course any corporation which owned the 

spit would possess great advantages over any other shippers of coal. 

Mr. Bradley states that the teredo, so destructive at Sitka and other 

points in Alaska, is not found in the bay, and I observed no traces of 

its work on driftwood, ete. If this exemption is a permanent one, it 

will be of a good deal of importance from a pecuniary standpoint. 

Proceeding northeastward, the bluffs! which form the northern shore 

are from time to time interrupted by the canyons of small streams which 

enter the bay obliquely to the shore line, almost all of them trending 

inland to the north or eastward of north. At their mouths narrow 

strips of beach land are found; almost everywhere else the sea at high 

water comes up to the foot of the bluffs. The steep sides of these can- 

yous give good sections of the strata to the prospector, and of these 

advantage has been taken. Three of them are the site of prospective 

coal mines on which some exploration has been done. There are in all 

some half dozen principal canyons, besides some smaller ones. The 

southernmost locality where mining has been done is called McNeil 

Canyon (see map, Pl. LI, facing p. 786). It was from beds in this 

locality that the coal tested by Lieut. R. P. Schwerin was obtained. 

CURTIS SEAM. 

Beginning to the westward and working up the bay, at a point a few 

hundred yards southwest of McNeil Canyon, Mr. Curtis has run two 

short tunnels into the bluff about 45 feet above the beach. The clear 

coal is here 4 feet 7 inches thick, with about 6 inches of iron-stained 

sandstone above it and a thick, adhesive, gray clay below. This seam 

would require timbering, to avoid caving in, if worked to any extent. 

Above this are three other seams, separated by thick beds of clay or 

soft sandstone. One of these, the lower seam, is nearly 4 feet thick; 

the others are somewhat thinner. The strata are here nearly hori- 

zontal. The coal, though lighter than the Bradley, is fairly compact, 

with a dull fracture, no visible pyrite, occasional thin lenses of sand 

or shale, and a tendency to break up cubically. This will be referred 

to as the Curtis seam. 
M’NEIL CANYON. 

From MeNeil Canyon, next above, in 1891, Lieut. R. P. Schwerin, 

U.S. N., on behalf of New York parties, prospected for coal, and took 

1Pl. LIL gives a general view of these bluffs. 
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out 200 tons of it, which was taken to San Francisco and in Septem- 

ber, 1891, was submitted to a series of tests which will be referred to 

later. This expedition left no permanent works or buildings. 
The next locality is the Cottonwood Canyon, where some prospecting 

has been done and a log house built at the delta as a shelter for the 

prospectors and to hold the location. The exploration here has not 

proceeded far. 
EASTLAND CANYON. 

Next above is Eastland Canyon, where more work has been done than 

at any other single locality on the bay. The engineer in charge, Mr. 

M. B. Curtis, offered us every hospitality in his power, and showed us 

everything which was to be seen. 

A small tramway leads back several hundred yards into the canyon, 

and ata height of 270 feet above the tide we found a vein 2 feet 4 inches 

thick of clear coal, and associated with it alternate smaller seams of coal 
and clay, or “bone,” the total thickness of the series being 6 feet. The 

rocks here are nearly horizontal, and comprise sandstone, whitish clay 

containing large waterworn bowlders, shales, and lignite, the upper 

part covered with from 5 to 10 feet of reddish gravel. The bluffs attain 

a height of from 600 to 800 feet, the land behind them reaching 1,800 

feet. These explorations were begun in December, 1894, by the North 

Pacific Mining and Transportation Company, under the supervision of 

Mr. Curtis. About 300 tons had been taken out and sent to San Fran- 

cisco for trial, and another cargo was to be shipped shortly after our 

visit. Mr. Curtis had only a few men employed, and the work he was 

doing was of the nature of exploration. The development of the prop- 

erty, he stated, would depend upon the results of experiments with 

the coal. 

The parties actively interested at present in these coal deposits are 

two corporations. The older is the Alaska Coal Company, incorporated 

December 26, 1889, under the laws of California, with a capital stock of 
$2,000,000, distributed among 89 stockholders in shares of a par value 

of $10 each. In 1891 the officers were W. H. Eastland, president; J. A. 

Bradley, vice-president; S. M. Eastland, secretary, and the California 

Safe Deposit and Trust Company, treasurer. In 1895 Dr. C. H. Walker 

was president. The offices of the company are at 216-218 California 

street, San Francisco. They have expended about $50,000 in explora- 

tion.! The other corporation is the North Pacific Mining and Trans- 

portation Company, organized under the laws of California in October, 

1894, Joseph Rosenthal, president; Theodore Fox, vice-president; E. 

A. Parish, secretary; Leander Shores and 8. Joseph Theiser, directors. 

The capital stock is 300,000 shares, of a par value of $10. The office 

of the company is at 19 Montgomery street, San Francisco, The 

expenditure of this company to October, 1895, aggregated $42,000, and 

‘Most of the above information is derived from the company’s prospectus, 24 pp. 8°, with map and 

two lithographic plates, issued at San Francisco in 1891. 
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I was verbally informed that 650 tons of coal in all had been taken out 

from the works at Eastland Canyon. ! 

IT received the impression that these two corporations, if not composed 

of the same members throughout, were at least not competitors, and 

were sustained chiefly by capital from a common source. 

A test made by the Southern Pacific Company was of the nature of 

an investigation into the utility of the coal for railway purposes. It 

was, I am informed, determined that the liability of the coal, while 

burning under a forced draft, to throw off large ignited cinders, made 

it, if used for railway purposes, dangerous to crops and buildings in so 

dry a country as California in summer, and this disqualification was 

decisive. 

aBOOF 

sey 
Y i A 

el 
ax 

LM) 

Companys Townsite 160 acres 

x 640 

760 

A 

B 

Cc » 160 
D fF P 

E 160 

Total 7280 acres 

Fic. 23.—Sketch map showing claims of Alaska Coal Company, from their prospectus of 1891. 

The two coal companies above described claim at present the long 

spit and the whole northern shore of Kachemak Bay inside the spit, 

under various laws or usages. If the bay should become the site of 

mining operations, a light-house would be needed on the extremity of 

the spit, and it would therefore be advisable to reserve from entry a_ 

certain portion, at least, for Government uses. So far as buildings 

are concerned, those at present standing are: (1) A house, store, and 

several oe at the end of the Se which I was informed were 

1 Information feed Saane by one A. piaaiens esq., of San Francisco. 
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the property of Mr. Bradley, or the Alaska Coal Company, of which 

heis a member, and which were unoccupied at the time of our visit; (2) 

anumber of buildings at the foot of the bluff near the other end of the 

spit (see A on map, fig. 23, opposite), where it joins the mainland. 

These are unoccupied and out of repair; they are nominally in charge 

of Mr. Cooper, of Nenilchik, who visits them occasionally, and are the 

property of the Alaska Coal Company. 

The North Pacific Mining and Transportation Company has two or 

three buildings, a tramway, and a short pier at the mouth of Eastland 

Canyon, and houses at the mouth of Cottonwood and McNeil canyons. 
They also have one or more lighters at the cove named Bear Cove, on 

the opposite side of the bay, which is better protected than the north 

shore. These buildings were occupied by Mr. Curtis and his force of 

employees at the time of our visit. All these houses are log or frame 

structures, sufficiently substantial for their purposes. 

Samples of coal were taken as follows: No. 213, from the Bradley 

seam; Nos, 218, 219, and 220, from the seams in Eastland Canyon at 

270 feet altitude; No. 222, from the Curtis seam. Analyses give the 

following results: 

Analysis of coal from the Bradley seam, Alaska. 

[Sample No. 213.] 

| Per cent. 

IMPOISGUT Osan aree eee seni nietee scr 12. 64 

Volatile matter not moisture......---- | 43. 36 

Cole ree ae OSCR reer ee ccna ce cee | 37.14 

INCI SES CSS Ce ae a Te ee aa ar ae | 6. 86 

This coal is brilliant at fracture, breaking into cubical fragments 

when dry, with duller streaks, no visible pyrite, and giving a fine gray 

ash without clinkers. The coke is dull and noncoherent. The percent- 

age of sulphur in the whole coal is 0.49; of phosphorus pentoxide, 0.021. 

The ash contains 12.88 per cent of lime and 5.34 per cent of ferric oxide. 

As the coal was taken out of a part of the beach covered by the sea at 

high tide, the percentage of moisture may be somewhat in excess of the 

normal, 

Analysis of coal from Eastland Canyon, Alaska. 

[Sample No. 218.] 

Per cent. 

a = | a0 

WOES Cao se ae oocos Tae eon enS Bene mail S72 

Volatile matter not moisture..---....- 46. 50 

COKC eee eee ee ae ee ee beeen 34. 64 

PAT ieepemereny an Serta ate eyo s eee oe | ote! 
| 
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The coke is dull and noncoherent, the ash yellowish. In the whole 

coal the percentage of sulphur is 0.40; of phosphorus pentoxide, 0.69. 

The ash contains 27.57 per cent of lime and 6.28 of ferric oxide. The 

coal was dull charcoal-black, with an apparently fibrous structure, 

breaking into elongated splinters and chips, and giving when scratched 

a dark reddish-brown streak. 

Analysis of coal from Eastland Canyon, Alaska. 

[Sample No. 219.] 

| Per cent. | 

a | 

Moisture s22c55 sessasee. roan ores | 10. 35 | 

Volatile matter not moisture......-.-- | §2.22 | 

@okes.. 5-2 Sacco eee ee eee 34. 58 | 

AIS) Soyo iete so ele se Saete Reranoete ose ere 2.85 | 

The coke is dull, very slightly coherent; the appearance of the coal 

resembling No. 218. This specimen was taken from a mass which had 

been exposed to the weather. The percentage of sulphur is 0,17. 
} 

Analysis of coal from Eastland Canyon, Alaska. 

[Sample No. 220.] 

Per cent. | 

Moistureis. 62 3.2-c6 See Seve = aes | 11.59 | 

Volatile matter not moisture_-.-..-...-.- 50. 70 

Coké6eeseine see ee ee eee eee ee 30. 84 

INCH orca ae oven e ans ee ee eae 6.87 | 

The coke is dull and noncoherent. The percentage of sulphur in the 

whole coal is 0.22; of phosphorus pentoxide, 0.10. The ash contains omy 

30.86 per cent of lime and 5.17 per cent of ferric oxide. 

Analysis of coal from Curtis seam, Alaska. 

[Sample No. 222.] 

| Per cent. 

Moisture... 2-2 ce sees ee eee eee eee ibe, (yey 

Volatile matter not moisture........-- D231 

Coke 4c sc.c2 320 eee eee ee 21.01 

ASD Srronce sce cna Se nee ae 14.95 | 
| 

Ly ee | 

The coke is dull and noncoherent, the ash yellowish. The percent- 

age of sulphur in the whole coal is 0.46; of phosphorus pentoxide, 
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0.132. The ash contains 14.39 per cent of lime and 2.13 per cent of 

ferric oxide. This coal is one of the highest in the series, and the 

lightest in proportion to mass of any examined. Its proportion of vol- 

atile carbon, sulphur, and phosphorus is appreciably greater than in 

the coal of the older seams, and the lime and iron less. 

In the prospectus of the Alaska Coal Company an analysis by Thomas 

Price of a sample of coal from their property, probably taken from 

the Bradley seam or its vicinity, is given as follows: 

Analysis of coal from Alaska Coal Company. 

— 

| Per cent. 
| 

WeeNToist umes eters See Aenea Moma ners 8.55 

| Volatile matter not moisture -.--.---. 32.50 

Hixedecanbont (coke) eeercneen ce esse: 56.00 | 

| AGID cosssebstacs sebebucas soareed seeds 2.95 

| 

An analysis by Dr. Newberry of coal from Cook Inlet, probably from 

Port Graham, was furnished the Smithsonian in 1869, as follows: 

Analysis of coal from Cook Inlet, Alaska. 

Per cent. 

WIGS: pee cane sadoune saodo ss omacaEer | EES) | 

iMolatilemiattenssasose soeee comes oe ol 39. 87 

WOK Crees ia 3) ta ciice salen pase steals | 49,89 

OAS te eaale asta Ge aicios tasiemts wines eco eicce 7.82 

Sulphur sehen cae ae sees cecs cacirseseee 1. 20 

This specimen had been a long time in hand before it was analyzed 

and had probably lost part of its original moisture. 
A discussion and comparison of the various coals of Kachemak Bay 

with other Pacific Coast coals and lignites will follow the descriptive 

part of this report. It may be said here, however, that when the facil- 

ities for mining, timbering the works, and shipping the coal are consid- 

ered, as well as its amount and quality, it is evident that, so far as our 

present knowledge goes, if the problem of the economic value of these 

deposits is not decided favorably at Kachemak Bay, the question can 

hardly be raised for other localities. 

LOCALITIES WEST OF COOK INLET. 

Along the shores of Alaska Peninsula west and south from Cook 

Inlet lignite beds associated with plant impressions are not uncom- 

mon, and in some places the coal forms seams of tolerable thickness. 
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Many of the localities have attracted no attention, and those referred 

to here probably form but a small proportion of the whole number, 

since the exploration of this coast is still very imperfect. 

It may not be inappropriate to state here that in times preceding the 

Russian conquest amber was regarded as of great value by the natives 

of this region, a very small bead of this substance being worth in native 

estimation forty or fifty sea-otter skins, equivalent at present values to 

some $20,000 of our money. Consequently the localities where it might 

be found were places of great interest to the aborigines, and the tra- 

ditions still current are often useful in identifying the presence of 

beds of this age. A few of these beads are still extant. The largest 

one known is in my possession. It was obtained from a grave on the 

island of Kadiak, traditionally regarded as that of a celebrated pre- 

historic chief of the tribe. It is about 2 inches long, ovate, roughly 

three-sided, and an inch in diameter. It has been bored for the pas- 

sage of a suspensory thread, but otherwise is apparently in its original 

state. It is clear and of a rich wine color, resembling Levantine 

amber. The surface, though slightly irregular, is polished. Small 

grains of the same color, too small for use as ornaments, are not rare 

in the lignite beds of this region. 

In mentioning reported localities for the coal-bearing Kenai beds the 

localities for amber will therefore also be included, as where the latter 

is found the Kenai formation, from which it is derived, can not be 

far off. 

CAPE DOUGLAS. 

This point forms the southwestern point of entrance to Cook Inlet 

and is one of the localities where it was rumored coal existed. To the 

westward of the cape is a bight where anchorage may be had. The 

cape itself is low, with rocks about it, and is composed of mostly hori- 

zontal, andesitic flows, more or less interstratified with ash beds con- 

taining carbonaceous matter and plant remains. They are somewhat 

faulted, and the ash beds are often stream-waved and sometimes con- 

tain pebbly layers. Among the plants were Sequoia langsdorffii (Brgt.) 

Heer, and fragments of ferns, Equisetum, coniferous leaves, grass 

leaves and stems, reeds, and other indeterminable vegetable impres- 

sions, doubtless of the age of the Kenai formation. The promontory 

forming the western head of the bay is composed of a very level layer 

of columnar andesite, about 40 feet thick, with a talus of material 

derived from it and indications of leaf beds below. The top of both 

promontories has been moderately glaciated and shows a few erratics. 

The agency might have been an extension of the glacier whose stream 

now discharges into the head of the bight, as the grooving points that 

way. Therocks area good deal decomposed on the surface, but the 

influence of the glaciation seems to have been devoted to planing off 

rather than to scoring. No coal seam of any economic value was 

observed in this vicinity. 
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AMALIK HARBOR. 

This locality is situated on the south shore of the peninsula, in about 

latitude 58° 5’. Behind Takhli Island there is a good anchorage, well 

sheltered from all winds. The coal seams are on the main shore oppo- 

site the island and close to the entrance. The rocks are chiefly coarse 

sandstones, resting conformably on an andesitic agglomerate and con- 

taining andesitic pebbles. These sandstones have a thickness of 250 

feet or more and dip about 30 NE. Low down in the series are strata 

of stream-bedded, sharp gravel, in layers about 5 feet thick, with three 

seams of impure coal, each about 18 inches thick. About 4 inches of 

this is pure, glossy coal, having a bituminous aspect Unlike most 

Alaskan coals, it soils the hands when touched, and is said to be good 

for use in a blacksmith’s forge. These beds are broken off to the east 

by a granitic dike, weathering reddish, and were probably once covered 

by amore recent basalt which forms the mass of the adjacent hills. 
This basalt is irrupted into the sandstone, in some places inclosing 

blackened masses of sandstone. The sandstones show bits of carbon- 

ized vegetable matter and impressions of reeds, etc., recalling those 

found at Cape Douglas, but no identifiable plants. 

An analysis of this coal affords the following results: 

Analysis of coal from Amalik Harbor, Alaska. 

| Per cent. 

— oe. a 

) JMIGUSAbe eee se eu Seer naeee coSaetasnee | 1.62 | 

| Volatile matter not moisture .......-- 36. 56 

OOS -asesuted eonesos abu CHGS Eo ase ane | 52.92 

INGIN ac Ga aeboS SoS eno eAGeriE Uma Oore 8.90 

The ash is yellowish and the coke rather brilliant and coherent. The 

percentage of sulphur to the whole coal is 0.75. It is evident that this 

is a pretty good coai, and contains more fixed carbon and less moisture 

than any other Alaskan coal of which we havean analysis. The small 

dimensions of the seam, however, forbid anticipating any commercial 

future for it, though it may be useful for local purposes. 

KATMAI, 

Katmai Bay, some miles westward from Amalik Harbor, is the site 
of a village and trading station. The portage across the mountains of 

the peninsula ends here. On this portage both coal and petroleum 

have been found, the exact locality not being stated. The latter is a 

dark lubricating oil, which is said to float on the surface of certain 

ponds or lakes. No information could be obtained about the coal, but 

it almost certainly belongs to the age of the Kenai beds.! 

! Tenth Census, Report on Alaska, p. 87. 
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KADIAK ISLANDS, 

Tertiary beds occur in various places on the islands of the Kadiak 

group, both of Kenai age and of the later Unga beds containing Miocene 

marine fossils. 

On the island of Kadiak marine Miocene strata are found, and among 

the specimens brought back by Wossnessenski were clay ironstones 

containing plant remains referable to the Kenai group. These stones 

were used by the native women for reddening the inner surface of 

dressed skins, and the only indication of locality for them is that they 

came from the northern part of the island. About the middle of the 

island, surrounding Ugak Bay, at the old settlement of Orlovsk, and 

on the northern shore of Miliuda Bay next southward, and on the 

opposite side of the island, part of the shores of Uganuk Bay and of 

Uganuk Island in the bay, sandstones with lignite in thin seams, over- 

lain in places by marine sandstones like those of Unga, are reported 

on the authority of Kharitonoff and other Russians familiar with the 

island. 
RED RIVER. 

Coal exists in a clay bank near the beach at Red River, Kadiak, of 

which a specimen was obtained by Dr. Becker and Mr. Purington. An 

analysis affords the following data: 

Analysis of coal from Red River, Alaska. 

MOiSturet ooo ee eater eee ee eee crear | 12.31 | 

Volatile matter not moisture .....---. | 51.48 | 
| 

COKC cones nee feane seem eese se ae 33.80 | 

ABD \...2 5 dss) sti: sie Serre See eee ese 2.41 

The coke was sooty and noneoherent. The percentage of sulphur to 

the whole coal was 0.17. 
SITKINAK ISLAND. 

Several years ago a number of veins of coal were discovered on the 

high island of Sitkinak, in the southwest part of the Kadiak group. 

The mineral is said to possess good steam-making qualities, but to be 

inconveniently situated for access.! 

YANTARNIE BAY. 

On the south shore of the peninsula, in west longitude 157° 10’, is a 

small bay called Yantarnie, near which, in the lignite bearing beds, 

amber was found and traded by the natives of the peninsula with the 

Kadiak Eskimo.’ 

1 Eleventh Census, Report on Alaska, 1893, p. 78. 

2Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 84, 1892, p. 239. 
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COLD BAY. 

Though no strata evidently of Kenai age were found in this bay, yet 

there were in several places fossil wood and vegetable remains. Near 

the northeast part of the harbor, east of a stream which comes in here, 

the rocks consist chiefly of caleareous sandstones, or sandy limestones, 

containing numerous concretionary nodules and some pebbles. In this 

nearly horizontal limestone, which 1s very massive and weathers into 

most bizarre Shapes near the shore, we found a small seam of carbona- 

ceous Shale with occasional thin lamine of clear coal. This shale is 

only a few inches thick. In shaly streaks of the limestone were vege- 

table impressions resembling those noted at Cape Douglas. On the 

other side of the stream, above the anchorage, these strata were arched 

and dipped 30° NW. On the opposite side of the main bay, well up 

on the hillside, was found a caleareous shale, with impressions of pine 

needles, above which was a heavy bed of conglomerate covered by a 

hard, perhaps andesitic, rock of igneous origin. From fragments fallen 

from above it seemed that this rock is more coarse-grained and friable 

higherup. Itis unconformable with the other rocks. In the limestones 

near the south point of entrance impressions of reed-like plants and 

much fossil wood were observed. No coal seams were observed in this 

vicinity. 
CHIGNIK BAY. 

This is a large bay, much misrepresented on current charts, with 

several anchorages on the southwest shore, and at the southwestern 

extreme a large lagoon, into which a good-sized river flows, carrying 

the drainage from a series of large lakes. On this lagoon is a salmon 

cannery which puts up several million pounds of salmon during the 

season, and employs a stern-wheel steamer and several launches in its 

work, besides using a large amount of fuel to run the machinery of 

the works. Of late this fuel has been supplied from local coal seams 

situated on the river about a mile above the point where it enters the 

lagoon. We were fortunate enough to reach the cannery belonging to 

the Alaska Packers’ Association on the last day of the season, thus 

having an opportunity of inspecting the works in operation, and of 

taking a trip to the coal mine on the steamer belonging to the works 

as she made her last trip of the season. She can make the trip only at 

certain stages of the tide, as at low water the upper part of the lagoon 

is nearly dry. The distance from the cannery is about 8 miles. Mr. 

William D. Smith, the superintendent, was most courteous, and we are 

under obligations to him for facilitating our work by every means in 

his power. 

CHIGNIK RIVER. 

After threading the very tortuous channel of the upper part of the 

lagoon, where the water hardly exceeded 3 feet in depth and the bottom 

17 GEOL, PTI 51 
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in some places seemed fairly paved with flatfish, we entered the river, 

which was about 100 yards in width and runs between perpendicular 

low bluffs of Tertiary sandstone. The channel here varied from 4 to 6 

feet in depth. A few miles from the sea there is a large lake 6 or 8 

mniles long, which connects by 5 or 6 miles of river with another lake, 

said to be as large us the first. In these lakes the salmon spawn. 

About 1885 a coal seam was discovered by a man named Henderson, 

but he did not take steps to maintain his claim, and was followed in 

possession by Robert Lee, who did some exploration and worked at the 

mine during four years, taking out several hundred tons of coal. Lee 

sold his rights to the Alaska Packers’ Association for $1,765 in 1892, 

In 1893 they proceeded to develop the mine after a crude fashion, using 

Small spit tn Doris Cove 

Latitude 56°19'20°N. 

Longitude 158° 24’ 25°W. 

Fic. 24.—Sketch of Chignik Bay, showing location of coal mine; corrected from the charts by 

observations made in 1895 by W, H. Dall. 

the coal for the canneries. During the summer three men are employed, 

who take out about 23 tons of coal a day, at acost of $3 aton. About 

350 tons a year, or 1,000 tons in all, have, so far, been mined here. 

During the winter two men are employed, and paid at the rate of 25 

cents an hour, working as much or as little as they please. There is no 

machinery, and the work is done by blasting, the coal being run out in 

wheelbarrows. The mine is directly on the bluff, on the left bank of 

the stream. The beds dip N. 25° E. and the strike is N.15° to 20° W. 

The bedding is very regular on the whole, with a few small slips. The 

coal occurs in one small seam, about 16 inches in average thickness, of 
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which 1 inch is a more or less regular streak of sandstone. Above this 

seam are about 11 inches of hard sandstone and 6 inches of coal. 
About 6 feet higher is a 6 or 8 inch seam, very adhesive to the roof, 

which is of a very firm sandstone. The coal is solid, clean, bright, 

with no visible pyrite or lime. The rocks are of a brownish sandstone, 

gray where not weathered. There are few fossils, mostly stems or 

reeds, with an occasional leaf of a deciduous tree. One specimen of 

Sequoia Langsdor fit was obtained. 

There are two 6-foot tunnels, about 40 feet apart and 240 feet long. 
The only timbering is in the form of uprights that have been put in to 

support the roof, which, though of exceptional strength, shows signs 

of weakness in spots. The upper tunnel has been robbed to a width of 
40 feet in the clear in some places, with a single crosscut to the lower 

tunnel. We felt obliged to warn the workmen, who are old coal miners, 

that if supports were not speedily furnished a cave-in might be confi- 

dently expected during the coming winter. 
The seam comes to the surface of the ground in a ravine about 30 feet 

above the upper tunnel, and has been traced inland more than half a 
mile. 

Experiments in burning at the cannery, according to the engineer in 

charge, show that 118 pounds of Chignik equal 100 pounds of Welling- 

ton (B. C.) coal. It does not clinker nor soot the tubing. The ash is 

granular, and reddish-gray in color. The coal gives very little smoke, 

and is a satisfactory steaming coal. 
An analysis of specimens of this coal, taken from the vein in place, 

aftords the following data: 

Analysis of coal from Chignik Bay, Alaska. 

Per = 

IMOISGUTC Iso 4 ete no ee arse eee 1.89 

Volatile matter not moisture. .......-- | 41.47 

CE, Sat ee ane ea | 48,46 
AS eos eis enor aise Sia nioeeiectacmsci 8.18 

The coke is brilliant and coherent. The percentage of sulphur in 

the whole coal is 1.71. 

DORIS COVE. 

On the south side of Chignik Bay, a little to the westward of the 

southwestern headland, is a small anchorage, surveyed by me in 1874, 

now known as Doris Cove, situated in about latitude 56° 20’ and west 

longitude 158° 24’, Here an outcrop of sandstone belonging to the 

Kenai group was observed, from which a number of fossil plants were 

collected. The bluffs here are about 500 feet high, consisting of a 

series of sandstone, slates, and conglomerates, with thin leaves of 
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lignite, the whole nearly horizontal, and extending several miles toward 

Tuliumnit Point. From the specimens obtained six species of plants 

were identified by Lesquereux.! 

COAST FROM CHIGNIK BAY TO PORTAGE BAY. 

A short distance southwestward from Chignik Bay (west longitude 

159°) the leaf and lignite beds crop out again on the south shore of 
the peninsula at Coal Cape. Southwest of this cape lies the small 

group of Chiachi Islands, surveyed by me in 1874. Here the bed rock 

is syenite, unconformably overlain in places by sandstones and con- 

glomerates, the latter sometimes of waterworn material and sometimes 

of sharp gravel, with vegetable remains. The sandstones are often 

altered by outbreaks of reddish lava in large masses, and all the rocks 

at this locality appear much contorted and metamorphosed. 

Still farther west (west longitude 160° 35’) the south coast of the 

peninsula is indented by Portage Bay, at the head of which a large 

stream comes in and a low divide affords a portage to Herendeen Bay, 

a branch of Port Méller, which indents the shore of the peninsula from 

Bering Sea-on the north. West of Portage Bay other inlets enter 

from the south in the following order, namely, Beaver and Otter bays, 

Coal Bay, and Pavloft Bay, the latter connected by a very low divide 

with the head of Herendeen Bay, and thus indirectly with Port Moller. 

The vicinity in which these bays are found is of extreme geologic inter- 

est. From Port Moller several active volcanoes are in view, among the 

rugged flanks of which may be seen a number of glaciers. Hot springs 

flow into the bay from a small peninsula, on which are extensive shell 

heaps, indicating prehistoric occupation of the locality by a population 

of some magnitude. Near the head of the bay Mesozoic fossiliferous 

strata come down to the beach. On the east are Tertiary sandstones 

belonging probably to the Kenai group. Fragments of lignite and bitu- 

minous shale are not rare on the beach. At the head of Portage Bay, 

a few miles away, lignite beds are reported by Veniaminoff, and, as the 

name indicates, they also exist at Coal Bay. The Pavloft volcano is a 

igh peak, emitting smoke and occasional flames, and is situated on the 

west side of Pavloff Bay. From the vicinity of the mountain Wossnes- 

senski obtained ‘‘ good stone coal,” according to Grewingk (op. cit., p. 

57), and this is also one of the localities reported to afford amber. 

When visited in 1874 by the Coast Survey parties, the shores of Port 

Moller were inhabited by large numbers of brown bear and reindeer, 

the rivers were alive with salmon, and hundreds of walrus sunned 

themselves on the sand-bars near the sea. It will be seen that for the - 

naturalist and geologist it would be hard to find a place combining 

more interesting features. 

Masses of amber of more than ordinary size have been obtained on 

1 Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1882, pp. 443-449. 
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the beach at Portage Bay. I was informed by a gentleman who has 

been many years in this region that a few years ago, when searching the 

bay for salmon streams, he gathered several pounds of amber pebbles 

from the strand. 

HERENDEEN BAY. 

A deposit of coal from which great things were expected is situated 

on the peninsula which separates Herendeen Bay from Port MOéller. 

An area of about 20 square miles was supposed to be underlain by 

coal, and a corporation under the name of the Alaska Mining and 

Development Company was organized in 1889 to develop it. Accord- 

ing to Captain Hague, one of the stockholders, two tunnels were run 

in—one about 200 and the other about 300 feet—on a coal seam of 4 

feet average thickness. The mine was situated a mile and a quarter 

inland from Mine Harbor, a cove of Herendeen Bay, where the miners 

had their cabins. The coal was brought to the water front by a steam 

motor on a small tramway. Several hundred tons were taken out in 

1890, of which the U.S. 8. Albatross used between 200 and 300 tons. 
The annexed report! by the engineer of the Albatross encouraged the 

1The following report is extracted from the Bulletin of the United States Fish Commission, Vol. 

IX, for 1889, pp. 282-283, Washington, 1891: 

UNITED SVATES FISH COMMISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS, 

Herendeen Bay, Alaska, July 24, 1890. 

Sir: The following statement regarding the coal received from the mine recently opened in Heren- 

deen Bay is based on the results obtained with some 80 tons of this coal, consumed while this vessel 

was engaged in her usual work at sea under average conditions. 

The quantities of coal consumed and of refuse matter were carefully measured; the behavior of 
the coal in the furnaces was closely observed, and the results obtained have been deduced from 

the entries in the steam log. 

The average consumption of the coal was at the rate of 25 pounds per square foot of grate per 

hour. The boilers furnished the same amount of steam as when we have been using a fair quality of 

Wellington coal, but to obtain this result we had to burn from 20 to 25 per cent more of the Herendeen 

Bay coal. 

The coal ignites readily and burns with considerable flame, forming a loosely cohering coke, which 

easily breaks up into small pieces; thus a considerable amount of small particles of coal is lost 

through the grates. There was a large proportion of fine stuff in the coal, which burnt well, but 

contained an excessive quantity of refuse matter. 

The refuse amounted to 26 per cent of the total weight of fuel consumed; it consists of ash and 

cinders, no glassy clinker being formed. The smoke produced is lighter in color than that of Welling- 

ton coal, and less soot is formed. 

To form a correct estimate of the value of this coal for steaming purposes from the foregoing 

statement, the following facts should be taken into consideration, viz, the coal received by us was 
the first lot taken from this newly opened mine; it came from one of the smaller veins through which 

a tunnel had been driven then 200 feet in order to get access to the main veins; no proper facilities 

for screening the coal existed, and in order to supply the quantity required by us a large amount of 

fine coal, containing much dirt, was delivered. It may be reasonably expected that, as the mine 

becomes further developed and proper screening facilities are provided, the amount of refuse matter 

in the coal will be greatly diminished, and its steam-generating power correspondingly increased. 

It will be, however, absolutely necessary to store this coal under shelter, as it appears to absorb 

moisture readily, and the constant rains which have prevailed in this region during the present 

season would soon saturate it to such an extent as to greatly diminish its value as a fuel. 

Respectfully, 

C. R. ROELKER, 

Passed Assistant Engineer, U.S. N. 

Lieut. Commander Z. L. TANNER, U.S. N.., 

Commanding United States Fish Commission Steamer Albatross. 
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owners of the property to such a degree that an engineer was employed 

to survey the property and lay out an experimental line for a proposed 

tramway to Portage Bay, on the Pacific shore of the peninsula, a dis- 

tance of 12 miles or so from the mine. The map herewith is a reduced 

copy of this unpublished survey, for the use of which we are indebted 

to Capt. E. P. Herendeen. During the visit of the Albatross a number 

of fossil plants were collected and subsequently reported upon by Mr. 

F. H. Knowlton,' from whose introduction the following notes are 

extracted: 

‘Herendeen Bay, the locality affording the specimens that form the 

basis of this paper, is on the northern side of the Alaskan Peninsula 

and forms a branch of Port Moller (latitude 55° 40’, longitude 160° 

40’ +). The plants were collected July 28, 1890, by Mr. Charles H. 

Townsend, resident naturalist of the United States Fish Commission 

steamer Albatross. Mr. Townsend has furnished the following copy of 
his notes relating to their occurrence: 

July 28, 1890.—In making a tramway to the new coal mine just opened here 

(Herendeen Buy), one of the slaty cuttings exposed a large deposit of fossil leaves 

and ferns, about a mile from the beach, at the head of a little valley among the hills 

and within a few hundred yards of the mine itself. We visited the place twice and 

succeeded in getting a considerable quantity of specimens. Coal veins crop out in 

several places in the region of this bay. The first output of the new mine is now 

being used in the furnaces of the Albatross, butit is from near the surface and rather 

slaty. 

‘Mr. Townsend further adds: 

The country is mountainous and treeless, but covered with bushes and smaller 

vegetation. It is in general volcanic, and there are lofty peaks, one of which, 

Pavloff, has been seen smoking. 

“The material in which the plants are preserved is a fine argillaceous 

sandstone, very well fitted for retaining the impressions. The vegetable 

remains are in most cases very humerous, even on small fragments of 

matrix.” 

Fifteen species of plants were identified from this locality, which 

will be found enumerated in the appendix on Paleobotany. 

After pushing their tunnels to the distance stated, the vein was sud- 

denly cut off by a fault in the strata, and all attempts to recover it 

proved fruitless. The presence of a more or less active volcano in the 

near vicinity rendered this result less surprising, as the Tertiary strata 

have been subjected to much disturbance by comparatively modern vol- 

canic action along the line of this peninsula. 

An attempt to visit the locality of the now abandoned workings at 

Herendeen Bay was frustrated by the urgency of public business con- 

nected with the patrol of Bering Sea, which required the services of all 

the cutters, on one of which we had expected to obtain transportation. 
By the courtesy of Capt. G. Niebaum, of the Alaska Commercial 

1 Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XVII, No. 998, 1894, pp. 207-240. 
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Company, of San Francisco, a specimen of the coal from Herendeen 

Bay was secured, which afforded the following analysis: 

Analysis of coal from Herendeen Bay, Alaska. 

Per cent. 

MOIStUTC Mere pias cee os ei cere ins < 3. 43 

Volatile matter not moisture......-.-- 39. 00 

CWokererecey ss seco sen chs jccaieic 47.40 

ING Vis Uae martes eel eee er Eke Semees 10.17 

| 

The ash was of a pinkish color and free from clinker, the coke dull 

and slightly coherent. Percentage of sulphur in the whole coal, 0.44. 

Unlike the workings of the other Alaskan mines of coal so far noted, 

this mine was subject to incursions of gas to such an extent as to 

require the use of safety lamps in working it, according to Captain 

Hague. 
SHUMAGIN ISLANDS. 

UNGA AND POPOFF ISLANDS. 

South of Portage Bay, across Unga Strait, lies the island of Unga, 

the principal island of the large Shumagin group, which extends some 

50 miles to the south and east, and is noted for its cod and sea-otter 

fisheries. The eastern islands are granitic; those in the middle of the 

group are largely composed of metamorphic quartzites and schistose 

rocks. On the island of Unga and the adjacent Popoff Island, Tertiary 

beds are well exposed. 
The principal exposure of the plant beds on the island of Unga is on 

the western shore of Zacharoff, Zachareffskaia, or Coal Bay, which 

indents the northern end of the island for about 3 miles. This locality 

was visited by me in 1865, and also in 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1895. The 

earlier observations of Wossnessenski and others are enumerated by 

Grewingk (op. cit., p. 97), but his details are very incomplete. 

The following section was obtained by me in 1872: 

moandsronemmlubmnarinetossils|@ltoo0b)-scee= season eecces< 525-4 -e55-4-2 2. )200 

Mmulinetciaplesandyishales) (Gen Ches)retaseaee aes soles s oeelaeaclsaee eae <= 6 

AVELVECOATSEICONSOMenAaAtey (ACCU meee ate sere eae eee eee eee oe aleteleim = =~ alate 

Sandyishale with indistinct plant remains... .--2----:::.-----++--+-.---+:-- $ 

Thin leaves of lignite aggregated into three series of 3 feet each, interstrati- 

fied with beds of sand and gravel of variable thickness, with some pyrites 

SHIA MR ww 

PTUGl WAACENTS OF TOD; TOU DINO Goa nes Hee nea caedes aaSceaeeed Seco Eeeeeeee 40 
10. Soft sandstone and gravel without large pebbles and little indurated. ...--. 150 

11. Another series similar to No. 9, but with none of the coal more than 8 inches 

LRU CEMESS mVOLY apy Lill OLOUSHe Ree ee emis ste as ese oe es eel a see enels 200 

12, Clay ironstones with leaf impressions to the beach...---...---.------------ 4 
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The total height of the cliff is between 500 and 600 feet; two-thirds of 
it is precipitous, the rest more sloping; the crest is perhaps a third 

of a mile westward from the water’s edge. The strata are somewhat 

waved in a north-and-south direction, and dip to the westward from 5° 

to 20°. Pl. LVI shows these cliffs as seen from across the bay. 

Below ordinary low water another seam of coal is said to exist. 

The best veins of coal in the cliff are about a foot thick, hard, clear, 

and black except where weathered. It slacks up into small cubical 

fragments on exposure. There are three of these foot veins, sepa- 

rated by about 10 feet of sand and gravel. Over the middle vein is 

very friable blue shale, about 4 feet thick. Over the upper vein is a 

4-inch layer of sandy shale containing many plant impressions, from 

which the collection submitted to Lesquereux was chiefly derived. 
The coarser conglomerate (Nos. 3 and 7) contains some iron and 

weathers black on the face of the cliff. In a section published in a 

prospectus of a coal-mining company these black bands, which can be 

seen miles away on the face of the cliff, were indicated as coal veins; 

as in fact a distant observer would take them to be until otherwise 
informed. 

The species of plants collected at this locality were examined by Les- 

quereux, and proved to be identical with those from Cook Inlet; eight 

species were identified. 

In the conglomerate (Nos. 6 and 7) many pieces of rolled silicified 

wood were found, some of which were bored by teredos. These beds 

are evidently a beach formation, presaging the depression which fol- 

lowed in which the marine bed above them was.laid down. I have 

called them the Unga conglomerates; and the marine stratum, which 

will be referred to later, from the great abundance of Crepidula pre- 

rupta Conrad, I have ealled the Crepidula bed. It conformably over- 

lies the others, and there can be no doubt of the continuity of the 
sedimentation through the whole series of lignitic and marine strata 

in this locality. 

Fossil wood, referred to Pinus pannonicus, has been obtained at 
Delaroff Harbor, in the southern part of Unga, and some large pieces, 

collected on the beaches and forwarded to Dr. Newberry in 1875, were 

stated to be apparently cycadaceous. These may have been derived 

from adjacent Mesozoic strata. According to John Dix, a miner at the 

coal vein referred to, the mountains inland from the bay consist largely 

of similar sandstones. 
The northeastern extremity of Unga Island and the northwestern 

part of Popoff Island are composed of sandstones and conglomerates 

similar to the upper part of the bluff in Zacharoff Bay, but they rise 

to only about 50 to 75 feet above the sea, and are broken and cut by 

dikes and larger intrusions of basaltic lava and diorite, and near the con- 

tacts are much altered and intersected by veins of chalcedonic quartz. 
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On the western edge of Nagai similar rocks exist above the meta- 

morphic schists and quartzites, but they are greatly altered and con- 

torted and cover but a small area in comparison with underlying beds. 

It is probable that part of the island of Sannakh is composed of similar 

strata. 

John Dix, above mentioned, worked at getting out coal from the Unga 

beds for some years. Messrs. Henry and Alexander Tibbey have since 

UNGA_ ISL. 

Fic. 25.—Sketch of Zachareftskaia Bay, Unga Island, Shumagins, showing location of lignite beds. 

located on the bay, and have taken out small quantities of coal from 

time to time, which has been sold for local purposes. The water on the 

west side of the bay is shallow, and in going ashore with a small boat to 

examine the workings, August 8, 1895, we found hardly water enough 

half a mile from the beach to float the boat. 

The Messrs. Tibbey have been interested in these mines for nine 

years and have been resident here for two years. Their workings 

were half a mile farther south than the point where the section given 
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was taken, but the succession of the strata is essentially the same. 

Three tunnels had been made. That at the lower level had been 

pushed 150 feet, but being poorly timbered, had caved in. The next 

above, corresponding to No. 11 of the section, showed an 18-inch seam 

of dull coal fairly free from slate; above this were half a dozen small 

seams, 4 to 5 inches thick, of impure coal, partly brilliant and partly 

dull, the fissures much reddened by iron oxide and with many thin, 

sandy or shaly lamine. In spots iron pyrites is very abundant. These 

seams are separated by wider bands of carbonaceous aluminous shale 

or gray, sandy layers. See Pl. LVII for view of this tunnel. 

The tunnel from which this coal was obtained is about 6 feet high by 

8 or 10 wide, and has been driven in about 20 feet. It seemed about 

200 feet above the bay. About 100 feet higher is a third tunnel, of 

about the same size, partly timbered, with much percolating water. 

The coal here, probably corresponding to No. 9 of the section, is in 

very numerous small seams, varying from one-fourth of an inch to 

2 inches in thickness, with bands of carbonaceous shale intermixed. 
The whole is of such poor quality as to be of little importance, so that 

this tunnel has not been worked of late. 

At the Apollo mine, at Delaroff Harbor, in the southern part of the 

island, it was stated that a test of this coal had been made with 

unsatisfactory results, on account of the excess of sulphur and ash 

contained in the lignite. This confirms conclusions announced by the 

writer after an examination of the Unga coal deposits more than thirty 

years ago. 
Specimens of the bright-colored and of the dull-colored lignites from 

the main seam were obtained, of which the following analyses have 

been made: 
Analyses of coal from Unga Island, Alaska. 

Upper, Lower, 
bright. dull. 

Per cent. | Per cent. 

Moisture (s..22 <2 ee Oe eee eee 11. 26 10. 58 

Volatile matter not moisture........--.- 40. 51 66. 21 

Coke 2s se cee eee Or ee ee eee 41, 24 15. 26 

Ash 5 Soot op erence ene Ee eereee 6.99 Te95 

Sulphur. se ose pecans oe erent eee 2.17 0. 56 

The ash in the upper bed is drab; in the lower, yellowish. The coke 

from both is dull and noncoherent. Much of the coal has a larger pro- 

portion of sulphur than that above mentioned, as the pyrite is very 

irregularly distributed. 

At one time a company was formed to work the beds at Unga, under 

the title of the Alaska Coal Company. ‘This was an earlier and a dif- 

ferent company from that formed under the same name with interests 
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in the mines at Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet. According to the pros- 

pectus, the present company was organized September 21, 1871, under 

the laws of the State of California. The capital stock was $5,000,000. 

The president was W. A. Aldrich; the vice-president, W. H. Taylor; 

the treasurer, W. H. Sears; and the secretary, James T. Hoyt. The 

offices of the company were at room 63, Merchants’ Exchange, Califor- 

nia street, San Francisco, Cal.! 
There are several reports by perfectly reliable persons in San Fran- 

cisco on tests made with this coal, printed in the above prospectus, 

which can only be accounted for on the supposition that coal from some 

other locality in some way became mixed with the supposed Unga coal 

which was tested. 
In March, 1872, with a party, the writer dug out about 14 tons of 

this coal for use in stove and galley on the U.S. 8. Humboldt. Coal 

was needed badly, but the opinion was unanimous that this coal was 

extremely objectionable from the very large amount of sulphur, which 

gave out offensive fumes while burning, and the extraordinary quantity 

of ashes. The coal burned very rapidly, and was certainly not more 

than one-fourth as efficient as Seattle coal, which we had previously 

used. As in other Alaskan coals, there was practically no clinker and 

very little smoke. It is of course possible that in other parts of the 

seam the quality may be better, but on the whole our opinion of the 

Unga coal is unfavorable. 

LOCALITIES IN THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS. 

In the chain of islands extending westward from the peninsula there 

are many which are more or less volcanic, but the chain is older than 

the volcanoes and voleanic islands it contains, and many of the islands 

are composed of sedimentary or metamorphic rocks. The chain doubt- 

less marks a very ancient line of weakness or faulting in the earth’s 

crust; and nearly all of the voleanoes are relatively very modern devel- 

opments, due to geological changes which have been in progressive 

operation since early Mesozoic time. 

AKUN. 

Proceeding westward, the first island upon which lignitic beds are 

reported is Akun, where Postels” states he was told that coal exists. 

UNALASKA, 

The northern part of the island of Unalaska is better known than 

the rest. The principal harbor, Captains Bay, is surrounded with 

massive beds of andesitic rock and some basaltic lava; but several 

1 Prospectus of the Alaska Coal Company (etc.), San Francisco. Women’s Coop. Printing Co., 1871, 

8°, 18 pp., 21. unp.; cut. 

2 Voy. Séniavine, 1836, vol. 3, p. 21. 
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localities in the interior of the island, according to tradition, afforded 

amber, and consequently should possess lignitie deposits. In the 

autumn of 1871 I endeavored, with a small party and an Aleut guide, 
to discover one of these so-called amber beds. The expedition reached 

the main ridge of the island some miles south from Captains Bay, and 

found the rocks to consist almost exclusively of syenite in mountain 

ma:ses, overlain in some places by thin beds of clay and sand, appar- 

ently the result of decomposition of the syenite itself. The amber lake 

of Aleut tradition is a small body of water connected with two others. 

Above the lake rose a precipitous crag of conglomerate, 2,000 feet in 

height by estimation, the horizontal-layers very distinctly bedded, 

graduating toward the top into hard, altered sandstone, very black 

and flinty. No fossils could be found in it, but the weather became 

so inclement as to render it necessary to return without making an 

exhaustive search, and these beds may eventually prove to belong 

to the leaf-bearing series. The Aleuts declare that the disintegrated 

sandstone in former times afforded occasional bits of amber, which 

were obtained from the gravel around the edge of the lake. 

Another locality for amber, and inferentially for lignitic strata, is 

reported by Veniaminoff, from statements by the Aleuts, to exist in the 

western part of the island, in the mountains near the head of Makrofski 

Bay. Here there is said to be a lake containing an island of friable 

sandstone and unconsolidated gravel out of which the Aleuts formerly 

obtained small pieces of amber. 

Marine Miocene bedsexist on Makushin Bay, near the north-northwest 

base of the voleano of the same name, but no leaf beds are reported at 

this place. On the eastern shore of Port Levasheff, Wossnessenski 

obtained small fragments of lignite, which he supposed to have been 

brought down by streams from lignite beds in the interior of the islands, 

the adjacent rocks being clay-porphyry. 

Slate Point, 24 miles eastward from the entrance to Chernofiski Har- 

bor, is composed of a black stratified material, perhaps belonging to 

this series, but which has not been closely scrutinized. 

UMNAK, 

On the northwestern end of the island of Umnak, the next westward 

in the chain, near Tulikskoi Voleano, is a lake overhung by a cliff of 

unconsolidated beds. The Aleuts were in the habit of stretching a 
seal hide between two kayaks and dislodging this earthy material, 

which would fall upon the hide, and was carefully washed for amber. 

Near Cape Yegorkoftski, Eschscholtz and Chamisso collected fossil 

dicotyledonous wood from the bed of a lake which had been drained by 
changes due to an earthquake. 

ATKA. 

Westward from Umnak many of the smaller islands are volcanic, and 

but little is known of any of them until the island of Atka is reached 
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(174° west longitude). On the western side of the north part of this 
island it is indented by Korovinski Bay, from which several small arms 

extend southward and northward. The north shores are composed 

chiefly of nearly horizontal layers of voleanic breccia dipping slightly 

to the northeast and rising to 1,000 feet, interstratified with beds of 

ashes, cinders, and solfataric clays, in some of which marine Miocene 

fossil shells occur. On the south shore, especially on the east shore of 

Sandy Bay, are found pieces of fossil wood of a gray color, which burn 

slowly, and other pieces which are silicified. They appear to lie under 

the soil, between the latter and a conglomerate resembling that of Unga, 

composed chiefly of rounded porphyritic pebbles, capped on the eastern 

portion with partly columnar basalt. 

Nazan Bay, on the east side of the island, opposite Korovinski Bay, 

and separated from it by a low isthmus, exhibits highly altered beds 

of conglomerate and volcanic breccia, nearly horizontal and dipping 

slightly to the northwest. A more compact, flinty, greenish metamor- 

phic rock, with a similar dip but more contorted and much intersected 

by dikes of basalt, is the material of which the south shore and the 

islets protecting the anchorage are composed. 

ADAKH, 

On the west side of the island of Adakh is a harbor called the Bay 

of Islands, the northern shores of which are composed of coarse sand- 

stones like those of the Kenai group, dipping in general to the north- 

east. They are greatly altered by basaltic and frothy lavas, which 

have burned the sandstones overlain by them to a red color. No fossils 

were found in them when examined by me in 1873. 

AMCHITKA, 

The island of Amchitka is notably low and level compared with most 

of the Aleutians. At Constantine Harbor, on the northeastern shore, 

the rocks forming its eastern coast are crystalline and probably vol- 

canic. The west side of the harbor appears to be composed of low 

bluffs, not exceeding 60 feet high, of a much altered conglomerate. 

Westward about a mile is Kiriloff Bay, a small, rocky indentation, 

formerly the site of a village (1849), but now deserted. Here the con- 

glomerate and sandstones are less altered, and specimens of lignite and 

fossil wood were collected by Wossnessenski. Still farther west small 

veins of lignitic coal with plant remains are reported by Shayeshnikoff. 

KISKA. 

The island of Kiska has a fine harbor (west longitude 182° 30’), which 

is protected on the east by the island of Little Kiska. The shore 

belonging to the main island borders on the water in many places as 

steep bluffs to 200 feet high, composed of a coarse conglomerate, of 

which the upper layers merge into a breccia of volcanic material, but 
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obviously arranged in water. These are broken through by eruptive 

clay-porphyries of a greenish color, rising to 150 feet, and capped over 

all by a basaltic or coarsely crystalline syenitic rock, in some places 300 

feet thick. On the bluff of Little Kiska, facing the harbor, the porphy- 

rite appears toward the southwest unconformably over them, and dip- 

ping northward are sandstones resembling those of the Kenai series, 

but in which, in 1873, no fossils were found. Covering those, and 

extending to the northwest point of Little Kiska, is a magnificent cliff 

of the crystalline eruptive rock before referred to, which here forms 

enormous prisms, five-sided, from a foot to 20 inches in diameter, stand- 

ing vertically in the cliff like organ pipes, and sometimes continuous as 

a Single prism to the length of more than 50 feet. 

ATTU. 

The westernmost of the Aleutian chain is the island of Attu, which is 

destitute of modern volcanic rocks. The harbor of Chichagoff, at the 

northeastern end of the island, is surrounded chiefly by metamorphic 

slates and quartzites, diorite, serpentine, and clay-porphyry, probably 

Mesozoic, and much contorted. It was reported by the natives that 

fossil wood was occasionally found on the beaches toward the western 

part of the island, but no Tertiary rocks or sandstones were observed 
by our party in 1873. 

LOCALITIES IN NORTHERN ALASKA. 

NUNIVAK ISLAND. 

Northward from the Alaskan Peninsula little is known of the geology 

until the island of Nunivak is reached. At the northeastern extremity 

of this island is an anchorage surveyed by me in 1874. Here the 

shores, though abrupt, are low, and composed of much-altered sand- 

stones, nearly horizontal and more or less overlain by recent basaltic 

lavas. In the interior small volcanic cones, or hills resembling volcanic 
cones, were observed and supposed to be the source of these lavas. 

From their appearance and their relation to the lavas it is probable 

that these sandstones belong to the Kenai group. 

On a subsequent visit to this locality, Etolin Harbor, Dr. George M. 

Dawson described the shores as bordered by horizontally bedded 

olivine-diabase of a very porous and cellular character. It is possible 

that during the work of surveying, which occupied nearly all my time 

while at Etolin Harbor, I was misled by the appearance of these vol- 

canic beds, as there was very little leisure and the weather was stormy, 

but I remember that one or two bits of fossil wood were seen in the rock 

I took for a sandstone, and which tended to confirm the impression 

that I had before me an altered member of the Kenai group. How- 

ever, if this does not occur here, we owe to Dr. Dawson the discovery 

of a new locality where Kenai sandstones are covered by recent basalts» 

just across the strait from Etolin Harbor. 
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POINT VANCOUVER. 

The northern shore of this point is stated by Dr. Dawson! to form 

scarped bluffs or cliffs rising from the edge of the sea, and presenting 

fine exposures of sandstone and sandy shales, well bedded, and dip- 

ping southward at low and undulating angles. At the extremity of 

the cape these beds appeared to be horizontal, and on the south side 

seemed to lie at higher and more irregular angles. These sandstones 

are gray, bluish, and brownish in color, rather soft, and sometimes 

nodular. They contain avery few dirty seams of coal or lignite, of which 

the thickest seen measured only a few inches. There are also in the 

sandstones numerous carbonaceous fragments and occasional fossil 
leaves, among which Juglans acuminata Heer was identified by Sir 
William Dawson. 

Upon the beach at Vancouver fragments of vesicular basalt were 
observed by Dr. Dawson, and he was led to suppose that the stratified 

rocks are capped by basaltic flows in the higher hills a short distance 

inland from the extremity of the cape. The latter is a bold promontory, 

which probably rises to a height of 1,000 or 1,500 feet above the sea, 

THE YUKON TERRITORY. 

In the Yukon Valley, and thence to the shores of Norton Sound, a 

large area is occupied by lignite and leaf-bearing sandstones of the 

Kenai group, a smaller portion of which are overlain by the Nulato 

marine sandstones, analogous to the Crepidula bed of Unga in age, but 

containing a different series of fossil shells. 

COAST OF NORTON SOUND. 

On the seacoast between Unalaklik and Tolstoi Point these strata are 

exposed, much contorted, and dip generally at high angles. At Tolstoi 

Point they are met by the later basalts which southward form the 

shores of the sound, St. Michael and Stephens islands, and adjacent 
islets. In October, 1867, these exposures were examined by me, and 

from notes and sections made at the time the following description is 

condensed, 
Southward from the mouth of the Unalaklik River, along the sea- 

shore for 6 miles, stretches a low, level plain of sand, soil, and turf, 

horizontal and from 5 to 20 feet thick. Then the alluvial layer rises, 

and below it is visible bluish or yellowish clay, soft, but distinctly 

bedded and dipping north by east 28° to 45°. It is 30 to 40 feet thick, 

covered by about 3 feet of soil. The lower layers of the clay contain 

fragments of silicified wood and lignite, sometimes preserving the 

original form of the trunk, but commonly broken. This continues a 

quarter of a mile to a small creek (No. 1), on the farther side of which 

1Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. V, 1894, pp. 134-135. 
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appear beds of indurated sandstone, overlain by the clay and soil and 

underlain by wu blackish shale, the succession being as follows: 
Feet 

1. Soil and clay, the latter sometimes absent. ...-.........--.--.-------...----- 3 

2.. Greenish sandstone; dipping) Ni35° to 40° sere. see see eee eeeeeeeeeee 25 

3. Blackish sandstone, dipping Nt 35° to400° Sse ene eee eee ee ase eee eee cO 

4. Shale, dipping 30° easterly 3-2 22- - oe aes eee eee ee eee eee 10 

This series continues about 3 miles to Creek No. 2, along the shore, 

but the shale comes up so as to be exposed for only about 200 yards. 

From Creek No. 2, along the shore for half a mile, we find blackish 

sandstone, with seams of shale 20 feet thick dipping SE. 80°, covered 

with clay and soil. This is succeeded by a gray sandstone 30 to 40 

feet thick, with a dip of 45° NE. for nearly a mile, followed by 200 

yards of the black sandstone, 40 feet thick, dipping SE. 65°, Then a 

turrited bluff of gray sandstone, vertical, 50 feet high, with seams of 

quartz and layers of shale and fragments of carbonized vegetable mat- 

ter. Under this the black sandstone shows again on a level with the 

beach, both dipping NW. 85° for half a mile. The clay and two kinds 

of sandstone continue to crop out, with occasional layers of dark- 

colored shale and slaty rock dipping from north by east round to SE. 

30° to 85°, to Tolstoi Point, the last 2 miles being formed of clear gray 

sandstone in bluffs 30 to 70 feet high, dipping NW. 70° to 80°, until 

the lava is reached at the point. 

TOPANIKA. 

Creek No. 2 is locally known as Topanika, and at its mouth is a camp- 

ing place where the natives go to catch fish. 

Following Topanika Creek easterly into the hills the greenish and 

blackish sands dip more and more steeply to the east, interleaved with 

shaly layers containing leaves and vegetable remains, among which 

leaves of Platanus nobilis Newberry, a foot across, were collected in a 

fine state of preservation. 

Farther inland the same rocks become vertical and then dip toward 

the west, the beds resembling the radiating ribs of a fan. About 2,000 

feet of these beds are continuously exposed without faulting, with the 

same fossils at intervals all the way. These beds extend inland between 

the sea and the Yukon River, where they appear again. 

ULUKAK RIVER, 

Starting from Unalaklik up the river of the same name, a branch 

called the Ulukak, about 2 miles above the Indian village of Iktigalik, 

affords a fine exposure of these rocks, as follows, beginning at the base: 
Feet. 

1. Argillaceous, unfossiliferous, slaty rock, the layers of which become progres- 

sively harder) dowmward sacs cee san alee lne tore erenine rae ae rete aston et eeatere 220 

2. Shale, with/some lionite, showin’ blacks peer ae ese ee eee eee 2 

3: Arcillaceous shale, withileaves of Platanuseer seem octet eee eee ier 15 

4.. Thesame, withoutifossils: 3222 mccsnenee perc Coe ere eee aaeee ne eee eee eee 15 

5. White sandstone (probably marine) 222 = 2 eee see eee ee eral 20 

6. Sand: and soil: to.surface..322.-202 asss- 0 eee een e eee eee eee ore ee ae rer 10 
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The whole series dips conformably NNW. 25° to 55°, 

This is the only locality on the river between Unalaklik and the vil- 

lage of Ulukak (some 30 miles in a direct line, but 60 by the river) 

where fossils were observed. The rocks, as on the coast, were more or 

less folded, and the dip is irregular. 

LOWER YUKON VALLEY. 

The Yukon Valley affords numerous exposures of the same group of 

sandstone along the right bank of the river. The first locality noted 

in ascending the river is just below Andreieffski fort, an old Russian 

trading post. High bluffs of black sandstone come down to the river 

just above the fort and continue for 10 miles, and just below the fort 

is the last small exposure, where a seam of bituminous shale about 6 

inches thick was observed by me in 1868. This had been worked a 

little for fuel by the Russians, but abandoned, as the material was too 
impure to burn well. It dips in a westerly direction. Ascending the 

river, the sandstones are next observed along a stretch of about a mile 

near the native village called by the Russians “Starry Kwikhpak.” 

Two miles and a half below Ikogmiut mission the sandstones along 

a strip of 5 or 4 miles alternate with older metamorphic and later 

trachytic rocks. Some layers of the sandstones here weather of a 

whitish color, dipping in a northwest direction with more or less fold- 

ing and alteration by the action of the eruptives. Similar exposures 

appear near Koserski village; and at Lofka’s, which is nearly in the 

same latitude as Tolstoi Point, Norton Sound (previously described), 

the sandstones begin to form the main mass of the strata exposed 

along tlie river, though the quartzites appear here and there. The 

sandstones in general dip toward the northwest at angles varying 

from 20° to 45°, A short distance below Kaltag a small seam of lignite 

occurs. 

UPPER YUKON AND NULATO. 

Above Kaltag the bluish sandstones of the Kenai group are over- 

lain by brownish marine sandstones, which are best exposed just above 

Nulato, and hence have been named by me the Nulato sandstones.! 

They occur in successive waves or folds, extending in a northwest-and- 

southeast direction and cut nearly at right angles by the river. At 

some points eruptive rocks have forced their way through, tilting the 

sedimentary rocks nearly vertical and altering them near the contact 

with the eruptives. The blue sandstones occasionally appear above 

the level of the water. 
About 7 miles below Nulato, on the south side of a level space or flat, 

a small bluff appears, at the extreme end of which the sandstones are 
nearly vertical. Here, between two contorted layers of shaly rock, a 

1Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84, 1892, pp. 246, 331. Also Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XXIV, 

pp. 6,7, 8, July, 1882. 

17 GEOL, PT I 52 
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small coal seam was examined in December, 1866. It has been squeezed 

out above and below, forming a mere pocket about 2 feet thick and not 

over 20 feet long on the exposed face. The shales contained obscure 

vegetable remains, but were much altered, probably by the heat evolved 

at the time they were folded. The average dip is N. 45°. The coal 

is good, but there are apparently only a few tons of it. The shales are 

conformable with the brown sandstone, which, however, is a marine 

formation, in which this deposit of lignite is a very exceptional incident. 

Nulato marine sandstones.—Above Nulato appears to be exposed the 

highest of these sandstones, which there form bluffs 60 to 100 feet high, 

and farther up the river reach to 200 feet. In May, 1866, I obtained 
from the upper part of these beds Modiola, Tellina, Mytilus, Gastro- 

cheena, and Mya, with worm tracks and obscure vegetable remains. 

The general appearance indicated a littoral formation.' These sand- 

stones extend along the river from Kaltag to the Koyukuk Mountain 

and westward to the Kuthlatno and Ulukak rivers and the eastern base 

of the Shaktolik Hills, forming a sort of patch, approximately 90 miles 

northeast and southwest and not more than 30 miles wide, lying on a 

much larger area of Kenai sandstones. The latter form the mass of 

the hills between the Kutelno and Kuthlatno rivers and of the Shak- 

tolik Hills. They extend on the Yukon above the Koyukuk Mountain, 

which is apparently of intrusive crystalline rock, eastward on the 

north bank to the Melozikakat River. Above Nulato they first appear 

about 5 miles above the bluff just mentioned as affording marine 

fossils, and there conformably underlie the marine sandstones and are 

themselves underlain by a hard black slate. ‘ 

Near Melozikakat the bluffs appear also on the left bank, which is 

rarely the case on the Yukon below the Ramparts. Russell” has also 

noted the leaf beds 15 or 20 miles below the mouth of the Melozikakat, 

on the right bank of the Yukon, in connection with an interesting 

series of faults which they exhibit. 

Ozocerite (?).—In connection with this lignite-bearing series a note on 

another carbonaceous deposit may be in place. The party commanded 

by Lieutentant Stoney, United States Navy, while exploring in the vicin- 

ity of the headwaters of the Colville, the Noatak, and Kowak rivers, 

north of the Yukon, were obliged to traverse large areas of barren, tree- 

less tundra, and here they found on the surface rather abundantly scat- 

tered masses of a brown material resembling powerfully compressed 

peat, recalling pitch in hardness and weight, but not brilliant nor dis- 

posed to melt with heat, but making a clean cut, like “plug” tobacco, 

when whittled with a knife. This material was sufficiently inflammable 

to ignite and burn with a steady flame on applying a match to a corner 

of it, so that in their cold and weary journey it formed a most welcome 

1Cf. Dall, in Am Jour. Sci., 2d series, Vol. XLV, 1868, pp. 97-98. 

2 Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. I, 1890, p. 108. 
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substitute for wood or other fuel for the camp fire. The geological 

relations of this substance are unknown; it presented no traces of 

organic structure under an ordinary magnifier, but its nature and geo- 

graphic location suggest that it may be connected with the lignite 

bearing beds to the south of it, which we have just described. 

KOWAK RIVER LIGNITES. g 

About 75 miles above the mouth of the Kowak River, which empties 

into Kotzebue Sound through Hotham Inlet, extensive deposits of lig- 

nite, associated with sandstone, shale, and comglomerate, were discov- 

ered by Lieut. J. ©. Cantwell, United States Revenue Marine, and 

party, while exploring under direction of the Treasury Department in 

1884. The coal belt on this river is about 30 miles wide, and passes 

through a series of high and partly timbered hills. It is often exposed 

along the river bank, and is frequently associated, as at Kenai, with 

beds of clay. It is soft, friable, and jet black in color. These beds lie 

directly in the trend northwesterly from the main body of beds of the 

Kenai group north of the Yukon, and there can be little, if any, doubt 

that they belong to the same series. The opinions which would connect 

them with the beds of coal on the Arctic coast, near Cape Lisburne, 

are, of course, erroneous, It has been determined by the observations 

of the Corwin party,! in 1885, that the coal beds of the Kowak do not 

extend to the valley of the Noatak, and can not, therefore, be contin- 

uous with those at Cape Lisburne. 

CAPE BEAUFORT COAL MEASURES. 

In regard to these last, it may be noted in passing that Silurian fos- 

sils, brachiopods, corals, and crinoids have been collected by Buckland, 

Fischer, Kupreanoff, and myself at Cape Lisburne and the adjacent 

Cape Thompson. A few miles farther up the coast, coal is found about 

a quarter of a mile away from the beach at Cape Beaufort. This coal 

is of a very different quality from the lignites of the southern part of 

Alaska, and from the presence of corals, apparently referable to the 

epoch of the Carboniferous period, which were collected from the débris 

of the rocks adjacent, it has been assumed to be of that age. Similar 

coal crops out below low-water mark in many places northward to Point 

Belcher, and is pushed up on the beaches by the grounded ice floes so 

that in some places nearly the whole of the beach gravel is made up of 

small fragments of coal. From this region Lesquereux” has described 

Tritis alaskana, collected at Cape Lisburne by Henry D. Woolfe, and 

Newberry * enumerates from the same locality and collector ten species 

1 Cruise of the Corwin in 1885, House Ex. Doc. No. 153, 49th Congress, 1st session, Washington, 1884; 

see p. 76. 

2 Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1887, Vol. X, p. 36. 

3Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1888, Vol. XI, pp. 31-33. 
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which he regards as Neocomian, and which Professor Ward,! enumer- 

ating publications on Alaskan paleobotany, considers to indicate a 
Lower Cretaceous or possibly Upper Jurassic age. It seems tolerably 

certain that strata covering a considerable range on the geologic 

column, beginning with the Silurian, are represented in the vicinity of 

Cape Lisburne, and that the coal-bearing strata may be Mesozoic 
rather than Paleozoic. 

The following notes are condensed from those which were contributed 

to the Eleventh Census report on Alaska by Mr. Henry D. Woolfe: 

Along the beach and coast line from Cape Lisburne for at least 40 miles an exten- 

sive and well-defined coal field exists. I was engaged for two seasons in exploiting 

these deposits. Research developed the existence of a body of coal extending over 

an area of 25 square miles. There are along the coast line for the distance men- 

tioned numerous veins of coal from which the whalemen obtain supplies of fuel. 

The coal is of the type of semibituminous lignite. It makes steam quickly, but 

there is a very large percentage of ash and clinker, and its constant use causes an 

early burning out of furnace bars. ~ * * At present the whalemen dig out their 
supplies from the surface veins, climbing the cliffs to obtain it. * * * With any 

wind, except from the east or southeast, there is no protection on the coast men- 

tioned, and the work of boating the coal off to a vessel lying at some distance from 

the shore is difficult and in windy weather dangerous. With the ice pack offshore 

a lee is obtained which makes smooth water and facilitates coaling. The limit of 

the important coal-bearing area to the north is at Cape Beaufort, though small seams 

are seen farther on. Between the seams bands of clear ice intervene, and I have 

noticed on the shelving banks of a small creek that runs through the coal land an 

oily exudation resembling petroleum.? 

Mr. Woolfe’s geology is a little peculiar, but since he has had more 

personal experience than anyone else with these deposits it was 

thought best to refer to his opinions. 

WAINWRIGHT INLET. 

There is a river, sometimes called the Koo or Koog (which simply 

means river), which falls into Wainwright Inlet. On the banks of this 

stream, in 1889, Mr. Woolfe found coal of a better quality than that at 

Cape Beaufort. It appears to be a light but hard lignite, burning 

briskly and with but little ash. He states (op. cit., p. 133) that it exists 

in large quantities, but the stream is shallow and has a bar at its 

entrance, and therefore the mineral could be gotten out only by means 

of lighters. 

It may be mentioned that traces of lignite were found upon Wrangell 

Land by the Corwin party. 

While referring to the subject of Alaskan paleobotany, it may be 

noted that a few species of fossil plants are enumerated? by Professor 

Lesquereux as collected at Sitka by E. W. Nelson, but some doubt 

exists as to the correctness of this locality, though the specimens are 

1 Kighth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1889, pp. 924-926. 

2Eleventh Census, Alaska, pp. 132-133. 

3Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. X, 1887, pp. 35-37. 
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doubtless Alaskan. J. Felix! has described a fossil wood (Pityoxylon 

inequale) from the ‘basalt mountain south of Danaaku,” Alaska, a 

locality about 50 miles north of the northern end of Lynn Canal, in 

southeastern Alaska. A general summary of what has been done in 

Alaskan paleobotany was published by Mr. F. H. Knowlton in 1894? 

and his list of the species known from these beds, with the additions 

made by our collections in 1895, bringing the list to date, is included in 
Appendix I to this report. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE COALS OF ALASKA. 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS. 

Between peat and lignite, lignite and brown coal, brown coal and 

bituminous coal, bituminous coal and anthracite, the differences are 

only of degree, and no absolutely characteristic differentiating defini- 

tions of them can be formulated which will be of universal application. 
The Alaskan fossil fuels, as far as yet observed, belong to the group 

generally included under the head of lignite or brown coal. Taking 
the coals of Kachemak Bay, the coal of the Curtis seam is, according 

to the classification of Zincken,* earthy or fibrous brown coal, while 

that from the Bradley seam is in large part “glanzkohle.” Nearly all 

the beds show successive or combined layers of both aspects. When 

the beds are cut by later volcanic dikes the coal in their vicinity is 

often converted into an anthracitic natural coke. This is reported to 

have occurred in Queen Charlotte Islands and at Herendeen Bay. In 

such cases the supply is always limited and the beds are disturbed 

more or less by faulting and pressure. The bright, clean, cubically 

breaking, brilliant ‘‘glanzkohle” is often mistaken by prospectors for 

anthracite, but has less specific gravity and a wholly different structure. 

The fibrous brown coal retains many of the characteristics of the 

woody matter from which it was derived; the “grain” of the tree is 

often perceptible, and the blocks break up into elongated pieces like 

chips, rather than into angular fragments as does anthracite, or into 

cubical blocks as does the glance coal. 

The brown coal, when scratched, gives a brownish streak, from which 

its name is derived, as the mass itself is black or almost black. The 

glance coal gives a blackish streak, and the intermediate qualities vary 

between the two. 
The literature on the Pacific Coast lignites is not extensive. The 

first publication I have noticed, that of Brown,‘ barely alludes to them; 

and Zincken’s monograph, already referred to, gives few details for this 

1 Zeitschr. Deutsch. geol. Gesell., vol. 38, pp. 483-484, Leipzig, 1886. 

2Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., Vol. XVII, No. 998, pp. 207-240 and Pl. IX. 
3C.F. Zincken, Die Physiographie der Braunkohle, Hannover, Carl Riimpler, 1867, 8°,x, 828 pp., 3 pls. 

4On the geographical distribution and physical characteristics of the coal fields of the North Pacific 

Coast, by Robert Brown: Trans. Edinburgh Geol. Soc., 1869, pp. 1-23. 
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region, while the analyses, being absolute instead of proximate, are not 

available for comparison, and help little to estimate the practical eco- 

nomic value of the fuels described. 

Bailey Willis has described the lignites of the Great Sioux Reserva- 

tion,'! between the Grand and Moreau rivers, South Dakota, but their 
lack of economic value renders the account of only geological interest. 

ANALYSES. 

The search for published proximate analyses of lignites in general 

has been singularly unfruitful, nearly all the analyses found being abso- 

lute, and therefore of little economic value, and even when proximate, 

generally confined to a statement of the moisture, volatile matter, fixed 

carbon, and ash, even the sulphur being omitted. 

In the course of the international survey of the boundary of the 

forty-ninth parallel, Dr. George M. Dawson was attached to the British 

party as geologist, and among the publications of the commissioners is 

one treating on the lignites of the region traversed. 

Analyses of thirteen samples of lignite from the Souris, Porcupine, 

and Big valleys, in the vicinity of the forty-ninth parallel, are given by 

Dawson’ and may fairly be compared with the Alaskan lignites, being 

probably of a not very different age and character. 

The average of these analyses, computed for comparison, with the 

moisture estimated at 12 per cent, gives fixed carbon 41.10, volatile 

matter 41.41, and ash 5.55 per cent. 

Of these lignites Dr. Dawson says: 

The lignites, it will be observed, are on the whole unitorm in composition, and 

contain an average amount of over 40 per cent fixed*carbon when the water content 

is estimated at 12 per cent. They thus fall somewhat behind the lignites given in 

Table II, from Wyoming, Utah, ete., and which are found in proximity to the Rocky 

Mountains and parallel ranges, and have probably been somewhat improved by meta- 

morphism simultaneous with their elevation. The lignites here described, however, 

gain some advantage, in a practical point of view, from occurring in a horizontal 

position and outcropping in the sides of valleys in such a way that they might be 

worked by simple adits, avoiding the expense and trouble necessary when vertical 

sinking has to be resorted to in the first instance, as in the case of some of the other 

localities named, where the beds are often highly inclined or nearly vertical. 

It is a disadvantage that none of those yet found yield a coherent coke. * * * 

The lignites examined merely shrink somewhat in size during the expulsion of the 

volatile combustible matter, and turn out of the crucible in a dry, incoherent pow- 

der. The volatile matter is, as might be expected, comparatively poor in luminous 

gases, and the lignites would consequently be of little use in the manufacture of 

Uluminating gas. 

The ash is generally of pale colors; gray and white, passing into yellowish-white, 

being the prevailing shades. One or two only yield a deeply colored ash, which is 

then of a brick-red color. It is small in amount in most of the specimens, and does 

1Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 21, Washington, 1885, 8°, 16 pp., 3 pl., 1 map. 

? Report on the Tertiary lignite formation in the vicinity of the forty-ninth parallel, by George M. 

Dawson: Brit. N. Am. Boundary Com., Geol. Rept. of Progress for the year 1873, Montreal, Lovell, 

1874, pp. 27-31, 8°. 
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not usually appear of a nature to form troublesome clinker. The lignites when 

burning yield a peculiar empyreumatic odor, but no smell of sulphur, and indeed, 

as might be foreseen from the nature of the ash, the quantity of sulphur present is 

pv Taya Scat] eee 

The lignites do not appear to be suited for smithy purposes, and the smiths who 

tried them reported it difficult to obtain a welding heat. The same fault has been 

found, I believe, with even the best classes of similar fuels found in the vicinity of 

the Union Pacific Railway, and arises, no doubt, from the great proportion of vola- 

tile, combustible matter to fixed carbon, and the quantity of hygroscopic and com- 

bined water. As the lignites do not coke, they would appear to be unsuited to the 

smelting of iron in the blast furnace, though it is possible they might be economic- 

ally employed for this purpose in the raw state, especially if mixed with a propor- 

tion of wood charcoal and burned in furnaces of not too great height. (Excellent 

chareoa! is, I beiieve, made from similar lignites in Germany, by treating them in 

coking ovens in the state in which they are extracted from the mine.) They are 

perfectly suited for puddling iron, and the metallurgical treatment of various ores 

if burned in gas furnaces. Similar fuels have already been extensively employed in 

this way at Golden City and other localities in Colorado, and in the mining districts 

of the Southern Rocky Mountain region, and appear several years ago to have com- 

manded prices ranging from $2 to $4 per ton at the pit’s mouth. Similar and even 

inferior lignites are extensively used for steam purposes in various parts of the world. 

The following table is a portion of that given for comparison by 
Dawson as Table IT: x 

Composition of lignites from various States and countries. 

Terese NOES Ren | MOTs | eens 
—___ a2 Se ee |Z = ———— 

Average air-dried wood....- 18.55 | 25.69 | 53.99 | 1.77 | 

American lignites : | 

1. Golden City, Colo... .| 13.43 | 45.57 | 37.15 | 3.85 | J.T. Hodge. 

2. Carbon, Wyo.........| 6.80 | 49.72} 35.48] 8.00| Do. 
3. Evanston, Utah...... | 8.10] 47.67 31.60! 9.67) O.D. Allen. 

4. Murphys, Colo...-..- 13.83 | 44.44 | 35.88 | 5.83 | J. T. Hodge. 

5. Chestnut R.,Montana| 3.00) 48.50 | 41.50 | 12.00 | A. C. Peale. 

6. Marshal mine, Boul- 16. 00 | 41.50 | 38.00 | 4.50 | A. L. Ford. 
der, Colo., average | | 
of 5. | | | 

7. Van Dyke, Wyo...... 8.12 | 53.23) 36.65) 2.00 | J.T. Hodge. 

European liqnites : | | 

8. Zsemle, Hungary. ---- 12. 60 | 55.20 | 27.85 | 4.35 | Schrotter. 

9. Wildsthut, Austria...) 26.15 | 39.12) 19.15 | 15.58 | Regnault. 
10. Dax, France .-.......|.......| 44.11) 50.80| 4.99 | Schrotter. 

Dr. Dawson remarks that No. 7 was regarded by Hodge as equal to 

the best lignite of the Rocky Mountain region. It has more moisture 

and less ash than the Alaskan lignite from Amalik Harbor, which, on 

the other hand, has only 0.75 per cent of sulphur, while that of Van 

Dyke has “aioe three times as much. 
The difference for practical purposes, however, is trifling, and the 
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Amalik Harbor lignite stands higher in fixed carbon and lower in 

moisture and sulphur than any other American lignite, except the Van 

Dyke, of which I have succeeded in finding a published analysis. It is 

surpassed in these qualities only by a few European and New Zealand 

varieties of brown coal or lignite, and has less moisture than even any 

of these. 

The most fruitful source of information about the Pacific coals is a 

little book by Watson A. Goodyear,' who has edited the chapter on the 

coals of California for the report of the State Mining Bureau for 1888,? 

This, while not monographic, and rather brief, is perhaps the best gen- 

eral account of these coals which is accessible to the general reader. 

An early account of the Mount Diablo lignites, with some analyses, 

which we have included in our tabulation, is given by Prof. J. D. 

Whitney in his Geology of California. 

Analyses of Pacific Coast lignites. 

[e—coherent coke; its absence—noncoherency. | 

: Volatile| [ 

Locality, [> auiortr: # | SRGi Pe | aan ee 
i matter. 

| Per ct. | Per ct.| Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. 

Pebble Creek, Columbia County, | U.S.G.S ....-.. 10.03 | 43.40 | 29.98 | 16.59) 3.69 

hy Oreg. | 

| Pebble Creek, East Fork, Colum- |..... dons 12,23 | 42.47] 34.29] 11.01]. 3.19 
| bia County, Oreg. 

Pebble Creek, Upper Fork, Colum- |... -. Ol EAS ottoved 10,83 | 41.05 | 643.17 4.95 | 2.47 

bia County, Oreg. 

Pebble Creek, East Fork, Colume |..-.- (i Moo.cooneek 10.07 | 44.52 | 32.18 | 13.23] 3.97 ! 

bia County, Oreg. ) | | 

Hodge Creek, Clatsop County, Oreg.|.....do ......-.--- 8.08 | 41.26 | 46. 81 3.85 | 1.30 

DO} js cect sn Sak an det Satis aoe tae je--- i) Gecncbbec 8.86 | 40.06 | 646.79 4.29 1.31 

Coal Creek, Clatsop County, Oreg...-.-. (bejmaposoneae 8.91 | 41.54 | ¢47. 23 2.32 | 0.38 

Shaw mine, Lincoln County, Oreg.| ohare CC Teerccmntios 8.11 41.15 33.59 | 17.15 0.95 

Yaquina basin, Lincoln County, |.--.- COB ae aoe 8.53 | 39.95 | ¢45. 79 5.73 | 2.00 

| Oreg. { | 

Callahan’s mine, Douglas County, |----- Oh) cecdetoee= 1.96 | 43.68 | 51.11 | 3.25 | 1.66 

Oreg. | | 

1The Coal Mines of the Western Coast of the United States, San Francisco, Bancroft, 1877. 8°, iv, 

153 pp. 

2Reports of California State Mining Bureau. Vols. I-XI, 8°, 1880-1895. ‘These reports contain coal 

data as follows: 

II. Receipts at San Francisco of Pacific Coast coals, 1880-81, p. 25. 

IV. Report on coals of the Pacific Coast, pp. 255-279. ; 

V. Statistics of yield of Mount Diablo mines and analyses, pp. 102-105. 

VII. Report on California coals, by W. A. Goodyear, pp. 117-178. 

VIII. Notice of Livermore (Cal.) coals, pp. 26-30. 

IX. Coal product of the State, pp. 323. 

X. Corral Hollow and Livermore coal field, a report by W. A. Goodyear, pp. 91-95; Notice of Mount 

Diablo coal mines, p. 165, 

Iam also indebted to the director of the bureau for an opportunity to examine manuscript coal 

statistics and analyses in the possession of the office, some of which are printed in the accompanying 

table of Pacific Coast lignites. 
3Geological Survey of California, Geology, Vol. I, 1865, pp. 27-31, 4°. 
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Analyses of Pacific Coast lignites—Continued. 

Mois eae Fixed Sul 
Locality. Authority. Hives aBlee Reon Ash phur 

matter. 

’ a | i | 
Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct.| Per ct. | Per ct 

Beaver Hill mine, Coos County, | U.S.G.S ....--- 10.42| 42,21 | 43.18] 4.19| 0.69 
Oreg. 

Newport mine, Coos County, Oreg. |. ---.- GO sbpescbo3¢ 11.94 | 41.48 | 37.85 8.73 | 1.32 

SERIO) AEEIN Gosesoncasdscdedbecse Henikseeeee tees 11.66 | 35.49 | 45.98 | 6.44 | 0.43 

TD cee oats cate oe Sap pee eae eae See doers 6.70 | 38,32] 47.99 | 6.49 |........ 
DO sere cen ceils lecie sais i< l= Symington. .-..-- 5.00 | 40.00 50.00 5. 00 Jeveeee es | 

Wellington, British Columbia -.--..---- GO) scsdsoconc 4.00 | 30.25) 50.75] 15.00 }.....-.. 

IDO sesosstote Ssoboceoscatcocecod|sAeee Gove seaceeies 4.00 34, 00 49. 50 IVE Nesooqa os 

Nanaimo, British Columbia. -.-..--. J.D. Whitney..| 2.98 | 32.16 | 46.31 | 18.55 |...--..- 

Bellingham Bay, Washington ..-.. lacors Gloseacaccas 8.39 | 33.26 | 45.69] 12.66 ).......- 

Coos Bay, California.....-..--.--..|....- Gkiieeseoaceus 20.09 | 32.59] 41.98 Ree NGcedaece 

Spm Mimtien, Chl ncconseccopcocdsced|oasee dow eae eae nee 17.54 35.93 | 43.00] 3.53 |........ 
Mount Diablo; California.-...-----|.-..- dowenzeeaeess 13.47 | 40.36| 40.68 Gy bya eee sansa 

14.69 | 33.89 46.55 A087 eralaatalara= 

13.84 | 40.27} 44.92] 0.97 ]........ 
Taea'B e372 88 |44.55)| 93.04 | ee 
20.53 | 35.62] 36.85] 7.50 |.....-.2 
9.95 | 47.64 | 30.45 11.96 | 4.59 

181,08)| 89130) | 3561 | 7.01 |..2-2.2. 
208787 lme31005|).42)46)|| 5470) eseae 

Summit mine, California.......-.-.. W.D.Johnson.} 16.00 | 41.75 | 34.00 CHS Neonoace 

Willits, Mendocino County, Cal...) Hanks.-...-..--. 92005 | 10:00) 415,75, (39525) )2 2s 2: 

Del Gabian, San Benito, Cal....-.-..|..-.. GOwissesacrcte 18.40 | 31.15 30.00} 20.45 |........ 

Tejon Pass, Kern County, Cal------|....- Ove saat eee 10.47 | 34. 60 44986") 0NO7. |seecee 

Panoche Pass, Kern County, Cal ..|..-.- Gir seececgene 13.73 | 31.73 | 31.54 | 23.00 | ..--.-- 

Cajon Pass,San Bernardino County, |....- dOssaaesses O67 2767 llr46459))|) 6-1 3|boees ce 
Cal. 

Lexington, Santa Clara County, |.-...- Gla} paaeoraoese 16. 50 29.50 | 47.00 | UoUslicéasooss 

Cal. 

Santa Clara mine, Los Angeles |..-..-. “ali neseeosmce 7.87 | 29.93} 49.53 | 12.67 |..---... 

County, Cal. 

Cheney mine, San Diego County, |-.---- Om oeeccelen 10.00 | 30.40 | 35.35 SGN | Revere atc 

Cal. 

1 ict Se aq Saeacine CoCO SSS Hee oensocs Memos Gh sesancaace 23.00 | 40.27 46. 82 25 |e reciei-i- 

EMC ce ooh cbonoos canc6seseessesonceqounT0008 11.55 | 36.13) 42.10 ON Oe Bema er = 

Analyses of Californian brown coals. 

| Melaisie eat 

Locality. Moisture. meat } eenont Ash. 

magistare:| 

Priest Valley: 

Drabble mine— | Per cent.| Per cent. 

Upper tunnel, upper vein 

Lower tunnel, upper vein 

Upper tunnel, lower vein* 

Lower tunnel, lower vein* 

Stone Canyon mine (coherent) 25 | 

oh EL os ae 11.25} 38.25 38.50 | 12.00 
on au eee eee 13.25 | 33.90 | 38.60] 14.25 
Peon res eee hae 13, 25 | 37. 65 36.60 | 12.50 
ne Mey ar Raa 13.00] 37.25 31.50] 13.25 
Slt S ade C eae bat | 5 39. 49, 25 5.75 

| Per cent. | Per cent. 
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Analyses of Californian brown coals—Continued. 

REPORT ON COAL AND LIGNITE OF ALASKA, 

Volatile ; 

Locality. Moisture,| atten || Eixed: | Ash, 
p moisture. | 

= —— ah alia sat | 

Coalinga : 

San Joaquin mine— Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 

Little ein) casecce re sete see se tea 12. 00 | 37.75 39.75 10. 50 

Ly Fla ih Usa pes ans Sass Sse ess SccUntpes soAsoores 11. 25 40, 25 31. 25 17.25 

California mine— 

Dbittlesvein 2 a2 eon sercee se aeene sien eee 13. 25 41.75 35. 00 10. 00 

J 000 feeb pinsectanee eee eee ceaeeesecertaeaes 11. 25 48. 50 31.40 8. 85 

Mount Diablo: 

Central mine— 

Belehaw-veinjes == 2 -o= seco seaws eeae eee 13. 00 36. 00 48.00 3. 00 

Clark vein’: = 20286 -o- cere scene See nee 13.47 40. 36 40. 68 5. 52 

Black) Diamond! v.eilsse=ss eee eee ete ae 14. 69 33, 89 46. 85 4.58 

Walker Valley: 

Shimmin’s prospect (soft coke) ...-..-.--..------- 0. 50 17. 50 22. 00 60. 00 

Middle Fork Bel River: 

Main turn elie ejeci-mescieseeeacin esse coe ie eineaiee 8. 00 39. 25 46. 25 6.50 

Incline, 20 feet down, cropping in river........--- 7.50 17.75 47.75 27. 00 

Top streak: --....----: EP BRCE RSE OcSCORGac RANTS 6.75 40. 00 47. 50 Dato 

Bottom streak’: -<s\:- tas ccictees ech are eee mettle 6, 25 31. 50 46. 25 16. 00 

Round Valley: 

Float COMOrOnt) Kec caeis nai ta io siete enone aioe 8. 00 48.00 40. 75 3, 25 

DMOTIN Cree kirec en mie stelate ei aelola ieteteteteisttietetete aresisetes 10. 25 44.75 41.50 4.00 

Mad River: 

Cropping on Marshe’s place. ........-...--...---- 10. 25 45. 00 29. 50 15.75 

iHarpst mine (hardicoke).---c--2 os eee 5. 50 21.75 28.75 45. 00 

Maple Creek: 

Cropping in gulch above Crogan Gulch........--- 14. 25 53.75 29.50 2. 75 

Cropping in Crogan Gulch.......-...--- ipciemmnisteie 14. 00 49. 80 32. 95 3. 25 

Preston mine oso. ~ache- ask eeceeas eae wee eee 12. 25 50.75 31. 00 6. 00 

Poison Camp : 

Croppin oy essa adesa es eee aes eee eee 9.50 41.00 48, 40 1.10 

Lancha Plana: 

Orr Mine yea eee erie ieee clientaie eee eee 7.50 47.75 20. 50 24, 25 

Garberville : 

Float from Buck Mountain Gulch* (soft coke)..-. 7. 60 46. 90 43.25 2.20: 

Cropping near Mrs. Ray’s house..-..-........-.-- 10. 10 51. 80 31. 00 7.10 

Hydesville: p 

Van Duzen River floatse- ses -scee cee ereneesesee: 8.75 51. 50 35.50 | 4, 25 

Hyampom Valley : 

Shaft 2 miles above post-office......-.........---- 12. 25 42.55 41. 60 3. 60 

Cropping on west side of river......-..--..--..-.. 10.50 38. 65 24,15 26. 70 

Cropping in Tiver.<- 22-2 -re ereeonise ee ee eeeeaees 11. 30 40, 50 39.70 8.50 

Hay Fork Valley : 

Tower'bed: lower vein: ;..--. -saceee eae ee ee 9.10 34. 25 19.15 39. 50 

Toweribed, upper: Veln= =. 2-- see eceeceee eee ene 11. 25 47. 00 38. 25 | 3.50 

Croppingimhille:“\ceeioeies 2a eee 14.00] 39.20] . 31.05] 15.75 
Upper bed, containing rosin....-.....---....----- 10.10 51. 80 31.00 | 7.10 

Eel River : 

Wastiof.Covelo (hardicoke).-- 222s sneeeetese cee 2.00 15.50 25.25 | 57.25 
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Analyses of Californian brown coais—Continued. 

| | Volatile be 

Locality. Moisture. mates peed | Ash. 
| |moisture. | 

Corral Hollow: | Per cent.| Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. 

| Mainktunnel@eerscaeeee tect estsciicc ccc nscs cece. | 16. 00 39. 00 36. 00 | 11. 00 

Shaitvssa-- nacacesecticnoaassooticosoEHDSpcsdeabeana| 17. 00 38.00 | 37. 00 | 8.00 

Shaft cannel coal (coherent).....-.....-..-------- 6.00 57. 00 | 24.00 | 13.00 

Tone: | | 

INewmansranchierecrermeneecnses erases ccconeckioe| 15.00 | 37.75 | 38. 50 | 8.75 

Mine No. 3— | 

SarnpleyNio le Seen eee oe Saeed cca 7.00} 33.35| 11.85] 47.80 
SHV DaOsPsoe ecercocess so scseecoseaseneaarc 14. 00 42.40 34, 35 91°25) 

SHV INO; Bsescscn ensues ae asuoneoeSdEeEebeaBe 12. 65 41. 60 28.00 | 17.75 

SHAG Wop sso cdredgoccoone crececeBSsREeUeS | 12. 60 40. 60 26.55 | 20.25 

Elsinore : | 

Robinson & Rawlins mine.-.-..-.....-.----------- 15. 50 40. 00 29.50 | 15.00 

Dolbeer & Hoff mine— 

IWATE TOO! laced sonesdoces sacHede Seca eEReenee 9.00} 38.50 34.25 | 19.25 
Besticoaleemee ss saecseoe eae oe meee salieri = Sees 15.40 | 43, 60 27.90 13.10 

OUGWOY TOs cos dosoccboosone> casleuaceooEsooseeer 19.00 | 46,50 21.90 12. 60 

The above analyses are condensed from the Twelfth Annual Report of the State Mineralogist, 

pp. 64-65, Sacramento, Cal., 1894. They were made by Mathyas and W. D. Johnson, chiefly by the 

former. When the coal has any coking quality the fact is indicated in parenthesis after the locality 

name. Those coals followed by an asterisk give a black powder when crushed, the others a brown 

powder. 

To enable the reader to make his own comparisons, I have com piled 

the following tables: 

Table I. This recapitulates the analyses made under the auspices of 

the United States Geological Survey of the Alaskan lignites, to which 

is added Newberry’s analysis of the lignite brought from Port Graham 

by Captain Howard in 1868. These analyses are of coal taken from the 

seam and tied up in bags of stout duck, and analyzed immediately on 

arrival at headquarters. The moisture (except in Newberry’s specimen, 

which had been dried for a year in a museum ¢ase) is probably about 

the normal for coal treated in the ordinary way of commerce. 

Table Il. This table gives the percentage of ash, sulphur, oxide of 

iron, lime, and phosphorus for the whole coal, and the oxide of iron, 

lime, and phosphorus pentoxide of the ash, in the four most important 

Cook Inlet lignites, with an analysis of the Corral Hollow coal, recently 

opened, for comparison. 

Table III gives the average composition of the Cook Inlet lignites, 

and Table IV, the average of 39 other Pacific Coast lignites, for com- 

parison. Lastly, Table V gives statistics of composition of 35 of the 

principal lignites from all parts of the world, for comparison with the 

previously mentioned Pacific and Alaskan varieties. 
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TABLE I.—Analyses of Alaskan lignites. 

REPORT ON COAL AND LIGNITE OF ALASKA. 

| 

Locality. Authority. | fare. {matter:|carbon.| 9% | phur 
| oe — | 

Per ct.| Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. 
McCluskey seam, Kootznahoo..... Woh (Ch Sisscoca5 2.44 | 44.75 | 47.93 | 4.88 | 0.67 

Sepphagen seam, Kootznahoo......)..-.- GOieee seeers 1.66 | 35.40 | 31.80 | 31.14 | 0.32 

Sullivan seam, Kootznahoo........)....- Oe seeeeeee 0.82 | 21.86 | 35.52 | 41.80} 0.51 

Mitchell seam, Kootznahoo......-.)...-. OO cee e225 2.37 | 31.73 | 30.89 | 35.01 | 0.47 

De Groff seam, Kootznahoo........).---- Che Seeeaesee 2.57 | 55.44 | 29.75 | 12.24] 0.89 

Bradley seam, Cook Inlet......-.-.].--.- (ey SoceoaReoe 12.64 | 43.36 | 37.14 6.86 | 0.49 

Eastland seam, Cook Inletis-cccses| ones CO Sess cee 11.72 | 46.50 | 34, 64 7.14] 0.40 

LD soc pocnocioao speac soe crac ona: GWiesassocads 10.35 | 52.22) 34.58 2.85 | 0.17 

IB a secackecaSaceococnaransanoasg poss: ie eee soca 11.59 | 50.7 30. 84 6.87 | 0.22 

Curtis seam, Cook Inlet....-.......-]..-.- COW seecicee 11.67 | 52.37) 21.01; 14.95) 0.46 

Port Graham, Cook Inlet.-..-....-. Newberry ..---- 1.25 | 39.87 | 49.89 7.82 | 1.20 

Red River, Kadiak.....-..-..--.... WAS aC SiSieacoses 12.31 | 51.48 | 33.80 2.41 0.17 

Amalik Harbor, Alaska Peninsula.)..... dO: tcebeaeaes 162) 36556!) 62292 8.90 | 6.75 

Chignik River, Alaska Peninsula..}..-.- oocebsoace 1.89 | 41.47 | 48.46 8,18) 17 

Unga, upper seam 11.26 | 40.51 |} 41.24 6.99 | 2.17 

Unga, lower seam 10.58 | 66.21 | 15.26 7.95 | 0.56 

Herendeen) Bac -< teeaee aes eae 3.43 | 39.00 | 47.40 | 10.17] 0.44 

TABLE II.—Constituents of Cook Inlet lignites. 

Percentage of whole coal. Per cent of ash. 

Locality. - y J 7h) ix ue a 

Ash. oe anon) | ame. ae Fe,0; | Cad |’ P,0, 

Bradley seam.....-.-....--.- 6. 86 0. 49 0. 37 0.88 | 0.021 5.34 | 12.88} 0.70 

Bastland| (l)cssess eae seeee tak! 0.40 0. 45 1.95 | 0.069 6.28 | 27.37) 2.21 

Mastland'(2)is2-- tmniseiece =1-7 6. 87 0. 22 0. 36 2.12 | 0.100 5.17 | 30.86] 3.35 

Curtis seam..-....-.-....-.-. 14.95 0. 46 0. 32 2.15 | 0.132 2.13 | 14.39 | 2.03 

Corral Hollow, California...| 11.96 4.59 1. 63 3.55 | 0.014} 13.62] 29.63 0.28 

TABLE III.—Average composition of Cook Inlet lignites. 

Per cent. 

Five varieties: 

Moisture...) 2222 se sn. Seeistelesemets oot bees oe an Slee einer aan ee ee ee ree eee 11. 59 

Volatile matter: ... 2 2s2 plot ecae eco cece serene esisee a seee See Reese aes eee 49. 03 

Wixed carbon .)3222.22 sie ances cs-pie seeds eee ae aes a eee eee ee 31. 64 

A) Oa ee ee ie ee ee eRe ra ae OE oe era ae ee Ce MOD cin See cabin we 7.13 

Sulphur. - 2 2..2i 2. 3 scoccich- cbs cocnan snc ceeoee scee chee eee ee eee eoeeeeeecreareeeee 0,392 

Four varieties: 

PHospRoOrus =<\-s20ss casccsincccess se ee sees areca ee Ree aece eer Cee eee eee eaeeee 0. 080 

1301 Boe e eee re cone GSoROTe eae a nOpRadasn as bacaoon aap oacsenadcanssotpancbo52w0 co's 1.775 

ETON) ONAMOS = 75 <5 2s ias woo cowie ee slo sion cin ele siee seen eee eee eee eee Eee Re eer eee 0. 370 
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TABLE IV.—Average composition of other Pacific Coast lignites. 

Per cent. 

Thirty-nine varieties: 

MIOIGIHRIE 5 606586 5.00 SSS QR CSU ROS CBab Abana oo cBesacHiassasaapAgsbonbo ne Ssos5huRorSod sess) 

WolbinleimOlugye.- eacsoqscecen se Sp pbaen GopBpOoaOEEsAnLoeconssecdiecs Ha qeHOgSs ascnesdo 36.13 

42.10 

9.79 

Fourteen varieties: 

SHU WEE aso snsoos see ce nseotn ses qeoggscNobas soso oppeesonc nedaSsenososseeddmEpasoS al Al 

TABLE V.—Composition of foreign lignites and brown coals.(a) 

Viz — : 3 = Puli (as aa 

Locality. fea Saatton Westbeni¢ Aebo\|) Analyst 

Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per ct. 
Suderoé; Haroe Islands)-.---...-:-----.--.- Sacoossic6 37. 50 24.50 | 38.00 | Durocher. 

Habichtiwald) sHlesse! Casselicc-cccccicc sel is |a--in cece e « 42. 49 |. 54.18 3.33  Kuhnert. 

Habichtwald No. 2, Hesse Cassel. ----.-.--- aaSos 42.10 52. 98 4. 92 Do. 

Habichtwald No. 3, Hesse Cassel.-...-..--.|---.------ 41. 84 54. 96 3.20 | Do. 

Rigenkuhl, Hesse Cassel----.--.----------- boncousase 47.01} 51.70 1,29 Do. 

Stillberg, Hesse Cassel.........------------ [Rees 42.27| 50.78 | 6.95 Do. 
Malvern No.1, New Zealand c....---------- 11.79 35. 42 | 49. 99 2. 80 

Malvern No. 2, New Zealand c..-.---.--.----- 19. 20 30. 92 47.70 2.20 | 

Rakaia (glance), New Zealand c...--.-.----- 6.76 21. 27 64.51] 7.46 

Rakaia (brown), New Zealand c....-------- 24.09 21.61 50.12 | 4.18 | 
Westport No.1, New Zealandc....-.--.---- 2. 60 37.17 56. 01 4, 22 

Westport No. 2, New Zealand c..--.-.------ 3. 96 34. 94 57. 92 3.18 

Whangoree (glance), New Zealandc.....-.. 8.01 38. 68 50.11 3. 20 

Waikato, New Zealandc--......-------....- 19. 82 29.97 50. 01 2.20 | 

Otago, New Zealand c.......----..--------. 19. 20 30. 10 45, 30 5. 40 

Okoko, (New Zealan@e.. 2 se---- 2-22 -% a <0 22.21 33. 74 39. 83 4, 22 

Disco Island, Greenland d....-..-....-..--- |oeeeceee=- 50. 60 39.56 9. 84 | 

NV aAlwe INE GUE HIGANC Oem eee eictl= slelelava le(ele = lpossnecsoe 57. 00 36. 50 6.05  Berthier. 

Gurdannewinan commen -seeaee sess en ete sence ase 43. 00 41,80 | 15.02| Do. 
UDR th) NGI ae i oe AEB BOE AOE Bee npoEemteseC 53. 00 36.00 | 11.00 Do. 

St. Martin de Vaud, France ....--.-.-.-.... [krerehortistssiate 44.00 | 45.00 | 11.00 Do. 

IKroepybmane hyve oll am ditsereerataia= oem alo ea) =) o)eia elimi = lal 47.00 41.00 | 12.00 Do. 

Mibogen Holland emcee eel pre/-t- wicks = lel joeeeescee 69. 30 24. 00 6.70 Do. 

JN DNE) 1G = = Beoced bosoaee sae RonROe leche Seeesereess 56. 50 27.50 16. 00 Do. 

Turi Wilige see eee ae eess eee ee ee lseeavecens 51. 00 31.00 | 18.00 Do. 
IKOMMIM ee eiays a t= eG peerage Sis aeiowicisiaae Senilecemes cas 53. 50 34. 00 12.50 Do. 

Tea PR das no waded soneas sagakoduepeaspaallssgeeaseso 46. 00 58. 80 5. 20 Do. 

Ultiwell ecw sass pemeers Acer cece asian cist |cinemnce oe ote 31. 80 67.30 | 0.90 | Do. 

dom (Charente) wh rance yee cces ceiei= sees eae sa 50. 00 | 39.00 | 11.00 Do. 

Stnbont (Bee yr))Mirance.: ase ceeuse-<2ea|- acess. e- 46.00] 48.40] 5.60| Do. 
L’Enfant-dort (B. de Rh.), France....--.--. |-= 2 --n-== 46.80 | 49.30 | 3. 90 Do. 

IMimexvier(Ambe) Eran Ce) <crtatsy-1-10- tetas ciciote ele e1= ere arct- satis 57. 40 32.60 | 10.00 Do. 

Dauphin (B. Alpes), France..----.-------.. |eecccaseoc 49. 00 43. 60 7.40 Do. 

Marseilles Hrane nc... cs ce 1-29 ciclo oacainies labels comet 46. 80 49. 30 3.90 | Dufrenoy. 

1) sep NIG HE AN Owe series am, s/a= slalela te) =satlaiate re |elele i= tos = 49. 00 43, 60 7.40 Do. 

pone waa ‘ 

aThese figu 3s are extracted from Mills and Rowan, Fueland its Applications, 4°, London, 1889. 

b The analy »s which show no figures in the column for moisture are supposed to represent the dry 

fuel. 

cSee Jour. Iron and Steel Inst., London, Vol. I, 1886, p. 246. 

d Sulphur, 1.3848. 
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From these tables it is deducible that the best of the Alaskan lig- 

nites—that of Amalik Harbor—stands very high indeed among Cenozoic 

coals as regards its composition. The Cook Inlet coals have about an 

average amount of moisture, rather less than the average amount of 

ash, remarkably little sulphur, an excess of volatile combustible mat- 

ter, and a deficiency of fixed carbon. The lower layers are, as might 

be expected, the best, but none of them have as much fixed carbon as 

the better class of lignites from the region of Kadiak and the peninsula, 

where the rocks have been subjected to greater disturbance, involving 

greater pressure on the seams of lignite. 

TESTS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

Turning from the theoretical and chemical considerations to results 

obtained in practice, the following data have been brought together: 

Coal from the best of the Kootznahoo Inlet beds, which have been 

designated the McCluskey outcrop, was tried in steam launch No, 18 

of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey steamer Patterson, 

under coiled tubular boiler. According to the informal report of the 

engineer, it burned well and developed about three-fourths the steam- 

ing value of the Wellington (B. C.) coal usually used. It was decidedly 

better than the Comox coal. 

During part of the expedition of 28 days’ cruising on the steam tug 

Kodat, in July and August, 1895, we were obliged to burn coal from 

the Bradley seam, Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet, which was dug out of the 

beach at low water with crowbars and burned as it was, covered more 

or less with barnacles and seaweed. This coal, being under water 

most of the time, must have had a larger percentage of moisture than 

the normal amount belonging to it. The opinion of the engineer of the 

Kodat was to the effect that this lignite did from 60 to 75 per cent of 

the duty of Wellington (B.C.) coal. 
Several hundred tons of coal from Eastland Canyon, Kachemak 

Bay, were imported into San Francisco by the Alaska Mining and 

Transportation Company in 1895, and distributed to various manufac- 

turing establishments for trial. Among these was the foundry of 

Messrs. W.T. Garrat & Co., wel! known as the principal brass founders of 

the Pacific Coast. Iwas informed by their manager that this coal, to the 

amount of 50 tons, had been in use for making steam in their establish- 

ment, and was regarded by them as a very fair article of steaming coal. 

When a good fire was kept up they used 2,600 pounds in a given time, 

during which they would have used 2,200 pounds of Comox (B. C.) 

coal. With a low fire and small pressure of steam the amount used 

was 2,240 pounds to 1,350 of Comox. They stated that if the Cook 

Inlet coal could be furnished at a price corresponding to its relative 

efficiency compared with the British Columbian coal they should be 

glad to make regular use of it. 
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By permission of the Secretary of the Navy, and at the request 

of some New York parties, Lieut. R. P. Schwerin, in April, 1891, pro- 

ceeded to the Cook Inlet region to examine the coal fields. The party 

was provided with a diamond drill and examined numerous seams. 

From four localities in particular, one of which was the McNeil Canyon, 

Kachemak Bay, 50 tous of coal each were mined and brought to San 

Francisco. Lieutenant Schwerin informed me that during the entire 

summer this coal was used under the boiler and for cooking in camp 

and aboard ship. It gave very satisfactory results for stationary pur- 

poses, though the coal slacks into chip-lke fragments rather rapidly 

after exposure to a dry atmosphere. He induced the Southern Pacific 

Company of California to make a test of the coal on their locomotives, 

a purpose for which it proved unfit owing to its sparking tendency, 

which under forced draft was very pronounced in spite of the use of 

fine netting over the stacks. There was no trouble of this kind when 

used under a stationary engine or in a cooking stove. 

The followmg summary of the data of the test, prepared September 

29, 1891, was kindly furnished to Dr. Becker by Lieutenant Schwerin, 

who is now one of the staff of the Southern Pacific Railway organiza- 

tion.. The kinds of coal with which the Cook Inlet lignite was com- 

pared were the ordinary Nanaimo coal from Vancouver Island and 

bituminous Cardiff coal imported as ballast by wheat ships. 

Comparative test of Cook Inlet, Nanaimo, and Cardiff coals. 

Cook Inlet. | Nanaimo | Cardiff 

= — | (eat — = 

Number of trips. ..--- HSER Son Cae Ee eS | 2 2 4 

Average number of miles per trip -..---.---- 86 168 86 

Average gallons water used per trip. --.------ 3, 734 | 13, 836 2, 989 

Average pounds fuel per trip ..-...--...----. 6798255 Sivoo 3.601 

Average number loaded cars per trip- ---.---. 6.2 | 11. 98 6 

Average number empty cars per trip. -....---|---------- 1. 401 75 

| Average tons weight loaded cars per trip --- .| 155. 35 | ses oceesoe 139 | 

Average tons weight empty cars per trip. ---- Joccacia o56e pe seeeter ae | 21, 25 | 

Average tons weight train without the engine | 

amdetend ereeM yy ys-0 is eka ease ane | 155.35 | 301.47 | 160.25 | 
' Gallons water used per ton of train..---..--- 24.04 | 45.895 | 18.653 | 

Pounds fuel used per ton of train..--....---- 44,94 | 61.535 | 22.473 | 

Water evaporated per pound of fuel. -....--- | 4.46 | 6.215 » 6 917 | 

Fuel burned per gallon of water evaporated. a ISS ocbabstsee ¥ 1.205 

Average steam pressure -........2--.-------- | 130.5 | 143 150. 3 

Average temperature of air....-.:--...-_-..- Ro doechoreleneareoda 52° 

Average temperature of feed water ..---..--. 68ealeteses fanz 5st] 

Average temperature of steam. .....--..---- BEBNGOF Bates oe 365..7° 

Area of grate, in square feet. ..........------ | 16. 87 | 25,6 16. 87 
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Comparative test of Cook Inlet, Nanaimo, and Cardiff coals—Continued. 

Cook Inlet., Nanaimo. Cardiff. 

eS 
Average fuel per hour per square foot of grate, | | 

poundsieo-- see eee eee SOC Ona Se awAe hess aollasoboconcionsced esac 54. 215 

Motaltheatin eo sumtaces cscs aes eee ee eee 1, 325 | 1, 288 325 

Pounds fuel burned per hour per square foot 

of heating surface. 22.) 22-2 tees -yaseie- 2 alesse ee ee eee . 69 

Pounds fuel burned per ton per mile. --..---- 5226 | . 3663 . 2613 

Equivalent evaporation from temperature of 

feed Water 22:2. bese eae ete Eee nee ne 5. 33 7.507 8. 369 

Average number of miles run per ton fuel | 

burned 2A... neee ee ee ee eee eee ee 24. 635 18.112 | 47.762 

Per cent value of fuel from evaporation... ---. 63. 687 89.7 100 

It thus appears that the Cook Inlet coal, under these conditions, has 

71 per cent of the heating effect of Nanaimo coal and 63.7 per cent of 

Cardiff bituminous, a result which agrees fairly well with that derived 

trom the other tests above mentioned. 

The following table, adapted from Goodyear (op. cit., p. 164), shows 

the relative value as fuel of the Pacific Coast lignites, to which I have 

added the Cook Inlet variety. 

Table of relative values of Pacific Coast lignites. 

Locality. | Value. 

Mount Diablo; Black Diamond beste-soo see eee eee eee eee eee | 1. 000 

Bellingham) Bay, Washington\-o22 see ss-4)-5eee ee eee bie Call GaAs 

Seattle, Wash., average of three tests _....-...---.-.---.-------- 1. 229 

Nanaimo, British Columbia (two tests)-......-.---.------------- 1. 306 

Wellington, British Columbia (two tests) ....--...-.-...--....-. 1. 351 

Cook Inlet; average of four tests —---=4-522ee ees eee eee 0. 927 

Although, as far as composition goes, the lignites of Amalik Harbor, 

Chignik River, and McCluskey seam, Kootznahoo, are all of a better 

quality than tne best of the Kachemak Bay lignites, nevertheless 

I have selected the latter for discussion in connection with the gen- 

eral economic status of the Alaskan coals. Many things go to modify 

the economic value of a coal deposit beside the quality,of the mineral 

as fuel. The undisturbed or broken condition of the strata as a whole; 

the thickness of the seams; the presence or absence of a good roof 

rock above them; the dip of the strata; the accessibility of wood for 

timbering, and its cost; facilities for transportation and distance of 

the market, and the ease or difficulty of procuring mining labor, each 

may make or mar the future of a mine. And since the profit on a 
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single ton of coal is always small, the presence of the fuel in sufficient 

quantity to ship by the thousands of tons is essential to profitable 

working on a large scale. 

In the case of the mines at Kachemak Bay, there is an excellent 

harbor open at all seasons of the year; the coal seams are above the 

sea level for the most part, aud nearly horizontal; several of them are 

thick enough for economic working; the strata appear to be free from 

excessive disturbance, and very little faulting could be noted; there 

is abundance of timber on the table-land for timbering the tunnels; no 

shafting, or but little, seems called for in working; and the coal could 

be carried in many cases to the beach or wharf by gravity. The 

quantity is abundant and the quality fairly good for stationary engines, 

steamship use, or household purposes. 

The roof rock is generally weak, and timbering would be necessary. 

The floor is often of an almost clayey consistency. The site of the 

mines is rather distant from a market, and there is no available local 

labor. The region is subject to severe storms during the spring and 

fall seasons. 

The conditions seem sufficiently good to warrant the conelusion that 

the Cook Inlet lignite might find a market in California if mined in 

such an economical way as to be sold for a price equivalent to its rela- 

tive efficiency compared with competitive fuels. It has the advantage 

of the cheap coals of Mount Diablo and Corral Hollow, in that it is not, 

like them, so permeated with marcasite (sulphur) as to be liable, when 

stored, to spontaneous combustion. While it slacks on exposure to dry 

air, this does not seriously affect its value as fuel; and a large quantity 

which I saw at Woody Island, Kadiak, which had been some months 

exposed to the sun and rain, had not slacked worse than the Nanaimo 

coal which lay in the same dump. It has the advantage of being clean 

to handle and making little smoke. The gases given off are less offen- 

sive than those from the Corral Hollow or Nanaimo coals. In drying, 

it assumes a dull earthy or fibrous appearance, which, to one accus- 

tomed to the more brilliant coals, is unpromising, and it would doubt- 

less have to overcome some prejudice among private consumers on this 

account. At any rate, there can be no doubt that an investment in if 

would fail to be profitable unless the work was carried on on a large 

scale and with something like the economy and business efficiency 

which characterize coal mining in the Hastern States. With such man- 

agement there seems to be reason to hope that these lignites may have 

a commercial future. 
The McCluskey seam at Kootznahoo is too little developed to allow 

of any estimate of its extent, of the condition of the adjacent strata, 

or of the quantity of coal which may be available. 

The Amalik Harbor seam is too thin to admit of profitable mining, 

notwithstanding the high quality of the coal. But this vicinity is 

almost unknown, and further explorations might develop more abundant 

17 GEOL, PT I D3 
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deposits. Such exploration would seem to be advisable, if only for the 

convenience of locai consumers. 

In conclusion, it may be noted that in 1890, according to the Eleventh 

Census, coal was imported into Alaska to the amount of 11,178 tons, of 

which 7,038 tons were cargo. The quantity needed 1s rapidly increas- 

ing, and with the increase of mills and reduction works must continue 

to do so. For many purposes the Alaskan lignites are quite good 

enough, provided they can be cheaply furnished, but up to the present 

time the mines of British Columbia bave fully oceupied the field. 

GENERAL NOTES ON THE TERTIARY GEOLOGY OF 

ALASKA, 

As might be expected, the geology of this Territory is most imper- 

fectly known, but the little which has been recorded leads to the infer- 

ence that to a great extent the operations of mountain-building forces 

and the deposition of sediments along the coast of Alaska, south of 

and including the peninsula, were carried on in a similar and probably 

generally synchronous manner from Mexico to Bering Sea. 

So far we have not been able to find any record of the discovery of 

marine fossils belonging to the Kocene in Alaska, though of the marine 

Miocene and earlier leaf-bearing beds, with lignitic coal, ete., there are 

abundant instances. 

GENERAL NOTES ON THE ROCKS. 

In general, along the southeastern coast of Alaska, the sequence of 

the rocks where undisturbed appears to be about as follows, in descend- 

ing order: 

1. Soil and Pleistocene beds. 

2. Brown Miocene sandstones, with marine shells, cetacean pones, and 

waterworn teredo-bored fossil wood (Astoria group, Nulato sandstones, 

Crepidula bed). 

3. Beds of conglomerate, brown and iron-stained, alternating with 

gravelly and sandy layers, the finer beds contaming fossil leaves of 

Sequoia and other vegetable remains (Kenai group, Unga beds). 

4. Bluish sandy slates and shales, with a rich plant flora, interstrat- 

ified with beds of indurated gravel, fossil wood, and lignitie coal 

(Kenai group). 

5. Metamorphic quartzites and slaty rocks, with perhaps part of the 

lower Eocene (Tejon). 

6. Granite and syenite in massive beds, usually without mica and 

apparently in most instances forming the ‘* backbone” of the mountain 

ridges or islands, but occasionally occurring as intrusive masses, which 

have thrust up the metamorphic rocks above them into arches, cracking 

them, and filling the fissures with the syenitic material (Shumagin 

granite). 
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INTRUSIVE GRANITES. 

Through all the Tertiary beds in various parts of the Territory are 

found penetrating volcanic dikes and larger outflows, sometimes in- 

jected between sedimentary strata and sometimes overflowing them, 

much as in California, Oregon, and elsewhere in western America. The 

later eruptions, mostly Pliocene and Pleistocene, are generally of a 

basaltic or andesitic character.! 

The oceurrence of intrusive syenite later than the metamorphic rocks 

and penetrating fissures in them is well exhibited at an arch of 

metamorphic rock near the beach at Granite Point, on the south side 

of the entrance to Sanborn Harbor, Nagai Island, in the Shumagin 

group, where it was noted by me while surveying the harbor in 1872. 

Instances of the occurrence of the syenite as a massive body forming 

the fundamental rock are offered in many places, as the Diomedes 

Islands, Bering Strait, and most of the mountain masses of the 

Siberian side of the same strait; the central ridge of the island of 

Unalaska; the islands and hills of the eastern Shumagins, as Little 

Koniushi Island, and of Port Althorp, Cross Sound, in the Alexander 

Archipelago. 

The age of the intrusive granites is yet undetermined, but in the case 

of the mass forming the celebrated Treadwell mine of Douglas Island, 

near Juneau, Alaska, Dr. Dawson has referred the slaty rocks through 

which it has broken to the Vancouver series of Triassic rocks.’ ‘hese 

questions more properly fall under the purview of Dr. Becker, and in 

this connection need not be considered further. 

EARLY OBSERVATIONS ON ALASKAN GEOLOGY. 

The Neozoie strata of southern Alaska were first noticed by Portlock 

and Dixon, who, on their voyage to the northwest coast of America in 

1785, entered English Bay or Port Graham, Cook Inlet, and named it 

Coal Bay, from the lignitic beds exposed in its shores. In the follow- 

ing year the marine Miocene was observed by the naturalists of La 

Perouse’s party, who collected in Lituya Bay, at the height of 200 

toises above the sea, specimens of one of the large Miocene pectens.® 

The first general summary of existing knowledge of geology and geog- 

nosy of this region is comprised in the work of Grewingk,* who enumer- 

ates the localities for the Tertiary rocks, among others, and illustrates 

and enumerates many of the fossils. The paleobotany of the region 

' See Dall, Note on Alaska Tertiary deposits: Am. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., July, 1882, Vol. XXIV, pp. 67-68. 

*Notes on the ore deposit of the Treadwell mine, Alaska: Am. Geologist, August, 1889, pp. 84-93. 

3Cf. Voy. La Pérouse, vol. 1, p. 395. 

4 Beitrag zur Kenntniss der orographischen und geognostischen Beschaffenheit der Nord-West-Kiiste 

Amerikas: Verhandl. der russ.-kais. mineral. Gesell. zu St. Petersburg fiir 1848-49, 351 pp., 8°. Sep- 

arately issued by Carl Kray, St. Petersburg, 1850. 
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was subsequently treated of by Géppert! and Heer.2 Later, Eichwald? 
reviewed the subject, and introduced a certain amount of confusion 

into the paleontological side of the question by referring to the Creta- 

ceous (Turonian) all the marine Tertiary fossils described by Grewingk, 

many of which belonged to Miocene beds, but which Eichwald appears 
to have regarded as of the same age as the Tejon beds of California, 

which, following Gabb, in the Paleontology of California, he referred 

with the Chico to the Mesozoie epoch. 

THE KENAI GROUP. 

The coal-bearing Kenai beds, best exhibited on the shores of Kache- 

mak Bay, Kenai Peninsula, Cook Inlet, but widely spread in British 

Columbia and over the coast of Alaska and its adjacent islands, are 

regarded by Heer as the equivalent of the Atane leaf beds of Greenland, 

the Spitzbergen Miocene plant beds, the Braunkohl of east Prussia and 

the lower Rhine provinces, and the lower Molasse of Switzerland. 

THE UNGA CONGLOMERATE. 

On the island of Unga, Shumagin group, Alaska, they are conforma- 

bly overlain by the brown conglomerates with Sequoia, which are obvi- 

ously younger and the result of a somewhat different series of conditions, 

though the sedimentation appears to have been measurably continuous. 

To these last the name of the Unga conglomerate has been given; but 

since in the present imperfect state of our knowledge we are unable to 

specify the exact horizon of most of the leaf beds reported by various 

observers, the whole series wiil be treated here under one head. 

The localities at which the Kenai formation is known or believed to 

occur in Alaska have been already fully described, and therefore there 

is no need to recapitulate their distribution. That they also extend 

into British Columbia there is little doubt.’ The leaf beds of northern 

Japan and of the Okhotsk Sea should also be compared. 

1} Abhandl. der schles. Gesell. fiir vaterl. Cultur, II, 1861, p. 201, and 1867, p. 50. 

“Flora fossilis Alaskana: Kongl. svensk. Vet.-Akad. Handl, Bd. 8, No. 4, Stockholm, 1869, 41 pp., 

10 pl. 

3Geogn.-pal. Bemerkungen iiber die Halbinsel Mangischlak und die Aleutischen Inseln. St. Peter- 

burg Kais. Akad. Wiss., 1871, 8°, pp. 200, pl. Xx; ef. pp. 88-187. 

4Cf. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 84, p. 231, for beds described by Dawson. These beds are obviously 

to be referred to the Kenai group, since they contain essentially the same flora. Limna, Physa, and 

Spherium have also been noticed at Vermilion Cliff. Localities for the occurrence of plant beds and 

lignites of the Kenai group in the southern part of British Columbia may be mentioned as follows: 

The vicinity of Okanogan Lake; the Coal Brook Indian Reserve on the North Thompson River (p. 113) ; 

Kamloops Lake (p. 114); Vermilion Cliff, 3 miles up the North Fork of the Similkameen River (p. 130), 

and also the South Fork (p. 132); on Ninemile Creek and Hat Creek(p. 121) ; 20 miles north of Osoyoos 

Lake, where 3,000 feet of sandstones and shales have been observed (p. 129); on Tenmile Creek coal is 

noted (p. 126), and also near the junction of Nicola and Coldwater rivers (p. 122); on the Fraser near 

Lillooet, and on the upper part of Kettle River (p.160). Dawson also notes the complete absence of 

marine Eocene beds (p. 167). 

See Dominion Geological Survey, Report of Progress for 1877-78, Montreal, Canada, 1879, pp. 1-188B, 

by Geo. M. Dawson (to which above page references refer), including a list of Tertiary plants from 

various British Columbian localities, by J. W. Dawson, LL. D., op. cit., pp. 186-188B~ 

For additional information on the Tertiary rocks of the interior of British Columbia see Rept. of 

Progress, Dom. Geol. Survey for 1871-72, p. 56; for 1875-76, pp. 70, 225; for 1876-77, pp. 75 and 112B. 
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CORRELATION OF THE KENATI SERIES. 

Having indicated the extent and position of beds in Alaska belong- 

ing to the Kenai group, as far as our imperfect knowledge of them will 

permit, it is now in order to discuss their geological age upon the basis 

of the facts presented. This will of necessity be largely dependent 

upon data other than the similarity of flora, which has been conciu- 

sively shown to have little value as a test of synchrony between widely 

separated geological deposits. Of the 54 species enumerated from the 

Kenai Peninsula by Heer, 30 were previously known from Miocene 

strata in other parts of the world. Of those from Kui and Unga, 65 

species, 31 were previously known as Miocene. According to Heer, no 

doubt can exist as to their Miocene age, in which conclusion Lesque- 

reux agrees, remarking: 

The plants described by Heer, representing 56 species, are of marked interest by 

their intimate relation with those of Atane in Greenland on one side and with those 

of Carbon in Wyoming and of the Bad Lands of Dakota on the other. They com- 

prise a small group which supplies an intermediate point of comparison for consid- 

ering the march of the vegetation during the Miocene period from the Polar circle 

to the middle of the North American continent, or from the thirty-fifth or fortieth 

to the eightieth degree of latitude. The remarkable affinity of the Miocene types 

in their distribution from Spitzbergen and Greenland to the middle of Europe had 

already been manifested by the celebrated works of Heer. But the Alaska, flora has 

for this continent the great advantage of exposing in the Miocene period the pre- 

dominance of vegetable types, which have continued to our time and are still present 

in the vegetation of this continent. (Op. cit., p. 443.) 

In his later publication on the same subject Lesquereux! remarks: 

Alaska has 73 species, of which 13 are found in the Bad Lands, 4 at Carbon (Wyo- 

ming), and 2 in the Chalk Bluffs (California). * * *. Of the 13 species common 

to Alaska and the Bad Lands, 9 are Arctic, of these 6 are European also; and besidcs 

Populus latior, P. glandulifera, and Juglans nigella are European, but not yet found 

in the Arctic flora. The Bad Lands group, therefore, 1s truly Miocene, and shows 

scarcely any deviation from that of Alaska, The 3 species mentioned as not Arctic 

may be indicative of a somewhat warmer climate. * * * As the fossil floras of 

Carbon and the Bad Lands are related by 10 identical species and those of the Bad 

Lands and Alaska by 18, these three groups apparently represent the same stage of 

the North American Miocene. The flora of Carbon has only 4 species identified in 

that of Alaska; but this lesser degree of affinity may be ascribed to difference in 

latitude.? 

Of the 73 species enumerated by Lesquereux from Alaska, 21 are 

tabulated by him as common to Greenland and Spitzbergen also, and 

31 as common to the Miocene of Europe and Alaska. 

The term Miocene, as used by Heer, seems to have been based pri- 

marily on the stratigraphic nomenclature of Switzerland. His method 

of inferring the age of a given plant bed from the fact of its showing a 

number of species equivalent with those of any Swiss bed would in- 

! Contributions to the fossil flora of the Western Territories, part 3, the Cretaceous and Tertiary 

Floras: Rept. U. 3. Geol. Survey of the Terr., by F. V. Hayden, vol. 8, 1883, Washington, 4°; ef. Miocene 

Flora, pp. 219-277. 

2Qp. cit., p. 275. 
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variably lead to the conclusion that the possession of a flora in common 

is sufficient evidence of a general synchrony between the two forma- 

tions. But Prof. L. F. Ward states that the vertical range of many 

fossil plants is very great, and that such conclusions can not safely be 

reached except by the aid of corroborative evidence in addition to a 

partial similarity of flora. 

The beds of Carbon, Wyo., with which Lesquereux compared the 

Kenai group, are by Dr.C. A. White referred on stratigraphic grounds 

to the Laramie.. Professor Ward! agrees with this conclusion, and in 

his tables places the Carbon beds between the typical Laramie and the 

Fort Union beds, all of which are included under the general term 

Laramie. 

The newer leaf beds in Greenland have lately been regarded as Eocene 

by Mr. J. Starkie Gardner, and as equivalent in the main to the flora 

of the Basaltic (Eocene) beds of Britain.2, The Spitzbergen beds would 

naturally follow those of Greenland. But the inferential reference of 

the plant remains of the Pliocene gravels of California to the Eocene 

by Mr. Gardner somewhat weakens the force of his opinion on other 

fossil floras, since it is impossible that the Californian plant remains 

can be Eocene. 

| have already pointed out the probability that, if Miocene at all, the 

leaf beds of Greenland referred to would be synchronous with that geo- 

logical epoch during which the old Miocene warm-water invertebrate 

fauna of the Atlantic Coast penetrated as far north as New Jersey.* 

Since that time a further study of the so-called Miocene of the Antilles, 

Central America, and the Gulf border of the United States has shown 

me that what has been hitherto called old Miocene, or warm-water 

Miocene, by me—the Miocene of writers on Antillean geology—is really 

Oligocene, and corresponds with the Oligocene of Bordeaux and other 

localities in Kurope. 

Since that time it is highly improbable that any temperate conditions, 

such as the flora would indicate for the Atane period, have obtained in 

the latitude of Greenland. In other words, the Greenland beds are not 

later than the Oligocene, though this does not preclude a reference of 

them to an older horizon, for during the Eocene also the conditions in 

the extreme north might have been favorable to such a flora. 

In Alaska, at Cook Inlet, at Unga Island, at Atka, and at Nulato, 

in the Yukon Valley, we find the leaf beds of the Kenai group immedi- 

ately and conformably overlain by marine beds containing fossil shells 

which are common to the Miocene of Astoria, Oreg., and to that of 

middle and southern California. 

Itis then certain that the Kenai leaf beds immediately preceded, and 

their deposition terminated with, the depression (probably moderate in 

1Sixth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, for 1884-85, p. 539. 
2? Proc. Royal Soc. London, Vol. XX XVITI, 1885, pp. 22-23. See also Nature, vol. 20, 1879, pp. 10-13. 

3 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84, 1892, p. 21. 
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vertical range) which enabled the marine Miocene fauna to spread over 

part of the antecedently dry land. Further researches along the Alas- 

kan coast will doubtless enable us to determine whether the leaf beds 

themselves are underlain by marine Eocene beds or not. We know 

that the Aucella beds underlie the Kenai series, but whether there are 

any beds répresenting the marine phase of the Hocene between them 

is yet uncertain, though probable. Hichwald’s references to the age of 

the Alaskan Neozoic marine fossils are more or less confused and should 

not be taken into account in any discussion of the subject, as he has 

referred most of them indiscriminately to the Cretaceous, by which he 

means Gabb’s Chico-Tejon series. 
What may be considered as reasonably certain is that the period dur- 

ing which in the Arctic regions the last temperate flora flourished was 

in a general way the same for all parts of the Arctic. It would seem 

highly improbable that a temperate climate should exist in Spitzbergen 

and not at the same time in Greenland and Alaska, or vice versa. If 

Alaska was covered by the sea at this time, we should find a temper- 

ate marine fauna; if it was dry land, a temperate flora; and so with the 

other Arctic localities; and these indications should, it would seem, rep- 

resent an identical and synchronic phase of geological history in the 

Arctic regions. 

In this connection the remarks of Prof. F. H. Knowlton! may be 

cited: 

The geological age of these coal-bearing rocks, from which most of the plants 

enumerated in this paper came, has usually been regarded as Miocene. Heer, who 

worked up the first considerable collection of plants, referred them unhesitatingly 

to this horizon, and regarded them as the equivalent of the Miocene beds of Green- 

land, Spitzbergen, the Braunkohl of East Prussia. and the Lower Molasse of Switz- 

erland. Lesquereux and at first Newberry do not appear to have seriously ques- 

tioned their Miocene age. Of the 73 species enumerated by Lesquereux in his latest 

publication on Alaskan plants, 21 are found in Greenland and Spitzbergen and 31 in 

the Miocene of other parts of the world. These considerations show, as already 

pointed out under the discussion of the table, that the fossil flora of Alaska is 

inseparably connected with that of the Disco Island and Atanekerdluk beds of 

Greenland and the so-called Arctic Miocene of Spitzbergen and Sakhalin. What- 

ever is decided concerning them must apply with equal force to Alaska. 

Mr. J. Starkie Gardner appears to have been the first to question the Miocene age 

of the Greenland beds,’ or rather of the Arctic floras in general. The sequence of 

British Eocene floras is almost unbroken, and in studying them and their relations 

to the Miocene flora he was led to important conclusions. He says: 

““There is no great break in passing from one to the other (Eocene to Miocene) 

when we compare them over many latitudes, and but little change beyond that 

brought about by altered temperature or migration. But if Tertiary floras of differ- 

ent ages are met with in one area, great changes on the contrary are seen, and these 

are mainly due to progressive modifications in climate and to altered distribution of 

land. Imperceptibly, too, the tropical members of the flora disappeared—thut is to 

say, they migrated, for most of their types, I think, actually survive at the present 

day, many but slightly altered. Then the subtropical members decreased, and the 

1Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.. Vol. XVII, No. 998, 1894, pp. 237-239. 

2 British Eocene Flora, Part I, 1879, p. 8. 
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temperate forms, never quite absent even in the Middle Eocene, preponderated. 

As decreasing temperature drove the tropical forms south, the more northern must 

have pressed more closely upon them. The Northern Eocene, or the temperate floras 

of that period, must have pushed from their home in the far north more and more 

south as climates chilled, and at last, in the Miocene time, oceupied our latitudes. 

The relative preponderance of these elements, I believe, will assist in determining 

the age of Tertiary deposits in Europe more than any minute comparisons of species. 

Thus it is useless to seek in the Arctic regions for Eocene floras as we know them 

in our latitudes, for during the Tertiary period the climatic conditions of the earth 

did not permit their growth there. Arctic floras of temperate and therefore Mio- 

cene aspect are in all probability of Eocene age, and what has been recognized as a 

newer or Miocene facies is due to their having been first studied in Europe in lati- 
tudes which only became fitted for them in Miocene times.” 

This change of view as to the age of the so-called Arctic Miocene, as proposed by 

Gardner, has already received considerable confirmation from American paleobota- 

nists, and while it can hardly be regarded as settled, it may be accepted as extremely 

probable. 

Dr. J. S. Newberry, in one of his latest publications, said: ! 

“Tealled the Fort Union group Miocene because I identified it with the plant- 

bearing beds of Mackenzie River, Disco Island, Greenland, ete., of which the flora 

had been studied by Prof. Oswald Heer and was by him called Miocene. This flora, 

to which I shall again refer, has since been shown by Mr. J. Starkie Gardner to be 

Eocene. The Fort Union flora has many species in common with the Eocene beds of 

the Island of Mull, Bournemouth, ete., and holds undoubtedly the same position.” 

On this same point Sir William Dawson says: ? 

“T have, also, while writing out the above notes for publication, received the 

paper of the same author (Gardner) on the Eocene beds of Ardtun, in Mull, and am 

fully confirmed thereby in the opinion derived from the papers of the Duke of Argyll 

and the late Prof. E. Forbes that the Mull beds very closely correspond in age with 

the Laramie. The Filicites hebridica of Forbes is our Onoclea sensibilis. The spe- 

cies of Ginkgo, Taxus, Sequoia, and Glyptostrobus correspond, and we have now 

probably found a Podocarpus, as noted above. The Platanites hebridica is very 

near to our great Platanus nobilis. Corylus MacQuarrii is common to both forma- 

tions, as well as Populus arctica and P. Richardsoni, while many of the other exo- 

gens are generically the same, and very closely allied. These Ardtun beds are 

regarded by Mr. Gardner as Lower Eocene, or a little older than the Gelinden series 

of Saporta, and nearly of the same age with the so-called Miocene of Atanekerdluk, 

in Greenland. Dr. G. Dawson and the writer have, ever since 1875, maintained the 

Lower Eocene age of our Laramie, and of the Fort Union group of the Northwest- 

ern United States, and the identity of their flora with that of Mackenzie River and 

the upper beds of Greenland, and it is very satisfactory to find that Mr. Gardner has 

independently arrived at similar conclusions with respect to the Eocene of Great 

Britain.” 

Following out the argument suggested by Newberry and Dawson, that is, the rela- 

tion existing between the plants of Alaska and Mackenzie River, and these in turn 

with the Canadian Laramie and the Fort Union group, we have important confirma- 

tory evidence. The flora of the Mackenzie River beds, as worked out by Heer,’ 

Schreeter,4 and Dawson,’ now numbers 30 species, and of these no less than 12, or 

40 per cent, are found in Alaska. The 12 species common to Alaska are not rare or 

poorly defined in the Alaskan flora, but are in the main well marked and readily 

1Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. TX, p. 1 of reprint. 

2 Trans. Royal Soc. Canada, 1887, p. 36. 

3FL. Foss. Arct. Vol. VI, 1 Abth., 3d Nr., Beitrige zur miocene Fl. v. Nord-Canada. 

4Op. cit, Vol. VI, 1 Abth., 4th Nr., Untersuchung i. foss. Holzer d. arct. Zone. 

5 Trans. Royal Soc. Canada, 1889, Fossil plants trom Mackenzie and Bow rivers. 
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determinable forms, most of which are very abundant in individuals, as, for example, 

Sequoia Langsdorfii, Taxodium distichum miocenum, Glyptostrobus Luropaus or Ungeri, 

Corylus MacQuarrii, Populus arctica, ete. A single species, Pteris Sitkensis, is confined 

to these two localities, and a number of other species, though known by different 

names, are closely allied, if not identical. There can be, therefore, little donbt as 

to the close relationship between the Alaskan and the Mackenzie River deposits. 

The Mackenzie River flora, as already suggested, is in like manner closely related 

with the Canadian Upper Laramie, or Fort Union group, as it is called in the United 

States, about 30 per cent of the Mackenzie species being common to the two. 

On turning to the table we tind that 16 of the 55 Alaskan species are found in the 

Fort Union of the United States. By combining the species common to the Mac- 

kenzie River, Canadian Upper Laramie, and Fort Union, we have 22 or 23 of these 

species also found in the Alaskan beds. 

Without going further into the subject, which indeed the present state of our 

knowledge will hardly warrant, it is safe to say with Sir William Dawson that 

“There can scarcely be any doubt that the flora of the Upper Laramie, of the 

Atanekerdluk series in Greenland, and of the Spitzbergen and Alaskan Tertiaries 

corresponds with the Eocene of Europe, and is also identical with Fort Union tlora 

of the Missouri region, formerly regarded as Miocene. 

In 1890, in discussing the Similkameen fossil plants, Sir William 

Dawson (op. cit., pp. 90-91) refers to their Miocene or possibly Oligocene 

aspect, and says: 

Assuming the Similkameen flora to be Lower Miocene or Oligocene * * ~ it 

may further be affirmed that the Similkameen flora is closely allied to those described 

by Lesquereux as the Green River and Florissant floras, and which he regards as 

Oligocene or Upper Eocene.! ' 

In working up the fossil insects of the Florissant and Gosiute Lake 

beds and of Green River, after discussing at length their relations, 

Scudder observes :* 

The Gosiute Lake and the ancient lacustrine basin of Florissant were but little 

removed from each other, and the deposits of both are presumably of Oligocene age. 

Still later, Sir William Dawson observes:* 

I shall hope to show that we have in the Burrard Bay collections at least the pre- 

intimations of an early Tertiary flora occupying the space between the Cretaceous 

flora of the Nanaimo series and the Oligocene or Miocene flora of the Similkameen 

district. 

The correlation of the Kenai group has been somewhat fully discussed 

because, up to very recently, authorities were almost unanimous in refer- 

ring it to the Miocene. When we consider that the Oligocene Aturia 

bed is immediately and conformably overlain at Astoria, Oreg., by 

shales and sandstones undoubtedly equivalent to the Alaskan marine 

1It does not seem that this opinion was actually printed by Lesquereux, according to Professor 

Knowlton, and I find in the latest posthumous work of Lesquereux (The Flora of the Dakota Group. 

Mon. U.S. Geol.Survey, Vol. XVII, 1891, p. 245) that he still speaks of the Kenai beds as ‘‘ the Miocene 

of Alaska and the Arctic regions.” Possibly Sir William Dawson may have intended to refer to 

Seudder. 

2Tertiary Rhynchophorous Coleoptera of the United States: Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI 

1893, p. 9. 
’Tertiary plants from the vicinity of the city of Vancouver, B.C.: Trans. Royal Soc. Canada, 1895, 

2d ser., vol. 1, p. 140. 
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Miocene, and that the Jatter, in like manner, immediately and conform. 

ably overhes the Kenai group, it must be conceded that the view that 

the latter is Oligocene seems highly probable. If we add to this the 
weight of testimony as to the climatic conditions offered by the Oligo. 

cene marine fauna of the eastern United States, and the inferences 

drawn from the fossil insects and vertebrates, it would seem that we 

are justified in referring the Kenai group to the horizon of the Oligocene 

of European geologists. 

The history of the paleobotany of Alaska and the constituents of the 

flora will be found elsewhere in this paper. 

A 

The marine Neozoie beds overlying the leaf beds and conglomerates 

of the Kenai group appear indubitably referable to the Miocene series 

represented in the sandstones and shales of Astoria, though proba- 

bly to the upper or newer portion of these beds. Eichwald! has con- 

founded the unquestionably Neocene species figured by Grewingk with 

Cretaceous forms coilected by Dr. Blaschke in Alaska, and referred 

the whole to the Turonian or Upper Chalk. The fact that nearly half 

of Grewingk’s species are still found living is quite sufficient to estab- 

lish the correctness of his original reference of them to the Tertiary, 

wluile they are derived, as previously shown, from beds overlying the 

leaf beds referred by Kichwald himself to the Miocene. 

This does not conflict with the possibility that the Blaschke fossils, 

other than those described by Grewingk, may be referable to the Chico 

or other part of the Cretaceous, which is well known to occur in various 

parts of Alaska. -It is possible that two of Grewingk’s species, Nucula 

ermani and Tellina dilatata ot Girard from Atka, may not belong to 

the same horizon as the others, though of this there is no proof, and 

the fossils themselves are not distinctive. 

The table on pages 844 and 845 will indicate the known species and 

their relations. 

1 Geogn.-paleont. Bemerk., St. Petersburg, 1871, pp. 117-1387. 
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Tt will be noted that of the 46 species known 12 belong to genera 

not now represented in such cold waters as those of Bering Sea, and 

of these. 2 species may possibly survive in Californian waters, the 

remainder being presumably extinct. The 19 species known to survive 

in the recent fauna are all forms which belong to northern waters, and 

are capable of surviving low temperatures, though sometimes ranging 

farther south. We may then conclude that in Miocene times the waters 

o! this region were warmer than at present, and that the still colder 

epoch, near the end of the Pliocene or the beginning of the Pleistocene, 

weeded out the more delicate forms. 

ENUMERATION OF SPECIAL. LOCALITIES. 

The localities where this fauna has been noticed and the marine beds 

more or less certainly identified will now be enumerated, beginning at 

the south. 

On the south side of Dixon’s entrance at Skookum Point, near Mas- 

sett, Queen Charlotte Islands, Hon. J. G. Swan collected specimens, 

now in the National Museum, showing the presence of these beds. 

The occurrence of beds of this age at Lituya Bay has already been 

alluded to. Cenotaph Island, in the bay, is chiefly composed of them, 

and Lamanon collected a species of Pecten with other marine fossils 

from a height of 200 toises above the sea level. 

KADIAK. 

On the island of Kadiak, north of Tonki Cape, on the south coast 

from the shores of Igatskoi Bay, Wossnessenski collected a number of 

species of this fauna, which were embedded in a voleanic tuff about 10 

feet above the sea. On the opposite side of the island, near the settle- 

ment of Uganak, similar beds were found containing analogous fossils. 

At the head of the bay into which Red River falls Messrs. Becker 

and Purington obtained specimens of Cardium, ete., in a brownish 

sandstone evidently belonging to the horizon of the Astoria Miocene. 

On the portage from Katmai Bay, across the ridge of Alaska Penin- 

sula, on the trail to Naknek Luke, the same beds occur, from which 

Wossnessenski collected Buccinwm plectrum. 

CREPIDULA BED OF UNGA AND POPOFF ISLANDS. 

One of the most prolific and best-known localities is situated at Zak- 

haroff Bay (sometimes called Coal Bay), on the northern end of the 

island of Unga, one of the Shumagin group. <A section on the west shore 

of this bay has already been described in detail, where the marine Mio- 

cene is represented in the upper part of the bluff by a layer of sand- 

stone about a foot thick, densely crowded with specimens of Crepidula 

prerupta Conrad, sometimes referred to as C. princeps Conrad, whicli 
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has been erroneously identified with the recent C. grandis Middendorf. 

From the vast number of these shells of which the layer is made up 

the name Crepidula bed has been suggested for it. 

This layer appears at a much lower level on the northern shore of 

the northeastern part of Unga, east from Zakharoff Bay. The sand- 

stones lie horizontally, or nearly so, except where disturbed by intru- 

sions of later basaltic lavas, which sometimes overflow the sedimentary 

beds or invade them vertically or laterally, altering the rock at contact 

and for some distance beyond the lavas. 

On the shore of Popoff Island, next eastward from Unga and separated 

from the latter by a narrow strait, the same bed is continued, with a 

thickness varying from 6 inches to 2 feet, carrying oysters, Crepidula, 

Chrysodomus, ete. It is here separated from the conglomerates above 

and below by a layer, 10 to 25 feet thick, of hardly-consolidated sand. 

The upper conglomerate is of variable thickness and much altered by 

heat from a bed of lava and volcanic breccia 300 feet thick which over- 

lies it. The special character of the igneous material varies rapidly 

from point to point horizontally and vertically. The lower part seems 

more like a cooked conglomerate of pieces of clay-porphyry in a basaltie 

matrix, while the upper portion is composed in part of Sharp fragments 

of porphyrite and dolerite cemented by a thin, glossy, vitreous lava. 

The strata are roughly conformable and dip 10° to 15° to the eastward. 

The lowest bed visible in the section exposed appeared to correspond 

to layer No. 6 of the section. 

The fossiliferous layer here contained Ostrea veatchii, O. tayloriana, 

Crepidula prerupta, Galerus, Pecten, Modiola, Modiolaria, Drillia?, and 

Chrysodomus, all rather scarce except the oysters. The latter were 

frequently bored by Cliona. The fossils were generally fairly well pre- 

served, and mixed with fragments of Silicified or carbonaceous vege- 

table matter in the matrix of more or less argillaceous sandstone. A 

cetacean vertebra was also found. 

PENINSULA OF ALASKA. 

It can hardly be doubted that these strata reappear on the peninsula 

north of Shumagin Islands, as the Kenai beds do. Grewingk speaks 

(Geogn. Palaeont. Bemerk. p. 58, footnote) of their existence on the 

shores of Portage Bay and at Port Moller, while at other points on 

the north shore of the peninsula in that vicinity Postels' speaks of 

horizontal fossiliferous strata carrying many bivalve shells, reaching ¢ 

thickness above the sea level of 300 feet. These are doubtless of the 

same age as the Crepidula bed of the Shumagin Islands. At Pavloff 

Bay, both on the flanks of the Pavloft Voleano and near the settlement, 

Wossnesseuski obtained a large number of fossil valves belonging to 

this fauna. 

1Litké, Voy. Séniavine, vol. 3, p. 27. 
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WALRUS BAY. 

On Morzhowi or Walrus Bay, in the first bluff eastward from San- 

nakh Strait (or Isanotski Strait, as it is also called), at 50 toises above 

the level o* the sea, lies a horizontal bed containing the same species of 

fossil bivalves previously noted at Pavloff Bay. This layer is covered 

by about 50 toises more of sand and clay. The same layer is noted by 

Liitké (Partie nautique, p. 272) on the west shore of Cold Bay.! 

UNALASKA. 

On the island of Unalaska, at the north-northwestern foot of the vol- 

eano of Makushin, the same beds occur again, and from them their 

characteristic fossils have been collected by Wossnessenski, Kastalski, 

and Dr. Stein.2, They are also reported to exist in one of the bays near 

Chernoffski, in the western part of the island. 

ATKA. 

The most western point where these beds have been recognized in 

the Aleutian chain is on the western side of the island of Atka, on a 

small inlet known as Sand Bay, which extends from the northern part 

of Korovinski Bay. Here the beds are near the sea level, but near by, 

on the western slope of Koniushi Volcano, they appear at an elevation 

of about 30 feet and consist of hard argillaceous and indurated sandy 

layers with the usual fossil bivalve shells. 

NUSHAGAK. 

Proceeding northward along the mainland, at the head of Bristol 

Bay the Nushagak River enters an inlet some miles in extent. At 

the head of ship navigation is the location of the Russian trading post 

of other days called Fort Alexander. On the shore of the river in this 

vicinity, but of which we have no more precise information, a small 

collection of fossils in an indurated clayey matrix was obtained by the 

late C. W. McKay. They agree in every respect with those from the 
Pribilof Islands, and add some species to our list. The presence of 

these beds at this place is therefore definitely established, but nothing 

is known of their extent. 

ST. PAUL ISLAND. 

Nearly due west from Bristol Bay, in the midst of Bering Sea, rises 

the Pribilof group of islands, celebrated for their fur-seal fisheries, 

The settlement on St. Paul Island is situated on the neck of a small 
peninsula, on either side of which 1s a stretch of sand beach bounded 

by crags of basaltic rock and lava. On the east side of this peninsula, 

1 Of. Veniaminoff, vol. 1, pp. 222 and 236. 

?Grewingk, op. cit., p. 123; Trudi, Mineral. obst., St. Peterburg, 1830, pp. 382-383. 
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which forms the southeastern extreme of the island, is a bluff or crag 

known as Black Bluff, which, according to the observations of Woss- 

nessenski in 1847-48, is composed of horizontal layers of a hard clay- 

stone, with others in which lime preponderates, forming a pale-gray, 

fine-grained, clayey limestone, or in which a conglomerate of pebbles 

of volcanic origin is bound together in a limy matrix.! Over these are 

layers of black or brown volcanic breccia and vesicular lava. These 

bluffs rise abruptly to a height of 60 to 80 feet above the sea at their 

base. Fromthelimestone and argillite marine fossils have been obtained 

by Wossnessenski, Elliott, Dail, W. Palmer, and C. H. Townsend, of 

which a collection exists in the National Museum, enumerated in the 

preceding table. About twenty-eight species are known from this 

locality, which is stated to be the only spot in the whole group where 

any fossiliferous rocks occur,’ the remainder of the islands being com- 

posed of voleanie rocks and alluvium of very recent origin. 

Observations made in 1891 by Mr. J. Stanley-Brown,’ special agent 

of the Treasury Department, convinced him that at present no dis- 

tinet trace of any limy stratum is perceptible in the Black Bluff. The 

fossils ebtained by him were contained in rounded, apparently water- 

worn pebbles, which were ‘indiscriminately included in a general mass 

of voleanic ashes and other eruptive matter of which the bluff is 

formed. No extinet species appeared in the collection brought back by 

Mr. Stanley-Brown, while several are noted from the material of the 

earlier collections. It would seem possible that pebbles of more than 

one geological epoch may be included in the mass, or that the wear of 

the waves for half a century has cut away enough of the bluff to hide 

or destroy the limy stratum referred to by Grewingk, and which may 

have been of limited extent. It is certain that, from an examination 

solely of the material collected in 1891, the fossils might be referred to 

an age as late as the post-Pliocene, which would not agree very well 

with the fauna reported by Grewingk and others. The fossils collected 

by Mr. Stanley-Brown and not included in the earlier collections are 
as follows: Buccinum tenue Gray?, B. polare Gray?, Admete couthouyt 

Jay?, Leda sp., Yoldia limatula Say,Lepton grande Dall, Cardium islan- 

dicum (very abundant), Macoma sabulosa Spengler, and a fragment pos- 

sibly of a Panopea. All these occur living at moderate depths in the 

3ering Sea, immediately adjacent to the island, at present. Owing to 

the doubt as to their age, they have not been included in the table of 

fossils of the Astoria group heretofore given. 

This deposit has been discussed by Dr. George M. Dawson,’ who 

corroborates Mr. Stanley-Brown’s description of the conditions under 

which the fossils are found, but regards them as having been detached 

from the sea bottom by a volcanic eruption, with the products of which 

- Grewingk, Beitrag, p. 190. 

2Cf. H. W.Elhott, Condition of Affairs in Alaska, 1875, p. 70. 

3Bull. Geol]. Soc. America, Vol. ITI, 1892, p. 496. 

4Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. V, 1895, pp. 130-132. 

« 
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they were mixed, and therefore does not consider them as fixing the 

age of the formation in which they occur, but only as representing beds 

already in existence at the time of the eruption. 

COMMANDER ISLANDS. 

On the Commander Islands, west of the Aleutians, rocks of the same 

age probably occur, since on Bering Island Stejneger collected some 

specimens of a conglomerated hard gravel of highly polished pebbles 

united by a limy cement, containing fragments of bivalves (Saxicava?) 

and a single piece of claystone with the imprint of a bivalve not yet 

identified. 
OTHER LOCALITIES. 

The islands northward from the Pribilof group do not appear to 

contain fossiliferous strata. St. Matthew and its adjacent islets are 

composed of porphyritic, granitic, and voleanic rocks. 

While at anchor off Pinnacle Island in 1880, when the vessel was 

situated so that the central gash or fissure between the lateral crests 

was in profile, a distinct glow arising from this fissure was observed at 

night by our party. This led to the supposition that the island was a 

voleanic chimney, and I have been told by navigators familiar with 

these seas that they had observed smoke arising from the V-shaped 

crevice alluded to. But Dr. Dawson,! who circumnavigated the island 

ona steam launch, is of the opinion that this view is incorrect. He 

regards the rocks as belonging to an old voleanic series similar to those 

of Cape Upright. Some beds of gray arkose material like that of 

Cape Upright are reported by him as consolidated into a hard rock, 

but occasionally showing distinct stratification. 

St. Lawrence is chiefly gray biotite-granite, though slate is reported 

to exist at its southeastern extreme. The island as a whole is com- 

posed of reddish granitic domes overlain by volcanic rock and united 

by stretches of débris, due to weathering alluvium and sea sand. The 

Diomedes are massive domes of a white or grayish syenite. The state- 

ment of Muir? that they have been glaciated is without foundation in 

fact, and the same may be said of other islands to the south. 

Returning to the mainland, the last area in which rocks of the Astoria 
group are known to occur is that of the Nulato sandstones on the Yukon 

River between Kaltag and the Koyukuk Mountain. These have already 

been described in connection with the Kenai beds of the same region, 

and it seems unnecessary to recapitulate the data here. 

It may be added here that there is reason to believe, notwithstanding 
the imperfect data which are on record, that the Kenai group and the 
Astoria group are both represented by analogous beds on the southern 

1 Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. V, 1894, p. 138. 

2Cruise of the Corwin in 1881, Washington, Treasury Dept., 1884, 4°, 147 pp. Treasury Dept. Doc. 

No. 601; see pp. 140-142. See also Dawson, op. cit., pp. 139-140, 1894. 
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part of the peninsula of Kamchatka and on the northern shores of the 

Japanese island of Yesso, though the discussion of those exotic locali- 

ties is outside of the limits of this essay. 

PLIOCENE BEDS OF MARINE ORIGIN. 

Identifiable Pliocene appears to be remarkably rare north of Cali- 

fornia. The small patch noted by Dr. Condon at Shoalwater Bay, 

Washington, lying conformably between beds of marine Miocene and 

Pleistocene, appears to be the only locality for many miles. In com- 

mon with the more extended beds in California, its fauna indicates a 

colder water temperature than at present, and contains a large propor- 

tion of species which have since receded northward some hundreds of 

miles at least and now find a congenial habitat in the Aleutian chain 
and Sitkan archipelago. 

ST. ELIAS ALPS. 

In his geological researches on the St. Elias Alps and the region 

westward from the Yakutat Bay, Mr. I. C. Russell! has discovered fos- 

siliferous rocks elevated to 5,000 feet above the sea, containing fossils 

which all belong to recent species, yet which, since they belong to a 

more northern fauna than at present is known to inhabit that locality, 

are probably referable to the Pliocene rather than the Pleistocene, a 

view which is to some extent supported by the enormous elevation to 

which they have been subjected. Our ideas of what shall constitute 

Pliocene on the Pacific Coast are still rather vague, and may be said to 

involve the idea of a marine fauna containing a certain proportion of 

extinct species. Hereafter we may be better able to define the period 

in terms of dynamic geology, but at present both the recent and fossil 

faunas are but approximately known, and all determinations of the age 

must be takenas provisional. It can not be safely assumed that either 

the supposed Pliocene or the Glacial and post-Glacial epochs on the 

Pacific Coast were wholly synchronous with those periods on the 

Atlantic Coast to which the same appellations have been assigned. 

We may, however, be not far wrong in assuming that the Pliocene 

epoch was intimately associated with those great movements of eleva- 

tion which have been more or less definitely recognized along the whole 

Pacific Coast from California northward, 

THE GROUND ICE FORMATION. 

A remarkable formation has been recognized in many places in the 

northern part of Alaska, in which solid beds of ice of considerable 

thickness perform the functions of rock strata and are covered by beds 

of blue clay containing numerous remains of Pleistocene mammals, or 

by beds of alluvium which sustain a layer of turf, with ordinary profuse 

1Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. III, 1892, pp. 171-172. 
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herbage of the region, or even small thickets of birch, alder, and other 

small Arctic trees. 

ESCHSCHOLTZ BAY ICE CLIFFS. 

This formation was first noticed by Kotzebue, during his exploration of 

the sound which bears his name, in the year 1816.!_ The remains of ani- 

mals which were associated with the clays above the ice were described 

in his appendix on the natural history by Eschscholtz.? The locality at 

which the original discovery was made is known as Elephant Point, 

Eschscholtz Bay, the bay being an arm of Kotzebue Sound. 

This locality was visited by H. M.S. Blossom, Capt. F. W. Beechey, 

in 1826,° and observations on the ice formation were made by Surgeon 

Collie, of the expedition, which, with the vertebrate remains collected, 

were discussed by Dean Buckland in the appendix to the narrative of 

the voyage. Kotzebue and Eschscholtz correctly described the forma- 

tion as interbedded ice. Beechey’s party, deceived by the mantle of 

clay which at the time of their visit had fallen so as to mask the main 

body of the ice face, concluded that the ice was a superficial deposit. 

They noted similar deposits of clay more or less associated with ice at 

numerous other points on the Arctic coast. 

In 1848 Captain Kellett, in H. M.S. Herald, accompanied by Berth- 

old Seemann and Dr. Goodridge, visited Kotzebue Sound and Elephant 

Point with the narratives of Kotzebue and Beechey in their hands, and 

fully confirmed the views expressed by Kotzebue and Eschscholtz as 

to the interstratified position of the ice and the relation to it of the 

bone-bearing clay. Their results were subsequently discussed at length 

by Edward Forbes and Sir John Richardson. The fossil mammals 

were fully deseribed and illustrated in their publication. 

In 1880, when commanding the United States Coast Survey cutter 

Yukon, I visited Kotzebue Sound, and carefully examined this classic 
jocality. My report was subsequently printed by direction of the 

Superintendent of the Survey.® As these notes give the fullest account 

of this formation at its typical locality they will be cited verbatim: 

We landed at a small low point [on the south shore of Eschscholtz Bay, west from 

Elephant Point]® near some old huts and proceeded along the beach for about a mile, 

the banks being chiefly composed of volcanic breccia or aslaty gneissoid rock. They 

rose 15 to 50 feet above the sea, rising inland to hilly slopes without peaks, and prob- 

ably not attaining more than 300 or 400 feet anywhere in the vicinity. 

} Kotzebue, Voyage of Discovery into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits, London, Longmans, 1821, 

3 v., 8°, vol. 1, p. 220. 

2QOp. cit., vol. 3. 

3Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and Beering’s Strait, by F. W. Beechey, R. N., London, Col- 

burn & Bentley, 1831, 742 pp., 4°. Cf. part 1, pp. 257-259; and for Buckland’s discussion, see appendix 

to the same, pp. 593-612. Also, Zoology of Captain Beechey’s Voyage, London, H. G. Bohn, 1839, 180 

pp., 4°, 46 pl. For Collie’s geological notes on the ice cliffs, see Geology, pp. 169-173, and Pl. I. 

4 Zoology of the voyage of the Herald, edited by Edward Forbes; Vertebrals by Sir John Richard- 

son, London, Lovell Reeve, 1854, 171 pp., 4°, 33 pl. 

5 Notes on the vicinity of Bering Strait: Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 21, 1881, pp. 104-111. 

® Phrases inclosed in brackets are now added for clearness. 
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As we passed eastward along the beach a change took place in the character of the 

banks. They became lower and the rise inland was less. From reddish volcanic 

rock they changed to a grayish clay, containing much vegetable matter, which in 

some places was in strata in the clay and in others indiscriminately mixed with it. 

Near the beginning of these clay banks, where they were quite low, not rising over 

20 feet above the shore, we noticed one layer of sphagnum (bog moss) containing 

fresh-water shells belonging to the genera Pisidium, Valvata, ete. This layer was 

about 6 inches thick. The clay was of a very tough consistency, and though wet 

did not stick to or yield much under our feet. The sea breaks against the foot of 

these banks and undermines them, causing them to fall down, and the rough, irregular 

talus that results is mingled with turf and bushes from the surface above. A little 

farther on a perpendicular surface of ice was noticed in the face of the bank. It 

appeared to besolid and free from mixture of soil except on the outside. The banks 

continued to increase slowly, but regularly, in height as we passed eastward. A little 

farther on another ice face presented itself on a larger scale. This continues about 

24 miles to Elephant Point, where the high land turns abruptly to the south and 
west, and we followed it no farther. The point itself is boggy and low, and is con- 

tinued from the foot of the high land, perhaps half a mile to the eastward, forming 

the northwest headland to a shallow bay of considerable extent. 

To return to the “cliffs.” These, for a considerable distance, were double; that 

is, there was an ice face exposed near the beach with asmall talus in front of it, and 

sovered with a coating of soil 2 or 3 feet thick, on which luxuriant vegetation was 

growing. Al) this meght be 30 feet high. Onchmbing to the brow of the bank the 

rise from that brow proved to be broken, hummocky, and full of crevices and holes; 

in fact, a second talus on a larger scale ascending to a second ice face, above which 

was a layer of soil 1 to 3 feet thick covered with herbage. 

The brow of this second bluff we estimated at 80 feet or more above the sea. 

Thence the land rose slowly and gradually to a rounded ridge, reaching the height of 

200 or 300 feet only at a distance of several miles from the sea, with its axis in a 

north and south direction, a low valley west from it, the shallow bay at Elephant 

Point east from it, and its northern end abutting in the cliffs above described on the 

southern shore of Eschscholtz Bay. There were no mountains or other high land 

about this ridge in any direction; all the surface around was lower than the ridge 

itself. , 

About half a mile from the sea, on the highest part of the ridge, perhaps 250 feet 

above high-water mark, at a depth of a foot we came to a solidly frozen stratum, 

consisting chiefly of bog moss and vegetable mold, buf containing good-sized lumps 

of clear ice. There seemed no-reason to doubt that an extension of the digging 

would have brought us to solid, clear ice, such as was visible at the face of the 

blutf below; that 1s to say, it appeared that the ridge itself, 2 miles wide and 250 

feet high, was chiefly composed of solid ice overlain with clay and vegetable mold. 

It was noticeable that there was much less clay over the top of the upper face than 

was visible over the lower one, or over the single face when there was but one, and 

the land and the bluff were low near the beach. There also seemed to be less vege- 

table matter. Near the beach 6 or 8 feet of clay were observed in some places, 

without counting what might be considered as talus matter from farther up the 

hillside. In one place only did we notice a little fine, reddish gravel, and nowhere 

in the talus or strata any stones. 

The ice face near the beach was not uniform. In many places it was covered with 

clay to the water’s edge. In others, where the bank was less than 10 feet high, the 

turf has been bent without breaking after being undermined, and presented a mossy 

and herbaceous front, curving over quite to high-water mark. 

The ice in general had a semistratified appearance, as if it still retained the hori- 

zontal plane in which it originally congealed. The surface was always soiled by 

dirty water from the earth above. This dirt was, however, merely superficial. The 

outer inch or two of the ice seemed granular, like compacted hail, and was sometimes 
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whitish. The inside was solid and transparent, or slightly yellow tinged, like peat 

water, but never greenish or bluish like glacier ice. But in many places the ice 

presente the aspect of immense cakes or fragments, irregularly disposed, over which 

it appeared as if the clay, etc., had been deposited. Small pinnacles of ice ran up 

into the clay in some places, and above holes were seen in the face of the clay 

bank where it looked as if a detached fragment of ice had been and had been melted 

out, leaving its mold in the clay quite perfect. 

In other places the ice was penetrated with deep holes, into which the clay and 

vegetable matter had been deposited in layers, and which (the ice melting away 

from around them) appeared as clay and muck cylinders on the ice face. Large 

rounded holes or excavations of irregular form had evidently existed on the top of 

the ice before the clay, etc., had been deposited. These were usually filled with a 

finer grained deposit of clay, with less vegetable matter, and the layers were waved, 

as if the deposit had been affected by current action. 

In these places especially was noticed the most unexpected fact connected with 

the whole formation, namely, a strong, peculiar smell, as of rotting animal matter, 

burued leather, and stable manure combined. The odor was not confined to the spots 

above mentioned, and was not quite the same in all places, but lad the same general 

character wherever it was noticed.! A large part of the clay had no particular smell. 

At the places where the odor was strongest it was observed to emanate particularly 

from darker, pasty spots in the clay (though permeating elsewhere), leading to the 

supposition that these might be remains of the soft parts of the mammoth and 

other animals, whose bones are daily washed out by the sea from the clay talus. 
At or near these spots, where the odor was strongest, a rusty, red lichen, or lichen- 

like fungus, grew on the wet clay of the talus in extensive patches. Some of these, 

a sample of the bad-smelling deposit, and as many bones of the mammoth, fossil 

buffalo, etc., as we could carry were secured, These included a mammoth tusk with 

both ends gone, but still 54 feet long and 6 inches in diameter. Dwarf birches, 

alders 7 or 8 feet high, with stems 3 inches in diameter, and a luxuriant growth 

of herbage, including numerous very toothsome berries, grew with the roots less 

than a foot from perpetual solid ice. 

The formation of the surrounding country shows no high land or rocky hills from 

which a glacier might have been derived and then covered with debris from their 

sides. The continuity of the mossy surface shows that the ice must be quite desti- 

tute of motion, and the circumstances appear to point to one conclusion—that there 

is here a ridge of solid ice, rising several hundred feet above the sea, and higher 

than any of the land about it, and older than the mammoth and fossil horse, this 

ice taking upon itself the functions of a regular stratified rock. * * * Though 

many facts may remain to be investigated, and whatever be the conclusions as to 

its origin and mode of preservation, this formation certainly remains one of the 

most wonderful and puzzling geological phenomena in existence. { 

From the character of some of the bad-smelling deposit which was 

brought home and appeared to be composed exclusively of vegetable 

fiber finely comminuted, no doubt is felt that it represents dung of the 

mammoth or some other herbivorous animal which had been preserved 

in pockets on the surface of the ice where it was probably dropped, 

1This phenomenon was observed by Kotzebue, Beechey, and the Herald party, and lends further 

probability to the view that the animals were mired in the clay and thus met their death. Since, if the 

clay contained merely the accumulated bones of animals which had died and decayed on the surface 

of the ground, it is unlikely that so much animal matter would have been hermetically sealed in the 

clay and kept on ice to offend the nostrils of later visitors. On the other hand, if the ice had not been 

present and the temperature not kept so low it is unlikely that, even in the clay, animal matter could 

have been preserved for such an enormous period of time in a condition to give out so ammoniacal a 

stench. All the circumstances point toward the view that the ice preceded aud subsequently coexisted 

with animals whose remains are now found in its vicinity. 
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and by its dark color attracting the rays of the sun had sunk in, as is 

usual with dark objects dropped on an exposed ice surface. It may be 

reiterated that the bones, as noted by previous observers, are contained 

in the clay above the ice; never in the ice itself. They are exposed by 

the melting away of the ice face and the consequent fall of the super- 

incumbent clay, which is afterwards disintegrated by the action of the 

waves, leaving the bones exposed on the broad, flat, muddy beach. The 

remarkably fresh appearance of the bones is amply accounted for by 

the low temperature and dense character of the clay in whieh they are 

embedded, in which the animals may have become mired and so perished. 

The report of Dr. Goodridge, which appears to have been prepared 

with great detail, was unfortunately not printed. In some extracts 

from it given by Richardson it is stated that at one of the ice cliffs a 

section was exposed showing 50 feet of pure, clear ice above, and behind 

it layers of drifted material, peat, covered with a thick bed of broken 

sticks and vegetable matter, over which lay a stratum of red river 

gravel, upon which was a bed of argillaceous earth capped by dry, 

friable mold and surface peat, with the usual turf and herbage. The 

sticks were larger than any growing in the vicinity, but they may 

have been drifted from the wooded region of the interior. At another 

place the ice wall was 80 feet high. KE. W. Nelson, who visited this 
locality in 1881 with the U.S. 8S. Corwin, also observed such an accu- 

mulation of sticks, and noted that some of thein had been gnawed by 

beavers. The following list of species is mainly extracted from Rich- 

ardson’s report, those marked with an asterisk having been obtained 

by me in 1880. The nomenclature has been somewhat modernized. 

*Elephas primigenius Blumenbach. 

Elephas columbi Falconer (?). 

Equus major De Kay. 

Alces americanus Jardine = machlis Ogilby. 

*Rangifer caribou Baird, 

*Ovibos moschatus Blainville. 

*Ovibos maximus Richardson =O. cavifrons Leidy. 

* Bison crassicornis Rich.—B. antiquus Leidy. 

Analogous beds of clay, sometimes with vertebrate remains, were 

observed by Beechey’s party at the following localities: ! 

On the north shore of Eschscholtz Bay and also on the west from it; 

on the south shore of Spafarieff Inlet and Good Hope Bay; at Shish- 

maref Inlet, west-southwest from Cape Spanberg; at Cape Blossom; 

northward from Kotzebue Sound, at Point Hope; at various points 

between Cape Beaufort and a point 20 miles east from Iey Cape; and 

near Point Belcher, in north latitude 71°. 

From information gathered from several masters of vessels in the 

whaling fleet and derived from experience gained in the effort to dig 

graves for seamen who had died aboard vessels on this shore from time 

to time during the last twenty years, it would appear that somewhat 
— - 

10p. cit., p. 603. 
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north of Cape Beaufort the land between the low hills and the sea is low 

and the soil chiefly a sort of gravel. “At a depth of 2 feet is a stratum 

of pure ice (not frozen soil) of unknown depth. This formation extends, 

with occasional gaps, north to Point Barrow, and thence east to Return 

Reef, where the ice layer is about 6 feet above the level of the sea. It 

goes south at least as far as Icy Cape without any decided break, and is 

found in different localities as far south as Kotzebue Sound.” At Point 

Barrow, near the international station, under the direction of Lieut. 

P. H. Ray, United States Army,! a shaft was sunk to a depth of 37 feet 

6 inches, which passed through successive layers of mud, sand, and 

fine gravel, with fragments of driftwood and marine shells, showing 

here and there large fragments of pure fresh-water ice, but no contin- 

uous stratum of ice. The formation here was clearly a beach alluvium, 

and relatively modern, a pair of Eskimo wooden snow goggles with a 

sinew string still attached to them being found at a depth of 274 feet. 

The temperature of the earth varied from — 5° to + 17.5° F.; below 
the influence of the external air the temperature of the earth was 

quite steady at 12° F. for nine months. The earth was frozen and was 

extremely hard and tough. Blasts put into the side of the shaft blew 

out without shattering the frozen earth around the drill hole. It is 

probable that excavations farther inland might have revealed the ice 

layer, which at the locality of the station did not exist. 

KOWAK RIVER ICE CLIFFS. 

After that at Elephant Point, the most remarkable exhibition of the 

Ground ice formation which has yet been recognized is situated on 

the lower part of the Kowak River, which empties into Hotham Inlet. 

The cliffs are situated along the bends of the river, which is extremely 

tortuous, almost exactly due north from Elephant Point, near where a 

line drawn from Elephant Point to Deviation Peak cuts the Kowak 

River. They have been illustrated and briefly referred to by Lieut. 

John C. Cantwell,? United States Revenue Marine, who discovered them 

in 1884 and revisited them the following year. They are composed of 

solid ice, covered by a layer of dark-colored earth, uniformly about 6 

feet thick, the whole rising to the height of 15 to 150 feet, with trees 4 

to S inches in diameter growing on the surface. Up to this point, and 

for some distance farther, not a stone or pebble was to be seen, the 

bluffs along the river appearing to be composed of clay or soft earth, 

which fell in large masses where undermined by the river. 

1 Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska. Washington. House Ex. 

Doc. No. 44, 48th Cong., 2d sess., 1885, 4°; ef. pp. 24, 338-339. 

? Report on the cruise of the Corwin in the year 1885, by Capt. M. A. Healy, United States Revenue 

Marine. Washington. House Ex. Doc. No. 153, 49th Cong., 1st sess., 1887; cf. Lieutenant Cantwell’s 
Report, pp. 48-49. Also Science, Dec. 19, 1884, vol. 4, No. 98, pp. 539, 551-554; Jan. 30, 1885, vol. 5, No. 104, 

pp. 92-93; and Oct. 30, 1885, vol. 6, No. 143, p. 380. 

See also Russell (I. C.), Ice Cliffs on Kowak River, Alaska: Am. Geologist, July, 1890, vol. 6, No. 1, 

pp. 49-50, and letter of Lieutenant Cantwell, following, pp. 51-52. 
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THE KOWAK CLAYS. 

Ata point on the river in about west longitude 158° a remarkable 

clay bluff, three-fourths of a mile long and 150 feet high, was reached 

on the left bank of the river. Quantities of mammoth tusks were 

observed in this clay and its débris, where undermined by the stream. 

These clays were doubtless of the same age as those in which the mam- 

moth remains are found at Elephant Point over the ice cliffs. Their 

position is significant, being near the lower end of a tract of open tun- 

dra, below the low divides leading northward to the Noatak River and 

southward to the Selawik Basin, and near where the Kowak River 

enters a defile which later becomes a sort of canyon obstructed by 

rapids. 

Returning to the ice cliffs, during the explorations of 1885 it was 

observed that “for miles along the river in this portion of its course 

these icy cliffs appear and disappear at regular intervals, so that they 

recur in bends that are parallel with each other.” An east-northeast 

and west-southwest magnetic line drawn through one of the cliffs if 

prolonged will cut all the others as well as the analogous formation at 

Elephant Point far to the southward. ‘Climbing to the top of one of 

these ice cliffs” Messrs. Cantwell and Townsend pushed their way 

“through the dense thickets of willow and luxuriant growth of grass 

into the interior for about 1 mile, where we found a shallow lake about 

a mile in diameter.” If the travelers stood still on the peaty soil for 

any length of time “the spongy moss became saturated and soon a pool 

of dark-colored water made our position untenable” (op. cit., pp. 48-49). 

The formation does not extend to the Noatak River, which was explored 

by MecLenegan in 1885. 

For these clays, whether independently deposited or found super- 

posed on the Ground ice formation, the name of the Kowak clays was 

suggested by me in 1892. 

DISTRIBUTION OF FOSSIL VERTEBRATES. 

Other Alaskan localities for the animals associated with the clays 

are the Kotlo River, a stream entering the Yukon from the south above 

old Fort Yukon and close to the Arctic circle; the valley of the Inglu- 

talik River, which empties into Norton Bay, and of the Ulukak River, 

which enters Norton Sound at Unalaklik. <A lake near Nushagak is 

stated on Russian authority to afford an abundance of similar bones. 

They are reported from the upper part of the Knik or Fire River, 

which debouches into Cook Inlet; and on the Arctic coast, in latitude 

71°, at a point called Skull Cliff, Beechey’s party obtained remains of 

an elephant in a clay overlying a low stratum of ice. Wossnessenski 

collected tusks, teeth, and bones of Hlephas primigenius and EF. columbt 

near Topanika Creek, Norton Sound. Other remains of the same sort 
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have been picked up on the coast between Bristol Bay and Norton Sound. 

Teeth of the elephant, bones of Bison antiquus, and especially of the 

musk ox, are not rare on the tundra of the Yukon Valley, whence 

specimens were brought by me in 1868. But the Kotlo and Inglutalik 

rivers have the reputation of affording these bones in extraordinary 

numbers. Along the Arctic coast, east from Point Barrow, where the 

bones and ivory occur frozen into the clays, they are so common as to 

serve the Eskimo carvers for economic purposes. I obtained in 1880 a 

deep ladle, as large as a child’s head, carved, handle and all, out of a 

solid tusk of mammoth ivory by these people. It was said to have 

come from the mouth of the Colville River. 

NAKNEK RIVER, AND REMAINS OF THE MAMMOTE. 

The latest contribution to our knowledge of the distribution of the 

Ground ice and clays with mammoth remains was obtained during our 

trip of 1895. They appear to be represented in the river deltas of the 

northern coast of the peninsula of Alaska. Here, near the mouth of 

the Naknek River, the existence of the ice covered by heavy banks 

of clay is reported by several of the traders doing business in that 

vicinity. The place was visited by Mr. W. J. Fisher, an old collabora- 

tor of the Smithsonian Institution, on board one of the trading vessels, 

in the spring of 1894. The freshets had melted the icy layer and cut 

away the clays until, by a fall of part of the bank, remains of the mam- 

moth were exposed in a cavity in the frozen clay. The spot was visited 

by the natives of an adjacent Eskimo village, who obtained mammoth 

bones and a large quantity of fat, which they used in greasing their 

skin boats. The quantity is estimated at 500 pounds. Mr. Fisher 

reports that when he arrived there and was informed of the find, the 

cavity in the frozen clay still retained something of the form of the 

mammoth, and underneath the organic debris, bones, ete., at the bot- 

tom he obtained a piece of the fat in good preservation. This was 

presented by him to the writer for the United States National Museum, 

where itis now preserved. It has the consistency of hard tallow, and 

still contains numerous dried muscular fibers. It would seem that the 

carcass had been more or less demoralized before it was embedded in the 

clay, as no mention was made by the natives of any skin or hair in con- 

nection with the remains, only of disintegrated muscular tissue, bones, 

and fat. As mammoth bones have no particular value in that part of 

the world, where transportation of the most necessary articles is always 

a matter of difficulty, no attempt was made by the natives or Mr. Fisher 

to bring away any of the bones, a large part of which had fallen into 

the river. There can be no question whatever of the accuracy of the 

identification of the remains with those of the mammoth, which are 

well known to both Mr. Fisher and the natives.! 

1See Science, Nov. 8, 1895, p. 636. 
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It is a question whether this occurrence does not throw light on the 

finding of mammoth teeth and bones on the Pribilof and Aleutian 

islands. The freshets always occur before the sea ice goes out, and 

such remains frozen in the drifting floe might easily be carried before 

one of the spring gales to the shores of adjacent islands. It is known 

that erratics and occasional articles of native manufacture of conti- 

nental origin have been so transported to the islands, and there seems 

to be no particular reason why mammoth remains should not share 

the same fate now and then. 

O'THER LOCALITIES. 

[ close this summary by a reference to the discoveries of a mammoth 

tooth on the island of St. George, of the Pribilof group, in 1836, 

vouched for by Veniaminoff (Unal. I, p. 106), and of tusks and teeth on 

the island of Unalaska in 1801, according to the report of Dr. Stein.! 

The Ground ice formation and the Kowak clays have been considered 

here for several reasons. Though the former may be correlated with 

the Glacial epoch of cold and the latter with the post-Glacial era, yet 

there are certain reasons why this, even if probable, is not inevitable. 

ORIGIN OF THE ICE AND CLAY. 

In our ignorance of the chronology of the Alaskan geology it is 

well to consider alternatives. The fact that the Californian marine 

Pliocene indicates a colder sea than do the invertebrates of the Pleis- 

tocene, and that this is confirmed by the evidence of the Oregon and 

Yakutat fossils, which we have called Plocene in this essay, has 

been already alluded to. It is quite certain that an elevation of the 

shores of Bering Sea and the continental shelf lying off them if carried 

to 200 feet would unite Asia and America; if to 300 feet, would con- 

nect the eastern Aleutians as far as Umnak and the Pribilof Islands 

with America, and would lay bare an enormous level plain covering 

the northern half and most of the eastern third of the present area 

of Bering Sea. The diminished body of water which would be left in 

such a case, in connection with the prevalence of the northwest trade 

winds over this area, would give to this region such a dry climate as 

characterizes much of Siberia and the Yukon Valley in Alaska. If 

the elevation took place at the end of the Miocene, as it did in Cali- 
fornia and Oregon, and as the location and condition of the Nulato 

sandstones suggest, and if the greatest elevation was toward the 

west and gradually diminished eastward, we should have conditions 

favorable for the following results: First, a small precipitation with 

little snow, which with extreme cold and an almost level surface would 

be unfavorable to the formation of glaciers. Second, the formation, 

by the drainage of the Yukon and other streams coming down from 

} Trudi mineral. Obst., St. Petersburg, 1830, pp. 382, 383. 
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the east, of vast shallow lakes of muddy water. the remnants of which 

in winter, after the escape of the surplus water, might, as now occurs in 

the same region, freeze solidly to the bottom and receive considerable 

additions from the snows of winter. Third, the ice thus formed might 

to a certain extent persist, especially if protected from the sun of the 

short Arctic summer by a deposit of clay from the spring freshets. 

Fourth, with a return of a milder climate, though the great mass of 

‘this ice might melt and escape with the drainage, that in the more 

northern and colder region, especially where protected by the clays, 

might be to some extent conserved and over the clay bogs above it a 

carpet of Arctic vegetation might gradually extend. 

The wandering vertebrates, attracted by the luxuriant herbage which 

we know to flourish in such places, might be trapped in the quagmires 

which the grasses treacherously conceal. Further elevation by afford- 

ing better drainage would tend to preserve rather than to waste the 

hidden stores of ice, while the rivers gradually cutting down their 

channels would expose the formation when it lay along their path. 

That the moderate elevat ons which exist in the region were insuffi- 

cient to start into motion the ice thus formed, and thus inaugurate 

glaciers, may be accounted for on several grounds. First, under the 

assumed circumstances the ice would always be formed on the lowest 

places of the level lowlands, coming there as water, and not as snow 

pressing from slopes. Second, the ice under conditions of very low 

temperature is, without doubt, much more rigid than at higher tempera- 

tures, and by the hypothesis would more or less thoroughly be incor- 

porated at its base with the tough and rigid frozen mud upon which it 

formed; in fact, the ice and soil would practically form one body, while 

ice formed from snow falling on frozen earth would always behave more 

like a body extraneous to the soil. Lastly, the very level character of 

the region would be unfavorable to motion in the ice, as at present on 

the Arctic coast where we know the land ice is stationary; while in 

particular localities, where some motion might take place, the character 

of the Miocene sandstones, upon which most of it must have rested in 

the absence of alluvium, is not well suited to retain any evidence of it. 

These suggestions are offered asa basis for discussion in considering 

the anomalous geological conditions of northwestern Alaska, until a 

greater knowledge of the facts may afford a foundation for some more 
applicable hypothesis. 

Owing to the crystalline character of the ice as observed by me at 

Kotzebue Sound, Mr. Warren Upham has thought to recognize in it 

true glacial ice.! This, however, is too hasty an inference. All ice 

derived from snow by pressure of its own or other weight has this 

structure, including glacier ice. But ice without motion, past or actual, 

can not properly be regarded as glacial, no matter from what conditions 

1Am. Geologist, Vol. XV, No. 4, April, 1893, pp. 254-259. 
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it has been derived. The Kotzebue Sound ice is undoubtedly snow ice, 

but we have as yet no proof whatever of its glacial origin. I have 

thought that some of the Ground ice seen by me was stratified, show- 

ing alternating layers of granular and solid ice, to be accounted for as 

above stated, but in the multipheity of duties laid upon me during field 

work in past years I have failed to find time to properly investigate 

the minor details of the question and can not affirm that the impression 

was based on sufficient evidence. 

Dr. Dawson has diseussed the occurrence of mammoth remains in 

Alaska,' taking a view of its origi not dissimilar to that above sug- 

gested, but observing that nothing has been adduced to show that it 

is absolutely continuous over any great area, This must be admitted, 

and indeed it is difficult to imagine conditions under which any great 

area of ice could have been preserved in the manner supposed. Never- 

theless, it remains true that in favorable situations about the whole 

eastern Shore of Bering Sea and Strait and, according to the reports of 

whalers and explorers, along a great part of the Arctic coast of Alaska 

considerable areas exist where the Ground ice is preserved. In this 

connection reference may be made to a paper on snowdrift deposits 

by Charles Davison,’ which contains data bearing on the general topic. 

NOTES ON THE YUKON VALLEY .® 

In the Yukon Valley the Astoria series overlies the Kenai series, 
with which it is strictly conformable, both dipping to the northwest 

from 10° to 40°. The rock is a coarse grayish-brown sandstone, con- 

taining casts of Ostrea, Macoma, and other marine bivalves, besides 

fucoid remains. It extends from Koyukuk to Kaltag, along the Yukon, 

a good exposure of some 60 feet being afforded by the erosion of the 

banks, the thickness determined for the beds being at least 300 feet; 
the strata are very regularly waved and occasionally broken, the waves 

varying from a mile and a half to a quarter of a mile in length. 

The Yukon flows through a country diversified by rolling hills of 

low altitude, seldom exceeding 1,500 feet. The bed of the river is on 

the right side of a valley or depression of variable width, but from 

Nuklikahyét to the great southern bend the right bank is the higher, 

and the left bank is more or less composed of alluvium, which stretches 

usually for some distance to rather low hills. There are no terraces. 

An account of the character and method of formation of the alluvium 

will be found in the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural His- 

tory, Volume XIII, 1869, page 138. 

To the north of the Porcupine River, where it enters the Territory, 

are low hills. These soon pass into an open plain, very low and marshy, 

! Quart. Jour Geol. Soc. London, vol. 50, 1894; pp. 1-9 of separate copy. 

2Quart Jour. Geol. Soe. London, vol. 50, Aug., 1894, pp. 472-486. 

3 These notes are from unpublished observations made by W. H. Dall in 1866-1869. 
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sparsely wooded with a light growth of spruce, willow, birch, alder, ete. 

At the farthest extremity of this plain, northward, are the Romanzoff 

Mountains, the only snow-bearing peaks in summer in this part of the 

Territory. Their position and trend were determined by bearings from 

different points on the river. The accounts of the voyagers who have 

visited that part of the Territory unite in the statement that these 

mountains are mostly composed of metamorphic schists and quartzose 

rocks. North of them, according to the same authority, a low plain or 

tundra extends to a low range of hills which border the Arctic coast. 

The Romanzoff chain appears to end rather abruptly to the southwest, 

but in the same trend a line of low, broken hills continues toward the 

headwaters of the Dall River, a stream of some magnitude flowing from 

the north, and named by Captain Ketchum, the first of our pioneers to 

ascend the Yukon, and an efficient coadjutor in the work of explora- 

tion. This river brings down nothing but fragments of metamorphic 

argillites and quartz rocks, which are evidently derived from the high, 

rocky hills at the base of which it flows. 

On the south side of this plain a similar but less elevated series 

of hills (of similar rocks) converge toward the Yukon, so that that 

river, near the mouth of the Dall River, enters a narrow funnel of hills 

which approach each other until a canyon is formed, through which 

the great Yukon surges and boils in a narrow but exceedingly deep 

channel. These rocks, which rise to the height of 1,500 or 2,000 feet 

on each side of the river, cutting off a great portion of the daylight; 

are all metamorphic, and most of them are very greatly altered. They 

vary from schistose to argillitic, from jasper to trachytic, but are 

mostly very hard and flinty, traversed with numerous quartz veins 

containing a small amount of iron pyrites; but no trap dikes were 

noticed nor any fossiliferous rocks of any kind. The canyon varies 

from one-half to one-fourth of a mile in width, and the rise of the 

water in the spring freshets, as indicated by the scoring and smooth- 

ing of the rocks, is about 30 feet, while a fall of 20 feet below the 

mean level is noticed in winter. Thus we have a total difference in 

height of 50 feet in a channel not less than a quarter of a mile wide. 

This gives an approximate idea of the volume of this mighty stream. 

The rate of the current at the mean level, after the freshet has sub- 

sided, is about 7 miles an hour, while during the rise it is much more 

rapid. Above high-water mark the rocks show no traces of any erosion, 

but are sharp, jagged, and irregular to their very summits. There is 

no transportation of material, and the open plains of the Yukon are 

destitute of bowlders, terraces, and the other concomitants of glacial 

action. 

The canyon in question is known as the “Ramparts.” Near its west- 

ern termination an immense dike of syenitic rock cuts through the hills 

and opposes a serious obstacle to the current, which has cut two nar- 

row, deep channels, between which is a wide mass of syenite—an island 
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at mean low water and a mass of seething foam during the freshets. 
This spot is known as the “ Rapids,” though the two channels afford no 

obstacles, except their very swift current, to navigation. The Yukon 

then rapidly widens, the hills become less elevated, and the Yukon 

meets the Tanana at the end of the Ramparts. The mountains on the 

left terminate in a rounded but high peak, called by the natives Mon- 

klag-at-lii, On theright of the Yukon is another, somewhat more dis- 

tant from the river, which is known as Moh-klan-o-klikh. These two 

I have named the Twin Mountains. At the foot of the first named, 

the small islet forming the extreme point of the land between the Tan- 

ana and the Yukon is regarded by the various tribes of Indians as a 

neutral ground, where they all meet to trade in the spring, and so is 

named Nu-klak-ah-yét. Opposite Nuklukahyét is a rounded, rather 

low but bold bluff of siliceous conglomerate or breccia. The left bank 

of the Yukon, and also of the Tanana as far as the eye can reach, is 

low, and this continues along the river to the sea, though the belt of 

alluvium varies in width at different points. 

The right bank of the Tanana is high and rocky, composed of meta- 

morphic sandstones and schists, and the natives state that farther up 

this river both banks are very mountainous. To the north the low 

Yukon Mountains and to the south successive ranges of high hills, 

including the Nowikakat and Kaiyth mountains, pursue the same gen- 

eral course as the river, trending to the west and south. The rocks 

which compose these ranges are apparently metamorphic or trachytic, 

and have a general dip to the northwest or southeast. From Nuklu- 

kahyét to the Lebarge River the north bank is generally high and com- 

posed of schistose, siliceous, or metamorphic rocks, argillite, and a few 

patches of siliceous conglomerate and andesite, with alluvium where 

small rivers fall into the Yukon. The higher summits of the Nowika- 

kat Range I found to be andesitic. Beyond the Lebarge River, as far 

as the Koyuktk River, Kenai sandstones with vegetable remains form 
the prevailing strata. The Koyuktk Sopka is a high peak (1,500 to 

2,000 feet) composed of a soft, greenish, eruptive rock without stratifi- 

cation. From the Koyukik River to Kaltag the right bank is com- 

posed of the brown marine Miocene sandstones overlying the blue fresh- 

water sandstones of the Kenai series, much contorted and faulted. 

This formation extends westward to the Kuthlatno and Unalaklik 

rivers, where the marine strata terminate; the Kenai series come to 

the surface, intermixed with metamorphic argillites and slaty sand- 

stones, the higher peaks of the rolling low hills which fill this district 

being eruptive or igneous rocks. From Kaltag to Lofka’s the rocks 

of the right bank are mostly eruptive, exhibiting wonderful variations 

in color and sometimes containing zeolitic minerals. Below this meta- 

morphic rocks again prevail, with conglomerate, until at the Mission 

amy gdaloidal basalt and lava come down to the river and cover a wide 

belt of country between this point and Norton Sound near St. Michael. 

Eruptive and metamorphic rocks follow, and at the great southern 
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bend blue Kenai sandstones and shales are again seen, followed by an 

immense plain or delta composed of alluvium brought down by the 

river. Point Romanoff and Cape Romanzoff are metamorphic, as well 

as some low ranges of hills to the southward. 

The island of St. Michael, upon which was situated the redoubt of the 

Same name, is of very recent origin. Traditions are current among 

the natives that it has been thrice submerged below the sea. Stuart 

aud Egg islands are similar in formation. There are several well- 

defined craters on the island of St. Michael. One of them is occupied 

by a small lake. None of the rocks rise to any great height. At the 

settlement-the rocks are almost entirely of a scoriaceous, amygdaloidal 

lava and basalt, roughly columnar on the beach near the boathouse, 

covered with layers of ashes, decayed pumice, vegetable mold, and 

peat. Specimens and reports brought from the region between the 

Yukon and Kuskoquim rivers show that the mountains of that region 

are essentially granitic, while bearing metamorphic quartzites and 
argillites upon their flanks. 

PLEISTOCENE. 

The epoch of the Pleistocene is practically outside the scope of this 

report. It might be said, briefly, that it included in Alaska great 

changes of level and marked volcanic activity, much as in California. 

Recent papers by G. M. Dawson,' W. P. Blake,’ I. ©. Russell,’ and G. 

F. Wright,‘ bear on this topic and may be consulted with advantage. 

It may be proper to mention here that I found several erratics with 

distinct glacial groovings on Woody Island, Kadiak, one of them in 

the Mission garden, but they are not abundant and are discovered only 

by careful search. As we left Kadiak, working northwest from Chi- 

niak Bay through the strait between Kadiak, Afognak, and Spruce 

islands, it was noticed that the base-leveling of the lowlands was less 

and less elevated as we proceeded northward, and that no base-leveled 

bench is visible on the northwest shores of Kadiak ana Afognak 

islands. The base-leveling referred to, while quite apparent in a gen- 

eral view, is less recognizable on the ground locally. The rocks of this 

region are apt to be tilted at a high angle and break into pinnacles and 

acute-angled blocks which more or less effectually mask the effect of 
the base-leveling when viewed at close quarters. The hardness of the 

1Trans. Royal Soc. Canada, 1890, vol. 8, sec. 4, pp. 3-74. Also, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. LV, 

pp. 427-431, 1892; and Vol. V, pp. 117-146, Feb., 1894. 

‘Glaciers of Alaska, in Am. Jour. Sci., July, 1867, 2d ser., vol. 44, No. 130, pp. 96-101, and Notes on 

the geography and geology of Russian America and the Stickeen River, H. Ex. Doc. 177, 1868, part 2, 

Washington, 19 pp., 8°. Also, T. A. Blake, ‘‘General topographical and geological features of the 

northwestern coast of America,” etc., in Coast Survey Report for 1867, App., 18 E. 1869, pp. 281-290, 

Washington; and W. Libbey, jr., Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc., New York, 1886, 1887, No. 4, pp. 279-300. 

3Notes on the surface geology of Alaska, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, March, 1890, Vol. I, pp. 99-162, 

Washington, 8°. Also, Mount St. Elias andits glaciers, Am. Jour. Sci. 3d. ser., vol. 43, No. 255, pp. 

169-182, March, 1892; also, Malaspina Glacier, Jour. of Geol. Chicago, Vol. I, No. 3, pp. 219-245, 1893. 

4The Muir Glacier, Am. Jour, Sci., Jan., 1887, 3d ser., vol. 33, pp. 1-18; also, Bull. Soc. Alaskan 

Ethn., 1888, No. 2, 8°, 22 pp. 
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rock, which would seem to make it a suitable medium for retaining 

glacial markings, if any existed, is more than made up for by its tend- 

ency to splinter. The difficulty in finding marks of erosion on the 

rocks in place is greatly added to by the dense blanket of moss and 

wiry herbage which in this moist climate covers everything except the 

vertical faces of the outcrops. 

NOTES ON THE PALEONTOLOGY OF ALASKA. 

The earlier formations are but little known in this part of the world; 

hence isolated notes, however unsatisfactory from a general standpoint, 

have a certain value, if only as indications for the future explorer. 

SILURIAN. 

The Upper Silurian (Clinton) Halysites escharoides Lam. is reported 

by Grewingk! as having been found in drift pebbles near Sitka, but 

no bed rock is known in that vieinity from which it might have been 

derived. 

While engaged in field work on the coal field near Killisnoo, in the 

Alexander Archipelago, east of Sitka, we received from Mr. Bright- 

man of that place some pieces of fossiliferous limestone obtained by 

him on the shore of Saginaw Bay, Kuiu Island, near Point Corn- 

wallis. These comprised a broken and silicified, rather amorphous 

limestone, which was said to lie higher, and two thin, very fossiliferous 

slabs of sandstone, which it was stated were found at a lower level. 

The former is regarded by Mr. Charles Schuchert as probably of Silu- 

rian age, and an account of it and its fossil contents will be found 

in his report hereto appended. 

DEVONIAN. 

We owe to the late F. B. Meek? the demonstration of the existence 

of rocks of this age in Alaska. Fossils collected by Robert Kennicott, 

R. W. McFarlane, and the Rev. W. W. Kirkby determined the horizon 

of the deposits to be that of the Hamilton group of New York. Among 

the species collected in Russian America, now Alaska, were Cyatho- 

phyllum arcticum Meek, Zaphrentis recta Meek, Z. Macfarlanei Meek, 

Paleocyclus Kirkbyi Meek, Favosites polymorpha Goldfuss, Atrypa aspera 

Schlotheim, and Cyrtina hamiltonensis Hall. 

The rocks containing these fossils are limestones, more or less impreg- 

nated with bitumen, and very similar to those which afford the petroleum 

of Pennsylvania. Their topographical aspect is that of low, undulating 

hills, seldom more than 500 feet in height, and usually much lower. In 

consequence of this, the Porcupine River in the Devonian area is a 

rather wide, shallow stream, obstructed by sand banks and shoals and 

without rapids, falls, or deep canyons. The dip is generally in a north- 

1 Beitrag zur Kenntniss, NW. Am. 1850, p. 20. 

2Trans. Chicago Acad. Sci., Vol. I, 1867, pp. 61-114. 
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westerly direction, and the strata are more or less folded or distorted. 

The extent of the Devonian area on the banks of the Poreupine Liver, 

which enters the Yukon from the northeast near the Arctic circle, is as 

yet not precisely determined. 

CARBONIFEROUS. 

For many years the only definite locality for rocks of this age in 

Alaska was the coast of the Polar Sea, north of Bering Strait, between 

Cape Beaufort and Cape Thompson. They dip to the northwest, and 

consist of beds of limestone intermixed with siliceous and shaly layers.! 

Among the fossils from this locality are Encrinites, Lithostrotion, Tubi- 

pora, Turbinolia, Cyathophyllum, Caryophyllia, Productus, Spirifer, 

Orthis, and ? Dentalium.? <A spirifer from this locality was loaned for 

examination by the California Academy of Sciences, and will be found 

referred to in Mr. Schuchert’s report. Cape Lisburne is reported to 

reacha height of 1,000 feet, but most of these cliffs do not exceed 400 feet. 

In 1867 I picked up near the “small houses” above the lower Ram- 

parts on the Yukon River in Alaska a drift pebble containing Chonetes 

glabra Geinitz, a species of Productus, and some crinoid joints, which 

were identified by Meek as undoubtedly Carboniferous. 

The limestones about the Muir glaciers in southeastern Alaska are 

mostly unfossiliferous, but in 1893 a coral was obtained from them by 

Prof. J. J. Stevenson which has been identified as a Lonsdaleia,’ and. 

they have consequently been referred to the Carboniferous epoch. 

I have already spoken of a slab of limestone, containing fossils, 

obtained from Saginaw Bay, Kuiu Island, by Mr. Brightman, and pre- 

sented to me. This contains a variety of distinctively Carboniferous 

brachiopods, and will be found described in Mr. Schuchert’s report. 

Since our return a small lot of fossils from the west coast of Kuiu 

Island, opposite the south end of Baranoff Island, has been kindly for. 

warded to me by Mr. J. A. Becker, of Sitka. 

MESOZOIC. 

EARLIER EXPLORATIONS. 

Rocks of this age were reported by Grewingk‘ upon the evidence of 

fossils collected by Elia Wossnessenski ov the southern side of the 

peninsula of Alaska, near the Bay of Katmai. They were of a brown 

ironstone containing Ammonites wossnessenskii, A. biplex, Belemnites 

paxillosus?, and Unio liassinus?. The last was from a stratum probably 

different from the others. 

The eastern promontory or point of Cold Bay, Alaska Peninsula, is 

low and surrounded by many dangerous rocks, avoided by the navi- 

1 Buckland, Appendix to Beechey’s Voyage, Part II, p. 169, London, 1839, 4°. 

? Grewingk, op. cit., p. 271. 

3See Science, n.s., Vol. III, No. 53, January 3, 1896, pp. 33-34; also H. P. Cushing, ‘‘ Notes on the 

areal geology of Glacier Bay, Alaska,’ in Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Vol. XV; also H. F. Reid, ‘‘ Glacier 

Bay and its glaciers, in Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part I, 1896, pp. 421-461. 

4 Beitrag, pp. 48, 271-274. 
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gator. At the end of this cape Pinart obtained a number of specimens 

of Monotis salinaria, indicating the presence there of Triassic beds. 

The species was identified and figured by Fischer. 

Rocks carrying an abundant fauna are believed to cover a wide area, 

especially in the peninsular region of Alaska. Those collected by us 

have been placed in the hands of Prof. Alpheus Hyatt for descrip- 

tion and report, and I shall content myself here with a reference to the 

principal sources of information in the literature, and to a description 

of the localities from which they were obtained. Data in relation to 

the Mesozoic paleontology of Alaska may be sought in the works of 

Doroshin,' Grewingk,”? EKichwald,* Fischer,* White,’ and Lesquereux.® 

The early explorers found on the portage from Katmai Bay to the 

northern side of the range, northwest from Katmai village, near the 

foot of the Kutlushat Volcano, a stratified ferruginous sandstone con- 

taining Aucella and Inoceramus. The same fossils were also obtained 

from the east coast of the peninsula, southwest of Nakchalitak Bay. 

At the high south point of entrance to Cold Bay (which is also called 

Studenaia, Puale, or Pualuk Bay), named Yaklok (Jaklak or Iakl6k) 

Cape, a-dark limestone containing belemnites was found by Doroshin, 

above which were sandstones with plant impressions resembling cal- 

amites, but really reeds of a more modern type. 

At the entrance of Cook Inlet, near Port Graham, Doroshin found a 

heavy bed of limestone containing Janira and Arcomya crassissima, 

referred by Eichwald to the Neocomian. 

On the east coast of the peninsula of Alaska, northward from Una- 

lishakhtak Island, he reports a heavy bed of dark limestone with many 

ammonites, Cardium imbricatarium, and Astarte germani. 

seyond Chasik Island, on the west side of Cook Inlet, ammonites 

were found in a hard, black sandstone, dipping 25° to 40° N. 

At Anchor Cape, Cook Inlet, at low water, quantities of Inoceramus 

porrectus are reported to be scattered among the pebbles, but no 

stratum from which they could be derived is yet known above high- 

water mark. 

A few species indicated. but not described by Géppert* in 1861 are 

the same as those afterward described by Kichwald. 

1P. Doroshin. Einige Beobachtungen und Bemerkungen ueber das Gold-vorkommen in der Be- 

sitzungen der R. Am. Compagnie, Erman’s Archiv, xxv, pp. 229-237. Berlin, G. Reimer, 1866. 

2Constantine Grewingk. Beitrag zur Kenntniss der orographischen und geognostischen Be- 

schaffenheit der Nord-West-Kiiste Amerikas, mit den anliegenden Inseln. St. Petersburg, Carl Kray, 

1850. 8°, pp. iv, 551, ill. 

3Eduard von Eichwald. Geognostisch-paleontologische Bemerkungen ueber die Halbinsel Man- 

gischlak und die Aleutischen Inseln. St. Petersburg, Kais. Akad. Wiss. 1871. 8°, pp. 200, pl. 16. 

4Paul Fischer. Sur quelques fossiles de 1’ Alaska, in Voy. & la céte NW. de 1’ Am. 1870-1872, par 

Alphonse Pinart, Paris, 1875, pp. 33-36, pl. A. 

Charles A. White. Onasmall collection of Mesozoic fossils obtained in Alaska by Mr. W. H. Dall: 

Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 4, pp. 10-16, pl. vi, 1884. 

6 Leo Lesquereux. List of recently identified fossil plants belonging to the U.S. National Museum, 

etc.: Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, pp. 21-46, pls. i-iv, 1887. Also, plants obtained at Cape Lisburne by 
H. D. Woolfe: Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xi, pp. 31-33, 1888. 

7 Abhandl. der schles. Gesell. fiir vaterlandische Cultur, II, p. 201, 1861, and 1867, p. 50. 
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AUCELLA BEDS. 

In 1871 Pinart obtained Aucella and Homomya from the rocks of 

Aniakehak Bay, near Sutkum, on the south side of the peninsula of 

Alaska, east of Chignik Bay, and also from a small bay which he 

calls Nakhalilik, south of the Chiginagak Voleano and west of the bay 

of the same name. These were identified and figured by Fischer. 

In 1874, while surveying Port Moller, on the northern border of the 

peninsula north of the Shumagin Islands, I discovered at a bluff 

point at the head of the bay, about KE. by 8S. by compass from the end 

of the long sand spit which protects the harbor, a limestone contain- 

ing numerous fossils, chiefly Aucella concentrica Fischer, but including 

a Cyprina and Belemnites, described by Dr. White as new. A large 

Pecten of the Amusium type was also observed on an enormous slab of 

rock from which it could not be detached. In his discussion of these 

fossils Dr. White has expressed himself as follows (op. cit., pp. 10-13): 

During the years 1840-1842, Elia Wossnessenski, while making zoological collec- 

tions along the west coast of North America, obtained also a few fossils from Alaska. 

These were published by Constantine Grewingk, in Verhandlungen der Russisch- 

Kaiserlichen Mineralogischen Gesellschaft zu St. Peterburg, for the years 1848 and 

1849, pp. 344-347. Those which Wossnessenski obtained from the bay of Katmai, on 

the southern coast of Alaska, Grewingk referred to the Jurassic; and some others, 

from Kadiak Island, he referred to the Tertiary. In the work presently to be noticed, 

Eichwald, however, declares the former to be of Neocomian, and the latter of Turo- 

nian age. 

Alaska and the Aleutian Islands were visited during the years 1847-1852, by Peter 

Doroshin, a Russian mining engineer, who made some important collections of Mes- 

ozoic fossil mollusks from various localities in that region. Professor Kichwald, in 

1872, published these fossils in St. Petersburg, together with other fossils which 

Doroshin had collected in the region of the Caspian Sea, the title of the work being 
“Geognostisch-Palxontologische Bemerkungen ueber die Halbinsel Mangischlak und 

die Aleutischen Inseln.” In that work, under the subtitle ‘‘Fossile Thiere des Neo- 

com und Gault,” pages 158-200, he describes sixty-two species of Mesozoic fossil mol- 

lusks from Alaska and the Aleutian Islands, and devotes sixteen plates to their 

illustration. It is this portion of Doroshin’s collection that I propose to more espe- 

cially refer to in this article, because I have now to consider a small collection of 

fossils from Alaska which probably came from the same formation. Eichwald is 
positive in his reference of this part of Doroshin’s collection mainly to the Neoco- 

mian division of the Cretaceous, but in part to the Gault. He identifies certain spe- 

cies found in Alaska with some of those which have been long known in Russian 

strata, and which Keyserling referred to the Jurassic. Geologists have generally 

accepted this reference; but in the work on Alaskan fossils just referred to, Eich- 

wald states that the Russian strata which bear the fossils alluded to are of Neoco- 
mian, and not of Jurassic age. He also regards the Russian and Alaskan strata which 

bear those fossils respectively as geologically equivalent, and makes at least one 

Alaskan species identical with a Russian one. 

Prof. Jules Marcou' has called attention to the fact that there is a commingling of 

Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous types in both the Russian and Alaskan strata which 

have just been referred to; and that a similar condition of things exists in the island 

of Sakhalin and other portions of northern Asia. 

1Explication d'une seconde édition de la carte géologique de la terre, by Jules Marcou, pp. 121 

and 137-140. 
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The Mesozoic collections which were made by Doroshin in Alaska are very impor- 

tant, but Eichwald’s publication gives no comprehensive sketch of the geology of 

the Alaskan region. He refers some of the fossils from Chasik Island to the Gault, 

and some to the Neocomian; but he gives no description of two separate Mesozoic 

formations there. For want of definite information as to the geology of the region, 

one can not feel certain that all the fossils which Eichwald refers to the Neocomian 

really came from one and the same formation. If those fossils are all strictly of the 

same epoch, I think Eichwald’s reference of them to the Neocomian is not unreason- 

able, because so many of those mollusks are of Cretaceous types; and yet Marcou’s 
statement that there is a commingling of Jurassic and Neocomian types in those 

northern Mesozoic strata seems to be well supported. It has been thought by some 

paleontologists that Aucella is confined to Jurassic strata; but this genus is now 

known to exist in strata of undoubted Cretaceous age; and if the opinion of Eich- 

wald is accepted, it will appear that Aucella is more characteristic of the Cretaceous 

than of Jurassic strata. At least it is plain that we can not now rely upon the pres- 

ence of that genus as affording any proof of the Jurassic age of the strata which 

contains it. 

During the prosecution of his work upon the United States Coast and Geodetic 

Survey along the western coast of the Alaskan Peninsula in the year 1874, Mr. W. H. 

Dall made a collection of Mesozoic invertebrate fossils which are of the same age as 
at least a part of those which which were collected by Doroshin. In his notes Mr. 

Dall designates the locality at which they were discovered as ‘Fossil Point, Port 

Moller;” and indicates its position as approximately in longitude 160° 31’ west, and 

latitude 45° 14’ north. The collection consists mainly of a species of Aucella, which 

is evidently identical with the forms which are figured on Eichwald’s Plate XVII 

(loe. cit.), the specimens of which collection, like those of Doroshin’s, are all in the 

condition of natural casts. The collection also contains a single valve of a species of 

Cyprina, and some fragments of a remarkably slender Belemnite. This collection is 

now the property of the United States National Museum, and permission to use it 

in the preparation of this article has been given by the Director of the Museum. 

Two years previous to Mr. Dall’s visit the same region was visited by M. Alph.-L. 

Pinart, who obtained some fossil shells of Mesozoic age upon the eastern side of the 

Alaskan Peninsula. These fossils evidently came from the same formation that fur- 

nished the shells which are figured by Eichwald on his Plate XVII. * * * 

The fossils which were collected by M. Pinart were discussed by M. P. Fischer, in 

the report just cited, under the subtitle, ‘‘Sur quelques Fossiles de Alaska,” pages 

33-36, Plate A. Only two species were obtained by Pinart from the localities just 

mentioned, one of which Fischer places under Pholadomya (Homomya), but he gives 

it no specific name, The other he refers to the Aucella concentrica of Fischer. * * * 

If the Mesozoic collections of Dall and Pinart, and also that part of Doroshin’s col- 

lection which Eichwald refers to the Neocomian, all really came from one and the 

same formation, the fauna thus represented has certainly much of Cretaceous, as well 

as of Jurassic character. This is true, even after excluding those species of Doro- 

shin’s collection which EKichwald refers to the Gault, and of course all that he refers 

tothe Turonian. Still, this fauna has enough of Jurassic character, according to the 

views which have hitherto been generally entertained by paleontologists, to suggest 

that the strata which bear it occupy a transitional position, as indicated by Marcou. 

According to views now generally held by naturalists, transitional faunas ought to 

occur between all those which especially characterize each epoch respectively, and 

the suggestion of such a case for this Alaskan fauna seems to me to be reasonable. 

Certain of the Cretaceous strata of Texas have been doubtfully referred to the 

Neocomian, but, with this exception, no North American strata south of the northern 

limit of the United States have hitherto been referred to the lower division of the 

Cretaceous series, and a broad hiatus has appeared to exist between those northern 

strata and the lowest of the Cretaceous rocks yet known south of the limit just 

referred to. Within a few years past, however, the labors of Dr. George M. Dawson 
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in the coast region of British Columbia have brought to light some series of fossils 

which Mr. Whiteaves thinks prove the strata carrying them to be of the age of the 

Middle Cretaceous and the upper part of the Neocomian. (See Trans. Royal Soc. 

Canada, Sec. IV, 1882, p. 81.) Lately, also, some Ammonites have been sent to the 

United States National Museum by Mr. James G. Swan, from Skonum Point, British 

Columbia, which are suggestive of the earliest Cretaceous if not of Jurassic age, 

and they will doubtless be found to hold an important relation to the Cretaceous 

strata examined by Dr. Dawson, and also to the Alaskan Mesozoic strata which bear 

the fossils described in this article. In fact, it seems now to be evident that it is 

along the west coast of North America, from California to Alaska, that we are to 

look for the lower portion of the Cretaceous series on this continent. While these 

northwestern strata seem to be certainly older than the oldest of the Cretaceous 

strata in all that broad region occupied by Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, 

and Utah, it is, nevertheless, true that in all that great region, where the Cretaceous 

and Jurassic strata are both exposed, the former seem always to rest conformably 

upon the latter. This apparent conformability over so wide a region shows how cau- 

tious one ought to be in concluding that deposition has been continuous in all cases 

where there is perfect conformity of strata, even if it is of greatextent. “ * * 

Comparing these specimens [with each other and] also with the figures of Alaskan 

forms of Aucella which are given by M. Fischer on his Plate A, and also with 

those given by Eichwald on Plate XVII (loc. cit.), I can not doubt that they are 

all specifically identical with each other, nor that they all represent only one spe- 

cies. I have, however, some doubt as to which of the known European species of 

Aucella the Alaskan form ought to be referred to; but as it seems to agree more 

nearly with A. concentrica Fischer, I have designated it as a variety of that species. 

In 1890 Mr. C. H. Townsend, of the United States Fish Commission 

steamer Albatross, visited Herendeen Bay, which makes into the low- 

lands of the peninsula just westward of Port Moller. Among the fos- 

sils collected were two varieties of Aucella in a somewhat different 

matrix. 

Mr. W. J. Fisher, of St. Pauls, Kadiak, an old collaborator of the 

National Museum, has at different times sent in Aucella from the follow- 

ing localities on the south side of the peninsula bordering on Shelikoft 

Strait, which separates the Kadiak group from the mainland: Kanatua 

Bay, Cold Bay, Kiyiyukak Bay, Ugluak Bay (sometimes called Amber 

Bay), and Kamishak Bay, Cook Inlet. He has also found ammonites 

washed up on the beach of Kamishak Bay, and obtained others from 

near the portage on Kialagvit Bay. 

EXPLORATIONS BY THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY IN 1895. 

In 1895, Dr. Becker, Mr. C. W. Purington, and myself collected Meso- 

zoie fossils in a number of localities. 

TUXEDNI HARBOR. 

Behind the island named Khazik in Tebienkoft’s atlas, or Chasik in 

Eichwald’s German text, but commonly called Chisik by the navigators 

in Cook Inlet, is an excellent harbor, called by Eichwald Tukusitnu 

Bay, and by the natives Tuk-sed’-ni. It is about midway on the west 
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side of the inlet, between Cape Douglas and the North Foreland, and 

nearly abreast of the great voleano Iliamna. 

Almost at the head of this harbor, on the main shore, is a bluff about 

50 feet high. The upper stratum is about 4 feet of reddish gravel, 

below which is a barren yellowish sandstone composed of coarse quartz 

grains and about 15 feet thick. Below that is a limestone, of a dark- 

gray to pale color, in successive thin beds, apparently carrying only a 

single fauna, and underlain by a light-gray barren shale. The lime- 

stone contained an abundant fossil marine invertebrate fauna, and the 

wide area uncovered at low water and almost horizontal was an old 

Mesozoic beach, preserving the fossil shells, mud cracks, and other 

markings very perfectly, while overstrewn with the mussels, dead 

bivalves, and algve of the living fauna. (Pl. LVIII.) 

The northeast head of the harbor shows bluffs of limestone, sand- 

stone, and conglomerate containing roiled pebbles, both pebbles and 

matrix containing the same fossils. At this place a particular belem 

nite was very common, while on the opposite shore, though the belemnite 

was not absent, Inoceramus porrectus Eichwald seemed to be the most 

abundant shell. 

The bluffs on the island are much higher than the one described on 

the mainland. The upper portion of Chasik Island rises to a magnifi- 

cent castellated summit of curiously eroded beds, which appeared to 

be conformable in every respect with one another and with the beds 

actually reached. The elevation can hardly be less than 2,000 feet. 

An abundant collection was obtained at this locality, for a complete 

account of which the reader is referred to Professor Hyatt’s report. 

COLD BAY. 

A locality already alluded to, and where we had heard that Meso- 

zoic tossils were to be found, is Cold Bay, on the south shore of Alaska 

Peninsula, in latitude 57° 40’.. At the southwest point of entrance of 

this bay is Cape Yaklok, near which Eichwald’s supposed calamite was 

reported to be found, while the opposite point had furnished to Pinart 

his Triassic Monotis salinaria, though, unfortunately, we were not at 

the time of our visit reminded of the latter fact. Well up on the 

northeastern side of the bay is a valley which a stream drains, off the 

mouth of which is anchorage. Westward of the stream is a rather 

high (2,000-2,500 feet) ridge, recalling the Mesozoic mountains about 

Tuxedni Harbor, eroded in benches and having a singularly artificial 

aspect. From the first bench on this ridge Mr. Purington obtained a 

few Mesozoic fossils, the most noticeable of which was a Rhynchonella, 

and a few others were obtained at high-water mark where the same 

ridge came down to the beach. The matrix was coarse and friable and 

the specimens were few, but it seemed certain that the two lots belonged 

to the same fauna, which must range through at least 1,000 feet of 

strata. The rock is chiefly a calcareous shale, barren of fossils, which 
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disintegrates into small angular fragments, forming enormous and 

extremely regular talus slopes. Where a seam of sand and gravel or 

coarse sandstones is interleaved with the shales, there the fossils are 

found, but these seams are rare. We made the unavoidable mistake 

of hunting inside the bay for fossils, while the fruitful localities now 

appear to be just outside the points of entrance. 

KIALAGVIT BAY. 

Our next collecting ground for Mesozoic material was in Kialagvit 

Bay, a little to the west of Cold Bay. Here ammonites had been 

reported to Fisher by the natives. The bay is long, and is defended 

from the sea by a line of islets and reefs. The shores opposite are 

low and grassy near the water, and rise gradually to hills of much 

the same type as those of Cold Bay, though wanting the benches, as 

the beds were more steeply inclined. The grassy bank gave no very 

encouraging prospects as a collecting ground, but we finally went 

ashore where a few small outcroppings were visible, at a locality north- 

east ef the mouth of the river which drains a valley up which the 

natives go to make a portage over to Ugashik Lake, on the north side 

of the peninsula. The bank is less than 100 feet high, and is mostly 

covered with a rank growth of herbage, but the small outcrops referred 

to afforded us, in the half hour given toit, as many fossils as could be 

carried away. <A few blasts put in here would doubtless enable one 

to secure a shipload of fossils. The natives stated that in going over 

the portage they sometimes saw ammonites a foot in diameter among 

the fragments of talus. There can be no doubt that a very large arca 

of Mesozoic rocks exists on the southern slopes of the peninsula, and 

a careful exploration would probably reward the paleontologist richly. 

WOODY ISLAND, KADIAK, 

In addition to the above-mentioned localities on the mainland, there 

are on some of the islands of the Kadiak group certain blackish, much 

contorted, slaty rocks which underlie unconformably the occasional 

Cenozoic sandstones, and have excited some interest in the past on 

account of the traces of precious metals which they have afforded. 

The writer made strenuous efforts to obtain some organic remains 

by which the age of these rocks could be determined. They present 

every feature petrologically which would indicate for them a greater 

age than the Mesozoic formations encountered on the mainland. 

At Woody Island, Kadiak, on the shore facing Chiniak Bay, these 

rocks were found with the schistosity nearly vertical and in large part 

coinciding with the bedding. The dip and strike are locally multifari- 

ous, even in the extent of a few rods. The slate alternates with thin 

sandy layers, and forms very thin leaves in many places, but all are 

faulted and remarkably broken up by numerous dikes of hard grayish 

diorite. The slates are also much fissured with small cracks, mostly 
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filled with calcite or quartz. The average strike is N. and S. magnetic, 

the dip 80°-85° E. The outcropping edges of the beds form successive 

parallel ridges, between which are long and narrow fresh-water lakes 

or marshes. The fossils were all found in a small area, less crushed 

than usual, on the westernmost margin. Above these the rocks were 

lighter-colored and profusely slickensided. The thickest section shows 

about 200 feet of strata, which may not include the whole series. The 

dioritic intrusions are usually transverse to the slaty beds. The upper 

surface is too broken and irregular to have retained any traces of gla- 

ciation or leveling. The fossils found were very few; one apparently a 

Posidonomya, the only bivalve; a singular organism like a flattened 

Dentalium, but probably a worm tube; and an alga which Profossor 

Knowlton identifies with Eichwald’s Chondrites Heeri, were the most 

conspicuous. It is not improbable that these slates are of Triassic 

age, but a final determination will require more prolonged study. 

A preliminary discussion of the material obtained at the above-men- 

tioned localities will be found in the appended report by Prot. Alpheus 

Hyatt. 

PALEOBOTANY. 

The following historical account of the paleobotanical literature of 

Alaska is quoted from Prof. F. H. Knowlton: ! 

One of the first accounts of fossil plants in Alaska is given by Dr. C. Grewingk? 

in his classical history of the northwest coast of America. This, however, is in 

the main a compilation, but the sources from which he derived his information are 

obscure, and I have not been able to find them. It is hardly probable that if found 

they would prove of much value. He reports coniferous wood from the islands of 

Kadiak and Unga and the Alaskan Peninsula, and dicotyledons (Alnus) and conifers 

(Taxodium) from Chugatch (Cook Inlet) and Unalaska. He also mentions a fern 

from Unga which he supposed to have some resemblance to Neuropteris acutifolia. 

It is probably the same as Osmunda Doroschkiana of Géppert, as there is no Carbonif- 

erous known from Unga. 

A year later Grewingk again referred* to fossil plants in Alaska, especially to the 

fossil trunks on Unga Island, but nothing beyond this appears to have been noticed. 

In 1861 Géppert reported * upon a small collection of fossil plants obtained in 

August, 1859, by Lieutenant Doroshin ° from the islands of Kadiak (lat.574°), 

Uyak ® (lat. 574°), Atka’ (lat. 52°), and Kootznahoo® (lat.574°). The last of these, 

1Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XVII, No. 998, pp. 207-240, 1894. 

2Beitrag zur Kennt. d. orographischen u. geognostischen Beschaflenheit d. Nord-West-Kiiste 

Amerikas mit den anliegenden Inseln: Verhandl. Russ. k. mineral. Gesell. zu St. Peterburg, 1848-49, 

St. Petersburg, 1850, pp. 41, 93, 97, 124. 

3Heidlb. Jahrb. Lit., 1851, p. 235. 

4Ueber d. Tertiirfl.d. Polargegenden: Abhandl. d.schles. Gesell. f. vaterlind. Cult., 1861, eft IT, 

pp. 201-204. 

This paper is also published under the same title in Mélanges physique et chimiques tirés du 

Bulletin del’ Acad. Imp des sc. de St. Peterbourg, Tome IV, 1860-61, St. Petersburg, 1861, pp. 695-712. 

5This name is written Doroschkin by Géppert, but is an obvious German rendering of the Russian 

Doroshin. 

6 This is probably from a bay of this name on the northwest coast of Kadiak, but as there are sey- 

eral unnamed islands in this bay it is possible that it may be one of them. 

7This was written Atha by Goppert, but Atka is the correct spelling. 

8Given as Hudsoni by Goppert, which is one of the earlier of the many renderings of the word 

Kootznahoo. 
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Kootznahoo, is an inlet in Admiralty Island, near Sitka. I% afforded two species of 

dicotyledons and a single conifer. Géppert enumerated 11 species from the com- 

bined localities, a number of which were new, but did not give descriptions of them. 

In 1866 this same collection was again referred to by Géppert,! but unfortunately 

the descriptions were not even then supplied, and consequently most of the names of 

new species remain nomina nuda, 

In December, 1867, Prof. Oswald Heer, of Zurich, wrote a letter relating to 

Alaskan plants to Prof, A. E. Nordenskiéld, in Stockholm, which was published in 

the following year.? It was an enumeration of the plants brought back by Furu- 

hjelm, and may be considered as an outline of Heer’s larger work, which appeared 

in 1869. The piants are arranged according to localities ana most of the new species 

briefly characterized. 

In many respects the most important paper on the fossil plants of Alaska was 

Heer’s Flora Fossilis Alaskana,? which was published in 1869. It was based, as stated 

above, upon collections brought back by Hjalmar Furuhjelm, of Helsingfors, Fin- 

land, who, as governor of the Russian-American possessions, resided for nearly ten 

years in Alaska. He made, it appears, a very large collection, most of which was 

lost on the Mexican coast by the stranding of the ship in which they were being sent 

home. The specimens which finally reached Europe were obtained from the island 

of Kuiu,‘ near Sitka, and from the east side of Cook Inlet, a part coming from English 

Bay, better known as Port Graham (lat. 59° 21’; long. 151° 52’), and the rest from 

near a small stream known as the Nenilchik (lat. 60° 9’). The latter place is about 

50 miles north of Port Graham. This paper enumerates 56 species, of which number 

19 were then new to science. 

In 1871 Eichwald*® made a reexamination of the plants collected by Lieutenant v. 

Doroshin that had first been studied, as above pointed out, by Géppert in 1861. Gdép- 

pert, it will be remembered, did not give figures or descriptions of these plants in 

his paper. These were supplied by Eichwald, who also made use of Heer’s Flora 

Fossilis Alaskana in working over the collection. He enumerated 9 species, 3 of 

which were newly named, although they had been recognized by Géppert or Heer. 

Eichwald also gave a list of the species reported from all parts of Alaska by Heer. 

In 1882 Lesquereux published a paper entitled ‘Contributions to the Miocene 

flora of Alaska,” ® which was based upon material brought back by Mr. William H. 
Dall, then of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. The plants, which, 

according to Lesquereux, were finely preserved, came from Coal Harbor, Unga 

Island; Kachemak Bay,’? Cook Inlet, and Chignik Bay, Alaskan Peninsula (lat. 

564°). It enumerated 21 species, of which 7 were regarded as new to science. This 

paper was republished, but without the illustrations, in Lesquereux’s Cretaceous 
and Tertiary Floras, 1885, pp. 257-263. 

In 1882 Dr. J.S. Newberry also described new species of fossil plants from Alaska 

in his paper entitled ‘‘Brief descriptions of fossil plants, chiefly Tertiary, from 

Western North America.”*® They were collected by Captain Howard, United States 

Revenue Marine, in Cook Inlet and Admiralty Inlet,? and by the U.S.S. Saginaw, in 

the Kootznahoo Archipelago (lat. 57° 35’; long. 134° 19’), the last on February 18, 

1 Abhandl. d. schles. Gesell. f. vaterlind. Cult. 1865-66; Breslan, 1867, p. 50. 

2Utdrag ur ett bref af Prof. Oswald Heer rovande fossila vexter fran Nordvestra Amerika, insam- 

lade af Bergmiistaren Hj. Furuhjelm. Ofversigt af Vetensaps-Akad. Fdérhandl. 1868. No. 1, pp. 

63-68. 

3Kongl. svensk. Vet.-Akad. Handl., Vol. VIII, No. 4, 1869, pp. 1-41, Pl. I-X. 

4 Written Kuju by Heer. 

5 Geognostisch-Paleontologische Bemerkungen iiber die Halbinsel Mangischlak u. die aleutischen 

Inseln, St. Petersburg, 1871, pp. 107-116, Pl. IV. 

® Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), pp. 443-449, Pl. VI-X. 

7 Often called Chugachik Bay, and so written by Lesquereux. 

§Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus , Vol. V, 1882 (1883), pp. 502-514. 

° This is presumably an error for Admiralty Island, there being no inlet of this name in Alaska. 
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1869. The figures illustrating these plants were prepared and the plates have been 

engraved and printed since 1871, but have not yet been formally issued. They were 

designed to form the illustrations of a monograph of the Hayden Geological Survey, 

for which the text was never supplied. A posthumous work, which will embrace 

them, is being prepared by Dr. Newberry’s successor, Dr. Arthur Hollick, of Columbia 

College. : 

In 1887 Lesquereux published a paper entitled ‘List of recently identified fossil 

plants belonging to the United States National Museum, with descriptions of several 

new species.”! This comprised a large amount of material that had been accumu- 

lating in the department of fossil plants since the founding of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution. Among them were a few species recorded as having been collected in the 
vicinity of Sitka, by E. W. Nelson,? and at Cape Lisburne, by H. D. Woolfe. The 

specimens from the latter place appear to have been a part of the collection that was 

described from the same locality in the following year, they having been acciden- 

tally separated. 

In 1888, as stated above, Lesquereux published* an enumeration of plants obtained 

at Cape Lisburne by H. D. Woolfe. This collection included 10 species, of which 

number only one was regarded as new to science. 

The last paper dealing with pre-glacial fossils is one by Felix,‘ in which he 

deseribes two species of silicified wood, the one obtained by Dr. Krause, of Berlin, 

on a basalt mountain south of Danadka® and the other from Copper Island,® a small 
island in the southwestern part of the Bering Sea. 

Mr. F. H. Herrick is the only one, so far as I now know, who has identified any of 

the interglacial wood. His paper, ‘‘ Microscopical examination of wood from the 

buried forest, Muir Inlet, Alaska,” is published as Supplement ITI to Harry Fielding 

Reid’s paper, ‘‘ Studies of Muir Glacier, Alaska.”? Mr. Herrick identified the wood 

submitted to him with the tide-land spruce (Picea Sitchensis, Carr.) now living 

about the glacier. 

A number of pieces of wood from the buried forest, Muir Glacier, obtained in 

1892 by Mr. Reid, were submitted to me for examination. The report en them will 

be published also as an appendix to Mr. Reid’s paper, soon to appear in the National 

Geographic Magazine. The species Observed are recorded in their proper system- 

atic position in the present paper. 

The latest work dealing with fossil flora of Alaska, and this only incidentally, is 

the United States Geological Survey correlation paper on the Neocene, by W. H. 

Dall and G. D. Harris.® 

In this work, accepting Heer’s determination of the age of the forma. 

tion, though pointing out that it was doubtful, the geology of these 

beds was considered under the head of ‘‘ Miocene of the Kenai group,” 

by me. This summary of what was then known of these beds was 

augmented by numerous unpublished notes made during my various 

journeys in Alaska from 1865 to 1880, with a discussion of the age of 

the formation and its geographical distribution, illustrated by a map 

1Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. X, 1887, pp. 21-46, Pl. I-IV. 

2T am informed by Mr. Nelson that he never visited Sitka and did not bring back any fossil plants 

from Alaska. This throws doubt on the specimens so recorded and their locality, and the collector 

remains unknown. I have retained them, however, as recorded by Lesquereux. 

3Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XT, 1888, pp. 31-33, Pl. XVI, figs. 1-6; X, fig. 4. 

4 Zeitschr. d. D. geol. Gesell., Vol. XX XVIII, 1886, pp. 483-485. 

5Fifty miles north of the head of Lynn Canal, in southwestern Alaska. 

6This is really extra-limital, but has been included as being more nearly related to the Alaskan 

province than to any other. 

7National Geographic Magazine, Vol. LV, 1893, pp. 75-78, figs. 4, 5. 

®Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 84, Washington, 1892, 8°, 349 pp., 3 maps; cf. pp. 234-252, and map. 
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of Alaska on which the localities and, when practicable, the areas were 

indicated. 
Besides this publication and the review of the fossil flora of Alaska 

by Professor Knowlton, already quoted, additional light has been 

thrown on the Alaskan group by Sir William Dawson in his discus- 

sions of the paleobotany of the British Columbian region.! It will be 

found discussed elsewhere under the head of the Kenai group. 

References to Mesozoic beds on the Yukon and its tributaries, near 

the boundary, are made by Dr. (reo. M. Dawson? and McConnell.* 

The presence of Aucella is noted, and occasional leaf or lignite beds 

are briefly mentioned. Since explorations by the U.S. Geological Sur- 

vey in this region are planned for 1896, [ content myself with referring 

to these discoveries. 

1Qn fossil plants from the Similkameen Valley and other places in the southern interior of British 

Columbia: Trans. Royal Soc, Canada, Vol, VIII, 1890, pp. 75-91. AlsolOn collections of Tertiary plants 

from the vicinity of the city Vancouver, British Columbia: Trans. Royal Soc. Canada, 2d ser., Vol. I, 

1895, pp. 137-161, Pl. IV-VIII. Also, Dom. Geol. Survey, Report for 1877-78, p. 186B. 

2Dom. Geol. Survey, Report for 1887-88, pp. 36B, 56B, 126B, 146B, 149B, 159B. 

3Dom. Geol. Survey, Report for 1888-89, pp, 21D-22D. 



APPENDIX I. 

REPORT ON THE FOSSIL PLANTS COLLECTED IN ALASKA IN 1895 
AS WELL AS AN ENUMERATION OF THOSE PREVIOUSLY KNOWN 
FROM THE SAME REGION, WITH A TABLE SHOWING THEIR 
RELATIVE DISTRIBUTION, 

By F. H. KNOWLTON. 

INTRODUCTION. 

This report takes the form of a list of the fossil plants knownfrom 

Alaska, with an enumeration of the localities from which they have 

been collected and a table illustrating their distribution. Most of the 

plants are derived from beds of the Kenai formation and are supposed 

to be of Eocene or Oligocene age, formerly included under the Miocene. 

More thorough and fuller local collections and more careful discrimina- 

tion of the several horizons and their respective floras may show that 

additional differentiation, geologically, is possible. The list and table 

are brought to date from my previous publication on the same subject.! 

SYSTEMATIC ENUMERATION OF SPECIES. 

ALG 5. 

CHONDRITES FILICIFORMIS Lesquereux. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 32, Pl. XVI, fig. 1.2 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

CHONDRITES HEERI Eichwald. 

EICHWALD, Geognost.-Paleontolog. Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak und Aleu- 

tischen Inseln, St. Petersb. 1871, p. 111, Pl. IV, fig. 1. 

Chondrites sp. HEER, FI]. Foss. Alask., p. 21, Pl. X, fig. 5. 

Kachemak Bay; H. Furuhjelm. Woody Island, Kadiak, in the 

crushed and metamorphosed hard (Triassic?) slates of this locality; 

Wm. H. Dall, 1895. 
oa 

1 Review of the fossil flora of Alaska, with descriptions of new species: Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 

XVII, No. 998, 1894, pp. 207-240. 
2The bibliographical citations refer exclusively to the occurrence of the various species in Alaska, 

and are not to be regarded as indicating the full synonymy. 

876 
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EQUISETACE A. 

EQUISETUM GLOBULOSUM Tesquerenx. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 444; Cret. and Tert. 

Fl., p. 222, Pl. XLVIII, fig. 3. 

This species was obtained at Unga Island by Wm. H. Dall. It was 

also obtained in the Bad Lands of Dakota, from which specimens the 

above-mentioned figure was made. 

CALAMITES AMBIGUUS Eichwald. 

EICHWALD, Geognost.-Paleontolog. Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak und Aleu- 

tischen Inseln, St. Petersb., 1871, p. 114, Pl. IV, fig. 9. 

Northeastern coast of Alaska peninsula north of Cape Yakl6k south 

point of entrance to Cold Bay, and south of a small stream of that 

name; Eichwald. 
This is a small fragment only 2 inches long and 1 inch wide, showing 

12 longitudinal ribs. It appears to prove, if it is really a calamite, the 

presence of true Carboniferous strata in Alaska, but it is so very frag- 
mentary that I can not but look upon it with question. The rocks in 

this vicinity are Mesozoic so far as known. Gdoppert, who first recog- 

nized its nature, also claimed to have observed leaves of Sigillaria, but 

this, too, requires confirmation. 

HKILICES. 

PECOPTERIS DENTICULATA Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 32. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

PTERIS SITKENSIS Heer. 

Heer, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 21, Pl. I, fig. 7a; EicHwaLp, Geognost.-Paleontolog. 

Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak, und aleutischen Inseln, St. Petersb., 

1871, p. 112. 

Island of Kuiu, near Sitka; H. Furuhjeln. 

OSMUNDA DOROSCHKIANA, Géppert. 

GO6pPERT, Abhandl. d. schles. Gesell. f. Vaterliind.- Cult., 1861, Pt. II, p. 203; 

EICHWALD, Geognost.-Paleontolog., Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak und 

aleutischen Inseln, p. 112, Pl. IV, figs. 2, 3. 

Osmunda Torelli, HEEK, LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), 

p. 444, Pl. VI, figs. 3-6. 

Unga Island; Lieutenant Doroshin. Coal Harbor, Unga Island; 

Wm. H. Dall. 

ASPIDIUM OERSTEDI Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 32. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 
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ASPLENIUM FOERSTERI Debey and Ettinghausen. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. 8S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 32. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

ASPLENIUM DICKSONIANUM Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 32. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

CONIFER. 

PINUS STARATSCHINI, Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 32. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

PINUS species. 

Herr, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 23, Pl. I, fig. 11. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

SEQUOIA LANGSDORFI (Brongniart) Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 23, Pl. I, fig. 10. 

Port Graham and Nenilchik; H. Furuhjelm. Herendeen Bay; C. H. 

Townsend. Cape Douglas ash beds, and Chignik Bay mine, Wm. H. 
Dall, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1895. 

SEQUOIA SPINOSA Newberry. 

NEWBERRY, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 504; Plates, Pl. LIII. 

figs. 4, 5, ined. 

Cook Inlet; Capt. Howard, United States Revenue Marine. 

TAXODIUM DISTICHUM MIOCENUM Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 21, Pl. I, fig. 6; III, fig. 11c; IV, fig.5 f.c. 

Port Graham and Nenilehik; H. Furuhjelm. Near Sitka; Lieutenant 

Doroshin. Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. Sepphagen mine and 

De Groff tunnel, Kootznahoo Inlet, Admiralty Island; United States 

Geological Survey, 1895. 

TAXODIUM TINAJORUM Heer. 

HEER, F1. Foss. Alask., p. 22, Pl. I, figs. 1-5. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

TAXODIUM TINAJORUM Heer; var. 

EICHWALD, Geognost.-Paleontolog. Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak und aleu- 

tischen Inseln, St. Petersburg, 1871, p. 116, Pl. IV, fig. 4. 

Port Graham (English Bay) and Nenilchik; Lieut. Doroshin. 
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GLYPTOSTROBUS EUROP US (Brongniart) Heer. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 22, P1.I, fig. 7 b-f; III, figs. 10, 11. 

Kuiu Island, near Sitka; Lieutenant Doroshin. Nenilchik; H. 

Furuhjelm. Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. De Groff tunnel, Admi- 

ralty Island, Kootznahoo lagoon; United States Geological Survey, 

1895. 
TAXITES OLRIKI Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 23, Pl. I, fig. 8; 11, 50. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

THUITES (CHAMACYPARIS) ALASKENSIS Lesquereux. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 445, Pl. VI, figs. 7-9. 

Coal Harbor, Unga Island; Wm. H. Dall. 

GINKGO MULTINERVIS Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.. Vol. XI, 1888, p. 31, Pl. XVI, fig. 6. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

GINKGO ADIANTOIDES (Unger) Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. X, 1887, p. 35. 

Sitka (?). 

A single small doubtful fragment from Herendeen Bay; C. H. Town- 

send. 
BAIERA PALMATA Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 31, Pl. XVI, figs. 4, 5. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

PICEA SITCHENSIS Carr. 

HERRICK, National Geogr. Mag., Vol. IV, 1892, pp. 75-78, figs. 4, 5. —KNOWLTON 

Notes on the Examination of a Collection of Interglacial Wood from Muir, 

Glacier, Alaska: Jour. of Geology, Vol. III, 1895, pp. 529-530. 

Muir Glacier; H. F. Reid. 

TSUGA MERTENSIANA Carr. 

KNOWLTON, Notes on the Examination of a Collection of Interglacial Wood from 

Muir Glacier, Alaska: Jour, of Geology, Vol. III, 1895, p. 531. 

Muir Glacier; H. F, Reid. 

CUPRESSINOXYLON ERRATICUM Mercklin. 

FELix, Zeitschr. d. D. geol. Gesell., Vol. XX XVIII, 1886, p. 484. 

Copper Island, southwestern part of Bering Sea; Dr. A. Krause. 

PINITES PANNONICUS (Unger) Géppert. 

G6PPERT, Abhandl. d. schles. Gesell. 1861, p. 203.—Hrrr, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 23. 

Southwestern end of Unga Island; Lieutenant Doroshin. 
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PITYOXYLON INAZEQUALE Felix. 

FELIX, Zeitschr. d. D. geol. Gesell, Vol. XX XVIII, 1886, p. 483, Pl. XII, fig. 3. 

Basalt Mountain, south of Danaaku; Dr. A. Krause. 

CYCADACE. 

ZAMITES ALASKANA Lesquereux. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 32, Pl. X, fig. 10. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

PODOZAMITES LATIPENNIS Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 31, Pl. XVI, figs. 2, 3. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

GRAMINEA. 

PHRAGMITES ALASKANA Heer 

HEER,_FI]. Foss. Alask., p. 24, Pl. I, fig. 12. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjeln. 

POACITES TENUE-STRIATUS Heer. 

Herr, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 24, Pl. I, fig. 14; E1cHwa.p, Geognost.-Paleontolog. 
Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak und aleutischen Inseln, St. Petersburg, 

1871, p. 114, Pl. IV, fig. 7. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. 

CY PERACEA. 

CAREX SERVATA Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 24, Pl. I, figs. 13, 13 ¢. d. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. 

CAREX, Leaves of. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. X, 1887, p. 36. 

Sitka (?) 

It is possible that this may be the C. servata of Heer, but as it is 

neither figured nor described I have retained it as probably separate. 

ALISMACEZ#. 

SAGITTARIA PULCHELLA Heer. 

Heer, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 25, Pl. I, fig. 15. 

Nenilchik; H. Furuhjelm. 

SAGITTARIA, species. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. X. 1887, p. 37. 

Sitka (?). 
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IRIDACE. 

IRITES ALASKANA Lesquereux. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. X, 1887, p, 36. 

Cape Lisburne; H. D. Woolfe. 

SALICACEA. 

POPULUS LATIOR Al. Braun. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 25, Pl. IT, fig. 4. 

Port Graham; H. Furubjelm. 

POPULUS GLANDULIFERA Al. Braun. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 26, Pl. II, figs. 1, 2. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

POPULUS BALSAMOIDES Géppert. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 26, Pl. II, fig. 3. 

Populus eximia, GOPPERT, Tert. fl. v. Schossnitz, p. 23; Abhandl. schles. Gesell., 

1861, p. 203. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. Kutznahoo, near Sitka; Lieutenant 

Doroshin. 
POPULUS ZADDACHI Heer. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 26, Pl. II, fig. 5a. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

POPULUS LEUCOPHYLLA Unger. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 26, Pl. II, fig. 6. 

Populus acerifolia, NEwByY., Later extinct floras of North America, p. 65. 

Reported by Heer, but no locality given for Alaska. 

POPULUS ARCTICA Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 447, Pl. IX, fig. 2. 

Chignik Bay; Wm. H. Dall. De Groff tunnel, Kootznahoo lagoon, 

Admiralty Island; United States Geological Survey, 1895. 

POPULUS RICHARDSONI Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 441, Pl. IX, fig. 1. 

Chignik Bay; Wm. H. Dall. De Groff tunnel, Kootznahoo lagoon, 

Admiralty Island; United States Geological Survey, 1895. 

SALIX VARIANS Géppert. 

HEEr, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 27, Pl. I, fig. 8; I, figs. 1-3. 
Saliz Wimmeriana, GOrPERT, Tert. fl. v. Schlossnitz, p. 26; Abhandl. schles. 

Gesell., 1861, p. 205. 

Port Graham and Nenilehik; H. Furuhjelm. 

17 GEOL, P1' 1 56 
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SALIX MACROPHYLLA Heer. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 27, Pl. II, fig. 9.—E1cHwaLp, Geognost.-Paleontolog. 

Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak und aleutischen Inseln, St. Petersb., 

1871, p. 113, Pl. IV, fig. 5. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

SALIX LAVATERI Heer. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 27, Pl. I, fig. 10. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

SALIX RAANA Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proce U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 447, PJ. VIII, fig. 6. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. 

SALIX INTEGRA Géppert. 

GoOpreER?T, Abhandl. schles. Gesell., 1861, p. 202; op. cit., 1867, p. 50. 

Nenilechik; Lieutenant Doroshin. 

SALIX MINUTA Knowlton. 

KNOWLTON, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1894, p. 218, Pl. IX, fig. 1. 

The leaf is found associated on the same piece of matrix as speci- 

mens of Taxodium distichum miocenum, Paliurus Colombi, and Zizyphus 

Townsendi. 

Salix minuta was obtained at Herendeen Bay, by Mr. Charles H. 

Townsend, of the United States Fish Commission steamer Aibatross. 

Type, No. 3761 U. S. Nat. Mus. 

CUPULIFER. 

FAGUS ANTIPOFIL Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 30, Pl. V, fig. 4a; VII, figs. 4-8; VIII, fig. 1. 

Port Graham, H.Furuhjelm. Kootznahoo lagoon, Admiralty Island; 

United States Geological Survey, 1895. 

Five forms may be distinguished according to Heer, embracing F. 

lancifolia, Heer,! F. pristina, Sap.,” and F. emarginata, Heer. 

FAGUS MACROPHYLLA Unger. 

Heer, FI. Foss. Alask., p.31, Pl. VIII, fig. 2. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

FAGUS FERONL& Unger. 

HEER, F1. Foss. Alask., p. 31, Pl. VI, fig. 9. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

1 Heer: Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps Akad. Férhandl. 1868, p. 64. 

2Saporta: Flore de Manosque; Ann. d. Sci. Nat., 1867, p. 69, Pl. VI, figs. 1-3. 
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FAGUS DEUCALIONIS Unger. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 447. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. 

CASTANEA UNGERI Heer. 

HER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 32, Pl. VII, figs. 1-3. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm; Kuiu Island, Sitkan Archipelago. 

QUERCUS PSEUDOCASTANEA Géppert. 

HER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 32, Pl. VI, figs. 3-5. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

QUERCUS FURUHJELMI Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 32, Pl. V, fig. 10; VI, figs. 1, 2. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

QUERCUS PANDURATA Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 33, Pl. VI, fig. 6. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

QUERCUS CHAMISSONIS Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 33, Pl. VI, figs. 7, 8. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm, 

QUERCUS DALLII Lesquereux. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 446, Pl. VIII, figs. 

2-5; Cret. and Tert. Fl.. p. 259. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; W. H. Dall. 

CORYLUS MACQUARRII, (Forbes) Heer. 

Plate IX, fig. 4. 

Heer, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 29, Pl. III, fig. 9, IV, figs. 1-5, 8.—E1cnwatLp, Geog- 

nost.-Paleontolog. Bemerk. ii. Halbinsel Mangischlak und Aleutischen 

Inseln, St. Petersburg, 1871, p. 113, Pl. IV, fig. 6. 

Port Graham and Nenilehik; H. Furuhjelm. Kuiu Island; Lieut. 

Doroshin. Unga Island; Wm. H. Dall. Herendeen Bay; C. H. 

Townsend. 

CORYLUS MACQUARRII var. MACROPHYLLA Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 30, Pl. IV, figs. 6, 7. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 
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CARPINUS GRANDIS Unger. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 29, Pl. II, fig. 12.—LEsQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 
Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 446. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. Port Graham; H. Furu- 

hjelm. Kootznahoo lagoon, Admiralty Island; United States Geolog- 

ical Survey, 1895. 

ALNUS KEFERSTEINII (Géppert) Unger. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 28, Bl. ILI, figs. 7, 8. 

Nenilehik; H. Furuhjelm. 

ALNUS KEFERSTEINII (Géppert) var. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 28, Pl V, fig. 9. 

Port Graham (?); H. Furuhjelm. 

ALNUS ALASKANA Newberry. 

NEWBERRY, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 509; Pl. XLVIII, 

fig. 8. 

Kootznahoo Archipelago, latitude 57° 35’, longitude 134° 19’; U. 8.8. 

Saginaw, February 18, 1869. Sent by Captain Meade. 

ALNUS GRANDIFOLIA Newberry. 

NEWBERRY, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 509. 

Port Graham, Cook Inlet; Captain Howard, United States Revenue 

Marine. 

ALNUS CORYLIFOLIA, Lesquereux. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 446, Pl. VII, figs. 1-4; 

Cret. and Tert. F1., p. 258. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. 

ALNUS RUBRA Bongard. 

A branch of this species was found protruding from a gravel bank 

beneath an ice sheet 70 feet in thickness, on the eastern moraine of the 

Muir Glacier by Miss E. R. Scidmore. 

BETULA PRISCA Ettingshausen. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 28, Pl. V, figs. 3-6. 

Port Graham and Nenilchik; H. Furuhjelm. 

BETULA GRANDIFOLIA Ettingshausen. 

HEER, F1. Foss. Alask., p. 29, Pl. V, fig. 8. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 
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BETULA ALASKANA Lesquereux. 

LEQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 446, Pl. VI, fig. 14; 

Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 258. 

Chignik Bay, Alaska Peninsula; Wm. H. Dall. 

MYRICACEA. 

MYRICA BANKSLEFOLIA Unger. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 28, Pl. II, fig. 11. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

MYRICA (COMPTONIA) CUSPIDATA (Lesquerenx) Dawson. 

- Comptonia cuspidata, LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), 

p. 445, Pl. VI, figs. 10-12; Cret. and Tert. FI., p. 258. 

Myrica (Comptonia) cuspidata, LESQUEREUX Dawson, Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 

1890, p. 80, fig. 9. 

Coal Harbor, Unga Island; Wm. H. Dall. 

MYRICA (COMPTONIA) PRASMISSA (Lesquereux) Knowlton. 

Comptonia pramissa, LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882, p. 445, 

e4l5 WAS sakes, aly, 

Coal Harbor, Unga Island; Wm. H. Dall. 

MYRICA VINDOBONENSIS (Ettingshausen) Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 27, Pl. III, figs. 4, 5. 

Nenilchik; H. Furuhjelm. 

JUGLANDACE. 

JUGLANS ACUMINATA, AI. Braun. 

HeEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 38, Pl. IX, fig. 1. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjeln. 

JUGLANS NIGELLA Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 38, Pl. IX, figs. 2-4. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. Kootznahoo lagoon, Admiralty Island; 

United States Geological Survey, 1895. 

JUGLANS PICROIDES Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 39, Pl. IX, fig. 5. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

JUGLANS WOODIANA Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 449. 

Chignik Bay; Wm. H. Dall. 
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JUGLANS TOWNSENDI Knowlton. 

KNOWLTON, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1894, p. 222, Pl. IX, fig. 5. 

Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. 

URTICACEA. 

FICUS ALASKANA Newberry. 

NEWBERRY, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 512; Pl. LII, fig. 1; 

LV, figs. 1, 2. 

Port Graham, Cook Inlet, and Admiralty Island; Captain Howard, 

United States Revenue Marine. 

De Groff tunnel, Kootznahoo lagoon, Admiralty Island; United 

States Geological Survey, 1895. 

FICUS MEMBRANACEA Newberry. 

NEWBERRY, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 512; Pl. LIX, fig. 2. 

Port Graham, Cook Inlet; Captain Howard, United States Revenue 
Marine. . 

PLANERA UNGERI Ettingshausen. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 34, Pl. V, fig. 2. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

ULMUS PLURINERVA Unger. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 34, Pl. V, fig. 1. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

ULMUS SORBIFOLIA Goppert. 

LESQUEREUX, Proce. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 447, Pl. IX, fig. 3; Cret. 

and Tert. F1., p. 260. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. 

EBENACEZE. 

DIOSPYROS STENOSEPALA Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 35, Pl. VIII, figs. 7, 8. 

Nenilchik; H. Furuhjelm. 

DIOSPYROS ALASKANA Schimper. 

Diospyros Alaskana, SCHIMPER, Traité d. Pal. Vég., Vol. II, p. 945. 

Diospyros lancifolia, LESQUEREUX in Heer, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 35, P1. III, fig. 12. 

Nenilchik; H. Furuhjelm. 
The name given this species by Lesquereux is preoccupied by a 

living species. It has consequently been changed by Schimper to D. 

Alaskana. 
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DIOSPYROS ANCEPS Heer. 

LEXQUEREUX, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 448, Pl. X, figs. 1, 2; 

Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 261. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. Kootznahoo lagoon, 

Admiralty Island; United States Geological Survey, 1895. 

OLEACE Zi. 

FRAXINUS HERENDEENENSIS Knowlton, 

KNOWLTON, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus. for 1894, p. 224, Pl. IX, fig. 7. 

Herendeen Bay; ©. H. Townsend. 

ERICACE As. 

ANDROMEDA GRAYANA Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 34, Pl. VIII, fig. 5. , 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. Kachemak Bay, 2 miles south of 

Eastland Canyon; United States Geological Survey, 1895. 

VACCINIUM FRIESII Heer. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 35, Pl. VIII, fig. 4. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

VACCINIUM RETICULATUM Al. Braun. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 448, Pl. X, figs. 3-5; 

Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 261. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. 

CAPRIFOLIACEA. 

VIBURNUM NORDENSKIOLDI Heer. 

HEeER. F1. Foss. Alask., p. 36, Pl. III, fig. 13. 

Nenilchik; H. Furuhjelm. 

CORNACE A. 

NYSSA ARCTICA ? Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 447; Cret. and Tert. 

Fl., p. 261. 

Unga Island; Wm. H. Dall. 

CORNUS ORBIFERA Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 448, Pl. X, fig. 6; 

Cret. and Tert. Fl., p. 262. 

Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet; Wm. H. Dall. 
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ARALIACE. 

HEDERA AURICULATA Heer. 

HEER, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 36, Pl. IX, fig. 6. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

ONAGRACEA. 

TRAPA BOREALIS Heer. 

HEER, FI]. Foss. Alask., p. 38, Pl. VIII, figs. 9-14. 

Port Graham: H. Furuhjeln. 

HAMAMELIDACE A. 

LIQUIDAMBAR EUROPAEUM Al. Braun. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 25, Pl. II, fig. 7. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

ROSACE. 

SPIRAA ANDERSONI Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 39, Pl. VIII, fig. 3. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

PRUNUS VARIABILIS Newberry. 

NEWBERRY, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 509, Pl. LII, figs. 3-5. 

Port Graham, Cook Inlet; Captain Howard, United States Revenue 

Marine. 

SAPINDACEAE. 

ACER MACROPTERUM Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 37, Pl. IX, figs. 7-9. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

ACER TRILOBATUM PRODUCTUM (Al. Braun) Heer. 

Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. 

ANACARDIACEA. 

RHUS FRIGIDA Knowlton. 

KNOWLTON, Proc. U. 8S. Nat. Mus. for 1894, p. 227, Pl. IX, fig. 6. 

Herendeen Bay; ©. H. Townsend. 
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VITACEA. 

VITIS CRENATA Heer. 

Heer, FI. Foss. Alask., p-36, Pl. VIII, tig. 6. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. De Groff tunnel, Kootznahoo lagoon, 

Admiralty Island; United States Geological Survey, 1595. 

VITIS ROTUNDIFOLIA Newberry. 

NEWBERRY, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p.513; Pl. LI, fig.2; LI1, 

fig. 3. 

Kootznahoo Inlet, Admirality Island; Captain Howard, United States 

Revenue Marine. 
CELASTRACEA. 

ELHZODENDRON HELVETICUM Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 449, Pl. IX, fig. 4; 

Cret. and Tert. FI., p. 263. 

Coal Harbor, Unga Island; Wm. H. Dall. 
+ 

CELASTRUS BOREALIS Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 37, Pl. X, fig. 4. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

ILICINE 2. 

ILEX INSIGNIS Heer. 

HEER, FI. Foss. Alask., p. 37, Pl. X, fig. 1. 

Port Graham; H. Furuhjelm. 

RHAMNACE. 

ZIZYPHUS TOWNSENDI Knowlton. 

KNOWLTON, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. for 1894, p. 229, Pl. IX, figs. 8, 9. 

Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. 
2) 

PALIURUS COLOMBI Heer. 

KNOWLTON, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1894, p. 230, Pl. IX, fig. 2. 

Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. 

TILIACEA. 

TILIA ALASKANA Heer. 

HEpR, Hl. Foss. Alask., p. 36, Pl. X, figs. 2, 3. 

Fort Graham; H. Furuhjelin. 
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MAGNOLIACEZ. 

MAGNOLIA NORDENSKIOLDI Heer. 

LESQUEREUX, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., Vol. V, 1882 (1883), p. 448, Pl. X, figs. 7-9; 

Cret. and Tert. F1., p. 262. 

Chignik Bay; Wm. H. Dall. 

PHYLLITES ARCTICA Knowlton. 

KNOWLTON, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. for 1894, p. 230, Pl. IX, figs. 10, 11. 

Herendeen Bay; C. H. Townsend. 

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLE. 

A few words as to the manner in which the table was compiled may 

be of assistance in understanding its scope. I have given in the first 

nine columns the distribution of the fossil plants in Alaska itself. These 

columns also show the plants that are confined in their distribution to 

Alaska so far as now known. ‘The remainder of the table is devoted 

to those having a distribution outside of Alaska, with the exception of 

those from Cape Lisburne. As the latter belong clearly to a much older 

horizon (Neocomian), about which there is little or no doubt, it has 

been thought unnecessary to increase the size of the table so as to 
show them.! 

The next eight columns are devoted to the distribution of the Ter- 

tiary plants of Alaska in the United States and British Columbia. I 

have then selected a number of typical localities in different parts of 

the world at which places an abundant Upper Tertiary flora is devel- 

oped, such as Disco Island and Atanekerdluk, Greenland, Spitzbergen, 

Sakhalin, Sinigalia, Giningen, ete. The last three columns are reserved 

for Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene, when the species under discus- 

sion is not found in any of the selected typical localities, yet occurs in 

these horizons in other localities. 

DISCUSSION OF THE TABLE. 

The fossil flora of Alaska, as presented in this paper, embraces 115 

forms. Of this number, 1 is regarded as extra-limital and 3 are inter- 

glacial, being found also living about the Muir Glacier. Of the 111 

forms remaining, no less than 46 are peculiar to Alaska, leaving 64 

forms having an outside distribution. On removing the 9 species 

found at Cape Lisburne, about which, as pointed out above, there is 

little question of age, we have remaining only 55 species, or a little less 

than 50 per cent, upon which to depend for the determination of the 

bearing of the plants on the question of age. 

1The Cape Lisburne plants will be treated by Prof. Lester F. Ward in his forthcoming paper on the 

correlation of the fossil plants of the Lower Cretaceous. 
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An examination of the table yields the following numerical results: 

The Laramie has 3 species, of which 1 is doubtful; the post-Laramie 

beds of Colorado, 10 species; the Livingston beds of Montana, 6 species; 

the Fort Union beds, 16 species, of which 1 is doubtful; the Green River 

group, 9 species, of which 3 are in doubt; the Mackenzie River, 11 

species; British Columbia has 7 species in the Miocene and 4 in the 

Laramie, with 2 common to both; California, represented by the aurif- 

erous gravels and allied formations, has 17 species, of which 3 are in 

doubt; the Eocene(Alum Bay, ete.), 6species; the Greenland Miocene, 

as represented at Disco Island, Atanekerdluk, ete., has 29 species; 

the Miocene of Spitzbergen, 20 species; the island of Sakhalin(Siberia), 

23 species; Sinigalia (Italy), 12 species; the so-called Baltic Miocene, 

13 species; CEningen, 20 species; Oligocene, 11 species; Miocene, 33 

species; Pliocene, 15 species. 

By combining a number of the above localities which may be legiti- 

mately taken together we have still more impressive results. Thus, by 

the combining of the post-Laramie beds of Colorado with the Living- 

ston beds of Montana, we have 13 species common to Alaska. The 

union of the Mackenzie River and Fort Union deposits gives 21 species 

common to Alaska; while Greenland, Spitzbergen, and Sakhalin have 

no fewer than 39 species out of the 55 species from Alaska. This last 

result shows, if we are to place any dependence in fossil plants, that 

the floras of Alaska, Greenland, Spitzbergen, and the island of Sakha- 

lin are so closely related as to lead to the unavoidable conclusion that 

they grew under similar conditions and were synchronously deposited. 

The localities enumerated show that the circumpolar flora at that time 

was practically similar and continuous. ! 

1A discussion of the age of these beds will be found under the head of the Kenai group in the 

preceding chapter on the Tertiary geology of Alaska, pp. 872-875. 
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Distribution of the fossil flora of Alaska. 

Distribution in Alaska. 
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Birch and Bellingham 
bays. 

Remarks 

Vancouver, Naniamo. 

Miocene. 

Miocene. 

Common in European 

Abundant in European 

-|<| x) Mainly Upper Miocene. 

x |x|} Mainly Miocene. 

PALEOBOTANY OF ALASKA. 

Distribution of the fossil flora of Alaska, 

Geological distribution outside of Alaska. 
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Distribution of the fossil flora of Alaska—Continued. 

Distribution in Alaska. 
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Distribution of the fossil flora of Alaska—Continued. 

Geological distribution outside of Alaska. 
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Distribution of the fossil flora of Alaska—Continued, 

Distribution in Alaska. 

Species. 
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Distribution of the fossil flora of Alaska—Continued. 
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APPENDIX. IL. 

REPORT ON PALEOZOIC FOSSILS FROM ALASKA, 

By CHARLES SCHUCHERT, 
UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM. 

SUMMARY. 

It appears that Lieutenant Belcher and Mr. A. Collie were the first 

to secure Carboniferous fossils from Alaska, in the vicinity of Cape 

Thompson, north of Kotzebue Sound, Arctic Ocean. These were iden- 

tified by Professor Buckland, and a list with a description of the local- 

ity is published in Captain Beechey’s Voyage.' The same expedition 

also secured other Paleozoic fossils at Cape Lisburne, but, according 

to Grewingk,! Fischer and Kupreanoff first proved the age of these 

organisms to be Silurian. The same writer also reports Halysites escha- 

roides (Silurian) as from Sitka. 

Lieut. P. N. Doroshin traveled extensively in Alaska durmg the 

years 1847-1852, and at Cape Jaklok, at the southwest point of entrance 

to Cold Bay, Shelikoff Strait, north of Kadiak Island, found what 

appeared to be a Carboniferous plant. Eichwald! describes it as Cal- 

amites ambiguus. The same traveler also found in Alaska a trilobite, 

indicating Ordovician rocks, of which the locality 1s unknown. Lons- 

daleia, a Carboniferous coral, was obtained by Professor Stevenson at 

Glacier Bay in 1893. 

On the shore near Cape Thompson, Arctic Ocean, Mr. W. J. Fisher 

picked up among some pebbles a well-preserved specimen of Spirjfer 

condor, an Upper Carboniferous brachiopod. 

On Kuiu Island, in southern Alaska, Mr. W. Brightman secured 

two slabs of Carboniferous fossils denoting the Mountain Limestone 

of Europe, or the upper portion of the American Lower Carbonifer- 

ous. From the same place a piece of limestone was collected con- 

taining fragments of a Conchidium, indicating rocks of Devonian age. 

Recently Mr. J. A. Becker has secured another lot of Devonian and 

Carboniferous fossils from the same region. 

1See Literature, p. 906. 
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DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITIES AND FOSSILS. 

CAPE THOMPSON. 

At Cape Thompson (latitude 67° 6’, longitude 165° 45’), which is 

about 400 miles in a straight line north of the mouths of the Yukon 

River, Belcher! observed Carboniferous strata. His description of this 

locality, to which Buckland has added observations on the fossils col- 

lected, is as follows: 

The summit of the northernmost cape is composed of Carboniferous limestone, 

abounding with organic remains similar to those of the limestone of Derbyshire. 

It is also traversed by veins of chert of a blackish cast, varying in thickness from 

6 inches to 2 feet. It here dips at an angle of 10° to the westward, and is suc- 

ceeded, about halfway down the cliff, by blue and black argillaceous shale, with 

which it alternates in strata of 6 or 8 feet in thickness; and at about two-thirds 

down to the base, shale alone occupies the cliff, and becomes abundant in organic 

remains; it is occasionally interstratified by hmestone, and much contorted. 

At the end of the bay the limestone again commenced, of nearly the same char- 

acter as A [the summit of the northernmost cape]; the chert, however, assuming a 

grayish cast, and containing organic remains in profusion. *~ * * Some chert, 

which had fallen trom the center of the cliff, I found loaded with layers of shells 

(chiefly bivalves). (Lieutenant Belcher’s notes, p. 171.) 

Many specimens of this limestone from Cape Thompson are not distinguishable 

from the entrochal marble of Derbyshire, being almost entirely made up of frag- 

ments of encrinite. Many shells and corallines also appear to be identical with 

those of the Derbyshire limestone, e. g., the producta Martini, and other producte, 

the species of which can not be accurately made out, from the imperfect state of 

the specimens; there are also many specimens of the lithostrotion, or basaltiform 

madreporite (Vol. II, Pl. V, figs. 3 and 6, Parkinson’s Organic Remains: Columnaria 

of Goldfuss), and specimens of flustrie. 

Mr. Collie, in his notes, speaks of impressions of trilobites also in the argillaceous 

slate of Cape Thompson, but I do not find any remains of these animals in the col- 

lection made by Lieutenant Belcher. (Buckland, p. 172.) 

If Buckland’s identifications are correct, then in Productus martini 

(=P. semireticulatus Martin), and Madrepora basaltiformis Conyb. and 
Phill. (= Lithostrotion basaltiforme), there is undoubted evidence of the 

existence of Carboniferous strata in the vicinity of Cape Thompson, 

which is confirmed by the Spirifera condor found by Fisher. 

CAPE LISBURNE. 

About 50 miles north of Cape Thompson, along the coast of Cape 

Lisburne, Mr. A. Collie! “found the brownish-gray and black strata of 

the cliffs to the southwest of it dipping south and west, at various but 

generally at considerable angles. * * * The perpendicular rocks 

appear to be composed of Mountain Limestone, the acclivities of slate 

and shale” (p. 172). 

1See Literature, p. 906. 
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The following fossils were collected at this point: Numerous “frac. 

tured terebratule” in a black, argillaceous slate; ‘“Tubiporite, radiated 
head of encrinite,” and “small terebratule in black swinestone”; 
“columnar madreporite” (p. 173). 

These identifications do not indicate more than the presence at this 

place of Paleozoic strata; but, according to Grewingk, at this locality 

Fischer and Kupreanoff gathered from a dark calcareous shale the 

following fossils: 

Cyathophyllum flecuosum (Lonsdale). Silurian. 

Cyathophyllum cespitosum Goldfuss=C. cespitosum Ed. and Haime, 

of the Devonian (if C. cespitosum Lonsdale=(C. articulatum Ed. and 
Haime, of the Silurian). 

Turbinolia mitrata Hisinger = A ulocophyllum mitratum Ed.and Haime. 

Silurian. 

Caryophyllia truncata Hisinger= Acervularia luxurians Ed.and Haime. 

Silurian. 

These corals indicate the presence of Silurian (Upper) beds at Cape 

Lisburne. 

CAPE BEAUFORT. 

The next locality in this Arctic region of Alaska where Paleozoic 

rocks are supposed to exist is Cape Beaufort, which is about 60 miles 

east of Cape Lisburne. Mr. Collie! describes the rock outerops as 

follows: 

At Cape Beaufort is a high ridge, in which a narrow vein of coal is exposed, about 

a quarter of a mile from the beach. It is slaty, burns with a pure flame and rapid 
consumption. * The upper part of this eminence exhibits perpendicular 

faces toward the sea, and is strewed with broken blocks of slaty sandstone, contain- 

ing carbonized impressions of reeds, both fluted and plain, generally flat * * * 

The sandstone is generally of a reddish-gray color (p. 173). 

There is nothing in this description to indicate the age of these 

plants, but material subsequently collected by Henry D. Woolfe, from 

this region, Professor Ward ‘“ considers to indicate a Lower Cretaceous 
or possibly Upper Jurassic age.”! Regarding the coal found at Cape 

Beaufort, Mr. Dall writes: 

[It] is of a very different quality from the lignites of the southern part of Alaska, 

and from the presence of corals, apparently referable to the epoch of the Carbonif- 

erous period, which were collected from the debris of the rocks adjacent, it has been 

assumed to be of that age. Similar coal crops out below low-water mark in many 

places northward to Point Belcher, and is pushed up on the beaches by the grounded 

ice floes, so that in some places nearly the whole of the beach gravel is made up of 

small fragments of coal. * * * It seems tolerably certain that strata covering a 

considerable range on the geologic column, beginning with the Silurian, are repre- 

sented in the vicinity of Cape Lisburne, and that the coal-bearing strata may be 

Mesozoic rather than Paleozoic. (Dall, p. 249.) 

1See Literature, p. 906. 
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GLACIER BAY. 

In a report of the meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences, 

December 16, 1895 (Am. Geol., Vol. XVII, 1896, p. 62), in a paper read 

by Prof. H. P. Cushing (‘‘ Notes on the areal geology of Glacier Bay, 

Alaska”), it is stated that a species of Lonsdaleia was picked up in 

Alaska by Professor Stevenson. This species was identified by Prof 

H. 8. Williams, and is “regarded as demonstrative of the Carbonif- 

erous age of the beds” (Glacier Bay limestone). The locality is about 

150 miles north of Kuiu Island, where Mr. Brightman and Mr. Becker 

collected the Carboniferous fossils described in this paper. 

SITKA. 

Grewingk! reports that Catenipora escharoides Goldfuss ( = Halysites 

escharoides Kd. and Haime) was found near Sitka. This species is 

usually Silurian (Upper) in age. ; 

CAPE YAKLOK. 

During the years 1847-1852, Lieut. P. Doroshin, in the interest of 

the Russian ministry of finance and the North American Trading 

Company, collected fossils at several localities in Alaska. The only 
probably Carboniferous fossil collected by him is a calamite, which 

Hichwald! named Calamites ambiguus. The fragment is about 2 inches 

long and is without nodes, so that a clear conception of the species 

can not be obtained. However, Hichwald writes: 

Iagree with H. Goeppert that this [the piece of Calamites] is a true grauwacke, 

consisting of a fine-grained argillaceous sandstone, and indicates the Carboniferous 

formation. It occurs on the northeastern shore of Alaska north of Cape Yaklok, on 

the south shore of the river Yaklok (p. 115). [Further:] Impressions of Calamites 

are found at several places in Alaska and on the Aleutian Islands (p. 91). 

Regarding Calamites ambiguus, Knowlton! writes: 

It appears to prove, if it is really a calamite, the presence of true Carboniferous 

strata in Alaska, but it 1s so very fragmentary that I can not but look uponit with 

question. Goeppert, who first recognized its nature, also claimed to have observed 

leaves of Sigillaria, but this, too, requires confirmation (p. 212). 

Eichwald' says that ‘‘ Doroshin has also collected in Alaska the head 

shield of a Lichas (Pl. VII, figs. 1, 2) which actually points to a grau- 

wacke. In it, however, he did not observe other fossils” (p. 91). This 

trilobite is a Bathyuroid, and is probably of Ordovician age. Hichwald 

does not indicate the particular locality in Alaska from which it was 
derived. 

+See Literature, p. 906. 
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FOSSILS FROM KUIU ISLAND, ALASKA, 

The small collection of fossils from Saginaw Bay, Kuiu Island, 

secured by Dr. Dall from Mr. Brightman, and another lot found by 
Mr. J. A. Becker on the same island, unmistakably indicate the presence 

there of Carboniferous and Devonian strata. - 

Devonian.—tThe tossils of Devonian age are Conchidium n, sp., Spir- 
ifer like S. macronota, and Spirifer related to S. arrectus. 

Carboniferous.—On two pieces of a dark-colored sandstone there are 
preserved as casts, with the shell partially adhering, eight species of 
Brachiopoda. Those specifically identified are forms having a very 

extensive geographic distribution. However, if better-preserved mate- 

rial or free specimens were at hand, one or two of the species might 

prove to be distinct. These fossils indicate the age of the sandstone 

to be about that of the Mountain Limestone of Europe or the upper 

portion of the North American Lower Carboniferous. The Spirifer 

condor picked up by Mr. Fisher among the pebbles on the Arctic 

coast at Cape Thompson may be from higher or Permo-Carboniferous 

strata. 

DEVONIAN FOSSILS. 

Conchidium un. sp. Above the beach on Kuiu Island, Alaska, at Sagi- 

naw Bay, Mr. Brightman found a piece of white limestone, mottled 

with yellow, in which are numerous very fragmentary, siliceous speci- 

mens of a medium-sized Conechidium. 

Conchidium vn. sp. Of the same species four ventral valves were 

found by Mr. Becker which are similar to 0. knighti in the angular pli- 

cations and to C. tenwistriata in general form. The plications continue 

farther on the umbo-lateral slopes of the Alaska species than any other 

known form, which may indicate a younger age for the geological hori- 

zon than that of the above-mentioned species. It is also wider along 

the hinge line than C. tenwistriatus, and much like C. baschkiricus 

(Verneuil), from the Lower Devonian, occurring on the western side of 

the Urals, along the Juresan River. (United States National Museum 

Register, Nos. 25621, 26008.) 

Spirifer sp. undet.I. A large alate species, with a high cardinal area 

and a smooth sinus. The only ventral valve present reminds us much 

of S. macronota, S. pennata Owen, and S. manni. (United States 

National Museum Register, No. 26006.) 

Spirifer sp. undet. II. The only imperfect ventral valve present is 

apparently very similar to S. arrecta of the Oriskany sandstone. 

(United States National Museum Register, No. 26004.) 

Chetetes sp. undet. A fragment of apparently a small hemispheric 

mass. (United States National Museum Register, No. 26005.) 

Crinoidal fragments. (United States National Museum Register, No. 

26007.) 
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CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS FROM YELLOW SANDSTONE. 

SPIRIFER, sp. indet. 

In the yellow sandstone occurring above the beach on Kuiu Island, 

Alaska, associated with S. duplicicostus and Productus longispinus var. 

alaskensis, are fragments of a large spirifer with a very convex ven- 

tral valve. Internally the dental plates are thick and very high, much 

as in S. neglectus Hall. However, they do not appear to have extended 

anteriorly and bounded laterally the muscular area, as in that species. 

In general, the Alaska species resembles the North American S. neg- 

lectus. (United States National Museum Register, No. 25622.) 

PRODUCTUS LONGISPINUS var. ALASKENSIS Schuchert. 

Of this species there are eight specimens present, and all agree in 

form with P. longispinus, as figured by Davidson (Mon. British Carb. 

Brach., pl. 35, figs. 6 and 8), except that the strie are much finer and 

more numerous. The mesial sinus of the ventral valve is also deeper 

and wider, even more so than in variety lobatus Sowerby, as figured by 

Davidson. The Alaska variety is probably more closely related to 

P. inflatus McChesney, since in size and lobation it is in harmony with 

a specimen of this species in the writer’s collection from near Tuscum- 

bia, Ala. The latter, however, also differs in having coarser striw, and 

it is probably only a large, strongly lobate variety of P. longispinus. 

Distribution.—P. longispinus is found in Scotland, Ireland, Belgium, 

Russia, India, Tasmania, Bolivia, and North America. The variety 

occurs above the beach on Kuiu Island, near Port Cornwallis, in a 

yellowish sandstone. (United States National Museum Register, Nos. 
25623, 26003.) 

CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS FROM DARK-COLORED SANDSTONE. 

SPIRIFER DUPLICTICOSTUS Phillips. 

1836. Spirifera duplicicosta Phillips, Geol. Yorkshire, Vol. II, p. 218, pl. 10, fig. 1; 

1857, Davidson, Mon. British Carb. Brach., p. 24, pl, 3, figs 7, 10. 

Of this species there is present a cast of a small ventral valve, which, 
on comparison with a specimen of the same size from the Mountain Lime- 

stone of Lancashire, England, proves to differ but slightly, the median 

sinus being more angular. The plications also are sharper and the 

bundling of the plications more prominent. These in both English and 

Alaskan specimens are crossed by very fine concentric strive. 

S. duplicicostus is closely related to S. striatus, and both are very 

variable species. The Alaska specimen, however, is more in harmony 

with the former than with the latter species. 

Distribution.—Common in England, Ireland, and rarely in Scotland. 

In Alaska it occurs with Spirifer pinguis in the dark-colored sandstone 
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near low-water mark and in the yellow sandstone above the beach on 

Kuiu Island. (United States National Museum Register, Nos. 25624, 

25630.) 

SPIRIFER PINGUIS Sowerby. 

1820. Spirifera pinguis Sowerby, Min. Conch., Vol. III, p,125, tab. 271; 1857, 

Davidson, Mon. British Carb. Brach., p.50, pl. 10, figs. 1-12. 

Of this species there 1s only one small dorsal valve present. It has 

five or six plications on each side of the median fold, the same number 

as In an example of the same size from the Carboniferous limestone of 

York, Ireland. Large Irish examples, however, may have as many as 

fifteen plications on the lateral half of each valve. 

Distribution.—A bundant in the Mountain Limestone of England, Ire- 

land, and Belgium. In Alaska it was found by Mr. Brightman in the 

sandstone (burnt-amber in color) near low-water mark on Kuiu Island, 

at Saginaw Bay, near Port Cornwallis. (United States National Mu- 

seum Register, No. 25625.) 

PRODUCTUS PUSTULOSUS Phillips. 

1836. Producta pustulosa Phillips, Geol. Yorkshire, Vol. II, p. 7, fiz. 15; 1857, 

Davidson, Mon. British Carb. Brach., p. 168, pl. 41, figs. 1-6; pl. 42, figs. 1-4. 

This identification of the Alaskan material is based upon specimens 

of P. pustulosus in the writer’s collection, from the Carboniferous lime- 

stone of Tournai, Belgium. Davidson’s figures of Phillips’s species, 

however, show far less numerous spine bases than oceur on the speci- 

men from Belgium or Alaska. In the present chaotic condition of Pro- 

ductus, and in view of the inconstancy of the great majority of species, 

it is unwise to attempt to determine what name this species will per- 

manently bear. 

Distribution.—Very common in the dark-colored sandstone occurring 

near low-water mark near Port Cornwallis, on Kuiu Island, at Sagi- 

naw Bay, Alaska. (United States National Museum Register, No. 

25626.) 

PRODUCTUS Sp. undet. A. 

Among the fossils from the dark-colored sandstone of Kuiu Island 

there is a cast of a dorsal valve of a large, coarsely striated Productus. 

It appears to be quite distinct from any of the American, Indian, or 

European species of the group typified by P. scabriculus. However, 

since the ornamentation of the dorsal valve in species of this genus is 

sometimes quite different from that of the ventral valve, it is thought 
best to leave the form unnamed until more material is obtained. (United 

Or 
States National Museum Register, No. 25627.) 
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PRODUCTUS Sp. undet. B. 

Two specimens of a small, highly arcuate Productus occur in the 

dark-colored sandstone of Kuiu Island. These are related to P. youngi- 

anus Davidson, from Scotland and Wales. They differ, however, from 

that form in having more numerous and finer radiating strie. The 

material is not sufficient to give a diagnosis of the species. (United 

States National Museum Register, No. 25628.) 

ORTHOTHETES CRENISTRIA (Phillips). 

1836. Spirifer crenistria Phillips, Geol. Yorkshire, Vol. II, pl. 9, fig. 6. 

1857. Streptorhynchus crenistria Davidson, Mon. British Carb. Brach., p. 124, 

pl. 26, fig. 1; pl. 27, figs. 1-5, ?10;.pl. 30, figs. 14-16. 

1884. Orthothetes crenistria Waagen, Pal. Indica, Ser. XIII, Vol. I, p. 607; 1892, 

Hall and Clarke, Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, pt. I, p. 253. 

Of this widely distributed species, six impressions of ventral valves 

are at hand. In general appearance they are very similar to Orthis 

keokuk Hall (= Derbya keokuk), but do not possess the median septum in 

the ventral muscular area so characteristic of Derbya. In the Ameri- 

can Lower Carboniferous no species of Orthothetes are known above 

the Kinderhook formation, but in the Rocky Mountain region the 

genus seems to have persisted somewhat longer. In Europe, however, 

the genus Orthothetes is abundantly represented in the Mountain Lime- 

stone, and in India O. semiplanus occurs in the Permo-Carboniferous. 
The specimens from Alaska agree very well with the figures given by 

Davidson (loc. cit., Pl. X XVI), except that in the English specimens 

the ventral muscular area is considerably smaller. 

Distribution.—Common in England, Ireland, Belgium, and, according 

to Davidson, in India, Spitzbergen, and Australia. In Alaska, Mr. 

Brightman collected it near low-water mark, in sandstone (burnt-umber 

in color), near Port Cornwallis, Saginaw Bay, Kuiu Island. (United 

States National Museum Register, No. 25629.) 

SPIRIFER CONDOR @Orbigny. 

1842. Spirifer condor d’Orbigny, Voyage dans l’Amérique Meridionale, Pal., p. 

46, pl. 5, figs. 11-14; 1883, Waagen, Pal. Indica, Ser. XIII, Vol. I, p. 514. 

1869. Spirifer striatus var. multicostatus Toula, Sitzb. der kais. Akad. der Wiss. 

Wien., p. 3, pl. 1, figs. 2-4. 

1874. Spirifera camerata Derby (non Morton), Bull. Cornell Univ., Vol. I, p. 12, 

plates 1, 2, 4, 5; 1895, Derby, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. III, p. 279. 

Of this Upper Carboniferous species there is present but one well- 

preserved, medium-sized specimen. SS. condor is very closely related to 

S. camerata Morton and S. striatus Sowerby. It differs from the former 

in the nearly entire absence of the bundling of the ribs and the imbri- 
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eating concentric strie. In 8S. striatus the strive are very fine, and do 

not imbricate, and the ribs are but slightly bundled. 
Distribution.—In South America, S. condor occurs in Bolivia, Brazil, 

island of Titicaca, and Peru. It was found by Mr. Fisher in Alaska, 

among pebbles on the beach of Cape Thompson, Arctic Ocean, and is 
now in the collection of the California Academy of Sciences. In 

Russia, S. condor is represented by S. tegulatus Trautschold, and in 
India by S. musakheylensis Waagen. In the region of Mount Shasta, 

California, S. condor, or a closely allied species, is also known to occur. 
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APPENDIX IIL. 

REPORT ON THE MESOZOIC FOSSILS, 

By PRoF. ALPHEUS HYATT. 

The notes on fossils below are somewhat hastily written in response 

to the request for a report, but the determinations have not been 

hastily made: 

(1) The slab from Woody Island, Kadiak, has what appears to be a 

large, much compressed species of Posidonomya, and I should think it 

might be Triassic or older, but there is no solid basis for this opinion. 
(2) A slab from Cape Thompson, Arctic coast, has numerous speci- 

mens of Halobia, or Daonella, and is probably Triassic. 

(3) The fossils from Kamishak Bay, Cook Inlet, are a species of 

Lytoceras, and another of Phylloceras, both apparently Upper Liassic, 

but I am still doubtful, because of one fragment that I have not yet 

made out satisfactorily, and also because of the uncertain indications 

with reference to exact age of rocks sometimes given by the Lytocera- 

tine, and further because there are some Pelecypoda not yet examined. 
(4) Kialagvit Bay (No. 1498). The Ammonitinz from this locality 

are excellent, but belong to peculiar types, and I have been obliged to 

make a thorough investigation of the entire series of Hammatoceran 

groups in order to get clear ideas of their exact age. I can now state 

provisionally that this fauna is somewhat older than that of the lighter- 

colored limestone of Tuxedni Harbor, Chasik Island. The nearest rel- 

atives heretofore found belong to the lowest parts of the Inferior Oolite, 

in formations placed by many German and French authors in the Upper 

Lias. There is one species of Trigonia identical with a very rare species 

found at Taylorville, Cal., in the Mormon sandstone, one of the ‘‘Costa- 

tus” group, and the belemnites are also apparently very close allies of 

those in the same rocks. 

(5) The fossils from Tuxedni Harbor, Chasik Island (No. 1495), are 
Inferior Oolite. A characteristic species of Trigonia is identical with 

one found in the Mormon sandstone at Taylorville, Cal., which is char- 

acteristic in that formation. There is also a well-preserved specimen 
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of Ammonitine, sufficient in itself to settle the age of this rock. It is 
a species of Spheroceras, closely allied if not identical with the Mormon 

sandstone species, and a very close ally of the Spheroceras (Stephano- 

ceras) giebelii Gottsche, found in the Inferior Oolite west of Mendoza, 
in Chile. The aperture is well preserved in one specimen, and success- 

ful cleaning has exposed theinner whorls, so that no doubt can reason- 

ably be held that this is a representative of the common fossils of this 

genus in the Inferior Oolite of Europe. 

(6) The fauna found at Cold Harbor (No. 1497) is younger than that 

of Kialagvit Bay (No. 1498) or than that of Tuxedni Harbor (No. 1495), 
There is but one fossil in a fragmentary condition, but luckily this is 

the characteristic fossil collected by previous explorers and easily iden- 

tified, although it is a young shell. It is the young of Cadoceras 

(Ammonites), described by Eichwald (Mangischlak u. d. aleutischen 

Inseln, p. 138, pls. 7-8), and found at the island of Chasik, and also, I 

think, shows that the so-called Cretacic species Ammonites ishme. of 

Kichwald, found at several localities in Alaska, is the young of this 

same species. Nikitin, in various works (especially in Jura-Ablag. 

Rybinsk, Mologa, etc., Mem. Acad. St. Peterb., XX VIII, No. 5), has 
shown that Cadoceras is represented by closely allied forms in the 

Callovian of Russia, and it 1s a well-known genus of the Upper Jura 

in other localities 11 Europe. 

The species of Ammonitine described by Grewingk and Kichwald 

are in my opmuon all either Callovyian or Inferior Oolite. The existence 

of the Cretaceous has not yet been demonstrated in Alaska, unless the 

Aucelle described by Eichwald are Cretacie species. They are cer- 

tainly not similar to the striated species of that genus occurring in the 

Upper Jura on the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada. It should be 

noted in this connection that Eichwald (p. 90) states that Aucelle were 

found associated with species of Inocerami at two localities, and yet 
his Inoceramus eximius, porrectus, operculiformis, and ambiguus all 

certainly occur in the blue limestone of Tuxedni Harbor. 

One of this author’s species, Inoceramus lucifer, can not be positively 

cited as occurring at the same locality with those above noted, but 1t 

is identical with what Eichwald calls Inoceramus ambiguus junior. 

This leaves only one specimen unaccounted for as Jurassic, and that 

is his Inoceramus cuneiforms WVOrbigny, which is not figured and can 

not therefore be identified. Another fact 1s of importance in this con- 

nection. No Aucellie occur among the fossils collected at the localities 

mentioned above which can be identified with certainty. There are 

two casts of left valves, with much flattened but incurved beaks, which 

look not unlike the right valves of species of this genus; but, if Aucelle, 

these are very aberrant forms. 
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THE UINTAITE DEPOSITS OF UTAH. 

By GEORGE H. ELDRIDGE. 

PREFATORY. 

In presenting the following account of the veins of uintaite in Utah, 

a desire to afford a generai conception of the nature of the substance 

as well as of its mode of occurrence, and the advantages to be gained 

by a comparison with the closely related hydrocarbons, grahamite and 

albertite, have prompted the writer to avail himself freely of the results 

attained by those who have made the material the subject of special 

analytical research or have examined in person the deposits of the 

allied minerals. 

The general map of the Uinta Basin (Pl. LIX) is a compilation from 

the surveys of King, Hayden, Wheeler, and Powell, The Geology of the 

High Plateaus of Utah by Dutton, and the maps of the General Land 

Office and the Post-Office Department. On comparison with the orig- 

inal an oceasional alteration will be found, made for purposes of adjust- 

ment, or where a detail has come under the observation of the writer 
that escaped the others in their more general work. The special map 

of the region adjoining White River and the Colorado-Utah boundary 

(Pt. LX) is taken directly from the Hayden Atlas of Colorado without 
change. In both general and special maps, however, the location of 

the gilsonite veins is the writer’s. 

In coloring the general map, the broad geological divisions have alone 

been distinguished, this scheme being simple and sufficient for the pur- 

poses of the paper. 

In the examination of the area described the writer has received aid 

of great value from Col. James F. Randlett, in command of Fort 

Duchesne, who is also the agent of the Uinta and Uncompahgre 

Indians, and both to him and to his officers this acknowledgment of 
their generous courtesy is made with sincere pleasure. 

915 



916 THE UINTAITE DEPOSITS OF UTAH. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING UINTAITE. 

The name uintaite was given by Prof. W. P. Blake,'! in 1885, to a 

variety of asphalt found in the vicinity of the Uinta Mountains in 

Utah. The name gilsonite is of a later derivation than uintaite; it 

was adopted because of the substance having been brought into prom- 

inence as an article of utility by the efforts of Mr. S. H. Gilson, of 

Salt Lake. It is the name now commonly accepted in the trade. 

The position of uintaite in the series of natural hydrocarbons is 

shown in Table I. 

CLASSIFICATION OF HYDROCARBONS AND ALLIED SUBSTANCES, 

TABLE I.—Classification of natural hydrocarbons.” 

k eas gas. 

Fe OOS er ema 7 aneatrs “Natural gas.” 

Naphtha. 
Bluidvecaste ease ses eee 

ve ieee. 

Maltha. 

| Mineral tar. 

Brea. 
Viscous (malthite)....-.--- 

Bituminous. .... / | Chapapote. 

Elaterite. [Mineral caoutchouc. ] 

Wurtzilite. 

Albertite. 

i Asphaltite. -.-- {Grahamite. 

Uintaite. [Gilsonite.] 

Bituminous coal. 

Blastig: fc 

Hydrocarbons. 
_— Q io} © = as cS eee Semibituminous coal. 

Anthracite coal. 

Succinite. [Amber.] 

ROSINOUS oa.c/at-eietoeeiereieieiee eae oe meiere arte Copalite. 

Ambrite, ete. 

Ozocerite. 

(meet etc. 

Fichtelite. 

ae ete. 

Cereous-..55sho0ts secon eee ee eee cece 

UCrystalllime: sj20 hee ee tecnica reas 

Table II consists of bituminous compounds, natural and artificial, in 

character quite distinct from the materials of Table I. In their oceur- 

rence, however, there is evident relation between the two series at least 
as to origin, for uintaite, ozocerite, asphaltic limestones, and bituminous 

shales and sandstones are found throughout the same general locality 

and often in comparatively close proximity. 

1Uintaite, a new variety of asphaltum, from the Uintah Mountains, Utah: Eng. and Min. Jour., 

New York, Dec. 26, 1885, Vol. XL, p. 431. 

2Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XVIII, p. 582. 
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TABLE II.—Classification, or grouping, of natural and artificial bituminous compounds.! 

leum. ‘‘Residuum.” 

(Gas tar. 

( Mixed with limestone (‘‘asphaltic Seyssel, Val de Travers, Lobsan, Illinois, 

limestone”’). Utah, and other localities. 

Mixed with silica and sand (‘‘as- California, Kentucky, Utah, and other 

, \3 | phaltic sand”), localities. ‘‘ Bituminous silica.” 

rg | a { Mixed with earthy mavter (‘‘as- Trinidad, Cuba, California, Utah. 

5 = phaltic earth’’). 

= Bituminous schists)---2--- ------ Canada, California, Kentucky, Virginia, 

S and other localities. 

3 ING, once eat eon Rear a nace Thick oils from the distillation of petro- 
3 

E 
5= 
aa) 

A pe ; 
ci WiSCOUS = ~~ =.= =~ - =~ ==) 22-3: lipitor 

e= Refined Trinidad asphaltic earth 
S a . 
Palicaidmener es + ee ee auc of BO LETONO: ; 

[eee asphaltic mastic. 
( Paving compounds. 

The classification exhibited in the foregoing tables seems to the writer 

to be the most satisfactory of the several attempts encountered in a 

review of the literature of the subject. In this connection Professor 

Blake? observes that by the usage of many authorities “ the word bitu- 

men is generic rather than special, and is synonymous with asphal- 

tum, both words being applied to the series of pure or nearly pure 

substances ranging from the fluid petroleum to solid asphaltum, but 

the name asphalt being generally reserved for the solid forms. The 

various natural and artificial mixtures of bitumen or of asphalt are not 

grouped with the pure minerals” in the tabulation followed. 

“The use of the name bitumen for the whole series has the sanction 

of authority and long usage, but it 1s not sufficiently comprehensive for 

our present knowledge of the variety of substances grouped under the 

more exact designation of hydrocarbons.” 

Professor Blake also adds, with reference to a system suggested by 

Capt. F. V. Greene, that ‘it is objectionable in grouping the free or pure 

bitumens ‘vith the various mechanically formed rock mixtures under 

the one general term bitumen, which should be applied only to the 

varieties of pure and unmixed bitumens, while the other substances 
into which a variable portion of bitumen enters as a constituent may 

be better grouped and called by the name of bituminous compounds.” 

There is also a classification of the hydrocarbons based upon their 

chemical composition, but in view of the modifications necessary as 

investigation advances and the more easily comprehended arrange- 

ment based on physical characters alone, it is better, for technical pur- 

poses at least, to follow the latter. 

M[bid. 2Tbid, p. 580. 
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CHEMICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE HYDROCARBONS OF 

TABLE I. 

The chemical relations between the hydrocarbons of Table I, were 

they worked out, would doubtless show the utmost complexity, for com- 

plexity exists even in the substances themselves, nearly all of which 

are separable by the action of solvents or by fractional distillation into 

two or more components that are in turn divisible into series of hydro- 

carbons, in many instances of great extent. No attempt will be made, 

however, to bring together even the more important results of analyt- 

ical study, the writer contenting himself with the following general 

statements based upon those found in Dana’s System of Mineralogy, 

edition of 1892. 

In this work hatchettite and ozocerite are found among the simple 
hydrocarbons as members of the paraffin series C,,H»,42, while fichtel- 

ite, hartite, and a number of others occur in this division of the hydro- 
carbons, but of series other than the paraffin, and in many instances 

altogether of doubtful reference. 

The resinous compounds belong to the class of oxygenated hydro- 

carbons, the membership in which is very extended and of great variety. 

Concerning this class, Dana remarks that it embraces “ chiefly the numer- 

ous kinds of native fossil resins, many of which are included under the 

generic term ‘amber;’ also other more or less closely related substances. 

In general, in these compounds, weak acids (succinic acids, formic acid, 

butyric acid, cinnamiec acid, ete.), or acid anhydrides, are prominent.” 

Between the coals—especially the bituminous and cannel varieties— 

and the resinous and asphaltite divisions of this table, relations are 

readily found; indeed, for a number of years, only two or three decades 

ago, grahamite, on account of its composition, was regarded by men 

high in authority as a true coal, notwithstanding their wholly different 

mode of occurrence. Albertite, grahamite, and uintaite are now, how- 

ever, accepted as closely related varieties of asphaltum. Elaterite and 

wurtzilite, in outward appearance, bear a striking resemblance to them, 

but are easily distinguished by their behavior toward solvents and by 

their marked sectile and elastic properties. Yet, while uintaite itself is 

exceedingly brittle, one of its leading features, developed in the manu- 

facture of black japans and varnishes made from it, is this very prop- 

erty of elasticity, attainable in such perfection in no other hydrocarbon 

compound except elaterite and wurtzilite. 

Dana, under elaterite, in remarking upon the results attained by the 

authorities which he consulted, states that this substance ‘‘ appears to 

be partly a carbohydrogen near ozocerite and partly an oxygenated 

insoluble material.” This statement becomes of special interest when 

it is observed that the two materials occur in Utah in localities not very 

far removed from each other; much nearer than are the localities of 
ozocerite and uintaite. 



TABLE IIT.—Resemblances and differences between the asphaltites, with asphaltum added for comparison. 

{The portion in italies is taken from Dana's System ot Mineralogy, sixth edition. | 

| 
Solubility in— 

- 7 = ; " Hard-| Specific Tt a. [Cee =| | —— an = aa | I 
Substance, | Structure. Fracture. | Color. Luster. ness. | gravity. Fusibility. Heavy oilsand) 7:4 | temarks. 

| | = ‘ fats, lubricating ph | Benzine. Naphtha. Turpentine. CS,. Alcohol. Ether. Chloroform. | Acids. Alkalies. 
| petroleum. WE» |} | 
| | | | | | 

ee — . g —— oe — ~ = : == | — —— ———— | ns | eee — |e = 
| | | | 

PAUNTITAL ET TILo eT TIKI TLL] stew etw ss series eee tele nme ttc |b eens bnaacash a aeun aoe’ Brown or brownish black..| Like black pitch. .-----|..---- 1t01.8 | Melts at 90° to 100°........-=...... Petoareeeconsad taossteceal hice oodsedallasnrsecana Mostly or wholly..|...--..-.--------- Par tlay mesa Partly or wholly. | 

Me h) : | piteh). | 

jena j | : : Il. | me =a | : eT 

Albertite!............. eawenecesscccsercncecceesstsleccscacctscssacsncecss | Jet Dlack....-...-..-+-e++.| Brilliant; pitchlike . . | 1tog | 1.097 Incipient in candle flame; softens |----------------|----------|.---+-----|--------- | 30 En CONE). stetateiel= \ oa S Ses sscouoeed UT EG amano neta ADOT CONG cosa on | Cane aca ne™= suic'ans|Vae'eennievsciscneisss|eveciaucene=s|=enininisisie amma A ceaosnctnend gaan riers 
Prismatic at right angles | Conchoidal; brittle.) Black; streak black ; pow- 3 | 1.08 to in boiling water. | | | | Becomes electrified when rubbed. 

to walls, | der black to faint brown. 1.11 | In spirit Hame intumesces and | | | | Composition close to jet. 
| Jackson emits gas, but does not melt | | ~ 

| and like asphalt. Melts in closed | 
| Hayes. tube. Adheres to paper. | 

f5 hes ss ese : ee —— : eee | Sores lenses = — : 2 
HGYAHATIILG ies. goes pa.2| sets so eee nascar nee a weeeeeeelee sete eee sean nane rene es PACOIUUAOM ae. cece cnccat we Brilliant........-.---- 2| 41.145 | Melts imperfectly with decomposi- |.--------------- -=-------- Partly -.| Partly ..| Mostly ........--.- NWIROLy baton tan =< | Not atall........ || Partly .<-...2--- WOU ten casas | Satara esc aes ss ade| pulsars ce Jenney has manufactured graham- 

In vein: for 2 or 8 inches | Conchoidal; brittle. | Black, but streak and | Brilliant; center less | 1.145 tion of surface, but in this state Partly. | Partly. | Swells and nearly Readily soluble | Completely in- Partly. Readily solu- | Colored brown | Not acted ite from petrolewm. 
Sia Mh tae owder dark chocolate ho than the two | interior may be drawn into | all dissolves. exceptash. | soluble. | ble ‘except by strong sul- upon. 

/ f vith cuboida TOWD. ther ti Ni i Ns i i 
| clevage; then 15 inches otnt tee a Heated cuore 400° I. it softens. one Uriel 

of columnar structure Endures a temperature far | { 
on either side, columns | above the fusing point of | 
at right angles to walls; asphalts in general. _Behaves | | 
then 18 inches in center, much like coking coal. 

| compact and massive. | | 

Uintaite® (gilsonite) . Blac ae wierre tes Bape ee ; - TENE ieee | : | Saal ose ee —_|—— Silay es ————— 
¥ 7 ‘ powder | Brilliant—which is re- |2to2.5| 1.065 to | Dasily fusible incandle flame; acts | Readily solu- | Less 80..|.--..-.---|---.------ Freel ; CUD LOaialatretatst= | Slow ipa) i - 

uboldal and pencilinte |'Conchoidal; brittle. | | Drown, tained after melting. 1.070 | tke seating waz, but imore adhe- | _ dle, nan eo Mmammabig eaclecly (Day). | Nateenilg, wat) cower: 4 \ieacdalis: «| wae) armas BEN A ls ee a 
walls; Valance compact | rite boa with SAPS 2to2.5) 1.065 to | _ sive to cold paper. | Readily solu- Readily when aid-— ; by repeated Not wholly. . Electrically exeited by friction. 
et eet | Meetindavor Seas , tat | | 1,070 Readily, SURI Ie an gandiciiane; | ble. ed by heat. treatment up | | Soluble also in melted wax, 020- 

Wettiptiterthantharonals | pparently unchanged by suc- | to 64.6 per cerite, spermaceti, stearin, etc. 
bectite hat | | cessive melting and cooling. | cent. (Blake); also (Day) in petroleum 

B by - ether and glacial acetic acid. 

—$__!__ 
Composition close to torbanite. 

= — — - — _ 4] 4 eT ~ sneer ' bles, as = 3! wile eh — < 

1 
Dawaon: 2Wurtz. " § Eldridge as to occurrence. 

Blake and Day as to properties—fusibility, solubility, and specific gravity. 
17 GEOL, PT I——Face page 919 



Substance. 

| 

Asphaltum (mineral | 
pitch). 

Albertite ! 

Structure. 

Prismatic at right angles 
to walls. 

Fracture. Color. 

Conchoidal; brittle - 

Grahamite2 

Uintaite’ (gilsonite) 

In vein: for 2 or 3 inches 
from wails, coarsely 
granular, with cuboidal 
clevage; then 15 inches 

Conchoidal; brittle. 

of columnar structure 
on either side, columns 
at right angles to walls; 
then 18 inches in center, 
compact and massive. 

Cuboidal and pencillate 
for 6 inches next to 
walls; balance compact 
and massive. 

Brown or brownish black... 

Set: Dlack 52 eee 
Black ; streak black ; pow- 

der black to faint brown. 

Pitch Clack: =e case eee 
Black, but streak and 
powder dark chocolate 
brown. 

Conchoidal; brittle. 

1 Dawson. 

GEOL, PT I——F ace page 919 

Black; streak and powder 
brown. 

Black, but powder and 
streak brown, with 
shade of red; streak 
lighter than that of al- 
bertite. 

a graham- 

4 

+ 

Brically ex- 

Bry friction. 
wax, 0z0- 

learin, ete. 
(petrclern 
etic acid. 
jorbanite. 
a= 
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The viscous compounds stand between the solid asphaltum on the 

one hand and petroleum on the other. ‘The fluid kinds,” observes 

Dana, ‘‘change into the solid by the loss of volatile matter by a process 

of oxidation, which is said to consist first in the loss of hydrogen and 

finally in the oxygenation of a portion of the mass.” The intimate 

relations in the manner of occurrence between the lighter gaseous 

hydrocarbons and petroleum are well known. 

The distinguishing features of the substances in Table II are suffi- 

ciently familiar not to require special explanation. 

RESEMBLANCES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ASPHAL- 

TITES. 

Albertite, grahamite, and uintaite, forming the group of asphaltites, 

are very closely related to one another in composition and mode of 

occurrence, but are yet distinguishable by their behavior toward sol- 

vents, by the action of heat upon them—their fusibility, so called—and 

by one or more of their other properties. The following table of 

resemblances and differences has been in the main compiled from such 

authorities as have been immediately available, including Peckham, 

Blake, Wurtz, William C. Day, Dawson, Hitchcock, and others. The 

writer has also added the results of his own observations in the field. 

ANALYSIS OF UINTAITE. 

Uintaite is at present under analytical investigation by Dr. William 

C. Day, of Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania. From a published 

account! of the results thus far obtained by him the following extracts 

have been made by way of affording a slight insight into the nature of 

the substance. 

A determination of the volatile matter, fixed residue, and ash gave: 

Proportions of volatile matter, fixed residue, and ash in wintaite. 

Per cent. 

56. 46 

43.43 

. 10 

99. 99 | 

Dr. Day says: 

Working on a larger scale, and distilling a weighed quantity of gilsonite from a 

retort, the following result was obtained: 136.1 grams of gilsonite gave 76.1 grams 

lInvestigation of Utah gilsonite, a variety of asphalt, Dr. William C. Day: Jour. Franklin Inst., 

Vol. CXL, No. 837, Sept., 1895. 
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of distillate. The percentage of volatile matter is thus 55.9. Comparing this result 

with that above, it is evident that all the volatile matter is condensable. 

He also gives as a result of his observation the following percentage 

composition of gilsonite (uintaite): 

Elementary composition of uintaite. 

Per cent. 

Carbon. -22428 Sogeas Bese Wee Ce ee nee Een Gre 88. 30 

Hiydrogent sacs vase n cael ina ahe elastin eet 9. 96 

Sulphur. 220.5 seo see= ee oe begs carlton ae eee 132 

| AGB s2o.cnsresidesis Sass sie os Nee Cee ee a eee 10 

Oxygen and nitrogen (undetermined) ...-.......---- 3} 

100. 00 

In concluding this paper Dr. Day observes: 

Asa result of the present investigation, a method of obtaining from gilsonite a 

number of acids has been outlined. By further study of those acids and their deriv- 

atives a knowledge of the hydrocarbons present in the mineral may be gained. ‘The 
distillation experiments have shown that a number of radically different series of 

hydrocarbons is obtained, and that the paraffin series is one of them, and very prob- 

ably, also, the naphthene series is another. No aromatic hydrocarbons appear to be 

present, or at most only in small quantity, as in no part of the work have deriva- 

tives of these bodies suggested themselves. Conclusions drawn from distillation 

products of a mineral hydrocarbon as to the constitution of the latter are neces- 

sarily unsafe, on account of the decompositions which take place during the dis- 

tillation. Much safer conclusions may be drawn from products obtained without 

distillation from the original material directly by the action of reagents such as 

nitric and sulphuric acids. 

GEOLOGY OF THE UINTA BASIN. 

TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES. 

The Uinta Basin has a general altitude of 5,000 to 6,000 feet and an 

entire length from east to west of about 170 miles, extending from the 

Wasatch Mountains to the White River Plateau, 60 miles east of the 

Colorado-Utah line. The maximum distance across the basin, north 

and south, is a little over 100 miles, and is practically coincident with 

the 110th meridian. On the north the basin is confined by the anti- 

cline of the Uinta Mountains, the peaks of which rise to nearly 13,700 

feet; by the eastward continuation of this range, the Yampa Plateau, 

between 8,000 and 9,000 feet in altitude; and by the Danforth Hills, 

which form the divide between the headwaters of the White and Yampa 

rivers. On the south the basin is limited by the summit of the Roan 

or Book Plateau, a monoclinal ridge which beyond overlooks the val- 

leys of the Price, Green, and Grand rivers, tributaries of the Colorado, 

and presents to them for nearly 200 miles a bold and almost continuous 

cliff having a general height of between 2,000 and 3,000 feet. Locally 

the cliff may be broken along formation lines by benches a mile or more 
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in width, the result of differences in material and texture between the 
several series of rocks. Such benches may become the sites of grassy 

parks, always with more or less timber. 

The interior of the Uinta Basin is a comparatively shallow depres- 

sion, the axis of which lies nearer the northern side. The several 

Eocene-Tertiary formations involved in its constitution, consisting of 

soft sandstones, argillaceous shales, and thin-bedded limestones, have 
been irregularly eroded into lofty tables, mesas, ridges, buttes, and 

spires, presenting in general a scene of much desolation and decay. 

Green River divides the basin into east and west halves, and has cut 

for itself, except for 15 to 20 miles across the center of the depression, 

canyons from 1,000 to 3,000 feet deep, wholly impassable except by boat 

at great risk. In the center of the basin this stream receives from the 

east and west, respectively, the White and Duchesne rivers. The 

former, the larger, enters the open valley about 12 miles above its con- 

fluence with the Green, after a tortuous course through 70 or 80 miles 

of continuous canyon in the shales and sandstones of the Green River 

and Bridger formations. Along this portion of the stream the bottom 

lands are reduced to a few short, narrow strips at long intervals. The 

valley of the Duchesne River is open for 50 miles above its mouth, the 
bluffs being low and the channel bordered for most of the distance with 

rich bottom lands from 1 to 2 miles wide. North of this stream the 

uplands, particularly in the vicinity of the Uinta River and Lake Fork, 

afford extensive areas that are both arable and irrigable, and under 

ditch have already given evidence of great productive capacity. Both 

streams flow comparatively fuli, the water derived from the Uinta 

Range being of great purity. Thesame conditions prevail in regard to 

Ashley Creek, the valley of which is one of the most fertile of Utah. 

East of the Green River, however, but little water is received from the 

mountains, and the center of the basin becomes almost arid, in a few 

localities only there being grass sufficient even for light grazing. 

The southern half of the basin, and especially that portion east of the 

Green River, presents a scene of great desolation and decay. Canyons 

with labyrinthine intricacy have been cut to depths of between 1,000 

and 2,000 feet in the backs of the strata forming the Roan or Book 

Plateau, while the intervening ridges are sharp and crumbling, develop- 

ing spires and buttes and castellated forms in greatest profusion, all 

seemingly ready to topple to pieces at the first heavy storm. Little 

water is carried in any of these gorges, and this, except at their heads, 

through the sands of their channels instead of as surface flows. It is, 

moreover, frequently impregnated with alkali, which abounds in all the 

formations of the locality. In Indian Canyon, a tributary of Straw- 

berry Valley, there are numerous warm springs, which are said to 

remain open all winter. Parks, well grassed and timbered, and with 

more or less water, may be found at the heads of many of the canyons, 

features that relieve the general barrenness found in other localities. 

Of such canyons as the foregoing the White and Duchesne valleys 
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receive a number, while one of the most rugged in the basin is that of 

the Minnie Maud, which enters directly into Green River from the west, 
15 or 20 miles below the Duchesne. 

THE FORMATIONS. 

DESCRIPTION. 

For simplicity the essential characteristics of the formations entering 

into the structure of the Uinta Basin have been placed in tabular form, 

TABLE [V.—Sormations of the Uinta Basin. 

Description. 

Maxi- 
| mum 

Period. Formation name. thick 
| ness, in 
| feet.) 

| 

| a = ‘a 

Pleistocene\= <2) = -.o-csee eae ne as | Pee oe 

Wintal=---se0es-= 500 to 

1,000. 

| 
| | Washakie......- 200... 

Eocene ....-<¢ 

| leBridtereeeeeeeee 600 to 

1,000. 

Gravel, sand, and clay, according to 

formations from which derived. 

From the Uinta Mountains, a 

coarse gravel of quartzite; from 

the Roan or Book Plateau, sand, 

argillaceous shale, and clay. 

Some of the gravel is secondary, 

having first been a constituent of 

the Eocene. 

_ Conglomerates, sandstone, and 

shale, the first two predominating, 

especially toward top. Material 

derived chiefly from Paleozoic 

quartzites of Uinta Range and 

Yampa Plateau. Prevailing color, 

red to pink, though many of the 

sandstones are a rusty yellow to 

brown.? 

Sandstones and shales. Diffieultly 

recognizable.® 

Conglomerates, sandstones, shales, 

and an occasional 1 to 2 foot 

layer of white limestone. Sand- 

stones prevail; they are heavy- 

bedded, somewhat ferruginous, 

and of gray to rusty yellow and 

chocolate-brown color. Conglom- 

erate fine. Formation identified 

by vertebrate remains, according 

to investigators. 

1Largely estimated. 

2? According toJ. B. Hatcher the Uinta of this region is the equivalent of Osborn’s Diplacodon 
elatus beds. 

3 Equivalent to the top of the Bridger, according to some authorities. 
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TABLE IV.—Formations of the Uinta Basin—Continued. 

Maxi- 
mum 

Period. Formation name. thick- Description. 
ness, in 
feet.! 

Green River--..: 2,000 ..| Caleareous shales and thin lime- 
=i, 

stones. Shales and _ limestones 

bituminous, locally in a degree to 

be of economic value. Prevailing 

H color gray, weathering light. Oc- 

Eocene - Para casional thin sandstone layers, 

becoming more prominent toward 

; top. Country, deeply eroded. 

Wasatch -.....-- 1,000 to, Conglomerates and sandstones in 

1,500. heavy beds. Red color. 

Laramie......--- 1,000 ... Sandstones and shales. Sandstones 

largely predominate. They occur 

in heavy beds; color, yellowish- 

‘ 

gray. Shales gray. Near base 

of formation, workable coal beds: 

coal, locally, coking; general qual- 

ity, excellent. 

| Montana .-.--..-- 2,000?| Shales: argillaceous, leaden-gray. 

Occasional limestone concretions. 

Cretaceous | Upper 200 to 300 feet beds more 

sandy and firmer in outcrop. In 

general of the same appearance 

as elsewhere in the West. 

Coloradomerseeer 300?...| Shales: argillaceous, black. Few 

thin limestones. Ironstones. Gen- 

eral appearance same as elsewhere 

| in West. 

Walkotaecoccuc ne: 500...., Sandstones: heavy-bedded, gray; 

| separated by thin shaly layers. 

| Of usual appearance in the West. 

Dwi peoeassaeawe 500 to | Shalesand thin limestones. Former 

700. brilliantly variegated ; latter drab. 

Gypsum in heavy local beds. 

| Trias (Red Beds) .| 2,000..| Conglomerates, grits, and  sand- 

| stones. Last prevail. Color: 

| lower half, red; middle, buff; top, 

Juratrias _-- 

white. Few thin limestones. 

Permo-Carbonif- | 200 to | Caleareous shales and argillaceous 

erous. °* 500. rocks and clays, intervening be- 

Carbonifer- tween the Coal Measures and Tri- 
ous.” as, conformable to both, and car- 

rying Permo-Carboniferous fossils, | 

1 Largely estimated. 

2United States Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parallel, Clarence King, Vol. I, pp. 153-154. 
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TABLE IV.—VFormations of the Uinta Basin—Continued. 

| Maxi- 
mum 

Period. Formation name. thick- Description. 
| ness, in 
| feet.! 

Upper Carbonif- | 2,000 to) Limestones—some layers cherty— 

erous. 2,500. and caleiferous sandstones vari- 

able in thickness. The series pre- 

vailingly of heavy limestone at 

| base, with varying thin-bedded 

| intercalations of lime and sand 

| near top, always capped with a 

zone of highly cherty Bellerophon- 

bearing limestone. Rich in upper 
Carbonifer- 

ous.2 coal measure fossils. 

Weber quartzite.| 12,000.| A series of siliceous beds—impure 

sandstones at east end of Uinta 

uplift, gradually compacted to 

quartzite in western portion of 

range. These beds are interca- 

lated with groups of clay shales 

| and occasional conglomerate 
| 

sheets, which contain round, rolled 

nn Archean pebbles. 

Archean? ..... Mes SEA Se ESE ---..---| Pure white quartzites, hornblendic 

schists, and hydromica (parago- 

nite) schists, richly charged with 

garnet, stanrolite, and minute 

erystals of cyanite. 

1 Largely estimated. 

2United States Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parallel, Clarence King, Vol. I, pp. 153-154. 

3United States Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parallel, Clarence King, Vol. I, p. 43. 

The formations below the Laramie are, so far as at present known, 

of minor importance in their relations to the occurrence of the hard 

asphalts, and will be mentioned only incidentally in what follows. 

INTERRELATIONS OF THE TERTIARY AND CRETACEOUS SERIES. 

The Tertiary series, embracing the Wasatch, Green River, Bridger, 

Washakie, and Uinta formations, is wholly Kocene in age. In the rela- 

tionship of the several members one with another they have been found 

in uncomformability in many localities, particularly in the Green River, 

Washakie, and Vermilion Creek basins, to the north; in the Uinta 

Basin, however, the evidence of unconformabilities at the different 

horizons is not so pronounced, and, indeed, except in the case of the 
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Uinta along its northern border, the only suggestion of interruption to 

continuity of deposition from base to summit of the series that was 

observed by the writer is a sharp change in sedimentation between the 

several members. But it is to be remarked that the writer’s investiga- 

tions in this direction were far from exhaustive. 
Between the Cretaceous and Tertiary series, also, along the face of the 

Roan or Book Cliffs, there is no apparent break except in character of 

sediments. Along the base of the Uinta Range, however, evidences of 

unconformity between the two series and within the Tertiary exist in 

force. There is here a most marked overlap of the Uinta upon the older 

formations from Laramie to Carboniferous, the youngest Tertiary rest- 

ing in turn against the Upper Coal Measures, the Permo-Carboniferous, 

the Juratrias, and the several members of the Cretaceous. In the ridge 

forming the western rimof the Ashley Valley it rests unconformably upon 

different layers of the Laramie, with a somewhat indistinct divergence 

in dip, but in passing southward the difference in dip apparently dimin- 

ishes and the formations are upturned to nearly the same degree, 5° to 

20°, the dip being west. In Raven Ridge, 30 miles east of Green River 

and south of the Yampa Plateau, according to the observations of the 

Hayden Survey, which were in greater detail than the writer’s, the Lar- 

amie, at first overlain by the Uinta, is, in passing eastward, separated 

from it by the Wasatch formation. <A little farther on, the Green River 
formation appears between the Wasatch and the Uinta, and finally is 

itself separated from the youngest Tertiary by the beds of the Bridger 

formation. Theinterrelationship of the Laramie and Tertiaries is shown 

on the special map of the region, Pl. LX. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORMATIONS. 

The Paleozoic series of strata, in uplifted position, form the northern 

rim of the Uinta Basin—the Uinta Range and Yampa Plateau. In 

some instances the Paleozoic is overlain to great altitudes by the Jura- 

trias, and in one or two localities even by the Dakota and shaly members 

of the Cretaceous. At all points along the base of the ranges, except 

where overlapped by the Tertiaries, the Mesozoic beds form more or 

less prominent fringing reefs, and in the divide between Ashley and 

Uinta creeks, and in Raven Ridge, 20 miles east of Green River, the 

Tertiaries also are inclined at considerable angles—20° to 30°—shal- 

lowing rapidly, however, to the south and west. At the eastern end of 

the Uinta Basin, in the White River Plateau, the same general condi- 

tions prevail. At the western end of the basin the geology is more com- 

plex, the surface distribution of the formations which here enter into 

the structure of the eastern side of the great Wasatch fault monocline 

having been considerably modified by the presence of eruptives and by 

erosion. The southern rim of the Uinta Basin—the Roan or Book 

Plateau—is formed of the Green River, Wasatch, and Laramie strata, 
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which to the south overlook the valleys of the Grand and Price rivers, 

a broad belt of Montana shales lying at the base of the cliffs. The 

Green River series forms the summit of the greater portion of the 

plateau, although occasionally the Wasatch constitutes the divide. 

From here northward to the vicinity of White River and Minnie Maud 

Creek the Green River beds, with dip somewhat steeper than the topo- 

graphic slope, form the floor of the Uinta Basin. 

No line of demarcation between the Green River and Bridger forma- 

tions has ever been established, at least in the Uinta Basin, and it is 

uncertain just where one series ends and the other begins. Between 

the well-pronounced shales of the Green River, interbedded with a few 
sandstones, and the heavy, shale-divided sandstones referred by the 

paleontologist to the Bridger, there is a zone in which neither shale 

nor sandstone predominates in any great degree. In general, however, 

the southern line of the Bridger probably lies, for that portion of the 

basin west of Green River, at the summit of the divide between Minnie 

Maud and Argyle creeks on the south and the Duchesne and Straw- 

berry valleys on the north, and in the region east of Green River, at or 

alittle south of White River, appearing also in the canyon walls of the 

latter stream. Too little is known of the Washakie formation, con- 

sidered, indeed, by many as the upper member of the Bridger, to dis- 

tinguish it from the main body of this formation below, and their line 

of demarcation is undefined.! 

The southern line of the Uinta formation, where crossed by the Price 

and Fort Duchesne stage road, lies about 5 miles south of the Duchesne 

River, and pursues a nearly east-and-west direction for its entire length. 

The westward extension of this line, as of the others between the Eocene 

formations, was not traced by the writer, nor has it ever been defined, 

so far as he can learn. It is probable, however, that it continues well 

toward the head of the Strawberry Valley. The eastward extension is 

that determined by the Hayden Survey, and is given on the special map, 

Pl. LX. The northern boundary of the Uinta formation in the western 

half of the field follows closely the base of the Uinta Mountains, but 

in the eastern half, where involved in the uplift of the Yampa Plateau, 

its line of outcrop has been carried by erosion well to the southward, 

away from the base of the range. In the region of Ashley Valley and 

Green River its outcrop and the outcrops of the Laramie and Montana 

pass in a sweeping curve around the ends of the older and harder 

Paleozoic and Mesozoic measures constituting the mountain proper 

and its immediate foothills. Farther to the east, in the region of Raven 

Park, by still another fold, in the southern face of the Yampa Plateau, 

'Between the description here given and the outline of the Bridger formation on the special map, 

Pl. LX, a wide discrepancy exists. The map gives the results and conclusions of the Hayden Survey. 

In this text the delimitation of the Bridger is based upon the statements of Mr. J.B. Hatcher, of 

Princeton College, who has, with others, made a somewhat careful examination of the Eocene fauna 

of the Uinta Basin. In both cases the stratigraphy is the same, the only question being the horizon at 

which to place the line between the Green River and Bridger series. 
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now combined with a supplemental flexure in the Cretaceous and Ter- 

tiary beds immediately south of it, the outcrop of uplifted, southward- 

dipping Tertiaries is carried in the high Raven Ridge a distance of 15 

or 20 miles to the south, to be regained in a northerly direction in the 

angle between the Yampa and White River plateaus. In the supple- 

mental fold referred to the Laramie has a sharp, quaquaversal dip about 

a center of Montana, and possibly even of Colorado, shales. 

Another quaquaversal, on the East Fork of Evacuation Creek, 5 or 

10 miles above its confluence with the West Fork, presents a center of 
Wasatch, the Green River beds encircling it with lofty cliffs of the same 

general character as the Book Cliffs. 

STRUCTURE. 

The geological structure of the Uinta Basin has been quite fully set 

forth in what has already been said, but it is desirable to bring together 

under a single section the chief features. The basin is a syncline, with 

a major east-and-west axis about 170 miles in length, and a transverse 

north-and-south axis 75 to 100 miles long. The depression, except at 

the very rim on the northern and eastern sides, is gentle, with only 

occasional local crumples, the most important observed by the writer 

being the Split Mountain fold, the quaquaversal on the East Fork of 

Evacuation Creek, and the Raven Park fold. The fact that the entire 
Eocene series has been brought under the action of the forces causing 

the formation of the basin is evidence that the generation of the Uinta 

and Wasatch ranges and of the Yampa and White River plateaus was 

not completed till after the close of Eocene time. 

Faulting of great importance occurred on the flanks of the high ranges 

bordering the basin on the north, east, and west, but in the develop- 

ment of the central portion of the basin no displacements greater than 

8 or 10 feet seem to have occurred. On the southern slope of the Roan 

or Book Plateau, beyond the confines of the basin proper, a throw of 

75 or 100 feet was observed by the writer in the vicinity of the mines 

of the Wasatch Asphaltum Company, northwest of Clear Creek Sta- 

tion. This was the maximum displacement found in the Tertiary area. 

Of the fractures in the center of the basin, it is a noticeable fact that 

all discovered have a lateral rather than a vertical displacement. In 

one or two localities slight displacement along a stratification plane 

has also been observed. 
But if faulting with displacement is at a minimum, the basin is never- 

theless the seat of a large number of most remarkable vertical cracks, 
now filled with uintaite (gilsonite), from one-sixteenth of an inch to 18 

feet across, and in length from a few hundred yards to 8 or 10 miles. 

Their walls are smooth and regular, they show but the slightest undu- 

lation, and between the strata on opposite sides not even the slightest 

displacement can be detected. The cracks have a direction varying 

between N. 35° W. and N. 55° W., and except for an occasional short, 
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sharp, transverse throw are peculiarly straight in trend. In some loeali- 

ties they appear to be approximately parallel with the strike of the 

strata and the trend of the main flexures in the ranges and their foot- 

hills; in others, they cut the strata diagonally to the strike. On this 

account there is not everywhere suggested a connection in their genesis 

with the broader structural folds. Again, none of the cracks shows 

the irregularities of fissures formed by the tearing asunder of strata 

along the axis of an anticline, nor are there the slickensides occasioned 

by the rubbing together of the walls in displacement. The termina- 

tion of a crack, either in outcrop or vertically, is by the gradual 

approach of its two walls. An actual instance was observed in the 

Black Dragon vein on the West Fork of Evacuation Creek (fig. 31). 

From the nature of these cracks, however, the surface extent of a 

vein does not necessarily indicate its extent below the surface, for at 

a depth the fissure may continue far beyond its length of outcrop, or, 

on the contrary, may fall considerably short of this. 

Figs. 27 and 30 also present another feature of common occur- 

rence in veins of uintaite, namely, included fragments of country rock. 

These vary in size from a piece 2 inches across to one which might 

be regarded as locally splitting the vein in two. Occasionally separa- 

tion from a wall is not complete, the fragment lying at an angle with it 

still attached—perhaps even to both walls (d, fig. 27). All the fragments 

observed by the writer were of the same material as the undisturbed 

stratum opposite which they were found, indicating that the distance 

traversed by them was slight. 

It is not uncommon that from a fissure there spring one or more 

lateral cracks (cc, fig. 27), making with it a very acute angle, and at 

their points of departure from one-fourth of an inch to 1 foot in width. 

They usually run to a point within a few feet, though the wider are 

somewhat the longer. These minor cracks show the same clean sides 

as do the main large fissures, the narrow portion of the rock between 

also being sharp of outline. 

The origin of the cracks now filled with uintaite is, so far as our 
present knowledge avails us, still in doubt. They may have been 

produced in the gentle folding that took place in the formation of the 

Uinta Basin syncline, the strata being torn asunder from below upward 

instead of, as in an anticline, from above downward.' 
A theory that has been suggested by Mr. Henry Wurtz? in explana- 

tion of a very similar erack, filled with grahamite, in West Virginia, is 

that it may possibly be a shrinkage fissure. But in the Uinta Basin, 

with the exception of an occasional warm spring, there are no especial 

evidences of former heat which, followed by cooling, might have served 

1¥or an instance of asphalt filling a crack along the axis of a gentle anticlinal fold (dip 4° and 14° 

on either side), see account of grahamite in the Hausteca, Mexico, by J. P. Kimball: Am. Jour. Sci. 

3d series, Vol. XII, 1876, p. 282. 

2On the grahamite of West Virginia and the new Colorado resinoid, by Henry Wurtz, of New 

York: Proc. Am Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XVIII, 1869, p. 125. 
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to induce shrinkage. Of these two theories, therefore, the writer is 

inclined to the first, the origin from the gentle folding that produced 

on the broader seale the syneline itself, the strata not being sufficiently 

yielding to withstand even this comparatively small strain. If this is 

correct, the cracks may extend to a considerable depth, perhaps several 

thousand feet, and would have a tendency to widen in their descent, at 

least for a distance, unless occupied by rock masses squeezed in from 

the side. 

“DISTRIBUTION OF UINTAITE AND ALLIED HYDROCARBONS IN 

THE UTAH FIELD. 

The area in which uintaite (gilsonite) and its associates of the hydro- 

carbon series, wurtzilite, elaterite, ozocerite, and maltha, the asphaltic 

limestones and sandstones, and a great series of bituminous shales are 

found lies in eastern Utah and just beyond in the western edge of 

Colorado. It is included between the meridians 108° 45’ and 111° 30/ 

W.and the parallels 39° and 40° 50’ N., in all perhaps 10,000 square 

miles, and is in the main coincident with the western half of the 
topographic depression known as the Uinta Basin. 

Within this area uintaite (gilsonite) is, so far as at present discov- 

ered, confined to the Uncompahgre Indian Reservation and its imme- 

diate vicinity. The elaterite or wurtzilite deposits lie chiefly in the 

southern portion of the Uinta Reservation, only one or two localities 

being reported beyond its border. The ozocerite occurs im the vicinity 

of Soldier Summit, a station on the Rio Grande Western Railway, on 

the divide between the waters of Green River and those of the Utah 
and Salt Lake Valley. Maltha is reported at a number of isolated 

points within the area, notably in the divide between Spanish Fork and 

Strawberry Creek, 10 to 15 miles north of Soldier Summit, and in the 

region of Emma Park, northeast of Castle Gate. The asphaltic lime- 

stones thus far exploited occur in the southern spurs of the divide 

between Strawberry and Soldier creeks, about 7 miles northwest of 

Clear Creek Station (Tucker P.O.). The asphaltic sandstones outcrop 

in many of the valleys, notably the Ashley and Nine Mile; and the 

bituminous shales and limestones are broadly distributed. 

THE VEINS. 

APPEARANCE OF UINTAITE IN THE VEIN. 

Uintaite (gilsonite) is a black, tarry-looking substance of most bril- 

liant luster, normally of absolutely homogeneous texture, and exceed- 

ingly brittle. Its fracture is coarsely conchoidal. In mining it gives 

off a fine, chocolate-brown dust, most penetrating to skin and lungs. 

Sufficiently near the outcrop of the vein to be influenced by atmos- 

pheric agencies, it loses its brilliant luster for a dead-black surface, 

but a fresh fracture, no matter in how small a particle, shows its 
17 GEOL, PT I 59 
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brillianey still present, indicating a change to an inconsiderable depth 

only. Under atmospheric influences, also, uintaite shows a fine colum- 

nar structure at right angles to the walls of the vein and to a distance 

of about 6 inches from them, This structure has been recognized by 

Wurtz, Lesley, and others in grahamite, and by Lesley is called ‘“pen- 

cillate.” In addition to the columnar, there may be developed a cuboidal 

structure, in some instances by a further transverse separation of the 

pencillate rays; in others independent of these. Inthe upper 10 or 15 

feet of a vein the latter structure not infrequently prevails through a 

RIE. Uinta Mer R2eE 

T6S. 
Salt Lake Base 

Roads A-A, vein of uintaite Scale 
fo) ! Z2MILES 

Fie. 26.—Sketch of region about Fort Duchesne, Utah. 

large proportion of the uintaite, shading laterally into the two pencil- 

late zones at the sides. It would seem quite probable that this struc- 

ture, pencillate and cuboidal, is inherent in the material, having 

originated perhaps immediately after its injection into the fissure from 

cooling or from pressure. 

The walls of the uintaite veins are usually impregnated with the min- 

eral to depths of from 6 inches to 2 feet, though the shales, on account 

of their close texture, do not permit this to such a degree as the sand- 

stones. The line between the impregnated and nonimpregnated por- 

tions of the wall rock is usually somewhat indefinite, but instances are 

not wanting of the sharpest demarcation. 
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LOCALITIES OF THE VEINS. 

931 

The region in which the uintaite (gilsonite) veins are found is the 

northern half of the Uncompahgre Indian Reservation, extending 

slightly beyond its borders both on the east and west, 

in the former direction 4 or 5 miles into Colorado. The 

larger veins are somewhat scattered, one lying about 

34 miles due east of Fort Duchesne, a second in the 

region of Upper Evacuation Creek, and the three others 

of chief importance in the vicinity of White River and 

the Colorado-Utah line. Besides these, there is a 14- 

inch vein crossing the western boundary of the reser- 

vation in the vicinity of the fortieth parallel; another 

of equal size about 6 miles southeast of the junction of 

the Green and White rivers; a third in a gulch 4 or 5 

miles northwest of Ouray Agency, west of the Du- 

chesne River; and a number from one-sixteenth of an 

inch to 1 foot in thickness in an area about 10 miles 

wide extending from Willow Creek eastward for 25 

miles along both sides of the Green and White rivers. 

The locations of these veins are all shown on the gen- 

eral map of the Uinta Basin (PI. LIX). 

THE DUCHESNE VEIN. 

For convenience, the vein lying 3 miles east of Fort 

Dechesne may be designated by the same name as the 

post. This vein has been worked for several years and 

is opened to a depth of 105 feet, but at the time of the 

writer’s visit was accessible only to a level 65 feet 

beneath the surface. The superficial strata are of the 

Uinta formation, and consist of heavy bedded sand- 

stones and shales having a gentle northward dip of 5° 

to 10°. The manner in which the uintaite occurs and 

its appearance in the fissure are the same as given 

above for the veins in general. 

The vein is vertical and has a N. 40° W. trend. It 

is traceable for about 5 miles. A width of from 35 to 4 

feet is maintained for a length of about 14 miles along 

the middle of the outcrop, but beyond this, in either 

direction, it gradually diminishes to complete disap- 

pearance. The Duchesne vein shows an occasional 

short transverse fault (bd, fig. 27), the planes of which 

may differ in trend and dip, but in the two or three in- 

stances observed by the writer were inclined to the east- 

ward 75° or 80° with the horizon. The throws, none 
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Fie. 27.—Diagram 

showing the several 

features of the Du- 

chesne vein in place. 

Not drawn to scale. 

a, Included fragment 

of sandstone. bb, 

Fault. cc, Lateral 

eracks. d, Cross 

course of sandstone, 

e, Country. 

over 8 inches, cause little disturbance to the vein other than a direct 

crack across the filling. Near the northern end of the present workings, 
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in a surface trench, the vein displays several included fragments of wall 

rock completely surrounded by asphaltic material (bd, fig. 28). Another 

feature, perhaps of especial significance in the origin of these veins, is 

the diagonal course of country rock (d, fig. 27), dividing the vein in two 

at a level near the present surface of the ground. It is quite probable 

that this diagonal course of sandstone will disappear in depth and 

the vein then become continuous. This is apparently an instance of a 

rent in which the crack was interrupted by a fragment of rock which 

was not wholly severed from either wall in the rending. The walls 

of the Duchesne vein are well defined, though their planes wave 

slightly both on the trend and in depth. Several openings, surface 

cuts and shafts, have been made, 

which show the character of 

the deposit for nearly its entire 

length. 

The St. Louis Gilson Asphal- 
tum Company controls the greater 

part of the vein, and has shipped 

a comparatively large amount of 

gilsonite in the five or six years 

in which it has been operating. 

The product, according to its 

even, homogeneous texture and 

massive character, or its cuboidal 

or pencillate structure and erum- 

ling tendency, indicative of alter- 

ation from atmospheric influences, 

is divided into first and second 

grades, used in the trade for dif- 

ferent purposes or for the manu- 

facture of different qualities of 

the same article. 

THE CULMER AND SEABOLDT 

© 4 SFT VEINS. ba tt Ht z 

rig. 28.—Cross section, Duchesne vein. The OCulmer and Seaboldt veins, 

aa, Country. bb, Fragments of wall rock. 
of 14 and 12 inches maximum 

width, respectively, cross the western edge of the Uncompahgre Reser- 

vation in the vicinity of the fortieth parallel. The veins are parallel, 

the Seaboldt east of the Culmer about 100 feet. Their general trend is 

N. 35° W., and they have a westward dip of from 85° to 88°. Only the 

Culmer is workable, and this at great disadvantage. 

The outcrop of the Culmer vein has been prospected for a distance 

of about 2 miles from its northern end, but it is said that it may be 

followed southward 2 or 3 miles farther, showing for this portion, 
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however, diminished width. The Seaboldt vein has received less atten- 

tion, but so far as known is hardly of a thickness to warrant develop- 

ment. The superficial rock of the region is gray, green, and purple 

sandstone and shale, probably of the Washakie or Bridger formation. 

The strata strike west-northwest and dip about 5° NNE. 

In their general character the Culmer and Seaboldt veins resemble 

the Duchesne. The uintaite shows the same homogeneity of texture 

remote from atmospheric influences, and near the outcrop the columnar, 

pencillate, and cuboidal structure. Fragments of the country rock are 

found in it, and thin lateral cracks, filled with gilsonite, are given off 

from its sides at angles very acute. The compactness of the Culmer 

vein is maintained for the entire length 

exploited, but the Seaboldt, while a 

single body of about 12 inches at the 

northern exposures, to the south is 

split in two by 12 to 16 inches of rock. 
Whether these branches again unite in 

the covered region beyond is undeter- 

mined. 

The Culmer vein shows a number of 

nearly vertical, transverse faults at short 

intervals, with offsets from 1 to 6 feet 

each, the portion of the vein south of 

the fractures always being carried west. 

Neither vein nor adjoining country 

rock seems to have suffered especially 

marked fracturing in these displace- 

ments. Besides the above faults, there 

is one (fig. 29), to be observed at several 

points along the vein about 8 feet below 

EhessuLiace- son which che plane has! a, "2: 29-—Crossisection, Culmer vein: 

northeast dip of about 8°. The strata price 
above the fracture have usually been moved upward along the fault 

plane from 6 to 12 inches. Occasionally a throw in the opposite direc- 

tion is encountered, though whether on the same plane as the foregoing 

was not clear. 

The product of the Culmer mine is separated into first and second 

grade on the same basis as at the Duchesne. On account of the 

narrowness of the vein, especial care is used in mining not to dete- 

riorate the higher-class material by sand from the walls or by admix- 

ture with it of the more weathered portion of the gilsonite. The 

second-grade material is sometimes thrown over a coarse sieve or 

screen, by which some of the dirt is removed and the quality thus 

improved. 

The water from the mine is strongly mineralized, rendering it highly 

unpalatable. 

fe) be 3 Selah 
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THE BONANZA AND COWBOY GROUP. 

(PLATE LX.) 

The most important locality of uintaite (gilsonite) is the region imme- 

diately north and south of White River near the eastern edge of the 

Uncompahgre Reservation. Here are three parallel vertical veins of 

constant N. 55° W. trend, cutting the sandstones of the Bridger forma- 

tion and doubtless extending into the shales of the Green River below. 

The strata dip to the northward and the fissures do not seem wholly to 

have taken the line of strike of the beds, but rather a direction some- 

what diagonal to this. The veins are known as the Little Bonanza, 
the Big Bonanza, and the Cowboy, but the two Bonanzas had best be 

known as the West and East, respectively, for at some points the Little 

Bonanza attains a greater size than the Big Bonanza. The Little Bo- 

nanza is the southwestern of the three, lying about 500 feet from the 

East or Big Bonanza, while from the Cowboy the latter is distant about 

24 miles. None of these veins is exploited, only a shallow prospect ap- 
pearing here and there. In general features and in character of filling 

they are like the Duchesne and Culmer veins; the cracks are doubtless 

of similar origin, and the material occupying them is unquestionably 

derived from the same ultimate source as that in the others. The strue- 

ture of the uintaite is also the same—that is, it is primarily massive, 

but in the outcrop is pencillate next to the walls and cuboidal elsewhere; 
the brilliant luster, too, is replaced in the outcrop, except on a fresh 

fracture, by the dull black of a surface long exposed. So far as at 

present known, the greatest widths of the veins are attained north of 

White River, to the south being reported considerably less or the vein 

as having never been discovered. 

North of the river both the West (Little) and East (Big) Bonanzas 

may be traced from the canyon slopes northwestward a distance of 

fully 3 miles. They vary considerably in width within this length, but 

both are probably of workable thickness at all points. Near the sum- 

mit of the ridge extending along the White River canyon on the north, 

the West or Little Bonanza attains a maximum observed width of 10 

feet 6 inches, but the greater part of the vein to the northwest shows 

a width somewhat less, perhaps an average of 4 to 5 feet. The Big or 

East Bonanza, in the crest of the ridge just mentioned, is but 7 feet 6 

inches wide, attaining its maximum observed width, 13 feet 6 inches, in 
a little hill about a mile north, just east of the road leading from Coy- 

ote Basin to Wagon Ax. Both Bonanzas cross this road, and are easily 

traceable to another hill a mile northwest, where they again appear in 

prominent exposures. The Kast Bonanza is here about 8 feet wide, the 
West still of workable thickness. Northwest from this hill their out- 

crop is clearly discernible for a distance of between 1 and 2 miles, the 

broad swath of scant vegetation which everywhere marks the presence 

of the veins being a conspicuous feature of the scene. South of White 
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River, Mr. McAndrews, of the Ouray Agency, states that he has traced 

both Bonanza veins quite to the Colorado line, but that along this por- 

tion of their length they become much thinner. In Colorado the single 

vein discovered is said to be on the trend of one or the other of the 

Bonanzas, and may prove to be either its continuation or another vein 

originating in an independent crack belonging to the same system. 

The Colorado vein has a length of nearly 2 miles east of the interstate 

line, and has been prospected for this distance and at one or two points 

worked in a small way to a depth of 100 feet. It has a general width 

of about 3 feet. 

The Cowboy is the largest of the three veins in the White River 

region, a. maximum width of 18 feet having been observed at the crest 

of the ridge a mile north of the river. In either direction from this 
point it thins considerably, but maintains a width of 10 to 12 feet for a 
distance of at least 2 or 3 miles. Northward its presence is indicated 

beneath the wash of Coyote Basin, just as the road turns for Wagon 

Ax, by the heavy occurrence of gilsonite particles, both in the wash 

and in ant-hills formed of it. This point is immediately north of a 

prominent hat-shaped butte, and is between 4 and 5 miles northwest 

of the point where the vein crossed the ridge north of White River. 

On the southern face of this ridge, across its benches, and in the walls 
of side canyons, the vein is easily traced by swath and outcrop to the 

immediate bluffs of the river, where it is lost in the talus of shale. 

South of White River it is said not to have been discovered, but from 

the nature of the formations its outcrop might easily be concealed in 

their débris, and it should be considered as wanting only after careful 

prospecting. 

The topography of this region is that of a high body of land cut to 

a depth of 1,000 or 2,000 feet by the narrow gorge of White River, the 

elevated region south of the stream being deeply indented with lateral 

canyons and excessively rugged; that north but slightly indented, and 

presenting at its top a broad area of rolling hills upon an otherwise 

flat table. The region north of White River is therefore of a nature to 

render the veins easy of access and readily worked, except for water, 

which would have to be raised mechanically from the river, and for 
fuel, which in a short time at furthest could be obtained only at a 
distance of 15 to 50 miles. Any settlement would for convenience be 

located in the narrow bottom along the stream. From the river canyon 

any of the veins could probably be reached by tunnel at comparatively 

slight expense, while shafts would be required on the plateau. But as 

the plateau north of the river would doubtless be the location of a 
railroad, rather than the almost impassable canyon with its crumbling 

walls, the shaft method would, for this portion of the field at least, be 
adopted, tunnels being used for drainage only. South of the river, on 

account of conditions of transportation as well as of water, mining 

could be prosecuted only at a disadvantage compared with operations 

on the north side. 
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The openings in Colorado are located on the crest and eastern slope 

of the ridge dividing Evacuation Creek from the waters running 

directly into White River and the streams farther east. They are at 

present reached by road from Rifle to Meeker, thence down White 
tiver to Dripping Rock, a few miles east of the interstate boundary, 

and from here by a specially constructed road up a tributary to the 

south 9 miles, a total of 125 miles from Rifle. 

THE BLACK DRAGON VEIN. 

The Black Dragon vein is located in the region of Upper Evaeuation 

Creek. The southern end of its outcrop is in a canyon tributary to 

that of the West Fork of the creek, the first of importance above the 

confluence of the latter with the Kast 

Fork, a distance of about a mile. 

From this point, which is within a 

half mile of the Colorado line, the 

vein was traced by the writer nearly 

a mile well toward the summit of 

the ridge separating Evacuation and 

Asphalt creeks, and it is said by 

Mr. McAndrews to extend into some 

of the upper tributaries of the lat- 

ter stream, in all a d:stance of 3 or 4 

miles from its southern end, main- 

taining for the entire way a workable 

thickness, though somewhat thin- 

ner than the exposure in the tribu- 

nena ees tary of the West Fork of Mvacuation 

° Creek. Considerable prospecting 

has been done on the vein near 
Fig. 30.—Cross section, Black Dragon vein, 

Evacuation Creek, upper prospect. aa,Coun- its southern end, and the largest 

try. bb,Horse. ce, Fault. cut shows a clean breast of uintaite 

8 feet 6 inches across. The walls are vertical, and whether of sand- 

stone, limestone, or shale, are impregnated with the asphalt from 1 to 

3 feet from the vein. The columnar, or pencillate, structure is devel- 

oped in the asphalt to a depth of 6 inches from either side; the center, 

the remaining 7 feet, except at the very surface, showing the usual 

structureless, homogeneous mass, of coarsely conchoidal fracture and 

brilliant black luster. At a prospect a few hundred feet above the 

“main opening on the vein the conditions shown in fig. 30 were found. 

The horse (bb), 2 feet of sandstone, evidently derived from the wall 

opposite, was, like it, completely impregnated with the uintaite, which 

showed on a minute scale the same physical properties, fracture, ete., 

as the material in mass. The vein here also shows a sharp horizontal 

displacement (ce) of 8 inches, the portion above having moved to the 
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northeast. Although somewhat concealed from view at the line of 

fracture, the vein seemed to afford in the more exposed portions but 

little evidence of actual crushing. On the southern side of the gulch 

in which the foregoing observations were made, within 150 or 200 yards 

of the openings referred to above, the very southern end of the vein, 

at least at the outcrop, shows in a low cliff of sandstone precisely as 

sketched in fig. 31. From its appearance it gives evidence of continu- 

ing in depth beyond this point, the apex of the vein sinking to the 

southeast. 

The vein has an approximately N. 55° to 60° W, trend, is vertical, 

and cuts the lower portion of the Green River beds, sandstones, shales, 

and limestones, among the latter being some fine 

types of oolitic structure, so characteristic of 

the lower part of this formation. In passing 

through these several beds, different as they are 

in texture, the walls of the crack seem to have 

been but little disturbed in their regularity, pre- 

senting everywhere an almost perfect plane. 

The strike of the beds is here approximately 

northeast-southwest, the dip 5° NW. The posi- 

tion of the vein is advantageous to economical 

working, in that a drift from the bottom of the 

valley where exposed would pass at least 700 to 

1,000 feet below its highest point of outcrop. 

Timber is more convenient here than at points 

on White River, but water is in minimum 

quantity. 

In the same cliff in which is exposed the sec- 

tion of the southern end of the Black Dragon 

vein, and parallel with the latter in strike and 

dip, are two bodies of dark-gray sandstone that 

would at first sight be taken for vertical dikes 
A f 7 orp E oO | ie Sir C4F 7, 
in the lighter-gray sandstone of the cliff. Fig. SRI Cinco 

Fic. 31.—Terminal cross sec- 
32 represents one of these bodies. They prove, tion at outcrop of Black 

however, on close examination, to be simple zones — Dragon vein, Evacuation 

of the ordinary sandstone, impregnated with uin- oe tae: Seat 
taite to a remarkably uniform distance on either 

side of a median crack now tightly closed, but with a thin film of the 

asphaltic mineral here and there along it. The total width of each zone 

is 18 inches, one-half on each side of the median crack. The distance 

between the zones is 9 feet, and the eastern one is also 9 feet from the 

wintaite vein. These impregnated bodies pass upward beyond the end 

of the vein of uintaite, but they were not traced out. The precise man- 

ner in which their impregnation took place is difficult to surmise. The 

median crack would seem to indicate at least a possibility of its hav- 

ing once been opened, furnishing a channel for the asphaltic material, 

and then closed, the uintaite passing into the walls to a surprisingly 
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regular depth. Evidence that such is the case exists in the lateral con- 

tinuation of the laminz composing the heavy bed of sandstone from 

the unimpregnated portion to the impregnated, even plant impressions, 

which occur in quantities between the layers, being found half in the 

impregnated and half in the unimpregnated part without interruption 

in continuity. 

CONDITIONS OF IMPREGNATION. 

The condition in which the gilsonite found its way into the veins 

seems most probably to have been that of a plastic mass, coming from 

below under pressure, and, although of high viscosity, sufficiently fluid 

to be pressed between the grains constituting the wall rocks, whether 
of sandstone, shale, or limestone. As to the 

fragments of country rock in the veins, it is to 

be remarked that they are often entirely free 

from the walls, surrounded with uintaite. They 

are heavy, and, but for a supporting medium, 

when torn from the walls must have fallen to 

the bottom of the crack, or at least lodged at 

points far below their original position. They 

would hardly have been carried to the very 

apex of the fissure, as seen in the section of the 
southern end of the Black Dragon vein. It 

would seem, therefore, that in the formation of 

a fissure it must have been almost instantly 

filled with the plastic asphalt, and that the 
pieces of wall rock, more or less separated from 

the sides, hanging by mere threads, as it were, 

were caught in the rising current of uintaite 

and so carried a short distance from their origi- 

o 1 2 3  4Ft. nal places. The larger fragments, the horses, 

Fic. 32,.—Cross section of a Which also occupy positions isolated from the 

uintaite- filled sandstone hav- walls, it 18 diticult) to conceive as acquiring, 
ing appearance of dike. 5 es é 
aa, Country. bb, Zone im. their position in any other way than that sug- 

pregnated with gilsonite. gested, and it must be due to the rapidity with 

ieaaba er ie which the asphalt hardened, as well as to its 
viscosity, that they did not sink to the bottom in a medium which is so 

different in specific gravity. 

The writer frankly confesses his lack of ability to suggest the condi- 

tions under which the uintaite (gilsonite) existed prior to its flow into 

the cracks. 

THE COMPARATIVE OCCURRENCE OF RELATED HYDROCARBONS. 

Grahamite and albertite, the hydrocarbons closely related in chemical 

constitution to uintaite (gilsonite), occur also in very much the same 

way. This is especially the case with grahamite, as shown in the two 

localities where it has been studied, namely, in Ritchie County, W. Va., 

about 20 miles southeast of Parkersburg, and in the Huasteca, in the 
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northwestern portion of the State of Vera Cruz, Mexico. Albertite is 

also reported with the grahamite in the same Mexican locality, but the 

best-known occurrence is in the Province of New Brunswick, where 

the mineral fills a crack of displacement along the axis of an anticiine. 

Dr. Henry Wurtz has published an account of his examination of 

the West Virginia vein,'! a summary of which follows: 

The structure shows four distinct, though somewhat irregular, divisional planes, 

having a general parallelism with the walls. Next to the wadls the structure of the 

mineral is coarsely granular, with an irregularly cuboidal jointed cleavage, very 

lustrous on the cleavage surfaces; that in immediate contact with the walls usually 

adhering thereto very tenaciously, as if fused fast to the granular sandstone. 

Next these two outside layers, which are very irregular and from 2 to 3 inches or 

more in thickness, is found, on each side of the vein, a layer averaging from 15 to 

16 inches in thickness, which is composed of a variety highly columnar in structure 

and very lustrous in fracture, the columns being long and at this place at right 

angles to the walls. It is this variety that was given to Professor Lesley, as would 

appear from his description. Finally, in the center of the vein, varying in thick- 

ness but averaging about 18 inches, is a mass differing greatly in aspect from the rest, 

being more compact and massive, much less lustrous in fracture, and with the col- 

umnar structure much less developed, in places not at all. The fracture and luster 

of this portion of the vein are clearly resinoid in character. 

The general aspect of the mass, as well as all the results of a minute examination 

of the accompanying phenomena, lead irresistibly to the conclusion that we have 

here a fissure which has been filled by an exudation, in a pasty condition, of a resi- 

noid substance derived from or formed by some metamorphosis of unknown fossil 

matter contained in deep-seated strata intersected by the fissure or dike. It is not 

necessary to suppose a degree of fluidity greater than that of semifused pitch or 

inspissated tar. Such a soft doughy mass, though flowing but slowly, would in 

time be forced by a very moderate pressure into every portion and into every crevice 

of the fissure. The peculiar structure described is such as would result from the 

fissuring of a fused or semifused viscous mass by the refrigeration produced by 

contact with the cold, and, it may be, wet walls of the fissure; the outside granular 

layers being due to rapid cooling, and the columnar fracturing at right angles (or 

nearly so) to the walls (as, for example. in the case of a dike of columnar basalt) to 

amore gradual reduction of temperature, connected, without doubt, with the well- 

known tendency of such materials as are susceptible of the vitreous or viscous 

fusion to assume in time a concretionary or nodular structure. This tendency is 

strongly apparent in the brilliant variety, having produced multitudes of those 

curious markings on fissured surfaces which were mistaken in the case of the albert- 

ite for fossil impressions. 'The transverse columnar structure is called by Lesley 

“‘nencil cleavage.” 

Toward the extremities of the outcrop, where the sheet of mineral is thinner, 

this pencillate structure extends throughout the mass. 

In sinking a small shaft here, 28 feet deep, Mr. J. Carville Stovin, the engineer in 

charge at the time, found a detached fragment 34 feet long of the north wall of 

the dike embedded in the mineral 24 inches distant from said wall and 29 inches 

vertically below the hiatus in the wall, marking its point of detachment; while 

exact measurements, both of itself and of the cavity left (on removing the mineral 

which occupied its original space) showed that it had become entirely inverted in 

position during its descent. The pitch-like semifluidity which I have contended for 

is here strongly illustrated by the small depth of descent of this mass of quartzose 
sandstone through a material whose density could not have been half of its own; 

while its distance from the wall and inverted position suggest that at the time of its 

10n the grahamite of West Virginia and the New Colorado resinoid: Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci. 
for 1869, Vol. XVIII, p. 124. 
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detachment the dough-like mass was still rising, or in some sort of motion at least, 

in the dike fissure. 

I myself observed similar horses of the wall rock, of small size, similarly embedded 

in the mineral at several points. 

The horizontal extent of visible outcrop actually measured by me was 530 fathoms, 

thinned out at east end to 30 inches and at west end to 8 inches; but as these points 

were at least 70 to 80 fathoms vertically higher than the bottom of tne ravine, the 

width (averaging about 50 inches) at the latter depth points to a rapid widening of 

the fissure in descent. 

The occurrence of grahamite at the Cristo mine, in the Huasteca, 

Vera Cruz, Mexico, has been described by Dr. J.P. Kimball.! Follow- 
ing is a Summary: 

The deposit consists of two continuous parts, the one occupying a nearly vertical 

fissure traversing the fossiliferous shales und the other part conformably overlying 

these shales, which are slightly in- 

clined. We have here the phenomena, 

first, of a deep-seated fissure trans- 

verse to the bedding of the formation 

and filled out with grahamite; and 

second, a nearly horizonta! and origi- 

nally superficial deposit of the same 

material overspreading the shale for- 

mation for a limited distance from the 

fissure. The latter occurrence is an 

overflow from the fissure, and, as it 

lies between the two formations, is to 

be referred to a period subsequent to 

the deposition of the shales and be- 

fore the conglomerate was spread upon 

them in the form of pebbly detritus. 

It thus happened when the shales 

formed the surface at this point, just 

as asphaltum is now commonly formed 

upon the surface, as a residuum from 

the evaporation and oxidation of liquid Fic. 33.—Section grahamite vein, in the Huasteca, 

Mexico. or pasty malthas issuing from slug- 
gish springs or oozing from more ex- 

tended sources, as from a certain stratum or rift in the rocks. 

The vein occupying the fissure has a columnar structure transverse to its sides 

and shrinkage partings or joints parallel to its sides. It has thus far proved remark- 

ably homogeneous in structure and free from admixture of rock or clay. Its dip is 

64° to the west. Near the point where it passes out of sight under the river bed it 

is joined at an acute angle by a narrower and tapering vein, of which the maximum 

width is 9 inches. 

The fissure occupies the axis of a gentle anticlinal, with a dip of 14° W. on the 

west side and of 4° E. on the opposite side. As the overflow conforms to the steeper 

dip, it appears that the fissure must have been made at the time of the elevation of 

the shales, and soon afterwards filled with asphaltum, which continued to form 

after it had been filled. That no great period was required for this operation is 

shown by the fact that the overlying conglomerate also conforms to the stratifica- 

tion of the shales as well as to the outline of the overflow of the grahamite locally 

intervening 

The occurrence of such a fissure in shales, so imperfectly hardened and so easily 

1 Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XII, 1876, p. 277. 
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weathered, affords another proof that the filling of the fissure immediately followed 

its formation—that is, after the emergence of the shales and before the deposition of 

the overlying alluvium. 

Concerning the source of the filling of this fissure, the grahamite, 

Dr. Kimball remarks: 

The sandstone formation is the source of a number of deposits of chapapote or 

asphaltum. Numerous deposits are said to occur north of the Panuco River. One 

deposit which I visited is found on the Tanelul ranch, occupying an elevated basin 

or cul-de-sac between two hills of the Alacranes range, here forming the boundary 

of the Capadero Valley. The point is some 24 leagues east of the Cristo mine, and 

directly in range with the course of the Cristo fissure as far as traced. The chapa- 

pote has accumulated from the evaporation of liquid maltha, which now issues in 

the form of a sluggish spring, with a number of orifices. Here may be witnessed 

the same process by which the above-described overflow of the Cristo mine was 

originally formed. The source of the chapapote spring is the sandstone above men- 

tioned, on which rest the grahamite-bearing shales of the valley below. It thus 

appears that the uplifted portions of the underlying sandstone are at present the 

source of chapapote springs depositing that mineral substance upon the surface. 

Ancient, and perhaps more copious, springs of the same kind issued from the 

depressed portions of this formation and forced their liquid maltha into the fissures 

and lesser interstices of the overlying shale, which, as I have already stated, is 

remarkably cleavable and imperfectly indurated. The tendency of such a body of 

shale or shaly clay, exceedingly fine in texture, to form shrinkage and cleavage 

partings is well kuown. Hence this formation, from its nature otherwise impervi- 

ous, became the permanent receptacle of maltha or asphaltic petroleum issuing 

from the sandstone below; and probably the more freely under a hydrostatic pres- 

sure, in which water played a part, and the action of which is strikingly suggested 

by the configuration here observed of a stratigraphical basin bordered by elevated 

plateaus. The inspissation of maltha or pittasphalt, and even petroleum, to gra- 

hamite and other mineral bitumens, by the loss of hydrogen and the addition of 

oxygen, is a well-known occurrence which may be artificially illustrated in the 

laboratory.! While asphaltum is observed to be the product of the immediate 

evaporation and oxidation of maltha at or near the surface, a slower and continued 

oxidation beneath the surface —in fissures, cavities, and interstices of the rocks— 

has produced grahamite, albertite, and other less hydrogenous hydrocarbons of the 

same type. 

Dr. Kimball also mentions the fact that— 

Smaller exhibitions of grahamite in the shale of the river banks at Tempoal and 

the Aguacates are of the same general nature 2s the deposit of the Cristo mine. 
They occupy interstices between divisional planes of the formation, thus forming 

veinlets which often pass from between one kind of partings to another. Hence 

even the larger of these deposits or pockets are very capricious in position, while 

the smaller ones merely reticulate the rock. They seem to have no connection or 

channels. 

The occurrence of albertite at Hillsborough, New Brunswick, has 

been described by Prof. C. H. Hitchcock.? From the article the fol- 
lowing extracts have been made: 

The rocks are of Lower Carboniferous age and belong to the Acadian coal series. 

The lowest rock in the Carboniferous series is the Albert shale. This shale contains 

1W. P. Jenny: Am. Chem.. Vol. V, p. 10. 

2The Albert coal. or albertite of New Brunswick: Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, Vol. XX XIX, 1865, p. 

267. 
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a large amount of hydrocarbonaceous matter. Certain layers of it at the Caledonia 

Oil Works, by a rude process, have yielded 30 gallons of refined illuminating oil to 

the ton. The greater portion of the shale will sustain a fire without the aid of other 
fuel. It contains immense numbers of fossil fish, almost enough to make one imag- 

ine they gave the shale its inflammable character. This series can not be less than 
1,000 feet thick. 

The second group of strata is a conglomerate, separated from the first by a nar- 

row bed of sandstone. Bits of Albert coal and shale constitute component parts of 

certain coarse sedimentary strata of this group and render them oleaginous. The 

thickness is unknown, probably from 100 to 200 feet. 

There appears to be an anticlinal axis passing through this region trending nearly 

10° north of east. 

There appears also to be a fault along or near this axis, displaying the usual phe- 

nomena of anticlinal fissures, and its location may easily be accounted for. The 

shale was not strong enough to sustain the bending; hence its layers were much 

twisted and fissured along a central line. 

The coal (albertite) shows the effects of the crushing process no less plainly. It 

is much broken, even to grains, and needs no pick for its remeyal from the vein. It 

will flow as easily as heaps of corn, and therefore pains are taken to tap the vein in 

the right place and at the proper time. If by oversight the main shaft is not walled 

up very tight, the coal will stream through the crevices between the beams, to the 

great inconvenience of the workmen. 

The general course of the vein is N. 65° E., but the coal (albertite) is repeatedly 

heaved southward by small faults. Its inclination is northwestward from 75° to 

80°, often vertical. The body of the vein is extremely irregular, constantly expand- 

ing and contracting, both laterally and vertically. What is too narrow to be worked 

in one level enlarges to 6 and 12 feet a hundred feet lower, or the reverse; but in 
general the width increases in following down the vein. At the time of Percival’s 

examination the vein was not considered workable 170 feet west from the old shaft. 

At lower levels the yield is remunerative 700 feet west and 2,300 feet east of the 

new shaft, which lies several rods west of the first. Whenever a displacement is 

met with the vein is not lost, because a film of the coal remains in the slip to indi- 

cate the location of the heaved portion. The widest part of the vein is said to be 

28 feet. 

The narrow portions of the coal are invariably contained in a harder rock; where 

the rock is softer the vein islarger. ‘‘Horses” are common. Insuch cases the cavity 

above, out of which the horse fell, is found to be filled with coal; so that the width 

of the coal at that level is equai to the usual width plus the width of the horse. Nuim- 

erous small branches run off into the shales from the main vein. These are short and 

might be described as irregular and branching spines from a main stem. 

The vein character of the deposit is seen more distinctly in the smaller openings. 

On the East Albert property two shafts have been commenced near the anticlinal 

line in the conglomerate over the shale. These reveal, at the depth of 30 feet, nearly 

6 inches width of a richer and more beautiful coal than the Albert, gradually thin- 

ning out to the width of coarse paper at the surface, and most unequivocally cutting 

vertically across nearly horizontal layers of sandstone. 

In addition to the foregoing, there is an extended statement by Daw- 

son in his Acadian Geology for 1868, page 231; and other writers also 

have discussed from time to time the occurrence of this series of min- 

erals. 

Comparison of the foregoing descriptions shows that there is a remark- 

able similarity in the manner of occurrence of all three of the hydro- 

carbon compounds known as the asphaltites—equal, indeed, to their 

resemblance in chemical composition, 
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ESTIMATED TONNAGE OF THE UINTAITE FIHLDS OF UTAH. 

Following is an estimate of the amount of uintaite (gilsonite) in the 

six veins of workable thickuess that have been described in the fore- 

going pages. The figures must be taken with allowance, for in the 

unexploited condition of the veins it is impossible to deduce laws of 

occurrence in depth or in width; neither has the outcrop been pros- 

pected in detail, and the lengths given are therefore somewhat uncer- 

tain. Table V is a general estimate for veins of uintaite of definite 

dimension, the figures of which have been employed in computing the 

contents of the veins in the field under discussion. 

TABLE V.—Tonnage contents of gilsonite veins for a depth of 1,000 feet, but of varying 
widths and lengths." 

Width | Length of 1 | Length of 2 | Length of 3 | Length of 4 Length of 5 
of vein. mile. miles. miles. miles. miles. 

Feet Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
1 176, 000 352, 000 528, 000 704, 000 880, 000 

2 352, 000 704, 000 | 1,056,000 | 1, 408, 000 1, 760, 000 

3 528,000 | 1,056,000 | 1,584,000 | 2,112,000 | 2, 640, 000 
4 704,000 | 1,408,000 | 2,112,000) 2,816,000) 3,520, 000 
5 880,000 | 1,760,000 | 2,640,000 | 3,520,000 | 4, 400, 000 
6 1, 056, 000 | 2,112,000 |} 3,168,000 | 4,224,000 | 5, 280, 000 

a 1, 232,000 | 2,464,000 | 3,696,000 | 4,928,000 | 6, 160, 000 

8 | 1,408,000 | 2,816,000 | 4,224,000 | 5,632,000 | 7, 040, 000 
9 1,584,000 | 3,168,000 | 4,752,000 | 6,336,000 | 7,920, 000 

10 | 1,760,000) 3,520,000) 5,280,000) 7,040,000 8, 800, 000 

A rough estimate of the contents of the Duchesne vein—including 

the product already mined—based on observations along the outcrop, 

and for a depth of 1,000 feet, shows the amount of uintaite (gilsonite) 

to bea little less than 1,000,000 tons. The details of the measurement, - 

with the tonnage, are: 
Contents of the Duchesne vein. 

— = — 

| Average é ; 
P =. | Yield in 1,000 

width of : aia feet depth. 

Feet. Tons. | 
For about 660 feet from the northwest end | 

{ | 

Ofathenieln meer eres mere oe os one tine et 1% 36, 666 

For next 300 feet southeast, about.-...---- 24 22, 500 

For next 2,970 feet southeast, about. -.----.- 3h 330, 000 

For next 3,960 feet southeast, about... ---- 3 396, 000 

For next 2,970 feet southeast, about-. .---- L3 156, 750 

| 941, 916 

1Specific gravity of gilsonite, average of several authorities, 1.07. Weight of cubie foot of gilson- 

ite, 66.875 pounds. Number of cubic feet in 1 ton, 29.9 (taken at 30 in table). 
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The outcrop then shows a width less than will allow profitable 

working. 

The Culmer vein may average 15 inches in width for a distance of 2 

miles—possibly farther. For a length of 2 miles and a depth of 1,000 

feet it would yield 410,666 tons. But such a depth will never be 

attained in working this small vein. In view of the larger veins, but 

little less accessible, it is doubtful if the 100-foot level is ever passed. 

The Little or West Bonanza attains a maximum observed width of 

10 feet 6 inches, but for the 3 miles north of White River the average 

width would perhaps be 5 feet. This, for a depth of 1,000 feet, would 

give a content of 2,640,000 tons. An additional width of 4 feet for 1 

mile, which is quite probable from the outcrop traversed, will increase 

the foregoing to 35,344,000 tons. 

The Big or East Bonanza, for that portion north of White River, 

fully 3 miles, maintains a general width of 10 feet, and has therefore a 

content to a depth of 1,000 feet of 5,280,000 tons. 

South of White River both the Little and Big Bonanza veins have been 

traced nearly or quite to the Colorado line, and one of them, or a dis- 

tinet vein on their trend projected, is said to extend for nearly 2 miles 

into Colorado, with an average thickness of at least 2 feet 6inches. For 

the distance between the White River and the Colorado line—2 miles— 

it would seem quite possible, from statements, of Mr. McAndrews as 

to the width of the veins, that the two Bonanzas would be capable 

at a conservative estimate of a yield of at least 1,000,000 tons, and for 

the vein in Colorado a product of 880,000 tons would be afforded to a 

depth of 1,000 feet. These estimates would bring the total yield of the 

two Bonanza veins for their entire length, including the Colorado 

portion, to 10,504,000 tons. 

The Cowboy vein is the largest of all, and for at least 2 of the 5 

miles over which it can be traced has an average width of 12 feet, for 

a half mile attaining 16 or 18 feet. Over the remainder of its length 

8 feet is believed a safe estimate. These dimensions to a depth of 1,000 

feet will yield 8,888,000 tons of uintaite. 
The Black Dragon vein, on Upper Evacuation Creek, will perhaps 

average 6 feet for 2 miles, and for this portion of it would afford a 

product of 2,112,000 tons. It is reported as extending 2 or 3 miles 

beyond the limit for which this estimate is made, which, if true, would 

increase this amount to at least 3,000,000 tons. 

The total yield of the six uintaite veins referred to above, accepting 

the foregoing figures as approximately correct, would amount to 

23,744,582 tons. 
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TABLE VI.—Summary of tonnage contents of wintaite veins. 

Vein. Tons. 

IDWONESNC wa sseen eer ne = asec. Seer seenenels 941, 916 

@ullme rere ee tem at: aha -e awe ls, sree eee eager 410, 666 

LOOMS. cone CsSo SR CEP eee Sereno assess. 10, 504, 000 | 

(COMMDON cosc ctobab sascousegecr SabSenuspescabeposs 8, 888, 000 

Blacks rag ome sss) ja i-t)s Sos 42 ceisler ee 3, 000, 000 

Mo valle aatereiiar= 22 @ a\n='=) eis sess Seles sone 23, 744, 582 

THE EXPLOITATION OF THE UINTAITE (GILSONITE) VEINS. 

Mining for uintaite will be conducted after the ordinary methods, by 
meaus of shafts and tunnels. With the establishment of hoists and 

conveying machinery, of especial necessity will be the installation of a 

ventilating plant, for the dust derived from the gilsonite in mining is 

exceedingly annoying, penetrating both skin and lungs, and there 

remaining, except under the action of a solvent, impossible, of course, 

in the latter case. This peculiarity of the mineral is due to its insolu- 

bility in water and to its softening under the temperature of the body. 

It is therefore very different in behavior from coal dust, which readily 

succumbs to water, and can in a measure be thrown off by the lungs. 

From the skin of the miner gilsonite dust is commonly removed by the 

application of kerosene oil, but any of the solvents given in Table IIT 

may be used. Besides the harmful results in breathing it, the dust has 

proved a dangerous element in mining, being highly explosive when its 

mixture with atmospherie air acquires a certain ratio and it is then dis- 

turbed by the accidental fall of a lighted candle through it. Safety 

lamps can be used only with difficulty, on account of the heat melting 

the substance and forming a film over glass or gauze. 

Thus far ventilation has not been attempted, the men using aspira- 

tors, sponges, or other methods, the dust of the mine being laid once a 

week by spraying the walls with water, which finds its way to a sump, 

and is raised in buckets. Any of the methods of ventilation adopted 

in coal mines, mills, etc., would in great degree remedy the inconvenience 

and danger attending the winning of the product. 

Timber suitable for mining purposes is in most instances from 10 to 

30 miles distant, and for fuel but little less. For the mines, however, 

comparatively little will be required, for the veins are vertical, the 

strata nearly horizontal, and the sandstones and shales will stand well 

with the minimum support. For fuel much more timber will be needed, 

unless coal be employed, transported from points 25 to 75 miles away. 

Water is rarely to be found in position advantageous for utilization. 

From experience at the Culmer mine, it would seem that the mine 

water can be used neither for domestic nor for steam purposes. White 
17 GEOL, PT I——60 
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River will supply mines located in its canyon, and others near by on 

the flat above, but the latter only by comparatively expensive pumping 

plants, capable of heavy lifts of 1,000 to 2,000 feet. 

Electric power of considerable efficiency may be obtained from White 

River. 

The extraction of gilsonite can best be accomplished with the pick 

alone, as the material is very brittle and readily yields. It also strips 

clear of the walls, and no separation or sorting is required after once 

getting below the superficial zone affected by atmospheric influences. 

Blasting is not required. One man can mine and sack and send to the 

surface by horse-whim 2 tons per day of ten hours, the present wage cost 

being about 874 cents per ton. The chief items of expense, other than 

wages, will be fuel, ventilation, pumping, and water supply. 

COMMERCIAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

TRANSPORTATION ROUTES. 

The region within which the uintaite (gilsonite) veins occur is defi- 

cient in transportation routes. From the north it is inaccessible except 

by very indirect roads. To the south it is separated from the valley of 

the Grand and Price rivers by the rugged Roan or Book Plateau and 

its canyons, though the travel of to-day is in this direction, the product 

of the Culmer and Duchesne mines being taken by wagon to Price, on 

the Rio Grande Western Railway. Up Strawberry Valley and across 

the Wasatch Range the route is somewhat more difficult than the last, 

and the distance to railroad is considerably greater. The mines in the 

edge of Colorado now ship their product by wagon over a circuitous 

and hilly road via Meeker to Rifle, on the Denver and Rio Grande 

Railroad, 125 miles. It is thought possible, however, by those familiar 

with the country, to find a feasible route 50 to 70 miles shorter than 

this directly southward along the State line. The Bonanza and Cow- 

boy group of veins is a little more remote from Rifle than are the Colo- 

rado openings, though perhaps attended with no greater difficulties of 

transportation. By the way of Fort Duchesne to Price the route from 

these veins is about 180 miles. The veinof uintaite (gilsonite) on Upper 

Evacuation Creek is, perhaps, a little more inaccessible than any of the 

others, unless it should be proved possible to establish a route directly 

south across the Roan or Book Plateau, when it would become the nearest 

of all the deposits to railroad communication. 

The cost of freighting the product of the Duchesne and Culmer mines 

to rail is now $12 to $15 per ton. Railway freight to Chicago is said to: 

be about $9 per ton. The total cost of mining and placing the material 

in Chicago or St. Louis is therefore not far from $25 per ton. Office 

and management expenses may increase this to $30. The present price 

per ton in Chicago and St. Louis for the best grade is $40 to $50, leav- 

ing a net profit of $10 to $20. The factors in a reduction. of the price 
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to the trade will be railroad transportation direct from the Uinta 

Basin, which seems probable at a future day, and competition, which 

will arise should any equable distribution of mining claims be made 

among the numerous companies that will doubtless be inclined to work 

these great deposits. 

USES OF UINTAITE (GILSONITE) IN COMMERCE. 

Uintaite (gilsonite) is employed chiefly in the manutacture of black, 

low-grade brush and dipping varnishes, such, for instance, as are used 

on the various kinds of iron work and as baking japans. As a high- 

grade rubbing varnish for coaches, ebonizing, and similar uses, it is 

said to be unadapted. By one company it is also employed for mixing 
with an asphaltic limestone in the manufacture of paving material. 

Other uses, according to the statement of Mr, KE. W. Parker in Min- 
eral Resources of the United States for 1893, are: 

For preventing electrolytic action on iron plates of ship bottoms. 

For coating barbed-wire fencing, ete. 

For coating sea walls of brick or masonry. 

For covering paving brick. 

For acid-proof lining for chemical tanks. 

For roofing pitch. 
For insulating electric wires. 

For smokestack paint. 

For lubricants for heavy machinery. 

For preserving iron pipes from corrosion and acids. 

For coating poles, posts, and ties. 

For toredo-proof pile coating. 

For covering wood-block paving. 

As a substitute for rubber in the manufacture of cotton garden hose. 

As a binder pitch for culm in making brickette and eggette coal. 

It is probable, however, that the uses of gilsonite as enumerated in 

this report of Mr. Parker’s are in most instances still in the experi- 

mental stage. 

Prior to the use of gilsonite in manufactures the raw material is 

crushed to a half or three-fourth inch size and screened, an operation 

by which any chance foreign matter is removed. The screened mate- 

rial is usually designated “first grade,” the screenings ‘“‘second grade.” 

The latter are said to be about the quality of the second-grade mine 

product. 

In the manufacture of varnish, gilsonite of the higher grade is heated 

with linseed oil to a temperature of about 400° F., in a tank built for 

the purpose and fitted with a device for stirring. After thorough 

liquefaction and mixing, the resulting product is run into a second 

receptacle and thinned with either turpentine or naphtha, according to 

the ultimate product desired, the turpentine being employed in all the 

better grades, naphtha making an inferior quality and being used only 

on account of cheapness. After thinning it goes to a receiving or 
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storage tank, from which it is drawn into cans and sealed ready for 

the trade. This is the general practice, devoid of details, which vary 

widely according to the quality of varnish desired, the purpose for 

which it is to be employed, and the personal experience of the manu- 

facturers in their study to produce results the most satisfactory to the 

consumers. It is an occasional practice to dilute the gilsonite with 

resin, an operation which, carried too far, renders the varnish product 

made from it comparatively worthless, and in all cases counteracts in 

greater or less degree the very properties for which the gilsonite is so 

valued, namely, elasticity. This property of elasticity is considered 

one of the most essential qualities of a varnish, and in imparting it 

gilsonite is said to be unapproached by other asphalts. The writer has 

seen sheet tin coated with the varnish subjected to the severe test of 

repeated bending back and forth, followed by hammering the bent edge 

with a piece of steel, without the slightest detriment to the japanned 

surface either by cracking or loss of luster. In this respect it shows 

a marked similarity of result to an enamel made from wurtzilite or 

elaterite, a mineral preeminent for its elasticity. 

The color of varnish made from gilsonite has a brownish tint in thin 

coats, but this may be largely remedied by a heavier, yet still thin, 

application. In this connection it is suggested by the writer that it 

may be possible to employ the nearly related mineral albertite, which, 

unlike gilsonite, has a jet black powder and streak. But it is not yet 

established, so far as can be learned from the literature on the subject, 

whether albertite possesses the same elastic properties as gilsonite. If 

it does not, the problem is still unsolved, except, of course, by a direct 

admixture of a foreign matter of decided black color. 

By some manufacturers the use of gilsonite in preference to other 

asphalts is considered advantageous from the standpoint of economy, 

as it is said to require less linseed oil to obtain equally satisfactory 

results, to have a greater capacity for the thinning medium with corre- 

spondingly less deterioration from its use, and to maintain an equal 

buik of product with employment of a smaller percentage than of 

other asphalts. 

The present cost of varnishes of the first quality made from gilsonite 

is about $1.25 per gallen, and somewhat lower for lower grades. Irom 

the evidence gathered by the writer the opening of the gilsonite veins 

and competition among mining companies would tend to lower the price 

of the raw material to manufacturers, but many of the latter do not 

believe an increased supply of this would materially lower the price of 

the varnish, as competition has already brought this to a limit. There. 

would result, however, an improvement in quality among those who 

are now inclined to adulterate with resin, and the foreign asphalts used 

for the same purpose would be driven almost entirely from the markets 

of the United States. The quantity of gilsonite used by varnish manu- 

facturers would also doubtless be considerably increased, but the total 
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consumption for this purpose would always be comparatively small, for 

among even the larger concerns a car load often lasts six months. 

In the manufacture of paving cement, gilsonite of the second grade 

is melted with petroleum residue in a tank similar to that used for its 

liquefaction with linseed oil for use in varnish making. To the heated 

mixture is added ground asphaltic limestone carrying perhaps an aver- 

age of 18 to 20 per cent asphalt. After thorough mixing and heating, 

the material is drawn from the tank into barrels and stored ready for 

shipment. For paving it is remelted, the requisite amount of sand is 

added, and the mixture is then spread like the ordinary asphaltic pav- 

ing material in such wide use in the larger cities. 
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GLACIAL BRICK CLAYS OF RHODE ISLAND AND 
SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS. 

By N. 8S. SHALER, J. B. WoopwortnH, and C. F. MARBUT. 

CHEE AS TER elie 

By N. S. SHALER. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE CLAYS. 

AIM OF THE REPORT. 

The aim of the following report is to set forth what has been learned 

_ concerning the origin, nature, and distribution of the deposits com- 

monly known as brick clays which occur in eastern Massachusetts 

and in Rhode Island. The greater part of this knowledge has been 

derived from field work done by the Atlantic Coast division of the 

United States Geological Survey, in connection with the preparation 

of the maps of the surface and under geology of the district so far 

surveyed in southern Rhode Island, on the islands of Marthas Vine- 

yard and Nantucket, and on Cape Cod. Much of the matter has long 

been in the state of office record, awaiting an appearance in the folios 

which are to set forth the surface geology; but as those folios will 

necessarily present the results in a somewhat scattered form, as the 

points to be discussed have a close relation to the history of glaciation 

in the above-mentioned States, and as the matter has a certain eco- 

nomic importance, it has seemed advisable to present the data at this 

time and in this manner. 

Although students of glacial phenomena in North America have, to 

a certain extent, recognized the occurrence of more than one period of 

ice action in the time which has elapsed since the beginning of tlre 

Pliocene age, the discrimination of the work has not yet attained any- 

thing like the completeness to which it has been brought in northern 

Europe. This tardiness in the advance of the inquiry concerning the 

development of glacial activity in the Pleistocene period in this country 
957 
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is probably to be explained by the fact that the studies of the work of 

the great glacier have, in the main, been carried on in regions unfavor- 

able to the preservation of a complete record of the events. In north- 

ern Europe, particularly in Great Britain, the neighborhood of the sea, 

together with the considerable oscillations of the land which occurred 

during the Glacial period, favored the formation of a record which can 

readily be interpreted; but in this country, where most of the ice work 

was done in the interior of the continent, these favorable conditions 

have been lacking. 

It appears probable that, of all parts of this country, the region best 

placed for the interpretation of the glacial record is that lying between 

and including northern New Jersey and-Cape Cod. There the ice, at 

the time of its greatest extension, reached and slightly overpassed 

the present shore; and in the waning stages of the glacier it fell back 

stage by stage to more northern lines. At the same time, in the opin- 

ion of the senior author of this paper, the sea to a greater or less extent 

covered the lands, thus permitting the formation of the deposits which 

indicate the steps of the change. 

The field covered by these studies extends in general from the Mer- 

rimac River to the western border of Rhode Island, but, as will be 

noted, incidental references are made to localities beyond the area 

indicated. 

The suggestions herein contained concerning the economic value of 

the clays, though limited in their character, are based upon a consid- 

erable amount of information which has been gained only in small part 

in the progress of this investigation. In a larger share it 1s the result 

of many years of private observation in the field and of conference 

with those who are engaged in working the clays. It will be noted 

that these suggestions lack the value which could, and indeed should, 

be given them by a careful laboratory study of the materials; and it is 

very much to be regretted that there is as yet no clay laboratory in this 

country wherefrom trustworthy information as to the value of such 

deposits can be obtained. 

ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE BRICK CLAYS OF THE DISTRICT. 

The classification of clays is still the subject of much controversy. 

A primary division, based on the physical history of the materials, 

may be made by placing in one group the deposits which have been 

formed by the decay of feldspathic rocks in place, the materials not 

having been subjected to transporting action after the disintegration 

occurred; in a second the deposits containing materials which have 

been brought to their sites by the action of water since the decay was 

effected; and in a third group the clays which are found ordinarily 

beneath beds of coal, but sometimes in other positions. Deposits of 

the first group depend for their constitution mainly on the chemical 

nature of the original material, but in part, also, on the constituents of 
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the percolating waters which effected the alteration of the mass from 

its feldspathic state. The most notable feature of the second group is 

that the feldspathic matter has been to a considerable extent mixed 

with materials of other than feldspathic origin. In most cases this 

admixture is largely of quartz, but in practically all instances a great 

range of mineral substances is contained in the beds. In many cases 

a certain amount of secondary decay has occurred after these clays 

reached their present position. In the third group of deposits the 

mass was originally in the state of an “ underclay ”—that is, a soil in 

which a swamp vegetation found root, and from which the plants had 

taken all the soluble basic material, such as lime, potash, and soda, 

the residue, composed mostly of siliceous matter, forming what is 

known as ‘fire clay,” a substance which has been deprived of the ele- 

ments that will cause 1t to flux when much heated. In a strict sense 

these underclays should not be so called, for they are really not of a 

clayey nature. 

All the clays in the field here considered belong to the second group 

in the foregoing rough classification, In the Carboniferous district of 

the Narragansett Basin there are, it is true, certain underclays lying 

beneath the coals, but these deposits have been so far altered by the 

metamorphic processes to which the rocks have been subjected that 

they are no longer suitable for making fire brick. They will therefore 

not be discussed in this report. Moreover, in some of the decayed 

granitic rocks of this district there are inasses of more or less feld- 
spathic material, so disintegrated by the pre-Glacial and post-Glacial 

decay that they may be fitted by washing for the manufacture of high- 

grade pottery clays. Nevertheless, these materials have as yet no 

economic value, nor are they likely to be worked for a long time to 

come. The only clays which will be considered in this report, there- 

fore, are those which are products of disintegrative actions, mechanical 

and chemical, and which owe their present positions to the action of 

water in relatively recent geological time. 

THE CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY CLAYS OF SOUTHEASTERN 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

In southeastern Massachusetts, principally upon the Island of Mar- 

thas Vineyard, there occurs, as is well known, @ thick section of beds, 

mainly of a clayey nature, which are extensively exposed on the cliffs 

of Gay Head and elsewhere. These deposits, which range in age from 

middle Cretaceous to upper Tertiary and thence to Pleistocene, have 

been to some extent described in a report on the geology of Marthas 

Vineyard.! As stated in that report, the Cretaceous and Tertiary 

deposits on Marthas Vineyard were evidently formed under peculiar 

conditions. The region whence they came, apparently a granitic area, 

1Seventh Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1888, pp. 297-363. 
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had long been the seat of extensive atmospheric decay. The rocks 

were then subjected to intense abrasive action, and the débris result- 

ing therefrom was rapidly conveyed to its present site. Owing to varia- 

tions in the intensity of action of the transporting agent, or, perhaps, 

to variations in the distance to which the materials were carried beyond 

the shore line, the beds differ much in character. In part the Creta- 

ceous strata are composed of clay and sand, so mingled with vegetable 

matter that the deposit has the character of an impure lignite; in part 

they are of clay, or of clay mingled with more or less sand, the deposits 

often being so pure that they afford excellent material for the use of 

the potter. These clays range in color from red to white. Although 

valuable for certain purposes, they are not well suited for making brick. 

Above the level of the Cretaceous and Tertiary beds, as before noted, 
there comes an extensive series of deposits designated in the above. 

mentioned report as the Weyquosque beds. These beds, which attain 

an aggregate thickness on the southern part of the island of not less 

than 200 feet, were evidently formed after the principal dislocations 

which affected the lower-lying series had been brought about. They 

have themselves been somewhat tilted, but their relation to the more 

folded rocks clearly indicates that only a very small part of the dislo- 

cation which has taken place on this island occurred after their formation. 

It appears likely that the Weyquosque series, as defined in the above- 

mentioned paper, is to be divided into two sections, the lower having 

been the most affected by the dislocating forces, the upper hardly, if 

at all, exhibiting marks of such work. There is also a certain difference 

to be noted in the character of the débris contained in these two sets 

of beds. In the lower-lying this débris is somewhat coarser and more 

generally sandy. Moreover, the upper section shows traces of nodular 

concretions, somewhat resembling those occurring in the clays of the 

estuarine deposits of the Connecticut Valley. This upper part of the 

section is of a finer nature and exhibits less of this action. 

The Tertiary and Cretaceous beds of Marthas Vineyard occupy 

almost all of the high-lying ground in the western portion of the island. 

The exceptions are where bands of the infolded earlier Pleistocene 

sands and gravels occur. In the eastern section, or in that part of it 

which is covered by the great sand plain which is so conspicuous a 

feature on that portion of the island, the beds probably exist, though 

at a low level, one much beneath the present planeof the sea. The evi- 

dence goes to show that in this section the deposits were worn down 

when this portion of the continent stood at a much higher level than 

it now occupies, the wearing being probably due to the action of 

streams, the head waters of which, draining eastwardly, are now trace- 

able in their remnants on the highlands of the western portion of the 

island. Here and there, particularly in the section along the shores of 

the lagoon near Vineyard Haven, higher points of this Marthas Vine- 

yard series, including a portion of the Tertiary and perhaps the 
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Cretaceous beds, still exist, at the height of a few feet above the level 
of the tide. 

’ On the eroded older sections of Marthas Vineyard, as above noted, 

the Weyquosque series, in another period of subsidence, which carried 

the surface at least 150 feet below its present level and probably to a 

much greater depth, was laid down. During the Weyquosque period 

beds of that age must have covered the larger part of the surface of 

the island, all, indeed, except a small remnant which lies above the 

height of 150 feet. Remnants of the deposit occur at the last-mentioned 

elevation on the southern side and near that height in the northern 

part of the island. They are also found in small patches beneath the 

sand plain at Cottage City. The facts indicate that since its deposi- 

tion, in a period of reelevation which carried the island again above its 

present height, these beds were much worn away, so that on the north- 

ern side of the district they were nearly destroyed and on the western 

portion much reduced in area and in thickness. The evident reduction 

in thickness validates the supposition that they once mantled over the 

larger part of the island. Their preservation in the western district 

appears to be owing in part to the fact that they filled in the reentrants 

and valleys and were thereby somewhat protected from destructive 

action arising from the sea and the atmosphere. 

Beds which from appearance and from general stratigraphic relations, 

so far as these can be determined, seem to be of the same age as the 

Weyquosque plentifully occur on Nantucket and Cape Cod. On the 

first-named area they appear to underlie the whole of the island, having 

there a much greater continuity than on Marthas Vineyard. This is 

probably due to the fact that their level is prevailingly lower and that, 

owing to the lack of older topography, they more completely mantled 

the whole of the area. At some points, particularly near the town of 

Nantucket, these beds were shown in tilted positions, indicating per- 

haps orogenic action. As the surface of Nantucket has but little relief, 
and as no deep borings have been made, the thickness of the series and 

its character in the lower parts are unknown. 

On Cape Cod beds supposed to be of Weyquosque age appear to 

underlie the great part of the salient. They are not generally exposed 

in their original state above tide level, but they have been found by 

the senior contributor to this paper by slight cuttings at various 

points in the eastern portion of the town of Falmouth. The existence 

of the beds is most commonly shown by the presence in the drift of 

large, usually more or less rounded masses, not infrequently contain- 

ing several hundred cubic feet of the clay which has been disrupted 

from the formation and conveyed for some distance by glacial action. 

These masses, for the reason that they were useful in hardening sand 

roads of the cape, have been more or less sought for by the road 

masters, and the greater number of those once exposed to view have 

been dug away. In some cases these so-called “clay pounds” may 

17 GEOL, Pt 1——61 
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have been projecting points of the beds which were covered after the 

glacial erosion by the general envelope of washed gravels, but in most 

instances—in all that have been seen by the writer—they were dis- - 

tinctly bowlders, if such a term may be applied to soft materials. Ina 
section formerly existing near the Nobska Hotel, at Woods Holl, several 

of these rounded masses, some of them having a diameter of as much 

as 5 feet, have been from time to time exhibited, the surfaces being 

covered with large pebbles which had been driven into the clay during 

its transit. It is not unlikely that at the time of its disruption from 

the parent mass these fragments were considerably harder than they 

are at the present time. This was shown by the fact that where the 

Weyquosque beds on Marthas Vineyard have been freshly bared by the 

frequent landslips which occur there the material is so firm that an 

ordinary pick can not well be driven into it at one stroke to the depth 

of more than 1 or 2 inches. After exposure to the action of the atmos- 

phere the material becomes relatively very soft. 

There is reason to believe that the Weyquosque series originally 

occupied a very wide field on and off the shore of southeastern Massa- 

chusetts. We can not account for the existence of such distinctly 

stratified clays in the positions which they now occupy without sup- 

posing that they are the eroded remnants of an originally far-reaching 

deposit which extended with great continuity along the shore and 

probably far beyond the most seaward positions in which they are now 

found. The erosion which led to the present fragmentary state of the 

deposits must have been effected, in good part at least, when the region 

had a much greater elevation than it has at present. This matter will, 

however, be more fully discussed later in this report. 

So far, clays having the character exhibited in the Weyquosque 

series have not been found to the north of Plymouth Harbor. South of 

that indentation, in the town of Plymouth, beds apparently belonging 

to this series are plentifully exposed along the marine bench, the cliffs 

of the material attaining at points a height of 20 feet or more. On this 

portion of the shore the indications of orogenic disturbance are slight, 

the strains which effected the dislocation of the beds on Marthas 

Vineyard having apparently been much less in this more northern 

field. The lower-lying clays of the Marthas Vineyard series, those 

of Tertiary and Cretaceous age, are not known to the north of that 

island, or to the west of the Elizabeth Islands, where some small expo- 

sures show that they are still in their original position. Inasmuch, 

however, as beds of greensand belonging to the Miocene period exist 

in Marshfield, Mass., there is a possibility that the older Cretaceous 

clays may also be discovered in some of the depressions in the older 

rocks which exist along this shore. 

Beyond the limits of the Cretaceous, Tertiary, and earlier Pleistocene 

clays of the Cape Cod and island districts of Massachusetts the depos- 

its of a clayey nature are clearly to be placed in Glacial time. As 
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will be noted in a subsequent section of this report, it may be claimed 

that the Weyquosque series also comes between an early ice invasion 

occurring some time after the close of the Tertiary and before the later 

advances of what is perhaps to be more properly called the ice epoch. 

The clays of the mainland of Massachusetts, excluding the Wey- 

quosque series, as before noted, consist in the main of deposits which 

occupy the lowlands bordering the shore, extending in tongue-like pro- 

jections up the valleys of considerable rivers, but not usually attaining 

the height of more than 50 feet above the level of the sea. In addition 

to these there are occasional patches of tolerably good brick clays, 

which lie at a greater height, but these detached, higher-lying masses 

are generally in positions where we may assume that they were fenced 

off from the sea, at the time of their deposition, by local barriers, in 

most cases of glacial drift, but occasionally of remnants of ice under- 

going the slow melting which occurred where they were deeply buried 

beneath drift materials. The facts justify the statement that nor- 

mally, though with many interruptions, along the whole coast from 

Nova Scotia southward to the margin of the glacial sheet, where the 

front of the ice crossed the coast in New Jersey, there exists, or has 

existed before it was in part scoured away, a tolerably continuous sheet 

of clay, having a singularly uniform composition, being in this regard 

unlike any other deposit known along this shore. At many points, 

particularly in the embayments, such as Boston Harbor, this sheet of 

clay appears at low tide in the form of extensive mud flats, the upper 

portions of which are often occupied by layers of oyster and other 

shells to the depth of some feet. Below this shell-bearing zone, the 

deposits, so far as observed, are prevailingly inorganic, though the 

clayey portion of the material is the same as that which is found in 

the upper, fossil-bearing zone. This fact, which has been observed 

along the coast from Eastport to Plymouth, leads to the conclusion 

that while these clay beds began to form in conditions which denied to 
marine life access to the waters in which they were deposited, the proe- 

ess of deposition possibly continued, at least in certain places, until 

life obtained a foothold along the shore. 

Observing the processes now in action along the coast line, it appears 

probable that after the formation of tolerably continuous clay deposits, 

most likely accumulated beneath the sea, the portions of this field 

nearest the shore line were subjected to a large amount of erosive work, 

in part accomplished by atmospheric agencies, but in larger part effected 

by the action of coast waves and currents. The share of the atmos- 

phere in this erosion appears not to have been great, as is indicated by 

the fact that nowhere do we find extensive deposits of clay lying as 

continuous sheets and undergoing down-cutting, such as would be 

manifested by the formation of deep, freshly carved valleys in the beds. 

As before noted, in southeastern Massachusetts at least, the clay fields 

lie in the valleys, and, as will hereafter be described, they are usually 
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deeply covered by later accumulations formed during the Glacial period. 

As we go northward from Massachusetts Bay, the level-topped or ter- 

race-like clays begin to rise above the plane of the sea and form accu- 

mulations outside of the valleys. North of the Merrimac, and thence 

eastward in Maine, with many broad interruptions, these terrace clays 

are evident, even as a feature in the landscape. There, too, they are 

almost everywhere covered by layers of sand and gravel, and the val- 

leys carved in them are rarely of recent origin. In part they may be 

due to interglacial river work, but in a considerable measure they may 

be ascribed to tidal currents. As the study of these clays in the field 

north of that we are considering has not as yet been well advanced, 

further discussion of these deposits is necessarily postponed. 
Below the level of high tide, where current and wave erosion is 

effective, the process of removal of the ancient, probably continuous 
sheet of clays has been accompanied by a remaking of the detrital 
matter, or at least of a part of it, in the mud flats which are so com- 

monly found in the zone between high and low water. This action may 

be observed at any time when the waves are beating against clays 

which are exposed to their stroke. The water thus muddied is borne 
by the tide into the reentrants. So long as the current is moving 

rather swiftly the detritus is held in suspension. In the periods 

when, between high and low tide, the currents are stilled, the matter 
drops to the bottom, there to be quickly brought into such coher- 

ence with previously formed deposits that it is not likely to be scoured 
away in the next tidal swing. This action perhaps accounts for the for- 

mation of the upper portion of the clay layer, which contains organic re- 

mains. It clearly explains the considerable share of clay which is 

generally found in the accumulations formed by the growth of a vege- 

tation which lives on our tidal marshes. 
It is easy to see that the reworking of the original clay sheet or apron 

which appears at one time to have extended along this coast in toler- 

ably perfect continuity has served somewhat to efface the evidence as 
to the character of the deposits and their distribution. It has clearly 

operated to increase the thickness of the deposits in the reentrants 
and to thin or altogether destroy those parts of the apron which 

have been subjected to the action of the waves during the oscil- 

lations of the shore line which have clearly occurred since the bed was 

formed. At least two of these swings are determinable, one downward, 

as is Shown by the fact that some of the submerged forests rest upon 

these clays, and another upward, as is indicated by the fact that clays 
clearly of marine formation extend above the level of the present shore 

line. 

ORIGIN OF THE MATERIALS CONTAINED IN THE WEYQUOSQUE 

AND OTHER POST-TERTIARY CLAYS OF THE DISTRICT. 

Although no extended microscopic investigation of the clays treated 

of in this report has been undertaken, the evidence is sufficient to 
show that they are not of ordinary fluviatile origin. This is indicated by 
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the fact that, with the exceptions noted, they are destitute of organic 

remains; also by the fact that they are disposed in continuous sheets 

which have no evident relation to river action. The only other appar- 

ent source of these materials is to be found in glacial work, which has 

evidently been very effective on the rocks that yielded clay to detritus- 

making actions on this part of the continent. 

CONDITIONS OF ABRASION IN GLACIAL ACTION. 

It is evident that the conditions of abrasion as they are affected by a 

glacial sheet, particularly where the work is done on massive rocks, 

favor the extensive formation of fine-grained materials. In a general 

way this fact is indicated by the state in which the bosses or roches 

moutonnées have been left by the ice sheet. They are in most instances 

particularly smooth and polished. As was noted in the special inquiry 

on the erosion of Iron Hill in Cumberland, R. I.,! the greater part of 

the surface of granitic and other equally compact rocks is found in a 

smooth or almost polished state. Occasionally the surface is so uniform 

that it hasa slight mirroring quality. In general the depressions from 

which large blocks have been removed occupy only a small part of the 

surface. Frequently less than one-twentieth of the area indicates such 

work of rude disruption. Even the scratches on the rock are such as 

would be formed where the greater part of the material taken out was 

broken away in a state of such fineness that it would form mud rather 

than sand. The facts go to show that the abrasion done, at least in the 

closing stages of the ice time, resulted in converting by far the larger 

part of the detritus into very fine-grained material. Still further, the 

energy applied to the dragging and shoving of the waste contained in 

the lower part of the glacier, the shearing action to which it was 

exposed in the ice, and the tumultuous movement of the subglacial 

streams, which evidently carried large amounts of detritus, exposed the 

eroded fragments to additional abrasive action, operating in a manner 

to produce fine-grained waste. 

A study of the facts has convinced the writer that the coarser drift 

materials—the sand, pebbles, and bowlders which attest the glacial 

work—constitute but a small portion of the detritus that was formed 

during the ice epoch. It should also be noted that when the last ice 

epoch began on the part of the continent under consideration the rocks 

which underlie it had been subjected to a long-continued process of 

subaerial decay, which had doubtless softened them to a considerable 

depth. That such was the fact is shown by the survival of the ancient 

decay in many portions of New England, at points where it is evident 

that some score of feet of the superincumbent matter must have been 

removed by glacial action. This preglacially softened rock, though it 

1See The conditions of erosion beneath deep glaciers, based upon a study of the bowlder trair in 

Cumberland. R. I., by N.S. Shaler: Bull. Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass., Vol. 

XVI, No. 11, 1893. Published by permission of the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
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probably afforded here and there materials which would pass into the 

state of bowlders, must, to a very great extent, without much abrasive 

action, have passed into a condition of very fine division and therefore 

have been free to go in the subglacial or open rivers to the sea. This 

view still further reentorces the conclusion that the products of glacial 

action must have been mainly in the form of finely divided materials, 

such as form beds of clay. 

It may be objected to the views above noted, as to the relative value 

of the erosion which gave rise to coarse and to fine materials, that the 

abrasive work of the glacier during the later stages of this action, 

being of less intensity on account of the diminishing thickness of the 

sheet, led rather to polishing than to plucking, while the reverse may 

have been the case when the ice was thicker. In answer to this state- 

ment it may be said that the observations of the writer on the Swiss 

glaciers has led him to the conclusion that the ice, even where its 

section is of considerable depth, rends few large fragments from the 

bottom, almost all of the material in the terminal moraine being evi- 

dently composed of fragmeuts which were dropped upon the surface of 

the ice stream. Moreover, where it is possible to penetrate through 

crevices to the bed rock and observe what is there going on, the pro- 

jecting masses of the bed are seen to be undergoing scratching and 

polishing rather than massive disruption. Furthermore, in New Eng- 

land and other glaciated fields of similar character the last advance of 

the ice led to the formation of many extensive frontal moraines com- 

posed of bowlders, which preserve in many cases a very angular form, 

and which certainly had not been subjected to the considerable decay 

which they would have encountered if they had been left upon the 

surface during the long interval between the earlier and later advances, 

an interval the value of which is to be noted in a later part of this 

report. Still further, the small amount of clay which is contained in 

the later-formed deposits of the glacier, particularly of the sand plains, 

apparently indicates that there was no particular accentuation of the 

erosive work, leading to the production of fine materials, at this stage 

in the epoch. 

It should be said in qualification of the foregoing remarks that there 

remains a considerable amount of clay contained in the till deposits. 

This clay appears, by the chances of transportation, never to have been 

subject to sufficient water action to enable it to find its way to sub- 

glacial streams and thence to the sea. In the portion of New England 

which lies to the east of the Connecticut River the observations of the 

writer have led him to believe that the share of the material which has 

a character such as that in the stratified clays under consideration 

probably does not exceed 10 per cent of the till mass, and in eastern 

Massachusetts the proportion may fall as low as 5 or 6 per cent. As 

the average thickness of the till in the last-named area most likely does 

not exceed 15 to 20 feet, the total amount of clay remaining in the 
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stratified drift is inconsiderable when compared with the vast amount 

which must have been produced with such abrasion as has been 

described as occurring on the bed rock. It may also be noted that 

here and there in the region east of the Connecticut, and to a greater 

extent in the Hudson Valley, the till is so rich in clay that it may in 

places be used for making brick, though the product is generally so 

rough as to be substantially unsalable in the general market. 

It may fairly be presumed that the conditions which led to the trans- 

portation of the clay-making materials from the front of the ice toward 

the sea were as efficient in Glacial time as they now are in the fronts 

of the Swiss glaciers. In that district, as has been determined by 

experiments made by the writer, the quantity of fine sediment which 

in a given period goes forth in subglacial streams in a state of suspen- 

sion is several times as great as that which is accumulated in the 

moraines. This suspended material has been laid down in the upper 

portion of the basin of Lake Geneva in such quantity that one-third 

of the valley has been brought to or above the level of the lake. It 

may furthermore be remarked that the clay material from the Swiss 

glaciers of the upper Rhone would have gone straightway to the sea or 

to the alluvial plains bordering the lower portions of the river systems 

on which they lie but for the several catch basins which so generally 

afford their waters a chance to deposit the suspended materials borne 

from beneath the ice arches. 

The extent to which the finer material derived from glacier wearing 

may be carried away to the sea, even for great distances, is shown by 

the prevailing lack of the clay deposits on the front of the ice sheet 

where it stretched across the northern part of the Ohio Valley. In the 

most of that district the ice front lay upon a table-land which over the 

greater part of the surface, in the western part at least, does not have 

steep inclinations. Nevertheless, while a large share of the coarser 

drift remains near the margin, the materials which might have formed 

brick clays have evidently gone forth in the drainage to the sea. It is 

true that here and there along the Ohio River, perhaps owing to sub- 

sidence, which may at one time have carried the ocean level to a point 

several hundred feet above the Ohio at Cincinnati, there are considera- 

ble accumulations of brick clays, but in the Ohio gorge, from its source 

to its mouth, the amount of these deposits is not great enough to 

account for more than a very small fraction of the fine detritus which 

must have been poured forth from the ice front. 

PAUCITY OF BRICK CLAYS IN ELEVATED DISTRICTS OF 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

The paucity of brick clays in the more elevated portion of eastern 

Massachusetts, even where the attitude of the surface seems likely 

to have favored the formation of such accumulations, is not easily 
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accounted for. Thus in the region around Lake Quinsigamond and 

Lake Cochituate, where on a priori grounds it might be assumed that 

extensive clay deposits would occur, they appear to be lacking. An 

explanation of this fact may perhaps be had in the supposition that in 

the retreat of the ice these basins were the seat of considerable rem- 

nants of the glacier, which became floored over with washed detritus, 

and were thus long preserved from melting, so that in the time when 

the clays might have been accumulated there was no cavity in which 

they could be deposited. It is indeed not improbable that in the prog- 

ress of the ablation of the New England glacier it may have deserted 

the highlands, the stagnant masses remaining in the valleys offering . 

over their surfaces a path for the waters coming from the more northern 

fields, where the sheet remained in activity. It may be remarked that, 

as there was a considerable depression of the coast line, the belt of 

country near the sea may have been under conditions which prevented 

the stagnation of ice remnants, with the consequent effects above de- 

scribed. 

DETAILS CONCERNING THE STRUCTURE OF THE CLAYS. 

In general the brick clays of eastern Massachusetts and the neigh- 

boring districts exhibit tolerably distinct stratification. In the more 

southern sections, particularly in the Weyquosque series, the alterna- 

tions of thin layers of sand are less common than in the more northern 

sections, where a succession of this sort is often distinctly traceable. 

The cause of these alternations has not been found. It may have been 

connected with the seasonal variations in the flow of water from the 

ice front and the consequent carrying power of the streams which did 

the work. In some sections there is a curious likeness in the thinness 

of the layers which suggests some such action. 

In no case has it been observed that a gradual passage occurs from the 

typical brick clays to the ordinary sand plains of the New England 

district, which so frequently, as will be hereafter noted, overlie the 

clay deposits. There are, however, many sections which show layers of 

clay interstratified with deposits of which the beds are normally made 

up of sand or gravel. Such instances are most common in districts 

beyond the limits of the field under consideration in this report, as, for 

instance, in the Merrimac Valley. Where these layers of clay occur 

interbedded in the manner above noted there is not infrequently to be 

observed a curious accident, a satisfactory explanation of which has 

yet to be found. The clay bed, especially where it is made up, as is 

often the case, of numerous thin layers, sometimes as many as eight or 

ten to the inch, is apt to be thrown into sharp folds, such as might be 

produced by a compressive strain acting freely throughout the plane 

of the bed but not in the beds of sand which lie above and below the 

clay. In a section which the writer observed in the upper part of 
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the Merrimac Valley a layer of clay averaging about 4 inches in thick- 

ness and visible for a distance of 50 feet or more was thrown into folds 

which, if effected by contraction, would have brought about a shorten- 

ing of its length to the amount of about one-fifth. Above and below 

was distinctly layered sand, which had not been dislocated but 

retained its original approximately horizontal attitude. Although 

this is perhaps the most striking instance which has been observed in 

this part of the country, like cases where the beds are thicker are not 

infrequent. 

At present there are but two evident hypotheses which may account 

for this crumpling of the clay layers in the manner above described. 

The most obvious is that the mass in which they were contained has 

been thrust by the glacier in such a manner as to produce folding. 

This supposition seems to be contraindicated by the fact that the layer 

of clay is the only part of the section which has evidently been sub- 

jected to the compressive action. If the sand layers were thus affected 

they must have taken up the movement either by becoming more solidi- 

fied or by extending vertically. Considering how improbable it is that 

a thrust could be passed through a frail mass of sand and clay so as 

to produce any of the results above observed or supposed, it appears 

necessary to abandon the supposition that glacial shoving has brought 

about the wrinkling of thin beds of clay placed as described. The 

other supposition is believed to be novel and not yet to have been sub- 

jected to sufficient criticism to give it much value. It is to the effect 

that a layer of clay, especially where overlain by a thick series of beds 

very permeable to water, is liable to certain changes which may con- 

siderably increase its bulk. Thus the process of kaolinization and 

other similar chemical alterations of the various minerals contained in 

the mass are likely much to increase the mass of the deposit. Fur- 

thermore, the downward-penetrating waters, charged since the surface 

of the country was re-covered by vegetation with a considerable 

amount of CO, are likely to bring various substances into the clay 
which may be precipitated or combined in the bed in such a manner as 

to increase its bulk. As the material was originally compact, after the 

manner of all clays, any considerable increase in bulk would be likely 

to find expression in the dislocation of the layers, casting them into 

folds which would have some relation to the thickness of the layers 

and of the bed as well. In some cases the whole bed might become 

folded rather than its constituent layers. 

The writer has been led to this supposition by observing the effect 

produced in layers originally limestone and afterward changed into 
siderite and later into limonite by the action of downward-moving 

waters bearing iron oxides. Such beds when they attain their limon- 

itic stage exhibit curious foldings, which may affect the lesser strati- 

fication or contort the whole bed, and this contortion may take place 

in a stratum inclosed between others which have not undergone a 
change. 
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It is not to be doubted that many cases of contortion of clays in eastern 

Massachusetts and elsewhere, where the dislocation has taken place 

along with a like movement of the layers of sand and pebbles exhib- 

ited in the section, are due to the thrusting action of advancing ice 

fronts. The explanations given in the preceding paragraphs are to 

be applied only to those cases where the contortion of the clay has 

occurred under conditions which seem to exclude the hypothesis of ice 

thrust. 

PEBBLES AND BOWLDERS OF THE CLAYS. 

The pebbles and bowlders which occur in the brick clays of the dis- 

trict under consideration are of importance, as they afford indubitable 

evidence of the glacial origin of the beds in which they lie. In all 

the brick-clay deposits which have been observed in the valleys of 

Massachusetts above tide level, such erratics are found with their sur- 

faces scratched in the characteristic way which is accomplished only 

by glacialaction. Inthe brick clays of the Boston Basin these erratics 

are tolerably numerous and frequently of considerable size, often attain- 

ing a weight of several hundred pounds. In some cases they are so 

numerous as to trouble the brickmakers, and at times they are of such 

frequent occurrence and so far inseparable from the mass that they enter 

into the brick, to the damage of its qualities, for the reason that while 

the clay contracts in burning the pebble does not, with the result that 

a fracture of the mass occurs. 

The writer has noted that the included glacial pebbles are more 

common in the northern and interior portions of the field and less so 

in the southern part of it. They are relatively rare in the pits at 

Taunton and at Middleboro. They seem, moreover, to be quite want- 

ing in the Weyquosque sections, except, it may be, in the upper part. 

It is impossible to account for the presence in these clays, which 

evidently were deposited in rather still water, of such pebbles and 

bowlders as have been described without bringing in the supposition 

of ice rafting. We have, indeed, to suppose that from time to time 

fragments of the glacier floated over the surface on which these beds 

were laid down, dropping the pebbles from their mass as the process 

of melting went on. So far as has been observed, all the pebbles con- 

tained in the clays are quite without trace of atmospheric action. 

They are altogether different in appearance from the fragments which 

are now being borne away seaward by ice rafts from the shore, and 

which are at present building into such clay deposits as are forming off 

this coast. So far as it goes, the absence of any atmospherically 

decayed pebbles seems to indicate that the glacier at the time when 

these clays were formed was cutting rocks which were below the zone 

of previous atmospheric work, and that there were no shores near by 

on which pebbles were exposed to aerial decay, such as in a few years 

changes the superficial character of almost all rocks. 
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As yet the brick clays of this neighborhood have shown very little 

indication of any of those accidents which prevailingly occur on the 

bottoms of shallow water. Even where the layers are sufficiently 

sandy to have readily taken ripple marks if the opportunity had been 

afforded them, no sign of that feature has been observed. So, too, the 

evidence of current action of any kind appears very generally wanting. 

The obvious deduction from these negative facts is that the water in 

which these beds were deposited was not shallow. The safest infer- 

ence appears to be that it had a depth of several hundred feet, or, in a 

word, enough to extinguish the strength of tidal currents or other 

movements which tend to impress themselves on shallow-water deposits. 

GASES DISCHARGED FROM CLAY BEDS. 

Mr. Woodworth, in his account of the clays in Rhode Island, states 

that he has observed there and elsewhere phenomena which seem to 

indicate the escape of a certain amount of gas which led to the forma- 

tion of small mud springs. This action indicates that certain of these 

deposits are undergoing changes which lead to the production of gases. 

In most if not all cases these alterations are probably due to the 

decomposition of pyrite, which was imported into the deposits with 

the unoxidized materials from beneath the glaciers. The same action 

is observable in the delta of the upper Rhone, in the Lake of Geneva, 

which, as above noted, is the product of accumulated glacier waste. 

In other clay deposits the extruded gases, coming forth, as above 

described, in peculiar vents, are the results of decomposition of organic 

materials. Thus in the tidal-flat clays, made up, as before noted, mainly 

of the more ancient clay deposits that exist along our shores and that 

are undergoing erosion by marine action, the gases are the product 

of the decay of vegetable and animal matter, which escape in vertical 

tunnels, forming, at the point where they enter the atmosphere, pit-like 

cavities, which at the time of their making are often surrounded by 

a low, rim-like ridge. In yet other instances, where, as is not infre- 

quently the case along the New England shore, the clays, probably 

in all cases tidal recompositions effected when the seashore lay at a 

higher level, overlie forest beds or ancient morasses, gas eruptions 

occasionally occur which break through the clay layer and give rise 

to rather vigorous explosions. Thus in the earthquake of 1727 the 

marshes about Newbury, Mass., were extensively disrupted by violent 

gas explosions, which appear to have broken through the tidal clays, 

giving a vent to imprisoned gases formed in a lower organic layer. 

A phenomenon of the same general nature, though of artificial ante- 

cedents, occurred a few years ago at Crescent Beach, in East Boston. 

A boring made to obtain water passed through the clays which lie 

at about tide level and entered the zone of the buried forest which 

is exposed below low-tide level in Lynn Bay. From this level came 
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a considerable discharge of marsh gas, which was fired and burned 

for weeks with a tall flame, and was extinguished only when, the 

curiosity of the people being satisfied, the tube was artificially stopped. 

Although the amount of this gas can not be very large, it is an inter- 

esting question whether at several points on the shore it might not 

have a limited economie value. 

THICKNESS OF CLAYS. 

Although the means by which we may become informed as to the 

thickness of the clay deposits in Massachusetts are limited, enough is 

known to make it probable that the deeper indents, the fiord-like 

depressions of the coast line at many places, hold thick deposits of this 

nature. Thus in the case of Boston Harbor, the excavations made in 

building the submarine tunnel which carries the sewage from the main- 

land to Moon Island show these clays to have a thickness of 100 feet 

or more. In other instances, where the slope of the bed rock toward 

the center of the basin can be ascertained, we find a pitch such as indi- 

cates a great depth in the central portions of the depression. On these 

bed rocks we note the existence of the clays. Wecan trace them below 

low water, and soundings indicate that they everywhere occupy the 

present sea bottom within the inlet. These facts point to the conclu- 
sion that the deposits are in their interior parts thicker than we would 

be led to suppose from studying their landward faces. 

BOWLDERS AND GRAVELS AT BASE OF CLAY DEPOSITS. 

Wherever access has been had to the bottom of the brick clays at 

points where the deposits were thick, the existence of a lower layer of 

pebbly or bowldery material has usually been proved. There is thus 

reason to believe that these clays rest upon the deposits formed in an 

earlier advance of the ice. This point is brought out more clearly in 

the portion of this report by Mr. Woodworth, which deals with the detail 

of the deposits. Evidence which will be discussed in another part of 

this report makes it probable that some of the brick clays of this dis- 

trict have suffered as much from erosion by the later advances of the 

ice as the deposits off the shore have from the action of the sea. It is 

therefore likely that, thin as are some of the sections which have been 

obtained, the deposit had in the beginning a vertical and horizontal 

extent very much greater than is shown at the present time. 

COMPARISON OF GLACIAL BRICK CLAYS WITH MORE ANCIENT 

DEPOSITS. 

It seems worth while to note the fact that the character of the brick- 

clay deposits under discussion, as well as the nature of the associated 

deposits, may throw some light upon the origin of strata in the lower 
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portions of the great geological section. At various points in that 

section, from the Lower Cambrian upward, we find thick series of clay 

beds more or less intimately associated with conglomerates, which indi- 

cate intense erosive action. ‘The evidence afforded in the field we are 

now considering shows very clearly that this character and grouping 

of beds may naturally result from glacial action. It is therefore not 

unreasonable to suppose that in the earlier-made deposits the same 

agent may have had a like share in the formation of such associated 

beds. 

Where, after a long-continued subaerial decay of crystalline rocks, 

during a time when the processes of decomposition were going on more 

rapidly than those of erosion could remove the materials, a period of 

active erosion set in, the beds re-formed from the waste thus brought 

into the sea or into lakes are naturally composed of much finer materials 

than those contained in the clays under discussion, while the coarser 

deposits, those answering to the pebbly beds such as we have in the 

series we are considering, appear in the form of arkoses. Thus in the 

strata exhibited at Gay Head, on Marthas Vineyard, where a thick 

series of deposits has evidently been rapidly accumulated, the evidence 

goes to show that the waste was taken from a region of decayed gra- 

nitic rocks. Because of the general absence of pebbles, there is no evi- 

dence of glacial work until in the progress up through the section we 

arrive ata horizon which is probably to be reckoned as Pleistocene. It 

may be that the clays and arkoses of Gay Head and the neighboring 

portions of Marthas Vineyard were also due to glacial erosion. It is, 

indeed, difficult to account for their formation without recourse to this 

agency, but the proof of such work is much less clear than it is in the 

case of the recent clays. 

OFFSHORE SUCCESSION OF DETRITAL MATERIALS IN A PERIOD 

OF INTENSE EROSION. 

It is necessary to suppose that the deposits formed along a shore line 

in a period of active erosion, such as exists where the glacial sheet 

extends to near the coast, are distributed in a somewhat banded man- 

ner, the finer waste being laid down the farthest out to sea, the sands 

prevailingly nearer shore, and the coarser detritus adjacent to the place 

where it escapes from glacial carriage or torrent action. The occurrence 

of a thick sheet of clay along the coast of New England, here and there 

overlapping the land to a distance of a few score miles from the present 

sea line, indicates that when the clays were laid down the ice front must 
have been at some distance back from the present shore line. The 

position of this ice front would perhaps be determinable but for the 

fact that marine action and the work of later ice advances have to a 

great extent worn away the shoreward portions of the deposit, as it 

has also the bands of coarser materials which must have been formed 

nearer the ice front. 
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Although so far it has been assumed that the brick clays of south- 

eastern New England are of one age, it must be confessed that the 

facts in hand are also reconcilable with the supposition that there were 

several clay-making periods, each marking a retreat of the ice, followed 

by areadvance. It seems pretty certain that after the laying down of 

the Weyquosque series there came into the sea an invasion of sand 

and gravels which are to be discriminated from those formed during 

the later stages of glaciation. These sands are extensively developed 

on the Island of Naushon, where they have a somewhat decayed aspect 

and a prevailing orange color, which indicate long exposure to change- 

bringing actions. In a well bored on Long Island, in Boston Harbor, 

of which no good section was preserved, the evidence goes to show that 

similar sands, having a thickness of 100 feet or more, lie beneath the 

later glacial deposits which constitute the over-water portion of that 

island. These sands lie upon clay beds which may be of Weyquosque 

age or may belong to some stage between the last-mentioned and the 

newer clays. 
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GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY OF THE CLAYS. 

CORRELATION OF PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS WITH REFERENCE 

TO THE GLACIAL CLAYS. 

If we define the Pleistocene period in this area so as to inelude all 

the time from the first evidence of such action as brought about the 

distribution of erratics in the last Glacial epoch to the present epoch, 

this division of geological time finds in the country east of the Hudson 

River its most complete record in the deposits of the New England 

Islands. On Marthas Vineyard, as exhibited in the chronological table 

at the end of this chapter, evidence of early-traveled blocks of granite 

and other decomposable rocks derived from the mainland on the north 

is found at a level separated from the last glacial drift of the terminal 

moraine by a series of deposits and erosion intervals demanding for 

their occurrence a lapse of time much longer than that indicated by 

the commonly observed members of the New England drift. In the 
table the section on Marthas Vineyard is taken as the standard of 

reference, and the less complete exposures of beds on the mainland are 

assembled according to the present information concerning them. 

UPPER LIMIT OF THE TERTIARY ON MARTHAS VINEYARD. 

The occurrence of Pliocene deposits in the Gay Head section was 

made known in 1895 through the identification by Dall of fossils con- 

tained in a smali remnant of sands overlying the Miocene beds in the 

Gay Head Cliffs. Owing to the conditions of erosion at the point on the 

cliffs where this deposit was observed in 1889, its relations to the over- 

lying Pleistocene deposits could not be ascertained. The Pliocene sands 

resemble, however, near-by deposits underlying clearly a bowlder bed, 

which, for reasons to be set forth on the following pages, is regarded as 

of Pleistocene age. It should be noted before passing to the synopsis 

of the deposits of this age that the Weyquosque series described by 

Shaler in 1888 comprises the Sankaty and Tisbury beds of the present 
report. 

975 
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FIRST GLACIAL EPOCH. 

Overlying the Neocene deposits in the Gay Head section on the island 

of Marthas Vineyard, as described in the preceding paragraph, is a 

remarkable bed, the continuity of which is often broken. This layer is 

at the base of a section of compound gravels and sands not unlike glacial 

gravels and sands which have been worked over by waves. The con- 

stituents of this basal bowlder bed are very largely fragments of the 

rocks of the mainland north of the locality where they are found. 

Among other rocks, there has been found a small bowlder of peridotite 

identical with the rock at Iron Mine Hill, in Cumberland, R. L., frag- 

ments of which journeyed to Gay Head in the drift of the last Glacial 

epoch. This latter circumstance, together with the like derivation and 

the great size of some of the bowlders, one of them weighing upward 

of 4 tons, points to the possible glacial origin of the series of earliest 

Pleistocene deposits in this section. In addition to these erratics the 

bed contains fragments of the underlying Miocene and Cretaceous sedi- 

ments, Showing the local derivation of some of the material during a 

time of erosion in which the Miocene along narrow paths was swept 

away. This unconformity at the base of the Pleistocene is particularly 

noticeable where the basal conglomerate cemented by iron oxide rests 

upon the surface of white Cretaceous sands. 

Glacial strive have in no case been observed on the fragments derived 

from the mainland. On the contrary, the bowlders as well as the 

gravels and sands overlying the bowlder bed have the appearance of 

somewhat waterworn materials. The distribution of these deposits 

indicates that after the transportation of the bowlders they were 

waterworn in or near their present sites, so that the time of their 

original journey and first deposition antedates the age of the deposit 

in which they now occur. The eroding agent was of a nature to attack 

and remove fragments of the lower-lying strata, as well as to move those 

of distant hard rocks, for fragments of the Cretaceous and Tertiary 

beds were accumulated in the bowlder patches preserved in this 

formation. 

The clays of this series are as yet unidentified, nor are there known 

any of those redeposited residual materials which must have been 
eroded from the rocks of New England on the advent of a glacial sheet 

following the long antecedent periods of atmospheric decay. 

THE SANKATY BEDS. 

The Pleistocene fauna at Sankaty Head, on Nantucket, is found in a 

series of sands and minor clayey layers involved in the disturbance 

which is traceable throughout the length of the New England Islands. 

A similar fauna occurs on Gardners Island under like disturbed con- 

ditions. Similar sands, without fossils, however, occur on Marthas 

Vineyard and Block Island, which are also involved in folds that are 
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shown by sections to have formed the highest beds in the series at the 

time of the Gay Head dislocation. On account of the well-known 

locality on Nantucket, the name Sankaty beds is proposed for this 

series of marine sands, now lying as high as 140 feet above sea level 

at Gay Head, and 200 feet at other points on Marthas Vineyard. This 

height, however, as pointed out by Upham for Nantucket, does not 

indicate elevation of the continent or necessarily any change of the 

relative level of sea and land, but is due to the folding of the beds. 

The occurrence of gravels and sands and some clays in the Sankaty 

beds along the southern shore of New England, with a fauna indicating 

waters aS warm as or even warmer than those now found south of Cape 

Cod, is indicative of a difference in age between these formations and 

the glacial brick clays. The fauna, fragments of which occur in the 

till of the drumlins in Boston Harbor, probably represents the Sankaty 

epoch in that part of the shore. So far as our knowledge of the depos- 

its of this time goes, the materials laid down were mainly sands. The 

clays of the time must have been deposited beyond the now visible por- 

tions of the bottom. 

GAY HEAD INTERVAL. 

The upturning of the soft Cretaceous, Miocene, and earlier Pleisto- 

cene strata in the New England Islands affords, by the unconformity of 

dip between these beds and the newer Pleistocene deposits, a clearly 

marked plane of reference in the physical history of these islands. 

This feature, however, does not exist in the region to the northward, 

where no upturning took place. 

On the hypothesis that the overturning was accomplished by glacial 

thrust, the folding should be contemporaneous with a series of glacial 

deposits extending northward over the mainland. Evidence of this 

criterion is lacking, so far as observation goes, in the three eastern 

islands of this group. 

The succeeding deposits on Marthas Vineyard rest upon the broken 

and eroded edges of the Sankaty and older beds. The precise nature 

of this unconformity is not clearly exhibited. The overlying beds of the 

Tisbury series appear to be new importations of detritus from the main- 

land rather than waste worn from the underlying folded sections of 

these islands. It is therefore probable that the topography of this 

unconformity is largely constructional. On Block Island, at Clay Head, 

it is, however, clearly due to erosion of folded beds. 

THE TISBURY BEDS. 

Horizontal deposits of rather ferruginous stratified clays and clayey 

sands form a well-defined terrace along the northern coast of Marthas 

Vineyard, being recognizable as far west as Gay Head. Everywhere 

they exhibit a deeply eroded upper surface, confluent with that carved 

in the older beds of the island. Their marked horizontality is strongly 

contrasted with the dislocated attitude of the beds in the outcrops of 
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the older folded series which appear at intervals along the shore. The 

beds are particularly well exhibited in Chilmark and West Tisbury. 

At Gay Head, near the wharf, these deposits are locally very bowl- 

dery and till-like. Bowlders are also frequently found in the exposures 

along the West Tisbury shore. The relation of the bowlders to the 

stratified clays is such as to suggest floating ice as the transporting 

agent. The probability that these beds were laid down during a time of 

glaciation, most likely during the advance of the ice sheet. is strength- 

ened by the fact that the beds show little waste from the higher-lying 

pre-Pleistocene variegated clays and sands at higher levels on the south 

ofthem. The distribution of the series along the northern side of Mar- 

thas Vineyard is like that which would arise in the case of a frontal 

moraine terrace, but the occurrence of similar beds on the Elizabeth 

Islands and in the district of Cape Cod does not support this view of 

their origin. 

The Mohegan Bluff beds on Block Island oceupy the same geolog- 

ical position with reference to the upturned beds of the underlying 

older series and to the overlying drift. The Block Island extension of 

this deposit is more clearly of glacial origin. In the Mohegan Bluffs 

the series consists of blue clays, with ice-scratched bowlders above, 

underlain by sands and gravels, to which succeed clayey beds resting 

on bluish carbonaceous clays, probably of Cretaceous age. 

The significant features which distinguish the deposits of this epoch 

from the immediately preceding beds in the New England Islands are 

the oceurrence of clays, locally laminated and locally charged with gla- 

cial stones and bowlders, and the derivation of the materials from the 

north. 

THE CLAYS NEAR NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

The clays in the lower portion of the Triassic valley in Connecticut 

are earlier at least than one advance of the ice sheet, that which last 

covered the southern shore of New England. At Berlin, Conn., the 

stratified clays have an uneven, eroded upper surface, on which rest 

kame gravels deposited during the presence of the ice; there are also 

eskers, which appear to lie on the surface of the brick clays, although no 

sections have been seen showing the clays passing beneath these ridges. 

Near New Haven the clays were exposed in 1896 on the west bank of 

West River, showing, as pointed out by Prof. H.S. Williams, a sloping, 

evidently eroded surface, on which were strewn glacial bowlders and 

stones, over which were cross-bedded sands contemporaneous with the 

New Haven sand plain. While these indications show the advance of 

the last ice sheet over the clays, the facts do not determine whether 

the clays were laid down in front of the advancing ice of the last epoch 

or whether they were thus deposited during an earlier advance. The 

general evidence from southern New England favors the view that 

these clays are to be regarded as contemporaneous with the Tisbury 

beds of the New England Islands. 
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VALLEY EXPOSURES OF THE OLDER BRICK CLAYS. 

The occurrence of glacial brick clays in the valleys of southeastern 

New England, with a mere coating of later drift and over large areas, 

often without any covering, at first sight appears to militate against 

the hypothesis of the inferior position of such clays as those which 

occur in the Boston Basin. The reason for the thinness or absence of 
the drift overlying the older deposits is found in the circumstances 

attending the deposition of the sand and gravel deposits during the 

retreat of the last ice sheet. The ice being thickest in the valleys, it was 

there the last to melt away. From this arose the deposition of moraine 

terraces and sand plains about the sides or in the lower courses of val- 

leys, on ground from which the ice had already retreated, while the ice 

yet in the valley was an effective barrier to the deposition of sands and 

gravels except in channels and tunnels in the ice. Only when the ice 

had melted out of a valley and the ice front lay farther north was 

it possible for more sands and gravels to be washed by extra-glacial 

streams into the low places which had before for a time been held free 

from débris. Except where the ice remnants were heavily charged 

SAND PLajy 

GLACIAL SAND & GRAVEL 
ae Se as 

~ GLACIAL CLAY 

Fig. 34.—Cross-section of a valley and last glacial drift, with older glacial clays and pre-Pleistocene 

terranes, having a variable thickness of drift, owing to the stand of the ice sheet during its period 

of melting. 

with englacial drift, and rested upon much subglacial drift in transit 
at the time of stagnation of the ice, the eroded surface of older beds, 

whether brick clays or the bed rock, appear at or near the surface over 

broad areas in the valley bottoms. The conditions, repeated with vary- 

ing details in many clogged valleys in southeastern Massachusetts, are 

essentially the same as those indicated in the accompanying cross 

section. 
THE VINEYARD INTERVAL. 

These deposits, both on Marthas Vineyard and on Block Island, are 
clearly separated from the last glacial drift of the moraine by an uncon- 

formity, the sculpture of which points to ordinary stream action as its 

cause. The facts are best shown on the island of Marthas Vineyard, 

the evidence from which field has already been described by Shaler. 

The bearing of this interval of erosion by open-air streams upon the 

glacial. history of the region is as follows: An interglacial epoch in 

this district would last longer than in points to the northward; the 

stream erosion would therefore diminish northward. As far north- 

ward as opportunity permitted the action of running water, however, 
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we should expect to find evidence of this unconformity with the over- 

lying last glacial deposits. In the final advance of the ice some erosion 

would be accomplished, so that in the northern field of the mainland 

it is necessary to discriminate the effects of the possible earlier stream 

erosion from the probable later erosive work of the ice. At Boston, 

as will be described in the chapter on the brick clays of that basin, 

little more is possible than to point out an unconformable relation of 

the drift to clays occupying this position. 

LAST GLACIAL EPOCH. 

Under this head is comprehended all those deposits of glacial origin 

which can be shown to have been laid down during’ the advance and 

retreat of the ice sheet which produced the outermost moraine on the 

New England Islands. The retreatal deposits of this epoch almost 

everywhere mantle the surface of New England. Only in exceptional 
localities are earlier deposits shown at the surface. 

The deposits laid down during the advance of this ice sheet within 

the area of the mainland offer usually no decisive criteria by which 

they may be discriminated from earlier deposits of like origin. Clay 

deposits of an earlier advance should exhibit at their base signs of 

glaciation either in striated rock surfaces or in ice-laid materials. 

Some indications of this kind have been observed in the case of the 

clays in the Boston Basin, where they thin out against the rising floor 

of the rock valleys in which they rest. The principal evidence of suc- 

cession of deposits is afforded by the section already given as found on 

the island of Marthas Vineyard. In the following account of the brick 

clays, therefore, deposits are referred to the last or to the earlier Glacial 

epochs on the basis of the evidence found at the several localities. 

As this evidence is often of a debatable nature, where doubts exist 

it has been assumed that the deposits belong to the last advance, 

although further exploitation of the clays may show them to be of 

much earlier date. 

CLAYS OF THE THIRD OR LAST GLACIAL EPOCH. 

The deposits of this epoch of glaciation have the widest distribution 

in the area here described, for the reason that in this advance of the 

ice and its resurgences earlier deposits either disappeared by erosion 

or were covered up when the ice sheet melted. The few exceptions to 

this statement are dwelt upon at length in other sections of this paper. 

The sand plains, eskers, and kames—in fact, all the important sources of 

finely divided rock material for masons’ and builders’ use in this thickly 

populated coastal region—are derived from the glacial materials laid 
on the surface in this epoch. The brick clays contemporaneous with 

these sands and gravels exist in the form of local accumulations, 
having usually very limited natural exposures; therefore, they are 

very seldom seen in their entirety. In most cases they lie in the low 
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ground between successive lines of retreatal sand plains and morainal 

deposits, and are concealed beneath the southern borders of these 

deposits. To a much greater extent they are hidden by growths of 

peat and of swamp vegetation. In the cases where the sand plains 

have been built out over the clays of the bottom the sand plain is 

commonly too thick to permit of the economic working of the clays thus 

buried. In the case of the peats and swamps, however, except along 

the coast at or near tide level, drainage will generally permit the free 

working of the underlying clays. 

PREVALENCE OF SAND IN THE DEPOSITS OF THE LAST ICE ADVANCE. 

The most striking feature of the uppermost superficial deposits of 

glacial origin in this district is their arenaceous character. The 

deposits, including the till, are sandy rather than clayey. This is so 

strongly marked, particularly in the morainal belts, that the till is more 

properly denominated bowlder sand than bowlder clay. In large part 

this sandiness is due to the nature of the rocks from which the glacial 

deposits are derived, Granites, granitites, and the conglomeratic sedi- 

ments of the Carboniferous areas, themselves eroded from the same or 

similar acid igneous rocks and older quartzites, predetermined in a 

measure the character of the glacial drift. Their effect is particularly 

pronounced in the later drift, when the ice sheet derived its débris largely 

from ledges whose residual clayey waste had earlier disappeared. 

The prevalence of superficial sand deposits is, however, partly due 

to the concealment of the fine clayey deposits made contemporaneously 

with them by the outgrowth of the sand deltas over the clay. Not- 

withstanding this burial of clay deposits, there appears to be a smaller 

amount of clay connected with the last Glacial epoch than is found in 

the deposits in the same region the stratigraphic position of which 

indicates an earlier origin. This deficiency is probably due to the fact 

that the superficial drift deposits are generally the débris left by the 

retreating, less actively eroding ice sheet. With slackened motion, and 

therefore decreased grinding of detritus in the ice, less rock flour for 

making clay deposits would be carried out of the ice by streams. That 

clays were not in many cases carried out of the ice by streams building 

sand plains is indicated by the fact that the deposits of sand previously 

made and lying in front of the growing deltas and beneath the same 

water level received practically no clay upon their surfaces. 

It was rather during the advance of the ice than in the time of its 

retreat, when it was more or less stagnant and not forming rock flour, 
that clays were most abundantly deposited. Owing to the farther 

advance of the ice these accumulations would be subject to erosion. 

The contemporaneous sand deltas, being uppermost, would be first swept 

away. It is for this reason, and those above given, that the earlier 

drift of the area from Boston southward appears more clayey and the 

later more sandy. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE BRICK CLAYS. 

THE GLACIAL CLAYS OF THE NEW ENGLAND ISLANDS. 

Clays of glacial origin occur in all of the New England Islands, but 

not in that development which makes the brick clays of the mainland 

of commercial importance. On Marthas Vineyard and Long Island, at 

least, the pre-Pleistocene clays of Tertiary and more largely of Creta- 

ceous age far outweigh in importance the Glacial clays. 

NANTUCKET. 

The age of the clays which appear at the surface on this island has 

not been definitely determined. An exposure of bluish, rather thin- 

bedded clay in the western part of the town of Nantucket is folded 

into high angles and covered by morainal débris. It is probably to be 

regarded as a member of the Tertiary or Cretaceous series, better known 

on Marthas Vineyard. Similar clays appear on the eastern shore of 

the island in a like disturbed condition. 

Beneath the kame moraine which forms the northern belt of glacial 

hills running the length of the island are stratified clayey beds evi- 

dently of glacial origin. They have not been explored by means of 

pits, so that their extent and qualities for brickmaking are not yet 

fully known. ‘They exhibit the features which are characteristic of the 

Tisbury beds. 
MARTHAS VINEYARD. 

The clays which are at present mined on this island for industrial 

uses are taken entirely from the Cretaceous strata. The glacial deposits 

of the island, both those of the till and those of the stratified series, 

are preeminently sandy and gravelly, but the middle member of the 

Pleistocene series is essentially clayey, presenting several characteris- 

tics in common with the older brick clays of the mainland, as, for 

instance, those of the Boston Basin. 

The older Pleistocene, including the bowlder and gravel beds involved 

in the folds at Gay Head and along the Nashaquitsa Cliffs, and believed 

to be of the age of the Sankaty fauna on Nantucket, exhibits clays 

only in the form of thin layers redeposited from the Cretaceous and 

Tertiary beds. 

The middle Pleistocene above referred to is largely developed in 

Tisbury and Chilmark, on the northern shore of the island. On por- 

tions of this shore the formation is almost entirely of sand and gravel. 

These beds are often ferruginous, and are frequently much jointed in 

the clayey phases. Vaileys from 10 to 100 feet in depth were excavated 

in this series before the last glacial moraine was laid down upon the 

area. The sections exposed in these valleys exhibit the occasional 

presence of large bowlders comparable to those found in the brick 

clays of the mainland. 
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The newer Pleistocene of the island includes the broad, stratified 

sand plain, in which clays, if they exist, are too deeply buried to be 

available. 
BLOCK ISLAND. 

Block Island repeats in its topography and geological structure the 

principal features exhibited in Marthas Vineyard. The area of pre- 

Pleistocene deposits exposed is relatively very small. Lignites and 

pyritiferous clays, presumably of Cretaceous age, appear on the east 

side of the island. At Clay Head white sandy clays are thrown into 

close folds, in the synelinal axes of which are caught, as at Gay Head, 

the earliest Pleistocene gravels, the Miocene being wanting. Dark-blue 

clays, probably members of the nonmarine lignitic Cretaceous series, 

also appear in the headland at this point. 

Subsequent to the folding and denudation referable to the Gay Head 

interval there was laid. down on this area a series of clays, sands, and 

bowldery clays, best exhibited in the Mohegan Bluffs, on the south side 

of the island. Portions of these clays are fit for brickmaking, but 

they are not in a proper position or in suitable beds to warrant expor- 

tation. In its relations to the unconformity at Clay Head and to the 

Marthas Vineyard 

Fic. 35.—Cross-section of Buzzards Bay and Vineyard Sound, showing the position of the Tisbury beds. 

overlying morainal drift the Mohegan Bluff series corresponds to the 

Tisbury beds of Marthas Vineyard. Both series are of glacial origin. 

ELIZABETH OR GOSNOLD ISLANDS. 

The morainal débris which forms the superficial drift of this group 

of islands belongs to a stage of the retreat of the ice sheet later than 

that marked by the moraines of Nantucket and Marthas Vineyard. 

Beneath the till of the Elizabeth Islands there is a series of stratified 

deposits agreeing in structure and in general characters with the Tis- 

bury beds, on the south side of Vineyard Sound. Unless the beds 

on Marthas Vineyard were formed as a morainal terrace, which seems 

unproved by any evidence now at hand, there is reason for believing 

that the sound and Buzzards Bay have been excavated in this series. 

The widespread development of the same series beneath the morainal 

and stratified drift of Cape Cod confirms this view so far as it demands 

the former greater extension of the series. The accompanying cross 

section of the region between New Bedford and Marthas Vineyard sets 

forth the evidence derived from this field. 
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The deposits underlying the moraine, according to Mr. C. W. Coman, 

lately of the U.S. Geological Survey, are well exhibited on Nashawena 

Island. They are mainly sands and sandy clays. At two localities of 

limited exposure on the south shore of Nashawena Mr. Coman observed 

sticky blue clay, similar to that of the ‘‘clay pounds” on Cape Cod. 
At one of these localities the clay contained a few small pebbles and 

cylindrical casts from one-fourth to 14 inches in diameter. Nowhere 

else on any of these islands was a clay formation observed. 

CAPE COD AND THE SHORES OF CAPE COD BAY, 

; 

The ‘“ Province lands,” at the northern extremity of Cape Cod, are 

composed entirely of drifting sand and beach gravels. The surface of 

the cape from Truro southward is covered with a coating of bowldery 

till, or with gravels and sands, the whole the product of the last glacial 

invasion. Clays are wanting in this series of deposits, except for the 

rock flour which enters into the more clayey portions of the till. 

Beneath the morainal débris of Cape Cod are stratified deposits of 

sand, clayey sand, and clay. These beds are typically exposed at 

Highland Light, in Truro, The upper part of the section is here com- 

posed of horizontally stratified sands, forming, where steep, smooth, 

ungullied bluffs; the lower part of the cliffs is formed of clays which 

are gullied in the manner shown in P}, LXI. 

These beds have all the characters which are necessary to ally them 

with the sandy clays in the Elizabeth Islands and on the north shore 

of Marthas Vineyard. They are overlain by till in Truro, but the un- 

conformity which is thus indicated is, as to origin, not accurately deter- 

minable. The detailed study of the cape now in progress will probably 

serve to discriminate between an upper and a lower series beneath the 

moraines and overwash plains. 

Southward, in the arm of the cape, clays are met with along the north 

shore, cropping out beneath the thinned margin of the terminal moraine. 

They are well exposed in West Barnstable, in the workings of the West 

Barnstable Brick Company. At this point the clays vary much in char- 

acter. Dense blue clay, at one time locally used for making pottery, 

gives place a few yards off, on the same level, to light-colored clays, with 

bleached quartz sand admixed in a way to give the clays the appear- 

ance of having been made over in part from the Cretaceous and Ter- 

tiary deposits which oceur along the southern coast of Massachusetts. 

The upper surface of these clays is manifestly eroded and overlain by 

deposits of till and stratified sands of glacial origin. Differences of 
level of as much as 10 feet are to be observed in the above-named work- 

ings. The depressions thus indicated are filled in with the stratified 

drift mentioned above. Bowlders of glacial origin occur in the upper 

part of the clays and are conspicuous upon the surface of the clay forma- 

tion in the adjoining fields. The till of the moraine, largely sandy, con- 

tains a noticeable proportion of clay, as does also the material of the 
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overwash plain on the south side of the morainal wall. The clay is so 

large an element in these stratified deposits adjacent to the moraine that 

the surface cracks in dry weather in a manner unknown on the sand 

plains westward of Cape Cod Bay. This excess of clay in deposits 

which elsewhere are typically sandy is apparently to be explained by 

the action of the ice sheet in eroding in its last advance the clay forma- 

tion in the Cape Cod Bay area. 

The so-called ‘clay pounds” which are met with in the area of the 

sand plains on the south of the moraine are interpreted by the senior 

author as projecting or disrupted portionsof the underlying clays, better 

exposed on the northern side of the moraine at its base. 

From the region near the head of Buzzards Bay and northward 

along the western shore of Cape Cod Bay, through Plymouth into Dux- 

bury and Marshfield, coarse glacial detritus abounds in the form of an 

interlobate moraine, laid down in part along the margin of the Cape 

Cod Bay lobe of the glacier and in part along the margin of the 

lobe which oceupied Buzzards Bay. In this intermediate ground the 

interaction of ice and water interfered with the orderly deposition of 

clays in the manner in which they are spread out along the front of 

the same lobes. As a consequence of this embarrassed drainage, the 

usually sandy till has a larger percentage of clay than is commonly 

found in southern New England. Added to this cause is also the prob- 

able increase of clay in the drift from the erosion of preexisting clays 

off the present coast line, a source of clay in the moraine which extends 

through Barnstable. 

Brickyards have been opened in the more argillaceous sections of 

these morainal deposits near Spooners Pond, where, according to Mr. 

C. P. Sinnott, lately of the U.S. Geological Survey, the clays contain 

rounded pebbles, and where layers of sand are locally equally conspicu- 

ous. On the east side of Beaver Dam Pond is an occurrence of till, 
called ‘‘clay” by the farmers, and said to be 20 feet thick, resting on sand, 

Dark-colored, finely stratified clay crops out at Indian Hill, on the 

shore of the bay, where it is overlain by stratified sands and gravels. 

Its age is not definitely known. 

THE MIDDLEBORO CLAYS. 

About 14 miles northeast from Middleboro, Mass., brick clays occur 

and were worked in 1895. The clays are interlaminated with sandy 

layers, the grains of which are mostly of quartz, similar in character 

and lightness of structure to the sand layer which forms the * topping” 

of the section. There is a gradual transition in the uppermost clay 

layer to this top sand. A tolerably well-defined moraine is traceable 

on the eastern side of the town. These clays are clearly the outwash 

from the ice sheet at the time this moraine was deposited. The clays 

are therefore among the newer deposits in the district. An examina- 

tion of the region shows that the Middleboro moraine is nearly 
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contemporaneous, if the alignment of the deposits be assumed to 

indicate the identity, with the brick clays at Barrington, R. I., soon to 

be mentioned. The production of clay at two points in this stage sug- 

gests that other deposits will be found along the same line, extending 

from northeast to southwest through the towns of Plympton, Lakeville, 

and Freetown. 
THE TAUNTON CLAYS. 

About 5 miles north of the morainal line passing through Middle- 

boro is a belt of frontal deposits having the same general northeast- 

and-southwest extension. Along the southern front of the belt clays 

occur near Taunton. Brick clays are also worked at Titicut Station, 

in the valley of the Taunton River, near the railroad, midway between 

Middleboro and Bridgewater. The stratigraphic relations are not 

clearly exposed. The clays contain a few striated bowlders of small 

size and are probably continuous in the valley with the deposits at 

Taunton. Clays are also worked at Elmwood, north of Bridgewater. 

RHODE ISLAND. 

The glacial clays of this State, excluding those of Block Island, 

already referred to under the description of the New England islands, 

have a very limited exposure. Most of the lowland of the State is 

covered by widespread and deep sand plains, marking the successive 

stages in the retreat of the last glacial sheet. At afew points within 

the region skirting Narragansett Bay clays are known to oceur. In 

many of the localities not enough can be observed to determine the 

geological position and relative age of the deposits. 

Ocherous, laminated clays crop out between high and low tide on 

the bay side of Bullocks Neck, opposite Rock Island. The clays are 

overlain by sands. East of Norwood, .one-half mile south of the 

Pawtuxet River, along the road from Auburn, laminated clays were 

exposed in April, 1890. The upper surface of the clay formation is 

eroded, and resting upon it were 10 feet of sands of the sand-plain 

series. Three feet of the clays were exposed. 

Beds of clay have been met with in wells sunk in and about Provi- 

dence, but, in this district, clay is rarely found in strata more than 

a few feet thick. The clay is usually deeply buried by sands and 

gravels, and is mainly important in its natural site as an impervious 

layer controlling the distribution of underground water. The follow- 

ing record! of a well sunk near the corner of Angell and Wayland 

streets in Providence is typical for these clays: 

Record of well-boring in Providence, R. I. 
Feet 

sand, white; moderately fine s.52.-- ssa-naeeee cee eee eee eee etee a eeiser eect 3 

Sand, very fine and white (quicksand) .-.---- 2 ----- 22 22--)-smisiewieei ise ae 25 

Sand; black, Jargelymapnebic te ceases ena eae eee ate eee reenter 2 

Clay, bluedense.andcompacty -oec-- een meee eerie eee eee etre ieee te 8 

Gravel, blue, very Coarseyesose. eee sesso eet see ee eae eee eaten Unknown. 

1 Providence Franklin Society Report, 1887, p. 98. 
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THE BARRINGTON CLAYS. 

The principal occurrence of brick clays in Khode Island is in the 

town of Barrington, in the area indicated on the accompanying detailed 

map of the Pleistocene geology. (See Pl. LXII.) The geological rela- 

tions of the clays at this locality are tolerably clear. The area in which 

the clays are found is small, being between 1 and 14 square miles only, 

and lying but a few feet above tide level. On its western side, in fact, 

the area is open to tide water and the clay pits are accessible by a canal 

to boats, which were formerly employed for transporting the finished 

bricks to Providence. 

The clays are grayish to blue in color, and more sandy in their upper 

than in their lower courses. There appears to be, as at Middleboro, a 

passage from clays to sand in the top layer, a characteristic of those 

brick clays which have not been eroded by ice or other agencies. This 

feature alone would perhaps be sufficient to show that the Barrington 

clays belong to the last glacial advance. 

Fia. 36.—Section across Barrington, R. 1., showing supposed relations of clays to glacial sand plains. 

A, Pre-Pleistocene terrane of Carboniferous age; B, place of glacial drift older than Nayatt Point stage 

of the retreating glacier; C, place of clays contemporaneous with the Nayatt Point sand plain; 

E, gravel and sands deposited on the surface upon the melting out of the ice along the head of the 

Nayatt Point sand plain; F, Barrington sand plain; G, Barrington clays; H, the esker; I, gravel and 

sands laid down upon the melting out of the ice back of the Barrington plain. 

The workable depth of the clays is small, being limited by sea level. 

The Nayatt Brick Company is said to have sunk a well 65 feet through 

the clays, reaching at that level white gravel, and the clay beds at 

Barrington Station are reported to be 60 feet thick.! 

The layer of sand, fine-grained and _ loose-textured, which tops the 

clays thickens northward toward the Barrington glacial sand plain, 

which rises mesa-like north of the railroad. Although there are no 

sections north of the railway exposing the geological relations of the 

sand deposit to the brick clays, there can be little doubt that the two 

are contemporaneous. The fact that the clays pass beneath the south- 

ern margin of the sand plain is a necessary result of the outward 

growth of the delta front of the plain upon the clays which were laid 

down at its margin when it was less extended in that direction. The 

general relations of these clays, which lie between two stages of sand- 

plain construction, are set forth diagrammatically in the accompanying 

ideal section (fig. 36). : 

1 Providence Franklin Society, Report on the Geology of Rhode Island, p. 104. 
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THE BARRINGTON SPRINGS. 

A local phenomenon of some interest as affecting the working of 

brick clays by keeping the bottoms wet is the occurrence of springs, 

or so-called ‘mud volcanoes,” in the pits of the Barrington Brick Com- 

pany. Here, on the floor of the clay pit, were to be seen, in 1894, sev- 

eral active minute cones, from 1 to 3 feet in diameter. Other very 

minute, steep-sided cones were not more than half an inch in diameter 

and of the same elevation. The larger cones were as much as 6 inches 

in height. At the apex, or on one side, where a shifting of the vent 

had occurred, was a Shallow crater from 1 to 4 inches across, breached 

on one side by the excurrent stream of muddy water. The escape of 

gas was not detected by the eye. According to the statement of the 

foreman of the brickyards, these springs are active during the dry sea- 

son of the summer, and have been known for years. Similar springs 

occur in the clay pits at Titicut, Mass. 

These springs appear to differ from ordinary springs mainly in the 

quality of the solid matter discharged. The clay which they bring to 

the surface accumulates about the vent instead of being carried away, 

as is the case of the sand grains, however minute, in more freely flow- 

ing water. The sand plain on the north of the clay pits appears to act 

as a reservoir, the connection of which with the clay beds is formed by 

the fore-set beds of the delta (see F in fig. 36), which beds run out in 

the form of sandy layers in the clay section. In this way the rainfall 

percolating down through the sand is led into the clay strata along 

sandy partings, under conditions analogous to those which exist in 

artesian wells. Another explanation has been advanced by Shaler (see 

p. 971). 
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brick making. Local deposits of clay in 
front of and under southern margin or 
glacial sand plains, usually sandy toward 
upper surface. Large areas of clay prob- 
ably covered by sand and gravel plains. 

| 
ea Undetermined Not reported 

clays 
elong 

—___Pleistocene._ 

Ledaclaysat Glouces- 
termay belong here. 

Undetermined 

No deposits recognized above sea level. 

Deposition of much clay with bowlders 
dropped from floating ice. 

No evidence ........-. INoevidence! Sa------- 

ENT i i a . stat ay Waeutine eens |lGeorces Bank sant || No deposits recognized above sea level 

related elevations | | 
} ’ formed at this time ? | 

shells’ | Notiseen=-c----------- Undetermimed -......-. Thin layers of clay interstratified with ma- 
umlins rine sands; of no commercial value. 
ix may 
i 

Meese soe INOLSCON==- reese e =e Notimeported ~2222---4- No clays of this time as yet recognized in the 
area. 



Period. 

Pleistocene. 

Glacial. 

Chronology. 

North America. 

Post-glacial........ | 

Third glacial ....... | 

Second interglacial ... 
. 

Second glacial...... 

Virst interglacial ..... 

First glacial .......... 

Correlation table of 

New England, 

PrOsONt secs concedes 

TOrrate: cessccccecwwns 

Local criteria. 

Processes now in action ...-.-.------- 

Entrenchment of streams in valley 
trains and sand plains. Wind- 
drifted glacial sands; swamps, 
marshes, and peat deposits. 

Marine erosion 

(E.) 

Nantucket. 

Champlain subepoch. . 

Vineyard interval .... 

Tisbury subepoch .... 

Gay Head interval . 

Deposition of terminal and retreat- 
at moraines, sand plains, eskers, 
kames, and moraine terraces, Lime 
of retreat, 

Time of tbh iy RIMOINtION ONWIACS Wevsscucceecdwesce cr acen~2 
vance, Erosion and striation. 

Snbaerial erosion on lands above pres 
ent sea level; deposits below pres- 
ent sea level. 

Uneonformity at this | 
stage; details of sur- 
face wanting. 

New England Islands. 

Geographical distribution. 

the Pleistocene deposits of Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts in relation to glacial brick clays, by J. B. Woodworth. 

(S.) Mainland. 

—— 

Marthas Vineyard. 

— 

Marine erosion -.----------=-- 

Block Island. 

Marine erosion ......... | 

Long Island. 

Marine erosion 

Cape Cod. | 

Marine erosion 

Narragansett Bay. 

Poppasquash elovated 
beach. 

Tnner moraine. 
Outer moraine. 

Melting of ice blocks giving 
rise to ponds in frontal 
plains. 

Terminal roraine. 

Widespread subaerial erosion 
in highlands. Adjustment 
of stream valleys to folded 
structures; capture and be- 
heading of streams. 

Evidence of stream- 
carved surface, on 
which rests the last 
coating of glacial till. 

Not surveyed. 

Deposition of sands and clays with 
bowlers; land probably depressed 
150 feet below premnt level at the 
close of this time. 

Erosion below present sea level. 
Land high. 

Stratified sandy clays 
exposed beneath 
kame moraine prob- 
ably belong here. 

Stratified ferruginous sands 
with clays aud bowlders 
in North Tisbury along 
Vineyard Sound. 150 feet 
thick above sea level. 

Mohegan Bluff series: 
clays and sands with 
bowlders. 

Not surveyed...) 

Uneonformity; details un- 
determined, 

Providence plains. 
Barrington clays, 
Queens River moraine. 
Congdon Hill moraine. 
Charlestown moraine. 

Boston Basin 

Tidal action .. 

Eskora and sand 
plains. 

Drumlins. 
NNW-SSE striation. 

N-S striation. 

Unconformabloe sur- 
face. 

Stratified sandy clays at 
Highland Light and else- 
where. Probably frag- 
ments in ‘clay pounds’ 
belong here. 

Bullocks Point clays ?- 

| 

| Mystic River clays 
ee Uy belong 
ere, 

WOMB GN te cuewseesee vaca. Unconformity at Gay Head 
and in North Tisbury. 

Unconformity at Clay 
Head. 

Not surveyed... 

Volding and overthrusting of Creta- 
ceous, Neocene, and earliest Pleis- 
ae from Nantucket west- 
ward, 

Observed at Sankaty 
and Squam heads in 
fossiliterous Pleisto- 
cene beds. 

Sankaty subepoch .... Compound gravels and sands, with 
local clay deposits. Post-Pliocene 
marine fauna, Beds involved in 
Gay Head diastrophe, 

Coarse marine sands, 
with whole and wave 
worn shells. Post- 
Pliocene faunaat San- 
katy and Squam heads. 
Base not revealed. 

Profound inyersion of soft 
strata over the island. 

Inversion of beds at 
Clay Head. 

Not surveyed... 

Compound gravels and Grayish compound 
sands. Beds locally ce- 
mented by iron oxide. Lo- 
cally SRN waterworn 
Miocene fossils. 

gravels and sands in- 
volved in folds at 
Clay Head. 

Not surveyed... 

No evidence ........... 

Northern Now England | 

Marine erosion 

| Pinal disappearance of 

Prontal maraine, 

Undetermined Not reported 

LedaclaysatGlouces- | Undetermined 
termay belong here, 

No evidence .......... 

Georges Banka and 
related clevationa 
formed at this time | 

Undetermined 

Erosion of underlying terrane and 
transportation and deposition of 
bowlders of granitite, diorite, and 
poo (from Iron Mine Hill in 
umberland, R. 1.) along lines trav- 

orsed by drift of last Glacial epoch. 

Not observed ....-...-.. Erosion of Pliocene and Mio- 
cene beds, and transporta- 
tion of enviar blocks of 
path orite, ete., up to 

feet long, 
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Erosion interval be- 
tween next above and 
Cretaceous (!) beds. 

Not surveyed... 

Undetermined ........---..- ‘Wanting... /scnsc—s5 Wanting <20)......... 

Undetermined .........----- Not seen Fragments of shells | Not seen.........---.- 
found in drumlins 
with matrix may 
belong here, 

Not seen.......--..-.---000 Not seen.......--...--.| Undeterminei.....--- Not reported |. 

Koonomics, 

Brick clays, 

Olaya and marsh muds forming along consts; 
not available deposits 

Possibly some ooastal claya now 
doposited at this time, 

Stony and bowlder claya of the upluida; 
till of drumlina; both locally used for 
briok making. Loonl deposits of clay in 
front of and under southern wargin or 
glvcial sand plains, naually sandy toward 
upper surface. Large arena of clay prob. 
ably covered by sand and gravel plains, 

No deposits recognised above sea level, 

Deposition of much clay 
dropped from floating tee, 

No deposits recognized above sea level, 

——— 

Thin layers of clay interatratified with ma. 
rine sands; of no commercial value. 

.| No clays of this time as yet recognized in the 
aren, 
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By C. F. MARBUT AND J. B. WooDWORTH. 

THE CLAYS ABOUT BOSTON. 

EXPOSURES. 

Glacial brick clays are well developed in the estuaries of the Charles, 

Mystic, and Saugus rivers, north and west of Boston, Mass. Natural 

exposures of the beds are exceedingly rare. The top of the formation 

is in most places only a few feet above high-tide level, and often is 

below it. It has not been seen at more than 100 feet above sea level. 

Where above the sea, the clay is generally covered with stratified 

sand, with till, or with swamp deposits. The uneven surface of the 

brick clays thus indicated shows them to have a greater antiquity than 

has been generally recognized, and, taken in connection with the details 

presented in the following pages, serves to demonstrate the deposition 

of these beds prior to the formation of the drumlins and sand plains of 

the Boston Basin. 

The most important exposures for geological purposes are those made 

by the brick manufacturers and those made in sewer construction. 
The pits at the large brickyards afford the best exposures of the clays; 

but as these are located where there is the least amount of overlying 

material, the result is that the stratigraphic relations of the clays to 

superjacent beds are not very well shown in them. 

CHARACTER OF THE CLAYS. 

The clays are of a bluish color, plastic, and consist of extremely fine 

material, which under the microscope is seen to be composed partly of 

quartz and feldspar and partly of material that is too fine in texture 

to give a distinet polarization color for each individual particle. It 

is probably disintegrated material instead of powdered rock. In thin, 

flocculent masses floating in water the whole has an amber-colored 
989 
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polarization, with the larger quartz and feldspar grains scattered 

through it, appearing as brightly polarizing spots. 

The clays are generally horizontal and finely stratified, the layers 

being, as a rule, not more than 2 inches thick, and often much less. 

The alternations in the beds are due to considerable variations in the 

amount of sand which they coutain. 

Seattered through the formation are bowlders ranging in size from 

small pebbles to masses weighing several tons. The most abundant 

are about the size of a man’s head. These bowlders usually display 

glacial strive and surfaces smoothed by glacial attrition. Their presence 

in the clays seems best explained by supposing them to have dropped 

from floating ice during the deposition of the beds. 

At a few points, notably in Cambridge, in sewer excavations, where 

the underlying Cambridge slates are near the surface, the base of the 

brick clays has been reached, or, at least, the clays have been observed 

to pass into a bowlder clay, essentially till in character. 

The clay beds in North Cambridge are said by well borers to be from 

2 to 85 feet thick and to be underlain by gravel. Borings in the city 

Fic. 37.—Sketch showing fold in brick-clay beds and associated gravels on the western side of Fresh 

Pond, Cambridge, Mass. From a sketch by J. B. Woodworth made in 1891. A, Fine sands, cross- 

bedded, with a few layers of clay; B, gray clay, similar to brick clays, with minute faults and joints, 

10 feet; C, waterworn pebbles in coarse gravels. 

of Cambridge have been reported in which beds of sand were inter- 

calated between members of the clay formation. 

The brick clays, though prevailingly horizontal, exhibit local disturb- 

ances on a seale relatively large as compared with the exposed thick- 

ness of the beds. These deformations are either in the form of folds or 

of disrupted masses and heads of clay protruding into overlying grav- 

els. The section exposed in grading a road on the west side of Fresh 

Pond, in Cambridge, has revealed numerous instances of this displace- 

ment of the clays. The overlying kame gravels are also involved in 

folds in a way to show that the disturbance is a relatively late phenome- 

non, due to the last, and probably a local, advance of the ice. The 

accompanying section (fig. 37) exhibits a portion of the above-noted 

section. 

In the North Cambridge clay pits folds also occur, but there is no evi- 

dence based upon the involution of overlying beds of the relative time 

of the disturbance. One such fold was visible in April, 1891, on the 

west side of Dublin street, in the form of a closed anticline forced over 

to the southward in a direction accordant with the hypothesis of glacial 

thrust acting upon the surface of these partially plastic layers (fig. 38). 
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SURFACE OF THE BRICK CLAYS. 

The contour of the surface of the glacial brick clays in the region 

about Boston is still imperfectly known, but there are additional 

reasons to those already given for inferring that the general form of 

this buried topography is largely determined by glacial erosion. It is 

true that in the valleys of the Mystie and Charles rivers ordinary 

river and tidal processes have effectively acted to bring the surface 

immediately adjacent to the lines of the present drainage into a con- 

figuration peculiar to these agencies. The general horizontality of the 

clay beds and the mode of deposition of such fine materials make it 

necessary to suppose that when the deposit in this basin was in its 

original state its surface was approximately level or had such an 

inclination toward the deeper water as was determined by the nature 

of the bottom on which deposition began. The very considerable 

local inequalities in the surface of these clays is therefore explicable 

on either of three hypotheses—excavation, elevation by dislocation, or 

the transportation and accumulation of particles, as in glacial drumlins. 

N.N.W. SSH = 

Fie. 38.—Overturned folds in West Cambridge brick clays. 

The existing difference of level of the surface of the clays is as great 

as 40 feet within the limits of Cambridge alone. 

Ice-worn surface of the clays.—At a number of points in Cambridge 
and Watertown where the morainal drift and the sands which cover 

the clays have been freshly stripped off the sharply defined upper sur- 

face of the compact brick clays has been exposed in the form of smooth, 

roundish ridges resembling very flat roches moutonnées. This form of 

erosion is well shown on the rising ground along the northern slope of 

the Cambridge moraine in the vicinity of Huronavenue. The phenom- 

enon is indicative of the overriding of the clays by the ice. 

CUBICAL JOINTING OF THE CLAYS. 

The clays in the Cambridge pits in the upper 5 or 6 feet of the sec- 

tions exposed are much checked by a rough cubical jointing. This 

secondary structure becomes more pronounced in the dry season, and is 

possibly due to contraction upon loss of water, though it may be owing 

to the effect of pressure applied by the once overlying ice sheet. 
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FROST MARKS ON CLAY BOTTOMS. 

Wherever recently worked clay pits are exposed in the autumn in 

this latitude conditions prevail which favor the record of very transi- 

tory meteorological changes on their surface. After a shower rain- 

drop imprints may frequently be observed upon the soft clay of 

partially dried-up pools. Frost marks in the form of ruffled, feathery 

surfaces also occur, Typical ice-crystal marks, formed by the impinge- 

ment of acicular crystals of ice on the bottom or by their growth in 

the superficial layer of clay, frequently show the 30° and 60° angles 

peculiar to ice. Subsequent drying of the clay warps the surface and 

Fic. 39.—Ice-crystal marks. Clay pits, North Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 23, 1889. 

slightly distorts these figures. Further desiccation of the clays may 

result in sun cracks following the lines of weakness determined by the 

course of the larger ice needles. (See fig.39 for illustration of these 
imprints.') These indications of exposure to the atmosphere are, so 

far as observations have determined, entirely absent upon the older 

surfaces formed successively with each layer of clay. These consid- 

erations therefore lead to the conclusion that the brick clays were 

uninterruptedly covered by standing water during the period of their 

deposition. 

Soc., London, Vol. XL, No. 157, 1884, p. 184. Describes ice-crystal plumes on mud and gives figures. 
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PRECEDING VIEWS ON THE AGE OF THE BRICK CLAYS. 

The opinion that the clays described in this paper under the head 

of the Tisbury are older than the last ice advance is expressed, perhaps 

somewhat vaguely, in the writings of Edward Hitchcock as early as 

1833, but his reasons for assigning to the deposits a Tertiary age were 

of a deductive nature rather than the result of a study of their inferior 

position in the field to the glacial drift which rests upon them. Although 

the clays were described by him under the head of Tertiary deposits, he 

expressed doubt whether they might not belong to the ‘“‘diluvium” or 

drift. In 1841 he considered the clays “diluvial,” being deposited “in 

every basin where the stirring diluvial waters were kept quiet by the 

surrounding hills.” This conception, evidently true as regards their 

time relations to drift deposits now fully recognized as of glacial origin, 

has not been questioned by local observers. 

CLAY STONES. 

The nodules and stringer-like aggregations to which the term clay 

stones is properly restricted, the ‘‘clay dogs” of the clay workers, are 

less frequently found in this district than in the clays of the Connece- 

ticut Valley. The paucity of these consolidated portions of the clay 

beds in southeastern Massachusetts is probably due to the smaller 

amount of lime carbonate in the glacial waste of this field. 

Imperfect clay stones were reported by Edward Hitchcock from the 

brick clays in the vicinity of Boston. In all the exposures made by 

workings within recent years these nodules are rarely found. In so 

far as they are wanting the clays are freed from one of the causes 

which frequently spoil the bricks made in the Connecticut Valley. 

Whenever the clays contain one of these calcareous nodules, its eal- 

cination results in the bulging out of the side of the brick or in the 

formation of cracks which unfit the baked piece for use. 

Ring-shaped nodules are occasionally washed out of the clays in the 

banks of glacial lakelets near Boston, but little is known of their oceur- 

rence in clays resorted to for brickmaking. 

FOSSILS. 

The brick clays of the Boston Basin and the small separated deposits 

southward to the south coast have not afforded, so far as the Survey 

has been able to ascertain, definite traces of organic remains. The 

clays in Charlestown afforded Edward Hitchcock cylindrical casts from 

one-fourth to 1 inch in diameter which were considered by him as 

organic. These casts, in the form of minute tubes, with hardened walls, 

perforating the strata perpendicularly, are common at all depths in the 

Connecticut River clays accessible to examination. They appear to 

17 GEOL, PY 1 63 
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mark the path of percolating water charged with lime and iron salts, 

with which the walls and the permeable sandy layers were cemented. 

These pipes are not necessarily due to the presence of any organic form, 

though the formation of some of the cylindrical pipes in the upper parts 

of the clay pits may have been determined by the growth and decay of 

the roots of plants long subsequent to the deposition of the clays. 

The fossiliferous fragments found in the drumlins about Boston indi- 
cate, by the nature of the matrix, that they are not portions of the 

brick clays, but their exact relations can be inferred only in the man- 

ner pointed out in the attempted correlation in the earlier parts of this 

paper. 

ESTUARINE OR MARINE ORIGIN OF THE BRICK CLAYS. 

The estuarine or marine origin of the brick clays in the Boston Basin 

has not been directly proved, but it is at least extremely probable. No 

marine fossils have been found in them, nor have they been traced con- 

tinuously to a connection with clays carrying marine fossils. Their 

constitution shows that they were deposited in quiet water. Their 

positions show that they were laid down in estuaries which were open to 

the sea. There is no evidence that these water basins were shut out 

from the sea at the time of the deposition of the clays. The length of 

time required for the deposition of these slow-forming sediments is 

incompatible with the idea of ice barriers such as have been supposed 

to exist in the same region during the time of the formation of the over- 

lying sand plains at a later stage in the glacial history of the region. 

3arriers of this nature are not sufficiently permanent. It is probable 

that the clays were more exposed then than now to the sea, for the 

reason that since the clays were deposited a great deal of till in the 

form of drumlins has been left upon their eroded surfaces, fending them 

off from the sea. 

Moreover, the clays are deposits made in moderately deep water. 

This would require a submergence below the present stand of the land 

for all parts of the formation lying above the present sea level, making 

the supposition of a barrier to the estuaries still more difficult. The 

amount of this submergence about Boston has not been determined. 

Any beaches or erodible shoreline features which may have marked 

this upper limit of the water in which the clays were deposited were 

probably effaced in the last advance of the ice. Benches cut in the 

hard rock on southward-facing cliffs may not have suffered that fate, 

but the connection of any such phenomena with the sea level of that 

time has not yet been recognized. The minimum amount of the sub- 

mergence is indicated by the highest known occurrence of the marine 

clays. In the vicinity of Boston that occurrence is abont 100 feet 

above the present sea level, but as in all the cases where the clays are 

observed their upper limit is determined by erosion, the submergence 

must have exceeded this amount. 
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INTERGLACIAL AGE OF THE CLAYS. 

The clays were deposited in more or less direct connection with an ice 

sheet which had retreated across the area to a position north of the 

formation, and betore a readvance of the ice. That the clays were 

deposited in connection with an advance of the ice is shown in their 

composition. They consist quite largely of ground-up rocks, and not 

of thoroughly disintegrated material. They also contain glaciated 

bowlders, some of which are too large to be carried by such ice flows 

as form at the present time on this coast. 

That the brick clays are newer than at least one advance of the ice 

is shown by their resting on till at a few points in the vicinity of Cam- 

bridge. On the west side of Fresh Pond the clay bed in the section 

shown in fig. 37, though thinner than tbe beds elsewhere seen in 

the clay pits, is considered to be of the same series. It dips north- 

ward under overlying gravels and sands and appears beneath the 

level of the banks of the pond in a pit about 500 feet northeast of the 

locality shown in fig. 37. It then disappears beneath sands and gravels 

to reappear in a pit at a brickyard 400 feet northeast of the latter 

place. These three exposures are regarded as the same bed, on the 

N.W. 

Fic. 40.—Section at Ten Pound Hill, Somerville, Mass., showing drumlin till overlying eroded surface 

of brick clays. A, thick cobbly ll; B, road to Wellington; C, till with striated pebbles seen in 

clay-pit at this point. 

ground of similarity in character and composition, and of continuity of 

stratification. 

That the clays are older than at least one advance of the ice over 

the area is clearly shown in many localities. The stratigraphic evi- 

dence of this relation is more abundant than, and just as conclusive as, 

that for their being younger than one ice advance. One of the facts 

pointing to this conclusion is the occurrence of clay of the same physical 

character as the clays of the undisturbed beds in the till of the last ice 

invasion. Many of the drumlins about Boston Harbor contain a large 

amount of this clay, mixed up with gravel, bowlders, and the ordinary 

yellowish clay of the drumlins. 

Another fact well established is that the clays underlie the drumlins. 

One of the localities where this relation is shown most conclusively is 

in the remnant of a drumlin known as Ten Pound Hill, at the southern 

end of the Wellington Bridge, in Somerville. The clays have been 

excavated beneath the salt marsh just south of the drumlin. In the 

drumlin itself the clays rise about 20 feet above the top of the clay in 

the neighboring marsh. At the southeastern end of the drumlin the 
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plane of demarcation between the overlying gravelly till and the brick 

clays is sharply defined. Scratched pebbles occur plentifully in the 

till. Toward the northern end of the drumlin the till appears to be 

thicker and coarser and more commingled with clay. A cross section 

of the hill as it appeared in 1894 is annexed. The evidence goes to 

show the erosion of the clay surrounding the drumlin and the aceumu- 

lation of till upon the same clay on the site of the drumlin. 

Another significant locality is at the foot of the northern slope of 

Convent Hill, a drumlin, now largely removed, within the limits of 

Somerville, about 300 feet east of the junction of the Wellington road 

Fig. 41.—Cross-section at Ten Pound Hill, Somerville, Mass. 

with that from Charlestown to Medford. A shaft was sunk at the 

foot of the hill in the autumn of 1894 in putting in a sewer. It was 

33 feet deep when seen by C. F. Marbut, and was still in clay at the 

bottom. The clay has the same physical characters as that from 

the brick-clay pits. The slope of Convent Hill carried downward at 

the same angle that it has above the top of the shaft would cross the 

clay bed apparently several feet above the bottom. The relations of 

the till and clay, as interpreted by Marbut from the facts seen here, 

are shown in fig. 42. 

Fig. 42.—Diagram showing relations of brick clays and till at Convent Hill, in Somerville, Mass. 

Another occurrence showing the same relation of till and clay beds 

is in Saugus, at a brickyard about 1,500 feet southwest of the railway 

station at East Saugus. The clay bed is now worked on the north face 

of th hill, just above the level of the salt marsh, where very little 

mate1‘al overlies the clay. An old pit, now filled with water, about 

200 fect southeast of the present one and farther back in the hill, was 

operated formerly. In this place about 15 feet of till overlay the clay, 

which was found approximately at the same level as it exists in the 

present workings. The section at this locality is shown in fig. 43. 

In the most of the clay pits in Revere the clays are worked up to the 

base of the drumlins and show no change in character nor diminution 
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in thickness. The localities most frequently selected for a clay pit 

are not on the lowest points or midway between two drumlins, but 

as near to the base of a drumlin as possible without involving much 

stripping. The beds ought to be thinner here if the clays overlie the 

till of the drumlins, but in no case has a pit been seen which went to 

the bottom of the formation. The location of clay pits as near the 

base of the drumlins and as high up as possible is probably due to the 

better facilities for drainage in such situations. 

Till was seen overlying stratified clays in Medford, Mass., in 1892 by 

J. B. Woodworth, on the east side of Winchester street, near No, 30, 

and south of Marion street, on the east side of the Boston and Lowell 

Railroad, and near old clay pits, in a ditch showing the following section: 

1. Rich black soil, varying in depth from 12 to 18 inches. 

2. Till, composed of subangular pebbles and cobbles, occasionally scratched, with a 

matrix of sand and some clay. 

3. Brick clays, with a nearly level surface, but inclined slightly toward the pits on 

the east. 

This till appears to be the peripheral, attenuated part of the mass 

which forms the drumlin of College Hill, the eminence on which stands 

Tufts College. 

OLD PIT PRESENT 
WORKINGS 

Fic. 43.—Section showing relations of till to brick clays in East Saugus, Mass. 

In many places in Cambridge the clays have been seen within the 

last few years in excavations for sewers. The clays are in all cases 

overlain by a bed of stratified sand of varying thickness. They are 

known to occur under the Museum of Comparative Zoology, overlain 

by about 10 feet of stratified sand. These clays on the south side of 
the ridge running from Cambridge Station westward to the south side 

of Fresh Pond, are evidently a part of the formation which lies on the 

north side of the same ridge, and which, indeed, enter into the forma- 

tion of the ridge itself. 

The same relation of the clays to overlying stratified glacial sands is 

shown near East Everett Station, where the sand is about 2 feet thick, 

overlain in turn by about 1 foot of salt marsh. 

The sand flat extending over a considerable area south of Medford 

and northwest of Wellington Station is underlain apparently every- 

where by the clay formation. In all the clay pits in this vicinity the 

sand varies from 3 to 10 feet in thickness. In the salt marsh half a 

mile west of Wellington Station are the stumps of many cedars or 

pines that grew in the sands overlying the clays before the invasion of 

the area by the marsh. 
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OLDER PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS OF BOSTON HARBOR. 

Professor Crosby and Miss Ballard find evidence in the fossiliferous 

drift in the drumlins of Boston Harbor of a succession of ice advances. 

When the ice sheet first invaded this area the shells on the bottom of Boston Har- 

bor were reduced to fragments and became a part of the ground moraine or till. 

During the recession of the ice sheet the till was locally cemented or lithified by 

carbonate of lime derived from the shells through the solvent action of meteoric 

waters, the still undissolved shells thus becoming, i some cases, completely inclosed 

in a firm matrix. During the second advance of the 1ce sheet the shells suffered 

further comminution, and the cemented or hthified portions of the till were more or 
less broken up and abraded or glaciated. ! 

The authors of the paper above referred to, however, feel constrained 

to state that they find no evidence of an interglacial period. 

The time of building these fossiliferous fragments into the drumlins 

having been obviously the last Glacial epoch, that of the formation of 

the earlier fossiliferous till fragments sueceeded the deposition of the 

shell beds, the time of which can also be approximately determined. 

A comparison of the species found fossil in these fragments with the 

Sankaty Head fauna makes it a probably correct inference that these 

shells are of the same age, there being at least 27 identified species in 

common, but these are mainly living in nearby waters. The Sankaty 

beds on Marthas Vineyard and Block Island are succeeded by the Tis- 

bury beds, the genesis of which seems best explained by a time of ice 

action, if not actual glaciation, and all of this long anterior to the last 

Glacial epoch, which was separated from the Tisbury epoch by the rela- 

tively long Vineyard interval. The evidence as to the succession of 

events in the New England islands and in the Boston Basin is thus 

essentially parallel. 

1Pistribution and probable age of the fossil shells in the drumlins of the Boston Basin: Am. Jour. 

Sci., 3d series, Vol. XLVIII, 1894, pp. 494-495. 
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By N. S. SHALER. 

ECONOMIC RESULTS AND SUMMARY. 

Although the inquiry the results of which are set forth in the pre- 

ceding pages of this memoir was not made especially with the inten- 

tion of determining the economic conditions of the clays of the region 

studied, certain information of value to those who are commercially 

interested in these deposits may be here given; a brief statement will 

therefore be made of facts which may be serviceable to those who are 

seeking to utilize the clays of southeastern New England. 

The observations set forth in the preceding pages show that the 

valuable clays of this district are industrially divided into three groups 

which agree tolerably well with the classes in which they are placed by 

their geological history. There are the Cretaceous and Tertiary, the 

earlier Pleistocene, and the last Glacial. 

CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY CLAYS. 

The Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits include only the beds which 

are developed on Marthas Vineyard and possibly on some other of the 

New England Islands. For economic purposes they may be regarded 

as limited to the western half of Marthas Vineyard. They contain a 

considerable variety of clays, which differ much from one another in 

physical properties and in fitness for use in the arts. In general charac- 

acter they resemble the well-known elays of New Jersey. Some of these 

clays of Marthas Vineyard are by their quality better suited for making 

the more valuable kinds of pottery than those from any other deposits 

found along the Atlantic Coast, and if they were not very ill placed 

for use they would doubtless have already been extensively exploited. 

As it is, the dislocated character of the beds, which are everywhere 

steeply tilted and often much broken up, makes it difficult and costly 

to use the materials from the valuable layers, which are entangled with 

those that are worthless. The only place where the beds are so exhib- 

ited as to guide in exploitation is in the cliffs of Gay Head, where the 
999 
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deposits are well shown, but they are there so complicated by folds, 

faults, and shearings that it has been found impossible to follow them 

by such large and systematically arranged workings as are necessary 

for economically good results. There seems little reason to believe 

that in any part of the island where these clays lie above the level of the 

sea—an area of about 50,000 acres in all so lying—the beds are much 

less disturbed than at Gay Head. We may therefore assume that the 

same difficulties which have been encountered at places where the beds 

are well exposed will in an even greater measure be met where they 

are hidden by the soil and the underlying glacial drift. Moreover, the 

part of the island where these clays are accessible is quite without har- 

bors. Vessels have to take their cargoes from wharves on a coast 

which is exposed to heavy storms, and which is accessible with safety 

for only a part of the year, and then only in quiet weather. 

The result of these conditions, which the senior author has had an 

opportunity carefully to note for the last ten years, is that, notwith- 

standing the excellence of the Marthas Vineyard clays and the long 

time that their quality has been known, they have never come into 

general use. Several extensive and well-conducted experiments in 

shipping the material or in using it for various purposes on the ground 

have ended in failure. The only evident means of utilizing the deposits 

would seem to be by turning them to account 1n small factories produe- 

ing articles of pottery which might have a peculiar value on account of 

their decoration or finish. The conditions seem unfavorable for the 

utilization of the materials in the manufacture of brick, paints, or 

ordinary pottery, where the cost of the material is a determining factor 

in the business. A large establishment for making brick on the north 

shore of the island came to ruin. Another on the same shore, where 

the clays were ground and lixiviated in order to prepare them for use 

in manufacturing oilecloths, has been allowed to fall into decay. The 

surface, which is underlain by the whiter clays, is dotted over with 

pits, where at various times within the last half century unsuccessful 

efforts have been made to win a profit from the deposits. 

It is possible that further search beneath the drift covering of Mar- 

thas Vineyard will reveal the existence of areas in which the clay beds 

may bein such positions that they can be worked under favorable con- 

ditions. In this improbable event, and with a harbor provided, as it 

could be at a relatively small cost at Menemsha Pond by cutting a 

passage through the sand beach, these clays might be advantageously 

marketed. 

PLEISTOCENE CLAYS. 

The Pleistocene clays, those formed after the disturbances which 

folded the older deposits of Marthas Vineyard had taken place, are 

extensively developed throughout the islands and the seaboard dis- 

trict of southeastern Massachusetts As noted in the earlier sections 
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of this paper, these clays are widely distributed. They occur plenti- 

fully on the New England Islands, on Cape Cod, and elsewhere beneath 

the deposits of thelastice epoch. In character they generally resemble 

the clays last formed in this district, being of that uniform quality 

which fits them for use solely in making brick or for the rougher kinds 

of tile and pottery work. As a whole they contain more iron than the 

newest clays of this part of the country. They shrink and warp more 

on burning, and are therefore less suited for the arts than the last- 

named group. It is possible that this group of argillaceous deposits, 

newer than the Tertiary but older than those formed during the last 

Glacial epoch, may be made fit for use if mingled with other materials, 

but in their unmixed state they must be regarded as of less promise 

than those of the other groups. So far as known, the only place where 

these clays are now exploited is in the town of Sandwich, on Cape Cod, 

where a brickyard has its pits in a deposit which probably is of this 

relatively early age. As yet the operations are not of sufficient extent 

clearly to determine the full value of the beds. ‘The establishment for 

brickmaking at Roaring Brook, on the north shore of Marthas Vineyard, 
which worked clays of this age, found difficulty in obtaining products 

of satisfactory quality. The trouble appears to have inhered in the 

nature of the clay. It may be observed, however, that the material 

from Cape Cod is much more nearly like the newer deposits, which 

are next to receive our attention. It may therefore be found that these 

more northern deposits will prove quite suitable for use in the arts. 

The only notable economic value of the clays of the group we are 

now considering has been found in their application to the sand roads 

of Cape Cod. In this district, where the stratified sands of glacial 

origin and those which have been blown inland from the beaches are 

alike extensively developed, the only available resource of the road 

masters in their efforts to better the highways has been to apply a coat- 

ing of this clay to the surface of the road. Laid on to the depth of 3 

to 6 inches, the material quickly works down into the sand and serves 

to bind it with tolerable firmness. For a year or two after the layer is 

applied the benefit continues, but gradually the adhesive matter works 

downward or is blown away, so that the effect is impermanent. In 

many cases this process of repairing ways is so costly that it is cheaper 

to harden the trodden part of the road with broken stone brought from 

a distance than to incur the expense of repeating the application of 

clay at intervals of a few years. Still, for local ways this method of 

repairing is commendable. 

If the clay deposits which probably underlie the greater portion of 

the Cape Cod district were not in most parts of that area either below 

the sea level or so deeply covered with glacial drift as to be inaccessi- 

ble, a much more extended use of the material in bettering the roads 

would have been made than has been the case. In fact, however, these 

clays, with rare exceptions, are accessible only where they occur in the 
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form of masses, often of large size, which have been forced above their 

original position and mingled with the drift. In other cases the 

deposits appear to consist of sharp ridges of the clay, which were left 

projecting much above the general surface by the erosion that took 

place before the last ice epoch, and which are now mantled over by the 

drift envelope. Neither of these sources of clay affords good oppor- 

tunities for obtaining a cheap supply of the material. 

The latest group of clays, those commonly used for making brick in 

New England, were formed during the retreat of the glacier during the 

last ice epoch of this part of the country. Where the ice lay beyond 

the present line of the shore, and while the erosive work which it did 

was most intense, the clays derived from the fine muds which escaped 

from the subglacial mass were deposited, doubtless in large quantities, 

far to the seaward of the existing coast. As the front of the ice in its 

waning period, with occasional readvances, retreated to the northward 

the mass thinned and the wearing which it effected on the bed rocks 

diminished, and thus smaller and local deposits of clay were formed. 

These limited clay fields, as has been noted by Mr. Woodworth, appear 

to have been built near the mouth of each of the subglacial rivers. 

This conclusion is attested by the fact that many of these clay deposits 

lie approximately a little beyond the point where for a time one of 

these streams, escaping from beneath the ice, left marks of its action 

in the form of deltas, which are still traceable. We thus not infre- 

quently find in elongated ridges of sand and gravel the molds of the 

caverns through which were discharged the waters of the subglacial 

streams that carried the clays out into the sea. Beyond the southern 

ends of these eskers there generally extends a sand plain with an 

approximately level surface. Experience shows that yet farther away 

from the old margin of the ce, but sometimes beneath this plain, clay 

deposits are likely to be found. it may in general be assumed that 

wherever considerable plains of sand occur in the valleys of southeastern 

New England there is a fair chance that clay beds exist beneath or near 

the covering. It must not be assumed, however, that where they exist 

they will in all cases be found at depths economical for working. Nor 

should it be supposed that the clays are altogether limited to the 

regions beneath the sand plains. The deposits formed before the last 

advance and retreat of the ice are, as noted in the early part of this 

paper, not infrequently covered by other forms of drift, but in these 

cases the nature and depth of the superincumbent material are likely 

to be such as to make it too expensive to work them. 

So far as the facts have been gathered they go to show that no avail-— 

able deposits of clay exist in the region under discussion at a greater 

height than about 100 feet above the sea level. It seems tolerably safe 

to assume that south and east of a line extending from the mouth of 

the Merrimac River to Stonington, Conn., there is not much chance of 

finding considerable deposits of clays fit for brickmaking at bigher 
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levels than have just been indicated. In this field the beds of value 

are in the main limited to the valleys of the greater streams, probably 

for the reason that the existence of such valleys, which were formed 

before the advent of the glaciers of the last ice age, determined to a 

great extent the paths which were followed by the rivers that coursed 

beneath the ice, bearing forth the finely ground rock that went to form 

these deposits. 

It is to be noted that the clays of the southeastern section of New 

England, taken as a whole, exhibit a greater range of features, chem- 

ical and physical, than those of any other portion of the eastern United 

States. .As yet their properties in relation to the industries have not 

been carefully determined. It is quite likely that a well-conducted 

inquiry would show that the range of possible applications of these 

materials is much greater than has been supposed. It is especially 

desirable that this study should include the group of clays which are 

later than the Tertiary and older than the deposits formed during the 

last Glacial epoch. It is also important that the result to be attained 

by mixing the several varieties of clay, including those which are found 

in the Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits of Marthas Vineyard, should 

be inquired into. Consideration should also be given to the use of the 

very siliceous beds of Marthas Vineyard, which may, perhaps, with or 

without preliminary treatment or admixture with other materials, prove 

to be well suited for making fire bricks. 

In closing, it may be well to remark that the coals of the Rhode 

Island and Massachusetts basin, which may be obtained without undue 

cost about Narragansett Bay, appear to be tolerably well fitted for use 

in burning brick in kilns. If this should prove to be the case, a fairly 

cheap fuel would be provided in the immediate neighborhood of the 

clay deposits which have been mentioned in this paper. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION. 

From the purely scientific point of view, the most important point 

which it has been the intention to develop in this paper concerns the 

divisions of the so-called Glacial period into three great epochs of ice 

action separated from one another by very long intervals. In the 

opinion of the senior author, the interval between the first and the 

third of these periods was many times as long as that which has elapsed 

since the ice passed away from this district. This, as has elsewhere 

been noted, is indicated by the facts that the beds containing glacial 

erratics underlying the island of Marthas Vineyard were folded, and 

that the stream erosion which took place in that interval resulted in 

the development of a complete and extensive topography, well organ- 

ized in relation to the understructure and far advanced toward base- 

leveling, with reliefs of as much as 300 feet, before the last advance of 

the ice occurred. Since the departure of the ice, which in its last for- 

ward movement altered in no considerable way the surface over which 
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it passed, the surface of that island, except for the encroachments of the 

sea, has undergone very little change. 

As for the division of the work of erosion done between the first and 

the third ice advance, the evidence is not so clear. It is evident, how- 

ever, that the Weyquosque series, at least that division of those beds 

which Mr. Woodworth has in this paper termed the Sankaty beds, 

was laid down before the orogenic movements which have so profoundly 

affected the district were ended, and that the Tisbury beds were de- 

posited on the northern shore in some parts of the valleys of the island. 

To the senior author it seems probable that the second Glacial period 

did not result in the actual erosion of the area by the glacier to any 

considerable amount, but only in the deposition of certain beds of 

material which can not well be explained except by glacial conditions. 

In fact, the gravels, sands, and clays from the base of the Weyquosque 

to the close of the last ice epoch can be accounted for only on the 

supposition that they are due to ice work. 

On the whole, the evidence inclines one to the opinion that the greater 

erosion, and presumably the longer interval, was between the second and 

third advances of the ice, but there is as yet no basis for any accurate 

determination of the length of time which elapsed between the first 

and second epoch. It may be noted that the evidence as to this inter- 

val is almost altogether limited to the facts afforded by the island of 

Marthas Vineyard. There only do we have access to deposits which 

contain large erraties, transported from a distance of 40 miles or more, 

lying in beds which have been disturbed and afterward eroded by the 

streams in the manner above described. 

THE COLUMBIA FORMATION. 

It will be observed that no effort has been made to correlate the 

deposits which are considered in this writing with those of the Colum- 

bian age as described by McGee in the more southern parts of the 

eastern United States. Although this inquiry is obviously important, 

it has been deliberately put aside for the present, for the reason that 

before results of value can be obtained it will be necessary carefully to 

study the deposits of Long Island, New York. A preliminary view of 

the problem leads to the alternative suppositions that the Columbia 

formation may be the southern equivalent of the Weyquosque beds or 

that it may represent the marginal deposits formed during the time 

when the first two advances of the post-Tertiary glaciation took place. 

As may be seen from this paper, it is not easy, even in the mainland 

portion of southern Massachusetts, to discriminate in all cases between 

the beds which were formed during the first and those formed during 

the second ice period. 
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THE FAUNAL RELATIONS OF THE EOCENE AND UPPER 

CRETACEOUS ON THE PACIFIC COAST. 

By TirmotHy W. STANTON. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In most regions each of the great geological systems is easily sepa- 

rated from those that immediately precede and succeed it by notable 

changes in the life, by marked lithological differences, or by structural 

breaks, such as angular unconformity or other evidences of a period 

of uplift and erosion. When, as is often the case, the three kinds of 

changes coincide, the structural break, attesting a long interval with 

its attendant disturbances of land and sea during which there was no 

sedimentation in the area involved, is sufficient explanation of the 

changes shown in life and sediments when the sea again returned. In 

Europe and in many other parts of the world the line between the Cre- 

taceous and the Tertiary is especially well marked. On this subject 

Professor Kayser! says: 

There is scarcely any other division in the history of the earth which is so impor- 

tant and so natural as that between the Chalk and the Tertiary. This is connected 

with the fact that at the close of the Chalk age a change took place both in the dis- 

tribution of land and water and also in the development of organic life—so great 

and universal that it has scarcely been equaled at any other period of the earth’s 

geological history. 

To believe that this change really was universal and contemporaneous 

over the whole earth would be inconsistent with the generally accepted 

uniformitarianism of modern geology and biology, though the possi- 

bility may be admitted that such a change might involve all the present 

land areas, and thus be practically universal, so far as accessible records 

are concerned. No further argument is needed on the general question 

of continuity of sedimentation since Lyell’s masterly presentation of it. 

On the special case now under consideration, he remarks: ?” 

Whether we shall ever succeed in like manner in diminishing greatly the hiatus 

which still separates the Cretaceous and Eocene periods in Europe can not now be 

1Text-book of Comparative Geology, translated by Philip Lake, London, 1893, p. 326. 

2Principles of Geology, 1st American from the 6th English edition, Boston, 1842, Vol. I, p. 298. 
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foreseen, but we must be prepared to expect, for reasons before stated, that some 

such chasms will forever continue to occur in some parts of our sedimentary series. 

Since Lyell’s time the extension of geological investigation over 

much larger areas and the more thorough collecting and study of the 

fossil faunas and floras have more or less completely filled many of 

the gaps that were known to him. Numerous modern types of life have 

been traced much farther back in geological history, and other types 

that have become extinet have been found to continue into later 

periods than tbose that were once supposed to be their limit. Series of 

strata have been found in which the evidences of age usually relied 

upon seem to be conflicting, one line of investigation causing a refer- 

ence to one period while a study from another direction seems to indi- 

cate an earlier or later age. 

The principles of Lyell were soon formally accepted by almost all 

geologists, but there was an apparent reluctance in most cases to make 

a practical application of them. For example, when the great series 

of fresh and brackish water beds usually known collectively as the 

Laramie was first studied, it was assigned by different investigators as 

a whole to the Cretaceous or to the Tertiary, the assignment depend- 

ing on the relative value accorded to the animals, the plants, and the 

facts of stratigraphy as then understood. It was only after several 

years that the idea gained many adherents that the Laramie might 

belong in part to both systems. Similarly, when the geologists on the 

Pacific Coast found a series of marine beds known as the Chico and the 
Tejon on the confines of the Cretaceous and Tertiary which in their 

opinion showed a continuity of deposition and of life, they assumed 

that the entire series must be either Cretaceous or Tertiary, and each 

investigator assigned it to the one or the other, according as he had 

seen more of the lower or the upper portion. In recent years, however, 

the fact that both Cretaceous and Eocene are represented in the Chico- 

Tejon series has been generally accepted, and it has been emphatically 

asserted that there is both faunal and stratigraphic proof of a gradual 

transition from one system to the other. 

It is my purpose in the following pages to examine the evidence that 

has been offered to prove such a transition, especially that furnished 

by the invertebrate faunas, and to determine, if possible, whether the 

faunas are really so closely related as to be accepted as proof that they 

belong to an indivisible series.!. There can be no question that life was 

somewhere continuous from the Cretaceous into the Eocene, but that 

it was continuous in any particular region requires adequate proof to 

be accepted. 

1In 1888 Prof. Angelo Heilprin gave an excellent critical review of the same general question, which 

will be discussed on a subsequent page, and which has been of great valuein my studies. His conclu- 

sions, drawn from the examination of the literature and a part of Gabb’s Tejon collections, are essen- 

tially confirmed by my study of new collections from many localities and of the field relations at some 

of the more important places. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW. 

The first determination of the age of any part of the Chico-Tejon 

series was made by Conrad! in 1855, when he described a few species 

of fossils from the neighborhood of Fort Tejon, in southern California, 

and referred them to the Eocene. He especially mentions the occur- 

rence of Cardita ( Venericardia) planicosta and two other species that 

he regards as identical with forms trom the Claiborne beds of the 

Alabama Eocene. 

In the following year Trask? published a paper entitled ‘ Description 

of anew species of Ammonite and Baculite from the Tertiary rocks of 

Chico Creek,” thus attributing exceptional characters to the Tertiary 

faunas of California. The rocks were supposed to be at least as late 

as the Upper Eocene, on account of the large proportion of recent gen- 

era found in them, but they are now known to be Cretaceous, and this 

must be regarded as the typical locality of the Chico group, to which 

it gave its name. The supposed Tertiary affinities of some of the 
fossils will be discussed beyond. 

The Chico Creek occurrence was mentioned soon afterward by both 

Blake*® and Newberry.’ The former thought that the beds were Mio- 

cene, and mentioned the occurrence there of two species—Nucula divari- 

cata Conrad and Mactra albaria Conrad—that had been described as 

Miocene from Astoria. These identifications were both incorrect, 

as Newberry, who argued for the Cretaceous age of the deposits, 

supposed. 

The description of any considerable portion of the faunas was begun 

by Gabb in 1864 with the publication of Paleontology of California, 

volume 1, in which Conrad’s Eocene fossils from Fort Tejon and others 

from the same horizon were referred to Division b of the Cretaceous, 

and all the beds now known as Chico, Horsetown, and Knoxville were 

grouped together as Division A of the same system. The species 

that Conrad had identified with eastern Eocene forms were considered 

distinct and were renamed. In the preface (p. xix) Whitney states, on 

the authority of Gabb, that the lower division ‘has yielded 150 species 

in California out of about 260 collected in the Cretaceous, and of these 

only about half a dozen are common to this and the upper division 

(Division B).” No formal discussion of the age of the upper division, 

nor reasons for referring it to the Cretaceous, are given either in this 

report or in Whitney’s® volume published in 1865. Conrad’s criticism, 

1Pacific Railroad Reports, App. to Prelim. Geol. Rept. of W. P. Blake, Paleontology, pp. 5-20. 

Reprinted in Pacific Railroad Reports, Vol. V, part 2, pp. 317-329, Washington, 1857. 

Previously, in Dana's Geology of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition, pp. 611-678, Conrad had 

described a collection of fossils from Astoria, Oreg., as Miocene. He afterward referred them to the 

Eocene, and Dall has since shown that both horizons are represented there. 

2Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. I, pp. 85-86. 

3Pacific Railroad Reports, Vol. V, part 2, pp. 173, 188. 

4Tdem, Vol. VI, part 2, pp. 24-25. 

5Geol. Sury. California, Geology, Vol. I. 
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however, called forth a long discussion between him! and Gabb,? in which 

the arguments against and for the Cretaceous age of these upper beds 

were fully given. Conrad insisted on the Eocene character of the 

fauna, as shown by species identical or closely related with character- 

istic forms of the Atlantic and Gulf border Eocene, and he suggested 

that the presence of a few Cretaceous species, if any such really were 

found with the Eocene fossils, was due to accidental mixing by trans- 

portation and redeposition from previously existing beds. 

Gabb, on the other hand, maintained that the Cretaceous age of the 

upper division was proved by the occurrence of Ammonites inits upper 

portion, by the presence of a number of other exclusively Cretaceous 

genera, such as Gyrodes, Margaritella, Anchura, and Perissolax,’? by 

the possession of a considerable number of species in common with 

Division A, which is unquestionably Cretaceous, and by the discovery 

of “a locality near Clear Lake * * * where within a space of 2 

feet I found an admixture of upper and lower forms, proving the exist- 

ence of a transitionary bed, or perhaps group of beds.”* His state- 

ments concerning the number of common species are somewhat incon- 

sistent. In one place he says: “ Of 280 species of fossils recognized 

and named in the California Cretaceous rocks, 107 are found in this 

upper member. Of these, 84 are peculiar and 25 are found in common 

between undoubted members of this group and undoubted members of 

the older group.” But statements elsewhere show that 7 of these 23 

species were not known from older beds than the ‘intermediate beds” 

at Lower Lake just mentioned. 

In 1869 the second volume of Paleontology of California was pub- 

lished, in which the number of species was augmented by the descrip- 

tion of new forms, but the number of species common to the two 

divisions was not increased. Whitney’s preface to this volume gives a 

more refined classification of the Cretaceous rocks of California, as 
follows: 

1. Division B of the earlier report was named the Tejon group. 

“This group contains a large and highly characteristic series of fossils, 

the larger part peculiar to itself, while a considerable percentage is 

found extending below into the next group and several species still 

farther down into the Chico group. Mr. Gabb considers it as the 

probable equivalent of the Maestricht beds of Europe.” 

2. “The Martinez group is proposed provisionally to include a series 

1Am. Jour. Conchol., vol. 1, 1865, pp. 362-365; vol. 2, 1866, pp. 97-100. Smithsonian Misc. Coll. 

No. 200, Check List of Invertebrate Fossils of North America: Eocene and Oligocene, p. 37. Am. 

Jour. Sci., 2d series, vol. 44, 1867, pp. 376-377. 

?7Am. Jour. Conchol., val. 2, pp. 87-92. Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, vol. 44, 1867, pp. 226-229. Proc. 

California Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. III, 1867, pp. 301-306. Geol. Surv. California, Paleontology, Vol. II, 
1869. 

’Probably none of these genera, excepting possibly the last, really occurs in the Tejon. As Conrad 

showed, Perissolax blakei is closely related to his Eocene genus, Levifusus, and Meek stated that 

Gabb’s species of Margaritella belong to Solariella. In Vol. II, Palzontology of California, no species 

of Anchura is mentioned from the Tejon,and the only occurrence of Gyrodes above the Chico is in 

the intermediate beds near Lower Lake. 

4Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. II, p. 302. = 
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of beds of small geographical extent, found at Martinez and on the 
northern flank of Monte Diablo. It may eventually prove to be worthy 

of ranking only as a subdivision of the Chico group.” 

3. The Chico group was made to include all the other Upper Creta- 

ceous beds of the Pacific Coast. 
4. The name Shasta group was proposed for all the Cretaceous beds 

beneath the Chico. “It contains fossils seemingly representing all 

ages, from the Gault to the Neocomian, inclusive, and is found princi- 

pally in the mountains west and northwest of the Sacramento Valley.” 

In the description of the species Gabb still speaks of the “inter- 
mediate beds,” and refers to them fossils from localities near Lower 

Lake, Martinez, and Clayton. 
The first suggestion that the Tejon might be a transition series 

resulting from continuous sedimentation from the Cretaceous into the 

Eocene seems to have been made in 1874 by Cooper,! who published an 

article entitled ‘The Eocene epoch in California—Are there really no 

Eocene strata?” In the same year Dana published the second edition 

of his Manual of Geology, in which the Tejon is referred to the Eocene. 

Marcou? discussed the age of these beds in 1876 and considered both 

the Chico and the Tejon to belong to the Eocene, and the same views 

were repeated in a later paper, entitled “ Note sur la geologie de la Cal- 

ifornie.”*> He says that ‘‘Ammonites, Baculites, Helicoceras, ete., con- 

tinued to live in the Tertiary seas of the Pacific region when these 

genera no longer existed in the Atlantic hemisphere.” 
In 1882 Heilprin* announced that in studying a part of Gabb’s 

collection of Tejon fossils he had found a fragment of an ammonite 

‘‘embedded in a rock fragment belonging to the so-called Tejon group 

of Fort Tejon, Cal.” He held that the ammonoid, which was not gen- 

erically determined, was a real member of an Eocene fauna. In the 

same volume Newberry® commented briefly on Heilprin’s note, and 

protested against calling the Tejon Eocene, saying that ‘there are 

mmany species common to the Tejon and Chico groups, and where one 

goes the other must follow.” Heilprin continued the discussion by 

publishing an important critical review® ‘‘On the age of the Tejon 

rocks of California and the occurrence of ammonitic remains in Ter- 
tiary deposits,” in which he set forth all the evidence that had been 

offered for the Cretaceous age of the Tejon, and decided that it was 

insufficient to offset the Kocene character of the larger part of the 
fauna. He showed that even if Gabb’s statements concerning species 

common to the Tejon and underlying beds are accepted as accurate, 

the faunas can not be regarded as very closely related. 

1Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. V, 1874, pp. 419-421. 

2Ann. Rept. Geog. Surv. West 100th Merid., for 1876, pp. 167-169. 

3 Bull. Soc. géol. France, 3d ser., Vol. XI, 1883, pp. 407-435. 

4Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., vol. 34, 1882, p. 94. 

5Pp. 194-195. 
®Tbid., pp. 196-214. Reprinted in Contributions to Tertiary Geology and Paleontology of the United 

States, pp. 102-117, Philadelphia, 1884. 
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In 1885 White! discussed the age and relations of the Chico-Tejon 

series, the two names being thus united for the first time to express his 

idea of the close connection of the fauna and strata. His principal 
conclusions are summarized in the following paragraph: 

Since in all other parts of the earth where Mesozoic and Cenozoic strata have been 

fully studied, the boundary, both faunal and stratigraphical, between the Upper 

Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary has been found to be well defined, many persons, 

apparently regarding that condition as the normal or natural one, have believed 

that the commingling of the Tertiary and Cretaceous types, which was shown by 

Gabb’s publications, really did not exist in nature, but that 1t was due to some acci- 

dental or adventitious causes. While the commingling of Cretaceous with Tertiary 

types in the same strata probably does not exist to as extreme a degree as seems to 

be indicated in some of Mr. Gabb’s earlier writings, I am satisfied that such a com- 

mingling does exist to a large extent, and that an alternate commingling of 

species exists throughout the whole of the Chico-Tejon series. That the upper part 

of this series is almost purely of Eocene character and that the lower part is as 

distinctly Cretaceous is, I think, undeniable. Still, I am satisfied that no definite 

horizon exists in that series which will separate all the Cretaceous from the Tertiary, 

and that no lines can be drawn which will separate a median portion of the series 
in which all the commingling of types takes place. 

The region about New Idria, Cal., is cited as presenting the “‘most sat- 

isfactory illustration of the intimate stratigraphical connection between 

the Chico and Tejon groups,” but no commingling of the faunas was 

observed there, and very few fossils were obtained from the Chico. He 

states, however, that— 

The exact equivalents of this New Idria series of rocks are found in the vicinity 

of Martinez, in Contra Costa County, as well as in other parts of California. At 

Martinez and other localities a commingling of Cretaceous and Tertiary types such 

as has already been referred to actually occurs, but in all cases the Tertiary types 

appear to increase toward the upper part of the series and the Cretaceous types 

toward the lower part. In other words, it appears that the base of the series has a 

preponderance of Cretaceous types and the upper part a preponderance of Tertiary. 

The Kocene age of the Tejon was again mentioned by White? in 

announcing the occurrence ot Cardita planicosta Lam. in Oregon, and 

the evidence of contormability and stratigraphic continuity of the 
Chico-Tejon series was presented by Becker * in 1885, 

In subsequent publications White * has repeated essentially the same 

views. In the first of these he says: 

There seems to be no longer any reason why one should hesitate to accept it as a 

demonstrated fact that we have in California a continuously deposited series of 

strata, the lower portion of which is characteristically Cretaceous and the upper 

portion of which is no less characteristically Eocene Tertiary, and that the Cretaceous 

characteristics gradually disappear upward, leaving the surviving fauna with its 

later accessions without any commingling of Mesozoic types. 

Further on in the discussion of the fauna he adds: 

Besides the numerous mollusean species of Tertiary types which Mr. Gabb described 

1Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 15, pp. 11-17. 

<Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 18, pp. 7-9. 

*Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 19. 

4Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 51, 1889, pp. 11-14. Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 82, 1891, pp. 181-198. 
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and figured from the Chico-Tejon series in the two volumes of Paleontology of Cal- 

ifornia, I may refer for present comparison to the following, among others, which 

are described and figured in this bulletin: Pulgur hilgardi, Cominella lecontei, and 

Trophon condoni. And yet I have broken these fossils out of the matrix in which 

they were embedded and wherein they were commingled with such Cretaceous types 

as Ammonites chicoensis Trask, Baculites chicoensis Trask, Cinulia obliqua Gabb, Tri- 

gonia evansana Meek, and Inoceramus whitneyi Gabb. Still, in the collections here 

particularly referred to, which come from well down in the Chico portion of the 

series,' the Tertiary types are somewhat more conspicuous as to numbers than the 

Cretaceous types. 

Clark ? has also given a careful review of the literature on the Tejon 

formation, which he regards as a representative of probably the entire 

Kocene.. The continuity of life and deposition from the Cretaceous to 

the Eocene is accepted as proved. 

Harris * has compared the Tejon fauna as developed near Fort Tejon 

with the fauna of the Lower Claiborne of the Gulf border, showing that 

a number of species are identical and others are closely similar. As 

‘the Claiborne is not the oldest Eocene of the Southern States, it was 

suggested that older Kocene faunas ought to be found in California. 

It should be remembered in this connection that the fossiliferous beds 

in the neighborhood of Fort Tejon probably represent the upper part 

of the Tejon formation in the Mount Diablo region. 

Meanwhile the geologists of the United States Geological Survey, 

especially Messrs. Diller and Turner, had collected Tejon and Chico 

fossils from many localities in California, Oregon, and Washington, 

which were referred to the present writer for determination. The 

study of these collections from localities north of middle California 

showed no evidence of a gradual transition from one fauna to the other 

in that region, and Diller + reported that there is a decided unconformity 

between the Cretaceous and the Tejon in Oregon. The fauna of the 

basal beds of the Chico was shown to be closely connected with the 

older Horsetown fauna, and probably as old as the Cenomanian, and 

the suggestion was made that the latest Cretaceous is not represented 
in the Chico. In 1894 a joint paper was published by Diller and Stan- 

ton? in which the same views, slightly modified, were expressed after 

they had visited together the more important Cretaceous localities in 

the Sacramento Valley. The following quotation will show their views 
at that time: 

It is a significant fact that the most abundant Ammonites of the Chico belong to 

the genus Schloenbachia (in the broad sense in which the name is used in Europe). 

Ammonites chicoensis, A. tehamaensis, and two undescribed species belong here, and 

these are all found in the upper beds of the Chico. In other American Cretaceous 

areas this genus does not pass above the top of the Colorado formation and its 

1From localities on Little Cow Creek and near Pence’s ranch, both on the east side of Sacramento 

Valley. It may be noted in passing that none of the ‘‘ Tertiary types’' mentioned have yet been found 
in the Tejon. 

2Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 83, Correlation Essays, Eocene, pp. 95-110. 

3Science, Aug. 18, 1892, vol. 22, p. 97. 

4See Diller in Bull. Geol. Soe. Am., vol. 4, 1893, pp. 218-220, and Stanton, ibid., p. 255. 

5 Bull. Geol. Soc, Am., vol. 5, pp. 435-464. 
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equivalents,'! and in Europe it seems not to occur above the ‘‘Emscher Mergel,” or 

lowest Senonian. Ammonites turneri, which was found near Mount Diablo associated 

with Anchura californica and other Lower Chico species, is an Acanthoceras closely 

related to European species that occur in the Cenomanian. The other Ammonites 

known from these beds do not resemble those characteristic of the latest Cretaceous. 

The two abundant species of Trigonia, T. evansana, and T. leana likewise have their 

nearest relative in the lower part of the Upper Cretaceous of Europe. * * * 

In Oregon the Tejon appears to overlie unconformably the Shasta-Chico series 

under such conditions as to suggest that a considerable period of erosion occurred 

between the uplifting of that series and the deposition of the Tejon. The faunas of 

the Chico and the Tejon as developed there are entirely distinct. ‘The stratigraphic 

and faunal evidence tends to show that in the region in which we have studied it 

the Chico does not represent the very latest Cretaceous time, perhaps not later than 

the close of the Colorado epoch, or the Turonian and earlest Senonian of Europe. 

For the present, therefore, the Shasta-Chico series may be regarded as represent- 

ing the whole of the Lower Cretaceous and the earlier half of the Upper Cretaceous, 

with the proviso that there may be still later Cretaceous beds in middle California, 

where the Chico and Tejon are said to be conformable and their faunas have been 

reported to contain a number of common species. 

It is seen from a study of the literature that the evidence for the 

close faunal connection between the Chico and the Tejon depends almost 

entirely on. Gabb’s observations and collections in the Mount Diablo 

region, including Martinez, Benicia, and Clayton, and near Lower Lake, 

in Lake County. The verification of the evidence involves the study 

of the stratigraphy and the vertical range of the species at these local- 

ities and the determination of the limits of Gabb’s Martinez group and 

‘intermediate beds.” It will also be necessary to characterize the 

Chico fauna briefly with special reference to the Tertiary types it is 

supposed to contain, and to describe some of the more important fossils 

from the Lower Tejon. 

At the outset a serious difficulty is encountered owing to the fact 

that no stratigraphic or lithologic definitions of the various subdivisions 

were given in the publications of the California Geological Survey, nor 

were the localities at which fossils were collected usually described with 

sufficient definiteness and accuracy to enable one to identify them in 

the field. For example, the locality ‘‘Martinez” is given for a large 

number of species assigned to the Chico, the Martinez, and the Tejon 

groups and the intermediate beds, but it is evident from the distribu- 

tion of the outcrops that these fossils must have been collected at many 

localities scattered over an area extending probably 4 or 5 miles south, 

southwest, and southeast of Martinez. The Clayton and Benicia local- 

ities likewise cover considerable areas in which several horizons are 

exposed. 

The field observations embodied in the followmg notes were made 

during the summers of 1893 and 1894, part of the time independently 

and part of the time in the field parties of Messrs. H. W. Turner and 

14 possible exception to this statement, not given in the paper quoted, is Ammonites delawarensis 

Morton, which in New Jersey and Texas occurs associated with a fauna that can hardly be referred 

to a horizon lower than the Fort Pierre. 
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J.S. Diller, to both of whom I am greatly indebted for material col- 

lected and assistance rendered. Dr.John C. Merriam, of the University 

of California, spent a few days with me in the vicmity of Clayton and 

Mount Diablo, and in subsequent correspondence he has communicated 

important facts obtained in the course of detailed field work in that 

region. 

For free access to the collections and in some cases for the loan of 

important material, I am under great obligations to the officers in 

charge of the collections in the Academy of Natural Sciences, Phila- 

delphia, the United States National Museum, the University of Cali- 

fornia, and especially the California State Mining Bureau. 

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT AND STRATIGRAPHY. 

MOUNT DIABLO REGION. 

The area to be discussed under this title includes localities on Currys 

Creek, south of Mount Diablo, Clayton, and the coal mining villages a 

few miles north and northeast of the mountain, Pacheco and north- 

westward to Martinez, and Benicia, on the Strait of Carquinez. Mount 

Diablo itself is about 27 miles north of east from San Francisco. Clay- 

ton is near the north base of the mountain and 15 miles southeast of 

Martinez, with Pacheco on the road between the two places and about 

6 miles from Martinez. 

Notes on the geology of this region have been published by Blake 

and Newberry in the volumes of the Pacific Railroad Reports already 

cited. It has also been described by Whitney,'! and more recently 

Turner’ has given a more detailed description of the area immediately 

surrounding the mountain. His notes and collections from the neigh- 

borhood of Martinez and Benicia have also been placed at my disposal 

and have been freely used. 

The unaltered sedimentary rocks, among which the Knoxville, Chico, 

Tejon, Miocene, and Pliocene are recognized, dip steeply away from 

Mount Diablo on all sides, but toward Martinez the general structure 

is that of a parallel series of anticlinal and synclinal folds with a north- 

westerly strike. The harder beds form ridges, sometimes of consid- 

erable height, but they are usually rounded and soil covered, with 

comparatively small rock exposures. The intervening valleys and many 

of the ridges themselves are cultivated fields, and no single section of 

any length across the strike shows more than a small proportion of the 

beds. There are some exceptions to this statement near the coal mines 

east of Clayton, where there are large exposures of Tejon sandstone, 

and in the bluff near the arsenal at Benicia, where a large part of the 

Chico and the Lower Tejon are fairly well exposed. 

The Knoxville beds are recognized on the north side of Mount Diablo 

by the occurrence of Aucella piochii Gabb and a few other forms at 

1Geol. Surv. California Geology, Vol. I, pp. 11-32, 100-102, 
2 Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 2, 1891, pp. 383-414. 
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several points, but no fossils characteristic of the Upper Knoxville or 

of the Horsetown beds have been found in this region.! These horizons 

may be represented in the unfossiliferous beds of considerable thickness 

between the Aucella localities and the lowest known Chico fossils, 

though for our present discussion the question is not important. Fos 

siliferous strata occur in the Chico on Currys Creek (or Currys Canada) 

south of Mount Diablo, where they have yielded— 

Trigonia evansana Meek. Scobinella dilleri White. 

Caryatis nitida Gabb. Acanthoceras turneri (White). 

Mactra tenuissima Gabb. Baculites chicoensis Trask. 

Anchura californica Gabb. 

The Acanthoceras and the Anchura indicate a rather low horizon in 

the Chico, the former being of a type that m Europe is regarded as 

characteristic of the Cenomanian. 

On the north and east sides of the mountain the Cretaceous beds 

overlying the Aucella-bearing horizon were not found to be fossilifer- 

ous excepting near the top of the Chico exposed in the end of a hill 

one-half mile north of Clayton, where a few specimens of Baculites 

chicoensis and of undetermined species of Corbula and Nucula were col- 

lected. Another locality, about a mile northeast of Clayton and a short 

distance northwest of one of the abandoned coal mines (the old Peacock 

mine), yielded Baculites chicoensis and casts of a large species of Mactra. 

This isa somewhat higher horizon than the last-mentioned locality, and 

is the highest horizon of this neighborhood at which Chico fossils were 

found. It is not more than 400 feet beneath the Tejon coal beds, which 

have suffered some displacement, and the topography is such that at 

first sight one might think the coal beds are lower than the fossil hori- 

zon. This fact is suggestive when it is remembered that one of Gabb’s 

localities for ammonites in the Tejon is in this immediate neighborhood. 

The thickness of Cretaceous strata from the Aucella bed to the 

highest Chico fossils is estimated at not more than 5,000 feet in this 

section. The rocks are dark clays, interbedded with bands of sand- 

stone that are brown on weathered surface and dark-bluish within. 

The sandstones become thicker and generally softer toward the top. 

The contact between the Chico and the Tejon was not found exposed 

at any place near the coal mines east of Clayton, but it is evident that 

the coal beds are not far above the base of the Tejon. Gabb reports 

the occurrence of Cucullea matthewsoni and Fasciolaria leviusculain the 

“intermediate beds” beneath the coal near Clayton, thus indicating a 

horizon much better represented by fossils near Pacheco, Benicia, and 

Lower Lake. At Summersville, one of the coal-mining villages east of 

Clayton, an undescribed species of Corbicula occurs abundantly in a 

layer beneath the lower coal bed. 

The beds associated with and immediately overlying the coal consist 

1Gabb reports Ammonities batesi Trask, a characteristic Horsetown species, from the Chico at 

Benicia. I have not been able to find this specimen in any of the collections, but it was most prob, 
ably not correctly identitied. 
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mostly of light-colored, rather coarse, friable sandstone, 400 or 500 feet 

in thickness. In most of the exposures examined they are fossiliferous 

only in the upper part, where they contain a typical Tejon fauna like 

that deseribed from Fort Tejon. Probably the lowest of these fossil- 

iferous horizons above the coal is exposed in a low hill just west of 

Summersville and south of the cemetery, in sandstones not more than 

100 feet above the principal coal bed mined there, and perhaps 300 feet 

above the base of the sandstones. The following species have been 

identified in the collection from this place: 

Modiola ornata Gabb. Pectunculus sagittatus Gabb. 

. Venericardia planicosta Lam. Cardium cooperi Gabb. 

Lucina gyrata (Gabb). Solen parallelus Gabb. 

Corbula parilis Gabb. Meretrix uvasana Conrad ? 

Tellina hoffmanniana Gabb. Corbula hornii Gabb. 

Turritella uvasana Conrad. Amauropsis alveata (Conrad). 

Solarium cognatum (Gabb). Rimella macilenta White. 

Ficopsis remondi Gabb. Fusus californicus Conrad. 

Aturia matthewsoni Gabb? 

The Tejon strata, dipping strongly northward, may be traced almost 

continuously from Summersville west toward Clayton for 3 or 4 miles, 

and fossils evidently belonging to the same fauna with those named 

above are abundant at several places at horizons apparently all some- 

what above that at Summersville and ranging through a thickness 

of several hundred feet. One of the most prolific of these localities is 

on a hill south of the Clayton-Summersville road and about 24 miles 

N. 35° KE. of Clayton, where the following species were obtained: 

Leda gabbi (Conrad). Fusus diaboli Gabb. 

Nucula (Acila) truncata Gabb. Perissolax blakei (Conrad). 

Crassatella grandis Gabb. Pleurotoma (Drillia) raricostata Gabb. 

Crassatella uvasana Conrad. Bela clathrata Gabb. 

Tellina hoffmanniana Gabb. Fusus occidentalis Gabb. 

Meretrix uvasana Conrad, Pleurotoma sp. 

Lunatia nuciformis Gabb. Ficopsis remondi Gabb. 

Lunatia hornii Gabb. Conus remondi Gabb. 

Galerus excentricus Gabb. Olivella matthewsoni Gabb. 

Solarium cognatum (Gabb). Cylichna costata Gabb. 

At other localities a little farther west, where smaller collections were 

made, many of the same species were obtained, together with a few 

others, such as —— 

Venericardia planicosta Lam. Dentalium stramineum Gabb, 

Mysia polita Gabb. Tritonium hornii Gabb. 

Nera dolabreformis Gabb. Ficopsis hornii Gabb. 

Gadus pusillus Gabb. Megistostoma striata Gabb. 

The fauna represented by these lists is clearly the original Tejon 

fauna that occurs in the neighborhood of Fort Tejon, New Idria, and 

elsewhere along the coast ranges to Washington. Its Eocene character 

has been recognized by Conrad, Marcou, Heilprin, White, and others. 
The Tejon beds above these fossiliferous zones have yielded no fossils 
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in the coal-mining district east of Clayton, but the strata assigned to 

the Tejon, consisting of massive light-colored sandstones with thinner 

beds of clay, have an apparent thickness of at least 4,000 feet. They 

are overlain by fossiliferous Miocene beds, which seem to have the 

same dip, though the actual contact was not seen. 

In the Jong ridges west of the road between Pacheco and Martinez 

the upper parts of the Tejon and the Miocene are again exposed, with a 

northwest strike and a steep dip to the southwest. A fossiliferous hori- 

zon in the Tejon here is apparently higher in the series than those near 

Clayton, as it is not more than 1,000 feet below the fossiliferous Miocene. 

At a point 1 mile northwest of Pacheco the following species were 

found in this upper horizon of the Tejon: 

Solen parallelus Gabb. 

Lucina gyrata (Gabb). 

Turritella uvasana Conrad. 

Pectunculus sagittatus Gabb. 

Nucula truneata Gabb? 

Cardium cooperi Gabb. 

Meretrix uvasana Conrad? 

This locality is on or near the line of Gabb’s diagrammatic “section 

from near Pacheco to the Canada del Hambre,”! and is in the sand- 

stones there marked b’, This section, which is 4 miles in length, has 

Chico strata at each end, with Tejon, Miocene, and Pliocene in regular 

succession toward the middle, thus showing synclinal structure, probably 

somewhat modified in places by faulting. The same structure is con- 

tinued all the way to Martinez and Benicia. It is indicated at Martinez 

by the occurrence of the Chico on Bulls Head Point, east of the town, 

and inthe hills on the west, with exposures of the Tejon between them. 

There is another fossiliferous horizon in the Tejon several hundred 

feet below the one near Pacheco just mentioned. It is exposed in the 

ridge east of the road from Pacheco to Martinez, and was found to be 

most fossiliferous near the southern end of this ridge, 1 mile north of 

Pacheco, in the angle between the roads to Martinez and to the Pacheco 

warehouse. 

The fossils from this locality were not all found in place, some of them 

being in stone heaps collected from the field; but they are evidently all 

from approximately the same horizon, since they are found in similar 

association elsewhere. Many of them were collected by Mr. H. W. 

Turner. The list of identified species is as follows: 

Leda gabbi Conrad. 

Leda alieformis (Gabb). 

Pectunculus sagittatus Gabb? 

Venericardia planicosta Lam. 

Tapes? quadrata Gabb. 

Mactra sp. 

Corbula parilis Gabb. 

Dentalium cooperi Gabb. 

Turritella infragranulata Gabb. 

Turritella pachecoensis Stanton 

—T. Saffordi Gabb. 

Lunatia nuciformis Gabb. 

1Geol. Surv. California, Geology, Vol. I, p. 14. 

Lunatia sp. 

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb. 

Nassa antiquata Gabb. 

Heteroterma striata Stanton. 

Urosyea caudata Gabb. 

Tritonium whitneyi Gabb? 

Mitra cretacea Gabb. 

Cancellaria turneri White. 

Strepsidura pachecoensis Stanton. 

Siphonalia? lineata Stanton. 

Ampullina striata Gabb? 

Cylichna costata Gabb. 
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These fossils represent a well-defined faunal zone, which I refer to 

the basal portion of the Tejon. It occurs at Benicia and near Lower 

Lake, and the fossils described from it by Gabb were assigned in part 

to the Martinez group and in part to the Tejon and the “intermediate 

beds,” which will be more fully discussed in connection with the Lower 

Lake localities. 

The next fossiliferous horizon exposed north of Pacheco is some 

1,200 or 1,500 feet lower, in bands of conglomerate forming low ridges 

and knolls, where the following species were obtained : 

Meekia sella Gabb. Lutraria truncata Gabb. 

Pharella alta Gabb. Perissolax brevirostris Gabb, variety. 

Tellina matthewsoni Gabb. 

The same horizon is exposed in the first range of hills west and 

southwest of Martinez, where it yields a greater variety of fossils, as 

follows: 

Mytilus pauperculus Gabb. Solarium inornatum (Gabb). 

Pectunculus veatchi (Gabb). Gyrodes expansa Gabb. 

Meekia sella Gabb. Gyrodes conradiana Gabb. 

Meretrix arata Gabb. Pugnellus hamulus Gabb. 

Chione varians Gabb. Perissolax brevirostris Gabb, variety. 

Tellina voides Gabb. Helicoceras? vermicularis Gabb. 

Corbula cultriformis Gabb. Pachydiscus sp. 

These fossils clearly belong to a Cretaceous fauna not distinguish- 

able from the Chico, and they are all distinct from the species collected 

in the next higher fossiliferous bed, the Lower Tejon of the same region. 

The strike of these Chico and Lower Tejon beds carries them across 

the Strait of Carquinez from Martinez to the neighborhood of Benicia 

and Army Point, where they are somewhat better exposed along the 

shore from Army Point station for a mile or more northeastward. The 

most fossiliferous horizon in the Cretaceous of this section is a con- 

glomerate that crops out in bluffs near the shore a little over a mile 

northeast of the station. The fossils obtained were— 

Cucullwea gravida (Gabb). Turritella sp. 

Pectunculus veatchi Gabb. Rostellites gabbi (White). 

Trigonia leana Gabb. Ammonites jugalis Gabb. 

Trigonia evansana Meek. 

The overlying beds consist of brownish sandstones interbedded with 

clays, dipping steeply to the southwest, excepting at one point, where 

for a short distance the dip is reversed. They contain occasional Cre- 

taceous fossils, such as Inoceramus whitneyi, Meekia sella, Pharella alta, 

and OChione varians, the last of these Cretaceous fossiliferous bands 

being near the principal arsenal building at Army Point. If there are 

no local folds or faults, the total thickness of beds containing Chico 

fossils in this section is not less than 3,000 feet. 

Above the recognized Chico there are 1,200 or 1,500 feet of strata, 

consisting mainly of light-colored sandstones, in which no fossils were 

found, followed by similar fossiliferous sandstones exposed in a low 
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bluff not more than 200 yards northwest of the railroad station at Army 

Point. Here the following species were collected : 

Flabellum remondianum Gabb. Pholadomya nasuta Gabb. 

Cucullea matthewsoni Gabb. Turritella infragranulata Gabb. 

Nucula sp. Lunatia sp. 

Crassatelia sp. Perissolax blakei (Conrad). 

Tapes? quadrata Gabb. Urosyea caudata Gabb. 

Meretrix sp. Ampullina striata Gabb. 

Tellina? undulifera Gabb. Acton sp. 

Mactra sp. 

Another exposure on the railroad between Army Point and Benicia, 

apparently several hundred feet higher in the section, yielded the fol- 

lowing species belonging to the same fauna: 

Modiola ornata Gabb. Fusus flexuosus Gabb. 

Pectunculus sagittatus Gabb? Turritella infragranulata Gabb. 

Nucula (Acila) truncata Gabb. Brachysphingus liratus Gabb. 

Meretrix sp. Cylichna costata Gabb. 

Tellina? undulifera Gabb. Action sp. 

Tellina hoffmanniana Gabb. 

The fossils from these two exposures are elsewhere closely associated, 

belonging to the fauna of the lower Tejon, and it is probable that there 

has been some folding or faulting that has caused a repetition of the 

same beds. It should be noted that this fauna contains no types that 

“an be considered characteristically Cretaceous, while there are some, 

such as the coral Flabellum, that are not known in beds older than the 

Eocene. The species are different from those of the latest Cretaceous 

fossils of the same section, though here, as elsewhere, there is a con- 

siderable thickness of barren strata between. 

LOWER LAKE AND THE INTERMEDIATE BEDS. 

Another important locality is near the village of Lower Lake, in 

Lake County, about 75 miles north of San Francisco, where Gabb 

reported the discovery of intermediate beds which showed a comming- 

ling of the Chico and the Tejon faunas in a single thin stratum. His 

list of fossils from 1 mile southeast of Lower Lake is as follows:? 

t* Avicula pellucida Gabb. * Gyrodes expansa Gabb. 

Lima multiradiata Gabb. * Lunatia shumardiana Gabb. 

*Axinea veatchi Gabb. tGalerus excentricus Gabb. 

t*Cucullwea matthewsoni Gabb. tSpirocrypta pileum:Gabb. 

t Crassatella grandis Gabb. t Brachysphingus liratus Gabb. 

tTapes conradiana Gabb. *Perissolax brevirostris Gabb. 

Corbula aleformis Gabb. tFusus californicus Gabb. 

* Turritella saffordi Gabb. t Fasciolaria leviuscula Gabb. 

t* Amauropsis alveata (Conrad), 

Some of the supposed Chico species do not really occur in that formation, and it is almost certain 

that several of the identifications were incorrect. 
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on Herndon Creek, and also from material taken from a well at an old 

brickyard one-fourth mile nearer town, but on the same horizon. The 

following species were obtained: 

Flabellum remondianum Gabb? Solen parallelus Gabb. 

Fragment. Dentalium cooperi Gabb. 

Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton, Patella sp. 

Plicatula ostreiformis Stanton. Turritella pachecoensis Stanton 

Lima multiradiata Gabb. = T. saffordi Gabb. 

Perna sp. Turritella martinezensis Gabb. 

Modiola ornata Gabb. Turritella infragranulata Gabb. 

Cuculleea matthewsoni Gabb. Lunatia hornii Gabb. 

Pectunculus veatchi, var. major Ampullina striata Gabb. 

Stanton. Galerus excentricus Gabb. 

Leda gabbi Conrad. Cerithiopsis alternata Gabb. 

Leda alieformis (Gabb) Brachysphingus liratus Gabb. 

= Corbula aletormis. Urosycea caudata Gabb. 

Crassatella unioides Stanton. Heteroterma gabbi Stanton. 

Venericardia planicosta Lam. Heteroterma striata Stanton. 

Lucina turneri Stanton. Siphonalia ? lineata Stanton. 

Meretrix sp. Cypriea bayerquei Gabb. 

Tellina hornii Gabb? Acton sp. 

Tellina equalis Gabb. Cylichna costata Gabb? 

Tellina hoffmanniana Gabb. 

While this list contains several species that have not been found else- 

where, it also contains a large proportion of the most characteristic 

forms of the Lower Tejon at Benicia (Army Point) and near Pacheco, 

so that there can be no doubt that practically the same horizon is 

represented at all three places. Chico species, with the exception of 

forms that appear to be specifically identical with Pectunculus veatchi 

and Tellina hoffmanniana, are absent. One of the forms which I have 

referred to Heteroterma was probably identified by Gabb as Perissolax 

brevirostris, and his Gyrodes expansa was probably also an erroneous 

identification. 

The paleontological evidence, therefore, warrants the reference of the 

“intermediate beds” to the lewer part of the Tejon as it is developed 

in the Mount Diablo region, where some localities of the same zone 

must have been included in Gabb’s Martinez group. 

Owing to the absence of other recognizable horizons, the stratigraphy 

of the Lower Lake region adds little to our knowledge of the position 

of the zone. The fossils enumerated above occur not more than 300 or 

400 feet north of the southern edge of a belt about 2 miles wide, con- 

sisting largely of light-colored sandstones with some beds of clay and 

bands of conglomerate. The strike is nearly east and west, and the dip 

is very high, often vertical. South of this sandstone there are heavy 

beds of crumpled clay-shales with thin sandstones and occasional cal- 

careous lenses. These are doubtless of Cretaceous age, but in the 

absence of fossils their exact horizon could not be determined. Pre- 

cisely similar beds occur on the north side of the sandstone belt at a 

locality on the north side of Cache Creek about 24 miles northwest of 

17 GEOL, PT I 65 
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Lower Lake, and some 400 feet within the sandstone belt a number of 

the Lower Tejon species were found, including— 

Ostrea appressa Gabb. Dentalium cooperi Gabb. 

Perna sp. Turritella pachecoensis Stanton. 

Leda aleformis (Gabb). Natica sp. 

Meretrix sp. Ancillaria sp. 

Tellina sp. 

This locality is about 2 miles across the strike from the localities 

that yielded the larger collection from the same horizon. It is evident 

that we have here a closely folded syncline, the rocks between the two 

localities of Lower Tejon probably having a thickness of 3,000 or 4,000 

feet. The few fossils that have been found in the intervening beds 

include an Ostrea, a Natica, and Crassatella weasana Conrad, the latter 
being an Upper Tejon species. Possibly there are later beds in the 

middle of the fold, but it is more probable that the entire thickness 

belongs to the Tejon. 

NEW IDRIA. 

This locality, 150 miles southeast of San Francisco, has been men- 

tioned by White! as affording the most satisfactory evidence of the close 

stratigraphic connection between the Chico and the Tejon, and the gen- 

eral geology of the region has been fully described in Becker’s Geology 

of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Coast.2. The Chico and Tejon 

beds have been described more in detail by Turner,’ with lists of fossils 

from the Tejon determined by Stanton. Collections were also made 

here by the State Geological Survey, and several Tejon species from New 

Idria are mentioned by Gabb in the Paleontology of California. The 

Chico and Tejon are described as consisting almost entirely of sand- 

stones in an apparently conformable series not less than 10,000 feet 

thick. The upper portion, which is referred to the Tejon, is lighter 

colored than the lower or Chico portion. The latter is generally unfos- 

siliferous, having yielded only a few fragmentary specimens of Ammon- 

ites, Baculites, Trigonia, etc., sufficient, however, to prove its Cretaceous 

age, though there is a long interval between the last of these fossils and 

the lowest Eocene species, which occur near the base of the beds mapped 

as Tejon. This lowest fossiliferous zone in the Tejon of New Idria is 

well developed in De Los Reyes Canyon, occurring a few feet below the 

base of the lowest horizon of white sandstone cliffs in the section. The 

collections made there and at other localities on the same horizon in 

the neighborhood by Mr. Turner, and subsequently by myself, contain 

the following species: 

Cristellaria sp. Ostrea idriaensis Gabb. 

Modiola ornata Gabb. Pectunculus sagittatus Gabb. 
-Cardium cooperi Gabb. Cardium breweri Gabb. 

1 Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 15, p. 13. 

2Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, pp. 294-300. 

3 Am. Geologist, Vol. XIV, pp. 92-96. 
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Meretrix uvasana Conrad. Tapes conradiana Gabb. 

Tellina remondi Gabb. Tellina hornii Gabb? 

Mactra sp. Dentalium cooperi Gabb. 

Amauropsis alveata (Conrad), Neverita globosa Gabb. 

Turritella uvasana Conrad. Rimella macilenta White.! 

Ficopsis remondi Gabb. Conus remondi Gabb. 

Morio (Sconsia) tuberculatus Gabb. Fasciolaria? io Gabb. 

Cylichna costata Gabb. 

Another horizon, some 500 feet higher, yielded: 

Ostrea idriaensis Gabb. Modiola ornata Gabb. 

Area sp. Venericardia planicosta Lam, 

Tapes conradiana Gabb. Solen parallelus Gabb. 

Corbula hornii Gabb. Galerus excentricus Gabb. 

Nerita (Theliostyla) triangulata Gabb. 

Between these two horizons some shaly beds, associated with lignitie 

bands and apparently of brackish-water origin, contain great numbers 

of Potamides carbonicola Cooper and Corbicula sp. Near the top of the 

Tejon of this region, and probably included in it, are shales with Mysia ?- 

polita Gabb and Pecten interradiatus Gabb. 
The Tejon fauna of this region contains no Mesozoic elements, and it 

seems to belong entirely to the Upper Tejon of the Mount Diablo region, 

though it is very probable that the basal Tejon beds are represented in 

the unfossiliferous strata of New Idria. 

FORT TEJON. 

The fossils from the country about Tejon described by Conrad and 

Gabb and those collected by Turner and Becker also indicate the same 

Upper Tejon horizons as at New Idria. Gabb lists more than 80 species 

from Fort Tejon, but nearly all of the characteristic species found in 

the Lower Tejon at Lower Lake, Benicia, and near Pacheco are absent. 

According to the descriptions of the region given by Blake? and Whit- 

ney,° there seem to be no Chico or older Cretaceous beds in the section, 

the Tejon resting directly on metamorphic and crystalline rocks. 

SAN DIEGO AND OTHER LOCALITIES IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

Both Chico and Tejon rocks are exposed on the coast near San Diego, 

and species characteristic of both formations were described from there 

by Gabb. Fairbanks‘ has described the field relations of the beds, 
and has given partial lists of the fossils identified by Cooper, who has 

since published? fuller lists and described some new species. Valuable 

collections of fossils and notes illustrated by maps have also been sent 

to Dr. W. H. Dall by Mr. Homer Hamline, of San Diego, and these 

1The types of this species which were collected here were inadvertently referred to the Chico. 

(Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 51, p. 20.) It may be identical with R. canalifera Gabb. 

?Pacific Railroad Reports, Vol. V, Part II, pp. 46-50, 163, 197-211. 

Geol. Surv. California, Geology, Vol. I, pp. 186-197. 

4 Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XLV, June, 1893, pp. 473-478, and Eleventh Rept. California State 

Mineralogist. 1893, pp. 94-98. 

® Bull. California State Mining Bureau No. 4, pp. 37-51, 60-63. 
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have been studied by me. Through the courtesy of the State min- 

eralogist, Mr. J. J. Crawford, and other officials of the California 

Mining Bureau, I have been permitted to study Fairbanks’s San Diego 

collections, and also the fossils listed by Watts! from Coalinga, the Cali- 

fornia and San Joaquin coal mines. The published lists from all these 

localities indicate some mixing of Chico and Tejon species, but on care- 

ful examination of the fossils it is found that all the Cretaceous species 

cited from ‘Tejon localities, such as the coal mines mentioned, were 

wrongly identified. 

The locality at the west base of Point Loma, near San Diego, yielded a 

characteristic Chico fauna, but, omitting erroneous identifications, there 

are with it a few forms, such as Cylichna costata, Solen diegoensis (2), 

and Tapes quadrata (?), that seem to belong to the Tejon. Besides 

these there are Pectunculus veatchi var. major and Crassatella lomana, 

closely related to C. unioides, both of which suggest the basal Tejon 

beds of Lower Lake. It should be noted, however, that part of Fair- 

banks’s collection was obtained from bowlders, and although he was 

confident that the bowlders were derived from the beds that he found 

in place, it is possible that one or more of them may have been more 

recent. Hamline’s collections do not show any blending of Chico and 

Tejon faunas. It is believed, therefore, that the collections from south- 

ern California can not be accepted as evidence of intimate faunal con- 

nection between the Tejon and the Chico. 

OTHER TEJON AREAS. 

The most southerly point on the Pacific Coast at which Tejon and Chico 

strata are known to occur is in Lower California (about latitude 29° 

30'), where Emmons?” obtained a few fossils belonging to each formation. 

The Tejon is known to occur at many localities in western Oregon 

and as far north as the vicinity of Seattle, Wash. Diller’s collections 

from these regions show a considerable fauna apparently belonging to 

the Upper Tejon. It contains no Cretaceous elements, and from the 

absence of most of the Lower Tejon characteristic forms it is inferred 

that the earliest Tejon is not represented there. The unconformability 

of the Tejon with the Cretaceous in Oregon, as described by Diller, 

has already been mentioned. 

THE MARTINEZ GROUP AND ITS FAUNA. 

As the Martinez group was not described nor definitely located in 

any section, it can be identified only by means of the fossils that were 

assigned to it. In Gabb’s Synopsis of the Cretaceous Invertebrate 

Fossils of California * four localities are mentioned as yielding species 

belonging to the Martinez group, viz: Benicia; Curry’s, south of Mount 

Diablo; Martinez; and near Suisun. 

1In Bull. California State Mining Bureau No. 3. 

2 Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. V, pp. 501-502. 

3 Paleontology of California, Vol. II, pp. 209-254. 
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From Benicia only four species are reported— 

Cymbophora ashburneri Gabb. 

Chione varians Gabb. 

all of which are Cretaceous species and doubtless came from strata 

that I refer to the Chico. 

The following species from Curry’s are referred to the Martinez: 

Ammonites jugalis Gabb. Helicaulax costata Gabb. 

Fusus matthewsoni Gabb. 

The Fusus is a Tejon species which | collected on Curry’s Creek from 

bowlders containing other Eocene fossils, and Gabb’s specimens may 

have been found in a similar situation. The two other species prob- 

ably came from the Chico beds of that neighborhood. 

From the Suisun locality only two species are reported, one of which, 

Turritella saffordi Gabb (= T. pachecoensis), is a Lower Tejon species, 

while the type of the other, Meretrix fragilis, is from Martinez, where 

it is said to be associated with Pugnellus hamulus and Meekia sella, 
both of which are Cretaceous forms. 

About fifty species assigned to this group are enumerated from the 

locality of Martinez, which includes a considerable area south, south- 
east, and southwest of the town, as has already been mentioned. In 

the following list, compiled from Gabb’s Synopsis, the species that are 

now known to be Cretaceous are marked *, those that are known to be 

Tejon are marked +t, and others are left unmarked or their probable 
horizon is indicated by a query following the asterisk or dagger: 

Astrocoenia petrosa Gabb. 

Pecten martinezensis Gabb. 

t * Avicula pellucida Gabb. 

*Mytilus paupereulus Gabb. 

+t Cucullexa matthewsoni Gabb. 

+ * Pectunculus veatchi (Gabb). 

*+(?) Nucula (Acila) truncata 

Gabb. 

t Leda gabbi (Conrad). 

+ (?) Crassatella compacta Gabb. 

t(?) Cardita veneriformis Gabb. 

*(?) Lucina nasuta Gabb. 

* Chione varians Gabb. 

Chione ? angulata Gabb. 

t Tellina ? undulifera Gabb. 

t Tellina wzqualis Gabb. 

*+ Tellina hoffmanniana Gabb. 

Solen (Hypogella) cuneatus Gabb. 

* Pharella alta Gabb. 

t Pholadomya nasuta Gabb. 

*+(?) Martesia clausa Gabb. 

Mactra? tenuissima Gabb. 

*Mactra (Cymbophora) ashburneri 

Gabb. 

Corbula cultriformis Gabb. 

t* Dentalium cooperi Gabb. 

Helcion ? circularis Gabb. 

t Turritella infragranulata Gabb. 

t’Turritella saffordi Gabb (=T. 

pachecoensis). 

t*(?) Lunatia shumardiana Gabb. 

*Gyrodes expansa Gabb. 

t*(?) Amauropsis alveata Gabb. 

+ Ampullina striata Gabb. 

*Solarium inornatum (Gabb). 

* Anchura exilis Gabb. 

* Anchura transversa Gabb. 

*(?) Anchura ? carinifera Gabb. 

*Pugnellus hamulus Gabb. 

t Fusus matthewsoni Gabb. 

t Fusus flexuosus Gabb. 

t(?) Fusus tumidus Gabb. 

+(?) Fusus occidentalis Gabb. 

Neptunea mucronata Gabb. 

* Perissolax brevirostris Gabb. 

t Urosyca caudata Gabb. 

Ataphrus crassus Gabb. 

Turbinella crassitesta Gabb. 

t(?) Sureula inconspicua Gabb. 

t {?) Heteroterma trochoidea Gabb. 

*(?) Ringinella pinguis Gabb. 

t(?) Cylindrites brevis Gabb. 

t *(??) Cylichna costata Gabb. 

t Aturia matthewsoni Gabb. 

*+(?) Ammonites jugalis Gabb. 
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If this list is analyzed in the light of the knowledge derived from 

later collections and stratigraphic observations, it becomes evident that 

it consists of about equal numbers of species from two distinct hori- 

zons. One of these is the Upper Chico, as developed near Benicia, 1 

mile north of Pacheco, and in the hills west of Martinez. The other is 

the Lower Tejon horizon, which Gabb sometimes called “intermediate 

beds,” and which has yielded many fossils at the localities near Lower 

Lake, Benicia, and Pacheco. Still further confusion was caused by the 

fact that in some cases species that really occur together were described 

as coming from different horizons; that is, some of the Lower Tejon 

species were described as Chico, others. from the same horizon as 

Tejon, while the most of them were referred to the Martinez. 

When the line between the Chico and Tejon is drawn where I have 

placed it, within the Martinez group of Gabb, the commingling of Cre- 
taceous and Tertiary types almost entirely disappears. 

The Martinez group as characterized by the fossils assigned to it by 

Gabb can not be treated as a single formation nor as a mere sub- 

division of the Chico. If more detailed field work makes it desirable 

to retain the name at all, it should be restricted to the Eocene portion, 

which is called Lower Tejon in this paper. 

NOTES ON SPECIES REPORTED FROM BOTH CHICO AND TEJON. 

Gabb could list but 16 species that passed from the Chico to the 

Tejon, and a critical examination of the list will show that certainly 

not more that 6 of these cross the line as now drawn between the two 

formations. 

The statements concerning localities in the following list, unless 

otherwise noted, are from Paleontology of California, Vols. I and II: 

1. CALLIANASSA STIMPSONI Gabb. 

Represented by three fragmentary specimens from Chico Creek, 

Clayton, and Canada de las Uvas, so imperfect that it is impossible to 

determine whetker they all belong to one species or not. 

2, NAUTILUS TEXANUS Shumard? 

Heilprin has called attention to the confusion of a specimen ‘col- 

lected by Mr. Clayton” with the locality Clayton, which caused Gabb 

to cite this species from the Tejon. The specimens are from Cottonwood 

Creek, Alderson Gulch (both Lower Cretaceous), and near Mount Diablo. 

3. ATURIA MATTHEWSONI Gabb. 

Vol. I, p. 59, ‘Martinez and Clayton (Division A) and Canada de las 

Uvas (Division B).” 
Vol. II, p. 210, ‘Martinez Group, Martinez; Tejon Group, Clayton 

and Tejon.” These probably all came from the Tejon. 
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4. AMMONITES JUGALIS Gabb. 

The localities and horizons given for this species (Vol. IT, p. 212) are: 

“Martinez group, Martinez; Benicia, Curry’s, south of Mount Diablo; 

Tejon group, Martinez and Clayton.” Specimens afterward referred 

to it were described and figured as the young of Ammonites newberry- 

anus. Concerning its occurrence, Gabb says (Vol. II, p. 154): “T have 

collected it in the latter |Tejon group] in place at the very top of the 

series at the coal mines near Clayton. PI. 10, figs. 5 and 6b, Cal. Report 

Pal., Vol. I, are from a specimen from above the coal beds on Coal Mine 

Hill, near Mount Diablo.” In another place (Am. Jour. Conchol., Vol. 

II, p. 89) he says: ‘Several specimens were collected by myself asso- 

ciated in the same rock and within a few feet of a specimen of Curdita 

hornii” |= Venericardia planicosta|. These statements would indicate 

that all the specimens of Ammonites found in the Tejon probably came 

from the upper part of that formation, though it has already been sug- 

gested on a previous page that there may possibly have been an error 

in determining the horizon of the Clayton specimen. The fragment of 

an undetermined ammonoid found by Heilprin in the collections from 

Fort Tejon at the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, also 

seems to have come from an Upper Tejon horizon. Unfortunately, this 

specimen has been lost or mislaid, and can not now be found in the 

Academy’s collections. 

The specimens referred by Gabb to Ammonites jugalis apparently 

inelude 2 species, differing especially in the convexity of the whorls 

and in the details of the septa. At the University of California, Berke- 

ley, there are 8 small specimens of the flat variety, including the one 

“from Coal Mine Hill, near Mount Diablo,” figured in Paleontology of 

California, Vol. I, pl. 10, fig.5. The others are labeled ‘‘ Martinez” and 

“Mount Diablo.” Inthe Philadelphia Academy collections there are 16 

specimens, all in one tray with two labels—‘ Ammonites jugalis Gabb, 

type, Chico Gr., W. M. G., Benicia, Martinez, Cal.,” and ‘“ Ammonites 

jugalis Gabb, W. M. G., Martinez Gr., Martinez Cal.” This lot includes 

the specimens figured in Paleontology of California, Vol. II, pl. 22, figs. 

13, 15a. The other figured specimen, which appears to me to belong 

to a distinct species, has not been seen by me in either of these 

collections. 
Ammonites jugalis is apparently congenerie with Desmoceras larteti 

Seunes, from the uppermost Cretaceous of France, which de Grossouvre 

refers to his recently described genus Schliiteria. Ammonites that 

appear to be identical with Gabb’s species occur in the lower part of 

the Chico, on Elder Creek, Tehama County, and on the north fork of 

Cottonwood Creek, Shasta County, Cal. It was also found in the low- 

est fossiliferous horizon of the Chico near Benicia. 

No ammonoids have been found in any collections from the Tejon 

made since Gabb’s time. 
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5. FuSUS MATTHEWSONI Gabb. 

Reported from Martinez group at Martinez and Curry’s; Tejon group 

at Martinez, Clayton, and Cochrane’s, 

It has been collected from Tejon bowlders near Curry’s by Dr. J. C. 

Merriam and myself, and I suspect that it does not occur in place 

below the Tejon. 

6. AMAUROPSIS ALVEA'TA (Conrad). 

The only Chico locality mentioned is Curry’s, where, like Fusus mat- 

thewsoni, it may have been collected from Tejon bowlders. 

7 and 8. DENTALIUM STRAMINEUM Gabb. DENTALIUM COOPERI 

Gabb. 

All that can be said of these two species is that striated and smooth 

species of Dentalium occur in both the Chico and the Tejon, and that 

there is no essential difference between Cretaceous and Tertiary forms 

of this genus. 

9, CYLICHNA COSTATA Gabb. 

Reported from the Chico group at Texas Flat, Pence’s, and Martinez; 

Martinez group at Martinez; Tejon group at Martinez, Clayton, Coch- 

rane’s, Tejon, and San Diego. 

In the original collection the specimens from different localities were 

not kept separate. All typical examples of the species obtained in 

recent years are from the Tejon, unless those in the Fairbanks collee- 

tion from Point Loma, near San Diego, really came from the Chico. It 

belongs to a persistent type, however, that has showed little differentia- 

tion since its introduction in the Trias, and it would not be surprising 

to find identical species in the Upper Cretaceous and the Eocene. 

10, MAcTRA (CYMBOPHORA) ASHBURNERI Gabb. 

Apparently two species were described under this name, both of 

which oceur in the Chico. I have not seen a specimen that certainly 

belonged to either of them from any Tejon locality, though it is well 

known that Upper Cretaceous Mactras are of a modern type. 

11. AVICULA PELLUCIDA Gabb. 

The species, which was described from imperfect specimens, was 

reported from a number of localities in the Chico, Martinez, and Tejon 

groups. It belongs to a simple type of Avicula that is well represented 

in the Cretaceous and on to the present day. 

12. CUCULLAA MATTHEWSONI Gabb. 

Credited to the intermediate beds at Lower Lake and Clayton and 

the Martinez group at Martinez. 

The species seems to be confined to the Lower Tejon. 
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13. NucULA (ACILA) TRUNCATA Gabb. 

The types are from the Chico, where the species is abundant, but 

closely similar and probably identical forms are common throughout 

the Tejon. The subgenus Acila is a remarkably persistent type, repre- 

sented by similar species from the Gault (Nucula ornatissima Orb. 

and N. bivirgata Fitton) to the present day (N. castrensis Hinds). Fair- 

banks! reports an Acila from beds at Slates Springs, Cal., said to be 

older than the Knoxville beds, and consequently as early as the Juras- 

sic or lowest Cretaceous. 

14. LEDA GABBI (Conrad)—LEDA PROTEXTA? Gabb. 

As the only lower horizon mentioned is the Martinez group at Mar- 

tinez, it is probable that all of Gabb’s California specimens came from 

the Tejon, though similar species are known from the Upper Cretaceous 

elsewhere, and some living species are closely related. 

15. MARTESIA CLAUSA Gabb. 

Reported from several Chico and Tejon localities. This genus is 

another persistent type that has varied but little from its first intro- 

duction to the present day. 

16. TELLINA HOFFMANNIANA Gabb. 

This is described as a variable species and reported from many local- 

ities in both Chico and Tejon. The specimens I have seen are mere 

internal casts with about the same outline. Many of the Upper Creta- 

ceous species of Tellina are of modern type, scarcely distinguishable 

from recent forms. 

From the intermediate beds at Lower Lake, which have been shown 

to be Tejon, Gabb reported 3 other Chico species—Perissolax breviros- 

tris Gabb, Gyrodes expansa Gabb, and Pectunculus veatchi (Gabb). The 
first of these was very probably a young specimen of Heteroterma gabbi, 

which, if not well preserved, might easily be mistaken for Perissolax 

brevirostris. The Gyrodes expansa was also probably an erroneous identi- 

fication of some other naticoid form. The Pectunculus is not more than 

a fairly well marked variety of P. veatchi, which is another modern type 

represented by similar forms from the Cretaceous to the present day. 

These notes are sufficient to show that, excepting the meager evi- 

dence of the occurrence of Ammonites in the Tejon, it can not be 

claimed that the fauna of any part of the Tejon contains important 

Mesozoic elements. 
THE CHICO FAUNA. 

The statements of several writers already referred to concerning the 

occurrence of Tertiary types in the Chico fauna make it necessary to 

1Jn an unpublished paper read betore the Geological Society of Washington. It was determined 

by Dr. John C. Merriam. 
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examine that fauna briefly. An indication of the nature of the fauna 

may be found in the notes on the Mount Diablo region given on a pre- 

vious page, but it is best developed at a number of localities on the 

east side of Sacramento Valley, where the Chico beds were first dis- 

covered and named and where the supposed Tertiary elements of the 

fauna were observed. The most of the species now known have been 

described by Gabb,'! White,’ and Whiteaves.* The lowest beds of the 

Chico occur with abundant fossils on the west side of Sacramento 

Valley in Shasta and Tehama counties, Cal., where they have been 

described with faunal lists by Diller and Stanton,‘ and in Rogue River 

Valley, Oregon, where they have yielded the interesting fauna listed 

and discussed by Anderson.? The beds at the last-mentioned locality 

may include the uppermost strata of the Horsetown beds, which in 

California are immediately succeeded by the Chico without faunal or 

stratigraphic break. 

That the Chico fauna as a whole is Upper Cretaceous will not be 

questioned by anyone who has studied it in its entirety or who has 

even examined a representative collection from a single locality. 

Although some species do not range throughout the entire formation, 

no definite faunal zones can be established with our present knowl- 

edge, and it. is doubtful whether it will ever be found necessary or 

practicable from paleontological evidence to subdivide the 4,000 feet or 

more of Chico beds. The close relationship of the lowest Chico with 

the Horsetown and the oceurrence in it of such types as Acanthoceras 

turneri White and of an Inoceramus that seems to be identical with J. 

labiatus® Schlotheim indicate that the Chico includes beds almost as 

old as the earliest Upper Cretaceous of Europe. 

On account of the occurrence throughout the Chico of Schloenbachia 

and of some other forms which are not found in the uppermost Creta- 

ceous elsewhere in the United States, it was suggested in a previous 

paper’ that the Chico may not include beds representing the latest 

Cretaceous of other parts of the world. It is not certain that that sug- 

gestion was incorrect, but the affinities of our west coast Cretaceous 

faunas are much closer with those found on the opposite side of the 

Pacific, in southern India, Japan, and Saghalien, than with other Cre- 

taceous faunas in the United States, and the ammonitic types above 

mentioned range up into beds in India that are regarded as very late 

Cretaceous by European paleontologists.? Among other characteristic 

1 Paleontology of California, Vols. I and II. The synopsis in Vol. II designates the Chico species. 

?Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey Nos. 22 and 51. The species in Bulletin 22 are from the Waliala beds, 
now known to be Lower Chico. 

‘Geol. Surv. Canada, Mesozoic Fossils, Part II. These are from the Nanaimo formation of Van- 

couver Island, which is correlated with the Chico. 

4Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. V, pp. 438-445. 

EJour. of Geology, Vol. ITI, pp. 455-468. 

6 Reported by Anderson from the Oregon locality above mentioned and collected by Ward and 
Storrs in 1895 on Elder Creek, California. 

7Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. V. pp. 460-461. 

*The intimate relations of all the Cretaceous faunas around the borders of the Indo-Pacific basin are 

discussed, with full reference to the literature, by Dr. Franz Kossmat in Jahrbuch K.-k. geol. 

Reichsanstalt, Wien, vol. 44, 1894, pp. 459-478. 
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Cretaceous types that range through the Chico, may be mentioned 

ammonoids, such as 2 or 3 species of Lytoceras belonging to the group 

for which de Grossouvre has proposed the name Gaudryceras; several 

species of Pachydiscus, and 1 each of Scaphites, Baculites, and Hete- 

roceras; 2 or 3 species of Inoceramus, Trigonia, and Meekia; several 

species of Anchura, Aporrhais, Pugnelius, Gyrodes, Rostellites, ete. 

With these distinctively Mesozoic types in the littoral beds of the 

Chico, there are associated many other species belonging or closely 

related to genera now living. These are the species that have been 

spoken of as Tertiary types in the Chico, but the proportion of such 

forms is certainly not greater in the Chico than in the Ripley fauna of 

Alabama and Mississippi or in the Upper Cretaceous of Aachen, 

described by Holzapfel.'| It would be more accurate to speak of such 

species as modern types or persistent types, for many of the living mol- 

luscan genera date back to the Cretaceous. Some of them, of course, 

began much earlier, but it is not until the Upper Cretaceous, and espe- 

cially in the shallow-water facies of the Upper Cretaceous, such as the 

Chico usually is, that a considerable proportion of the invertebrate fossils 

can be referred to living genera. To mention only a few examples, in 

the Cretaceous there are species of Ostrea, Avicula, Mytilus, Modiola, 

Pectunculus, Lucina, Tellina, Mactra, Turritella, Lunatia, Neritina, 

Action, Cylichna, Dentalium, etc., which, if taken alone, without 

knowledge of the specific forms or of the localities from which they 

came, would not furnish the basis for determining whether they are 

Cretaceous or later. In deciding a question of that kind, a species 

belonging to a long-established modern type should have very little 

weight. ; : 
RESUME OF CONCLUSIONS. 

1. In all known sections that contain both Chico and Tejon the strata 

are apparently conformable. So far as it goes, this is an indication of 

continuous sedimentation, but without further evidence it can not be 

accepted as proof that there is no break, nor should it be given greater 

weight than the ciear unconformability between Tejon and older Cre- 
taceous beds in Oregon. 

2. The Martinez group of the California Survey is not a simple forma- 

tion that can be considered a mere subdivision of the Chico, but consists 

of two distinct portions, one of which is Cretaceous and inseparable 

from the Chico, while the other is HKocene, and is here classed as Lower 
Tejon. ‘ 

4, The “intermediate beds” supposed by Gabb to form a transition 

from the Chico to the Tejon are the same as the upper part of the Mar- 

tinez group and the Lower Tejon. Their fauna, so far as known, includes 

no distinctively Mesozoic elements. 

5. The Chico fauna is characteristically Cretaceous, its so-called 

“Tertiary types” being persistent or modern types that have changed 

but little from the Cretaceous to the present day. 

1 Paleontographica, Vols. XXXIV and XXXV. 
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6. An examination of the species supposed to occur in both the Chico 

and the Tejon reduces their number to net more than 6, and with one 

exception those are all persistent types that can not be classed as 

Mesozoic. The exception is Ammonites jugalis, which Gabb collected 

from two localities supposed to be Tejon in the Mount Diablo region, but 

it has not been rediscovered in any subsequent Tejon collections. The 

ammonoid seen by Heilprin in the Gabb collection from Fort Tejon may 

or may not be this species. It is held that the Tejon fauna is essentially 

Eocene and very distinct from the Chico, even though this ammonite 

should prove to belong to it. 

7. The time interval indicated by the decided change in faunas from 

the Chico to the Tejon can not now be estimated. In fact, there is little 

evidence that the later fauna is directly derived from the earlier except- 

ing in a few species, and it is possible that all the changes took place 

by extinction and migration of species during the period in which the 

barren beds between the latest Chico and the earliest Tejon fossiliferous 

horizons were laid down. It will not be surprising, however, if evi- 

dence is some time found of a period of erosion at the close of the 

Cretaceous on the Pacific Coast. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME LOWER TEJON SPECIES. 

As the fauna of the Upper Tejon is comparatively well known and 

its Eocene character generally recognized, it is not considered neces- 

sary to redescribe and illustrate it. In the Lower Tejon, however, there 

are some forms that have been confused with Chico species, some that 
are distinetly Eocene types, such as the coral Flabellum remondianum, 

others that have been imperfectly described, and a considerable number 

that seem to be new. Some of these important forms are now described 

and illustrated for the purpose of giving a more definite idea of the 

character of the Lower Tejon fauna. 

Genus FLABELLUM Lesson. 

FLABELLUM REMONDIANUM Gabb. 

Pl. LXIIL, figs. 1 and 2. 

Flabellum remondianum Gabb, 1864, Geol. Surv. California, Paleontology, vol. 1, p. 207, 

pl. 26, fig. 199. 

The following description of this species is by Mr. T. ‘Wayland 

Vaughan, who has kindly allowed me to extract it from his manuscript 

monograph of the Eocene corals of the United States: 

“The following is Gabb’s description: 
‘¢¢ Polypidom triangular, convex on the sides, acute and straight on 

the lateral margins; sides marked by eight or nine prominent radiating 

ribs, with regularly concave interspaces; upper surface unknown. 

“© * Locality—Between Mount Diablo and the Coal Mine.’ 
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“Mr. T. W. Stanton collected near Benicia, Cal., many casts and 

specimens of this species embedded in sandstone. From the study of 

this material the following description has been made: 

‘ Form cuneate, triangular, and compressed; the cross section shows 

acute, aliform projections at the ends of the longer transverse axis. 

On the sides in the upper portion of the corallum there are nine subacute 

prominent cost, along the crests of which there are usually minute 

tubercles; in the lower portion of the corallum the cost are very 
indistinet. Occasionally between the prominent cost are fainter ones. 

The septa, in a section of a corallum that was studied, are thin, 78 (or 81) 

in number. There are only 22 of the fourth cycle, it being incomplete 

between one septum of the first cycle and the septum of the second 

eycle which corresponds to the middle of one lateral face. There are 

32 septa of the fifth cycle, intercalated in the systems between the 

primary septa at the ends of the longer transverse and the primaries 

standing nearest the middle of the lateral faces. Apparently there 

are afew members of the sixth cycle in two of the systems next the ter- 

mini of the longer transverse axis. The sides of the septa are granulate. 

Lower portion of corallum entirely filled by stereoplasm. Columella 

parietal. 

“Dimensions: Longer transverse axis of ap average specimen, 22 

mm.; shorter transverse axis, 8 mm. 

“Height of a smaller specimen: 11 mm. 

“Locality: Army Point, near Benicia, Cal. ' 

‘““Horizon: Lower Tejon beds. 

“Specimens in the United States National Museum. 

“The character of the costz and the aliform projections are the best 

criteria by which to separate this species from the triangular varieties 

of F. cuneiforme, to which it is closely related.” es 

Genus TEREBRATULINA @Orbigny. 

TEREBRATULINA TEJONENSIS 0. sp. 

Pl. LXIII, figs. 3 and 4. 

Shell of medium size, elongate ovate in outline, moderately convex, 

with an obscure median depression in the ventral valve, which is rather 

narrow in the umbonal region and regularly rounded in front; dorsal 

valve relatively broader and more oval in outline; surface marked by 

small but rather prominent radiating striz, most of which branch 

dichotomously twice in passing from the beak to the front. Most 

specimens also show several distinct lines of growth between the 

middle and the front of the valve. 

The species is represented by a number of more or less distorted 

single valves, the largest of which, a dorsal (?) valve, measures 20 mm. 
in Jength and 16 mm. in greatest breadth. The other figured speci- 

men is a more slender ventral valve, slightly distorted by pressure, 

measuring 18 mm. in length and 12 mm. in breadth. 
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Locality and position—From the Lower Tejon beds 1 mile southeast 

of Lower Lake, Lake County, Cal., where it is associated with Brachy- 

sphingus liratus, Urosyca caudata, Cucullea matthewsoni, ete. 

Genus PLICATULA Lamarck. 

PLICATULA OSTREIFORMIS I. Sp. 

Pl. LXIII, figs. 5 and 6. 

Shell large, irregularly ovate in outline, but varying considerably in 

this respect; valves subequal, the right one being usually slightly con- 

vex and the left flattened or a little concave in the middle; test 

unusually thick; surface with obscure radiating plications and irregu- 
lar pits. 

An average specimen measures 52 mm. in length, 39 mm. in breadth, 

and 19 mm. in greatest convexity of the two valves united. 

Internal casts show impressions of the characteristic hinge of Plica- 

tula. 

Locality and position.—In the same bed with the preceding species, 

1 mile southeast of Lower Lake, where it is abundant, but usually not 

well preserved. 

Genus LIMA Bruguiére. 

LIMA MULTIRADIATA Gabb. 

Pl. LXITI, figs. 7 and 8. 

Lima multiradiata Gabb, 1869, Paleontology of California, Vol. II, p. 201, pl. 33, fig. 101, 

Shell large, less oblique than is usual in the genus, subovate in out- 

line, moderately convex; ears triangular, relatively small, but distinct 

from the body of the valve, posterior side forming an irregular curve 

from the ear to the base, most convex below the middle; anterior mar- 

gin nearly straight or very slightly concave above the ear and forming 

aregular curve with the base below; surface covered with numerous, 

slightly sinuous, irregular radiating ribs, which are broader than the 

very narrow interspaces on the umbonal region, but become relatively 

more narrow toward the base. The ribs are crossed by rather promi- 

nent subsquamose lines of growth, giving parts of the surface a reticu- 

lated appearance. 

An average specimen measures 61 mm. in greatest length from beak 

to base and 49 mm. in greatest transverse diameter below the middle 

of the shell. 

The species was originally described from a single fragmentary speci- 
men found in the “ intermediate beds” 1 mile southeast of Lower Lake, 

Cal. The specimens now figured were obtained at the same place, 

where the species is common, but not very well preserved, associated 

with Brachysphingus liratus, Leda aleformis, and other characteristic 
Lower Tejon fossils. 
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Genus CUCULLAA Lamarck.., 

CUCULLHA MATTHEWSONI Gabb. 

Pl. LXIV, figs. 4 and 5. 

Cucullea matthewsoni Gabb, 1869, Paleontology of California, Vol. I, p. 195, pl. 31, 

fig. 266, 

Shell large, gibbous, subquadrate, with prominent beaks and a broad 

cardinal area bearing three or four angular impressed lines; front 

broadly rounded; posterior end obliquely truncate above, narrowly 

rounded below; ventral margin in the adult usually slightly sinuous 

behind the middle; surface in the young shell marked by numerous 

subequal rather prominent radiating ribs with narrow interspaces. 

In the adult the ribs are not so regular and they are most conspicuous 

on the middle region of the shell, becoming obsolete on the posterior 

end. The surface is also marked by fine lines of growth. Free margins 

of the valve crenulate within. 

The dimensions of a large specimen are as follows: Length, 70 mm.; 

height, 62 mm.; convexity of valve, 25 mm. 

The species varies considerably in outline, the type of the species as 

figured by Gabb being an unusually short specimen, while the larger 

one here figured shows the other extreme of variation in length, thus 

approaching C. truncata Gabb in form, though easily distinguished from 

it in sculpture and other features. 

Locality and position.—The figured specimens are from the Lower 

Tejon beds, 1 mile southeast of Lower Lake. It occurs at Army Point, 

near Benicia, in the same horizon. Gabb’s types were from Martinez 

and below the coal near Clayton, referred in the one case to the Mar- 

tinez group and in the other to the intermediate beds, but doubtless 
both belonging to the same Lower Tejon horizon. 

Genus PECTUNCULUS Lamarck. 

PECTUNCULUS VEATCHI (Gabb.) 

JAG DD OY sites ale 

Axinea veatchi Gabb, 1864, Paleontology of California, Vol. I, p. 197, pl. 25, figs, 

183-1834. 

The original description of this Chico species is as follows: 

“Shell thick, subglobose, equivalve and nearly equilateral; beaks 

large, incurved, central, approximate, with the sides sloping downward, 

anterior and basal margins regularly rounded; posterior end rounded 

or subtruncate, surface marked by 36 to 40 radiating ribs, very regular 

in size, a little the smallest anteriorly and obsolete behind; a faint 

depression usually exists on the posterior side of the umbones, which 

passes down and strikes the middle of the posterior margin. Internal 
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margin coarsely crenulated. Hinge robust; teeth arranged radiately, 

the lateral teeth largest and most widely separated. Area very short 

and narrow.” 

The radiating ribs are sometimes narrower than the interspaees and 

sometimes broader. The length of the shell is a little less than the 

height. The large specimen figured measures 49 mm. in length, 51 mm. 

in height, and the convexity of the single valve is about 21 mm. 

The species is introduced here for comparison with the large variety 

in the Lower Tejon. 

Locality and position.—Abundant at numerous localities in the Chico 

of the Sacramento Valley. The figured specimen is from Pentz (for- 

merly called Pence’s Ranch). Some of the small imperfectly preserved 

specimens from the Tejon usually referred to P. sagittatus may belong 

to this species. 

PECTUNCULUS VEATCHI var. MAJOR D0. var. 

Pl. LXIV, figs. 2 and 3. 

Compared with the typical form of the species, this variety is larger, 

less convex, and proportionally longer; the ribs are broader than the 

interspaces and the posterior end is more sinuous. 

Length of a large specimen, 65 mm.; height, 64 mm.; convexity of 

one valve, about 22 mm. 

Locality and position —Common in the Lower Tejon 1 mile southeast 

of Lower Lake. There is one specimen in the California State Mining 

Bureau collection, obtained by Fairbanks on Point Loma, near San 

Diego, which is supposed to have come from the Chico, 

Genus LEDA Schumacher. 

LEDA ALAFORMIS (Gabb). 

Pl. LXIV, figs. 6 and 7. 

Corbula aleformis Gabb, 1869, Paleontology of California, Vol. II, p. 177, pl. 29, fig. 63. 

The original description of this species is as follows: 

‘Shell large, broadly rounded in advance, narrow, produced, and 

truncated behind; beaks about a third of the length from the anterior 

end, high; posterior cardinal margin nearly straight, bordered by a 

broad, deep groove extending from the beaks to the posterior end; 

base prominently and broadly rounded in the middle, sinuous behind; 

surface marked by small, regular ribs.” 

It is necessary to add to this description only that internal casts 

show the characteristic nuculoid hinge, and that the species is unusu- 

ally convex for a Leda. The abundant occurrence of this Leda at the 

type locality of Gabb’s Corbula aleformis and its exact agreement in 

form and surface sculpture leave no doubt as to its identity. 
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A large specimen measures 52 mm. in length, 24 mm. in height, and 

about 8 mm. in convexity of the single valve. 

Locality and position—The figured specimens are from the Lower 

Tejon 1 mile southeast of Lower Lake, Cal. It has also been collected 

from the same horizon near Benicia and Pacheco. 

LEDA GABBI (Conrad). 

Pl. LXIV, fig. 8. 

Leda protexta? Gabb, 1864, Paleeontology of California, Vol. I, p. 199, pl. 26, fig. 185. 

Not Leda protexta Gabb, 1860, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 2d series, Vol. IV, p. 

397, pl: 68, fig. 35. 

Nuculana Gabbi Conrad, 1866, Smithsonian Check List Invert. Foss. of North America, 

Eocene and Oligocene, p. 3. 

Leda Gabhi (Conrad) Gabb, 1869, Paleontology of California, Vol. II, p. 197. 

This is another large species of Leda, originally supposed to be iden- 

tical with Leda protexta, an Upper Cretaceous species of the Atlantic 

and Gulf border region. Compared with L. aiwformis, it is much more 

slender, less convex, and has finer sculpture. The posterior end is 

proportionally less narrowed. 

A medium-sized specimen measures 24 mm. in length and 10 mm in 

height, and the convexity of a single valve is about 2 mm. 

Locality and position.— The specimen figured is from the Lower Tejon 

at the brickyard three-fourths of a mile east of Lower Lake, Cal. It is 

reported from many other Tejon localities. 

Genus CRASSATELLA Lamarck. 

CRASSATELLA UNIOIDES 0. sp. 

Pl. LXV, figs. 1 and 2. 
- 

Shell large, thick, very much elongated, with prominent, almost ter- 

minal, beaks; anterior end broadly rounded; posterior end also rounded, 

but much narrower; dorsal margin sloping regularly from the beaks 

to the posterior end; ventral margin almost straight; surface showing 

only lines of growth, but revealing radiating lines toward the front 

when slightly exfoliated; lunule cordate, rather deep; free margins 

denticulate within. 

Length, 82 mm.; height near anterior end, 49 mm.; convexity of one 

valve, 20 mm. 

The nearest relative of this species is Crassatella lomana Cooper,!' 

from supposed Chico beds on Point Loma, near San Diego.  C. wnioides 

is a more slender form, with more prominent beaks, straighter dorsal 

margin, and narrower posterior end. 

Locality and position.—From the Lower Tejon 1 mile southeast of 

Lower Lake, Cal. Represented by two valves. 

1 Bull. California State Mining Bureau No. 4, 1894, p. 48, pl. 3, fig. 47. 

17 GEOL, PI I 66 
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Genus LUCINA Bruguiere. 

LUCINA TURNERI h. sp. 

Pl. LXV, figs. 6 and 7. 

Shell large, thick, moderately convex, subcireular in outline; beaks 

rather prominent; Junule small; surface nearly smooth, marked only 

by lines of growth, except in the posterior dorsal region, where there 

is a narrow but distinct furrow, bordered above by a somewhat broader 

rounded ridge extending from near the beak to the posterior end; dorsal 

margin slightly excavated in front of the beaks. 

The left valve has two well-developed cardinal teeth and obsolescent 

anterior and posterior laterals. 

Length, 52 mm.; height, 49 mm.; convexity of single valve, about 

12 mm. 

In external aspect this species has some resemblance to Dosinia ele- 

vata Gabb,' but it is not probable that they are congeneric, though I 

have not been able to study specimens of Gabb’s species. None of the 

fossil species of Lucina described from the Pacific Coast are closely 

related to this one. 

The name is given in honor of Mr. H. W. Turner, of the United States 

Geological Survey. 

Locality and position.—Lower Tejon 1 mile southeast of Lower 

Lake, Cal. 

Genus MERETRIX Lamarck. 

MERETRIX Sp. 

Pl. LXV, figs. 3.and 4. 

One of the most abundant species at the locality 1 mile southeast of 

Lower Lake is a venerid apparently belonging to the genus Meretrix 

and closely resembling the original figure of M. hornii Gabb,” but as 

Gabb discredited that figure when it was published, and his later tigure 

and the specimens preserved in the Academy of Natural Sciences, Phila- 

delphia, are not at all like it, our fossils can not be identified with his 

species. Possibly this will prove to be a new species, but I shall not 

venture to name it until several of Gabb’s venerid species represented 

by conventionalized figures are better known. It may be described as 

follows: 

Shell subtriangular, moderately convex, with thin test; beaks promi- 

nent, considerably in advance of the middle; lunule small, deeply 

impressed; dorsal margin slightly convex behind the beak, sloping 

rapidly to the narrowly rounded posterior end; anterior end broadly 

rounded; ventral margin forming a regular curve; surface marked by 

1Paleontology of California, Vol. I, pl. 30, fig. 252. 

*Tbid., pl. 23, fig. 144. 
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closely arranged, rather prominent concentric ridges and furrows, which 

vary considerably in size. 

The numerous specimens collected show considerable variation in 

relative length of the shells, but this feature does not seem sufficiently 

constant for specific separation. 

The dimensions of the largest specimen are: Length, 43 mm.; height, 

31 mm.; convexity of single valve, about 8 mm. The corresponding 

measurements of a smaller specimen of the short variety are 27, 23, and 

6 mm., respectively. 

Genus TELLINA Linnezus. 

TELLINA HORNII Gabb? 

PIP IOXVi fig. 5. 

Tellina hornii Gabb, 1864, Paleontology of California, Vol. 1, p. 160, pl. 30, fig. 244. 

A slender, compressed, thin-shelled form agreeing fairly well with 

Gabb’s figure of this species. The beaks are small, median in position; 

anterior end regularly rounded; posterior end obliquely subtruncate 

above, narrowly rounded below; ventral margin almost straight; sur- 

face marked only by irregular lines of growth. 

Length, 40 mm.; height, 20 mm.; convexity of single valve, about 

2 mm. 

It is by no means certain that this species is a Tellina. It has been 

referred to Psammobia by Heilprin, and may belong there, but in the 

absence of knowledge of the hinge and other internal features, it is 

thought better to leave it under the original name. 

Locality and position.—The type is from Tejon strata near Fort Tejon. 

The specimen now figured was obtained in the Lower Tejon 1 mile 

southeast of Lower Lake, Cal. 

Genus TURRITELLA Lamarck. 

TURRITELLA PACHECOENSIS n. sp. 

Pl. LXVI, figs. 1 and 2. 

Turritella saffordii Gabb, 1864, Paleontology of California, Vol. I, p. 135, pl. 2, fig. 

93. Not Turritella saffordi Gabb, 1860, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 2d series, 

Vol. IV, p. 392, pl. 68, fig. 12. 

Adult specimens with 18 or 20 whorls that are flattened on the sides 

and more or less angulated above and below near the channeled suture; 

surface of the earlier whorls marked by about 12 fine spiral lines, of 

which those on the angles near the sutures are most prominent; on 

later whorls the spiral lines become obsolete and the sinuous lines of 

growth become much more prominent, forming rows of obscure tuber- 

cles on the angles; aperture subquadrate. 

A large specimen consisting of 10 whorls, but lacking the apical 
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portion, measures 122 mm. in length and 33 mm. in greatest breadth. 

Another specimen, consisting of the upper 11 whorls, is 31 mm. in length 

and 9 mm. in greatest breadth. 

The earlier whorls of this species have considerable resemblance 

to the Tennessee Cretaceous forms to which the name 7. saffordi 
yas originally applied, but when adult specimens are compared they 

are seen to have very little in common. There is considerable varia- 
tion in the extent to which the tubercles are developed on the later 
whorls, but indications of these are always found. 

Locality and position.—Abundant in the Lower Tejon 24 miles north- 

east of Lower Lake and rare 1 mile southeast of that village. The 

specimens figured are from the same horizon 1 mile north of Pacheco, 

Cal. Gabb reports it from near Martinez and Lower Lake and 6 miles 

northeast of Suisun, Cal. Doubtless all of these localities are on 

the same horizon, though two of them were referred to the Martinez 

group. 

TURRITELLA INFRAGRANULATA Gabb. 

Pl Wi, igo: 

Turritella infragranulata Gabb, 1864, Paleontology of California, Vol. I, p. 212, pl. 

32, fig. 279. 

Shell rather large, composed of 12 or 15 whorls, which are strongly 

angulated below, broadly excavated above, and again prominent near 

the linear suture; surface marked by 9 or 10 fine spiral lines and by 

numerous granulations or small tubercles on the lower angle of the 

whorl. 

The figured specimen, which lacks several whorls at the apex, meas- 

ures 63 nm. in length and 21 mm. in greatest breadth. Other imper- 

fect specimens indicate that the species attained dimensions almost 

twice as great. 

The apical angle of this species is considerably greater than that of 

T. pachecoensis. Another, perhaps more closely related, species in the 

same beds is 7. martinezensis Gabb, which has about the same propor- 

tions, but differs in form of whorl and surface sculpture. 

Locality and position.—The type of the species was obtained near 

Martinez and doubtfully referred to the Martinez group. The speci- 

men now figured was obtained in the Lower Tejon 1 mile north of 

Pacheco, Cal., and others were collected at Army Point, near Benicia, 

and 1 mile southeast of Lower Lake, all from the same horizon. 

Genus LUNATIA Gray. 

LUNATIA HORNIL Gabb. 

Pl ixXeVval ie: 

Lunatia hornii Gabb, 1864, Paleontology of California, Vol. I, p. 106, pl. 29, fig. 217. 

Original description.‘ Shell subglobose; spire small, acute, not 

prominent; whoris five, almost entirely enveloped, except the newer 
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portions of the penultimate volution. Aperture semilunar, rounded 

below; outer lip acute, nearly straight; columellar lip with a moder- 

ately large callus, thickened above, smaller and flat below, continuing 

as a thickened lip almost to the anterior end of the mouth. Umbilicus 

small, partially covered. Surface marked by irregular lines of growth.” 

Locality and position.—The types are from Alizos Creek, near Fort 

Tejon, in beds probably belonging to the Upper Tejon. The specimen 

figured is one of a number obtained from the Lower Tejon 1 mile south- 

east of Lower Lake. They have been compared with examples from the 

original locality and seem to be identical. 

Genus PERISSOLAX Gabb. 

PERISSOLAX BLAKEI (Conrad). 

JE oP sires al, 

Busycon? blakei Conrad, 1855, Pacific Railroad Reports, Prelim. Geol. Rept. of W.P. 

Blake, p.11; 1856, idem, Vol. V, p. 322, pl. 2, fig. 3. 

Levifusus blaket Conrad, 1866, Smithsonian Check List Invert. Foss. of N. A., Eocene 

and Oligocene, p. 19. 

Perissolax blaket (Conrad) Gabb, 1864, Paleeontology of California, Vol. I, p. 92, pl. 21, 

fig. 110; 1869, idem, Vol. II, p. 149. 

Shell consisting of about 6 rapidly increasing shouldered whorls, 

with a single slightly tuberculated carina visible on the spire and three 

on the body whorl; suture linear; spire covered with minute spiral 

lines; canal long and nearly straight with coarser spiral lines; upper 

whorls more or less caucellate. 

The specimen figured, which has a lower spire and shorter canal than 

the average, measures 40 mm. in length and 25 mm. in breadth. 

The type of the species came from the neighborhood of Fort Tejon, 

and the slender form figured by Gabb is abundant in the Tejon beds 

above the coal east of Clayton. These show only two carine on the 

body whorl instead of three, but Gabb mentions a specimen from Mar- 

tinez that had three angles like the present one, which is from the Lower 

Tejon at Army Point, near Benicia. 

Genus STREPSIDURA Swainson. 

STREPSIDURA PACHECOENSIS N. sp. 

PP WU Xovaly fies 2% 

Shell of medium size, broadly fusiform; spire rather low, sloping 

regularly from the angle, which is above the middle of the body whorl; 

suture linear, appressed; canal about as long as the spire and abruptly 

bent near the end; surface marked by numerous closely arranged 

thread-like lines, mostly alternating in size, and by broad, rather 

obscure plications on the angle of the body whorl. 

Length, 45 mm.; greatest breadth, 35 mm. The single type specimen 
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is somewhat exfoliated, so that the surface sculpture is not very well 
preserved. 

Locality and position—Lower Tejon 1 mile north of Pacheco, Cal., 

where it is associated in the same layer with Turritella pachecoensis. 

Genus HETEROTERMA Gabb. 

HETEROTERMA STRIATA 0. Sp. 

PE IXeV ALI hoe: 

Shell broadly fusiform, consisting of about 5 whorls, that are some- 

what concave above; sutures linear, undulated; spire about one-third 

the length of the shell, with an apical angle of nearly 90°; canal about 

the length of the spire, straight and relatively narrow, sharply distinet 

from the rest of the body whorl, which bears on its middle portion very 

prominent short costie or elongated tubercles that in the later stages 

of growth sometimes show a tendency to divide into two rows of nodes; 

surface of entire shell also marked by rather coarse linear strie, sepa- 

rated by broader interspaces. ; 

Length, 27 mm.; greatest breadth, 22 mm. 

In general form this species is very much like the type of the genus, 

Heteroterma trochoidea, which came from Martinez and was credited to 

the Martinez group, so that it probably also belongs to the Lower Tejon 

fauna. H. trochoidea differs from H. striata in having its body whorl 

distinetly bicarinate, with a row of tubercles on each carina, and in 

having much more numerous and finer spiral lines. These distinctions 

are well shown in the figures and are confirmed by direct comparison 
of the types. 

Locality and position.—Lower Tejon 1 mile north of Pacheco, and 

small specimens probably of same species 1 mile southeast of Lower 

Lake. 

HETEROTERMA GABBI N. Sp. 

PP Xe I, fies: 

Shell large, short fusiform; spire low, with the smooth upper portion 

of the whorls concave between the undulating sutures; body whorl 

large, angulated a little above the middle, abruptly contracted into the 

short beak below; slope above the angle slightly concave and marked 

only by fine lines of growth and minute revolving lines; middle of 

body whorl with about 12 or 13 short, prominent, longitudinal plications © 

crossed by 8 or 9 strong revolving lines, beneath which the surface is 

again almost smooth, with a few inconspicuous revolving lines. 

Length, 44 mm.; greatest breadth, 35 mm. 

The lines of growth indicate that there was a posterior sinus of the 

aperture, as in H. trochoidea. 

In Gabb’s collections from the “intermediate beds” near Lower Lake, 
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the young of this or the preceding species was probably identified as 

Perissolax brevirostris, to which it has a slight superficial resemblance. 

A specimen of the latter species from the Chico, near Pentz, Cal., is 

figured for comparison (Pl. LX VII, fig. 4). 

Genus SIPHONALIA A, Adams. 

SIPHONALIA? LINEATA Nh. Sp. 

LXV AI tilouire 

Shell small, short fusiform, with a strongly twisted canal; spire short, 

consisting of 4 or 5 whorls; body whorl large, rounded; canal a little 

longer than the spire; surface covered with thread-like spiral lines 

crossed by rather prominent lines of growth; on the spire and the upper 

part of the Jast whorl 2 or 3 of the spiral lines are considerably larger 
than the others that alternate with them. 

Length of an average specimen, 17 mm.; greatest breadth, 11 mm. 

Locality and position.—In the Lower Tejon 1 mile north of Pacheco 

(the figured specimen) and 1 mile southeast of Lower Lake, Cal. 

Genus UROSYCA Gabb. 

UROSYCA CAUDATA Gabb. 

Pl. LX VII, fig. 6. 

Urosyca caudata Gabb, 1869, Palzontology of California, Vol. II, p. 159, pl. 27, 

fig. 38. 

Original description.—‘ Shell moderately large, pyriform; spire low; 

whorls 5, the upper rounded, the body whorl subangulated by three 

nearly equidistant, nodose, revolving carine; top of whorl slightly 

sloping, interspaces between the ribs slightly concave, anterior portion 

deeply excavated. Surface crossed by numerous small revolving strize. 

Aperture broad; outer lip simple, inner lip slightly incrusted; canal 

long, slender, slightly twisted. 

“ Length, 2.35 inches; length of aperture, 2.15 inches; width of body 

whorl, 1.3 inches. 
“Rare in the Martinez group, Martinez.” 

The figure of the type is considerably restored and represents an 

unusually large specimen. The example figured in this paper is 

smaller and has suffered some distortion by pressure, especially in 

reducing the height of the spire, but it has been compared and fully 

identified with the types of the species in the Philadelphia Academy. 

Locality and position.—The figured specimen is from the Lower 

Tejon at Army Point, near Benicia, where the species is abundant. 

It is also common in beds of the same age near Lower Lake, and one 

specimen was collected 1 mile north of Pacheco. 
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Genus BRACHYSPHINGUS Gabb. 

BRACHYSPHINGUS LIRATUS Gabb. 

Pl. LX VI, figs. 5 and 6. 

Buccinum liratum Gabb, 1864, Paleontology of California, Vol. I, p. 96, pl. 28, fig. 211. 

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb, 1869, idem, Vol. II, p. 156. 

Original deseription.—* Shell ovoid, robust, test thick; spire low, 

whorls 44 to 5, convex; aperture elongate, deeply notched in advance; 

outer lip simple; inner lip slightly incrusted, more heavily below than 

above; umbilicus distinct, but imperforate; surface marked by numer- 

ous rounded, longitudinal ribs, with intermediate spaces somewhat 
smaller than the ribs themselves; these run somewhat obliquely, espe- 

cially at the top, where they curve slightly from behind forward. The 

lower third to half of the shell is marked by numerous small revolving 

impressed lines,” 

Some specimens, especially of young shells, show revolving lines 

over the whole surface. There is a well-marked siphonal fasciole, bor- 

dered by a sharp ridge. 

A medium-sized specimen measures 31 mm. in length and 23 mm. in 

greatest width. 

Locality and position.—The figured specimens are from the Lower 

Tejon 1 mile southeast of Lower Lake, Cal., where the species is abun- 

dant. It occurs more sparingly in the same horizon near Benicia and 1 

mile north of Pacheco. The localities given in Gabb’s original descrip- 

tion are Martinez, Clayton, and Marsh’s Ranch, all in the Mount Diablo 

region. 
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PLATE LXIII. 
Page. 

FLABELLUM REMONDIANUM GabDbin- oc. so aa =n ence eee seeiaeie ee nee ene eeeee 1036 

Fig. 1. Side view enlarged. 

Fig. 2. Enlarged cross section of another specimen, showing arrangement 

of septa. (The three septaof the sixth cycle in the half systems adjoin- 

ing the termini of the longer transverse axis may not be present. ) 

TEREBRATULINA TEJONENSISMDASD -- aac =) ee eee eeenneeeeeeeeeee 1037 

Fig. 3. Slender ventral valve, slightly distorted. 

Fig. 4. A large dorsal valve. 

PLICATULA (OSTREINORMIS D8) 2 ene eee. eee eee eee eee 1038 

hig. 5. A medium-sized right valve. 

Vig. 6. More slender right valve, with the lower margin broken. 

LIMA MULTIRADIATA, Gabo. 222.2 3522 e ee cee ee ose econ ee ee eee eC eeeee 1038 
Fig. 7. Slender left valve, showing surface sculpture from gutta-percha 

‘ast of a natural mold. 
Fig. 8. Cast of a broader right valve retaining shell on the beak and ears. 
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PECTUNCULUS .VEATCHT (Gabb) nese e eee enee eee Eee eee eee 1039 

Fig. 1. A large left valve from the Chico introduced for comparison. 

PECTUNCULUS VEATCH varoMAJOR NavVal-pe= se eeceureee eee eee oem eee 1040 

Fig. 2. A large left valve. 

Fig. 3. A large right valve. Both of those are somewhat distorted by 

pressure. 

CUCULLEA MATTHEWSONDE Gabbe an .2e> sere see eee eee eee ee eee 1039 

Fig. 4. A large left valve, somewhat more elongate than the average. 

Fig. 5. Right valve of a young specimen. 

LEDA. ALFORMIS (Gabb) 22 sccs sence. cece tee een een ee eee ee ee eee eee 1040 

Fig. 6. A large right valve. 

Fig. 7. Internal cast of a smaller left valve. 

LEDASGABBI( Conrad). c= ease een le ee En eee ee See eee eee 1041 

Fig. 8. A large left valve enlarged two diameters. 
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PLATE LXV. 

CRASSATELLAN UNTOIDESIN. 6Pae ceases eee eee EEO eee eee 1041 
Fig. 1. Side view of large left valve. 

Fig. 2. Anterior view of same. 

MERETRIXUSD sc si.223.2c.cc5 hl Gs eee ee Be Oe ee ee ee en ee ers 1042 

Fig. 3. A-large elongate right valve. 

Fig.4. A smaller right valve of the short variety, perhaps a little distorted 

by pressure. 

TELLINA, HORNET Gablbite 2633552 cee eee Seer ene eee one eee ero nee eeeee 1043 

Fig.5. Internal cast of right valve, retaining a little of the shell. 

LUCINA: TURNERE De! Sp ic o--f2 sesie es re ae area ae nea ee 1042 

Fig. 6. Interior of small right valve from gutta-percha impression of natural 

cast. 

Fig. 7. A large left valve. 
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PLATE LXVI. 
. Page. 

TURRITELLA PACHECORNSISON (SP oec ane meee es seeieeieieeee ieee ssa eee eer 1043 

Fig. 1. A young specimen. 

Fig. 2. A large adult individual, 
TURRITELLA INFRAGRANULATA Gabb...---...- wise wajeSee icone sete tae ere seieelets 1044 

Fig. 3. A medium-sized specimen. 

ILUNATIA TORN Ga Dic ieretare aetereie eaie BC OG Sdenabooscssnadaccacqed doscde 1044 

Fig. 4. Dorsal view of an average specimen. 

BRACHYSPHINGUS LIRATUS! Ga isem seme see a= alae ie eels a steele rater - 1048 

Fig. 5. Aperture view of a slightly distorted specimen of average size. 

Fig. 6. Opposite view of another specimen, 
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PERISSOLAX BLAKEL (Conrad ))/5-.oh2cecec Hees 5 See eee Seen ee oaeeeeeee 1045 

Fig. 1. Dorsal view of rather stout tricarinate variety. 

STREPSIDURAT PA GHEOCORNSIS 21. Spi--eeee. soe ee eee eee eee eee eeeeeee 1045 

Fig. 2. Dorsal view of the type. The surface is somewhat exfoliated. 
HETEROTERMA: GABBI NSP). -.5- 2325 secs sess eee aicisns Senta see sate eee eee 1046 

Fig. 3. Dorsal view of the type. The spire is slightly restored. 

PERISSOLAX BREVIROSDRIS Gabbiesa.22-- saceraee oe se ee ee ene eee eee 1047 

Vig. 4. Rather slender specimen from the Chico. Introduced for compar- 

ison with Heteroterma gabbi. 

HETEROTERMA STRIATATIA SP soe eciece aaa es ee ees eens eee ae eee eee 1046 

Fig.5. Aperture view of the type. 

UROSYCA | CAUDATAN Gab biases epee ee eee sere = Sean oe aeeine ee eee 1047 

Fig. 6. Dorsal view of asmall, slightly distorted specimen. 

SIPHONALIA? LINEATA DSSpis.: - 25 j.ctee cee obec wis en sete = See eee 1047 

Fig.7. Aperture view of an average-sized specimen enlarged two diam- 

eters. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

[Seventeenth Annual Report. ] 

The statute approved March 3, 1879, establishing the United States Geological Survey, contains the 

following provisions: 
“The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological 

andeconomic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon general 

andeconomic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey 

shallaccompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reports 

of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarte series if deemed necessary by the Director, but other- 

wisein ordinary octayos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges 

and for sale at the price of publication; and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange 

shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization; and the 

money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the ‘Treasury of the United 

States.” 

Except in those cases in which an extra number of any special memoir or report has been supplied 

to the Survey by resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this 

office has no copies for gratuitous distribution. 

ANNUAL REPORTS. 

I, First Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, by Clarence King. 1880. 8°. 79 pp. 

1map.—A preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications. 

IL. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 1882. 

8°. ly, 588 pp. 62 pl. 1 map. 

Ill. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883. 

8°. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps. 

IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884. 

8°, xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps. 

V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885. 

8°. xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps. 

VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-85, by J. W. Powell. 1885. 

8°. xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps. 

VII. Seventh Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1885-'86, by J. W. Powell. 1888. 

8°, xx, 656 pp. 71 pl. and maps. 

VIII. Eighth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1886-87, by J. W. Powell. 1889. 

8°. 2pt. xix, 474, xiipp. 53 pl. and maps; 1 p.1., 475-1063 pp. 54-76 pl. and maps. 

IX. Ninth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1887-’88, by J. W. Powell. 1889. 

8°, xiii, 717 pp. 88 pl. and maps. 

X. Tenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1888-'89, by J. W. Powell. 1890. 

8°. 2 pt. xv, 774 pp. 98 pl. and maps; viii, 123 pp. 

XI. Eleventh Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1889-'90, by J. W. Powell. 1891. 

8°. 2pt. xv,757 pp. 66 pl. and maps; ix, 351 pp. 30 pl. 

XII. Twelfth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1890-'91, by J. W. Powell. 1891. 

8°. 2pt. xiii, 675 pp. 53 pl. and maps; xviii, 576 pp. 146 pl. and maps. 

XIII. Thirteenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1891-'92, by J. W. Powell. 

1893. 8°. 3 pt. vil, 240 pp. 2maps; x, 372 pp. 105 pl. and maps; xi, 486pp. 77 pl. and maps. 

XIV. Fourteenth Annual Reportof the United States Geological Survey, 1892-’93, by J. W. Powell. 
1893. 8°. 2pt. ‘vi, 321 pp. 1pl.; xx, 597 pp. 74 pl. 

XV. Fifteenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1893-’94, by J. W. Powell. 
1895. 8°. xiv, 755 pp. 48 pl. 

XVI. Sixteenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1894-95, by Charles D. 

Walcott. 1895. (PartI, 1896.) 8°. 4pt. xxii,910 pp. 117pl.and maps: xix,598 pp. 15 pl. and maps; 

xv, 646 pp. 23pl.; xix, 735 pp. 6 pl. 

XVII. Seventeenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1895-96, by Charles D. 

Walcott. 1896. 8°. 3pt.in4vol. xxii,1076 pp. 67 pl. and maps; xxv, 864 pp. 113 pl. and maps; 

Xxii,542 pp. 8 pl. and maps; iii, 543-1058 pp. 5 pl. 

I 
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MONOGRAPHS. 

I. Lake Bonneville, by Grove Karl Gilbert. 1890. 4°. xx, 438 pp. 51 pl. 1 map. Price $1.50. 

I. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt. U.S. A. 
1882. 4°. xiv, 264pp. 42 pl. and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price $10.00. 

IIL. Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker. 1882. 

4°, xy, 422 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.00. 

IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3pl. Price $1.50. 

V. The Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland Duer Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 464 pp. 
15]. 29pl. and maps. Price $1.85. 

VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William Morris 

Fontaine. 1883. 4°. xi, l44pp. 541. 54pl. Price $1.05. 

VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph Story Gurtis. 1884. 4°. xiii, 200 pp. 16 

pl. Price $1.20. 

VIII. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 pp. 

241. 24pl. Price $1.10. 

IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey, 

by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. 1l map. Price $1.15. 

X. Dinocerata. A Monograph of an Extinet Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh. 

1886. 4°. xviii, 43 pp. 561. 56 pl. Price $2.70 

XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel 
Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pl.and maps. Price $1.75. 

XII. Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, Colorado, with atlas, by Samuel Franklin Emmons. 

1886. 4°. xxix, 770 pp. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40. 

XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker. 

1888. 4° xix, 486 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 14 sheets folio. Price $2.00. 

XIV. Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Connecticut Val- 

ley, by John S. Newberry. 1888. 4°. xiv, 152 pp. 26pl. Price $1.00. 

XV. The Potomac or Younger Mesozoic Flora, by William Morris Fontaine. 1889. 4°. xiv, 377 

pp. 180pl. Text and plates bound separately. Price $2.50 

XVI. The Paleozoic Fishes of North America, by John Saoue Newberry. 1889. 4°. 340 pp. 53 pl. 

Price $1.00. 

XVI. The Flora of the Dakota Group, a Posthumous Work, by Leo Lesquereux. Edited by F. H. 

Knowlton. 1891. 4°. 400 pp. 66 pl. Price $1.10. 

XVIII. Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey, 

by Robert P. Whitfield. 1891. 4°. 402 pp. 50 pl. Price $1.00. 

XIX. The Penokee Iron-Bearing Series of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irving 

and C. R. Van Hise. 1892. 4°. xix, 534 pp. 37 pl. Price $1.70. 

XX. Geology of the Eureka District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague. 1892. 4°. xvii, 419 pp. 
&pl. Price $5.25. 

XXI. The Tertiary Rhynchophorous Coleoptera of North America, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 
1893. 4°. xi, 206pp. 18pl. Price 90 cents. ; 

XXII. A Manual of Topographic Methods, by Henry Gannett, Chief Topographer. 1893. 4°. xiv, 
300pp. 18 pl. Price $1.00. 

XXIII. Geology of the Green Mountains in Massachusetts, by Raphael Pumpelly, J. E. Wolff, 

and T. Nelson Dale. 1894. 4°. xiv, 206 pp. 23 pl. Price $1.30. 

XXIV. Mollusea and Crustacea of the Miocene Formations of New Jersey, by Robert Parr Whitfield, 

1894. 4°. 195 pp. 24pl. Price 90 cents. 

XXV. The Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 1895. 4°. xxiv, 658pp. 38pl. Price $1.70. 

In press: 

XXVI. Flora of the Amboy Clays, by John Strong Newberry; a Posthumous Work, edited by 

Arthur Hollick. 1895. 4°. 260 pp. 58 pl. 

XXVITI. Geology of the Denver Basin, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons, Whitman Cross, and George H. 

Eldridge. 1896. 4°. 556 pp. 31 pl. 

XXVIII. The Marquette Iron-Bearing District of Michigan, by C. R. Van eee) and W.S. Bayley, 

with a Chapter on the Republic Trough, by H. L. Smyth. 

In preparation : 

XXIX. The Geology of Oid Hampshire County, Massachusetts, comprising Franklin, Hampshire, 

and Hampden Counties, by Benjamin Kendall Emerson. 

XXX. Fossil Meduse, by Charles D. Walcott. 

XXXI. Geology of the Aspen Mining District, Colorado, by Josiah Edward Spurr. 

XXXII. Geology of the Yellowstone National Park, by Arnold Hague and others. 

XXXIII. Geology of the Narragansett Basin, by N. S. Shaler, J. B. Woodworth, and August F. 

Foerste. 

XXXIV. The Glacial Gravels of Maine and their Associated Deposits, by George H. Stone. 

— Sauropoda, by O. C. Marsh. 

— Stegosauria, by O. C. Marsh. 

— Brontotheride, by O. C. Marsh. 

— Report on Silver Cliff and Ten-Mile Mining Districts, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 

— Flora of the Laramie and Allied Formations, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 
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BULLETINS. 

1. On Hypersthene- Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, witha 

Geological Sketch of Buffalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1883. 8°. 42 pp. 2pl. Price 10 cents. 

2. Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the Coining Value of Troy Ounces of Fine Metal, ete., 

computed by Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. 8pp. Price 5 cents. 

3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian, along the Meridian of 76°30’, from Tompkins County, 

New York, to Bradford County, Pennsylvania, by Henry 8. Williams. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. Price 5 cents. 

4. On Mesozoic Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. 9pl. Price 5 cents. 

5. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. 8°. 325 pp. 

Price 20 cents. 

6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. 8°. 43 pp. Price 5 cents. 

7. Mapoteca Geologica Americana. A Catalogue of Geological Maps of America (North and South) 

1752-1881, in Geographic and Chronologic Order, by Jules Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 1884. 

8°. 184 pp. Price 10 cents. 

8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R. 

Van Hise. 1884. 8°. 56pp. 6pl. Price 10 cents. 

9. A Report of Work done in the Washington Laboratory during the Fiscal Year 1883-'84. F.W. 

Clarke, Chief Chemist. T.M.Chatard, Assistant Chemist. 1884. 8°. 40 pp. Price 5 cents. 

10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary Studies, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 

1884. 8°. 74 pp. 10pl. Price 5 cents. 

11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin; with Descriptions of New Forms, 

by R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a Sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. 

Gilbert. 1884. 8°. 66pp. 6pl. Price 5 cents. ; 

12. A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward 8. Dana. 1884. 8°. 

34 pp. 3pl. Price 5 cents. 

13. Boundaries of the United States and of the Several States and Territories, with a Historical 

Sketch of the Territorial Changes, by Henry Gannett. 1885. 8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents. 
14. The Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent 

Strouhal. 1885. 8°. 238 pp. Price 15 cents. 

15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 33 pp. 

Price 5 cents. 

16. On the Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by John M, Clarke. 1885. 8°. 

86pp. 3pl. Price 5 cents. 

17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, with Notes on 

the Geology of the District, by Arnold Hague and Joseph P. Iddings. 1885. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5 

cents. 

18. On Marine Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and Other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America, 

by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 26pp. 3pl. Price 5 cents. 

19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 1885. 8°. 28 pp. Price 5 cents. 

20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hille- 

brand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. l1pl. Price 10 cents. 

21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation; a Report on the Region between the Grand and 

Moreau Rivers, Dakota, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8°. 16 pp. 5pl. Price 5 cents. 

22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pl. 

Price 5 cents. 

23. Observations on the Junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on 

Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8°. 124 pp. 17 pl. 

Price 15 cents. 

24. List of Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary Fossils and Recent Forms from American 

Localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by William Healy Dall. 
1885. 8°. 336 pp. Price 25 cents. 

25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Barnes. 

1885. 8°. 85 pp. Price 10 cents. 

26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents. 

27. Report of Work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the Fiscal Year 

1884-"85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Price 10 cents. 

28. The Gabbros and Associated Hornblende Rocks occurring in the Neighborhood of Baltimore, 

Maryland, by George Huntington Williams. 1886. 8°. 78 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents. 

29. On the Fresh-water Invertebrates of the North American Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886. 

8°. 41 pp. 4pl. Price 5 cents. 

30. Second Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America, by Charles Doo- 

little Walcott. 1886. 8°. 369pp. 33 pl. Price 25 cents. 

31. Systematic Review of our Present Knowledge of Fossil Insects, including Myriapods and Arach- 

nids, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1886. 8°. 128 pp. Price 15 cents. 

32. Lists and Analyses of the Mineral Springs of the United States (a Preliminary Study), by Albert 
C. Peale. 1886. 8°. 235 pp. Price 20 cents. 
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33. Notes on the Geology of Northern California, by J.S. Diller. 1886. 8°. 23 pp. Price 5 cents. 

34. On the Relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the Succeeding Fresh-water Eocene 

and Other Groups, by Charles A. White. 1886. 8°. 54 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents. 

35. Physical Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent Strouhal. 1886. 8°. 62 

pp. Price 10 cents. 

36. Subsidence of Fine Solid Particles in Liquids, by Carl Barus. 1886. 8°. 58pp. Price 10 cents. 

37. Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 1887. 8°. 354 pp. 57 pl. Price 25 cents. 

38. Peridotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, by J. 8. Diller. 1887. 8°. 31 pp. lpl. Price 5 cents. 

39. The Upper Beaches and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 1887. 8°. 84 

pp. lpl. Price 10 cents. 

40, Changes in River Courses in Washington Territory due to Glaciation, by Bailey Willis. 1887. 

8°. 10pp. 4pl. Price 5 cents. 

41. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian—the Genesee Section, New York, by Henry S. 

Williams. 1887. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pl. Price 15 cents. 

42. Report of Work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the Fiscal Year 

1885-'86. F. W. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1887. 8°. 152pp. 1pk Price 15 cents. 

43. Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by Eugene 

A.Smith and Lawrence C. Johnson. 1887. 8°. 189 pp. 21 pl. Price 15 cents. 

44. Bibliography of North American Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Darton. 1887. 8°. 35 pp. 

Price 5 cents. 

45. The Present Condition of Knowledge of the Geology of Texas, by Robert T, Hill. 1887. 8°. 94 

pp. Price 10 cents. 

46. Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R. A. F. Penrose, jr., with an Intro- 
duction by N.S Shaler. 1888. 8°. 143 pp. Price 15 cents. 

47. Analyses of Waters of the Yellowstone National Park, with an Account of the Methods of 

Analysis employed, by Frank Austin Gooch and James Edward Whitfield. 1888. 8°. 84pp. Price 

10 cents. : 

48. On the Form and Position of the Sea Level, by Robert Simpson Woodward. 1888. 8°. 88 pp. 

Price 10 cents. 

49. Latitudes and Longitudes of Certain Points in Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by Robert 

Simpson Woodward. 1889. 8°. 133 pp. Price 15 cents. 

50. Formulas and Tables to facilitate the Construction and Use of Maps, by Robert Simpson Wood- 

ward. 1889. 8°. 124 pp. Price 15 cents. 

51. On Invertebrate Fossils from the Pacific Coast, by Charles Abiathar White. 1889. 6°. 102 pp. 

14pl. Price 15 cents. 

52. Subaérial Decay of Rocks and Origin of the Red Color of Certain Formations, by Israel Cook 

Russell. 1889. 8°. 65 pp. Spl. Price 10 cents. 

53. The Geology of Nantucket, by Nathaniel Southgate Shaler. 1889. 8°. 535 pp. 10pl. Price 10 

cents. 

54. On the Thermo-Electric Measurement of High Temperatures, by Carl Barus. 1889. 8°. 313 pp. 

incl.1 pl. 11 pl. Price 25 cents. 

55. Report of Work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the Fiscal Year 
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56. Fossil Wood and Lignite of the Potomac Formation, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1889. 8°. 72 pp. 

Tpl. Price 10 cents. 
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Price 5 cents. 
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Jpl. &pl. Price 15 cents. 
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15 cents. 

64. A report of Work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the F‘scal 

Year 1888-89. F. W. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1890. 8°. 60 pp. Price 10 cents. 

65. Stratigraphy of the Bituminous Coal Field of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia, by Israel 

C. White. 1891. 8°. 212pp. 11 pl. Price 20 cents. 
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Darton. 1890. 8°. 82pp. Price 10 cents. 
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8°. 101 pp. Price 15 cents. 
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71. Index to the Known Fossil Insects of the World, including Myriapods and Arachnids, by Samuel 

Hubbard Seudder. 1891. 8°. 744 pp. Price 50 cents. 

72. Altitudes between Lake Superior and the Rocky Mountains, by Warren Upham. 1891. 8°, 

229 pp. Price 20 cents. 

73. The Viscosity of Solids, by Carl Barus. 1891. 8°. xii, 139 pp. 6pl. Price 15 cents. 

74. The Minerals of North Carolina, by Frederick Augustus Genth. 1891. 8°. 119 pp. Price 15 
cents. ‘ 

75. Record of North American Geology for 1887 to 1889, inclusive, by Nelson Horatio Darton. 1891. 

8°. 173 pp. Price 15 cents. 

76. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States (Second Edition), compiled by Henry Gannett, 

Chief Topographer. 1891. 8°. 393 pp. Price 25 cents. 

77. The Texan Permian and its Mesozoic Types of Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1891. 8°. 51 pp. 

4pl. Price 10 cents. 

78. A Report of Work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the Fiscal 
Year 1889-90. F. W. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1891. 8°. 131 pp. Price 15 cents. 

79. A Late Volcanic Eruption in Northern California and its Peculiar Lava, by J.S. Diller. 1891. 8°. 
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102. A Catalogue and Bibliography of North American Mesozoic Invertebrata, by Cornelius Breck- 

inridge Boyle. 1893. 8°. 315 pp. Price 25 cents. 

103. High Temperature Work in Igneous Fusion and Ebullition, chiefly in Relation to Pressure, by 

Carl Barus. 1893. 8°. 57 pp. 9pl. Price 10 cents. 

104. Glaciation of the Yellowstone Valley north of the Park, by Walter Harvey Weed. 1893. 8°. 

41 pp. 4pl. Price 5 cents. 

105. The Laramie and the Overlying Livingston Formation in Montana, by Walter Harvey Weed, 

with Report on Flora, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1893. 8°. 68pp. 6pl. Price 10 cents. 
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106. The Colorado Formation and its Invertebrate Fauna, by T. W. Stanton. 1893. 8°. 288 pp. 
45pl. Price 20 cents. 

107. The Trap Dikes of the Lake Champlain Region, by James Furman Kemp and Vernon Free- 

man Marsters. 1893. 8°. 62 pp. 4pl. Price 10 cents. 

108. A Geological Reconnoissance in Central Washington, by Israel Cook Russell. 1893. 8°. 108 pp. 

12pl. Price 15 cents. 

109. The Eruptive and Sedimentary Rocks on Pigeon Point, Minnesota, and their Contact Phenom- 

ena, by William Shirley Bayley. 1893. 8°. 121 pp. 16 pl. Price 15 cents. 

110. The Paleozoic Section in the Vicinity of Three Forks, Montana, by Albert Charles Peale. 1893. 

8°. 56pp. 6pl. Price 10 cents. 

111. Geology of the Big Stone Gap Coal Field of Virginia and Kentucky, by Marius R. Campbell, 

1893. 8°. 106 pp. 6pl. Price 15 cents. 

112. Earthquakes in California in 1892, by Charles D. Perrine. 1893. 8°. 57 pp. Price 10 cents. 

113. A Report of Work done in the Division of Chemistry during the Fiscal Years 1891-’92 and 

1892-93. F. W. Clarke, Chief Chemist. 1893. 8°. 115 pp. Price 15 cents. 

114. Earthquakes in California in 1893, by Charles D. Perrine> 1894. 8°. 23 pp. Price 5 cents. 

115. A Geographic Dictionary of Rhode Island, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°, 31 pp. Price 5 cents. 

116. A Geographic Dictionary of Massachusetts, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°. 126 pp. Price 15 

cents. 

117. A Geographic Dictionary of Connecticut, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°. 67 pp. Price 10 cents. 

118. A Geographic Dictionary of New Jersey, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°. 131 pp. Price 15 cents. 

119. A Geological Reconnoissance in Northwest Wyoming, by George Homans Eldridge. 1894. 8°. 

72pp. 4pl. Price 10 cents. : 

120. The Devonian System of Eastern Pennsylvania and New York, by Charles S. Prosser. 1894. 

8°. 8lpp. 2pl. Price 10 cents. 

121. A Bibliography of North American Paleontology, by Charles Rollin Keyes. 1894. 8°. 251 pp. 

Price 20 cents. 

122. Resultsof Primary Triangulation, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°. 412pp. 17pl. Price 25 cents. 

123. A Dictionary of Geographic Positions, by Henry Gannett. 1895. 8°. 183 pp. 1pl. Price 15 

cents. 

124. Revision of North American Fossil Cockroaches, by Samuel Hubbard Seudder. 1895. 8°. 176 

pp. 12pl. Price 15 cents. 

125. The Constitution of the Silicates, by Frank Wigglesworth Clarke. 1895. 8°. 109 pp. Price15 

cents. 

126. A Mineralogical Lexicon of Franklin, Hampshire, and Hampden Counties, Massachusetts, by 

Benjamin Kendall Emerson. 1895. 8°. 180pp. 1pl. Price 15 cents. 

127. Catalogue and Index of Contributions to North American Geology, 1732-1891, by Nelson 

Horatio Darton. 1896. 8°. 1045 pp. Price 60 cents. 

128. The Bear River Formation and its Characteristic Fauna, by Charles A. White. 1895. 8°. 108 
pp- llpl. Price 15 cents. 

129. Earthquakes in California in 1894, by Charles D. Perrine. 1895. 8°. 25 pp. Price 5 cents. 

130. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, Petrology, and Mineralogy 

for 1892 and 1893, by Fred Boughton Weeks. 1896. 8°. 210 pp. Price 20 cents. 

131. Report of Progress of the Division of Hydrography for the Calendar Years 1893 and 1894, by 

Frederick Haynes Newell, Topographer in Charge. 1895. 8°. 126pp. Price 15 cents. 

132. The Disseminated Lead Ores of Southeastern Missouri, by Arthur Winslow. 1896. 8°. 31 pp. 

Price 5 cents. 

133. Contributions to the Cretaceous Paleontology of the Pacific Coast: The Fauna of the Knoxville 

Beds, by T. W. Stanton. 1895. 8°. 132 pp. 20 pl. Price 15 cents. 

134. The Cambrian Rocks of Pennsylvania, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1896. 8°. 43 pp. 15 pl. 

Price 5 cents. 

135. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, Petrology, and Mineralogy 

for the Year 1894, by F. B. Weeks. 1896. 8°. 141 pp. Price 15 cents. : 

136. Voleanic Rocks of South Mountain, Pennsylvania, by Florence Bascom. 1896. 8°. 124 pp. 28 

pl. Price 15 cents. 

137. The Geology of the Fort Riley Military Reservation and Vicinity, Kansas, by Robert Hay. 

1896. 8°. 35 pp. 8pl. Price 5cents. 

138. Artesian-well Prospects in the Atlantic Coastal Plain Region, by N. H. Darton. 1896. 8°. 228 

pp. 19pl. Price 20 cents. 

139. Geology of the Castle Mountain Mining District, Montana, by W. H. Weed and L. V. Pirsson. 

1896. 8°. 164pp. 17 pl. Price 15 cents. 

140. Report of Progress of the Division of Hydrography for the Calendar Year 1895, by Frederick 

Haynes Newell, Hydrographer in Charge. 1896. 8°. 356 pp. Price 25 cents. 

141. The Eocene Deposits of the Middle Atlantic Slope in Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, by Will- 

iam Bullock Clark. 1896. 8°. 167 pp. 40 pl. Price 15 cents. 

142. A Brief Contribution to the Geology and Paleontology of Northwestern Louisiana, by T. Way- 

land Vaughan. 1896. 8°. 65pp. 4pl. Price 10 cents. 
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143. A Bibliography of Clays and the Ceramic Arts, by John C. Branner. 1896. 8°. 114 pp. Price 

15 cents. 

144. The Moraines of the Missouri Coteau and their Attendant Deposits, by James Edward Todd. 

1896. 8°. Tl pp. 21 pl. Price 10 cents. 

145. The Potomac Formation in Virginia, by W. M. Fontaine. 1896. 8°. 149 pp. 2pl. Price 15 cents. 

146. Bibliography and Index of North American Geology, Paleontology, Petrology, and Miner- 

alogy for the Year 1895, by F. B. Weeks. 1896. 8°. 130 pp. Price 15 cents. 
147. Earthquakes in California in 1895, by Charles D. Perrine, Assistant Astronomer in Charge of 

Earthquake Observations at the Lick Observatory. 1896. 8°. 23 pp. Price 5 cents. 

WATER-SUPPLY AND IRRIGATION PAPERS. 

By act of Congress approved June 11, 1896, the following provision was made: 

“Provided, That hereafter the reports of the Geological Survey in relation to the gauging of 

streams and to the methods of utilizing the water resources may be printed in octavo form, not to 

exceed one hundred pages in length and five thousand copies in number; one thousand copies of 

which shall be for the ofticial use of the Geological Survey, one thousand five hundred copies shall be 

delivered to the Senate, and two thousand five hundred copies shall be delivered to the House of Rep- 

resentatives, for distribution. 

Under this law the following paper is in press, and a number of others are in preparation: 

1. Pumping Water for Irrigation, by Herbert M. Wilson. 

TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF THE UNITED STATES. 

When, in 1882, the Geological Survey was directed by law to make a geologic map of the United 

States, there was in existence no suitable topographic map to serve as a base for the geologic map. 

The preparation of such a topographic map was therefore immediately begun. About one-fifth of the 

area of the country, excluding Alaska, has now been thus mapped. ‘The map is published inatlas sheets, 

each sheet representing a small rectangular district, as explained under the following heading. The 

separate sheets are sold at 5 cents each, this price being a slight advance over the cost of paper and 

printing. The mapped areas are widely scattered, nearly every State being represented. More than 

800 sheets have been engraved and printed; they are tabulated by States in the Survey’s ‘List of 

Publications,” a pamphlet which may be had on application. 

GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

The Geologic Atlas of the United States is the final form of publication of the topographic and 

geologic maps. The atlas is issued in parts, progressively as the surveys are extended, and is 

designed ultimately to cover the entire country. 

Under the plan adopted the entire area of the country is divided into small rectangular districts, 

bounded by certain meridians and parallels. The unit of survey is also the unit of publication, and 

the maps and descriptions of each rectangular district are issued as a folio of the Geologie Atlas. 

Each folio contains topographic, geologic, economic, and structural maps, together with textual 

descriptions and explanations, and is designated by the name of a principal town or of a prominent 

natural feature within the district. 

‘Two forms of issue have been adopted: A library edition, bound between heavy paper covers and 

stitched; and a field edition, similarly bound, but unstitched. 

Under the law a copy of each folio is sent to certain public libraries and educational institutions. 

A limited number of copies are reserved for distribution to persons specially interested in the region 

represented. This distribution is at first gratuitous, but when the remaining number of copies of 

any folio reaches a certain minimum a charge equivalent to cost of publication will be made. In such 

cases prepayment is obligatory. The folios ready for distribution are listed below. 

| | Area, in| Price, 
No.| Name of sheet. State. Limiting meridians. Limiting parallels. | square| in 

miles. |cents. 

1} Livingston* ....--. Montana. . 1109-1119 459-469 | 3, 354 25 ; “AN (SUP eSECE 
2| Ringgold*....... { SeOreIa. \ 85°-85° 30’ 34° 30/-35° | 980| 25 
3 | Placerville* ....-.- California. 120° 30/-121¢ 38° 30/-39° 932 25 
4) Kingston* Tennessee 84° 30/859 35° 30/-36° 969 25 
5 | Sacramento*....--. California. 1219-1219 30/ 38° 30/-39° 932 25 
6 | Chattanooga* ....| Tennessee 85°-85° 30/ 35°-35° 30/ 975 25 
7, PikestPeak*.--.:- Colorado. - 105°-105° 30/ 38° 30/-39° 932 25 
8 | Sewanee*..--..... ‘Tennessee 85° 30/-86° 35°-35° 30/ 975 25 
9 | Anthracite-Crest- | Colorado. 106° 45’-107° 15/ B8° 45/-39° 465 50 

ed Butte.* Virginia, . 
10 | Harpers Ferry* | West Va... 77° 30/-78° 39°-39° 30! | 925 25 

Maryland. | 

* These folios can now be sent only on prepayment of price stated in the last column. 
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GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES—FOLIOS READY FOR DISTRIBUTION— 

Continued. 

7 | | Area, in| Price, 
No.| Name of sheet. | State. | Limiting meridians. Limiting parallels. | square] in 

| | miles. |cents. 

11 | Jackson*.......-. California. | 120° 30/-121° 38°-38° 30’ 938 25 
| Virginia - 

12 | Estillville*.....- Kentuc ky. | 82° 30/--83° 36° 30/-379° 957 25 
Tennessee 

13 Fredericksburg*-{ eee \ 772-772 30! 380-380 30/ 938 25 

14 | Staunton*....... { Virginia .. \ 79°-79° 30! 380_38° 30/ 938 | 25 
15 | Lassen Peak*..... California..| 1219-1229 40°-41° | 3, 634 25 

16 | Knoxville* ...... {| Nate 83° 30/-84° 35° 30-362 | 925] 25 
17 | Marysville* .....- California. 121° 30/-122° 39°-39° 30/ 925 25 
18 | Smartsville*...... California. 1219-121° 30 39°-89° 30! 925 25 

Alabama 
19 | Stevenson* ....-- Georgia... 85° 30/-86° 34° 30/-35° 980 25 

| | Tennessee 

20 | Cleveland* -...... | Tennessee 84° 30/-85° 35°-85° 30/ 975 25 
214) (Pikewille*aescsnee ‘Tennessee 85°-85° 30/ 35° 30/-86° 969 25 
22 |) McMinnville* ....| Tennessee 85° 30/-86° 35° 30/-86° 969 25 

23 | Nomini.: { Maryland. af 76° 30’-770 380-389 30’| 938] 25 
ee we ge Virginia . 

24 | Three Forks...... | Montana.. 1119-1129 45°-46° | 3,354 50 
25) | MGOUC ODie = cic cence ‘Tennessee 84°-84° 30/ 35° 30/-36° 969 25 

26 | Pocahontas ...... { ee ml 810-812 30! 379-372 30! 951 25 
27 | Morristown Tennessee 83°-83° 30! 36°-36° 30/ 963 25 

| | Virginia - - 
28 Piedmont ........ | Maryland. } 79°-79° 30/ 39°-39° 30/ 925 25 

| West Va..| 
29 | Nevada City: 

| Nevada City. 121° 00/ 25//-121° 03/ 45” | 39° 13/ 50//-39° 17! 16” 11. 65 
| Grass Vay: California. | 121° O1/ 35//-121° 05/ 04// | 39° 10/ 22//-39° 13’ 50” 12.09 50 

Banner Hill . | 120° 57’ 05/’-121° 00! 25” | 39° 13/ 50-399 17’ 16” 11. 65 

~ These folios can now be sent only on prepayment of price stated in the last column. 

STATISTICAL PAPERS. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1882, by Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. xvii, 813 pp. Price 

50 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883 and 1884, by Albert Williams, jr. 1885. 8°. xiv, 1016 

pp. Price 60 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1885. Division of Mining Statistics and Technology. 1886. 

8°. vil, 576 pp. Price 40 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1886, by David T. Day. 1887. 8°. viii,813pp. Price 50cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1887, by David T. Day. 1888. 8°. vii, 832 pp. Price 50 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1888. by David T. Day. 1890. 8°. vii, 652 pp. Price 50 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1889 and 1890, by David T. Day. 1892. 8°. viii, 671 pp. 

Price 50 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1891, by David T. Day. 1893. 8°. vii, 630 pp. Price 50 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1892, by David T. Day. 1893. 8°. vii, 850 pp. Price 50 cents. 

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1893, by David T. Day. 1894. 8°. viii, 810 pp. Price 50 cents. 

On March 2, 1895, the following provision was included in an act of Congress: 

“Provided, That hereafter the report of the mineral resources of the United States shall be issued 

as a part of the report of the Director of the Geological Survey.” 

In compliance with this legislation, the report Mineral Resources of the United States for the 

Calendar Year 1894 forms Parts III and IV of the Sixteenth Annual Report of the Survey, and Min- 

eral Resources of the United States for the Calendar Year 1895 forms Part III of the Seventeenth 

Annual Report of the Survey. 

The money received from the sale of these publications is deposited in the Treasury, and the Secre- 

tary of the Treasury declines to receive bank checks, drafts, or postage stamps; all remittances, there- 

fore, must be by MONEY ORDER, made payable to the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, or in 

CURRENCY, for the exact amount. Correspondence relating to the publications of the Survey should 

be addressed 
To THE DIRECTOR OF THE 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
W AsuHinaton, D. C., December, 1896. 
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LIBRARY CATALOGUE SLIPS. 

United States. Department of the interior. (U.S. geological survey.) 

Seventeenth annual report | of the | United States geological 

survey | to the | secretary of the interior | 1895-96 | — | Charles 

D. Walcott | director | — | In three parts | — | Part I.—Director’s» 

report and other papers; [-III (continued).—Mineral resources of 

the United States, 1895 | nonmetallic products, except coal | David 

T. Day, chief of division] | [Vignette] | 

Washington | government printing office | 1896 
8°. 3 vols in 4. 

CONTENTS: 

Part I. Director's report and other papers. 1076 pp. 67 pl. 

Part I1. Economic geology and hydrography. 864pp. 113 pl. 
Part III. Mineral resources of the United States, 1895. Metallic products and 

coal. 542 pp. 8 pl. 

Part III (continued). Mineral resources of the United States, 1895. Nonmetal- 

lic products, except coal. 543-1058 pp. 5 pl. 

Walcott (Charles Doolittle). 

Seventeenth annual report | of the | United States geological 

survey | tothe | secretary of the interior | 1895-96 { — | Charles 

D. Walcott | director | — | In three parts | — | Part I.—Director’s 

report and other papers; [-III (continued).—Mineral resources of 

the United States, 1895 | nonmetallic products, except coal | David 

T. Day, chief of division] | [Vignette] | 

Washington | government printing office | 1896 
8°, 3 vols. in 4. 

[UNITED Srares. Department of the interior. (U. S. geological survey.) 

Seventeenth annual report | of the | United States geological 
survey | to the | secretary of the interior | 1895-96 | — | Charles 

D. Walcott, director | — | In three parts | — | Part I.—Director’s 

report and other papers; [-III (continued ).—Mineral resources of 

the United States, 1895 | nonmetallic products, except coal | David 

T. Day, chief of division] | [Vignette] | 

Washington | government printing office | 1896 
8°. 3 vols in 4. 

[UNITED SraTEs. Department of the interior. (U.S. geological survey.) 
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